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Clarion Call Sept-May 1992/93

A B C
1 Title Date Page

2 AAUW: unversity women speak out February 4, 1993 11

3 Accreditation: Middle States finish final site visit April 22, 1993 1

4 Accreditation: Middle States update November 19, 1992 5

5 Activities Day: out door concert to rock September 17, 1992 11

6 Advisors are more than just schedulers April 22, 1993 5

7 African American Caucus presents a series of guest lectures September 24, 1992 3

8 African American Culture April 1,1993 11

9 African Art: learning September 24, 1992 15

10 African night planned February 25, 1993 10

11 AIDS Awareness: service planned November 19, 1992 8

12 Alcohol awareness at CUP October 15, 1992 8

13 ALF parade: what to look for October 15, 1992 13

14 ALF parking Announcements October 15, 1992 9

15 Andrew Relief Clarion Aids October 15, 1992 8

16 Angle, Kurt: takes Gold February 18, 1993 20

17 Angle, Kurt: wrestled in World Cup November 19, 1992 19

18 Animal Rights: new group to form on campus February 18, 1993 6
19 Another true story: mini concert is major success September 24, 1992 15

20 Appropriations request: chancellor goes before state senate March 4, 1993 1

21 Athletes: recognized for academic achievement March 4, 1993 16

22 Autum Leaf Festival: a growing tradition October 8, 1992 11

23 Baldwin, Robert: to receive Service Award April 22, 1993 6
24 Band: welcomes back alumni to perform September 24, 1992 14

25 Baseball: hoping to spring into 1993 PSAC March 25, 1993 19

26 Baseball: Injuries hard luck leaving clarion in role of spoiler April 22, 1993 19

27 Baseball: wins three of four in weird week April 29, 1993 21

28 Basketball: Women on the road to a solid start January 21, 1993 16

29 Basketball: 80 percent clip to open season December 10, 1992 20
30 Basketball: Accolades round up for April 1,1993 21

31 Basketball: capture 3rd straight PSAC West crown March 4, 1993 15

32 Basketball: clarion.edinboro battling for PSAC West crown February 25, 1993 17

33 Basketball: defeat Cal in divisional shootout February 11, 1993 21

34 Basketball: eagles approach crossroads in conference play February 4, 1993 18

35 Basketball: late season slump bounces March 4, 1993 16

36 Basketball: men grapplers fighting through injury plague season January 21, 1993 17

37 Basketball: parity of conferences finds January 28, 1993 19
38 Basketball: playoff hopes February 18, 1993 15

39

40

Basketball: quest for top spot February 11, 1993 19

Basketball: Shipp injures CUP playoff hopes February 25, 1993 20
41 Basketball: sponsors hoop shoot October 15, 1992 25
42 Basketball: survives early quizzes, face test verus December 10, 1992 19

43 Basketball: team gamers exhibition win November 19, 1992 20
44 Basketball: teamwork and defense are keys January 28, 1993 22
45 Basketball: women first PSAC West Loss February 18, 1993 16

46 Basketball: women win two more conference games February 4, 1993 16
47 Basketball: women's team want another title November 19, 1992 21

48 Battle of the Bands: 1993 January 28, 1993 14-15

49

50

Beredino, Joe shows rare talent April 29, 1993 14
Berry, Ron: student sentate VP resigns September 17, 1992 5

51 Biology dept holds workshop September 24, 1992 7
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52

53

Bolland, Herbert: once met cult predecessors April 1,1993 7

Books banned September 24, 1992 8

54 Boyd, Edgar remembering Martin Luther King jr January 21, 1993 9

55 Boyd, Greg: to give two speaches on campus this week November 12, 1992 15

56 Bryson, Jeanie quintet brings unique jazz style February 4, 1993 10

57 Budget proposal: casey unveils education February 11, 1993 7

58 Budget: 1992-93 ready for SSHE approval October 1,1992 1

59 Budget: casey releases funds for improvements April 1,1993 8

60 Budget: Clarion projecting $2.7 million shortfall for 1993-94 March 25, 1993 1

61 Budget: personnel reductions to offset projected 2.7 million deficit April 1,1993 1

62 Buildings: Trustees approve construction of Presidents Residence January 28, 1993 1

63 Buildings: Opposition grows to new residence February 4, 1993 5

64 Buildings: president's house estimate increased February 25, 1993 6

65 Buildings: proposed presidents residence put on hold March 25, 1993 5

66 CABS future is up in the air September 17, 1992 14

67 CABS: is staying September 24, 1992 12

68 Call, Sequelle participate in media convention March 25, 1993 9

69 Career Services plans for future October 1, 1992 6

70 Career Services: job searching made easy April 1,1993 12

71 Carlson Library: adds new index February 4, 1993 14

72 Carlson Library: check it out February 4, 1993 11

73 Carlson Library: check it out February 11, 1993 18

74 Carlson Library: IMC February 18, 1993 10

75 Cathead, Andrea: elected new senate VP September 24, 1992 6
76 CBAA: to host drive January 28, 1993 12

77 Cheerleaders up in the air over funding October 15, 1992 7

78 Christmas Carol comes to CUP November 19, 1992 15

79 Clarion enters second season January 21, 1993 15

80 Class Canceled: foul weather plans considered February 18, 1993 6
81 Class registration: problems November5, 1992 5
82 Clintn becomes president January 21, 1993 1

83 Concord won't build aste incinerator in Clarion April 29, 1993 6
84

85

Construction Projects: casey releases fund for state school October 15, 1992 1

Courses: 3 language minors to be offered April 1,1993 7

86 Creasap, Susan marches her way into Clarion September 10, 1992 11

87 Crime: blaze guts house November 19, 1992 6
88

89

Crime: campuses combat crime September 17, 1992 5

Crime: clarion falls prey to violent crime 2 students victimized by armed February 11, 1993 1

90 Crime: Fire ousts six clarion students January 28, 1993 7

91

92

93

Crime: public safety car trashed October 8, 1992 9

Crime: Stahlman, Christopher fire kills alumnus January .21, 1993 5

Crime: student bound over for trial for rioting and trespassing March 4, 1993 6

94 Crime: student charged in public safety vehicle damage October 22, 1992 8
95 Crime: Theta Chi damaged car October 29, 1992 5
96

97

Crime: two arrested in Nair February 4, 1993 6
Cross Country: finishes season at PSACS November 5, 1992 17

98 Cross Country: opens season Septembers, 1992 20
99

100

101

102

Cross Country: team fares well at 1UP September 24, 1992 20
Cross Country: teams improving Octobers, 1992 25
Cross Country: teams prepare for PSACS October 22, 1992 18

CSA 1993-94 Budget April 29, 1993 5

A B c
103

104

Cultural Diversity week: Novembers, 1992 9

Cultural diversity: AASU schedules conference October 22, 1992 9

105 Cultural Diversity: experience different cultures October 29, 1992 11

106 Cultural Night: a taste of the middle east October t, 1992 12

107 Dance concert scheduled for tonight December 10, 1992 18

108 Day, Anne: history prof wins award September^, 1992 9

109

110

Day, Nancy: gives concert against rape October 1, 1992 14

Dennis, Amy: Alumni works in Japan September 17, 1992 7

111 Disabilities in Education November 12, 1992 7

112 Diversity: clarion strives for April 1,1993 5

113 Diversity: dealing with February 11, 1993 18

114 Diversity: Otway, Gemma striving for student April 1,1993 15
115 Diversity: students speak out on minority status March 4, 1993 5
116 Earth Day: campus turns green April 22, 1993 15
117 Education reform rebuffed February 11, 1993 8
118 Eicher, Jeffery & Vanlandingham, Marguerite: running for AT&T investm December 10, 1992 7
119 Elinsky, Hasselrig to join EWL Hall March 4, 1993 17
120 Emerency Phones: add to campus safety April 22, 1993 7
121 EMT program: students want October 29, 1992 18
122 Enrollment: new student - up

— i

September 17, 1992

—— ''•

7
123 Enrolment: universities see drop December 10, 1992 4
124 Escort Service: planned for next semester November 12, 1992 4
125 Exchange Students expand minds and cultures October 15, 1992 17
126

127

Express Shop may close fall semester weekends March 4, 1993 5
Faculty recital, brass quartet October 22, 1992 13

128 Faculty: pay up last year February 11, 1993 6
129 Family Day: Jones , Scott to perform Septembers, 1992 14
130 Financial Aid forms here February 4, 1993 6
131 Financial Aid: community service may be future repayment February 18, 1993 1

132 Financial Aid: new scholarship added February 18, 1993 7
133 First cultural night is a trip October 8, 1992 16
134 Flex dollars and Cash allowance: October 15, 1992 16
135 Football: final golden eagle December 10, 1992 22
136 Football: 2-1 in PSAC West October 29, 1992 19
137 Football: eagles looking ahead to promising season September 10, 1992 19
138 Football: eagles team loses a heartbreaker September 24, 1992 19
139 Football:jjolden eagles run all over lock haven October 22, 1992 15
140 Football: hold on to lead for first victory October 15, 1992 23
141 Football. IUP won't beat Clarion on reputation alone Novembers, 1992 20
142 Football: Level IUP November 19, 1992 1

143 Football: offense sputters in loss to Westminister October 1,1992 19
144 Football: PSAC honors Myers November 19, 1992 22
145 Football: PSAC West championship November 19, 1992 22
146

147

Football: still alive in PSAC playoff November 5, 1992 15
Football: team loses fourth in a row October 8, 1992 23

148 Football: win battle with Rock November 12, 1992 19
149

150

Football; gridiron home opener this Saturday Septembers, 1992 21
Frantemity/Soroities: TKE Members face charges charter tost January 21, 1993 6

151

152

153

Franternity/Sororities: Alpha Phi Omega dedicated to the April 29, 1993 12
Fraternity/Sororities: battle erupts TKE December 10, 1992 6
Fraternity/Sororities: Gamma Theta Kappa one with nature March 4, 1993 10
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154

155

Fraternity/Sororities: police raid party February 25, 1993 5

Fraternity/Sorority: Kappa Theta Phi fails to meet requirements Octobers, 1992 16

156 Fraternity/Sorority: New Mr. CUP crowned November 19, 1992 14

157 Fuget, Charles: commencement committee welcomes January 28, 1993 6

158 Gemmell computer lab aids students October 8, 1992 9

159 Gemmell Student Center completed September 17, 1992 1

160 Gemmell Student Center dedicated September 24, 1992 8

161 Giving Campaign: kicks off October 1,1992 5

162 Golf: eagle team on the right course September 17, 1992 20

163 Golf. Linkster shooting for strong finish April 22, 1993 21

164

165

Golf: taking part in Fall PSAC today October 8, 1992 24

Golf: team finishes third at Fall PSAC October 15, 1992 24

166

167

Golf, team heading toward PSAC's October 1,1992 20

Golf team impressive at Hal Hanson Tournament September 24, 1992 21

168 Gorgan, Jack: US army field band marches into Tippin October 1,1992 11

169

170

Gospel fest 92 shining November 19, 1992 11

Graduation Fee: council of trustees pass for 1993 October 8, 1992 1

171 Greek week: 1993 April 1, 1993 19

172 Greek Week: is is really a friendly competition April 22, 1993 9

173 Greek: choosing a fraternity January 28, 1993 12

174 Greek: rush what the sororities have to offer January 28, 1993 12

175 Greeks: getting the most out of rush September 24, 1992 11

176 Greeks: new fraternity knocks at the door while old soroity is let back in ApriM, 1993 12

177 Gridiron campaign: Myers and Reinhart chosen September 10, 1992 19

178 Hart Chapel: ghost haunts October 29, 1992 7

179 Hazardous Waste: Concord fighting for new application September 10, 1992 4

180 History: Celebrating 125 years of Clarion April 29, 1993 13

181 History: Clarion University celebrating 125 years November 12, 1992 1

182 History: CUP 125 years, my how you've grown November 12, 1992 9

183 Hockey Team: yes there is a clarion team February 11, 1993 22

184 Hodder, Kane: brings Jason to clarion October 29, 1992 12

185 Homecoming court chosen 1992 October 15, 1992 13

186 Homosexual be allowed in the miltary February 25, 1993 1

187 Hufssey, Billy: to teach acting March 25, 1993 14

188 Instructional Support Fee Increase November5, 1992 1

189

190

191

192

Into the Streets: helping the community October 1,1992 12

Jack o latem slam fest set October 29, 1992 21

Janke, Bernice: riding the roller coaster of life March 25, 1993 12

King, Deborah: takes over women studies Novembers, 1992 6

193 Kline, Brad & Brown Tim: athletes receive awards January 21, 1993 20

194 Kordrick, William receive award April 29, 1993 8

195 Kunkler. Heather gets a head start in broadcasting world April 29, 1993 14

196 Kvak, Joe and Miller, Mike: sharing college experience March 4, 1993 11

197

198

199

20C

201

Laser shows beaming down October 15, 1992 17

Latin American night at Gemmell March 25, 1993 15

Leadership conference: sparks at October 8, 1992 8

Letter Drive: senate sponsors October 1,1992 6

Library Science co sponsor conference November 5, 1992 6

202 Lindsay, Mary: music department welcomes opera singer Novembers, 1992 15

202 i Loans: are campaign issue October 8, 1992 7

204 Love, Ruth: to speak tonight February 25, 1993 9

205

206

207

208

209

210

Madrigal dinner: a night of food, song, and fun

MalgojggXdajjjhter to speak
Malcolm X: shabazz talks

"

McCabe, Gerald:

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

McCluskey, Mamie: meet your queen ~
Meal Plan: trustees take action on some personal decisions
Moore, Robert receive award

Morton, Kwame: recieveshonors

Movie Review: Sex90's style

Movie Review: consenting adults

Movie Review: Jack Nicholson movie blitz

Movie Review: Mochicans striving for an oscar
Movie Review: Punxsutawney makes it to the biglcreen
Movie Review: The unforgiven

Mulit Cultural magic of S. Asia

Music Marketing Association invades New York
Music: Army Band plays at CUP
Music: education workshop
Music: recital scheduled

Musical: Pippin to open
NAFSA: clarion receives $1,000 co-op grant

National Broadcasting Society has a busy montrT

Noel Levitz Faculty Workshop

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

Novak, Rebecca: save the day for cranberry students
Parsons, Margaret: recieves award
Pell Grants: senate joins house in approving cut

Pezek-Bums, Jodi: named t fill two coaching positions at Clarion
Pitman, Sylvia: performes inspirational

Pittburgh Ballet " Tip toe" the night away
Pittman, Sylvia: soprano to perform
Printz, Robbie: hosts battle of the bands
Professors teach less and research more
PRWRCjarion hosts writing project

Public safety: cars booted

Public Safety: Martinazzi respons
Public Safety: no exceptions on restriction of parking spaces
Public safety: on the beat

243

244

245

246

247

248

249

250

251

252

253

254

255

Racquetba ll tourney held at Tippin and Gemmell
Reaccreditation: CUP evaluated

Recruiter to aid enrollments

Reed^Eric: making the most out of^iarigrT
Reinhard, D: wejcomesback faculty

Reinhard.D: address

Residence Life: inconsistencies irF

Robinson Randall: visiting scholars series open
Romm

,jtonny: brings ESP to CUP
Rumbaugh.Curtis: music ma^ofClarion
SAAC: striving to unite athletes

Sanderson, William: questions incinerator impact on Clarion community
Sandford Gallery: new exhibit features a host of artists

Sandford Gallery: photography exhibit opens

B

December 10, 1992

February 11, 1993

February 18, 1993

September 24, 1992

October 22, 1992

April 1,1993

April 29, 1993

November 5, 1992

April 22, 1993

October 29, 1992

January 28, 1993

October 8, 1992

February 25, 1993

September 10, 1992

April 29, 1993

April 29, 1993

April 22, 1993

October 1,1992

October 1, 1992

February 18, 1993

February 11, 1993

November 19, 1992

October 8, 1992

ApriM, 1993

September 17, 1992

October 8, 1992

September 10, 1992

April 29, 1993

March 4, 1993

February 18, 1993

January 21, 1993

September 24, 1992

September 10, 1992

September 24, 1992

Novembers, 1992

February 11, 1993

September 24, 1992

February 18, 1993

September 24, 1992

December 10, 1992

April 22, 1993

September 10, 1992

October 15. 1992

January 28, 1993

October 8. 1992

November 12^1992

February 25, 1993

October 29, 1992

September 24, 1992

January 21, 1993

March 25. 1993

18

11

9

8

16~

10

14

11

13

11

12

J6
16

11

12

11

8

15

15

21

20

13

14

8

20

8

11

10

14

20

10

14
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256 Sanford Gallery: Odyssey: a family from slavery T<Dctober 1,1992 14

257 Sanford Gallery: opens with faculty exhibition September 17, 1992 15

258 Sanford Gallery: Senior exhibits on display December 10, 1992 12

259 Sanford Gallery: Time Pieces on display February 11, 1993 15

260 Saturday classes: a real nightmare November 12, 1992 7

261 Scholarship tax appealed September 24, 1992 4

262 Scholarship: Chen Aharrah Ried Awarded September 10, 1992 12

263 Science Education: recieves grant September 10, 1992 8

264 Seagull flies high and spells success November 19, 1992 11

265 Seagull" russina play due to open November 12, 1992 10

266 SEC owes postseason bonanza to PSAC December 10, 1992 22

267 Self defense clinic held October 15, 1992 10

268 Sexual Assault seminar on campus October 15, 1992 8

269 Shropshire, John: to appear on WQED September 10, 1992 15

270 Signs: new campus signs posted September 10, 1992 9

271 Siler Complex: accreditation received March 4, 1993 6

272 Siler Complex: changes November5, 1992 8

273 Sister Soujah : controverial November 12, 1992 5

274 Sister Souljah: to lecture at Gemmel Center October 29, 1992 1

275 Social Equity office sponsors luncheon September 24, 1992 3

276 Society /Advancement of Management places October 29, 1992 6

277 Softball: eleven game plunge drowns eagles April 22, 1993 20

278 Softball: Hayward, Jeannine win 5 in the sun March 25, 1993 20

279 Softball: team goes for April April 29, 1993 22

280 Softball: team splits with Westminster April 1,1993 21

281 Spencer, Kevin & Cindy: entertain October 29, 1992 12

282 Sports Hall moved to Chandler on April 30 April 22, 1993 21

283 SSHE aids charities February 25, 1993 6

284 SSHE answers questions October 8, 1992 5

285 SSHE asks stae for future appropriations October 29, 1992 18

286 SSHE board elects officers September 10, 1992 9

287 SSHE board: committee finds fault with December 10, 1992 5

288 Stafford Loan: limits set February 25, 1993 7

289 STAR: presents first sexual assault awamess week September 17, 1992 4

290 STAR: program helps prevent crime October 1,1992 8

291 Stiles, Bill: mind reader come to CUP October 15, 1992 14

292 Student Aid rises November 19, 1992 5

293 Student loans become campaign issue October 15, 1992 6

294 Student Senate: installed amid election controversy December 10, 1992 1

295 Student Senate: Jewart, Michael November 12, 1992 5

296 Student Senate: officers elected December 10, 1992 5

297 Student Senate: pictures 1993 November 12, 1992 12-14

298 Student Senate: shakeup three resign February 18, 1993 5

29$ Student Senate: Smith Gara January 21, 1993 4

30C Student Senate: success and goals April 29, 1993 7

301 Student Senated: time capsule April 1,1993 8

302 . Suk, Mykola: concert pianist to play at Gemmell September 10, 1992 14

303 \ Swimming: enjoying fast start November 12, 1992 22

304\ Swimming: men looking to repeat as PSAC champs February 18, 1993 17

305i Swimming: men second PSAC February 25, 1993 16

306| Swimming: preparing for PSAC February 4, 1993 17

307

308

309

310

Swimm ing: results

Swimming : successful at the Rock
Swimming: team prepared to continue recent dominance

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

Swimming: underrated success achieved

Swimming: women capture 18th straight PSAC title

Swimming: women finish second men sixth at nationals

Swimming: women seeking 18th PSAC crown
Swimming: women's team seeks 18th straight conference title

Tamburitzqans to perform

Taylor, M ichael: student killed

Tennis: team downs St Francis

Tennis: team downs two PSAC rivals

Tennis: team falls to Shippensburg

Tennis: team places seventh at PSAC
Tennis: winding down fall season

B

January 28, 1993

January 21, 1993

Novembers, 1992

March 4, 1993

February 25, 1993

March 25, 1993

February 18, 1993

November 12, 1992

January 21, 1993

September 10, 1992

September 24, 1992

October 8, 1992

October 1, 1992

Tennis; team opens against mercyhurst

Textbook prices rise

Theater Review: You just may love the play I hate Hamlet

326

327

328

329

330

331

332

333

334

335

336

337

338

339

340

341

Theater: the rainmaker takes the stage

Tonini, Jay: PSAC honors

Track Team: comes of age
Track team: headed in the right direction

Track Team: indoor results

Track: results

Trip: re-enactment

Tuition : new proposal

Tuition hike: SSHE approves another annual
TV 5 heats up with faces of desire

TV 5 now brings clarion the news
UBA: the best bargin in town

Venango Campus: mission statement should be in place for MSA review
Vento, Frank: looks for ancient life

Visual Arts to be a part of the Gemmell Complex"
Volleyball: earn talis to Slippery Rock

342

343

344

345

346

347

348

349

350

351

352

353

354

355

Volleyball: Spikers enjoy two season ending wins
Volleyball: team down Lock Haven
VojIeyba H: team downs Indiana

Volleyball: team downs three non conference opponets
Volleyball: team hanging with PSAC elite

Volleyball: team hosts tourney

Volleyball: team is setting their sigts on PSAC accolades
Volleyball: team rolling along

Volleyball: team wins tourney downs Rock
Votim^oJIege^g^o^
Watkins, Ralph: resigns

Watkins, Ralph: returns to CU
WCCB - green radio

Weingrad, Jeff: live from Clarion ifs Saturday nigjhtjive

Wellness Fair: relax

356

357

Womens conference: 10th annual

Womens conference: ceiebratJona" smashing success

October 22, 1992

October 15, 1992

September 17, 1992

October 1, 1992

April 22, 1993

October 15, 1992

October 22, 1992

April 29, 1993

April 22, 1993

February 11, 1993

March 4, 1993

February 25, 1993

October 29, 1992

September 10, 1992

September 24, 1992

February 11, 1993

February 4, 1993

April 1, 1993

November 19, 1992

January 28, 1993

October 29, 1992

November 12, 1992

October 8, 1992

October 22, 1992

Novembers, 1992

October 1, 1992

October 15, 1992

September 10, 1992

September 17, 1992

September 24, 1992

October 22, 1992

February 4, 1993

April 29, 1993

October 29, 1992

September 10, 1992

April 1, 1993

March 25, 1993

April 1,1993

22

20

16

20

16

24

17

14

21

25

21

16

25

19

10

14

16

22

20

24

20

14

8

11

11

8

21

21

24

17

17

20

2A_

20

19

22

15

20

11

11
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358

359

Womens conference: university host 10th annual February 25, 1993 7

Women's Studies : premier newsletter February 18, 1993 3

360

361

Wrestling: clarion finishes fourth at PSAC February 4, 1993 15

Wrestling: coaches clinic set September 24, 1992 22

362 Wrestling: gain experience at nationals March 25, 1993 20

363 Wrestling: grapplers impressive at Rock December 10, 1992 21

364 Wrestling: open against Arizona State November 19, 1992 19

365 Wrestling: panthers keep golden eagles below .500 mark February 18, 1993 18

366 Wrestling: PSAC title defended January 28, 1993 20

367 Wrestling: recuiting class announced September 10, 1992 21

368 Wrestling: to take part in Blue/Gold match November5, 1992 18

369 Wrestling: to travel for EWL March 4, 1993 17

370

371

Wrestling: top ranked Nittany lions visit Tippin February 25, 1993 15

Wrestling; PSAC strikes gold in Barcelona September 17, 1992 22

372 Wrestling; Sintobin plays key role February 11, 1993 20

373 Yanks are coming to Tippin March 4, 1993 9
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News Clips.,.

-National-

metropolis, III. (AP) This southern Illinois city bills itself

as Superman's hometown, and folks aren't pleased with DC
Comics for announcing the cartoon hero's imminent death.

ss
No matter what they do with him, there is, was or will be a

character named Superman from Metropolis," said Mike Kimmel,

a local police officer.

The comic book company said last week that the Man of Steel

will meet his end, in an edition due out Nov. 18, in an epic battle

with an escaped lunatic named Doomsday. Rumors abounded that

Superman would somehow be resurrected.

- StatIS

NORRISTOWN, PA (AP) President Bush says it's time for a

revolution in American education. And, he says he's the only

presidential candidate who will tell the nation what it needs to hear,

riot just what it wants to hear.

Bush used a speech to high school students in Norristown,

Pennsylvania, Wednesday to make another pitch for his GI bill for

children.

The president says his proposal would give $1,000 scholarships

to low and middle income kids to be used at the schools of their

parents' choice. Be it public or private.

The president also advocated setting higher standards and getting

government off teachers' backs.

The president claims democrat Bill Clinton is opposed to change

and just wants to spend more money on the same old educational

system.

In This Issue...

CAMPUS
NEWS

- STUDENT KILLED
PG.5

- CLINTON COMES TO AREA
PG.6

FEATURES -weird news
P(j. 14

SPORTS " G0LDEN EAGLES OPEN
SEASON

•Clarion's Weather Outlook-

TODAY> SUNNY, HIGH OF 80

FRIDAY> PARTLY CLOUDY, HIGH 85

SATURDAY> POSSIBLE RAIN, HIGH 75

SUNDAY> PARTLY CLOUDY, HIGH 83

MONDAY> CLOUDS AND SUN , HIGH 85

TUESDAY> CLEAR AND SUNNY , HIGH 78

WEDNESDAY> RAIN, HIGH 75

SSHE approves another

annual tuition hike
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

The Board of Governors of the

State System of Higher Education

(SSHE) approved a 25 percent

tuition increase for out-of-state

students at their July quarterly

meeting. This is- an annual

increase of $1,230 for the 9,000

out-of-state residents. In-state

students only received a 3.8

percent increase or $100, effective

in the spring semester.

The tuition hikes were, in part, a

increase.

"I would have liked to have seen

a $200 to $250 increase," said

Clarion student and board member,

Monica Douglas. Douglas felt that

rather than cut library hours and

resources, overcrowd classrooms

or cut classes altogether, a greater

tuition increase would be preferred.

"The board didn't want to do it to

the students again, since they did it

last year," said Douglas. She felt

that graduating on time due to open

classes would be better than

staying an extra semester because

students," said student board

member Patrick J. Geho, a

Slippery Rock University senior.

"It's too much."

Even the president of the

Association of Pennsylvania State

College and University Faculties

(APSCUF), Dr. James W. White,

felt the decision was "insensitive"

to the out-of-state students.

Others, however, were pleased

with the decisions made and

supported the move, which White

described as "unsound public

policy."

Out-of-state students are affected

percent this year.

response to the $13 million, or 3.5

percent decrease in funding in the

state budget signed by Gov. Robert

P. Casey in June.

The in-state tuition increase

passed with a 13-4 vote with all

three student members and one

board member casting the

dissenting votes. The students felt

the increase was not high enough

and pushed for at least a $150

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

the most by the new tuition increase. Their tuition was increased 25

of a lack of funds.

"You want to graduate with an

education you feel satisfied with,"

said Douglas, "and if you can't get

that then what is the point of it

all?"

Other board members expressed

dissatisfaction over the out-of-state

tuition increase.

"Twelve-hundred dollars is half a

summer's employment for many

"I am pleased that the Board has

approved a tuition level which

maintains the affordability of

attending the state-owned

universities," Board Chairman F.

Eugene Dixon, Jr. said. "This

modest increase recognizes not

only the economic condition of the

Commonwealth, but the economic

(Cont. on Pg.4)
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The way I see it

Editor-in-chief

SALUTATIONS

Welcome!

Once again, we participate in

the rites of Autumn—a unique

academic experience.

For the freshmen (now there's a

term that bears examination) it's

exhilaration and fear, all in the

same sensation—such great

expectations replete with the

vexing temptations.

For the returning sophomores,

juniors and seniors, it's the

sharing of summer's experiences

and the pleasures of familiar

faces and places.

For the faculty and staff it's

new opportunities and a

bittersweet strain of ancient

music. But we keep coming

back; drawn away from the

farthest realms to serve a

common purpose. Some begin

their new year with the armor of

cynicism. Some have nurtured

and renewed their idealism;

Contributions

to the weekly

Hide Park

column can

be dropped off

at the Clarion

Call office in

270 Gemmell

Center during

regular

business

hours.

A. H. Barlow
however, 1 fear, the latter are

becoming an endangered

species, but not as sweet as a

baby-white harp seal or as darkly

mysterious as the spotted owl.

In any event, we have all come

from afar trailing private

property. Now we gather for the

collective purpose of Education.

Sometimes that's the last little

creature flitting from our travel

chest.

A. H. Barlow is a member of

the Communication department

and self-appointed

groundskeeper ofHide Park

Greetings fellow students and

welcome back to another year in

Clarion. Freshmen take note:

the weather here is as

unpredictable as the next LCB
raid; so, take an umbrella when

the sun shines and snow boots

when it calls for rain.

Sorry, I digress. There are a

lot of new changes happening

this year. We have a brand new,

fully accessable student center.

A number of faculty members

have retired and new faces are

now among the masses. And the

Clarion Call staff is virtually

new and ready to take on the

rigours of day-to-day life at the

Call.

For those of you who haven't

heard and may have cause for

rejoicing, Harry Hartman, former

editor of the Call, has graduated

and moved to some remote town

in. the middle of the state.

For those of you who admired

Harry for his wit and sarcasm

and often times good work, he

will be greatly missed but

certainly not forgotten.

But the past is done and over

with, and I am now the editor-in-

chief of a promising newspaper.

The staff and I will be

implementing a few changes

within the course of the next

year. If your favorite weekly,

must read first, can't do without

column, is not where it should

be, don't panic. Look a little

harder and you will probably

find it.

One of the bigger changes will

be this particular column. I will

not be writing it every single

week. Occasionally, another

Call editor will take over and

write what's on their mind.

Putting the paper out each week

is a team effort. Because of that,

I feel the editorial staff should

have the opportunity to express

what's on their minds as well. I

like to deviate from the norm.

If this year is anything like

those in the past, I am sure you

will be faithful in pointing out

our numerous grammatical errors

and other faux pas that we are

sure to make. Please keep in

mind, however, that we are a

new staff and we are bound to

make mistakes our first couple

times out. Also, remember that

we are students, just like many

of you, who have more than one

job in order to pay for college.

And many of us are carrying a

full course load of 18 credits.

Therefore, if some week we tend

to spell potato, "potatoe," it's

because we've been up most of

the night studying for an exam

(Cont. on pg. 4)
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luition increase. .

.

(Cont. from pg. 1)

realities of the citizens of

Pennsylvania and their ability

to obtain a college

education."

State System Chancellor

James H. McCormick also

agreed with the move saying

that, "By adopting this

minimal tuition increase, the

Board has reaffirmed the

System's commitment to

providing an economical

education."

Chancellor McCormick,

however, expressed concern

over the future if this lack of

support from the state and the

poor economic climate

continue. He is fearful that

the quality of education may

suffer as a result.

According to John

Shropshire, Dean of

Enrollment Management and

Academic Records, out of

state enrollment at Clarion

University does not seem to

be affected this year due to

the tuition increase. "There

is not a big impact right now.

Over a period of years we

will see a decrease in out of

state students." Shropshire

feels that since tuition has

gone up at such a fast rate

over the last few years,

we are almost certain we will

fail. Or perhaps it will be a

paper that we waited till the last

minute to write.

I'm not making excuses for

errors because there is certainly

no excuse for them. I am,

however, trying to impress upon

you that we are students with

The Way. .

.

(Cont. from pg. 2)

many student worries and

problems, goals and homework

deadlines. We are after all, only

students struggling in a

professional world.

As Shakespeare said, "To ere is

human; to forgive, divine."

On that note, may I wish you

luck this year especially you

freshmen who are testing the

waters. Don't worry, you will

fall in occasionally-we all do. I

hope this year is a good one--for

all of us.

So, this space this week was

the, "Hi! My name is Michelle,"

space. Next week we get to the

good stuff. Until then. .

.

Concord fighting for new application
oy ueooie tiujjman

Managing Editor

Concord is still fighting to put

a hazardous waste treatment and

disposal complex in Clarion

County.

This summer, the DER
(Department of Environmental

Resources) denied Concord's

Phase I application for a site in

MillCreek Township.

DER would deny the

application if water supply,

wetlands, exceptional value

waters, and/or oil and gas areas

« were present.

On August 23, the DER found

wetlands present on the site.

Concord is appealing the DER's

decision to deny Phase I siting.

A meeting held by the DER's

Environmental Hearing board

will be held in the future to hear

Concords appeal.

Even if the DER refuses the

appeal, Concord is not done.

They can still submit a new

application.

Concord's current plan

involves an operation that would

accept 135,000 tons of hazardous

waste a year, plus a rotary kiln

incinerator would be used to

burn up to 60,000 tons of waste a

year.

Pennsylvania's hazardous

waste production is expected to

decline by 35,000 tons over the

next five years, says the DER
Waste reduction by efforts to

recycle will lead to the decline.

But the state still needs

commercial facilities to discard

the waste. Currently,

Pennsylvania has no such

facilities.

In 1989, industries reduced

hazardous waste production by

almost 30,000 tons. About

172,000 tons of waste material

was recycled in that year.

Despite improvements, 42,000

more tons of waste is supposed

to be produced by 1997.

The Clarion Call

staff would like to

thank the

advertisers who

support this

paper. Your

support helps

provide the

students of

Clarion University

with an open

forum for the free

expression of facts

and opinion.

STUDENT
DAYS

MMM)|

$10 Haircuts

on Tuesdays

535 Main Street

Clarion, PA 16214

Mon.-Thurs. 9-9

Fri. 9-8

Sat. 9-4

814-226-5323

Clarion will eventually lose

its edge over other state

schools whose tuition is

higher for in state residents

than if they went out of state

in search of education.

"People arc looking at the

board as the bad guys and

actually we have to look at it

in terms of who are the bad

guys and it's the state

legislature," said Douglas.

"They're not giving us the

money so the board has to

make the decision of what we

have."

Despite the estimated $17.2

million to be generated by the

increases, the system still

faces a $26 million budget

shortfall because of inflation,

employees' health coverage,

utility costs and contractual

salary increases.

-----—

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Students sit outside the new Gemmel complex and

enjoy the last days of summer.

Count yourgarden By thefCowers,

9\fever By the leaves thatfait;

Count your days Bygolden hours,

(Don't retnemBer clouds at all.

Count your nights By the stars, not shadows;

Count your life By smiles, not tears,

Count the rainbows, not the raindrops,

Count your life Byfriends not years.

In memory ofMikg Taylor

yourfriends at Alpha Sigma Tau

love and miss you dearly.

t

*^

%
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C.U.P. student killed
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

A Clarion University student

was shot and killed and his

girlfriend wounded early

Saturday morning by the

woman's ex- boyfriend.

Detectives said Michael

Taylor, 21, of the North Side and

Patricia Kroll, 22, were on a park

bench in Riverview Park near the

Allegheny County Observatory

shortly before three a.m. when

they were shot by George Vargo,

27, of Shadeland Avenue, North

Side.

The Allegheny County

Coroner's office said Taylor died

at the scene of single gunshot

wound to the head.

Kroll, also of the North Side,

was shot twice in the chest and

taken to Allegheny General

Hospital. She was listed in

serious condition by hospital

personnel, Tuesday night.

Police Detective Jim Diskin

said Vargo was arrested at his

mother's home and charged with

the shooting.

According to Diskin, Vargo

and Kroll had broken up about

four weeks prior to the incident.

Taylor and Kroll, who is the

Wolfe said that Ms. Kroll

identified Vargo as the assailant.

Three police officers were

treated at the hospital after their

cars crashed while chasing

Vargo.

Taylor had been active on

"[He was a] great man, and well

liked by all who knew him. His loss

will be deeply regretted and felt.

"

--TKE President Gary Fleegal

daughter of a city police officer,

had worked together as

lifeguards at a swimming pool in

Riverview Park, where they were

shot.

Police Sargeant Fred Wolfe

said Vargo was charged with

criminal homicide, and also

arraigned on charges of

aggravated assault and a

weapons violation.

campus, holding the position of

Chaplain in the Tau Kappa

Epsilon Fraternity.

Cards sent to the fraternity

should be mailed to: Tau Kappa

Epsilon Fraternity house,

Clarion, PA 16214.

Information provided by the

Pittsburgh Post Gazette and the

Associated Press.

Photo courtesy of TKt

Michaei Taylor, a C.U.P. student, was murdered over the

weekend in Pittsburgh. A suspect has been charged.

Reinhard welcomes back faculty
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Clarion president Diane L. Reinhard welcomes back

campus faculty during her address In Hart Chapel. ^

"We can turn adversity to

advantage," said Clarion

University President, Diane L.

Reinhard, in a welcome back

address to university faculty in

Hart Chapel on September 1

.

According to the president,

Clarion has lost 3.5% in

appropriation, amounting to a

loss of about one million dollars

from Clarion's budget. In

addition, costs have risen

approximately 8%.

By the 1993-1994 academic

year, the university will need

about $3 million to cover salary

increases already included in

contracts.

As a result of this, lay-offs may

be possible in the next academic

year. Appropriations are not

enough to cover the raise in

salaries.

According to Dr. Reinhard,

Clarion has already cut $2.6

million in personnel costs, and

she claims that operational

expenses cannot be cut any

more.

Although tuition has not

increased for in-state students

this semester, a rise is expected

for the spring term. Also,

according to Reinhard, student

members of the board of

governors of the State System of

Higher Education voted against a

proposed increase in tuition

because the hike was not large

enough.

Dr. Reinhard mentioned that

there is a chance that the

legislature may restore some

money this fall, but she was not

optomistic.

In response to increased

pressure to reduce operating

costs, she said the university has

commissioned a study on the

efficiency in order to try to cut

expenses more.

Clarion will become more

reliant on outside grants to

fullfill its monetary needs. To

help accomplish this goal, Dr.

Reinhard said she will take a

more active role in the

fundraising process of the

university.

Reinhajd^asked^tjw.facully to

address four main issues this

year, consisting of resource

management, enrollment

management, ethnic diversity,

and reclamation of the public

trust.

As part of the enrollment

management objeclibe, she cited

the statistic that freshman and

transfer enrollment is up nine

percent, with transfer students

increasing their numbers by 60

percent.

The university will also

increase its attempts to promote

ethnic diversity in its students.

She called for a five year

affirmative action plan, entitled,

"Reality '92-Vision "97."

Dr. Reinhard said that,

although Clarion has one of the

smallest number of minority

students out of the state schools,

it is second in retention rate of

minority students.

Provost and Vice President of

academic affairs John Kuhn and

Dr. Robert Batough, president of

Clarion University Association

of State College and University

Faculties (APSCUF), also spoke

at the event . .
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Clinton stops at local fair
by Ray Henderson

Photo Editor

Arkansas Governor Bill

Clinton and Senator Al Gore

made a short campaign stop at

the Lawrence County Fair on

Saturday August 22 as part of

the democratic presidential

nominee's "On the Road to

Change America" bus tour.

Introductory remarks were

offered by democratic U.S.

Senate candidate Lynn Yeakel.

Yeakel condemned the

Republican Party for using what

she called the "politics of

division," and said that the

democratic convention in New
York had ended with feelings of

"unity, purpose, and a spirit of

hope.
M

Other speakers included

congressional candidate Ron
Klink, formerly of KDKA-TV in

Pittsburgh and Pennsylvania

Attorney General candidate Joe

Cohn.

Clinton's running mate,

Senator Al Gore of Tennesse

also condemned Republicans for

"not telling the whole story."

"Under Bill Clinton, Arkansas

has produced new jobs at ten

times the national average, and

the people of Arkansas have the

second lightest tax burden of all

fifty states," Gore said.

"You didn't hear that at the

Republican convention."

Clinton himself concentrated

his remarks mostly on the issues

of health care, employment, and

education.

"George Bush talks about the

importance of family values,"

said Clinton, "but then he vetoed

the Medical and Family Leave

Bill."

This bill would have insured

job security lor workers on

maternity or paternity leaves.

Clinton also suggested forming

a program for college-bound

students that is similar to the G.I.

Bill.

Using money saved from cuts

in the defense spending, any

student could borrow money
from the government in order to

attend college.

This money could be paid back

after the student has graduated,

entered the work force, or by

working for a period of time as a

teacher, health care worker, or

other public servant.

"Under this plan," said

Clinton, "we could educate a

generation and create new jobs at

the same time."

He finished by saying, "We've

got to look after our children.

We should see the future opening

up for them instead of closing

down on them."

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Bill Clinton and Al Gore make a stop at the Lawrence
County Fair as part of their U.S. bus tour.

Don't miss your chance to vote
by Carrie Lengauer

News Writer

With the General Election and

the presidential election race,

less than two months away, time

is running out for anyone who
isn't registered to vote.

If you aren't registered by

October 5, you miss your chance

to make your voice heard in a

special elction held only once

every four years on Election

Day, November 3.

In order to vote in the state of

Pennsylvania, a person must first

register.

Anyone can register who has

been a U.S. citizen for at least

30 days preceding the election.

You also must be at least 18

years of age on the day after the

election, and you must have
lived in the election district for at

least 30 days preceding the

election.

Registering to vote can be
done in person at any County
Courthouse or through a mail-in

form available at County
Courthouses, many post offices,

and public libraries.

To register, a person simply

has to complete the application

and drop it in the mail.

Students who are registered to

Miss America contestant set apart
courtesy of

the Associated Press

Any little edge in the Miss

America Pageant helps, so

contestants try to set themselves

apart with an intriguing fact or

two. Some of the details are

difficult-if not impossible- to

verify.

Take, for example, Miss
Mississippi, who claimed in her

one-page biography to be "a

descendent of Julius Caesar and

a second cousin to Kenny
Rogers."

The one-page biographies are

supposed to include interesting

tidbits, goals, and dreams that

the judges of the Sept. 19

pageant can use when

interviewing contestants.

Most aren't as juicy as the one

submitted by Kandace Williams,

Miss Mississippi.

Williams, 23, did not return

answering machine messages left

in Tulepo, Miss. Miss America

officials said the women cannot

be interviewed until they arrive

in Atlantic City Monday and
would not comment on her

biography.

A spokeswomen for Kenny
Rodgers said her name doesn't

ring a bell

vote in their home districts have

the opportunity to vote through

an absentee ballot.

They can obtain an absentee

ballot through their County
Board of Elections or at the

Clarion Court House.

The last day to apply for an

absentee ballot is October 27,

and it must be received by the

voter's home County Board of

Elections by October 30.

The Student Senate will be

making the whole registration

process easier for Clarion

students.

From September 14-25, Student

Senate's Legislative Affairs

department will hold voter

registration drives through the

campus residence halls and also

through campus organizations,

Greek Life, and athletics.

On September 28, students will

be able to register to vote at the

rotunda of the Gemmcl
Complex, Chandler Dining Hall,

and Carlson Library.

In an effort to determine the

number of students already

registered, Legislative Affairs

will conduct a phone-a-thon to

students.

They will be recording the

county and district in which each

student is registered.

To make this process easier,

Legislative Affairs would like

registered voters to contact their

office and supply the

information they need.

Remember, Super Tuesday is

on November 3.

flowers 'n (Bows
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With AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy.

Because when you sign up for AT&T Student

Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line

of products and services designed specifically to fit your

needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be.

Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on

AT&T Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call

Manager will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from the

ones your roommates make. And the AT&T Calling Card

makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to any-

where. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call

is free*

And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long

distance service.

AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's

easv to make.

If you're an off-campus student, sign up for

ATCT Student Saver Plus by calling 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 851.
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Clarion receives grant

by Mike Buser

News Writer

Clarion University has

received a $7000 grant from the

Academy for the Profession of

Teaching to continue a

collaborative project, "A Phase

II Collaborative Curriculum

Study Project on Science

Education for Elementary

Education Pre-Service Majors."

The project is directed by Dr.

Kathleen Smith, professor of

education, and Dr. George

Wollaston, professor of

chemistry. Providing

administration on the project are

Dr. Charles Duke, Dr. James

Scanton, and Dr. David Arnold.

The goal of the project is to

explore curriculum development

between the College of Arts and

Sciences and the College of

Education and Human Services.

Discussions are intended to

lead toward revisions in

curriculum content, sequence,

and science requirements, to

better prepare the elementary

education student in science.

Phase II includes: the

development/testing of suitable

experimental activities; review

of innovative curriculum now in

use at other colleges/

universities; revision of the

course syllabi for existing

courses at Clarion University;

development/testing of

demonstrations to illustrate

concepts; and to better prepare

the elementary teacher in the

sciences.

In Phase I, dialogue was

initiated between the two

colleges, a science advisory

Phase II led to better

understanding of mutual

concerns. For example, some

discussion was held as to

whether the conceptual depth

and breadth of knowledge in

certain science courses was

scaring some students away from

wanting to teach science in the

classroom. "We hope by the

spring semester to have two pilot

sections of courses in place,"

said Smith. She said that the

" We want to work together

to establish a program...
"

committee was formed, and a

portfolio of relevant science

education reform literature was

gathered. "This summer we

worked on chemistry and

physics," said Wollaston. "We

want to work together to

establish a program that

strengthens both areas."

Open discussions by the

committee during Phase I and

main goal is to make students

understand that what they learn

in science class can be applied to

the classroom.

Both Wollaston and Smith feel

that this project will provide the

bond to develop a collaborative

effort between the two colleges

and the students who are

preparing to become elementary

school teachers.

CATHOLIC
CAMPUS MINISTRY

WORSHIP
Weekend Masses at I.C. Church:

Saturday - 5:30 p.m.

Sunday - 730, 9:00 and 11:30 a.m.

The 1:00 p.m. mass has been discontinued.

NEWMAN ASSOCIATION
meets every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.

in the Gemmell Student Center.

Join this group weekly to share

faith, fellowship and fun.

Fr. Monty's on-campus office hours at the

United Campus Ministry Office

266 Gemmell -2711

Tuesday - 1 .00-4:00 p.m. and 730-9:00 p.m.

Other times by appointment.

Call 226-6869 anytime!

Dates to Remember

<^2$vi*rES

CATECHUMANATE ON CAMPUS
Join other students curious about the

Catholic faith and those involved in the Rite

of Christian Initiation of Adults (R.C.I.A.)

for a weekly period of faith

sharing and instruction.

Call for details.

"PEOPLE ARE PEOPLE"
R.A.'s - Sororities - Fraternities - Campus
Organizations - Looking for a program to

satisfy the educational requirements of the

University or your national?

Then contact us about

"People Are People".

This video/discussion presentation

focuses on students attitudes in six key

areas of campus life:

ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE - RACISM • SEXISM -

ACQUAINTANCE RAPE HOMOPHOBIA THE PHYSICALLY

CHALLENGED

9-12

9-13

9-19

Newman Car Wash at I.C. Church

Parking Lot 10-1 p.m.

Cook Forest Canoe Trip

leaving Gemmell at 1:30 p.m.

Family Day - Join us after the fotball

game for 5:30 mas at I.C.

9-20

10-4

Activities Day - visit the Newman
Association and United Campus
Ministry tables and sign up for...

Take a Hike...For Habitat

Walkathon to benefit habitat for

humanity

ALUMNI NEWS
C.U.P. grad gets perfect score

by Jenny Ebersole

News Writer

After Clarion University

graduated a record 749

students in May, these talented

students moved on to either

successful jobs or advanced

education. Some of these

graduates offered insight as to

their experiences at Clarion,

their lives, and their futures.

Linda Cherry, the first

Clarion student in 14 years to

receive a degree in philosophy

from the College of Arts and

Sciences, plans to take a year

off before attending either

Princeton or Yale to attain a

Ph.d. in Philosophy.

Eventually, she hopes to attain

a teaching license.

Cherry attained a perfect

score of 800 on the analytical

portion of the Graduate Record

Exam (GRE), the college

equivalent of the SAT
examination. The GRE
contains three sections-

analytical, mathematics and

verbal.

The perfect analytical score

places her in the 97th

percentile of all graduating

college students in the country.

"I came to Clarion

University as a

Communication Major," said

Cherry.

"The communication

department was why I chose to

come to Clarion. But, I took

three of the four classes

offered in philosophy and

loved it."

Cherry said, "I considered

Philosophy as a major, but

decided I needed a field that

was more stable and went into

Chemical Engineering for a

year. I decided I hated science

and came back to my first

love, philosophy. I like

philosophy because I like to

look at the way people think.

There are infinite sides to

everything. I also found out

what was going on in my own

head."

Cherry eventually hopes to

help students in the classroom

learn to think using analytical

and critical methods.

"I would like to teach at a

state related university because

of the personal attention they

give to students," she said, "I

love people. People are what

you get out of life . The more

people I get to meet, the better

off I am."

Michael Herbert returned to

college after a 15 year leave

and received a degree in

accounting from the College of

Business Administration.

He entered accounting due to

a personal interest in the field,

friends and relatives who were

CPA's and because he didn't

have to repeat any courses.

"In the 1970s, I completed

two years at a community

college and all of my credits

transferred to Clarion. I

intended to go through as

quickly as I could," Herbert

said.

"Including two summer

sessions, I earned 77 credits in

two years and graduated with a

4.0Q.P.A*

Now relocated to Texas,

Herbert accepted an

assistantship to attend graduate

school at the University of

Baylor.

"I found a lot of opportunity

was available to students. I

was able to get an internship

with the Keystone School

District. I also learned that the

College of Business was

excellent," said Herbert.

"Clarion provided an

excellent education, but I feel I

have only scratched the

surface. There is still so much

more to learn."

Attention:

All students in the College of Education and

Human Services.

If you expect to complete an

externship/intemship or student teach in

spring 1 993, registration is Wed. Sept. 1 6 in

127 Stevens, from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM.

* *

>
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CUP hosts writing project
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by LisaRecker

News Writer

Clarion University was the

recent host of the Penn Rivers

Writing Project (PRWP), which

trains teachers at all grade levels

and in all subject areas, ways to

strengthen the teaching of

writing in schools.

The PRWP is one of eight sites

in Pennsylvania which have been

approved by the National

Writing Project headquartered at

the University of California at

Berkeley.

The 10 participants, who were

nominated by their school

districts, participated in an

intensive five weeks of training

where they focused on ways to

incorporate the writing process

into their teaching. The teachers

also worked with national

consultants, made presentations,

and developed writing

applications and inservice

approaches for use in their

schools.

In addition, the participants are

required to conduct inservice in

their school districts upon their

return and serve as resources and

catalysts for improving writing

instruction.

Local schools that participated

in the program included:

Ernlenton Elementary School,

Redbank Valley High School,

North Clarion Elementary

School, Keystone Elementary

School, West Forest High

School, and DuBois Area Junior,

Senior, and Central Christian

High Schools.

The PRWP will be offering

inservice Saturday seminars

throughout the year for any

interested teachers. This

association is headquartered at

Clarion University and co-

directed by Dr. Charles Duke,

dean of the College of Education

and Human Services, and Dr.

Lois Green, professor of English.

New campus signs posted
by Jenny Ebersole

News Writer

The visual identity program,

implemented in May, created 42

signs across campus. The signs

include directional signs,

selected building signs, three

campus map signs, and the

Gemmell Park Clarion

University directional sign.

These informative additions

were funded by a $45,000 grant

approved by the Clarion

University Foundation.

The program committee,

organized in October 1991,

decided that the signs should

feature the Clarion University

wordmark and the school colors

of blue and gold. The design

was then to be placed on an

ivory background.

The signs guide both vehicular

and pedestrian traffic on campus,

identify buildings which are not

adequately rnarked, and draw

attention to areas of vital interest

to students and the admissions

process outside of classrooms.

If funding permits, additional

signs will be added in areas of

high priority.

Large campus maps will be

located at the entrance to the

Gemmell Student Complex, the

Carlson Library, and the Public

Safety building.

The committee responsible for

this improvement includes Ron

Wilshire, director of university

relations, Mary Bragg, director

of publications, Clare Heidler,

director of facilities

management, and Nancy Lewis,

graphic artist.

Clarion grads do well in job search

by Sean Boileau

News Writer

A new survey shows that

Clarion University graduates are

doing well in their search for

employment.

According to Clarion

University's Career Services

center, 91% of the respondents

from the class of '91 are either

working in their field, or

continuing with their education.

Of those surveyed at the

Venango Campus at Oil City,

95% qualify for the same status,

as well as 94% of the graduate

students from the class of '91.

Of the 857 students who

answered the survey, 64% are

employed in full or part-time

jobs in their chosen fields.

Even more impressive is the

fact that only 9% were still

seeking employment.

Connie Laughlin, director of

Career Services, stated that the

statistics "do reflect the state of

the economy and the job

market". Laughlin also

encouraged the various

departments with access to the

survey results to share them with

their students.

"It shows the entry level and

advanced positions achieved by

our graduates, the employers

hiring them, and the average

salaries they are receiving", said

Laughlin.

She also stressed the

importance of using their college

experience to their advantage.

"Doing well academically,

participating in campus

activities, and taking on

leadership roles is important.

Communication skills, both

written and oral, are vital".

SSHE board elects officers
coutesy estate System of

Higher El *ation

The Board of Governors for

the State System of Higher

Education unanimously re-

elected the chair and vice chairs

for the 1992-93 academic year

during the board's July quarterly

meeting.

Board Chairman F. Eugene

Dixon,jr.,Lafayette, was re-

elected to his tenth consecutive

term. A member of the board

since 1983, Mr. Dixon maintains

membership on numerous

boards, serving a s president of

the Fairmount Park Commission,

chairman of the board of trustees

of Widener University, and

honorary chairman of the Maine

Coast Hospital. He is also the

chairman of the Pennsylvania

State Horse Racing Commission.

"During the upcoming

academic year, the State System

will begin celebrating the tenth

anniversary of its creation. I am

proud to have played a part in

making Pennsylvania's public

university system one of the

top...in the nation," Mr. Dixon

said.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Workers labor on the new commemorative wall, located at

Gemmell Center. Dedication is on September 19.

Order your college ringNOW

JOSTENS
Sept. 10th

MERICAS COLLEGE RING'

Date, fit Sept. 1 1th Time: 10am -3pm Deposit Required: $20.0

UNIVERSITY BOOK CENTER 3E
Place: Qemmell Complex '^-

IB

Meet with your Jostens representative lor Ml details. See our complete ring»etectlonondwptay inyourcollgebMl^rt
•0-330A|OMM-*VM
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Outside Clarion

Breakthrough transplant patient dies
AP stories compiled by

Dorilee Raybuck

State News

Transplant

patient dies

The first person to receive an

animal's organ has died of

bleeding in the brain.

The 35-year old man received

a baboon's liver June 28.

Hepatitis B was destroying his

own liver and likely would have

attacked any transplanted human

liver.

Dr. Howard Doyle, at the

University of Pittsburgh medical

center says doctors were trying

to wean the man from a

respirator Sunday afternoon

when they discovered his brain

was bleeding.

The patient's name was

withheld from the public at his

own request

Activists protest

pigeon shoot

About 100 animals-rights

advocates were arrested Monday

at an annual pigeon shoot as

they heckled participants and ran

onto a firing range to free the

birds.

About 1 ,500 protestors in a

crowd of more than 12,000

cheered when birds escaped

during the Fred Coleman

Memorial Shoot, which raises

money for area parks and is

named for a local marksman.

"This kind of violence is sick ,

just like pulling the wings off

flies is sick," said Steve Hindi of

Piano, 111.

State police sargeant Richard

Morris said there were 112

arrests, including several non-

protestors. Some of those

arrested during the shoot bolted

past police to free the birds.

SUBWAY*
Oil City -676-5337

Clarion -226 7131

Franklin -437-3316

OPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUBS AND SALADS
For double meat add
COLD CUT COMBO
BMT(ham-genoa-pepperoni-bologna)

SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef-turkey-ham)

TUNA * TUNA * TUNA
SEAFOOD & CRAB
SPICY ITALIAN

VEGGIES AND CHEESE
ROAST BEEF.

TURKEY BREAST.
HAM & CHEESE
STEAK & CHEESE (100% sirloin)

MEATBALL

1.00

1.69

2.89

2.89

2.49

3.09

2.49

1.49

2.89

2.49

2.49

2.89

1.89

PIZZA 1.89

CHICKEN BREAST. 2.69

TURKEY BACON DELUXE 2.89

GARDEN SALAD (1 size only)

KIDS PAK (4 inch round - desert - drink)

Add Bacon 50

2.00

3.19

4.39

4.39

3.99

4.79

3.99

2.59

4.39

3.99

3.99

4.39

3.19

3.19

3.99

4.39

1.89

2.39

1.00

FREE DELIVERY - CLARION LOCATION - $3.00 MIN.

Any Sandwich also available as a custom salad plate.

SERVED WITH YOUR CHOICE OF*AMERICAN CHEESE'ONIONS
LETTVCE'TOMATOES'DILL PICKLES*GREEN PEPPERS

BlACKOUVES*SALT*PEPPER»OlL
(VINEGAR*HOT PEPPERS'MAYONNAISE) on request

36 S. 8th Ave.

Clarion, PA

226-7131

226 Seneca St. Oil

City, PA

676-5337

1245 Liberty St.

Franklin, PA

437-3316

National

Workers pitch in

in Florida

Officials in hurricane ravaged

south Florida are hoping

bureaucratic red tape won't stall

their efforts to provide relief to

hurricane victims.

Hurricane Andrew roared

ashore early Monday morning

August 24.

Disaster officials have put in

12 hour work days in order to get

government assistance checks

out in record time.

But they acknowledge they

still can't keep up with the

demands for checks for

temporary living expenses.

Some displaced people will

end up waiting longer than

others for assistance.

President Bush is asking

congress for over 7.6 billion

dollars to aid rebuilding.

White collar

salaries fall

A new study says wages of

college educated white collar

workers and women are in a

downward spiral.

The nonprofit Economic

Policy Institute says between

1987 and 1991 the inflation

adjusted wages of college

educated workers experienced a

steeper decline of 4.4 percent.

Security guard

pleads guilty in kidnapping

A former Exxon security gaurd

faces up to 95 years in prison in

the kidnapping death of Exxon

international president Sidney

Reso.

Arthur Seale has pleaded

guilty to federal charges in the

case. Seale told the federal court

in Trenton, New Jersey he never

meant to kill Reso - and that the

executive died in his arms.

Clinton welcomed home

Democratic presidential

candidate, Bill Clinton, recently

received a warm welcome upon

returning to his home state of

Arkansas.

The welcome contrasted with

the nominees' earlier visit to

South Carolina where he was

echoed and booed at a stock car

raceway.

Speaking with reporters,

Clinton was asked about

President Bush's apparent

reluctance to debate him under a

format proposed by a bipartisan

panel.

Clinton said Bush had

indicated during their NBC
interviews that he wanted "a

debate with a more controled

format." Clinton expressed

preference for the panels

proposal and said of Bush, "He's

a good debator. He always does

well. I don't know why he

doesn't want to do it."

Campus
News

i i

compiledfrom

the Associated Press service

Stores sell safe sex

Selling with sex isn't new to

retailers, but at least two stores

in Michigan college towns are

trying to sell safe sex.

Condoms are the specialty of

the stores near Michigan State

University and the University of

Michigan. Both take a

lighthearted approach to the

serious problem of sexually

transmitted diseases.

"We hope that we create a

comfortable atmosphere so kids

will buy the products that they

need to stay healthy," said

Evelynn Applebaum.

Applebaum and Phyllis Cohen

officially opened Condom
Notions in East Lansing on

Friday. But interest was so high

they kept the doors open while

stocking shelves for a week in

advance.

"Everybody's laughing. There's

lots of things, little funny

sayings. We have a camouflage

condom," said Applebaum.

Student missing

The roommate of a missing

Emporia State university woman

says rumors are flying all over

the place and she doesn't know

what to believe.

"I don't know fact from Fiction

anymore," said Becky Abram,

19. "So, I just sit tight and wait

for any leads to pop up."

Authorities say they suspect

wrongdoing in the Aug. 21

disappearance of 19-year-old

Angie Benton, a sophomore

from Gamett, whom friends and

family described as naive and

trusting.

"She might have been a little

too trusting, and that got her into

deep water," Ms. Abram said.

Ms. Abram last saw her friend

the afternoon of Friday, Aug. 21.

"She said she was leaving with

friends for the weekend;" Ms.

Abram said. Ms. Benton stuffed

some clothes into a duffel bag

and left, saying she would return

Sunday afternoon. She didn't say

where she was going or with

whom.

Russian students

study here

It might have been their high

test scores in English, or the

small classes at Moscow State

Institute of International

Relations that improved their

chances.

Whatever the reason, 19-year-

old Andrey Lisin and 18-year-

old Konstantin Korolev consider

themselves fortunate to have

been selected from among 500

students for one-year

scholarships to study business at

Wichita State University.

Wichita State President Warren

Armstong offered the

scholarships to Russian

President Boris Yeltsin during

his June visit to Wichita.

Lisin says his plans include a

career as a foreign trade expert.

"It's a great opportunity to

study language in a country

where it's the native language,"

he said. And as for business

studies "There are things we can

study here that no one has ever

heard of in our country/' ,
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Features

Susan Creasap marches her way into Clarion
by Drew Richards

Features Writer

For the first time in 31 years,

the Golden Eagle marching band

will not be appearing under the

leadership of the beloved Dr.

Stanley Michalski. Susan

Creasap is the new leader of the

band, and she brings with her

some impressive credentials.

Creasap's musical interests

began when she was very young.

She started taking violin lessons

in the second grade, and by the

time she was in fourth grade, she

played in the Cleveland All-City

Elementary Orchestra in

Cleveland, Ohio.

By the time she was in high

school, the violin was replaced

by the instrument she specializes

in today, the french horn. It was

in high school that Creasap first

made up her mind that she

wanted to be a band director.

Creasap received her

bachelor's degree in Music

Education from Indiana

University of Pennsylvania and

her master's degree in Music

Education, Magna Cum Laude

from the University of

Minnesota. From there, she

became an instructor of French

Horn at Allegheny College in

Meadville, Pa. and an

instrumental music teacher in

Crawford Central Schools in

Meadville from 1973 to 1980.

She taught in three districts in

Memphisjennessee for a large

part of the 1980's. One of the

schools was Colonial Junior

High, an inner city magnet

school, with a band consisting of

40 students. Having no prior

musical knowledge, they went

from nowhere to national

recognition, winning first place

and superior ratings at large

festivals and competitions.

Clarion is the latest step for

Creasap. "Ever since I started

teaching, my dream was to

become a college band director,

and that's not the easiest thing

for a woman to do," Creasap

said. For Creasap, the only thing

that she had to get used to is the

size of the operation. "The

mechanics of directing a band

are the same. I'm not doing

anything differently here,"

Creasap said.

She plans to continue the

marching band program at all

home and away football games,

concentrating on movie and

musical themes, such as "Beauty

and the Beast," "Robin Hood"

and "Phantom of the Opera."

Judging from Creasap's past

successes, the tradition of one of

the finest college bands around

should remain in Clarion for

years to come. "I am looking

forward to this year," Creasap

said. "Everyone has been very

cooperative and the students

have been very helpful.

1

Ray Henderson / Clarion Cal!

Sitting with the band, Susan Creasap is experiencing her

first year as Clarion University marching band director.

Tasty tips for a healthy college diet
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

What did you have for

breakfast? Did you even have

breakfast? What are you going

to have for lunch or dinner?

What do you consider a healthy

snack? How can you pick out a

healthy and balanced meal in the

dining hall when deep inside you

crave an artery- clogging, caloric

packed, greasy cheeseburger?

Do you live in tear of the

dreaded "freshman fifteen," the

Ray Henderson /Clarion Call

Many college students enjoy fatty diets without realizing

the effects.

fabled unavoidable weight gain

that strikes and sticks to new

students?

Fear not, distressed reader, you

can control your diet away from

home, according to Lisa

Taormina, a dietition from

Thomas Jefferson Univesity.

Eating regular meals is crucial,

skipping meals tends to let you

over-indulge during later meals.

Having a candy bar or a handful

of cookies instead of a meal will

give you a quick burst of energy,

but you may only feel worse

later. Taormina suggests eating

regular meals centered around

high complex-carbohydrate food

such as pasta, whole grain

breads, rice, cereal, beans,

potatoes, fruits, and vegetables

deliver longer lasting energy

In real life, the fast paced life

of a college student does

Increase the tendency to skip

; . . - because of time

constraints. A good plan would

include stocking your room with

nutritious snacks to help guide

you away from the vending

machines when the afternoon or

late night munchies hit.

Taormina also suggests replacing

chips and candy with hard

pretzels, bagels, low or non-fat

yogurt, breadsticks, dried or

fresh fruits, raw vegetables and

low-fat microwave popcorn that

has no more than three grams of

fat per 100 calorics. But beware,

she warns, peanut butter, a good

source of protein, is extremely

high in fat. It should be eaten in

moderation.

When ordering out, try to order

from places that offer a variety

of food. This will not be easy in

a town the size of Clarion, so try

not to over-indulge on pizza by

complimenting it with a salad.

Other tips include having a

turkey sub instead of the

traditional Italian sub. Avoid

batter dipped and fried Chinese

food. Looking instead for

vegetable, chicken and shrimp

dishes with starchy bases like

rice or noodles.

With no malice toward the

dining hall, beware when you

finally get there; nutrition pitfalls

await. "Students think, 'O.K.,

I'm going to eat healthy today

and have a salad." said

Taormina. "But depending on

what they put on it, that salad

could be higher in fat and

calories than a plain burger and

fries." Sunflower seeds, nuts,

dressings, croutons, and

mayonnaise based pasta salads

quickly add calories because of

their high oil and fat content.

Taormina recommends choosing

lower-fat options like fresh

vegetables, fruit, garbanzo

beans, breadsticks, and lean

meats like turkey and tuna. Top

it off with a light, low-calorie •

dressing or a vinegar and oil

combination where you control

the amount of oil.

Getting off to a good start in

the morning is very important;

eating a breakfast high in

complex-carbohydrates will help

you get that good start. Bagels,

English muffins, hot and cold

cereals with milk, yogurt, low-

fat muffins, and fruit are

energizing breakfast foods.

Making healthier food choices,

adding exercise into your routine

and dealing with stress the right

way instead of binging will

result in a well-rounded,

balanced lifestyle that gives you

energy to concentrate on

calculating you G.P.A., not your

calories.

» 9 V « V V
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Movie Review:

"The Unforgiven" -.Bringing the western back to the screen

by Matt Niemla

Features Writer

"The Unforgiven"

Starring: Clint Eastwood

Gene Hackman

Produced and Directed by:

Clint Eastwood

Rated R
*** stars

When movie fans think about a

good stereotypical American

movie, the western often comes

to mind. With the exception of

the old "Spaghetti Westerns,"

Hollywood has pumped out

hundreds of westerns with stars

ranging from Jimmy Stewart to

Ronald Reagan. However, one

man with a rugged look and

unmistakable voice stands out

from all the rest, Clint Eastwood.

It has been quite a while since

Eastwood had a film worth

signing his name to (i.e. Pink

Cadillac, the Rookie, etc.), but

with "The Unforgiven"

Eastwood proves that he is a film

icon, basically able to make and

be the movie himself.

One thing "The Unforgiven"

conveys is just how old

Eastwood is, and it's not because

the script required it. Let's face

it, he's been around for a while.

His last western, "Pale Rider,"

was one of the better westerns

of the past decade and was a

shade better than "The

Unforgiven."

The story opens in Wyoming,

where Eastwood's character is

left alone and poor with his two

children after the death of his

wife. Once slated as a horrible

killer and villian, Eastwood is

asked to help hunt down some

men who cut up a prostitute

living in Kansas. Although he

has left his treacherous past, he

decides to go ahead with the

hunt to receive the reward

money that will help feed his

family. What stands in his way

Scholarship Awarded
by Lisa Lepre

Features Writer

The Cheri Aharrah Reid

Memorial Scholarship has been

awarded to Marion Russell. The

scholarship was established with

the Clarion University

Foundation by Dr. Ernast and

Peggy Aharrah in memory of

their daughter. Its purpose is to

assist freshman students

majoring in the field of speech

communication and theater

Russell is a graduate of North

Clarion High School where she

was a member of the theater

group. Russell performed in

such productions as "Oklahoma"

and "Steel Magnolias." Russell

also participated in the 1990

production of "The Sound of

Music," at the Clarion University

Summer Theater with Dr.

Aharrah. The scholarship should

come as no surprise to Russell,

who also received the "Senior

Music Award," and participated

in both the district and regional

chorus in high school.

"I am honored to have

received this scholarship named

for the Aharrahs' daughter. lam

touched," Russell said.

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confidential

Counseling

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007
open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM

226-2121

Health Center Hours

Monday-Friday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday-Sunday 1-5 pm

C.R.N.P. & Doctor Hours

Monday-Friday by appointment

SERVICES

Pregnancy Counseling

GYN Counseling and Referral

Assessment of Health Need?

& Treatment

Health Education Information

Blood Pressure Screening

Allergy Injections

Staff available as speakers

on Health Issues

CLARION
UNIVERSITY

is everything from the local

crooked law man (played by

Gene Hackman) to Eastwood's

oath of humanitarianism to his

deceased wife.

Don't look for the usual shoot-

em-up, kill them all Clint

Eastwood film; it is quite lame

until the end. It is unlike "Pale

Rider," where he plays a minister

and still manages to waste quite

a few. You can expect, though,

to see some breathtaking

scenery, as well as many good

performances. What made "Pale

Rider" a better film is the fact

that it didn't seem to drag as

much as "The Unforgiven."

"The Unforgiven" ensures us

that the western will never die,

and Eastwood seems to ensure

that he won't either. Perhaps

that is for the best. Eastwood

has made a good film for us to

see, but I don't think he plans to

have Mctallica do the soundtrack

just yet.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs Sept. 10

-UAB movie "Fried Green

Tomatoes" (Gem M-P)

8 p.m.

Fri Sept. 11

- Freshman Dance

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

-IFCyPanhel Retreat

Sat Sept. 12

-CABS Dance

(Gem M-P) 10 p.m.

Sun Sept. 13

•UAB white water rafting

trip to Ohiopyle

-UAB Movie "Fried Green

Tomatoes" (Gem M-P)

8 p.m.

Mon Sept. 14

-UAB Week begins

-Mykola Suk, piano concert,

(Chap) 8 p.m.

-Credit / no record begins

Wed Sept. 16

•Jeff Weingrad from "Saturday

Night Live" (Gem M-P)

8 p.m.

Tues Sept. 15

-Athletic time-out luncheon

-United Campus Ministry

lecture (Gem) rm 252

Thur Sept. 17

Sorority Rush Orientation

-UAB Movie "J.F.K."

(Gem M-P) 9 p.m.

Fri Sept. 18

Bedrock Cafe "Mark Eddie

comedian" (Gem M-P)

8 p.m.
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What do you like most

about the new Gemmell

Student Center?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Ray Henderson Michele PicciriHo

Junior, Communication

"Aerobics classes that fit into everyone's

schedule."
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Sheila Fitzgerald

Junior, Communication

"The TV lounge, so I can watch the

Guiding Light on campus."

Larry Allen

Sophomore, Business Management

"I like the racquetball courts."

Keith Rigby

Senior, Communication

"The racquetball courts and the fitness

center."

Ron Romeo

x Senior, Accounting

"Fitness center and racquetball courts."

Jusan Drayer

Freshman, Undecided

"I like the quiet, casual

atmosphere."

Joyce Parker

Junior, Psychology/Philosophy

"The new bookstore is much

more convenient."
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by Chuck Sheperd

-In May, the Missouri Court of

Appeals turned down David

Turner's appeal of the automatic

suspension of his driver's license

for refusing to take a blood

alcohol test. Turner's argument

to the court was that, when
arrested, he was too drunk to

realize that he should have

submitted to the test.

-Channel 5 in Nashville,

Tennessee, held a "Mission:

Bermuda Triangle" trivia contest

in May offering viewers a

chance to win a seven-day

vacation in Florida. The contest

had to be restarted after the

"hundreds" of initial entries

disappeared from the station.

-The nudist organization,

American Sunbathing

Association, along with several

individual nudist camps, initiated

a drive recently to donate used

clothing to organizations for the

homeless and to dislocated

victims of the Los Angeles riots.

-Billy Milligan, 37, was

recently hired to direct a $3

million film based on the life of

a serial rapist who plagued

Columbus, Ohio, in the late

1970s and who is now in prison.

Milligan has never directed

before. His only qualifications

for the job are that he was a

serial rapist himself in the 1970s

and was on hand when
Hollywood director James

Cameron shot Milligan's own
life story, "The Crowded Room."

(Milligan was found not guilty

by reason of insanity and served

10 years in mental institutions

until his 20 multiple

personalities "integrated" into

one.)

-Shawn O'Neill, 42, was

arrested in Escondido,

California, in March and charged

with robbing Hussar's Jewelers.

He had already been convicted

of robbing it twice in January

and was awaiting sentencing

-In July, New Orleans Police

arrested Donald Simmons, 53,

and Cheryl Collins, 38, for

breaking into parking meters,

after videotaping the couple's

crime. The police said the two

would walk along a street and

passionately embrace every few

yards but that was a trick. In

reality, there was a parking meter

between them, and Simmons
would open it with a key and slip

the money to Collins, who would

put it into a bag under her skirt

— all in about 12 seconds' time.

Simmons admitted to practicing

the scheme since 1985

-Emoke P. Auams, 53, filed a

lawsuit in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,

in April for $25,000 against

neighbor Theresa Bartlett for

negligently squirting her with a

garden hose. Adams cited

"permanent" physical problems

and emotional trauma resulting

from the incident.

-In June, the student-written

newspaper at the Parker

elementary school in Billerica,

Massachusetts, published an

article, "15 Ways to Kill Your

Sister." The paper is supervised

by a female teacher with 20

years' experience, who
reportedly thought the story was

very creative.

-Janie A. Coleman was

arrested in Columbia, Missouri,

in January after being accused of

trying to pass counterfeit $5 bills

in the purchased of perfume.

The bills were merely

photocopied fronts and backs of

bills, taped together.

-Matthew Strong, a George

Washington University student,

was arrested in Alexandria,

Virginia, in June with 90

handguns jammed into three

duffel bags. "It's not like I am a

criminal," Strong told the

Washington Post. "I scored 1400

on my SAT."

-Jenny Soukup, 17, was

charged with conspiracy to assist

in a drive-by shooting in Russell,

Kansas, in February. Several

hours later, out on bail, she was

crowned winter sports queen at

Russell High School as a result

of a vote taken before the

shooting incident.

-Des Moines, Washington,

police, frustrated by their

inability to convict prostitutes in

sting operations unless sex

actually occurred -- yet

prohibited themselves from

having sex with prostitutes --

revealed in April that they had

hired convicted rapist Robert

Berdue, 29, to do the dirty work

for them.

Concert pianist to play at Gemmeli
by Lisa Recker

Contributing Writer

Music majors, piano players or

anyone who just can't resist the

sounds of extraordinary piano

playing, have the opportunity to

see, Mykola Suk, an

internationally recognized

pianist on Monday, September

14 at 8 p.m. in Hart Chapel.

The Ukranian pianist was born

in Kiev, into a family of

musicians. He studied at the

Kiev Special Music School and

later at the Moscow
Conservatory. "I've been

playing piano as long as I can

remember. I believe I started

somewhere around the age of 5

and I've been playing ever

since," recalled Suk.

Part of Suk's reputation as a

performer stems from his

monographic programs:

programs dedicated to the works

of one particular composer. He

often performs works by 20th

century masters and by

contemporary composers. For

his concert in Clarion, Suk plans

to perform works by Ludwig von

Beethoven, Bela Bartok, and

Franz Liszt.

Suk has played other

universities before in the United

States and feels that American

students like his music. "Being a

concert pianist is my job. It is

really nothing special. I have

good relations with the students

because I am friendly and easy

to get along with," commented

Suk.

Suk's artistry became apparent

to the world after his first prize

and gold medal performance at

the International Liszt and

Bartok competition in 1971.

Following his American debut at

Weill Recital Hall in 1991, Suk

has appeared with orchestras and

in solo recitals in the U.S.,

western Europe, and the near

East. In addition, Suk has been

awarded the title of Merited

Artist of the Ukranian SSR for

having done great service in the

field of performing arts.

When asked about any goals

for Ihe future, Suk commented,

"My only goal for the future is to

play long and play well."

This event is sponscred by

UAB and free to students and

the public.

photo courtesy of UAB
Mykola Suk will play an arrangement of classical music

#t* The Wing King
1304 East Main 226-5900
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Buy 15 Wings, Get

FREE Fries

FREE Delivery 5PM 'til closing

/<7
6b Last delivery order taken 30 minutes before closing .^e

% Expires October 15, 1992 &

BOOKSMITH TRADING, INC.

BOOKS GIFTS CARDS CLOTHING

. "when it comes to textbooks,

we've got you covered"

WE BUY BOOKS FROM
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
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by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

It was a crazy night in October,

1975 that changed television

forever. On that night, NBC
launched Saturday Night Live

with its innovative comedy

sketches and tasteless satire.

The show was an instant success

and has since introduced some of

today's biggest stars.

But have you ever wondered

about the show. How was it

conceived? What goes on

behind the scenes? What is it

like having a cast of that

magnitude? If you have, then

you don't want to miss Jeff

Weingrad when he speaks to the

campus on September 16 at 8

p.m. in the new Gemmeli

Complex multi-purpose room.

Weingrad is co-author with

Doug Hill of "Saturday Night: A
Backstage History of Saturday

Night Live." In the book, the

two men trace the history of the

show, from its beginning to the

behind-the-scenes battles with

network executives. They also

uncover the chaotic rewrites,

tantrums and rivalries among

cast members.

The lecture will focus on the

early years of Saturday Night

Live with such skits as "the

Coneheads," "the Samurai

Warrior," "Weekend Update,"

"Roseanne Roseannadanna" and

"the Blues Brothers." Weingrad

will also discuss how the show

has become a comedy institution,

making stars of Chevy Chase,

Gilda Radner, John Belushi, Dan

Aykroyd, Garrett Morris, Bill

Murray, Joe Piscopo and Eddie

Murphy. And as far as personal

and private information about

the stars, he will discuss why

Garrett Morris rarely appeared as

a leading man and Eddie Murphy

did, why Chevy Chase was

resented by the cast, why Bill

Murray once punched out Chevy

Chase, why Dan Akroyd trashed

a wall on the 17th floor of the

NBC building, why John Belushi

disliked everything and why Joe

Piscopo had trouble adapting to

Eddie Murphy's success.

Saturday Night Live was part

of the tradition of underground

comedy, full of knowing drug

references, casual profanity, a

permissive attitude toward sex,

deep disdain for show business

convention, blistering political

satire and a bitter distrust of

corporate power.

Weingrad is the television

editor of the New York Daily

News. He previously was the

editor of Women's World

magazine's celebrity page, and a

reporter for the New York Post.

Weingrad has also been

published in the New York Daily

News, Esquire and the Toronto

Globe and Mail.

The lecture is sponsored by

UAB and free to the public.

UAB photo

Jeff Weingrad will speak on the cultural phenomenon that

is Saturday Night Live.

WQED
by Shawn P. Seagriff

Contributing Writer

Clarion Dean of enrollment

and academic records, John

Shropshire, is scheduled to

appear on "Black Horizons," a

television program by WQED in

Pittsburgh.

Shropshire is the western

regional director for the

Pennsylvania Black Conference

on Higher Education

(PBCOHE). During the show,

he intends to discuss the

upcoming PBCOHE state

conference scheduled for

February24-27 in Pittsburgh.

The theme of the conference is

"Out of the Malaise, The Case

for a New Militancy for the

90 1." Speakers at the

conference will include: Dr.

Leon Haley, president of the

Pittsburgh Urban League; Dr.

Ruth Love from San Francisco;

and Vincent Hughes, chair of the

Pennsylvania Legislative Black

Caucus.

The PBCHOE states its main

concerns as working to improve

the impact of education on the

lives of Black Americans in

particular and the educational

climate of America in general.

Both at the conference and on

"Black Horizons," the stagnacy

of the civil rights movement

during th Reagan/Bush years and

the lack of minority persons on

the staff of public universities

will be discussed.

They also plan to issue a

challenge to look at new ways to

change the fortunes of the

African-American community

focusing on: the economical,

social, educational and political

plight of African-Americans.

The program will air on

WQED on September 12.

Attention poets: money for poems

Part-Time Sales

by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

-To be a poet, I do aspire

-of rhyming words, I'll never

tire

-alas as a poet, not far I've

gotten

-for as you see, my verse is

quite rotten.

That verse won't win any

$
No Experience Necessary

All Majors

Flexible Hours

Clarion, PA
Location

ESQ Please Call:

National iervices Inc. (201 ) 305-5950
***** mMIMiM

"Trie

Looking
Qlass Salon

20% OFF
all hair and nail services for students with valid I.D.

Buy Tanning Package

Get Two Sessions FREE*

Perms » Color • Sunglitz • Frosting • Nail tips • Pedicures

Waxing • Foil Highlights • Conditioners • Sculptured Nails

Manicures • Ear Piercing • Tanning • Facials

. with new bulbs and new air conditioning •

404 Main St. Clarion, PA (8 1 4) 226-9444

prizes, but yours could. The

National Library of Poetry will

award 12,000 dollars in prizes to

over 250 poets in this year's

North American Open Poetry

Contest.

Any poet, whether previously

published or not, can win.

Poems can be of any subject and

of any style, and all poems

entered have a chance to be

published in a deluxe, hardbound

anthology.

Your entry should be no longer

than 20 lines and your name and

address should appear at the top

of the page. The contest is open

to everyone, and entry is free.

Entries must be postmarked by

September 30, 1992.

To enter, send only one

original poem to the National

Library of Poetry, 11419

Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-ZK,

Owings Mills, MD 211 17.

If you miss this year's deadline

another contest opens October 1,

1992.
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Entertainment

PEACE CORPS world wise Pu\
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 80 nations around the

world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one ofthese countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce

the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

Landlocked South
American country which
Is roughly the size of
California and Texas
combined.

1.

3.

4.

i>Mi/"i/ = l!">jg p /DMWflO ( Jifoijivj uowojf
-J

mitiujHj\f
i :uomil<>S

Adjacent country which had a First Lady
who, after her death, became the topic of

an American musical.

Religion of more than 90% of this nation's

population.

A type of geological plain comprised of

clay silt, sand or gravel, or similar material

deposited by running water.

Neighboring country, which is the largest

in South America.
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Where "minute" steaks come from
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CAPRICORN
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9£^T MNISHU? PO AS
SOC(?ATe9 3Alt?

s KNOW
THV5ELP' ACCENTUATE
POSITIVE ASPECTS..
ELIMINATE NEGATIVES

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
A wock when things we wish for could

come fo pass. Good aspects from Sun
and Mercury fo Jupiter increase possi-

bilities of profitable deals and nappy
conclusions. Make full use of influen-

tial connections by talking about mat-

tors important to vW Best dav for love

and social: Sal. » or luck: Thiirs.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21-April 20

Makes firm bid. I lome improvement!!

now can mean extra profits later

TAURUS April 21- May 21

As long as you're sure of vour position.

prtVCM according to plan

GEMINI May 22 June 21

Your own inshnds mav provide the

bw»t guidance Don't be led astray by

others

CANCER June 22 • July 23

Hon t tush to judgement' It m.iy help to

tali things over with a trusted friend

LEO July 24 August 23

It •. often when we think we vo readied
. '.id.'Mid a happv solution appears

VIHGO August 24 . Sept 23

( emu unit v work i oultlprnp. i von into

•'i ••. iw'ii'.htsol reward .in. I re oenition

I IHHA
'

S«>pt 21 Oct 23

i";', m«ft* as'-'ireil wheji VP'i ,\~ t with

i-j-Mrwm #nd l'l«*rrt»in.it:<>n

SCORPIO Oct 24-Mov 22

! '• .tinv favor- those who ,irr wise

eivurh to Change with the times

SAGITTARIUS Nov 23-Dec 21

Undertakings that are contrary to con

•erv.itive practice*, should be shunned.

CAPRICORN Dec22-Jar»20

I'res-ing for results might work in re-

verse Patience i* needed now.

AQUARIUS Jan 21 Feb 19

Solutions to problems can always be

fount I A new approach could work.

PISCES Feb20-March20
Reserve judgment until you have had
more time to gather all of the facts

WUEHEVEfc t HEAR. ABOUT

PEOPLE TfctlNG TO
REvTSONER THE. "CHILD

WITHIN!' I WANT TO SCREfyM

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report o! what fo e*oec1 in your year ahead Senc

btrihdate and long sell-addressed stamped envelope to " COSMIC COLLEGE PER

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P O (fox 71 7. Manchester. N.H 03105
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Weekly Crossword

king

SLAUGHT

Occupational

ACROSS
1 Hurried

S Men only parties

10 Come again?

U Have a crush on

15 Bird daw
16 Shatter

17 Enthusiasm

18 Tehran inhabitant

19 French islands

20 Hospltalim 7

22 Newspaporltas 7

24 Officeholders

25 Greek Island

26 " byany
other name ..."

29 Arts cousin

30 Push a pencil

34 Saucy

35 Librarian's word

36 COBOL's cousin

37 Gerund ending

38 Agriculturalists

40 Yalaioik

41 Stellar

43 league

44 Maverick

45 Sonja

46 Vane Initials

47 Obsolete

48 Drop by

50 Mr. Quayle

51 Churchists 7

54 Demonstrationists

58 Your uncle's wife

59 The woman
61 Cupid

62 Noun suffix

63 Pee Wee
64 Rave's cousin

65 Word with Admiral or

window

66 Mistake

67 French saints

DOWN
i Iditarod need

2 Word with water or shirt

3 MASH type team

4 Tooinist?

Therapy
" ByC

rrrTT"

.erry Frey

» » Ui'Jl: in> "Mi
P I" ; :

"" -"- J" ° i jmp ji"~srr * M Jl JJ JJ

43 M«

I! ^J " ML
4t 4t V

Jl " u
IT

B M 57 I

+=4 W*» (0

5 Mixes

6 Feathers cousin

7 Carte and mode lead in

8 Corpora delect!

9 Kind of remark

10 Novelists

ii Hawaiian city

12 Assert

Ms. Truehean

A single thing

Ted alike

13

21

23

25 Laboratorist 7

26 Silly

27 French pension

28 Church fixture

29 Belonging to us

31 Peggy Fleming and

45 across

32 Cliff-hangers at times

33 Select group

35 Dennis or Doris

36 Nose around

38 liberates'' In Munich

39 First mate

42 Factoryite 7

44 Financlalists

46 Sibling

47 D. C. political org

49 Warehouse

50 More dreadful

51 Former "Tonight Show
host

52 incantation

53 Peruvian indian

54 Pedro's coin

55 Ero. eras lollower

56 Hue
57 Supersonic jets

60 His companion

O 1992 Ail rights retcrved CKK AssocUtcs

P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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Despite loss at Youngstown State, Golden

Eagles looking ahead to promising season
by Ben Vessa

Sports writer

The 1992 Clarion University

football team opened its season

on Saturday and although the

defending Division I-AA

champion Youngstown State

Penguins soundly defeated the

Golden Eagles, a promising

campaign seems to be on the

horizon.

The old cliche, "The game was

much closer than the score

would indicate," has never been

more evident than it was last

Saturday night in Youngstown,

Ohio. The final score flashed

48-7, but the Golden Eagles

showed the 10,856 spectators

that they could match the

Penguins hit for hit.

Youngstown State mustered

only four first downs and 25

more passing yards than did

Clarion. The big statistic that

loomed on the night was

Clarion's five turnovers, YSU
only had one.

For the Eagles to improve

upon this performance, as well

as upon their 5-5 record of a year

ago, they must get solid play and

leadership from their 31

letterwinners and 15 returning

starters. Coach Gene

Sobolewski, who enters his 10th

season at the helm of the Golden

Eagles and carries in a career

mark of 49-42, believes the '92

squad will be improved. "On

offense we Have the talent to run

the football, a quality passing

quarterback, and speed at the

skill positions," Sobolewski

said. "The offense could be an

explosive one, but we must limit

the turnovers to be successful."

The quality passing

quarterback to which Sobolewski

is referring to is senior signal

caller Tim Myers. In 10 games,

Myers passed for 2,149 yards

and 17 touchdowns. He ranked

22nd in total offense for all of

Division II with a 213.3 yard per

game average, and he also

ranked 24th in quarterback

efficiency in route to a PSAC-

West second team selection.

The Eagle backfield will be led

by junior tailback Damien

Henry. Henry gobbled up 698

yards on the ground, caught 242

yards worth of passes, and

reached paydirt ten times in '91.

At Westminster last year, Henry

left 209 yards worth of vapor

trail in leading the Eagles to a

28-14 victory over a strong

Westminster team. Sophomore

tailback Art Gregory should see

a few more carries in '92 after an

inaugural season of 104 yards,

while senior Jay Tonini (225

yards, 2 td's) and sophomore

Tom Lumadue will share the

duties at fullback.

All four of Clarion's premier

wide receivers are sophomores,

and all four are lightning quick.

Marlon Worthy, who already has

one touchdown to his credit in

'92, ranked seventh in Division

II in returning punts last season

averaging 13.3 yards per return,

as well as averaging more than

21 yards each time he returned a

kickoff. Worthy, Jess Quinn,

Kevin Harper and Kirk Morris

are sure to provide oohs and aahs

for Clarion fans throughout the

course of this season.

Junior tight end Tim Brown

rounds out the plethora of

talented targets Myers will have

at his disposal. Brown, a

honorable mention All-Amcrican

and a first team PSAC-West
selection, caught 38 passes for

4% yards and three touchdowns

in '91.

Four starters return to the

trenches to lead the powerful

Clarion offensive line into battle.

Second team PSAC-West center

Willie Hunter, Guard Russ Klein,

and tackles John Espy and Glenn

Yetter, have earned nine letters

between them and average 6'2

1/2" and 257 pounds.

The offense appears to be one

of the most talented units in all

of Division II. The defense will

answer the question as to how

good this team will be.

The Clarion defense showed

signs of brilliance last year in

holding California to 173 yards

of total offense and six points,

but overall consistency will

determine whether or not the

1992 campaign will be a

successful one for the Golden

Eagles.

The defensive front four will

be led by three-year starting

tackles Carlos Warner and Jason

Reinhart. At the ends, Chris

Haycock, who led the "D" with

nine sacks last year, and junior

Eric Acord will attempt to

brutalize opposing quarterbacks

and ball carriers again in '92.

The strongest part of the

Clarion defense seems to lie in

the linebacking corps. Two year

starters Damon Mazoff and

Frank Andrews led the team in

tackles a year ago with 141 and

120, respectively, and along with

Clint Terza, they complete a

strong front seven on the

defensive side of the ball.

The entire secondary graduated

in 1991, but the Eagles have

made moves to alleviate this loss

by moving Brad Kline, a three-

year starter at tailback, to strong

safety. Newcomer Sean Spencer

has already made himself known

by recording 17 tackles against

Youngstown State, while

Eldridge Ponder and Pat Span

seem to be more than adequate at

the corncrback positions.

Coach Sobolewski is

optimistic going into this season,

"The ingredients are here, we

simply have to put them all

together," he says. Sobolewski

will have another week to put the

ingredients together as Clarion is

idle on Saturday.

The Golden Eagles next game

is at home (Memorial Stadium)

versus New Haven on

September 19 at 2 pm.

Sports Information photo

Tim Myers and Jason Reinhart, shown here with Clarion University's head coach Gene
Sobolewski, were recently voted co-captains for the 1992 football season.

Myers and Reinhart chosen as co-

captains for 1992 gridiron campaign
Quarterback Tim Myers and

defensive tackle Jason Reinhart,

both seniors, were recently

chosen as co-captains for Clarion

University's 1992 football

season. Captains are chosen by a

vote of the players.

" I believe they certainly have

the athletic ability, playing

maturity and motivational

qualities necessary to handle this

important job," said head coach

Gene Sobolewski.

Myers, a quarterback out of

Wilcox, PA. and Johnsonburg

High School, returns to direct the

Golden Eagle offense. In 1991,

Myers connected on 141 of 280

passes for 2,149 yards (second

highest single season total) and

17 touchdowns , while being

named to the PSAC-West second

team.

As the Golden Eagle punter in

1991, Myers averaged 32.6 yards

per punt.

Reinhart, a defensive tackle

from Lititz, Pa. and Ephrata

High School, returns for his

fourth season of anchoring the

defensive line. Already a three-

year starter, Reinhart notched 78

tackles, six sacks, and broke up

two passes in 1991. A "College

Football Preview" All-American

in 1991, Jason is looking for his

best season in 1992.

•Story courtesy ofSports

Information
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A younger women's volleyball team is

setting their sights on PSAC accolades
by Mike Jewart

Sports writer

Hey, volleyball fans, it's lime

for another exciting year of lady

Golden Eagles volleyball. After

a rebuilding year in 1991, where

the team finished 10-18, head

coach Sue Flaherty seems quite

optimistic about her team's

chances of winning this season.

"We still have a young team

with only two seniors, four

players with sophomore

eligibility and three freshmen,

but our skill level has really

improved," said Flaherty. Based

on their improvements and

optimism, the lady spikers have

set their sights on a return to

PSAC dominance.

"We're excited to be getting the

season underway," said Flaherty.

"The team is much improved,

skill wise, over our 1991 team,

and we have set some high goals

for 1992."

Flaherty's first season leading

the Golden Eagles was a very

successful one. In 1990, the lady

Eagles posted a 24-15 record,

finished second in the PSAC-

West and third at the PSAC
Championships. Hit hard by

graduation, the 1991 season was

a rebuilding year. Featuring six

first-year players, the team

finished with a losing record.

The team's 1992 goal is simple.

They want to get back to the

PSAC Final Four.

Christopher Horner/Clarion Call

Wendy Ellenberger was an "assist machine" in 1991.

ft*
11-1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.

11-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

Dough is made daily

in store. Sauce and

toppings are made fresh

in the store

with only the

freshest

Ingredients.

FREE
DELIVERY

227-9111 II

The Lady Golden Eagles will

be anchored this season by

senior co-captains Wendy
Ellenburger and Tammi Bills.

Ellenberger was named to the

PSAC-West first team and the

PSAC All-Division second team

as a setter last season. She also

led the team in assists and digs in

1991.

Bills is a defensive specialist

and has earned three letters in

three years at Clarion University.

Last year, she was third on the

team in digs and fourth in

service aces.

The lady spikers have four

other experienced returners from

last years squad: Suzanne

Sheldon, Meghan Kelly, Barb

Mel linger and Gerri Condo. All

four of these ladies had solid

seasons in 1991.

The Lady Golden Eagles also

have three new faces to mix in

with their experienced veterans:

Jennifer Betters, Nicole

Flambard and Bobbi Simpson.

All three are highly talented

freshmen and are battling for

starting positions.

Coach Flaherty seems quite

excited about the talent of her

squad. "This team is so well-

balanced that it is like having

nine starters, " said Flaherty.

Flaherty was able to get a

good look at the "new and

improved" Golden Eagles at the

Christopher Horner/Clarion Call

Tammi Bills gave us a little of everything last season.

IUP Invitational Tournament

held over the Labor Day

weekend, but the real fireworks

started Tuesday night when they

battled PSAC rival Lock Haven.

The Golden Eagles will clash

tonight with defending PSAC
champion California at Tippin

Gymnasium (7 pm). The Golden

Eagles are looking to avenge

their two losses they suffered at

the hands of the 1991 Vulcans.

Pezek-Burns named to fill two

coaching positions at Clarion
Jodi Pezek-Burns, an

outstanding women's volleyball

player at Clarion University

from 1987-90, was recently

named the head Softball and

assistant women's volleyball

coach at Clarion. She replaces

Diana Schwartz, who stepped

down from the same positions

this summer.

"We feel very fortunate to have

recruited such an outstanding

person and coach as Jodi," said

Athletic Director Bob Carlson.

"She was a talented and

dedicated student-athlete and

we're happy to welcome her

back to Clarion. We're sure Jodi

will do an excellent job in both

positions."

At Clarion University, Pezek

was a four year starter with the

Golden Eagle volleyball team.

A versatile player who
performed as a middle and

outside hitter, she was a first

team PSAC choice in 1987, 89

and 90, and a first team Atlantic

Region selection in 1989 and 90.

In 1990, she led the team with

522 kills, 145 solo blocks, 102

assisted blocks, plus collected

232 digs and 58 service aces. In

1989, Pezek led the team in kills

with 431, solo blocks with 120

and service aces with 60. In her

outstanding career, she totalled

1,444 kills, 786 digs and 171

service aces.

As a team captain her senior

season, Pezek led the team to a

third place finish at the PSAC's

and a final season record of 24-

15. In 1989, the Golden Eagles

were 27-10 and second at the

PSAC's, while the team won
their first PSAC Crown in 1988

with an overall slate of 23-13.

Posting a team mark of 25-14 in

1987, Pezek played on Clarion

teams that had a combined

record of 99-52, a winning

percentage of 65.6%.

Graduating from Clarion in

December of 1991 with a degree

in Elementary Education, Pezek

was the assistant men's

volleyball coach at Juniata

College in the Spring of 1992

before returning to her alma

mater.

-Story courtesy ofSports

Information
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Clarion University head

wrestling coach Jack Davis, who

will begin his first season as the

Golden Eagle mentor in the

1992-93 season, announced his

first recruiting class over the

summer.

The assistant coach at Clarion

under former head coach Bob

Bubb for seventeen seasons,

Davis knows all about past

recruiting classes. As Bubb's

assistant, Davis was Clarion's

recruiting coordinator.

Davis' first official recruiting

class as head coach has success

written all over it. The class

features four high school Ail-

Americans (rated by Amateur

Wrestling News) and six state

champions, plus some very

talented wrestlers to go with

them.

"We're very pleased with our

signings for the 1992-93

season," said Davis. "We

believe that we've been able to

recruit some very talented

student-athletes. They have the

talent, athletic ability and work

ethic to become quality wrestlers

at Clarion. Certainly on paper,

it has to be one of the best

recruiting classes we've ever

had, but that's on paper."

The four high school All-

Americans, in order of weight

class, are Sheldon Thomas (119

lbs.), Dan Fox (145 lbs.), Bryan

Stout (189 lbs.) and Stephan

Terebienec (Heavyweight).

Also signing on with Clarion

are former PIAA State

Champion Dave Thomas (145

lbs.), PIAA runner-up Mike

Guerin (171 lbs.), Steve Black,

Matt Fearing, John Midmore,

Joel Gilbert and Brad Slagle.

Sheldon Thomas, a Im-

pounder from St. Marks High in

Newark, Delaware, was ranked

#1 in the nation at 119-pounds

by Amateur Wrestling News. A

four-time Delaware State

Champ, Thomas was crowned

champion at 103-pounds in 1989

and 1990, at 112-pounds in 1991

and at 119-pounds in 1992. He

posted a career high school

record of 132-2-1, plus has won

USA Junior National Titles in

1989 (at 98-pounds) and in 1991

(at 105-pounds). He also has

international experience, and has

earned 26 AAU Junior National

Titles in his career. He has a

lifetime record of 1, 413

victories, 68 losses and 1 draw.

All of these honors and statistics

were tallied before he added yet

another honor to his credit.

Thomas won another Junior

National Title at 114 pounds this

year. Thomas is projected at

118-pounds for Clarion.

Dan Fox, a 140-pounder from

Fryeburg Academy, was ranked

#11 at 145-pounds by Amateur

Wrestling News. A three-time

Maine State Champ, Fox posted

a senior record of 43-0 with 24

pins. He was crowned a state

champion as a sophomore at

135-pounds, and repeated that

feat at 135-pounds as a junior.

He has a career mark of 158-16-

2, with 77 pins. He is projected

at either 142 or 150 pounds for

Clarion.

Bryan Stout, a 189-pounder

from Southern Regional High,

was ranked #2 at 189-pounds by

AWN. A New Jersey State

Champion his senior year, Stout

posted a 32-0 record with 28

falls, two technical falls and two

major decisions. He placed

second at states as a junior and

fifth as a sophomore. He also

placed at Junior Nationals in

1992, with a second place finish.

Stout posted a career record of

117-14-2, and is projected at

190-pounds.

Stephan Terebieniec, a

heavyweight from St. Edward

high was ranked fifth in the

nauon by AWN. An Ohio State

Champion as a senior, Stephan

and placed second at PlAA's.

He was third in 1990 (34-4) and

was a PIAA State Champion as a

sophomore in 1989 (30-1). He

had a career record of 119-12

and is projected as a 142-

poundcr at Clarion.

Mike Guerin, a 171 -pounder

from Lake Lehman High, placed

second at the PIAAs his senior

year, mounting an overall record

Joel Gilbert, who attended

Dubois Area High, is projected

at 167 or 177 pounds. As a suae

qualifier his junior year, Gilbert

posted a junior record of 22-3-2

and a senior mark of 22-5. A

District 9 champ in 1991 and

1992, he has a career mark of

63-13-4.

Brad Slagle, who attended

Grove City High, was a two-time

CLARION
BEVERAGE
9 NORTH 4TH AVENUE

CLARION, PA

»

You'll like our prices

and you'll love our service!

226-7031
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.9to9

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 9 to 10

Raymond Henderson/Clarion Call

(From left to right) Bryan Stout, Sheldon Thomas and Stephen Terebienec make up part of

the second best recruiting class In the nation for 1992 (as ranked by AWN).

was 35-2 his final season. As a

junior, he notched a 29-5 record

but did not compete at states due

to injury. As a sophomore,

Terebienec posted a 32-8 overall

record and qualified for states.

In his high school career,

Terebienec carved a 110-21

record featuring 92 falls. He

placed second at Junior

Nationals in 1991 in Greco-

Roman, and was fourth at Junior

Nationals the same year in

freestyle. This year, he placed

first at Junior Nationals in the

Greco-Roman category. He is

projected at heavyweight for

Clarion.

Dave Thomas, 145-pounder

from Waynesburg High,

graduated in 1991 and sat out the

past year. In 1991, he was 29-1

of 35-1. He placed fourth his

junior season with a 33-2 mark.

Guerin notched a career slate of

113-19-1, and is projected as a

167-pounder here at Clarion.

Steve Black, from

Curwensville High, is projected

as a 150-pounder at Clarion. As

a two-time PIAA qualifier, he

posted an overall record of 78-19

with 38 falls.

Matt Fearing, from Chaminade

College Preparatory, is projected

at 167-pounds at Clarion.

Fearing had a senior record of

25-8.

John Midmore, who attended

high school in Canada, is

projected as a 167-pounder at

Clarion. His top effort was a

third place finish at the Canadian

Nationals.

PIAA qualifier and is projected

as either a 150 or 158-pounder.

Clarion University's NCAA
Division I Wrestling team posted

a 13-5 dual meet record in 1991-

92, won its 12th PSAC team

title, finished the season ranked

ninth as a dual meet team in the

AWN/Coaches Poll and placed

eighth at the NCAA Division 1.

Tournament. Coach Bob Bubb,

who retired at the close of the

season, finished his 26-year

career with a dual meet record of

322-121-4. Since the program

restarted in 1959, the Golden

Eagles have a dual meet record

of 383-133-4.

-Story courtesy ofSports

Information
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Marlins beginning legacy with former Clarion standout
by Jon Q. Siller

Sports Editor

For most college students,

finding a summer job is

necessary. Unfortunately, many

of us find ourselves working for

a terrible wage in a grocery store

or at a gas station. A lucky few

can find jobs that arc, at least

somewhat, enjoyable. But for

Clarion native Brad Frazicr, luck

had nothing to do with it.

Frazicr \s tremendous pitching

abilities and his dominant senior

season for the 1992 Clarion

University Golden Eagle

baseball team earned him the

summer job of a lifetime - as a

professional baseball player.

The left-handed Frazicr, a

former pitcher at Clarion

University, was drafted by the

National League expansion

Florida Marlins in the 40th round

of the major league baseball

draft last spring.

Frazier reported to the Marlins

camp in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

on June 6 for about one week
then received his assignment to

play in Erie, Pa in the New York-

Penn League. The Erie Sailors

contended in the Stedler

Division in their first season

affiliated with the expansion

Marlins.

Frazier and the Marlins

received a lot of press over the

summer for being the Marlins'

first active professional baseball

club.

Among the top names who
played in the NY-P League are

Pete Rose, Phil Niekro, Dwight

Goodcn, Doug Drabck, Wade
Boggs, Don Mattingly, Robin

Yount, Bobby Thigpcn, Bill

Madlock, Tony Perez, Jim Rice,

Kent Tckulvc, Omar Moreno and

Dclino Dcshiclds.

Frazicr was excited to be

signed professionally and his

major concern was to prove that

he could pitch at that level.

For most of the summer, he

was not only proving that he

could pitch but proving that he

could be great.

Frazicr was sporting a nifty

ERA of just over two runs a

game with only two weeks to go

in the season. That's when
Frazier admitted that the long

season and heavy work load got

to him. He ended the season

with a 1-3 won-loss record and

an ERA of around five runs a

game.

There is no doubt that Frazier

made good impressions on the

organization over the season.

His most impressive statistics

included an opponents batting

average of only .230 against him.

He allowed an average of less

than one hit per inning while

striking out 36 hitters in 31

innings.

When Brad Frazier wasn't

pitching, the rest of his summer

might have best been compared

to the movie "Bull Durham".

Jameswau
Monday-Saturday 9AM-9PM

Sunday 11AM-5PM
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\m Discount
with your
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Rte 322E, Clarion, PA 16214
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The Sailors often travelled on

long bus rides, only to reach a

motel at 2 am. They travelled to

play teams from all over

Pennsylvania, New York and
even Canada. Frazicr claims to

know just about every card game
ever invented and often found

himself sitting in a motel room,

watching free HBO.
As far as instruction, Frazicr

said that it isn't that different

than at the college level, just a

little more on an individual

basis.

The instruction that Frazicr

received while at Clarion

University helped him to be

named the PSAC's "Co-Player

of the Year" and the PSAC-West
"Player of the Year" in 1992. He
compiled an overall record of 5-

3 for the Golden Eagles last

spring, winning his last five

games. In 52.1 innings, Frazier

yielded only 22 hits, posted 73

strikeouts and had a seven-

inning ERA of 0.80 and a nine-

inning ERA of 1.03. He
finished the season with a

Clarion record of 26 scoreless

innings, plus yielded only two

runs in his final five games. In

those last five games, he tossed

36 innings, gave up nine hits,

had 50 strikeouts and only

walked ten for a five-game, nine-

inning ERA of only 0.50.

Frazier's hot hand at the end of

the 1992 season helped the

Golden Eagles win seven of their

final ten games and five of their

last six PSAC contests. Clarion

finished with a 12-17 record,

while placing fourth in the

PSAC-West with a 8-12 mark.

Scott Shoaf/Clarion Call

Now property of the Marlins, Brad Frazier is shown here
when he pitched for his alma mater, Clarion University.

In 1991, Frazier compiled an inning ERA of 1.74.

overall record of 4-4 while

pitching 51.1 innings. During

this junior campaign, Frazier

gave up 50 hits, struck out 60,

had a seven-inning E.R.A. of

1.91 and a nine-inning E.R.A. of

2.45.

In his two seasons at CUP,
Frazier tossed 103.2 innings,

yielding 72 hits, struck out 133,

had a record of 9-7 with a seven-

inning ERA of 1.35 and a nine-

"Brad is an outstanding person

and player," said baseball coach

Rich Herman. "He's dedicated,

hard working and extremely

unselfish, the ingredients of a

winner."

Frazier said that his goal is to

continue playing baseball and to

continue advancing in his career.

He also hopes to receive his

degree in Elementary Education

at Clarion.

Catch the Golden Eagles in action...

Thursday September 10

Saturday September 12 -

Monday September 14

Tuesday September 15

Thursday September 17

Friday September 18 -

Saturday September 19

Volleyball vs. California at 7 p.m. (Tippin

Gymnasium).

Golf at Slippery Rock

Tennis vs. Mercyhurst at noon (courts behind

Campbell Hall)

X-Country at St. Bonaventure Invitational

(folf at Gannon

Volleyball at IUP

GoIfatEdinboro

Volleyball at East Stroudsburg Tournament

Tennis Blue/Gold Match at 10:30 a.m. (behind

Campbell)

X-Country at IUP Invitational

Volleyball at East Stroudsburg Tournament

Football vs. New Haven at 2 p.m. (Memorial

Stadium)
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Roommate Needed

Looking for responsible

female roommate, -rent

$162.50/month -2

bedrooms (own room) -

utilities paid Call Sharon

affter 9:00 pm. or before

noon at 227-2990.

Help Wanted

Gymnastics Instructors

needed. Experience

preferred. Call Amy -

677-3000.

Spring Break '93 - Sell

Trips, Earn Cash and Go
Free!!! Student Travel

Services is now hiring

campus representatives.

Skipaackages also

avaible. Call 1-800-648-

4849.

Looking for student groups

to sponsor us on campus.

Fast, easy, big $,$, $'s!

Call at (800) 592-2121

extension 309.

$200 - $500 Weekly

Assemblee products at

home. Easy! No selling.

You're paid direct. Fully

Guaranteed. Free

Information - 24 Hour

Hotline. 801-379-2900.

Copyright#PA10KDH

Sales

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized

89 Mercedes. . .$200

86VW. . . $50 87

Meercedes. . . $100 65

Mustang. . . $50 Choose

from thousands starting

$25. Free Information -

24 hour hotline. 801-379-

2929. Copyright #

PA10KJC.

DRUGLORD TRUCKS!
$100 86 Bronco. . . $50

91 Blazer. ..$150 77 Jeep

CJ. . . $50 Seized Vans,

4x4's, Boats. Choose from

thousands starting $25.

FREE Information - 24

Hour Hotline. 801-379-

2930. Copyright#

PA10KKC

Personals

Stop Abuse For Everyone,

Inc. (SAFE), Clarion

County's Domestic

Violence Agency, is

seeking sincere adults to

become members of the

volunteer staff. The

training program will

include instruction in crisis

intervintion and

communication/listening

skills. Training will begin

on Tuesday, September 15.

Sessions will meet on

Tuesday and Thursday

evenings through October

22. Interested individuals

should call 226-8481 for

more information. You

can help by being a

volunteer!

Delta Phi Epsilon would

like to wish everyone good

luck for the Fall 92

semester.

Happy Birthday to all of

the summer birthdays ofD
PhiE.

Happy 21st Birthday to Jill

and Robin. See you at the

bars girls!

To the brothers ofTau

Kappa Epsilon. You have

our deepest sympathy.

Mike ment something

special to all of us. Love,

the sisters of Alpha Sigma

Tau.

Welcome back everyone!

Have a great semester!

Love the sisters of AST.

Tri-Sigma would like to

welcome all students back

to school and wishes

everyone a successful

semester.

Tri-Sigma extends our

deepest sympathy to the

family and friends, and

TKE brothers of Mike

Taylor. Our prayers and

thoughts are with you.

Welcome back Kappa

Delta Rho brothers- best

wishes for a successful

year. Love Michelle.

Phi Sigma Sigma- Oh. the

Places You'll Go! Get

siked for the best year yet!

Let's get 'em girls! Rush,

Rush, Rush!

Tiger, So sorry things had

to work out this way.

We'll always have Paris. I

can't help being human.

Love always, The Bear

and me!

To the relocated members

of Nair Hall Candy Shop,

It's gonna be a great year.

Who loves ya babe? Study

hard now! The Great 21.

Happy 20th Birthday to

Wesley, from the one who

loves you most, Edith.

Hey, C-Dub! We've got to

keep the tradition going! I

didn't make Milt one, so

you don't make me one. Of

course, I could use $10. I

gave my money away. -Sit

Clarion Call

Classifieds
270 Gemmell Hall Clarion University Clarion, Pa.

16214 226-2380

Classifieds must be turned in by 12:00 Tuesday, the

week of publication.

10 words = $1.00

Every 5 additional words= $0.50

Date of

publication

Bill

to

Address

Phone

number

Signature

***Classifieds will not be printed if there is no signature

orphone number. Classified ads under $5.00 require

prepayment.

'.

Message (please print clearly):

k

FREE
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies
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What'sNEW at the

nfversity Book Center
&

Send a little

special magic to

someone special

from the

University Book Center
Gemmd! Complex, Payne Street

We will deliver:

Flowers! Boxed Candy!

Balloons!

Special gift packages designed to your

specifications!

Let us make an ordinary day extra special!

FREE DELIVERY, on or near campus, with a $5.00

purchase.

Never carry cash again - Just your ID!

Open an EXPRESSPLUS ACCOUNT
and use yourID for any purchase in the

Rook Center or Express Shop

CASH FOR BOOKS
EVERY WEEK DAY!

Sell your books back
ANY weekday

from 8:30am - 4:30pm

at our Service Counter

Uniuersity Book Center
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The UBC will be open Family Day,

September 19th, from 10am - 6pm.
Shop the UBC, where your$$$

?/ In a hurry?

Stop in the

NEWCLARION EXPRESS SHOP,
a special convenience for the students, faculty

and staff.

EXPRESSSHOP HOURS:
Monday - Thursday: 8:30am - 10:00pm

Friday: 8u30am - 12 Midnight

Saturday: 10:00am - 12 Midnight

Sunday: 11:00am - 10:00pm
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GemmeU student center completed

after two years of construction

by Amy Gerkin

Features writer

The fall 1992 school year

brings many new and exciting

features to Clarion University.

But the one feature that has

many people buzzing is the new

James GemmeU Student

Complex.

The $6 million construction

and renovation project was

entirely funded by student fees.

It involved the construction of a

two-story, steel frame addition of

approximately 48,000 square

feet to Reimer Student Center

and renovations of 17,700 square

feet of the original 24,000 square

foot center.

One of the main facilities of

GemmeU is the new book center,

featuring an expanded line of

books, clothing, souvenir items

and a Greek store. The adjacent

Express Shop is also a handy

convenience store for the

studenis.

The newly remodeled snack

bar, located across from the

game room, is operated by

Service America Corporation

and seats approximately 200

people. It offers food in a

modified food court setting.

Students can pay for their food

through the flex dollar program

or with cash. Therefore, every

student has access to the food

court.

Other new facilities offered at

the GemmeU Center include

three raquetball courts, an

aerobics center, a fitness center,

three meeting/conference rooms

and a multi-purpose room

capable of hosting a catered

banquet or dances. The room

also has a fixed stage suitable for

small performances, lectures and

band concerts.

Offices located within the

complex include: University

Center Director, Clarion Student

Association, Credit Union,

Greek Life, Student Activities,

«'iO

Public Affairs file photo

Construction was started on the GemmeU student center in

December of 1990.
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The finishing touches were placed on GemmeU this past

summer.

United Campus Ministry,

University Activities Board, and

special activities programs.

Student offices include:

WCCB radio, the Clarion Call,

the "Sequelle," African-

American Student Union and

Returning Adults and Commuter

Students (RACS). There is also

a lounge for RACS, a TV lounge

outside the book center and a

computer laboratory.

The GemmeU Center project

began in 1980. The main reason

was to serve students' needs.

Because of increased enroUment,

student groups expressed interest

in expanding the center and

obtained permission from the

university to research the project.

During the spring of 1987, a

feasibility study was completed

for the expansion of Reimer

Student Center and a pre-

liminary design was developed.

The following fall semester,

students voted to pay for the

expansion.

During the next two years,

further planning was spent on the

GemmeU complex and actual

construction began on December

17, 1990. The GemmeU Center

became an addition to the

Reimer Center, which still exists

on the old part of the building.

President Reinhard, former

Student Senate President

Jennifer Yaple, and Dr. Dana

Still broke ground for the the $6

million student center.

Dave Tomeo, director of

University Centers, said that

students need to be aware and

use these facilities because this

"complex is for the students and

they paid for it."

According to Tomeo, the

complex is available on a rental

basis for conferences or

workshops. Those interested in

using space in GemmeU should

contact Tomeo at 226- 2312.

GemmeUphoto layout

on pages 12 and 13
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Send a little

special magic to

someone special

from the

Gemmdl Complex, Payne Street

We will deliver:

Flowers! Boxed Candy!

Balloons!

Special gift packages designed to your

specifications!

Let us make an ordinary day extra special!

FREE DELIVERY, on or near campus, with a $5.00

purchase.

Never carry cash again - Just your ID!

Open an EXPRESS PLUS ACCOUNT
and use your ID for any purchase in the

Book Center or Express Shop

Sell your books back
ANY weekday

from 8:30am - 4:30pm K*&
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In a hurry?

Stop in the

NEW CLARION EXPRESS SHOP,
a special convenience for the students, faculty

and staff.

EXPRESS SHOP HOURS:
Monday - Thursday: 8:30am - 10:00pm

Friday: 8:30am - 12 Midnight

Saturday: 10:00am -12 Midnight

Sunday: 11:00am - 10:00pm
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Gemmell student center completedGemmell

dedication

ceremony

planned

The new student complex will

be dedicated in honor of Dr

James Gemmell, the 12th

president of Clarion University.

A dedication ceremony for

Gemmell will be held on

Saturday, September 19 at 11

a.m. All students are invited to

attend and refreshments will be

served. Members of the

Gemmell family are expected to

attend.

The ceremony will be opened

by President Diane L. Reinhard,

who will participate in the

ribbon cutting. The

Commemorative Wall," which

recognizes students since 1989

who made donations to help aid

in the construction of the center,

will be unveiled at the

ceremony.

The late Dr. Gemmell (1914-

1986) led Clarion to its largest

increase in enrollment, guided it

through its most dramatic

growth in academic programs

and oversaw a significant

addition in terms of physical

facilities and new construction

The dedication ceremony will

recognize Gemmell for his

'outstanding educational

leadership and service at the

university
."

The Clarion University

Council of Trustees approved

naming the complex in honor of

Gemmell in January, 1991. The

ceremony is one of the first

events scheduled this academic

year in recognition of the 125th

anniversary of the founding of

Clarion University.

Family Day is also scheduled

for Saturday. These events will

include university sports, a

comedian and a dance.

Activities Day will be held

Sunday, September 20 which

will include exhibits, a mini-

concert, a movie and other

activities. All will be held at the

Gemmell Center.

after two years of construction

by Amy Gerkin

Features writer

The fall 1992 school year

brings many new and exciting

features to Clarion University.

But the one feature that has

many people buzzing is the new

James Gemmell Student

Complex.

The $6 million construction

and renovation project was

entirely funded by student fees.

It involved the construction of a

two-story, steel frame addition of

approximately 48,000 square

feet to Reimer Student Center

and renovations of 17,700 square

feet of the original 24,000 square

foot center.

One of the main facilities of

Gemmell is the new book center,

featuring an expanded line of

books, clothing, souvenir items

and a Greek store. The adjacent

Express Shop is also a handy

convenience store for the

students.

The newly remodeled snack

bar, located across from the

game room, is operated by

Service America Corporation

and seats approximately 200

people. It offers food in a

modified food court setting.

Students can pay for their food

through the flex dollar program

or with cash. Therefore, every

student has access to the food

court.

Other new facilities offered at

the Gemmell Center include

three raquetball courts, an

aerobics center, a fitness center,

three meeting/conference rooms

and a multi-purpose room

capable of hosting a catered

banquet or dances. The room

also has a fixed stage suitable for

small performances, lectures and

band concerts.

Offices located within the

complex include: University

Center Director, Clarion Student

Association, Credit Union,

Greek Life, Student Activities,

''ftjtfi^*

Public Affairs file photo

Construction was started on the Gemmell student center in

December of 1990.

The finishing touches were

summer.

United Campus Ministry,

University Activities Board, and

special activities programs.

Student offices include:

WCCB radio, the Clarion Call,

the "Sequelle," African-

American Student Union and

Returning Adults and Commuter

Students (RACS). There is also

a lounge for RACS, a TV lounge

outside the book center and a

computer laboratory.

The Gemmell Center project

began in 1980. The main reason

was to serve students' needs.

Because of increased enrollment,

student groups expressed interest

in expanding the center and

obtained permission from the

university to research the project.

During the spring of 1987, a

feasibility study was completed

for the expansion of Reimer

Student Center and a pre-

liminary design was developed.

The following fall semester,

students voted to pay for the

expansion.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

placed on Gemmell this past

During the next two years,

further planning was spent on the

Gemmell complex and actual

construction began on December

17, 1990. The Gemmell Center

became an addition to the

Reimer Center, which still exists

on the old part of the building.

President Reinhard, former

Student Senate President

Jennifer Yaple, and Dr. Dana

Still broke ground for the the $6

million student center.

Dave Tomeo, director of

University Centers, said that

students need to be aware and

use these facilities because this

"complex is for the students and

they paid for it."

According to Tomeo, the

complex is available on a rental

basis for conferences or

workshops. Those interested in

using space in Gemmell should

contact Tomeo at 226- 2312.

Gemmell photo layout

on pages 12 and 13
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Four more

years

On November 3 of this year,

the American people are going to

make a decision concerning the

country's future. Can the nation

stand another four years with

conservatism? Can this country

withstand another four years of

an unemployment increase?

During the republican

convention this year, Americans

heard a segment on "family

values," which doesn't

necessarily pertain to the major

issues facing our nation today.

So far, Bush has done the

opposite of everything he claims

he believes and stands for

especially his topic of family

values. After the Persian Gulf

War, Bush has done nothing

except veto all of the "family

value" issues. Whatever

happened to Congress' proposal

on child health care? It was

vetoed by a man claiming strong

family values. And what about

the Iran Contra Scandal?

President Bush denies any

involvement. Unfortunately,

something has gone wrong

because recently a tape has been

found of President Bush

agreeing to go along with selling

weapons for the hostages. Plus,

Bush, around this time just four

years ago, promised not to raise

taxes. Promises should be kept,

not broken. But, if there is a

promise broken, then it shouldn't

have been made.

Americans should take a stand

on the abortion issues. Here it is

again: old news. In the First

Amendment, Americans have

the freedom of speech, of public

media, and also the freedom to

make a decision. This country is

a democracy. Now, President

Bush decides to change the

constitution by trying to regulate

Kelley Mahoney
what is written, read, listened to

and heard. Women are allowed

to vote, but if this persists, in

another four years, that may also

change. Abortion is a personal

issue, not a women's liberation

issue. Privacy and a human right

is being violated by taking that

right away.

Education is another issue that

is being ignored. The American

middle class finds it difficult to

earn the money necessary to

send their children to college.

Financial Aid only covers a

certain amount if the

(Cont. on pg.4)

During the past two weeks, I

have had the opportunity to

overhear quite a few

conversations among students.

And what I heard rather

surprised me.

Many of you expressed anger

and discontent over the 42 new

signs on campus. The common

argument seems to be, "If the

state has such a lack of money to

put towards education, then why

in heaven's name has so much

money gone into appearances on

our campus?"

That's a good question.

Tuition increased 25 percent for

out-of-state students. Programs

are being cut from the

departments. Classes are

overflowing. Everyone is

crying, "Education is suffering!"

Yet, there is money available

from some source to put up

illuminated maps of Clarion's

campus.

Forty-five thousand dollars

was spent on those signs. Isn't

that a bit much for something

that has absolutely no affect on

my education? They might be

beneficial if I were a geography

student or a graphics art student,

but I have no aspirations to be

either of those.

If you really think about it, a

person or an institution could do

a lot with $45,000. I was all

fired up about this outrageous

amount of money. How dare

they spend that much on campus

appearance when my graduating

on time is hanging in the

balance.

I made a few phone calls and

what I discovered is frustrating.

The money for the signs did not

come from the state. Instead, it

came from private contributions

through the Clarion University

Foundation. In 1988, the money

was specifically set aside by the

board for the purpose of

implementing a visual identity

program. This would aid in

promoting the university's image

for recruitment and enhance

campus appearance.

Funds from the Foundation are

distributed at the request of the

donators, or if no request is made

they go into a general fund. This

money is not used in conjunction

with state aid and is totally

separate from it.

I went along with that, but I

still felt the Foundation should

help students get through these

financially difficult times instead

of spending money on signs

which have no bearing on

education. I struck out on this

reasoning, as well. Last year,

(Cont. on pg. 4)
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Bush: It's time to tip balance in owl debate toward more jobs
COLVILLE, Wash. (AP)

Saying it is time to balance the

scales in the northern spotted

owl debate, President Bush said

Monday he won't sign a new

Endangered Species Act unless it

contains provisions for more

timber jobs.

The president told a cheering

crowd at the Vaagen Bros.

Lumber Co. mill that he wants to

put an end to injunctions that tie

up timber sales on federal lands,

and would support legislation to

require that all raw logs cut on

publicly owned lands are

processed in the United States.

"I will not sign an extension

of the Endangered Species Act

unless it gives greater

consideration to jobs ... families

and communities," Bush said.

"It is time to put people ahead

of owls," he told a crowd

estimated at 3,500, about half the

number state Republican

officials had hoped would turn

out. Officials last week passed

out 7,000 free tickets to mill

workers and others.

"The president has come

somewhat late to this problem,"

House Speaker Tom Foley, D-

Wash., told reporters outside the

U.S. Capitol as Bush was

making the remarks in Foley's

home district.

"We need to worry about jobs

today. We also need to worry

about preservation of the forests

tomorrow," Foley said, adding

lawmakers must be sure that in

seeking to protect endangered

species, "we also consider other

values in the community and

society."

Sara Folger of the Inland

Northwest Public Lands Council

of Spokane said Bush "was

simply pandering to the

audience. We've heard the jobs

rhetoric before."

Bush was introduced by Sen.

Slade Gorton, R-Wash., as "the

most important factor standing

between you and the

preservationists' hurricane."

The president canceled a

planned Aug. 31 stop here to

visit Florida after Hurricane

Andrew.

The president blamed the

Endangered Species Act and

efforts made to protect the

threatened northern spotted owl

for the loss of thousands of

327 W. Main St.

Clarion, PA
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Delivery
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timber-industry jobs.

He said he wants Congress to

submit a plan with specific

harvest levels for national forests

"to keep people working in

1993 and beyond."

Bush said he would fight to

end injunctions that are tying up

sales of federal timber and called

for 2.6 billion board feet of

timber to be cut in the region

next year. That's down from the

2.96 billion board feet cut in

Washington and Oregon this

year.

Bush used the Olympic

Peninsula town of Forks, about

300 miles west of Washington,

as an example of the economic

crisis that spotted owl-protection

measures have created.
'•-

He said the shutdown of the

town's lumber mill increased the

unemployment rate there to 20

percent.

"Forks is in crisis because the

balance has been lost," Bush

said.

He said the requirement to

domestically process all logs cut

on public lands is needed

because "it's time to put mills

back to work."

Currently, 75 percent of raw

logs from public lands must.be

processed in the, United States.

The proposal for 100 percent

domestic processing has been

opposed by the Commerce
Department because of its

potential impact on trade

relations.

Bush said the Endangered

Species Act "is being used by

people with extreme views to

achieve in the courts what no

sane official ever dreamed."

He called Democrat Bill

Clinton's proposed summit on

timber issues "doublespeak."

"I will not stand for a solution

that puts 32,000 people out of

work," Bush said, referring to

projected timber-industry job

losses. "That solution will not

stand."

The Vaagen Brothers mill

employs about 200 and until

recently had a fairly steady

supply of federal timber,

president Duane Vaagen said.

The Colville National Forest,

where Vaagen Brothers gets

most of its timber, is not a

spotted-owl protection area.

But 13 of 15 proposed timber

sales in the forest have been

appealed in the last 18 months _

two of them by a group of

college students in Connecticut,

forest planning chief Warren

Current said.

Bush, who did not get the

endorsement of unions

representing 125,000 timber

workers, last week signed an

order allowing the Forest Service

to speed up sales of dead timber,

without the usual environmental

studies and citizen appeals.

After his speech, Bush flew by

helicopter to Spokane, where he

met with Republicans at a

$5,000-a-head reception before

flying to Medford, Ore.

I

Dotors discover new

drug for AIDS virus
TUCSON (AP) University of

Arizona doctors say a drug they

helped develop could replace

AZT as life-prolonging drug for

people who gets the AIDS virus.

The drug, spavudine, or D4T,

is the latest in a limited number

of medications that apparently

stop the progress of HIV, the

human immunodeficiency vims

that causes AIDS.

"It's not the final answer, but

it looks promising," said Dr.

Eskild Petersen, an infectious

disease specialist who has

directed the university's study of

D4T since July 1990.

D4T is an anti-retroviral drug

which has been used with others

to prolong the lives of people

with the virus. Without a cure,

doctors have used the drugs to

slow the ability of the virus to

weaken and destroy the immune

system.

The most common of these

drugs is AZT, but it causes

serious side effects, including

blood problems.

But D4T appears to be less

toxic and more effective than

AZT, doctors said.

The university was one of

seven centers to test D4T and

has tried it on about 45 patients,

Petersen said.

He and Dr. Kevin Carmichael,

a family practice specialist with

the university AIDS program,

think D4T may become the drug

of choice for people with HIV.

The federal Food and Drug

Administration is expected to

make D4T widely available to

patients with HIV and AIDS in

another month through a

program that allows drugs to be

distributed to patients while

studies are still being conducted.

l-
**
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S.T.A.R. presents 'First Sexual Assault-Awareness Week 1
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By Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

S.T.A.R. ( Students Together

Against Rape) is ready for

another semester to administer to

students needs and alert first year

students about rape on campus.

The organization has planned a

"First Sexual Assault- Awareness

Week" on September 21-25,

1992. The week will consist of

meetings, speakers and open

forums for students.

Dr. Franklin Takei, Professor of

philosophy, will speak at 8 p.m.

in Carter Auditorium, in Still

Hall. Takei's lecture

"Confessions of a Male

Chauvinist Pig" will tell the

story of a man's relationship with

his "significant other" who saw

and conquered his male

chauvinism, in turn helped to

build a better human being.

Tuesday S.T.A.R. will hold its

first meeting at 4 pm in 250

Gemmell. Then on Wednesday,

there will be an open discussion

on how race impacts sexual

assault. This will be at 7 p.m. in

Multicultural Center Becht Hall.

Finally on Thursday, it is the

Nancy Day Concert. Day is a

sexual assault survivor. She is a

composer and performing artist

who expresses her experience

and recovery of sexual assault.

Day's songs range in emotion

from the "desperate" to the

"triumphant" and include her

signature song "Without Music."

She also composed the theme

Four more years
(Contt. from pg.2)

parents make over a certain

amount of money annually. Even

with aid, both the families and

graduates are faced with tuition

fees, which leads into another

important issue, unemployment.

Over nine million Americans

are unemployed today many of

those who do work aren't making

enough to survive. Why isn't

anything being done to take care

of these people issues? Are they

not important? What about those

who have a college degree, but

aren't able to find a job

anywhere? What is being done to

make jobs available? Also, Bush

feels that the public school

system should be dropped in

order for children to attend a

private one. Nice thought. But if

nine million people are

unemployed, how can they be

expected to pay for a private

school? In this "Land of

Opportunity," this shouldn't be

happening. It's ironic how Bush

claims to be the "education

president" when the educational

issues have been placed on the

backbumer.

On November 3, American's

have a choice. Both candidates

are right when they say that the

United States needs a change.

Instead of the Republican's being

more concerned with Mr.

Clinton, they should start being

concerned with the real issues. If

these issues are put off any

longer, this land of plenty will be

considered the land of the poor.

Kelley Mahoney is a senior

Communication major at

Clarion University

The Way. .

.

(Cont. from pg.2)

the Foundation awarded over

$420,000 to 420 students in the

form of scholarships.

So, knowing what I know, how

come I don't feel better about

those $45,000 signs? It's

probably because the campus

map is not going to help me get

an "A" in my classes. The signs

with the building names are not

going to put any more resources

at my fingertips that what are

already available.

If you come right down to it,

those signs have absolutely no

bearing on my life and for that

kind of money, it bothers me. I

guess it's much easier to vent my

frustration and anger at signs

worth thousands of dollars than

it is to say, "Look Governor

Casey, I've got a bore to pick

with you."

Sometimes it's annoying to see

those signs every day and know

that I will probably never meet

Governor Casey and express just

what I think of his priorities.

That much money spent on

signs seems like a waste. I

realize some people felt it was

necessary.

And I realize the money was

specifically for that and nothing

else. That in itself is frustrating.

This institution desperately

Attention all SCJ
members:

A mandatory

meeting will be held

lYiesday, September

22 at 7:00 p.m. in

248 Gemmel.

Elections will be

held. If you cannot

attend call Michelle

at 226-2380.

Muslim
Students

Association

The Juma meeting
will occur in 40
Campbell every

Friday, at 1:50

p.m. The
executive election

will take place this

Friday after the

Juma meeting.

needs money. And, because of

the system, beauracratic red tape

and the way the Foundation's

board allots funds—teachers will

not be hired and new programs

will not be instituted through this

source.

This is the ultimate in

frustration. The money is

there—it just can't be used for

those things which seem most

important, right now.

News editor, Alan Vaughn, will

write next week's editorial.

Jtozvers n ,fBozvs

*Full line of

fresh

flowers,

balloons,

and plants

"Friendly service

We deliver mn/ivhere!

625 Wood St.

226-7171

song for the National Children's

Network telethon and in 1986

was voted Pittsburgh Pianist of

the year.

Day's work has earned her a

citation by the Pennsylvania

Coalition Against Rape for her

contribution to anti-violence

work as an artist.

S.T.A.R. was founded in the

fall of 1991 by students who
were concerned with rape on

campus. The purpose of this

organization is to make the

college community more aware

of the issues of sexual

harassment, date rapes and

sexual assault. Focus is being put

on the treatment of both the

assailant and the victim by

counseling them.

This semester, S.T.A.R. needs

new members for different

committees such as, peer

counseling, peer education,

publicity and legislative

research. And it's open to all the

people "who want to be more

than just aware of the problem

and want to make a difference"

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Tri Sigma Sigma raised funds for Hurricane Andrew
victims in front of Carlson. They would like to thank
those who donated.
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$10 Haircuts on Tuesdays

535 Main Street/Clarion, PA 16214

Monday - Thursday: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Friday - 9 to 8 Saturday - 9 to 4
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Student Senate Vice President resigns
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

Ron Berry, Vice President of

Student Senate, resigned from

his elected position Monday
night at the weekly Senate

meeting. Berry gave up the

position due to financial

difficulties. He explained his

actions in the following

statement released to the Call,

Tuesday night.

"The reason for my
resignation is quite simple: my
financial resources have been

exhausted, and I must now work

to pay for my tuition. To be

honest, I feel betrayed by both

the university and by the state of

Pennsylvania for making it so

difficult for a middle-class

student to continue his or her

education after high school.

During my lifetime, universities

have been for the upper class

(who can afford the costs) and

for the lower class (who are sent

to college for free). What about

the middle class students?

I would like to take a

moment and publicly apologize

to Governor Casey for my
parents being employed. I would

like to apologize for coming

from a home where my parents

are still married and not

divorced.

I would also like to apologize

for not selling drugs, holding up

liquor stores or stealing old

ladies' purses so that I can afford

to pay for that part of my tuition

that my parents cannot afford. I

guess what I'm trying to say to

Governor Casey is I would like

to apologize for being average;

the middle-class student needs

more money from the state and

from the university.

I was told at the Financial Aid

office that the only way for me
to get a loan or grant would be if

I joined the military or received

money from my parents.

Unfortunately, the only way to

get money from my parents

would be to kill them, since it

costs one-third of their gross

income to send my brother and

me to college every year."

Berry's announcement came as

a surprise to many of the student

senator's at Monday night's

meeting.

Berry is still acting as a student

senator and will fulfill the duties

as befitting the position.

Berry did not receive a full

loan this year because he

borrowed his alloted amount for

his junior year, last year.

He is a few credits shy of senior

status and is, therefore,

technically considered a junior

and not eligible for a full loan

this semester.

Berry does have a job to

support some of his college

expenses, and he is still active in

many of his other extracurricular

activities.

"I had a choice, either to resign

from everything except work,

senate and classes or to resign

from one of these things and to

keep everything else," said

Berry.

He is still actively involved in

the Sigma Chi fraternity and the

soap opera aired by TV 5.

Campuses combat crime
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

A Tionesta man was arrested

Tuesday evening following a

chase involving Clarion Borough

Police, Pennsylvania State Police

and Clarion University Public

Safety.

According to Tom Schott of

Clarion University Public

Information, a suspicious person

was reported outside Wilkinson

hall. The individual was
identified as James T. Brown, a

non-student, and was asked to

leave campus by Public Safety.

Later in the evening, Brown
was again found on campus
grounds. While being escorted

from campus by public safety

officers, Brown fled the scene in

his automobile.

Brown was pursued by Clarion

Borough Police along route 322,

where Brown crashed his car and
fled the scene on foot.

Pennsylvania State Police

arrested Brown, and he is

currently being held in Clarion

County Jail in lieu of $3,000

f 'll
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bond. Public Safety has charged

Brown with defiant trespass,

prowling and loitering at night.

Clarion University is not the

only school facing disturbances

on its campus. Other schools

across the nation are seeing

similar problems occuring on

their campuses.

According to the College Press

Service, one in every four

college women has been raped or

sexually assaulted. In 1990,

Clarion University reported no

rapes on campus and two sex

offenses.

The most dangerous place on

campuses are the dorms, where

more crime takes place than

other areas on campuses, said

Clarinda Raymond, co-director

of the Campus Violence

Prevention Center at Towson

State University in Baltimore.

These include, "a lot of low-

level crime, such as stealing

from dorm rooms, which doesn't

get reported. In cases of sexual

assault, there is also a low level

of reporting by students and

colleges," said Alan McEvpy,

chair of the Sexual Assault on

Campus conference, to be held

in Orlando, Fla. in October.

Most campus crimes are

related to drugs or alcohol. The

College Press Service reported

that 95% of campus crime is

related to drugs or alcohol.

In his studies on campus

crimes, McEvoy said the most

frequent crimes on college

campuses are underage drinking

and substance abuse. In 1990,

Clarion University reported 39

violations of liquor laws, eight

cases of drunkenness, two cases

of driving under the influence

and one case of drug abuse

violations.

"Students should avoid

alcohol. It is involved in almost

every acquaintance rape," said

Andrea Parrot, a professor at

Cornell University.

It's not really that campus
crime is rising, but colleges are

finding more violent crime, said

Raymond.

Information provided by the

Associated Press and the

College Press Service.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Student Senator Ron Berry resigned from his position of

Vice President due to lack of time and financial difficulties.

Berry is a Finance major from nominations and elections for the

Emporium, Pennsylvania. s^Vice President's position this

Student Senate will hold coming Monday night.

Inmate escapes
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

A prisoner escaped from the

Clarion County jail early

Saturday evening, according

to a jail officer.

Charles Edward Shankosky,

a 33 year old white male

broke put of prison by

climbing the fence

surrounding the facility about

7:30 p.m. He is described as

six feet tall, weighing 190

pounds, with brown shoulder

length hair, hazel eyes and a

thick, stocky build.

Shankosky is known to wear

black leather jackets and

cowboy boots. He may have

blood on bis clothing from

wounds received when
climbimg the prison fence.

Shankosky was in jail

awaiting trial for burglary and

theft He is still at large and

considered dangerous.

Shankosky has used firearms

in the past, and has had access

to numerous weapons,

including "assault" style

rifles.

According to State Police

Shankosky is suspected of

involvement in many illegal

acts starting in November
1991. The acts include home
and convenience store

robberies, burglaries, motor

vehicles thefts, cashing stolen

checks and flight from police

officers. Shankosky was
arrested in Alabama on

January 4, 1992 and, at the

time, be was in possession of

a handgun. He was
extradited to Pennsylvania

In order to prevent future

escapes from the jail, the

Clarion County Prison Board

voted to require a guard to be

present and armed while

prisoners are outside in the

facility's exercise yard. The

guard will be required to first

fire a warning shot in the air

before firing at an inmate

attempting to escape.
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Student saves feline
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by Tarry Burlingame

News Writer

Scott True, 23, is a junior at

Clarion University. His home is

located in Dedham,

Massachusetts.

This past summer, True had the

opportunity to be a "hero."

There was a fire next door and

True did what he thought had to

be done.

True and his two brothers, Tun

and Jonathon, were playing an

afternoon game of basketball

outside their home. True had left

the game to go inside to do some

homework, when one of his

younger brothers entered and

told him of the smoke they

spotted coming from their

neighbor's house next door.

True went out to take a look.

With little hesitation, he and Tim

started kicking in locked doors,

in fear that Catherine Walsh,

their elderly neighbor, was

inside. True went in through the

back as Tim entered the front.

Meanwhile, Jonathon had called

the fire department for help.

Once inside, they noticed

smoke and water damage filling

most of the house. The fire,

however, had been mainly

confined to the kitchen. True

said their shouting raised no

response from within the house.

They wanted to check the

second floor, but due to the

volume of smoke, they couldn't

get any farther than the first few

steps.

True crawled into the kitchen

calling for Mrs. Walsh, but

again there was no response.

True, at a glance, spotted one of

the Walsh family's cats on the

floor, dying. The cat was

gagging and covered in soot. He

quickly picked it up and threw it

outside. The cat was then taken

to be treated at the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals. Later,

another cat was found stuck in

the couch.

Thanks to True's immediate

attention, both cats are alive and

well. Although there was that

split moment of hesitation, True

knew what had to be done and

did it.

New student enrollment up
by Dorilee Raybuck

News Writer

Clarion University's

enrollment of freshman and

transfer students has increased

for the 1992 fall semester.

Although Clarion University

will not officially freeze the

enrollment count until October

15, the goals set by the

university for the number of

Attention all students:

Vehicles illegaly parked in a

handicapped spot will be

immobilized and ticketed. A
fee of $25 will be charged to

remove the immobilizing

device.

BOOKSMITH TRADING, INC.

BOOKS GIFTS CARDS CLOTHING

"when it comes to textbooks,

we've got you covered"

WE BUY BOOKS FROM
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

i

ALUMNI NEWS

first-time freshmen and transfer

students enrolled have been

exceeded.

First-time freshman admission

stands at 1181. The admissions

goal for freshman admission was

1000.

The admissions goal for

incoming transfer students was

250. The total number of

transfer students whose

applications were accepted and

deposits paid is 361.

Clarion University has

increased freshman enrollment at

a time when the number of

Western Pennsylvania high

school students graduating has

dropped.

John Shropshire, Dean of

Enrollment Management and

Academic Records, believes that

one reason for the increase is the

experimental recruiting that a

regional representative of the

university is doing in the

Harrisburg vicinity. A large

population base of potential

college students exists in this

area.

However,total enrollment is

believed to have decreased. The

official figures will be made

available on October 15.

Fox's Pizza Den
226-5555

2 WHOLE WEDGIES™
$6.50+tax only

with coupon

All Day Delivery

exp 12/15/92

Alumni works in Japan

by Dawn Nobles

News Writer

Amy Dennis, a 1990 graduate

of Clarion University, had made

plans upon graduation to attend

graduate school. Instead Dennis

found a unique job opportunity

in Japan.

Upon asking Clarion English

professor, Martha Campbell, for

advice, Dennis was referred to

Dr. C. Darrel Sheraw and Dr.

Darlyn Fink. The two professors

arranged an interview with

Yamate Business College in

Japan. Dennis was soon offered

a job as an English teacher.

Since Dennis' degree was in

Humanities, she was initially

unsure of her capabilities to do

the job. In the long run, though,

Dennis felt that Clarion had

prepared her for the challenge,

and she accepted.

Yamate is an English College,

and that fact comforted Dennis

some, but she knew little else

about Japan, including the

language.

Dennis, originally from

Williamsport, Pa., ran headlong

into cultural shock. The city of

Yokohama, which is home to

Yamate, has a population of

about three million people.

"All the buildings are high rise

industries with all of the space

taken because there isn't that

much land," said Dennis.

Actually, there is no campus to

Yamate College; it is housed on

the second and third floors of a

twelve story building.

Dennis was able to find a one

room apartment with a western

style bathroom, one burner, and

a toaster oven for cooking.

Dennis said that the food in

Japan is much different from

American cuisine. "Their menus

are full of fish , other seafood,

and rice," said Dennis. She was

glad to fmd that she lived near an

Italian restaurant, a McDonald's

and a Kentucky Fried Chicken.

Dennis teaches a range of

pupils, from beginners to

advanced students. Included are

ordinary citizens, business

people, and junior high and

senior high school students.

She works a five day, fifty hour

Alumni affairs photo

Yamate college English

professor Amy Dennis.

week. Of those hours, 26

include actual English

instructing.

In her early days on the job,

Dennis relied much on the

Japanese-English dictionary,

using basic phrases and

speaking very slowly.

Now, she understands much

of the Japanese language, but

still doesn't speak it very

well.

Dennis said that her

professors from Clarion have

been very encouraging.

She said, "I've received

letters of advice from some of

them while I have been in

Japan...Clarion helped prepare

me for the challenge. I didn't

have a teaching degree, but I

was prepared to do a good

job."

This August, Dennis began

her second year at Yamate.

She came back to Clarion in

July with 40 students from

Yamate for an English

program at the University.

Said Dennis, "I knew Japan

had kimonos and temples and

not much else. I didn't know

the language. I took some

classes, but by the time I got

there I forgot the little I had

learned. I took comfort from

the fact that I was going to

teach at an English college."
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Cable Channels
THURSDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 17, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(230) Movie:

Afterschool Special

Cur. Affair Edition

4:30

Tintin

Oprah Winfrey l;

Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ct, [Cur. Affair [News q

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: *** "Doc Hollywood" (1991) Michael J. Fox, g
News q News q
Cheers q
Who's Boss? Who's Boss?

News

Newsq

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon | Batman q

(3:00) Movie: Prince-Showgirl

Global Supercard Wrestling Trucks

Pyramid Press Luck |Cartoon Express

(2:30) Movie:

OWL/TV (R)

Underdog

News

News

ABC News
NBC News

Hard Copy

CBS News
Newsq
Full House q Strangers

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30

Movie: »»» "Days of Thunder" (1990) Tom Cruise, q

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Night Court

Newsq I
NBC News [Jeopardy! q I Wh. Fortune | Cosby Show (In Stereo) q

Ent, Tonight Delta q 'Room-Two
Ufk Cni4nnis i^Arki. CIihiii /In Clnr.iAi rWh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married...

Cosby Show (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Simpsons q [Martin q

Movie: **** "The Great Escape (1963, Adventure) Steve McQueen, James Garner. (In Stereo)

Th'breds Senior Tour Up Close

Movie: **Vi "Soapdish "(1991) Sally Field PG-13' q
MacGyver "The Coltons q| Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "Dusty" (1982) Bill Kerr. NR
Yogi Bear | Arcade Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »»'; "Safes Motel" (1987, Suspense) Bud Cort.

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: »t; "Cover-Up (1990, Drama) 'R

Homefront q
Cheers (R) (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Heights On the Nickel" q
Cheers (R) (In Stereo) q [Night Court (R) q

10:30

Primetime Live q
Comedy Jam

Night Court (R) q
Middle Ages (In Stereo) q
Middle Ages (In Stereo) q
Hunter

Movie: *** "Elvis: That's the Way It Is" (1970) G
Sportscenter

I College Football: Pittsburgh at Rutgers From New Brunswick, N.J. (Live)

t* "The Bad News Bears Go to Japan

Movie: •* "Little Nikita" (1988) Sidney Poitier. 'PG'

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

China Beach "Ghosts

Murder, She Wrote q Movie: »'/2 "Ernest Goes to Camp" (1987) Jim Varney

Movie: *»*V? "The Commitments (1991) Robert Arkms

Movie: »»V? "The First Power (1990) FT Boxing

M.T. Moore M.T. Moore

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore M.T. Moore M.T. Moore IM.T. Moore

11:00 I Tl?30"

Inside the NFL q
Newsq
News

Cheers q

News

Newsq
Married...

12:00

Dice Rules

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings

Edition Stalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
News q [Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: ***V2 "The Pink Panther' (1964)

Baseball [Sportscenter

Movie: »'/2 "Deadly Bet (1991) R'

MacGyver "Fire and Ice q [Equalizer

| "The Haunting of Morella"

Movie: »»» "The Doctor " (1991) William Hurt. PG-13 q

Movie: ** "Killer instinct " (1988, Drama) Melissa Gilbert.

M.T. Moore M.T. Moore

Thirtysomething

Dead On IT

M.T. Moore

Ullman

FRIDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 18, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

4:00 4:30

(330) Movie: "Lovesick

Golden Girls Golden Girls

Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct. [Cur. Affair

Tom, Jerry

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: »»» 1
/2 "Arthur" (1981) Dudley Moore. 'PG q

News q News q News q ABC News
Cheers q
Who's Boss?

News

Who's Boss?

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

News

News
NBC News

CBS News
News q
Full House q Strangers

News q NBC News
(2:00) Movie: Great Esc." [Movie: »** "Elvis: That's the Way It Is" (1970) G
PGA Golf: Hardee's Classic (Live)

Pyramid | Press Luck | Cartoon Express

Movie: **» "Only the Lonely (1991) John Candy, q
Rhino-Camel Movie: "In Search of Golden Sky' (1985)

Underdog [Yogi Bear | Arcade Hey Dude (R)

26 [Movie: *» California Girls (1985) Robby Benson.

Motoworld | Up Close

MacGyver "Hind-Sight" q

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) q
Hard Copy Ent. Tonight

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Night Court

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married...

Jeopardy! q [Wh. Fortune
I
Final Appeal

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: *** Quick Change

Family

Final Appeal

Step by Step Dinosaurs q |
Camp Wilder

1 20/20 q

G. Palace

G Palace [Bobq
Bobq

America's Most Wanted q

Movie: »*» "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" (1982)

(1990) Rq
9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: *Vi "The Super" (1991) Joe Pesci.

Round Table Yesterday We Were Playing Football" q
Picket Fences "Pilot (Series Premiere) (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences "Pilot" (Series Premiere) (In Stereo) q
Sightings q |

Suspects | Hunter

Round Table "Yesterday We Were Playing Football' q

Sportscenter [Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: **Vz "Tough Guys Don't Dance" (1987) R |Movie: •+» "Which Way Is Up?" (1977)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »»* "Hour of the Gun" (1967) James Garner.

Movie: *»'/2 "Company Business "(1991) PG-13'

What You Do Crazy Kids Looney

Supermarket [Shop-Drop [China Beach

Bullwinkle

11:00 11:30

Comedy Hour Roseanne

News q Cheers q [Nightline q
News

News
Newsq
Married...

12:00

Comedy Jam

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Kids in the Hall

Edition Kids in Mall

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
News q [Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Murder, She Wrote q [Movie: »» "Big Top Pee-wee " (1988) Pee-wee Herman. |Movie: "Hamburger... The Motion Picture

Movie: *»» "The Dead Zone' (1983, Suspense) R'

Movie: "Devlin (1992, Drama) Bryan Brown. R

M.T.Moore M.T.Moore M.T. Moore |M.T. Moore M.T. Moore [M.T. Moore M.T. Moore M.T. Moore

L.A. Law

Movie: »»» "Dark Obsession (1991) I
"Popcorn and Ice Cream

Movie: »*'/2 "Eve of Destruction (1990) Gregory Hines

Movie: •» "The Game of Love' (1987) Ed Marinaro. Thirtysomething

Super Dave

M.T. Moore

Ullman

SATURDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 19, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

Baby-Sitters

4:30 5:00 5:30

NeverEnding Story ll-Next Chapter'

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

(3:30) College Football: Notre Dame at Michigan State. (Live) q
Movie: •»* "Home dfone (1990) Macaulay Culkin. PG

Sportsworld

Major League Baseball: Regional Coverage

Major League Baseball: Regional Coverage

Movie: *»• "The Savage Bees" (1976) Ben Johnson.

Sportsworld

News
News
Newsq

NBC News
CBS News
CBS News

American Gladiators

News q I
NBC News

(2:30) Movie: "Hello, Dolly!" [Movie: *+* "Obsession" (1976) Cliff Robertson. PG
PGA Golf: Hardee's Classic. (Live

Double T. Just Us

(3:10) Movie: »» "Dutch" q
(2:30) Movie: Sat Night

Nick News Get Picture

China Beach Magic"

News Cappelli

Hee Haw (R) (In Stereo)

Star Search

Star Search

Star Trek: Next Gener.

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »» Double Impact " (1991, Adventure) R q

Here-Now Out All Night

Frannie

Frannie

Cops q
Jeopardy! q [Wh. Fortune | Here-Now [Out All Night

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Cops (R) q

Movie: **Vt "The Golden Seal" (1983) Steve Railsback.

10:00

Dream On q
10:30

Sanders

Covington Cross (In Stereo) Movie: »*'/2 "Tightrope" (1984) Clint Eastwood, q jNews q |Movie: "An Early Frost

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: ** "Body Parts' (1991) R q

Empty Nest |Nursesq [Miss America Pageant (In Stereo Live) q News
Movie: »* 1

/2 "Crocodile' Dundee II" (1988) Paul Hogan.

Movie: **'/2 "Crocodile Dundee It" (1988) Paul Hogan

Code 3 q
Empty Nest Nurses q

Edgeq Comic Strip Live (In Stereo) | Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q TBA

News

Newsq
Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Lifestyles-Rich

Miss America Pageant (In Stereo Live) q

Scoreboard [College Football: Ohio State at Syracuse. From the Carrier Dome. (Live) q
Movie: *** "The Red Badge of Courage (1951, Drama)|Movie: »» "Author! Author!" (1982) PG

Two Dads | B. Buddies [Counterstrike (In Stereo) [Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Swamp [Beyond [Bradbury

Movie: "Manneguin: On the Move" (1991) [Movie: * "Scavengers' (1988) 'PG-13' |Movie: *** "Crocodile" Dundee" (1986) Paul Hogan. q
Movie: »+» "Dick Tracy" (1990) Warren Beatty. PG' q
Double Dare G.U.T.S.

L.A. Law

Salute IFreshmen

News q

College Football: Nebraska at Washington. From Seattle. (Live)

Hitchhiker

Movie: *Vi "Return to the Blue Lagoon" (1991) PG-13

Doug Rugrats Clarissa Roundhouse

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q I
Movie: "/ Was a Teenage Sex Mutant

* "Freddy's Dead: The Final Nightmare"

Movie: •* Ultimate Desires' (1991) R' q|Movie: •* "Angel in Red"

Movie: *** "Chiefs" (1983, Drama) Wayne Rogers, Charlton Heston, Brad Davis.

Ren-Stimpy [You Afraid? A. Hitchcock

Freddy

A. Hitchcock

Movie: * "Joy: Chapter Two "(1990) R

M.T. Moore I Dragnet

Seize the Power: Women of America

A. Hitchcock

Ullman

SUNDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 20, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: * "A Fine Mess (1986) PG' q [Mr. Bean q
5:30

Movie: ***V2 "The Westerner" (WO) Gary Cooper.

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: **V2 "Vice Versa" (1988) Judge Reinhold. 'PG' q
News [ABC News

NFL Football. Pittsburgh Steelers at San Diego Chargers. (Live)

NFL Football: Detroit Lions at Washington Redskins. From R.F.K. Stadium. (Live)

NFL Football: Detroit Lions at Washington Redskins. From R.F.K. Stadium. (Live)

Movie: * "Shanghai Surprise" (1986) Sean Penn. Star Trek: Next Gener.

NFL Football: Pittsburgh Steelers at San Diego Chargers. (Live)

(3:00) Movie: "Author!" [Movie: ••'/? "Mother, Jugs & Speed" (1976) Bill Cosby

PGA Golf: Hardee's Classic. (Live)

(2QTj) Movie:
I
Just Ten [Two Dads |B. BuddieT

Movie: •• "Author! Author!" (1982) Al Pacino. PG

(3:30) Movie: "Teenage

Can't on TV

Disease

Get Picture

Endocrin.

Baseball Tonight

Sci-Fi Stories

Life Goes On q
Secret Service (In Stereo)

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
BUI & Ted Parker Lewis

Fifth Quarter | Secret Ser. [I Witness Video (In Stereo)

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *** "Madonna: Truth or Dare" (1991) Madonna. ]One Night [Movie: "Teamster Boss: The

Videos

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Am. Funniest Movie: "Somebody s Daughter" (1992, Drama) q

Murder, She Wrote q
Murder, She Wrote q
In Color jRocq

Movie: *** 1
/2 "The Miracle IVor/rer" (1962, Drama)

NFL Primetime

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Movie: **V2 "Big Business" (1988) Bette Midler. PG' q
Double Dare

Medical

G.U.T.S.

Medical

Fifteen

Medical

Wild Side

NSAIDS

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: "Danger Island" (1992) Richard Bevmer. q
Movie: "Terror on Track ff' (1992) Richard Crenna. q
Movie: "Terror on Track 9 "(1992) Richard Crenna. q
Married... [Herman l Flying Blind lDown Shore

Movie: "Danger Island" (1992) Richard Beymer. q
Movie: **+ "Diner" (1982) Steve Guttenberg. R'

Major League Baseball: Los Angeles Dodgers at San Francisco Giants. (Live) q
Movie: "Indecency "(1992, Drama) Jennifer Beals. q

Movie: **» 1
/2 "China Syndrome" (1979) Jack Lemmon. |Movie: ** "Iron Maze" (1991 , Drama) Jeff Fahey. R' [Movie: * 1

/2 "Netherworld" (1991) 'R' O
Movie: »» "Ishtar "(1987) Warren Beatty. PG-13

Looney

Journal

Looney

Milestones

Looney

Medicine

F-Troop

Family

Counterstrike (In Stereo)

Newsq
News

News
Newsq
Paid Prog.

News

Jackie Presser Story" q
Cheers q Ent. Tonight

Night Court

TBA
Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Cur. Affair

New WKRP
Love Con.

Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: **Vi "FM" (1978, Comedy) PG'

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkings

Movie: **Vi "Red Heat" (1988) Arnold Schwarzenegger

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

Lucy Show

OB-Gyn.

Hi, I'm Home
Family

Comedy
M.T. Moore

Physicians

(In Stereo) q
NFL

Hollywood

** "A Climate for Killing"

Movie: "The Sleeping Car

Dragnet

Family [Paid Prog

A. Hitchcock

MONDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 21, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3:30) Movie: "Planet of the Apes" (1968)

Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(2:30) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: »**'/2 "Awakenings

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon

Newsq
Batman q

Newsq
News
News

(1990) Robin Williams, q
ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Global Supercard Wrestling

Movie: **Vi "The Miracle Worker" (1979, Biography)

Pyramid Press Luck

(3:30) Movie: "Bananas" q

Sports

Cartoon Express

Reporters Ch. Flag

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Night Court

Jeopardy! q

7:30

Tintin

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married.,

You Bet-Life

Married.,

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: *Vi "Feds" (1988) PG-13' q
Young Indiana Jones

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Married..

Fresh Prince

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: »*» "Doc Hollywood" (1991) Michael J. Fox, q
11:30

Roseanne

NFL Football: New York Giants at Chicago Bears. From Soldier Field. (In Stereo Live)

Movie: "Miss America: Behind the Crown" (1992, Drama)

Murphy Brown q

Matlock q
Murphy Brown q

Blossom q
Movie: *** xh "Splendor in the Grass" (1961, Drama) Natalie Wood

Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q
Sportscenter iSchaap Talk

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: "Somewhere Tomorrow (1983)

Movie: *** 1
/? "Sleeper" (1973) 'PG q |Movie: »» 1

/2 "Dream House" (1981)

Bullwinkle [Bullwinkle [Bullwinkle

Winkle

Bullwinkle

Movie: *Vi "Trouble in Paradise" (1989) Raguel Welch.

Movie: ••» "Not Without My Daughter" (1991) PG-13

Bullwinkle

Supermarket

Bullwinkle

Shop-Drop

Bullwinkle Bullwinkle

China Beach "China Men"

NFL Monday |Mon. Mag-

Murder, She Wrote q
Movie: *Vi "Concrete War "(1991) R

Movie: **Vz "Peacemaker (1990) R

Get Smart I
Superman

L.A. Law

[(Off Air)

Love and War "Pilot" q
Love and War "Pilot" q
Hunter "The Big Fall"

Movie: "Miss America: Behind the Crown" (1992, Drama)

Movie: *»* 1
/; "The Long Good Friday" (1980) 'R

Water Skiing: U .S . Open I
Beach Volleyball

WWF Prime Time Wrestling

M.T. Moore

News

News
Newsq
Married..

Newsq

12:00

"Cover-Up"

Newsq
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences "Pilot

' (R) q
Edition Fences

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: "Elvis: That's the Way It Is" (1970)

Baseball I Sportscenter

Movie: **Vz "Toy Soldiers" (1991) Sean Astin. R' q
MacGyver (In Stereo) q I

Equalizer

Sat. Night

Van Dyke

Movie: **Vz "Company Business" (1991)

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

'Christine Cromwell: Things That Go Bump in the Night'

Lucy Show

"Lady Chatterley in Tokyo'

Movie: "Ruthless People

Green Acres

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

Ullman

TUESDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 22, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: *** "Days of Thunder" (1990) q
Cheers q
Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: "Elvis: That's'

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid Press Luck

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00 I 7:30

Movie: **Vz "My Blue Heaven" (1990) Steve Martin, q
Newsq
News
News

ABC News

NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Movie: ** "Violets Are Blue" (1986)

Trucks NFL Yrbk.

Cartoon Express

Movie: »»» "The Deep "(1977) Jacqueline Btsset. "PG"

OWL/TV (R)

Underdog

Matter of Conscience (R) ql Henry's Cat

Yogi Bear [Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »•* "The Ryan White Story" (1988) Judith Light.

Running

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Night Court

Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »» "Double Impact" (1991 , Adventure) R' q
Full House q I

Mr. Cooper

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q

Roseanne q |
Coach q

Reasonable Doubts (R) q
Movie: "With a Vengeance

Movie: "With a Vengeance

Movie: »»* "Purple Rain" (1984, Musical) Prince

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »•»'/; "The Magnificent Seven" (1960, Western) Yul Brynner.

Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Reasonable Doubts (R) q

10:00

Sanders

10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

Going to Extremes q
Movie: *»* "Madonna: Truth or Dare "(1991) Madonna.

Golden Girls |NightlineqT

Dateline (In Stereo) q
1992, Suspense) q
1992, Suspense) q
Hunter

Dateline (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter IMajor League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: •** "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" (1982)

Newsq
News
News

Newsq
Married,.,

Newsq

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: **** "Raging Bull" (1980) R'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: ** "Breakout" (1975) Charles Bronson. PG

Movie: **** "The Maltese Falcon" (1941, Mystery) q
What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

China Beach (Part 1 of 2)

Murder, She Wrote q I
Boxing (Live)

Movie: **ft "The Miracle (1991) R"

"The Search for Signs of Intelligent Life in the Universe

Movie: ** "Dutch "(1991, Comedy) Ed O'Neill. PG-13'

Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

[MacGyver (In Stereo) q [Equalizer

Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore I
Van Dyke

» "Freddy's Dead: The Final Nightmare"

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: »»* "Monkey Shines" (1988) Jason Beghe.

Lucy Show

Movie: "/ Come in Peace

Freddy

Green Acres

Thirtysomething

"Eve-Pest.

Mister Ed

Ullman

WEDNESDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 23, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 1 5:30

Movie: **V? "Vice Versa" (1988) Judge Reinhold. PG' q
Design. W. ICheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) Q
Goof Troop

People Ct

(2:30) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: "Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom" (1984)

Newsq
News
News

ABC News

NBC Newt
CBS News

Newsq
FuH House q Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Global Supercard Wrestling

: ***V2 "The Magnificent Seven" (1960, Western) Yul Brynner

Pyramid [Press Luck

Trucks Yearbook

(3:30) Movie:

Cartoon Express

*** The FBI Story (1959, Drama) q
Movie: *** "Cowboys Don't Cry" (1988) Ron White.

Underdog [Yogi Bear [Arcade I Hey Dude (R)

Movie:A«. Gojorndfltte UQtlf (1988) Linda Hamilton

Inside PGA IUp Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Night Court

Jeopardy! q

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: *Vi "The Super" (1991) Joe Pesci

Wonder Y. [Doogie H.

Unsolved Mysteries q
Hat Squad (In Stereo) q
Hat Squad (In Stereo) q
Beverly Hills, 90210 q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Mowe: ** "Ishtar" (1987) Warren Beatty. PG-13

Sportscenter [Speedweek

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **** "The Maltese Falcon" (1941, Mystery)

Home Imp

Seinfeld q

9:30

Tom Arnold

Coach q
Mad-You

Real Life Ghost Stories q
Real Life Ghost Stories q
Rock the Vote (In Stereo) q
Seinfeld q I Mad-You

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Civil Wars q
Dream On q

Law t Order "Skin Deep"

48 Hours "Private Matters''

48 Hours "Private Matters'"

Hunter

Law & Order "Skin Deep

11:00

One Wght

Newsq

Newsq
Married...

Movie: ***Vi "Hello, Dotty!" (1969, Musical) Barbra Streisand. G'

Ch. Flag I Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Murder, She Wrote q |Movie: "Sunstroke" (1992, Suspense) Jane Seymour, q |Scj-fT

Movie: *** "New York, New York" (1977 Musical) Robert De Niro. (In Stereo) PG
Movie: »»» 1

/2 "Pacific Heights" (1990) Michael Keaton. I Movie: ** "Night Angel" (1990) R

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

China Beach (Part 2 of 2)Be

Get Smart I Superman

LA- Law "Auld L Anxiety'.'

Movie: **V>. "King of New Yor<r"(1990, Drama) R' q
M.T. Moore [Van Dyke [Dragnet |A. Hitchcock

Movie: »»» "God Bless the Child (1988, Drama)

11:30 12:00

Teamster Boss

Golden Girls [
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

ICurvesEdition

Arsenio HaH (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter

"The Great Escape

Stones

Baseball

Equalizer

*% "The Unborn

Fear of Scandal"

Lucy Show" [Green Acres

1991) R

Free to Laugh

Mister Ed

Ullman

I
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History prof, wins award
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Dr. Anne Day, professor of

history at Clarion University, has

been honored by the American

Association for Higher

Education (AAHE) for her work

with the Clarion Area Academic

Alliance for International

Education (CAAAIE), after

being nominated for that award

by Dr. Saundra McKee, associate

professor of education and

CAAAIE coordinator.

In awarding Dr. Day the

certificate last month, the AAHE
recognized her as a person

"whose vision has enriched and

informed the activities of her

Alliance; whose commitment to

excellence and equity has moved

the shared agenda forward;

whose generosity of spirit has

helped give clarity and meaning

to the term Academic Alliance;

who has helped in the

development of higher standards

of excellence in the planning and

delivery of curriculum; and who

has done the most to strengthen

the bond of mutual respect and

ongoing intellectual inquiry

among school and college

faculty."

The CAAAIE brings students

from kindergarten through

college and their teachers

together to infuse international

issues into their studies.

Meeting once a month over the

past two years, the group has

studied cultures of many nations,

including Greece and Spain.

The role of international students

has also been discussed.

"My academic training is in

foreign affairs," said Dr. Day. " I

sincerely believe that the citizens

of tomorrow will need to be

Minnesota combats drugs

ST. PAUL (AP) Minnesota

has made great strides in its war

on drugs and alcohol in the

classroom, home and

community, according to a

survey released Monday by

education officials.

The survey of 131,000

youngsters in the sixth-, ninth-

and 12th grades shows the

number of Minnesota students

using drugs and alcohol has

dropped considerably from three

years ago.

"I think the trend is very

encouraging," said Barbara

Yates, supervisor of the

prevention and risk reduction

unit in the state Department of

Education. "We still have some

serious problems, but it looks

like we're going in the right

direction and we're having some

success."

The survey last spring showed

that alcohol and other drug use

among high schools seniors had

dropped from 54 percent in 1989

to 41 percent this year. Use

among ninth-graders dropped

from 26 percent in 1989 to 19

percent this year. Usage among

sixth-graders was reported at 2

percent, a decline from 3 percent

in 1989.

Yates said the survey offers

"some pretty solid evidence that

looks like our prevention efforts

are working."

The voluntary survey was

administered last spring in all but

one of the state's 400-plus school

districts. Slightly more than 90

percent of the districts

participated in 1989.

State Education Commissioner

Gene Mammenga said the latest

survey results are "rather

dramatic" when compared with

the first survey in 1989.

"This survey is evidence that

prevention programs in

Minnesota are working," Gov.

Arne Carlson said. "Minnesota

schools, parents and

communities can take pride in

the survey results because they

show that their comprehensive

programs have been extremely

successful."

Mammenga also praised

parents and community efforts

for combating drug and alcohol

Images of the West |

1

use among youngsters.

"When their message and our

message coincide, it has a very

decided effect, a very decided

positive effect," he said.

Yates said a large influx of

federal funds, beginning in the

1987-88 school year, gave

school districts the financial

ability to develop drug education

programs.

She said Minnesota public

schools will receive about $7

million in federal drug education

and awareness funds during the

current school year, which will

be augmented by an estimated $1

million in state and local

resources.

The report said the declines in

alcohol and other drug use

cannot be attributed to an overall

reduction in antisocial behavior

among young people. The latest

survey shows that the frequency

of vandalism, fighting and

shoplifting has changed very

little.

And a slight increase was

shown in the number of students

who report serious emotional

problems, low self-esteem and

alienation from their families.

'The survey suggests that we

need to continue our prevention

efforts and do a better job of

targeting resources."

informed and involved with

international events and people.

We now live in a global village.

We are all part of the same earth.

A great deal can be gained by

learning about international

people's customs and problems."

During 1991-92, the CAAAIE
sponsored five programs, all

open to the public, pertaining to

international education.

Speakers were obtained from the

Clarion University faculty,

Clarion University's

international students, and the

community.

Dr. Day sights Dr. Saundra

Experience the culture

of the Americas!

Sterling Silver Jewelry

Hand Loom Textile

Beads

Books

Tapes

625 Main Stv Clarion 226-5513

Gourmet Deli-Catering-Bakeshop

R C Crackers

50 Main St.

Clarion, Pa. 16214
(814)226-9882

# Extended hours:

8:00 A.M.-1 1:00 P.M.
* Ask about our after 9:00 P.M.

J5(QflG/aL^.

Free delivery All day everyday

McKee for securing grants from

the Pennsylvania Academy for

the Profession of Teaching and

from the American Association

for Higher Education/MacArthur

Foundation. These funds and the

efforts Dr. Day and Dr. McKee

have made the project possible.

CAAAIE will continue to be

housed and supported by the

Center for Educational

Leadership at Clarion University.

Dr. Day plans to continue also,

saying, "It is interesting to have

teachers and students from all

grade levels mingle and learn

together."

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

Dr. Anne Day recently won an award from the American

Association for Higher Education for local work.

Give for kids
by Dorilee Raybuck

News Writer

Northwest Savings Bank,

WWCH/WWCR Radio, Long's

Dry Cleaners, and Clarion

County Children and Youth

Services are sponsoring a Coats

for Kids program in Clarion

County.

The program was developed for

the purpose of distributing warm

winter coats to local children

who are in dire need of them.

Clairon County residents are

mark eddie

"Rock n' Roll

Unplugged"
Comedian

Bedrock Cafe

8 pm
Gemmell MP Room
UAB event/Bacchus

asked to participate in the

program by donating warm,

usable fall and winter coats in

any and all children's sizes.

"Over 100 coats have already

been gathered," said Bill Hearst

of WWCH/WWCR Radio, "and

we hope to gather many more."

With the support of the public,

the four sponsors will act

together to collect, clean and

distribute warm winter coats.

Coats may be deposited at any

time in the marked container at

Northwest Savings Bank, located

at 537 Main Street, Clarion.

The coats will then be cleaned

by Long's Drycleaners at the

Wash House, and distributed to

area children in need of winter

coats by Clarion County

Children and Youth Services.

Bill Hearst from WWCH
Radio was responsible for

organizing the first-time Coats

for Kids program in Clarion

County.

The program will run through
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Talks set to continue in newspaper strike

.. „ _____^_«_________————————— ^i

compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

from the AP service

International

News
Britian tries to strip

Yugoslavia's voting rights

Britain is leading a campaign to

strip Yugoslavia of its United

Nations voting rights. Diplomats

are working to line up support as

the 47th General Assembly
prepares to open.

U.N. spokesman blasts

Serbian leader

The co-chairman of this week's

Yugoslavia peace conference had

some harsh words for the leader

of Bosnia's Serbs.

A United Nations spokesman
said U.N. special envoy Cyril

Vance and the European
Community's Lord Owen have

sent a protest to condemn Serb

air attacks on the Bosnian town

of Bihac.

LEVI HEADQUARTERS
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Somalian airlifts begin

A United Nations official

confirms that airdrops of food to

rural areas of Somalia have
begun.

The deliveries started Sunday

afternoon, but officials didn't

make any announcements
because they didn't want to let

potential thieves know where the

food would be.

Looting is a big problem for

the relief operation in Somalia.

Some officials estimate as much
as half of all the aid delivered to

starving Somalis this year has

been stolen.

The United Nations is

dropping food to rural areas so

starving people won't flock to

towns and overwhelm feeding

centers.

National

Army denies unit's return to

Saudi Arabia

A freelance column in a

Washington, D.C. newspaper is

raising eyebrows at the

Pentagon. The Army is denying

a claim that an army reserve unit

from Greensburg is returning to

Saudi Arabia.

Writer Thomas Dahlberg said

in the Washington Times that the

14th Quartermaster Detachment

is being mobilized in the desert

for at least six months. Thirteen

members of the unit were killed

and many more were injured

during the Persian Gulf War
when an Iraqui SCUD missile

leveled their barracks.

State
Talks continue in

newspaper strike

Mediators gave negotiators

Tuesday and Wednesday off

before talks resume in the

Pittsburgh newspaper strike.

Representatives of the Pittsburgh

Press Company and striking

Teamsters delivery drivers met
on Monday.

Mediator John Pinto said an,

"exhaustive amount of time" was
spent working out details for the

talks.

Teamsters local president

Joseph Molinero said "big

stumbling blocks" will be on the

table when the talks get

underway again on Thursday.

compiled by Alan Vaughn

from the IP service

Asian Culture fund established

at Bowdoin

President Robert H. Edwards

recendy announced that Stanley

F. Druckenmiller, a member of

the Governing Boards, will

establish a fund to endow a chair

in Asian Culture at Bowdoin.

The gift marks the first time

since its inception that the Asian

Studies Department is on a solid

foundation, said Asian Studies

Professor Kidder Smith.

DePauw changes graduation

requirements

After three years of discussion

and debate, the Depauw
Committee of Academic Policy

and Planning has developed a

draft proposal for changes in

graduation requirements.

Dept. chairs have copies of the

eleventh hour draft of the

proposals, which deal with

distribution requirements and a

seminar for first year students.

"This is a draft made to be a

focus of discussion," said

English Professor Martha
Rainbolt.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted

by Public Safety for the week of September 7 through September 13.

On September 9, a tractor trailer struck a vehicle in parking lot "M"
and departed the scene. Public Safety made an idntification and the

company was notified. The company will pay all damages.

On September 11, a student was cited for public intoxication after

being transported to the Clarion Hospital. The individual registered

.25 on a blood alcohol test administered by the hospital.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other

crimes, please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

"F" grade eliminated at

Carleton

Carleton's Educational Policy

Committee recently passed a

proposal to eliminate the

administrative "F." In the past,

the administrative "F" would be

given to any student failing to

complete the work required to

fulfill a "W" regardless of what

grades the student had received

up until that point.

The new policy leaves the

decision up to individual

professors. Associate Dean of

the College, Elizabeth Cinder,

proposed the new policy on
behalf of the Academic Standing

Committee, an EPC
subcommittee.

She said that their reasoning for

the proposal is that in no other

circumstance does the College

determine the grade of the

student, and that grading should

be the full responsibilty of the

faculty.

"Under the proposed change,

the student might earn an F, but

might not," Cinder said, "The
faculty member may still decide
to award an 'F to a student that

does not complete the work;
however, the faculty member
also has the choice of giving that

specific assignment an F.' It is

up to the faculty [member], not
the registrar."
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Outdoor concert to rock Activities Day
by Shawn P. Seagriff

Features Writer

On Sunday, September 20,

from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., the UAB
is sponsoring the Student

Activities Day concert. The

concert will be featuring four

western Pennsylvania bands:

Whiskey High, ATS, Ask A
Stranger and Inside Out.

Whiskey High is a "hard and

heavy" rock and roll band from

Pittsburgh. The band is led by

veteran guitarist from the Los

Angeles circuit, Mike Palone.

Other members included are

Scott Boyd- vocals, Rich Palone-

drums and Mike Ekis- bass.

Whiskey High was the winner

of the 1991 Pittsburgh Battle of

the Bands, where they received

40 hours of recording time from

a local studio, which they are

using to work on their upcoming

compact disc due out sometime

this fall.

ATS, "Another True Story,"

started as a Pittsburgh country

band and has evolved into a post

industrial, urban rock/cow funk

fusion band.

They have been showcased in

New York, Chicago, Boston and

will be appearing in the College

Music Journal in October.

ATS has appeared on WDVE's
Morning Coffee Shop Hour and

will be interviewed later this

month on the Homegrown Show.

They also will be appearing on

Guidewire, a national college

radio program that is affiliated

with 42 stations across the

United States.

The band has two CD releases

called, "Sepco" containing 50

songs, with one CD in acoustic

and one is electric. It has

reached number one statis at

WRYW in Cleveland.

The five-man band includes:

Evan Knauer- vocals and guitar,

Mike Marcinko- bass, Kip

Ruefle- drummer, Kevin

Forsythe- tenor sax and Steve

Heineman- alto sax.

The progressive power rock

band Ask A Stranger hails from

Clarion. They play extensively

in Pennsylvania, Cleveland,

Youngstown and Lake

Chattaqua.

Aside from playing in several

different towns, Ask A Stranger

is presently airing on fifteen

regional stations such as WDVE,
Rocket 101 and 102 Jet. They

are also working on pre-

production for a video shoot and

second album due out in the

spring of 1993.

Ask A Stranger, with members from Clarion, will be one of the

weekends Activities Day concert.

The bands debut album, Hawk- keyboards and vocals,

"Stranger Things Have

Happened", is on sale at

National Record Mart, and will

soon be available in the Clarion

Book Store.

Ask A Stranger's members are:

Jeff Powell- vocals, David
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Photo courtesy of UAB

Another one of the four groups appearing in Sundays concert is Whiskey High. They were

supposed to open for Kix last year, but that concert was cancelled.

Dave Buzzard- guitars, Kurt

Grotenthauler- bass, Willy

Bauer- drums and Michele

McElhinny and Julie Findlan-

backing vocals.

Inside Out is a young band not

only in the fact that they just

came together two years ago, but

the ages of the members range

from 18 to 23 years old.

This melodic rock band is from

Johnstown, Pennsylvania, where

they are currently working on a

CD due out in spring. All their

songs are original including

ballads such as ,"Tell Me" and

rock tunes such as ,'T'll Be

There" and "Better Days."

Not only is Inside Out busy

recording, but they are also

working on the pre-production of

the video for "Just One Touch

and have just completed a

summer tour across the United

States hitting Michigan, the

Dakotas, Indiana and Colorado.

The band members include:

Tim Frick and Dave Cost on

guitars, Ben Frick on drums, Ron

Galucci on bass, and vocalist

Jason Riek.

The Student Activities Day

Concert is promoted by Dorian

Sweet Productions, a manage-

ment company out of Clarion. It

Photo courtesy of UAB
bands featured in this

was founded by Sean Brennen

and Jeff Powell, both CUP
students.

They are marketing the

Western Pennsylvania Original

Rock Showcase to over 400

colleges in the New York,

Pennsylvania, Maryland, Vir-

ginia, West Virginia, Ohio and

Indiana areas.

The Western Pennsylvania

Originial Rock Showcase is four

bands playing all original songs,

each with 30 to 40 minutes to

preform.

The purpose, as stated by Sean

Brennen, "We want to help

bands go from the club scene to

the next level."

The Student Activities Day

concert will be on Sunday,

September 30, from 1 p.m. to

4 p.m. at the Gemmell Student

Center outside stage.

In case of rain, the concert

will be held in the Gemmell
multi-purpose room.

Merchandise from the bands

will be available at the show.

If you are planning to attend

the concert you may want to

bring a blanket to sit on while

you enjoy the afternoon of

Pennsylvania style rock-n-roll.
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The Gemmell Student Complex J A Brief History in Pictures

« t]

Groundbreaking, 1990. The first

step of a construction project

that took nearly two years to

complete.

Clarion Call file photo

Clarion Call file photo

Work on the complex continued steadily for

almost two years. The building was completed

in mid-1992, just in time for the beginning of

the fall semester.

Clarion Call file photo

One of the most striking features of the

building is the central rotunda, complete with

spiral staircase, which is shown here under

construction.

i

J

Kari Ambrass/Clarion Call

The fitness center, located on the ground floor,

includes various types of exercise equipment,

such as exercise bikes, nautilus equipment and

step machines.

«

Stephanie Vogus/Clarion Call

The Gemmell Center also includes a fully-

stocked game room with video games and pool

tables, and three racquetball courts on the

ground floor.
::•::•:•:•:•:•:::»:'.•«>«:•:•:•»:•:•:•:•:

The new James
Gemmell Student

Complex, a welcome
addition to the Clarion

University campus!

Clarion Call file photo
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N^Sty taown comedian to perform for Family Day Sanford Gallery opens with "Faculty Exhibition"
«/ A * ** nm h» Kvm nnwd James Flahaven features oil on surface, process and material,

by Tricia Egry

Features Writer

Comedy clubs from San

Francisco to Neptune, Florida

have featured his unique brand

of humor which combines stand-

up, a slide show, electronic

keyboards, acoustic guitar,

exotic toys, Mac N. Tosh, The

Computer and singing. Scott

Jones has performed over 1,000

concerts at universities in 49

states, plus Canada. He's shared

the stage with Richard Belzer,

David Bromberg, James Cotton,

Steve Landesberg, Leon

Ridbome and Al Stewart.

Lights, a room, a stage, and a

huge audience. . . sit back and

enjoy. Jones was nominated

National Campus Entertainer of

the Year five years in a row. His

music ranges from blues to jazz.

. . rag to rock. Mac N. Tosh and

a variety of electronic

instruments form an orchestrated

affair. This versatility has driven

him towards 16 nominations for

NACA Campus Entertainment

Awards in four categories:

Entertainer of the Year, Comedy,

Novelty/Variety and Coffee-

house. In 1985 and 1988, Jones

received the NACA Association

Member Promotion Award for

outstanding graphics.

Jones' camera is always ready.

His slide show is a bizarre

collection of "Signs from the

Twilight Zone," "Foods That

Should Never Be Eaten,"

"Things People Put on Their

Lawn" and other related topics.

It's comedy with pictures.

A member of NACA,
since 1977, Jones served on their

Board of Directors and Associate

Member Advisory Board. Jones

was presented the NACA
Founders Award in 1989.

Currently, he's writing a monthly

humor column for Programming

Magazine.

Scott Jones will be

contributing his many talents to

Clarion University at 7 p.m. in

the Gemmell Center on Family

Day, 1992. He provides an

abundance of promotional

activites "to get the word out and

the audience in."

The wacky act of Scott Jones is due to hit CUP on Saturday in Gemmell Center.

UAB photo

CABS future is up in the air
by Megan Casey

Feature Writer

CABS is back, but for how
long? CABS, also known as

Clarion's Alternative to the Bar

Scene hosted its first dance this

past Saturday.

The dance drew about 600

people and was the fust held in

the new Gemmell Student

Complex. This was also to be

the first of the weekly dances,

since they were held sporadically

after being called off last

semester. The dances were

called off for a variety of reasons

last year. Among these reasons

were fights, and the students

were coming to the dance

intoxicated. After calling off the

dances, CABS met with Public

Safety, other campus

organizations and concerned

students to talk through the

problems and find a way to bring

the dances back.

Changes for this year include a

fifty cent admission fee, and

hand stamping at the door.

These changes were made in

order to regulate the people

attending the dance.

Unfortunately, these changes

may not be enough. Although

the enthusiasm of the students

was evident, and there were no

security problems, several

incidents occurred that may
threaten the continuation of the

dances. These incidents

basically, "showed disrespect to

the Gemmell complex,"

according to Union Activities

chairperson Amy Donahue. Due

to these problems, this week's

CABS dance will be cancelled.

"CABS is for the students. A
lot of people put a lot of work

into this activity and we would

like it to continue with the help

of the student body," said

Donahue.

The Union Activities Board

met on Tuesday, September 15,

and started working on a new

format for CABS. CABS will

resume Saturday, September 26.

Some basic guidelines that

should be followed for those

going to CABS dances in the

future are as follows:

The Gemmell Student

Complex is a non-smoking

building, a fact that some

students choose to ignore by

smoking and extinguishing

their cigarette butts on the floor.

Please dispose of snuff and

chewing gum properly.

Respect yourself and others

attending the dance.

When leaving Gemmell, do so

quietly after the dance ends.

"UAB wants everyone to come

out, dance and have a good time,

but without some of the

problems CABS has been faced

with," said Donahue.

The new time and format for

CABS will be announced some

time next week. Anyone with

suggestions can address them to

the UAB office, which is located

at 273 Gemmell. The office is

open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday-

Friday.

CAB.S has been around since

1983. It started with 35 people

at the Reimer snack bar.

Scott Webster/Clarion Call

Pianist Mykola Suk gave an exhilarating concert on
Monday, playing an array of classical music including

Beethoven; Bartok and Lis*. He
:

also h3d one encore.
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by Kym Dowd
Features Writer

The Sanford Gallery has

opened its 1992-93 exhibit series

with a "Faculty Exhibit." The

faculty art exhibit can be

observed in Marwick-Boyd Fine

Arts Building in the Sanford

Gallery until September 25.

The exhibit features works by

four new faculty members: M.

Joeliene Schaffer, Sherry Best,

Gary Greenberg and Christopher

Lambl. Returning faculty

members include Charles Dugan,

James Flahaven, Catherine

Joslyn, April Katz and Emily

Williams.

Sherry Best features

photography entitled "Black

Pond Summer, 1990," "Black

Pond Woods, Winter 1991" and

"Black Pond Woods, Fall 1990."

Best chooses photography for its

immediacy, mobility and

indexical reference. Best's

works revolve around land,

nature and natural forms. She

tries to bring the beauty and

energy of living spaces into a

still moment of art. She loves to

follow a path to see where it

leads. It is along these walks

that she becomes aware of the

growth and decay that has to

happen to all things, and to the

relationship between human
beings and our environment.

This awareness is vital to her, as

people have always tried to find

patterns and rules that make
sense of the world.

James Flahaven features oil on

canvas in works "Greetings from

Western PA," "Coal Hill" and

"Kingfisher." Flahaven

discovered that his favorite art

museums contained works of

natural history. When he grew

tired of looking at paintings he

would wander over to examine

the birds, ancient tools and

mummies. He found that he

spent more time in this section at

the museum than with the art.

The art provided a stimulus, but

left him wanting more

information about animals, the

world and civilization. This gap

could only be filled by looking at

fragments of the real world. To

fill this gap he decided to

incorporate artifacts or pictures

of artifacts into his paintings.

April Katz features lithograph

and chine colle with the works of

"Just Another Just War" and

"Just War." Her works reflect

the issues that she is concerned

with. Her concern of the

destruction of the Middle East is

shown in these works. She

became aware of the many
parallels between current and

ancient visual forms and

incorporated them into her works

by layering of graphic. She uses

jnedia-provided images of war

with the pictures from the

ancient Mesopotamiam cultures.

M. Joeliene Schaffer features

works entitled "Encapsulations"

and "Series 1: Rythmic

Successions." She is interested

in synthesis of image and

No Experience Necessary

All Majors

Flexible Hours

Clarion, PA
Location

Please Call:©ami
National iervices Inc. {201 ) 305.5950

surface, process and material,

form and shape. Her works

explore organic motif that are

reference objects found in

nature. Her intent is to develop

and invent images that engage in

the familiar and the obscure.

Catherine Joslyn's work is

entitled "Dreamscape." This

piece of work came out of a

transitional time in Joslyn's life.

As a transitional work it is not

part of a series, but stands alone.

At the time of naming this work

it signified a lost dream of

visiting Afghanistan, but has

acquired many other meanings

over time.

Emily Williams features her

work entitled "Sanctuary." This

work represents Williams'

interest in history and her

exposure to ancient and foreign

culture. The places and objects

which seem most strange and

sacred have affected her most,

and this is seen in her work.

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

The Sanford Gallery "Faculty Exhibit" can be admired until

September 25.
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-Gary Blantz, 29, was arrested

for kidnapping a bar owner near

Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in

February. Police reported later

that Blantz shot himself in the

foot with his .45-caliber revolver

to show the victim what would

happen to him it he were

disobedient.

-Kenner, Louisiana, police

arrested Lavalle Williams, 20, in

July and charged him with

robbing a convenience store,

armed only with a can of Off!

insect repellent, which he

sprayed into the face of the clerk

before snatching $50 from the

cash register and fleeing.

-A 16-year-old Freetown,

Massachusetts, boy was arrested

in July after attempting to rob

the Town Line General Store and

being wrestled to the ground by

the 60-year-old clerk. According

to the local Taunton Daily

Gazette, the boy "pointed his

index finger at the clerk, and

said, 'This is a stickup.' The

clerk asked, 'Is this a joke?' and

the boy looked down and said,

'Oops.' The boy left and

returned minutes later with a

revolver."

-The Niagara County, New
York, sheriff's office reported in

March that a 38-year-old man
from Wheatfield, New York, had

been taken to Degraff Memorial

Hospital suffering from the

effects of a do-it-yourself

castration performed with

clamps, a scalpel and a local

anesthetic. He said he needed to

reduce his sex drive.

-A keynote speaker at a

November international lung

cancer conference in Melbourne,

Australia, reported that as many

as a fourth of the 1,200 delegates

'

were smoking during breaks in

the program.

-The Ring magazine reported

that boxer Daniel Caruso,

moments before the bell to begin

his New York City Golden

Gloves fight in January, tried to

psyche himself up by using the

method imployed by former

champion Marvin Hagler:

pounding his gloves into his

face. Caruso broke his own
nose, forcing cancellation of the

fight.

-In a recent poll reported in Le

Point magazine in France, 20

percent of females (analyzing

hypothetical employment

situations) said they would not

consider it sexual harassment if

they were asked to undress

during a job interview

(c) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate
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Entertainment

PEACE CORPS world wise Pu\
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 80 nations around the

world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce

the name of the country.

A nation off 150 islands situated East

of the Fiji Islands in the South
Pacific.

1. Type of government of this country, in

which executive authority is

constitutionally vested in the sovereign.

2. Country which at one time was protector

of this nation.

3. Primary religion of this nation.

4. Former name of this island chain: the

Islands.
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Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

UM...OKAY. WE'RE yyp? pujc,

RJCKANPI tmUW
HAVEBEENHAP- tSbthk,
PtLYMARRJEPFVR
WHAT, TWELVE
YEARS, HONEY?

well, see,
IHAP TOBe
5UR3.1V
8EBNDI-

ALSO.SHE
WAS TRYING
TOGETHER
CAREER GOING..

/

HlCELOOKING COUPLE. LETS
CHECK OUT THEIR VALUES.

YOU BET. WE
TIEPTHEKNOT
JUST THIS

YEAR.

AMPNOW
WE'RE
LOOKING
FORWARP
TDRAJ5IHG
A FAMILY'

GREAT. WHERE?)

RIGHT HERB I'M IN SHOO
INMALIBU. BUSINESS. I

\ WANT TOWORK
CLOSET0
HOME!

\ H0LLYW00P ELITE. NEXT!
|

NO...NO.ITSNOT HE'S
LIKBTHAT! WE'RE GOTA
FROM THE CHARWN GUN!60
HBSTON 6UlrJ6! 6ET YOUR

\ „ ^ 6UN,H0NEY!

ROUTINE FAMILY VALUES CHECK,
FOLKS. WONT TAKEA MINUTE.

}

NO PROBLEM. STOPSUCKING
FIRE AWAY.' UP, MIKE.

GOTA FAMILY*

SURBPO' A UHICHPOESNT

%S2l, TJX
uSlZ\" RJ6HTT0CHOOSE.

TOO BAP. YOU'RE OUTOFHEREJk

WHAT? JUST WHATIS THIS,

BECAUSE CULTURAL
WE'RE PRO- PURIFICATION

OOCS* WEEK1 /

AFTER 22
YBAR5?

^%<L^

HEY, YD, WHOSE
NAME IS UP
THERE* HE'S
THEFRANCHlSe!
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
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NAMNGS
FALL OFF

Fumbling for his recline button, Ted

unwittingly instigates a disaster.

m

r
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Near misses of the Old West

" You've Got Class !

m
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Your Horoscope

Sept 20 thru 26

WEEKLY OVERVIEW: All Interested In the arts and ttw pursuit of thalr abllltias will

clemehelplromtheplanetsasSunandManurybomnnvaintoUbrasignolcntativlty.

Utilize the support ol Manas and Influential backars from 26th whan Moon becomes

Haw again. Mercury square Mars: Retrain from being critical.

EVEN THOUGH ML BORN
JNPEK THE SI<jN OP
Uftl?A AREN'T ARTiSTS
MOST HAVE*ARTISTIC
S6NS6'. THEY WILL
ALWAYS LEAVE THING'S

serrgR looking than
THE WAY THEY FIRST
FOUNP THEM.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21-aprll 20

All's well that ends well" is for those

who havefacedthar problems squarely

In partnerships or close relationships

avoid sharp words or hasty decisions.

TAURUS April 21- Msy 21

A good penod for intimate relation-

ships and the pursuits that are of mu-
tual interest. New Moon activates sec-

tor of romance and social good rimes.

GEMINI ltoy22.Jun.21

Soaal good times, romance, creative

endeavors and speculation opportuni-

ties are favored. Co for what you want

now. You have a good chance to get it!

CANCER Jun»22-Juty23

Opportunities linked to short joumevs

or educational matters could bring ben-

efits. All new jobs or ventures started

now have mucii success potential.

LEO Juty24-Auguat23

It's not always necessary to travel to far

awav places fo find opportunities. "Acres
of diamonds" can often be found under

your feet if you dig deep enough.

VIRGO August 24 -S«*2J

Adaptable Mercury moves to SSS sec-

tor. Changing timescausesmany to seek

greener pastures. Redirect ambitions to

make productive use of abilities.

UBRA Sapi24-Octn

Happy Birthday Libra! Sun moves into

your sign on 23rd. If there s something

you've been hoping for don't be afraid

ioask. You just may receive it!

SCORRO 0ct24-NovH

NewMoon focuses on job related group

activities. Neglected talents blended

with career interests could help bring

greater reward and recognition.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Oac21

Career or community opportunities are

enhanced as New Moon activates 10th

sector. Dealing with those in authority

could make hopes and wishes happen..

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report of what to expect in youryear ahead. Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to 'COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR'(Name of this Publication) PO. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

wV|i7g

PROFESSOR COSMO

CAPRICORN Dac22J«n20
Have faith in yourself! Give vour abili-

ties all the room they demand. Don't be

like the prize fighter that never got out of

the locker room.

AQUARIUS Jan21-fab1»

An appraisal of the current economic

trends with dose advisors you trust in-

sures the security of yourself and your

family. Be alert to new opportunities.

PISCES. Fab2Mtoreh20

Favorable New Moon aspects pave the

way (or closer relationships including

partnerships. Changing circumstances

may mean improved conditions.

Weekly Crossword
" You've Got Class !

i

5

10

14

15

16

17

ACROSS
Bridle pan

Greek ending

Newts

Sea eagle

Russia's buro

Bart's sister

Students' concern

19 European sea

20 Electrically charged

particle

21 Failed to win

22 Horse operas

24 Weather word

26 Deserved

28 Travels

30 Perfect 1

33 Romance language

36 Follows fire & Morse

38 Wrath

39 Matures

40 Board game
41 Charles Lamb's pen

name
42 Meadow
43 Viennese cake

44 Woody
45 Prolessor's speech

47 Holler

49 Cum Laude & magna

cum laude

51 Elementary school text

55 Get up & go guy ?

57 At a great distance

59 mode
60 Outlaws

61 arts

64

65

66

67

68 Elizabeth Newber

Egg on

Tamalue

Comedian Johnson

Ms Trueheart

Elizabeth

ry winner

69 Ogles

DOWN
1 TV'sPhilbin

2 Actor Flynn

3 Silly

4 Actor Beatty

5 Resist

6 Barnyard sounds

7 Upper crust

8 Whitney's claim to fame

9 LLB holder

10 Beetle

1

1

School exercise

12 Former Russian ruler

13 Ride and Rand

18 Singer John

23 Chemical endings

25 Sponsorship

27 Actress Hepburn

29 Recorder of points

31 Ontario's cousin

32 College administrator

33 Speech teacher's con-

cern

34 Author/critic James

35 The of Cons-

cious

37 Bread crumbs

40 Sigma Chi, eg

41 Singer Fitzgerald

43 Melody

44 Vigilant

46 Moves to & fro

48 Obliterates

50 Anwar

52 Milk producer

53 Exhilarate

54 Chest rattles

55 Adjoin

56 Uncommon
58 Unite

62 Teachers org

63 Acttess Charione

C 1VV2 Allrij[lil» rtstn.tdC.l-K Associates

CO Bui 461, Schtuectady. NY UMI

V f

JBL-.tL r^>"v
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"Bedrock Cafe" opens to

the comedy of Mark Eddie
by Dan Parish

Features Editor

He performed at over 100

colleges last year. He appeared

in concert with the likes of

Kansas, The Hooters, Damn
Yankees, Bad Company and

many others. The Pittsburgh

Press called him "A highlight of

Pittsburgh Rock-n-Roll in 1992"

His name is Mark Eddie and

Clarion is included in his 1992

tour.

He will be appearing one night

only at the "Bedrock Cafe" in

Gemmell's multi-purpose room

on Friday, September 18 at 8

p.m.

Mark Eddie is a singer-

songwriter/comedian. He
delivers his music with an

acoustic rock style. His

spontaneous antics touched with

humor are known to get

everyone involved. Scott

Paulson and Jim Krenn of

WDVE in Pittsburgh said, "Mark

is an incredible performer and a

favorite on our morning show!"

For those of you who don't

know, Bedrock Cafe is scheduled

for selected Friday's throughout

the semester. It is designed to

give a "night club" atmosphere

with tables and a mock bar

sponsored by BACCHUS.
Slated for the semester are many

comedians and bands.

The concert on Friday is

sponsered by UAB and

BACCHUS and is free to the

public, however there is a charge

on drinks. So come out and

enjoy the unplugged talents of

Mark Eddie.

by Drew Richards

Features Writer

Band Review:

88 AD more than just a long time ago
from personal experience. This

attitude to lyrical content should

be most welcome in this age of

bands who try to change the

world with didactic lyrics,

singing the praises of organic

gardening or how U.S foreign

policy should be dictated by

UNICEF.

The low point of the band

takes us to sometime in the

spring of 1991 when the band

broke up for eight months. In

January of 1992, Clarion's

Sigma Chi nedded a band.

Mundok was contacted for this

performance, which was to last

three hours. Faced with the

realization that he didn't have

three hours of music, Mundok

contacted Patrick, who agreed to

play. Within a week, they

learned 15 new songs and played

a successful show.

Mundok says that the high

point of being in this band, so

far, is the people that were

singing along with "Temporary"

at one of their recent shows.

As for the future, 88AD has a

demo set for a November release

and some shows in town. One

of those will be at the Roost,

Hearing a band play live is

usually the best way to become

acquainted with their music.

However, this being my second

week at this school, I am
attempting to write this piece

about a local band that many of

you (I'm sure) are quite fond of.

Right now, you're probably

saying to yourself, "Who's this

guy talking about?" Well, I'll

tell you. 88AD is the band in

question, and from talking with

J.C. Mundok on the phone,

this band should be pretty good.

The other half of this band is

Patrick Buzzard who was just

leaving when the interview

started, so the following story is

provided by Mundok.

The name 88AD comes from

the addresses of the apartment

on Greenville Avenue, where the

members lived at one time. One

of the guys lived at 88 A, and the

other at 88 D.

In May of 1990, Mundok was

asked by Neil Azler, a friend of

Patrick's to join the band.

Mundok accepted under the

condition that he sing. The

condition met, 88AD was born.

The kind of music the band

plays varies. While it is all

acoustic, it ranges from The

Allman Brothers and The Eagles

to REM, Jane's Addiction and

Lenny Kravitz. In addition to

covering bands, they have a host

of their own songs. The most

famous of these is 'Temporary."

Mundok said that most of the

ideas for the original songs come

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs Sept. 17 Fri Sept 18 Sat Sept 19

-Sorority Rush Orientation -UAB/BACCHUS -FAMILY DAY
(Gem M-P) 8 p.m. Bedrock Cafe presents -Book Center open extended

"Mark Eddie, comedian" hours, 10 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

- Movie J.F.K. (Gem M-P) 8 p.m. -Tennis Blue/Gold match

(Gem M-P) 9 p.m. 10:30 a.m.

-Dedication: James C. Gemmell

Student Complex - 11 a.m.

-Football vs. New Haven

- 2 p.m.

Sun Sept. 20 Mon Sept. 21 T\ies Sept. 22

-ACTIVITIES DAY -Register for Yearbook pictures -Register for Yearbook pictures

-Exhibits (Gem) 1 - 4 p.m. (277 Gem) (277 Gem)

-Button Factory and Caricature -Student Senate Meeting -Athletic Timeout Luncheon

Artist (Gem) 1 - 5 p.m. (248Gem) 7 p.m.

-Mini-Concert (Gem) 2 p.m. -Koinonia "Meet the Pastors"

-Movie (Gem) 7 p.m. Night (Chap) 7:30 p.m.

-Fraternity/Sorority Rush

begins

Wed Sept 23 Thur Sept 24 Fri Sept. 25

-Register for Yearbook pictures -Register for Yearbook pictures -Register for Yearbook pictures

(277 Gem) (277 Gem) (277 Gem)
-ISAAN Conference -Koinonia Fall Retreat begins

(250/250 Gem) -Bibliography Instruction

-Nancy Day Concert (Chap) Workshop (Gem M-P)

8 p.m. -ISAAN Conference

-Bibliography Instruction (250/252 Gem)
Workshop (Gem M-P)
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Teachers beware, facts about the "flu bug"
Student teachers did you know

that people who live or work

with school-age children are

more likely to catch a cold or the

flu? Young school-age children

are the most susceptible to and

are the prime spreaders of cold

and flu viruses. Parents of

young children experience a

sharp jump in colds when their

children are young, but as the

children and parents age, the

frequency of colds drops. In

families with school-age

children, an average of one-third

of family members are infected

with the flu virus every year,

which is higher than the rate of

infection for other families.

Those who spend considerable

time with children, such as

elementary school teachers and

day care staff, are also more

vulnerable to catching colds and

the flu because they are exposed

to so many children's viruses.

-Story courtesy of

Keeling Health Center

l\\

Attention Local Bands:

Would you like to get your band

reviewed? Contact Dan Parrish

at the Clarion Call at,

226-2380 .

Keeling Health Center hours:

-Monday through Friday:

8 a.m.- 8 p.m.

-Saturday and Sunday:

1 p.m.- 5 p.m.

TTte Looking Q(ass Salon

404 Main St. Clarion, PA (814) 226-9444

_ 20% OFF
all hair and nail services for students with valid I.D.

Buy Tanning Package

Get Two Sessions FREE*
Perms • Color • Sunglitz • Frosting • Nail tips • Pedicures

Waxing- Foil Highlights* Conditioners • Sculptured Nails

Manicures • Ear Piercing • Tanning • Facials

* with new bulbs and new air conditioning •

Stehle f

s

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenville, Pa 16254

5x7' space - $21.20 per month
5'xlO' space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122

.,,

Women's tennis team opens against Mercyhurst
by Amy Rae

Sports Writer

Determined to carry on a

winning tradition, Clarion

University's women's tennis

team is once again opening

another season full of

excitement. The Golden Eagles

defeated Mercyhurst on Saturday

in a non-conference match, 5-4.

Both Marianne Martin and

Darcy Ingham won three sets on

the afternoon.

Third year head coach Terry

Acker seems quite optimistic

about the upcoming season.

Acker has six seasoned players

that will give any team a run for

the PSAC (Pennsylvania State

Athletic Conference) crown.

The Golden Eagles won a

record of five consecutive PSAC

championships from 1986

through 1990. In the last six

years, Clarion has a combined

dual meet record of 77-3. Last

year's Golden Eagles finished

with a 7-1 dual meet record and

a fourth place finish at the

PSAC's.

Coach Acker has high goals

for his team of mostly all

returning veterans. "Keeping the

basic goals we have had every

year, improving on last years

performance, then moving

forward," were the goals that

Acker stressed for the upcoming

campaign. "We're trying to take

off from where the girls ended

last season. If we are lucky

enough and fortunate enough to

win the state championship, then

we'll work on going to

Nationals. But we're first

focusing on the regular season,"

said Acker.

Leading the way for the

Golden Eagles this season will

be junior Shara Wolkomir, who,

along with being the #1 singles

player three years running, has

compiled a 26-4 career singles

record.

"I want to try to make it to

Nationals, and I am going to

push myself as hard as I can to

get there," said Wolkomir.

"Shara has an aggressive

attitude towards the game. She

goes after every point and

refuses to let up on any ball

during the entire match," said

Coach Acker.

Also supporting this team-

oriented cast of players is the #2

singles player, senior Marianne

Martin. Martin, a three-year

starter, has a career singles

record of 38-8. She ended the

1992 season as the #2 seed with

a record of 17-2 in singles play.

She also has recorded two PSAC

doubles championships (1989-

90).

The women's tennis team has

four other talented returners

from last year's season: seniors

Darcy Ingham, Roxanne Milton

and Jennifer Keil, plus

sophomore Jennifer Simonsen.

Ingham is anticipating a return

to a top singles position. In

1991, she carried an 8-2 record

at the #4 singles position.

"Darcy is definitely our most

improved player," said Acker.

"She has dedicated herself to

tennis and has improved all

facets of her game. She will

surprise a lot of people this

year."

Milton was 8-2 at the #5

singles position last year.

Milton, who has a career record

of 11-2, advanced to the PSAC

semifinals at the #5 position,

before losing.

Keil was 5-0 at the #6 singles

position. She was a participant

in the PSAC's at the #3 doubles

position and finished die season

with a 6-2 doubles slate.

Simonsen gained valuable

experience as a spot-doubles

player in 1991. She carved a 3-0

doubles mark in 1991 and is

looking for more court time in

1992.

Terry Keiper and Melodi Deiss

are both freshmen who are red-

shirting the 1992 season. Both

will be ready to compete in

future matches.

"We're priming ourselves for

the state championships," said

Acker. The long range goal

would be getting to Nationals.

Clarion has the athletes that

could get them there.

The Golden Eagles are getting

ready this week for matches on

Saturday against California, at

home on the Campbell courts

(starting time is 11 a.m.) and on

Sunday, also at home, against St.

Francis College (starting time at

3 p.m.). California is the

defending PSAC champion, but

has seen PSAC and Division II

singles champ Shi-Min Li

transfer to Washington State.

John Rickard/Clarion Call

Jen Keil shows no "mercy" against her Laker opponent.

Clarion University women's volleyball team

rolling along, next at East Stroudsburg tourney
by Mike Jewart

Sports Writer

Over Labor Day weekend, the

majority of Clarion University

students went home to see their

family and friends, but not the

Golden Eagles volleyball team.

Instead, they traveled to IUP for

the Indiana University of

Pennsylvania Invitational

volleyball tournament.

Clarion opened the tournament

against a powerful Gannon team,

which is ranked #1 in the

Atlantic Region. The Golden

Eagles gave them a fight, but fell

short in dropping three straight

sets, 15-0, 15-11 and 15-8.

The Golden Eagles then took

on host and PSAC-West rival

IUP. The Indians won the first

set 15-9, but Clarion showed

their poise by sweeping the next

three sets 15-9, 15-8 and 17-15,

for their first 1992 victory.

Senior, co-captains Wendy
Ellenberger and Tammi Bills

were the catalysts in the victory.

Ellenberger had 32 set assists,

while Bills contributed with 16

digs. Gerry Condo paced the

spikers with 11 kills, while

Nicole Flambard chipped in with

nine more.

Clarion's third match of the

weekend was against Juniata.

The Golden Eagles were not able

to handle the powerful squad as

they dropped three straight sets,

15-3, 15-1 and 15-7. With their

second loss, they were

eliminated from the tournament.

it

On September 8, the Golden

Eagles traveled to Lock Haven

for their first official PSAC
contest of the season. CUP was

eager to even their record, and it

didn't take them long to do so.

They swept the Bald Eagles in

three sets by scores of 15-11, 15-

9 and 15-9. Ellenberger again

led the team in assists with 23.

Meghan Kelly added nine digs to

the winning effort.

The women had a tough task in

their home opener on September

• : -' - "% *

I

10 against the defending PSAC
champion California Vulcans.

The Golden Eagles dominated

Cal at times but fell to the

visitors in three sets, 15-6, 15-13

and 15-11. Flambard had seven

kills and eight digs. With the

loss, the Golden Eagles fell to 1-

1 in the conference and 2-3,

overall.

The Golden Eagles fell on

Tesday night to IUP, three games

to one. The loss dropped them

to 1-2 in the PSAC conference.

a«
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Golden Eagle golf team on the right

course for a successfull 1992 campaign
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

The 1992 Clarion University

golf team opened its season at

the Lakeshore Country Club in

Erie (Gannon) on Monday.

The team did not play as well

as they would have liked, but

still finished ninth out of 19

teams.

"It was a difficult course to

start the year off on, and we
would have liked to play much
better," said Clarion's Todd
Corbeil. "We are looking

forward to the Edinboro

Invitational, which is on

Thursday, to make a better

showing."

The Golden Eagles were led by

Brian Fiscus, who shot a 79.

Corbeil and senior, Rich Grafton

were right behind, both scoring

an 81. Tom Kellgran and Chris

Brocious rounded out the field

for Clarion with an 87 and 88,

respectively.

The Clarion University Golf

team is coached by Bob Carlson,

who is also Clarion's Athletic

Director. Carlson has been

looking forward to the spring

season. "This year's team has

more depth, which will improve

the team overall," said Carlson.

It's easy to be optimistic about

1992, after Clarion's strong 1991

season. The team finished third

at the Fall 1991 PSAC's, eight

strokes behind second place

Slippery Rock and 17 strokes

behind the winner, IUR

Clarion's early season ninth

place finish need not worry

anyone, knowing that the team

improved their standing at every

tournament they played in 1991.

The Clarion linksters placed

ninth out of 14 teams in their

1991 season opener at Slippery

Rock but went on to finish fourth

by the season ending 20-.team

Allegheny Invitational. They

finished third out of nine teams

at the 1991 PSACs.

If this year's team hopes to

continue their success, they must

overcome the loss of one of their

best golfers in 1991, Joel Young.

They seem to have enough

weapons to do just that. The

Golden Eagles will be led by

Grafton, who led the team in

1991 with an average of 79.8,

Corbeil (81.2) and Broscious

(84.1).

Other Clarion golfers striving

to bring Clarion their best are

Don Turowski, Jason Tutich,

Greg Greska, Mike Bickart,

Chris Williams and Jim Knecht.

Clarion head coach Bob
Carlson promises one thing:

"We will be a very competitive

and exciting team this year," he

said.

If 1992 is anything like 1991,

he will be right!

X-country opens
1992 season at Cal
by Karen Ruud
Sports Writer

The Clarion University cross

country teams opened their

seasons at the California

Invitational, last weekend. The

men's team placed fourth, while

the women's team placed

seventh.

The top five finishers for the

men were Chris Singleton, with

a time of 29:58.04 for a 15th

place finish, Russ Breindel, with

a time of 30:15.01 for a 16th

place finish, Bill Belfield, with a

time of 30:46.7 for a 20th place

finish, Mark Kinch, with a time

of 32.26.03 for 23rd and Shawn

Hoehn, with a time of 32:35.6

for 24th. Also finishing for

Clarion were Mike Bufalini and

Chris Myers, in 26th and 33rd

places, respectively.

The Clarion Women's team

was led by Nicole Yahres, who
ran the course in 22:30.0 to place

21st. Other top finishers for the

women's team were Jen

Dansberger with a time of

24:39.5 to plate 37th and Lynn

Baluh with a iime of 24:42.8 to

place 39th. Other Clarion

finishers were Marcy Gross and

Nicole Weaver.

On the men's side, Clarion

placed fourth out of five teams,

finishing with 98 points.

Slippery Rock dominated the

Invitational, winning with only

23 points.

The women placed seventh out

of eight teams at California.

Ohio State won the Invitational

with 18 points.

Third year head coach Ron

Wiser said that the main goal for

his 1992 teams was to finish in

the middle of the conference.

"We are still rebuilding and it

takes time," Wiser said. "We
have a few up-and-coming

runners, but, again, we have to

wait it out."

1991 was a successful year for

the rebuilding cross country

team. Nancy Fullerton, who
graduated, was an

Academic/Athletic Ail-

American. Also, the men's team

participated in the United States

Peace Race in Youngstown,

Ohio and finished first.

Wiser said that the athletes

who run Cross-Country are

actually two sport athletes; they

all participate in track.

"Cross country is really an all-

year sport," said Wiser. "Many

people don't realize the

dedication that these athletes

have for this sport."

The men's team also includes

Eric Mackenelder, Matt Winger

and Chad Briggs, who is a

sophomore.

For the women, the other

runners include Jennifer Selba

and Disa Ruiz. The women's

team is at a disadvantage this

year, because two of their top

runners in 1991, Megan Steckler

and Brandy Payne, have taken

their studies to Europe.

Upcoming meets include IUP,

Grove City Invitational, the

Allentown Invitational and the

PSAC's, which are being held at

California.

The two teams are not setting

their goals too high, but making

the PSACs would be thrilling.

Their immediate concern is just

running well.

The teams will be in action

this Saturday when they travel to

Indiana for the IUP Invitational.

DJ Parrish/Clarion Call

Todd Corbeil will be asked to improve his game in 1992.

(Intramurals office located in Tippin)

Deadlines are approaching

for the following sports:
Men's football

Women's powder-puff football

Women's Softball

The due date for all three is September 23.

Rosters are to be put in the roster box across

the hall from the Intramurals office near the

upstairs entrance of Tippin.

*,

Gridiron home opener this Saturday
by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

The Clarion University Golden

Eagles Football team plays their

first contest at home this

Saturday against New Haven. If

this game is anything similar to

their 1991 battle, it will surely be

a barn-burner.

Early in last year's campaign,

the New Haven Chargers

defeated Clarion in a slugfest,

48-42. The game was decided

on a fumbled onside kick that

was recovered by the Chargers.

The two explosive offenses

could very well put up similar

numbers this time around.

Two weeks ago, the Golden

Eagles lost to host Youngstown

State, 48-7, but there were bright

spots in the defeat. The Golden

Eagles congered up 310 total

yards against the defending

NCAA I-AA Champions of a

year ago. They also had 164

yards rushing, an average of 4.3

yards a carry. Damien Henry led

the Golden Eagle running game

with 98 yards on 19 carries. He

averaged 5.2 yards per carry.

When it's time to go to the air,

Tim Myers has to be the man

again for Clarion this season. He

was only nine of 19 for 80 yards

last week, but did complete a

pass to Marlon Worthy for

Clarion's only score against

YSU. Worthy and Tight End

Tim Brown were both

impressive in the opener.

Worthy did the job returning

both kicks and punts and caught

four passes for 51 yards. Brown

led the receiving corp with eight

catches for 52 yards.

Defensively, Clarion will be

ready to bounce back from the

YSU contest. Clarion

linebackers Frank Andrews,

Damon Mazoff and Clint Terza

all played excellent defense

against YSU's explosive

Division I offense. Terza

collected 12 tackles, Mazoff had

11 stops and Andrews had seven.

The relatively new secondary of

the Eagles also played well.

Free Safety Sean Spencer led the

team with 17 tackles, 11 of those

were solo.

Last year's contest between the

Chargers and Clarion grinded

out more than 1150 total yards of

offense (New Haven-617,

Clarion-562). Nearly 700 yards

of that was through the air.

Myers had a sensational day

completing 20 of 33 passes for

375 yards and three touchdowns.

Much of that yardage was to Tim

Brown, who had 114 yards

IF IT ISN'T FUN,
WHAT GOOD IS IT?

gear
MOUNTAIN BIKES

CAMPING

ROCK CLIMBING

INLINE SKATES

KAYAKS

XC SKIING

Stop and talk to an expert about clothing and

footwear that performs like you want it to.

Guaranteed.

226-4763 10-6 DAILY

CORNER OF 5TH & WOOD CLARION

File photo

Linebackers Frank Andrews (5) and Clint Terza (96) will have their work cut out for them in

trying to stop the explosive offense of the New Haven Chargers.

The Clarion University

Football team hosts New Haven

Saturday at Memorial Stadium.

klckoff time is set for 2 pm.

Go Eagles!

Parsons receives award

receiving.

Considering that the Golden

Eagle offense is coming on

strong and that New Haven

scored 69 points last week to go

2-0 overall, this could be a

contest worth watching. If that

is not enough, Saturday is also

"Family Day" to boot.

TrTrT^W^^r^^^^^^

Margaret "Gie" Parsons,

Clarion University's outstanding

women's basketball coach, was

presented a prestigious award

over the summer.

On Friday, July 3, Parsons was

honored by the Greater

Pittsburgh Chamber of

Commerce as the recipient of a

"Lifetime Achievement Award".

Parsons was chosen for the

award by the Women in Sports

selection committee celebrating

Women in Sports Awards. An

official reception in the

Allegheny Club at Three Rivers

Stadium was followed by an on

the field presentation ceremony

prior to a Pirates game. A total

of 13 awards were presented,

while Blue Cross of Western

Pennsylvania, Blue Shield and

Pittsburgh Trophy sponsored the

awards.

Parsons earned the "Lifetime

Achievement Award" based on

her contributions as an athlete

and a coach for 20 years.

Parsons, 42, recently finished

her third season at Clarion

University and has a remarkable

success story. Hired late and

unable to have a recruiting class

for the 1989-90 campaign,

Parsons inherited a 3-23 record

from the previous season and

coached the Golden Eagles to an

8-18 season. In 1990-91 Parsons

displayed her outstanding

coaching talents by leading the

team to a 24-8 overall record and

to their first PSAC
Championship. The talented

team also advanced to the Elite

Eight in the NCAA Division II

Playoffs before bowing out. In

1991-92, Clarion was ranked as

high as seventh in Division II

during the year, won its first 18

games enroute the PSAC-West

Title and earned another berth in

the 1992 NCAA Division II

Playoffs. PSAC-West "Coach of

the Year" in 1992, she was voted

Converse District 2 and PSAC-

West "Coach of the Year" in

1991.

Parsons graduated from

Gateway High in 1967 and was a

player/coach there her senior

season. She attended Slippery

Rock University and played

basketball her first two seasons.

Earning her B.S. Degree in 1971,

she taught at Lakeview High and

coached girls basketball and

gymnastics from 1971-74. She

then went to Australia and was

the women's basketball coach

and a teacher at Dovetown

Technical School from 1975-77.

She also spent three years

teaching and coaching in New
Zealand. Parsons also played

basketball internationally for six

years, and, while in New
Zealand, was a starter for the

team that won the New Zealand

Club Championship in 1979. An

All-Tournament and All-Star

selection, she was nominated to

play for the New Zealand

Women's National Team.

In 1980-81, she was a graduate

assistant at Slippery Rock

University as an assistant

women's basketball coach, then

took the head women's coaching

position at Thiel College. She

took over a losing program and

turned them into annual winners.

She carved a mark in her final

six years at Thiel of 97-46, a

winning percentage of 67.8%.

-Story courtesy of Sports

Information

«**•*•
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PSAC strikes gold in Barcelona
by Ben Vessa

Sports Writer

Many Clarion students, faculty

members and alumni watched

hours up i hours of exciting

Olympic coverage this past

summer Unfortunately, they

never realized how many

participants hailed from

universities in the Pennsylvania

State Athletic Conference.

These participants from our

own PSAC were nowhere to be

found, if tuning in to the judo

competition on the triplecast

blue network. They always

seemed to be the centers of

attention among a veritable

bouillabaisse of talent on

showcase at the 25 th Olympiad.

Two men in particular were

Chuck Daly and Bruce

Baumgartner.

Daly, perhaps the most famous

State System alumnus

participating in the 1992

Olympic games, was the head

coach of the U.S. Men's

Basketball Team, better known

to all as "The Dream Team."

The 1952 graduate of what was

then Bloomsburg State Teacher's

College, did the PSAC proud by

bringing home a gold medal. He

had previously coached the

Detroit Pistons to back-to-back

NBA championships in 1989 and

1990. Daly begins the 1992

NBA campaign at the helm of

the New Jersey Nets.

Baumgartner, Edinboro's head

wrestling coach, became the first

United States wrestler to win

medals in three different

Olympic games by capturing the

gold in Barcelona. The 31 year

old from Cambridge Springs,

Pennsylvania, defeated Jeff Thue

of Canada 8-0 in the final of the

heavyweight freestyle event to

capture the coveted prize. He

added this medal to his 1984

gold and 1988 silver medals.

Another PSAC wrestling coach

took home hardware at the 25th

Olympiad. Larry "Zeke" Jones,

Bloomsburg's assistant wrestling

coach, brought back a silver

from Barcelona. Jones was

defeated by Li Hak Son, of

North Korea, 8-1 in the final of

the 114.5 pound match. Jones

had previously been the reigning

world champion at that weight.

A 1990 graduate of East

Stroudsburg University also

competed in the freestyle event.

Anidal Nieves, a former All-

American, represented Puerto

Rico in the 136.5 pound weight

division.

We had to wait until the final

day of Olympic competition to

see the 1985 Shippensburg

University graduate Steve

Spence run in the Olympic

Marathon. The PSAC-West

alumnus was the highest U.S.

finisher in the event, placing

12th overall. Spence had

previously won the U.S.

Olympic Marathon trial in April

New FITNESS CENTER HOURS:

Sunday:

(Located in Tippin Gym)

5:00-8:00 pm - OPEN

Monday through Thursday: 12:00-4:00 pm - OPEN

4-6:00 pm - RESERVED

Friday:

Saturday:

6:00-8:00 pm OPEN

12:00-4:00 pm OPEN

4-6:00 pm- RESERVED

1:00-4:00 pm - OPEN

///////Ef Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday* Saturday

CORNER OF 7TH AND MAIN 814-226-8621

EXIT 13 I-80 Brookv»le 814-226-6336

BUCK-27-BOX*™^'
2 pieces of chicken, 9^1©d potatoes & gravy (no substitutes please)

*'
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Bruce Baumgartner is the first U.S. wrestler to win medals in three straight Olympics.

and had finished third in the

World Championships held in

Tokyo in 1991. This made him

the first U.S. runner to win a

medal in international

competition since 1976.

Chuck Daly was not the only

PSAC alumnus on the hardwood

in Barcelona. Bloomsburg

University alumnus Alex Nelcha

started at forward for the

Venezuelan National Basketball

team. In the Tournament of the

Americas, he scored 8 points and

yanked down 7 rebounds against

the U.S. squad.

There was one participant in

which Clarion students, staff and

alumni should have taken special

interest in. He was Clarion

University's own Julian Boiling.

The 1992 alumnus represented

his home country of Sri Lanka as

a member of their swimming

team.

Also in swimming,

Shippensburg University

freshman Chris Flook competed

for the Bermuda Olympic team.

In the 100 meter breaststroke,

Flook won the Bermuda

National Championship with a

time of 1:03.6, less than two

seconds off the world record.

An Edinboro University

student and a faculty member of

that school participated in

international athletic competition

during the Paralympics, which

are being held in Barcelona this

month. The Paralympics are

athletic events for disabled

people and are modeled after the

Olympic games. Suzanne

Collett, a social work major from

Pittsburgh, is swimming in the

50 meter and 100 meter freestyle

events as well as the 50 meter

backstroke. Robin Boyd, a

physical activities coordinator

with the Edinboro Office of

Disabled Student Services has

been selected to coach the U.S.

wheelchair shooting team.

Pennsylvania's State System of

Higher Education is made up of

14 universities throughout the

Commonwealth. Even though

the PSAC may not match up

with Division I conferences,

such as the Big 10 or the Big

East, it certainly placed its mark

on the 25th Olympiad. The

successes of these certain

participants has shown present

and future PSAC athletes that the

size of the school has nothing to

do with the size of the heart.

Former Clarion University

wrestling great Kurt Angle has

the heart to bring Clarion

University Olympic fame.

Angle was just short of making

the 1992 Olympic team. He is

probably already thinking 1996!

MINI STORAGE
HILEMANS
U-STOW-N-GO

3 mi. E. of Kittanning

on 422

543-6224

UT- ERES
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

I
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Help Wanted

Campus Reps Wanted***

Heatwave Vacations Spring Break

1993 The best rates & the Biggest

Commissions. For more

information, Call 800-395-WAVE.

Spring Break '93 Panama City

Beach, Florida Sales Representative

needed to work with the #1 Spring

Break Team. Travel Associates and

Tour Excel Sell the Best properties

on the beach. Summit
Condominiums Miracle Beach
Resort Holiday Inn, Peir 99. Earn

top commission and free trips. For

more information call: Jenny 1-800-

558-3002.

Telemarketers: Work your own
hours at your own phone. No long

distance calls, no sales involved.

Call 226-4469 or 1-800-248-4297.

Spring Break '93- Sell trips, Earn

Cash & Go FREE!!! Student Travel

Services is now hiring campus
representatives. Ski packages also

avaible. CA11 1-800-648-4849.

$200 - $500 Weekly Assemble

products at home. Easy! No selling.

You're paid direct. Fully

Guaranteed. Free Information - 24

Hour Hotline. 801-379-2900.

Copyright #PA10KDH.

***WANTED*** Campus
Representatives to promote Spring

Break and Ski trips. Earn free trip +

cash!!! Call 1-800-862-7325.

Sales & Services

GT Mt. Bike Frame and Fork Set.

Girvin Flex Stem Brakes and Seat

Post included, call 226-0614.

For Sale: Wooden Dining Room
Table and 4 Chairs; $60, Steel Blue

area carpet; $50, Older model
vaccum cleaner; $15, Steel Cage for

small animal with water bottle and

removable tray; $25, Steel Clothing

rolling rack; $10. Call 227-2204.

Druglord Trucks! $100. 86 Bronco

...$50 91 Blazer... $150 77 Jeep

CJ . . . $50. Seized Vans, 4x4's,

Boats. Choose from thousands

starting $25. FREE Information-24

hour hotline. 801-379-2930.

Copyrights PA 10KKC.

Cheap! FBI/U.S. seized '89

Mercedes . . . $200 86 VW . . . $50
'87 Mercedes ... $100 65 Mustang .

. . $50. Choose from thousands

starting $25. FREE Information- 24

hour hotline. 801-379-2929.

Copyright* PA10KJC.

Looking for student groups to

sponsor us on campus. Fast, easy,

big $, $, $'s! Call at (800) 592-2121

Extension 309.

True Color Tatoo. Professional

steralization Fine lines & cover ups.

Choose from 50 colors. Located in

Sligo, PA, 10 miles S. of Clarion.

Call for appointment after 5:00 pm.

358-2715.

Teacher Education Program
Admission Forms For All students

in the College of Education and

Human Services who will have

completed 30 credits of more at the

end of this semester. Where:

Office of Field Services, 127

Stevens Hall, Between 8:30 am and

4:30 pm.

P.E.A.C.E. is sponsoring a public

auction at 6:30 pm on September 22

at the Immaculate Conception

Gymnasium. Celebrity items, gift

certificates, and items from local

merchants (just to name a few) will

be auctioned off.

Bios Club Plant Sale: Brighten up

your room or apartment with a

beautiful, reasonably-priced, live

plant! Thurs. and Fri. Sept. 17 & 18

10:00am - 3:00pm in the

Greenhouse behind Peirce Science

Center.

/hot dog
_iouse

17th S. 6th Avenue

SPECIAL
3 HOT DOGS $1.88+ tax

ALL THE TIME

Day: 11 a.m. -3 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Night: 10p.m.-1:45 a.m., Sun.-Wed.

10 p.m.-2:30 a.m., Thurs.-Sat.

For the 12th year...NO INCREASE in hot dog prices!

The Clarion University Data

Processing Management Association

(D.PM.A.) will hold a general

meeting on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in

124 Becker. The guest speaker will

be Jerry Nath, Account Manager
from Sun Microsystems. Donald
Coulter, Systems Manager will also

be joining us. They will be

discussing Sun Workstations using

the operating system UNIX.
Following the presentation, a brief

meeting will be conducted and

refreshments will be available.

There will be a $5.00 lottery

drawing. All students and faculty are

welcome.

Personals

9/19/91 - 9/19/92 It's been one year

already and a great one at that! I

hope this will be just one of many to

come. I love you.

It's getting hard to fine someone at

CUP! SWM, 21, warmhearted cynic

with literary aspirations seeks

female with strong artistic/and

empathic senses. Reply to P.O. Box
845, Clarion.

Sig Eps- Thanks for the reggae

mixer, It was definitely dope! The
sisters of ASA.

The sisters of ASA would like to

extend our deepest sympathies to the

brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon.

The sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

would like to wish everyone a good

luck during Rush!

The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha would

like to invite all students to our Rush

parties. They will be held on Sept.

21 and 22 from 4:30-6 and 6:30-8.

Everyone is welcome, we hope to

see you there!

The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha would

like to send Congratulations to Tara

Wojtzak, the new Theta Chi Dream
Girl! We're so proud of our Zeta

sister!

The sister of Zeta Tau Alpha would

like to welcome everyone back to

the fall semester. We wish everyone

the best of luck!

KDR Brothers, "Did you find your

matches yet?" Thanks for the great

mixer! We had a Blast! Maybe next

time you won't need to wear animal

noses! Love Theta Phis.

Attention All Interested In Rush:

Come meet Theta Phi Alpha on

Monday the 21st for a "casual" look!

Then come back again for our theme

party, Sunken Treasure, the very

next day, Tuesday the 22nd! Both

parties will begin at 9 o'clock and

end at 10:30 in rooms 106 and 107

Still. Good luck with Rush, and we

hope to see you there! Theta Phi

Alpha sisters.

Congratulations Steph Scott and

Amy Stamm, new vice-president

and secretary! We love you! Your

Theta Phi sisters.

Congratulations Claudine & Val for

being elected President and Vice-

President of NSSHLA. We're so

proud of you! Love, your Phi Sig

sisters.

To our Phi Sig sweetheart, Just

wanted you to know that we're so

happy you're part of us! We love

you, John! Love, the sisters of Phi

Sigma Sigma.

To the brothers of Theta Xi, You
were our handyman, and we brought

the tools, but we forgot about the

work and danced the night away like

fools. Thanks for the awesome
mixer guys! Love, Phi Sigma
Sigma.

Tri-Sigma would like to invite all

rushees to our parties and we wish

you the best of luck during rush.

Congratulations Renee on becoming

the new Vice-President of Panhel.

Way to go! Sigma's in the office!

Love, your Tri-Sigma sisters.

COMPUTER
CONSULTANTS

543 A Main St.

Clarion, PA

(814) 226-5333

Company listings by geographical area and by job type

Over 7 million listings, ability to mail-merge

resumes word processing copies shareware

Thanks Theta Chi for starting off

our semester with an awesome
mixer. We had a blast! Love, Tri

Sigma.

Hey, Tri-Sigma: The bets are

placed. It's time to race. Let's see

whose the first, to fall on their face.

Here's to the second time around of

sleeping on the ground.

Happy Birthday Tim, are you

surprised? Hope your celebration is

a Blast- but remember you're not as

young as you used to be! Love G.

Delta Zeta would like to welcome

everyone back this semester! We're

going to have a great year!

Happy 20th Birthday Michelle.

Hope you have a great day. Love

Fabian.

Phi Sigs and Friends, Thanks for the

Awesome time last Thursday! Let's

do it again soon Love, the sisters of

Alpha Sigma Tau.

Congratulations Jen Triplet on

snagging the sweetheart spot! We
love you! Love, the sisters of Alpha

Sigma Tau.

The brothers of Delta Chi would like

to send their deepest sympathy to the

brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon for

the loss of their Brother. He will be

in our prayers.

The brothers of Delta Chi would like

to thank "BZ" and his family for a

great time at his Pig Roast. We
really appreciated the invitation.

Thank you.

Happy late Birthday to my roomies

Mik and Cindy. Sorry I forgot

Kinda!!! And Jenna, we'll have

some fun when your 21! Lots of

Love and stuff, Melis.

niMimrriMtffrtfvv"/.

GREEKS U CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-800-

932-0528, Ext 65.
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o matter what phase of college life you're in,

AT&T can help you through it. Just choose

AT&T Long Distance. And you'll become a

member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a line of products

and services designed specifically to meet your needs

while you're in college
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will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from

those your roommates make. The AT&T Calling Card

lets you call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Also,

when you sign up for AT&T, your first call is free*

And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long

distance service.

Our Reach Out' Plans can save you money on AT&T Long So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will

Distance, no matter when and where you call. Call Manager be impressed.

If you're an off-campus student, sign up for

ATCT Student Saver Plus by calling 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 848. AT&T
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Professor questions incinerators

impact on Clarion community
Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

A professor at Clarion

University conducted an indepth

study to demonstate that

Clarion would be economically

hurt if a hazardous waste facility

was installed.

Dr. William Sanders, an

economics professor, studied

several waste incinerators after

Concord Resources Group

announced their plans to build an

incinerator in Clarion. Sanders

surveyed 30 sited counties as a

activity in Clarion resulted in a

12 percent decrease in payroll, a

four percent decrease in the

number of establishments and a

four percent decrease in

employment.

Sanders said counties with

waste incinerators display "poor

economic growth." If the same

pattern emerged in Clarion

County ,as it did in the other

counties he studied, then

economic activity could be

reduced up to 18 percent

annually in this county.

Sanders said, "The reason for
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Kari Ambrass/Clarion Call

Or. William Sanders an Economics professor Clarion

University studied the economic impacts of toxic waste

basis of comparison for this plan was to find out the

Clarion's sited area.

The studies have led to some

conclusions about the nature of

counties that have sites and the

growth of the counties.

Some of the effects concluded

that large incinerators are

associated with population loss.

It is estimated that there is a 1.2

percent population loss per year.

The 1980 levels of economic

capacity within the state and

whether we need them at all."

The economy would be hurt

the most in an area 10 to 25

miles from the site, Sanders said.

He said plant operators should be

forced to post a bond against

which neighbors could make
claims for lost wages, business

or property values.

Concord spokesman, William

w .
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DONl" BREATHE
YOU'RE 8*2 Ml. DOWNWIND

FROM /V PROPOSED
TOXIC WASTE
INCINERATOR

HELP PEACE STOP THIS P0I80N\

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The community displays signs throughout Clarion in

protest against Concord's waste incinerator.

Green, believes the site will

bring employment and industrial

development to communities.

"There's a demonstrated need

for these facilities," Green said.

"It's impossible to produce no

waste. You can't recycle 100

percent of any product, and you

need the technology of a landfill

or incineration."

As of now, the Departmental of

Environmental Resources

(DER) has not accepted any of

the three applications submitted

for approval from Concord.

Sanders also went to

Harrisburg to testify against

Concord's plan. Sanders said,

"[Concord's] plan was poorly

done, and there was no evidence

that we need any more
incinerators."

The Environmental Quality

Board (EQB) will give

statements in six weeks if the

incinerator will put into effect.

The EQB decides whether any

disposals should be put in

throughout the state. They were

supposed to accept the plan to be

put in Clarion but postponed

their decision. Because of

Sanders proposal, further

investigation was called for.

Sander's plan brought up many

questions that the EQB felt

needed to be answered and dealt

with carefully.

Last week, DER denied

Concord's third application to

put the disposal facility in Mill

Creek Township.

DER denied the first

application after finding an

active gas well within the

facility's boundaries. The second

application was rejected because

wetlands were found on the site.

Concord may appeal DER's

decision to the Environmental

Hearing Board by submitting a

new application. For this to

happen, all criteria that has been

set by DER to put in wastelands

must be met Wetlands and gas

wells are among some of the

criteria that prohibits Concord

(cont. onpg. 4)
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Decision on hazardous

waste plan delayed
The Environmental Quality

Board (EQB } has recently

decided to postpone a decision

on a plan which deals with

hazardous waste because several

state senators feel the proposal

is full of mistakes.

The plan is "riddled with

unwarranted bias, (insupportable

documentation, factual errors

and completely erroneous

assumptions," six lawmakers

said in a letter to the EQB last

Tuesday.

The proposal details methods

of handling the waste including

treatment, recycling, cutting

production and disposal.

The decision on the plan was

delayed for 60 days by the EQB
at a 15*5 vote. "It's something

that we need to do with great

deliberation, * Sen. David

Brightbill told the board, which

reviews regulations for the

Department of Environmental

Resources (DER).

The senators feel the DER
failed to make "an honest effort"

to involve the public in hearings

around the state on the plan.

The plan predicts the amount

of waste the state will have to

handle in coming years.

Director of the Bureau of

Waste management, James

Snyder, rebuffed criticism of the

DER by saying the public was

very much involved in the

proposal The new plan predicts

the state will produce 143,000

more tons of waste than it has

disposal space for each year

until 1997, Snyder said,

compared to 650,000 excess

ions a year projected in 1986.

In their letter, lawmakers said

the new plan overestimates the

amount of waste the state needs

to dispose of, and they also

questioned the agency's claim

that the plan includes only waste

generated in Pennsylvania. Hie

senators also feel that inflated

waste statistics could result in

unnecessary landfills and

incinerators in the state.

The lawmakers who signed

the letter are pleased at the

postponement

Information courtesy ofIke

Associated Press

Professor questions incinerators

impact on Clarion community
Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

A professor at Clarion

University conducted an indepth

study to demonstate that

Clarion would be economically

hurt if a hazardous waste facility

was installed.

Dr. William Sanders, an

economics professor, studied

several waste incinerators after

Concord Resources Group

announced their plans to build an

incinerator in Clarion. Sanders

surveyed 30 sited counties as a

activity in Clarion resulted in a

12 percent decrease in payroll, a

four percent decrease in the

number of establishments and a

four percent decrease in

employment.

Sanders said counties with

waste incinerators display "poor

economic growth." If the same

pattern emerged in Clarion

County ,as it did in the other

counties he studied, then

economic activity could be

reduced up to 18 percent

annually in this county.

Sanders said, "The reason for

Kari Ambrass/Clarion Call

Dr. William Sanders an Economics professor Clarion

University studied the economic impacts of toxic waste

basis of comparison for

Clarion's sited area.

The studies have led to some

conclusions about the nature of

counties that have sites and the

growth of the counties.

Some of the effects concluded

that large incinerators are

associated with population loss.

It is estimated that there is a 1.2

percent population loss per year.

The 1980 levels of economic

this plan was to find out the

capacity within the state and

whether we need them at all."

The economy would be hurt

the most in an area 10 to 25

miles from the site, Sanders said.

He said plant operators should be

forced to post a bond against

which neighbors could make
claims for lost wages, business

or property values.

Concord spokesman, William
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Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The community displays signs throughout Clarion in

protest against Concord's waste incinerator.

Green, believes the site will

bring employment and industrial

development to communities.

"There's a demonstrated need

for these facilities," Green said.

"It's impossible to produce no

waste. You can't recycle 100

percent of any product, and you

need the technology of a landfill

or incineration."

As of now, the Departmental of

Environmental Resources

(DER) has not accepted any of

the three applications submitted

for approval from Concord.

Sanders also went to

Harrisburg to testify against

Concord's plan. Sanders said,

"[Concord's] plan was poorly

done, and there was no evidence

that we need any more
incinerators."

The Environmental Quality

Board (EQB) will give

statements in six weeks if the

incinerator will put into effect.

The EQB decides whether any

disposals should be put in

throughout the state. They were

supposed to accept the plan to be

put in Clarion but postponed

their decision. Because of

Sanders proposal, further

investigation was called for.

Sander's plan brought up many

questions that the EQB felt

needed to be answered and dealt

with carefully.

Last week, DER denied

Concord's third application to

put the disposal facility in Mill

Creek Township.

DER denied the first

application after finding an

active gas well within the

facility's boundaries. The second

application was rejected because

wetlands were found on the site.

Concord may appeal DER's

decision to the Environmental

Hearing Board by submitting a

new application. For this to

happen, all criteria that has been

set by DER to put in wastelands

must be met. Wetlands and gas

wells are among some of the

criteria that prohibits Concord

(cont. on pg. 4)
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"News Editor

Legitimate

Fear is a natural human
emotion. David L. Sermon, a

professor in Ball State

University's Anthropology

Department describes it thusly:

"If any human emotion is as old

as our species it must surely be

fear, and the end of its hold on us

is not in sight" This observation

appears on page seven of a

recent book Scruton edited

"Sociophobics, the Anthro-

pology of Fear," Boulder, CO,

Westview Press, 1986. The

anthropologist Scruton and some

of his colleagues believe that

Sociophobics, which he

describes as a new field,

provides another point of view of

human emotions as opposed to

the viewpoint of psychologists.

By contrast Wladylaw Sluckin

of the University of Leicester,

England offers another edited

work "Fear in Animals and

Man," New York, Van Nostrand

Reinhold Company, 1979,

wherein a group of psychologists

discourse on fear. The treatment,

of course, differs from that of the

preceding book. Regardless of

the disciplinary approach,

neither book treats of the kind of

fear which is the subject of this

short article.

Some fears are legitimate and

natural, some are not. Some

fears have been with humanity

since its beginning. In Sluckin's

book, P. A. Russell mentions a

few commonly known to us such

as fear of snakes, height, the

dark. Today a fear pervades

world society, not just American,

but all civilized society; it is

natural, understandable, very

real. For a technical name,

dictionaries give us nosophobia ,

the fear of disease. For human

society today that fear is fear of

Gerard McCabe
AIDS (acquired immune
deficiency syndrome). Yes, fear

of contracting AIDS, the

destructive disease that

eliminates all resistance to

infection, to viral attack, and so

kills remorselessly, relentlessly -

this is the common fear humans

share now. Probably, humanity

has not experienced a similar

feeling since the days of typhus

and bubonic plague of the

European Middle Ages. In

America just a few decades ago

even the terrible threat of

(Cont. on pg. 4)

While looking over the

Interfraternity/Panhellenic

councils' new policy on

Alcohol, a few points stuck in

my mind.

First, it's tough to argue with.

Many of the points are already

state or federal law. Whether or

not these laws are feasible or

even possible to enforce is

another matter entirely.

However, IFC/Panhel should not

bear the brunt of the blame for

adopting a policy combating the

misuse of alcohol, most

prevalently by underage

drinking.

Not that underage drinking is

the fault or a result of the Greek

system or its social emphasis.

The laws and regulations have

long been established by higher

powers than the university on

this subject. These stipulations

have been established ages ago,

long been known and long been

ignored.

The new policy treads on

ground previously covered. All

fraternities and sororities have

FIPG (Fraternity Insurance

Purchasing Group) insurance,

which already directly has

policies in place governing

alcohol at Greek events. No
matter what stipulations are

proposed, good or bad, positive

or negative, strict or lax,

babysitting is not possible.

A problem exists in the fact

that Clarion University is far

behind its SSHE cousins in

adopting an alcohol policy for

off-campus circumstances. A
policy should be adopted, and

drafted to cover all students, not

only the minority of students

who are associated with the

Greek System.

While the councils, and the

university are to be commended

for its attempt to confront a

problem it obviously considers at

the forefront of the collegiate

agenda, it should hardly rush

into a quick-fix solution.

At a time when alarming new

statistics are emerging revealing

the depth of alcohol abuse in

college, the university needs to

take the time to evaluate all

circumstances and alternatives

and provide a consistent policy

to blanket the entire student

body, not just the few it

considers at the root of the

problem

Enlarge this admirable attempt

to provide for the entire student

body and not just those with the

tacked-on stigma of a society

wide reputation.

Then and only then will Clarion

University be on the right track

to an equitable and realistic

policy.

***ri.n*nu »w >&*tAi&'&-55SS

The voice of

the student

Dear Editor:

Many students on campus

complain that they do not have a

voice in campus decisions. On

an immediate level this is not

true. For example, students had

an active role in designing and

developing the student center,

they bring in most of the

entertainers, they set campus

organization budgets, and they

advise the faculty council and

aid with administrations.

However there is one position

that is held by a student that can

be argued to be the most

important. That position is on

the Council of Trustees.

One student sits on this

Council to give the board the

opinion of the students. The

Council of Trustees governs the

university on a local level. They

designate local rates,

maintenance projects, and

expansion. This one student is

to be the voice of both the

Clarion and Venango campuses.

Who is this trustee? Maybe the

better question is where is this

Trustee. Who is it: Crystal

Knorr. Where is she: Harrisburg

working as an intern. How does

this make you feel. It infuriates

me! How can Crystal have a

feel on what is happening on

Clarion campus, let alone on

Venango campus, when she is

almost three hours away. The

ironic part of this is Crystal ran

on the philosophy that the past

Student Trustee (a returning

adult from Venango Campus)

was not the proper choice. Why
you might ask? Crystal felt this

person was not aware of what

was happening on main campus,

where there is the bulk of

students. Is Crystal more aware

by being in Harrisburg? Is she

effectively talking with

students?, Listening to them?, or

is she giving her opinion and

speaking for each and every one

of us.

It would not be fair if I did not

print that myself and one other

student were nominated for this

position, and Crystal was picked

over us. However, this editorial

is not written with vengeance.

The committee felt Crystal was

the better choice and there is

where it stands. I write this out

of frustration, disappointment,

and concern. An important

voice of you, the student, and

you, the staff, has been lost.

Your voices are not being heard

by one of the most influential

committees on this campus.

Clarion students need to claim

back their voice. If not now,

make the effort to assure our

voice will be heard once again.

Eric D. Reed

Senior Psychology Major

Editor's note: Crystal Knorr

will finish her internship at the

end ofthe semester.

African American Caucus

presents a series of guest lecturers

A successful grant proposal

submitted to the Office of the

Chancellor of the State System

of Higher Education by the

African American Caucus of

Clarion University will be

having a series of "Visiting

Scholars to Clarion."

Randall Robinson, Executive

Director of TransAfrica, A

powerful Washingtom-based

lobby for Africa and the

Caribbean will be the first

speaker.

Robinson is a graduate of

Harvard Law School.

TransAfrica conducts con-

ferences designed to discuss key

foreign policy issues and provide

information generally unavail-

able to the public on Third

World countries. Robinson will

speakv in Hart Chapel on

October 1, 1992 at 7:00 p.m.

courtesy ofthe

Admissions Office

Social Equity Office

sponsors luncheons
The Clarion University Office

of Social Equity announces the

implementation of an "Equity

Forum Luncheon Series" to

begin this Friday

.

This series will be focusing

around equipping the university

community in becoming more

understanding and sensitive to

the issues of equity and diversity.

Dr. Leon Haley, president and

CEO of the Urban League of

Pittsburgh, will be guest speaker.

His topic will be on "Equity and

Diversity: A vision for 2000." A
question and answer session will

follow after lunch.

The luncheon is open to the

Clarion University community,

by reservation.

Prior to his appointment to his

present position, Haley was

associate dean and acting dean

of the University of Pittsburgh

Graduate School of Public and

International Affairs from 1975

to 1985. He has also served as

research associate for the

Brookings Institution. He

earned his B.A. degree from the

university of Pittsburgh, M.A.

from Boston University, and

Ph.D. in political science from

the University of Pittsburgh.

He has served on the board of

directors of the Citizens League

of Southwestern Pennsylvania,

Governor's Appellate Court

Nominating commission, the

boards of directors of the Boy

Scouts of Allegheny County, the

Pittsburgh Public Theatre, the

Pittsburgh Historical Landmarks

Society, and QED
Communications. He is also a

member of the board of visitors

of the Afro-American Studies

Program at the University of

Maryland, and chair of the

National Urban League's

Educational Initiative Task

Force.

courtesy of

University Relations
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Poliomyelitis did not generate

this level of apprehension.

This fear is legitimate; the

threat is serious, but an irrational

development has occurred.

What has arisen appears to be

another overpowering fear,

namely that of donating blood.

This fear has become so

pervasive in American society

that is has affected the blood

supply. Americans are not

donating blood in sufficient

quantities to meet the needs for

transfusions for people who are

ill, injured, of hereditary bearers

of conditions requiring blood

such asreplenishing,

hemophiliacs.

What can be done to dispel this

unreasoned aspect of this fear?

The American Red Cross,

collector of about half the blood

donations in the United States,

has a serious interest in

dispelling this aspect of fear. In

a very straight forward brochure,

"AIDS: the Facts," the Red
Cross informs readers that blood

donors cannot contract AIDS
through donation. All of the

supplies used in the donation

collecting process are not only

sterile to begin with but

discarded never to be used again.

If this is not enough, the

brochure clarifies the fact that

people who just might be carriers

of this dreadful disease are

discouraged form being donors.

As a further safeguard, all

donated blood is tested, before

being used, for not only the

AIDS virus but hepatitis B virus

as well. The Red Cross takes

every precaution to protect the

blood donor and the patient who
may be the eventual recipient of

that donation.

So, there is a legitimate,

rational fear with an irrational

side effect that is causing

hardship and suffering for many
people. This terrible

misapprehension must be

corrected before more serious

harm occurs to American and

world society. Blood donations

must increase; as our national

population grows so does the

need. These are the facts: it is

safe to donate blood and the

blood supply is safe. American

Society must not let the last

phrase of Sermon's quotation in

the opening paragraph become a

prophecy. The end of this fear's

hold on us must be in sight!

You are a university student, a

well informed American, a

rational human being; be a

blood donor if you can, and

encourage others to donate.

Face this irrational fear and

defeat it.

Mr.McCabe is

Director ofLibraries

at Clarion University

The Red Cross blood mobile

will be held on October 5 from

11:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m. in

Tippen Gymnasium.

Students want scholarship tax repealed
(CPS) House bill that would

rescind a 17 percent tax on

graduate and professional

students' stipends, scholarships

and fellowships faces little

chance of passing this year

because of Congress' reluctance

to eliminate taxes.

"It's all over for this year. The
president is talking about vetoing

anything that looks like a tax

increase," said Thomas Linney,

director of government relations

for the Council of Graduate

Schools. "My fear is that the

political season is upon us."

The 1986 Tax Reform Act put

a 17 percent tax on all

scholarships and other money
awarded to post-baccalaureate

students in graduate and

professional schools. The
Internal Revenue Service is

expected to begin actively

enforcing the tax this year,

officials said.

Revenues from the tax was

expected to produce about $550

million from 1986-91, if the tax

had been fully enforced.

Scholarship money used for

tuition and fees, books and
supplies remains tax-free, while

money used for living expenses

and travel is taxed under the act.

"We opposed the bill at the

time because we knew it would

be a hardship on graduate

students," Linney said.

"Congress, in its fervor for its

tax reform, saw college graduate

students as privileged people.

But we know graduate students

live on very little money."

The bill, co-sponsored by U.S.

Rep. Tom Lewis, R-Fla., and the

National Association of

Graduate and Professional

Students (NAGPS), was
introduced in March and hasn't

been scheduled for a hearing

yet."

Perceptions are that graduate

students are wealthy. We aren't. I

don't know if its anti- academic

or what, but it's sad," said Joy

Ward, executive coordinator for

NAGS P. "The tax is not on a

wealthy segment of the

population. To tax the bottom

population is absolutely

ridiculous."

Ward, who is working on her

master's degree in management

at Memphis State University in

Tennessee, said the graduate

student population has changed

in the past 15 years. The norm

used to be that a college or

university graduate went directly

Professor questions. .

.
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from putting in the waste site.

Arthur Davis, secretary of

DER said, "In a trip to Clarion

County last year, I promised

residents that no hazardous

waste facility would be cited

unless it clearly meets our

stringent regulations to assure

protection of the environment

and the health and safety of the

nublic."

According to an update of the

state hazardous waste facilities

plan, industries reduced

hazardous waste production by

almost 30,000 tons in 1989.

About 172,000 tons, or 26
percent of waste material, was

recycled in that year.

Despite the improvements, the

state is expected to produce

42,000 more tons of waste than it

can dispose of by 1997.

Hazardous wastes are non-

radioactive wastes that can cause

severe illness or death or which

threaten the environment if they

are stored improperly.

Concord said it could treat

5,000,000 tons of waste at the

plant annually if it opened in

1997.

I
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to graduate or professional

school, when more stipends and

assistantships were available

than there are currently, she said.

Now, Ward said, there are

more non-traditional students

going to graduate school who
can't rely on their parents for

financial assistance, and they are

competing for stipends,

scholarships and assistantships

from an ever-shrinking pool of

available fund.

There are approximately 1.8

million graduate and

professional students in post-

baccalaureate programs. There

are no estimates available on the

number of students receiving

financial assistance through

awarded monies.

"There was a lot of funding

available, so many
undergraduates went right away
because money was available,"

Ward said. "We're seeing less

money now, so people are not

going to graduate school."

Many graduate programs

prohibit students from holding

secondary jobs, so they either

have to break rules or depend on

loans, stipends and other awards,

or savings to pay for school.

That's why the 17 percent tax

hurts, said Richard Knaub, who
is working on his Ph.D. in

zoology at Clemson University

in South Carolina.

"It's a major devastation. I

haven't gone on food stamps yet,

but I'm eligible. What disturbs

me is that when we as a country

do not value education enough to

support it, then I see us slipping

into a second-rate status as far as

the nation goes," he said.

Knaub broke graduate school

rules and held four part time jobs

last year. He said tuition, room
and board at Clemson cost him

$9,000. He received a

department stipend of $8,500,

before taxes and $7,200 after

taxes.

STUDENTS...

Pamper your parents at the

Clarion House Bed and Breakfast

i

77 South Seveth Avenue

For Information Call

226-4996

On the beat with public safety
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

After my self-deserving run-in

with the Emlenton police

department last Friday night, I

was ready for Saturday night's

assignment, chronicling a night

with public safety. What

questions would they refuse to

answer? What would they refuse

to let me see? What exactly do

they do all night, anyway?

I arrived at the public safety

building at 8:45 p.m. Student

officer Taruq Murtaza, a

graduate student originally from

Pakistan and working on his

Master's degree in Finance here

at Clarion, was taking incoming

calls and dispatching the shifts of

two full time officers to areas of

need. Officer Mark Williams,

working on a Bachelor degree in

Communication when he can,

and Sgt. Larry Eisenman were

heading into the last two hours

of the three to eleven shift, and I

would ride with Sgt Eisenman.

Only a few minutes had passed

when a call came from

Wilkinson Hall. An elevator was

stuck on the fifth floor and

several people were stuck inside.

During the three minutes that

passed before we arrived at

Wilkinson Hall, the people

inside the elevator had forced

open the doors themselves and

had gone on with their business.

The elevator was still not

working, and Eisenman would

later fax a message to the

maintenance department,

requesting repairs. As we were

leaving Wilkinson Hall,

Eisenman noticed a sign

announcing a dance in the

basement to replace the

cancelled CABS dance. Sgt.

Eisenman said he was unaware

of the dance at Wilkinson, and

while the hall is not required to

notify public safety of such

events, knowledge of the dances

helps public safety to be ready if

any trouble should arise.

I had noticed a different sign

beside the dance poster

concerning opinion on whether

public safety officers should

carry guns or not. When asked

his opinion, Sgt. Eisenman told

me that he has not carried a gun

in the 14 years he has worked at

Clarion. Currently, officers do

not carry firearms, but guns are

available if needed.

Leaving Wilkinson Hall we

travelled to the alley behind

Founders Hall to ensure proper

doors were shut and locked. He

with Clarion borough, public

safety and the Clarion police

work together. Though public

safety patrols the campus and the

stadium, they also have powers

of arrest in town. Public safety

officers may be asked by Clarion

campus as dangerous, but

warned against traveling in any

dark areas alone. That may
sound old and tiresome, but I

was surprised at the number of

female students that were

walking alone as late as three or

Lois Oertei/Clarion Call

Public safety officers work out of their headquarters, located on Wood Street.

closed the back door of the

unattended pottery shop and

locked both it and the front door.

While checking the doors at

Founders Hall, Eisenman

mentioned "space requests" are

for scheduling certain buildings

and doors to be open at

requested times and dates for

various clubs and activities.

Some are for one time only,

some are regular re-occurring

events. "Space requests are a

major function of public safety,"

said Sgt. Eisenman.

After checking parking lot W,

Sgt. Eisenman parked the car

behind the library and went on

foot patrol. Meanwhile, Officer

Williams was patrolling

elsewhere on campus. On the

walk around the library, Ralston

Hall and President Reinhard's

residence, I had the chance to

ask some of the questions

suggested by friends and

classmates. I was surprised,

most of all, to learn that public

safety's jurisdiction is not

limited to the University campus.

Through a mutual agreement

and/or state police to assist in

emergencies such as the recent

escape of a prisoner from the

Clarion County Jail. Clarion and

public safety officers both have

the option of declining requests

for assistance from each other,

but usually try to help each other

as much as possible. Public

safety officers go through the

same training as other local law

enforcement officers. Clarion

University currently has an

officer enrolled at a training

academy.

Sgt. Eisenman also discussed

the department's policy on

parking tickets. No tickets are

issued for failure to display a

parking permit after 4:15 p.m.,

Monday through Friday, or on

weekends. No one is exempt.

Sgt. Eisenman himself was once

ticketed when he forgot to

display his permit. He also said

that money from tickets goes to

the general fund, and officers

have no quotas on the numbers

of tickets to issue.

Sgt. Eisenman did not define

any one particular area on

four o'clock in the morning. The

dirt "road" between Ralston Hall

and the road up the hill to

Chandler Dining Hall is a prime

example.

Sgt. Eisenman explained that

the fear of vandalism and abuse

has kept phone boxes with direct

lines to public safety from being

installed. I asked what someone

should do, if they need help and

can't access a phone. "Make as

much noise as possible" he said,

adding that Clarion students are

quick to report suspected

violence.

I wanted to know about his

hardest situations to deal with,

and he did not hesitate to answer.

"Drunks... dealing with drunks,

because you never know how
they will react," he said. His

worst situations involve people

who have passed out. "You are

never sure, it could be medical,

alcohol, drugs or a

combination." He added it can

make for some scary situations.

Back in the car, a call from

Murtaza took us back to the

office. A caller from Oswego

University in New York wanted

Dr. Reinhard's phone number.

Sgt. Eisenman offered to deliver

a message, as public safety does

not give out such information. A
message was later taken and

delivered to Dr. Reinhard.

Returning to the office, it was

time for a shift change. Officers

Denny Hagan and Graciano

Lopez replace SgL Eisenman and

Williams. Todd Geer replaced

Murtaza at the desk.

First things on the list were

letting two students, working

late, into TV5, followed by

driving out to the stadium.

Riding with Hagan, the next two

hours consisted mainly of

building checks. Several doors

left open or unlocked by

departing students and professors

were found and secured. A
heavy fog rolled in and campus

seemed devoid of life until

around 1:15 a.m. "Foot traffic"

seemed to pick up a little bit

Around 1:30, officer Lopez

radioed officer Hagan for

assistance on Greenville Avenue.

The quick trip from parking lot

B took less than a minute, and

we found Lopez talking with a

student. Lopez said the man
appeared to be staggering

slightly and seemed to have

dropped something when Lopez

first drove by. The student

claimed that the stagger was

caused by tendentitis and denied

dropping anything. Proclaiming

respect for the law and a

willingness to cooperate, the

student then refused to take a

breath test and became selective

about which question to answer.

Lopez, citing concern for the

student's safety in getting home,

escorted him the short distance

home. A search of the area for

the alleged dropped object

turned up a "No Left Turn" sign

in the grass. The sign was taken

back to the office for later return

to the proper department.

Returning to building checks

and short patrols, Hagan locked

the studio in Becker Hall around

3:15 a.m. Open or unlocked

doors were found in Peirce,

Marwick-Boyd, and one of the

Thorn buildings.

Hagan said Friday night was

busy, and called this Satursay

night pretty calm.
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Cathcart elected new Senate V.P. I RiologV dept. holds workshop
, ... , „ „ The vice president elections and I now must work to pay for ^7t/ A. «. »K
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

Senior, Andrea Cathcart, was

elected vice president of Student

Senate Monday night as a result

of Ron Berry's recent resignation

of the position.

Luis Almeida, Chrissy Gribus,

Andrea Cathcart and Ralph

Godbolt were nominated for vice

president at the senate meeting.

Each nominee gave a speech

before the election and the vote

was decided through secret

ballot.

In her speech, Cathcart

mentioned that she wants to

ensure proper running of the

student senate committees since

she feels their is a problem with

attendance. Cathcart also wants

to implement a revision of

student senate's constitution.

"I feel I have the confidence

and the ability to serve as your

vice president," said Cathcart in

closing to the senators present.

The vice president elections

came as a result of Berry's

resignation Monday, September

14, due to financial difficulties.

Berry blames the state for his

lack of finances since he cannot

get enough funding through

loans or grants for this semester.

and I now must work to pay for

my tuition."

Berry is continuing his duties

as a student senator, even though

he has resigned his vice-

presidency.

Cathcart was pleased with the

result of the election and is ready

"Ifeel I have the confidence

and ability to serve...
"

•Andrea Cathcart

Berry's resignation was also due

in part to a lack of time to fulfill

the duties of the office because

of a job he must now hold in

order to pay tuition.

In a statement released to the

Call last week Berry said, "The

reason for my resignation is

quite simple: my financial

resources have been exhausted,

to assume her new role of vice

president.

"I would like to thank the

student body for giving me the

opportunity to do this because

you are the ones who elected me

(to student senate)," said

Cathcart.

Cathcart is a psychology major

and expects to graduate in May.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Andrea Cathcart was recently elected to student senate

vice president, replacing Ron Berry, who resigned last

week due to financial troubles.
*

CUP evaluated for reaccreditation

by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

Dr. Steve Weber, chair of the

Middle States evaluation team

which is analyzing Clarion

University for reaccreditation,

was on campus Tuesday,

meeting with various members

of C.U.P. Clarion is currently

conducting a self-study for

reaccreditation which is a normal

process occurring at higher

education institutions every ten

years.

Clarion has implemented a

steering committee, made up of

12 subcommitties, which has

been evaluating various aspects

of the university. The

committees have spent over a

year identifying the university's

strengths, weaknesses and goals.

The self-study detailing these

items was partially compiled by

Dr. Ron Shumaker of the English

department during the summer.

"The steering committee is

currently reviewing the first

draft," said Dr. William Sharpe,

chair of the steering committee.

The report should be made

public by the end of September.

Public hearings will be held

concerning the draft around the

end of October or the first part of

November so that questions and

concerns can be raised. The

hearings will be announced

through various

channels.

According to Arthur Barlow,

communication professor and

member of the steering

committee, reaccreditation is

simply a "bill of good health" for

institutions. It is a process which

ensures quality education

standards are being met.

"Every five years, a school has

to submit a self-study," said

Barlow. "Every ten years there

is a site visitation by the Middle

States Committee.

The Middle States team will be

visiting campus from April 18

till April 21, 1993. The eight

member team is made up of

colleagues who are from

institutions similar to Clarion's.

They will have read the final

draft of the self-study and will be

prepared to interview people on

campus in order to compare the

steering committee's assesment

with the opinion of those

interviewed. Those who might

be interviewed are students,

faculty members and directors of

departments.

Weber's preliminary visit to

campus was to ensure that the

self-study is on track and

everything is moving along as it

should be.

His next visit will probably be

the April meeting.

"Our job," said Weber, "is to

campus determine if Clarion University

is, in fact, what it says it is.

Data and evidence will be

provided by the steering

committee in their report to

substantiate their claims.

"Our purpose is to be helpful

and constructive to the campus,"

said Weber. "We aren't here to

tell you how to run the campus.

We will try to balance and be fair

in the positives as well as the

negatives."

Weber went on to say there are

many standards that have to be

met in order to be reaccredited.

These standards are broad in

nature so as to fit every

institution.

Most institutions pass the

reaccreditation process without

any major problems.

If any problems do arise, the

school is given a time period,

possibly years, in which to

correct it. If the school still does

r 1
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not correct the situation it will

probably be put on probation.

The worst case scenario is that

reaccreditation will be denied

which almost never happens.

Weber met with faculty

members, deans, students,

President Reinhard, Provost

Kuhn and the steering committee

on Tuesday. He was also given a

tour of the campus.

Weber will meet the other

Middle States team members for

the first time on April 18.

Part-Time Sales

$ 11.25/Hour

No Experience Necessary

All Majors

Flexible Hours

Clarion, PA
Location
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National Services Inc. (201 ) 305.5950
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by Paul Levy

News Writer

The biology department will

sponsor a workshop on the field

of molecular biology and

biotechnology on Friday,

September 25. The workshop is

being offered for high school

guidance counselors, but anyone

interested in the fields is invited.

Four speakers will talk on the

field of molecular biology, its

future and careers in the field.

Jeffery Dunkle, president of

Pittsburgh Biomedical Develop-

mental Corp., is the first speaker.

Dunkle will talk about

opportunities in the field, where

it is now and how the field is

expected to grow over the next

ten years. Dunkle's company is

concerned with fostering the

development of new biomedical

companies.

Paul Reed, a Clarion graduate

and Associate Senior

Investigator for SmithKline

Beecham Animal Health, will

speak on what SmithKline is

doing in the field of

biotechnology. He will also

focus on the expectations of his

company when they are looking

for new employees.

Dr. Douglas McNeal will

speak on the same subject as Mr.

Reed, only from the aspect of his

company. Dr. McNeal is a group

leader of molecular biology and

microbial genetics for Merck,

Sharp, and Dohme Research

Laboratories.

The final speaker is the

Director of the Clarion

University molecular

biology/biotechnology program,

Dr. William Barnes.

Dr. Barnes will speak about

what classes high school

students should take in

preparation for college study in

molecular biology and

biotechnology.

Dr. Barnes says of the

workshop, "It allows (high

school) counselors to learn about

opportunities in the industry so

they can help their students."

Clarion's biology department

College profs teach less,

CPS- As tuition increases and

classes get crowded, public

universities and colleges are

relying more on teaching

assistants and not full-time

professors to teach

undergraduate classes, a

congressional report said.

"Parents are paying ever

increasing tuition to have

students teach students," said

U.S. Rep. Pat Schroeder,

chairwoman of the House Select

Committee on Children, Youth

and Families, the panel that

investigated the situation.

According to the report, the

problem is two-fold. As

professors at public universities

spend more time in research, the

institutions rely more on

teaching assistants to instruct

undergraduates. At the same

time, tuition and fees are rising

steadily, classes are bigger and

the result is that undergraduates'

education is less than desirable,

said Schroeder, D-Colo.

Linda Pratt, national president

of the American Association of

Professors, said the report was

"just nonsense." Pratt, an

English professor at the

University of Nebraska at

Lincoln, said the panel's findings

were too vague.

"Statistics won't bear this out.

So they decide it is the fault of

the teachers," she said. "I am

dismayed at the simplicity of it"

Schroeder said that it is the

undergraduate students who are

taking the brunt of the cutbacks.

"The recession of the past

several years has created some

tough times for higher education

in a number of states," she said.

"(Undergraduates) are the ones

who are taking the cutbacks on

the chin in the form of T.A.'s

posing as professors, fewer class

sections, overenrolled required

courses, shorter library hours and

eliminated departments."

BOOKSMITH TRADING, INC

BOOKS GIFTS CARDS CLOTHING

. "when it comes to textbooks,

we've got you covered"

WE BUY BOOKS FROM
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

The report found that from

1980 to 1990, tuition and fees

increased 141 percent at public

four-year universities and

colleges, and by 12 percent for

the 1991-92 school year.

Professors' teaching loads have

decreased to as little as six

credits a semester. "A number of

faculty avoid teaching altogether

by buying out their teaching time

with proceeds from research

grants or outside consulting,"

Schroeder said.

The average salary for a public

university professor is $63,000,

and the average school year is

now 30 weeks, or 71/2 months.

Lecture classes are getting

bigger. As an example, a

marketing class at the University

of Colorado has 618 students,

and a political science class at

theUniversity of Indiana-Urbana

has 1,156 students.

"Enrollment is up, but faculty

is not growing," Pratt said. "The

reality is that professors are

teaching more students. In light

of this investigation, I'm finding

it almost Kafkaesque."

Robert Iosue, former president of

York College of Pennsylvania,

said he wants an audit of what

proffessors do with their time,

focusing on what they do in the

classroom and how much time

they spend on research. "I am

convinced that what you would

find is that the actual time a

proffessor spends in the

classroom is considerably less

than many people think," Iosue

said. "There is not too much

research, but just not enough

time spent in the classroom."

Universities and colleges rely

on teaching assistants and

adjuncts too much, he said, so

that full-time proffessors can do

research, or choose not to teach

classes they don't want to, such

as required freshmen courses.

However, Pratt said, it is

wrong to assume that teaching

assistants are bad instructors.

"This is not substantiated.

Beginning teachers can be more

interesting and fresh," she said.

"The enthusiasm of teaching

assistants sometimes puts me to

shame. I think it's a bad rap."

She also said the "average"

professor is a teacher and does

not necessarily do a lot of

research, a view Schroeder

disagrees with.

now offers a new program with a

bachelor of sciences degree in

molecular biology and

biotechnology. The program

includes opportunities for

student internships with both

SmithKline and Merck, Sharp,

and Dohme.

The workshop begins at 9:15

a.m. with coffee and doughnuts

and concludes at 2:30 p.m.

An informal question and

answer session with the day's

featured speakers will follow at

3:00 p.m. for anyone interested.

hmore
"The focus in higher education

today is on research, not

teaching," Schroeder said. "The

fact has not been lost on the

professors. If you don't believe

me, go ask one yourself.

However, don't look for a

proffessor in a classroom; it's

unlikely you'll find one."

The committee found an

example of "how far out of

control" the use of assistants has

gotten. During a two-day

walkout of teaching assistants in

1989 at the University of

California-Berkeley, nearly 75

percent of all classes were

canceled.

"Ironically, even though

faculty teaching loads have been

drastically reduced across the

board in order to persue

research, a suprisingly large

number of faculty have yet to

publish an article, book, or other

measurable output of research

work," Schroeder said. "More

than half of all professors devote

fewer than five hours a week to

research."

Schroeder said that higher

education in the United States is

at a crossroads between research

and teaching.

•*-*-•• *-:"-*-* !**"•!***-'
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store and National
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by Kathleene Mullany

News Writer

On Saturday, September 19,

1992, the James Gemmell
Student Complex was dedicated

to the impressive memory of

Clarion's former president.

President Reinhard stressed

James Gemmell's ability to

respond creatively to the needs

of the people he served when she

opened the dedication with

heartfelt warmth for the

Gemmell family and all else

present.

She especially gave praise to

those students who helped to

fund the complex without use of

it.

Again and again, every speaker

reminded those who attended

that the entire complex began as

a student senate project, and that

without student initiative, there

would have been no dedication.

Also during the ceremony, the

Gemmell student Leadership

Awards were presented to two of

December's graduates, Jay Elias

and Monica Douglass.

The actual dedication address,

made by Robert Crawford, was

interrupted by the fire safety

system, later found out to have

been a wayward four-year-old

attracted to the pretty red box on

the wall.

"We also know that the new
student complex will contribute

greatly to the students' lives. We
thank all of those people who
worked so hard to make it a

reality. And we will forever

remember James Gemmell and

his impact at CUP whenever we
enter the newly completed
building." said Crawford.

Dr. James Gemmell was
president of Clarion University

from 1960 to 1976. He led the

university through some of its

most drastic changes, including

the change from a state teachers'

college to a state college.

Also during his administration,

enrollment increased from about

1,000 students to approximately

5,000.

Gemmell doubled the size of
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the Clarion's physical plants, to a

grand total of 15 buildings,

including an athletic stadium

complex. The Venango campus

was established, as well as the

McKeever Environmental

Center.

Gemmell increased the

academic programs offered,

creating the School of Business

Administration, now known as

the College of Business

Administration.

Before presiding over Clarion,

Gemmell was professor of

economics and chairperson of

the division of business

education at Penn State.

Gemmell had also instructed at

New York state high schools and

at the New York State College

for Teachers.

Dr. Gemmell received an

undergraduate degree from the

University of Wyoming, a master

of Science degree from the State

University of New York at

Albany, and a doctorate from

New York University in business

and higher education.

Stephanie Vargus/Clarion Call

Dr. Reinhard speaks at the Gemmell Student Center
dedication ceremony held this past weekend.

Books still banned
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Somewhere in America, the

Holy Bible is banned.

It is just one of approximately

104 that were either challenged

or outright banned in libraries

across the nation in 1991-92,

according to Jennifer Bertovich

of the Library, Media, and

Information Science Soceity

(L.M.I.S.S.).

L.M.I.S.S., the American
Library Association and the

AmericanBooksellers
Association are sponsoring

Banned Books Week from

September 25 through October 3

in an attempt to raise awareness

about the censorship issue.

Some other commonly banned

books according to "Teachers

and Librarians Working
Together" by Linda Sparks and

Barbara Sorrow include "Brave

New World" by Aldous Huxley,

"The Catcher in the Rye" by J.D.

Salinger, "Catch 22" by Joseph

Heller, "Death of a Salesman" by

Arthur Miller, "1984" by George

Orwell, and "Where the

Sidewalk Ends" by Shel

Silverste in.

Reasons listed for the

censorship range from

"undermining of adult authority"

in the case of "Where the

Sidewalk Ends" to "vulgarity

and occultism" in "The Catcher

in the Rye," and from "violence"

in the Holy Bible to "pro-

Communist views and sexual

content" in "1984."

A colloquium sponsored by

L.M.I.S.S. will be held October

1 at 3:30 p.m. in Walter L. Hart

Chapel, covering the topic of

censorship and banned books.

Graduate library science major

Clare Booth Luce said, in a

report about censorship, " Like

charity, censorship begins in the

home. But unlike charity, it

should end there."

Cars "booted"
by Sean Boileau

News Writer

Although they don't set

campus rules and regulations,

one of the many duties of

Clarion University's Public

Safety department is the

control of traffic and parking

on campus.

An issue of concern that has

recently surfaced is the

growing number of

unauthorized vehicles parking

in spaces designated and
marked only for vehicles

equipped with a handicapped

parking sticker.

Dr. Ronald Martinazzi,

Director of Public Safety, said

there has been an increase in

the number of complaints this

year about parking violations.

Due to this jump in

complaints, the use of "wheel

boots" has been instituted on

campus as a deterrent to future

violations.

When in place, the "boot"

completely immobilizes the

vehicle. It then can only be

removed by a member of the

Public Safety department for a

service fee of $25, in addition

to the cost of the parking

ticket.

Dr. Martinazzi hopes that

this new penalty will make
people think twice about

parking in a space reserved for

people who need it due to a

physical impairment.

"We don't want to have to

use [the boots] at all, but if we
have to, we definitely will,"

said Dr. Martinozzi.
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Jurors selected for Brookville murder trial
compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

from theAP service

State
Brookville trial begins

Two more jurors have been

seated for the trial of a man
accused of the 1991 murder of

Punxsutawney radio personality

Bob Curry.

Twenty year old Joel Davis is

charged with first degree murder

as well as burglary, felonius

assault and making terroristic

threats.

Prisoner at large

A prisoner with a record of

violent criminal charges who
bolted from a holding cell at the

Dauphin County courthouse

remained at large Tuesday.

40 year old Antonio Noquerol

escaped yesterday with fellow

inmate Linwood Stevens when

they were placed in a cell with a

brocken lock. The two pushed

open the door, overpowered a

deputy sheriff and escaped.

Authorities did not realize the

cell lock was broken before the

two were placed in the cell.

Their handcuffs were removed.

Worker's comp bill stalled

More than 500 Pennsylvania

business managers shouting,

"We can't afford to wait,"

jammed the state capitol tuesday

to push for a bill that would

overhaul the worker's

compensation system.

Members of several groups

rallied for the reforms.

A bill to remodel worker's

comp. insurance and stop a

proposed 52 percent rate hike

stalled in the state legislature.

The compromise is sponsored

by senate minority leader Robert

Mellow, D-Lackawanna.

Campus
New

compiled by Alan Vaughn

from CPS

SAT scores rise,

ACT stay steady

For the first time since 1987,

Scholastic Aptitude Test scores

rose by one point in verbal skills

and two points in math,

according to a recent report by

the College Board.

SAT scores help predict the

college academic performance of

individual students.

Scores on the verbal section

averaged 423, one point above

last year's record low, reversing

five years of decline. Since

1969, scores that reflect

comprehension and word
meanings have dropped 40
points.

In math, the average was 476.

Dickinson to hold

24 hour reading

A 24 hour reading was held at

Dickinson College as part of a

national fund raising event to

combat hunger and

homelessness.

Share Our Strength, a non-

profit agency in Washington,

D.C., coordinated the national

event, in which nearly 200

writers participated in the

"National Reading:Writers

Harvest for the Homeless" on

Sept. 22, the first day of fall.

Dickinson is one of 60 sites

where readings took place.

While most readings took an

hour or two, Dickinson planned

the only 24 hour reading, said

Robert Olmstead, the college's

senior writer in residence.

About 40 writers participated.

Images of the West
Experience the culture

of the Americans!

Visiting Russian

lecturer dies

A visiting Russian lecturer

died in the home of his host of

an apparent heart attack, officials

at the University of Arizona said.

Viennamin Chebotayev, 53, an

atomic physicist, died in the

home of Peter Franken, a

University of Arizona optical

sciences and physics professor.

"He seemed in good health,"

Franken told the Arizona Daily

Wildcat. "He was a super guy, a

super scientist."

Chebotayev, who was doing

research at Yale University, was

being considered for a post at the

University of Arizona.

"I'm very sorry that his new

life couldn't have begun," said

Richard Powell.

Powell is the director of the

University of Arizona's Optical

Sciences Center.

§ Good taste and the real thing are %
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Grand Ave., Clarion
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Sundays:

Bible Class 9:45am

Worship 10:30am 4 6pm
Wednesdays:

Bible Study 7:30pm

National

RR park supporters stalled

Supporters of a controversial

railroad park worked behind the

scenes in Washington Tuesday to

secure 14 million dollars to

complete its construction.

Meanwhile, a sister bill that

would formally authorize the

federal park in Scranton

unexpectedly stalled in a senate

committee. That bill would also

set strict guidelines for the park's

development and operation.

The funds are being sought for

exhibit buildings, a main

entrance road and a parking lot

at the Steamtown National

Historic Site, where a collection

of vintage steam trains and

equipment is already on display.

The partly-completed park has

figured prominently in the

debate over congressional pork-

barrel spending and the changing

role of the U.S. Park Service.

Some critics say Steamtown

and other parks outside the

service's traditional mission

drain funds from Yellowstone,

Yosemite, and other wilderness

preserves.

Bush still wants debates

The Bush campaign said it still

wants two presidential debates,

but with a panel of reporters

rather than the single moderator

suggested by the bipartisan

presidential debate commission.

In a letter to the commission,

Bush campaign chairman Robert

Teeter reiterated the campaign's

readiness to talk with the Clinton

campaign about the debates.

The commission's latest

proposal calls for the first

presidential debate to be

September 29 in Louisville.

Judge upholds

abortion ruling

A federal appeals court in New
Orleans has upheld a judge's

order blocking Louisiana's anti-

abortion law, one of the most

stringent in the nation.

The 1991 law provides for

prison sentences of up to ten

years for doctors who perform

abortions. It prohibits abortion

except to save the life of the

mother and in certain

circumstances of rape and incest.

The U.S. supreme court upheld

Pennsylvania's abortion

restrictions in June.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted

by public safety for the week of Sept. 13 through Sept. 18, 1992.

A non-student was cited for defiant trespass, prowling and loitering

at night on September 14. This individual was instructed to depart

campus and not return; however, the person returned and was seen by

public safety. The person was lodged in the Clarion County jail.

On September 14, a pizza was stolen from the Fox Pizza truck,

parked outside Nair Hall. The driver was inside making a delivery.

An investigation is pending.

A hit and run vehicle accident was reported in parking lot "F on

September 15. An investigation is pending.

At approximately 6:00 p.m. on September 17, two individuals were

cited by public safety for attempted theft while trying to remove two

45 pound weights and a curl bar from the stadium. An investigation is

pending.

On September 17, a student was asked for identification by public

safety after he was observed urinating on the sidewalk, but fled the

scene on foot. The student was later located and was given the blood

alcohol test, which registered .09. The case is under investigation.

Ifanyone has any information concerning these and other

rimes, please contact PubMc Safety at 226-2111.
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Cable Channels
THURSDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 24. 1992

111 DATA

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(3:00) Movie: ITinttn

De«ign. W. IChoert g
Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

TOO 5:30 6:00 6:30
Movie: "The Duchess and the Dirtwater Fox" (1976) PG
Newtg
Cheerio
Detign. W.

Newtg
Newt

Oprah Winfrey

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman g
Newt a

Newt g
Newt
Newt

ABC Newt
NBC Newt
CBS Newt

Newtg
Full Route a
Newtg

Wonder Yrt.

NBC Newt

7:00 7:30 6:00 6:30

Movie:***

Hard Copy

"Clara's Heart" (1986) Whoopi Goldberg, g

Jeopardy! g
Goiden Girls

CBS Newt
Night Court

Jeopardy! g

Ent Tonight

Mercy Show

Married..

Delta g
Dif. World

Room-Two

R&B
Top Copt (In Stereo) g

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: •*'/; "Black Mage Woman" (1990)

Homefront (In Stereo) g

10:30

Cheert g IWings g
Street Stories (In Stereo) g

Primetimo Uve g
Comedy Jam

Comedy Store

Middle Ages (In Stereo) g
Major League Baseball Pittsburgh Pirates at Montreal Expos. From Olympic Stadium. IYou Bet-Life

Married

Wh. Fortune

Simpsons g
Dif. World

(3:30) Movie: *»*• "The Great Escape" (1963, Adventure) Steve McQueen, James Gamer. Richard Attenborough. (In Stereo)

Martin g
RIB

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

(3 00) Movie:

OWL/TV (R)

Underdog

Prett Luck

Trucks Th'bredt

Cartoon Express

Senior Tour

Sci-Fi

Movie: ** "Masters of Menace' (1990) Catherine Bach

Movie: "Pinchcliffe Grand Prix "(1980) G'

Yogi Bear | Arcade I Hey Dude (R)

Movie: ** Wo Blame (1988, Drama) Helen Shaver.

Up Cloae

Stories

Heights "Reunion" g
Cheert g IWings g

Hunter "Scrap Metal'

Comedy Store

Sporttcenter
I
College Football: California at Kansas. From Lawrence, Kan. (Live!

Movie: ** "Author! Author!" (1982) Al Pacing. PG'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **'/2 "The Curse of Frankenstein

Movie: *V; "Return, to the Blue Lagoon "(1991) PG-13

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

China Beach Magic"

Murder, She Wrote g [Movie: **V2 "Adventures in Babysitting" (1987, Comedy)
Movie: *V? "Ambition "(1991) Lou Diamond

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL g
Newtg
Newt
Newt
Newtg
Married-

News g

Golden Girls

12:00

"Caged"

Nighttine g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Silk Stalkingt (In Stereo)

Edition IStalfcingt

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g

"Good, Bad & Ugly" TMovie: "Joe

Baseball
I Sporttcenter

MacGyver "Hell Week" g I Equalizer

Trancers II: The Return of Jack Deth" 'R'

Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law
M.T. Moore

Phillips. 'R' IMovie: •* "Angel in Red" (1991) R' I*** "The Reflecting Skin'

Movie: **Vz "Sibling Rivalry" (1990)

Van Dyke
I Dragnet I A. Hitchcock

FRIDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 25, 1992

Movie: •*'/; "Dvjh Dreams "(1991) Christopher Reeve.

Movie: "Devlin "(1992) Bryan Brown. R

Lucy Show IGreen Acres

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

Ullman

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(3:30) Movie: **V; "Draw'

Design. W. Cheert g
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(2:30) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: *» "Little Nikita" (1988) Sidney Poitier. PG' g
Newtg
Cheert g
Detign. W,

Newtg
Newt

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon |Batman g
Newtg

Newtg
News
Newt

ABC News
NBC Newt
CBS Newt

Newtg
Full House g

Global Supercard Wrestling

Movie: *** "The Prince and the Showgirl

Newtg
Wonder Yrt.

NBC Newt

Pyramid

(2:30) Movie:

Prett Luck

Trucks Yearbook

Cartoon Express

(1957) Laurence Olivier.

Motoworld | Up Close

MacGyver "Last Stand' g
Movie: •* "Dutch" (1991, Comedy) Ed O'Neill. PG-13 [Movie: *** "The Cheap Detective" (1978)

Movie: "Alice Through the Looking Glass"

Underdog [Yogi Bear IArcade

"RedBalln'

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: **V; "Cracked Up (1987, Drama) Ed Asner.

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) g
Hard Copy

Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News
Night Court

Jeopardy! g

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: ** "Predator 2" (1990) Danny Glover. 'R' g
Family

Final Appeal

G. Palace

G. Palace

Step by Step

Happened

Major Dad g
Major Dad

America's Most Wanted g
Final Appeal [Happened

Movie: ** "Ensign Pulver" (1964) Robert Walker Jr..

Dinosaurs g
Round Table

Detign. W.

Design. W.

Sightings g
Round Table

Camp Wilder

In Stereo) g
Bobg
Bobg
Suspects

In Stereo)

g

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30
Movie: ** "Double Impact (1991, Adventure) "R" g
20/20 g
I'll Fly Away g
Picket Fences (In Stereo) g
Picket Fences (In Stereo) rg

Hunter "Burned"

I'M Fly Away g

Sporttcenter | Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: •• "Mr. Billion" (1977) Terence Hill PG'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: ** "Little Nikita "(1988) Sidney Poitier. PG'

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney [Bullwinkle

China Beach

Newtg
Newt
Newt

Newtg
Married-

Newt g

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Nightline g

Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Dark Justice

Edition [Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g

Movie: »** "The Red Badge of Courage
Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Murder. She Wrote g [Movie: ** "Fear City" (1984, Drama) Tom Berenger. [Movie: **V; "The Personals" (1982) n
lliuii*. J.J.U. "Al,„».» Ch.fi /! QOOl U- IIC.I.I.. in, I... •'..,, ,,r> j . ,. , , «U. . „ .. _. . . ... 1 .1. .

T
|Movie: **V? "Night Shift "(1982) Henry Winkler. R

Movie: ***
Get Smart

LA. Law

77» Doctor'

ISuperman

(1991) William Hurt. PG-13'

g

M.T.Moore IVan Dyke

Movie: •*'/; "Soapdish" (1991) Sally Field. 'PG-13' g
Movie: "The Fear Inside" (1992) Christine Lahti. 'R

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: •*• "After Hours" (1985, Comedy) Griffin Dunne.

Lucy Show IGreen Acres

SATURDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 26, 1992

Thirtysomething.

"Netherwld.

Sat. Night

Mister Ed

Ullman

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

Playhouse

4:30 5:00 I 5:30 I
6:00~

Movie: •* "Wicked Stepmother" (1989) Bette Davis, g
(3:30) College Football: Houston at Michigan. (Live)

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** "Dream Machine "(1991) PG'

College Football [Sports Showcase

(3:00) Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced

(300) Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced.

Movie: **V2 "Johnny Be Good" (1988, Comedy)
College Football

I Sports Showcase

Newt

Newtg

NBC Newt
CBS Newt
CBS Newt

American Gladiators

Newtg
(3:00) Movie: IMovie: •**% "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner" (\%1)
Tennis: Davis Cup -- Sweden vs. USA
Double T. |Ten of Us [2 Dads IB. Buddies

Movie: **'/; "Police Story: Cop Killers "(1988) Ken Olin.

Movie: *•• "LA. Story" (1991) Steve Martin. PG-13'

Nick Newt ]Get Picture

China Beach 'Nightfall

Freshmen |5alute

LA Law

NBC News

News
Hee Haw Silver

iCappelli

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Jeopardy! g |Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *•* "Dead Again "(1991) Kenneth Branagh. R
Covington Croat "Outlaws

Here-Now

Frannie

Frannie

Copsg_
Here-Now

Out AH Night

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Cop* MO
Out AB Night

Movie: **** "The Empire Strikes Back" (1980) Mark Hamill. PG'

Sportscenter

Counterstrike (In Stereo)

Crossroads "Amanda" g
Empty Nest | Nurses g
Raven "Prey" g
Raven "Prey'

Code 3 g
Empty Nest

Edjeg_
Nurses g

10:00 10:30 11:00

Boxing: Simon Brown vs. Terry Norris. g
Commishg
Sisters "Sunstroke g
Angel Street (In Stereo) g
Angel Street (In Stereo) g
Comic Strip Live (In Stereo)

Sitters "Sunstroke" g

Scoreboard ICoHoge Football: Ctemson at Georgia Tech. (Live) p
Movie: *** "Pct/c"(1956, Drama) William Holden.

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: ** "Pink Cadillac" (1989) CHnt Eastwood, g
Movie: *•% "Company Business" (1991) PG-13'

Dare IG.U.T.ST IDoug iRugrats

Swamp |Beyond I Bradbury

Movie: **Vt "I Come in Peace" (1990) 'R'

Movie: *• "Child's Play 2" (1990) 'R' g
Clarissa | Roundhouse [Ren-Stimpv

SUNDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 27, 1992

Movie: *•'/? "Bare Essence (WW, Drama) Gente Francis, Linda Evans, Bruce Boxlettner

Scoreboard

Hitchhiker I Silk Stalkingt (In Stereo) g

Newtg
Newt
Newt
Newtg

11:30

Dream On g
Detign. W.

12:00

Sanders

"Money"

Saturday Night Live

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
Ufestylet-Rich

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g [TBA

[Saturday Night Uve
Movie: *** "Diner" (1982, Comedy) R
Baseball

I Sporttcenter |Auto Racing

Movie: * "Bikini Summer" (1991)

Movie: •** "Only the Lonely" (1991) John Candy, g | "Dead On: Relentless II

Jokers

You Afraid?

Movie: ***• "The Empire Strikes Back" (1980) PG
A. Hitchcock

Confessions

A. Hitchcock

Hidden

M.T. Moore I Dragnet

LA. Law

"Retrn-Jedi"

A. Hitchcock

Ullman

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: ***Vi "Awakenings " (19%) Robin Williams. O
Senior PGA Golf: Nationwide Championship. (Live)

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30
Movie: •** "Days of Thunder" (1990) Tom Cruise, o
News |ABC News

NFL Football: Pittsburgh Stealers at Green Bay Packers. From Lambeau Field. (Live)

NFL Football

NFL Football

Gimme B.

Emergency

To Be Announced

Love Con. IFreetand

Movie: **ft "The Morning After" (1986) Jane Fonda.

Design. W.

CBS Newt
CBS Newt
Newtg

Star Trek: Next Gener.
NFL FootbaH: Pittsburgh Stealers at Green Bay Packers. From Lambeau Field. (Live)

(2:30) Movie

Auto Racing

Swamp
(2:30) Movie:

Movie: ***Vi "Splendor in the Grass" (1 961 , Drama) I Movie: ***%

Life Goes On "Exposed" p
Secret Service (In Stereo)

60 Minutes (In Stereo) g
60 Minutes (in Stereo) g
TBA
Fifth Quarter

Ben Staler g
Secret Ser.

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: *• "Road House" (1989) Patrick Swayze. R' g
Videos

IAm. Funniest

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Murder. She Wrote p
Murder, She Wrote g
In Color iRocg
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Tennis: Davis Cup •- Sweden vs. U.S.A

Just Us
I
Two Dads [B. Buddies

(3:00) Movie: "Not Without"

Movie: "Killer Klowns From Outer Space'

Cent on TV

Disease

Get Picture

Endocrin.

Beyond I Hitchhiker

"Return of the Jedi" (1983) Mark Hamill. 'PG
NFLPrimetime

MacGyver "The Heist" g

Movie: •**'/; "Return of the Jedi" (1983) Mark Hamill

Movie: **% "Taps" (1981, Drama) Timothy Hutton. PG

Wild Side

Medical

Fifteen

Medical

Double Dare

Medical

G.U.T.S.

NSAIDS

Baseball Tonight

10:00

One Night

10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: "Obsessed" (1992. Suspense) Shannon Doherty.

Movkt: *** "Doublecrossed" (1991) Dennis Hopper, p

Movie: »*Vi; "King Ralph" (1991) John Goodman, p
Movie: "A House of Secrets and Lies" (1992, Drama) g
Movie: "A House of Secrets and Lies" (1992 Drama) p"

TFIying BHnd IWoopsI p
•* 1

/2 "King Ralph" (1991) John Goodman, p
Movie: •*•!£ "California Suite" (1978) Maggie Smith

Horse Racing: Super Derby

Movie: "&/nsfro»e" (1992, Suspense) Jane Seymour, p
Hetton Shooting Town.

Counterstrike (In Stereo)

Paid Prog.

Newtg

Cheers g
Night Court

Gimme B.

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Ent Tonight

Cur. Affair

New WKRP
Love Con-

Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: "Tough Guys Don't Dance" (1987)

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkingt (In Stereo) g
NFL

Hollywood

Movie: *** "pick Tracy" (1990) Warren Beatty. PG' g
Movie: *% "The Unborn" (1991) R' IMovie: **% "Sleeping With the Enemy" (1991) 'R' g I Movie: »% TovSoldmrs'
kQAl \ki"irmr\ DaaMw 'D/V i—i Uah:*. -*.j_1/_ i< A :. A .--'mAAiM aj'i a-l .

*MTTI
' ' T-- . 7*ST^!—

' _' ''

Looney

Journal

Looney

Milestones

LoonejL

mCQICIflC

F-Troop

Family

Movie: **V2 "Air America" (1990) Mei Gibson. R
Mork

MONDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 28. 1992

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

Lucy Show
OB-Gyn.

Hi, I'm Home
Family

Movie: "The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

MX Moore

Physicians

Dragnet

Family

A. Hitchcock

Paid Prog.

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: ••'/; "Praw/" (1984.

Detign. W. [Cheert g
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct
Tom. Jerry

Cur. Affair

Western) Kirk

Newtg
3ouglas. p

Cheers

Design,
*

5:30

Newtg

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon I Batman g
Newtg

6:00 6.30 7:00

Movie: ** "Bingo" (1991) Cindy Williams

Newtg
Newt

ABC Newt
NBC Newt
CBS News

Full House g
Newtg

Movie: ***V; "California Suite" (1978, Comedy) Maggie Smith. PG'

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid [Prett Luck

Sports | Reporters

Cartoon Exprets

(3:30) Movie: **Vz "Rocky V" (1990) g
Movie: •** "Dusty "(1982) Bill Kerr. NR'

Muppett iMuppett [Muppets

Movie: ***

Ch. Flag

Wonder Yrt.

NBC News

Herd Copy

fcoPMMO
Goiden Girls

CBS News
Roseanneg
Jeopardy! g

7:30

Tintin

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: *•*% "Presumed Innocent" (1990, Drama) R' g
Cheers g
Froth Prince

Shade

Shade

Panther

Blossom g
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

10:00 10:30

Tom Arnold: Naked Truth 2

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: •* "Double Impact" (1991) R' g
NFL FootbaH: Los Angeles Raiders at Kansas City Chiefs. From Arrowhead Stadium. I Newt p
Movkt: "Fergie and Andrew: Behind the Palace Doors" p
Murphy B
Murphy B.

Catwalk (Series Premiere) (In Stereo)

Love 6 War
Love 6 War

Fresh Prince [Blossom g
Movie: ***'/2 "Hello. Dotty! "(1969, Musical) Barbra Streisand. G"

Up Close

MacGyver "Hellfire" g
Sportscenter [Schaap Talk

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: •*** "Red River" (1948, Western) John Wayne, g
Rhino-Camel

Muppets
'Ruby and Oswald" (1978) Michael Lerner

Movie: ••'/; "Big Business

Muppett

Supermarket

Muppett

Shop-Drop

(1988) Bette Midler. PG' g
Muppets | Muppets

China Beach "Souvenirs

'

NFL Monday |Mon. Mag-

Murder, She Wrote g

Northern Exposure g
Northern Exposure g
Hunter "The Setup"

Movie: "Fergie and Andrew: Behind the Palace Doors"a

Newtg
Married..

Newtg

Tonight Show (In Stereo) p
Sweating Bullets

Edition [Bullets

Arsenio HaH (In Stereo) p
Tonight Show (In Stereo) P

Movie: •••• "77w Great Escape" (1963, Adventure) Steve McQueen. (In Stereo) [ "Brewster
Auto Racing: FIA Formula One - Portuguese Grand Prix.

Movie: *V? "Deadly Bet" (1991) R

WWF Prime Time Wrestling

* "Freddy's Dead: The Final

Get Smart ISuperman

LA. Law

Nightmare"

M.T. Moore

Movie: *Vi "Netherworld" (1991) R' p
Freddy

Van Dyke

Baseball
I Sportscenter

MacGyver "Kill Zone" g [Equalizer

Movie: ** "Dead On: Relentless II

[A. Hitchcock"

Movie: *• "Steel and Lace "(1990) 'R'

Dragnet

TUESDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 29, 1992

Movie: ** "Christine Cromwell: In Vino Veritas' \1990)

(1991)

Lucy Show

Movie: ** "Mirror, Mirror'

Green Acres I Mister Ed
Thirtysomething "Legacy lUllman

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

(2:30) Movie: [Movie: **• "The Witches "
(1990) PG' p

Design. W. [Cheert p
Cur. Affair 1 Edition

Oprah Winfrey p
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(230) Movie: "Magnif. 7"

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

(3:00) Movie:

OWL/TV (R)

Underdog

Movie:

Prett Luck

Newtg
Cheert g
Design. W.

Newtg
Newt

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman g
Newtg

6:00 6.30 7:00 7:30

Movie: •** "Doc Hollywood" (1991) Michael J. Fox, g
Newtg
Newt
Newt

ABC Newt
NBC News
CBS News

Newtg
Full House g
Newsg

Wonder Yrt,

NBC News
Movie: ** "Breakin' 2 Electric Boogaloo" (1964) PG
Trucks Yearbook

Cartoon Express

Movie: * "Scavengers' (1988) PG-13

Top Kid (R)

Yogi Bear IArcade

"RedBalln"

*Vi "I Love N. Y. " (1987) Scott Baio.

Hey Dude (R)

Running [Up Close

MacGyver "The Prodigal"

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanneg
Jeopardy! g

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: **• "Dead Again " (1991) Kenneth Branagh. 'R'

Full House g [Mr. Cooper

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) g

Roseanneg ICoachg

10:00

Sanders

10:30 11:00 11:30

Reasonable Doubts "Lifelines" g
Going to Extremes g

** "Puppet Master III: Toulon's Revenge'

Movie: "Child of Rage " (1992, Drama) Mel Harris, g
Major League Baseball: Pittsburgh Pirates at Chicago Cubs. From Wrigley Field. (Live)

Movie: *•* "Escape From Alcatraz" (1979, Adventure)
I Hunter "Fagin, 1986

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **Vz "FM "(1978) Michael Brandon. PG
Reasonable Doubts "Lifelines"' g

Sportscenter IMajor League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: ** "The Bride'' (1985, Horror) Sting. PG-13

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *»* "The Horse Soldiers " (1959) John Wayne, g
Movie: ***+ "Casablanca" (1942) PG' p
What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney

China Beach

Casablanca

Bullwinkle

Murder, She Wrote p I Boxing: Virgil Hill vs. Frank Tate. (Live)

Newtg
Newt
Newt
Newtg
Married-

News g

Goiden Girls

12:00

The Super'

Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Forever Knight "Hunters"

Edition I For. Knight

Arsenio Hell (In Stereo) g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g

Movie: ***'/; "Dead Ringers (1988) R'

Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: *• "Masters of Menace" (1990) Catherine Bach.

Movie: ••• "Mermaids" (1990, Comedy) Cher. PG-13'

Get Smart |Superman

LA. Law
M.T. Moore IVan Dyke

MacGyver (In Stereo) g [ Equalizer

Movie: *Vi "Street Hunter" (1990) NR' IMovie: "The Dead Zone
Movie: "Devlin "(^2, Drama) Bryan Brown. R
Dragnet [A. Hitchcock ILucy Show

WEDNESDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 30, 1992

Movie: **Vz "Tfte Mosouito Coast" (1986, Drama) Harrison Forfl

Green Acres

"77?e Doctor

Mitter Ed

Thirtysomething

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

4:30 5:00 I 5:30 6:00

Movie: **'/; "My Blue Heaven" (1990) Steve Martin, g
Cheers g
Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

|
Tom, Jerry"

People Ct. Cur. Affair

(3 00) Movie: Author!

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

(2:30) Movie:

Press Luck

Newtg
Cheers g
Design. W.

Newtg
Newt

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman g
Newtg

Newtg

Newt
Newtg

6:30 7:00 I JW
Movie: * "A Fine Mess" (1986) PG' p
ABC Newt
NBC Newt
CBS Newt

Full House g
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC Newt
Movie: **% "FM'IWB) Myhael Brandon PG
Truckt | Glory Days

Cartoon Express

Movie: "Brotherhood of Satan" (1971)

Movie: **V; "Anna to the Infinite Power" (1983) NR'

Underdog [Yogi Bear IArcade iHoyDudo(R)
Movie: **'.; Bndge to Silence (1989) Lee Remick

Inside PGA lUp Close

MacGyver "Deathlock p

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! g
Goiden Girts

CBS News

Roseanneg
Jeopardy! g

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
***

Wonder Y. IDoooie H.

'Madonna: Truth or Dare " (1991) Madonna

Unsolved Mysteries g
Hat Squad (In Stereo) g
Hat Squad (In Stereo) g
Beverly Hills, 90210 (R) g
Unsolved Mysteries g

Movie: *** "7ne Red Badge of Courage" (1951 , Drama)

Sportscenter |Ma)or League Baseball Teams to Be Announced

lmp_

Seinfeld g
Laurie HMg
Mad-You

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On g
Civil Wars (In Stereo) O
Law 6 Order "Conspiracy

Country Music Association Awards (In Stereo Live) g
Country Music Association Awards (In Stereo Live) q
Melrose Place (In Stereo) g
Seinfeld g IMad-You

Hunter "Death Machine"

Law 6 Order Conspiracy'

Movie: ***V; "The Pink Panther" (1964) Peter Sellers

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **% "Cahill, U.S. Marshal' (1973) John Wayne
"The Search for Signs of Intefflgent Life in the Universe

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney [Bullwinkle

China Beach

(Live) Baseball

Murder, She Wrote g IMovie: ** "The Haunting of Sarah Hardy" (1989) g
*** "Or/wr"(1982) Steve Guttenberg. R

: ** "ChUds Play 2" (1990) R' g
Get Smart I Superman

LA. Law

M.T. Moore

S. Hodge

Van Dyke

11:00

One Night

Newtg
News

Newtg
Married..

11:30 12:00

Movie: ** "Road House'

Goiden Girls I Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Dangerout Curvet

Edition ICurvet

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g

Movie: "The Prince and the Showgirl

Sportscenter

MacGyver (In

Movie:
'

'
The Haunting of Morella (1990)

Stereo) g

Movie: **Vi "Kinjite: Forbidden Subjects

Dragnet
I
A. Hitchcock

Movie: "A Cry for Help: The Tracey Thurman Story

Lucy Show

Drag Racing

Equalizer

Movie: "Ultimate Desires

* "The Object of Desire"

Green Acres Mister Ed
Forever James Dean iRi 'Ullman

r

s. ]
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TV 5 heats up with " Faces of Desire"
by Amy Gerkin

Features Writer

Last semester, not only were

people buzzing about the new

student center, but a new soap

opera was to be filmed by

students, starring students, for

students.

What happened? Did everyone

disappear? Not quite. The soap

opera, "Desire" had to overcome

many facelifts (no pun intended).

Besides many of the scenes that

needed to be changed, the name

did, too. Originally called

"Desire," the soap was renamed

"Faces of Desire" to avoid a law

suit. According to executive

producer John Zenone, "The

show has been with me since the

eighth grade, and two years ago

a book and a movie came out

with the same name and was

copyrighted."

This was very disappointing to

the writers, also. Melissa

Caraway comments, "I was

unaware that such a common

word could by 'bought'."

The name wasn't the only

thing that has changed. The

scripts, five of which gave been

turned in for TV-5's advisor Dr.

Henry Fueg's approval, needed

to be rewritten. Therefore,

during that delay, senior actors

graduated in the spring, and new

actors had to be cast.

Finally, the soap is underway.

Filming began last week with a

"teaser", which is to be aired

soon. The first show will be an

hour, with half-hour shows

airing twice a week, thereafter.

The soap takes place in

fictitious Ridgecrest, New York,

and centers around three

families. The storylines deal

with real-life situations such as

interracial relationships, eating

disorders, AIDS and the HIV

virus, and the popular soap opera

love triangles, young love, and

all the pleasantries and trouble

that accompany them.

All of the producers, writers,

cast and crew are anxious and

ready to film this season's

episodes. So warm up the

television set, Clarion, because

"Faces of Desire" will definitely

melt the cold.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

This is just a small portion of the cast that will appear on the new soap opera airing on

TV5. The show is titled "Faces of Desire," and should be heating up this semester.

Getting the most out of rush
by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

Ray Henderson/Clarion

A lot of people put many hours of work into making the

rush experience a fun and exciting time tor the rushees.

Call

Rush week. The week when

all Greeks fight for attention in

order to prove what makes them

different and even better than

their competition.

To some Gosh Darn

Independants (G.D.I.'s), this

week of posters, banners, and

letter-wearing seems pushy and

petty; but, to Greeks, rush week

is the most important time of the

semester.

If you're interested in "going

Greek," now is the best time.

Many sororities and fraternities

graduated several members last

spring. Therefore, there are

many openings available to

rushees.

Although rush week is almost

over, Countinous Open Bidding

(COB) System, will be in effect

throughout the semester. So, if

you feel you've missed your

change, don't worry. Sororities

and fraternities have the option

to hold open bid parties anytime

this fall.

Although Greek organizations

try their best to influence

potential rushees, it is hard to

reach everyone. If, by chance,

you're interested in a particular

organization, feel free to ask a

member. They're as interested

in you as you are in them.

The best way to go through

rush is to see as many fraternities

or sororities that you can before

you actually decide which is

right for you.

Regardless of which

organization you may be

interested in, be reminded that

the Greek system is not just the

big party it's cracked up to be.

Service projects, fundraising for

philanthropies, community

service and good academic

standing are requirements for

many Greek organizations.

So, if you're interested in

helping the community,

maintaining good grades and

building everlasting friendships,

keep your eyes and ears open for

open bid parties this Fall and

rush in the Spring. It just may be

one of the best decisions of your

college career.

The greek life on campus is

very strong with approximately

nine fraternities, amounting to

over 300 active members. There

are also nine recognized

sororities on campus with a total

of 450 active sisters.

The fraternities and sororities

at Clarion are all connected by

the interfraternity and

panhellenic councils. These two

groups are comprised of

members of each greek

organization and act as the

governing body, making the

rules for all greeks.
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CABS is staying
by Megan Casey

Features Writer

CABS is back, at least for one

more week. After being canceled

last week, the annual Saturday

night dances will resume on

September 26.

CABS was canceled last

Saturday after complaints of

mistreatment of the Gemmell

Student Center during and after

the first dance, held on

September 12.

These complaints ranged from

cigarette butts on the floor to the

destruction of restroom stalls.

Cleanup from the dance was

extensive, with the janitors

spending one hour on cleaning

the stage alone. Fortunately, the

University Activities Executive

Board, who made the decision to

cancel last week's dance, also

decided to bring CABS back

with a new format

In addition to the changes

made at the beginning of the

year, which included a fifty-cent

entrance fee and hand stamping

at the door, several new

measures have been added to

protect Gemmell Student Center.

The most significant change is

the time of CABS. The dances,

starting this Saturday, will be

held from 9:00 to 12:00. The

doors will be locked after 11:30

in order to discourage students

from entering intoxicated.

Also, there will be more

bouncers to handle the crowd.

At the last CABS dance, there

were only four bouncers to

approximately 600 students.

Lighting will also be increased

These changes were decided

upon after taking suggestions

from DJ's and bouncers who

have had prior experience with

activities similar to CABS.

If this week's dance is a

success, the new format will be

used in future dances. But if the

changes the Board designed do

not make a difference in the

behavior of the students, CABS
will be gone for good. "CABS is

a privilege," said one Board

member.

Dave Tomeo, Director of

Gemmell Student Center, at this

weeks Executive meeting about

what effect the change in time

could have on CABS, said, "The

people who want to come and

dance, will."

Amy Donahue, who is the

chairperson of the Union

Activities committee in charge

of CABS, would like to see the

dance continue. "I'd like to see

CABS work and continue, but it

really depends on the way the

students act"

Ms. Donahue would also like

to remind students of a few

guidelines in order to make

CABS a success. These are no

smoking, no snuff or chewing

gum on the floor and respect for

everyone that is attending the

dance.

When all is said and done,

Clarion students will decide the

fate of CABS. That decision

will be made on September 26,

when the doors of CABS open

for what could be the last dance.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs Sept. 24

-Registration for Yearbook

pictures (277 Gemmell)

- ISAAN Conference (250/252

Gem)

-Nancy Day Concert (Chap)

8p.m. sponsored by STAR

Sun Sept. 27

-Koinonia Fall Retreat ends

-Tennis vs. Shippensburg 1 p.m.

Wed Sept. 30

-College Fair (Gem M-P)

7 a.m.-9 p.m.

-Yearbook pictures talen today

(262 Gem)

Fri Sept 25

-Registration for Yearbook

pictures (277 Gem)

-ISAAN Conference (250/252

Gem)

Koinonia Fall Retreat begins

Mon Sept. 28

-Rosh Hashanah

-Yearbook pictures taken today

(262 Gem)

-Student Senate mtg. (248 Gem)

7p.m.

Thur Oct 1

-Yearbook pictures talen today

(262 Gem)

-Tennis vs. IUP 3 p.m.

Sat Sept. 26

-Sexual Assault Awareness

Weeks ends

UAB CAB's Dance (Gem M-P)

9-12 p.m.

Tues Sept. 29

-Yearbook pictures taken today

(262 Gem)

-Public Lecture: Emma Amos,

artist (Chap) 7p.m.

-UAB presents Superstar Studio

(Gem) 1 p.m.

Fri Oct 2

•Yearbook pictures taken today

(262 Gem)

-Credit/No ffecord ends 4 pirn.

-Clarion Internationl Association

"Middle East,'* Culterat Program

(Gem M-P) 7 p.m.

for security reasons.

Families enjoy busy weekend
by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

This past weekend Clarion

University students had the

chance to participate in two

event-filled days. The first of

which, on Saturday, marked the

14th Annual Family Day.

Families of Clarion University

students took over the campus

for a day and had a chance to

see, in most cases, where their

money goes.

The day started off with coffee

and donuts in Gemmell for those

who made the trip up. Tours

went on throughout the day in

various buildings on campus

including: Gemmell, Carlson

Library, WCUC-FM, Channel 5

and the micro-computer lab.

At 11:00 a.m., the dedication

of the newly constructed

Gemmell Student Center took

place, complete with speeches

and ribbon cutting. The

unveiling of the commemorative

wall which was comprised of

people who donated to the

construction also took place.

Shortly after the ribbon

cutting, at noon, was the pre-

game picnic at the stadium. The

picnic has been a tradition since

1986, and plays a big part in

Family Day activities. When
finished eating, families and

friends of CUP watched the

home opener football game

against New Haven. . . and what

a game they saw. Clarion was

edged out at the last second 48-

47(story on pg 19-20).

Following the game was the

Golden Eagle Band Review at

the stadium.

On Sunday, Clarion had its

annual activities day outside of

Gemmell to bring UAB week to

an end. It included everything

from a button factory and

caricature artists to a mini-

concert outside of Gemmell.

Also on hand was every

organization this campus has to

offer. They had tables set up and

were there to answer any

questions a student possibly

might have.

Sunday was also "Meet the

Greeks" outside Gemmell. It was

a chance for every fraternity and

sorority to show stuedents what

they have to offer.

The two days combined made

it a busy weekend for those who

participated, and one anyone

would be sorry to have missed.

,»v"A.-W k" >*"/ •/%

| CESSNA'S UNIQUE^
1 & NEW YORK

CONNECTION
4

\ 10% DISCOUNT for CUP students! (wiihvaiidi.D)

.'located on the comer ol 8th Dally Mon. thru Sat. 1 p.m. to 9 p.m^
: and Greenville ph. #226-6680 Sun. 12 (noon) to 5p.m. ^

fVJAi/MAlAJAl^

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confidential

Counseling

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007
open Mon.-Wed.-Frl. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM

What are you going

to miss the most

about summer?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Raymond Nice
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Beth Hildebrand

Senior, Psychology

Sleeping in on days I don't have to work."

Cashaw

Sophomore, Undecided

"Mini-skirts, shorts, and bathing suits."

Vinnie Tavoiario

Senior, Biology

"I'm going to miss the afternoon Pirates

games in 80-degree weather."

Shamishia Reddick

Sophomore, Business Management

"Being home with my family."

Shinichi Yamashita

Freshman, Communication

"My friends and my cat"

Robert Janeski

Sophomore, Psychology

"My family, my girlfriend, and warm
weather."
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news o t h e

by Chuck Sheperd

-Joseph J. Kim, a physician on

the staff of the University

Hospital in Columbia, Missouri,

was charged in May with sexual

assault against at least two

female patients whom he told he

was "preparing for surgery." He

told one that, to prepare her to

breathe properly during the

operation, he would have to

blindfold her and insert four

objects down her throat. The

third object allegedly was his

penis.

-USA Today reported in July

that doctors in China performed

a direct internal sex organ swap

between a man and a woman,

who were strangers to each

Movie Review

other. The surgeons constructed

all external sex organs, but

further operation is necessary to

complete the job, and neither

will be able to have kids.

-New Zealand scientists,

studying tooth decay, built a 20-

inch glass mouth to observe how

plaque grows when fed saliva

and sugar, but later reported a

drawback in the experiment:

massive halitosis.

-Two Czechoslovakian

scientists, writing in the August

Journal ofAddiction, reported on

three patients addicted to carrots.

The three had eaten so many

carrots that their skins turned

orange, and when they were

deprived of carrots, they

experienced withdrawal

symptoms.

-Polish photojournalist Czarek

Sokolowski, proclaiming his joy

at the opening of the first

McDonald's restaurant in

Warsaw in June: "I've been

waiting for this day for 35 years.

This is what we were fighting

for."

-Dexter Manley, who retired

from the National Football

League in December after failing

his fourth drug test and who now

plays in Canada, told reporters in

July that he talks to Mackenzie

King, the deceased Canadian

prime minister. "I'm sincere.

Whether people believe me or

not, my vision is real to me. I

tell you, I talked to (King). We

talked about thunder and

lightning."

-Sam F. Stewart, 17, was
arrested for burglary in Waskom,

Texas, in April, after he had

broken into a van housed in a

residential garage and then

inadvertently activated the

electric locks while trying to

start the car. As he hit various

controls in an attempt to get out

of the car, he awoke the owners.

Stewart was still trapped inside

the car when police arrived.

-The San Francisco Chronicle

reported in June that the U.S.

Environmental Protection

Agency's executive fleet of cars

averages only 6.2 miles per

gallon, less that one-fourth the

federally mandated average of

27.5.

-In Noblcsville, Indiana, Judge

William Hughes agreed to move

his courtroom one night in June

to a van outside the Deer Creek

Music Center so that the

expected rowdy fans arriving for

the Grateful Dead concert could

be processed immediately upon

their arrest for drug possession

and other crimes, rather than

having to wait overnight. "It's

almost a courtesy to them," said

the judge.

-Kenny Shells, 31, was jailed

in April in Memphis when he

failed to complete his sentence.

Judge Joe B. Brown had

suspended Shells' 90-day jail

time provided he would write "I

will never again write or issue

any bad checks" 100,000 times.

Shells, citing a heavy work load

and his wife's recent surgery, fell

98,000 short and was thrown in

the slammer.

-Dietrick Mitchell, 16, was

charged with the vehicular

murder of pedestrian Daniel

Goetsch, 16, near Aurora,

Colorado, last October.

According to a passenger in

Mitchell's car, Mitchell had

aimed for Goetsch, whom he did

not know, on the street and

announced "three points" for

hitting him.

(C) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate

Coming soon to a theater near you
by Matt Niemla

Features Writer

No, that's not CBS you're

watching on the silver screen,

but the latest from the film

industry. Both CBS and the film

industry have been producing

entertainment targeting older

audiences. Since the recent

success of such films as Fried

Green Tomato's and the

Unforgiven, many movie

companies are making films to

entertain the more mature movie

goer.

Starting this weekend is the

directorial debut of Billy Crystal

"Mr. Saturday Night," about a

struggling comedian. An
independant release by director

Hal Hartley, "Simple Men," will

also be new this weekend. The

next weekend brings out the big

stars. Andy Garcia and Dustin

Hoffman decide who's the real

brave man in "Hero," Al Pacino

and Jack Lemmon star in David

Mant's "Glendarry Glen Ross."

Tom Selleck shaves his lip and

circles the bases in Japan in "Mr.

Baseball."

Later in October, "Christopher

Columbus-The Discovery,"

starring Gerard Depardicu and

Sigourney Weaver will help to

draw better response about the

explorer than the previous

"1492," released last month. It's

the clash of the Kevin's .when

Kevin Kline and Kevin Spacey

star in "Consenting Mults"

where there is some wive-

swapping afoot.

Also due out in October is a

film from the two big stars of

"Cape Fear," Robert DeNiro and

Jessica Lange. They're in for

another remake, this time the

1950 melodrama "Night and the

City." And if it's violence you

like Harvey Keitel and Tim Roth

star in "Reservoir Dogs," which

will probably have to be edited

because of a pending NC-17
rating for extreme violence.

Sometimes movies adapted

from books sink like a Lead

Zepplin, but these could be

exceptions; Daniel-Day Lewis

stars in James Fenimer Cooper's

"The Last of the Mohicans."

Other successful movies made

from books are "Rich in Love"

from Josephine Humphrey's

novel, "The Lover," adapted

from Marguerite Dura's story

and also John Steinbeck's classic

"Of Mice and Men."

November promises some big

releases. Francis Ford Coppola

who last directed "Godfather III"

comes out with the long awaited

"Bram Stoker's Dracula," also

from the novel which stars

Winona Ryder and Keanu

Reeves. Spike Lee finally shows

us what all the X's are about

when his over-budget "Malcom

X 1
' hits theaters on November

20. But if you're looking for the

feel-good hit of the fall,

checkout "Alive" which tells of

the soccer team stranded in the

Andes and had to resort to

cannibalism for nourishment.

If your too young for these

"serious" features, don' t worry.

Such detours include the lame

"Home Alone II: Lost in New
York," with the annoying

Macauley Culkin. Emilio

Estevez coaches a children's

hockey team in "The Mighty

Ducks."

If your money is burning a

hole in your entertainment

pocket and you can't wait until

the fall, the best movies out right

now are Woody Allen's

"Humbands and Wives" and the

story of a Jewish football boy,

"School Ties." Check them out.

What's showing in Clarion:

Garby:Unforgiven- Rated R
Single White Female- Rated R
Orphium:Housesitter- Rated PG
Batman Returns- Rated PG 13

Marching Band welcomes

back alumni to perform
Dan Parrish

Features Fditor

This Saturday Clarion

University marching band

Alumni will get the chance to

perform once again at the

Clarion-Westminster football

game.

It's the 18th annual Alumni

Day hosted by the marching

band. Some 25 musicians will

be welcomed back to perform

with the band under the direction

of Susan Creasap and Dr.

Lawrence Wells during the

halftime show. The day will also

include a morning rehearsal and

a post-game social gathering.

The show at Saturday's

football game will include the

theme from the movie Robin

Hood - Prince of Thcives

followed by two selections from

Beauty and the Beast.

Future endevors for the band

include the Autumn Leaf

Festival parade on October 17

and the annual marching band

revue concert on Saturday,

November 14.

226-7951 Boly'g
226-8082

Sub and Sandwich Shop
501 Main Street (Corner of 5th and Mam) • Clarion, Pa.

Welcome Back Students
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JR. SUB
with Ad - Exp. 9/30

'''••!jt good with any other offer or delivery*

Offer expires 9/30

Clarion's choice for 18 years
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Mini-concert is major success
by Ijarry McEwen

Features Writer

Clarion University's version of

Lollapalooza took place last

Sunday as the UAB sponsored

Activities Day outside of the

Gemmell Student Center.

Activities Day is a chance for

campus organizations to

showcase what they do and what

they are about.

A wide array of organizations

turned out to try to recruit new

members and imform students

about the opportunities here at

Clarion.

The organizations ranged from

academic clubs like the Biology

club and Accounting club to

social organizations including

many of Clarion's fraternities

and sororities.

Other attractions at Activities

Day were the Amazing Button

Factory and the Caricature

Booth. The Amazing Button

Factory took pictures of students

and then transferred them onto

buttons. The Caricature Booth

offered students the chance to

have a caricature of themselves

done for free.

The main attraction was the

Activities Day Concert

sponsored and organized by the

UAB Concert Committee. Four

bands played throughout the day

and the hillside outside of

Gemmell was filled for most of

the afternoon.

First up was Inside Out, a band

from Johnstown, Pennsylvania

that played straight forward

rock-n-roll. The group had just

finished up a summer tour and is

preparing to shoot their first

video for the song "Just One

Touch".

Band members included: Ron

Galucci on bass, Tim Frick on

guitars, Jason Riek on vocals,

Ben Frick on drums and Dave

Cost on guitars.

Next up was Whiskey High, a

hard rock band that hails from

Pittsburgh. They are currently

working on a new album that is

due out sometime in the fall.

Their hard driving music had the

audience on their feet

Members of Whiskey High

include Mike Palone on guitar,

Rich Palone on drums, Scott

Boyd on vocals, and Mike Ekis

on bass.

Ask A Stranger was the third

band to play and had the biggest

following of any of the bands.

Their progressive power rock

was a fitting compliment to the

day and many fans were on hand

to take in the show.

The band's second album is

due out in the spring of 1993 and

they are preparing to shoot a

video. They are also enjoying

extensive airplay on fifteen

regional radio stations in the

western Pennsylvania area.

Members include: Dave Hawk

on keyboards and vocals, Jeff

Powell on vocals, Kurt

Grotenhauler on bass, Dave

Buzzard on guitars, Willy Bauer

on drums and Michele

McElhinny and Julie Findlan on

backing vocals.

The last band to play was

Another True Story (ATS). This

was definitely the most

interesting band of the day.

Described as a post industrial,

urban rock/cow funk fusion

band, the three members cranked

out a number of weird yet

intelligent songs.

Unfortunately, because of the

late start time, most of the crowd

had already left but those who

didn't were treated to something

special.

ATS was definitely the

highlight of the afternoon and

the band was not phased at all by

the lack of spectators. Band

members included: Mike

Marcinko on bass, Kip Ruefle on

drums and Evan Knauer on

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The last band to play on the day was Another True Story.

They played their brand of post Industrial, urban rock/cow

funk fusion music.

vocals and guitar.

Sharon Illeg, Concert

Committee Chairperson, was

pleased with the results of the

show. "Everything went very

smoothly, the bands were great

to work with and the committee

did a great job in putting the

concert together," said Illeg.

Also on hand on Activities

Day was WQED. They were

shooting a promotional video for

the University, getting shots of

the campus and talking to

students about the university.

JAB Concert uommiwee. rum

Charity walk planned in Clarion
if L. .„ P m ^ll Tanlnr onfl finH tf\ "twin rflft nftftrfV. Tl

by Drew Richards

Features Writer

On October 4, United Campus

Ministry and Habitat for

Humanity International will

sponsor a four mile fundraiser.

"Take a hike for Habitat," is to

benefit Habitat for Humantiy. In

case you didn't know, Habitat for

Humanity is an ecumenical,

grass roots Christian ministry

with the goal of eliminating

poverty housing, using as much over to Gemmell Center and find

volunteer labor and donated United Campus Ministry (266

materials as possible. It was Gemmell) pick up a pledge

founded by Reverend Millard sheet, and order a fine quality T-

Fuller> shirt. You can also call (814)226-

If you'd like to walk around 2711 to do these aforementioned

town to support a fine cause, get things. Four miles isn't far to go

to tielp the needy. The goal of

this walk is to make some money

to put towards renovating some

of the less fortunate homes in

Clarion County.

African
}'

The Sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha ^
Would Like to Welcome Their

Spring 1992 Pledge Class:

Kristen Brown

Christine Csuhta

Christie Grimplin

Carrie Lengauer

Kris Milner

Lori Nelson

Kelli Smith

Melissa Snyder

WE LOVE YOU! Michelle Timko

by Tricia Egry

Features Writer

From the Ashanti Tribe in the

Ghana of West Africa, students

taking African Traditions in Art

with Professor Cathy Joslyn are

gaining a new and uniaue_j>ense_

of design.

These new creations brought

with them, a new face to the

university's art department.

Gary "Greeny" Greenberg is

devoting many hours to defining

the critique and skill that must

Tfte Looking Qtass Saion

404 Main St. Clarion, PA (814) 226-9444

20% OFF
all haired nail services for students with valid I.D.

Buy Tanning Package

Get Two Sessions FREE*

Perms • Color . Sunglitz . Frosting. Nail tips • Pedicures

Waxing • Foil Highlights • Conditioners . Sculptured Nails

Manicures • Ear Piercing • Tanning • Facials

. with new bulbs and new air conditioning

«

go in to such a masterpiece.

The African Casting Technique

primarily consists of intertwining

beeswax, a charcoal and alcohol

mixture, a clay mixture and a

bronze casting. Together, they

create different pieces such as

beads and small figures.

Creativity is unlimited as you

endeavor great amounts of

possibilities. Though seemingly

difficult, the task is quite

elementary once understood.

The workshops took place on

September 15 and 22 in the Fiber

Studio, Founders Hall east

basement, and observers were

welcome to attend.
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PEACE CORPS world wise Pu\
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 80 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

Nation In southern
Africa, which is twice
the size of Arizona and
is adjacent to the
Republic of South Africa.

1.

2.

3.

4.

twn.Hwy - IW/M 'p umiugimjQ( iti/jn^ uinuwuj ^ i/.ti/.Yi/j- / .u«H»/uy

Official language of this nation.

Economic organization formed in Europe
of which mis nation is an associate
member.

European nation which at one time had
protectorate over this country.

Direction of the nation of Namibia from
this country.

Doonesbury BY DIEGO TUTWEILLER

HI,PREAM-
BOAT.'WHATlS
HAPPENING?

MYMARR1A6E, H^ ,^!

WANT TOPO
Tomt? \~

omisiti
THE PAPER.
HONEY 1'

THE USUAL

-

StN6LEMOTHEFS
IAJHOIWRK,
HOMOSEXUALS
WHO TEACH,

PEOPLE HJHO
6EJAIPS...

Y0UKN0U1.

MAYBE ITS 600PIPEA'
VME&JEMWEP MORE OF
TO WE SUBURBS! US...

...AMPLESS APLACEWHERE
OF THEM! MCANPRAC-

\ T1CEOURVAWES
.*. INPEACEA\ ANP QUIET!

THERE'S 60IN6 TO BE ONE
FINAL FAMILY VALUES TEST!
I F0R6ETtVhATn% CALLEP,

BUT THEYHAVE TO PIP THE
FEATURE IN WATBROR

S0METHN6...

AUTMJS
TEST?

THATSIT!
IFWEPONT
TURN PINK,

WE'RE HOME
FFBB!

SIDE By GARY LARSON
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To the horror of the lifeboat's other members,

Madonna loses her balance and falls on her face.

Your Horoscope

Sept 27 - Oct 3

0€MlNI.AOUAItU«ANp
UBRA AKE 'AW SIGNS.

kNP CAN HELP PUT ANY

PROMOTION CAMPAIGN
OVER THE TOP.

I FIGURED OUT U0\tf I CM
ACHIEVE SUCCESS WITHOUT

HARD WORK.

I'LL HUD k
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MERE EfcWOKE
IH IT ft WORSE

WAN WE /
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WHY ME? by JLau. $. (^a/uiat/ru>.
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Somethin's up, Jed. ...That's Ben Potter's horse, all

right, but ain't that Henry Morgan's chicken ridin*

him?"
" Doggone It '

"
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CAPTAIN BROCCQL1
Defender of Disregarded Vegetables
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PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
Venus makes a good aspect to Mars

planet of assertion. Pursuit of love or

social relationships that may have

cooled down may show signs of warm-

ing up again. An uneasy aspect be-

tween SuH and Mars cautions all not to

lose patience and to use self-restraint

in dealings with others.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

You're the only one who can guarantee

serious consideration offuture
security.

TAURUS April 21 - May 21

Get together with otherswho share your

interests to begin ambitiousproiects.

GEMINI May22.Jun.21

Take a new look at the job on hand and

give it your very best!

CANCER Junt22-Juhf23

Renewambition.Successcomes totnose

who try and try... and try again!

LEO July24-Auguit23

Make no radical changes until you are

certain. Act in haste, repent in hesure!

VIRGO Auguat24-S«pt 23

Important social connections are assets

to those who have high ambitions.

LIBRA S«pt24-Oct23

Plans, hopes and wishes can come to

pass with a bit of action from you.

IboRPlO Oct 244toy 22

Thoughts and actions directed to

changW times should be productive

SAGTTTARIUS Nov23-Dec21

Realize that when you help others you

are certain to help yourself!

CAPRICORN. Dtc22-Jan20

Share your professional interests witn

those who share your affections.

AQUARIUS 0an21-Fabl9

Once minds have been made up it s

decisive action that makes winners.

PISCES F«b20-March20

Distant interests are emphasized. Tal-

ents and abilities can bring profit.

FREE Numerology -Persona,^^^^^^ISS^SSe%t
oirthdate and k>ng"***~*^*tt$7^SS^ThTh 03105
SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester, rv.n. uo

Weekly Crossword
" Doggone It !

" By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 Dogs' resting spot

5 Prevent

1 o Dogs' mortal enemies

H Press

1

5

Ms. Verdugo

16 " God's Uttle
"

17 Teacher's manual

18 DOGGONE n\
20 NYC time zone

21 Ayn The
Fountainhead" author

22 Urns

23 Right a wrong

25 Jet's Mr Eubank

27 Goters run

29 DOGGONE IT!

33 Jules

34 Fortune-telling card

35 Exist

36 French triend

37 Plate

38 Mr Kazan

39 No in Glasgow

40 Bargain events

4

1

Equipped with weapons

42 DOGGONE IT!

44 Rips off

45 Obit wordsPI

46 Perch

47 Speak pompously

50 Trig's cousin

5i Suffix meaning doctrine

54 DOGGONE IT I

57 Dorothy's dog
58 Divisible by 2

59 Beau

60 Seth's son

61 Dweeb''

62 Fragrant floral oil

63 Botanist Gray & others

DOWN
1 Location

2 Underground assets

3 DOGGONE IT!

4 Picnic visitor

5 Supply's antithesis

6 African antelope

7 Care tor

8 Steno's abbrev

9 Cheerleader's word

10 Sweet melon

11 Play parts

12 Dogs' Mend?
13 Sun. talks

19 Chris

21 Mr Descartes

24 Lion's pride & joy

25 Merchandise

26 Black

27 Dale or Linda

28 Change the atlas

29 See ya '

30 DOGGONE ITS <

31 Bay window

32 Studies history

34 Yarns

37 Messenger

38 Poets words

40 Smile scornfully

41 Tiny bit

43 Plan

44 Oklahoma lootball player

46 Lariat

47 Word with French or

Australian

48 Wander

49 Part of N A

50 Sum & substance

52 Greek portico

53 Hart:US Playwright

55 Turkish title of nobility

56 Word with profit

57 English social occasion

C 1W2 All right* reserved GFR Associates

P.O. Box 461, ScbenecUd), NY 12301
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AWThether you're on -campus or off, even if you're

studying abroad, the AT&T Calling Card helps

you keep in touch.

It's the least expensive way to call state -to -state on

AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With the new AT&T

Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card

Cutting Cant

wyzii at 880 t>w >

calls* And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply for another, the theory of relativity.

To get an ATCT Calling Card, call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 852.
I IWI (TUT •Pmdin«M.(. jppn«l Plrasf all ahnw KM) numhrr fnr druiK "You II rcrpw ire- H <1\T LI) Ortilialfpquivilrnl m II minulrw4 ait) udifwl dialrd MM m cum

nmhi jnd wvtand allir* tnwd nr> mr. rffctnwMW Ynu cmld |K mtw rr (rorr miruif* ckpmditu nn *tim> nr w*m hij all Offer hmilKl in cm- irrtitaK pn studmi

Get your Calling Card now and you'll get your first call

free** You'll also become a member of AT&T Student

Saver Plus, a program of products and services that saves

students time and money

So as you can see, the AT&T Calling Card can do an

incredible amount of things, for a 1 ounce piece of plastic. So much for

AT&T

Golden Eagle football team loses a

heartbreaker to New Haven, 48-47
by Ben Vessa

Sports Writer

To steal a phrase from

Pittsburgh Penguins announcer

Mike Lange, "If you missed this

one, shame on you for six

weeks."

The Clarion Golden Eagles and

the New Haven Chargers staged

a back and forth offensive

bonanza that produced 94 points,

999 total yards and could not be

decided until the final minute of

play.

This game, which resembled a

UNLV-Loyola Marymount
college basketball tilt more than

a football game, was ultimately

decided by a two-point

conversion attempt with 39

seconds to play. Clarion had

driven eighty yards in under five

minutes concluding in a

touchdown pass from Tim Myers

to Jay Tonini from six yards

away; Down by one, the

Clarion coaching staff made the

decision to go for the win instead

of settling on the tying extra

point.

With two Chargers' lineman in

his face, Myers lofted a pass

towards the left corner of the end

zone. As the ball softly glided

over the out-stretched arms of

tight end Tim Brown, every

Clarion fan let out a moan of

distress while New Haven

breathed a sigh of relief and

survived 48-47.

From the outset, fans could see

they were in for a treat. Clarion

received the opening kickoff and

drove the ball down to the New
Haven 43 yard line before they

were forced to punt it away. But

Tim Myers' kick deflected off of

an unsuspecting Charger player,

and Brad Kline quickly pounced

on Clarion's good fortune at the

20. Damien Henry took over

from there. One reception and

three carries later Henry had

reached paydirt, and Clarion had

drawn first blood, 7-0.

New Haven's first drive

sputtered after three plays, and a

Marlon Worthy's 24 yard punt

return placed Clarion in

excellent position for a second

score. Unfortunately, that would

be the last time New Haven
would punt. Henry and Tonini

marched the ball to the Chargers'

20 and a pass interference call

brought it fifteen yards closer.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Damien Henry collected 145 yards on the ground vs. NHU

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Back-up quarterback Chris Zak is shown here scrambling for yardage, with Jay Tonini to

his right. Zak left the game on a stretcher in the 4th quarter of Saturday's contest.

From there, Myers found Ryan but Roger Graham scampered 26 school opened an eight point

Alleman for the score and the

Eagles had ideas of a blowout.

A missed extra point kept the

score at 13-0 when New Haven

began to show its offensive

prowess. On third down and 14

from their own 40, quarterback

Ken Suhl seemed to have no

place to go as the Clarion pass

rush forced him within inches of

the sideline. Somehow, the

New Haven signal caller located

John Raba and sixty yards later it

was 13-7.

After a Clarion fumble had

given New Haven the ball back,

the Chargers embarked on a 14

play, 68 yard drive captivating in

a ten yard touchdown jaunt by

Roger Graham. Clarion's Carlos

Warner rejected the extra point

and the game was tied at 13 all.

Fullback Jay Tonini took over

on the next Clarion possession.

Tonini plowed over 31 yards

worth of Charger carcass, but the

drive stalled at the New Haven

fourteen, and the Eagles settled

on a 31 yard field goal from Paul

Cramer. Eagles 16, Chargers 13.

Another Cramer field goal

gave Clarion a six point spread,

yards around the left end, and

with the point after, New Haven

had claimed their first lead of the

game 20-19. It was short-lived.

On the first play from

scrimmage after the kickoff,

Myers looked short, looked

medium, and went deep for

Marlon Worthy. Worthy sprinted

past two defenders and hauled

in a perfect Myers throw for a

gorgeous 67 yard touchdown.

Fourteen seconds after New
Haven had taken the lead,

Clarion reclaimed it, 26-20.

New Haven still had four

minutes to work with before the

half. It only took them three.

Eight plays, 67 yards, and a one

yard plunge by A.J. Livingston

gave the Chargers a 27-26 lead

going into the lovely halftime

festivities.

The offenses continued to

cause nightmares for the stat

keepers in the second half. New
Haven received the kickoff to

open the new half and

immediately went to work. A
41 yard pass from Suhl to Tony

Ranoldo capped off an eight play

drive, and the Connecticut

cushion, 34-26.

Myers started the second half

by completing a dismal one out

of seven passes for four yards

and was lifted in favor of

sophomore Chris Zak late in the

third quarter. The team

responded. On Zak's first play

from scrimmage, Damien Henry

blew through a gaping hole and

soared 49 yards to the one yard

line. Two plays later, Henry had

his second score of the

afternoon, and coupled with

Zak's two point run, Clarion was

even at 34, going into the final

stanza.

New Haven's next drive

seemed to stall at the Clarion 17.

On fourth and nine, the Chargers

lined up for a go-ahead field

goal. But Suhl, taking a page

from Lucy in the Peanuts comic

strip, took the snap and darted

around right end for the first

down. Graham scored on the

next play, and New Haven led

41-34.

(Cost, on pg. 20)
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Clarion football...
(Cont. from page 19)

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Clarion University's "lethal leg", Paul Cramer, was put to good use on Saturday, but he

had to sit it out during crunch time as Clarion went for the two-pointer that failed.

Zak led Clarion right back on a

10 play, 72 yard drive that was

capped off by a 23 yard

touchdown reception to Worthy,

and the game was tied.

But soon after, Graham scored

his third TD of the day, and New
Haven led 48-41.

Five minutes and eleven

seconds remained for Clarion to

mount one last rebuttle. The

Eagles began at their own 20,

and Zak led them to the 39

before he was laced with a

punishing hit and had to be

helped from the field. Myers re-

entered and connected for 12

yards to Jess Quinn, 18 more to

Worthy, and finished it off by

hitting Tonini to set up the

dramatic ending. This will be a

battle worth remembering.

The Golden Eagles entertain

the powerful Westminster Titans

this Saturday at Memorial

Stadium. The kickoff is set for 1

p.m.

The Titans represent the third

straight nationally ranked team

that the Golden Eagles have

faced. Youngstown State was

the 1991 NCAA Division I-AA

National Champions, and New
Haven was ranked 13th in

Division II before last Saturday's

war.

Westminster enters the game

with a 2-0 record. They are

ranked sixth in NAIA Division

II.

Including Westminster,

Clarion's first three opponents

have a combined record of 8-0

this season. Next weeks

opponent, Edinboro, is also

undefeated at 3-0 and has this

week off to prepare for the blue

and gold.

Clarion will try to combat the

Titans with an offense that is

averaging 27 points a game,

including 413 yards of total

offense per game.

The Golden Eagle "D" will try

to regroup after facing two

straight powerful offenses.

X-Country team fares well at IUP
by Karen Ruud

Sports Writer

The men's and women's cross

country teams participated this

past weekend at the IUP

Invitational in Indiana,

Pennsylvania. The men placed

second out of five teams in the B

Division with 238 points. The

women placed second out of four

B teams with 233 points.

Leading the way for the men's

team was Chris Singleton with a

time of 29:16 for a 36th place

finish. Bill Belfield finished

43rd with a time of 29:42. Russ

Briendel was 44th with a 29:46

mark. Mike Bufalini was 57th

and Eric Hackwelder was 58th.

Chris Myers also finished for the

Golden Eagles.

Nicole Yahres led the way for

the women with a time of 23:00,

coming in 36th. Lynn Baluh ran

the course in 23.49 to finish

46th. Jennifer Calla finished

Catch the Golden Eagles inaction:

Thursday September 24 - Tennis at Lock Haven

Friday September 25 - Volleyball at Seton Hill

Saturday September 26 - Volleyball at Fairmont State

Tourney

Football vs. Westminster

(Memorial Stadium, 1 p.m.)

Sunday September 27 - Tennis vs. Shippensburg

(Campbell courts, 1 p.m.)

Monday September 28 - Golf at Mercyhurst

Tuesday September 29 - Volleyball vs. Edinboro

(Tippin, 7 p.m.)

Wednesday September 30-Tennis vs. Edinboro

(Campbell courts, 3 p.m.)

Thursday October 1 - Tennis vs. IUP

(Campbell courts, 3 p.m.)

Friday October 2 - Volleyball at Slippery Rock

Tournament

three seconds behind Baluh. Jen

Dansberger and Disa Ruiz

finished 52nd and 57th,

respectively. Other finishers for

the Golden Eagles were Stacey

Jacobson and Nicole Weaver.

The men were at a

disadvantage over the weekend

due to the fact that they were

without Chad Briggs, Matt

Winger and Mark Kinch. Had

the Eagles been at full strength,

they may have fared much better.

Other teams involved were

Robert Morris, Ohio State, St.

Vincent, Allegheny, Baldwin

Wallace and Lock Haven.

Head coach Ron Wiser said

that the team is coming along

and they are where they want to

be. "The season is still very

young," said Wiser. "If you push

the runners too hard now, they

can tire out, causing injuries."

The 1992 cross country team is

made up of young runners. "It's

hard to make the transition from

high school to collegiate

athletics," said Wiser. "But the

runners are enthusiastic and

getting better as a team."

The goal is for both teams to

get to States, injury free.

Coach Wiser's teams must be

commended for their enthusiasm

and hard work in their sport.

They must also be congratulated

for their work in the classroom!

It needs to be said that, overall,

the men's and women's teams

combined for over a 3.0 g.p.a.

last semester.

"My cross country teams have

combined to have a very good

grade point average," said Wiser.

"And before I took over, under

Bill English, they did too."

Coach Wiser also believes that

there may be a correlation

between high grades and success

on the track.

"I think so," said Wiser. "The

discipline that these student

athletes have in the classroom

carries over to their running and

vice versa. On road trips, for

example, never once do I have to

have a room check. I know that

these kids are focused to run the

meet."

Thus far, Singleton has been

the top runner for Clarion. He

finished first among the Golden

Eagles at the California

Invitational and over the

weekend at IUP. His time also

improved by nearly a minute

from the first to second meet

Yahres has led the women so

far, being the first Golden Eagle

across the line the first two

meets.

The Golden Eagle runners are

next scheduled at Grove City on

October 3.

They may travel to St.

Bonaventure this weekend.

Gourmet Deli-Catering-Bakeshop

P. C. Crackers'
507 Main St.

Clarion, Pa. 16214
(814)226-9882

^jb>^ Extended hours:

8:00 A.M.-11 :00 P.M.

Sunday hours: noon-11:00

* Ask about our after 9:00 P.M.

Special

Free delivery All day everyday

INDIANA SPORTS CENTER

Order Your Fraternity and Sorority

Jackets/Trophies and more.

Check us First

Clarion Mall 226-9090
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Golden Eagle tennis team downs St. Francis
by Amy Roe

Sports Writer

The Clarion University

women's tennis team split two

matches this weekend. The

Golden Eagles were defeated on

Saturday by the defending

conference champs of California,

Pa., 7-2, but rebounded on

Sunday to dominate St. Francis,

9-0.

Clarion played a hotly

contested match against PSAC
rival California, Saturday, on the

Campbell courts. Coach Terry

Acker said that, heading into the

match, the players may have

been intimidated by the recent

success of the Vulcans. This

may have affected the Golden

Eagles since they did not play as

consistently as usual.

Saturday's results yielded only

one Clarion win in singles play.

This came from the #6 position

and freshman Melodi Dess. She

defeated California's Arrigoni in

two sets, 6-1, 6-2.

All five of Clarion's remaining

players fell to their Cal

opponents. The Golden Eagles

#1 singles player Shara

Wolkomir was defeated in

straight sets, 2-6, 1-6. Marianne

Martin fell at the #3 position, 1-

6, 1-6. Darcy Ingham fell at #3,

4-6, 4-6. Roxanne Milton fell at

#4, 1-6, 2-6. Jennifer Keil had a

better afternoon but still dropped

a hard-fought match in three

sets, 4-6, 6-3, 3-6.

In doubles play, Wolkomir and

Ingham lost in straight sets, 5-7,

4-6. Keil and Dess were

defeated 6-3, 6-2. Martin and

Milton added one bright spot in

doubles action by defeating their

Cal counterparts from the #3

doubles position, 6-3, 6-2.

Coach Acker said that the

players felt better with

themselves knowing that they

played a high-grade team.

The Golden Eagles took out

Saturday's loss on a visiting St.

Francis squad the following day.

They defeated the Red Flash, 9-

0, in a rout.

"The team played with a lot

more fire on Sunday," said

Acker. "(They were) definitely

more aggressive."

Wolkomir led the way from the

#1 position by destroying her

opponent, 6-0, 6-0. Martin was

victorious from the #2 position,

6-3, 6-1. Ingham won from the

#3 position, 6-1, 6-3. Milton

won from the #4 position, 6-1
,

6-1. Keil won from the #5

position 6-1, 6-1. Dess made it

a clean sweep, winning her

second match of the weekend, 6-

1,6-1.

In doubles play, the #1 team of

Wolkomir and Ingham won in

straight sets, 6-2, 6-0. Keil and

Dess won in two sets from the #2

1992 Fall Intramurals
(Intramurals office located in Tippin)

Deadlines are approaching

for the following sports:
Due date: September 28

Co-rec soccer

Men's water basketball

Due date; September 3Q
Men's volleyball

women's volleyball

Co-rec volleyball

-Put rosters in roster box across the hall from Intramurals office.

Red Stallion Nite Club
For The Best In Nite Club

Entertainment

Appearing Saturday Sept. 26

Easy Out
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Sports Information photo

1992 Golden Eagle tennis team: (from left to right) Shara Wolkomir, Melodi Dess,

Marianne Martin, Roxanne Milton, Darcy Ingham, Jennifer Simonsen and Jennifer Keil.

position, 6-1, 6-1. Martin and

Milton ended the match with a

bang, 6-0, 6-0, for CUP's second

victory of the season.

The 2-1 Golden Eagles will

next be at Slippery Rock on

Wednesday and at Lock Haven

on Thursday for two PSAC

match-ups. The women will be

back home this Sunday when

they host Shippensburg (at 1

p.m. on the Campbell Courts).

Early last season, the Golden

Eagles faced the same stiff

competition early in the season.

They defeated both Slippery

Rock and Lock Haven in late

September of 1991 by 9-0

counts. That was before

Shippensburg handed CUP their

first loss of the 1991 season and

their first regular season loss in

three seasons. Clarion will be

looking to avenge the 8-1 defeat.

Clarion golf team impressive

at Hal Hanson Tournament
by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

The Clarion University golf

team played this past weekend in

the Hal Hanson Memorial

Tournament at Treasure Lake.

The tournament was sponsored

by Clarion University in memory

of their former golf coach, Hal

Hanson, who passed away three

and a half years ago. The

tournament consisted of ten

teams and two different Golden

Eagle squads, both placing in the

top five.

Indiana University of Pa. won

the tournament with 313 points.

Allegheny finished second with

319. Slippery Rock finished

third with 323 points. Clarion's

first team finished fourth with

329 points. Clarion's second

team rounded out the top five

with 337 points.

Clarion University head golf

coach Bob Carlson brought the

second team to give them some

more collegiate experience and

they fared very well.

The tournament was played on

the silver course the first day and

continued on the gold course the

next day. Play was halted twice

on day two , however, due to

lightening. The tournament was

eventually halted due to poor

fairway conditions. The second

days scores were thrown out and

the tournament was decided by

day one.

"It was unfortunate because the

teams really look forward to

playing in this tournament," said

Carlson.

Individually, the Clarion

linksters were impressive.

Sophomore Don Turowski led

the team with a score of 79.

Ironically, Turowski started the

tournament on the second team,

but will be on the first team for

the next tournament, according

to Carlson. Also scoring well for

Clarion was sophomore Chris

BrociOus with an 81, while

seniors Rich Grafton and Todd

Corbeil both finished with and

82. The rest of the Golden Eagle

golfers finished in the 80's.

Coach Carlson was pleased

with his team's showing in the

tournament. "We have a solid

team, they'll just be a little slow

on the week," said Carlson.

"We'll improve as the year

comes along and we'll be ready

for the spring championships.

That's were it really counts."

Even though IUP, Slippery

Rock and Allegheny put a lot of

money into there program,

Carlson feels that Clarion can

still compete with the top

schools and are, at least, the next

best team.

Clarion continues their season

this weekend at the Arco

Country Club. The tournament,

sponsored by Slippery Rock,

will have 20 teams competing.
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Clarion volleyball team wins tourney, downs Rock
by Mike Jewart

Sports Writer

The Clarion University Golden

Eagles volleyball team traveled

to the East Stroudsburg tourney

last weekend. The Clarion

women went into the tournament

with a 2-4 overall record, but

when the smoke cleared, they

were soaring at 6-4 and had a

tournament championship under

their belts.

Clarion's first game of the

tourney was against Kutztown.

The ladies from Kutztown were

no match for the Clarion women
as the Golden Eagles swept them

in three straight matches, 15-12,

15-8 and 15-8. Leading the way

for CUP was Wendy Ellenberger

with 20 set assists. Tammi Bills

contributed seven digs and

freshman Bobbi Simpson
chipped in with seven service

aces and six kills.

The Golden Eagles next victim

was Long Island University.

LIU gave Clarion a little

competition but the Golden
Eagles won again in three sets,

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Strong net play has keyed Clarion's winning streak.

15-11, 15-3 and 15-3. Simpson

was again the leader in kills with

eight. Co-captains Ellenberger

and Bills again led by example.

Ellenberger added 26 more set

assists and Bills had five digs.

Freshman Jennifer Betters added

four more digs.

American International

College was the next team to fall

to the red-hot Golden Eagles.

The high-powered Clarion attack

easily overpowered AIC, 15-3,

15-4 and 15-4. Suzanne Sheldon

rose to the occasion with 10

kills. Betters added seven more

for Clarion. Ellenberger was her

usual self, adding 20 assists.

Bills and Meghan Kelly each

contributed six digs to the team

effort. Simpson, with her

powerful serve, again led the

team in service aces with five.

With the victory over AIC,

Clarion moved into the

championship game against host

East Stroudsburg. After CUP
opened the first game, winning

15-6, ESU rebounded to tie the

match at one set apiece with a

15-12 mark. The third game was

a tight one but the Golden

Eagles pulled it out, 15-13. In

the third game, the women wore

down East Stroudsburg with a

15-7 win and the championship,

3-1. Ellenberger led the way

with an awesome 37 assists.

Bills and Kelly were sweeping

up the floor again with 29 and 20

digs, respectively. Simpson once

again acted as "Super Frosh"

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Wendy Ellenberger had 37 assists in a game last weekend.

with 14 kills and teammate

Nicole Flambard added 12 of her

own missies. Simpson was
awarded "PSAC-West Co-Player

of the Week" for her weekend

heroics.

The Golden Eagles continued

their hot streak last Tuesday

night at Tippin by defeating

PSAC rival Slippery Rock, 3-1.

Clarion beat the Rock soundly

in game one, 15-7, only to have

Slippery Rock fight back to

make things even, 11-15.

Clarion took the third game 15-

11. In the fourth, with Clarion

up 14-9, the Rock battled back to

tie the game at 14 apiece. The

Golden Eagles put them away

scoring the last two for a 16-14

nail biter.

Simpson continued to

dominate at the net with 17 kills.

She also had four service aces.

Bills secured the defense with 28

digs. Ellenberger added 18 more

along with three service aces.

The women (7-4 overall and 2-

2 in the PSAC-West conference)

will play Seton Hill on Friday

and then travel to the Fairmont

State Tournament on Saturday.

Wrestling coaches clinic set for November 12-14
The Clarion University "Eagle

Wrestling School for Coaches",

which will feature its 26th

edition in November, has an

impressive list of instructors for

the three-day event.

Scheduled at Clarion's W.S.

Tippin Gym from Thursday,

November 12 through Saturday,

November 14, the theme of the

1992 clinic is "Pin to Win."

Following that theme, former

Clarion great Wade Schalles and

former Syracuse wrestler Gene

Mills headline a coaching staff

that is designed to wet the

appetite of all coaches who
attend.

Three plans are available to

coaches who wish to attend the

clinic. Plan A, which costs

$130, includes all 15 hours of

instruction at the clinic, two

nights lodging and five meals.

Plan B costs $106 and provides

12 hours of instruction (Friday

and Saturday), one night lodging

and three meals. Plan C is a

commuter plan which includes

the clinic instruction and three

meals for $65.

Along with Schalles and Mills,

Bald Eagle Area High School

coach Richard Rhoades,

Lakewood St. Edward High

strength coach Joe Terebienec,

former Clarion wrestlers Kurt

Angle and Erik Burnett plus

Davis make up the 1992 clinic

staff.

Schalles, attended Clarion

from 1970-74 and shattered

NCAA and Clarion University

records. He amassed an

unbelievable career record of

153-5-1 and an NCAA record of

106 pins. Schalles was four-time

NCAA National Champion

(twice Division I). He went on

to collect career totals of 821

wins and 530 pins, both listed in

the Guiness Book of World

Records. He was inducted into

the inaugural Clarion University

"Sports Hall of Fame" in 1989

and into the National Wrestling

"Hall of Fame and Museum" in

1991.

Mills, also an outstanding

collegiate and freestyle wrestler,

is currently in his tenth season as

an assistant coach at Syracuse

University. Mills was a two-

time NCAA Division I National

Champion at 118-pounds at

Syracuse (1979 and 81). He
compiled a collegiate record of

144-5-1 and registered 107 pins.

Rhoades will be the featured

instructor in the "Junior High-

Elementary School" part of the

clinic. Rhoades has led his

teams to seven Central

Conference Titles, three Big 7

Crowns, seven District VI

Championships and one

Regional Crown. He has

coached 39 individual District

winners, 20 Regional Champs

and four State Champions.

Terebienec possesses 30-years

of experience in the field of

"strength training," 20 years of

coaching experience and the last

ten of that as strength coach at

Lakewood St. Edward High.

Terebienec has developed a

system of "Total Body Training"

strength training which applies

directly to wrestling.

Angle, a 1992 graduate of

Clarion University, also posted

some incredible numbers during

his wrestling career as a

collegiate heavyweight. A four-

time EWL and three-time PSAC
winner, Angle won the NCAA
Division I heavyweight crowns

in 1990 and 92, with a second

place finish in 1991. He
compiled a career record of 116-

10-2.

Burnett, also a former Clarion

wrestler, fashioned a strong

collegiate career. He compiled

an overall record of 89-31-5 and

was 25-4-2 in the 1991-92

season. That same season, he

finished fifth at 118-pounds. at

the NCAA Division I Nationals,

earning him All-American

honors. Burnett was a 1992

PSAC Champion.

•Story courtesy ofSports

Information

Geo f

s Pizza

Free 16 OZ.

drink with

purchase of

a

medium pizza
Formerly Domino's Pizza

Free Delivery

227-9111
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Roommate Needed

Female Roommate needed this

semester to share apartment near

campus. If you are unhappy or need

a place, call 764-3690.

Help Wanted

Looking for devoted guitarist,

drummer & bass player. Inquire at

227-2358 ask for Shawn.

Entertainers and comedians needed.

Please call 226-9027 for info.

Earn $50.00 Free merchandise and

lots more by having a "Decor and

More" party. In home or book- call

Marie Schwab 814-354-2726.

Travel Free! sell quality vacations

for the most reliable spring break

company! Jamaica, Cancun,

Bahamas, Margarita Island,

Florida. Best

commissions/services.
SUNSPLASH Tours 1-800-426-

7710.

Looking for student groups to

sponsor us on campus. Fast, easy,

big S,$,$*s! Call at (800)592-2121

extension 309.

Spring Break '93 Panama City

Beach, Florida Sales Representative

needed to work with the #1 Spring

Break Team Travel Associates and

Tour Excel Sell the Bast properties

on the beach Summit
Condominiums Miracle Beach

Resort Holiday Inn Pier 99 Earn

top commission and free trips For

more information call Jenny 1-800-

558-3002.

$200 • $500 Weekly Assemble

products at home. Easy! No selling.

You're paid direct. Fully

Guaranteed Free Information- 24

Hour hotline. 801-379-2900

Copyright #PA10KDH.

***Campus Reps Wanted***

Heatwave Vacations Spring Break

1993 The best rates & the biggest

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-800-

932-0528, Ext 65.

commissions for more information,

call 800-395-Wave.

***Wanted *** Campus

Representatives to promote Spring

Break and Ski trips. Earn free trip +

cash!!! Call 1-800-862-7325.

Sales and Services

Diamond Engagement Trio Set:

Marquise Diamond Engagement

Ring, Matching Lady's and Man's

Wedding Rings. AH three rings for

only $395. Use layaway, credit card,

check, or cash. Only at James

Jewelers, Downtown Clarion. 226-

8711.

For Sale: Electric Smith Corona

SL80 typewriter Good Condition.

$75. Price Negotiable. Call Lynn

226-9624.

Diamonds: .44 carat marquise

diamond. Special purchase: $868.

Layaway or credit payments easily

arranged to suit you. Only at James

Jewelers, 614 Main St. Clarion.

226-8711.

* * * True Colors Tattoo

Professional Steralization, Fine lines

and cover ups. Choose from 50

colors. Located in Sligo, PA, 10

miles S. of Clarion. Call for

appointment after 5:00 p.m. 358-

2715.

Druglord Trucks! $100. 86

Bronco. . . $50. 91 Blazer. . . $150.

77 Jeep CJ. . . $50. Seized Vans,

4x4's, Boats. Choose from

thousands starting $25. Free

Information- 24 hour hotline. 801-

379-2930. Copyright # PA10KKC.

Rooms for rent across frorn Tippen

Gymnasium. $105/month. Call

226-8010,

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized 89

Mercedes. . . $200. 86 VW. . . $50

87 Mercedes. . . $100. 65 Mustang.

. . $50. Choose from thousands

starting $25. Free information- 24

hour hotline. 801-379-2929.

Copyright # PA10KJC.

Teacher Education Program

Admission Forms. For: All students

in the college of Education and

Human Services who will have

completed 30 credits or more at the

end of this semester. Where: office

of Field Services, 127 Stevens Hall,

between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Photographer for hire. Modeling

Portfolios, Group shots, copies, etc.

Reasonable prices. Call Ray at

(412) 526-5377 after 6 pm.

Seniors: Careers '93 is a college

recruitment conference sponsoring

job fairs in Jan. & Feb. in these

cities: NYC, Atlanta, Dallas, DC,

and Chicago. Many gov't agencies

and Fortune 500 compainies recruit

at these fairs. If you're interested in

attending one, pick up a brochure in

Career Services, 114 Egbert.

There will be a Blood Mobile at

Tippen Gymnasium on Monday

October 5 from 11:00 a.m. until 5:00

p.m. So come out and give- you

may be saving a life!

Confirmation Classes for Catholic

students who have not been

confirmed will begin soon. Call Fr.

Monty (226-6869) to register or for

more information.

Car wash, Friday, Sept 25th form 11-

4p.m. at Seven-Eleven Sponsored

by student Alumni Ambassadors

Spirit (Rain date 10/2/92).

Personals

Chrissy, Happy Birthday! I love

you. Dave.

To the D. Phi E's, you guys are #1 in

my heart Love, your sweetheart.

Theta Phi Alpha- Our night of

"Bonding" was a memorable one.

Let's tie each other up again soon!

Phi Sigma Kappa

Yo! C-U-P! Are you ready for

Autumn Leaf '92? Well here's your

chance to get this years coolest

Autumn Leaf T-shirt! Just come on

down to Book Smith Trading this

Saturday, Sept 26th. Orders will be

taken form 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. "There

is only one shirt" "Z-shirts." Get

them while you can!

The Brothers of Delta Chi would

like to thank De Phi E for a great

time at the mixer. Once again it was

a blast. We'll have to do it again

real soon.

TKE, Sig Tau Gamma, and Zeta Tau

Alpha- Double Trouble could have

never been better! We loved it!

Count us in on the next one! Love,

the sisters of Delta Zeta.

Hey AXP- Thanks for such an

awesome mixer! Let's do it again

very soon! Love, the sisters of Delta

Zeta

Congratulations, Andrea Leslie

Cathcart on being elected as the

vice-president of Student Senate.

We wish you the best of luck and

support...Student Senate.

Congratulations to Monica Douglas

and Jay Elias for receiving the James

Gemmell Student Leadership Award.

You make Clarion University proud!

A very belated but heartfelt Birthday

to Katie, Beth, Shannon, Betsy,

Love, your D Phi E sisters.

D Phi E welcomes our new Co-

Advisor, Dr. Gredja. We are looking

forward to working w/ you.

Good Luck to all Rushees during

this busy week. Love, the sisters of

DPhiE.

DX- The mixer was great the

tattoos were Fine. We would like to

scribble on you anytime. Love, D
PhiE.

Tom Collins: Roses are red. Violets

are blue. Our Sigma love, is always

with you! Thanks for a great 2 years

of being our sweetheart. Love, the

Tri-Sigma sisters.

Tri-SIgma would like to congratulate

Jason Delp on becoming our new

Sigma Sweetheart . Welcome to a

bunch of wild and crazy girls! Love,

the Tri-Sigma sisters.

Sig Eps: Who ever thought we
could have such a blast with Blatz

andBLT's! Thanks a lot! Don't be

strangers, love, the sisters of Alpha

Sigma Tau.

Jill- Thanks for all of your hard

work during fall rush. You and your

committee did an awesome job! We
love you- the sisters of AST

Colleen- what a beautiful voice!

Thanks for being so thoughtful.

Love, your sisters of AST.

Rochelle, Congratulations on your

engagement! We couldn't be

happier for you and Matt. Best of

Luck with everything, honey. We
love you! Your sisters of Alpha

Sigma Tau.

Jennifer Pilarski Congrats on

placing third in the Hot Legs

contest. Love, Hildred

The Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity would

like to thank God and Clarion

Borough for the Sewer Water

Olympics in our basement on

Monday night.

The Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity would

like to invite all men to participate in

the fall Rush process. Joining a

Fraternity can be a very valuable

experience. Good luck to all Greeks

during Rush.

To the sisters of Delta Zeta, Thanks

for the great Tie-Dye mixer! You

girls made us Rock Hard! The

brothers of Alpha Chi Roh.

Alpha Chi Rho would like to

welcome and congratulate our New

Sweetheart, AST Triplet.

Thanks Sig Tau Gamma, TKE's and

Delta Zeta it was great mixing with

you guys Saturday . Hope to do it

again sometime. Zeta's

Thanks Sigma Chi We had a blast

mixing with you guys Thursday.

Maybe we can Bond again soon!

Zetas

Good luck to all of our Sweetheart

candidates! We love you! Love,

Theta Phis

The Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha

would like to wish all of our rushees

good luck!

Phi Sigma Kappa, thanks for the

great "bondage" mixer. There's no

one else we'd rather be tied up with!

Love, Theta Phis

/i«d'hot dog*
1 7 S. 6th Ave.

Super Lunch Special

one hot dog

small drink

small nachos

$1.27 + .08 tax

Mon.-Fri, 11 AM- 3 PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM
Seven Days a Week.

Nite Owl Special 3/$1 .88

Available At All Times
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Sports opinion

Tall Cliffy predicts: From the cheap seats
A funny thing happened to me

this week. The illustrious sports

editor for this fine paper asked

me to write a weekly column

predicting victors and losers in

the NFL and CFA. At first, this

struck me as being stupid. A
gambling man, I am, but football

expert, I am not.

However, I liked the idea of

trying to predict the future, so I

said yes. I figure I can't be any

worse than those gypsies telling

futures on 900 numbers.

So my fate as a man with

premonitions is now open for

public ridicule. If I am
successful, I will move to Las

Vegas and join the gambling

elite. If I fail, it's back to being a

bom loser.

NFL
Buffalo at New England*16

Buffalo (3-0) still has,

arguably, the best quarterback in

the league. And Kelly can go to

any number of talented receivers

for the big play (i.e. Thurman

Thomas and Andre Reed). Their

defense was 27th last year, but

that was without Mr. Smith. But

Bruce proved last week that he

was back, collecting 11 tackles

and 2 1/2 sacks against the much

improved Colts.

The Patriots (0-2) have a future

in quarterback Hugh Millen, but

the future is not now. Coach

Dick MacPherson needs more

than six days to prepare his

defense for a Buffalo onslaught.

Tall Cliffy 's pick: Buffalo

Denver at Cleveland (1-2) +3

Denver (2-1) is way overrated.

John Elway does not have the

offensive line he once had and

the Broncos running game is on

empty. This means that Elway

cannot be an efficient

quarterback, as evident in last

week's spanking by the Eagles.

Cleveland (2-1), however, is

on the rise. They narrowly lost to

the Dolphins two weeks ago,

which was one of the most

exciting games this season. Last

Sunday, the Browns proved that

they are legit by beating a good

(no matter what their record

says) Raider team. Backup QB
Todd Philcox is no Joe Montana,

but he showed last week (10-20;

200 yards; 3 TD's; int.) that

Kosar shouldn't be missed

against Denver.

Tall Cliffy 's pick: Cleveland

Pittsburgh at Green Bay +3

Why isn't Pittsburgh getting

any respect. The first three

weeks of the season, the Steelers

(3-0) have been underdogs. This

week, they are only favored by

three. I'm telling you, ladies and

gentlemen, Neil O'Donnell is for

real. The Steel Curtain is also for

real. I don't know if rookie

coach Bill Cowher has anything

to do with it, but this is not the

dismal Steelers of the 80's.

Green Bay (1-2) will be

without Don Majkowski, who
suffered strained ligaments in his

ankle against Cincinnati, last

week. Backup Brett Favre

(ironically rhymes with Starr)

did an incredible job in relief last

week, but his success will be

short-lived. The Steelers'

defense is much better than the

aging Bengal defense, and will

force Favre to make mistakes of

an inexperienced play-caller.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Pittsburgh

College

California at Kansas -6 1/2

The 1992 Bears (1-1) are not

the same team that surprised

their Pac-10 rivals in 1991.

California does boast, however, a

Sports opinion

The fan speaks out
by Charles Mignanelti

Guest Columnist

I believe the year was 1944,

the setting Campbell Stadium in

Tallahassee, Florida and the

match-up was FSU vs. Florida.

Sometime during the game, the

FSU band started playing a drum

beat. Fans were prompted to

bend their arms back and forth at

45 degree angles and start to

blurt out a "war chant."

This, so-called, "war chant" is

still done during Florida State

football games while Chief

Oceola and his horse Renegade

look on from the sidelines. If

I'm correct with the year, this

would mean that the chop and

chant has been going on for

some 48 years now. I believe

that Seminole fans share with us

one of the most entertaining and

original gimmicks to come to the

world of sports. Unfortunately,

nowadays, their are some thieves

in the sports world. There are

some imitators, who call

themselves the "Chop Shop."

Yes, I'm talking about you,

Atlanta fans!

Now, this is a laugh. Here is a

team that couldn't draw a crowd

with a pencil about four years

ago, but now these faithful fans

come to every game with

ridiculous foam hatchets and

mimic the FSU war chant. Hey,

Atlanta fans, allow me to let you

in on a secret, Tallahassee is

about 250 miles south of you.

But wait a minute. Atlanta fans

say that "Neon Deion" prompted

them to adopt the chop. Well, if

Deion told you to shove metal

rods under you're finger nails,

would you do it? Another thing,

the fans of Fulton County

Stadium don't make the chop

look like an awful thing. They

don't even stay together. They

look like they are directing

traffic on the run-way of the

Atlanta Hartsfield Airport.

Atlanta fans, do me and the

rest of Florida State's fans a

favor and STOP THE CHOP!
Give it back to who it really

belongs to!

Wait one more second, hold

the tomahawk, there is yet

another group of followers. The

Kansas City Chiefs also decided

to get some old band together

(which, by the way, sounds like

something off of the Lawrence

Welk Show) and they are taking

FSU's history away for

themselves, too.

Isn't there such a thing as

originality anymore? Oh, let me

guess, the Chief's fans do it

because Bobby Bowden's third

cousin, twice removed is a

vendor at Arrowhead Stadium.

Well, I've said enough. The

fans of Atlanta and Kansas City

are a bunch of followers who

couldn't originate something

new if their season tickets

depended on it. The Florida

State Seminoles are the

originator of the "Chop Shop",

so GIVE IT UP!

Heisman hopeful in running

back Russell White. But the

Bears are going up against a very

strong Jayhawk team.

Kansas (3-0) is ranked 24th,

but that's deceiving. . . they are

much better than 24th. The

Jayhawk offense leads the nation

in average points-per-game, and

they held last week's opponent,

Tulsa, to just seven points. Look

for another Kansas blowout.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Kansas

San Diego St at UCLA -5 1/2

UCLA (2-0) is ranked 12th and

proved last week that they

rightly deserve to be in the top

25. Relief QB Rob Walker

(starting in place of injured

starter Wayne Cook) threw for

two touchdowns against BYU
last week and should prove to be

a real threat against the Aztecs.

However, San Diego State (1-

0-1) has the best runner in

America, period. Sophomore

phenom Marshall Faulk is the

definite favorite to win this

year's Heisman trophy. In his

first two games, Faulk rushed for

a combined 519 yards. I don't

think that UCLA has the defense

to stop this super-human. I know

it's risky, but I like the Aztecs in

an upset.

Tall Cliffy 's pick: San Diego

State

N.C. State at North Carolina -1

The Wolfpack (3-1) is ranked

23rd in the nation, but fell last

week to #3 Florida State, 34-13.

However, N.C. State is a very

talented team that thoroughly

beat Iowa in the Meadowlands

and held their own with the

Seminoles until near the end of

the first half.

I don't know much about the

Tarheels(3-0), except that they

beat Army last week and they

have a back (Natrone Means)

that scored three touchdowns in

the victory. Army is a very weak

team, though. N.C. State should

definitely out-man the Tarheels.

Tall Cliffy'spick: N.C. State

Well, those are the picks of the

week. I ask you to not take this

as doctrine, but have fun praising

me or ridiculing me. I also hope

to have guest columnists in the

next few weeks to aid in my
fortune telling or babbling

(whichever you choose). Until

next week. .

.
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Weather Outlook

TODAY>Partly cloudy, high

50's

FRIDAY>ParUy sunny, high

60's
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TUESDAY>Sunny, high 70's

WEDNESDAY>Partly cloudy,

high 60s

1992-93 operating budget

ready for SSHE's approval
The Clarion University

Council of Trustees recently

approved a resolution to submit

the 1992-93 university operating

budget to the State System of

Higher Education Central Office.

The resolution was approved

on September 9 at the regular

Wednesday evening meeting.

The $45.2 million budget

calls for major cuts in operating

and personnel costs because of a

3.5 percent decrease ($13

million) in state funding and

increases in operating and

personnel costs.

Tuition revenue this year will

not increase dramatically due to

last year's substantial tuition

' increase. Instead, tuition for in-

state students only went up $100

for the spring semester and

increased 25 percent for out of

state students.

University officials prepared

for the tight budget by planning

carefully and reviewing

personnel costs and operating

expenses during the past year.

Budget decisions made in 1991-

92 led to a $2.6 million reduction

in anticipated personnel costs

and operating expenses for the

1992-93 fiscal year. This was

achieved through a decrease in

faculty and staff positions as a

result of the Mellow Bill and a

hiring freeze on all but necessary

positions.

In a letter addressed to the

faculty, Clarion University

President Diane L. Reinhard

recognized the difficulties the

university must deal with

concerning budgetary problems.

"Budget constraints continue to

plague us and underscore our

need for becoming more

purposeful, more focused and

more efficient in everything we

do."

President Reinhard went on to

say that added responsibility has

been requested. "While these

conditions test both the stamina

and the cohesion of our

academic community, they

present opportunities for

critically examining priorities

while sustaining educational

quality in the most efficient

manner," she said.

According to the Fall Faculty

Meeting handbook, money has

also been cut from the planned

non-personal costs. This $1

million cut will probably result

in less money being spent on

deferred maintenance, travel,

library resources, purchase of

new equipment, and support for

new program initiatives.

Another reduction of $1.2

million in personnel costs is

planned for the current fiscal

year. This will be achieved

through review of vacancies and

attrition, with furloughs as the

last resort.

The Council of Trustees has

also approved an increase from

four to six percent in the

Instructional Support Fee. "The

impact of that was around

$340,000 lor this year," said

Wayne C. Key, interim Vice

President for Finance and

Administration.

The 1993-94 capital budget

request was also approved for

submission to SSHE's Central

Office. The capital budget

request is a "wish list" of

projects for consideration over a

long-term period.

"There were three projects

submitted for the wish list," said

Key. "The addition and

renovation of Carlson; the

renovation of Peirce Science;

and me extension of Carrier."

According to Key, there are

projects from the past that are

still waiting to be funded.

The trustees also unanimously

approved an application fee

increase and the establishment of

a graduation fee. The

application charge was increased

from $15 to $25 effective as of

September.

A $15 graduation fee, effective

Public Affairs photo

"Budget constraints. . .underscore our need for becoming

more purposeful. .
." - President Diane L. Reinhard

this fall, was also approved. The

money generated through this

fee will be used to offset costs of

diplomas and other related

graduation expenses.

Dr. George Curtis, Vice

President for student Affairs,

reported that during 1991-92

there was a ten percent increase

in total aid funds amounting to

$18,092,081 which were

awarded to 4,503 students. Also,

a preliminary federal audit for

the 1990-91 and 1991-92

academic years was conducted

for the Financial Aid Office with

no monetary findings.

Key agreed mat the financial

situation Clarion University is

faced with will be difficult.

"The budget is very tigh,t but we

will survive."

Key went on to say that no"

actual decisions concerning

personnel for next year has been

made, but that it has been

discussed.

Information courtesy ofPublic

Affairs and the Fall Falculty

Meeting handbook.
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Pictography Editor

The age of

Exploration;

or, Exploitation?

This year of 1992 has been

marked by some for festivities

celebrating the quincentennial

encounter between the

"explorer," Christopher

Columbus, and the "new" world.

Only recently has a semantic

retraction been offered by the

Department of Education

concerning the way students are

to be instructed on this issue.

Previously, this erroneous

concept that Columbus

discovered North America was

actively endorsed in almost

every textbook utilized by

teachers in this country.

It was only after historically-

accurate individuals generated

extensive publicity was that the

change occured. Fortunately

now, students are made aware

that a world of many different

cultures was already flourishing

and doing quite well for itself

when Columbus' contact

symbolically bridged two

distinct, old worlds in October of

1492.

I am a small legacy of one of

the cultures which radically

changed after that contact. As a

member of the Mohawk Nation

of the Iroquois Confederacy, I

am motivated to dispute the

reasons that otherwise rational

human-beings have chosen for

celebrating this year. Instead of

dwelling here on outright

misrepresentation, though, I

would like to highlight the

dangers of accepting the

consequences of such

inaccuracy.

When old cowboy movies

show the taking of scalps by

Native Americans, the origin of

this practice is never properly

attributed to the French trappers,

who used it to identify the tribal

Charles J. Kader

affiliation of unknown Natives

who might be intruding upon

"their" hunting grounds in the

process of seasonal movement.

Indeed, it was the scalps of

Native Americans which were

taken first, perhaps leading some

tribes to think that it was a

common practice of the

Europeans, whose ways were

quite unknown to many inland

tribes.

The usage of the vulgar term

"squaw" refers not to woman but

rather to their genitalia. The

(ConL on pg. 4)

He's back?

Well, ladies and gentlemen,

prepare yourselves for Act II.

America's favorite media

phenomenon, H. Ross Perot, is

back and he's got something

really nifty up his sleeve this

time.

Now, don't get me wrong here.

I have no problem with having

H. Ross's name on the ballot,

and I don't mind if he runs. That

is his right as an American, to

run for president. The problem

is, he's not running. Well, he

was running, but now he's not,

although he still might, but he

probably won't unless he decides

to. Go figure.

My problem with H. Ross is

the fact that he is holding "secret

meetings" with representatives

from both the Bush and Clinton

camps. This past summer, he

actually rejuvenated the

democratic process a little bit by

running his own campaign,

which kind of lit a fire under all

the other candidates. But H.

Ross is no longer messing with

that petty stuff. He's no longer

rejuvenating the democratic

process, he's attempting to

circumvent it altogether!

This week in Texas, H. Ross is

holding a series of meetings with

groups from both the Democratic

and Republican parties, at the

end of which he will either

decide to restart his campaign

give his blessing (and his

constituency) to either Bush or

Clinton.

All week, H. Ross has spent

his hours locked away with the

two camps, emerging

sporadically to throw a few

metaphors at the pollsters and

pundits who wait eagerly outside

for whatever crumbs he may toss

them. This is not right. Frankly,

I think it is downright disgusting.

President Bush and Governor

Clinton, two very able,

competent (and declared)

candidates, are going out of their

ways to cater to, as journalist

Molly Ivins puts it, a "loopy,

right-wing Texas billionaire".

Why are they caw-towing to

him, when both parties claim

that he can have no significant

I effect on the election? More

importantly.. What is going on

behind those closed doorsTV/bai

hidden agendas are being

discussed? Why aren't the

American people being let in on

what's going on?

This goes beyond odd and into

the realm of dangerous. One of

the men being represented at

these secret meetings will be the

next President of the United

States of America, and we, the

(Cont. onpg. 4)
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Doing my
job

Dear Editor:

I would like to respond to the

article written by Eric Reed last

week. I am afraid that he may

have given my fellow peers, the

faculty, and the staff of this

University a misconception of

my dedication to Clarion as a

student and a member of the

Council of Trustees.

Eric was correct to say that I

am in Harrisburg for the

semester as an intern; however,

he neglected to explain how I

received the internship or what

my internship consists of and

how it effects my leadership role

at the University. I think that it

would be beneficial, to those

who are concerned, for me to

explain the internship that I am
participating in. This is not a

typical internship that students

go out and solicit on their own. I

am involved in "The Harrisburg

Internship Semester" (THIS),

which is sponsored by the State

System of Higher Education, of

which Clarion University is a

member. The program allows

each State University to send a

student to Harrisburg to

participate in a program

involving policy procedures and

the State Government.

The selection process for this

program begins at the University

level. An application can be

completed by any student, in any

major, with a GPA of 3.0 or

better. A committee of faculty

members reviews the

applications and nominates a

student for approval by the

president of the university. I

applied for the internship before

i i
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the decision was final as to who
would be the student member of

the Council; however, I received

the appointment by Governor

Casey to the Council of Trustees

before I was awarded the

internship. I guess anyone could

say that I could have declined

the internship so that I could

dedicate all of my energy to the

university. This may seem like

the best decision for the

university; however, I disagree.

The placement that I received for

my internship is with the House

Majority Education Committee

under Representative Ronald

Cowell. This could not have

been a more perfect placement,

not only for my own experience,

but for the opportunity to

enhance my representation of the

students on the Council. Being

in Harrisburg and working with

the members of the House of

Representatives every day has

given me an opportunity to

lobby for the State System,

which includes Clarion.

Working with the Education

Committee has given me the

opportunity to give a student s

opinion on policies that will

iffect all universities in

'ennsylvanta. And finally, I have

>een given an opportunity to

liscuss the concerns of students

it other State System schools. I

>ersonally feel that being in

iarrisburg has given me the

>pportunity to be an educated

nember of the Council of

Trustees; therefore, I believe

hat you are being well

epresented. This, of course, is

ny opinion.

There is a list of powers and

duties of the Councils of

Trustees of the State System of

Higher Education on page 12 of

Act 188 of 1982. If anyone

chooses to question my
dedication to my position, they

can look to this document as a

reference for my responsibilities

as a member of the Council. I

would like to note that your

comments and concerns are

always welcome, and I am
always willing to talk to anyone

about the university. I would

like to cordially invite everyone

to the next Trustee meeting on

November 11 at 7:00 p.m.

These meetings are open to the

general public. It would be nice

to see that others, in addition to

Eric Reed, are genuinely

concerned about their education,

Clarion University, and the State

System of Higher Education.

-Crystal A. Knorr

Keep your

garbage to

iMMMtaMIMMMMIi

Dear Editor:

Things are getting out of hand

and there is no excuse for it. It

seems there are students on this

campus who use the entire

campus as their personal garbage

dump. Everyone on this campus

is an adult and old enough to

know how and why to use the

garbage cans. They are

conveniently placed all over

campus. It shows a complete

lack of respect towards everyone

who must spend time on
campus, including themselves. I

am tired of it, and I am sure I'm

not alone. Saturday was the last

straw. There was a tampon on

the sidewalk out side the

cafeteria. I've also seen such

disgusting things as apparently

used condoms. There is no
excuse for it. The beer bottles,

cigarettes, candy wrappers, and

food tossed carelessly all over

campus is disgraceful. It is not

just carelessness either. Last

semester I watched with horror

as a student threw an ice cream

cone up on the street light to see

if it would stick. I witnessed this

more than once. I also saw

students using apples as

baseballs. This kind of waste is

ridiculous. Can't we show a

little respect for each other and

for the rest of the world by
cleaning up our act? It's time to

start taking pride in our

environment.

-J ulianna Kenawell

UJatch TU 5 for

Clarion Hot Trax,

Talk Around

Town,
Sports Center 5

and City Beat
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word has been traced to

missionaries who were not

above practicing population-

control among Native women
through sterilization performed

during childbirth, particularly

non-converted Native females.

These examples have served

as reinforcements, albeit dated

sterotypes, to the acceptance of

false portrayals of those

Aboriginals habituating North

and South America.

These practices continue even

today.

The use of the "Crazy Horse"

name and depiction to promote

a high alcohol malt liquor

beverage is a very recent

addition to this historical Hall of

Shame.

The real man named Crazy

Horse was a proud warrior, and

spiritual leader of the Oglala

Sioux Nation in the 1870s. He

would literally shake in his

resting place to realize the

reprehensible concept of his

character being used to adorn the

whisky-bottle shape of this

upscale brewing product. (G.

Heileman Brewing, maker of the

"Crazy Horse" brand has the

monopoly of racially slurred malt

liquor name-brands. "Mickies"

malt features the shamrock and

drinking stereotype of Irish

immigrants.)

It was the widespread

introduction of low grade, cheap

whiskey (often called Fire Water

due to the propensity of added

tobacco juice which induced

vomiting) that helped

unscrupulous European traders

gain the trust of Native

American populations. This

generated huge profits for these

"businessmen" through precious

metals exchange for trinkets, as

well as small-pox laced blankets.

Tactics such as these weakened

the resolve of Crazy Horse's

people.

When we as human beings do

not think that we harm society

by accepting false images, we, in

essence, downplay our own
existence. The monikers of

several unnamed professional

sports franchises bear witness to

the reluctance of society to

admit! past mistakes. Through

insensitivity to other cultures

that exist in concurrence to our

own, we, as society, impede the

progress of peaceful cohabitation

of this planet. And by failing to

correct blatant disrespect, we, as

a society, allow injustice to

continue unhindered in its own
progress.

Within 100 years of the

Columbus encounter, over 92%
of the Native populations living

within 100 miles of the Atlantic

coast were annihilated by

encounter-related disease,

famine and catastrophe. 92% of

25 million.

I am in favor of celebrating,

this quincentennial year, for

survival of multi-culturalism in

spite of the events which

followed the 1492 encounter.

My own existence is testament to

the durability of the Iroquois

Confederacy, as well as all

Aboriginal culture.

Only through perseverance

alone will an interglobal, multi-

National 1992 society existing

today survive the next 500 years.

We must learn to live together,

before it is too late. Change

must come now .

Charles J. Kader is a senior at

Clarion University with a

Communication major

The post-Andrew landscape: devastation everywhere
by Amy Marchese

Miami, FU.(CPS)

Try to envision a guard rail

rolled and twisted up like a ball

of yam, a piece of metal lodged

permanently into an aim tree or

one half of a Little Caesar
restaurant.

Try to envision entire

condominium developments with

roofs completely gone or caved

in, storage facilities with walls

tom enough to see four levels of

goods or hollowed-out strip

malls.

Try to envision scrap piles of

trees, couches, roof shingles and

cars, power lines snaked along

streets or windows blown out of

skyscrapers.

Try to envision every house in

sight with the name of its

insurance company and policy

number spray-painted on it,

helicopters constantly flying

overhead or the smell of propane

gas, rotten garbage and dead

animals.

Welcome to Dade County, Fla.

home to Hurricane Andrew, land

of American an disaster.

Think back for a minute to a

time in your life when you
experienced something you just

couldn't explain. That's what

of my experience.

Seeing for the first time

disaster at 360 degrees and not

through the confinements of my
television set. That, too, was part

ofmy experience.

And people. Real people.

Americans, homeless and
poverty-stricken literally

'7 tried to imagine what it would be

like ifa natural disaster as horrible

as Hurricane Andrew had torn

through my town.
"

overnight. That also was part ofFlorida was like for me.

When I returned to campus, my experience,

several people asked me if I had Anyone who thought that we
"fun" in Florida. I wouldn't went down for a relaxing

exactly call it "fun" I would just getaway in Florida is terribly

call it an "experience." mistaken. The students who were

Students, Greek or not, man or willing to travel 941 miles to an

woman, everyone bonding- unknown area, a disaster-stricken

something that is rarely seen at area, an unsafe area, traveled to

Marietta College. That was part actually do something. To do

The Way ...

(Cont.from pg. 2)

people, have no idea what deals

are being made. The Clinton

delegation, led by campaign
manager Mickey Kantor, claims

to be in 90% agreement with H.

Ross's economic proposals,

while the Bush delegation, led

by God knows who, claims 75%
agreement. All we know for

sure is that H. Ross seems to be

having a lot of fun.

Be wary, America. Many an

oppressive government has been

forged behind the closed doors

of the*ich and powerful. Watch

out, or you may wake up in a

Perocracy. .

.

whatever was in our power to

make any kind of a difference

to the less fortunate. And we
did.

Our duties at the Miami
Dade Community College
North Campus were to clean

the grounds of fallen trees,

branches and brush and sweep

the streets. Intense yard work.

Our duties at Cutler Ridge

were to unload semis,

distribute goods under a tent,

transfer the seperated goods

into the strip mall that we were

operating from and pass out

goods to the victims that kept a

continuous line along the

building.

Often, I found it difficult to

reach some of the victims. I

felt badly for them and wanted

them to know that I wanted to

help, which is a difficult

message to convey when your

better off than they are. I

nearly felt guilty for taking hot

showers every night we stayed

in Dade and having the luxury

to wear clean clothes each day.

But the victims that we
encountered seemed to be very

receptive to our efforts and it

became easier to interact with

them.

If, for just a moment, a

Marietta student wasn't in view,

it felt like being in another

country. The kind of country

where devastation and poverty

run rampant, and the military is

always present. The kind of
country that I have only seen on

CNN. The kind of country that I

never thought America would
look like.

I tried to imagine what it

would be like if a natural

disaster as horrible as Hurricane

Andrew had torn through my
town. I tried to imagine my
family and friends without a

home, without a job, and without

hope. I couldn't.

Now, try to imagine being with

all types of personalities for an

entire weekend and all being

able to work together to

accomplish a similar goal.

Working so hard that your body

odor would normally be

offensive but everyone smells as

bad as you do, so you don't even

care. And the feeling of giving

so much to someone who has so

little that you actually feel warm
inside.

Students from a number of
colleges throughout the country

have contributed their time and

efforts to help hurricane
victims.
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Annual Giving Campaign kicks off
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

A campaign goal of $565,000

was announced at this year's

Clarion University Annual

Giving Campaign, which was

launched at a reception last

Wednesday at the Holiday Inn in

Clarion. The purpose of this

annual drive is to raise funds in

support of Clarion University's

student scholarships and special

projects.

"In the past, Clarion University

has always had a kickoff for its

community campaign to solicit

gifts for scholarship programs,"

said Bill Speidel, director of

development at Clarion.

The reception brought together

all the 1991-92 campaign

volunteers who generated over

$525,000 last year. This is a 15

percent increase over the

previous year in alumni annual

gifts. The special gifts program

witnessed financial support last

year with major gifts accounting

for $235,203, planned giving

bringing in $396,254 and the

campaign for the student center

raising $293,500.

Annual giving, special gifts

and other project income brought

the private gifts total to

$1,812,500.

Clarion University President

Diane Reinhard noted, however,

that all public institutions are

feeling the effects of

Commonwealth budget

reductions and that contributions

are vital to the welfare of the

university. "In this time of

reduced finances and budgets,

the support of private gifts

becomes critical to our

university. Budget constraints

continue to plague us and

underscore our need for

becoming more purposeful, more

focused and more efficient in

everything we do."

Goals for the year include:

greater involvement of

volunteers; the creation of a

prospect research program;

increased donor cultivation

activities; and an active special

gifts program matching campus

needs with donor interests.

Several of the speakers at the

reception included President

Diane Reinhard, Dr. Kathleen

Smith, chair of the education

department and Hal Wassinck,

coordinator of student activities.

Contributions over the years

have played an important role in

Clarion University's well being.

The first classroom building,

Seminary Hall, was made

possible through a donation.

In recognition of the 125th

Anniversary of Clarion

University this yeai, a special

gift club level, the Anniversary

Club, was added to recognize

donors that increase their annual

gift by $125. The Annual

Giving club levels are:

University Club, $1,000 or more;

President's Club, $500-$999;

Clarion Investors, $250-$499;

Century Club, $100-$249; and

Foundation Associates, $50-$99.

Those who donate into one of

these clubs will gain recognition

in the annual report for their

generosity.

Contributions to Clarion

University can be made through

annual gifts and through planned

gifts of will, bequests, trusts,

gifts made in memory or honor

of a special individual, endowed

scholarships, and gifts of

property, securities or gifts in

kind.

The annual campaigns include

alumni, community, university,

Venango and parents. It covers a

wide area extending from

Jefferson and Clarion counties,

Oil City and Franklin in Venango

County and to DuBois in

Clearfield County.

Fundraisers and smaller

campaigns will be held

throughout the year as part of the

giving effort. The Phone-A-

Thon which solicits 15,000-

16,000 alumni begins this

month.

Approximately 15,000 alumni

were solicited last year and about

$170,000 was raised through this

avenue.

"A campaign will be launched

within the next two weeks to

solicit employees of the

university," said Speidel.

The community campaign will

be held in January and February

and will petition donations from

local merchants and friends of

the university.

A fundraiser was previously

held as part of the giving

campaign in September and

generated thousands of dollars.

The Fifth Annual Integra Bank/

Pepsi Golf Classic raised

$26,000 for Clarion's athletic

scholarship fund.

CLARION UNIVERSITY 1992-93 PROJECTED

USE OF ANNUAL GIFTS

University Major Grants

Departmental Support

Project Grants

Program Support

Student Scholarships

Ray Henderson/clarion Call

Dr. Reinhard speaks to help launch the annual fund drive.

Call to D.C.
by Ray Henderson

Photo Editor

Four Call staff members

attended a media law

conference in Washington,

D.C. on Friday September 18.

The conference, sponsored by

the Student Press Law Center,

dealt with various aspects of

the law as they pertain to

media and journalists.

Student journalists from all

over the northeast United

States attended the conference.

Representing Clarion were

Editor-in-chief Michelle

Sporer, Managing Editor

Debbie Huffman, Photography

Editor Ray Henderson, and

Assistant Photography Editor

Scott Dillon.

Among the featured speakers

was Lee Levine, a nationally

known press law attorney.

Levine's presentation covered

libel and how collegiate

journalists can avoid

potentially libelous statements.

During the lecture, Levine

cited several lawsuits against

news organizations, some of

which yielded settlements in

excess of $28 million.

Other speakers included Paul

Rodriguez, a reporter for The

Washington Times. Rodriguez

spoke on the topic of reporter's

privilege. Reporter's privilege

is the right of a reporter to

withhold sources' names.

Rodriguez had previously been

subpoenaed in a lawsuit and

been told to reveal the identity

of a source he used in

controversial story.

Rodriquez defied the judge's

order and refused to reveal his

source, thereby risking the

possibility of jailing on

contempt charges.

"Never, ever bum a source,"

said Rodriguez, "as soon as

you do, your career in

journalism is over, because

you'll never get another source

to trust you."

Mark Goodman, director of

the Student Press Law Center,

was also on hand to answer any

question posed by the students.

Goodman gave information

about the cento- and ways that

it can serve the student press.

L
J
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Career Services plans for futures Textbook prices on steady rise
by Kelley Mahoney

News Writer

Planning for tomorrow is a

lifelong process that doesn't just

take care of itself.

"Students need to be well

prepared and start planning early

for their job search," said Connie

Laughlin, director of Career

Services.

"No one gives a graduate a job

or even guarantees them one,"

she says. "Seniors need to take

advantage of the opportunities

that are available to them here at

career services."

These opportunities consist of

various workshops, interns and

assistants who provide practice

interviews and critique rough

drafted resumes.

There are resume writing

workshops, various job fairs and

decisions on graduate school

options.

Workshops are also provided by

career services for the benefits of

those seniors seeking job

placement.

"So far we've had good
workshop turnouts," said

Laughlin. "I think that through

talking to those who have

already graduated, seniors are

realizing that it is difficult to find

jobs."

The next scheduled workshop

for this fall on resume writing is

already full, and one scheduled

for Novemeber 10 is filling up

rapidly.

Workshops such as this one are

offered again in the spring for

concerned seniors.

"It's important to take

advantage of your senior year,"

advises Laughlin. "Take

advantage now of career

services. We are here to help."

Laughlin also offers advice to

graduating seniors preparing for

the job search. Aside from being

active on campus, in the

community, and having

leadership positions, she feels

that seniors should talk to career

services prior to just a few weeks

from the graduation date.

"By setting short term mini-

goals throughout the year,

graduation can become less of a

frustration," said Laughlin, "the

problem is that students put off

the job search and miss the

opportunities."

Career services is sponsoring

a program on graduate school

decisions on October 6. On
October 8, at Penn State, another

program entitiled "Grad Fair

'92" deals with seniors and their

future plans.

"Students need to be aware of

where to look for career services

information," Laughlin said. "It

is important to make individual

appointments with our staff to

talk about these tentative

graduation plans."

"Students of all ages who are

concerned with their futures may
set up appointments with

available staff members of career

services," said Laughlin.

Senate sponsors letter drive
by Mike Buser

News Writer

Terri Steigelman/Clarion Call

A student displays voter registration material.

Addresses of Legislators

The Honorable Robert P. Casey

Governor, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Room 225, Main Capitol

Harrisburg, PA 17120

The Honorable David R. Wright

Member, House of Representatives

21 North Sixth Avenue

Clarion, PA 16214

The Honorable Patrick J. Stapleton

Member, Senate of Pennsylvania

9E, East Wing, Box 8

Main Capitol

Harrisbug, PA 17120

"Only through a joint effort of

students, faculty, administration,

and community will the pleas for

supplemental funding and

restoration of all line items be

heard," said Gara L. Smith,

chairperson of the Legislative

Affairs Committee of Student

Senate.

Smith is referring to certain

funding cuts that affect the

general student population of

Clarion University, and the State

System of Higher Education as a

whole.

The State System's educational

and general appropriation has

been reduced by 3.5%. Also,

Governor Casey continued his

educational cuts by blue-lining

other SSHE line items such as

deferred maintenance,

Pennsylvania Academy for the

profession of Teaching, post-

secondary learning, and

operating funds for the

McKeever Environmental

Learning Center.

Among projects eliminated

under the veto of deferred

maintanence is the renovation of

Founders Hall.

A $3.7 million budget

scheduled for deffered

maintenance in the state system

universities was eliminated from

the Pennsylvania budget. Of that

amount, $394,440 would have

been sent to Clarion, including

$263,960 in appropriations from

University and the need of the

SSHE to continue to provide the

best resources possible for

higher education.

The letter writing campaign

proposed by Student Senate is

part of a joint effort of all 14

"Only through a

joint effort.,will the

pleas...be heard"

the state and $131,480 from the

university match.

As a direct result of the cuts,

operating and personnel costs

have been cut dramatically from

Clarion's $45.2 million budget.

The state legislature may opt

this fall to restore some of the

items cut under the line-item

veto.

However, this does not have to

be final. Student Senate asks

that students make contact with

Governor Casey and the State

Budget Secretary to express

sutdents' needs at Clarion

state universities.

Names and addresses of our

local legislators can be found in

the local phone book. Letters

can be returned to the Student

Senate office in Gemmell Center

by Wednesday, October 7, 1992

at 3 p.m.

Sample letters are available

from Student Senate.

CESSNA'S NEW
YORK ~

CONNECTION)!

iT*r
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CPS-It's not your imagination-

the price of college textbooks is

rising.

A study by the National

Association of College Stores

backs up statistically what

bookstore managers and students

at the checkout line already

know: Book prices keep edging

up.

Increases in publishers'

production costs, shipping and

freight and other costly elements

in the industry all add up, and

students and campus bookstores

are feeling the pinch as costs are

passed along.

"A university bookstore is a

place where the faculty orders

books and publishers send the

books to us," said Ron Hatley,

director of the University of

Houston-Clear Lake Bookstore.

"We're happy warehouses that

people are unhappy with."

One study published by the

association found that of 100

widely used freshmen and

sophomore textbooks, the

average percentage increase

from 1991 to 1992 was 4.3

percent; from 1987 to 1992, 37.6

percent; and from 1982 to 1992,

104 percent.

Another study the association

cited was a survey that studied

the price increases of 85,000

textbooks. Nearly 22,000 had a

price increase from publishers

from February through July 1992

of an average $1.75. Other price

increases from the study (the

yearly figures are based on a

February to February time

period) include: 1991 to 1992,

$2.65 or 9.1 percent; 1990 to

1991, $2.70 or 10 percent; and

1989 to 1990, $2.54 or 9.5

percent.

While the yearly figures may
not induce sticker shock, the

cumulative effect can be

disheartening, bookstore

managers said.

"It is starting to be a hardship.

Our bookstore is expected to

make money, so it could impact

profits," said Susan Moore, who
is manager of the Mesa State

College Bookstore in Grand
Junction, CO.

School officials are seeing

more students who buy a book,

copy the needed pages, and

return the book for a refund. In

other cases, several students may
buy one copy of the book and

share it among themselves.

"I know there are students who
go to dad's copy machine and

copy the book," Moore said.

"Whether it's legal or not, it's

happening."

Charles Moss, who is the

course book buyer at Missouri

Southern State College in Joplin,

said the school's campus
bookstore has a textbook rental

system. Students generally pay

$5 per credit hour to rent up to

three books, and receive $2 back

when they return the books in

good condition.

"Students aren't aware of the

price of a book unless they lose

\U " he said. Most students rent

books, although some purchase

the texts, he said. „. ».

Moss, who has been employed

at the bookstore for 15 years,

said book prices have risen 8 to

10 percent annually. "I see no

solution. It seems like the trend

is increasing prices for

everything, " he said.

Textbook prices are generally

adjusted twice a year, once in the

winter and once in the summer.

And this adjustment, made by

publishing companies, is usually

higher. Moore said she ordered a

book for a summer semester

class in May that was priced at

$43, and six weeks later the price

went over $50.

Moore said that since Mesa

WOLFS DEN
RESTAURANT

Enjoy a unique rustic atmosphere that can't be matched

1-80 Exit 7 Knox, PA (814)797-1105

State is a growing school, book

sales are constantly going up.

"It's too new in this semester,

but we have a lot of books sitting

on the shelves, " she said.

Books can be ordered two

ways. A department can adopt

standard books that the

bookstore orders for each

semester, or professors can order

books for their classes as needed.

And for some bookstore

managers and students, the rub

enters when professors order

books without taking students'

budgets into mind. "Professors

don't know the costs. The ones

will check with the bookstore,"

said Moore said.

Gisela Keller, who is a book

buyer for Varsity Mart at North

Dakota State University, told the

National Association of College

Stores about a professor who
ordered a book for a pharmacy

class that cost $110. The

instructor wanted to order 50

books, and Keller said despite

the bookstore's hesitancy, "he

was insistent. Sometimes, the

instructors seem not to have the

welfare of the students in mind,"

she told the Campus
Marketplace, a trade journal.

anthologies for their classes, and

getting publishers' permission to

copy sections of books and

compile them into one "course

pack," an increasingly popular

alternative to buying a number of

textbooks.

Students also can buy used

textbooks, but books are now
updated every three to four

years, so the lower price doesn't

last long.

"Students are sharing, copying

and doing without," said Hartley,

at the University of Houston.

"There's a lot of price resistance

out there."

who are concerned about price Some instructors are creating

Music education workshop
by Jodi Seely

News Writer

Music was the main attraction

at the Marwick-Boyd
Auditorium on Friday, Sept. 25.

The third annual workshop of the

Pennsylvania Music Education

Association of District Three

(PMEA) was planned by the

Curriculum/Instruction
Committee of PMEA, and Susan

Daniels who is coordinator of

Rockey Grove Schools. The

host was Grace E. Urrico of

Clarion.

The Conference covered a wide

range of topics between the

hours of 9:00 A.M. and 1:00

P.M. Just a few items on the

agenda were lecture discussions,

actual participation, the playing

of Orff instruments, movement

activities, and songs and chants.

A turnout of 83 eager people

participated in this event,

including public school

personnel and college students.

Grace E. Urrico, Faculty Advisor

for Music Educators National

Conference, was pleased with

the number of students who
attended. Music Majors, as well

as other interested students

participated. "It was very

successful and lots of people

were in attendance. Everyone

seemed happy with the

presentations and had lots of

ideas to take home to try," said

Urrico.

The National Conference is

held annually between Clarion

University and Indiana Univ. of

PA. Next year, the Student

Chapter will be held at IUP.

The workshops consisted of

three sessions.

The first session was conducted

by Bill Pearce, music teacher in

Purchase Line. It was designed

to help teachers 'adapt to the

various students ranging from

the gifted to the impaired.

Natalie Ozeas, President of

PMEA, was the spokesperson of

the second session. The focus

was on developing music for

schools based on new objectives

and outcome goals.

In the last session, the

individual could choose between

two activities to attend.

elementary music specialist in

the Oil City School District,

represented "Cats and Kids."

Cats were used as the alternative

for controversial Halloween

topics for October lessons.

The other third session option

featured McKean Music and

Keyboard Center Inc. of

Bradford, PA.

They demonstrated the

instrumental materials for the

elementary band and orchestra

Beth Orris, who is an program.

Speech ban lifted
CPS-The University of

Wisconsin Board of regents

established a committee to study

discriminatory harrassment after

it voted to repeal a rule against

hate speech directed at

individuals. The regents, which

oversee the 26-campus

University of Wisconsin system,

voted 10-6, September 11, to

repeal the ban because of recent

court decisions that raised the

question that such bans may
violate students' rights to

freedom of speech, which is

protected under the First

Amendment.

"The issue was divided

between freedom of speech vs.

the right to harrassment-free

education," said Maureen Quinn,

a spokeswoman for the Board of

Regents. "It was a cogent debate

since they were dealing with

such emotional issues."

The roots of both the rule and

the recent repeal go back to

1988, when the regents wrote a

discriminatory harrassment

policy that was installed in the

student code of conduct. This

action was taken after a

fraternity on the Madison

campus held a "slave auction."

"There were also verbal

harrassments throughout the

university system, so the regents

felt there had to be a stronger

student code of conduct," Quinn

said. About 40 students were

cited under the rule.

A student newspaper at the

Milwaukee campus challenged

the rule under First Amendment

violations, and in 1991 a U.S.

district judge said the rule was

constitutionally vague.

The rule was redrafted with

narrower parameters, and was

approved in May of this year.

The rule, as amended, was
limited to direct confrontations

between students. However,

some of the regents began to

doubt the constitutionality of the

rule, Quinn said, so it went to a

legislative hearing, which ended

up in a deadlock, and then went

back to the regents for review.

After voting to repeal the rule

in early September, the regents

voted to form a committee to

come up with ideas.
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Program helps prevent crime
by Jenny EbenoU
News Writer

In an attempt to combat the

rising number of incidents of

crime and assault on college

campuses, the Department of

Public Safety, Students Together

Against Rape (S.T.A.R.), and the

Clarion University Bookstore

have joined forces with colleges

and universities across the nation

in a safety awareness campaign.

The "For Safety's Sake..."

program attempts to protect

potential crime victims by

deterring crime and accidents

Outside Clarion

wherever possible.

"We prefer sponsoring

programs to prevent crimes

rather than having to investigate

crimes after they have

happened," commented Dr.

Ronald Martinazzi, director of

public safety.

The program involves the sale

of safety whistles and an

educational brochure containing

personal safety information.

This information pamphlet

contains basic safety tips

compiled from the American
Red Cross, International

Association of Campus Law

Enforcement Administrators,

U.S. Coast Guard, Royal Life

Saving Society Canada, The
Sexual Assault Care Centre at

Women's College in Toronto,

Personal Safety Awareness

Officer at the University of

Toronto and the Saanich Police

Department.

The safety whistle, the Fox 40,

is specially designed to attract

attention in an emergency
situation or can function simply

as a reminder of the importance

of personal safety strategies.

The whistle emits a shrill tone of

approximately 150 decibels.

"The whistle won't prevent a

rape, but it will serve as a

deterrent," added Dr. Martinazzi.

Use of a personal safety whistle

as a crime prevention and

awareness tool was tested at

Camosun College in Victoria,

British Columbia.

The concept of a safety whistle

was brought to Camosun College

by Constable Barry McLachlan

while he was serving as a

community liaison officer to the

college.

"The loudness of the whistle

can startle, frighten away or even

stop an attacker or alert a

passerby," McLachlan said.

"More importantly, people who
carry the whistle are much more

aware. Their awareness level is

at a peak. They are aware of

their surroundings [and] they're

taking that extra precaution.

We've found that people who
carry the whistle are less apt to

be bothered."

Although the initial focus at

Clarion University is campus
safety, public safety hopes

others in the surrounding

communities will soon become

involved with the "For Safety's

Sake..." initiative.

Victims say "stalking
1 ? laws not enough

compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

from theAP service

State
Prisons Implement

TB policy

A federal judge ordered the

state prison system on Tuesday

to implement its new policy

against tuberculosis, examining

inmates and guards on a regular

basis for the disease.

The State Department of

Corrections instituted the new
policy earlier this month, but an

attorney for the American Civil

Liberties Union said the

injunction offers an added

guarantee that the state will

follow through on the policy.

U.S. District Judge Jan Dubois

directed, on Tuesday, that the TB
policy to be put in effect at all 15

state prisons.

A spokesman for the State

Department of Corrections, Ben

Livingood, said the department

was already putting the new
policy into effect, but the

executive director of the ACLU
said he believed the injunction

was necessary because the old

policy wasn't being followed.

Key points of the new TB
policy are that everyone who
enters the department will be

tested for the disease, including

new employees.

The test results will be read

within 48 hours, with annual

tests to follow.

If the tests show signs of

infection, treatment and possibly

quarantine will follow.

Yeakel in tough race

Democrat Lynn Yeakel

captured a wave of voter anger

in the April primary for U.S.

Senate, but she finds herself

awash in tough fall currents. She

facetwo term republican

incumbent Aden Specter in the

fall general election.

Specter started television and

radio advertising in July, telling

voters how he has fought for

senior citizens, farmers, coal

miners and steelworkers.

Yeakel, making her first run

for elective office, started her ads

only last week.

A political analyst at Penn

State-Harrisburg, Michael

Young, said it's a traditional race

right now with the challenger

trailing the incumbent

But Yeakel's campaign

spokesman, Bob McCarson, said

talk of her stumbling in the race

doesn't square with reality.

McCarson also said she will start

to catch up to Specter now that

her television advertising

campaign has started.

Specter has attacked Yeakel on

television for being late with tax

payments owed to the city of

Philadelphia.

Yeakel has said she made the

payments when she became
aware she owed the city money,

just before she declared her

candidacy in February.

Yeakel's campaign said Specter

is using the attacks to dodge the

issue of the economy.

Specter's campaign said the

information is important for

voters.

House gives TV access

House leaders have given the

local public television station

unlimited access to film floor

sessions beginning this week, but

so far Senators don't appear

ready to offer the same
privilege.

House Speaker Robert

O'Donnell, a Philadelphia

democrat, said Tuesday that

allowing WITF-TV of

Harrisburg to film house

proceedings would help increase

awareness of state government.

Under an agreement between

the House and the station,

commercial television stations

will be able to ask WITF for

footage.

Previously, cameras were only

allowed on the House floor with

the House speaker's permission.

Nancy Nowicki, O'Donnell's

spokeswoman, said it was still

unclear whether the WITF
cameras would be able to film

the House Vote Board, which has

long been off limits to

photographers.

Nowicki said that in most
cases, the television station

would have the freedom to film

what it wanted.

National

Dems attempt to override

Bush's veto

Representative Bill Goodling

of York County led the

opposition forces yesterday in

the democrats attempt to

override President Bush's veto of

a bill which would guarantee

workers time off to deal with

newborns or sick family

members.

The task of marshalling the

opposition fell to Goodling

because of his position as the

Ranking Minority member of the

House Education and Labor
Committee, where the bill was

reviewed.

For Goodling, the legislation

holds out false hope for workers

while intruding into

management-employee
relationships. Moreover,

Goodling sees the vote as a

political maneuver.

"Stalking" victims say laws

not adequate

"Stalking" victims are telling a

senate committee that current

laws may not be adequate to

protect them.

One woman said a man who
had been harrassing her told her

he would buy the house next

door to hers and that there was

nothing she could do about it. A
mother tells of a man stalking

her daughter for eight years.

The committee is looking at

what would direct the

government to come up with

model legislation for states to

implement. Many law

enforcement agencies cannot

take action against stalkers

because they haven't committed

any crime.

In the last few years, 28 states

have implemented an ti-stalking

laws.

Attention has focused on the

phenomenon since the death of

actress Rebecca Shaeffer.
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Campus

compiled by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

IUP prof, testifies

The Penn

Indiana University of

Pennsylvania professor

Benjamin Chan supported the

use of the book "Dragonwings"

in an Apollo Ridge School

District book-banning case

because he said it promotes

culture, not religion.

Pentecostal minister Sylvia

Hall first sought the book's

removal last spring when it was

assigned in her son's eighth-

grade reading class, according to

district superintendent David

Leckvarcik. Hall claimed the

school district was promoting a

religion by including it in the

curriculum.

"Dragonwings," by Laurence

Yep, is a historical fiction about

a Chinese family that

immigrated to San Francisco to

work on the intercontinental

railroad in 1903.

It is a children's story dealing

with the cultural problems facing

a young Chinese boy.

Security tightens at Univ. of

Scranton.

The Aquinas

In an attempt to solve security

problems, the University of

Scranton will enforce policies

pertaining to residence halls and

houses this year, said Ted

Nichols, director of residence

life.

Visitation rules in campus

residences state that students

may have no visitors of the

opposite sex in their rooms after

midnight on weeknights and 2

a.m. on weekends.

In addition, resident students

may not provide combinations to

outside doors or to their rooms to

friends, fellow students, pizza

deliverers or other unauthorized

persons.

Those who violate visitation

rules and those who provide

others with combinations will

now be reffered to Student

Affairs.

If a pizza deliverer is seen on

the floor of a university

residence, the person who

ordered the pizza could be fined

$100, Nichols said.

rr
Habitat for Humanity is a

grass-roots organization

with the goal of eliminating

poverty housing. Consider

becoming a member!

Dues are $2 for students,

$4 for non-students. You can do as little or

as much as you choose to as a member. You

might want to be a part of the board of direct-

ors, or maybe you want to help renovate

homes in the Clarion area. Our first fund-

raiser will be held on Sunday, October 4 as

we "Take A Hike for Habitat." Registration will

be at 1 :30 at the Gemmell Student Complex.

We will walk approximately 4 miles around

Clarion.

For walk info, membership and T-shirt forms,

and pledge sheets call the United Campus
Ministry office at 226-271 1 or stop by the

UCM office in room 266 in Gemmell.

ITS A MATTER OF CONSCIENCE.

News
Shippensburg prof, writes

book

The Slate

Dr. John Offner views

international relations from his

perspective as an historian with

expectation as foreign officer

with the state department.

Offner, a history professor,

used this unique view to write

"An Unwanted War: The

Diplomacy of the United States

and Spain over Cuba, 1895-

1898.

Offner's findings put into

perspective the Spanish-

American War and its place in

history. Offner said that was

inevitable.

Cuban Nationalism and

Spanish Colonialism were

irreconcilable forces allowing for

no compromise, Offner said.

In the final analysis, he said,

"Republicans made war on Spain

in order to keep control of

Washington in the 1898

election."

Bungee idea stretched at IUP

The Penn

The location of bungee

jumping during Indiana

University of Pennsylvania's

Homecoming is still up in the

air, despite discussion during a

recent borough council meeting.

At Tuesday night's Indiana

Borough Council meeting, Frank

Quarato and Patrick

Kochanowski, owners of Aqua

Bungee of Spring Church,

proposed bringing their

establishment to Indiana for

added entertainment.

Quarato suggested the team set

up shop behind Kangaroo's

Outback Cafe in downtown

Indiana. Council had some

concern over that initial location

because of it being so close to

several bars, the local noise

ordinance and crown control,

which could lead to blocking off

several streets.

Quarato then offered another

location, in the parking area of a

fraternity house. Again, council

dissuaded the idea for the same

reasons.

After further discussion

concernig location, council

members suggested a parking

lot on Eighth Street.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted by

Public Safety for the week of September 18 through September 27.

On Sept. 18, at approximately 1:10 a.m., a non-student was cited for

public drunkenness while in front of Nair Hall. The person registered .25

on the BAC.

At approximately 12:30 a.m on Sept. 19, a student was cited for public

drunkenness in the lobby of Nair Hall. The person was released into the

custody of a friend.

On Sept. 19, a wallet was reported stolen from a locker at the stadium

during the Clarion/New Haven football game. The case is under

investigation.

An order of chicken wings and wedges were stolen from a delivery

truck parked on the service road near Wilkinson Hall at approximately

12:20 a.m. on September 22. An investigation is pending.

A clock was reported missing from the conference room in the basement

of the Haskell house on September 23. Under investigation.

At about 1:15 a.m., three unknown males entered a room of another

male in Nair Hall and started to physically harass the person. An

investigation is pending.

I

On Sept. 24, a student reported that a seat and seat bag were removed

from his bicycle locked to a bike rack in Campbell Hall. The seat is black

and the bag is black canvas trimmed with suede. The items are valued at

approximately $60. The case is under investigation.

A student from Wilkinson Hall reported items stolen from her room on

Sept. 24. Several items, of clothing, with a total value of $50, were

missing. An investigation is pending.

On Sept. 24, officers received a report of an intoxicated female near

Givan Hall. The female was found lying in the bushes outside Givan

Hall, and registered . 17 on the BAC. She was cited for minors

consumption.

A fire alarm was pulled around 1:00 a.m. on the thrid floor of Campbell

Hall on Sept. 25. The case is under investigation.

Around 1:30 a.m on Sept. 25, a fire alarm was pulled near the stairwell

on the third floor of Campbell Hall. Under investigation.

On Sept. 25, at around 5:30 p.m., a non student, visiting a friend in

Wilkinson Hall attempted to commit suicide by cutting his wrists and

neck. Officers subdued the individual after a struggle and he was

transported to COCH by ambulance.

A fire alarm was pulled on the east side of the thrid floor of Campbell

Hall. An investigation is pending.

On Sept. 26, unknown actors caused damage to a public safety vehicle

parked on Thorn Street. Actors attempted to remove the police radio after

gaining entrance by smashing the side window. The case is under

investigation.

Unknown actors attempted to steal a state vehicle parked in the

McEntire lot on Sept. 26. An attempt to hot wire the vehicle was

unsuccessful.

A fight was reported outside Gemmell Center on Sept. 27, after the

CABS dance. Public Safety is investigating.

Public Safety officers noticed restroom signs unlawfully removed from

Gemmell Center on Sept. 27. The "Men's" and "Women's" signs are

bluish green over white in color. Under investigation.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.
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Cable Channels 111 DATA
THURSDAY EVENING OCTOBER 1, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Tintm

5:30 | 6:00" 6:30

Design. W. ICheers q
Movie: ***Vi Return of the Jedi" (1983) Mark Hamill. POq

Cut. Affair lEdWon

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(2.30) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsq
Cheers a
Design. W.

Newtq

Oprah Winfrey q

Newt
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon |Batmen q
Newtq

Globe! Supercard Wrestling

Movie: «»» "Don't Cry, It's Only Thunder'

Newtq
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newtq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Pyramid

(2:30) Movie:

Press Luck

Trucks ITh'breds

Cartoon Express

Movie: ««'/; "The Magnificent Seven Ride

(1982) Dennis Christopher.

Senior Tour |Up Pose
MacGyver (In Stereo) q

7:00

First Look

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS Newt
Roseanneq
Jeopardy! q

7:30 8:00 8:30

Movie: *»'/2 "The Outsiders (1983) PG

Ent. Tonight

Wh Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Delta q
Dif. World

Room-Two

R&B
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (in Stereo) q
Simpsons q
Dif. World

Martin q
R&B

Movie: *» "Mr Billion (1977) Terence Hill. PG

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: "Interceptor (1992) Andrew Divofl

Homefront "Can't Say No'

Cheers q |Wingt q
Street Stories (In Stereofq

Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Heights Fear of Heights

Cheers q [Wings q

10:30

Primetime Live q
Comedy Jam

Word From Our Sponsor q
Middle Ages (In Stereo) q
Middle Ages (In Stereo) q
Hunter (Part 1 o( 2)

Word From Our Sponsor q

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL q
Newsq
News
News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girls

12:00

Double I.

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings (In Stereo)

Edition [ Stalkingt

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter [College Football: Florida at Mississippi State. From Starkville, Miss. (Live)

Movie: +»+ "It's a Mad, Mad, Mad. Mad World" (1963, Comedy) Spencer Tracy. G | "Heartland

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

: ** x
/i "The Ratings Game" (1984) Danny DeVito

Underdog I Yogi Bear IArcade

Movie: ***
Hey Dude (R)

(1972) PG IMovie: *V2 Ski Patrol (1990) PG
Movie: »+»'/? A World Apart' (1988) Barbara Hershey

A Stoning in Fulham County" (1988)

What You Do [Crazy Kids

H'! -?-!m!1i!t|[l Shop-Drop

Looney, I BuHwinkle

China Beach "Warriors"

Murder, She Wrote q IMovie: »Va "Party Line" (1988) Richard Hatch

Movie: ** "Watchers //"(1990, Horror) Marc Singer. R'

Movie: »V; "Child s Play 3

Get Smart | Superman

LA. Law

1991) R' q
M.T.Moore

Sat. Night

Van Dyke

Baseball ISportscenter

Movie: »'/? "Dream Trap" (1990) NR'

MacGyver "The Spoilers [Equaliier

Movie: » » V* Eve of Destruction (1 990)

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: **Vi "Murder in Black and White (1990)

Lucy

(1990)

Show

Movie: "Death Spa (1989)

Movie: Small Kill

Green Acres

Thirtytomething Pilgrims

(1992)

Mister Ed

Ullman

FRIDAY EVENING 6ct6BER 2, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

4:00 4:30

(3:00) Movie: Only-Lonely"

Design. W. ICheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ct. | Cur. Affair INews q

5:00 5:30

Movie: ** Regarding Henr

Newsq
Cheertq
Design

Oprah

W.

Newsq

Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon
IBatman q

(3:00) Movie: "Its a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World" (1963)

Senior PGA Golf: Vantage Championship. (Live

Pyramid [Press Luck |Cartoon Express

(3:30) Movie:

6:00 6:30
'

(1991) Harrison Ford, q

News
ABC News
nov news

CBS News

FuH House q Wonder Yrs

News q INBC News
Movie: ***V? "The Group'

Motowortd | Up dote
MacGyver Nightmares" q

Underdog

Dial M for Murder" (1954) [Movie: *** The Blue Max' (1966, Drama) George Peppard

(230) Movie: Movie: Breslins Neighborhood' (1979) "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum

Yogi Bear
I
Arcade iHeTBude

26 IMovie: »« Deadly Care (1987, Drama) Cheryl Ladd~ [Supermarket [Shop-Drop [China Beach

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) q
Hard Copy

J«op«*y'o
Golden Girls

CBS Newt
Roseanneq

Ent Tonight

Wh Fortune

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00

Naked Gun 2 1/2: Fear'

Family

Final Appeal

G. Palace

Step by Step Dinosaurs q
Happened

Major Dad q | Design. W
Round Table

9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: *** "Hot Shots!' (1991) Charlie Sheen. PG-13

Camp Wilder 20/20 q
In Stereo) q
Bobq

I'H Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) q

Major League Baseball: Pittsburgh Pirates at New York Mets. From Shea Stadium. [Major Dad q
Married..

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune [Final Appeal
I
Happened

America's Most Wanted q I Sightings q [Suspects

1966, Drama) Shirley Knight, Elizabeth Hartman.

Round Table (In Stereo) q [I'H Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Hunter (Part 2 of 2)

Sportscenter |Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: ** "Breakout" (1975) Charles Bronson. PG

Newtq
News
News

Newsq
Married..

11:30

Crypt Tales

Golden Girls

12:00

One Night

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
News q ITonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: »»* "Picnic (1956. Drama)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

What You Do Crazy Kids Looney BuHwinkle

Movie: »'/? "Final Impact" (1991) R
[Mc

991

Murder, She Wrote q [Movie: ** Knight Rider 2000" (1991) David Hassethoff.

Movie: ** "Lower Level" (1991) W~

Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: »*'/? "Johnny Be Good" (1988) R

Get Smart [Superman

LA. Law
M.T. Moore Van Dyke

Movie: »'/; "Sftfcnes" (1985, Comedy)

Movie: »»% "Hang Em H/g/T d966yM'
Jeff Cesario Movie: »*'/2 "fled Heat (1988) Arnold Schwarzenegger. Super Dave

Dragnet A.Hitchcock

Movie: ** Final Judgement" (1989) Michael Beck.

Lucy Show [Green Acres

Thirtytomething

Mister Ed

Ullman

SATURDAY EVENING OCTOBER 3, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 | OS" 5:00 TW
Movie: **Vi Soapdish" (1991) Sally Field. PG-13' q Movie:

6:00 6:30 TiOO 7:30
***

(3 .30) College Football: Southern California at Washington. (Live)

Doc Hollywood" (1991) Michael J. Fox, q

College Football [Boxing: Dorsey vs. Leija

(3 00) Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced.

(3:00) Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced.

Movie: »«fr "Back to School "(1986, Comedy)

CoHoge FootbaH Boxing: Dorsey vs Leija

Movie: **** "The Apartment "(1960, Comedy) Jack Lemroon

Newsq

•jap "
riDv tirws

CBS News

CBS News
American Gladiators

Horse Ra.

Gossip!

(2:30)

(235)

NCI Iwws

Senior PGA Golf: Vantage Championship. (Live)

Ten of Ut I Two Dads [B. Buddies

"The Outside Chance of Maximilian GUck"

Super Dave

Get Picture

China Beach "Souvenirs"

** Sheena "(19841

NBC News

Political Debate

IfrPPeW

Star Search (In Stereo)

Political Debate

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Jeopardy! q ]Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: +* 1
/; "Ofner Peoples Money" (1991, Drama) R

Covington Cross (In Stereo)

Here-Now

Frannie

Frannie

Copsq
Here-Now

Out All Night

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Cops (P.) q
Out AH Night

Movie: *** "Birdman of Alcatraz" (1962, Biography) Burt Lancaster

Sportscenter

Counterstrifce "The Sting"

Crossroads (In Stereo) q
Empty Nest [Nurses q
Raven (In Stereo) q
Raven (In Stereo) q
Code 3 q
Empty Nest

£*»Q
Nurses q

10:00 10:30 "TTibT

Dream On q [Larry Sanders (In Stereo) q
Commishq
Sisters "The Bottom Line"

Angel Street (In Stereo) q
Angel Street (In Stereo) q
Hunter

Sisters The Bottom Line"

Scoreboard ICoiege Football: Tennessee at Louisiana State. (Live)

Rotting Stone Magazine's 20 Years of Rock 'n' Roll

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »» "Men at Work" (1990) Emilio Estevez. PG-13' IMovie: »** "Eyewitness" (1981) William Hurt. R

Frethmen Salute

LA. Law

Tanya Roberts PG
Double Dare IG.U.T.S.

[Scoreboard

Swamp [Beyond | Bradbury [Hitchhiker

Doug_

: **Vi Quigley Down Under" (1990) Tom Selteck.

[Rugrats
I
Clarista | Roundhouse

SHk Stalkingt (In Stereo) q

Newsq
News
News
Newsq

11:30 12:00

"BoyzN the Hood

Design. W. T'S/tenf Wit.

Saturday NightTive"

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Lrfettylet-Rich

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q [Vote

News q [Saturday Night Live

Movie: »*»'/; "California Suite' (1978)

Movie: ** "Double Trouble "(1991) R'

>bajl_ ISportscenter [Auto Racing

»» "Deadly Desire " (1991 ) oMovie:

: »»*% The Fisher King "(1991) Robin Williams. R' q

Movie: ** Roses Are for the fficft "(1987, Drama) Lisa Hartman, Bruce Pern, Joe Penny.

Ren-Stimpy [You Afraid? Hitchcock [Green Acres

Girts Night Out (R)

M.T.Moore

Movie: "Hangfire" (1991)

* "Fear of Scandal'

LA. Law

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Ullman

SUNDAY EVENING OCTOBER 4, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

10

11

14

IT
16

21

22

25

26

5:004:00 1 4:30

3:45) Movie: »*» "Judgment" (1990) q
"

wanting Bullets (In Stereo) | Battling Breast Cancer

5:30

Mr. Bean q

M'A'S'H [Hee Haw Silver St. Smart

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *»* "Defending Your Life (1991) Albert Brooks

NFL Football New York Giants at Los Angeles Raiders. (Live

Wh. Fortune

Aft/* "ADC Nrw»
ttlftf*

**

NFL Football: Los Angetes Rams at San Francisco 49ers From Candlestick Park.

Vi "Jagged Edge "(1985, Drama) Glenn Close. ]i

Flying-Future | Memories

20 Yean of Rock 'n' Rol

Auto Racing

Swamp
Auto Racing

TenofUt

Show ICosby Show JNews q I
NBC

Movie: ***Vt 'California Surte (1978) Maggie Smith

Senior PGA Golf: Vantage Championship

Two Dads [Beyond

Movie: »* Driving Me Crazy (1991) Bilry Dee Williams

(235)

Can't on TV
IMovie: ...

[Get Picture

The Gods Must Be Crazy II
" (1990) Nlxau.

Disease jEndocrw.

Wild Side Fifteen

NSAIDS

Hitchhiker |Go»Mpt

Lite Goes On (In Stereo) q
Secret Service (In Stereo)

Murder, She Wrote q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Great Scott! [Ben Staler q
Secret Service (In SterecQ

8:00 8:30 9:00 | 9*0~
Movie: "Running Mates' (1992, Comedy) [One Night

videos Am. Funniest

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

10:00

Kids in Had

10:30 11:00

Movie: "Exclusive" (1992, Drama) Suzanne Somers. q
Movie: *** "Dead Again" (1991) Kenneth Branagh. R

Movie: **V; "My Blue Heaven" (1990) Steve Martin, q
Danger of Love" (1 992, Drama) Joe Penny, rq ICBS News [(Off Air)

Murder, She Wrote q
In Color iMartin (R) q
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

* "A Fine Mess" (1986) Ted Danson. PG
wtl rrwneuree

MacGyver Obsessed"

Movie: **Vi "Thieves of Fortune" (1991) Michael Noun.

Double Dare GlTT
Mutant /vrrya Turtles It Ooze

LoonejL

Journal

Pete t Pete

BasebaH Tonight

Movie: "Danger of Love" (1992, Drama) Joe Penny. Q
Married... |Herman [Flying Blind [Woopslq"
Movie: **Vi "My Blue Heaven "(1990) Steve Martin, q

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Paid Prog.

Newsq
Movie: +»*% "Prizzi's Honor" (1985, Comedy) Jack Nicholson. R

Movie: ** "The Haunting of Sarah Hardy" (1989) q
Auto Racing: IndyCar - Bosch Spark Plug Grand Prix

Movie: »»» "29th Sfreef (1991) Danny AieHo. R' q
Movie: **Vi "Paradise" (1991) Melanie Griffith. PG-13'

Looney F-Troop

MONDAY EVENING OCT6b^R 5, 1992

Family Cardiology

Van Dyke

Counterstrifce "The Sting.

Sportscenter

11:30 12:00

Cheers q
Night Court

Ent Tonight

Cur. Affair

Search for Scarlett

Penguins

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Love Con.

Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: "Mr. Billion (1977)

Silk Stagings (In Stereo) q
Movie: *»»!ft "The Commitments "(1991) Robert Arkins.

Movie: »*% "Navy SEALS"

Lucy Show
Ob/Gyn

H<| I m H0f06

Family

(1990) Charlie Sheen. R" q
M.T. Moore

Physicians

Dragnet

Family

NFL
Hollywood

Timebomb

Twisted"

A. Hitchcock

Paid Prog.

4.-00 4:30

(2:30) Movie: [ Movie: »»* "The Freshman

5:00 5:30 6:00

Design. W. I Cheers q
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ci

(300) Movie:

Cur. Affair

Pont Cry"

Global Supercard Wrestling

.Press Luck

(3 30) Movie: ****

Cheers q

(1990) Marlon Brando, q
Newsq

DeslQA W. IMurphy B.

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

Newsq

Eg
** "Rock 'n

ABC News

I 7:00 ! 7:30

F1DV* MOWS

OssT

Ful House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

HO^ I1CW1

Movie: ** "Mr ftiMon"(1977) Terence Hill. RG"

Ch.Ftog lUpdoat"Sports [Reporters

.Cartoon Express

Red River" (1948) John WayriTq

Rugrats

Movie: »» Fear Stalk

I
Rugrats

(1989, Suspe

MacGyver "Flames End" q
Movie: »»» "Gator" (1976) Burt RevnokJs^PG

lotHJghS
Hard Copy

School Forever"

Golden Girls

CBS News

Ent. TomgW
Wh Fortune

YouBet-Ute

Wh. Fortune

8.00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *» Stepping Out" (1991) Liza MinnelH. 'PG' q
Young Indiana Jones

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

10:00 10:30

Jack Benny: Comedy
11:00

First Look

11:30 12:00

"Black Magic Woman" R'

NFL Footbaf: Dates Cowboys at Philadelphia Eagles. From Veterans Stadium, q |News q

iwurpny p.

Murphy B.

Desperate Choices: To Save My Child" (1992) q
Love 6 War
Love A War

Movie: *» "Running Scared" (1986) Gregory Hines

Fresh Prince | Blossom q
Movie: **'/; "UnfaJthhOy ttwrs"(1984) Dudtey Moore
SportscenteT ISchaap Talk

(In Stereo)

(3 30) Movie: "Mr Deeds Goes to Town [Movie: »*% "Hamas War (1 988, Drama) Eton Burstyn. PG-13
Rugrats

spense) Jill Clavburgh

Rugrats

Supermarket

Rugrats

Sho
r
v0ro

P

Rugrats IRugratt

NFL Monday [ Mon. Mag-

Murder, She Wrote q

Northern Exposure q
Northern Exposure q
Hunter

"Desperate Choices: To Save My Child" (1992) q
*** "Bob & Carol i Ted i Alice" (1969) R

PBTA tJiMards: L A. Open IBodyDuHding

WWF Prime Tune Wrestling

Movie: *»* "Men of Respect" (1990) John Turturro. R'

Movie: ** "Lower Level "(1991) R'

Get Smart ISuperman

LA. Law

M.T.Moore

VmceD.
Van Dyke

Newsq

Newsq

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets

Edition jButlets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: "Every Which Way but Loose"

Timber [Sportscenter

[MacGyver (In Stereo) q [Equalizer

k "Barton Fink "(1991, Satire) John Turturro "

Movie: ***V2 "Return of the Jedi" (1983) Mark Hamill
5^L

Dragnet JA. Hitchcock

TUESDAY EVENING
4.-00

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

Game II

OCTOBER 6, M2
4:30 I

5:00~

Movie: »»'/? "A Case of Deadly Force" (1986, Drama)

Lucy Show [Green Acres

Comedy
Mister Ed

China Beach

5:30 6:00

Movie: ** Hot Stuff

Design. W. [Cheers q
Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct
Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:30) Movie: " Every Which'

(1979) Pom DeLuise. PG'

Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid
I Press Luck

Trucks

Newsq

Newsq

"6336" TIoo"

ABC News
Jft/* kJ

**Vi "Almost an Angel" (IMP)

CSS News

FuM House q Wonder Yrs.

ftJO/* a-*

Movie: *** "The Red Badge of Courage

Yearbook

Cartoon Express

Movie: *'-; Goodbye Charlie (1964) Tony Curtis

(3:30) Movie: »»v? Cadence' (1990)

Underdog I Yogi Bear [Arcade

Running [Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Hard Copy

GoMen Girts

CBS News
Roseanneq

7155"

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

You Bet-Life

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: ** xh "Other People's Money "(1991, Drama) R'

Ful House D|Mr. Cooper

Quantum Leap (In

11 |Maj

Stereo)

Roseanne q|Coach q
Reasonable Doubts TAP

10:00

Sanders

10:30 | 11:00 | 11730"

Going to Extremes q
Movie: **Vi "Stone Cold" (1991) R

(In Stereo)
q"

Rescue 911 [Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game One. Teams TBA
Rescue 911 |Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game One Teams TBA
Movie: ** "Bachelor Party " (1984, Comedy) Tom Hanks

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »*» "Heartland' (1981, Drama) Rip Torn PG
Reasonable Doubts TAP"

Hunter "Bad Companions''

Dateline (In Stereo) q

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Sportscenter [NHL Hockey: Flyers at Penguins. Alternate 'game: Capitals at Maple Leats

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Incredible Ida Early (R) q
Movie: *» "Funny About Love" (1990) Gene Wilder, q

**V2 "Cherry 2000 (1988) Melanie Griffith.

Hey Dude (R) What You Do

***

Crazy Kids

The Nasty Girl" (1990)

ECTHIE1ESEE;
Looney |Bolwjfifcle

Unsolved Mytteriet

Murder, She Wrote q | Boxing (Live)

game:

: **V2 "Taps' (1981, Drama) Timothy Hutton, Sean Penn. PG
[Drag Racing: NW Natl

Golden Girts

12:00

"Interceptor'

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition |For. Knight

Arsenio HaB (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
It's a Mad Mad World"

Sportscenter

Movie: *» "Fists of Fury "(1972, Drama) Bruce Lee. R'

****
Get Smart ISuperman

"The Empire Strikes Back" (1980) PG'

LA. Law "The Bald Ones'

M.T. Moore IVanDyke

IMacGyver (In Stereo) q I Equalizer"

Pram of the RoUerboys "(1991) Y'Postman Rings Twice"

Movie: ** "Liebestraum' (1991) Kevin Anderson. R q
Dragnet IA. Hitchcock

WEDNESDAY EVENING OCTOBER 7, 1992

Movie: »*» "Wildflower (1991. Drama) Beau Bridges.

Lucy Show [Green Acres

Thirtytomething

Child s-2

Mister Ed

China Beach

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30
Movie: «»'/? The Poseidon Adventure "

(1972) PG
Design. W
Cur. Affair

Cheers q
Edition

Newsq
Cheers q

Newsq
News

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Two
Major League BasebaH Playoffs: NLCS Game Two
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

Movie: *«« Heartland (1981, Drama) Rip Torn PG
(3 30j PGA Golf: Las Vegas Invitational First round

Pyramid

(300) Movie:

(2:35) Movie:

Underdog

Press Luck [Cartoon Express

Movie: ** Nothing but 7fODDfe"(1991)q

6:00 6:30 I 7T0Q~

Movie: »» "Honeymoon Academy" (1990)

Newsq
News
News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC
Movie: »+»''; "7ne Group

Inside PGA [Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girts

CBS News
Roseanneq
Jeopardy! q

7:30

1st Lk.: River

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»* Die Hard 2 "(1990. Drama) Bruce Willis. R
Wonder Y. iDoogie H.

Unsolved Mysteries q
Baseball '92

BasebaH '92

Home Imp

Seinfeld q
Laurie HHIq
Mad-You

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
Civil Wars "Oboe Phobia"

Law 6 Order "Forgiveness"

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game One Teams TBA

Beverly HiHs, 90210 q
Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game One Teams- TBA

Unsolved Mysteries q
1966, Drama) Shirley Knight, Elizabeth Hartman.

Sportscenter [BA Bowling: Naples Senior Open (Live)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** 'to/rfa" (1962. Comedy) James Mason (In Stereo)

Movie: »»V; The Buddy System (1984. Comedy) PG

Yogi Bear |Arcade Hey Dude (R)

Trouble in Paradise (1989) F quel Welch

What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Murder, She Wrote q

**

Looney

"Men at Work (1990) PG-13

Movie: ** %
/2 Dying Young

Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Seinfeld q |

Mad-You

Catwalk No Returns"

Law 6 Order "Forgiveness

Movie: *** The French Connection II (1975) R'

Boxing Ray Mercer vs. Mike Dixon. (Live)

Movie: "Invasion of Privacy (1992) Robby Benson, q

11:00

One Night

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married..

Newsq

11:30 12:00

Movie: "Running Mates q
Golden Girls [Nightline q
Tonight Show (in Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves (R)

Edition Curves

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: »»'/? 'Tfte Buddy System (1984)

Speedweek [Sportscenter

[BuHwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart

Boxing

L.A. Law

Superman

(1991) Julia Roberts. R' q |Movie: »» Dragonfight (1990) R

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Movie: »»»'/? Tne Fisher King (1991) Robin Williams. R' q
M.T. Moore [Van Dyke | Dragnet [A. Hitchcock

[
Lucy Show

Movie: ««'
? Mary Jane Harper Cried Last Night (1977)[Thirtysomething

Volleyball

Equalizer

Movie: »'? "Final Impact

* "Affairs of the Heart R

Green Acres Mister Ed

China Beach

rt

%

¥>
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The U.S. Army Field Band marches into Tippin
by Amy Gerkin

Features Writer

""The internationally famous

United States Army Field Band

of Washington, D.C. will

perform for a patriotic audience

here at Clarion University, in

Tippin Gymnasium, Wednesday,

October 7.

The band is under the

The Field Band was organized

on March 21, 1946 when

General Jacob L. Devers issued

an order to Chief Warrant

Officer Chester E. Whiting, the

commander of the Army's First

Combat Infantry Band. General

Devers wanted a band that would

"carry into the grass roots of our

country the story of our

magnificent army, its glorious

"It's a great instrument

for stirring

patriotic emotions.

"

operational control of the

Army's chief of public affairs at

the Pentagon. Known as the

"musical ambassadors of the

Army," the field band travels

thousands of miles each year on

at least two major concert tours

and is considered by -music
<j

critics to be one of the most

distinctive musical organizations

now appearing before the public

free of charge.

traditions and achievements and

that great symbol of American

manhood — the ground soldier."

In more than 45 years, the band

has traveled over five million

miles performing for millions of

people.

General Devers' creation of the

Army Ground Forces Band

ultimately led to the change in

name of the Band when, in 1950,

the band was renamed the United

States Army Field Band and

declared the official touring

musical representative of the

United States Army. A

distinguished member of

Congress aptly described the

band, "It is a great instrument for

stirring patriotic emotions."

The band is composed of the

Army's finest soldier-musicians.

Many have studied at the

country's leading conservatories

and schools of music; many have

performed with major

symphonies and leading dance

orchestras before entering the

service. All of the musicians

have been specially auditioned

and selected for assignment to

the field band.

The soldiers' chorus is an

intregal part of the band and is

made up of 29 highly-trained and

talented vocalists under the

direction of Major Finley R.

Hamilton.

The Chorus presents its own

arrangements of well-known

compositions at each field band

performance.

The field band's early years

Public affairs photo

The United States Field Band, here In Its entirety, wil! perform in Tippin Gymnasium on

Wednesday.

Colonel Jack H. Grogan, Jr. is

ductor of the field band. He's

the band's history.

included performances at the

Royal Festival Hall in London,

Luxembourg Gardens, Paris; the

Olympic Stadium in Berlin; and

in Austria, Belgium and France.

By 1954, the Band had

performed in all 48 states.

Other special performances

included the King and Queen of

Greece, five Presidential

inaugural parades and other

appearances world-wide.

The field band also produced an

album entitled "We The People"

with printed music arrangements

that were distributed to every

high school throughout the

United States to assist them in

commemorating the

Constitution's Bicintennial.

As the musical voice of the

United States Army, the field

band is authorized to carry and

display the Army flag, which

bears 168 streamers representing

campaigns in which the Army

has participated since its

UAB Photo

the commander and con-

only the seventh director in

incepton.

As impressive as the

performance of their music is,

the outstanding appearances of

the bandsmen attired in the

distinctive Army dress blue

uniform, which has a tradition

dating back to the early 1800's

when it was worn by the then

young U.S. Army.

The band's concert repertoire

is designed to appeal to all

audiences, offering classical,

semi-classical and popular

selections, choral arrangements,

novelty numbers and military

marches on each of its programs.

On tours of other nations, the

field band has performed the

works of American composers as

well as music indigenous to that

country.

Admission is free to the public,

but you must pick up a ticket at

the information desk at Gemmell

in order to get in the door. The

concert begins at 7:30 p.m.
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Recital scheduled
by Monty Mudry

Features Writer

The Music Department of

Clarion University will present a

faculty recital featuring Dr. Lisa

Johnson, clarinetist. The recital

is scheduled for Sunday, October

4, at 3:15 p.m. in the Marwick-

Boyd Auditorium of the CUP
campus. Dr. Johnson is

beginning her second year as a

music professor at CUP. Her

solo recital will consist of works

such as Brahms' "Trio,"

Poulencs' "Sonata,"

Lutoslawskis' "Dance Preludes,"

as well as other works. Assisting

artists include: CUP faculty

members Grace E. Urrico on the

piano, Paula Amrod also on the

piano and Vahe Berberian, who

is a mezzo-soprano. The public

is cordially invited to attend the

first factulty recital of the year.

Admission is free.

Cultural night: A taste of the

middle east right here in Clarion
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writing

The Clarion International

Association will presnt their first

"Middle Eastern Cultural Night,"

Friday, October 2nd, at 7 p.m. in

the Gemmel Multi-purpose

room.

In an effort to give exposure of

the region to the university and

the Clarion community, the event

will include traditional dances,

music and a short film

concerning the modernization of

Saudia Arabia. Also scheduled

are exhibits from the other

countries including Kuwait,

Saudi Arabia and Turkey, to be

displayed. Following the

presentation, samples of food

and beverages from the region

such as roasted lamb, Middle

Eastern style rice, desserts such

as Kunafa and Buklava and

traditional coffee and tea will be

served.

Admission is free and

everyone is invited to participate

in this cultural event.

University students

helping the community
by Lisa Lepre

Features Writer

Into the Streets is a national

initiative designed to introduce

more students to thoughtful

community service and to

provide a learning experience

that will challenge them to

volunteer on a regular basis.

Although Into the Streets is a

nationwide organization, it's

focus is on area communities.

The purpose of the organization

is to bridge the gap between the

lack of communication many

universities experience with their

communities.

Into the Streets offers Clarion

University students the

opportunity to support this

community by being involved.

Student involvement is the key

to making sure that Clarion and

this community operate as one,

to the benefit of all.

Not only will the student watch

the community of Clarion

flourish but they will also

experience the personal

satisfaction that comes from

helping those who need it.

This program is worthwhile for

anyone with the desire to make a

difference and the time to make a

meaningful commitment that

will result in a life long love of

active community service.

Anyone interested in becoming

a member of Into the Streets, or

wants to find out other ways to

volunteer community service is

asked to attend a meeting on

Monday, October 19 at 5 p.m. in

248 Gemmel. For further

information please contact Lynn

Harrialdson, Denise Bume or

Andrea Cathcart at 226-27 1 1

.

Into the Streets will also be

represented on Saturday, October

3, at the Leadership Workshop.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don Crotsley

Thurs Oct. 1

Yearbook pictures taken

today (262 Gem)

Sun Oct. 4

Faculty Recital:

Lisa Johnson, clarinet

(Aud) 3:15 pm

Fri Oct. 2

High School Visitation Day

Yearbook pictures taken

today (262 Gem)

Credit/No Record ends

4pm
Clarion Int. Assoc. Cultural

Program (Gem M-P) 7pm

Wed Oct. 7

YOM KIPPUR

UCM Lecture Series

(252 Gem) 12 noon

U.S. Army Band

Concert (Tp) 7:30 pm

Learn the basics of

job interviewing

Where: Givan Hall side

lobby.

When:October 6 and 7 at

8:45 p.m.

Tuesday : Learn hairstyles,

make up and jewelry, from

Regis Hair Care Center.

Wednesday : a panel

discussion consisting of

local business managers on

qualities in employee

candidates. Both are free

Dining and

residence hall

meeting, Monday
October 5 at 3:00

in Chandler.

All are welcome.

Red Stallion Nite Club
For The Best In Nite Club

Entertainment

Rppearing Saturday Oct. 3

88 fl.D.

10pm-2am

Mon Oct. 5

Bloodmobil e (Tp)

11 am - 5 pm
GolfatPSAC
Championships

Policy Committee mtg.

(B-8 Chap) 4 pm
Student Senate mtg.

(248 Gem) 7 pm

Sat Oct. 3

- Koinonia Hay Ride

- 1992 Student Leadership

Conference

- Archery Season opens

Tues Oct. 6

Athletic Timeout

Luncheon

Thur Oct.

Sorority "Welcome

Social" (250/252 Gem)
6:30 pm
Sorority Candlelight

Ceremony (Ralston

Field) 8 pm
UAB MOVIE "Final

Analysis" (Gem M-P)

r $

ft
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What will happen if

Ross Perot gets back in

the presidential race ?

*

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Raymond Nice Sandy Hawkins

Junior, Computer Science

"Ross Perot will split the Democratic vote in

half and Bush will win."

Fri Oct. 9

Dec. Grad. apps due

fron Deans (Registrar's

office)

UAB/BACCHUS
Bedrock Cafe

(Gem M-P) 8 pm
ml

UAB Dinner Theater

cancelled

"The Star Spangled Girl"

scheduled for October 3 and 4 in

Gemmell multipurpose Room
has been cancelled.

Scavenger Hunt!
Where: Ralston Hall

When: October 7

open to anyone interested-

contact Ann at 3616.

&aut*J&. Weavet getvefe*

606 MAIN STREET, • CLARION, PENNSYLVANIA 16214

Phone 814/226-8272

Brett Whitekettle

Sophomore, Undecided

"He won't win, and he will look stupid."

Donyeau Bruce

Freshman, CIS

He still won't win, no matter how much
money he has."

Jean Barsotti

Grad student, Library Science

"It will take votes away from Bush and

Clinton and make it closer."

Stacy Oman
Senior, Secondary Earth Science

"I think hell win by a landslide."

Cheryl Beichner

Freshman, Business Administration

I'm afraid he'll make Congress have to

choose the president"

Hit

Kristen Iden

Grad student, Library Science

"He may influence some people to vote, but

he doesn't have much of a chance."
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Recital scheduled
by Monty Mudry

Features Writer

The Music Department of

Clarion University will present a

faculty recital featuring Dr. Lisa

Johnson, clarinetist. The recital

is scheduled for Sunday, October

4, at 3:15 p.m. in the Marwick-

Boyd Auditorium of the CUP
campus. Dr. Johnson is

beginning her second year as a

music professor at CUP. Her

solo recital will consist of works

such as Brahms' "Trio,"

Poulencs' "Sonata,"

Lutoslawskis' "Dance Preludes,"

as well as other works. Assisting

artists include: CUP faculty

members Grace E. Urrico on the

piano, Paula Amrod also on the

piano and Vane Bcrberian, who

is a mezzo-soprano. The public

is cordially invited to attend the

first factulty recital of the year.

Admission is free.

Cultural night: A taste of the

middle east right here in Clarion
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writing

The Clarion International

Association will presnt their first

"Middle Eastern Cultural Night,"

Friday, October 2nd, at 7 p.m. in

the Gemmel Multi-purpose

room.

In an effort to give exposure of

the region to the university and

the Clarion community, the event

will include traditional dances,

music and a short film

concerning the modernization of

Saudia Arabia. Also scheduled

are exhibits from the other

countries including Kuwait,

Saudi Arabia and Turkey, to be

displayed. Following the

presentation, samples of food

and beverages from the region

such as roasted lamb, Middle

Eastern style rice, desserts such

as Kunafa and Buklava and

traditional coffee and tea will be

served.

Admission is free and

everyone is invited to participate

in this cultural event.

University students

helping the community
by Lisa Lepre

Features Writer

Into the Streets is a national

initiative designed to introduce

more students to thoughtful

community service and to

provide a learning experience

that will challenge them to

volunteer on a regular basis.

Although Into the Streets is a

nationwide organization, it's

focus is on area communities.

The purpose of the organization

is to bridge the gap between the

lack of communication many

universities experience with their

communities.

Into the Streets offers Clarion

University students the

opportunity to support this

community by being involved.

Student involvement is the key

to making sure that Clarion and

this community operate as one,

to the benefit of all.

Not only will the student watch

the community of Clarion

flourish but they will also

experience the personal

satisfaction that comes from

helping those who need it.

This program is worthwhile for

anyone with the desire to make a

difference and the time to make a

meaningful commitment that

will result in a life long love of

active community service.

Anyone interested in becoming

a member of Into the Streets, or

wants to find out other ways to

volunteer community service is

asked to attend a meeting on

Monday, October 19 at 5 p.m. in

248 Gemmel. For further

information please contact Lynn

Harrialdson, Dcnisc Bume or

Andrea Cathcart at 226-27 1 1

.

Into the Streets will also be

represented on Saturday, October

3, at the Leadership Workshop.

Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don Crotsley

Thurs Oct. 1 Fri Oct. 2 Sat Oct. 3

- Yearbook pictures taken - High School Visitation Day - Koinonia Hay Ride

today (262 Gem) - Yearbook pictures taken - 1992 Student Leadership
< today (262 Gem) Conference

- Credit/No Record ends - Archery Season opens

4pm
- Clarion Int. Assoc. Cultural

Program (Gem M-P) 7pm

Sun Oct. 4 Mon Oct. 5 Tues Oct. 6

- Faculty Recital: - Bloodmobil e (Tp) - Athletic Timeout

Lisa Johnson, clarinet 11 am - 5 pm Luncheon

(Aud) 3:15 pm - GolfatPSAC
Championships

- Policy Committee mtg.

(B-8 Chap) 4 pm
- Student Senate mtg.

(248 Gem) 7 pm

Wed Oct. 7 Thur Oct. 8 Fri Oct. 9

- YOM KIPPLR - Sorority "Welcome - Dec. Grad. apps due

- UCM Lecture Series Social" (250/252 Gem) fron Deans (Registrar's

(252 Gem) 12 noon 6:30 pm office)

- U.S. Army Band - Sorority Candlelight - UAB/BACCHUS
Concert (Tp) 7:30 pm Ceremony (Ralston Bedrock Cafe

Field) 8 pm (Gem M-P) 8 pm
- UAB MOVIE "Final

Analysis" (Gem M-P)

}
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*

What will happen if

Ross Perot gets back in

the presidential race?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Raymond Nice Sandy Hawkins

Junior, Computer Science

"Ross Perot will split the Democratic vote in

half and Bush will win."

.' *

Learn the basics of

job interviewing

Where: Givan Hall side

lobby.

When: October 6 and 7 at

8:45 p.m.

Tuesday : Learn hairstyles,

make up and jewelry, from

Regis Hair Care Center.

Wednesday : a panel

discussion consisting of

local business managers on

qualities in employee

candidates. Both are free

UAB Dinner Theater

cancelled

"The Star Spangled Girl"

scheduled for October 3 and 4 in

Gemmell multipurpose Room

has been cancelled.

Scavenger Hunt!
Where: Ralston Hall

When: October 7

open to anyone interested-

contact Ann at 3616.

«
* 1

Brett Whitekettle

Sophomore, Undecided

"He won't win, and he will look stupid."

Donyeau Bruce

Freshman, CIS

'He still won't win, no matter how much

money he has."

Jean Barsotti

Grad student, Library Science

"It will take votes away from Bush and

Clinton and make it closer."

Dining and

residence hall

meeting, Monday
October 5 at 3:00

in Chandler.

All are welcome.

Red Stallion Nite Club
For The Best In Nite Club

Entertainment

Appearing Saturday Oct. 3

88 R.D.

1 0pm-2am

&€U£/^.We€H*etJfee€w6n4

606 MAIN STREET. • CLARION, PENNSYLVANIA 16214

Phone 814/226-8272

Stacy Oman
Senior, Secondary Earth Science

"I think he'll win by a landslide."
nit

Cheryl Beichner

Freshman, Business Administration

I'm afraid he'll make Congress have to

choose the president"

Kristen Iden

Grad student, Library Science

"He may influence some people to vote, but

he doesn't have much of a chance."
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New exhibit opens at Sandford Gallery
new o t h
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that items that had washed up on wanted to beat the man up

by Shawn P. Seagriff

Features Writer

Opening the new Sandford

Gallery, exhibit artist Emma
Amos delivered a public lecture

to the campus. Amos is an

associate professor of art at the

Mason Gross School of Arts at

Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, New Jersey. She

presented "Odyssey: A Family

from Slavery 1860's-1960's," on

September 29.

Amos is the third of four

prominent African-American

scholars to speak at Clarion as a

participant in the visiting

scholars program.

The visits are supported by a

grant obtained by the Clarion

University College of Arts and

Sciences from the State System

of Higher Education (SSHE)
Office of Social Equity with

matching funds provided by

Clarion University.

Amos explains "Odyssey" in

the following fashion, "This

exhibition is my homage to the

family, friends, mentors, heroes

and stories that formed me in

Atlanta."

The ten "Odyssey" prints trace

Amos' family to the beginning

of the 1960's and the emergence

of the new south.

The prints are large scale

works on Sekishu rice paper with

printer's oil-based colored ink,

hand painted by the artist on

oversized plates printed with the

assistance of master printer

Kathleen Caraaccio on an

etching press. The paintings

were registered to photographs

reproduced by Cannon color

laser transfers with some hand

painting.

At age eleven, Amos was
enrolled in an oil painting class

at Morris Brown College and

exhibited at Atlanta University's

annual art shows until she left

for Antioch College, in Ohio, at

age sixteen. She also studied at

the Long School of Art and

earned her masters degree in art

from New York University in

1965.

Along with in-depth studies of

art, Amos' works have been

displayed internationally at

shows at the Bronx Museum, the

Newark Museum, the William

College Museum of Art, the

Zimmerman/Saturn Gallery, the

Museum of Modern Art, the Dia

Foundation, the Clocktower and

the National Museum of Women
in the Arts.

She also has received

fellowships from the National

Endowment for the Arts, the

New York Foundation for the

Arts and an NAACP Honor
Award for achievement in art.

Her paintings and prints are

included in collections of the

Schomburg Collection, the

Studio Museum of Harlem, the

Newark Museum, the Museum
of Modern Art, the Museum of

African Art, the New Jersey

State Museum, the Jane

Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
and Johnson & Johnson.

The Sandford Gallery exhibit

is scheduled from September 29

to October 30. The exhibit is

sponsored by the college of arts

and sciences, the art department,

the Office of Social Equity, the

Sandford Gallery and the Clarion

University Foundation.

The Gallery is located on die

2nd floor in upstairs from the

Marwick-Boyd main auditorium.

Mon.-Fri 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Kari Ambrass/Clarion Call

At the UAB Superstar Studio on Tuesday students had the chance to show off their

beautiful singing voices, while the control worker (pictured here) was busy trying to

make it sound as good as mechanically possible.

"Odyssey: A Family From
on display at Sandford Art

public affairs photo

Slavery 1860's-1960*s," will be
Gallery until October 30.

Day gives concert against rape
by Megan Casey

Features Writer

Chances are that if you
attended Thursday's Nancy Day
concert you came out of

Founders Hall with a message of

hope and courage.

The star of the concert was
Nancy Day, a Pittsburgh

musician who was also a victim

of sexual abuse. Day's songs

range from "It Wasn't Me",
which is about the myths used to

suggest that the victim somehow
asked to be sexually assaulted, to

"Surivior", a tune about

overcoming sexual assult and

going on with life. Before

performing each song, Day told

the audience what that particular

number meant to her. According

to many members of the

audience, Day did a good job in

relaying her message of hope

and courage.

The concert was the

culminating event of Clarion

University's first Sexual Assault

Awareness Week and was

sponsered by S.T.A.R., which

stands for Students Together

Against Rape. The group chose

an early date to make students

aware of sexual assault, which is

one of the most wide-spread

problems on college campuses

today. The group has met with

some success. "For the first

week, it's gotten more attention

than expected, but it's still not

really enough," said Joy Pryke, a

member of S.T.A.R.'s Executive

Board.

CUP student Debra Stiles

summed up her feelings about

the concert and the issue, "I

think it's a wonderful

opportunity to educate the

public. It's time for people to

begin listening to people who
have suffered from sexual

assult." Hopefully, with groups

like S.T.A.R. and women like

Nancy Day, the public will have

to take notice.

I

Geo f

s Pizza

Free 16 OZ.

drink with

purchase of

a

medium pizza
Formerly Domino's Pizza

}
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

JJFree Delivery

L227-9111

w

±

by Chuck Sheperd

-Local Detroit legislator Gil

DeNello proposed a ban recently

of the Super Soaker water gun,

but refused to back down on his

opposition to control of real

guns. Asked by the Detroit

News to explain the apparent

contradiction, DeNello said,

"Real guns are intended to kill.

The Super Soaker is intended as

a toy."

-United States Department of

Agriculture scientists announced

in June that pumping cottage

cheese whey onto sloping fields

could cut soil erosion 65 percent

to 75 percent. The scientists

identified whey's milky

stickiness as the characteristics

that made it effective, and they

noted that other whey attributes

replenish nutrients in the soil.

-In May, because of a

misunderstanding about an

earlier court order, a county

court clerk in Tavares, Florida

authorized sheriff's deputies to

carry out a second repossession

order against James Scarmardo's

ex-girlfriend. Included in the

second order, which supposedly

was to recover items Scarmardo

had bought for the woman,

which were his property,

included 12 pairs of underpants,

described in such sufficient

detail that deputies thought the

underwear the woman was

wearing at the time were

included. She removed them in

another room and handed them

to deputies.

-An April issue of the Gaston,

North Carolina Gazette,

featuring local "People Who
Made It" (artists, teachers,

business leaders, athletes, etc.),

included Virgil Griffin for his

prominence in the state Ku Klux

Klan.

-Criminal justice professor

Rock News
by Amy Whittaker

Contributing Writer

Rock news is going to be a by-

weekly column featuring what's

new on the college radio scene.

It is coordinated for the Call by

WCCB.
REM will be releasing its latest

album "Automatic for the

People" on October 6. The new

album, produced by the band

with Scott Liu, is said to contain

several intricate orchestral

ballads, with former Led Zepplin

bassist John Paul Jones arranging

string ensembles. The single

"Drive" has already received

considerable airplay from

alternative stations and a top 40

push is planned for early

November.

New Vice President of A&R
records at Warner Brothers,

Prince will be gracing listeners

with a new album on October 13.

Along with the New Power

Generation, Prince has created a

conceptual rock opera. The new

single, "My Name is Prince,"

will be hitting the air waves

soon.

If you're in touch with the

techno scene, look for Prodigy's

U.S. debut on October 16 with

"Experience." This British act

recently headlined a rave in

Winchester, playing to more than

30,000 people.

Body Count has been dropped

from two Los Angeles- area

Guns 'N
1

Roses/Metallica bills by

promoter Avalon Attractions.

Body Count was asked by GNR
to open shows at the Memorial

Coliseum and the Rose Bowl in

Pasadena. The group was

deemed" inappropriate" by

Avalon.

Route 322 East Shippenville

Ph. 782-3482

Monday Nite

Pitcher and 10 wings for $5.50

Tuesday "Wing Nite " 25c wings

Wednesday "Ladies' Nite"

Draft and 3 wings for $ 1 .25 $ 1 Tacos

Thursday "Men's Nite Out"

Bud Draft 50c (Ladies Welcome)

Friday Shrimp Basket for $2.99

Michael Petrick, 30, who taught

the "alternatives to prison"

course at Nassau County

Community College in New
York, was arrested in May for

helping two inmates escape from

a correctional facility in

Warwick, New York. A former

student said, "He made class

very interesting. I guess

everybody has their own little

secrets."

-Spartanburg, South Carolina

mayor Bob Rowell changed his

mind in April about publicizing a

proclamation dedicated to

Holocaust survivors. He

admitted that the reason was his

fear of offending the German

BMW car company, which was

then deciding between Spartan-

burg and Omaha as the site for a

new U.S. plant. In July, BMW
selected Spartanburg.

-The Center for Marine

Conservation reported in May

beaches from recent ocean

dumpings included: a

refrigerator in North Carolina, a

washing machine in California, a

car in Deleware, medical

syringes in double the quantity

from 1990, 59 packages of

debris from 15 different cruise

lines, and a container the size of

a semi-trailer-full of melting ice

cream. The average weight of

all trash collected per mile of

beach was 667 pounds.

-Blaine Johnson, 22, who

accidentally blew his right hand

off while fooling around with the

gunpowder from small rockets

earlier this year in Mat-su-

Borough, Alaska: "It was just

something to do. We don't have

TV. When you live in the

woods, you blow stuff up."

-A 12-year-old boy was

arrested in Fort Lauderdale,

Florida in May and charged with

auto and bicycle theft. It was his

25th arrest since he turned 9.

-Sean Lee Quails, 21, walked

into 4th District police

headquarters in Washington,

D.C. in July and asked by name

for the officer who had arrested

him the day before for disorderly

conduct. When the desk officer

asked why, Quails said he

Quails and his companion then

jumped over the front desk and

began beating the two desk

officers, but were soon subdued.

-In June, a woman, described

only as in her 40's, spent five

hours off and on shopping at a

Des Moines, Iowa convenience

store, buying scratch-off lottery

tickets, stopping only when her

paycheck of $60 had been

exhausted with just one winner.

A few minutes later, she returned

to the store and robbed it

-In April, Velma Ann WanUin,

28, was given a citation by

police in Houma, Louisiana for

improper use of the 911 line after

she called to report that her

husband was preventing her

from watching the season finale

of "Knots Landing."

-Shauna Raisch filed a lawsuit

in Tampa, Florida in July against

the National Cos-metology

Association, alleging that she

was unfairly denied her rightful

place on the 1992 U.S. Ladies

Hairstyling Team bound for The

Cosmetology Olympics in Tokyo

in October.

(C) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate

DISPATCH FROM MAGAZINE

Some of the Stupidest College Courses in America. Pt.

You don't have to leave America on some fraudulent foreign program to either eat chevre or take

ridiculous courses. Listed below are some actual courses you can take for credit from actual

American universities. So pop open a Grolsch, pick your schedulefor thefall semester, and have that

worthless junior-year-abroad experience without waiting in a long line to renew your passport.

Leisure: The Individual Society "Students

formulate their own philosophy of leisure and

develop an understanding of their own leisure

behavior." University of Georgia

UFOs in American Society "Films such as The

Day the Earth Stood Still and The Thing will

be shown." Temple University

The Aesthetics of Science Fiction "An

examination of significant works of science

fiction....Among authors and critics studied

are Asimov, Clarke, Wells, Zamyatin, Lem,

Smith, Blish, Capek, and LeGuin. The course

will also examine a number of science-fiction

films." Skidmore College

Household Equipment "Selection,

construction, operation, and care of household

equipment." Brigham Young University

Fame and Fortune: Materialism, Business

Values, and the American Success Ethic

"Since there is, in fact, a life after Trinity

College, what is its purpose? What should' its

purpose be?..." Trinity College

Men and Masculinity "This course allows men

and women to come to a deeper understanding

of men as men." Hobart and William Smith

Colleges

Basic Mime "Emphasis will be given to such

areas as movement illusions, group illusions,

and comedic technique for mime." Loyola

University of Chicago

Badminton I "Helps students acquire the

fundamental skills of badminton.. ..Content

includes offensive and defensive skills, singles

and doubles strategy and play, rules and

etiquette." Ithaca College

Meal Management "Organization and

management of time, energy, finance, and

nutrition in planning and preparing family

meals." Brigham Young University

Pleasure Horse Appreciation and Use "Open

to all... students interested in pleasure horses.

The principles of horse management are

included as well as instruction in riding."

University of Connecticut
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PEACE CORPS WORLD wise PuZzLe
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 80 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

A landlocked country
four-fifths the size of
Alaska, lying in the
Sahara Desert.

1.

2.

3.

4.

European country which subjugated this
nation in the 19th century.

Principal religion of this nation.

A cereal grass cultivated in this country
and other countries with warm climates.

A large, neighboring country known in

ancient times as Numidia.
;/l>jy * rijjUiy p aajy [ uid/s/ •; iouojj 7 uoiin/o^

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

6UESSWH0INAILEP
TOCWON THE VENTURA
FREEWAY-— SIP!

HAP TO. FOOL
$/P?Y0U BLSMJ BYME
6AV5SIP AT105M.RH..'
A TICKET?

\

BUTHE'LL LOSE HIS
LICENSE! HE WON'T
BEABLETODPJVETO
WORK! HE'LL HAVE-

TO TAKE THE BUS!

DON'T YOUSEE?
YOUSTF1PPEPHM
OFHISMAHHOOP.'

/
OF COURSE
I PIP!
THAT'S
MY JOB!

BR, HOW
COUU? YOU TICK-

ETPOOR SIP?
YOU'VEKNOWN
HIM FOR YEARS!

,/

WHAT, YOU
HAVEA
QUOTA?

\

LETME 6ET THIS

STRAIGHT. YOU
LBTOFFALL
BABES?

OF COURSE
NOT. BABES

WITHAWTUPE
6ETQTATIONS.

S/n- AS A COURTESY!BABES

%£ ARE IMPORTANTV THE

rikj STATEECONOMY. BE-

&r SIPES, ITS A LON6

A pass* CHIP TRADITION. LOOK
AT THISPHOTO IN THE
RECRUITMENT BROCHURE...

W\^\\ rim?

Your Horoscope

Oct 4 thru 10

WEEKLY OVERVIEW: Venusplanet of creativityandrelationships makesagood

aspect toMars. A week thai can attractnew romance, companionship andartistic

endeavors. Thinking planet Mercury moves Into Intuitive Scorpio. Best days tor

Luck: Monday and Wednesday. For Love: Thursday.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

113 U1 JWUI l*«i»» un__

studying all of the pros and cons be/ore

und«rttwng»nythlngunportai»l.Thosc
who »ct in haste may repent in leisure

Andre Lafteur: cactus tamer

(later killed in central Arizona)

-Mey"
> forces

» not
llcll

you when it's time to move ahead.

GEMINI Hay 22 -June 21

I THIHK MOW LETTERED

IN SHOT PVJf HER
JUNIOR ^EAR.

\

A helpful higher up at workplace may
step into your picture now. Make the

most of your talents, skills and knowl-

edge to attain your goals.

CANCER June 22- Jury 23

Mercury moves into your "enjoyment

sector".Your creativity and social plans

should be carried a step further. Best

days for speculation: Sunday and Wed.

LEO Jury24.Augu*23

Shift interests to family surroundings

and what It may take to make them

more pleasant& comfortable. A Thurs-

day home social shows good vibes.

VIRGO fcajuatHS-ptn

Friendly visits with neighbors could be
worthwhile You could adopt • course

of action that would be mutually bencfi -

dal for the two of you.

UBRA 8*p»2*Oet2i

A sideline could become a money-
maker! Mercurymoves thru yourmoney
sector indicating a side business could

bring profit as well as pleasure.

SCORPIO Octz*-Nov»

Mercurymoveslntoyoursunsign. Flow
with the favorable tides destiny has for

you Don'taUownegauvcdoubtstosink
in. You are better than you think!

SAGITTARIUS Mc*2M>ec21

Sleep on It! Once you have consulted

your deepest levels, the conclusions

retched should be acted on. Be wiling

to reverse a decision previously trade.

PLANET JUPITER IS THE
•LUaCV STAR' FOR MANY
THE 2 OR 3 PAYS EACH
MONTH WHEN THE MOON
IS !N THE. SAME SIGN
JUPIT6R WAS IN AT
YOUR BIRTH COULP
BRING YOU FORTUNATE
OPPORTUNITIES..

AN EPHEMIRlS
SHOWS POSITIONS

PROFESSOR COSMO

CAPRICORN D«22>|an»
By mingling with work related soaal

groups you could obtain some valuable

information. Career results you have

been socking should be doser.

AQUARIUS J«t2l^eb19

Job seekers take note; Mercury moves
thru career sector. Extra efforts in new
areas could jnove worthwhile. Others:

Anticipate better trends forthcoming.

PISCES. F*c2v-Harch20

Stretch your mind to benefit from intel-

lectual pursuits. One Is never to old to

learn something new. Good news could

come from a far away ptaor.

Indispensable workers on any porcupine ranch,

these amazing dogs will sometimes run

across the backs of their charges.

"Hats Off To You !

X
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WARNER CARTOONS

z P L P P E K E B

E W E L M E R F G F X
T R R Y I S D I L E I M
I K F G U F R A Z Z Z D
M Y W V Y R Y F H P Z

E Z G B L T U C F N H

S R E T S E V L Y S Y Z

M Y F R G H R N B
Y Z P E T U N I A B L F
F N V B F Z Y D E E P S

R G Z A X R L L G K K X
N F Y T w E E T Y F U G

Q X Q L K G U S G U B Y

1

bugs

PETUNIA

tweety

daffy

porky

yosemite

elmer

SPEEDY

FROGHORN

SYLVESTER

Weekly Crossword
n
Hats Off To You! " By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 Smaller portion

5 Chair person, eg
10 Messrs. Mai one &

Spade

14 Burn medicine

15 Cognizant

16 Racetrack

17 Scottish hat

19 Phone and bucks

lead in

20 Succulent

21 Type ol hat

23 Greek portico

26 Winged

27 Sixth sense

30 Ms. Ferber & others

32 Flower part

36 Brand ot lelt hats

38 Dance light

39 Surfeit

40 Straighten the ball

42 Heraldic term

43 Incidents

45 Signed on

47 Suit material

46 Hat pans

49 Draft org

50 Wager

S2 Mr Carnegie

54 Burns without flame

SB A Lewis Carroll heroine

62 Knell

63 John Paul ll's hat '

66 Therefore

67 Sardinia's mainland

68 Ms Turner

69 Middle point

70 Thick

71 Superlative endings

DOWN
1 Yellow or black followers

2 Ms Fitzgerald

3 Consomme
4 Oozes

5 Red chairman

6 Wheat beard

7 Messrs Quayle & Rather 46

8 Sports palaces

9 Heavy

10 Pedro's hats

11 Affirm

12 Gift bearing kings

13 Bridge coup

1 8 Computer measurements S7

22 Long ago

24 Stenches

25 Ms. Bancroft

27 Dangerous curves

28 Barrel part

29 Paul & Mary's partner

31 Daisy-like flower

33 Wines & harbors

34 Do follower At

tainabies

35 City in Northern

England

37 Hop-a-longs hat

38 Alabama city

41 City in Oklahoma

44 Care fo'

59

GO

61

64

65

Muslim religion

Bawl out

Lukewarm

Cream of the crop

Flower pan

Greater portion

Ms Korbut

Bridge pan

Flammatory suffix

Penny

Epochs

Messrs Hirt & Bundy

Soap ingredient

C 1V« All righti r«erv«d (JKK Aiiocutes

P.O. Bon 461, Schenectady. NY 12301
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g)o I ta/fefte M/crofc/o/ogy J p W/a//y
Pa+hogen/c Beta - Hemolytic f+reptoCocci!

Or 'The £ vol (j+/on of tfie tffuat/on Comedy!

Do I really want to live with Judy the

neat freakr aga/D . I can' + beWe I've

got Uht/I MorWay t decide if I'm 'a Biology

or a Theatre major. Have I Completely lo$t

it ? Wf" lever be able to wake 3 decfjYon,

agafn? V/a/Y a m/hute, ju/f ye/ferdayjwar

able to pick a phone company with

absolutely no proWer*...^there ir hope*

*'

*>

$Mh& ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is eas\:

\i Sff
Because w^en vou si£n UP f°r AT&T Student

WW Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line

of products and services designed specifically to fit your

needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be.

Our Reach Out* Plans can save vou monev on

/tuden+
/aver p|u/

for fl/f-Gampu/

Student/

ones your roommates make. And the AT&T Calling Card

makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to any-

where. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call

is free*

And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long

distance service.

AT&T Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's

Manager will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from the easy to make.

4

If you're an off-campus student, sign up for

AW Student Saver Plus by calling 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 851.

mi UST •\nulli*crm'i«vS< U&rt II ( iTlifKJtt rqimjlrnl |p _\! mimiUM»f dinil dialiii ciutMiKiaM ni(hl tni »ifkrnd ullinihjvd
rjUM'Hi-iiiM <• s «_' tiui'mildfci Mfhll n inutr- dcjwHitns on »1*rvcir»hwi \0ti14ll OnYr limiintmm ctlMfatr pirMudem

AT&T

Clarion offense sputters in loss to Westminster
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What a difference a week

makes!

The Clarion University Golden

Eagle offense, which appeared

invincible just one week ago,

was humbly returned to

mortality last Saturday afternoon

against Westminster. A tough

Titan defense thoroughly stifled

Clarion's offensive game plan.

By the time the Eagles finally

crossed the goal line, the

outcome had already been

determined: Westminster 21,

Clarion 11,

The Titan defense led

quarterback Tim Myers into one

of his most frustrating games as

a collegiate. After forcing

numerous third and long

situations, the Titans would drop

six or seven men into pass

coverage, leaving the senior with

nobody to throw to. Myers' final

numbers read 15 of 37 for 186

yards. He had one touchdown,

but also had two interceptions.

Seven of those completions and

104 yards came in the

meaningless fourth quarter when

the Titans were just keying on

the big plays.

Ironically, the Golden Eagles

appeared to have the football

gods on their side as the game

got under way. After a Clarion

possession died at their own 20,

Myers' punt caromed off of a

Westminster body and Brad

Kline pounced on it at midfield.

Receptions by Jess Quinn of

eight and seven yards followed

by nine yards from Jay Tonini

provided the yardage necessary

for a 35 yard field goal from

Paul Cramer. Clarion led 3-0.

With just over a minute

remaining in the opening stanza,

the Golden Eagles' high-

powered offense found their

engine belts beginning to snap.

On first and ten from their own

seven yard line, Myers looked

deep for Marlon Worthy, but

found a Titan defensive back

instead. One play later,

Westminster running back Kyle

Hetrick danced 15 yards around

the right end and the NAIA
powerhouse college never

looked back.

Myers' second interception

placed Westminster inside the

Clarion 15. From there, Hetrick

moseyed 13 yards for his second

score of the half, and the Titans

walked into the locker room

leading 14-3.

The inefficient Clarion offense

mustered only three first downs

and 97 yards of offense through

two periods. To put it in

perspective, Myers had more

punts than completions in the

first half.

Midway through quarter

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Eldridge Ponder (2) and the Clarion "D" played well on Sat.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Quarterback Tim Myers had a rough day on Saturday, throwing two interceptions that both

led to Westminster scores.

number three, Westminster put

together their third touchdown

drive of the contest. The visitors

balanced 48 yards on the ground

with 36 yards in the air and used

up enough of the clock to put the

game away.

Clarion finally broke through

the Titan defense in the fourth

quarter. Myers spread the wealth

around by completing passes to

four different receivers en route

to a nine play, 81 yard scoring

drive. The drive was capped off

by a 31 yard touchdown strike to

Damien Henry. Worthy made a

splendid catch of Myers' two-

point conversion pass to set the

final at 21-11.

Every Golden Eagle opponent

has been undefeated. Clarion

must have been asking

themselves if Washington was

coming to town next weekend.

No, but the Golden Eagles will

open their PSAC-West contests

at Edinboro University this

Saturday at 2 p.m. Edinboro, by

the way, is undefeated at 3-0 and

ranked seventh in the NCAA
Division II polls. The Fighting

Scot defense is ranked #1 in the

PSAC and #2 in the nation.

Edinboro has won the last four

meetings between these two

teams.

This battle will be the start of

six PSAC-West collisions that

will determine the PSAC-West

champion.

Westminster

Clarion

7 7 7 0-21
3 8-11

FIRST QUARTER
Clarion: FG Cramer 35, 7:09.

Drive: 7 plays, 21 yards. Key play:

Myers' punt hits Titan, recovered by

Kline at 50 yard line. Clarion 3,

Westminster 0.

Westminster: Hetrick 15 yard run

(Woods kick), 0:54. Drive: 1 play,

15 yards. Key play: Myers pass

intercepted by Jones, returns to C15.

Westminster 7, Clarion 3.

SECOND QUARTER
Westminster: Hetrick 13 yard run

(Woods kick), 4:16. Drive: 3 plays,

15 yards. Key play: Myers
intercepted by Dick, returned to

C30. Clarion personal foul moves

ball to C15. Westminster 14,

Clarion 3.

THIRD QUARTER
Westminster: Buggey 1 yard run

(Woods kick), 5:01. Drive: 11

plays, 83 yards. Westminster 21,

Clarion 3.

FOURTH QUARTER
Clarion: Henry 31 yard pass from

Myers (Worthy pass from Myers for

2-point conversion), 9:34. Drive: 9

plays, 81 yards. Key play: 16 yard

pass from Myers to Worthy on 3-7 at

W31. Westminster 21, Clarion 11.

TEAM STATISTICS

West. Cla.

FIRST DOWNS 20 13

3RD-DOWNEFF. 6-15 4-15

NET YDS RUSH 207 89

attempts 53 26

NET YDS PASS 156 186

attempts 19 37

PUNTS/YARDS 7-215 8-307

RETURN YDS. 46 56

FUMBLES/LOST 3-3 2-1

KEY PLAYER STATISTICS

Westminster rushing: Hetrick 18-

98, Buggey 17-96.

Clarion rushing: Henry 12-40,

Tonini 7-27.

Westminster passing: ()' Shea 12

for 19 (156 yards), o TD and 1 INT.

Clarion passing: Myers 15 for 37

(186 yards), 1TD and 2 INT.

Westminster receiving: Sofran 5-

77, Aeppli 3-55.

Clarion receiving: Brown 5-57,

Worthy 4-55.

Clarion tackles-assists-sacks:

Mazoff 18-9-0, Reinhart 15-9-1,

Andrews 13-10-1, Kline 13-7-0.

Clarion interceptions: Kline (1).

EXTRA POINTS

-Clarion fullback Jay Tonini

has rushed for 149 yards on

only 32 carries (almost five

yards a carry).

Tight end Tim Brown is

averaging 63 catches a game,

tops in the PSAC.
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Women's volleyball team hanging with PSAC elite
by Mike Jewart

Sports Writer

After a romp through the East

Stroudsburg tournament and the

destruction of arch rival Slippery

Rock, the Clarion University

Golden Eagles volleyball team

landed at Seton Hill University

and at the Fairmont State

tournament last weekend.

Last Friday, the CUP women
took a 2-0 lead over Seton Hill

with 15-5 and 15-12 scores.

"The Hill" recovered slightly by

taking game three, 15-12.

However, the Clarion spikers

proved too mighty as they won

game four, 15-10, and took the

match, 3-1. Leading the way for

the Clarion women were senior,

co-captains Wendy Ellenberger

and Tammi Bills. Ellenberger

had the offense flying with 42

set assists, and Bills was the

cornerstone of the defense with

29 digs. Sophomore Meghan
Kelly added 20 digs and Nicole

Flambard chipped in with 12

kills.

On Saturday and Sunday, the

Golden Eagles set their sights on

the Fairmont State tourney. The

Clarion attack was grounded in

the first match of the tourney

against West Virginia Weslyan.

The CUP women were defeated

in three straight sets, 15-8, 15-12

and 15-10. Ellenberger again led

the team in assists with 28 and

also in kills with nine. Bills and

Kelly led the defense with 11

digs each.

It didn't take Clarion long to

regain their winning ways in

their second match of the

tourney, winning against West

Virginia-Charleston in three sets,

15-9, 15-9 and 15-9. Jennifer

Betters had a team-high nine

kills. Suzanne Sheldon added

eight more. Bills and Kelly

again led the defense with 18

and 14 digs, respectively.

Ellenberger turned in her usual

stellar performance with 30 set

assists.

The CUP spikers kept on

rolling as they met Glenville in

their third game of the tourney.

Clarion set the tone of the match

early with a 15-4 thrashing of

Glenville in game one. Glenville

gave Clarion a little suffer test in

game two, but CUP prevailed

16-14. Clarion was simply too

much for Glenville as they won

1992 Fall Intramurais
(Intramurab offke located in Tlppin)

Intramural roster due dates have

been extended until Monday,
October 5 for the following sports:

Men's volleyball

Women's volleyball

Co-rec volleyball

Men's water basketball

Fall golf

Mixed doubles tennis

Fall golf will take place the week of October 5.

Check the IM bulletin board for the date, time

and price.

*¥»vw»wrww»»» »i

If you have any questions, please contact the

intramural office at 226-2349.

Additional roster forms can be picked up in

the shelves by the Intramural office (between

the doors).

Completed roster forms go in the roster box

located directly across from the intramural

office.

15-8 in game three and took the

match in three straight sets.

Ellenberger had 26 set assists

and Kelly was the "D" stopper

with 16 digs.

The victory over Glenville

landed the Eagles in the semi-

finals and a chance for revenge

against West Virginia Weslyan.

They never got on track as they

dropped three straight sets, 15-6,

1 5-6 and 15-11. Ellenberger had

18 assists. Bills contributed 10

digs and Bobbie Simpson had six

kills.

On Tuesday night, the CUP
women dropped to 10-7, overall,

and 2-3 in the PSAC-West with a

loss to visiting Edinboro. 'Boro

swept Clarion in three sets, 15-

12, 15-13 and 15-8. This gave

'Boro a sweet 4-1 PSAC-West

mark, thus far. Flambard led

Clarion with eight kills and

Simpson chipped in seven of her

own. Ellenberger had 23 set

assists and Tammi Bills had 14

digs.

Clarion will attempt to get

back on the winning track at the

Slippery Rock Tournament this

weekend, playing even more
games against stiff competition.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Get up, Girl!: Co-captain Tammi Bills is looking to score

during Tuesday night's match against Edinboro.

GOLDEN EAGLE LEADERS:
Assists: Wendy Ellenberger

412.

Kills: Nicole Flambard 126,

Bobbie Simpson 116.

Service Aces(through

Monday): Bobbie Simpson 38.

Block Solos( through Monday):

Bobbie Simpson 22.

Digs: Tammi Bills 223, Meghan

Kelly 161.

Golf team heading toward PSAC's
.

' i

by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

The Clarion University golf

team participated in two

tournaments this past week.

They were in the Slippery Rock

Invitational last Thursday and

the Mercyhurst Invitational last

Monday.

At the Armco Country Club,

last Thursday, Clarion finished

ninth at the Slippery Rock
Invitational with 410 points.

The host team, Slippery Rock,

won with 368 points. IUP turned

in another great tournament

showing with only 382 points.

For Clarion, senior Rich

Grafton led with a 76. Junior

Todd Corbeil and sophomore

Chris Brocious both shot 82's.

Brian Fiscus also did well

shooting an 83. Don Turowski

and Greg Greska finished out the

pack, shooting in the high 80's.

Things really turned around,

however, in the Mercyhurst

tourney at the Lakeview Country

Club in Erie on Monday.

"We played much better on the

tougher course last week," said

head coach Bob Carlson.

IUP won the tournament with

314 points. Malone came in

second with 322 points followed

by Gannon with 325. The
Golden Eagles finished fourth

with 326 points.

Clarion was led by Grafton,

who shot an 80. He finished

sixth overall in the tournament

out of 75 golfers. Coach Carlson

said that Grafton has been

displaying tremendous

leadership in his performances.

Brocious and Fiscus both shot an

81. Turowski shot an 84 and

Corbeil shot an 86.

Coach Carlson said that the

scores were very impressive if

you consider the fact the

Lakeview course was difficult.

'To shoot an 86 on this course is

a job well done, to shoot an 80 is

exceptional," said Carlson.

Carlson was pleased that the

golfers all played well at the

same time. 'To be competetive,

we have to be consistent," said

Carlson. "We all have to play

well at the same time."

Junior Todd Corbeil, who is

being counted on as one of the

team leaders, has been struggling

of late. But Carlson is showing

great faith in Corbeil and knows

that Corbeil will be needed in the

fall PSAC championships.

The team will see action next

at the Allegheny tourney on

Tuesday, October 6. The fall

PSAC Championships will take

place on October 8 at Lock
Haven. Coach Carlson is

hoping to peak at just that time.

Stehle's

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenville, Pa 16254

5x7' space - $21.20 per month
5x10' space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122
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Tennis team falls to Shippensburg
by Amy Roe

Sports Writer

The Clarion University

women's tennis team notched

two more victories last week

defeating PSAC rivals Slippery

Rock and Lock Haven.

However, the women dropped a

match over the weekend to

powerful Shippensburg.

The Golden Eagles pulverized

Slippery Rock last Wednesday,

9-0.

Shara Wolkomir, in the #1

position, defeated her Rock

opponent, 6-2, 6-3. Marianne

Martin triumphed in the #2

position with a 6-2, 6-0 win.

Darcy Ingham won in the #3

position, 6-3,6-1. Roxanne

Milton won in two sets from the

#4 position, 6-3, 6-1. Jennifer

Keil won 6-4, 6-0 in the #5

position. Melodie Dess had the

most competition from the #6

position but still prevailed, 5-7,

64, 6-3.

Fiona Koiners, a former #1

seat at Slippery Rock, has been

assisting head coach Terry Acker

while doing graduate work here

at Clarion. She was with the

Golden Eagles last Thursday as

they downed her alma mater.

"The match against Slippery

Rock was very aggressive in

singles play," said Koiners.

"Marianne Martin had a great

game in the singles competition

and Roxanne Milton and

Jennifer Keil both added

outstanding matches."

In doubles play, #1 Wolkomir

and Ingham won in three sets, 4-

6, 7-5, 6-3. Dess and Keil

defeated their opponents, 6-2, 6-

2. Martin and Milton took the

courts and capped off the

onslaught with a 6-1,6-0 victory.

On Thursday, the Golden

Eagles defeated the Bald Eagles

at Lock Haven, 9-0.

"Melodi Dess played an

outstanding match on Thursday,"

said Coach Acker. "Shara and

Darcy played very aggressively;

it showed in their quick

matches."

In singles play, Wolkimir

defeated her opponent in the #1

seat, 6-1, 6-0. Martin won from

the #2 position, 6-4, 6-0. The

third seat, Ingham, grabbed the

upper hand in a 6-2, 6-1 win.

Milton victimized her opponent

in two sets (6-1, 6-2) in the #4

position. In the fifth seat, Keil

had a 6-1, 6-2 win, and Dess

won in #6 singles, 6-1, 6-2.

In #1 doubles, Ingham and

Wolkimir earned a 6-2, 6-3

victory. Dess and Keil won 6-0,

6-1 in the #2 position and Martin

with Milton defeated their

opponents 6-0, 6-2.

The Eagles were defeated by

their opponents from

Shippensburg, 8-1. Sunday's

results yielded with #2 seat

Martin earning the only win

against Clarion's opponents.

Martin defeated her adversary in

three sets, 0-6, 6-4, 6-2. Top seat

Wolkimir fell 3-6, 4-6. Ingham,

in the #3 position, was defeated

0-6, 0-6. Milton lost, 2-6, 3-6 in

the #4 position. Keil fell in the

#5 position, 2-6, 1-6 and #6

singles Dess lost to her

opponent, 1-6, 3-6.

In #1 doubles, Ingham and

Wolkimir lost, 5-7, 0-6. Dess and

Keil were defeated, 5-7, 0-6 and

Martin and Milton fell at the #3

position, 4-6, 3-6.

Clarion will be hosting

Edinboro on Wednesday (at 3

p.m.) and IUP on Thursday (at 2

p.m.) at the Campbell courts.

Lois Oertel/Clarion

Clarion's Roxanne Milton attempts to ace her opponent

Milton plays at the #4 position.

Call

PSAC school involved in historic re-enactment
Mansfield, Pa. (AP) - When

you talk night football, you have

to talk Mansfield University and

Wyoming Seminary. One
hundred years ago, that's all

there was.

The two schools met Monday

night on the same field where

they met the night of September

28, 1892. It was just the second

night game in the town's history.

"Fifty years ago, nobody did

anything. It occulted to me
some time after that, they missed

the 50th anniversary," said

Chester Bailey, Tioga County's

80-year-old historian. "I wasn't

going to let them miss the 100th.

I was just concerned that I

wouldn't make it," he said.

Bailey was director of the

county's national bicentennial

BOOKSMITH TRADING, INC.

BOOKS GIFTS CARDS CLOTHING

"when it comes to textbooks,

we've got you covered"

WE BUY BOOKS FROM
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

celebration in 1976, when the

town erected a plaque (with the

wrong date), marking Smythe

Field as the site of the first night

football game.

Mansfield University's Alpha

Chi Rho fraternity re-enacted the

original game Monday night at

halftime of a real rematch of the

Mansfield-Wyoming Seminary

game.

In the real rematch, a group of

Mansfield sophomores and

freshman put together

specifically for Monday night's

game beat the Wyoming
academy's varsity team 27-8.

The Mansfield players were

older than Wyoming's.

"This is the big game of the

season for us," said Bob Timko,

a Mansfield philosophy

professor who is coaching his

school's team. "It's Texas-

Arkansas, Oklahoma-Texas and

Army-Navy, all in one."

The NCAA prohibited

Mansfield from using redshirt

players from its Division II

football team, so school

spokesman Scott Miller put

together a team for Timko to

coach.

"I'll go down in history as

someone with the best record in

Mansfield history or someone

with the worst record," said

Timko.

Ken Sweet scored the first night

touchdown. The original game

played 100 years ago ended in a

tie after being called at halftime

because of poor lighting. Just 20

bulbs lit the field then - the

equivalent of four street lights

today.

That game, already rough

because players ran headlong

into one another, was made
rougher with a light standard

erected in the middle of the field.

The first game also featured

the flying wedge and a play in

which the ball carrier was hurled

over the line of scrimmage. At

the time, teams only had to gain

five yards in three "carries."

For the Wednesday night

attraction at the 1892 Mansfield

Fair, the university decided to

exhibit both its football team and

electric lights, something the

town wouldn't be wired with for

another five years.

Most people came to see the

lights in 1892, but on Monday

night, more than 7,000 people

showed up to watch the rematch

and the re-enactment. Two
weeks after the original game,

Wyoming took out an

advertisement in the Mansfield

newspaper, challenging the

university to a rematch.

Miller published a response in

area newspapers just this past

August, accepting the challenge.

The Wyoming team travelled

from Kingston, Pa., 100 miles

southeast. Actually, travel for

the team was easier in 1892, with

the trains. Monday, they had to

take back roads. The train

doesn't come here anymore.

"We're delighted to be playing

under the lights because in the

last 100 years we haven't done it

that often," Wyoming
spokeswoman Mary Francis

Donley said. "And for the team

that is on the average 2-3 years

younger than most of the

students we're playing, we didn't

do that badly."

At the turn of the century,

Mansfield sent along many
players who starred in pro

football and baseball, but few

names that would be

recognizable. Night football,

however, has become its real gift

to the world.

"Is it a good gift? I think so,"

Bailey said.
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Lock Haven University avoids severe penalties
Lock Haven, Pa. (AP)- The

failure of an NCAA investigative

staff to prepare a full report on

violations in the Lock Haven

University wrestling program

helped the school avoid two

years of severe penalties.

The NCAA placed the

program on two years'

probation, but its infractions

committee suspended severe

penalties, since the violations

were never presented to them as

a whole.

In its report, the NCAA said

former coach Neil Turner had a

"general lack of awareness of

recruiting rules" and failed to

seek advice from school

officials. The failure resulted in

major violations.

The school reported a series of

problems to the NCAA in 1990,

but the NCAA's investigative

staff never presented the full

report to the infractions

committee. Finally, the

university asked the NCAA what

had happened to the full case.

Last November, the committee

agreed not to impose severe

sanctions, because its

investigators did not process the

complaint in a timely manner.

"If the case had been submitted

to the committee in its entirety.

.

. the committee would have

imposed serious penalties upon

the university, including a two-

year ban on post-season

competition and suspension of

all paid recruiting visits for two

years," the NCAA report said.

"We'd be mistaken if we
thought this was not a severe

situation," Lock Haven athletic

director Sharon Taylor said.

Lock Haven reassigned

Turner after discovering the

violations and accepted his

subsequent resignation. An
assistant, Norm Palovczik, also

resigned. It also brought a

booster organization under

university control.

The NCAA said Lock Haven

boosters illegally contacted

potential recruits and that the

team paid for trips by recruits'

parents, held tryouts for

scholarships and intermingled

booster club money with

university funds.

Turner also granted eligibility

to wrestlers who did not meet the

NCAA's academic requirements.

"The violations basically

involve a successful Division I

wrestling program that was not

being properly controlled by the

institution. And as it became

more successful, it needed more

guidance than it had," said Allan

Williams, the immediate past

chairman of the NCAA sanctions

committee.

The school was ordered to

vacate its team records in the

1988, 1989 and 1990 post-season

and file compliance reports with

the NCAA for the next two

years. It also faces the NCAA
"death penalty" if they have

another major violation in any

program in the next five years.

Brad Lloyd and Craig Corbin

were NCAA All-American

wrestlers during those years.

Taylor said she didn't believe

they would be forced to return

their honors.

Turner now coaches at

Messiah College in

Pennsylvania, which must

require that he attended NCAA
rules compliance seminars and

"recertify" its wrestling program

and any summer camps or

booster clubs he is associated

with.

Sports Opinion "The Q Awards"

Something to tell my grandchildren about
byJonQ.SUler

Sports Editor

Ladies and gentlemen, it's time

to roll out the red carpet once

again. It's time to celebrate what

need not be celebrated, to rejoice

over absolutely nothing. Yes,

you know exactly what I'm

talking about! If you don't,

don't worry. The point is moot.

But now that I have your

attention, I will introduce the

2nd Annual "Q Awards."
'

The "He's not just a dumb
jock" award goes to Earvin

"Magic" Johnson for the second

time. He announced earlier this

week that he would be returning

to the NBA for yet another

season. I don't care what anyone

thinks he should do. "Magic"

wants to play basketball, so he

will. His doctors okayed it, the

Lakers okayed it and even

Cookie okayed it. The man is

6'9" and weighs 235 pounds, are

you gonna try to stop him from

playing? Go for it, Earvin!

The "Their gonna lose for the

third time just like the Denver

Broncos" award goes to the

Pittsburgh Pirates. In the last few

years, they've had Steve

Buechele, Bobby Bonilla, Bill*

Landrum and John Smiley and

they never made it to the World

Series. These guys are now
gone. So is Pittsburgh's chances

of beating the Braves.

The "Mr. October" award

doesn't go to Barry Bonds. If

Bobby Bonilla couldn't protect

Bonds, how can Jeff King?

The "Please don't ever pick

up a fumble and run with it"

award goes to the Steelers' Greg

Lloyd. It's almost frightening!

The "Dukes of Hazard"
award goes to Koy and Ty

Detmer. Or was that Bo and

Luke? Or Luke and Koy? At

least I'm sure of Daisy!

The "Your'e a real man"
award goes to Jimmy Conners.

He beat Martina Navratalova in

two sets to take home a $500,000

prize. Hey Jimmy, it's too bad

that you couldn't beat up

Martina in a fight, you little runt

She's more of a man than you.

The "Better than Bo" award

goes to San Diego State running

back Marshall Faulk. He is an

apartment complex, folks! I

read that he was limited to 118

yards against UCLA last week.

How can you be limited to 118

yards? What would 200 yards

be? A pretty good game?

The "He didn't inhale" award

goes to Steve Howe, formerly of

the Yankees. He never once

inhaled. Honorable mention:

Bill Clinton.

The "No respect" award goes

to former commissioner Fay

Vincent. He found out that the

only way a commissioner can get

respect is to die.

The "Most unusual hockey

game ever played" award will

go to the Pittsburgh Penguins

and the Philly Flyers. The Pens

just signed Mario Lemieux to a

$42 million dollar contract. The

Flyers, I believe, traded their

whole team, $100 million

dollars, Rocky Balboa's statue

and the Philadelphia Spectrum to

get Eric Lindros. So when the

Pens and Flyers meet on October

6, it will be Lemieux vs. Lindros.

Neither team can possibly have

enough money left for any other

players.

The 'He's the "Great one'"

award goes to Eric Lindros. The

man hasn't played one minute in

the NHL and he is already better

than Gretzky and Lemieux?

Not.

The "Odd couple of the

week" award goes to Andre

Agassi and Barbra Streisand.

How big are those beer goggles,

Andre? Damn!

The "Julio Cesar Chavez"

award goes to no one. The man
can't weigh much more man my
little brother. I say we throw out

all the titles and have one

championship belt. "Pound for

pound, he's the best fighter in the

world" is just crap. Put two

fighters in the ring and let them

decide who's best. For the

championship! Chavez vs. Mike

Tyson?

The "Pay per view event of

the century" award could go to

Rob Dibble and Lou Piniella in a

15-round exhibition. "Mr.

Perfect" would be in Dibble's

comer! Honorable mention: Bo
Jackson or Dan Quayle at a

spelling bee.

The "What a complete

travesty" award goes to the Far

East entry in the Little League

World Series for having 17 and

18 year old players in the

tournament. It was for 11 and 12

year olds, by the way. I should

have known by their cleanup

hitter's 6'1", 190 pound build

that he wasn't 12 years of age.

At some high school in

Pittsburgh, right now, there is an

argument going on about how
long a cheerleader's skirt should

be. I only have one thing to say

about that, "Is it the length of the

skirt or the height of the girl?"

That topic is as stupid as

saying that cheerleading is not a

sport! Oh, I'm sorry. I'll save

that topic for a later date. Next!

D Phi E would like to welcome our 9
new pledge class of Fall 92

LarinaShumbres

Sharla Wright

Cathie Jlaherty

Chrissy (Bracken

9(eary Joyce

Heidi <BCaiT

Wendy Spicuzza

Tracey Sauer

Molly Sena

LisaSpeziaie

Janette Perretta

%glly 'English

Mindy Qbil&h

Angela Wilkinson
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5th Ave
Restaurant

226-8512

Cold 6-Pks/Qts. Full Menu +

To Go Daily Specials

Take-out Orders Available

Mon: Stuffed Peppers

Tues: Swiss Steak

Wed: Pork Chop

Thurs: Pasta

Fri: Fish

Sat: Del Monica Steak

*Lowest Prices Around*

Mondays:
Hot/Mild Wings

Served all Day!

t
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Classifieds

Help Wanted
$200 - $500 Weekly Assemble

products at home. Easy! No

selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. Free

Information- 24 hour Hotline.

801-379-2900 Copyright*

PA10KDH

Spring Break '93 Panama City

Beach, Florida Sales

Representative needed to work

with the #1 Spring Break Team

Travel Associates and Tour

Excel Sell the Best properties

on the beach Summit

Condiminiums Miracle Beach

Resort Holiday Inn Pier 99

Earn top commissions and free

trips. For more information call:

Jenny 1-800-558-3OO2.

***Wanted*** Campus

Representatives to promote

Spring Break and Ski trips. Earn

free trip and cash!!! Call 1-800-

862-7325.

Looking for student groups to

sponsor us on campus. Fast,

easy, big, $,$,$'s! Call at (800)

592-2121 extension 309.

Be a Spring Break Rep! Earn

FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun,

Daytona, & Jamaica from $159.

Call Take A Break Student

Travel today! (800)32-

TRAVEL.

Travel Free! Sell quality

vacations for the most reliable

Spring Break Company!

Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,

Margarita Island, Florida.

Best commissions/services.

Sunsplash Tours. 1-800-426-

7710.

/hot dog
phouse 17 S. 6th Ave.

Super Lunch Special

one hot dog

small drink

small nachos

$1.27 +.08 tax

Mon.-Fri, 11 AM- 3 PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM
Seven Days a Week.

Nite Owl Special 3/$1.88

Available At All Times

***Campus Reps Wanted***

Heatwave Vacations Spring

Break 1993. The best rates &
the BIGGEST commissions. For

more information, Call 800-395-

WAVE.

$$$, Free Travel & Resume

Experience!! Individuals and

Student Organizations wanted to

promote Spring Break, call the

nations leader. Inter-Campus

Programs 1-800-327-6013.

Sales and Services

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized 89

Mercedes. . . $200 86 VW. . .

$50 87 Mercedes. . . $100 65

Mustang. . . $50. Choose from

thousands starting $25. Free

information-24 Hour Hotline.

801-379-2929 Copyright*

PA10KJC.

Druglord Trucks! $100 86

Bronco. . . $50 91 Blazer. . .

$150 77 Jeep CJ. . . $50. Seized

Vans, 4x4's, Boats. Choose from

thousands starting $25. Free

information-24 hour hotline.

801-379-2930. Copyright*

PA10KKC.

Jjuie. Colors I&lifiO.***

Professional Steralization. Fine

lines & Cover ups. Choose from

50 colors. Located in Sligo, PA

10 miles S. of Clarion. Call for

appointment after 5:00pm. 358-

2715.

Leam American Sign Language

for only $35! Beginning

Tuesday, October 6th at 7-9pm

in room B62A Carlson & will

continue every Tuseday

thereafter. For more info, call

Mary at 226-3354.

There will be a Blood Mobile at

Tippin Gymnasium on Monday,

October 5 from 11:00 a.m. until

5:00 p.m. Food for the canteen

will be provided by Geo's pizza

Personals

To "Our Boys" Good luck

Saturday against Edinboro. We

know you guys can do it & we

will be there for you, as always.

Love ya, Jill and Rhonda.

Happy Birthday to Amy Belan,

We love you. Love your D Phi E

sisters.

O Sig Eps you are so keen.

Thanks for helping us pick up

our fabulous 14.

Sig Eps- The air was cold and

the water was warm and there

was always room for just one

more! Thanks for the awesome

Hot Tub Rush Party! We'll

splash around with you anytime.

Love, the sisters of Tri Sigma.

To the sisters of Tri Sigma-

Thank you for all pulling

together, especially Teresa and

Deb, for making this an

incredible Rush! Good Job!

To the sisters of Tri Sigma and to

all my friends: Thank you for all

the flowers, cards, and words of

support. Your thoughtfulness

will never be forgotten. Sigma

Love and Friendship, Lisa.

To Lisa, Heather, and Jen our

deepest sympathy is with you

and your families. You know

we'll always be here for you!

Love your Tri Sigma sisters.

KDR- It was great twisting the

night away with all of you! Let's

do it again. Love, the sisters of

Delta Zeta.

Just when you thought fall rush

was over... Zeta Tau Alpha is

having an open bid party for all

interested CUP women-

Wednesday, Oct. 7th at 8:30pm!

Call 227-2804 about details.

Please stop by and visit the

Zetas! Going Greek could be the

best decision you've made this

semester... don't miss out!

FREE
Membership with this coupon

—

«

Wilkinson TV & Video
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TVS VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

Hey Delta Chi, you guys sure

are sly! The Reach Party was

great! At least this time we

didn't get "Burnt" Love the

sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha.

We would like to thank Alison

Muck and Tammie Snyder for all

your work thru Rush. You both

were great and we love you!

Love, your Zeta sisters.

Congratulations to our new

associate members: Sara

Cottone, Mellony Marsh,

Michelle McDonald, Ami Miller,

Fran Spadafora and Tracy

Wolfe! We love you, ThetaPhis

Hey Diane!- Great Rush! We
had such a good turn out.

Thanks for all of your time and

hard work. Love, your Delta

Zeta sisters.

Congratulations to Fall 92 Delta

Zeta Pledges! We are looking

forward to becoming closer with

all of you! Love, the sisters of

Delta Zeta.

Congratulations to the D Phi E
Fall '92 pledge class. Love your

sweetheart.

To our sweetheart Gina, Thank

you for the hugs and kisses. The

cups were cool. You're all right.

Love the brothers of Theta Xi

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-800-

932-0528, Ext 65.

For homecoming '92, Phi Sigma

Kappa will be bringing home the

Bacon.- in more ways than one!

Details soon.

Traci Showers, Thanks for

another great rush! You did a

great job once again! We love

you! Love, Theta Phi Alpha

sisters.

Phi Sigma Sigma proudly

welcomes the Fall '92 Teddy

Bear Pledge class!! They are;

Kelley Mahoney, Deb Zehner,

Colleen Standifur, Kristie Ritter,

Dee Maretti, Kristen Warner,

April Gallagher, Georgann

Torchia, Laura Stufft, Melissa

Welty, Stella Gary. We love you

all!!!!

To Phi Sigma Sigma, Sorry this

is late, but our house just got

finished, so we thought we'd

wait. We had a good time at the

mixer. Theta Xi

The Brothers of Theta Xi would

like to congratulate our brother

Lyle Gardner on the birth of his

son, and Ron Craig for getting

engaged to Steph. Good Luck.

The brothers of Theta Xi.

To the residents of 70 N.5. AVE.

We should party more often.

How do we keep people from

jumping off the roof though

(Donny). ALF week is just

around the corner. Who is

bringing the BBQ sauce??? The

Great 21.

Zetas! The mixer wasn't just

another day at the beach. It was

sunsational! Thanks, The

Brothers of Delta Chi

Tri-Sigma would like to

congratulate our new pledges!

We can't wait till you're sisters!

Phi Sigma Sigma invites you to

hop aboard the Phi Sig Railroad!

Anyone interested is welcome to

our open bid party on Tuesday,

October 6 from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

See ya at our house! (110 Grand

Avenue)
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SmrtLOBimm- Tall Cliffy predicts:

Seminoles to dismantle Miami defense
Okay, Okay. . .so I didn't

exactly do well last week.
Alright, so I did god awful, but I

told you this wasn't an exact

science. Besides, who would
have thought that Cleveland

backup Mike Tomczak would be

color-blind and throw to the

hapless Denver defense instead

of his entourage. I also didn't

receive much help from Rod
Woodson, who completely

buggered a punt at his own eight

yard line, thus, resulting in a

Green Bay touchdown. Kansas

finally proved to me and
everybody on Earth that they are

overrated. And Marshall Faulk

"only" rushed for 118 yards

against UCLA, blowing another

prediction from an obvious

amateur (i.e. me).

Now, I must regain my
composure and try this again. So
without further ado. .

.

ML
New Orleans at Detroit Even

The Saints (2-2) had a good
game against the Niners last

Sunday, but that is only if you
looked at the stats. If you
watched the game, New Orleans

looked flat. San Francisco

averaged 4.8 yards per rush,

which is not typical for the

Saints' defense to allow. Bobby
Herbert had 259 yards passing

against the 49ers and should
have just as good a game against

the Lions. But the Saints'

defense needs to hold Barry
Sanders to under 100 yards in

order for a New Orleans win.

That is very unlikely, because

the Bucs did that last week.
Sanders had just 70 yards on 20

carries; this just won't happen
two weeks in a row. Rodney
Peete had a tremendous day
passing against Tampa, but his

line gave up three sacks for 25

yards. The Lions (1-3) need for

their offensive line to give Peete

more time against the Saints,

who have a better "D" than the

Bucs.

Tall Cliffy 's pick: Detroit

Kansas City at Denver +1

This spread is unbelievable.

Denver (3-1) proved nothing

against the Browns last week,

except that David Treadwell can

kick field goals. John Elway was

10-17 for just 157 yards passing.

His line has allowed more sacks

than any other NFL team, and

Denver has the worst offense

(yardage-wise) in the league. I

don't expect them to wake up

against the Chiefs.

Kansas City (3-1) looked very

impressive Monday night against

the Raiders. Dave Krieg proved

that he can lead the Chiefs this

season. Krieg threw for just 61

yards, but ran for two
touchdowns, something that

hasn't happened in a few years.

Barry Word ran for 125 yards,

and he isn't even KC's best back.

Christian Okoye saw limited

playing time, but still gained 35

yards on eight carries. The
Chiefs also have running back
Harvey Williams, who was never

used against the Raiders. Look
for Williams to have his share of

carries against the Broncos. And
don't look for the Broncos to

stop him.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Kansas City

Dallas at Philadelphia -4 1/2

What a great game this is

going to be! The Cowboys (3-0)

had a week off to prepare for this

game. And, believe me, they will

be prepared. Michael Irvin is the

best receiver in the NFC, and he

has a very good passer throwing

to him, Troy Aikman. Emmitt
Smith is a great back, but might

find trouble with the awesome
Eagle defense. The Cowboy
defense is getting better, but they

will definitely get burned by the

versatile offense of the Eagles.

Philly (3-0) also had last week
off, which means that they will

be just as prepared for this game.

Randall Cunningham has proven

that Eagle fans should not worry

about his knee. Keith Jackson

will be missed, but the loss will

not throw off Philly's offense

that much. The Eagle defense is

playing for their former leader,

the dearly departed Jerome
Brown. This means that they will

be tougher than their #1 ranking,

last year. This could be the year

that Philly goes all the way.

Tall Cliffy'spick: Philadelphia

CaSm
Florida St at Miami -3

The Seminoles (4-0) have
something to prove after last

year's disappointing loss to the

'Canes. Head coach Bobby
Bowden also has to prove that he

is not a conservative coach. FSU
was not a conservative team,

until the last minutes of the

Miami game last year. That not

only allowed Miami to come
back and win the ball game, but

it also lost me tons of dinero.

However, Florida St. now has

Freddie Ward behind center.

Ward passed for 240 yards last

week with one TD and no INT's,

the first time he hasn't thrown a

pick this year. He is steadily

improving and should display

against Miami just how much
talent he really has.

Miami (3-0) is running scared

right now. They were nearly

upset by a less talented Arizona

team last week, proving that they

did not deserve the #1 ranking.

Washington is now the top

ranked team in the country and

Miami is probably feeling like

they have to play catch-up the

rest of the season. Miami has

won the last four out of five

meetings between these two
teams, but those were much
better Hurricane teams. This will

be a close contest, but the

Seminoles will be on top in the

end.

Tall Cliffy'spick Florida St

Boston College at WVU +2 1/2

This spread is also incredible.

Boston College (4-0) has shutout

three opponents. Their defense

has forced 13 turnovers, held

opposing quarterbacks to well

under 45% in completion ratings

and last week, they did not allow

the Michigan State offense past

the 22 yard line. BC also has one

of the better quarterbacks in the

nation, Glenn Foley. And they

had two 100+ yard rushers in

their last three ball games.

WVU (3-0-1) entered the Top
25 (#25) this week, but they are

no match for their Big East

counterparts. Look for this to be

a landslide.

Tall Cliffy 's pick: Boston
College

Tennessee at Louisiana St. +7
I have not seen either of these

teams this year, but I like taking

chances (as shown in last week's

dismal predictions). I'm going to

go with Tennessee. I've always

liked the Vols (4-0) and they are

trying to win game for their ailed

head coach Johnny Majors.

Tall Cliffy'spick: Tennessee

Well, that's all for this week. I

only hope that I can even my
record at .500, or go 0-6 so you

can have the time of your life

running me into the ground with

rude comments about my sports

knowledge. Believe me, it

wouldn't be the first time. . . Mr.

Sitler is already laughing at my
very presence.

Tall Cliffy's record

2-4

There will be a column
entitled ''The fen speaks

out" in most 1992 issues

of the Ca//. If you are

interested in having your

sports opinion heard, on
any topic, call the office

at 226-2380 about your
idea and ask for Jon (or

just leave a message at

270 Gemmell and I will

get back to you). Thanx
very much. -"Q"

16" pepperoni

only

4PM-9PM Sun-Fri

Gemmell CTR Snack Bar

Not Valid on Deliveries
w/ cash allowance
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Council of Trustees passes

$15 graduation fee for 1993
by Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

Council of Trustees recently

voted Clarion University for a

$15 graduation fee for the 1993

May graduates.

Clarion is now among the 11

of 14 state universities that have

decided to charge this fee.

Other universities charge from

$5 to $30. The University chose

a fee that was in the middle to

cover graduation expenses. The

fee will pay for diploma jackets,

postage to send out the diplomas,

the commencement program,

possible speakers and for tickets

expenses.

This will generate approxi-

mately $16,500 over the next

three years, which will be $5,500

annually.

The fee was suggested by the

administration because the

university is in financial need.

Mr. J. Douglas Bills of the

Registrar's Office helped design

the content of what students need

to know about the fee. He also

surveyed the 14 state institutions

to get estimates on prices they

charged their students to

Students at Clarion University

difficulties and budget cuts.

we have enough money."

He said, "There used to be a

Drop/Add fee, but it was

dropped." Bills doesn't think

they will drop the graduation

Scott Dilbn/Clairon Call

will be paying a $15 graduation fee next May due to financial

We are in financial need

right now. I don't think $15

will be that much when you

graduate."

graduate.

Originally this fee came out of

the budget but there was a

budget cut. Because the

university graduates 1,200 to

1 ,300 students a year, postage

was getting too expensive to

send out the diplomas. Bills said,

"This is a labor intense project to

send out all the diplomas."

Bills also said, "We're not

trying to inconvenience students.

We're just trying to make sure

fee and does not believe the fees

will rise in the future.

Mr. Paul Weaver, a member of

the Council of Trustees who
voted for this fee said, "I agree

with the fee because there are

budget restraints. There is never

enough money to go around."

He also said that the student

body will benefit from this fee

for graduation. "We are not the

only institution doing this, other

schools are doing it, too. Penn

State is paying around $35."

Weaver also said he agreed

with the fee because the

university could have raised

tuition to $200 next spring,

instead of $100. The extra $15

dollars will make up for the

budget restraint that the

university feels.

Crystal Knorr, the student

trustee of Clarion, voted for the

fee for next semester, also.

Knorr said, "We are in

financial need right now. I don't

think $15 will be that much

when you graduate." She also

feels the fee will definitely not

increase in the next three years.

"I'm sure that the students are

going to be upset. I would like

my diploma to be worth

something when I graduate." She

also went on to say that the

graduation fee would free up

other money for educational

purposes.

Many students on die campus

are not happy about the fee.

They feel they should not be

paying all this money for the

increase in student activites, the

increased tuition next semester

and now the graduation fee.

"Students have enough

expenses to pay for outside of

classes.", said one student

The Counsel of Trustees is an

advisory group to the president

of the university. They discuss

proposed issues from the

administration and decide what

is in the best interest for the

university. The council also

approves budgets that are passed.

Mr. Weaver has been a

member of the Council of

Trustees for seven years.

Knorr is a senior and is this

year's student trustee. She will

graduate this May.

Applications for graduation

will be available beginning

October 12 at the Accounts

Receivable Office, B-16 Carrier

Administration.

Students graduating this

December will not be affected by

the fee, only 1993 graduates.
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The way I see it

Editor '

38 more

years

We all agree that America

needs a change. But don't let

Bill Clinton fool you. He wants

to change the wrong end of

Pennsylvania Avenue; the real

problems of this country have

been caused by a belligerent

Democratic Congress. In the

September 7, issue of the Clarion

Call . Ms. Mahoney raised

several points that must be

refuted to allow students on this

campus to make the choice that

is so desperately needed for

America's future. As a

Democrat concerned with the

state of this nation, a balanced

view must be presented.

Unemployment, a pressing

issue for people across the

nation, has been attributed to the

Bush administration. However,

unemployment is lower now
than when Carter, the last

Democratic president, left the

oval office. Ms. Mahoney
wanted to know why nothing is

being done to take care of

"people issues," such as

unemployment. For some time

now, President Bush has had an

economic recovery bill before

Congress. In their attempt to

halt economic growth until

November 4, the Congress has

delayed passing any of the

President's proposals for fear of

their success. If the economy

gets better because of the

President's plan, the Democrats

fear that Bill Clinton has no

chance of winning the

presidency. Once again, they

would have to face a president

who refuses to rubber stamp

their spending increases.

Ms. Mahoney stated that

education is an issue being

ignored. President Bush's

Education 2000 Plan has been

Melissa Mayes

accepted and implemented by

several states. This policy

allows parents to make
educational choices for their

children- choices Mr. Clinton

wants to place in the hands of

government. This country relies

on free enterprise and

competition to produce the best

products. It is proven that

competition creates better

quality. If the Education 2000

plan was implemented on a

national level it would insure

higher standards in all our school

(Cont, on pg. 4)

You are now expected to pay

for your diploma, literally! It's

not just the education part

anymore that you have to hand

out the bucks for, it's the actual

diploma. Fifteen whole dollars

worth.

Frankly, I'm angry. First, they

raise tuition every single year

that I've been here. Then they

spend $45,000 on signs that I'm

never going to use and finally

they tell me I have to fork over

$15 of my hardearned cash just

for the piece of paper that sums

up four years of hard work.

Doesn't this sound a little bit

greedy to you?

Where's the "thank you" for

working so hard for four or more

years and making a name for

Clarion. Instead of sending me
off with good wishes and fond

farewells, I get insulted.

I'm sick and tired of paying

an endless amount of bills to this

university. Extra tuition money,

an increase in activity fees,

parking permits, books and now
a graduation fee. I know I pay

for more than those I've just

listed but at the moment I can't

think of them all-there are so

many.

When is it going to stop?

This graduation fee is supposed

to pay for the actual costs

incurred by my diploma. Who

cares what the darn thing looks

like or what it comes in. Just

give it to me; I've earned it!

I've tolerated the extra

expenses that seem to keep

increasing each year. I've even

planned for some of these extras

but this one last fee was the last

straw. I'm broke! I can't afford

$15, which I feel is for a

ridiculous cause anyway.

I realize it is the budget and the

lack of money which is at fault

here, but surely some money can

be scraped together for a piece of

paper. I don't need anything

really fancy, because I'll

probably just stick it in a

drawer with other memoirs.

With this new development,

the university's attitude towards

graduation seems to be almost

cold. The biannual goodbye
ceremony has turned into a

moneymaker which is sad.

When I finally have my diploma

in hand, my feeling will be that

this piece of paper is mine
because I paid for it. That

feeling will overshadow the fact

that I've earned it.

If I am forced to pay this fee

and if you intend to insult me as

I walk out the door, then don't

call me and ask for donations

when I am officially called

alumna.

I've given all that I can afford.
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EADER Response

Getting to

know Bill

Clinton

Dear Editor-

In response to the issue of the

integrity and character of

Governor Bill Clinton, my

husband and I wish to provide

the American people with our

personal reflections upon

Governor Clinton's background.

First I would explain that my

husband and I have spent our

lifetime in the field of Arkansas

public education. I have a

professional degree in guidance

and counseling.

My husband, Henry, holds a

master of education degree in

educational administration and is

a veteran of World War II,

having received a purple heart

for wounds crossing the Saar

River into Germany.

We both retired in 1977 after a

forty five year career working

with young people in our state.

Having interacted with tens of

thousands of students, one of

which was Governor Clinton, we

feel well qualified to provide

insight into his character.

We would like to relate a

touching account of the "real"

Bill Clinton, a person who

respects people, unconditionally.

This anecdote was related to

me by one of my students whom

I met while shopping for

housewares. It was election day,

and she was imploring me to

vote for Bill Clinton.

"I came by bus to Hot Springs

High School from a small rural

area. As I approached the

building I was frightened, not

knowing where to go to register.

I walked slowly, very slowly up

the steps.
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Once inside the building, a

nice young man came to greet

me with his hand extended to

shake my hand. He said,

'Welcome to Hot Springs High

School—the best school in

Arkansas! My name is Bill

Clinton, how may I help you?' I

need to enroll, I answered

timidly. He took me to the

office, helped me enroll, and

then went with me to show me

my classrooms.

As we walked, he discussed

the activities of the school and

said, 'If you need anything, you

let me know.'

"All throughout high school I

saw Bill in the halls, cafeteria

and at assemblies. He was a

perfect gentleman and the

kindest person I have ever

known. Had it not been for Bill

Clinton, I would not have

graduated from Hot Springs

High."

I was deeply moved as this

young lady described the Bill

Clinton we all know. I said to

her, "I voted for him."

As Bill's high school

counselor and an observer of his

personal and professional

accomplishments, it is clear to

me that he cares about people

and has an understanding of the

issues relevant to most

Americans.

Bill Clinton is a highly

intelligent, optimistic and

truthful person who loves God,

his family and his country.

He has our trust and we want

all Americans to carefully

consider his plans to deal with

the serious problems our country

faces.

-Henry L. Irons

& Edith B. Irons

are from Hot Springs,

Arizona

Jobs vs. environment is a

concern to the youth
(CPS) The presidential

candidates differ sharply in how

they would deal with the specter

of global warming, the declining

ozone layer and air pollution and

other environmental issues that

are of obvious concern to young

people.

The Republicans charge that

Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton

and his running mate, U.S.

Senator Al Gore of Tennessee,

would put the environment first

and jobs second with their

proposals in dealing with

environmental concerns.

On the flip side of this

argument, the Democrats

maintain that President Bush and

Vice President Dan Quayle are

more concerned with appeasing

big business and pushing

environmental issues aside in

favor of looser controls.

"The environment is really

important to young people. We

have to make sure there is

something left for us," said

Jamie Harmon, president of the

College Democrats. "Bush's

claim to the environmental

president is just a campaign

tactic."

Bill Spadea, who is the

national youth director for the

Bush-Quayle campaign, said the

Democrats and liberals are

"blowing out of proportion"

environmental concerns such as

the ozone hole and other issues.

"The tree huggers are trying to

dismantle progress. They are so

radical in protecting the

environment they have forgotten

the idea of protecting

individuals," Spadea said.

"Through our firm commitment

and our substantial investments,

we have improved significantly

the quality of our air, land and

water resources," the president

said. "The United States leads

the world in environmental

protection."
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systems and promote equal

opportunities for all students in

America.

Mr. Clinton claims President

Bush has raised taxes, yet

refused to act on national health

care bills. The President has had

a health care bill before

Congress for quite some time,

but the Congress has refused to

pass this bill. The House held a

spending hostage, refusing to

relinquish this ban until the

President raised taxes. The

President raised taxes. The

President was then forced to

sign bills concerning: an

unemployment extension, a

quota bill regarding affirmative

action, and a tax increase with

which he did not agree. The

biggest mistake the President

made in regard to tax increases

was to not make his intentions

public, so the people would know

who was truly responsible for the

policies that were implemented.

He chose to believe that the

Congress would make good on

their promises. Congress chose

to deceive the American people

at the expense of the President's

reputation.

Ms. Mahoney's opinion reflects

a contradictory attitude which

creates a demand for government

(cont.frompg.2)

funding, yet criticizes a president

for raising taxes. The people are

not taxed too little: the

government spends too much!

We are taught in junior high that

the legislative branch carries out

those laws. Yet, in the last 12

years, we have seen what

happens when the executive

branch's power gets usurped by

an over-zealous legislative

branch trying to single-handily

run the country. The nation holds

many bitter reminders of what

unbridled Democratic tax

increases and spending control

can do. Pennsylvania, under

Democratic Governor Bob Casey,

is a reality for every member of

this university. We have all felt

the brunt of Casey's

overspending and subsequent

budget cuts. Look at America

during the Carter administration,

and you will we a sad education

budget, coupled with

unemployment and inflation at

record highs. Mr. Clinton, a

failed governor of a small state,

tells you he's going to correct the

wrongs of a Democratic

Congress. Since when have two

wrongs made a right?

America does need a change.

It has been 38 years since the

Republicans have had a real

chance to implement their

policies. As a Democrat, I've

watched in horror as a

Democratic Congress has

continued to cause this country

to fail economically. Bill

Clinton, 38 years ago, was a

seven-year-old boy with about as

much ability to bring about

change as he has now. 38 years

is a long time to control this

nation. And the Democrats say

Republicans are running the

country.

Melissa A. Mayes is a

sophomore Speech

Communicaiotn and

English major.

Senate joins house in approving cut in Pell Grants
(CPS) A budget-conscious

U.S. Senate, this month,

approved a $100 reduction in

the maximum Pell Grant next

year, virtually assuring final

congressional approval of the

plan.

Meanwhile, financial aid

advisers are warning that

broader eligibility for the

grants, coupled with lower

funding levels, means that the

competition will be greater

than ever for smaller amounts

of money.

The Senate bill would reduce

the maximum grant in the

fiscal year 1993 from $2,400 to

$2,300. Lawmakers blamed

some of the problems on

previous shortfalls in the

program, and the committee

that developed the bill said it

"deeply regrets" having to

lower the award.

Nonetheless, the $2,300

maximum grant is far below

the $3,700 Pell grant

envisioned in the recent Higher

Education Act reauthorization

bill.

Congress enthusiastically

approved the reauthorization

bill earlier this year, although

members now admit they lack

the money to support many of

its goals.

During the summer, the

House voted for the $100 cut in

the maximum Pell grant, also

citing budget constraints.

In addition to the Pell

reductions, the Senate bill cuts

funding for several other higher

education programs, including a

small reduction in aid to

historically black colleges and

universities. But the Senate and

House did vote to save the State

Student Incentive Grant

program, which was singled out

for elimination by the Bush

administration.

Coming on the heels of the

HEA reauthorization bill, the Pell

to erode access for low income

students," Martin said. "People

with the greatest need should get

served first."

Still, he said a major goal of

the expanded eligibility is to

build greater national support

for Pell. "If you have fewer

students eligible, people will not

feel they have a stake in it,"

Martin said. "But if they can get

even a grant of $200 or $300,

people will consider it an

important program."

About 13.8 million students

will receive Pell grants in 1992,

"People with the greatest need

should get servedfirst.

"

Tune into

WCCB
640 am
We 're

green!

grant cut could substantially

alter the nation's major student

grant program.

Under HEA, more middle-

class families will become

eligible for aid next year, which

could create a scramble for the

available aid for next year.

"We know there will be

expanded eligibility," said Sallas

Martin, president of the

National Association of Student

Financial Aid Administrators.

Yet Martin expressed hope that

the program -with its limited

funds- will continue to support

low income youth.

"I think there's a real

commitment (in Congress) not

the Education Department says.

The average grant award is

$1452.

He also created a new system

to judge a student's need for

financial aid. Already, some

colleges have complained that

this new simplified needs

analysis may hurt independent

students who lack family

resources for college.

Martin said this issue- and

many others in HEA- may be

left until after the November

election.

The Senate also approved a

provision in the spending bill

that would make part time

students eligible for Pell grants

for the first time. Previously,

part-time students could not

qualify for the awards.

The full Senate approved the

bill Sept. 18, after three days of

floor debate in which members

talked about the merits of

transferring more money from the

Pentagon for use in education.

Senator Tom Harkin (D-Iowa)

wanted to transfer $4.1 million

from defense spending to

education and human services

programs.

The windfall would have been

used to increase funding for Pell

grants, child care, health care and

several other key programs, but

the plan failed by a 62-36 vote.

Action now moves to a

conference committee that will

meet to resolve discrepancies

between the House and Senate

bills.

With both chambers in

agreement on Pell grants, aides

say it is unlikely that lawmakers

will revisit the issue this year.

Patricia Harris, director of the

University of Texas-Austin's

Office of Student Financial

Services, said she was skeptical

of the HEA bill, calling it "smoke

and mirrors."

"It means that while more

students will be eligible for Pell

grants, the total amount of

money available per student will

go down," Harris told The Daily

Texan. "It does make the grants

more available to middle-income

students, but it does so at the

expense of lower-income

students."

Others said the bill won't help

the student who need assistance

the most.

"The government has to put

together an appropriate program

for needy students," Mary

Haldane, director of the Ohio

State University Office of

Financial Aid, told the Ohio

State Lantern.

Orlo Austin, director of the

University of Illinois Office of

Student Financial Aid in

Champaign-Urbana, estimated

that 10 percent more students at

his school would be eligible for

Pell grants- "meaning more

students will receive less

money," he told The Daily Illini.
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SSHE answers questions
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

"I don't think there is one

solution," said Clarion student

and member of the Board of

Governors Monica Douglas, in

answer to State System of

Higher Education's (SSHE)

woes.

SSHE held an annual Student

Media Day last Friday in

Harrisburg. The goals and

problems were discussed

between attending campus media

from 8 of the 14 state-owned

schools, student members of the

Board of Governors, Chancellor

John McCormick and his staff.

Many policies and problems of

the board were brought up and

batted around.

An enrollment cap has been

placed on all the state system

schools; whereby if school

enrollment exceeds the set

amount, the tuition money from

those excess students is taken

away from that school. The

Board of Governors as of yet,

does not know where the money

will go. The university,

effectively, pays the extra

students tuition.

A 5% leeway is built into the

system.

Enrollment at the state schools

has risen 20,000 students, or

26% between 1983 and the fall

of 1991.

"We could, system wide,

afford to take fewer students,"

said Scott Shewell, press

secretary for the state system.

A report of the 1989-90

planning commission to

Chancellor James H.

McCormick said an enrollment

band shall be implemented for

each university and that, "until

the 1995-96 [academic year], the

system allocation formula should

provide no additional allocation

of enrollment above the

enrollment band."

Covering the issue of possible

faculty cutbacks in the future,

Chancellor McCormick said that

the board can't predict down the

road, but that he has long been

an advocate for personnel

autonomy for the presidents of

the 14 schools. He said so far

the policy has generally been to

not fill a position left vacant, but

not to retrench faculty. But

Edward P. Kelley, Jr., Vice

Chancellor for Employee and

Labor Relations added that it is,

Ray Henderson/Clarion Cal

Student members of the Board of Governors field

questions during a session in Harrisburg.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

State System Chancellor John McCormickJeft, answered questions along with his staff at

State System Student Media Day in Harrisburg on October 2.

"always a possibility."

Due to the nature of the

contract for tenured faculty, there

is a long time between

notification of retrenchment and

termination of employment.

This length of time, said

McCormick, is to develop

alternatives.

It is more likely that faculty

leaving will be replaced with

part-time or temporary faculty.

McCormick said the president of

the university has a large amount

of leeway in personnel decisions,

and that there is not much central

direction from SSHE.

Board of Governors member

Patrick Geho said, though, "I

think a lot of these problems

could be solved."

The Board of Governors of

SSHE consists of 20 members,

the governor or his designee, the

Secretary of Education, one

senator appointed by the

President Pro Tempore of the

Senate, one senator appointed by

the minority leader of the Senate,

one representative appointed by

the Speaker of the House of

Representatives, one

representative appointed by the

minority leader of the House of

Representatives, 14 members

appointed by the Governor with

the approval of Senate. Six of

the 14 are ordinary citizens of

Pennsylvania. Three members

are students in the

commonwealth. Five members

are trustees at SSHE institutions.

The board members' terms last

four years, except for the

students, the Governor, and the

Secretary of Education. The

Governor and Secretary of

Education remain on the board

until their term in office ends.

Student members' terms expire

upon their graduation or

withdrawal from school.

The three student members are

Monica Douglas from Clarion

University, Kimberly Allen from

Shippensburg University and

Patrick Geho from Slippery

Rock University. As with all

other members, the student

members are appointed by the

Governor and approved by the

Senate.

The Board of Governors hires

the Chancellor and has the

overall authority for planning

and implementing policies for

the State System as a whole.

The board also appoints

presidents when necessary at one

of the 14 state schools.

Functions that the board

performs include the

establishment of admissions

policies and the determination of

tuition fees for the state schools,

except for student activity fees.

The board can only allocate to

the schools the money approved

by the state Legislature and the

Governor.

This year, the funds for the

state system were cut 3.5

percent, or about $13 million.

Clarion University reduced costs

approximately $2.6 million.

There is a possibility that some

money may be returned this fall

by the state Congress.

The chancellor is the chief

executive officer of the State

System and is responsible for

administering policies set by the

board. Since the formation of

the State System of Higher

Education in 1983, the

chancellor has been John H.

McCormick. The chancellor's

contract must be renewed every

five years.

In addition to his other duties,

the chancellor is also en ex-

officio member of the Board of

Governors. An ex-officio

member is one who is a member

by virtue of their office.
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by Usa Cornelius

Sews Writer

Mr. Randall M. Robinson was

the guest speaker at a recent

lecture held at Hart Chapel

October 1, 1992.

Robinson greetedClarion area

residents and university students,

and enlightened those present

with a talk on world democracy.

Robinson, who serves as

Executive Director of

TransAfrica, began a series of

lectures to be held at the

university under the theme

"Visiting Scholars to Clarion."

Mr. Robinson informed the

crowd as to the present situation

of struggling African countries,

saying, "We need to stand for

what we say we stand for."

He mentioned that the United

States government was wrongly

aiding those countries that were

not even trying for democracy,

while several countries, mainly

located in Africa, were

desperately struggling to turn

their governments into

democracies.

Robinson also mentioned that

in order for the United States to

help these countries, the

education of each country's

culture needed to be reinforced

in the classrooms of America.

Robinson supported this

statement by adding that on

several occasions both former

President Ronald Reagan and

President George Bush

erroneously commented on

several countries while in the

public eye.

Robinson, who is also a

graduate from Harvard Law

School, has traveled around the

world, and has made

acquaintances with such world

figures as Nelson Mendella and

Fidel Castro. He has played a

key role in the struggle for

American support for the

African Anti-Apartheid

movement.

Presently, he is working with

TransAfrica to inform the United

States about many of the African

countries attempting to

overthrow their present

dictatorship governments, and

has been working on improving

the immigration laws toward

Haitians.Through TransAfrica,

Robinson and his associates hold

conferences designed to debate

current foreign policy issues and

inform modern-day countries

about the struggles of third-

world countries.

Hon/Clarion Call

Stephen Jones gave the key note address at the leadership

conference on Saturday. See related story on page 8.
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Public affairs photo

Randall Robinson spoke to a packed house in Hart Chapel

last Thursday.

Loans are campaign issue
CPS- Financial aid is emerging

as a major campaign issue for

college and university students

as President Bush and his

Democratic rival Arkansas

Governor Bill Clinton actively

court the youth vote.

Representatives of college

organizations for the Democratic

and Republican parties agree that

student loans and funding for

higher education are

fundamental issues facing both

candidates. What they disagree

about is how to make college

more accessible to more people.

"The biggest problem students

face right now is funding and

student loan debt," said Jamie

Harmon, president of the College

Democrats. "We now have a

situation where some people

aren't able to go to their school

of choice or school at all

because of lack of money. If

people can get through, they're

burdened with debt."

Tony Zagotta, president of the

College Republicans, agreed that

loans are a major issue facing

students, but defended Bush's

administration and its higher-

education programs. Bush has

proposed increasing the

availability of student loans, but

wants to cut back the funding for

grants.

"Democrats charge that this

administration has been

unfavorable to student loans.

This is simply false," he said.

"More is being given out than

[in] any other administration."

Zagotta also slammed Clinton's

proposed national trust for

higher education.

Clinton has proposed a two-

fold program to make higher

education affordable. Students

taking out government-

al^ 764-3311
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guaranteed loans could pay them

off through payroll deductions,

or they could perform

community service for two

years.

"These don't have a lot of

appeal. Young people want to

enter the job market when they

get out of college. They want

choices and opportunity,"

Zagotta said. "While community

service may sound fine, many

would want to do other things."

Harmon described Clinton's

plan as "revolutionary," saying

the plan could "harness student

idealism." If the plan is enacted,

students could get jobs they

really want to take after

graduating from school, rather

than feeling pressured to take a

high-paying job thay don't want

in order to pay off school debts.

"Debts affect their first jobs,"

he said.

Also looming for Bush and the

Republican Party are national

polls that indicate young people

are favoring the Democratic

ticket, although some of the

President's supporters refute

those findings.
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Sparks at conference
by Scott Dillon

Assistant Photo Editor

Clarion University's annual

Leadership Conference was held

on Saturday, October 3 in Still

Hall.

The 1992 conference, entitled

"Creating Sparks," dealt with

various aspects of leadership and

team-building skills that were

presented in three hour-long

workshops throughout the day.

Keynote speaker, Stephen

Jones, Director of Minority

Concerns Programs at the Ohio

State University, opened the

conference by saying

"...[leaders] create sparks and we

that we are creating. Sparks

create fire that can either warm
someone or burn them. Create

positive, equitable sparks."

Following the keynote address,

several small workshops were

facilitated by Clarion University

faculty, staff, and students.

Participants were free to choose

among four sessions at 10:00

a.m. and four sessions at 11:00

a.m.

Topics covered included:

leadership theory and

application, team building skills,

ethics in leadership, professional

etiquette, and goal setting and

time management.

Sessions continued at 1:00

need to be aware of the sparks p.m. and covered : identification

of personal leadership qualities,

community service, and greek

chapter liability and alcohol

policies.

An additional session entitled

"Multiculturalism—is it a 'Buzz'

Word or a Necessity?" was

facilitated by keynote speaker

Jones. Closing remarks were

made at 2:15 p.m.

The conference, held annually

by Clarion University's

Department of Student Life

Services, was co-chaired by

University Resident Directors

Jamie Johnson and Jamie Bero.

"I believe that all of the students

attending this year's Leadership

Conference will leave here with

valuable skills," said Bero.

Advisers get advice
by Jodi Seely

News Writer

A new way of advising

students was the topic at the

Noel Levitz Faculty Workshop,

held September 25 at Gemmel
Student Complex.

The meeting was held by the

Intra-System Academic
Advising Network
Organization (ISAAN), founded

by Dave Arnold, Deborah King,

and Donna Poljanec, all of

Clarion University, and Bruce

Skolnik of Edinboro University.

This organization recognizes

that a student's learning and

success is based on advising.

The ISAAN's inner-office memo
states that their primary goal is

"to better enable faculty to

provide quality academic

advising to students."

According to one of the

founders, Dr. Donna Poljanec,

the Advising Network
Organization was given a

Faculty Professional

Development Council grant.

This helped to create an all-day

faculty workshop featuring Lee

Noel and Randy Levitz.

Noel and Levitz are well-

known for the consulting of

affective academic advising and

retention research.

Noel and Levitz addressed

advising needs of the state

universities within the entire

Pennsylvania State System of

Higher Education. Eleven of the

14 school representatives

attended, and of those 11 schools

were 85 registrants.

One strategy suggested for

advising was working more with

students, as opposed to just

figuring out a schedule. The

adviser would look at a broader

perspective of the student. Life,

education, and career goals

would be taken into

consideration before the classes

were chosen.

This plan is already

incorporated at Slippery Rock

University. The Student

Senators started an awards

program which recognizes

effective advisers.

President of Clarion's Student

Senate, Brian Hoover, spoke to

the Slippery Rock representative

about the possibility of

recognizing advisers here at

Clarion.
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Another of ISAAN's founders,

Deborah King, stated the plan's

primary goal: "Make
relationships between students

and advisers a mutually

responsible and productive one

in the eyes of both individuals."

King stated that if this plan

would be put into effect here at

Clarion, some questions would

need to be addressed.

Some of those questions

include: On the part of the

adviser, what are the rewards

for time and commitment? On
behalf of the student, is there

willingness to become involved

in building a relationship with

the adviser and making the most

of the advising?

The workshop ran from

September 24 through

September 25, and was funded

by PA-SSHE Faculty

Developmental Council and the

PA-SSHE Office of Social

Equity.

Noel and Levitz have worked

with more than 740 universities,

delivered presentations at

hundreds of national and

regional presentations and

directed more than 150 national

conferences.
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Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the week of September 28 through
October 4.

Several off-campus students went to Nair Hall and harrassed several

students living in the dorm on Sept. 25. The investigation has been
completed and charges of Disorderly Conduct have been filed with

the local district magistrate against the off-campus students involved

with the incident

A blue, stone-washed extra large jacket was reported missing on
Sept. 28. A student forgot the jacket in a weight room locker on Sept.

23

A student reported her leather jacket missing from either room 162A
Carlson or 118 Stevens Hall. The jacket was dark brown in color, a
size small, with an approximate value of $120.

On Sept. 29, a student on the fourth floor of Wilkinson Hall reported a
50 dollar bill missing from an envelope on her desk between the hours

of 3:30 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. The dorm room door was not locked
while unattended for short periods of time during the day.

Another student from the fourth floor of Wilkinson Hall reported $10
missing from her purse, which was hanging on the back of the door at

the time of the theft.

On Oct 1, a student reported his bicycle stolen from the bicycle rack

in front of Founders Hall between 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. The
bicycle is a black and yellow Panasonic DX 3000 12 speed racing

bike. A small black pouch is behind the seat and the bike has a water

bottle holder without a water bottle. Clarion Borough police were

also notified of the theft. The bicycle was unlocked while unattended.

On the morning of Oct 2, at around 12:40 a.m., a student was cited

for public drunkenness in the vicinity of Nair Hall. The student

registered .16 on the BAC.

A fire alarm was activated on the first floor of Nair Hall around

3:15 a.m. on Oct 2.

A student from the fourth floor of Wilkinson Hall reported the theft of

a $20 bill from a small pouch which was in the top drawer of her

dresser, between 11:00 p.m. Oct. 1 and 6:00 p.m. Oct. 3. The room
was unlocked most of the time.

A bicycle was reported stolen from the side entrance, near the

basketball office of Tippin gym between 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. on
Oct. 2. The bicycle was unlocked and described as a black and gray

10-speed BAJA mountain bike.

On Oct. 2, several students attempted to steal a picnic table adjacent

to parking lot "W." The investigation has been completed and several

criminal and motor vehicle violations have been filed with the local

district magistrate.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other crimes

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

Need a tan? Visit us!

10 tanning sessions

for only $35

DEsioninG
Mon. - Thurs. 9-9, Firday 9-8, Saturday 9-4

535 Main Street, Clarion 8 14-226-5323
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New computer lab aids students
by Kelley Mahoney

Sews Writer

Many students are unaware of

the new computer lab on the

second floor of the Gemmell

Center in room 278.

Incorporated in the plans for the

new student center was the

realization of the need for a new

computer room, a room big

enough to permit adequate

student use of the advantages of

the facility. The present

location of the new lab was once

a quiet lounge with just five

computers before the Gemmell

Center renovation.

"We knew that more

computers were needed," said

Hal Wassink, director of student

activities. "But we needed to

have a system that also fit into

our budget."

The need for a quality security

system to protect the computers

from theft and damage and the

need for experts to care for the

computers were main concerns.

"We needed expertise and a

way to insure our equipment's

safety when the lab is

unsupervised," said Wassink.

It was decided that 12 Digital

IBM compatible personal

computers, six Apple Macintosh

personal computers, six printers

and one laser printer were to be

placed in the lab, with a security

system installed.

"We needed a good security

system that would allow students

to use the lab even when it is

unsupervised," said Wassink.

The computer lab offers

software, including WordPerfect

5.1 word processing program on

the 12 Digital computers.

Digital is a brand name, "like

Ford or Chevy," said Steve

Selker, manager of systems and

networks at Computer Service.

Selker also helped to install the

lab's set-up.

"We have an integrated lab

environment with the same

service provided for Macintosh

and IBM [Digital]," Selker said.

This lab also provides Claris

Works for Macintosh, Aldus

Page Maker desk top publisher

for both Macintosh and Digital

units, Digital 386 class (an

explanation of the computer

processes) and the university

Course View, which is used to

show class and section

availability.

Also in the works, is the

addition of the Lotus 3.1 Plus

spreadsheet program on the

Digital computers.

New to the lab, to the

university, and to the entire State

System of Higher Education is

the introduction of the

SSHENET system, which will

connect Clarion's computer

systems to the systems at other

state schools as well as to

national networks.

"It connects all 14 state

institutions together and allows a

connection to the academic

computer system," said Selker.

Other software packages may

be added depending on the need

for them.

In the first few weeks of the

semester, more students are

ilill
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DRUG STORES Inc.
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becoming aware of the computer

lab, but the Student Activities

Office wants the "greater campus

community to know of the

service and hours of the lab,"

said Wassink.

The lab is available Monday

through Friday from 9 a.m. to 11

p.m. and Saturday and Sunday

from 1 p.m. to 1 1 p.m.

Supervisors are available

Monday through Friday form 11

a.m. to 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 11

p.m. and on Saturday and

Sunday form 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

and 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.

"This lab is available to

students to use when other labs

aren't available," said Wassink.

"It fills the void of the other

labs."

The lab is available to any

currently enrolled Clarion

University student.

Terri Steigelman/Clarion Call

Student Rodney Sherman uses the computer facilities in

Gemmel Student Center.

Public safety car trashed

by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Vandals seriously damaged a

Clarion University Public Safety

vehicle Saturday, September 26.

A portable breath testing device

was removed from the car during

the incident.

Sgt. Larry Eisenman parked

the marked car on Thorn street,

next to Becker Hall around 5:45

p.m. and was away from the

vehicle conducting a building

check.

Eisenman returned to the car to

discover the right front window

was shattered, the glovebox was

ripped from the vehicle interior,

the gearshift knob was broken,

and the police radio was

damaged.

A police hat and the portable

breath tester were discovered to

be missing from the car.

Perpetrators also apparently spit

throughout the interior of the car.

Eisenman was away from the

car for about 30 minutes.

At the request of Eisenman,

Clarion Borough police assumed

damage to the police radio has

been repaired, but a bill for those

repairs has not been received.

Damage to the patrol car was

estimated at 700 dollars and

Martinazzi figures the total of all

damage, labor costs, and

replacements at close to 1000

dollars.

Clarion Borough police

reported additional damage to

A police hat and

portable breath tester

were discovered to be

11HUM
KFC*

Corner of 7th and Main

Exit 13, 1-80, Brookville

Monday-Tuesday

BUCK
27

BOX
Wednesday & Saturday

2 pieces of chicken,

mashed potatoes & gravy

inm iMHIilliMUmWi iliilMiMIMllffli

missing

the investigation of the incident.

Pennsylvania State Police were

asked to process the scene for

additional evidence.

An anonymous tip led to the

identification of several suspects,

all of which allegedly are

students at Clarion University.

Recovery of some of the stolen

items was also made.

Dr. Ron Martinazzi, director of

Public Safety, said the recovered

items included the breath testing

device and the police hat.

Martinazzi further reported the

public and private property in the

same area and believe the same

suspects are involved.

Arrests in the case are expected

in the near future.

Clarion District Magistrate

Tony Lapinto said no charges

had been filed as of 3:00 p.m.,

October 5.

Anyone with information

regarding this incident is asked

to contact Public Safety at 226-

2111 or Clarion Borough police

at 226-9140.
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Outside Clarion

Scripps to sell Pittsburgh Press
compiled by Dortiee Raybuck

from theAP Service

State

Philly workers reach

tentative agreement

Leaders of Philadelphia's

white-collar workers union

unanimously approved a

tentative agreement Tuesday

afternoon to end a strike,

although the union leaders said

they wanted to continue to

negotiate over technical

language.

Earlier in the day, Tuesday, the

board of the blue-collar District

Council 33 voted 15 to 6 to

accept the pact.

The city's 15,000 municipal

workers walked off the job at

midnight, shutting down nearly

all non-essential services.

James Sutton, president of

District Council 33, called on his

workers to return to their jobs

with their next scheduled shift.

It was the first strike in six

years. The last one ended after

three weeks when a judge

declared garbage rotting in the

July sun a health hazard.

The tentative agreement covers

the next four years, freezes

wages for the next two years and

provides increases in the

remaining two years.

Volunteers picking litter find

cocaine

Authorities said a package of

cocaine found by volunteers

picking up trash may have been

thrown out of a car being chased

by police.

Two men were cleaning up

along highway 220 near Bedford

on September 21 when they

found a wrapped package

containing a powder.

The drugs, worth about

$100,000, were confiscated by

State Police and destroyed.

Police are investigating the

possibility that the package was

thrown by a couple chased by

police down the two-lane road

on September 6.

Troy Buckmon and Felisia

Evans, both of Washington D.C.,

were arrested south of Bedford

after a chase that began on the

Pennsylvania Turnpike and

reached speeds of 120 miles per

hour before they were stopped.

The two were charged with

possession of marijuana and

other charges and released on

$50,000 bail.

During the chase, the couple

exited the turnpike through the

entrance booth at Bedford and

turned south on route 220.

Police said the two sped through

Bedford with police in pursuit.

PLUS:

2 Big Macs for $2

2 Egg McMuffins for $2

for Breakfast!

National
Hill has no regrets about

Testifying

Law professor Anita Hill said

she doesn't regret going public

with the sexual harassment

allegation that nearly derailed

Supreme Court Justice Clarence

Thomas' Senate confirmation

last year.

Interviewed on NBC's "Today"

show Tuesday morning, one year

after the initial reports of her

allegation, Hill said people have

become more aware since then

about sexual harassment.

Hill was asked about recent

remarks by Arlen Specter that he

now understands more about

sexual harassment.

Hill said she's skeptical about

Specter's remark.

Father pleads innocent to

kidnapping of son

The attorney for a suburban

Philadelphia man charged with

abducting his son said his client

will plead innocent.

John Markham, an attorney for

Edgar Newbold Smith, said

Smith will enter his plea during

an October 13 appearance in

U.S. District Court in

Alexandria, Virginia.

Smith is accused of plotting to

abduct his son, an heir to the

DuPont Chemical fortune, so

that he could be

"deprogrammed" of his support

for political extremist Lyndon

LaRouche, Jr.

Smith and others were arrested

last week on charges they were

preparing to abduct Lewis

DuPont and his wife.

Paper strike

proves costly

A securities analyst said the

delivery drivers strike against the

Pittsburgh Press has cost owner

E.W. Scripps $11 million this

year after taxes.

Merrill Lynch said the loss

could total $15 million for the

year, but the financial company

maintains that Scripps is a good

buy.

The stock trades in the range of

$24 per share.

Scripps announced last week

that it plans to sell the Press

because of the strike, which is

nearing the five month mark.

The company said it has several

interested buyers.

Pittsburgh community leaders

are calling for teamsters to work

while negotiations continue.

Campus
News

compiled by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Police tough on underage

drinking

The Slate

The number of fraternity

parties at Shippensburg

University that get raided by

police is always higher in the

first month, but many people are

worrying that this year will be

even worse.

"The other night, [police]

stopped by when we weren't

even having a party. .

.

" said Jeff

Simpson, president of Kappa
Sigma. Police said that if there

were alcohol violations they

would intervene.

Dylan to perform at

Lock Haven

The Eagle Eye

Legendary singer Bob Dylan

will perform October 10 as part

of Lock Haven University's

Homecoming celebration.

Student Cooperative Council

President Steve Madrak urged

students to buy tickets early,

explaining that people from as

far away as Washington D.C.

have called for tickets to the

show.

Madrak said the SCC plans to

start advertising Dylan's concert

more aggressively. He also said

Thomas Field House should

easily be filled. It has a capacity

of 3,000.

We Love Our Pledges

Stephanie Calli Andrea Hawk
Lori Denne Jodi Schultz

Dineen Dick Kim Sherry

Rochelle Engler Andrea Toto

Sonya Hanzes s\

Zeta Tau Alpha XJ
Fall Pledge Class of 1992 <0

UPJ's enrollment

causes crowding

Advocate

The former health center has

been converted into a five person

dorm room and some three

person rooms in dormitories now
house four students.

As of September 10, 517

students were on a waiting list to

be moved from crammed rooms-

rooms designed for two and

holding three, three-person

rooms holding four and four-

person rooms holding five

people.

Residence Services Director

Jake Stiffler said enrollment

hasn't increased. Stiffler said

there are more residents than

commuters this year, because

there are fewer students living in

the Johnstown area.

Provisions have been made for

the five-person room. The
students each get their own
closet, they also get micro-

fridges and a double sink.

The room is equipped as a four

person suite. The residents will

receive $2 a day until there are

four people in the room.
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The Autumn Leaf Festival, a growing tradition
by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

Just in case you haven't

noticed by all the work on Main

Street, the town of Clarion is

preparing for its annual fall

foliage extravaganza. Autumn

Leaf Festival time is here again,

and this year it's looking bigger

than ever.

For those of you who don't

know about ALF or don't know

what all goes on, by the end of

this story you will have a better

understanding of the festival,

both of this year and years past.

First, for a little history of

ALF. It started in 1954 at a

meeting of young Clarion

businessmen. Someone

mentioned the attraction of the

autumn foliage for tourists from

metropolitan areas, and from that

idea, the first festival was born.

Born along with it was the

Clarion Chamber of Commerce

to put the festival together and

make it work. Since then, and

especially in the last 15 years,

the Autumn Leaf Festival has

grown from a one-day parade

event, to this year's eight day

program.

Clarion State College, as it was

known then, became involved in

the festivities. With fraternities

and sororities competing with

one another, creating some of the

most impressive and imaginative

floats ever seen in Pennsylvania.

The Clarion University

Homecoming football game has

also become the climax of the

parade-day.

The parades themselves have

grown also, from a few units to

over 135 or more floats, bands,

drill teams, marching units and

cars.

The festival was once paid for

by local contributions, but the

festival has become so big that

souvenir sales and advertising

are needed to meet the mounting

expenses.

The event still continues to

grow. This year is the first year

it will run eight days. In the past,

it lasted only five days. Along

with the festival itself growing,

so have the crowds that attend.

They have become so large that

short wave radio control and

mini-transit vehicles have

become essential for

communication.

State, county and local police

all flock to Clarion in scores to

keep any disorders to a

minimum. But, for the most

part, disorders have been

unheard of. Clarion's thousands

Clarion Call file photo

Clarion University always has a strong showing in the

parade, with floats made by greek organizations and other

campus groups.

Clarion Call file photo

Always a favorite in the Autumn Leaf Parade, the Zem Zem units will be out once again in

full force. To quote a great line from "Batman" the movie, "Where do they get those

wonderful toys?"

\

of visitors have always been

well- behaved. The only real

problem during ALF is the

traffic and parking with so many

visitors.

But probably the most

impressive statistic of ALF is

the hours upon hours of

volunteer work by hundreds of

people. Without their time the

festival would never get off the

ground.

ALF activities take place on

Main Street and the surrounding

areas. Some of the events you

may not want to miss include:

The concession stands every

night in Memorial Park, with

every kind of food imaginable.

There is also the carnival that

lasts the entire week, with games

and prizes to be won. Also

offered all week are sight seeing

airplane rides, so you can get the

overall view of the beautiful

scenery that makes ALF the best

fall foliage festival around.

Friday, October 9 is the 9th

Annual ALF Open tennis

tournament. The tournament

will be behind Campbell Hall at

5 p.m. to 10 p.m. Entry fee is

$10 for first event, $5 for the

second event

On Saturday, October 10, the

Tug-Of-War will be heating up

with a division just for college

students at the Clarion High

School practice field. There is a

ten dollar entrance fee, and

trophies will be awarded for the

champions. Also on Saturday is

the volleyball tournament at the

practice field at 11 a.m. with a

ten dollar fee to enter.

Tuesday brings live exotic

animals to the Clarion Mall. The

show will be set up inside the

mall.

Wednesday, October 14 is the

Battle of the Bands at Gemmell

Center at 6 p.m., with a two

dollar charge. Local bands will

battle it out to see who is the best

band in Clarion. Also on

Wednesday is the fire truck rides

through the streets. There is no

charge for the ride.

Saturday at noon is the

Autumn Leaf Festival Parade on

I

Main Street. It will include

bands, clowns, floats, VIP's,

antique cars, zem zem shrine

units and much, much more. It

will be followed by the

Homecoming football game
versus Lock Haven at 2 p.m.

Also appearing on Saturday

and Sunday is the United States

Navy "Leap Frogs" parachute

team. On Saturday they will be

making a dive at 1:45, just prior

to the football game at Memorial

stadium. On Sunday, they will

be jumping at the Clarion Mall.

Sunday brings the autorama to

Clarion at 9:30 a.m. Main Street

will be taken over by an array of

classic and antique show cars for

you to look at.

Everyone is going to come to

Clarion for ALF this year,

including Elvis!! That's right, the

king himself will be at the

Clarion Mall on Sunday at 1:30

p.m.

For a complete schedule of

events, you can look at pages 18

and 19 of this issue.
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Cable Channels
111 DATA

THURSDAY EVENING OCTOBER 8, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: *** "Talent for the Game" (1991)

Design. W. Cheers g
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: Enigma'

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: »'/2 "Quest for the Mighty Sword

News q
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

Newsq
News

News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

(330) PGA Golf: Las Vegas Invitational Second round

Movie: **^2 "The Buddy System (1984, Comedy) PG

Pyramid | Press Luck [Cartoon Express

(3 15) Movie: "The King and I" (1956) G'

(330) Movie: "Dommick and Eugene"

Underdog | Yogi Bear [Arcade

Senior Tour [Up Close

MacGyver "To Be a Man'

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30

Movie: »* Stepping Out" (1991) Liza Minnelli. PG' q
Hard Copy

Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Straight Talk

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Delta q
Dif. World

Top Cops q
Top Cops q
Simpsons q
Dif. World

Room-Two

R&B

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: ** "Crackdown (1990) R

Homefront (In Stereo) g
Cheers q |Wings q

10:30

First Look

Primetime Live q

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Two

First Person: Exposure

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Two
Martin q
R&B

Movie: »*»'/; 'California Suite (1978) Maggie Smith.

Edge Pilot"

Cheers q
Flying Blind

Wings q
Hunter

First Person: Exposure

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL q
News q
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Sportscenter | College Football: Colorado at Missouri. From Columbia. Mo. (Live)

Movie: +»*» "The Apartment "(1960, Comedy) Jack Lemmon
Newsq

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: ***Vi "The Magnificent Seven" (1960, Western) Yul Brynner

Movie: *» "Pleasures' (1986, Drama)

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: «» "Daughters of Privilege "(1991, Drama)

What You Do

FRIDAY EVENING OCTOBER 9. 1992

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Murder, She Wrote q | Movie: ** "Silhouette" (1990, Suspense) Faye Dunaway.

Movie: **Vi "Used Cars (1980) Kurt Russell. R

Golden Girls

12:00

Dead Agn.

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings (In Stereo)

Edition Stalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: *** "Silver Streak

Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Movie: *»'/2 "Paradise (1991) Melanie Griffith. PG-13

Pete & Pete Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law

Freddys Dead: The Final Nightmare'

Movie: ** "Diplomatic Immunity" (1991) [Movie: "Double Trouble"

M.T.Moore ]Van Dyke | Dragnet

Freddy

A. Hitchcock

Movie: ** "Ski Lift to Death (1978) Howard Duff

Drag Racing

Equalizer

Movie: ** Double Trouble (1991) R

Lucy Show [Green Acres

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(3:45) Movie: Banzai R.

"

Design. W. I Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(2:00) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: *** "Best of the Best" (1989) Eric Roberts, q
News q News q
Cheers q
Design. W.

News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

News q
News
News
Newsq

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House q
News q

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: *** "Silver Streak (1976, Comedy) Gene Wilder. PG'

(3:30) PGA GoH: Las Vegas Invitational. Third round

Pyramid [Press Luck [Cartoon Express

Golf Up Close

MacGyver "Ugly Duckling"

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) q
Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married.,

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: »»»'/? "The Road Warrior" (1981)

Family

Final Appeal

G. Palace

Pirates

Step by Step

Happened

Dinosaurs q
Round Table

9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: Interceptor (1992) Andrew Divoff. NR q
Camp Wilder

In Stereo) q
20/20 a
I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) q

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Three. Braves at Pirates

America's Most Wanted q
Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Three Braves at Pirates

Final Appeal [Happened

Movie: ** "Author! Author!" (1982) Al Pacing. PG'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)
Movie: »* Teen Witch" (1989) PG-13' [Movie: **V? "Death on the Nile (1978, Mystery) Peter Ustinov. 'PG'

Movie

Underdog

Movie: «»'/; The Qt/esf"(1976, Western)

Yogi Bear [Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Movie: **'t Desperate Lives (1982) Diana Scarwid

Movie: »*V2 "The Ratings Game' (1984) Danny DeVito

What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

SATURDAY EVENING OCTOBER 10, 1992

Murder, She Wrote q

Sightings q |Suspects

Round Table (In Stereo) q
Hunter

I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Movie: ** "The Sluggers Wife" (1985) Michael O'Keefe.

Movie: ** "Fatal Exposure

Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

11:30

Crypt Tales

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice "Deadline

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter |NHL Hockey: New Jersey Devils at Philadelphia Flyers From the Spectrum. (Live)
I Harness Racing

20 Years of Rock 'n' Roll

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter |Coll. Football

Movie: *** "Paper Mask" (1990) Paul McGann. R
Movie: »»* "Outrageous Fortune" (1987)

Get Smart [Superman

LA. Law
M.T. Moore

Comedy

Van Dyke

(1991) Mare Winninghartiq [Movie: i "Roller Blade Warriors" (1989)

Movie: ** "Night Eyes 2 (1991) R' q
Joan Rivers: London

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: »*'/2 "Acceptable Risks" (1986) Cicely Tyson.

Super Dave

Lucy Show

Movie: ** "Carnal Crimes

** Messenger of Death"

Green Acres

Thirtysomething Post-Op

Mister Ed

China Beach

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30
Movie: ** "Sheena" (1984) Tanya Roberts. PG' q
College Football: Regional Coverage

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *** "The Princess Br«fe" (1987) Cary Elwes. q

Volleyball [Horse Racing (Live)

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Three

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Three

Movie: *** "All the Right Moves" (1983) Tom Cruise.

Volleyball [Horse Racing (Live)

News
News

Newsq

NBC News

CBS News

CBS News
American Gladiators

Newsq NBC News
20 Years of Rock 'n' Roll | Movie: *** "Pont Cry, It's Only Thunder (1982) PG
PGA GoH: Las Vegas Invitational. Fourth round. (Live)

Gossip! Ten of Us |Two Dads B. Buddies

Movie: **Vi "Hang Em High" (1968) Clint Eastwood
Movie: +** "The Hospital'

Nick News Get Picture

1971) George C.Scott. PG
Freshmen Salute

Movie: **Vi "Reckless Disregard'"
(1985) Tess Harper.

I
Sportscenter

Counterstrike (In Stereo)

News
Hee Haw Silver

ICappetli

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Michael Jackson in Concert: The Dangerous Tour

Covington Cross (In Stereo)

Here-Now

Frannie

Frannie

Copsq
Here-Now

Out All Night

Crossroads (in Stereo) q
Empty Nest |Nurses q

10:00

Dream On q
10:30

Sanders

Commish "Guns and Sons

Sisters "A Promise Kept"

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Four. Braves at Pirates

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Four. Braves at Pirates

Cop»(R)Q
Out AH Night

Movie: *** "Conrack" (1974, Drama) Jon Voight. PG

Code 3 q
Empty Nest

Edgeq
Nurses q

Hunter "The Contract"

Sisters "A Promise Kept"

Scoreboard | College Football Notre Dame at Pittsburgh (Live)

Movie: *»» "Jesus Christ Superstar" (1973) Ted Neeley.

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: +*Vz "Stone Cold" (1991) R

Newsq
News

News

Newsq

Design. W. | "Cry-Help"

Saturday Night Live

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Lifestyles-Rich

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q |Comic Strip

News q [Saturday Night Live

Movie: ***Vi "Prizzi's Honor" (1985) R

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »• "The Sluggers Wife "(1985) Michael O'Keefe.

Movie: ••» "The Doctor" (1991) William Hurt. PG-13 q
Double Dare G.U.T.S.

I
Doug [Rugrats

SUNDAY EVENING OCTOBER 11, 1992

Movie: **Vi "Death Dreams" (1991) Christopher Reeve.

Swamp [Beyond [Bradbury Hitchhiker

Movie: **» "The Accused ' (1988) Jodie Foster. R q
Movie: *** "City Slickers" (1991) Billy Crystal. PG-13

Clarissa | Roundhouse |Ren-Stimpy
| You Afraid?

College Football: Stanford at UCLA. (Live)

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q [Rock Video Girls

Movie: »»* "29th Street" (1991) R' q |Movie: »» "Class of 1999

*V2 "Wimps'

Movie: »»» "Thelma & Louise" (1991) Susan Sarandon

A. Hitchcock

Movie: **»'/; "The Day Aftei (1983, Drama) Jason Robards

Green Acres

Confessions

M.T. Moore [Dragnet

Unsolved Mysteries

"Ob-Desire"

A. Hitchcock

"China Bch"

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00
Movie: **V; "The Outsiders" (1983) Matt Dillon. 'PG' q

(3:00) Movie: "Down-Out"
|
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo) [News

6:30 7:00 7:30
** "Rock "n" Roll High School Forever"

ABC News
NFL Football: Houston Oilers at Cincinnati Bengals. From Riverfront Stadium. (Live

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Four. Brewers or Blue Jays at Athletics

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Four Brewers or Blue Jays at Athletics

Movie: *• "Light of Day (1987, Drama) Michael J. Fox. [Star Trek: Next Gener
NFL Football Houston Oilers at Cincinnati Bengals. From Riverfront Stadium. (Live)

(2:00) Movie: [Movie: *+* "Jesus Christ Superstar (1973, Musical) Ted Neeley G
Horse Racing: Spinster St

Swamp Ten of Us

PGA Golf: Las Vegas Invitational Final round

HitchhikerTwo Dads [Beyond

Movie: **+ "g<q"(1988, Comedy) Tom Hanks. PG' q
(3:00) Movie: "Men- Work

Can't on TV
Disease

Get Picture

Endocrin.

(Live)

Gossip!

Life Goes On (In Stereo) q
Secret Service (In Stereo)

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Great Scott! |Ben Stiller q
Secret Service (In Stereo)

8:00 8:30

Movie: **Vi "Livin" Large!

Videos Am. Funniest

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Baseball '92

9:00

1991) R'

9:30

One Night

10:00

Kids in Hall

10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: "Overexposed" (1992, Drama) Marcy Walker, q
Movie: »• "White Light "(1991) R

Baseball '92

In Color

Movie: "Lady Boss" (1992, Drama) Kim Delaney. q
Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Five. Braves at Pirates

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Five. Braves at Pirates

Rocq
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Movie: **Vi "Five Days One Summer (1982) PG'

NFL Chck. Flag

MacGyver "The Hood" q

Movie: +*** The Empire Strikes Back (1980) PG

Movie: **Vz "Young Guns II" (1990) Emilio Estevez. q

Wild Side

Medicine

Fifteen

NSAIDS

Double Dare

Medical

G.U.T.S.

Medical

Auto Racing

Married... |Herman [Flying Blind |Woops! q
Movie: "Lady Boss "(1992, Drama) Kim Delaney. q

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Paid Prog.

Newsq
Movie: **V2 "Caravans" (1978, Adventure) Anthony Qumn. PG
Amazing Games: Indonesia

Movie: "Invasion of Privacy" (1992) Robby Benson, q
Movie: ***

Movie: **** "Dances With Wolves" (1990

"Wall Street" (1987) Michael Douglas. R q

Belief

Journal

Looney

Milestones

Looney

Medicine

Western) Kevin Costner. 'PG-13' q
F-Troop

MONDAY EVENING OCTOBER 12, 1992

Family

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

[Games

Counterstrike (In Stereo) |Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q
PI

Cheers q
Night Court

Design. W.

Love Co.i.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

12:00

Other-Mny

Ent. Tonight

Cur. Affair

Kate& Allie

Love Con.

Perspective

New WKRP

portscenter

Movie: "Breakout "(1975)

Movie: »'/? "Pale Blood" (1991) R

Hurricane Relief Concert

Lucy Show

Ob/Gyn

Hi, I'm Home
Family

NFL

Hollywood

Movie:.**'/2 "True Colors

Movie: *'/2 ""Child's Play 3

M.T. Moore

Physicians

Dragnet

Family

1991) Rg
A. Hitchcock

Paid Prog.

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3:45) Movie: "Defending Your Life "(1991)

Design. W
Cur. Affair

Cheers q
Edition

Newsq
Cheers q

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30
Movie: **** "The Empire Strikes Back" (1980) Mark Hamill. PG' q
Newsq
News

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Five

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Five

Goof Troop

People Ct.

(2:00) Movie: |Movie: **h

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

Newsq
News
News
News q

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Global Supercard Wrestling

Five Days One Summer" (1982) Sean Connery. PG

Pyramid

(3:00) Movie:

Press Luck

Sports

Cartoon Express

Reporters

Dracula Has Risen From the Gra ve

'

(3:30) Movie: **h Cadence "(1990)

Doug Doug Doug

Boy Soldiers

Doug
Movie: *** "Why Me 7 " (1984) Glynnis Connor

Chck. Flag [Up Close

MacGyver "The Escape" q
Movie: **

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Movie: *** "Picnic "(1956.

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00
Movie: ***Vz "Return of the Jedi" (1983) Mark Hamill. PG' g
Young Indiana Jones

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

10:30

1st Lk.: River

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: *** "Dead Again" [WW] 'R' q
NFL Football: Denver Broncos at Washington Redskins. From R.F.K Stadium, q [News q
Movie: "Lady Boss' (1992, Drama) Kim Delaney. q
Murphy B

Murphy B.

Love & War

Love & War
Movie: *''? "Feds' (1988. Comedy) Rebecca De Mornay

Fresh Prince | Blossom q

Sportscenter [Schaap Talk

Drama) William Holden

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

"L

'Flight of the Intruder" (1991) Danny Glover.

Doug

Supermarket

Movie: ** "The Other Lover (1985)

Doug

Shop-Drop

Doug Doug

TUESDAY EVENING OCTOBER 13. 1992

Unsolved Mysteries

NFL Monday |Mon. Mag
Murder, She Wrote q

Northern Exposure q
Northern Exposure q
Hunter

Movie: "Lady Boss' (1992. Drama) Kim Delaney. q
Movie: "The Duchess and the Dirtwater Fox" (1976) PG
Beach Volleyball

WWF Prime Time Wrestling

Expedition Earth: Rafting

Movie: *»*'/? "latie Danielle' (1990) Tsilla Chelton.

Movie: **** "The Silence of the Lambs' (1991) R' q
Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law "Leapin" Lizards

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke

News

News
News q
Married..,

Newsq

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: **** "The Apartment (1 960)

Timber TSportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q [Equalizer

Movie: Poison (1991) Larry Maxwell. |Movie: ** "Lower Level

Movie: *** "Misery "(1990 Suspense) James Caan R

Dragnet A. Hitchcock Lucy Show [Green Acres
Movie: ** Choices (1986, Drama) George C. Scott .Thirtysomething

"Fisher K.

Mister Ed

China Beach

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00
Movie: *»* Scrooged (1988) Bill Murray PG-13 q
Cheers q
Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(2 30) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

News q
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon
| Batman q

Movie: »***
Newsq

News q
News
News

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** "Honeymoon Academy" (1990)

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid [Press Luck

The Apartment" (1960. Comedy) Jack Lemmon
NBC News

Trucks

Cartoon Express

Sports

Movie: +»'2 She (1965, Fantasy) Ursula Andress

(3.30) Movie: **» "The Freshman" (1990)

Underdog [Yogi Bear [Arcade

Running [Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Movie:

8:00 8:30 9:00

Full House q
"Running Mates" (1992, Comedy)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Rescue 911

Rescue 911

Mr. Cooper Roseanne q

9:30

Lifestories

Coach q
Reasonable Doubts q

10:00

Sanders

10:30 11:00 11:30

Going to Extremes q
Movie: »»v? "Delusion' (1991) R

Dateline (In Stereo) q
Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Six. Pirates at Braves
Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Six Pirates at Braves

Movie: •*'/? "77?e Flamingo Kid" (1984) Matt Dillon

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Rolling Stone Magazine's 20 Years of Rock 'n' Roll

Sportscenter [Auto Racing

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **h Memphis Belle" (1990) Matthew Modine. q
How to Succeed r Business Without Really Trying

Hey Dude (R

Movie: "For Us the Living: The Medgar Evers Story

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney

Super Dave

Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Auto Racing: IMSA

Murder, She Wrote q

Reasonable Doubts q
Hunter

Dateline (In Stereo) q

News q
News

News
News q
Married...

News q
Movie: *** "The Misfits " (1961 , Drama) Marilyn Monroe. Clark Gable
Auto Racing

Boxing (Live)

[Drag Racing: NHRA

Movie: »» "Double Trouble' (1991) R
Get Smart | Superman

LA. Law

WEDNESDAY EVENING OCTOBER 14, 1992

M.T. Moore

Auto Racing

Golden Girls

12:00

Madonna'

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition [For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
**« Birdman of Alcatraz

Sportscenter

Movie: *» Scanners It: The New Order" (1991) R |Movie: *Vz "Happy Hell Night (1991) NR

MacGyver (In Stereo) q [ Equalizer

Movie: **Vi Johnny Be Good (1988) R

Van Dyke |Dragnet [A. Hitchcock"

Movie: ** Mac and Me" (1988) Jade Category.

Red Shoe

Lucy Show

Movie: "The Two Jakes

Movie: "Wed Near" (1988)

Green Acres

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3 00) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

4:30

Pen Pals q
Cheers q
Edition

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00
Movie: «»*'? The Mission' (1986. Drama) Robert De Niro. 'PG' q
Newsq
Cheers q

News q
News

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Six

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Six

Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

News q
News
News

News q

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House q
News q

Movie: »»» "The Misfits' (1961. Drama) Marilyn Monroe. Clark Gable
Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

(3 30) Movie:

Press Luck

Trucks

Tempest

Cartoon Express

Hydroplane

(300) Movie: Way-Were'

Underdog [Yogi Bear

Movie: ***

(1982) John Cassavetes

Princess [Heroes

Arcade Hey Dude (R)

The Women of Brewster Plafc_4}W&-.-A%mMmiteiii

Inside PGA

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! g

7:30

First Look

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: *** "Guilty by Suspicion (1991, Drama) PG-13
Wonder Y. [Doogie H.

Unsolved Mysteries q
Baseball '92

Baseball '92

Home Imp

Seinfeld q
Laurie Hill q
Mad-You

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
Civil Wars Drone of Arc

Law & Order (In Stereo) q

Beverly Hills, 90210 (R) q

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Seven Pirates at Braves
Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Seven Pirates at Braves

Unsolved Mysteries q
Movie: *»'; Taps' (1981, Drama) Timothy Hutton. Sean Penn PG
Up Close Sportscenter [PBA Bowling Suncoast Senior Open

MacGyver The Assassin [Quantum Leap (In Stereo) iMurder, She Wrote q
Movie: *» Lenas Holiday

Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Seinfeld q | Mad-You

Movie: ***

Catwalk "First Gig

Law 8 Order (In Stereo) q
Semi-Tough (1977) Burt Reynolds R

Boxing: Bruce Seldon vs Tony Tubbs (Live)

Movie: ** Writers Block (1991) Morgan Fairchild q

Enemy Among Us (R)

What You Do Crazy Kids

imfff-f

(1990) Felicity Waterman [Movie: »* Hangfire (1991) Brad Davis. [Movie: ** "Class of 1999 (1990
)
R

Movie: »*» The Gods Must Be Crazy II

Looney Bullwinkle Get Smart

Comedy

-tArfcnr,

11:00

One Night

Newsq
News

News

News q
Married...

News q

11:30 12:00

Movie: White Light" (19911

Golden Girls
| Nightline

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition Curves

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: *** Bob & Carol & Ted S Alice

Speedweek [Sportscenter

MacGyver The Outsiders

PRCA Rodeo

Equalizer

Movie: **Vi Paradise (1991) Melanie Griffith. PG-13
[Superman M.T. Mqore |Van Dyke IQfgflfvaJ , |A. Hifrhypfc ^ucy.Sbow,. jG/ee/v Acre;. i Misjer Ed

V.-.-.-.v.y.-JfcW tth Having 6ab,es II
' (Wflramal'TwyW Thirtysomelmny ^ fchma Be;tt y2 Having Babies ll (197

&• *!< <K !£H*S iMi fc? Sfi!

Movie: »'? The Reiuvenator (1988) R
Red Shoe Movie: Breakfast in Bed

maHony
*< m»« m hTu Ai m» Beach

»

»

::< *>: .>:*" :*>

I

I

*.
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by Chuck Shepherd

-Clint Lenz, 10, took first

place in the Invent America

contest in July with a glow-in-

the-dark toilet seat for those

middle-of-the-night forays. He
won $1,000, computers for his

class, and a spot in the

Smithsonian Institution.

-Third grader Andrew S.

Meredith of Council Bluffs,

Iowa, won first place in a

national inventors contest with

Toilet Targats, floating doodads

to improve a male's aim. He said

he got the idea because the boys'

room at school smelled bad,

presumably from all of the

misfiring.

-Delta airlines, coming off a

$180 million quarterly loss,

reported in July an annual

savings of $1.4 million in labor

and food costs based on a single

decision: eliminating the

decorative piece of lettuce under

the vegetables served on in-flight

meals.

-For its grand opening in June

in Bartlett, Tenn., Dyer's Cafe

brought in cooked grease its

owners said was 80 years old,

transported from Dyer's flagship

hamburger restaurant in

Memphis by sheriff's deputies

on motorcycles. Said owner Jim

Marshall, "The grease is our

secret, and it's got to be

protected."

-The final hours of the now-

closed Belk Lindsay store in

Tampa Fla., in July were marked

by clothing discounts so deep

that women, tired of waiting for

a dressing room, changed in and

out of clothes in the middle of

the store. Said one employee, of

a middle-aged woman, "she had

most of her clothes off and was

trying to pull on a pair of pants

when I got there and told her she

just couldn't do that"

-In July, Danny Fouts, his wife

and her sister, in New York City

to appear on the "Sally Jessy

Raphael" show to discuss their

arrest for shoplifting their

wedding supplies on their

wedding day in March, were

arrested for stealing things from

the New York Ramada hotel that

the TV show had booked them in

for their stay.

- In September, the

management of a farm in the

former Soviet Republic of

Kyrgystan announced it had cut

off electricity in the area in order

to tear workers away from

television. Too many were

skipping work to watch episodes

of the 249-part Mexican soap

opera 'The Rich Also Cry."

-Kenneth Jeffries, 24, was

rP University Book Center rP _

r$ is celebrating its
1

rrfj

Grand Opening with Savings

. on your favorite music! rn
**

„ $2 DOLLARS
OFF!

Compact Discs

$1 DOLLAR
OFF!

Pre-recorded
Cassettes

j4] Bring this coupon to the UBC.

One coupon per purchase.

Good for unlimited number of compact discs and

cassettes purchased at one time

(excludes sale items)

v . . v Coupon good October 12 -.Octyber 17

uaiiM m m « m'Mmm m di

arrested in West Haven, Conn.,

in August for robbing a

convenience store. Police

reported that he had first offered

the clerk $1 for a pack of gum as

a ruse and then taken $40 in the

robbery. However, said police,

Jeffries returned a minute later

and asked, uncertainly, "Did I

pay for the gum?" By that ume

the clerk had summoned police,

and Jeffries was soon

apprehended.

-Joseph Fallat Sr., 61, was

charged with killing his wife,

Florene, 50, in Harrison City,

Pa., in August. Said a

patrolman, "[Fallat] said she

would stack the refrigerator full

of vegetables, hiding the milk,

and he wasn't going to take that

anymore." Fallat allegedly

chased his wife through the

house and stabbed her 219 rim^«
- To get a "specific use permit"

for a building in San Marcos,

Texas, the occupier must qualify

for a certain number of points.

Among the ways San Marcos

State Univerity fraternity houses

can qualify: one point for

notifying the police 48 hours

before a social event, three

points for posting a "maximum

occupancy" sign, and six points

for passing formal rules against

doing things that result in death

or sexual assault.

- A Los Angeles Times story

on fear of height in July featured

an interview with the

psychotherapist who heads the

Anxiety Disorders Association.

He reported that one of his

partients could cross the 200-

foot-high Chesapeake Bay

Bridge in Maryland only if his

wife drove the car and locked

him in the trunk.

- The European reported that a

wildlife park in Somerset,

England, booked a 60-piece

symphony orchestra to serenade

an elephant in order to encourage

him to mate with one of the five

females that have been available

to him for several months, but in

which he had not shown interest

Costs reached about $18,000.

-The most popular video in

Ch/pHaii porlior »hi« v#»ar u/a« a

60-minute fireplace fire, shown

from the point of ignition until it

burns into cinders, and featuring

a sound track of fire-crackling

wood. Price: about $35.

- Library officials in Sidney, a

town north of Victoria, British

Columbia, reported that a

"mystery editor" has been

stalking the library this year,

compulsively "correcting" text

of which he disapproves. For

example, long notes hand written

in margins of books explain why

"the British Isles" is not the

same thing as "Great Britain."

- As of July, the Pentagon has

awarded nearly four million

National Defense Service

Medals for work in Desert Shield

and Desert Storm, even though

only 500,000 troops actually

served in the Persian Gulf. The

medal will be routinely awarded

to everyone in uniform until the

conflict officially ends.

-Alfred Abadie, 37, was

arrested in New Orleans in

September and charged with the

murder of his neighbor, Kurt

King. According to neighbors,

the two had been arguing

because King had run his edging

machine three inches into

Abadie's yard.

(C) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate

Movie Review:

The Mohicans: striving for an Oscar
by Matt Niemla

Features Writer

"The Last of the Mohicans"

Starring: Daniel Day-Lewis

Madeleine Stowe

Directed: Michael Mann

Rated R
**** stars

When someone says that the

book was better than the movie,

they haven't seen "The Last of

the Mohicans," which was

adapted from the James

Fenimore Cooper novel of the

same name. This is the second

movie adapted from the novel.

In 1936, Randolph Scott used a

more war-like view toward the

story, while the present day

movie tips toward a more

romantic aura.

Picture yourself in 1757 in the

middle of the French-Indian war,

where the French are fighting the

British. America is quite young

f and the only true inhabitants are

the Native Americans and a few

farmers of English descent,

which are forced to take sides. In

the middle of this is "Hawkeye,"

(Daniel Day-Lewis) a white man

who is raised by the Mohicans

after the death of his parents. His

love interest is "Cora"

(Madeleine Stowe), who is an

English colonel's daughter, and

also attracted to the long-haired

Mohican. The only thing in their

way is the colonel and about 100

angry indians hungry for the

blood of Cora and her family.

Along with this "perfect script"

the movie goer also enjoys some

Red Stallion Nite Club
For The Best In Nite Club

Entertainment

Appearing Saturday Oct. 9

Blues SI Us
10pm-2am

ti= —i—

breathtaking scenery and some

brilliant cinematography.

Michael Mann, the creator of

"Miami Vice," wrote and directed

the screenplay. At many times

during the film, this is evident by

the use of those all too familiar

Jan Hammer-like synthesized

tones and melodies that were

used throughout the "Miami

Vice" episodes. Except this time,

instead of Don Johnson with a

suit and automatic pistol, we see

Daniel Day-Lewis dressed in the

height of eighteenth century

Mohican fashion, complete with

musket.

The only flaw of "The Last of

the Mohicans" is it's sometimes

confusing plot and its inability to

be easily followed. Stuffing a

huge novel into 107 minutes is

difficult to achieve.

The battle scenes are a

spectacle of the 1987 civil war

film "Glory," which are quite

explosive and true to their time.

Mann goes to the limit, making

sure each detail from the

wardrobe to the artillery are

perfect to the period. What he

creates for us is a beautiful film

to experience, worthy of an

Oscar nomination, if not the

w+, ..
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Construction update:

Main Street getting back to normal
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writing

Work continues on Main Street

to replace the building leveled by

last year's May 4 fire.

Businesses lost in the blaze

included Collegio's Pizza and

the China Town restaurant.

Several apartments rented by

Clarion University students were

also lost.

The three new structures

should be completed by the end

of the year. Two different

contractors are erecting the

buildings. W.E. Branson of

Pittsburgh is constructing the

building next door to the

American Legion and also the

new Vinny's Pizza shop. Delta

contracting is in charge of the

building which will house the

new Chinese restaurant. All

three buildings will have

windows and doors installed by

Abbie Glass of Plum Borough.

Dick Campbell, foreman of the

Abbie Glass Crew, hopes to have

all window and door installations

finished by the end of this week.

According to W.E. Branson,

his work should be done by
Christmas. The new building

next to the American Legion will

have rental space downstairs.

The area will be a large social

hall, available for rent to

wedding parties, receptions,

meetings and other gatherings.

Branson estimated the cost of the

two buildings his company built

at around $900,000.

The new structure in the

middle will be the new Chinese

restaurant. The building is

owned by Dr. Wong, and the

restaurant is leased by a separate

operator. Melvin Kifer of Delta

contracting is hoping for his

work to be finished by the end of

October. Upstairs will be four

new apartments. Kifer declined

to estimate the cost of the

structure.

Price estimates of all buildings

did not include furnishing costs.

Kifer said the cost of furnishing

the restaurant could be close to

half of the cost of the building

itself.

Both contractors hoped to have

finished fronts before the start of

the Autumn Lesf Festival Week,

to try to get Main Street back to

normal.
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How do you think the

Pirates will do in the

playoffs?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Ralond Nice

I wr

•
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Matt Madigan

Freshman, Accounting

"The Buccos will not accomplish anything."

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call
One of the buidings due to be finished soon is the Chinese restaurant, Chinatown seen
above. The restaurant burned down last May along with Collegio's pizza.

Yom Kippur: a brief history of the meaning behind the Jewish holiday
by Shawn P. Seagriff

Features Writer

From sundown on October 6 to

sundown October 7, Jewish

people everywhere will be

celebrating Yom Kippur.

Yom Kippur is the Day of

Attonement and is considered by

people of the Jewish religion to

be the holiest day of the year. It

also marks the cimination of the

ten Penitential Days.

The day is observed by fasting

and prayer, and by rededication

to a religious belief.

Although Yom Kippur is

regarded as judgement day, it is

not mournful in character

because it is also a period of

grace and offers an opportunity

for one to seek forgiveness for

sins committed against God.

The liturgy for the day is very

elaborate. The eve of Yom
Kippur begins with the chanting

of the Kol Nidre, a famous
prayer, a plea for absolution

Get ready, it's Bedrock Cafe time again

from religious vows which
cannot be kept. Prayers are

offered throughout the whole of

the following day, the Torah is

read twice and Yizkor, the

memorial prayer for the dead, is

recited. The end of the day is

marked by the blowing of the

shofar or rams horn.

Yom Kippur is one of two
principal Jewish holidays. It is

the most sacred Jewish festival

of the year and is the only fast

day prescribed in the Torah. It

also is the approximate

beginning of the Jewish new
year.

Yom Kippur is believed by

some scholars to be dated back

to Mosiac times as a day of

fasting and dates from the

religious revival under Ezar.

by Megan Casey

Features Writer

What are your plans for this

Friday night? A party? A hot

date? Just hangin'? If you're

looking for something

entertaining, check out the

Bedrock Cafe.

Tommy Belmont will join the

ranks of Bedrock Cafe

headliners at 8 o'clock, Friday.

Belmont's show consists of well-

known rock songs.

Belmont hails from

Woodstock, New York. He was

originally born in the town of

Monticello, New York and began

playing in clubs at the age of

fourteen. Belmont says he has

been inspired by a broad range

of artists, including the Beatles,

Sting and Little Feat. He has

opened for such well-known

musicians as Cheap Trick,

Richard Marx, The Fixx and
Melissa Ethridge.

The show will start at 8 p.m.

CESSNA'S
NKVV YORK ,

CONNECTION
J'

The Looking QCass Salon

404 Main St. Clarion, PA (814) 226-9444

$5 OFF Acrylic Nails

$2 OFF Haircuts

Perms • Color • Sunglitz • Frosting • Nail tips • Pedicures

Waxing. Foil Highlights • Conditioners • Sculptured Nails

Manicures • Ear Piercing • Tanning • Facials

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confidential

Counseling

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007
open Mon, Wed.- Fri. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM

——

YOUR

MIND

Graphic Drawings by:

M.C. Escher

Mugs, Puzzles, Posters,

T-shirts and More!!

10% DISCOUNT!
(with valid student ID.)

Only good at NY Connection

Daily Mon. thru Sal 1 pm to 9 p.m.

Sun 1? (noon) to S p m ph #226-6680

Ron Stokes

Sophomore, Biology

"I think the odds are in their favor and

they have good chances to win."

Jennifer Gill

Sophomore, English

"I'm not a psychic, but I do hope they do

well since I live in Pittsburgh."

Denise Bump
Junior, Special Education

"Considering their performance so far,

they'll do awesome!"
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Tracey J. Austin

Sophomore, Undecided

"They're going to take it all the way."

MM

Mike Jewart

Junior, History

"Ray, I have two words for you.

da Bucs'!"

Ben "Jimmy Hat" Morton

Sophomoi •

l , History

The Yankees will take it in 5, and Mattingly

.*,#...*.«.#...*.#,.wi^be-MVR" >»:''*>''*>» •>
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First cultural night is a trip
by Lisa Keeker

Contributing Writing

Clarion International

Association hosted phase one of

its cultural program on Friday,

October 2. Countries in the

Middle East, such as, Turkey,

Egypt, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia

were featured.

"This particular cultural

program was designed to show

people what life is like in the

Middle East, because few people

know about it," said Abanmi

Abdelaziz, a program

participant.

The program featured short

films on Saudi Arabia, Kuwait

and Turkey. These films served

as educational visual aids and

took the viewer through

everyday life in a foreign

country.

Some highlights of the night

consisted of an Arabic language

demonstration. During this

segment, the audience

participated by learning how to

speak and write common
American phrases and words in

Arabic.

To wrap up the evening, a

buffet of Middle Eastern foods

was served. This buffet carried

foods that ranged from two types

of rice and vegetable salads, to

Middle Eastern flaked pastries

and good-old fashioned kool-aid.

"I found tonight to be a lot of

fun. There are so many different

cultures in the world, and I feel it

is our duty to learn as much as

we can about other countries and

their lifestyles," said Jennifer

Taylor, a senior english major.

The Clarion International

Association will be holding

additional culture programs

throughout the semester. The

next program features Europe

and is scheduled for November

1, at 7 p.m.

These events, which are to be

held in Gemmell Student Center

Multi-Purpose Room, are free

and open to the public.

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

Among the many scheduled events on cultural night, people had a chance to enjoy
cuisine from many Middle East countries. This was the first of many cultural nights
scheduled for this semester.

"V t

Kappa Theta Phi fails to meet requirements
by Laura Navas

Features Writer

Kappa Theta Phi, a local

sorority, lost campus recognition

when their appeal for associate

membership with the university's

Panhallenic Council failed.

The sorority first appeared on

Clarion's campus two years ago

after meeting all necessary

requirements for starting a new

sorority for women. The group

was then granted the traditional

one year associate membership

status. Diana Anderson, the

Panhellenic advisor described

associate membership as a

process to determine if the

members of the group display a

willingness to cooperate and

participate in Panhellenic

Council, participate in all Greek

activities, adhere to all the rules

and regulations of Panhel,

Student Senate and Clarion

University of Pennsylvania and

maintain a Quality Point Average

of 2.0 or better for each active

member and pledge.

In a regular meeting prior to

the end of that one year associate

membership period, a vote to

determine full Panhel

recognition was to be taken.

However, due to the fact that the

sorority did not meet all of the

necessary requirements, an

appeal was made to continue the

associate membership for

another year. That appeal failed

with a two-thirds majority vote.

This summer the sorority again

asked that associate membership

status be given for another year.

Again , the appeal failed, this

time due to the introduction of a

new criteria. The criteria being

that associate membership

cannot be granted without

backing of a national panhellenic

conference or national pnhellenic

council.

Kappa Theta Phi, Panhel

representative, Denise Bump
describes the new criteria as a

catch twenty two. "It is hard to

achieve national backing without

the panhellenic associate

membership status", says Bump.

Overall, Bump feels that Kappa

Theta Phi was given a fair

opportunity. However, Bump
says that the Panhellenic Council

could have offered more help in

finding a national sorority.

Although the memberts of

Kappa Theta Phi will no longer

be recognized as a sorority, they

still share a common bond of

friendship)—and that is the true

meaning of sisterhood.

SUB EATING CONTEST
Sponsered by: Clarion Subway

Apple Computers
CU Book Center

Scheduled for: Thursday, October 15

Time: 12:00 noon
Location

:

Gemmell performance area

Prizes awarded to the five fastest contestants.

Entry forms due by October 9, at 4:00 p.m.

Free drinks for all spectators Hi!

—For information call Kevin at 2815
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Add/pot dog
Jnouse 17 S. 6th Ave.

Super Lunch Special

one hot dog

small drink

small nachos

$1.27 + .08 tax

Mon.-Fri, 11 AM- 3 PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM
Seven Days a Week.

HE Owl Special 3/$1.88

Available At All Time*

!

Images of the West
Experience the culture

of the Americans!

Just arrived:

New Selection of Crystals,

Mexican Blankets, and rings

starting at $3.75!!

Hours: 10 a.m. -5 p.m.

Mon. - Sat.

625 Main St., Clarion

(814) 226-5513

&a«d^&. Weav<* genet**

606 MAIN STREET, • CLARION, PENNSYLVANIA 16214

Phone 814/226-8272
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Get a piece of the Commemorative Wall
$250 for organizations. The
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by Kim Dowd

Features Writer

Students can permanently leave

their mark on Clarion University

to recognize their achievements

and university spirit. The

Student Alumni Association is

encouraging students to purchase

a brick to be placed on the

Commemorative Wall, which is

located at the main entrance of

the Gemmell Center. The bricks

are engraved with the student's

name and year of graduation.

The cost of the bricks are $75

for students, $150 for alumni and

money raised from the sales of

the bricks will be used to pay for

continuing maintenance of

Gemmell.

The university began the brick

sales in 1989, since then 87

bricks have been placed in the

wall. The Student Alumni

Association has a goal of adding

at least 100 new bricks to the

Commemorative Wall this year.

Anyone interested are

encouraged to purchase a brick.

Contact Gretchen Hertel or

Theresa Bostic at 226-2637.

A DISPATCH FROM MAGAZINE

Some of the Stupidest College Courses in America. Pt.

You don't have to leave America on some fraudulent foreign program to either eat chevre or take

ridiculous courses. Listed below are some actual courses you can take for credit from actual

American universities. So pop open a Grolsch, pick your schedulefor thefall semester, and have that

worthless junior-year-abroad experience without waiting in a long line to renew your passport.

Advanced Mime "Emphasis will be given to

such areas as variations in mime styles,

control of weight in space, and creation of solo

mimes." Loyola University of Chicago

Stream Fishing "Designed to provide an

understanding of angling as a wholesome

outdoor activity with long-range, carry-over

value....Student must provide own chest

waders or hip boots...." Ithaca College

Leisure Education "The recreation

professional is considered a facilitator of

his/her clients' expanded leisure awareness.

Focus is on enabling clients to evaluate the

individual and social dynamics of leisure, and

assess their leisure attitudes, skills, and

options." Ithaca College

Rope Jumping (Single Rope) "...Theory and

techniques progress from basicto fapcy,

developing hand-to-foot coordination essential to

all sports." University ofNevada at Las Vegas

The Virtues of Vice "We will discuss

competing conceptions of some alleged vices

—

among them, lying, lust, cowardice, jealousy

and avarice—in an effort to articulate the

relationship between ethics and ideology...."

Hampshire College

Driving Range Instruction "Methods and

techniques-including tracking, turns, parking

and turnabouts with a special emphasis in

accident avoidance; all in a controlled

environment." St. Joseph's College

Science Fiction Film "This course focuses on

post-war American science fiction film as a

cultural and ideological product.. ..Screenings

may include: Them!, The Thing, Invasion of the

Body Snatchers, The Incredible Shrinking

Man, Blade Runner, The Terminator, and La

Jetee." Hobart and William Smith Colleges

J.R.R. Tolkien "Tolkien's theories of the

fantasy or 'faerie' story are studied in his short

stories, The Hobbit, and The Lord of the Rings

trilogy." Alfred University

Camp Counseling "Designed to give

prospective camp counselors an understanding

of the total camp program, duties and

responsibilities of camp counselors.

Techniques of camp leadership will be

considered." University of Georgia

The Rainmaker is coming!!

The Clarion University Theater will open its 1992-93

season on October 13-17, at the Marwick-Boyd Little

Theatre. Look for the review in next weeks issue of

the Call.

BOOKSMITH TRADING, INC.

BOOKS GIFTS CARDS CLOTHING

. "when itcomes to textbooks,

we've got you covered"

WE BUY BOOKS FROM
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don Crotsley

Thurs Oct. 8 Fri Oct. 9 Sat Oct. 10

- Sorority "Welcome - Today is Deadline: - X-Country at Pa !

Social" (Gem 250/252) Dec. Grad. Apps. due Short Invitationa

6:30 pm from Deans (Bethlehem, PA)

- UAB MOVIE (Registrar's Office)

"Final Analysis" (Gem

M-P) 8 pm

,

Sun Oct. 11 Mon Oct. 12 Tues Oct. 13

- ALF WEEK - COLUMBUS DAY - ALF WEEK
- UAB Moive - ALF WEEK - American Chemical

"Final Analysis" (Gem - Faculty Senate mtg. Society Conference

M-P) 8pm (B-8 Chap) 4 pm (Gem M-P) 6 pm
- Student Senate mtg. - Drama Production

(248 Gem) 7 pm "The Rainmaker"

(LT) 8 pm

Wed Oct. 14 Thur Oct. 15 Fri Oct. 16

- ALF WEEK - ALF WEEK - ALF WEEK
- American Chemical - Drama Production - National Boss's Day

Society Conference "The Rainmaker" - Minority Affairs/

(Gem M-P) 6 pm (LT) 8 pm City Beat Talent how
- Drama Production * '.-' '-..!.' (Chap) 6 pm
"The Rainmaker" ;

- Drama Production

(LT) 8 pm "The Rainmaker'

(LT) 8 pm

Into the Streets

(a community service organization)

First meeting

When: Monday Oct. 19

5:00 p.m.

Where: Rm 248 Gemmell

-The meeting is open to

all interested in

volunteering time for

community service.

CASH PAID FOR OLD COMIC BOOKS
1930s 1960s (10c and 12« original cover ones)

*p COMIC
f^BOOKS*^

101
Comics, Cards, & Collectibles

1 5 S. 6th Ave.

Clarion, PA 16214

227-2544

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Fri. till 8:00

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

If you can't stand the sight of blood, you may not want

to look at this picture. Many people came out to give

blood on Monday, as the bloodmobile was here.
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Autumn Leaf Festival 1992
Wcek-Lonsi Activities

ART SHOW - The Bi-County

Artists Associations will be

sponsoring the 34th

Annual ALF Art Show to be

held October 14 through October

18. The show opens at 8 p.m. on

Wednesday with a professional

critique and continues from 9

a.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday through

Saturday and 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.

on Sunday. The show is open to

all artists 18 years or older in

categories of painting, sculpture,

photography and crafts. A
critique is a $2 donation.

CARNIVAL - If you are ready

for fun, come down and visit the

annual ALF carnival. Try our

thrilling rides, like the Pirates

Ship, bumper cars and

Paratrooper just to name a few.

The carnival will be located near

the courthouse. It starts Sunday,

October 10 and will continue

through Sunday, October 18.

CONCESSIONS - When you

are ready for a snack or looking

for a great souvenir, the

concession stands will be

waiting. Located in Memorial

Park, across the street from the

carnival, the stands will feature a

large variety of food and

keepsakes. Welcomed back this

year will be Bamboo Palace, J &
K Veggies, Molnars Cinnamon

Rolls and french fries from the

Kiwanis, just to name a few.

New this year year will be Han's

German Foods, Buffalo Burgers,

Hot Roasted Almonds and Soft

Pretzels with Sauces.

CLARION UNIVERSITY
,,STORYTELLERS M

Featuring storytellers Marcia

Bowers, Trina Tjersland, Anne

Creany and CUP students. This

event will be held in the

evenings from October 12

through October 18 and all

through the weekend. Tent

locations will be announced at a

later date.

CLARION COUNTY
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
MUSEUM: The Clarion

County Historical Society

Museum at 18 Grant Street will

be open the following times

during ALF: Sunday, October

11, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m., Tuesday

through Thursday, 1:00 to 4:00

p.m. and Sunday, October 18,

1:00 to 4.00 p.m.

AIRPLANE RIDES: Clarion

County Airport will be offering

sightseeing tours throughout the

week of ALF. For more

information on departure times

or to arrange rides, call 226-

9993.

SOUVENIRS AND INFOR-
MATION: Information and

comemorative items can be

found at the Gazebo in Memorial

Park or at the Chamber of

Commerce, 41 South 5th

Avenue. Items offered for sale

include sweatshirts depicting

1992 ALF logo, hats, glasses

and limited edition prints.

AIRSTREAM TRAILER
SPECIAL EVENTS RALLY:
Located at Penn Wood Airstream

Park, home of the Pennsylvania

Unit of WBBCI, Inc. , Box 7,

Limestone, Pa 16234.

CLARION MALL: There will

be a Sport's Card Show in the

Clarion Mall on Saturday,

October 10 and Sunday, October

11. There will be live exotic

animals on display from

Tuesday, October 13 through

Saturday, October 17. On

Wednesday, October 14 through

Saturday, October 17, there will

be a craft show and on Sunday,

October 18, Elvis will perform.

Friday, October 9

9TH ANNUAL ALF OPEN
TENNIS TOURNAMENT:
The event will be held at the

CUP tennis courts from 5 p.m. to

10 p.m. A $10 fee will be

charged for the first event and $5

for the second event. Pre-

registration is required.

Saturday, October 10

ALF TUG-OF-WAR: This

event starts at 11:00 a.m. at

Clarion High School. There are

four divisions: community

business, college and youth.

Pre-registration is required. 226-

9161

ALF VOLLEYBALL TOURN-
AMENT: The tournament starts

at 11:00 a.m. at Clarion High

School. There is an adult

category (post high school). Pre-

registration only. 226-9161

OPEN TENNIS TOURNA-
MENT: See listing for Friday,

October 9. Time: 9 a.m. to 9

pjn.

FARMERS MARKET: The

market will be held in Memorial

Park from 8:30 a.m. until early

afternoon. Participants are

welcome.

ALF AUTUMN TEA AND
FASHION SHOWCASE: The

showcase will be held at the

Holiday Inn of Clarion at 11 a.m.

Participating Main Street

clothing stores only. The cost is

$7.50 per person and it is by

reservation only, since seating is

limited. Call 226-79 1 3 for more

information.

FIFTH ANNUAL BOWLING
TOURNAMENT: The event

will be held at Mt. Joy Lanes,

Exit 7 1-80. This year's event

will be a "Doubles No-Tap." It

will be open to men and women

and will be a handicap

tournament. The entry fee is $12

per peson or $24 per team.

Squad times will be 6:00 p.m.

and 9:00 p.m. Pre-registration is

required. For more information,

call 797-5312 or 226-9161.

GOLF TOURNAMENT: The

tournament will be held at the

Mayfield Golf Course with a

10:00 a.m. start. The play will

be a four man amateur scramble.

All players must have a certified

handicap of 10 or above. It is

$180 per team to register. Call

226-8888 for more details.

SPORTS CARD SHOW: The

show will be held at the Clarion

Mall from 10:00 a.m. until 9:00

p.m.

ALF SQUARE DANCE: The

dance will be from 8 p.m. until

11 p.m. at the Keystone

Elementary School cafeteria in

Knox, PA. Callers will be Tom

Miller and Tom Mohney.

Fiddle-A-Rounds Square Dance

Club will sponsor the dance.

The Texas Two-Step will be

showcased between squares. All

western square dancers

welcome.

Sunday, October II

HUNTERS TRAIL 3'D

ARCHERY COURSE:
Registration is from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. There will be 28 McKenzie

targets. Prizes will be awarded.

Call the Sportsman's Cove at

226-6272 for more information.

JUNIOR OLYMPICS: This

event will be held at CUP
stadium for children ages 5 to 12

years, grades K through sixth.

Pre-registration is required.

Entry forms are available at

Elementary schools in Clarion

County. Entry fees are $2.

Starting time is 1 p.m. Awards

will be presented.

UNITED WAY OF CLARION
COUNTY 10K RACE AND
3M WALK-A-THON: This

event is the kick off for ALF and

Junior Olympics. It will begin at

CUP stadium and will end at the

back of the stadium. For more

information, call 226-8760.

9TH ANNUAL ALF TENNIS
TOURNAMENT: See listing

for Friday, October 9. It will be

held from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

GOLF TOURNAMENT: The

tournament will be held at the

Mayfield Golf Course. There

will be a four man open *

scramble with a 10 a.m. shotgun

start. The cost is $220 per team

to register. Call 226-8888 for

more information.

Monday, October 12

MISS TEEN ALF PAGEANT:

The pageant will be held at the

Clarion Area High School

auditorium from 8 p.m. to 10

p.m. Advanced ticket sales only!

Tickets are on sale at the Clarion

Area Chamber of Commerce, 41

South 5th Avenue. Ticket prices

are $5 and $6. It will be one

night only.

Tiiesdav, October 13

ALF VARIETY SHOWCASE:
The fifth annual showcase will

be held at the Clarion Area High

School auditorium. The doors

will open at 6:30 p.m. and the

show will begin at 7 p.m. The

variety show is open to all ages,

5 and over. Pre-registration is

required for all participants.

Medals and certificates will be

awarded.

CLARION COUNTY
CAREER CENTERS FREE
ROLLER SKATING PARTY:

The skating party is open to all

Clarion County High School

students in grades 7 through 12.

It will be held at Skateland from

7 p.m. to 10 p.m. For more

information call 226-4391.

pari of the CLARION AREA

POMTS OF ALF ACTIVITY "•.

A Clarion Mall

B Mayfield Golf Course
C Holiday Inn (with Tourist In-

formation Booth)

Knights Inn and Days
Inn

Strattan Homes
AM Clarion Co. Airport

fW Penn Wood Airstream INTERSTATE 80 EXITS 9 AND 10 will be the most congested on
Oct 12 and 13 Consider using EXITS 7, 8. or 11 when arriving in or

LOCATION OF ALF

SCHEDULE SPONSORS

CH Clarion Hospital

McO McDonald's

Park

Kf Keystone High School leaving the Clarion Area
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Schedule of events
FREE SCREENING OF PRE-

SCHOOL CHILDREN:
Screening will take place in

downtown Clarion in front of the

courthouse from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The process takes approximately

45 minutes and includes speech,

language, hearing, general

development and vision.

Children from birth to age 5 will

be accepted. Appointments are

appreciated but walk-ins will be

accepted as time permits. Call 1-

800-672-7123 for more

information.

\W'(liK-s(la\, Oi-lohcr 14

ALF BATTLE OF THE
BANDS: This year's Battle of

the Bands competition will be

held at CUP Gemmell Center.

Doors open at 6 p.m. with tickets

available at the door of the

Clarion Area Chamber of

Commerce office. The

categories are High School and

College. Sound equipment will

be provided and pre-registration

is required. There is no fee to

enter a band. Cash prizes and

trophies will be awarded. For

more information call 226-9161

or 782-3863.

27TH ANNUAL FOREST
AREA CRAFT ASSO-
CIATION SHOW: The show

will be located at the Veterans of

Foreign Wars building, on the

corner of 6th Avenue and Liberty

Street from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Hand-crafted articles will be

available for purchase. For more

information call 226-5289.

KIDDIES PARADE: The

Clarion Area Jaycees,

McDonald's and the Clarion

County Humane Society are

sponsoring the 17th annual

children's parade. Line-up is at

FARMERS AND CRAFTERS
DAY: From 7:30 a.m. until

dusk, over 150 crafters will

display their homemade crafts

and goods and fresh foods in

downtown Clarion. Call 226-

9161 for more information.

2ND ANNUAL QUAINT
QUILTED CREATIONS: St.

Joseph School of Lucinda will

sponsor a competition quilt show

from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the

school which is located on route

66 north, in Lucinda. Eight

categories will be on display and

judged. There will also be a

SIDEWALK SALES: Many

sales will be going on in

downtown Clarion from 9 a.m.

to dusk. A shuttle bus service

will be provided between

downton Clarion and the

Clarion Mall.

FIRE TRUCK RIDES: The

Clarion Fire & Hose #1

Company will be sponsoring fire

truck rides. Rides depart from

the fire hall, located at 525 Wood

Street in Clarion at 6 p.m. until

dusk.

OWENS-BROCKWAY
GLASS FACTORY TOURS:
Tours start at the O-I Clubhouse,

151 Grand Avenue. Tours are

available from 1 to 3 p.m. You

must be at least 12 years of age

to participate. Flat, closed-toed

shoes only. Call 226-0506 for

more information.

STRATTAN HOMES TOURS:

Tours will take place at the Knox

plant in the morning. Parking

space is available. Call 226-

9161 foynore information.

CLARION MALL CRAFT
SHOW: Wall to wall crafters

will line the Clarion mall. Items

on display include doll clothes,

handwoven rugs, baby quilts,

wood items, Christmas items,

ceramics and leather goods just

to name a few. For more

information call 226-5180.

HEALTH FAIR: A Health Fair

will be held at Klingensmith's

Drug Store in the 800 Center

mall from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Testing of pulse, blood pressure,

cholesterol screening, hearing

and mammography will be

offered. For more information

call 226-8288. The fair is

sponsored by Allegheny Manor

and Klingensmith's health care.

Mellon Bank Aulorama:

on Main SI.. Sth to Slh.

f Wendy'*
F CUP Chapel

I CUP Stadium

N Clarion High School

I Integra Bank

J Melton Bank
(Carnival

I County Court Houaa.
Reptile Show
m Clarion Cart Center

a Clarion Fraa Library

• Notthweal Saving*

Bank
f Metunger Canter

(I C Pariah)

I Clarion Co. Mam Park

(conteaione)

I Historical Society

Muteum
I Fire Hall

w Maintenance Geraget

Bus Parking Area

I C 93 Radio WCCR
y CUP Tennii Count
I Chamber ol Commerce
• Public Toilet!

27TH ANNUAL FOREST
AREA CRAFT ASSOCIA-
TION SHOW: The show will

be held at the Veterans of

Foreign Wars building, on the

corner of 6th Avenue and Liberty

Street, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Hand-crafted articles will be

available for purchase. For more

information call 226-5289.

Thursday. October L->

BUSINESS SEMINAR: A
seminar will be held at the

Clarion Days Inn from 8:30 a.m.

to 4:00 p.m. on "Improve Your

Small Business Bottom Line

by...Becoming a More Skillful

Salesperson." This workshop is

open to anyone who would be

interested in improving their

small business sales revenues.

For more information call 226-

2060.

TEEN DANCE: Tentative

location is in front of the

courthouse from 8 p.m. to 11

p.m. It is sponsored by TCI of

Pennsylvania. C-93 WCCR is

providing the music.

5:30 p.m. in Integra Bank

parking lot. Starting time for the

parade is 6 p.m. Children in

grades K through 6 are eligible

for participation. Children are

encouraged to dress in costume

or decorate their bicycles and

wagons. For more information

call 226-9161 or 226-8006.

MODEL RAILROAD DIS-

PLAY: Trains, trains and more

trains can be seen at the model

railroad display sponsored by the

Clarion Model Railroad, Inc.

The display will be held in the

Clarion Masonic Lodge building

on Main Street Clarion.

Admission for adults is $1 and

children 12 and under will be

$.50. Open hours are from 6

p.m. to 9 p.m., Friday from 9

a.m. to noon and 2 pjn. to 5 p.m.

and Sunday from 10 a.m. to 4

pjn.

CODES: (F) Free Admlaelon

(O AdmlMlon/Partlcipallon Charge
]

(0) Donation Requested

quilting bee running throughout

the day and quilting supplies and

refreshments will be available.

For more information call 226-

889, 226-7877 or 226-4202.

ALF "BEST OF THE
MUMMERS" PER-
FORMANCE: Clarion

University is sponsering the

"Best of the Mummers" special

performance. The Philadelphia

Strutters A/K/A Italian-

American String Band show is to

be held at Tippin Gymnasium on

the CUP campus at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets will be sold at the

Clarion Area Chamber of

Commerce and Clarion

University. This event is

sponsored in part by kriebel

Wells, Captain Loomis Inn,

Northwest Savings Bank, Crooks

Clothing and Clarion Ford

Mercury.

I.C. GUILD CRAFT SHOW:
The show is sponsored by the

I.C. Guild. It will be held from 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. in the I.C.

Gymnasium on Main Street.

CUP HOMECOMING FOOT-

BALL GAME: Golden Eagles

host Lock Haven at 2 p.m. at

Memorial Stadium.

ALF PARADE: The parade,

sponsored by Bell of

Pennsylvania, A Bell Atlantic

Company, will start at noon on

Main Street. The pre-parade

begins at 11 a.m. The

Philadelphia Mummers will put

in a special appearance. Parade

seats are now available for $3

per seat.

US NAVY "LEAP FROGS"
PARACHUTE TEAM: The

team will start off the CUP
homecoming football game at

1:45 p.m. at the stadium. The US

Navy hot air balloon will also be

available for tethered rides. The

team will jump at the Clarion

Mall on Sunday.

PANCAKE^ BREAKFAST: A
pancake breakfast will be held at

Meisinger Center from 8 a.m.

until 11:30 a.m. "All you can

eat." The breakfast benefits

Immaculate Conception School.

ANTIQUE MARKET: The

market will be held at County

Warehouse, Exit 8 of 1-80, north

66 for 3/4 mile across from

Charles Tool. It will be open

from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. On display

and for sale are large mining

artifacts, antique horse drawn

equipment, potpourri of antiques

and collectibles.

ALF "SCOOT N' BOOT"
DANCE SHOW: The show

will be held from 6 p.m. to 9

p.m. in front of the courthouse

on Main Street in Clarion.

Participate and leam Texas Two-

Step, Cowgirl Boogie, "Sleezy"

Slide and others.

Sunday, October IS

MELLON BANK AUTO-
RAMA: It will be located on *

Main Street from 5th to 8th

Avenue. Streets will be closed

by police to public traffic from 8

a.m. until 4:45 p.m. Absolutely

no cars will be registered or

accepted on show day.

BACK TO THE 50S WITH
ELVIS: Jitterbug contest,

performances and much more

will happen at the Clarion Mall.

Times will be announced at a

later date.

TURKEY & HAM SUPPER:

The St Joseph's Rosary Society

is sponsoring a supper from 5

p.m. to 7 p.m. at the ST. Joseph

Center in Lucinda.
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PEACE CORPS WORLD wise PuZzLe
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
1

I

I

I

I

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 90 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

The second largest nation
in South America

w

vuvu»Sjy = oXvmm; > iwf.i/n^y ( uaitj i mods 7 ."mwot/oj

1. European nation which discovered this
country in 1516.

2. Name of famous leader of this nation
whose wife was the topic of a Broadway
musical.

3. Spanish name for the Falkland Islands.

4. Capital of the neighboring country of
Chile.

I

I

I

I

i
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Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

^

Doonesbury
A big day for Jimmy

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

GOOD GOP...

%2* OH.NO...

COMMISSIONER
OFCOMICS!

this 15 so yem,m,L,

mate* m0Mm'lJS^=> THAT.

(£!&*£&

QUICK!
eoeer
l4JHAt5-

HER-FACB!

ALEX. YOUR.

PA(J6HT5R'S

NAME IS

ALEX.

ALSO, WENEVER c^pW TAPES THAT Itjj-
HAVE THE OFFENSIVE ^ TQ0
LY^/CS STICKER...

LATB.

t i 199? FarWmH Inc Oislnhuled bv llmveis.il t'rps-; Svnrtirale

OU.HoTVMMS. I was just

TUINWM6, MMBE, IF NQU UkD

THE W£, tXJ AND I CQOLD

DO K FATUER-SOM WND OF

PROJECT. 10UKM0W, JUST

TUETYIOOE OS.

look wow Nogfc -T
TML FLIPS ARPUND//

I YtONDER VWlOl MUSCLES

CONTROL TW. I CAH

SOW OF CLEHXU m BUTT,

but i dont think \T

COULD HIGGLE A TAIL

.

\m, UcM STRANGE .'

I'VE NEVE* REAV1M TUOUGUT

A&*)T BUTT NUSOJE.S

SOME THINGS DONT HEED

THE THOUGHT PEOPLE

GWETUErA.

TW IN K VBTm Moofc

SO HOBOPTt) BETTER. MESS

YUTUME |

7O04K
BOYr

JS -

HERE, I GOT NOU A NEYt CONUC

BOOK. YWM DONT NOO JUST S\T

OH THE COUCH AND L'LL MAKE XOU

SOME PEAHUT BUTTER CRACKERS.

ARE HO) COMP< ?

/ MOM KN0Y4S
\

( Bvmrwm.J

WHY ME? <Dj~by ^o^ <3- epOAAm/nk

f t

"Tell it again, Gramps! The one about being caught

in the shark frenzy off the Great Barrier Reef!"

munrVF ME*WHO
IfXf.FPr ^OUTHEPOFF
PONE IT' ABOUTBBIN6

IF YOUASK YEAH, WELL, THAT'S

MB, THIS JUSTTHEK/NPOF
WHOLE THING LA>

WHATS THIS- MTHIS/SA
THBN.L

UJHATWILL

THIS FEATURE

CONDEMNED
vsme.

low
\GOLF.

\NIJT5!
I

THE
fit

BY ORDER OF

COMMISSIONER OF COMICS

" Video Rentals !

M A L E T H R

1 J
S H S

o R A L O O S E * P E E

B tl
:***'

V K i®kHw M P: Uj W» II R m
S L Y o L E o I N u R E D

S u D S s N I p

A N T I c S s p I T P A C

L O R N A C H A S I O N A

T H E u n, Tr U C H A B 'V E S

A K S A N T « T E A S E

S T S E X E •, s T A R T S

| ! A T • I L U M
A F R I C * H I N S R O
D E A T H b; E C 6 M E: S H B R
D A R i

1
L E A V* T I N E

S T E • E L B r A P E s

TOPLESS CHICKEN RANCH

Your Horoscope

Oct 11 thru 17

WTEKMWBP S\&HS
AKE KNOWN TO BE IBO,
AaUARlU9,TAURUS ANP
StORPIO. ALL MAV6 A
VERY 'RygP

1
NATURE.

EJN A3UNPANCE
OF PLANETS

IN THESE
SICjNS WILL
ALSO CrlVE
YOU SAME
QUALITIES

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
Many may have new paths to follow as

early week Full Moon moves through

Aries, sign of new beginnings. Airand
Fire signs should take advantage of

Jupiter's beneficial vibrations as it

moves into Libra fora 13 month transit

(Air Gemini Libra fc Aquarius) (Fire:

Aries, Leo it Sagittarius).

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

Jupiter moves into 7th sector. Favorable

transit for all meaningful relationships.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Pursue aims but it may be wise not to

broadcast changes you have in mind.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Enjoy Jupiter's transit in 5th sector. Can
bring success in speculation Stnew love

CANCER June 22 • July 23

For Moonchildren: Emphasisof Jupiter's

new position will beon home, family it

favorable real estate transactions.

LEO July 24 -August 23

Wishes may soon become reality as a

result of beneficial influences of Jupiter.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Lucky you! Jupiter'snew accent for you

will be on mating extra money!

LIBRA. Sspt 24-0*23

Lucky period to start anything new.

Jupiter transits sunsign next D months.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

Educational updates provide benefits

tolongterm interests in times ofchange.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dec2l

Wishesmay be fulfilled. Very favorable

period to form enduring friendships.

CAPRICORN. Dec22-Jan20

Jupiter transits career sector. Success is

due for all who have done homework.

AQUARIUS Jan2VFebi9
Keep communication lines open to dis-

tant places. Jupiter transits 9th sector.

PISCES Fsb20-March20
Mutual investmentsmay be given prof-

itable update during Jupiter transit.

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year"reportofwhat to expect in youryearahead. Send

birthdate and long self-addressedstamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR "(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
" Video Rentals

!

"

Bv Ge"y Fr^r

ACROSS
1 Female's partner •

8 Scandinavian god at

thunder

9 Librarian's warnings

13 Typeofexam

14 Mother

15 Sword

18 Michael J. Fax movl*

19 Cunning

20 Butter substitute

21 Habituated

22 Beer

23 Brat

24 Monkeyshines

27 Expectorate

28 ac. lobby org,

31 Ms. Doom
32 Eng's. Prince

33 New York college

34 Kevin Kostntr movit

37 Mkjhtytrees

38 beOum

39 TantallM

40 Aves. cousins

"41 Former spouses

42 Commences
43 LouisvUe sluggers

44 Skid row

45 "OutOf

i i nr_

| |i' i f • » io u u

W InIE E
U U » » » » M

• — bJF— Ju

w — - |l mu

*r « *i jpjjju wfTvt si

JT a mF

48 Leg bone
49 Broadway sign

62 Uenyl Strup movit

65 Challenge

56 Hit the road

67 Fork part

58 French fern, saints

59 River to the. North Sea

60 Mimics

DOWN
1 Crowds
2 Russian sea

3 Netlike

4 B.P.O.E. member
5 Portable galoshes

6 Same's greeting

7 Sweet ending

O 1991 AUrlghU
P.O. Box 461,

8 Update the furniture

9 Sting

10 Urge on
11 Notthere

12 Sow
14 Olympic triumphs

17 Brilliantly colored bird

18 College credit

22 Skull cavity

23 NASA frontier

24 Female choir members

25 Bareheaded?

26 Difficult trips

27 Closes

28 Type of bear

29 "Tis good to keep_
•go"

30 Lawsuits

32 Ice cream containers

33 Steel bar

35 Paymaster's need

36 Harmonize

41 Per capita

42 Mississippi mud

GFKAtsodatM
Ay, NY 12301

43 Morsels

44 Push

45 Sums
46 Notable deed

47 As numerous as chicken

tips

48 Strikebreaker

49 Liner

60 Lacoste of tennis

fame

51 Underground assets

53 Moray

54 RR Depot
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University Book Center

Grand Opening
K\e full week of exciting special evenrsl

Monday Oc\o\>e-r 12 - Saturday C?&tobeH7

Q*P£Ai t~lomecommcj Day 9am - 6;30pm
•* Paddington Bear will be here to
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help us celebrate with a

storytelling hour

Tuesday, October 13,

from 10am - 11am

Friday, October 16,

from 10am - 11am

«r *SHOOT FOR THE RING! -

Monday through Thursday, from 10am

until 4pm, Jostens is having a

basketball shoot. THE FOUR top

scorers (two ladies & two men) will

£S$bk
receive a

FREE CLASS RING!

*rules listed by Jostens.

On

m- THURSDAY enter our SUB EATING CONTEST!

12 NOON UNTIL 1PM - Sponsored by SUBWAY & APPLE COMPUTER.
PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED CALL KEVIN 226-2815 FOR DETAILS.

Thursday the Macintosh representatives will be in the Gemmell Complex from

Everyday sign up for our special giveaway prizes, including:

All Terra Bicycle Energizer Bunny

VCR Bugs Bunny

Wool & Leather Jacket Kodak 35mm Camera

Large CU Bear Old World Porcelain Sani

4" B/W TV Portable Am/Fm Stereo CD Player

Toshiba am/fm Radio CassettePlayer

********and many more********

*all prizes subject to giveaway rules. Drawing to be held on Monday Oct. 19.

Shop the UBC, where your $$$$ continue to work for you!

Clarion football team loses fourth in a row
by Ben Vessa

Sports Writer

For three quarters on Saturday,

the 8,521 observers of the

Edinboro University

Homecoming game were

witnessing a major upset in the

making. The sixth-ranked

Division II team in the nation

was being outplayed in every

facet of the game, and the

Fighting Scots number one

ranked defense was being

humiliated. Unfortunately for

Clarion, three quarters does not

make up a game, as a nineteen

point fourth quarter explosion

sent the Golden Eagles home

winless for a fourth consecutive

time, 26-17.

bulldozed his way for 26 yards

on four punishing carries and

helped set up a 23 yard field goal

by Paul Cramer to surge the

Eagles ahead 3-0.

Clarion drove holes through

the number one ranked defense

in Division II on their next

possession as well, but Tim

Brown fumbled at the 'Boro 20

and the Scots recovered. Four

times the Eagles were inside the

Edinboro 35 yard line, and they

only had three points to show for

it.

Meanwhile, the Clarion

defense was nothing short of

spectacular in the first half.

Edinboro had not even crossed

the Golden Eagles 35 yard line,

passes during the drive,

including a one yard touchdown

strike to Derrick Russell with

just nine ticks left on the clock.

Clarion had thoroughly

dominated play in the first half,

but somehow found themselves

trailing 7-3 at the intermission.

The third quarter showed the

same type of Golden Eagle

domination, except this ume the

offense was finishing what it had

started. Nine of the first ten

plays from scrimmage were

handoffs as Tonini, Damien

Henry and Art Gregory ate up

chunks of yardage. With the

Edinboro defense looking for a

way to stop the Eagles ground

attack, Myers found the air

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Swarming "D": Free Safety Sean Spencer makes the stick as two other Golden Eagle

defenders look on. The defense held Edinboro to just one score through three quarters.

The first quarter was a brutal

battle for field position, and after

the first fifteen minutes had

expired, neither team could boast

of a score.

Clarion took over at the 'Boro

34 yard line to open frame

number two. The Eagles had

penetrated to the Edinboro 27

and 32 yard lines on their

previous two possessions, but

had come up empty on both

occasions. Fullback Jay Tonini

decided that history would not

repeat itself on this drive. Tonini

thanks in part to two

interceptions from safety Brad

Kline. The Clarion "D" forced

'Boro quarterback Jody

Dickerson into misfiring on

seven of his first eight passes.

Dickerson had actually

completed more passes to Kline

than to his own team in the Scots

first five possesions.

With less than three minutes to

play in the half, Dickerson and

the Edinboro offense began to

click. The Fighting Scot signal

caller connected on five of six

waves a lot more friendly than

they were a week ago. First, he

hit Henry for 34 yards, and then

he found his favorite target, Tim

Brown, for 21 more. That strike

set up a two yard touchdown

jaunt by Henry, and Clarion led

10-7.

Edinboro took the ensuing

kickoff and drove the ball down

to the Clarion 30, but

consecutive sacks by Frank

Andrews and Jason Rinehart

pushed the Scots back to

midfield, forcing them to punt

Myers and the Eagles' offense

continued their relentless assault

on the Edinboro defense. Two

crucial third down completions

by Myers set the stage for the

second Clarion scoring drive of

the period. On third and three

from his own 48, Myers spotted

Brown for eleven yards and the

drive was kept alive. Then, on

third and 8 from the Scots' 39

yard line, Myers hit Henry for

35, and the Eagles were knock,

knock, knockin' on heaven's

door. Moments later, Henry

scored his second touchdown of

the quarter, and with 58 seconds

left in the third, Clarion had the

Fighting Scots by their kilts.

Panic had set in on Edinboro.

The Scots only had one

possession of the ball in the first

14 minutes of the third quarter.

The offense saw their four point

lead at the half turn into a ten

point deficit and could do

nothing but sit on the bench and

watch.

Edinboro's next possession

saw Dickerson go deep three

times and come up empty.

Edinboro was forced to punt, and

the Scots chances for victory

seemed slim. Unfortunately for

Clarion, slim just happened to

pop up in the fourth quarter.

A perfectly designed screen

pass had "big play" written all

over it for Clarion, but Jay

Tonini fumbled after his 26 yard

scamper, and the Scots had new

life.

It didn't take long for Edinboro

to capitalize as Larry Jackson

scored from a yard away to close

the lead to 17-13. 'Boro's

attempt for two points failed, but

the Scots received the boost they

needed and the result was

inevitable.

The Scots got the ball back

after a Clarion punt and were 88

yards from a win. On third

down and six, the Eagles

gambled with a blitz and lost.

Dickerson found Wrentle Martin

in a single coverage, and the rest

is football folklore.

After a failed Clarion fourth

down attempt, Edinboro's

Russell scored from 23 yards

away, and the final was set at 26-

17.

The Golden Eagles are at

Bloomsburg this Saturday.

rKrTon

Edinboro

~~o run—rr
7 19 26

SECOND QUARTER
Clarion: FG Cramer 23, 11:58

^^W^WWJMMMWWWMMWW^^A

Drive: 11 plays, 47 yards. Key

play: Edinboro stops Clarion from

scoring touchdown with I st down

and goal to go from the four yard

line. Clarion 3, Edinboro 0.

Edinboro: Dickerson 1 yard TD
pass to Stone (Rupert PAT), 00:09.

Drive: 10 plays, 51 yards. Key play:

15 yard pass from Dickerson to

Heebsh on 3rd down and 12 to go

from the E48. Edinboro 7, Clarion

3_
THIRD QUARTER
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Clarion: Henry 2 yard TD run

(Cramer kick), 9:22. Drive: 13

plays, 86 yards. Key play: 2 passes

totaling 54 yards from Myers to

Henry and Brown, respectively.

Clarion 10, Edinboro 7.

Clarion: Henry 4 yard TD run

(Cramer PAT), 0:58. Drive: 12

plays, 80 yards. Key play: Myers

35 yard pass to Henry on 3-8 from

the E39. Clarion 17, Edinboro 7.

FOURTH QUARTER
Edinboro: Jackson 1 yard TD run

(kick failed), 12:07. Drive: 6 plays,

48 yards. Key play: Tonini fumble,

Edinboro recovers at C48. Clarion

17, Edinboro 13.

Edinboro: Martin 27 yard TD pass

from Dickerson (Rupert PAT), 4:27.

Drive: 11 plays, 88 yards. Key

play: The TD pass on 3-6 from C27.

Edinboro 20, Clarion 17.

Edinboro: Russell 23 yard TD run

(kick failed), 2:04. Drive: 2 plays,

25 yards. Key play: Myers pass

broken up by Edinboro on 4-5 from

C25. Edinboro 26, Clarion 17.

TEAM STATISTICS
Cia. Edin.

FIRST DOWNS 20 19

3RD DOWN EFF. 8-15 6-13

YDS RUSH 140 299

YDS PASS 327 116

TOTAL YDS 435 391

FUMBLES 7 1

lost 3

INTERCEPTIONS 3 2

SACKS 3 2.

KEY PLAYER STATISTICS

Clarion rushing: Henry 14-48,

Tonini 15-67

Edinboro rushing: Jackson 22-182,

Dickerson 12-72

Clarion passing: Myers 17-36 (327

yards)

Edinboro passing: Dickerson 10-

21 (116 yards)

Clarion receiving: Brown 9-105,

Henry 3-89, Harper 3-77

Edinboro receiving: Martin 5-67

Clarion tackles-assists-sacks:

Terza 11-6-0, Rinehart 6-1-1, Giles

7-1-0, Warner 6-3-0

INTERCEPTIONS: Kline (2)

f * i 4 * * -
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Clarion volleyball team downs Lock Haven
by Mike Jewart

Sports Writer

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Flyin high: Tammi Bills reaches a new level with her play.

The Clarion Golden Eagle

volleyball team travelled to

Slippery Rock to participate in

the Slippery Rock Invitational

tournament last weekend.

Their first draw of the

tournament was host and PSAC
arch rival Slippery Rock. This

was the same team that Clarion

spanked one week earlier, 3-1.

This time around SRU took the

early lead with a 15-11 decision

over the Golden Eagles.

However, Clarion soared back

into the lead with victories in

games two and three, 15-13 and

17-15. It looked as though the

women of Clarion were on their

way to another victory until the

Rock surged back to take the

next two games, 15-9, 15-9, and

the match three games to two.

Leading the way for the Clarion

offensive attack was freshman

Bobbie Simpson, who had 17

kills. Nicole Flambard and

Suzanne Sheldon contributed 13

kills apiece. Wendy Ellenberger

had an astronomical 58 set

assists, while Tammi Bills and

Meghan Kelly anchored the

defense with 33 and 24 digs,

respectively.

Clarion's next opponent in the

tourney was Millersville

University. The Golden Eagle

spikers got off to a quick start

with a 15-7 victory in game one.

Millersville tightened up their

defense in game two, but it

wasn't enough. Clarion won

game two, 15-11. In the third

game, MU took the Clarion

spikers to the limit, but the

Golden Eagles stayed poised and

pulled out a 17-15 victory.

Ellenberger had the Clarion "0"

flying high again with 27 set

assists and eight kills. Gerri

Condo led the team with 10 kills

and Simpson chipped in with

eight more. Bills and Condo

were the defensive stoppers with

12 digs apiece.

The Golden Eagles set their

sights on Michigan Tech in the

third match of the tournament.

Clarion was never quite able to

get rolling as they lost in three

straight sets, 15-5, 15-7, 15-0.

There were few highlights in the

match for Clarion. Ellenberger

was held to a season low 13 set

assists. Bills could muster only

eight digs against the tough

Michigan Tech squad. Simpson

did manage to crush nine kills

for CUP.

Clarion played Gannon in their

fourth match of the tourney. The

Golden Eagles had fallen earlier

in the season to the Knights and

were looking for revenge.

Unfortunately, the Clarion attack

was grounded again and they lost

in three quick games, 15-5, 15-

10, 15-7. Ellenberger had 14 set

assists for Clarion. Bills had

eight digs and Suzanne Sheldon

had a team high eight kills.

The Golden Eagles regained

their winning form on Tuesday

night as they whipped the

visiting Lock Haven Bald Eagles

in four sets, 15-6, 9-15, 15-8, 15-

5, to take a three set to one

victory. Simpson led the way

with 12 kills. Co-captains

Ellenberger and Bills continued

to lead by example. Ellenberger

had 30 set assists, while Bills

contributed seven kills and 10

digs. Flambard had 14 digs to

aid Bills and the defense.

The Clarion Women's
volleyball team is now 12-10

overall and 3-3 in the PSAC-

West. They will have to spend

another weekend hard at work

hosting the Clarion Elite

tournament on October 9 and 10,

here at the Tippin Gymnasium in

Clarion.

Golden Eagle golfers taking part in Fall PSAC's today
by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

The Clarion University golf

team ends their fall season today

at the Fall Championships.

The tournament is not

sanctioned by the PSAC but is

still regarded by the clubs

involved as the unofficial PSAC
Fall Championships.

The tournament will be hosted

by Lock Haven University at the

Clinton Country Club. The

seven teams that will compete

include IUP, Slippery Rock,

Millersville, Edinboro, Lock

Haven, West Chester and

Clarion. IUP is the defending

champion of the unofficial

tournament and will be the

favorite again this time around,

but Clarion will be looking for

the upset.

At this fall's championship, for

the first time, seven golfers will

compete for each team instead of

the usual five. This is a concern

for head coach Bob Carlson.

"(With seven golfers), I don't

know how well we'll stack up as

far as depth is concerned," said

Carlson.

Five Clarion golfers have

already been selected to go;

Rich Grafton, Todd Corbeil,

Chris Brocious, Brian Fiscus and

Don Turowski. These five have

pretty much been the core of the

team all year long. Jason Tutich,

Tom Kellgren, Mike Bickert,

Greg Greksa and Chris Williams

will play for the last two spots on

the tournament team. Coach

Carlson is sure that the seven

golfers that participate will all be

ready to play.

Coach Carlson's only concern

is that the team will not be

consistent. "We have not been

able to get good scores from all

of our golfers at the same time

this season," said Carlson. "One

day Rich is playing well, the

next day it's Todd or Chris."

Carlson emphasized that the

team needed to be consistent at

the championships in order to

fare well. Carlson is aiming to

place at least second. Clarion

has already defeated Slippery

Rock this season and they have

been predicted to finish in the

top three. "Realistically, we

should at least be able to place

third," said Carlson.

With all of the pressure in the

sport of golf, Carlson realizes

that it will be difficult for all

seven men to play well at the

same time. "Golf is a game of

total concentration," said

Carlson. "Little things can

throw off a person's game. The

key for us is to stay focused."

Carlson is worried that his young

golfers may not be able to stay

focused enough but is confident

that they will eventually learn

how to.

Carlson is looking for

leadership in the veterans

Grafton and Corbeil. He hopes

that the two can provide the

leadership to not only provide a

strong finish at today's PSAC
unofficial Fall Championships,

but one that will also be strong

enough to lead a fully developed

team to the championships in the

spring.

Clarion warmed-up for the

unofficial Fall PSAC's by

competing at the Allegheny

Invitational on Tuesday.

However, the results were not

overwhelming as they placed

tenth out of 18 teams with 323

points. IUP continued to

dominate all competition by

winning the tourney with 298

points.

Brocious led the Golden

Eagles with a sparkling score of

76. Corbeil got back on track

with a 78. Turowski also played

well and finished with an 82.

Fiscus and Grafton contributed

an 87 and 88, respectively.

The Clarion linksters will

attempt to place around or better

than their 1991 finish of third at

the Fall PSAC's. Clarion will

attempt to dethrone IUP and the

Rock, who both finished above

CUP in the 1991 fall campaign.

Red Stallion Nite Club
For The Best In Nite Club

Entertainment

Appearing Saturday Oct. 10

Rnthem
1 0pm-2am

Stehle f

s

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenville, Pa 16254

5x7' space - $21.20 per month
5x10* space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122

*

Golden Eagle tennis team downs two PSAC rivals
..... .. « . • : „ tnnm tine kopn

tyyAmy Rae

Snorts Writer

The Clarion University

Women's tennis team won two

PSAC matches last week,

defeating rivals Edinboro and

fjUP at home.

The Golden Eagles downed the

visiting Edinboro Lady Scots last

Wednesday with a 5-2 victory.

In singles play, Shara

Wolkomir needed everything she

had to win as the #1 seed, 6-2, 4-

§*6, 7-6 (7-1). The #2 seed,

Marianne Martin, followed her

leader's example and also pulled

out a tough win, 6-1, 3-6, 7-6 (7-

1). The #3 seed, Darcy Ingham,

victimized her opponent by

winning in two straight sets, 7-5,

6-1. Jennifer Keil won in the #4

position, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4. Melodi

Dess, in the #5 position, fell to

her Lady Scot foe, 1-6, 6-1, 2-6.

Roxanne Milton lost by default

in the #6 position due to an

illness.

In doubles play, the #1 seed of

f K Wolkomir and Ingham won in

two sets, 6-1, 6-3. Dess and Keil

lost in two sets in the #2 doubles

position, 3-6, 2-6. Jennifer

I

Simonsen teamed with Martin to

take the #3 doubles victory, 6-4,

6-3.

Last Thursday, fresh off their

PSAC triumph over 'Boro, the

Golden Eagles defeated another

PSAC rival in Indiana.

In singles play, Wolkomir

triumphed in the #1 position, 7-

5,6-1. The #2 seed, Martin, also

won in straight sets, 6-1, 6-2.

Ingham had a tougher time of it,

falling 3-6, 4-6 to her IUP

opponent. But Keil picked the

Golden Eagles right back up

defeating her foe, 6-0, 7-5, in an

aggressive match. Seeded #5,

Dess was victorious in two sets,

6-4, 6-4. Seeing more playing

time in the absence of the ill

Milton, Simonsen fell in two sets

4-6, 2-6.

In doubles play, the #1 seeded

team of Wolkomir and Ingham

won an exciting match, 1-6, 7-6

(7-4), 7-5. Keil and Dess won in

straight sets, 6-4, 7-6 (7-1).

Simonsen and Martin capped off

the victory with a 6-0, 6-3

victory.

Fast approaching the PSAC's

(October 16-17), the Golden

Eagle tennis team has been

showing off the talent that is

going to get them there again.

From the #1 seed, Wolomir has

contributed with a singles record

of 5-2. Martin has proved to be

dominant with a singles record

of 7-1. More impressively, she

has won six straight singles

matches. This has mostly been

accomplished from the #2

position. Mostly from the #3

position, Ingham has added a 5-3

singles record. Keil began as the

number four seed on the year,

moved to five, but has been back

at number four for three straight

weeks. She is 5-3 on the year in

singles play, with two victories

in a row. Dess, who has

switched back and forth from #5

and #6 seed is also 5-3 on the

year. From the middle of the

pack, #3 or #4 seed, Milton has

contributed a 4-3 singles record.

Simonsen is 0-2 in 1992 singles

play.

Clarion battled Pitt Tuesday

afternoon. The Golden Eagles

schedule takes them to Duquesne

University today (3:00) and to

Bloomsburg on Saturday (1:00).

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Roxanne Milton missed a match last week, due to Illness.

position, 3-6, 2-6. Jennifer (October 16-17), the uoiaen ™uu»uu.s«—,
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Clarion University cross-country teams improving
. o. e;„«i«»™ ha* hppn Chad Briees, who has been ou

by Jon Q. Sitler

Soorts Editor

«i

The Clarion University men's

and women's cross-country

teams participated in the Grove

City Quadrangular last Saturday.

Both Clarion teams finished

in the middle of the pack of five

teams that attended the meet.

Host Grove City was joined by

Clarion, Allegheny, Westminster

and Thiel on the day.

For the Clarion men, Chris

Singleton continued to improve

by finishing second overall. His

time of 27:52 was only 18

seconds behind the overall

winner from Thiel. Russ

Briendel and Bill Belfield also

placed well at the meet, both

finishing in the teens. Briendel

finished 15th overall with a solid

time of 29:25, while Belfield

finished 19th with a time of

29:37. Eric Hackwelder finished

21st overall with a time of 29:47.

Shawn Hoehn rounded out the

top five for Clarion as he

finished 23rd overall with a time

of 29:52.

For the Clarion women, Nicole

Yahres finished seventh overall

with a time of 22:52. She

finished exactly one minute off

the pace. Lisa Griffo finished

second for Clarion with a time of

23:43 (12th overall). Jen

Dansberger finished 13th overall

and 3rd for the Clarion runners

with a 23:59 time. Stacey

Jacobson and Cindy Hippensteel

rounded out the pack for the

Clarion women. Jacobson

finished 22nd overall and fourth

for the Clarion women. She had

a time of 26:44. Hippensteel

finished 24th overall, a 27:59

clip.

Head coach Ron Wiser has

been very pleased with Clarion's

gradual improvement and has

high hopes for the remainder of

the season. He said that, for the

men, Singleton has been

improving every single meet.

He has improved from a 15th

place finish in the season's

opening meet at California, Pa.

to a second place finish last

week at Grove City. "I'm

looking for a big day soon from

Chris, maybe even this

weekend," said coach Wiser.

The Clarion men have been

hampered by the departure of

Matt Winger to the graduate

program and by the absence of

a
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Geo's Pizza

Grand Opening

Oct. 9th

25 (p Slice of pizza 25 (^ Pepsi

Between 4 P.M. and 6 P.M.

Greenville Ave Ext. ® 227-9111

Absentee ballots are

available in the Student

Senate office- Must be

received from home county

by 10/30/92-

A INDIRNR SPORTS CENTER

jl WELCOME BACK ALUMNI

/ \ Check Out Our Autumn Leaf Sale

Oct. 15-18

Clarion Mall 226-9090

Chad Briggs, who has been out
*

due to an injury. Wiser said that

Briggs has been sorely missed

because he is one of the best

runners the Clarion men have.

He might have been their #1

runner had he not suffered the

injury. Briggs may be close to

coming back and finishing the

campaign.

Coach Wiser has had the goal

right from the start to do well at

the PSAC's. Early in the season,

Wiser said, "Realistically for the

men, I believe that we can finish

in the top five at the PSAC's.

The PSAC is, historically, one of

the toughest conferences in the

nation. But I do think that this is

an obtainable goal for the men."

The goal may be even more

obtainable knowing now that

Slippery Rock has lost their #1

and #5 runners for the season.

Wiser believes that Clarion could

possibly upset the #5 ranked,

Division II team with Singleton

coming on and Briggs possibly

coming back.

For the women, it has been

more like a rebuilding year, but

coach Wiser still believes that

they could come close to or

surpass their 1991 PSAC ninth

place finish.

The Golden Eagles are

scheduled to run at the Paul

Short Invitational this weekend.
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Four women sue IUP athletic program
I

Pittsburgh, Pa. (AP)- Four

female athletes at Indiana

University of Pennsylvania

alleged that the school

discriminates against women on

the playing field.

The women's gymnastics and

field hockey teams were

eliminated this year, as were the

men's soccer and tennis teams.

Four women- Dawn Favia of

Centerrich, N.Y., Wendy
Schandelmeier of Altoona, Kim
Dalcamo of Butler and Amy
Phaehler of Elverson, Chester

County- sued IUP on Monday in

federal court.

A hearing on the matter will

begin October 21 before U.S.

District Judge Maurice Cohill Jr.

in Pittsburgh.

During the 1991-92 school

year, IUP awarded $300,171 in

athletic scholarships, the lawsuit

said. Of that, male students

received $239,162. Female

athletes received $61,009.

One-fourth of 160 students

who received athletic

scholarships were women, but 56

percent of IUP students are

female, said Jon Pushinsky, the

students' attorney.

University spokesman Bill

Swauger said that funding cuts

forced IUP to end field hockey

and gymnastics. He said that the

most painful decision was

dropping the gymnastics team,

which won a national

championship two years ago.

The team's travel costs were

too high, and there was little

competition in the region,

Swauger said.

The lawsuit asked IUP, a state-

funded school and member of

the Pennsylvania State Athletic

Conference, to revive the two

women's teams.

A judge should force IUP to

provide equal opportunities for

both sexes in all athletic

programs, the women said.

"All we want is what we are

entitled to - equal opportunity

and equal treatment," said Favia

who like Schandelmeier and

Delcamo, was recruited in

gymnastics.

Phaehler, who plays field

hockey, said that one of the

reasons she chose IUP was

because of the field hockey

team. It is now a club that

competes with junior varsity

squads at other schools.

"This is my senior year as a

college student," Phaehler said.

"To go from a varsity status

basically strips you of any rights

within the athletic program."

Phaeler said that the field at

IUP is inadequate for field

hockey.

Outside Clarion Sports

It's Scotty Bowman once again for Pens
AP stories compiled by

Jon Q. Sitter

PA SPORTS

Erie makes pitch for new

stadium

Erie Mayor Joyce Savocchio

recently said that she'll make her

pitch to turn the former Sears

building in downtown Erie into a

new baseball stadium.

The mayor says that she will

focus on obtaining up to ten

million dollars in financing,

preferably from the state.

The mayor's comments came

at the conclusion of a meeting

last week, at which officials of

the Erie Sailors minor league

baseball team outlined the steps

necessary to keep professional

baseball in the city.

The Sailors urged the creation

of a community group to

spearhead the baseball project

and the development of a master

plan that would set deadlines for

steps leading to the construction

of the stadium.

Skip Weiman, president and

general manager of the Sailors,

would like to see a new stadium

by 1994. The Sailors current

stadium, Ainsworth Field, does

not meet major league standards.

Pitt plays Notre Dame

Pitt coach Paul Hackett says

that he may make some slight

adjustments in the game plan but

will not overhaul the team before

this weekend's game with Notre

Dame.

Both the Panthers and the Irish

are going into the Pitt Stadium

matchup after losses to

underdogs. The 2-3 Panthers

blew a 10-nothing lead and lost

to Maryland 47-34. Notre Dame

saw its record fall to 3-1-1 in a

33-16 loss to Stanford.

Foster top rusher

Pittsburgh Steelers running

back Barry Foster still leads all

NFL rushers in yardage, despite

the fact that the Steelers did not

play last weekend. Foster's 450

yards on 92 carries is far ahead

of the NFL's next closest rushers.

Emmit Smith of the Dallas

Cowboys has 408 yards, and

Barry Word of Kansas City is

third with 406 yards on the

season. His 33-carry, 190-yard

performance against the Jets in

week number two still stands as

the best outing by an NFL
running back this season.

The Steelers also lead the NFL
in interceptions with 12.
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FREE
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TVS VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies^
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Pens ink Lemieux

Mario Lemieux, on Monday,

became the richest player in

NHL history when the Pittsburgh

Penguins announced that they

had signed the team captain to a

seven-year contract worth 42

million dollars. The deal

replaces the last two years of a

five year, 12 million dollar

contract Lemieux previously had

with the Pens. This is Lemieux's

ninth season with the Penguins,

the only NHL team he has

played for since being selected in

the 1984 entry draft.

Bowman back

The Pittsburgh Penguins now

have a new coach to go with

their multi-million dollar

superstar, and they named him

just in time for Tuesday night's

opener.

One day after signing Mario

Lemieux to a league record

seven-year, 42 million dollar

contract, the team announced

that Scotty Bowman will return

as the coach for the 1992-93

season.

Bowman served as interim

coach last year and led the Pens

to their second straight Stanley

Cup.

Fox's Pizza Den
226-5555

SPECIAL FOR TWO!
small pizza, one topping

2 small salads and

2 small drinks

$5.49 + tax
only with coupon

offer expires 10/31/92

Tough Philly defense

It has now been 50 consecutive

regular season games since an

opposing back has rushed for

more than 100 yards against the

Philadelphia Eagles' defense.

Last Monday night, Reggie

White and the gang held one of

the top NFL rushers, Emmit
Smith of the Cowboys, to only

67 yards on the ground. The

Eagles crushed Dallas 31-7.

"The Great One", Book II

The Philadelphia Flyers are

expecting a lot from Eric

Lindros, their new 19-year-old

center. The team gave up several

good players, future draft picks

and 15 million dollars for him,

after fighting the New York

Rangers for the right to make the

deal. In the NHL pre-season,

Lindros had eight goals in eight

games.
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Help Wanted
***Wanted*** Campus

Representatives to promote Spring

Break and Ski trips. Earn free trip +

cash!!! Call 1-800-862-7325.

$200 - $500 Weekly Assemble

products at home. Easy! No selling.

You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.

Free information- 24 hour hotline.

801-379-2900. Copyright#

PA10KDH.

Spring Break '93 Panama City

Beach, Florida Sales Representative

needed to work with the #1 Spring

Break Team Travel Associates and

Tour Excel. Sell the Best properties

on the beach, Summit

Condominiums, Miracle Beach

Resort, Holiday Inn, Pier 99. Earn

top commission and free trips. For

more information call: Jenny 1-800-

558-3002.

Be a Spring Break Rep! Earn FREE

Trips and the Highest Commissions!

Cancun, Daytona, & Jamaica from

$159. Call Take A Break Student

Travel today! (800) 32-TRAVEL.

ALL DAY DELIVERY

If IT ISN'T FUN,
WHAT GOOD IS IT?

gear
MOUNTAIN BIKES

CAMPING

ROCK CLIMBING

INLINE SKATES

KAYAKS

XC SKIING

Stop and talk to an expert about clothing and

footwear that performs like you want It to.

Guaranteed

***Campus Reps Wanted***

Heatwave Vacations Spring Break

1993. The Best rates & the Biggest

Commissions. For more information

call 800-395-WAVE.

fll*

TRAVEL FREE! SELL QUALITY
VACATIONS FOR THE MOST
RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
COMPANY! JAMAICA, CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, MARGARITA
ISLAND, FLORIDA. BEST
COMMISSIONS/SERVICES.
SUNSPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-

7710.

226-4763 10-6 DAILY

CORNER OF 5TH & WOOD CLARION

mw

v. S

$$$$, FREE Travel and Resume

Experience!! Individuals and Student

Organizations wanted to promote

SPRING BREAK, call the nations

leader. Inter-Campus Programs. 1-

800-327-6013.

Earn $2,000 and Free Spring Break

Trips. North America's number one

student tour operators seeking

motivated students, organizations,

fraternities and sororities as campus

representatives promoting Cancun or

Datona beach destinations. Call 1-

800-365^654.

R *»
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Attention: National Marketing firm

seeks dynamic student clubs, teams

and/or organizations to participate in a

promotion for a major retailer that is

coming to your campus. Earn big

money- no investment. Call Rick for

more information on this exciting

event. 1-800-592-2121 Ext. 119.

Comedians needed for Mr. CUP
entertainment. Please call Stacie at

226-9027.

Sororities! Fraternities! All campus

Organizations! Sponsor your favorite

male for Mr. CUP. Call Stacie for

details at 226-9027.

Sales and Services
Diamond Engagement Trio Set:

Marquise Diamond Engagement Ring,

matching Three Diamond Ladies and

Mens Wedding Rings. All three rings

with 3 diamonds in each ring for only

$450. Use layaway, credit card, check,

or cash. Only at James Jewelers,

Downtown Clarion. 226-87 1 1

.

Autumn Leaf '92 T-shirts will be

available at BookSmith Trading during

Autumn Leaf while supplies last! If

you have already placed an order, your

shirts will be delivered during the first

few days of Autumn Leaf!

Druglord Trucks! $100. 86 Bronco.

. . $50. 91 Blazer. . . $150. 77 Jeep

CJ. . . $50. Seized Vans, 4x4's,

Boats. Choose from thousands starting

$25. FREE information- 24 hour

hotline. 801-379-2930 Copyright*

PA10KKC.

****«»True Colors T*ttPO

Professional Sterilization, Fine lines

& cover-ups. Choose from 50 colors.

Located in Sligo, PA, 10 miles S. of

Clarion. Call for appointment after

5:00 p.m. 358-2715.

Diamonds: .51 carat round diamond

solitaire engagement ring. Special

value: $690. Layaway or credit

payments easily arranged to suit you.

Only at James Jewelers, 614 Main St.

Clarion. 226-8711.

Cheap! FBI/US. Seized 89

Mercedes . . . $200 86 VW ... $50

87 Mercedes ... $100 65 Mustang . .

.

$50. Choose from thousands starting

$25. Free Information- 24 hour

hotline. 801-379-2929. Copyright*

PA10KJC.

tetf»®
,4 NORTH FIFTH AVENUE
CLARION, PA 16214-1102.

CHRIS HAWKINS
PHONE: (814) 226-4079 BARRY MILLER

Watch for in-store ALF Specials

Fall Retreat Weekend- Oct. 23-25.

Sponsored by Catholic Campus

Ministry Call 226-6869 for more

details.

Roommates
1 or 2 Female Roommates needed for

Spring. 226-6563.

Desperately needed- 1 female

roommate for South St. Apartment.

Rent $150./month puis 1/3 utilities.

Lease runs until end of May. Call 227-

2521 or 227-2409.

Personals

Phi Sigma Sigma wishes their

nominees for homecoming co irt the

best of luck. They are Desiree

Wassam, Beth Eaton, Tonya Schmidt,

and Leslie Cathcart. We know you'll

represent us well

!

Kappa Delta Rho: We washed some

cars and the water flew, but better than

those suds was partying with you!!

Thanks for splashing around with us!

Love Phi Sigma Sigma

D Phi E would like to thank Kelly for

the wonderful Rush parties. You did a

great job! Love, your sisters.

Happy Birthday to Patty Zehner.

Love, your D Phi E sisters.

D Phi E would like to thank Tri-Sigma

for the awesome picnic. We had a

blast. Let's get together again

sometime soon.

Sigma Chi: The theme was to

"Barter" and of course we had a blast.

Too bad the night had to end so fast.

We love you. Love, DPhiE.

Delta Zeta, Thanks for twisting the

night away, it was a blast. We'll have

to do it again soon. Kappa Delta Rho.

Congratulations Kurry on becoming

Theta Phi Alpha's new sweetheart.

You look good in your Penguin

uniform. Kappa Delta Rho.

Delta Zeta, Happy belated Founders

Day. Kappa Delta Rho.

Theta Phi Alpha, Thanks for the

mixer, it was swell. Kappa Delta Rho.

Phi Sigma Sigma, The car wash was a

great success, that is because we

choose the best. Thank you for your

help. Kappa Delta Rho.

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-800-

932-052#,Bft.65.'

Phi Sigma Sigma, We never knew the

50's and 60's were so exciting.

Having you over again sounds very

inviting. Kappa Delta Rho.

Kappa Theta Phi, The punch was

great, but the ponies were better!

Ladies, you deserve your letters!

Thanks for a great Toga mixer. Phi

Sigma Kappa

Phi Sigma Kappa announces its first

annual "Bringin' Home the Bacon

Blowout!" Pig Roast/Bar-B-Q and

Live Band - featuring "Kamotion".

B.Y.O.B. - $5.00. Sat. Oct. 17- 3:00

p.m. Get tickets from any brother. BE

THERE!!

To the Sigma Chi Pledges- Thanks so

much for the party Monday night. We
had a great time. Let's do it every

semester! Love, the sisters of Delta

Zeta.

To the brothers of Delta Chi- thanks

for the trip around the world. It is a

tradition we will always enjoy! Love,

the sisters of Delta Zeta.

Happy Birthday Marcia! ! We love you

Shroomer watch out for the sidewalks

this weekend. Love, Cristine,

Kristine, Melissa, & Glenna.

Mario, Congratulations and Good

Luck with pledging. Don't forget I

love you. Love, Cristine. PS. Center

Held?

Congratulations Fall 92 associate

members: Gretchen, Kristen, Kirisa,

Carrie, Erin, Amy, Missy, Heidi,

Bridget, & Robbin. Keep up the good

work! We love you- the sisters of

Alpha Sigma Tau.

The handcuffs were real, the night was

young, who would have thought

Bonding could be so fun!!! We love

you Sig Tau Gamma Lets mix again

soon!!! Love, the sisters of AST.

Theta Xi: thanks for the great mixer!

Haying golf was fun to say the least,

but we thought pitchers were in

baseball! Let's try it again sometime

and keep playing that great dancing

music. Love, Theta Phi Alpha.

Traci Showers, Happy Birthday!

Congrats, you Finally turned 21 ! Now
you can keep an eye on Tara and

Danielle! Ya Right! We love you

Traci! Your Theta Phi Sisters

Happy Belated Birthday to our Theta

Phi sisters: Kelly Hoffner, Amy
Woodmansee, Holly Neely, Steph

Scott and Tara Stahler.

Theta Phi Alpha would like to

congratulate our two newest associate

members, Jenn Wilson and Lisa

Muzzey.

To the Theta Xi pledge class of Fall

92. Congratulations and Good Luck to

you! You 15 are the best. Theta Xi

picked you apart from the rest. I love

ya. Your sweetheart Gina

Snack : Roses are red, and CUP is

blue, 1 cannot wait, to turn 21 with

you! Happy Birthday to a true friend-

thanks for everything- I love you!-

Brooke

Killer, I love you . Please don't

destroy me. M

SWM, seeks companion, Leslie. Must

like ducks, Ministry and weird men.

Congratulations to our new associate

members: Terri Dodson, Michelle

Handa, Jodie Jackson, Robyn Kline,

Chrissy Komoroski, Jen Milius, and

Rhonda Wirfel. Love, the sisters of

Alpha Sigma Alpha.

The sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

would like to thank Kris Milner for all

her hard work during rush. You did a

great job. We love you

!

The sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

would like to thank the brothers of

Alpha Chi Rho for making our pledges

pick-up a fun and memorable evening!

Happy 21st Birthday Jen Frey!!

You're the best- see you at the Bars!!

Love, Becky.

Around the world we went with you

sly guys- oh you crazy Theta Chi's.

We had a blast, too bad it couldn't last!

Time went too fast. Love, the sisters

of Zeta Tau Alpha

Congratulations to our new associate

members. We wish you the best of

luck and we look forward to becoming

closer friends! Love the sisters of Zeta

Tau Alpha

Delta Zeta, any mixer with you is a

trip around the world. It was a blast.

Let's do it again sometime. Delta Chi.

To the Sigma Chi pledge class of Fall

1992: Good Luck with pledging. You

know I am always here for you. Love

TriciaXOXO.

To the brothers of Sigma Chi: I want

to thank all of you for a Wonderful 2

years. All of you are very special to

me. I Love you, XOXO Love,

Tricia.

The Brothers of AXP would like to

congratulate our fall '92 postulants:

SUm, Pretty Boy, Chuckles, Cold Cut

,

Meatball and JP. Welcome guys.

,.4 .*# *-*•

Thanks to the sisters of ASA for the

great pickup mixer. We had a

wonderful time. The Brothers of AXP.
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Sports Opinion - Tall Cliffy predicts:

Penn State has greatest coach ever
i

Well, I did tons better my first

week, but it's still not what I

expected. Then again, this hasn't

exactly been a year to start

predicting; no one is playing

with any consistency, except for

the Eagles. Was that a game or

what!

Detroit, however, disappointed

me and most football fans. What

is happening to this team? I

guess a good offensive line is the

key to offensive success in this

league. The Lions have a great

quarterback and one of the

greatest running backs in the

game. But with the tragic loss of

two starting linemen, the Lions'

run and shoot attack is sterile.

K.C. pushed for me, but I

thought that they would destroy

Denver. I guess the Chiefs can't

fight off the jinx at Mile High

Stadium.

The Seminoles also pushed,

but, once again, it was head

coach Bobby Bowden's
conservativeness that did FSU
in.

Boston College was a

disappointment, also. WVU is

not that good. . . good enough to

stop two great backs.

Tennessee did live up to

expectation, routing LSU 20-0.

Enough talking about the past;

let's talk about the future. .

.

BEL
Atlanta at Miami -7 1/2

Atlanta (2-3) looked strong

against the Packers last week.

Quarterback Chris Miller threw

for three touchdowns, but the

defense allowed more than 330

yards by Packers' offense. This

week they will also have trouble

stopping Dan Marino and his

squadron of talented receivers.

But if the Falcon defense can

come up with the big plays,

Atlanta should win.

Miami (4-0) was unstoppable

against the Bills, which surprised

everyone. Marino threw for 282

yards and is excited about having

the addition of tight end Keith

Jackson in the offensive scheme.

The Dolphin defense was

incredible. They gave up 400

yards of total offense, but forced

five turnovers (4 int., 1 fumble)

and sacked the Bill's quarterback

three times. Because of their

great performance, I think that

they will still be on a high. They

might beat the Falcons, but not

by eight points.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Atlanta

Phoenix at NY Giants -7

The Giants (1-3) lost a close

game to the Raiders, but this

game showcased two of the

worst offenses in the league.

New York's defense is aging.

Let's face it, LT will probably be

the best linebacker to ever put on

a uniform, but he has a bad

shoulder and hasn't been doing

the job. Phil Simms is still a

good QB, but hasn't been getting

any support from his line. Then

again, he never did.

Phoenix (1-3) is on the rise, as

apparent in last week's upset of

Washington. QB Chris Chandler

proved last week that he can take

a licking and still keep ticking.

Chandler threw for almost 200

yards with one TD toss. The

Cardinals held Washington's

ground game to just 107 yards,

forcing the Skins to go to the air.

Simms will have problems

throwing against a young and

talented Cardinal secondary.

Look for another upset.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Phoenix

NY Jets at Indianapolis +3

The Jets (1-4) beat the hapless

Pats, but a win is a win. Jet

quarterback Browning Nagle

completed 20 passes, two for

scores. He is a good quarterback,

but is still far, far away from

becoming the league's top play

caller. The Jet's secondary gave

up 259 yards passing and three

touchdowns by Hugh Millen.

The Jets must now face Jeff

George, as talented as Millen,

but with better receivers (Reggie

Langhorne and Jesse Hester).

The Colts (2-2) came from

behind to defeat a much
improved Tampa team, with the

help of George. George threw

for two touchdowns in the

second half to rally the Colts.

The only question will be Indy's

passing defense.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Indianapolis

Cvllm
Rutgers at Syracuse -11

The Rutgers (3-2) were no

match for the Nittany Lions last

week, but they will be a match

for their Big East opponent.

They scored 24 points against

Penn State, but gave up 38 points

and 303 yards passing to

sophomore QB John Sacca. But I

still think that they can handle a

questionable Orangemen
offense.

Syracuse (3-1) beat an

unknown Louisville team by a

very narrow margin, 15-9. They

just aren't as good as their #15

ranking. They may be at Rutgers,

but it will be a narrower margin

than last week.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Rutgers

Miami at Penn State -1

Joe Paterno is world's better at

coaching than Dennis Erickson.

Miami may have the more
talented team, but with JoePa. .

.

enough said.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Penn State

Stanford at UCLA +3

Okay, Bill Walsh and the

Cardinal upset the Fighting Irish

last week. And Bill Walsh is a

great coach, probably one of the

best ever. But Stanford (4-1) is

going to L.A. His boys just

aren't lucky enough to win two

in row away from home.

UCLA (3-1) proved that they

have a great defense two weeks

ago, stopping super-human

Marshall Faulk. They should do

the same against Stanford's good

passing attack.

Tall Cliffy 's pick: UCLA

I know that all of these are

upsets, but this would not be as

much fun if I didn't take

chances. Have fun and see ya

next week.

Tall Cliffv's record

4-6-2

Delta Zeta Sorority
Philanthropy Fundraiser for Speech & Hearing research at

GaUaudet University

Delta Zeta is sponsoring a volleyball tournament

Wednesday, October 21 through Thursday,

October 22. Registration fee is $15 per team.

Registraion will be from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.,

today, in front of the library and in the cafeteria.

Prizes awarded to first, second and third place

winners. Teams may consist of any organization or

group, as long as they have at least six players.

Come have some fun for a good cause! !

!

DAN ESTADT'S SPORT SHOP
GETY HE(R[3REEK SUPPUE

Jackets, Shirts, Caps
Custom Lettering & Embroidery

Our Specialty is

Service. Service. Service

Main Street, Clarion 226-4871

rtiree-point shootout

Clarion Courthose

parking lot

sponsercd by the Clark*

University Hoops teaai

During ALF Week, starting

October 12

Monday-Thursday, 6 p.m. to

10 p.m.

prizes awarded
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Casey releases funds for state

school construction projects
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

Governor Robert Casey

announced last Thursday that

state funds would be released for

a new Higher Education Capital

Construction Program, which

would aid in State System

universities' construction

projects. Of the S3 13.7 million

released, Clarion University will

receive $7,851,000 for its

renovation of Founders Hall,

Montgomery Hall (Venango

campus) and Harvey Hall. A
utility project, the second phase

of steam line renovations, was

also part of the projects

approved.

The state will provide 75

percent of the base construction

cost with the universities raising

the remaining 25 percent. The

utility project will receive 100

percent funding.

President Diane Reinhard feels

that Clarion is up to the

challenge of raising the

necessary funds. "The local

match required in the Higher

Education Capital Construction

Program will present a challenge

for Clarion University, but

Clarion has a strong history of

private giving from our various

constituencies. Plans are now

being developed to determine the

best way to meet our

requirements for the 25 percent

match."

Casey's capital construction

program is part of "Operation

Jump Start," an accelerated

effort to undertake vitally needed

public works projects and create

construction jobs during a time

of national recession.According

to the Derrick, Casey estimated

that about 16,000 construction

jobs would be created through

this program. "Thousands of

new jobs. Millions of spin-off

dollars pumped into local

economies. An investment in

the future. especially an

investment in the future of our

children," he said.

State System Chancellor James

H. McCormick was also on hand

Thursday to announce the plan.

"[This] component of 'Operation

Jump Start' represents a

significant step toward

preserving the future of the State

System by addressing the serious

capital facilities' needs on the

14state owned universities'

campuses."

Though the state-related

universities also are participating

in the program, Chancellor

McCormick's strong advocacy of

priority funding for the state-

owned universities resulted in

the State System receiving a

more favorable distribution of

state dollars to private dollars for

this one-time capital program for

academic facilities. State related

schools have a 60-40 split.

When asked if he thought the

75-25 split was fair, Philip D.

Rowe Jr.,chair of capitol

facilities committee within the

Board of Governors replied,

"Yes, I think it's fair. It's a one

time shot to get things moving."

President Reinhard also feels

the arrangement is the best

possible solution. Governer

Casey's Higher Education

Capital Construction Program

provides Clarion University with

an excellent opportunity to move

ahead with capital and utility

projects that have not been

possible, because of lack of

funding. These projects will

improve our ability to meet

pressing demands for the

renovation of these three

buildings, which provide

classroom and office space,

along with meeting other

institutional needs."

President Reinhard felt the

situation called for action

because the alternative was to do

AP photo

Governor Casey announced that he is releasing money

for building and renovation projects for SSHE universities

and state-related universities.

nothing.

Others were optimistic about

the timeliness of Casey's

announcement. "I think he was

using this as a political strategy,"

said student board member

Monica Douglas. "It's an

election year. It's a Democratic

House and so many in the House

are up for re-election" Douglas

went on to say that many people

will probably associate this new

development with the

Democratic party and it will only

aid their cause. She also said

that this is not a new idea and

that it was discussed in the

distant past.

"It had been proposed eight or

ten months ago," said Rowe.

Celebrating aver 70 years as a student newspaper

"The decision was expected

sometime this year."

Douglas was also against the

75-25 split. "I don't think it's

fair in any way. I think they (the

state) should have picked up the

entire tab, since we are state

owned." Douglas said that much

of the 25 percent the university

must now raise will come out of

the Clarion University

Foundation and private

fundraising—money which was

used in the past for scholarships

and "academic enhancement."

"I think people will be very

hesitant to donate money,

knowing that it is going towards

the refurnishing of a state owned

building." said Douglas.

(cont. on pg 5)
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The way I see it
f * J ' it

Managing Editor

Diversity

in

Cultures

At Clarion, the student body,

the faculty and some University

programs sponsor events the aim

of which is to present us with a

view of different cultures,

nationalities and ethnic groups.

The various foreign organi-

zations in coordination with the

International Office hold, for

example, such events African,

Asian, European and Latin

American nights that feature

various aspects of the respective

cultures. The office itself works

hard to make these events a

success. The students do the

attire and costumes of their

countries, serve the local foods,

sing, dance and try their hardest

to explain their local cultures.

Afterwards, the audience goes

home with the feeling that they

have learned something. But I

often wonder what it is that they

have learned. . . that Japanese

traditional dress is quite

elaborate? that Indian food is

spicy? that Latin-Americans like

to dance? Do they believe,

finally, that deep down inside

everyone is just like us, and that

with a few minor changes in

their cuisine, we shall all get

along in a more peaceful and

gentle world?

If this is the belief, however,

we are all in for a shock, and the

issue of diversity on this campus

will never be faced, much less

resolved. The costumes we see

on those nights, the food we

taste, the dances, the music

express an ethos as profoundly

culture bound as the American

Sunday roast and as profoundly

different. And before we can

reach any truism about how we

are the same under the skin,

"difference" must be faced; the

truth of our differences must be

Dr. V. Spina

acknowledged and felt. For

some this idea is to be rejected

out-right. They are too

scandalized to believe that an

African dance celebrating sex

may be as profoundly religious

as the Catholic mass. Others are

more "liberal" in their reaction.

After the function, they will ask

questions of the dancers; they

may even read a book about the

country. But will they ever do

more than patronize a foreign

colleague who actually shows a

(Cont. on pg. 4)

Imagine a hot summer day,

where all you want to do is lay in

front of a fan. The perspiration

runs like a raging river from

your overworked pores. Dog

Days...

The Gemmell Complex is a

place for students to relax, gather

for meetings, eat, shop, exercise

and work. I work at the Call

every Tuesday night, and for the

past week I and my fellow

employees have been

uncomfortably warm. Warm is

not even the word for it. Does

the "Towering Inferno" make a

clear enough picture for you?

Last week, I called Public

Safety and asked them if they

could turn down the heat because

it was 85 degrees in this

windowless room. We also

talked to the janitors who came

in about 1:00 in the morning.

And all they said was they know

it was hot, but they couldn't do

anything. The next day Mr.

Tomeo said they were having

problems with the air

conditioning on this side of the

building and would get it fixed.

Well, it's Tuesday again and it's

45 degrees outside and all the

editors are in shorts and T-shirts

in an 85 degree room. Our poor

photography editor is going to

suffocate in his darkroom

because his chemicals are

making him high.

I'm quite displeased with the

lack of service we have received

regarding this situation. We paid

all this money to work in a

comfortable atmosphere. I can't

work because I am so miserable.

Our wing is suffering from the

heat. We paid $6 million for this

building and the air conditioning

doesn't work. What else can go

wrong? Well the the ceiling in

the Call office was leaking. But

to top that off, part of the ceiling

caved in.

Since I'm miserably hot, I have

to stock up on pop down at the

snack shop, which closes at

10:00 p.m. There are no vending

machines in this building! I don't

think the restaurant downstairs

will go out of business if they

put a vending machine in the

building. Someone will be

making money no matter what.

I wonder if it is just the Call or

if other offices also have the

same discomforts?

We can't control the thermostat

in the room because it is

controlled by maintenance, so

where is maintenance when we

need them?

Maybe we should rename the

paper "The Clarion Cauldron."

fc

Thank

you
—

Dear Editor.

Autumn Leaf Festival is upon

us once again. It's a beautiful

time of year, and I thought I

might write in to express some

of my views on the happenings

of the year so far.

I would like to thank the

council of trustees for passing a

fifteen dollar graduation fee.

Seeing as I'll be in debt about

$10,000 anyway, what's another

15 bucks.

The second issue I would like

to address is that of public

safety petitioning for firearms.

This is not a large metropolitan

area. I've been at Clarion for a

few years and have never heard

of anyone being shot or held up

at gun point. I empathize with

public safety and understand that

their job is not the easiest. But is

there really any need for

firearms? Every year the Call

prints the crime statistics, how

many violent crimes are there?

Let's look at those statistics

before we dole out the

firearms. One other thing, who's

going to pay for these guns?

With the budget in such horrible

shape where 's the money going

to come from?

Why is the Gemmell Student

4*
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ALF SPECIALS |

Clarion REG: 12.98 to 19.98

Imprinted T-'jhirb Now: 7.99 to 13.99

Sho^bo/
Greeting Cards

by Hallmark

Aborted Greeting

Cord Cioseouts

Everyday and
Seasonal

Aborted
Novelties, Toys,

Gift Wraps, Bows
and Coloring

Books

Buy 2 & Get

1 Free

.12 each or 12

for $1 .00

VALUED TO:

$4.00

NOW: $1.99

to .79

Booksmith Trading

624 Main Street

Clarion, PA 16214

Now offering Fullington Trailways

Bus service to Pittsburgh & Erie

with connections throughout the

U.S. and Canada.

Center closed on Saturday? It's

not like anyone would want to

use it on one of the only days

that they don't have classes. It's

a very fine facility and should be

open every day of the week.

I would also like to thank

whatever committee purchased

those useful and informative

maps. The $45,000 was well

spent. Clarion is such a large

campus, and those maps really

help everyone to find their way.

Well, I guess that's it. Maybe

I'll write in again, but I'll

probably be run out of school

after this is printed. I'd like to

thank Dr. Hunter S.Thompson

for the inspiration and insight in

writing this.

Karl L. Laszlo

An assumed name

i£

Wright

Influences
vuuLnjTfiJLfulAt An. iv nniyn-ri-r ••-•"-""""-m»»«««««w««w««»w«»«^

Did you ever stop to consider

how many influences we

confront everyday that try to

sway us to do certain things.

Advertisers spend millions of

dollars to get us to buy their

products or to give to a

special cause, and as we all are

aware of by now, to elect their

candidate to office.

As I was watching a political

ad recently, I wondered what

influences the candidates. We
certainly hope that an elected

official is greatly influenced by

the people who have elected him

to office, the people who have

entrusted him to have their "best

interest at heart" when voting on

legislation.

As I reviewed the list of

campaign contributions to

candidates for representative for

the 63rd District during the

primary campaign, I had to

wonder who has been

influencing David Wright.

A total of 57 contributors were

listed to Wright's campaign. Of

the 57 contributors, a total of 30

contributions were from political

action committees (PAC'S).

These are the groups designed to

influence politicians in order to

keep their organization's "best

interest at heart" when voting on

legislation affecting them.

Upon closer examination, I

noticed that only two

contributions were from people

in the 63rd District. Both of

these contributors were residents

of Armstrong County, and to my
surprise, there were no

contributions from residents of

Clarion County.

When it comes time to vote

on legislation in Harrisburg, I

wonder whose "best interest"

David Wright is representing. Is

it the PAC's from Philadelphia or

the people of the 63rd District.

After 16 years in office, it

seems obvious that David Wright

can no longer afford to represent

the people of the 63rd District.

He is now obligated to represent

the people of the 63rd District.

He is now too obligated to

represent those who supply the

greatest influence.

When you vote on November 3

for State Representative, think

about who will have your "best

interest at heart" in Harrisburg.

Randy Rhoades

Money

Wasted
When we talk about money

being wasted on campus it is not

an understatement. Students- do

you know where your student

activity fee money goes? Of

course, one area where the

money goes is quite obvious-

student organizations.

The Student Seriate

appropriates money every spring

to campus organizations based

on a limited budget from the

money you pay in a student

activity fee. Second in this day

of financial constraints it is

important to conserve every

penny. Money used for

legitimate purposes is fine but

what about the money that is

needlessly thrown away? Case

in point, the student directories.

The money for the student

directories also comes from

student activity fee funds. That

is all good and fine if the money

benefits the students.

However, why is it necessary

to print student directories for

every faculty member and

administrator on Clarion and

Venango Campus. Would it not

be more prudent to print enough

directories for the students first

and those that are left over go to

the faculty?

Students living on campus are

allotted one directory per room

why not limit the directory per

departmental office? And

another thing, when was the last

time a faculty member or

administrator called you?

Professors do have the

opportunity to obtain your

phone number on the first day of

class if they need to get ahold of

you.

So, the next time your

organization needs funding from

the Student Senate and the

money just isn't there, think

about all the student directories

sitting unused in the bottom

drawer of your professors desk!

A concerned student

Cliffy, use

correct

grammar
Dear Editor:

After reading "Tall Cliffy's"

football predictions for the first

five editions of the 1992-93

Clarion Call we feel compelled

to offer our fearless

prognosticator some suggestions.

While we often disagree with his

selections and usually find his

reasoning both erroneous and

laughable, such differences are

part of the diversity, the conflict,

which make discussing sports so

enjoyable. What we find

unsettling, however, is Tall

Cliffy's annoying and rather

frequent tendency to include

within his pieces incomplete

sentences and heinous

grammatical errors. Last week's

column, for example, was nearly

unreadable. In his "analysis"

(and we use the word here very

loosely) of the up-coming

Rutgers-Syracuse game, Cliffy

begins his argument with the

incoherent sentence: "The

Rutgers (3-2) were no match for

the Nittany Lions last week. .
."

Perhaps Cliffy means to say

"The Scarlet Knights were no

match. .
." but, in his burst of

creative energy and gifted

insight, simply commits an

editorial mistake. Fine.

In his next paragraph he claims

that Syracuse is overrated in the

(Cont. on pg.4)
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Hide park. .

.

(cont. from pg. 2)

real emotion at one of our

innumerable committe meetings,

instead of sitting there with that

affabble, albeit inscrutable, smile

of the chronic committee member

born and bred in these here

United States. In the last of cases,

what will the reaction be of both

"liberals" and "conservatives"

when they are confronted with

the shame and rage of ghettoes as

it is depicted in the works of such

writers as Emiri Baraka and

Luzma Umpirere.

But to return to the

international nights. Obviously

the purpose, not to mention the

intention of the participants, is

excellent: to foster understanding

of cultures and ways of living

quite diverse form our own. And

the audience is by and large

pleased if they are introduced to

new dances, songs, foods, and

friendly international students

eager to explain how certain

costumes are worn or how certain

dishes are prepared. The feeling

afterwards- at least as it seems to

me- is "Hey, these people aren't

too different from us. And with,

say, just a little more
undrstanding they could be like

us. After all, doesn't everyone

want a nice car, a house, the end

of poverty, social justice, etc.?"

Well, yes: I guess everyone

wants all that stuff, but something

went wrong when some West

Indian students presented a

reenactment of a Voodoo
ceremony last year, the sacrfice

of a chicken. People were

appalled. Conservatives, I could

imagine, considered the

ceremony nothing less than

satanic. I noticed a few were

ready to leave the auditorium.

Nor could liberals involved in the

humane treatment of animals

have been very much impressed.

Voodoo, however, along with

Cuban "Santismo", Puerto Rican

"Esperitismo", and Brazilian

"Macumbe" is a religion with as

an opposong world view from

that of Christianity, and of the

West in gemeral, as can possibley

be imagined. Based primarily in

African beliefs, and those the

African slaves learned from the

Tune into

WCCB
640 am
We re

green!

native-cultures, then given a

Christian overlay of saints, Jesus

and the Virgin Mary, Voodoo

proclaims the essental

sacredness of the earth itself and

believes profoundly in the

essential role the goddess plays

in universal creation. Humanity's

role is almost as profound in

relation to the gods: We honor

them by nourishing them: their

nourishment is blood.

We have only to compare this

with monotheistic Christianity,

its male-centered ideology of

creation, its distrust of all things

earthly to realize that we have a

real problem of diversity here.

Which is not that every West

Indian you meet practices

Voodoo. In fact, few do. But

who could come from the

Islands without feeling its effect.

It is in the air. Its name may
change from Island to Island.

But everyone there knows

someone who practices. It may

be an old grandmother, honored

in her town, proud of her sex

and the role of the goddess. We
have only to compare to see the

opposition, the antagonism

between thse two systems of

belief, each with its own logic,

each with its own praxis and

ethos, each coloring the

imagination, the very thinking

processes of those born within

its sway. So what to do ? Preach

fire and brimstone to the

natives? Get the recipe for

Island curried Chicken? Or

perhaps just not invite any of

them to the next faculty

Christmas party?

As for the foreign colleague

we left showing his emotions

like the hem of a slip at a

committee meeting, the case is

interesting. It was one of those

meetings between faculty and

administration, when faculty

members- I don't understand

why- felt that their point of view

was not only being ignored but

also that the policy to be decided

upon would be both detrimental

to them and students who would

be involved. The rest of us sat

there and smiled. Some smiled

in loyal opposition, some smiled

out of boredom, some out of old

vinegary cynicism- thing was,

we all smiled. Except our

foreign colleague. As I soon

reconized from having seen it in

other countries, he was being

himself in a way Americans do

not allow themselves to be The

passion roused by his

intellectual understanding of the

wrong-headedness of the policy

had become an integral part of

his words of opposition; it

became the very fabric of his

theoretorical stance. In other

words, he was not separating

emotion from intellect. In other

words, he was committing the

number one "faux pas" of

American committee meetings.

The result was inevitable. Not

only the faces of the

administrators but those of

faculty, the very faculty who
were on his side, went blank, and

you didn't have to be too

intuitive to understand what was

taking place behind all those

blanknesses: "another emotional

outburst by him of the

unpronounceable last name".

And because of this, because he

was doing what he'd seen done a

million times in his own country,

here , his message went unheard

and we can rest asssured that he

won't be showing up a many
faculty Christmas parties either.

Is this only one instance,

though? Well, if foreign or even

minority faculty members are

fully integrated, where do they

go after classes? Admittedly

(and probably for good reasons)

we are rather a herimetic bunch

here at Clarion, but when was an

Asian or even a European

faculty member last seen at an

informal social gathering at

someone's home?

Finally, what about African

and Latin Americans? Last

semester among others, Emiri

Baraka and Luz Maria Umpierre

spoke on this campus. Their

messages were different in

regard to details. But the rage

and the shame that colored each

one of their deliveries was the

same. We heard, in some cases

for the first time, the rage and

shame of the ghetto and the

triumph over these very same

emotions. But to understand

them one must understand what

it means to be bom Isand raised

in a ghetto. To a ghetto child

there is really nothing to

understand. By and large the

experience is one of love. The

homes are full with the aroma of

the child's first foods; on the

street he or she makes his or her

first friends: the "cugines", the

"panas", and" homies". Things

are natural: they are beautiful

too, despite the present-day

crime. During the day, there are

the city parks: at night, there are

the stoops where you sit, talk or

play music until someone who
has to get up early the next

morning calls the cops, or, worse

still, is bit enough to chase you

away.

But this changes soon

enough. It changes in school and

with teachers who are too burned

out to do more than put their

time in, and who come from

neighborhoods too far away to

know or even care about what

happens in yours. It comes from

the gazes shot from patrol car

windows, gazes of a disdainful, a

distrusting occupying force. And

the result is almost ineluctable:

feelings of rage and shame- rage

when the very foundations of our

childhood (our foods, the smells

of our homes, our skins, our

loved ones ) are mocked: shame,

because it is the very culture to

which we wish to aspire that

mocks us, tells children who
naively believe what the adult

world tells them that they are not

good enough.

The rhetoric of Baraka and

Umpierre is a reflection, a raw

image of these conflicting

emotions. It is a harsh image

expressed in the forms of a

culture that is wounded and hurt,

one that finds no escape for the

hurt and strikes out aggressively

as do all creatures who are hurt.

But this rhetoric is also a triumph

because the word is always a

triumph. The word channels the

rage and delivers it from the

violence of the streets: it gives a

voice to the defeated, those many
who in the face of the battle

silently surrender and disappear

behind ghetto walls. The word

transfigures the chaos of the

emotions and gives it form, a

form we can eventually

understand and with which some

day come to terms. The word

finally, is love, for , no matter

how harsh the word may sound,

it must be nursed to come alive;

it must be cared for so that it may
mature and be heard. It is the

triumph of human order over

human chaos.

But was their word ever

heard? Many who should have

been listening weren't even

there. Some who atteded

Baraka's lecture walked out

outraged at the speaker's

belligerence before they could

hear the message.With Umpierre

there were similar reactions. She

was accused of being lewd

because in a poem about her

lover, she dared ot touch her

thigh where she could still feel

the imprint of her lover's head.

She was accused of necromancy

because in another work

dedicatd to Sylvia Plath, who
now lies in a forgotten tomb in

England, Umpierere writes that

she kissed the ground that now

covered the dead poet- a Latin

expression of love, perhaps too

graphic for this phlegmatic

climate.

Naturally these two

personalities will not be showing

up for many get-togerhers in

these parts. But if that is the

case, what about our students?

What about the exchange

students who after their

respective nights, seem to

disappear into the woodwork,

who are sometimes threatened in

the bars because they are

speaking their own language?

What about African-Americans,

Americans whose culture, its

modes of expression, its ethos

are as enigmatic to us as those of

any Asian culture, and who have

the disadvantage of not being

liked or trusted by many in the

first place? Shall we not invite

them this Christmas either? Oh,

but we have to because they are

already here and the party is

America

Dr. V.Spina is Assistnat

Professor in the Modern

Language Department

STUDENTS...

Pamper your parents at the

Clarion House Bed and Breakfast

77 South Seventh Avenue

For Information Call

226-4996

Casey releases funds. .

.

Douglas used the analogy of a

landlord and a tenant to stress her

point. "If you are renting from

somebody and if your roof is

leaking, your landlord fixes it.

The state owns the building and

we are basically here as renters.

Our roof is leaking and we have

to pay for it."

When asked what would

happen if a school could not

* r come up with their 25 percent

share, Scott Shewell, press

secretary for the State System of

Higher Education replied, "They

(the schools) have 15 or more

months to raise that funding. All

the schools anticipate that they

can raise the money."

"We now ask that the broad

State System university

community—our councils of

trustees, our alumni, our faculty

and our staff, as well as the

Commonwealth's corporations

and foundations to join together

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

A joint in one of the pipes was not soldered properly

causing a leak and eventual collapse of part of the

ceiling in the Call office late Monday night.

• .
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BigMac
Lg. Fry

Medium Soft Drink

$2.99 TAX

#2
Two Cheeseburgers

Lg. Fry

Medium Soft Drink

$3.15 TAX

Halloween Gift Certificate On Sale!

Breakfast Served 6:30 AM-10:30 AM Daily

REAL VALUE - ONLY AT McDONALD*S

(Cont. from pg. I)

to support this bnck and mortar

campaign. We cannot do it

alone," said Chancellor

McCormick.

Renovation of Founders Hall

will include replacement of

heating, plumbing, electrical and

structural systems. Fire alarms

and other safety systems will be

upgraded to accommodate

current building codes and an

elevator will be added to

accommodate individuals with

disabilities. The facility will be

configured for classrooms, art

studios, seminar rooms and

supporting office areas.

Electrical, heating, ventilating

and air conditioning renovations

are called for Montgomery Hall.

The facility will be configured

for classroom space, computer

laboratories, meeting rooms and

supporting office areas.

Harvey Hall will be

restructured for instructional use

in several academic disciplines.

Heating, electrical, structural and

ventilating components will be

replaced. Exterior renovations

will include roofing and masonry

repairs. "It has not been

determined at this time what

Harvey will eventually be used

for," said Dr. Reinhard.

"Different groups are interested

in the building."

If the university has

construction authority, Dr.

Reinhard plans for the work to

begin next year. But if the

Division of Governmental

Services takes over, then

construction may be delayed

indefinitely.

Reader responses. .

.

(Cont. from pg. 3)

Cliffy, use. .

.

#15 position they hold in the

anonymous poll Cliffy consults.

He sensibly asserts that

Syracuse's 15-9 victory over

Louisville the previous week was

hardly an impressive

performance. Yet in the

understand his mysterious logic,

his obfuscatory prose, is quite

another.

Even more disturbing than the

logic lesson Cliffy sorely needs is

his shoddy sentence structure and

severe misunderstanding, or

perhaps ignorance, of English

grammar. The schedules for the

spring semester will soon be out,

Cliffy, and we urge you to take a

Hide Park

approval

following sentence he remarks

that Syracuse "may be (as good ^rious look at registering for an

as that ranking) at Rutgers, but it
EnSlish grammar c,ass '

will be a narrower margin than

last week." This is confusing,

poorly written, and simply

illogical. If Cliffy possibly

expects Syracuse to justify their

ranking "at Rutgers" (the game

was played at the Orangedome

Mike McDermott

James Coll

Dear Editor

I applaud Melissa Mayes'

article in the October 8, 1992,

issue in Hide Park. She is correct

in saying "don't let Bill Clinton

fool you." She brought out

information that should not be

overlooked. It is easy to get a

one-sided picture of what is

going on in the political race

because the TV media is so one-

sided in Clinton's favor. I hope

faculty, staff and students will

look at the whole picture of what

is best for our country.

Anonymous

by the way) then it would seem

unlikely and indeed contradictory MalCOimS ITlCSSage lOSt Oil yOUtH
for Cliffy to pick an 11 point

can be
unranked underdog to win such ^ > *_

kids
difficult road game. Hisgame

mentioning of the "narrower

margin" is similarly unclear. It

would appear, from the tone of

his babbling, that he would be

picking Syracuse to win the

game. Yet he not only forecasts

Rutgers to somehow keep the

contest close, an improbable

conclusion considering Cliffy's

harsh criticism of the Scarlet

Knights at the article's beginning,

but also remarkably predicts

them to win the game. Again,

wearing Malcolm X caps and T-

shirts. But the brother of the slain

civil rights leader says Malcolm

X's message is largely lost on

today's youth.

Abdul Aziz Omar, a 69-year-

old Highland Park resident, said

his brother would be distressed

by the condition of Michigan's

cities, and would admonish the

black community "to do

something for itself."

"You have young people in X f

.. .

t
. f. „

'. ,- -l caps walking around stoned and
disagreeing with his selection is

. . „ ^ tJ „,. ^
.. r »;i7, t„,; nn tn drunk" Omar told The Detroit

one matter; futiley trying to

TT<§Jlffiitoi I

15 Sessions

DESicninG minos
iurs. 9-9, Firday 9-1

535 Main Street, Clarion

aturday 9

814-226-5323

News. "I saw one brother in an

"X' cap who was so stoned he

couldn't even walk. They don't

have the slightest idea what

Malcolm was about

"(Malcolm) would say the

African-American would never

raise himself as long as he

smokes and as long as he drinks"

Malcolm X was assassinated in

New York on Feb. 21, 1965. He

lived in Lansing from ages 2 to

16, and discovered Islam as a 27-

year-old ex-convict living in

Detroit.

Malcolm X left Michigan in

the 1950s, but returned to Detroit

often in the time before his death.

Director Spike Lee's three-hour

movie about his life opens Nov.

20.

If the black leader toured

today's cities, said Stanford

University Professor Clayborne

Carson, he wouldn't hesitate to

denounce "liberal rhetoric" and

the fact that things have not

improved substantially for the

nation's blacks.

ii
•<» |
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President Reinhard address
The week of October 18-24 has

been designated as National

Collegiate Alcohol Awareness

Week at Clarion University of

Pennsylvania in connection with

its nationwide observance.

However, this is not just a routine

link with a national event. I am
concerned with the apparent

increase in alcohol-related abuses

by students this semester, both on

and off campus.

The tale/ tell signs of alcohol-

related episodes can be found in

the Clarion area with the rise in

the number of fights, vandalism,

and other related incidents.

The lives of some young

people are already permanently

changed by events of recent

weeks. The entire university

community should be concerned

with alcohol abuse, because it

affects both our safety and

reputation.The many positive

accomplishments of Clarion

University students should not be

dimmed by these unfortunate

occurrences.

We want to promote

understanding of intelligent and

responsible decision making in

regards to alcohol, because it is

not only what you do to yourself,

but it is also what you do to

others.

In order to help students make

responsible decisions about

alcohol, campus services are

available on an on-going basis,

which assist students in dealing

with alcohol concerns.

Students with questions about

these services can contact either

the Office of Alcohol and Drug

Awareness Education/Training or

the Counseling Center. Copies of

Clarion University's alcohol

policy are also available.'

CUB-TV5 FALL SCHEDULE
MONDAY TUES. WEDS. THURS. FRIDAY

TALK
AROUND
TOWN

LIVE

TALK
AROUND
TOWN

TALK
AROUND
TOWN

7 PM

SPORTS
CENTER

SPORTS
6 P.M.

TO

SPORTS
CENTER

SPORTS
CENTER

7:30 PM

HOT
TRAX

9 P.M.
CITY
BEAT

CITY
BEAT 8 PM

CITY
BEAT

HOT
TRAX

HOT
TRAX

9 PM

Early Registration Dates October 26-

November 27, 1992

[Students will become eligible to use the telephone

[registration system based on the number of credits

learned and the first letters of last name.

[Monday, October 19:

|The telephone Registration appointment schedule will

[be posted at the Wood Street entrance of the Carlson

[Library Building. Copies of the Spring semester

[schedule of classes will be available at the University

|Book Center and Office of the Registrar, 122 Carrier.

Monday, January 11

[Students who do not register by Friday, November 27,

will be required to report on registration day of Monday,)

January 1 1 to schedule classes

I encourage you to take part in

the special activities that are

planned as part of "Natonal

Collegiate Alcohol Awareness

Week" at Clarion University, as

well as the on-going educational

activities offered on campus.

I would welcome any

suggestions from the campus
community on how to further

assist in curbing alcohol abuse at

Clarion University and resulting

incidents that have taken place.

President Diane L Reinhard

See related story on page 8

in the News section.

President Reinhard wants to promote

to students on Clarion University.

Public Affairs photo

alcohol awareness

Student loans become campaign issue
I

(CPS) Financial aid is emerging

as a major campaign issue for

college and university students

as President Bush and his

Democratic rival, Arkansas

Governor Bill Clinton, actively

court the youth vote.

Representatives of college

organizations for the Democratic

and Republican parties agree that

student loans and funding for

higher education are fundamental

issues facing both candidates.

What they disagree about is how
to make college more accessible

to more people.

"The biggest problem students

face right now is funding and

student loan debt," said Jaimie

Harmon, president of the

Democrats. "We now have a

situation where some people

aren't able to go to their school of

choice or school at all because of

lack of money. If they can get

through, they're burdened with

debt"

Tony Zagotta, president of the

College Republicans, agreed that

loans are a major issue facing

students, but defended Bush's

administration and its higher-

education programs. Bush has

proposed increasing the

availability of student loans, but

wants to cut back on the funding

for grants.

"Democrats charge that this

administration has been

unfavorable to student loans. This

is simply false, " he said. "More

is being given out than (in) any

other administration."

Zagotta also slammed Clinton's

proposed national trust for

higher education.

Clinton has proposed a two-

fold program to make higher

educaton affordable. Students

taking out government-

guaranteed loans could pay them

off through payroll deductins, or

they could perform community

service for two years.

"These don't have a lot of

appeal. Young people want to

enter the job market when they

get out of college. They want

choices and opportunity,"

Zagotta said. "While community

service may sound fine, many
would want to do other things."

fc

lllilllllllllillllill:

/hot dfhot dog
phouse 1 7 S. 6th Ave.

Super Lunch Special

one hot dog

small drink

small nachos

$1.27 + .08 tax

Mon.-Fri, 11 AM* 3 PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM
Seven Days a Week.

Nite Owl Special 3/$1 .86

Available At All Times

Kimmarie Johnson
Miss Pennsylvania USA

'

THE SEARCH IS NOW ON!
"MISS PENNSYLVANIA USA® PAGEANT-
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED

If you are an applicant who qualifies and are

between the ages of 18 and under 27 by February

1. 1994. never married and at least a six month
resident of Pennsylvania, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be Pennsylvania's

representative at the CBS nationally televised Miss
USA' Pageant in Feb . 1994 to compete for over

$200,000 in cash and prizes The Miss
Pennsylvania USA' Pageant for 1994 will be
presented in the Grand Ballroom of the Palace Inn.

Monroeville. Pennsylvania. March 12. 13 and 14.

1993 The new Miss Pennsylvania USA," along
with her expense paid trip to compete in the Miss
USA' Pageant, will receive over $2,000 in cash
in addition to her many prizes. All girls interested

in competing for the title must send a recent
snapshot, brief biography, address, and
phone number to:

1
I

I

1
I
I
I
1
I
i
1
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*:* '**

A MISS PENNSYLVANIA USA' PAGEANT
c/o TRI-STATE HEADQUARTERS - DEPT. CA

347 LOCUST AVENUE
WASHINGTON, PA 15301-3399

V c...
**"

Tri State Headquarters Phone Is 4 12/225 5343
MEMBER Application Deadline Is November 7. 1992
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Liquor control wants LD.'s
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

The state Liquor Control

Enforcement bureau (LCE) has

requested fake student

identification cards from

colleges and universities

throughout Pennsylvania.

Dr. Wayne G. Faylor, vice

chancellor of Finance and

Administration for the State

System of Higher Education and

Dr. Rob Orndorff, vice president

of Student Affairs at

Shippensburg University met

with representatives from liquor

control in September.

A memo was sent from the

chancellor to all presidents of

state owned universities saying

that SSHE wanted to cooperate

with the Liquor Control

Enforcement bureau, said

Clarion vice president for

Student Affairs George W.

Curtis, Jr.

The letter also asked the

universities to work with LCE to

meet the objective of curbing

underage drinking. The decision

on whether or not to issue the

false identification cards will be

left up to the presidents of the

individual schools.

Curtis said Clarion University

president Diane Reinhard has

received the letter that was sent

to all 14 SSHE schools.

According to Curtis, the letter

said liquor control enforcement,

now under the direction of the

Pennsylvania State Police, will

be aggressive in the enforcement

of underage drinking laws. The

LCE, according to the letter, is

viewing underage consumption

as a severe problem and will be

seeking cooperation from

colleges and universities.

As of yet, no requests for the

false I.D. cards had been made

of Clarion.

A letter from the state to the

University of Pittsburgh said the

liquor control agents desire the

cards to "gain access to the

university and fraternity parties

to which they are now being

denied." Student I.D. cards are

often checked at parties to

determine if the person is a

university student.

Pitt, Duquesne University and

Pennsylvania State University

have all turned down requests for

the cards. Dennis Donham,

assistant vice chancellor for

Student Affairs at Pitt said a

university I.D. card would not

necessarily provide agents access

to parties.

Corp. Kenneth Jones of the

Liquor Control Enforcement

bureau said the cards aren't a

must for the agents to enforce

laws on underage drinking, but

told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

News Fax, "It doesn't help us not

to have them."

Call file photo

The Liquor Control Enforcement bureau has asked several

schools in the state for false identification cards.

Cheerleaders up in the air over funding

by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The Clarion University cheerleaders will no longer be
funded by the athletic department and will have to file

forms with Student Senate to be officially recognized.

Clarion University

cheerleaders are facing

uncertainty in the funding of

their activities.

The squad is currenUy funded

by an interim agreement with the

athletic department, but future

sources of budgeting are unclear

as responsibility for the

cheerleaders is currently

undetermined.

In the past, the cheerleaders

were funded by a Student Senate

appropriation as a student

organization. However, at the

start of the 1987-88 budget year,

funding was assumed by the

athletic department which was

under the direction of the athletic

director.

The latest change comes about

as budget cuts campus wide

force spending cuts in almost

every department.

According to Hal Wassink,

coordinator of student activities.

"an ad-hoc committee was

formed last year to look at

funding and expenditures of the

athletic department at the request

of the athletic director. The

committee was formed "in an

attempt to cut costs and meet the

requirements of a shrinking

budget," said Wassink.

After about two months of

study, the ad-hoc committee

sent a set of proposals to

President Diane Reinhard. The

proposals were in the form of

phases; as budget restraints

tighten the university could

consider proceeding to the next

phase to meet needs.

One part of the first phase was

to return the cheerleaders' status

to that of a recognized student

organization, no longer under the

athletic department. The move

was approved by President

Reinhard. Wassink stressed that

the university had not "left the

cheerleaders out to dry." When

asked if CUP will continue to

have cheerleaders in the future,

he replied "Absolutely. . . we

will have the cheerleaders."

Funding from the university

comes from a combination of

student tuition and from state

support, the latter having been

cut 3.5 percent this year.

Funding from Student Senate

comes from the student activities

fee, over which the state has no

control. Student Senate

allocates the amount of money to

contribute to the various campus

organizations applying for funds.

The cheerleaders must now

attempt to re-charter through the

Student Senate to become a

recognized student organization.

While verbal support for the

cheerleaders is high, there is no

assurance of approval. The

squad will now get together with

Student Senator Ralph Godbolt

to file the proper forms.

The issue was not before the

Senate during the October 12

meeting, and Godbolt said the

process has not started yet.

Attempts to reach cheerleading

coach Lara Reish were

unsuccessful.
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Sexual assault seminar on campus
by Kelley Mahoney

News Writer

The PA Commission on Crime

and Delinquency, known as the

PCCD, and the Office of Social

Equity sponsored a one-day

sexual assault awareness seminar

last Thursday.

"It was a success," said Kathy

Spozio, assistant director of

Social Equity. "It showed an

overall concern from everyone."

The seminar consisted of

experts from both colleges and

communities within 100 miles

of Clarion and provided

important information on

personal safety and prevention of

sexual assault strategies.

"The opportunity to be

educated on sexual assault is out

there," said Spozio. "It's not

only an issue concerning

Clarion, but all canpuses in

general."

The seminar began at 10:15

a.m. with four workshops on

policies, victim's rights,

education and staff training.

Included in the sessions was a

guest speaker who is a

"survivor" of sexual assault. Her

name is Allison and she felt that

"it's important to open people's

lives. There is so much more to

sexual assault than most of us

realize."

There were 160 participants in

the seminar and 30 student

attendants. "It was a nice male

population and I was surprised,"

said Allison. "That's important,

because men sometimes tend to

see sexual assault as a woman's

responsibility. The male

attendance here shows that there

is more to it and it's not the

woman's fault."

Among the participants were

Public Safety and the Sexual

Harrassment Panel of Advisors.

"It was a good turnout," said

Spozio.

Information was also provided

to those looking for help, but are

unsure of where to find it.

CUP alcohol aware
by Jodi Seely

News Writer

The week of October 18-24

has been designated National

Collegiate Alcohol Awareness

Week at Clarion.

For the past nine years, over

3000 campuses across the United

States and Canada participated in

NCAAW. According to Leslie

Kriebel, Senior Rehabilitative

Science Major and President of

BAACHUS, NCAAW is in its

fourth year at Clarion.

Kriebel also said that each

year, more student organizations

are taking an active part in

NCAAW.
This year, many organizations

will be holding various activities

that will remind students to make

wise decisions concerning

alcohol.

Just a few of these activities

include: the "Crash Dummies"

from the television commercial,

the Velcro Wall made famous on

David Letterman, the

"Convincer" seat belt machine

and Kareoke singing in the

Gemmell Complex rotunda.

Also present will be lifeflight,

local fire departments and area

ambulance services at a mock

accident in front of Chandler

Dining Hall.

There will be more activities

around campus that students can

be involved in.

Kriebel said that the primary

goal of NCAAW here at Clarion

is "to develop an environment

which encourages and supports

responsible decision-making by

CUP students and emphasizes

the legal, moral and ethical

components of responsibility in

the decision making process."

Clarion University president

Diane L. Reinhard signed a

proclamation on Monday,

officially declaring "National

Collegiate Alcohol Awareness

Week" on Clarion's campus.

Reinhard said in an open letter

to the Call, " The tell-tale signs

of alcohol related episodes can

be found in Clarion with its rise

in the number of fights,

vandalism and other related

incidents. The lives of some

young people are already

permanently damaged by events

of recent weeks." (See page 5

for the complete letter.)

"There is help," said Allison.

"Those who are victimized

should contact the Rape Crisis

Center immediately for silence is

the deadliest part."

It is a fact from recent surveys

that those who are victims knew

their assailant. This type of

information can be used to

safeguard against those crimes.

"This isn't an issue that can be

swept under the rug," Spozio

said. "It's important to be well

informed."

These seminars are held

throughout the states and on all

college campuses sporadically in

the hope that this information

will change college policies and

to secure and strengthen these

prevention techniques on

campus. The hosts also hope

these seminars will change the

campus goals relating to sexual

assault.

"Showing awareness is so

important to the victim's coping

mechanisms," Allison said.

The seminar also gave a list to

staff members, displaying

various training locations

throughout the state. This

training will help the staff in

dealing with victims of sexual

assault.

According to the College Press

Service, one out of every four

college women has been raped or

sexually assaulted.

Clarion aids Andrew relief

by Lisa Cornelius

News Writer

After days of heavy rain and

winds, many towns and cities

were destroyed by a natural

phenomenon known as

Hurricane Andrew. National

news stations immediately

broadcasted footage of the

wreckage. Houses, businesses

and even schools were

demolished by the wind and

water. Citizens are still without

proper clothing, shelter or food.

Countless children have been left

without proper school facilities.

Recently, the deficiency in aid

to all afflicted by the disaster

was brought to the attention of

Clarion University faculty and

administration.

After a brief letter to

coordinators for supprt of the

cause, Clarion University

officially adopted two middle

schools in the state of Florida

through the "Adopt-A-School"

program. Under the direction of

Dr. Kathleen Smith, P.S.E.A.

advisor Barbara Grugel, Linda

Payne and through the efforts of

several campus organizations,

"Project Andrew" was put

together to raise the money and

supplies needed to support these

two schools.

The organizations involved

include: the Association for

Childhood Education

International (A.C.E.I.), the

Council for Exceptional Children

(C.E.C.), Kappa Delta Pi , the

Pennsylvania State Education
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Association (P.S.E.A.) and the

National Student Speech Hearing

and Language Association

(N.S.S.H.L.A.).

The cause is already well

underway. Donations from

students, faculty and the

community have been received

and continue to pour in.

P.S.E.A., with the help of Alpha

Phi Omega, raised money

through a car wash two weeks

ago. The fundraiser was a

success and made an ample

amount of money.

Each organization has been

represented by appointed

members to form an executive

board.

The board members are

responsible for informing the

organization they represent of

their assigned activities and

duties.

The representatives involved

are Karen Callahan (A.C.E.I.),

Billie Jean Wise (N.S.S.H.L.A.),

Shelly Shreckengost (Kappa

Delta Pi), Dawn Miller (C.E.C.),

Julie Harris (P.S.E.A.), Tonya

Daniels (P.S.E.A.), Tammy
Ludwig (P.S.E.A./Alpha Phi

Omega) and Tracey Trautman

(P.S.E.A.).

The two schools recently

adopted are Campbell Drive

Middle School in Homestead,

Florida and Cutler Ridge Middle

School in Miami, Florida.

Any supplies received will be

shipped to Dade County directly

from Clarion by

Clarion community service

organizations.

Monetary donations will be

deposited in a special account

designed to directly send money

to Florida.

Anyone who wishes to help to

drop off their donations at 117

Stevens Hall, Monday through

Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.,

before October 21.

The students in south Florida

hurt by the hurricane need

money, library books,

educational games, educational

supplies and athletic equipment.

PROJECT ANDREW
ADOPT-A-SCHOOL PROGRAM
PLEASE HELP US ADOPT TWO

FLORIDA SCHOOLS!
THE STUDENTS

OF THE
HURRICANE ANDREW

DISASTER NEED:

'MONEY 'LIBRARY BOOKS
'EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES
'EDUCATIONAL GAMES
'ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT

Donations are being accepted at 117 Stevens Hall, M-F

9:00-4:00 (Sept. 30-Oct. 21). Make checks payable to: CSA: Project

Andrew. Sponsored by: ACEI, CEC, KDP, NSSHLA & PSEA
(The College of Education & Human ServicesStudents Organization)

ADOPTED SCHOOLS ARE:

Campbell Drive Middle School

3110 S.W. 157 th Ave.

Homestead, FL 33033

Cutler Ridge Middle School

19400 S.W. 97th Ave.

Miami, FL 33157
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ALF parking announcements

i

Pursuant to Clarion Borough

Ordinance #565, in order to

facilitate the movement of traffic

during the 1992 Autumn Leaf

festival, the following

regulations will be in effect:

Monday, October 12 through

Sunday, October 18, between

5:00 p.m. and 11:30 p.m.

Main Street, between 4th

f

Avenue and 5th Avenue is closed

to traffic for the carnival.

Borough police may restrict

parking on Wood Street and 4th

Avenue, as needed to allow

trucks to turn. Trucks will

detour onto 2nd Avenue and may

utilize Wood Street when east-

bound on Route 32.

Thursday, October 15, 5:30

pm through 7:00 p.m.

Main Street between 8th

Avenue and 5th Avenue; 6th

Avenue between Main Street and

Liberty Street; and Madison

Road between 5th Avenue and

7th Avenue will be closed to

traffic for the Jaycees Kids

Parade.

Friday, October 16, 7:00 am
through 7:00 pm

6th Avenue will be closed to

traffic between Merle Road and

Madison Road for Farmers and

Crafters Day.

§ |» Saturday, October 17, 7:00 am
through 3:00 p.m.

The following areas are

declared "No Parking" to

facilitate the Autumn Leaf

Parade:

-Main Street, 2nd Avenue

through 8th Avenue.

4 |»-Wood Street, 7th Avenue

through Grand Avenue.

-South Street, 2nd Avenue

through 8th Avenue.

-Liberty Street, entire length.

-9th Avenue, enure length.

-4th Avenue, Wood Street to

Liberty Street.

-5th Averue, Wood Street to

9i 4* Liberty Street.

-6th Avenue, Wood Street to

Liberty Street;

-Firehall parking lot.

The following roads are closed

to thru traffic during the same

period:

-Main Street, 1st Avenue to 8th

Avenue.

-Wood Street, 2nd Avenue to

Grand Avenue.

-3rd Avenue, from Wood Street

to Liberty Street.

-4th Avenue, from Wood to

Liberty.

-5th Avenue, from Wood to

Liberty.

-6th Avenue, from Wood to

Liberty.

-7th Avenue, from Wood to

Liberty.

-Center Place, from Wood Street

to Liberty Street.

-Weaver Place, from Wood to

Liberty.

-Haskell Place, from Wood to

Liberty.

-Wencil Road from Wood to

Liberty.

-Keatley Place, from Wood to

Liberty.

-Jefferson Place, from Wood to

Liberty.

-Ditz Place, from Wood to

Liberty.

-Madison Road, from 2nd

Avenue to 9th Avenue.

-Merle Road, from 2nd Avenue

to 9th Avenue.

-9th Avenue, from Wood Street

to Main Street.

-2nd Avenue, from Liberty Street

to Borough Line.

-South Street from 2nd Avenue

to 5th Avenue.

Liberty Street shall be a two-

way roadway from 9:00 am
through 3:00 pm. No parking is

permitted.

Sunday, October 18, 1992,

7:00 am through 5:00 p.m.

The. following areas are

designated "No Parking":

-Main Street, 4th Avenue to 8th

Avenue.

-5th Avenue, Wood Street to
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Liberty Street.

-6th Avenue, Wood Street to

Liberty Street.

-Madison Road, entire length.

-Merle Road, enure length.

-7th Avenue, entire length, east

side.

-7th Avenue, Main Street to

Wood Street, west side.

The following roads are closed

to through traffic during the

same period:

-Main Street, 4th Avenue to 8th

Avenue.

-5th Avenue, Wood Street to

Liberty Street.

-6th Ave., Wood to Liberty.

-7th Ave., Wood to Liberty.

-Jefferson Place, Wood to

Liberty.

-Center Place, Wood to Liberty.

-Wencil Road, Wood to Liberty.

-Ditz Place, Wood to Liberty.

-Weaver Place, Wood to Liberty.

-Madison Road, 9th Avenue to

1st Avenue.

-Merle Road, 9th to 2nd.

Clarion Borough wishes to

remind the public that vehicles

which are parking in the various

no parking areas will be issued a

citation and will be towed at the

owner's expense. Residents

along the parade route and local

business are encouraged to

advise neighbors of these

parking restrictions.

Visitors to Clarion on the days

of the Parade and the Autorama

should plan to arrive prior to

8:00 am each day. Parking is at

a premium, and traffic becomes

very congested once the events

begin. Delays of at least an hour

are routine.

The Borough of Clarion has an

ordinance which prohibits the

possession of alcohol on public

sidewalks, streets, parking lots,

and parks. The ordinance is

enforced. Please leave your

alcohol at home or consume it

indoors.

Parents are requested to keep a

close watch on their little ones.

Each year, firemen and police

must interrupt their other duties

to help locate children who have

wandered away and become lost.

Children are at risk among

strangers and they depend on

adults for their safety.

Experts link alcohol, rape
CPS- Men and drinking can be a

potentially dangerous mix for

women, researchers of sexual

assault said recently at a

conference on campus rape.

More than 500 deans, faculty

members and campus security

personnel met for a three-day

conference in early October to

discuss sexual assault on

campuses.

"Rape is an emotionally

charged issue that colleges can

deal with," said Bernice Sandler,

who works at the Center for

Women Policy Studies in

Washington, D.C. "Campus rape

affronts women who haven't

been raped. All women are

vulnerable. It also has an impact

on men. They need to have

better relationships with

women."

Indeed, there were several

presentations that focused on

men and why they rape. Mary

Koss, who works at the College

of Medicine at the University of

Arizona, presented some

statistics from a poll done at an

upstate New York college. The

survey found that 80 percent of

the male respondents wanted to

dominate a woman; enjoyed the

conquest; and had the attitude

that some women look like

they're "just asking" to be raped.

"Men are attracted to the idea

of them being the sexual

aggressor. Men negotiate

relationships based on myths, so

men can misinterpret

information," she said. "Rape is

an anger crime. Rape can infer a

desire to dominate."

There are demographic

characteristics in males who

rape, including being hostile to

women, hyper masculinity,

aggressive behavior, drug use

and being a dangerous driver,

Koss said. Additionally, the date

rapist tends to have had more

sexual partners than other men.

In studies Koss did, she found

that 75 percent of the

perpetrators had been drinking

when the date rape occurred and

that 50 percent of the victims

had been drinking. Alcohol

itself won't lead to arousal, since

it is a depressant, she said;

rather, it builds the expectation

of sex. A man who is drunk is

likely to be directly aggrressive

with women and after a rape

occurs, blame the alcohol and

not his own actions.

Of 460 men Koss surveyed at

the University of Arizona, five

BACK TO EARTH
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percent said they had raped a

woman and nine percent said

they had tried.

What is important to

remember, said Jay Friedman,

who gave a lecture on how the

media depicts sex, alcohol and

power, is that "rape is never,

never, never the woman's fault.

Men will force a woman to have

sex to prove he's heterosexual.

Men become more physical

when their hormones rage.

Women want emotional and

verbal support."

Although alcohol is a factor in

date rapes, Koss discounts th

,

notion that fraternities are filled

with potential rapists.

"The place of residence does

not predict sexual aggression. It

is people who are aggressive and

not the environment," she said.

However, an environment

which does foster sexual

aggression is sports, she said,

especially such revenue sports as

football and basketball.

Athletes tend to feel elite and

special and live in an

environment that "reinforces

dominance on another person.

They can be insensitive to body

size," Koss said.

Fox's Pizza Den
226-5555

SPECIAL FOR TWO!
small pizza, one topping

2 small salads and

2 small drinks

$5.49 + tax

onty with coupon

otter expires 10/31/9?

ALL DAY DELIVERY
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Self defense clinic held
by Jodi Seely

News Writer

At 9:00 p.m., October 7,

approximately 40 women
students piled into the Nair Hall

basement.

Waiting for them was Glen

Harrison, third-degree blackball,

to teach them bow to defend

themselves against a potential

attacker.

Harrison demonstrated self-

defense last year in Becfat Hall.

He was so successful, he was

asked back to Clarion this year.

While he stretched, he

explained how he felt women
were the weaker sex. But with

knowledge, he said, women
don't have to be helpless.

He teaches women not to use

strength-against-strength,

because it's inevitable that the

attacker will overrule. But he

urges women to use their

strength against an attacker's

weakness.

Harrison became interested in

Martial Arts in 1977 through

watching tevevision and movies.

In his past 15 years of learning,

he's studied under Grand Master

Gerrard Durant. Durant brought

the Goshin Jutsu sytle from

Okinawa. He also studied under

Master Capela from Union City

and Master Popieski from

Titusville.

Before Harrison started his

lesson, he gave some advice.

He said, "For personal

protection, learn as much as you

can; even if you never use it.

And practice the techniques you

know so it's a reflex instead of a

thought."

Harrison first made his

introduction to the women.
Then he told them that there

were a couple of points to know

before using the techniques he

was about to show them.

One is to prepare yourself

mentally for an attack. Ask

yourself how far you will go to

defend yourself.

The other is to avoid potential

situations. Instead of taking a

short-cut through an ally at

night, use a few extra minutes to

take the well-lighted main street.

Also, be sure to walk with

friends whenever possible. As

Harrison said, "There is safety in

numbers"

The women were told to pair

off with someone, and they

would switch roles as the

attacker and the victim.

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION,
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

AND THE NEWMAN ASSOCIATION

WELCOME
BACK

CLARION UNIVERSITY
ALUMNI, PARENTS, AND

FRIENDS TO

HOMECOMING AND
A.L.F. 1992

JOIN US FOR MASS AJLF WEEKEND:
SATURDAY . 6:30 P.M.

SUNDAY AT 7:30, 9*0AND 1

1

.30AM.

The prime objective for

escaping someone's grasp is

called "shooting the gap." The

weakest part of the grip is

between the thumb and

forefinger. You always want to

pull against that gap. All of the

excercises taught are based on

this technique.

Here are just a few responses

that Harrison demonstrated for a

woman approached by an

attacker. These techniques make

the attacker more likely to let go

of you while you take advantage

of his weak points.

If the attacker grabs your:

-wrists from the front, bring

your arms either inside or

outside the gap. It doesn't

matter which way, because both

ways take advantage of the

"shooting the gap" theory.

-wrist with both hands, bring

your arms either inside or

outside the gap. This technique

works both ways.

~ shirt, reach with the same side

hand, put your fingers in the

meat of the attacker's hand and

thumb on the back of attacker's

hand, then pull down.

--hair, trap the attacker's hand on

your bead with one hand to save

to the pain. With your other

hand, jam your thumb into the

attackers armpit.

-neck in a headlock, pinch his

inner thigh or punch the inner

knee.

-neck in a front choke, dig your

fingers into his clavicle bone or

cup your hands to box his ears.

Boxing the ears is a way to make

your attacker dizzy.

But whatever position you are

in, never give up. Use every

body part you have to gain

advantage. If your hands are

restrained, you always have a

foot, knee or elbow to use.

If each woman left the session

with just one idea, they could

pass that idea on to others, said

Harrison.

Women could then protect

themselves better, making

themselves more confident.

"Self defense is training to

learn and use appropriate and

effective physical actions if there

j
is no alternative," says an

advertisement for Goshin Jutsit

Kyo Juj, Harrison's form o(

martial arts.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the week of October 5 through

October 11.

On Oct. 5, a student was cited for minor's consumption outside of

the CABS dance. The student registered .10 on the BAC

A student reported being harassed on Oct. 5. Another person

wanted papers in the first student's possession. The person chased the

student and grabbed her by the arm, using foul language. The person

was cited for harassment.

Around 1 1:35 p.m. on Oct. 7, a report was received by Public Safety

that unknown actors damaged a fire alarm horn on the first floor of

Nair Hall.

A theft of two VCRs was reproted by Venango Campus on Oct. 8.

The machines were missing from a classroom in Montgomery Hall

and are valued at $600

A student was seen smashing a florescent light around 11:35 p.m. on

Oct. 9 outside on the first floor of Nair Hall. The light was damaged

with the actor's shoe.

Clarion Borough reports

An officer on patrol checked a suspicious vehicle parked on North

6th Avenue near Liberty Street. A routine check of the registration

revealed that the vehicle had been reported stolen from Forest Hills,

Allegheny Co., PA, on 09/25/92, by a known suspect The suspect is

described as a W/F, 57", 130 lbs., brown hair. She is believed to have

since departed the area. The vehicle, a black Oldsmobile Regency, 4

door was impounded and has been returned to the owner, Arthur J.

Vancara of Forest Hills, PA

Brenda Armstrong of 339 Wood Street reported the theft of a Huffy

White Heat" 12-speed mens bike, white in color, from her front yard

between 10:00 p.m., Saturday 10/03/92 and 3:00 p.m., Monday,

10/05/92. The bicycle is valued at $219.00

Borough Police are investigating entries into and thefts from area

soft drink vending machines. The machines are located outdoors

Three machines at various locations have been damaged or entered

into in the last two weeks. Police believe the unknown actors are

using a power tool to gain entry. There are no suspects.

Borough Police responded to a report of a simple assault which

occurred at 5:35 pm by a known suspect. Pamela J. Clawson, 20, a

CUP student residing at 195 Wilson Avenue reported that she was

slapped, knocked to the ground, and scratched by a B/M suspect.

Clawson suffered abrasions to her knees and scratches to her throat

and nose. She refused medical treatment. A suspect is identified and

charges are pending.

Borough Police responded to a report of a fight in progress at 527

1/2 Main Street. Upon arrival, the suspects left the area.

Complainants reported that a party was "crashed" by four unknown

males. During the party, the uninvited persons began throwing

appliances out the window and the occupants attempted to stop this

and eject the rowdy persons. A fight ensued. A tenant, Charles

Kader, 22, received a bloody nose. Suspects are being identified.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

Outside Clarion
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Auditor general gets critical report
compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

from the AP service

State

•

*

1

tl

Review critical

of Auditor General

A closely guarded review of

the state auditor general's

performance shows the office's

work is sometimes slow and

poorly documented. But it also

points out improvements under

incumbent Barbara Hafer's

administration.

Craig Lewis, Hafer's

Democratic challenger in the

November election, released the

report this week by the

accounting firm of Coopers and

Lybrand.

At a news conference on

Tuesday, Lewis said, "There are

still big problems in the auditor

general's office. If this report

were about a private accounting

firm, they would be out of

business tomorrow."

Philadelphia native appointed

auxiliary bishop

Monsignor Joseph Galante, a

Philadelphia native who has

served in Rome the past six

years, has been appointed by

Pope John Paul II to serve as

auxiliary bishop in San Antonio,

Texas.

The appointment was
announced Tuesday and
welcomed by Philadelphia

prelates.

Cardinal Anthony Bevilacqua

of Philadelphia said in a

statement that Galante, "brings

many human and priestly gifts to

his new role."

Candidates marred

in state races

Races for Pennsylvania state

auditor general, attorney general

and state treasurer have been

marked with accusations of

plagairism, hypocrisy and

dishonesty.

Candidates and their allies not

only criticize opponents'

professional records, but launch

personal attacks, and issues have

taken a back seat as candidates

step up the mudslinging as the

November third election nears.

For example, Republican

auditor general candidate has

suggested that her Democratic

opponent, state Senator Craig

Lewis, was involved in a break-

in this summer at her office.

One of Lewis' allies, Senator

Vincent Fumo, said Hafer is an

idiot in need of psychiatric care.

Meanwhile, the Democratic

candidate for attorney general,

Joe Kohn, has targeted

Republican incumbent Ernie

Preate for alleged ethics

violations.

Preate denies the accusation

and has tried to paint Kohn as a

lazy rich kid who never has had

to work hard . Preate also has

accused Kohn of padding his

resume and plagairism in legal

briefs.

The state treasurer's race is

also heated.

Democratic incumbent

Catherine Baker Knoll and

Republican challenger Lowman
Henry interrupted and insulted

each other during a 30 minute

television debate taped last

week. Knoll called Henry a

hypocrite and Henry accused

Knoll of covering up a budget

deficit in 1990.

S^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXB

I
Images of the West

Experience the cultures

ofthe Americans!

i

Lots of new things to

celebrate ALF

!

Beads, Sterling Silver Jewelry,

New books, tapes, and more!!

H Hour*: 10 am.- 5 p.m. 625 Item St, Clarion
'
9A

\ Mo*. Sat. Ph.#226-5513

X

National

Two charges dropped against

fromer C.I.A. chief

A federal court has dropped

two of the nine charges against

former chief of C.I.A. covert

operations Clair George.

U.S. District Judge Royce

Lamberth acted on a motion by

prosecutors working for

independent counsel Lawrence

Walsh. The prosecution said it

wants to streamline the evidence.

George faces retrial next week in

an Iran-contra case.

George originally was charged

with covering up White House

aide Oliver North's secret

resupply network and concealing

his knowledge of the Reagan

White House's arms, sales to Iran.

George's first trial ended in a

hung jury in August

Lamberth dropped two counts

charging George with

obstructing congress. The

accounts accused him of

directing former C.I.A. operative

Alan Fiers to keep information

from congressional committees

at 1986 hearings.

Fiers is expected to be the

chief prosectuion witness against

George, as he was in the first

trial.

F.B.I. arrests six

in dumping scandal

Six people, including two

reputed organized crime

associates were arrested Tuesday

on charges of mail fraud and

wire fraud in connection with

alleged illegal dumping in

Pennsylvania.

The F.B.I, said the six were

arrested without incident based

upon charges outlined in a

criminal complaint filed in U.S.

district court in White Plains,

New York.

Town
&

n J Country

A—y Cleaners

Costume Rental

and

Formal Wear Rental

226-4781

Over 180 Costumtt in Stock

compiled by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Students rally

at Edinboro

The Spectator

Students representing

Edinboro University's

minority population staged a

rally September 27, after

campaign signs for the

minority homecoming
candidate were defaced.

Darrin Rankin, president of

Minority Students United

(MSU) and co-organizer of the

rally said the demonstration

was organized to make more

students aware of the

vandalism that had occurred.

Two campaign boards being

displayed by MSU were spray

painted, according to EUP
police chief David Vamer.

After campus police were

contacted, the signs were

cleaned and put back in place

so that the candidates lost only

minimal campaign time.

Anonymous woman to

donate to UPJ library

Advocate

Pitt-Johnstown is in line to

receive a substantial donation.

An unidentified woman
school teacher, who spent her

career teaching in greater

Johnstown, has pledged to

donate a large, unspecified

amount of money to UPJ. She

wants the money to be used

for the library.

University administration

has been looking for an

opportunity to name the

library. The area woman will

have the library named for her

in a future ceremony to take

place sometime before

Thanksgiving.

The school teacher has been

acquainted with UPJ for

several years.

Lock Haven gets

slight health scare

Eagle Eye

A small health scare hit tLe

University on September 29,

when several students and

three infirmary staff were

referred to Jersey Shore

Hospital to test for exposure to

a hazardous cleaning agent,

according to Leota Lauer,

evening supervisor at the

hospital.

"There was no health hazard

to the rest of the campus," said

Deborah Jackson, the

University's director of public

relations.

"There really was no danger

to those exposed because of

the minute amount of time

they were exposed. It was just

a precautionary measure to

have the students checked,"

she said.

Mercyhurst counselor

protests fraternity's actions

The Merciad

For over two years, Charles

Kennedy, Act 101 counselor,

has tried to work with Gannon

University officials. The
Gannon chapter of Pi Alpha

Kappa is located in Kennedy's

neighborhood. He claims that

members of the fraternity, also

known as the "pikes," have

failed to be responsible

neighbors.

Kennedy said that, in the

past, he has also tried to work

with the mayor of Erie and

with local police. Their

response 'has been terrible."

Kennedy said that when he

moved into the area, he was

"shocked" by the lack of

cooperation from police. "I

was used to such a good
response in our old

neighborhood," he said.

A group Kennedy chairs held

a protest across the street.
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Cable Channels ill DATA

THURSDAY EVENING OCTOBER 15. 1991

(3:30) Movie: "The Poseidon Adventure'

Design. W, [Cheers q
Cur. Affair 1 Edition

Oprah Winfrey g

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct

Tom. Jerry

(1:30) Movie:

Cur. Affair

Nqwsq
Movie: *»» Judgment"(1990) 'PG-13' q

Cheers g
Design. W

5:30 6:00 6:30

Lifestories

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B. News

Tiny Toon IBatman qj!
Newsq

Newsg ABC News

News

Newsq

Pres. Debate: President Bush, Gov

NBC News

CBS News Debate: Bush, Clinton, Perot

Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid I Press Luck

Movie: **Vi 'Taps'' (1981, Drama) Timothy Hutton, Sean Penn. 'PG'

(3:00) Movie: 'Assault'

Trucks iTh'breds

Cartoon Express

Senior Tour I Up Close

MacQwar "The Eraser' q

7:00 7:30 6:00 I 6:30

Movie: »» "Modern Problems' (WW)
Clintonjoss Perot

Pres. Debate: President Bush, Gov. Clinton Ross Perot

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: ** "Circuitry Man (1990) R IComedy Jam

ABC News Special: Missiles of October

10:30

Inside the NFL q

Debate: Bush, Clinton, Perot

Debate: Bush, Clinton, Perot

Cheers q IWingsq |Mad-You ISeinfoldq

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game Seven

Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game SevenMajor League

Simpsons q
Pres. Debate: President Bush, Gov. Clinton, Ross Perot

Movie: *»'/; "Five Days One Summer" (1982) PG
Cheers q

Sportscenter |Ch. Rag

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie:

(3:30) Movie: «»'/; "Hannas War" (1988) Ellen Burstvn

Underdog I Yogi Bear Urcada I Hey Dude (R)

Voces From the Front" (1992) VThe Outside Chance of Maximilian Glick

I..
—

'. ' „n\. kiiiuiit. n.k—rf,. 'DT>'

Murder. She Wrote q

Movie: »** "The Women of Brewster Place (1989)

Movie: »* "Sheena" (1984) Tanya Roberts^ PG

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney iBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

SuperBouts

Martin q Herman Hunter "Crime of Passion"

Wings q
Movie: ***ft "The Group

PBTA Billiards: LA Open

Mad-You [Seinfeld q

11:00 11:30

Newsq Golden Girls

News
News

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Newsq
Married.

Newsq

12:00

"Other-Mny"

Niqhtline q

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo)

Edition iStalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q

1966, Drama) Shirley Knight, Elizabeth Hartman

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Conrack

'

Bodybuilding

Movie: *»V; "Uncle Buck" (1989, Comedy) John Candy.

TlMe Veaas" (1990) R IMovio: »» "Shaking thejneym) Arve Gross_ 'R^

Speed | Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q lEqualiier

Movie: *»»'/; "Return of the Jedi (1983) Mark Hamill (In Stereo) PG Tim Allen

Get Smart I
Superman

L.A. Law

M.T.Moore |Van Dyke I
Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: ** "Notorious" (1992, Suspense) John Shea.

Red Shoe

Lucy Show

Movie: "29th Street" (1991)

Movie: ** "Liebestraum"

Green Acres

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

FRIDAY EVENING OCTOBER 16. 1992

4:00 4:30

(2 30) Movie: [Gunplay

Design. W. [
Cheers q

Movie: ** "Th? Cannonball Run' (1961) Burt Reynolds

Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprah Winfrey q

10

11

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop Tom. Jerry

14

People Ct. I Cur. Affair

17

18

21

22

25

Cheers q

(3:00) Movie: "Five Days"

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Newsq

Design W.

Nt>w* rj

News

Newsq

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon IBatman q
Newsq

News

News

ABC News

Inside the NFL (R) q

NBC News

Hard Copy

CBS News

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

News q
Full House q Wonder Yrs.

Newsq NBC News

Senior PGA Golf: Transamerica Championship. (Live;

Movie: *** 'Conrack'' (1974, Drama) Jon Voight PG

Pyramid

(300) Movie:

Press Luck ICartoon Eipress

W§L
Underdog

Motoworid iUp Close

Movie: »* "Take a Hard Ride" (1975)

Movie: *»* "The Nasty Girl" (1990)

Yogi Bear lArcade |Hey Dude (R)

26 [Movie; »» "Nowhere to Run (1978) David Janssen.

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

7:00 7:30

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Movie: **V2 "Stone Cold" (1991) R'

Wh, Fortune

Married.,

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

6:00 8:30 9:00
Movie: ** "Crackdown" (1990) 'R'

Family

Final Appeal

G. Palace

G. Palace

Step by Step

Round Table

Dinosaurs q

Major Dad q
In Stereo) q

Major Dad q
America's Most Wanted q Isightingsq

Movie: **Vi "FM" (1978) Michael Brandon. PG
Final Appeal I Round Table (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter |W. Series

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »» "The Slugger's Wife" (1985) Michael O'Keefe

Movie: *»»% "A World Apart" (1988) Barbara Hershey

What You Do

Supermarke

Craiy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Design. W.

Design. W.

9:30 10:00 10:30

Crypt Tales

Camp Wilder 1 20/20 q
I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) q IRoss Perot

Bobq Picket Fences (In Stereo)

Bobq
Suspects

Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Hunter

I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) q IRoss Perot

Movie: ** "The Concrete Jungle" (1960) Stanley Baker

NHL Hockey: Lightning at Sabres. Alternate game: Senators at Capitals

Murder. She Wrote o IMovie: "A Night in the Life of
7̂"foff^l?ffi

11:00

Road War.

Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

11:30

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Niqhtline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: "Jesus Christ Superstar" (1973)

Horse Rac I Sportscenter I
Muscle

Movie: »Vz "Club Fed" (1990) PG-13'

Movie: *** 'Trapped" (1989, Suspense)

Movie:

Movie:

Get Smart

"Harlev Davidson and the Marlboro Man (1991)

M.T.Moore IVan Dyke

** "Double Trouble" (19911 R' IMovie: » "Affairs of the Heart" (1992)^! _..'.— ''. *"" n-.J cu.a "CrArlstu'c"
I Hurricane Relief Concert

LA. Law

Superman I Dragnet I A. Hitchcock

Movie: *»'/'; "Right to Die" (1987, Drama) Raquel Welch

Lucy Show

Red Shoe

Green Acres

Thirtysomething

Freddy

Mister Ed

China Beach

SATURDAY EVENING OCTOBER 17. 1992

First Look

(330) College Football: Michigan at Indiana (Live

Tennii: ATP Senior's Championship.

(300) College Football: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: • * "Murder at the World Series (1977)

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: "Running Mates" (1992, Comedy)

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: •*» "Best of the Best" (1989) Eric Roberts, q
News

News

Movie: ** "Sword of the Valiant" (1984) Mites Q'Keeffe.

Tennis: ATP Senior's Championship.

News

Newsq

NBC News

CBS News

CBS News

Star Search (In Stereo)

American Gladiators

News q INBC News

(3:00) Movie: "Jesus" IMovie: ** "Breakout" (1975) Charles Bronson. PG

College Football: Florida State at Georgia Tech. (Live

Gossip! I
Ten of Us I

Two Dads Counterstrike (In Stereo)

Hee Haw Silver

[Cappelli

Movie: *+ 1/2 "Necessary Roughness "(1991) PG-13 q

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener

Jeopardy! q IWh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Commish (R) (In Stereo) q
Here-Now |0ut All Night

10:00

Dream On q
ABC News Special: Missiles of October

10:30

Sanders Movie: "Interceptor" (1992) Andrew Divoff.

Empty Nest INurses q ISisters "And God Laughs-

News q

World Series: Game One. Athletics or Blue Javs at Braves or Pirates

World Series: Game One Athletics or Blue Jays at Braves or Pirates

Cops(R)P
Here-Now

Cops (R) q
Out All Night

Code 3 q

Movie: *+V2 "Unfaithfully Yours' (1984) Dudley Moore

Empty Nest

Code 3 (R)

q

Nurses q

Scoreboard ICoHeoe Football" Oklahoma at Colorado. (Live

Movie: "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band" (1978)

Hunter

Sisters "And God Laughs"

11:00 11:30 12:00

News

News
Newsq

Design. W. Y'Down-Out"

Saturday Night Live (R)

Arsenio HaH (In Stereo) q
Lifestyles-Rich

IComic StripArsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
News q I Saturday Night Live (R)

Movie: **%
"
Caravans" (1978) PG'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie- «*+ Gftosf" (1990. Fantasy) Patrick Swavze. PG-13" n IMovie: »+ "Bullseye* (1989) "PG-13" q

Swamp IBeyond [Bradbury IHitchhiker

(3:30) Movie: "PascaHs Island" (1988)

Nick News IGet Picture IFreshmen

Super Dave

Salute

Movie: »»* "The Freshman" (1990) Marlon Brando, q
Double Dare IG.U.T.S. IDouo [Rugrats

Movie: »*+ "Desperate Hours" (1990) Mickey Rourke

Movie: *»% "Guncrazv" (1992) R

Clarissa iRoundhouse iRen-Stimpy

26 IMovie: ** "For the Love of It" (1980) Deborah Ratlin. Movie:
»i

: -Blind Faith (1990. Drama) Robert Unch, Joanna Kerns. Dennis Farma

Comedy
You Afraid?

, Football Scoreboard I
Sportscenter I

Sr PGA Golf

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) g IMovie: *Vz "Princess Warrior" (1989)

Movie: »» "Timebomb" (1990) R' "Carnal Crimes'

Joan Rivers: London

Hitchcock

Hidden

Green Acres

Movie: * "Affairs of the Heart" (1992) 'R'

Confessions

M.T.Moore IDragnet

Unsolved Mysteries

A. Hitchcock

"China Bch"

SUNDAY EVENING OCTOBER 16. 1992

4:00

National

4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00

Lifestories IMovie: ** "Stepping Out" (1991) Liza Minnelli. PG' q

M*A*S

NFL Football. New York Giants at Los Angeles Rams. From Anaheim Stadium. (Live)

r'. J— _ .. !T ... . — . "
.

". 1 JT. _ ^ 1:^.. Jft^.-^ C-..V. r>*mMAt>*ii*lt Pari* <l iUCi\

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

m\ Geographic

i'H IA-Team

ISweating Bullets (In Stereo)

[Strangers

News
Wh. Fortune

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: «»V? "Almost an Angel' (1990)

ABC News

NBC News

NFL Football. Atlanta Falcons at San Francisco 49ers. From Candlestick Park (Live)

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q

Movie: *** '•About Last Night... " (1986) Rob Lowe

Sports Super
I
Suspect I

Search for Scarlett

m Star Trek: Next Gener.

News O I
NBC News

(3O0) Movie: * ^"'Caravans ' (1978) IMovie: *** "The Red Badge of Courage
7"

Horse Racing: Bud Internal

Swamp Ten of Us

Senior PGA GoH: Transamerica Championship. (Live)

Two Dads I Beyond

Movie: »* "Funny About Love" (1990) Gene Wilder q
(3:30) Movie **

Cant on TV

Disease

"Lena's Holiday" (1990)

Get Picture

Endocrin.

Wild Side

Medicine

Hitchhiker | Gossip!

Life Goes On (In Stereo) q
Movie: *% "Soaodish" (1991) Sallv Field. PG-13' q
Videos |Am. FunmestlMovie: »»»»

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Great Scott! I

Ben Stiller q
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00

One Night

10:30

Kids in Hall Movie: ** "Circuitry Man" (1990) R

When Harry Met Sally" (1989) q

Movie: Jewels" (1992, Drama) (Part 1 of 2) Annette OToole. Premiere. (In Stereo)

q

World Series: Game Two. Athletics or Blue Javs at Braves or Pirates News

world Series: Game Two. Athletics or Blue Javs at Braves or Pirates

in Cater iRocq iMarried- IHerman [Flying Blind IWoopsI q

Movie:

Movie: *»V; "The Buddy System" (1984, Comedy) PG

"toJc" mm? Drama) (Part 1 of 2) Annette OToole. Premiere. (In Stereo) q
-rr-.—b '

. . .' .—i..
' ,_—. . . ,.i--:/ <->-/_• ;<ne.( c.cnanccl Uanru FnnHa

NFL Primetime

MacGyver 'Honest Abe
1

' q

Movie: »* "Flight of the Intruder" (1391) Danny Glover

Movto: •« "Writers Block" (1991) Morgan Fairchild. g ICounterstrike (In Stereo)

Movie: ***^"Retum of the Jedi" (1983) Mark Hamill. (In Stereo) PG
f^ . l . . f. 1^ I I T C iDilijil I (UUtAW

Fifteen

Medical

Double Dare

NSAIDS

G.U.T.S.

Medical

Belief

Journal

Looney

Milestones

NFL's Greatest Moments

Movie: *** "Fail-Safe" (1964. Suspense) Henry Fonda.

Auto Racing: IndvCar - Monterey Grand Prix.

Movie: *» "Lower Level" (1991) R

Movie: »» "Shattered" (1991) R' g
Green Acres

Medicine

Green Acres

Family

Green Acres

Cardiology

Movie: •* "Night Eves 2" (1991) NR' q
Boxing

Green Acres

Medicine

11:00 11:30 12:00

Newsq
News Night Court

Newsq
Paid Prog-

News q

Cheers q

Magnum, P.I.

Ent. Tonight

Cur. Affair

Love Con

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Love Con-

Perspective

New WKRP

Movie: ** "The Slugger's Wife" (1985)

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q
NFL

Hollywood

:: *'/2 "American Kickboxer 1" (1991)

Movie: *** "Paper Mask" (1990) R

Green Acres Green Acres

Ob/Gyn

Green Acres

Family Physicians

Movie: "One Good Cop " Q
Green Acres Green Acres

Family Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING OCTOBER 19. 1992

(3:00) Movie: Movie: »»» "Crossing Delancev' (1988)

Design. W. [Cheers q
Cur. Affair I Edition

10

11

14

17

4:00 4:30 5:00 I 5:30

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom. Jerry

(2:30) Movie:

Cur. Affair

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W

Newsq
Movie: **Vi "The Outsiders' (1983) Matt Dillon. PG' q

News

Newsq

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon I Batman q
Newsq

i

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q Wonder Yrs.

Newsq NBC News

18

Global Supercard Wrestling

Movie: »» "The Sluggers Wife" (1985) Michael O'Keefe

21

22

25

26

Pyramid I Press Luck

Trucks I Reporters

Cartoon Express

Movie: ** "Audrey Rose' (1977) Marsha Mason. PG

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

(2:30) Movie:

Ren-Stimpy

Movie: "Breslins Neighborhood
] " (1979)

Ren-Stimpy |Ren-Stimpy |Ren-Stimpy

Movie: »» "Wedding Day Blues' (1988, Comedy)

Sports

8:00 8:30

Movie: »»Vz "Livin Large!'

Pres. Debate: President Bush, Gov. Clinton, Ross Perot

Debate: Bush, Clinton, Perot Blossom q

Debate: Bush, Clinton, Perot Shade

Debate: Bush, Clinton, Perot

Debate: Bush, Clinton, Perot

Debate: Bush, Clinton, Perot

Shade

9:00

1991) R'

9:30

First Look

10:00

Movie:

10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

. merPebples Money" (1991) 'R' [Movie: "Crackdown" (1990)

N"t''Fft0mall:
l

crnc'innati Bengals at Pittsburgh Steelers. From Three Rivers Stadium. |News g
Movie: "Jonathan: The Bov Nobody Wanted" (1992) q News

Murphy B. Love & War

To Be Announced

Murphy B. Love & War

Movie: **Vi Taos " (1981, Drama) Timothy Hutton, Sean Penn
P— —

1 . r
' . ' I... «'-!-. IIP! >1.-J... IU..

Blossom q

Northern Exposure q News

Northern Exposure q
Hunter "High Noon in LA."

Movie: "Jonathan: The Boy Nobody Wanted (1992) q

Up Close Sportscenter IW. Series

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "The Missouri Breaks' (1976, Western) PG

Murder, She Wrote q

Movie: *»* "The Hospital

Ren-Stimpy

Supermarket

Ren-Stimpy

Shop-Drop

1971) George C. Scott. PG

Ren-Stimpy I
Ren-Stimpy

Unsolved Mysteries

PG'

NFL Monday IMon. Mag-

Movie: * "A Fine Mess" (1986) Ted Danson. PG

Expedition Earth: Mt Cook lAmazing Games: Finland.

WWF Prime Time Wrestling

Movie: »»'/2 "The Postman Always Rings Twice" (1981)

Movie: *»'/; "The Ratings Game' (1984)

Get Smart I Superman M.T. Moore

Comedy
Van Dyke

Newsq
Married.,

Newsq

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
CBS News Special

CBS News Special

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: »»» "Semi-Tough " (1977) R

Timber I
Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q lEqualizer

k "Little Vegas"UWK IMovie: "Pate 8/ood" (1991)

Movie: »»'/? "Paradise" (1991) Melanie Griffith. 'PG-13

Dragnet I A. Hitchcock Lucy Show IGreen Acres

LA. Law "SPOTiinator" IMovie: ** "Triplecross" (1986) Ted Wass. MarkiePost Thirtysomething

Outrageos

Mister Ed

China Beach

TUESDAY EVENING OCTOBER 20, 1992

Movie: *•*'/? "A Cry in the Dark " (1988) Meryl Streep

Design. W:
[
Cheers q

Cur. Affair I
Edition

Oprah Winfrey q

10

Schoolbreak Special

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Newsq

Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: »*» "Picnic

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

(245) Movie:

Press Luck

Cheers q
News q

Design. W.

Movie: *** "Defending Your Life" (1991) Albert Brooks

News q
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon I Batman q
Newsq

1

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

ABC News

News
News
Newsq

NBC News

CBS News

Hard Copy

Jeopardy! q

CBS News

Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Movie: »'/; "California Suite" (1978) Maggie Smith

Trucks I
Yearbook

Cartoon Express

Movie: "All Poos Go to Heaven (1989) q
(330) Movie: "Young Detectives

Underdog I Yogi Bear IArcade

Running I Up Close

MacGyver "Twice Stung" q

Ent. Tonight

Golden Girls

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Movie: *»V2 "Necessary Roughness" (1991) PG-13 q

Wh. Fortune

Full House q I
Mr. Cooper

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married.

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Roseanne q I
Coach q

10:00

Sanders

10:30 11:00

Conv. With a Killer

Going to Extremes q
Movie: "Jewels" (1992, Drama) Annette OToole q

Newsq

World Series: Game Three. Braves or Pirates at Athletics or Blue Jays

World Series: Game Three. Braves or Pirates at Athletics or Blue Jays

Movie: »»* "Cocoon" (1985) Don Ameche Hunter

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "Jesus Christ Superstar" (1973) Ted Neeley

Sportscenter I
Auto Racing: SCCA

Movie: "Jewels" (1992, Drama) Annette OToole. q
Movie: »*» "Conrack" (1974, Drama) Jon Voight PG

News

Golden Girls I Niqhtline
q~

News

Newsq
Married.

Newsq

11:30 12:00

Movie: *Vi "Legal Tender

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition iFor. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: "The French Connection II" (1975)

Drag Racing: Keystone iSportscenter

Quantum Leap q
Movie: *« v

z "Supergirl (1984) Helen Slater. PG q

Auto Racing: American 400 trom Nashville, Tenn.

Murder. She Wrote g IMovie: »»» "Bodily Harm (1990. SusrjensejJoe Penny. WacGW"MaJ3alton^[

Movie: **Vi "The Quest (1976, Western)

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »« impulse (1984, Suspense) Tim Maiheson,

What You Do Craiy Kids

Supermarket I
Shop-Drop

Movie: «»'.'2 "Ouigley Down Under (1990) Tom Selleck.

M«ui». **v, "Above the Law" (1988) Steven Seagal R IMovie : *** "29th Street" (1991) "R q
— . ; _ .... I --' . . . ..y^_ n " nfloft\ *iv UAiiin' * * 1 -. "ftnn/*ra7u

Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart I
Superman

L.A. Law

Movie: »»» "The Borrower" (1989) R

M.T.Moore I Van Dyke I
Dragnet

Movie: «» 1
/2 "Guncrazv (1992) R

Equalizer

| Movie: "Poison" (1991)

A. Hitchcock

Movie: **h "in the Spirit (1990) Mario Thomas

Lucy Show IGreen Acres

Howie Mandel: Howiewould

Jeff Cesario

Mister Ed

China Beach

WEDNESDAY EVENING OCTOBER 21, 1992

(3.30) Movie: "Banzai R

Cur. Affair

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

Design. W Cheers q
Movie: * Modem Problems' (1981)

Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct

2:00) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00 5:30 6:00

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon I Batman q
Newsq

gri

News
Newsq

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: "Running Mates (1992, Comedy)

ABC News
NBC News

Hard Copy

CBS News

Jeopardy! q

Full House q Wonder Yrs.

Newsq

Global Supercard Wrestlwg

Movie: ** "Breakout (1975) Charles Bronson PG

Trucks

Pyramid Press Luck

12 30) Movie: Death On

Just Friends (R)

Underdog I
Yogi Bear

Powerboats Inside PGA

Cartoon Express

NBC News

Wh. Fortune

Golden Girts

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Married.,

You Bel-Life

Married.

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: »»» "Edward Scissorhands (1990

Wonder Y. iDoogie H

Unsolved Mysteries q
Home Imp

Seinfeld q

9:30

PG-13 q
Laurie Hill q
Mad-You

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
Civil Wars (In Stereo) q

One Night

Wortd Series: Game Four Braves or Pirates at Athletics or Blue Jays

Law 6 Order (In Stereo) q

Wortd Series: Game Four Braves or Pirates at Athletics or Blue Jays

Beverly Hills, 90210 q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Movie: «»» "The Misfits" (1961, Drama) Marilyn Monroe, Clark Gable

Up Close

MacGyver (in Stereo) q
Sportscenter IPBA Bowling: Touring Players

Melrose Place (In Stereo) q|Catwalk "Family Business^

Seinfeld q |Med-You [Law 8 Order (In Stereo, q
Movie: »»« "Silver Streak (1976) Gene Wilder. PG"

11:00

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married.

Newsq

11:30 12:00

Movie: "The Road Warrior

Golden Girls I
Niqhtline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition Curves

Arsenio HaH (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Quantum Leap q

Pigs

**T-Ten Little Indians (1966) IMovie: *«W "Shaker Run (1985) NR

Arcade

Heroes

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »»« "The Nasty Girl

Movie: «» love Lives On (1985) Sam Waterston

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

(1990)

Looney

Vince D.

Bullamkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q
Movie: »« Timebomb (19901 Michael Biehn. R

Movie: "Five Days One Summer' (1982)

imble. (Live) jSpeedweek ISportscenter [Volleyball

iMnwii.* ** Nightmare on the 13th Floor (1990. Horror) jMacGwer The Survivors lEqualizer
I rr:—T _ !•. - . .. ',-ri.. n I nu..„- iffKlll Usw.o "Haraiu Hall hlml

IMovie: **Vi The Perfect Weapon (1991)

Movie: **t*

Get Smart I
Superman

Lawrence of Arabia^ (1962. Adventure) Peter OToole, Alec Guinness (In Stereo) PG

L.A. Law "Dummy Dearest

M.T.Moore [Van Dyke [Dragnet |A. Hitchcock

Movie: ** "Getting Married (1978) Richard Thomas

Lucy Show

Movie: "Happy Hell Night

Movie: * "Valentina (1990)

Green Acres

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

*J
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'92 Homecoming court chosen
by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

Autumn Leaf Festival 1992 is

presently underway, and this

week is full of amusement rides,

games, craft stands, and good

eating.

One ALF event that is tradition

at Clarion Uiversity, is the

parade. One part of the parade is

the homecoming queen and her

r

A

^

Still Hall. Printouts were then

given to Diana Anderson, and

based on those printouts, the

court was formed.

"Overall, voting went very

well. I only wish it had been

advertised more, then we would

have a better turn out. We plan

to advertise more next year,"

commented Heather Owens,

Special Events Committee

chairperson for UAB.

"Overall, voting went very

well. I only wish it had

been advertised more. .

."

attendants.

A total of 69 girls were

nominated for homecoming

court. All girls were sponsored

by a particular campus

organization.

Voting took place on Monday,

October 5, and Tuesday, October

6, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. in

Gemmell Student Complex.

Each voter was asked to vote for

three seniors, two juniors, two

sophomores, and two freshmen.

A total of 621 ballots were

totalled in the computer lab of

Parade preview:

The following women are the

members of the 1992

Homecoming Court. Seniors

are: Sharon Grove, sponsored

by Alpha Sigma Tau; Mamie

McCluskey, sponsered by Sigma

Phi Epsilon; Andrea Maitland,

sponsered by Sigma Sigma

Sigma.

Junior attendants are: Sandy

Kane, sponsered by Sigma

Sigma Sigma; Merrilyn

Murynack, sponsered by Alpha

Sigma Tau.

Sophomore attendants are:

Public affairs photo

The 1992 Clarion University Homecoming Court is (from left): Sharon Grove, Larina

Shumbres, Merrilyn Murnyack, Shelly Eisenman, Sandra Kane, Mamie McCluskey, Andrea

Maitland, Tonya Harteis and Jenifer Janoss.

Shelly Eisenman, sponsored by

Sigma Sigma Sigma; Tanya

Harteis, sponsored by Tau Kappa

Epsilon.

Freshman attendants are:

Jennifer Janoss, sponsored by

Clarion University Dance Team;

Larina Shumbres, sponsored by

Delta Phi Epsilon.

Homecoming queen will be

announced on Thursday, October

15, at the Homecoming Dance.

The dance will be held in the

Gemmell Complex Multi-

purpose room from 9:30 p.m. to

1 a.m.

Crowning of the queen will be

at the football game, Saturday,

October 17, during halftime.

Brian Hoover, president of

Student Senate, will present the

crown.

"I feel very honored to have

made it this far. I'm graduating

in December and this is a great

way to end the semester," said

Andrea Maitland, senior.

What to look for in the ALF parade this year
by Tricia Egry

Features Writer

Rounding out Autum Leaf

Festival week is the Festival

Parade, sponsored by Bell of

Pennsylvania, Integra Bank and

Pepsi. Saturday, October 17,

marks the 39th annual parade in

Clarion, with seating available

for a mere three dollars.

This year, the parade promises

to be as spectacular as ever, with

106 seperate units all

participating to give people

another reason to flock to

Clarion for ALF.

The parade line-up marches

onward with hometown

specialties like the CUP band,

cheerleaders, and dance team.

Following them are some town

and state celebrities such as

Grand Marshall Jon Burnett,

State Senator Tim Shaffer,

Congressman William F. Clinger

and Mayor Elaine Moore.

Closer to home, riding with

dignity and pride throughout the

streets of Clarion, is CUP's

President Dr. Diane Reinhard

and "Citizens of the Year" Bob

Bubb and Kurt Angle. Also,

honorable mentions are extended

to ALF Chairman Randy Stroup,

Co-Chainnan Glenn Watson, and

Secretary Gary Kriebel.

Much time and preparation is

put into creating effects that will

be remembered year after year of

Autumn Leaf. Combining

talents from both sororities and

fraternities shape unique designs

into their own emblems of unity

in the form of floats. Phi Sigma

Sigma and Phi Sigma Kappa,

Delta Phi Epsilon and Sigma Tau

Gamma, and Sigma Sigma

Sigma and Sigma Chi are just

three of the many representatives

of college life at Clarion

University.

Along with greek

organizations, other campus

organizations wtH be

represented, as well, such as TV

5 and the Art Association of

Clarion County. We as a

family, community, and society

come together to share good

friends, good times, and good

food.

Also appearing on a float this

year is Elvis. The big question

to that is will it be the young

good-looking Elvis, or will it be

the end-oi-career, overweight,

drugged-out Elvis?

In the way of beauty queens

we have the Dairy Princes, Miss

Teen ALF and CUP's

Homecoming court. High school

bands from as close as Clarion

High School, and as far away as,

from Pittsburgh, Carlynton High

School.

International foods,

outrageous music, antique cars,

beautiful floats, comical clowns,

Zem Zem Shrine Units, and a

special appearane from the

Philadelphia Mummers provide

plenty of entertainment for all.

Along with Clarion's

atmosphere of an array of Fall

colored leaves, sounds of

cheering families of students,

faculty, and alumni, scents of

different cultural foods and tastes

of cotton candy and caramel

apples is enough to engage

anyone to enter Clarion's zones

of Autumn.

The festivities begin at noon

with pre-parade starting at 11

a.m. Immediately following,

Clarion University Golden

Eagles host Lock Haven for the

1992 Homecoming football

game. Also at the stadium,

check out the hot air balloon.
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Theater opens first production; "The Rainmaker" takes the stage
•rt

by Amy Gerkin

Features Writer

The Clarion University

theater opened its 1992-1993

season with "The Rainmaker," a

romance by N. Richard Nash,

this week as part of the Autumn

Leaf Festival week.

"The Rainmaker" tells

the story about the Curry family

and their neighbors in a western

town suffering through a

drought, which is killing both

cattle and crops. The Curry's are

also suffering from another type

of drought; just as there is no

rain, their lives have no romance,

no dreams and no magic.

Especially hit by these

circumstances is Lizzie, played

by Ariadne ter Haar, a freshman

exchange student from the

Netherlands. Growing up in a

household of men, Lizzie has

become good at cooking and

cleaning, but she has lost other

things. When the stranger

Starbuck (played by John

Rickard) comes to town, he

claims he can make it rain—for a

price. But he also has a chance

to restore magic and romance

into the Curry home.

"This is a solid,

standard American play," said

Dr. William Kennedy, director of

the production. "It is often

performed in community theatres

and schools. This play says

some things I wanted to say,

things that are very important to

me.

Dr. Kennedy, who
joined the speech

communication and theatre

faculty this fall, is also

impressed with other aspects of

the play. "One of the things that

amazes me is how balanced the

parts are. Each of the roles have

a driving passion, which offers

each actor a solid performance

experience."

Although the cast of

seven was small, they gave a

very strong and solid

performance, as well. Included

in the Curry family were John

Moffet as the father H.C.,

Michael Hiller as Noah and Bill

Howell as Jimmy (who stole the

show). Michael Ames played

the town sheriff, and Mark

Tachna played the sheriff's loyal

and dedicated deputy.

One of the most

interesting aspects of this play

was the idea of using real food

and drinks as props, something

that is not ordinarily done. Yet

that, and the additional props,

made the play more believable

and real.

Both cast and crew did

a wonderful job, and to quote Dr.

Kennedy from the program, "A

person comes into our lives and

claims he or she can work a

miracle. Now, we've got a

problem. Miracles require faith

and, while we may be perfectly

willing to spend our money, sell

our possessions or give our gifts,

we are reluctant to risk our faith.

We have so precious little of it.

What we forget is that the only

way for faith to grow is to risk it.

And that might mean risking it

on a man who claims he can

make it rain. Or it might mean

risking your faith on love—the

greatest miracle of all."

"The Rainmaker" will

continue tonight, Friday and

Saturday in the Marwick-Boyd

Little Theatre at 8:00 p.m.

Tickets can be obtained at the

door or at the Gemmell
Information Desk and are $5 for

adults, $4 for children and free

for students with valid ID.

*

*v

Public affairs photo

The cast of the Rainmaker includes back row (L-R) Mark Tachna, Mike Ames, Mike Hiller,

John Moffett and John Rickard. Front row, Bill Howell and Ariadne ter Haar. The play will

run through Saturday.

Mind reader comes to CUP
by Craig Thomas

Features Writer

Bill Stiles, a mentalist who

reads the thoughts of his

audience, will be entertaining the

students of Clarion, Tuesday,

October 20 at 8:00p.m. in the

Gemmell Complex multipurpose

room. The event is being co-

sponsored by Residence Life,

UAB and Interhall.

Mr. Stiles has predicted

headlines of newspapers, weeks

before the event has happened.

He uses his extrasensory ability

to read unspoken thoughts of the

audience and will tell the

audience what another person

has written on a piece of paper in

a sealed envelope. Mr. Stiles

also experiments with numbers;

he will place the numbers 1 to 9

on a board with three numbers

across and three numbers down.

He will then let a volunteer from

the crowd scramble the numbers

in any order and will predict the

three sums.

Mr. Stiles claims he is not a

mindreader. "As far as I know,

there is no such thing as a

mindreader", he says. "I have

never known anyone to read a

persons mind like one would

read a book. It takes great effort

and concentration on my part,

and on the part of the participant

to receive the singular thoughts

that have made my
demonstration such a success."

Homecoming Dance
-with "Electric Video Company"

Where; Gemmell Multi-

purpose room

When: Thursday 10 p.m.

-Come see who the 1992 CUP
Homecoming queen will be.

Sponsored by UAB.

M
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How do you feel about

the new $15 graduation

fee?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Raymond Nice Paul Levy

Junior, Communication

"Don't you think we pay enough already?"

A

^ Sigma Sigma Sigma would like (f^

^D to welcome our new
(f

^

^D Associate Members of Fall 92 ([K

Tonya Fleming

^m Kathleen Grillo

^j) Georgia Cypher

<3D Jody Bender

Jennifer Esposito

Jessika Malek Gina Snyder

Melissa Morris

flngel Napolitano ([^

Jennifer Pascucci lf^

Lisa Pfeifer ^-^

Pam Pellegnno rtjv

Sharon Slater (^

NEW YORK

Mon-Sun 1-9

Sun. 12-5

ph. #226-6680

,to
2C*lr

WfffffWff

WjM

20% OFF STOREWIDE!
Expires: 10/21/92

Jewelry

Hollogram Watches...

Keyrings, Titanium Rings, Bracelets

Ear Piercing,

Blankets, Mugs, Puzzles, Posters

Cards,

Concert T-shirts, Risque T-shirts,

rcfiuTtitcMaFnifal [ViiWSJlWV.VvK 1 IMK1

Tapastries,

Skirts, Dresses, Vests,

Rainsticks, Hats, Incense, Bajas,

and MORE!!

Damian Dourado

Senior, Communication

"I could use the money for other things."

Craig Thomas

Sophomore, Communication

"I'll wait till I'm one credit from

graduation;then, I'll transfer."

Chris Heinze

Senior, History

"Next thing you know, they'll charge us

for the catalog."

tt'
] ^B

-.
' P

Jl

JKM

^

Amy Gerkin

Junior, Communication

"Fifteen dollars is nothing major."

Amy Hetrick

Freshman, Political Science

"I think it's unfair, because we pay

enough already."

Dawn Sams

Sophomore, Communication

"They should be able to scrape up $15 from

the thousands we pay every year."
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Everything you wanted to know on flex dollars

and cash allowance, but were afraid to ask
This question and answer

segment is designed to help you

get a better understanding of the

new flex plan with cash

allowance new at the cafeteria

and Gemmell Complex this year.

Q: What are flex dallars?

A: Flex dollars are just like

cash, except they allow you to

enjoy the convenience of dining

on campus without the worry of

carrying cash.

When you purchase one of the

optimum meal plans, an initial

balance of $50, $75 or $100 is

placed in your account.

Everytime you use your flex

dollars, the price of your food is

subtracted from the balance of

your account. Flex dollars can

be used at both dining service

location on campus.

Q: Are flex dollars carried over

from one semester to the next?

A: Flex dollars can be carried

over from the fall to the spring

semester. But any remaining

balance is forfeited at the end of

the academic year.

Q: What meal plans have flex

dollars?

A: Only the optimum meal

plans have flex dollars.

These meal plans are as follows:

20 meal plan with $75 flex - on

and off campus.

15 meal plan with $100 flex - on

and off campus.

10 meal plan with $50 flex - off

campus.

Q: What happens when my
initial flex dollar balance gets to

zero?

A: You can increase your flex

dollars in increments of $25 at

Student Accounts, B-16 Carrier,

at any time.

Q: Where can 1 check my flex

dollar account balance?

A: You may check your flex

dollar balance at any card reader

station.

Q: Do I need a separate

indentification card for flex

dollars?

A: Your oficial university

indentification card can be

encoded to access your flex

dollar account. A meal or flex

dollar amount will be deducted

from your balance,

automatically.

Q: What is cash allowance?

A: Let's say you decided to eat

lunch at the Snack Bar. The

lunch equivalency is $2.75. You

decided on the cash allowance

menu, one meal will be deducted

from your board plan. However,

if your purchase exceeds the

cash allowance rate, you may

pay the remainig balance with

flex dollars or cash.

The cash allowance rates are as

follows:

Breakfast: $1.70

Lunch: $2.75

Dinner: $3.10

Q: When I use my cash

allowance at the Snack Bar, am I

only allowed the "Cash

Allowance Special?"

A: No! The specials are

designed for convenience and

value. However, you may create

your own puchase; and if there is

any amount over the cash

allowance, you may pay cash or

use flex dollars.

Q: What if my purchase is

under the "cash allowance"

amount?

A: The cash allowance figure is

a one time point-of-sale value

figure, not to be confused with a

monetary figure. If your

puchase is under the cash

allowance price, only one meal

has been taken off your board

plan. No dollars have been taken

off your flex dollar account.

Q: Who is eligible for pizza

delivery?

A: Students who have

purchased the optimum meal

plans with flex dollars are

eligible to have pizza delivered

to their campus address and pay

with their flex dollars. Students

without the optimum meal plans

may have pizza delivered and

pay cash.

Q: My friend wants a pizza, but

I want a sandwich. May the

sandwich be delivered with the

pizza?

A: Yes!

Q: What do I do if I lose my

I.D. card?

A: Lost identification cards

should be immediately reported

to 228 Egbert Hall, Residence

Life Office. Your card will be

disabled to prevent unauthorized

use. There is a replacement fee

for a new card.

Q: I would like to treat a friend

or a family member to a meal,

can I use flex dollars?

A: Yes, you have two options

available to you.

1

.

Eat at Chandler Dining

Hall. Use your board plan for

your meal and pay the remaining

meal costs with your flex dollars

or pay cash.

2. Eat at the Snack Bar. Use

your cash allowance rate for the

meal and pay the balance with

your flex dollars or pay cash.

Q: My friend and I would like

to split the cost of a pizza. Can

we use our flex plans for this

cost?

A: If both of you have flex

dollars, you may split the cost

and have it taken off both of

your accounts.

If only one has flex dollars,

only the individual with flex can

have half the cost taken off

his/her account. The other

individual would have to pay

cash for his/her share.

Q: I would like to have a party

for my friends and purchase the

items from the snack bar. Can I

use my flex.

A: Yes, any items offered at the

Snack Bar are available in large

quantities. Please contact Denise

Gilbert, Snack Bar Manager, on

the procedure for placing an

order.

Q: Can I purchase an entire

giant hoagie?

A: Yes!

Q: Do I need to be on a meal

plan to enter or purchase food

from the Snack Bar?

A: No! The Snack bar operates

like a fast food operation.

Anyone may purchase food at

the Snack Bar with or without a

meal plan.

Q: When can I purchase an

optimum meal plan?

A: Whenever you receive your

university tutition bill, there is an

area where the meal plans are

listed. You may choose the

appropriate optimum meal plan

at that time and add the cost to

your tuition bill for paymnt with

your other fees.

Q: Can I cancel my meal plan?

A: You will have until the week

prior to the beginning of each

semester to make a decision to

make a change or cancel the

meal plan you' have chosen.

After the beginning of the

semester, meal plans cannot be

changed or canceled.

Q: Why can't I return for

seconds at the Snack Bar at no

charge. I can eat all I want at

Chandler?

A: The Snack Bar is a retail

operation quite different than a

board operation like Chandler.

The Snack Bar is operated for

convenience, flexibility and an

alternative, not a substitute.

-courtesy of Student Affairs

iw
2 slices of pepperoni pizza

Whole Fruit

Fries

3 Otis Cookies

Cash Allowance

Only

Riemer Center Snack Bar / Gemmell Student Center

4 p.m. - 9 p.m. Sunday through Friday

"Autumn Harvest Buffet"

TONIGHT
OCTOBER 15TH

Chandler Dining Hall

4p.m. - 7 p.m.
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Exchange students expand minds

and cultures at Clarion University

by Lisa Lepre

Features Writer

courses. I live in an

The International Student

Exchange Program has brought a

quartet of young women from

around the world to attend and

live on Clarion Campus this fall.

Giovanna Pia Mifsud Bonnici

is from Cospice, Malta. She is

studying artificial intelligence

and decision making through the

College of Communication. "I

am studying law at home"
Bonnici said. "I intend to go

back and get my law degree after

my semester here."

This in not the first time

Bonnici has been in the United

States. She has visited

Washington, D.C. and New York

City. Bonnici chose Clarion

because of the environment. She

explained, "Malta does not have

mountains and rivers. Here there

is green all around and it is

beautiful."

Jeannette Hamping is from

Lohoom, Sweden. She is

visiting the U.S. for the first

time. Hamping is taking "both

undergraduate and graduate

courses in marketing, which I

can use at home to complete my
degree" she says, "ISEP picked

Clarion for me, and I thought it

would be a nice place to be after

reading about it." Hamping
explained.

Teresa Sanga Gomasevic of

Buenos Aires, Argentina, is also

visiting the U.S. for the first

time. At home she is studying

psychopedagogy, a major only

offered inArgentina and Spain

that relates to psychology

education.

Here at Clarion Sanga-

Gemasevic is taking phychology

overcrowded city, and I tried to

chose a small college here," she

explained. "I read about

Pennsylvania and the Allegheny

Forest and how America starts

here."

Terese Planting is from

Ekenas, Finland. She was a

previous Rotary club exhange

student in New Hampshire. At

Clarion Planting is taking

business courses that she can use

as credits for home. "I am
excited with the courses I can

take here," she said. "I want to

earn my MBA and persue

international/industrial

marketing," Planting explained.

After her first visit to the United

States, she decided she wanted to

return again.

Three Clarion Juniors are

studying aboard this year as well

as part of the International

Student Exchange Program

(ISEP).

Jennifer Johnson of Linesville

is a Junior Spanish/ business

major and Brandee Payne of

Kane, a Junior

marketing/Spanish major are

both attending Instituto

Technologico Y De Estudiow

superiore De Monteriey in

Monterry, Mexico.

Mesan Stecklair of Jacobus, is

a Junior German/Spanish major.

She is attending the Katholische

Universidad - Eichstat in

Eichstatt, Germany.

Clarion studentjapplying to

ISEP must have Junior standing

and a minimum 2.75 quality

point average and must submit

essays in English and the

language of the country where

they want to attend school.
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Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don Crotsley

Thurs Oct. 15 Fri Oct. 16 Sat Oct 17

- ALF WEEK - ALF WEEK - ALF Parade (Main St)

- Drama Production - Drama Production 12 noon

"The Rainmaker" "The Rainmaker" - HOMECOMING
(LT) 8 p.m. (LT) 8 p.m. - Drama Production

- UAB Homecoming - Minority Affairs/ City "The Rainmaker"

Dance"Electric Video Beat Talent Show (LT) 8 p.m.

Company" (Chap) 6p.m. - AASU Cabaret (Gem

(Gem M-P) 10p.m. - "Murmmers" (Tp) 8:30 M-P) 11 p.m.

Sun Oct. 18 Mon Oct 19

- Student Senate mtg.

lues Oct. 20

- ALF WEEK (248 Gem) 7 p.m. - IFC/Panhel Anti-Hazing

- AUTORAMA - Koinonia presents"God Workshop (Gem 250)

- National Collegiate on Trial" (Chap) 8 p.m. 6:30 p.m.

Alcohol Awareness - UAB Laser Light Show

Week Begins (M-B) 8-10 p.m.

- IFC/Panhel Anti-Hazing

Workshop (Gem 250)

6:30 p.m.

Wed Oct 21 Thur Oct. 22 Fri Oct. 23

- IFC/Panhel Anti-Hazing - IFC/Panhel Anti-Hazing - UAB/BACCHUS
Workshop (Gem 250) Workshop (Gem 250) Bedrock Cafe

6:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m. "Tommy Belmont,

- UAB MOVIE "Far and pianist" (Gem M-P)

Away" (Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

8 p.m.

^^^^^^

Laser shows "beaming down" to Clarion
by Larry McEwen
Features Writer

The Saturn V Laser Light

Show will roll into Clarion

Monday October 19, as part of

its 1992 tour.

The show features a high tech

laser light show and is

accompanied by a soundtrack

that includes bands such as U2,

The Cure, The Grateful Dead

and Led Zeppelin.

This year there will be two

shows with an alternative music

show taking place at 8 p.m. and a

classic rock show at 10 p.m. The

show will be held in the

Marwick-Boyd auditorium.

The show uses two high

powered laser systems, plus a

whole bank of computers and

laser projectors. One laser is

used to project full color images

on a 500 square foot screen.

The other lasers shoot beams out

over the audience.

Many of the songs are pre-

programmed and choreographed

with the effects. A new strobe

and special lighting package that

actually beams the audience is

new to the show this year.

New York state laserist Lewis

Eig and sound engineer Mark

Decker are the men behind the

music and lasers. The show has

been touring for eight years and

has appeared in over 500 cities.

Decker described the features

of the show, "It's the first time

ever that a touring laser concert

has flown a rearprojection

screen. This means that during

the show, we can raise up the

screen and shoot full-color

beams and tunnels out over the

audience. The possibilities are

limitless."

Admission is S3 for students

and $5 for the general public.

Tickets are $5 at the door.

5th Ave. Restaurant

Cold 6pks/Qts

to go

Monday - Special

Hot Wings/ Pitchers

All Day

226-8512

Full Menu
Daily Specials

Wednesday Nite

"Touch of Class"

New - DJ
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Rock news
by Amy Whittaker

Contributing Writer

Robert Smith of The Cure is

bearing quite the black eye after

being pelted by a large, heavy

unidentified flying object during

a concert in Mexico City. He

was tackled on stage by a

rambunctious fan. The band

only sold 35,000 of the 100,000

seats of Los Angeles' Rose Bowl

despite massive promotion and

radio blitz.

Following up 1989's "Brain

Drain," the Ramones have

released a new album. "Mondo

Bizarre" marks the studio debut

of C. J. Ramone, who joined up

with Joey, Johnny and Marky

after bassist DeeDee stopped

performing with the band three

years ago. DeeDee hasn't

severed all ties, though. He

wrote three of their new tracks

on the album including,

"Strength to Endure," "Main

Man" and "Poison Heart." Joey

meanwhile, wrote seven new

numbers, with Marky co-writing,

"The Job That Ate My Brain"

and "Anxiety." In addition to the

thrill of a new album the

Ramones have also been

honored by the independent lable

Triple X, who has recently

released a various-artists record

of Ramones coversong entitled

"Gabba Gabba Hey." Motorhead

also has recently wrote and

recorded a tribute tune called,

"Ramones."

If you are a fan of Galaxie 500,

the Chills or the Feelies, check

out Luna. Dean Wareham, Justin

Harwook and Stanley Demeski

have gotten together and

released one stellar debut album

entitled "Luna Park." Also on

the new music horizon, keep

your eyes open for Suzanne

Vega's latest, "99.9 degrees

Farenheit."

The Throwing Muses also have

a new album that's just itching to

be heard. "Red Heaven" is the

latest effort from the Muses and

includes tracks entitled,

"Firepile," "The Visit" and

"Dio." It does not ,however,

include Tanya or Fred Aboing.

The two former Muses have

broken off to form Belly, whose

"The Sow Dust" EP is out on

4AD import right now, with the

proper full-length release due out

in a few months.

And finally, on a Seattle note

Mudhoney's reprise debut,

"Piece of Cake" is due to be

released in mid-October. Caught

up in a tidal wave of Seattle

based music, Mudhoney is still

sticking with the same producer

and artist they used on "Every

Good Boy Deserves Fudge."

"M'">>K>'»"""' >
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Jim Schulze/Clarion Call

Pictured here is the U. S. Army Field Band with

conductor Colonel Jack H. Grogan, Jr. just moments

before giving their patriotic performance last week.

»

Please
so I can buy

Mom!
end money

«

a computer from Digital

%

* t

4 ¥

to help me with my schoolwork. My teaching assistant in French

I look into getting one . She says it's a real value

suggested

for the money. I

can use it as a word processor for English literature fcfttu

for engineering class

crank up my GPA in no time

, as a CAD/CAM platform

or as a spreadsheet for economics
jjj?||gg J

• I*;'s sure to

. Say hi to Grandma . Love ya. Bye. Oh

by the way, all the smart kids on campus already have one. d i g jilt ail

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT THE CLARION STUDENT ASSOCIATION, UNIVERSITY BOOK CENTER.
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by Chuck Sheperd

-Recently arrived on the market

is a new computer toy, SimAnt,

whose purpose is to put players

in charge of an ant colony. The

goal is to conquer a suburban

back yard and drive the residents

from their home. Says the

advertising brochure, "SimAnt is

more than just a game. It's a

way of life."

-In March, Steven A. DeFoor

was arrested in Warren, Ohio,

moments after allegedly robbing

a downtown Bank One branch.

According to police, DeFoor

planned to exit the bank building

through an elevator. Actually,

the elevator operator had stepped

down the hall to help move some

furniture. As DeFoor waited in

the elevator for the door to close,

bank employees pointed him out

to arriving officers.

-A Japanese rancher told

reporters in Tokyo in July that he

herds cattle by outfitting them

with pocket pagers (beepers),

which he calls from his portable

phone. After a week of training,

the cows associate the beeping

with eating and hustle up for

grub.

-An Australian government

research organization announced

in December that it is on the

verge of creating sheep whose

wool is moth-proof because it

secretes insect-killing proteins.

The same organization recently

developed sheep with wool loose

enough to be pulled off by hand.

-TV evangelist Robert Tilton,

weary of having lawsuits filed

against him by former followers

who claimed to have paid him to

revive dead relatives: "If you

want to be mad at somebody, get

mad at God; don't sue me."

-A topless woman, interviewed

by The New York Times while

taking advantage of a state court

of appeals ruling permitting non-

lewd, non-commercial

toplessness, said she thought the

ruling would not have made
much impact: "There are a lot of

things not conducive to being

topless. You can't run topless,

you can't barbecue topless, you

can't fry fish."

-Snake-handling expert Larry

Moor died very quickly in July

after being bitten by an Egyptian

cobra in Vancouver, Canada. He

had staged classes and started an

organization to teach the public

that they have nothing to fear

from poisonous snakes.

However, he had often said that

only two snakes are really

dangerous and that the Egyptian

Cobra is one of them.

-Reverand Edward Mullen of

the St. Edward Catholic Church

in Providence, Rhode Island,

told parishioners in July that

because he believes the United

States Supreme Court is too

strict on the separation of church

and state, he would no longer

permit any government official

to be prayed for in his church.

-David Rodgers, 22, was

charged with animal cruelty after

a neighbor said Rodgers had

flushed his pet python down the

toilet. The python survived, and

Rodgers staged a re-enactment

of the incident in an Ottawa,

Canada, courtroom in January to

prove his innocence. Rodgers

said he normally tries to keep the

snake in warm water in the

bathtub but it prefers the toilet

and had slithered in voluntarily.

In the courtroom re-enactment,

the snake quickly slithered to the

toilet, and Rodgers was

acquitted.

-In An nandale, Virginia, in

August, two men wearing

bandanas and with handguns

poised, rushed the front door of

the First American Bank seconds

after manager Dwight Smith

entered at 8 a.m. to open up.

Unknown to the men, the door

had locked automatically behind

Smith. The first robber to reach

the door bounced off it and

reeled backward, hitting the

second man, who knocked the

first man back against the door.

The men then called it a day,

staggered back to their van, had

trouble starting it, but finally

sputtered away. Neither has

been captured.

-Among the pricing abuses that

came to light as a result of the

July settlement of a lawsuit

against American Medical

International hospitals in Florida

were: $54.30 for a sponge and

$7.80 for an antiseptic swab. In

a separate dispute, a Humana
hospital in St Petersburg agreed

to lower some of the prices it

was charging, including $50

each for Advil and Tylenol

tablets.

-On July 1, the city of East St.

Louis, Illinois, began municipal

garbage pickup for the first time

since 1985, when the city ran out

of money for it. Mayor Gordon

Bush estimated that in the

ensuing seven years about one-

third of residents arranged

private pickup, but that two-

thirds dumped their garbage

illegally.

-Relatives of Dargan Suther,

who died in 1990, are fighting

over an estate worth more than

$600,000 in Birmingham,

Alabama. Before his death at

age 73, Suther had taken to

living in a tent in his yard

because his house was so filled

with possessions that it was
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impossible to walk through it.

Most of the possessions were

decades-old newspapers and

items acquired, said authorities,

only because he thought the

price was right.

-Prosecutors in Chicago

decided in July to put a certain

bank employee on the stand to

identify an accused bank robber,

despite the fact that, in a lineup,

she had picked out the FBI agent

standing next to the accused.

This time, when the employee

took the stand and was asked to

point out the alleged perpetrator,

she looked right past him and

picked out Chicago Tribune

reporter Matt O'Connor,

covering the trial from the first

row. (The defendant was

convicted, based on the

testimony of other witnesses.)

-In August, sheriff's detectives

in Fort Lauderdale, Florida,

accused Orrette Moore, 39, of

killing two men and wounding

two others in a restaurant

because he had just lost $5 in a

card game.

-The husband and wife coaches

of the University of Minnesota's

celebrated women's gymnastics

team were fired in May after

team members were given a

videotape of a gymnastics meet

(for training purposes) that had

five minutes' worth of sex

between the couple accidentally

spliced onto the end.

•(C) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate

ALF Battle of the Bands heats up Hart Chapel
by Shawn P. Seagriff

Features Writer

On Wednesday, October 14, at

6:00 p.m. the Hart Chapel

Theater opened it's doors to

several awaiting rock-n-roll

lovers. The fans paid two dollars

j*%#*"* Welcomes
Clarion University Students

To Our "Autumn Leaf Festival"

Featuring

Lunches From $2.95

Dinners ;
Starting At $ 5.45

Weekend Buffett and Sunday Brunch
10 % OffEntree with Student ID.

RT. 322 TWO MILES

RESTAURANT
- :

EAST OF CLARION, PA (814)764-3311

a person to watch the Battle of

the Bands.

With help from chairperson,

Michelle Smith, and sound work

by C.J. Sound, the Wendy's

sponsored Battle of the Bands

proved to be a successful

performance.

The concert involved seven

bands, each playing fifteen

minute sets. Every band was

judged in four categories, each

category worth twenty-five

points. The categories were:

stage performance, musical

ability, origanal/mimoegraphy,

and audience response.

The performing bands were:

Public Alarm, Outcast, Simon

Says, Teazer, H.P. Thunder

Bongs, Brethren, and Epilog.

The winning band from last

year, Epilog, broke up after last

year's concert, but half of the

band's members stayed with

Epilog, and the other half

formed Brethren. Both of the

bands performed at this year's

concert.

The top three bands each

received a trophy and various

cash awards. The first place

band recieved one hundred

dollars, second place received

seventy-five dollars, and the

band coming in third received

fifty dollars.

From heavy metal to older and

acuostic rock-n-roll, the Battle of

the Bands covered all stops, and

once again, the concert proved to

be a big success.

Ifie Looking gCass Scuon

404 Main St. Clarion, PA (814) 226-9444

$5 OFF Acrylic Nails

$2 OFF Haircuts

Perms • Color • Sunglitz • Frosting . Nail tips • Pedicures

Waxing. Foil Highlights -Conditioners • Sculptured Nails

Manicures • Ear Piercing . Tanning • Facials

The Clarion Call

would like to make a

correction. In last

weeks issue, we
quoted Denise Bump
as a representative of

the Kappa Theta Phi

sorority. She had, in

fact, resigned her

position three weeks
before the Panhellenic

council vote.
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PEACE CORPS WORLD WISE PuZzLe
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
•"

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 90 nations around the

world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

One of the first three of the
former republics of the
Soviet Union to gain
independence

ft
owmiijir] = w.vui/;r> > puo/oj •( f$fyj C J."/"S 7 '•WW

Sea on the northern coast of this nation.

Initials which commonly denoted the
nation to which this republic belonged for

more than 40 years until 1991.

Large nation to the southwest of this

country where the trade union Solidarity

got its start in the early 1980s.

Under communism, this belief in the
nonexistence of God replaces religion.

Doonesbury
MR. PEROTITSBEENREPORTED
RECENTLY THATYOU TRIEDVPIS-

CREDIT YOUR Q0U6HTB&JEWISH
FIANCE BECAUSE, AS YOUPUTIT,

"YOUPOHT THINK THATIP1ST
MYPAUOHWRIrlARRYA JEW.

"

Calvin and Hobbes

i

BY GARRY TRUDEAU "Oh, it's just Hank's little cross to bear—
he's allergic to down and that's that."

I'm 9ohr\a pound you

in gym c\<v>5, Twnty.
cHKBWVltlKE
T&SEEWWrr/

by Bill Watterson

Mi BRMN WISHES M EfiO

HAD CALL-WAITING.
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HELLO, COUKTf URMtt -

?

1ES. DO 100 HAVE AW
BOOKS ON WUH GIRL3

1 ARE 50 W.BRD ?

ThATS WUW I SAID. OR
SOU MIGHT ALSO TRS

LOOKING UHDER "OBHCMOJS:

ARE tW SER\0MS f* tW
MEAN THESES NO RESEARCH

ON TH\S AT AIL?P

\

I'LL BET THE UBRMtf
JUST DOESNT WANT
AHNOHE TO KNOW.

DISK.
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Years later, Harold Zimmerman, the original

"Hookhand" of campfire ghost stories, tells his

grandchildren the Tale of the Two Evil Teen-agers.

LOOK, PEOPLE WERE CALLING
PALLAS TO SAY, "HJE'VE60T
CRIMES GO/NO ONDOWNHERE,
THEFT, PEOPLEARE STEALING
FROM US!"WHATWASI
SUPPOSE? TODO?
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I'll give you knowledge you've only
dreamt of. Secrets to the cosmos, and
it won't cost you $15 to graduate.

nterstellar University Recruiter

Your Horoscope

Oct 18 thru 24

ALL S\GH9 OF THE
ZODIAC ARE EMOTIONAL
BUT THE PEPTH OF
FeeUNGS OF WATER
6\6HS... CkNCfZ
*cowioi»*pPisce$>
5URFACB F{\$T£R
THAN ALL OTHERS

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

Good Jupiter aspects indicates week
events shou Id give a boost to hopes and
aspirations. Sun moves into Scorpio.

New position could help improve in-

vestment opportunities. Love planet

Venus moves into freedom loving Sag-

ittarius. Those who are wise will give

relationships more space to grow.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

Take advantage of any financial offer-

ings (hat may add to your interests.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

One you meet thru a job related matter

could become important in your life.

GEMINI . May 22 -June 21

Openings to secure a better or more
interesting job should be reviewed.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

Assoon asone recognizes one'sabilihes,
one should see to it thev are developed.

LEO July 24 - August 23

Planets bring new friendships and pos-

sible benefits in speculative matters.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Venus moves into domesticsector. Cood
time to fix-up, to buy or sell a home.

LIBRA. Sept24-Oct23

Opportunities to make use of talents in

nearbv places if you look closer.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22
Happy Birthday! Sun moves into your
sign. Look ahead with optimism.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-0ec21
Great ideas, even solutions come when
you pause and reflect. Why not try it!

CAPRICORN. Dec 22-Jan 20

It should be easier now to combine busi-

ness with pleasure.

AQUARIUS Jan2l-Feb19
New ideas, positive attitudes & re-

newed ambition can lead to near-

miracles.

PISCES Feb 20-March 20

Some may be projected into the lime-

light, willingly or otherwise.

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report of what to expect in your year ahead. Send

bkthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

Weekly (

" Going, Going, Gone V

1

ossword
By Get ryl

1

?rey

ACROSS
1 Arithmetic word

S broke

10 Auto repairman

14 Dryer by-product

15 Venerate

1 i 1 4 s « 7 S » 1 II 12 11

14 15 it

17 11

it

,

22

16 Sound boomerang u IS 14 mwm
18 Mow and shaker

20 Bom
21 VIPs

22 Waist watching binges

23 Virginia dancee

25 Mets home

27 Goawayl!

27 u »

z
H 12

51 »4 15

M M

H 1 41

4]

f
M

29 Give 100% effort
1

33 Mr. Uris and others

34 Strong suk

35 Chief of Naval Oper.

36 Eye part

37 Matt drinks

38 School or cow

47 a 4* I
M " 52 J]

U 55 14

1

^
II

1
:

"

n "

39 Wrongdoing

40 Weeping

41 Object of Python's 6 Scents 41 IntestlnaHortitude

tg,rch
7 Hazes 43 Manufacturers

42 Sections 8 sPanlsh Odd 44 Gander

44 Subsidies 9 Communist ? 46 Fried cake

45 Social Insects 10 Subservient 47 Grows up

46 Performing 11 " Homo":"8ehold 48 Made a carpet

47 Conscious th"nan" 4B lncile

50 Type of beer 12 PrM- Artnur ,0 "** ,rt9nd» M Ra,ax

5, §010 13 d'oeuvres 52 Aborted mission

54 Negotiators
19 Fr9d Astalrs's sister 53 Some vane initials

57 MGM mascot 21 Wofd wtth r00m w wear M Spider's snare

58 Continuously 24 Ages ago 56 AJfonzo's queen

59 To follow m order ** Contrite 57 Prevaricate

60 "Bus Stop" author x B,anl« and Kwbrero

61 Tennis untts
* 27 Happiness

62 Crazy 28 Weird

63 Freud's hang up M Comers cousin

1 Sl"*-^!. •. -i~.k— 32 Rings the bell
2 Word with bus or clothes ™ -.J* .„..... 34 Notable deeds

S£*« 37 Bowed

inoekefoMM 38 Breakfast cereal
5 nock ot geese m princlp|, ^^^
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%m know, it/ ft rfdicuto. If I don't call my

parent; every (unday at exactly 5 o'clock,

fhey thihK I wa* kidnapped by a/fen r. or

Something. Anyway, one Way me and

t^arK, we decide +o take- off and checkout

the city, fe
^'re ^aiW ?

u+ and l loo

|?

a*

rvAy watch. 5 o'clock Alright, <o my Calling

card and I head down +o the local pool ha//,

(which I happen to know ha; a paypUe)

And I tell the folks the Martian; send

+ke(r be;f."

*<

»

•>

ATtro matter where you happen to be, the

AT&T Calling Card can take you home.

It's also the least expensive way to call

state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct.

With the new AT&T Gall and Save Plan, you'll get special

discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls* And once you have your

Calling Card

H iz>: SB'S & «Mj-

:***W5ft»»«<flft>W»«rs«<«'W*^w^**

card, ygu'll never need to apply for another.

If you get your Calling Card now, your first call

will be free** And you'll become a member of

AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products

and services that saves students time and money

All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

i

To get an ATCT Calling Card, call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
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Golden Eagles hold on to lead for first victory
byBenVessa and 27 total yards, while for an injured Damien Henry, Unfortunately for Clarion, the Clarion 7 16 23

Sports Writer allowing them less than four provided the kev vardaee on the second half would he a mmnlete Bloomsbure 6 14 20

by Ben Vessa

Sports Writer

After facing teams with a

combined record of 20-1,

Clarion's visit to winless

Bloomsburg appeared to be the

perfect remedy to the Golden

Eagles four game losing

sickness, and, when the Eagles

coasted out to a 23 point'

halftime cushion, a Clarion

victory seemed painless.

However, just as Edinboro had

done one week before,

Bloomsburg fought back from a

seemingly insurmountable fourth

quarter deficit, and forced the

Eagles to require the jaws of life

and 27 total yards, while

allowing them less than four

-minutes of possession time.

As the second quarter began,

Bloomsburg mounted their first

successful drive of the day. Ten

out of the first 11 plays were

runs, as the Huskies pushed the

ball inside the Clarion 15 yard

line. On second and 11, a good

Clarion pass rush flushed

Bloomsburg quarterback Jeff

King from the pocket. Out of

nowhere, Clint Terza leveled

King, forcing him to cough up

the ball, and fellow linebacker

Frank Andrews gobbled up the

loose pigskin and rambled 68

for an injured Damien Henry,

provided the key yardage on the

ground, but a fourth and three

situation with under two minutes

to play caused coach Gene
Sobolewski to celebrate

Halloween a few days early.

Sobolewski reached deep down
into his bag of goodies and came

up with a reverse to Marlon
Worthy for this crucial fourth

down call. The trick turned out

to be a thirteen yard treat, and it

set the stage for a Myers
touchdown strike to Tim Brown

with just 46 seconds remaining.

The half was far from over.

Bloomsburg was not complacent

Bulldozer
Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Jay Toninl, shown here two weeks ago vs. 'Boro, is averaging 4.8 yards a carry.

to escape with their first victory

of the season, 23-20.

The Eagles wasted no time in

taking command of the first half.

Three key third down
conversions set the stage for a

scoring drive on Clarion's very

first possession of the contest.

The Golden Eagle offense

drove down to the ten yard line

and faced another third down
situation. For the third time in

the drive, the "O" converted on

third down as Damien Henry
galloped ten yards off the left

tackle and Clarion grabbed a

quick 7-0 lead.

The defense of the Golden
Eagles enjoyed a virtually

flawless first quarter as it held

the Huskies to one first down

yards for a Clarion touchdown.

Bloomsburg had held the ball for

more than six minutes, but one

miscue had changed the entire

complexion of this game.

A botched two point

conversion attempt kept the

score at 13-0 when Bloomsburg

mounted another impressive

drive. Again, the Huskies found

themselves inside the Clarion 15,

and again, they fumbled. This

time, Brad Kline pounced on the

gift, and for the first time in the

quarter, the Clarion offense took

the field.

With just under five minutes to

play until intermission, the

Clarion offense drove its way
towards a third score. Jay Tonini

and Art Gregory, who took over

with a 20 point deficit at the half.

With 35 seconds remaining and

the ball deep inside their own
territory, Huskies' coach Pete

Adrian elected to put the ball in

the air. His thinking backfired as

Kline came up with his second

turnover of the game, this time

intercepting King's pass and
returning it 19 yards to the

Bloomsburg 30. Four plays

later, with one second to play,

Paul Cramer was called upon to

put the finishing touches on a

Clarion dominated 23-0 halftime

lead.

The Eagles outgained

Bloomsburg 288-104 and

accumulated nine more first

downs than the Huskies through

the first 30 minutes.

Unfortunately for Clarion, the

second half would be a complete

turnaround.

A 27 yard pass from King to

Buck Eardley on third and 17

seemed to provide the spark

Bloomsburg needed to turn this

fiasco into a game. Later in the

drive, Tom Pajic put the Huskies

on the scoreboard with a 15 yard

TD reception, and Bloomsburg

was showing signs of life, but

were running out of time.

With the Huskies trailing 23-6

and facing a third down and nine

dilemma from the Clarion 17

yard line, Adrian reached so far

down into his bag of tricks that

he may never find his hand

again. The old "Fumblerooskie"

play where, instead of snapping

the ball to the quarterback, the

center leaves the ball on the

ground. The QB pulls out from

under center as if it was snapped

Mo him. Then an offensive

lineman scoops up the lonely

pigskin and lumbers towards the

end zone while the unsuspecting

defense is busy chasing the

quarterback. The lumbering

lineman was Tim Ronan, and the

result was six points, as

Bloomsburg closed the gap to

23-12.

Clarion immediately responded

as the versatile Worthy returned

the ensuing kickoff 59 yards to

the Huskies' 36 yard line. The
Eagles went nowhere on offense,

but Myers punt was downed at

the Bloomsburg one, and, with

only 7:38 to play, it seemed
hopeless for the Huskies to go 99

yards and still have time to score

again.

Well, it seemed hopeless. On
BU's first play from scrimmage,

King found Eardley for 73 yards,

and instead of needing the whole

quarter to go the length of the

field, the Huskies needed only

one minute and 20 seconds.

King found Eardley for the

touchdown, then found Pajic for

the two point conversion, and all

of a sudden, it was 23-20.

The Clarion offense didn't

grant Bloomsburg another

opportunity to come onto the

field and secured a 23-20

victory.

Clarion's own Homecoming
game will be Saturday. The
kickoff set for 2 p.m. vs. Lock
Haven.

VESSm
Bloomsburg

FIRST QUARTER
Clarion: Gregory 10 yard TD run

(Cramer PAT), 9:32. Drive: 15

plays, 76 yards. Key play: 33 yards

from Myers to Henry on 3-19 from

the CU 15. Clarion 7, Bloomsburg

0.

SECOND QUARTER
Clarion: 68 yard fumble return by

Andrews (failed two-point

conversion), 8:01. Drive: -. Key

play: QB sack by Terza causing

fumble. Clarion 13, Bloomsburg 0.

Clarion: TD pass from Myers to a

wide open Brown (Cramer PAT),

0:46. Drive: 11 plays, 69 yards.

Key play: Reverse to Worthy for

first down on 4-3 from BU 38.

Clarion 20, Bloomsburg 0.

Clarion: FG Cramer 24, :00.

Drive: 4 plays, 24 yards. Key play:

King pass intercepted by Kline with

:24 to play. Clarion 23,

Bloomsbure 0.

THIRD QUARTER
Bloomsburg: 15 TD pass from King

to Pajic (failed two-point

conversion), 6:31. Drive: 8 plays,

58 yards. Key play: TD on 4-3

from CU 15. Clarion 23,

Bloomsburg 6.

FOURTH QUARTER
Bloomsburg: Ronan runs the

Fumblerooskie for TD(failed two-

point conversion), 9:14. Drive: 6

plays, 30 yards. Key play: Myers
pass intercepted by Kirby at CU 33.

Clarion 23, Bloomsburg 12.

Bloomsburg: 17 TD pass from King

to Eardley (two point conversion

good), 6:18. Drive: 6 plays, 99

yards. Key play: from BU 1 yard

line, King connects on 73 yard strike

to Eardley. Clarion 23,

Bloomsburg 20

TEAM STATISTICS
Cla. Bloom.

FIRST DOWNS 25 13

3RD DOWN EFF. 10-17 7-14

YDS RUSH 216 81

YDS PASS 241 240
TOTAL YDS 457 321

FUMBLES-LOST 1-1 5-3

KEY PLAYER STATISTICS
Clarion rushing: Gregory 21-95,

Tonini 13-81.

Bloomsburg rushing: only 81 yds.

Clarion passing: Myers 19-33 (241

yards).

Bloomsburg passing: King 11-25

(222 yards).

Clarion receiving: Brown 5-52,

Harper 4-54.

Bloomsburg receiving: Eardsley 3-

117.

Clarion tackles-assists-sacks:

Andrews 11-7-2, Terza 10-6-1, Kline

12-6-0, Mazoff 9-6-0.

Interceptions: Kline 1 (4).
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Clarion golf team finishes third at Fall PSAC's
by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

The Clarion University golf

team completed their fall 1992

season this past week with a

respectable third place finish at

the unofficial PSAC Fall

Championships.

The tournament took place at

the Clinton Country Club at

Lock Haven. The eight teams

that competed were IUP,

Slippery Rock, Clarion, East

Stroudsburg, Millersville,

Edinboro, West Chester and host

Lock Haven.

IUP won the tournament, as

expected, with 392 points. The

Rock was right behind with a

score of 398 points and a second

place finish. The Golden Eagles

came in a distant third place with

421 points. Millersville finished

fourth with 424 points.

Edinboro finished fifth with 429

points. West Chester, Lock

Haven and East Stroudsburg

rounded out the field of eight

teams.

Clarion University had reason

to be proud of their performance

as they accomplished their

season-long goal of finishing

third at the Fall Championships.

The Golden Eagles are looking

forward to the spring season

when they will attempt to close

the gap between themselves and

the two powerhouse clubs from

IUP and Slippery Rock.

The Clarion linksters had to

overcome two obstacles at the

Fall PSAC's, held last Thursday.

The first obstacle was

overcoming the absence of their

head coach Bob Carlson, who

was unable to attend. The

second was doing battle with the

difficult course ahead of them.

The Golden Eagles were

accompanied by Mike Powers,

who is an assistant basketball

coach, on the trip. According to

the interim coach, the playing

conditions were excellent despite

the difficult course. "It was

cloudy and foggy upon arrival,

but by the time play started, the

clouds broke and it turned out to

be a great day," said Powers.

The difficult course caused a

wide variety of scores

contributed by the Clarion

linksters. The best score was

contributed by Brian Fiscus, who

shot an 80. Other scores

included an 83 from Don
Turowski, an 84 from Chris

Brocious, an 85 from Rich

Grafton, and an 89 from Todd

Corbeil. "Some of the more

experienced players had

problems, but the younger

players really came through,"

said Powers.

The Golden Eagle golfers

equaled their 1991 finish at the

Fall PSAC's with another third

place finish, bettering their 1991

output by more than 10 strokes.

Like 1991, the Clarion golfers

improved their standing and

scores throughout the 1992 fall

campaign. Grafton led the team

during the fall by averaging a

team low 81 strokes a match.

Brocious was right behind with

an 81.5 average. Corbeil and

Fiscus both contributed average

scores of 82.5. Turowski

averaged an 83.

The best score on the entire

campaign was a 76, shot once

each by both Grafton and

Brocious. Cornell's best effort

on the season was a 78. Fiscus'

season best was a 79.

The Clarion golf team has

shown a lot of character by

improving throughout the last

couple of seasons. They will be

looking to take another step

forward during the spring 1993

season, with their clubs looking

to catch the elite.

Clarion volleyball team hosts tourney, falls to Cal
by Mike Jewart

Sports Writer

The Clarion University

women's volleyball team did not

have far to travel this past

weekend as they hosted the

Clarion Elite tournament, going

3-1 for a second place finish.

The Golden Eagles hosted

Shaw University in their first

match of the tourney. The

visitors were overwhelmed by

the explosive Clarion offense in

the first game of the match, 15-4.

The second game was even more

lopsided with Clarion winning,

15-2. Finally, in game three, the

women of Shaw University were

able to give the Golden Eagles

some competition. However,

Clarion still prevailed, 16-14, to

take the match. The Golden

Eagles were led by Suzanne

Sheldon, who had eight kills.

Nicole Flambard and Barb

Mel linger added six kills apiece.

Wendy Ellenberger had 22 set

assists. Meghan Kelly and

Flambard led the defense with

nine digs apiece.

Gannon University was

Clarion's next opponent. The

Golden Eagles had already been

on the losing side of three

straight matches against Gannon

in 1992. They came out

scrapping for points in game one

but were not able to get control

of any game as they lost in three

straight games, 15-7, 15-10 and

15-8. The Golden Eagle women

have yet to win a game in any

match against Gannon this

season. Tammi Bills led the

team in kills (five) and digs (16)

for the match. Ellenberger added

15 set assists and 10 digs. Kelly

contributed nine digs in the loss.

The Golden Eagles were

looking to rebound from the loss

to Gannon in their third match of

the tourney. Wisconsin-Portside

stood in their way. Clarion was

playing with fire in their eyes

and exploded for a three game

sweep, 15-4, 15-4 and 15-5. The

defensive effort was unreal, as

four players reached double-

digits in digs. Sheldon led the

team with 17 digs and

Ellenberger added 12 more.

Bills and Jennifer Betters

chipped in 10 digs apiece.

Betters also led the team with six

kills, while Bills added four

more. Ellenberger again led the

team in set assists with 10.

The Clarion women were

fly in '-high again in their fourth

match of the tourney. The

women defeated North Carolina

Central University in three

straight games, 15-4, 15-2, and

15-0. Ellenberger paced the

club, as usual, with 15 set assists.

Kelly and Bills anchored the

defense, as usual, with 10 and

seven digs, respectively.

Sheldon continued her hot play

of late with eight kills, while

Bills and Flambard both had six

kills apiece.

For their weekend effort, the

Golden Eagles finished in

second place. Gannon

University was the overall

winner. Clarion co-captain

Tammi Bills was named to the

All-Tournament team for her

versatile defensive and offensive

performance.

On Tuesday night, the Golden

Eagles travelled to California,

Pa. to take on the rival Vulcans.

The Vulcans remained

undefeated in PSAC-West play

as they dropped Clarion in three

games, 15-4, 16-14 and 15-1.

Ellenberger led the Golden

Eagles with 11 digs. Bills had

nine digs, while Bobbie Simpson

added seven kills.

The Golden Eagles will next

see action at home this weekend

in their annual match against the

Clarion alumni. That match will

take place at Tippin on Saturday

(11 a.m.). The Golden Eagles

will begin a tough slate next

week when they battle PSAC
rival IUP on Tuesday. That

weekend they will visit Gannon

for the Flagship Open volleyball

tournament. Clarion has been

unable to defeat host Gannon in

four matches this season (as

stated earlier) so Clarion will be

pumped. Slippery Rock and

Shippensburg also await Clarion.
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AUTO CARE
Computerized Diagnostics

Major, General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT, JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4624

South 5th Avenue

Clarion. PA 16214

Geo's Pizza and the
University Inn

invite you to the U.I. for

The U.I. will be offering Geo's Pizza by

the slice along with specials on drafts and
pitchers.

Be sure to catch the action on Monday
nights at the University Inn.

See Ya There!!!

$1 .00 OFF
a Large Pizza

delivery only

227-9111

I

I

or
i

Expires 10-31-92 |

$1.50 OFF
a Large Pizza

pick-up only

227-9111
Expires 10-31-92
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Golden Eagle tennis team winding down fall season
by Amy Rae

Sports Writer

The Clarion University

women's tennis team won two

matches last week, defeating Pitt

and Duquesne, before falling to

Bloomsburg over the weekend.

The Golden Eagles defeated

the Pitt Panthers in an aggressive

match, 5-4, last Wednesday.

In singles play, Clarion's #1

seed Shara Wolkomir fell in

straight sets, 4-6, 3-6. The #2

seed, Marianne Martin, lost in a

very exciting match to her

Panther opponent, 6-7 (6-8), 6-2,

6-7 (3-7). The #3 seed, Darcy

Ingham, won in straight sets, 6-

0, 6-2. The #4 seed, Jennifer

Keil won in straight sets, 7-5, 6-

1. The #5 seed, Melodi Dess

won in straight sets, 6-4, 6-1.

The #6 seed, Jennifer Simonsen,

fell to her Panther opponent in a

very difficult match, 4-6, 7-6 (7-

2), 2-6.

Head coach Terry Acker

pointed to the doubles slate as

the key to the victory over Pitt.

"We played outstanding doubles

matches," said Acker. "We won

all three doubles matches to

come from behind."

From the doubles positions, the

teams of #1 seeded Wolkomir

and Ingham, #2 seeded Dess and

Keil and the #3 seeded Simonsen

and Martin all defeated their Pitt

opponents to come from behind

for a 5-4 match victory. Dess

and Keil earned the hardest

victory, defeating their

opponents in three frustrating

sets, 6-7 (4-7), 7-5, 7-6 (7-5).

Coach Acker said that host Pitt

definitely had an advantage with

their indoor, artificial turf courts.

Last Thursday, the Golden

Eagles defeated Duquesne

University by a solid 8-2 count.

Wolkomir continued her solid

play from the #1 position as she

defeated her opponent in straight

sets, 6-2, 6-1. Martin lost her

second match of the week from

the #2 seed for Clarion, 0-6, 2-6.

Ingham also fell in a tough

match, 4-6, 3-6. Keil triumphed

from the #4 position, 6-3, 6-1.

Dess won in the #5 position, 6-3,

6-0. Simonsen fell in the #6

position, 1-6, 1-6.

The Golden Eagles continued

their dominant doubles play by

winning all three matches. The

#1 seeded team of Wolkomir and

Ingham squeaked by with a three

set victory, 6-3, 0-6, 7-6 (7-3).

Both the #2 team of Dess and

Keil and the #3 team of Martin

and Simonsen won in straight

sets.

The Golden Eagles fell over

the weekend to their PSAC-East

opponent, Bloomsburg, by a 6-3

margin.

Wolkomir fell in three sets, 0-

6, 6-2, 1-6. The only Eagle to

win in singles play, Martin

defeated her opponent in straight

sets, 6-2, 6-2. Ingham fell 3-6,

4-6. Keil lost two sets by

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

#1 seed Shara Wolkomir will lead the team into battle today, looking for PSAC honors.

identical 3-6 scores. Dess fell 3-

6, 4-6. Simonsen managed to

win only one game in losing, 1-

6,0-6/
Clarion dropped only one of its

three doubles matches.

"We didn't play well at all,"

said Acker. "Bloomsburg had

their best match of the year. It

may been a combination of our

not playing aggressively and

Bloomsburg being pumped up

for their homecoming that

contributed to the loss."

Senior Marianne Martin's

match against Bloomsburg was

her last match of the season.

Martin has a family commitment

and will not be able to attend the

PSAC Championships taking

place today and tomorrow.

Martin had a tremendous season

and ends the fall 1992 season

with an 8-3 singles record and 6-

1 doubles mark.

Since Martin cannot attend the

conference championships, this

moves every player up one

position in the lineup. "This

definitely makes us underdogs at

the championships," said Acker.

"Fortunately, everyone is excited

and has been playing

aggressively. We're going in

with a positive attitude and are

going to give it everything we

have."

The PSAC Championships are

being held today and tomorrow.

Clarion has an 8-3 overall-

record, 4-2 in the PSAC-West (as

of last Monday). Clarion placed

fourth at the 1991 fall PSAC's.

Cal was the overall winner in a

very close competition.

Clarion University men's basketball sponsors hoop-shoot
by Karen Ruud

Sports Writer

The 1992-93 Clarion

University men's basketball team

sponsored its second annual

Autumn Leaf Festival Three-

Point Shoot-out this past week at

the Clarion County Courthouse

parking lot.

Cost to enter the event is $1

and half of the proceeds will go

to assist the family of Vern

Shingledecker.

Shingledecker, a Clarion

resident, was one of four men

involved in a hunting accident in

which the men were overcome

by propane fumes while staying

at a cabin in southwestern

Quebec.

Two of the four men were

killed in the incident that

Stehle's

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenville, Pa 16254

5x7' space - $21.20 per month

5'xlO' space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122

occurred last May.

Shingledecker is still receiving

medical treatment.

Shingledecker is the father-in-

law of Clarion University

assistant football coach Dave

Katis. Katis was one of the four

individuals that were involved in

the incident. His father, John

Katis, was one of the two men

killed.

The first annual ALF Three-

Point Shoot-out was held last

year during ALF week and half

of those proceeds went to the

Ryan Evans Foundation. Last

year's event raised over $700

with over $350 going to the

family of Ryan Evans to help

pay for medical expenses.

The shoot-out has been held

daily at the courthouse since

Monday. The shoot-out event

will continue tonight from 6 p.m.

to 10 p.m. On Friday, Saturday

and Sunday the event will run

throughout the day beginning

each day at around 9 a.m.

Individuals of any age can

participate. Each entry will have

30 seconds to make as many

baskets as they can. Prizes will

be awarded to winners of each

age group.

Age brackets are broken down

into four age groups for both

males and females. The age

groups are 7-and-under, 8-12,

13-16, and 17 and older. The

winner at their respective age

groups will receive a prize at the

conclusion of the event on

October 18 and a grand prize

will be awarded to the entry who

has made the most three-pointers

overall.

Daily awards have been

presented if a contestant makes a

set number of shots in a row.

The basketball team and

coaches will officiate the event.

INDIRNR SPORTS CENTER

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI4
I \ Check Out Our Autumn Leaf Sale

Oct. 15-18

Clarion Mall 226-9090

Gourmet Deli-Catering-Bakeshop

P. C. Crackers
507 Main St.

Clarion, Pa. 16214
(814)-226-9882

^g&- Extended hours:

8:00 A.M.-11 :00 P.M.

Sunday hours: noon-11:00

From 9PM- 11 PM Ail Menu Items

10% OFF
Free delivery All day everyday
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Sports Opinion - Tall Cliffy predicts:

Eagles ' secondary to stop Rypien
What started out as a joke to

amuse Call readers has now
turned into a serious artecle. I

have gone from obscurity to

notorious fame. I now have

english majors breathing down
my neck (this weeks letter to the

editor on page 3). The two
asailants verbally abused my
abilites as a writer.

Alright, I'm not Woodward
and I'm not Burnstein. Should

that be cause for a linching?

What is so ironic is the fact that

for the past four years that I have

been associated with the Call, I

have seen many gripes by

students of the english

department. What I haven't seen

is one single english major come
into the office and volunteer or

apply for a position with this fme

newspaper. Seems that all they

want to do is bitch. Oh well. . .

its a free country, I guess they

have the right to bitch. Besides,

its not totally my fault. Copy and

Design Editor A.J. Meeker is

sopposed to find my
grammatical errors. . . blame

him.

How many grammatical errors

can you find above, boys and

girls?

Okay, now that I have made
my English friends happy, let's

get on with the predictions:

NFL
Philly at Washington -1 1/2

The Eagles (4-1) suffered their

first loss of the season against a

strong Kansas City squad. The

defense let down their guard and

Dave Krieg entered and

conquered, throwing three

touchdown passes. Randall

Cunningham and company had a

very good game topping the

Chiefs in first downs and were

not far behind in total yardage. It

was the defense that was the

problem. This week should be

different; the top rated Eagle

defense should regroup and stop

the Redskins' offensive attack.

The 'Skins (3-2) had a

tremendous game against the

Broncos on Monday night, but

upset many fans betting on the

O/U. The O/U was 38 and

Washington was threatening to

score again, driving the ball

down, inches from paydirt.

Coach Joe Gibbs decided to

down the ball, letting time run

out on a 34-3 final. Wow! Mark

Rypien had a great game,

throwing for 245 yards and one

TD. But I think the loss at the

hands of KC will waken the

Eagles' secondary. They will not

allow Rypien to perform as well

as Krieg did against them.

Tall Cliffy 's pick: Philly

San Diego at Indianapolis -2

San Diego (1-4) was off last

week. I think they needed the

rest after beating Seattle for their

first win of the season. This team

needs serious help and I don't

think that Bobby Beathard

(Charger GM) has all the

answers. Oh, how San Diego

fans dream of yesteryear, when

Don Coryell, Dan Fouts, Charlie

Joyner and Kellen Winslow still

ruled the NFL air waves.

Indianapolis (3-2) came
through for me in the clutch last

week, but they still blew plenty

of scoring chances to blowout

the Jets. They can't squander the

opportunities this week. If the

Colts offense gives Charger

linebacker Junior Seau (the most

underrated defensive player in

the league) any slim chance of

making a big play, he will. But

hey, maybe the Colts can do it.

Tall Cliffy 's pick: Indy

Houston at Denver +2

The Oilers (4-1) have finally

given Lorenzo White the chance

to carry the ball, and he hasn't

let them down. Last week,

against the Bengals, White

rushed for nearly 150 yards (a

personal best). This will open up

Moon's aerial attack, which

needed the help. After a

disappointing performance

against the Steelers in week one,

DAN ESTADT'S SPORT SHOP
GET YOUR GREEK SUPPLIES HERE

Jackets, Shirts, Caps
Custom Lettering & Embroidery

Our Specialty is

Service. Service. Service

I Main Street, Clarion 226-4871

Moon has since progressed back

to his old self. He threw five

touchdown passes in last week's

win. The only question will be

the defense. They can't give

John Elway time to find his

receivers, and they must keep

him in the pocket. If they don't,

Elway will always find the first

down marker.

The Broncos (4-1) are the

worst-best team in the league.

What do I mean? I mean I can't

believe that they are 4-1. They

are awful. The offense is still the

worst in the league, as seen by

the. humiliating loss to

Washington. Eventually, their

record will show just how bad

this team is. I believe Houston

might be the second in a series of

embarrassments for Denver.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Houston

College

Alabama at Tennessee +1

'Bama (6-0) moved to #5

(CNN/Coaches poll, for all those

curious) after a win against

Tulane and a Penn State loss. To

tell you the truth, I have not seen

this team, but at 6-0, they must

be as good as their ranking.

Tennessee looked past last

week's match against Arkansas

and were thinking about this

game. Arkansas upset the Vols,

25-24. They will be at home for

the 'Bama showdown, which is

definitely a plus for Tennessee.

They can't let their fans or

Coach Majors down two weeks

in a row.

Tall Cliffy 'spick: Tennessee

VU at North Carolina +6 1/2

I read in the USA Today that

Virginia back Terry Kirby, an

integral part of the Cavs'

offense, is out with a shoulder

injury. Without him, I think that

Z/
s"

UVA (5-1) will suffer an upset

loss to the Tarheels. After all,

UNC (4-2) almost defeated a

very talented NC State team.

With the points, I'll take North

Carolina.

Tall Cliffy's pick: : UNC

Syracuse at West Virginia +3

Alright, the Orangemen (4-1)

definitely proved me wrong, last

week, crushing the Rutgers. . .

no, scratch that. I was rudely

informed that it's just plain

Rutgers. Anyway, Syracuse

pummeled Rutgers, 50-28. But

once again, I'm going to show

no faith in the Orangemen.

West Virginia (3-0-2) had a

week off and will be ready for an

explosive Syracuse offense.

WVU should have fans yelling,

"How 'bout them 'Eers?" after

this close game.

Tall Cliffy's pick:: WW
That's all for this week. I

would like to remind readers that

my record is based on the point

spread system. I thought it was

obvious, but apparently, I was

wrong (again, see page 3). I do

encourage you to write and offer

advice or just write to bitch. I

promise not to ridicule you. . .

unless, of course, you're an

English major. Oh, by the way, I

have taken exactly eight English

courses (3 A's, 4 B's and a C).

Maybe Dr. Caesar was right.

Maybe this is a second rate

university. . . I don't think so.

Tall Cliffy's record

6-10-2

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The anonymous Tall Cliffy, adding to his vocabulary.

\ Captain Laomlslnn/Mr.T's/SlH-pac Shop
"Where the Fun Starts and runs

a Block Long!"

Monday

Wednesday

Thurs and Fri

Saturday

14 wings and a pitcher only $5.00! Watch your favorite

football games on our giant T.V. screen! The best seats
in town for the Pirate playoffs!

All the tacos you can eat for only $2.00!. Pitcher

specials til midnight!

The weekend begins! Dance to your favorite jams
every Friday and Saturday with DJ. Franklin!

Special Happy Hour 8-10.

Draft and Pitcher Specials Monday -Friday!

t *

%

Help Wanted
Bed star!!

CLARION HOT TRAX will be

holding VJ tryouts for one female

VJ Tuesday, October 20 at 7:00

p.m. Studio B, Becker Hall.

Will pay for one or two gorgeous

guys to make an "appearance" at a

bachelorette party on October 24.

226-6563

Experienced painters needed.

Prefer those who have some tools

and transportation, part time,

interior/exterior. Leave message.

379-3735.

EARN $2,000 + FREE SPRING
BREAK TRIPS!

North America's #1 Student Tour

Operator seeking motivated

students, organizations, fraternities

and sororities as campus
representatives promoting Cancun

or Daytona Beach!

Call 1-800-365-4654

Attention: National marketing

firm seeks dynamic student clubs,

teams and/or organizations to

participate in a promotion for a

major retailer that is coming to

your campus. Earn big

money—no investment. Call Rick

for more information on this

exciting event. 1-800-592-2121

Ext. 119

$$$$FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!!!
Individuals and student

organizations wanted to promote

SPRING BREAK. Call the

nation's leader, Intercampus

Programs. 1-800-327-6013

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
Earn FREE TRIPS and the

HIGHEST COMMISSIONS!
Cancun, Daytona and Jamaica

from $159. Call Take A Break

Student Travel today!

(800) 32-TRAVEL

TRAVEL FREE! SELL
QUALITY VACATIONS FOR
THE MOST RELIABLE SPRING
BREAK COMPANY! JAMAICA,
CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
MARGARITA ISLAND,
FLORIDA. BEST
COMMISSIONS/SERVICES.
SUNSPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-

7710

Earn $2,000 and free

spring break trips

North America's number one

student tour operators seeking

motivated students, organizations,

fraternities and sororities as

campus representatives promoting

Cancun or Datona Beach
destinations. Call 1-800-365-4654

Sales and Services
GREAT BUY: Lamb-skin,

caramel colored leather blazer.

Size: 12—fits like an 8. Never

been worn—price tag stiH on

(purchased at Crooks Clothing).

Call 764-3690.

For sale: Electric Smith Corona

SL80 typewriter. Good
condition—$75. Price negotiable.

Call Lynn 226-9624.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES. . .$200, 86 VW. .

.$50, 87 MERCEDES. . .$100, 65

MUSTANG. . .$50. Choose from

thousands starting $25. FREE
Information—24 Hour Hotline.

801-379-2929. Copyright #

PAIOKJC

***True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization. Fine

lines and cover ups. Choose from

50 colors. Located in Sligd, PA.

10 miles South of Clarion. Call

for appointments after 5:00 p.m.

358-2715.

DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100

86 BRONCO. . .$50, 91 BLAZER.
. .$150, 77 JEEPCJ. . .$50 Seized

Vans, 4x4's, Boats. Choose from

thousands starting $25. FREE
Information—24 Hour Hotline.

801-379-2930 Copyright

#PAIOKKC

FREE
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

_

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.

Easy! No selling. You're paid

direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE
Information—24 Hour Hotline.

801-379-2900. Copyright

#PAIOKDH

Roommates & Rentals

Needed: female roommate for

spring '93. Furnished two

bedroom trailer located right next

to campus. For more information

please call 226-5449.

Need one or two female

roommates for Spring. Close to

campus! $750/semester. 226-

6563

Desperately needed—one female

roommate for South Street

Apartment. Rent $150/month plus

1/3 utilities. Lease runs until end

of May. Call 227-2521 or 227-

2409.

Two bedroom trailer available

second semester. Prefer three or

four students. Call 365-5455.

Personals
Alpha Chi Rho, The surf was up,

so we came down; Your beach

scene was the best in town. The

popcorn cushioned our hot dance

floor; And jello, we couldn't ask

for more! Thanks for the fun

under the sun!! Love, The Sisters

of Phi Sigma Sigma.

To the Zetas, Happy Founders

Day!! I hope you all have a Great

ALF Weekend !

!

Love, Chris.

Phi Sigma Sigma welcomes

Melina Zocherl and Angie

Daugherty into the Fall '92 Teddy

Bear Pledge Class. We wish you

and the rest of the girls the best of

luck!! Love, Your Phi Sig Sisters

Kurry, Congratulations on

becoming our new sweetheart!

We promise to not make you wear

a penguin uniform even though it

would look "absolutely darling" on

you' Love, Theta Phi Alpha.

Delta Phi Epsilon would like to

welcome back their alumnae. We

miss all of you very much.

Cheerleaders and Dance Team,

Thank you for the mixer. It was

great! Lets do it again this

semester.

DARTH for President

Phi Sigma Kappa announces its

Fall '92 associate members: James

Brunelli, Dominic Bruzzese,

Corey Burns, James Constable,

Micheal Donahoe, Robert Drost,

Nathan Flanagan, Scott Delval,

Fred Haberger, Mark Kinch, Dana

Nastropietro, Gary Nicklas, Kevin

Nulph, Alvin Sallack, Brad

Saltzgiver and David Scappe.

Congratulations and good luck,

fellas!

Delta Zeta, In your jammies you

sure looked fine. You can tuck us

in anytime! Have we ever had

more fun? We can't tell you when!

The Pink & Green army strikes

again! Thanks for an excellent

Pajama mixer. Phi Sigma Kappa.

Hey Scott Shoaf, Have a very

Happy Birthday. Its only a short

drive to get crazy! (Hint) Take it

E-Z. Sigma Phi Epsilon. P.S.

We'll mail you some Sam Adams.

To our neighbors Sigma Chi,

Thanks for the awesome time last

week. Even last minute parties

can be fun! Love, The Sisters of

AST P.S. -Nice Note Boyer!

Theta Phi Alpha would like to

wish our new associate members

the members the best of luck on

your journey towards sisterhood.

Theta Phi Alpha, Sisters are

forever. We need to show this

now more than ever. Remember
what TPA means to you.

Sig Eps - "Swinging into ALF"
with you guys couldn't be better!

Thanks for all your hard work!

Love, the Sisters of AST.

A special thanks to Dawn Bezilla

and Whendy Gahring for their

creativity and patience concerning

our float. You girls are doing a

terrific job! We love you, The

Sisters of AST.

HOT! HOT! HOT!

See You On The Beach

SPRING BREAK 1993

with

CAMPUS GET-AWAYS

^800-2-CANCUN
CALL NOW TO BE A REP AND EARN A FREE TRIP

G.R. Wasn't it.

Congratulations. US

NEAT!

Congratulations on a great season

of tennis to Roxann and Marianne.

Good luck at States! Love, AST.

The sisters of Alpha Sigma Tau

would like to Congratulate Sharon

Grove and Merrilyn Murnyack on

being chosen for Homecoming
Court. We couldn't be prouder of

you girls! We love you!

TKE - The theme didn't stick but

that's okay. We always love

mixing with you anyway. Love, D
PhiE.

Hey Sig Tau Gamma. We love

working on the float with you.

Let's make it a win for year #2.

Love, D Phi E.

Bear, Through the water and the

rain, by the Fire and the Pain; I

know that I will always feel the

same. Tiger

Happy birthday Scott "Shorty"

Shoaf. We hope to see you soon.

From your Sig Ep brothers.

Kappa Theta Phi: Thanks to you,

our letters are here. We hope you

enjoyed the song and the beer, and

hope to see you back next year.

Sig Eps.

PSEA Meeting, Wednesday, Oct.

21st at 7 p.m. in 252 Gemmell.

Guest speaker: Susan Creasap.

Flounder and Brian, Elmo was

taken, the House was shaken. The

shoes were cruisin and we weren't

snoozin. So boys, no more
boozen! Donna, Kimmy and

Snuffy.

Merrilyn and Sharon: Congrat-

ulations on making Homecoming
Court. Good Luck - Love, Monica

Phi Sigma Kappa: Thanks for

sponsoring me during

homecoming. I really appreciated

the support. Love, Valerie.

To the residents of 70 N.5. AVE.-

ALF week is here!! We had better

start getting ready for the CBB!
Should we put a mattress under the

awning? Maybe we should ask

Donny. Have a Great Weekend!

Love, Mik.

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000,00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1 -800-

932-0528, Ext 65.
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From the backpages

Lindros receives rude awakening from Quebec
AP stories compiled by

Jon Q. Sitter

Sports Editor

PA Sports

Lindros visits Quebec

Rookie center Eric Lindros

made his NHL debut on the

Quebec Nordique ice on

Tuesday, only he was wearing

the orange and black of the

Philadelphia Flyers. Lindros

snubbed Quebec after the

Nordiques picked him number

one, overall, in 1991. Refusing

to sign with Quebec, he was

eventually traded to the Flyers

for first-round draft picks in

1993 and 1994, six players and

15 million dollars.

Lindros was led into the stadium

through the back door by extra

security, Monday night for

practice.

The city didn't forget Lindros'

snub. CHIK FM radio, which

broadcasts the Nordiques'

games, urged fans to show up

with baby pacifiers and bibs to

razz Lindros for what they feel

was his spoiled brat approach to

I

**** FourStarPizza

IT'S YOUR CHOICE!

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11 AM- 12AM

Thurs11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

A.L.F. Special
2-16" one-item Pizzas

Only $14.99
EXP 10/31/92
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PIZZA

Dinner
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Only $8.99

PLUS TAX
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plus 4 cups of Pepsi
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the Nordiques' situation. The

station handed out three-

thousand pacifiers at the door.

The pacifiers found there way

onto the ice at times and Lindros

was razzed all night. He barely

seemed phased by all of the

hoopla, though. For the night,

the rookie scored two goals, and

even shrugged off a Nordique

who was looking for a fight.

Why so mad?

The trade with Philadelphia

has changed Quebec from a

listless club, a non-playoff team

for the last five seasons, into one

of the NHL's most explosive

offensive teams - They are 3-0

and have scored 20 goals.

Monday Night debut

Pittsburgh Steelers rookie head

coach Bill Cowher will make

another debut next week - on

Monday Night Football. The

Steelers host the Bengals at

Three Rivers Stadium, in a batde

of two teams that started fast, but

have collapsed of late. The

Steelers have lost two straight

games against teams playing

their back-up quarterback.

Boomer is questionable

The Cincinnati Bengals may be

without their starting QB
Boomer Esiason when they

battle the Pittsburgh Steelers

next Monday. He is listed as

questionable with a severely

bruised passing arm. He took a

helmet just below the elbow in

the fourth quarter, Sunday,

during the Bengals 38-24 loss to

Houston. When Esiason came

off of the field holding his left

arm on Sunday, many of the fans

at Riverfront Stadium cheered.

Finale of WVU - Penn St.

series

The kickoff for the October 24

game between #9 Penn State and

#24 West Virginia has* been

shifted from 1:00 p.m. to 3:38

p.m. to accomodate television.

The game will be the last

scheduled in the 88 year-old

series between the two schools.

The universities say it will be

telecast by ABC. Penn State

leads the series 47-9-2. It is

dropping West Virginia from its

schedule next season, when it

joins the Big Ten.

IF IT ISN'T FUN,
WHAT GOOD IS IT?

gear
MOUNTAIN BIKES

CAMPING

ROCK CLIMBING

INLINE SKATES

KAYAKS

XC SKIING

Stop and talk to an expert about clothing and
footwear that performs like you want it tc5.

Guaranteed.

226-4763 10-6 DAILY

CORNER OF 5TH & WOOD CLARION

*
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College age voters major focus

for presidential campaigns
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

As the election comes down

to the wire, a segment of the

population that has traditionally

been ignored by politicians is

now being courted on the

national scene.

The 18 to 24 year-old age

group, of which only 36 percent

went to the polls in 1988, is

expected to reach 86 percent

participation in this year's

election, according to a survey

by U. The National College

Magazine.

The interest of the college age

voters has varied through the

years. In 1972, the first year 18

year-olds could vote, 49.6

percent participated in the

election, according to U. But by

1988, the percentage had

plummeted by 13.4 points, over

two times the decline in all

American voters in the same

time frame.

"Smart politicians are

refocusing efforts on campus,

especially to bring in a new and

empowered electorate," said

Mike Dolan, field director for

Rock the Vote, a non-profit

organization promoting student

voter registration drives

nationwide, in a College Press

AP photo

Presidential candidates Governor Bill Clinton (L), Ross Perot (C) and President George

Bush laugh October 19 after the conclusion of the third and final debate, held at the

Wharton Center of Michigan State University.

"Both campaigns are reaching

out to young people. There is

anxiety about the future of our

country," said Tony Zagotta,

president of College

Republicans, in article.

"America is in a transitional

period. This election will decide

"Both campaigns are reaching

out to young people.

"

Service (CPS) article.

According to Census Bureau

figures in the same story, 26

million men and women of

college age are eligible to vote,

with about 40 percent of this

population currently registered.

In comparison, approximately

40.7 million people are between

the ages of 25 and 44, with 58

percent registered to vote.

Americans aged 65 years and

older have the highest

percentage registered, at 76

percent.

what path the U.S. will take into

the 21st century."

While both the Republican and

Democratic parties claim to have

the majority of college voters,

the U. poll shows 39 percent of

college students registered align

with the Democratic party, 25

percent registered Republican

and 23 percent reported no party

affiliation.

The three issues of most

concern to college students, the

poll said, were the Job Market,

the environment and the abortion

issue. Closely following were

higher education, economic

growth and health care.

Shots have been fired back and

forth over these issues in the

presidential race.

Some in the Democratic camp

have charged that President Bush

failed as the environmental

president. However, according

to a Newsweek article, that is

only the perception, not the truth.

The article said in his four

years as president, Bush passed

the breakthrough Clean Air Act,

designed to abolish smog in

urban areas; reduced oil

exploration in offshore areas;

increased abolition of CFC's and

enacted protective measures.

The sum of Bush's

environmental accomplishments

exceeds those of the Carter

administration.

Conversely, Republicans have

charged that if Clinton were

elected, he would trade jobs for

conservation. Newsweek said

this is a possibility, but not a

likelihood. Claims that

environmental protection takes

away jobs is hard to justify with

evidence. According to

Newsweek,"Environmental
protection was a growth industry

during the late 1980 s, booming

at 15 percent a year. As many as

a million jobs have been created

in this sector."

In the Pacific Northwest,

center of the Spotted Owl
controversy, the owl protection is

forcing the loss of some jobs, but

more unemployment in the

logging industry is caused by

automation, which has been

assisted by Bush and Reagan tax

helps for capital investment,

Newsweek reported.

H. Ross Perot, the third

candidate for president, has

made virtually no reference to

this issue, said Newsweek, and

has no identifiable record to

evaluate.

Celebrating over 70 years as a student newspaper
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From the back pases

Lindros receives rude awakening from Quebec
,4/* stories compiled by

Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

PA Sports

Lindros visits Quebec

Rookie center Eric Lindros

made his NHL debut on the

Quebec Nordique ice on

Tuesday, only he was wearing

the orange and black of the

Philadelphia Flyers. Lindros

snubbed Quebec after the

Nordiques picked him number

one, overall, in 1991. Refusing

to sign with Quebec, he was

eventually traded to the Flyers

for first-round draft picks in

1993 and 1994, six players and

15 million dollars.

Lindros was led into the stadium

through the back door by extra

security, Monday night for

practice.

The city didn't forget Lindros'

snub. CHIK FM radio, which

broadcasts the Nordiques'

games, urged fans to show up

with baby pacifiers and bibs to

razz Lindros for what they feel

was his spoiled brat approach to
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the Nordiques' situation. The

station handed out three-

thousand pacifiers at the door.

The pacifiers found there way

onto the ice at times and Lindros

was razzed all night. He barely

seemed phased by all of the

hoopla, though. For the night,

the rookie scored two goals, and

even shrugged off a Nordique

who was looking for a fight.

Why so mad?

The trade with Philadelphia

has changed Quebec from a

listless club, a non-playoff team

for the last five seasons, into one

of the NHL's most explosive

offensive teams - They are 3-0

and have scored 20 goals.

Monday Night debut

Pittsburgh Steelers rookie head

coach Bill Cowher will make

another debut next week - on

Monday Night Football. The

Steelers host the Bengals at

Three Rivers Stadium, in a batUe

of two teams that started fast, but

have collapsed of late. The

Steelers have lost two straight

games against teams playing

their back-up quarterback.

Boomer is questionable

The Cincinnati Bengals may be

without their starting QB

Boomer Esiason when they

battle the Pittsburgh Steelers

next Monday. He is listed as

questionable with a severely

bruised passing arm. He took a

helmet just below the elbow in

the fourth quarter, Sunday,

during the Bengals 38-24 loss to

Houston. When Esiason came

off of the field holding his left

arm on Sunday, many of the fans

at Riverfront Stadium cheered.

Finale of WVU - Penn St.

series

The kickoff for the October 24

game between #9 Penn State and

#24 West Virginia has been

shifted from 1:00 p.m. to 3:38

p.m. to accomodate television.

The game will be the last

scheduled in the 88 year-old

series between the two schools.

The universities say it will be

telecast by ABC. Penn State

leads the series 47-9-2. It is

dropping West Virginia from its

schedule next season, when it

joins the Big Ten.
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College age voters major focus

for presidential campaigns
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

As the election comes down

to the wire, a segment of the

population that has traditionally

been ignored by politicians is

now being courted on the

national scene.

The 18 to 24 year-old age

group, of which only 36 percent

went to the polls in 1988, is

expected to reach 86 percent

participation in this year's

election, according to a survey

by U. The National College

Magazine.

The interest of the college age

voters has varied through the

years. In 1972, the first year 18

year-olds could vote, 49.6

percent participated in the

election, according to U. But by

1988, the percentage had

plummeted by 13.4 points, over

two times the decline in all

American voters in the same

time frame.

"Smart politicians are

refocusing efforts on campus,

especially to bring in a new and

empowered electorate," said

Mike Dolan, field director for

Rock the Vote, a non-profit

organization promoting student

voter registration drives

nationwide, in a College Press

AP photo

Presidential candidates Governor Bill Clinton (L), Ross Perot (C) and r^Gtorge
Bush laugh October 19 after the conclusion of the third and final debate, held at the

Wharton Center of Michigan State University.

"Both campaigns are reaching

out to young people. There is

anxiety about the future of our

country," said Tony Zagotta,

president of College

Republicans, in article.

"America is in a transitional

period. This election will decide

"Both campaigns are reaching

out to young people.

"

Service (CPS) article.

According to Census Bureau

figures in the same story, 26

million men and women of

college age are eligible to vote,

with about 40 percent of this

population currently registered.

In comparison, approximately

40.7 million people are between

the ages of 25 and 44, with 58

percent registered to vote.

Americans aged 65 years and

older have the highest

percentage registered, at 76

percent.

what path the U.S. will take into

the 21st century."

While both the Republican and

Democratic parties claim to have

the majority of college voters,

the U. poll shows 39 percent of

college students registered align

with the Democratic party, 25

percent registered Republican

and 23 percent reported no party

affiliation.

The three issues of most

concern to college students, the

poll said, were the Job Market,

the environment and the abortion

issue. Closely following were

higher education, economic

growth and health care.

Shots have been fired back and

forth over these issues in the

presidential race.

Some in uie Democratic camp

have charged that President Bush

failed as the environmental

president. However, according

to a Newsweek article, that is

only the perception, not the truth.

The article said in his four

years as president, Bush passed

the breakthrough Clean Air Act,

designed to abolish smog in

urban areas; reduced oil

exploration in offshore areas;

increased abolition of CFC's and

enacted protective measures.

The sum of Bush's

environmental accomplishments

exceeds those of the Carter

administration.

Conversely, Republicans have

charged that if Clinton were

elected, he would trade jobs for

conservation. Newsweek said

this is a possibility, but not a

likelihood. Claims that

environmental protection takes

away jobs is hard to justify with

evidence. According to

Newsweek,"Environmental

protection was a growth industry

during the late 1980 s, booming

at 15 percent a year. As many as

a million jobs have been created

in this sector."

In the Pacific Northwest,

center of' the Spotted Owl

controversy, the owl protection is

forcing the loss of some jobs, but

more unemployment in the

logging industry is caused by

automation, which has been

assisted by Bush and Reagan tax

helps for capital investment,

Newsweek reported.

H. Ross Perot, the third

candidate for president, has

made virtually no reference to

this issue, said Newsweek, and

has no identifiable record to

evaluate.
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The way I see it

Copy/Design Editor

Leave me alone

in the

mornings
I am not a morning person by

any stretch of the imagination.

One of my staunchest beliefs as

a human being is: people have

the right to stay up until the wee

hours of the morning, arise

moments before a scheduled

class (breakfast and shower

optional) and to go about your

morning business as cranky as a

wild-cat caught in a clothes dryer

because you didn't get enough

sleep the night before.

Number two on my list of

staunch beliefs is: people have

the right to be undisturbed in

their state of the morning

grouchies by cheery, happy-go-

lucky, so darned friendly that

you'd like to choke that smile

right off their beaming faces,

MORNING PEOPLE. Yes, more

dreaded than a second coming of

the black death or another

"Honey I Shrunk the Kids"

movie is the Morning Person to

me.

As I see it, there are different

ways that people deal with

mornings-here defined as those

hours of the day between legal

sunrise and lunch. How a person

deals with the morning

determines which of three

personality categories that he or

she may fall into.

1. Regular People: regular

people are defined as that

segment of the population that is

generally on time and can be up

and running with less than three

cups of donut-shop coffee.

Basically, these are your status-

quo people, covering roughly 3/4

of the worlds population and

who probably would never

knowingly antagonize

personality type number two.

2. People like me: this is a hard-

core category, folks- things will

start to get ugly here, people like

Scott Dillon

me are, thankfully for the rest of

you, rare, but we're out here. I

guarantee that you know a

couple of us. We never make it

to any scheduled class on time

until after 10 a.m., because we

never went to sleep until after 3

a.m. Instead, we were up

studying, chatting about affairs

of state, or out exercising

staunch right number three:

people have the right to over-

indulge in merry making.

Generally our appearance

resembles that of unkempt ogres

{Conl. on pg. 4)

I would like to commend a

certain group of people for their

work during the Autumn Leaf

weekend.

The various police departments

of Clarion were very lenient with

parties hosted by university

students. In fact, I noticed that

police were simply driving

through Clarion, telling

pedestrians to stay off the roads.

They were simply making sure

that no drunk driving disasters

occurred. Very commendable.

The different police

departments handled this*once a

year'festival with great tolerance.

I am not stating that underage

drinking should be condoned by

law enforcement, but the various

officers simply knew that

underage drinking is just

something that happens

everywhere during ALF. They

were more concerned with

saving lives. Very commendable.

Something, however, happened

to me this weekend that still

causes me to feel inferior as a

college student. Saturday

morning I was scheduled to

work in the press box at

Memorial Stadium during the

Golden Eagles' football game. I

had to inform a state trooper of

my business in order to get into

the stadium. This is where my

problem began.

"Well, Mr. Press Box, did you

know that your inspection sticker

has expired?" he asked

sarcastically.

Anyway, he asked me to pull

over. To make a long story short,

I was given a ticket. He made it

sound like he was doing me a

favor when he stated that I was

only being fined two dollars.

However, he had a huge smile on

his face when he handed me the

$61 dollar ticket ($10 E.M.S.,

$30 C.A.T., etc.).

Now, I know that I am wrong.

I deserve the fine. But it is the

way in which the officer

(unnamed to protect those

involved) handled the situation.

He didn't have to call me "Mr.

Press Box." He didn't have to

say I was only getting fined two

dollars.

This is exactly what has

happened during my tenure at

Clarion. It has always been

"Cops vs. Students." Why is

this? Because someone looks to

be between the ages of 18-25,

police think the worst.

Stereotyping someone is wrong,

no matter what the situation is.

So I would like to say to both

parties, respect each other. If you

don't, Clarion might find itself in

a situation similar to what

happened in L.A. last spring.

EADER Responses

t

Wright, Mechling

Step/Itec

9999999
• • • • • « •

Dear Editor-

Freedom of the press is a

concept we, as Americans, think

we enjoy. Disturbingly, that

freedom can be suppressed by

forces of power and influence,

and the fear of reprisal.

There is a story happening

here, on this campus, and yet I

doubt many of you are aware of

it. Coverage of this story has

appeared in the Harrisburg

t
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News-Patriot, the Erie Times

News, the Leader-Vindicator, the

Leader-Times, the Brookville

American, the Oil City Derrick,

and the Clarion News.

As a contributing writer for

this paper, I must now step

outside that position. I submit

this piece as a letter to the editor,

the entire content is of my own

opinion and of previously

published news articles from The

Clarion News. I write this

because the bulk of the story

broke over the summer, while

most of my fellow students were

out of the area.

Clarion University, at one

time, was the base for two state

programs, Pennsylvania Science

Teachers Education Program

(Pa. STEP) and Information

Technology for the

Commonwealth (ITEC). The

director of these two programs

was Dr. Kenneth Mechling, chair

of the CUP Biology department.

Now consider these items:

Pa.STEP/ITEC were

programs administered by

PHEAA, of which, Rep. David

Wright, D-63, is chair of the

board of directors. (Clarion

News, 7-9-92)

An Office of Inspector

General (OIG) report "indicates

the OIG investigation develop

'substantial evidence' that

Mechling as both an independent

contractor and in his capacity as

director of these PHEAA-funded

programs, made, signed and

renewed numerous contracts

with School Science Services

Inc., a company he owns and of

which he is president. This

appears to constitute (an alleged)

violation of the State Adverse

Interest Act . . . which prohibits

state employees such as Dr.

Mechling from benefiting from

programs which they

administer." (Clarion News, 7-

23-92).

David Wright, (D-63) was

the author of the legislation

which created Pa.STEP/ITEC.

Dr. Mechling was a manager

for previous Wright campaigns

for public office. (Clarion News,

7-9-92)

In my opinion, and apparently

in the states' opinion, there are

some conflicts of interest here on

both men's part. But hold on, I

have more for you to consider;

on-going OIG investigations are

studying the following

ALLEGATIONS;

- "Considerable evidence has

been obtained to support the

allegation that political activity

occurred 'within Pa.STEP and

ITEC. A number of current and

former employees have stated

that they participated in a variety

of policical activities in support

of David Wright."' (Clarion

News, 9-23-92)

- "The allegations contend

employees of the two programs

were paid to put up Wright

campaign signs during working

hours and that staff members
were allegedly asked to donate

evening hours to help prepare for

Wright campaign mailings.

(Clarion News, 9-23-92)

- "several current and former

employees have allegedly

admitted 'participating in other

political activity during normal

work hours at Dr. Mechling's

direction. These activities

(allegedly) included circulating

petitions, hanging signs,

producing political materials for

mailings and using Common-
wealth PANET telephones to

solicit votes in support of Rep.

Wright's campaigns.' "The OIG
report also alleges investigators

discovered evidence that PSTEP
and ITEC owned equipment also

used for Wright campaigns. 'A

former Clarion University

Graduate Assistant and employee

in these PHEAA-funded program

areas has admitted that she was

put in charge of a political

compaign project to (allegedly)

support Rep. Wright (allegedly)

at the direction of Dr. Mechling

in 1986. The employee reported

(allegedly) utilizing program area

computers, printers and copy

machines to compile large

volumes of mailings in "Wright

Campaign" letterheads. The

employee (allegedly) was also

responsible for merging PSTEP
and ITEC address information of

participants and staff into a

database for use in mailing of

Rep. Wright campaign materials.'

The OIG report also alleges

former program employees

alleged PSTEP Assistant

Director Bruce Smith and

program area clerk John

McCullough 'utilized normal

work hours to (allegedly) hand

Rep. Wright campaign signs in

the Clarion, PA community.

When interviewed by the OIG
both Smith and McCollough
admitted to this activity, but cited

a verbal makeup time agreement

authorized by Dr. Mechling,

whereby, programs area time

missed for political activity

. during normal working hours

would allegedly be made up

later,' alleges the report.

'McCullough (allegedly) stated

that this makeup time policy

operated on an "honor system"

and admitted that there were no

records reflecting the actual time

spent hanging campaign signs,

or that the time was actually

made up later.'" (Clarion News,

9-23-92)

- "that personnel within the

biology department of Clarion

University (allegedly) utilized

Commonwealth PANET tele-

phones for the purpose of

soliciting votes for Rep. Wright

at the instruction of Dr.

Mechling. A former program

area employee (allegedly)

complained about the

inconvenience of making
telephone campaign calls and

told OIG investigators that the

staff felt that if they refused to

participate in this telephone

campaigning they would be

putting their jobs in

jeopardy."'(Clarion News, 9-23-

92)

"The Attorney General's office

has declined to comment on the

specifics of the investigation, but

has confirmed it is under way."

(Clarion News, 9-23-92)

I think this is a major news

story on this campus. Both Dr.

Mechling and Rep. Wright work

on this campus. Clarion

University is in Wright's 63rd

district. It involves our state's

money. Yet you have, until now,

read nothing about it in this

newspaper. A student-run

newspaper should not operate

under pressure to print only good

PR stories and fluff. If

something involves students,

professors, university policy,

taxpayer money, or possible

wrongdoing by any of the

aforementioned, it should be

published without fear of

reprisals

Power, influence, and lawsuits

are factors that can squelch free

press if left unchecked. DON'T
LET IT HAPPEN. . . DEMAND
TO KNOW WHAT IS GOING
ON AROUND YOU!!

-Rodney Sherman
Soph. Communications.

Editor's note: The Attorney

General's office is still

investigating the case.
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until mid-afternoon because we

are not capable of transmutating

back to our friendly human

forms until 10:30 or 11 a.m. at

the earliest. Needless to say,

speech, if any, is monosyllabic at

best and most likely

unintelligible. Note that this

article is pertinent to over 3/4 of

the world's population because

the lines between regular people

and people like me are not cast

in stone. We all move between

the two categories at times, so

listen up all of you regular

people out there! As the crucifix

is to the vampire or the silver

bullet is to the werewolf, so is

personality type number three to

us.

3. Morning People: the

percentage of the world's

population that is member to this

vile and sinister clan is

unknown: these people are just

too annoying to study. At a

glance, the term "Morning

Person" seems simple enough: a

person who enjoys the morning

and who needs one cup or less of

donut shop coffee to be up and

running. But as read, this

popularly accepted definition of

the term is not all encompassing

and must be expanded.

Dear Editor-

Students- would you like to

save $600 next year? Sure, you

can work some extra hours next

semester, or save the money that

you recieve for your birthday or

Christmas, but there is another

way to save money that is

actually much easier. It is as

simple as writing a letter or

making a telephone call to the

Governer of this great state-

Robert Casey. As you read this

letter the 1993-1994 state system

appropriations request is being

forwarded to the Governors

office for his consideration.

On October 15, the Board of

Governors of the SSHE, which I

am a member, voted on the 1993-

94 appropriations request. In

layman's terms- this is the money

that the 14 state schools needs to

operate in the 1993-94 fiscal

year. To meet its mandatory and

inflationary cost increases the

Board voted on a request of

$783,783,417. Of this amount,

$13,000,000 is a special

component which restores the

3.5% reduction in the system's

base 1992-93 appropriation. The

appropriation will support an

You see, it's not just the sunrise

and a big bowl of grape Nuts

that makes these demons so

jolly, oh no. I have come to the

conclusion that the Morning

Person derives a significant

amount (most?) of their

demented morning pleasure by

antagonizing, in terrorist- like

fashion, everyone in their rose-

scented wake who has the

misfortune of being a Non-

Morning Person.

A typical 8 a.m. attack goes

something like this:

MP: "Hey Scott, how ya doin

buddy? Beautiful Morning isn't

it?"

ME: (spoken through unbrushed

teeth, unshaven beard and with

eyes open barely enough to

avoid being run over by milk

truck) "Arfle-shmarfle...ack-

ack-ack...filfendimple."

MP: "Your're gonna have to

speak up old pal, old buddy, old

chum of mine, because I can't

hear you through your hood.

You've got your sweat-shirt on

backwards."

ME: "I'm fine," I grunt and start

to stagger off in the general

direction of the class I'm already

five minutes late for.

MP: "Oh that's just wonderful!

I'm soooo glad to hear it. It's

soooo nice to see you. It just

made my morning. By the way,

I'm doing 300 hours of

community service next week-

me and some of my buddies are

going to clean up a medical

waste dump and turn it into a

play groundgroum 1 for

underprivileged squirrels in the

area, and I was just wondering if

you would like to help and ...hey,

where are you going? Wait up!

Hey, come back... Don't run so

darn fast! Well at least have a

nice day! (Then laughing

demonically, he speaks to

himself) Heh-heh-heh-heh-

heh...Boy did I ever get him

good! I thought he was going to

be violently ill when I mentioned

community service! It's too bad

that I didn't make him vomit,

then I would've been able to

carry on today without

emotionally battering anyone

else but hey, you win some, you

lose some. ( Then to the next

poor vititm) Hey Jeff. How ya

doin old buddy, old pal of mine?"

And so the beat goes on and on

and on, seemingly ad infinitum.

Well darn it. I'm sick of it!

Something must be done to stop

this primeval, torturous abuse!

Letters. .

.

(ConL from pg. 2)

increase of $49,141,823 or 6.93%

over 1992-93s planned

expenditures. If the state does

not appropriate the money that is

needed it could mean a $600

tuition increase next year.

You might wonder how your

letter or phone call will help. If

500 students from Clarion, 500

students from Edinboro and

every other state school sends

500 letters maybe- just maybe

Governor Casey will realize that

students in the Commonwealth

and especially within the State

System of Higher Education, are

concerned about their education.

The president of the National

Association of Independent

Colleges and Universities could

not have said it better, "We've

simply got to do a better job of

getting people to understand the

investment in education has a

greater payoff than almost

anything else we could do in our

country." Wake up Clarion!

Voice your opinions now! It is

never to early to start planning.

Please stop by the Student

Senate office or feel free to

contact me if you have any

questions or if you would like to

get involved.

Monica Douglas is a

Member ofBoard ofGovernors

State System ofHigher

Education

CESSNAS NEW YORK
CONNECTION
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10% DISCOUNT for Students and Staff!
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Sun. 12-5 ph. #226-6680

Trying to talk sense to these

weirdos is about as productive as

trying to gain legislation for an

open-season/no bag limit varmint

season on them. I suppose that I

will have to resort to begging.

So to all of you Morning

People out there: (I'll try to be

rather civil as I am writing this at

2 a.m., my friendly time of the

day) please, please, in the name

of all that is not so holy but

occurs before 10 a.m. leave me

the heck alone. Please! If you

should see me staggering across

campus looking like something

the cat dragged in, make way! I

am undoubtedly late for class and

have no time to exchange verbal

pleasantries with you. Gun-shots

yes. Verbal pleasantries never! If

I look cranky in class, don't you

dare say, "Smile!" If I were lo see

you getting taken out by a pit-

bull, OK, but otherwise you're

just asking for trouble. And
heaven help you if you say to me,

"My aren't you just a wee bit

cranky this morning. Did you

wake up on the wrong side of the

bed or did you just forget to take

your happy pills?" I don't even

want to talk about the

consequences of that one. And
hey, any time after 10 a.m., I'll

be more than glad to shoot the

breeze with you and be a

wonderfully polite and articulate

human being (well, most of the

time anyway).

I guess that I can give all of

you Morning People out there

the benefit of the doubt. Perhaps

you are not the vindictive little

troglodytes that I think you arc,

but rather you are just a little

misdirected with your morning

mirth. You may think the rest of

us are as overjoyed to see 8 a.m.

roll around as you are. Well, let

me be the first to enlighten you

and suggest how people make

me feel. Getting up for an 8 a.m.

class is only somewhat less

amusing than spending the

morning in the electric chair, and

that you "wake up" (ha-ha-ha).

You should leave those of us

who are obviously still semi-

comatose the heck alone.

Well, it's now 2:45 a.m., and

my article is finally done. I'm

going to get some sleep now
because I have to get up for an 8

a.m. class. I will see you all

tomorrow. Goodnight, and bear

in mind what you have

read.. .Please!

Scott Dillon is ajunior

Communication Major.

Editor's note: The Clarion Call would like to acknowledge Mr.

Clare Heidler and Mr. Dave Fagan for their rapid response to last

week's Call editorial. Although it is still warm in the Call office

in the evenings, we appreciate the attention to the pro-blem.

We would also like to note that the repairman in last week's issue

was a contractor, not a maintenance man of the university

EXTRA VALUE MEALS!
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
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$2.99 TAX
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#
Ak Two Cheeseburgers
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$3.15 TAX

#5
Double

Cheeseburger

Lg.Fry
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Rally" questions politicians

by Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

On September 28, 1992, the

candidates for Pennsylvania state

senator and representative were

given a questionnaire asking

whether they would support

amendments to Act 108. They

were also asked whether or not

they would vote for a $12,000

per year increase in legislation

salaries.

Dr. Robert W. Barrickman,

leader of a Clarion

headquartered coalition called

Rally, devised the questionnaire.

During a public rally held on

August 9, 1992, Barrickman

asked Senator Tim Shaffer to file

legislation to amend Act 108.

Shaffer agreed to the legislation.

The amendment changes would

ensure proper health, safety and

welfare, quality air and water to

citizens, wildlife and aquatic life

if waste incinerators were placed

in the destinated areas in

Pennsylvania.

The exisiting Act 108 does not

protect animals and humans

from being contaminated from

heavy metals and many other

poisons. Many animals are free

to go in and out of the hazardous

waste sites. The animals would

be contaminated game for those

who hunt wildlife.

The second question asked

whether or not state senators and

representatives would vote for a

$12,000 per year increase in

legislator's salaries.

Barrickman said, "We mailed

questionnaires to all the

candidates for state senator and

representative for the purpose of

polling politicians on voting

themselves another raise in

salary."

Barrickman emphasized,

"Taxpayers can't afford any

more tax burdens, especially in

these trying economic times. The

legislators must be held

accountable by their voting

constituents."

Of the 445 questionnaires

mailed to candidates, a total of

77 completed questionnaires or

replies were received by October

12. Candidates were asked to

mail their completed

questionnaires by October 7.

Of the 196 questionnaires

mailed to incumbent candidates,

only 14 completed the

questionaires and a total of 249

questionnaires were mailed to

challengers. They accounted for

77 completed questionnaires

received.

Barrickman said, "It is clear a

large percentage (93%) of the

incumbents avoided answering

the questionnaire. Voters should

consider holding them

accountable at the election polls

in November."

Barrickman added, "Now the

voter, especially the undecided

voter, has more criteria to

determine how he or she will

vote because two top issues have

been addressed in the

questionnnaire."

"I had hoped the legislature

would convene before November

to pass Senator Shaffer's Senate

Bill 1951, so we could hold the

politicians accountable at the

November election ballot box.

However, we obtained the

candidate's pledges to vote

against increases in salaries and

to vote for certain amendments

to Act 108," said Barrickman.

The results of the questionnaire

were made available to general

assembly, conservation and

outdoor organizations

throughout Pennsylvania, the

news media and other concerned

organizations.

This was for the purpose of

informing the public of the

results before the November
general election.

Barrickman was defeated in his

quest for the Republican

nomination for state

representative in the 63rd district

by Fred Mcllhattan in this past

spring's primary elections.

Some respondents to the

survey answered with

explanations, neither a yes or no.

^ |^W'':v ^"' v^:;'.::?

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Dr. Robert Barrickman, head of a local group known as
"Rally," questioned politicians about their actions.

SCJ initiates new members
by Ray Henderson

Photography Editor

Clarion University's chapter of

the Society for Collegiate

Journalists (SCJ) held their

annual initiation banquet on

Thursday, October 15, at the

Holiday Inn in Clarion.

Opening remarks were given

by the student president of

Clarion's SCJ, Michelle Sporer,

who is also editor-in-chief of the

Call.

The first speaker was the

chapter advisor, Ms. Susan

Hilton. Hilton said that now is a

critical time for all jounalists,

due to the negative image of

journalists in the eyes of the

public. She also pointed out the

fact that most news coverage in

the United States now focuses on

domestic rather than

international news.

"Since we are moving towards a

more international society,"

Hilton said, "we should stress

internationalism in the news we

cover."

Hilton also stated that most

people today want to hear "news

that is useful rather than news

that is important," using Ann

Landers' syndicated column as

an example.

"I notice a disturbing lack of

interest in issues that you, as

citizens, must deal with," she

said.

The keynote speaker for the

evening was Mr. Arthur Barlow,

national executive director of

SCJ.

"This is the best of times and

the worst of times for this

organization," said Barlow, "and

we need to enlist your aid to

shore up this organization. . . and

get the Clarion chapter on line."

Barlow went on to speak of

some of the organizations that

SCJ is involved with on the

national level and what they do.

First, he spoke about the

Society of Professional

Journalists, which is a national

organization for working

journalists. According to

Barlow, the Society for

Professional Journalists will

accept members of SCJ after

they graduate, provided that they

are working within the field of

journalism. SCJ advises them

annually about graduating

members. Barlow says that this

helps to "pipeline SCJ members

into the professional Society."

He then talked about the

Student Press Law Center, which

advises student journalists across

the nation as to what can be

printed or broadcast without fear

of legal repercussion. He said

the Center is a valuable aid to

student journalists, due to their

"front-line" approach and easy

accessibility.

"At the Student Press Law
Center," said Barlow, "every

student journalist has a lawyer

on retainer. If you ever have any

quavers, any doubts, any

worries, call them."

He produced a copy of the

Report, the Center's quarterly

national publication, which

included the results of a libel suit

brought against the Clarion Call

by former Athletic Director

Richard Besnier.

With the help of the Student

Press Law Center, the Call was

able to have the case dismissed

from court. "Fear of litigation

has had a chilling effect on the

press," he commented.

Finally, Barlow mentioned the

First Amendment Congress, an

organization which was formed

to interpret and defend the rights

given to Americans in the First

Amendment to the Bill of

Rights.

SCJ is currently an associate

member, with hopes of moving

up to the rank of full voting

member.

After his speech, Barlow

presented a plaque to Inez Baker,

a retired Clarion faculty member,

who has been an active helper

with Clarion's SCJ chapter.

Following dinner, the initiates

stood to recite the initiation

pledge of the SCJ, led by chapter

vice-president Gara Smith.

Clarion's SCJ officers for this

year are: Michelle Sporer,

president; Gara Smith, vice-

president; Debbie Huffman,

secretary; and A.J. Meeker,

treasurer.
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Democrat and Republican platforms

by Mike Buser

News Writer

As free individuals in a

democratic society, we have the

power to enact change through

our vote on election day. The

following is a brief synopsis of

both the Republican and

Democratic platforms, as well as

what George Bush and Bill

Clinton personally feel they can

do for this country.

The budget, economy, trade

and jobs.

Republican:

* Tax rate reductions as the

deficit is reduced.

* Cutting government

spending to reduce the deficit

* Reliance on entreprenuers,

free enterprise and deregulation,

rather than government

intervention, to achieve growth.

* Expanded international

trade through the North

American Free Trade Agreement

and completion of a world trade

agreement.

* Support of a monetary

policy that maintains low

inflation and interest rates.

Democrat:

* Stop tax breaks for

corporations that ship American

jobs overseas, along with

incentives to those who invest at

home.
* Wealthiest 2 percent will

have to pay their fair share of

taxes, but the middle class will

get relief. Those on welfare will

get training and health and child

care, but after two years, they'll

have to go to work.

* Free enterprise that spurs

both public and private

investment.

The Call would like to

apologize for errors in

the Oct 8 and15 issues.

SSHE's Chancellor

should have been

identified as James H.

McCormick, in "SSHE
answers questions."

In "Cheerleaders up in

the.rarr over funding,"

Jamie Bero and Jamie

Johnson are the co-

advisers for the

cheerleaders, not Lara

Reisch.

The Call apologizes.

* Investing more in

transportation, environmental

technologies, defense

conversions of money to

research, education and training

and a national information

network.

* Tackle spending by

eliminating unproductive

programs, achieving defense

savings and controlling soaring

health care costs.

Ftmily values, education,

health care

Republican:

* Endorse policies that

strengthen family finances and

keep families together.

* Support child care tax

credits.

* Outline reform to revitalize

American schools; and promote

measures to make higher

education and training more

affordable.

* Commit our nation to

finding an AIDS cure, starting

with an increase in research and

treatment funds.

Democrat:

Funding of Head Start to

prepare every child for school.

* Guarantee that working

Americans can stay at home to

care for a newborn or sick

relative.

* Give Americans the chance

to borrow money for college, in

return for serving their

communities.

* Tough national standards

for K- 12 education.

Individual rights, good

homes, safe streets

Republican:

* Stronger enforcement of

child support laws.

* Reforms to require welfare

recipients to work.

* Elimination of legal

loopholes that let criminals go

free.

* A $5000 tax credit for first-

time home buyers.

* Enforcement of civil rights,

'

Clarion Area Jaycees /A

Haunted Barn M
October 18th-October31st^J

Open 7-10 pm Weeknigrte

7-11 pmFri.&Sat.

Located at Clarion

County Park^^
Adults $2.50 4^7"

* 12 and under $150

not quotas.

* Right to life of unborn

children.

Democrat:

* 100,000 new police officers

on the streets.

* Reduce demand for drugs

by increasing treatment and

education.

* Stronger sentences for

criminals who use guns.

* Confronting homelessness

by renovating, preserving and

expanding the stock of

affordable low income housing.

* Fair lending, indexed

minimum wage, and an end to

welfare rules that encourage

family breakup and penalize

individual initiative (the $1000

limit on personal savings).

Foreign Policy and National

Defense

Republican:

* Redefine our leadership in

the post-cold war era: collective

engagement.

* North American Free Trade

Agreement.

* Opposition of an

independant Palestinian state

until the PLO abandons

terrorism.

* Deployment of effective

global ballistic missile defenses.

* Calls for accounting of the

fate of POW/MIA in southeast

Asia.

Democrat:

* A survivable nuclear force

to deter any conceivable threat.

* Conventional forces shifted

to areas where our vital national

interests are threatened.

* Superiority of our military

personnel and technology.

* Focus on averting military

threats as well as meeting them.

* Strong sanctions against

governments that violate

international restraints.

* A comprehensive test ban

to stop the spread of nuclear

weapons to other countries.

Wise Use of Our Land and

Resources

Republican:

* The president's National

Energy Strategy.

* Development of renewable

energy sources.

* Market incentives to protect

the enviomment.

* Reject the notion that

elected officials make better

farm managers than farmers

themselves.

* Urges that congress be

accountable for approving

endangered species recovery

plans that cost jobs.

Democrat:

* Limit on carbon dioxide

emissions.

* Finding replacements for

CFC's and other ozone depleting

substances.

* Protect the planet's

biodiversity and preserve its

forests.

* Encourage developing

nations to preserve their

enviornmental heritage.

* Greater family planning

efforts.

This is only a brief synopsis of

each party's respective platform.

For more information call the

Republican and democratic

parties at the following phone

numbers:

* Republican Party 717-234-

4901

* Democratic Party 717-238-

9381

Kari Ambrass/Clarion Call

New maintanence was completed over the summer and

during the semester on campus and in C.U.P. buildings.

An excellent example is landscaping around Carrier Hall.
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Outside Clarion

Some stores stop sales of smokes

* »

r

compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

from the AP service

State

Pharmacies go

cold turkey

Health officials in

Montgomery County are praising

six pharmacies that heve halted

the sale of cigarettes in their

stores for health reasons.

The awards by the department

were made in conjunction with

the county medical society and

pharmaceutical association.

The Pennsylvania Medical

Society last year made similar

awards to 61 pharmacies.

Police accuse man
of stealing $37,000

Police in suburban Pittsburgh

are accusing a Beaver County

man of stealing $37,000 in cash

from an unoccupied home and

spending most of it.

Robert Buerkle of Conway is

incarcerated at the Allegheny

County Jail on charges of auto

theft, theft, burglary and

receiving stolen property

He was arrested Monday night

after a high-speed chase near

Pittsburgh International Airpoit.

Police say Buerkle stole the

money from a home in Marshall

Township, a Pittsburgh suburb,

during the last week of

September.

Prison to be built in Philly

The state is giving the city of

Philadelphia more than $34
million dollars to build a

thousand-bed prison in northeast

Philadelphia. Although the

money is less than half the

amount the city needs for the

prison, so many counties have

applied for grants that the state

had to pro-rate the available

funds.

City officials say they are

making up the difference with

funds from a bond issue.

Construction of the prison

started about a month ago. The

money is part of the $200
million grant program put into

effect.

National

Documents may solve

MIA mysteries

Government sources say U.S.

offioials have gained access to

previously secret documents that

may contain the key to the fate

of Americans missing in the

Vietnam War. Thousands of

photographs are said to be

among the documents that

intelligence officials are

examining. Officials said they're

searching for clues to what

became of servicemen who were

captured or killed in the war.

EPA says lead high

in many water systems

An Environmental Protection

Agency survey suggests one

water system in every five has a

high amount of lead in it.

A test of 660 of the nation's

largest water systems found high

levels in 130 systems in 26

states, but E.P.A. administrator

William Reilly said there's no

need to panic.

Reilly said the samples were

taken right after the faucet was

turned on. Most experts say you

can cut down on the lead threat if

you let the water run for a

minute to clear out what's been

sitting in the pipes for a long

amount of time.

»

Hi,Daddy!
Please send plastic

n

so I can buy a computer from Digital

o
to help me with my schoolwork. My physics instructor Tj

,
h suggested I look into

getting one . He says it's a real value

as a word processor for English literature

engineering class

for the money. I can use it

, as a CAD/CAM platform for

or as a spreadsheet for economics

crank up my GPA in no time . Say hi to Grandpa

DESIGNER .$60-
SHAMPOO .

KfeSSl- It's sure to

. Hugs and kisses.

Toodles. Oh by the way, all the smart kids on campus already have one. QUeJuUE

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT THE CLARION STUDENT ASSOCIATION, UNIVERSITY BOOK CENTER.
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Student charged
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

A Clarion University student

has been charged in a case

involving damage done to a

Public Safety vehicle in the early

evening on September 26.

Daniel A. Stoner of Mt. Joy

Pa. has been charged with three

counts of criminal mischief and

one count each of institutional

vandalism and theft by unlawful

taking or disposition.

He faces a preliminary hearing

before Clarion District

Magistrate Tony Lapinto on

October 28.

The charges stem from an

incident during which Stoner

allegedly smashed the right front

window of the car, ripped the

glovebox from the interior, broke

a gearshift knob, damaged a

police radio, removed a police

hat and portable breath test

device from the vehicle and then

apparently spit throughout the

interior of the car.

The police hat and breath tester

were allegedly found in Stoner's

room and turned over to Clarion

Borough Police Chief Robert E.

Shaffer by friends of Stoner's.

Witnesses also identified Stoner

as the alleged culprit.

In addition to damage to the

Public Safety car, Stoner is also

charged in cases of damage to

private property close to the area

of the vandalism to the car. „

A private residence in the

general vicinity was allegedly

"trashed" and a three rail fence

was damaged.

In a telephone conversation

with Chief Shaffer last week, he

said alcohol played a major role

in this case.

Stoner and two friends

allegedly drank a large amount

of beer and then consumed an

entire bottle of Southern

Comfort bourbon on the night of

the occurence.

Shaffer feels the incident would

have never happened if not for

the alcohol.

Swimming and Diving team

assistant coach Mark VanDyke

said Stoner is suspended from

the team pending the outcome of

the case.

Public Safety officer Sargeant

Larry Eisenman had left the car

on Thorn Street, next to Becker

Hall at approximately 5:45 p.m.

to conduct a building check and

returned at approximately 6:15

p.m. to discover the damage.

Damage to the patrol vehicle

was estimated at 700dollars, but

Dr. Ron Martinazzi, director of

Public Safety estimated that after

the addition of damage, labor

costs and replacements the figure

will come in at closer to, $1000

Clarion borough police were

called in to assist in the

investigation at the request of

Sgt. Eisenman and the

Pennsylvania State Police also

responded to the scene in order

to process additional evidence.

Don't forget to

VOTE!
on November 3

Fred McILHATTAN

Cares About the Clarion

University Community

• Graduate - Clarion University, Class of 1971

• Past President - Clarion University Foundation

• Member - Clarion University Council of Trustees

Elect

Fred
McILHATTAN

A Man of Hie People

State Representative - 63rd District

Paid for by Citizens for McILHATTAN

The Herald-Harry J.

Hartman, a reporter for The

Daily Herald, has been named

General Manager of the paper

by Publisher George Sample.

Hartman is a 1992 graduate

of Clarion University where he

served as editor-in-chief and

managed the financial aspects

of the student newspaper.

In addition, he served as

radio news director of WCUC-
\M in Clarion and has worked

as a reporter for The Corry

Journal in Corry, Pa. and The

Chautaquan Daily in

Chautauqua, NY.

"Despite his youth, Harry

already has a great deal of

experience in the newspaper

field," Sample said. "His new

responsibilities will bring full

management of The Herald

back to Tyrone."

"During the past year many

facets of the newspapers, once

centralized in Huntingdon,

have been returned to Tyrone

to give the staff full control of

the newspaper," Sample said.

"The naming of Hartman

returns full control of the

newspaper to the Tyrone

office."

"I am very pleased to have

this opportunity to work with

the people of this area,"

Hartman said. "The Herald

has a seasoned staff of good

people who work hard to

produce a good local paper.

We will be building upon

those strengths to make it

even better," he said.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the week of October 12 through

October 18.

A female student reported that on September 24, at around 10:00

p.m., she was walking on Wilson Ave. when two intoxicated males

attempted to harass her. The female student allegedly kicked one male

in the groin and ran from the scene. The female was unable to

identify the actors.

At approximately 9:00 p.m. on October 12, a male was dressing in

the locker room of Tippin Gym when another male-attempted to make

unwanted advances toward the individual. No contact was made. The

unknown actor was described as a white male, approximately six feet,

one or two inches tall, at least 220 pounds, with dark hair that is

receding on the left. He was casually dressed. The incident is under

investigation.

Two resident students were cited on October 14 for minors

possession while attempting to take beer into Wilkinson Hall. Their

parents will be notified and the students will be turned over to Student

Affairs for violating university policies on alcohol.

The resident director of Campbell Hall, James Johnson, reported

that three hallway rugs were stolen within the last week. Taking of

the rugs consi lutes theft of state property.

At approximately 1:00 a.m. on October 18, a student from Campbell

Hall was summoned outside via a phone call and was punched several

times and knocked to the ground. Another student was cited for

aggravated assault and disorderly conduct.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.
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Features

Clarion University, meet your queen
by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

Being named homecoming
queen in high school is a dream

come true for most young girls.

Being named homecoming
queen in college, where votes are

casted based on anything from

popularity to strictly looks, is

sometimes hard to imagine.

Mamie McMluskey, a 22-year

old senior Psychology major has

had the best of both worlds. She

was recently crowned 1992
Homecoming Queen of Clarion

University, while, in 1987, she

received the same honor as

Homecoming Queen of Grove
City High School.

"It felt great that so many
people voted for me. It was

between so many girls that I was

just excited to have made it on

court. I have to thank Sigma Phi

Epsilon for sponsoring me.

They're a great bunch of guys."

Marnie is the daughter of

Nancy Gwinn and William

McCluskey, and the sister of

Michael McCluskey, all of

Grove City.

While attending Grove City

High School, Marnie was
involved in many activities

including: student council, class

secretary, track, volleyball, Key

Club, marching band and concert

band.

While a student at Clarion

University, Marnie is an active

member of Sigma Sigma Sigma,

where she served on executive

board as secretary. In addition to

the sorority, Mamie is a member
of the Psychology Club.

Expecting to graduate in May
1993 with a Bachelor of Science

degree in Psychology, Marnie
plans to further her education

someday in graduate school.

"My career goal is to be a high

school psychologist. I plan to

get my master's degree, but not

right away. I need a year or two
off from school because right

now, I'm just too burned out."

Homecoming queen was
announced last Thurday night at

the Homecoming Dance that was
sponsored by University
Activities Board.

"It was so loud at the dance

that I didn't even hear my name

announced. My boyfriend

leaned over to kiss me and said,

'Congratulations, honey,' and

that's when I knew."

Later in the week, Mamie was

crowned Homecoming Queen
during half-time of the football

game on Saturday.

"To be honest, I wish crowning

could've taken place at the

dance. There was so much more

excitement there."

Mamie was certainly not alone

during the game. Three other Tri

Sigma's were her attendants, and

her boyfriend, Jason Grey, a

Clarion alumni, was her escort.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The 1992 Homecoming queen Marnie McCluskey, here after being crowned with her escort
and boyfriend Jason Grey. To Marnie, being crowned queen is no new feat, since she also

won in high school.

"I have had overwhelming

support from friends, family, Tri

Sigma, Jason and the Loomis.

I'm also very proud of my
sorority sisters, Andrea

Maitland, Sandy Kane and

Shelly Eisenman. It's a great

memory that we all shared

together."

When asked about the one

particular memory of the past

week, Mamie commented, 'The

parade was a blast! I'll never

forget how many people

cheered."

AASU schedules diversity conference
by Eric Jones

Features Writer

All across the nation, colleges

and universities have become

concerned about "Cultural

Diversity." Clarion University is

no exception to this fact.

Since many schools have

launced campaigns to increase

awareness of cultural diversity,

many student find themselves

looking at the phrase "Cultural

Diversity" and not interpreting

it's definition in a unified

manner.

This is one problem, that the

AASU (African American

Student Union) president, Ralph

Godbolt hopes for students to

discuss during the 1992 Clarion

University "Striving to Acheive

a Multi Cultural University"

Conference.

The conference will be held on

Saturday, Oct, 24 in the Hart

Chapel. It will give CUP
students a chance to openly

discuss cultural diversity as it

pertains to Clarion's campus.

Many different campus
organization will be represented.

Among them are STAR (Student

Together Against Rape), Delta

Sigma Theta Sorority, Student

Senate and Kappa Alpha Psi

Fraternity among others. Also

scheduled to attend are faculty

members from various

professional backgrounds. They

are Dr. Jean Rumsey

"The AASU
has committed

itself to

cultural

diversity"

(Psychology), Dr. Robert Girvan

(Psychology), Dr. John Ernissee

(Geography/Earth Science) and

Minority Recruitment Officer,

Ms. Gemma Otway.

All those who attend will have

the oppurtunity to participate in a

panel discussion. Topics of

these discussions will include

education in a multi-cultural

society, African American Greek

life on a predominantly white

campus, homosexuality, women
studies curriculum and cultural

diversity in general from a

student's perspective.

This particular conference is a

major effort in obtaining the

AASU's major goal. "The
AASU has committed itself to

cultural diversity," says Godbolt.

Moreover the optimistic AASU
president hopes that "This

conference will give minority

students a better understanding

of different campus groups and

organizations. Equally Godbolt

hopes that majority of students

gain a better understanding a

cultural diversity in general."

Godbolt also states that the

AASU is seeking to diversify

itself, hoping to get more
majority students involved in

their organization.

This conference symbolizes

the willingness of the AASU to

work with other organizations on

campus.
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Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

This year's parade featured a variety of fldats. Various on- and off-

campus groups put many hard hours of work into creating these visual

masterpieces.

It. I.

*

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

Many high school bands were in the

parade this year. Here, a cheerleader

from Clarion-Limestone High School

"does her thing" for the crowd.

he Clarion Call - 10-22-92- Page 11

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The

King

is

ALIVE!!

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

*

ri

t>

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

The Autorama, ALFs annual car show, is always a favorite. Collectors and

car buffs come from all over to show off their hot rods under the golden

leaves of Clarion.

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

ALF always has a lot for the kids. This year

featured the "We Care Hair" rabbit (top) and pony

rides (bottom), among many other things.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Student Senate President Brian Hoover, always ready to

ham it up for the camera, strikes a pose while V-P

Andrea Cathcart looks on.
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by Chuck Sheperd

-Three high school students

were expelled in Tokyo in

August for smoking in school.

As teachers were on their way to

the boys' homes to explain the

expulsions to the parents, the

three boys and their fathers

intercepted them in the street and

pummeled them, fracturing one

teacher's jaw and injuring the

others.

-In Pierre, South Dakato, in

July, Methodist minister

Reverend Wally Walton was
charged with several child sex

offenses, along with his wife,

their adopted twin daughters and

a son-in-law.

-A Virginia regional park

organization received its new
special-order conference table in

June from Chas. G. Stott and

Company office supply firm,

except that the 20-foot-by-5-foot

table had somehow been

manufactured to 20 inches by 5

feet.

-In July in Odgen, Utah, a

Japanese college exchange

student, angry that a Baskin-

Robbins store had just shut its

doors for the evening and would

not serve him, suffered a

laceration on his buttocks when

he pressed too hard on the

window while mooning the

store's employees.

-A pastor and two members of

his Zion Christian Church near

Johannesburg, South Africa,

drowned in August in a baptism

accident. The pastor and his-

subject slipped during a dunking,

and the third man died trying to

rescue them.

-In August, Mark Robert

Bullard, 28, died after being

beaten by several bowlers at the

Earle Brown Bowl in Brooklyn

Center, Minn., following an

altercation over whether another

bowler had used his ball.

-In June, a New York court

threw out a high school student's

lawsuit against two classmates

for having given him a "flat tire"

(stepping on the heel of his shoe)

because the boy was not sure

which of the two actually

stepped on the shoe.

-Thomas Greer filed a lawsuit

in Fargo, N.D., in August against

a local sheriff's deputy for

failing to arrest Greer one

evening two years ago after he

stopped him for DUI. A half-

hour after the deputy let him go,

Greer drove his truck off the

road and seriously injured

himself.

-Stephanie Washington-Bey

filed a $150,000 lawsuit in

Baltimore in September against

the Hardee's fast-food chain for

selling a "defective product."

Washington-Bey said the

Hardee's tea was so hot, it

burned her lip and caused her to

spill it on her leg, resulting in

second-degree burns.

-A pedestrian recently won a

$600,000 judgement against

Metro (the Washington, D.C.,

transportation authority) after

being hit by a bus, despite the

fact that he was drunk at the time

and partying on a public street in

a Batman costume. For the

entire duration of the trial, the

man's lawyer was able to

suppress from the jurors' ears

another fact about his client: At

the time of the collision, for

some reason, he was wearing a

condom.

-Police in State College, Pa.,

charged a 19-year-old woman
with provoking a riot on Beaver

Street early on Sunday morning

in June. A crowd of more than

1,000 people had gathered to

watch through a window as the

woman and her male companion

undressed. The crowd later

became unruly, and the woman,

Elizabeth Ann Apinis, was

captured.

-Recent Sports Names: Baylor

University football player Hunter

H. Hunter. (The "H" stands for

Hunter.) Member of a medal-

winning U.S. Olympic rowing

team: Anna Banana Seaton of

Watertown, Mass.
i

-(C) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate

WCUC displaying new bands with Breakthrough Rock Showcase
by Denise R. Bump
Features Writer

Have you ever wonderd where

Van Halen, Poison, Bon Jovi or

scouting talented bands and
promoting their music. This

show airs Friday evenings from

9:00p.m. to midnight and

features unsigned Rock bands

never know." White states.

Fisher continues on to say "It

might not happen next year but

we're going to keep trying."

These comments reflect the

entire purpose of "Breakthrough

Rock Showcase", which is to

promote new unsigned bands to

aid in their efforts to enter the

professional world. When asked

what types of bands have been

promoted Chad immediately

responded, "It's everything from

alternative rock to thrash

metal," Natalie chimed in, "This

is something you'r not going to

get to hear just anywhere, it's

something unique and that you

should give a chance, because

one of these bands is going to

make it to the top and you would

have had the chance to hear them

before the rest on the country."

TKO may be just the band

Natalie is talking about. Formed
in 1991 and voted the #2 hard

rock band In Pittsburgh, TKO
will talk and perform on the

Friday October 23 "Breakthrogh

Rock Showcase" . This band is

managed by EK Management

and it's member are Rockin'Ray

Abel on lead vacals, Charlie

"Dawg" Hughes on bass and

vocals, Nygel Dundee on guitar,

and drummer Jack "The Attack"

Brant.

TKO's album features a range

of songs from "What We Mean",

about the trill of playing live for

the fans to "Goin' Fast", a song

about the destruction of the

world by war, and the anti-drug

anthem, "Candicaine". Other

original songs include "Got
What You Wanted", "Nobody
Cares", "Too Late to Pray" and

many others.

TKO is looking to enter the

next level and to hopefully land

a record deal. Natalie White and

Chad Fisher are doing there part

in promoting this band on

"Breakthrough Rock Showcase"

in hopes of helping TKO reach

their dream.

WCUC photo
The members of the rock band TKO who will be appearing on the Breakthrough Rock
Showcase, Friday night on WCUC.

BXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS
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other top bands got their start?

They had to get attention

somehow and what better way
than radio. They propably sent

promotional records to any

station that would play their

music, Clarions WCUC 91.7

plays this music. Two senior

communications majors, Chad
Chaos and C.C. Marie, are the

creators of the "Breakthrough

Rock Showcase" specializing in

from all over the United States.

White and Fisher have worked

at this show to make it

successful. Both have used their

knowledge acquired in classes as

well as the resources of the

WCUC station to get a great start

on their future careers. They

have dreams of taking the

"Breakthrough Rock Showcase"

into the professional world.

"The chances are slim, but you

Town rJv\n

Country j \
Cleaners C/~-^

Costume Rental

and

Formal Wear Rental

226-4781

Over 1 80 Costumes in Stock

IX Hours: 10a.m.-5 p.m.

v^ Mon.-Sat.

REMEMBER TO VOTE NOV. 3rd

Bring in your Ballot Stub

for FREE Gift

!
(814)226-5513 X
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Killer comes to Clarion
'age

By Drew Richards

Features Writer

Friday the 13th, a date that

strikes fear into our hearts. And,

after seeing eight different

Firday the 13th's, with a ninth on

the way, it's easy to see why.

With one of the scariest

characters to lurk on the silver

screen, hunting down his victims

in such disgustingly gorey ways,

and never dying, Jason is the

meaning behind the superstitious

day.

Kane Hodder, the only man to

play Jason more than once, and

the man behind the hockey mask

again in part nine will be visiting

Clarion University on Tuesday

October 27 at 8:00 p.m. in the

Gemmell Complex multipurpose

room.

In the summer of 1975, Hodder

heard about a Southern

California stunt school. Hodder

packed up and headed for

Hollywood fame and fortune!

His training, by some of the best

stunt coordinators in the business

led to him dangling from a rope

on hundred feet above two

exploding towers on the hit

series "EMERGENCY." Young

Hodder was "hooked."

His first big break came when

he found work on "Days of Our

Lives", flipping cars, hanging

from helicopters myriad other

dangerous activities. Soon, stunt

coordinators were beating the

door down at the Hodder home.

He did stunts for some of the

best shows of all time, including

"The Dukes of Hazzard,"

"Wonder Woman," "Hill Street

Blues" and "V", also including

Robert Englund, "Freddy

Krueger."

His second big break came in

1986 when the creators of Friday

the 13th hired him to coordinate

and perform the stunts for the

horror/comedy "House."

Now Hodder is a household

name. He did stunt for hit

movies such as "The Last

Boyscout" and "Out For

Justice." Also he has doubled

for actors such as Judge

Reinhold, Danny Aiello and Dan

Ackroyd. Most recently, he has

just completed yet another

Steven Seagal film, "Last to

Surrender" due late in 1992.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don Crotsley

Thurs Oct. 22

IFC/ Panhel Anti-hazing

Workshop (Gem 250)

6:30 p.m.

UAB Movie

"Far and Away"
(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Sun Oct. 25

Daylight Savings Time

Ends (turn clocks back)

Music Department

Open House (231 M-B)

2-4 p.m.

Psi Chi Coat Drive

(Psychology Dept.)

Fri Oct. 23

UAB/BACCHUS
Bedrock Cafe

88 A.D. Rock music

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

."Green Skies" and "Star

Crost" Clarion

University Theater

Chapel 8 p.m.

Mon. Oct. 26

Early Registration

begins for 1993 sem

Faculty Recital:

Jack Hall, Trumpet

Don Black, Piano

(Aud)8:15 p.m.

Battu percussion concert

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Sat Oct. 24

UAB CAB's Dance

(Gem M-P) 10 p.m.

Music Department

"Seminar For Strings"

(Aud) 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

IFC/Panhel speaker

"HawkNewar"
(Gem M-P) 1 p.m.

Tues. Oct. 27

UAB presents

Kane Hodder,

Friday the 13th's

"JASON" (Gem M-P)

8 p.m.

Faculty recital, brass quartet to play
by Tricia Egry

Features Writer

Jack Hall, Clarion University's

trumpet instructor, invites your

presence to a faculty recital on

Monday, October 26, at 8:15

WE ABE YOUR ONE - STOP SHOP

p.m. in Marwick-Boyd

Auditorium. While featuring

German, American, Italian and

Dutch Works for C trumpet, Bb

piccolo trumpet and Bb

fllugelhorn, Dr. Hall, Dr. Donald

FORHALLOWEEN!

F. Black and a brass quartet will

perform for entertainment.

Hall recieved his degrees from

the University of Kentucky, East

Kentucky University, Indiana

University of Pennsylvania and

University of Michigan. Apart

from being a professor here at

Clarion University and serving

as part of the music department

chairmanship, Dr. Black has

received numerous

acknowledgments as an organ

and piano soloist. Dr. Hall, on

the other hand, has been diligent

;in his studies with Adolph

jHerseth of the Chicago

Symphony, Louis Davidson of

the Cleveland Orchestra and

Samuel Drauss—former solo

trumpeter of the Philadelphia

Orchestra.

Starting it all off will be a

sixteenth century coposition by

J.G.B. Neruda styled as

"Concerto in Eb." Performed of

the C trumpet, and written by

Jack Hall, will be "Tyburn

Chronicles." It entails a theme

and five variations. The theme is

derived from an old English folk

melody written in 1705.

Dr. Black will perform as solo

selection after intermission. For

his first selection, he chose

"Introduction to Fugue" by Josef

Reinberger. It's written in

classical style with "a fugue that

is quite brilliant and technical in

format and conduction."

"Round About The Mountain" is

Black's second selection, which

is a modem spiritual style that is

both lyrical and rhapsodic. This

literature is composed by Noel

DaCosta.

The next feature is "an unusual

work", "Sonate in Re Mineur"

by Johann Christoph BACH.
This peice is going to be

executed on the piccolo trumpet.

Concluding the recital will be a

piece presented by Dr. Black on

organ and a brass quartet on Hall

and Clarion University students.

Along with both professionals,

Michael Schreck, Rene Vollmer,

and Laura Lester finish off the

evening with "Concerto per

organo, 2 trombone 2 tromboni"

by the Dutch composer Marius

Monnikendam. The concert

free of charge to the public.

Forensics team gaining recognition
by Laura Navas

Features Writer

W\KUNGENSMITH'S
I DRUG STORES !nc

Clarion • 800 Cent* St
.
2M«fli

(mCKOUTOIIB
smmow!

Monday - Saturday 9 a.in. w 9 p.m.

Sunday 10 am. to 4 p.m.

Holidsyt I0a.mii) 2 p.m

-HALLOWEEN IS SATURDAY OCTOBER 31

"When hiring, communication

skills are considered by most

companies as the most important

skills for employment. "(-The

New York Times) That's what

forensics is all about. Three of

CUP's team qualified for

Nationals during a competition

held at Bloomsburg University

on October 3, 1992. The

tournament which hosted twenty

schools and over two hundred

students was the first of six that

the team will compete in this

semester.

Sophomore, John Lues

qualified for Nationals by

placing sixth in impromto

speaking. Sophomore Garrett

Bolten placed fifth in

Informative speaking and

received a Certificate of

Excellence in extempraneous

speaking. Freshman Tammy
Ludwig placed fourth in

informative speaking and fifth in

Dramatic Duo. Another

outstanding performance was

made by Tammy Brundage who

placed fifth in Dramatic Duo and

received a Certificate of

Excellence in informative

speaking.

This year, Clarion is working

with a sixteen member debate

team and an individual events

team. Clarion is also once again

hosting tournaments, the first of

which is this week.
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Cable Channels
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111 DATA
THURSDAY EVENING OCTOBER 22, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

Afterschool Special

Cur. Affair

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: *** Best of the Best (1989) g

Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ct. Cur. Affair

(2:30) Movie: 'The Misfits

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

(3.00) Movie:

Press Luck

News g News g
Cheers g
Design. W.

News

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman g
Newsg
Movie: *** "Silver Streak'

Trucks Th'breds

Cartoon Express

6:00

First Look

Newsg
News
News

6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30

Movie: •*»* "The Empire Strikes Back' (1980) Mark Hamill. "PG" q
ABC News Hard Copy q Ent, Tonight Delta g Room-Two
NBC News

CBS News

News g
Full House g Wonder Yrs.

News g NBC News

1976) Gene Wilder 'PG'

Senior Tour | Up Close

MacGyver Jack of Lies'' q

(300) Movie: "Ziegteld-Man

Movie: *»» "None but the Brave (1965) Frank Sinatra. IMovie: **''; "The Blob' (1958)

Underdog {Yogi Bear [Arcade

Jeopardyl q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne

g

Jeopardy! g

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Dif. World R&B

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: "Operation: Paratrooper' (1989)

Homefront (in Stereo) Q Primetime Live g
Cheers g |

Wings g

10:30

Crypt Tales

L.A. Law "LA. Lawless" g
World Series: Game Five. Atlanta Braves at Toronto Blue Jays. (Live) q
World Series: Game Five. Atlanta Braves at Toronto Blue Jays (Live) q
Simpsons g
Dif. World

Martin g
R&B

Movie: »* "Mr. Billion" (1977) Terence Hill. PG
Sportscenter ]Ch. Flag

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **** "In the Heat of the Night" (1967. Mystery)

Movie: *h "Infidelity" (1987, Drama) Lee Horsley.

Hey Dude (R) What You Do

SjjDermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney
|
Special Ed

Movie

Unsolved Mysteries

Superbouts: Foreman

Murder, She Wrote g

Heights (In Stereo) g
Cheers g I

Wings g
Hunter "True Confessions

L.A. Law "L.A. Lawless" g

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL q
Newsg Golden Girls I Nightlineg

News
News
Newsg
Married..

Newsg
Movie: *** "Birdman of Alcatraz (1962, Biography) Burt Lancaster

PBTA Billiards: L.A Open [Bodybuilding

Movie: *» "The Lookalike" (1990. Suspense) g
Movie: * » ' 'Ski School "

( 1 990) '
R

' q | Movie: • * "Naked Obsession " ( 1 99 1

)

' R

Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke | Dragnet [A. Hitchcock

Auto Racing [Sportscenter

12:00

"Liviri Lrge"

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings (In Stereo)

Edition |Stalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Unfaithfully Yours'

MacGyver (In Stereo) q [Equalizer

Movie: *** "Bad Influence" (1990) R' q
Movie: *»V2 "Navy SEALS (1990) Charlie Sheen. "R" q Movie: **V2 "Cadence" (1990) PG-13 Joan Rivers: London

Movie: »* "Silent Motive" (1991) Patricia Wettig.

Lucy Show [Green Acres

Thirtysomething Arizona

Mister Ed

China Beach

FRIDAY EVENING OCTOBER 23, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair Edition

4:30

Lifestories

Cheers q

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ct. Cur. Affair

(2:00) Movie: "Birdman

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid [Press Luck

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: »** 1
-2 "White Hunter, Black Heart" (1990) 'PG' q

Newsg
Cheers g
Design. W. | Murphy B

Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey g
Tiny Toon | Batman g
Newsg

Newsg
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
News g
Full House g Wonder Yrs

Newsg NBC News

Movie: »+'/2 "Unfaithfully Yours" (1984) Dudley Moore

Speedweek [Boat Racing

Cartoon Express

Movie: » "The Cellar (1989) PG-13' Movie: ••• "Ghost (1990, Fantasy) Patrick Swayze. PG-13' g
(3:30) Movie: "Mr Deeds Goes to Town'

Underdog
I
Yogi Bear [Arcade

Motoworld | Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) g

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) g
Hard Copy i

Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne g
Jeopardy! g

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»'/2 "Necessary Roughness" (1991) 'PG-13' q
Family

What Happened? q
Step by Step Dinosaurs g |

Panther

G. Palace Major Dad g
G. Palace Major Dad g
America's Most Wanted g
What Happened? g

Movie: "The Duchess and the Dirtwater Fox" (1976) PG'

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: *• "The Adventures of Ford Fairlane" (1990) R

20/20 g
NBC News Special: "Cuban Missile Crisis" (In Stereo) g
Design. W. Bob g
Design. W. Bobg
Sightings g [Suspects [Hunter "Down and Under

Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) g

NBC News Special: "Cuban Missile Crisis" (In Stereo) g

Sportscenter [NHL Hockey: Montreal Canadiens at New York Rangers. (Live

Movie: "The Last Married Couple in America" (1980) R

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *+ "The Other Lover" (1985) Movie: ** "Lena's Holiday" (1990) Felicity Waterman. Movie: »» "Child's Play 2" (1990) R' g Movie: •'/; "Child's Play 3" (1991) R' q Super Dave

26 [Movie: *» "Kojak: The Price of Justice" (1987, Drama) [Supermarket [Shop-Drop [Unsolved Mysteries

Hey Dude (R) What You Do Crazy Kids

Murder, She Wrote q

Newsg
News
News

Newsg
Married..

Newsg

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam

Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Horse Racing

Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band"

Movie: »»* 1
/2 "Do the Right Thing" (1989, Drama) Danny Aiello. q

Eye of the Eagle II: Inside the Enemy" | Movie: *ft "The Reiuvenator" (1988) 'R' IMovie: 'Tie Me Up! Tie Me Down!" (1990)

Looney Bullwinkle Get Smart Superman

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore |Van Dyke | Dragnet |A. Hitchcock Lucy Show [Green Acres

Sportscenter [Aerobics

Movie: "Free Ride" (1986)

Movie: *** "Cuio" (1983, Suspense) Dee Wallace. Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

SATURDAY EVENING OCTOBER 24. 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

4:00

(2:45) Movie:

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: •» "Modern Problems" (1981)

(3:30) College Football: Penn State at West Virginia. (Live

College Football

Magnum, P.I.

Hawaii Five-0 (Part 2 of 2) |CBS Sports Saturday q

Boxing: Gamache vs. Lopez

CBS Sports Saturday q

Movie: »• "Stepfather 2" (1989) Terry O'Quinn

College Football Boxing: Gamache vs. Lopez

Movie: »»V2 "Every Which Way but Loose" (1978) PG'

Hydroplane Rodeo: Okla. St Fair

Gossip!

(2:45) Movie:

(2:35) Movie:

Special Ed.

Ten of Us Two Dads

6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: »** "Edward Scissorhands" (1990

News
News

Newsg

NBC News

CBS News

CBS News

American Gladiators

News

7:30

PG-13'

g

Hee Haw Silver

Cappelli

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

News g | NBC News [News Special: Report-AIDS
|
Fresh Prince [Out All Night

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: **'/2 "Ricochet (1991) Denzel Washington. 'R

Dinosaurs g Halloween Covington Cross (In Stereo)

Fresh Prince
I
Out All Night [Empty Nest | Nurses g

10:00

Dream On q
10:30

Sanders

Commish (In Stereo) g
Sisters (In Stereo) g

World Series: Game Six. Toronto Blue Jays at Atlanta Braves. (Live) q
World Series: Game Six. Toronto Blue Jays at Atlanta Braves. (Live) q
Copsg Cops (R)

q

Motorcycle Racing

Movie: •»» "It's a Mad, Mad, Mad. Mad World" (1963, Comedy) Spencer Tracy. 'G'

B. Buddies [Counterstrike (In Stereo)

Code 3 q Edgeq
Empty Nest [Nurses q [Sisters (In Stereo) q

Hunter "Crossfire"

Sportscenter Scoreboard [College Football: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: »*» "Casino Royale" (1967) Peter Sellers

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »» 1
/2 "Memphis Belle" (1990) Matthew Modine. q|Movie: •• "Nothing but Trouble" (1991) q|Movie: **Vi "Dying Young

Super Dave

Get Picture

Movie: »»» "Dominick and Eugene" (1988) Tom Hulce.

Freshmen Salute

26 Movie: »* Fatal Judgment (1988, Drama) Patty Duke [Movie: **' ; "The Killing Mind' (1991. Suspense

Double Dare G.U.T.S

Swamp | Beyond [Bradbury | Hitchhiker

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: »»* "Die Hard 2" (1990) R' q
Newsg Design. W.

I
'Cry

News
News

Saturday Night Live

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Newsg

|
Lifestyles-Rich

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q [Comic Strip

News q [Saturday Night Live

Football Scoreboard

Movie: *»» "Fail-Safe" (1964, Suspense

Movie: ** "Men at Work"" (1990) PG-13

Doug iRugrats Clarissa

Boxing

Roundhouse

(1991) Julia Roberts. ffD
Movie: *Vt "Cyborg" (1989) (In Stereo) R

Sportscenter |Auto Racing

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q IMovie: *Vz "Party Camp" (1987, Comedy)

Movie: »* "Scanners II: The New Order" (1991) 'R'
I
"Prayer Of

Ren-Stimpy [You Afraid? Hitchcock

Tim Allen

Green Acres

Movie: * 1
/2 "Beyond the Poseidon Adventure" (1979, Adventure) Michael Caine.

Movie: * "Breakfast in Bed" (1990) R'

M.T. Moore [Dragnet

Unsolved Mysteries

A. Hitchcock

China Beach

SUNDAY EVENING OCTOBER 25, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: •** "Scrooged" (1988) PG-13' q
Figure Skating: Skate America.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: •»*V
,

2 "Return of the Jedi" (1983) Mark Hamill. 'PG' q
News ABC News

NFL Football: Cleveland Browns at New England Patriots. From Foxboro Stadium

NFL Football Kate & Allie Altoona America

NFL Football: Dallas Cowboys at Los Angeles Raiders. (Live

Design. W. |CBS News

Movie: *Vi 'Feds" (1988, Comedy) Rebecca De Mornay. [Star Trek: Next Gener.

NFL Football: Cleveland Browns at New England Patriots. From Foxboro Stadium

(2:00) Movie: [Movie: »•» "Fail-Safe" (1964, Suspense) Henry Fonda. |Movie: •*•»
Astro Dog Show

Swamp Ten of Us

(3:00) Movie: "Buck"

Horse Racing: Reminq. Fut

Two Dads [Beyond

World of Discovery

Secret Service (In Stereo)

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Great Scott!

TBA

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»V; 'Cadence" (1990) Charlie Sheen. PG-13'

Videos Am. Funniest

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

10:00

One Night

10:30

Kids in Hall

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: »•» "Back to the Future Part II" (1989) Michael J Fox, q
Movie: "Operation: Paratrooper" (1989)

Movie: "In the Line of Duty: Street War" (1992, Drama)

World Series: Game Seven. Toronto Blue Jays at Atlanta Braves. (Live) q
World Series: Game Seven. Toronto Blue Jays at Atlanta Braves. (Live) g

Ben Stiller g |ln Color |Ben Stiller g [Married... [Herman Flying Blind

NFL Football: Pittsburgh Steelers at Kansas City Chiefs. From Arrowhead Stadium

PBTA Billiards: Challenge

Hitchhiker

(3:30) Movie: **V2 "Quigley Down Under

Movie: +Vi ""Club Fed" (1990) PG-13

Can't on TV

Disease

Get Picture

Endocrin.

Wild Side

Medicine

Movie

Fifteen

Medical

Gossip!

The Apartment" (1960. Comedy) Jack Lemmon
NFL Swimsuit '90

MacGyver (In Stereo) q
Movie: **ft "If Looks Could Kill" (1991)

Movie: *•» "The Princess Bride (1987) Cary Elwes. q
Double Dare

Medical

G.U.T.S. Belief

Medical Journal

Looney

Milestones Medicine

Aerobics Championship

Woops! q
Fifth Quarter

Movie: ••• "The Wheeler Dealers" (1963, Comedy)

Bodybuilding: Ms. Olympia. From Chicago.

Movie: •+ "Nightmare on the 13th Floor" (1990, Horror) [Counterstrike (In Stereo)

Movie: * "Graveyard Shift" (1990) 'R' g
Movie: ** "V.I. Warshawski" (1991) 'R' q
Looney F-Troop

Family^

Mork

Cardiology Medicine

Movie: *Vi "Kickboxer 2: The Road Back"

Movie: *** "Outrageous Fortune" (1987)

Van Dyke Lucy Show
Ob/Gyn

Hi, I'm Home
Family

News
News
Newsg
Paid Prog.

Newsg

News g Ent. Tonight

Night Court Cur. Affair

Magnum, P.I.

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Love Con.

Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: »» "The Concrete Jungle" (1960)

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q | Hollywood

NFL

Movie: *'/2 "Sweet Revenge" (1W) R

Comedy
M.T. Moore

Physicians

Movie: "Johnny Be Good"

Dragnet

Family

A. Hitchcock

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING OCTOBER 26, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3:30) Movie: "Necessary Roughness" q
Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsg
Cheers q
Design. W.

Oprah Winfre

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: » 1
/2 "Big Man on Campus (1989) Allan Katz.

Newsg
News
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman g
Newsg

y g
[Bati

Movie: *** "The Wheeler Dealers (1963, Comedy)

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

(3:00) Movie:

Press Luck

Sports

Cartoon Express

Reporters

Movie: »» ' Just You and Me, Kid" (1979)

(300) Movie: »•* "Lolita" (1962)

Newsg
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsg
Full House g
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy g
Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne g
Jeopardy! q

7:30

Lifestories

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: **'/2 "Almost an Angel" (1990)

Young Indiana Jones

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: "Running Mares" (1992, Comedy)

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: "Necessary Roughness"' (1991) q
NFL Football: Buffalo Bills at New York Jets. From Giants Stadium. (In Stereo Live) q [News q
Movie: "In the Deep Woods" (1992) Rosanna Arquette

Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Love & War

Love & War
Movie: ** "A Brother's Justice" (1988) Christian Slater

Fresh Prince [Blossom q
Movie: •*• "Birdman of Alcatraz" (1962, Biography) Burt Lancaster. (In Stereo)

Chck. Flag
I
Up Close

MacGyver (in Stereo) q
Sportscenter [Schaap Talk

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Underdog [Yogi Bear [Arcade

Movie: *+'/z "Hang Em High"" (1968) Clint Eastwood.

Movie: "The Return of Joe Forrester"

Hey Dude
Movie: *• "Bridge Across Time "(1985, Suspense)

What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

NFL Monday |Mon. Mag-

Murder, She Wrote q

Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Hunter "Any Second Now"

Movie: "In the Deep Woods (1992) Rosanna Arquette.

Movie: **Vi "Five Days One Summer" (1982) PG'

Expedition Earth: Amazon |Amazing Games
WWF Prime Time Wrestling

Movie: »** "The Freshman" (1990) Marlon Brando, q
Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart Superman

L.A. Law

News
News
News q
Married..

Newsg

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition BuHets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: *+* 1
/2 "The Group" (1966, Drama)

Timber fSportscenter

MacGyver "Cleo Rocks'' q [Hitchhiker

Movie: »» "Messenger of Death "(1988)

M.T. Moore
I
Van Dyke [Dragnet

Movie: •• "Class of 1999 (1990) Bradley Gregg. R' [Movie: •• "Shaking the Tree" (1991) 'R' IMovie: "NMttd Obsession

Movie: **'/2 "Crossing the Line" (1990) i "After Dark"

A. Hitchcock

Movie: •* tady/n/ters '(1988, Drama) Maritu Henner.

Lucy Show [Green Acs*
I
Mister Ed

Thirtysomething
IChina Beach

TUESDAY EVENING OCTOBER 27. 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Pen Pals q Movie: »» "Banzai Runner

5:30

Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsg
Cheers q
Design. W.

(1987) NR
Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsg

(3.00) Movie: *** "Birdman of Alcatraz" (1962)

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid Press Luck

(315) Movie: Men-Work

(2:00) Movie:

Underdog

Yearbook NFL Yrbk

Cartoon Express

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** "The Cannonball Run" (1981) Burt Reynolds

Newsg
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Newsg
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy g
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! g

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: **Vz "Ricochet" (1991) Denzel Washington. "R"

Full House g [Mr. Cooper

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) g

Roseanne g | Coach g
Reasonable Doubts q

10:00 10:30

Women on Trial g
Going to Extremes g
Dateline (In Stereo) q

Movie: "The President's Child" (1992) Donna Mills, q
NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh Penguins at Ottawa Senators. From the Ottawa Civic Centre.

I
You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh, Fortune

Movie: »»» "Dirty Dancing' (1987) Jennifer Grey.

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *»* "It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World" (1963, Comedy) Spencer Tracy. G"

Triathlon [Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q
Sportscenter |NHL Hockey

Reasonable Doubts q
Hunter "Double Exposure"

Dateline (In Stereo) q

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Los Angeles Kings at New York Islanders. (Live)

Movie: »»V2 "Unfaithfully Yours" (1984) Dudley Moore

Movie: *»'/2 "The Private Eyes' (1980) IMovie: ** "Teen Witch" (1989) PG-13'

Movie: *»*tt "Doctor Zhivago" (1965, Drama) Omar Sharif, Julie Christie, GerakJine Chaplin. 'PG

Yogi Bear [Arcade Hey Dude
Movie: »» Fatal Sky (1990. Drama) Michael Noun

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q

11:00

Sanders

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married...

Newsq

11:30 12:00

Movie: ** "Fast-Walking'

Golden Girls
I
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition [For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

The Duchess and the Dirtwater Fox
'

'

Outside the Lines

Movie: *'/2 "The Reiuvenator" (1988) R'

Boxing: Reggie Johnson vs. Lamar Parks. (Live)

Movie: *•» "Ruthless People (1986) R
Get Smart [Superman

LA. Law
M.T. Moore

Movie: •• "Hangfire (1991) Brad Davis

Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q | Hitchhiker

Vince D.

Van Dyke

Movie: *»Vz "The Ratings Game" (1984)

Movie: ** "Fists of Fury" (1972) R'

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: "Majority Rule" (1992, Drama) Blair Brown.

Lucy Show
American Kickboxer 1

"
'R'

Green Acres

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

WEDNESDAY EVENING OCTOBER 28, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: »*'/; "Cadence (1990) Charlie Sheen. PG-13'

Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct

(3:00)

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

"Unfaithfully

Global Supercard WrtstHng

Pyramid [Press Luck

(3:30) Movie:

(2:30) Movie:

Underdog

Vall-Gwngi

Movie

Yogi Bear

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q

Newsq

5 i

I

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman g

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *+*V2 "Coc/s/r)s"(1989) Ted Danson. PG-13" q
Newsq
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: "The Duchess and the Dirtwater Fox" (1976) "PG"

Yearbook [Hydroplane

Cartoon Express

Movie: **V? "The Fortune

Something

Arcade

Heroes

Hey Dude
• «'r Hostage (1988 >ama) Carol B imett

Inside PGA [Up Close

MacGyver "Family Matter"

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: *» "Far Out Man" (1990) R

Wonder Y. [Doogie H

Unsolved Mysteries q
Hat Squad (In Stereo) q
Hat Squad (In Stereo) q
Beverly Hills. 90210 (R) q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Movie: *** 'Conrack (1974. Drama) Jon Voight. PG
Sportscenter |PBA Bowling: Rochester Open. (Live)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

1975) •PG" IMovie: »'4 Club Fed" (1990) PG-13

Movie: **'/2 "Cadence (1990) Charlie Sheen. PG-13

What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q

Home Imp

Seinfeld q

9:30

First Look

Laurie Hill q
Mad-You

In the Heat of the Night q
In the Heat of the Night q
Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Seinfeld q Mad-You

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
CivH Wars (In Stereo) q
This Is Michael Bolton q
48 Hours

48 Hours

Catwalk "Here Today"

This Is Michael Bolton q
Movie: **'/2 "Every Which Way but Loose" (1978) PG'

Boxing (Live)

Movie: ** "Wild Card (1992) Powers Boothe. q
Movie: **Vi "The Rookie" (1990) Clint Eastwood. R q
Movie: *** "One Good Cop (1991) Michael Keaton. R
Get Smart

I
Superman

LA. Law
M.T.Moore |Van Dyke

11:00

One Night

Newsq
News
News

Married..

Newsq

11:30 12:00

Movie: "Cadence "(1990)

Golden Girls
I
Nightlineg

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition Curves

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: *»'/2 "Taps" (1981, Drama) "PG"

Speedweek I Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q
Movie: +* "Wild Orchid" (1990) Mickey Rourke. R' q
Joan Rivers: London

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: ««'
? The Face of Fear (

1

990) Lee Horsley

Movie: * "Nig

Horse

Hitchhiker

Little Veg."

fight Eves 2" (1991) R'

q

Lucy Show | Green Acres
I
Mister Ed

Thjrtysomething "China Bch

t\
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Golden Eagles run all over Lock Haven, 42-14
C Ren Vessa Gregory ran the ball six times for equation by completing four a scoreboard message during an Lock Haven 0^0 -14
oy ocn ye*™ e j ^^ „^ „ Clarion 14 14 7 7 -42by Ben Vessa

Sports Writer

When Clarion's leading rusher,

Damien Henry, was pronounced

out for the Homecoming game

against Lock Haven, the Bald

Eagles probably figured that

Clarion would abandon their

running game and rely solely on

their vaunted passing attack.

Instead, the Golden Eagles ran

the ball a school record 76 times

and sent Lock Haven home from

ALF weekend with some good

stromboli, a couple of stuffed

animals and a 42-14 defeat.

Art Gregory and Jay Tonini

carried the ball 64 of those 76

times and piled up 314 of

Clarion's 338 rushing yards

between them. Gregory finished

with 148 yards on 36 attempts.

Tonini bulldozed his way to 166

yards on only 28 tries.

Gregory and Tonini went to

work immediately on Clarion's

first possession of the game.

Gregory ran the ball six times for

48 yards and Tonini ran for 23

on three carries, the last of which

resulted in a 7-0 Golden Eagle

lead.

Clarion's third possession of

the game was a virtual replay of

their first. Gregory carried the

pigskin five times, Tonini four.

This nine-play drive was also

completed by a short yardage

Tonini plunge, and Clarion

carried this 14-0 lead into the

second quarter.

Clarion dominated the first

quarter, earning nine first downs.

The Golden Eagle "D" did net

allow a Bald Eagle first down

the entire quarter. Of Clarion's

26 plays from scrimmage, 25

were handoffs to either Gregory

or Tonini.

An interception by Eldridge

Ponder set up Clarion's third

score of the afternoon, midway

through quarter number two.

QB Tim Myers entered the

equation by completing four

passes on this drive. Gregory

and Tonini kept bowling

defenders over, but it was former

Eisenhower standout Steve Witte

who leaped over the pile from a

yard away to score on his very

first Clarion carry. The extra

point made it 21-0, and the Bald

Eagles were bordering on

extinction.

With five minutes remaining

before intermission, Lock Haven

finally earned a first down. They

turned the ball over one play

later as Damon Mazoff picked

off an errant pass and rumbled

19 yards to the CU 42.

The Clarion offense and

defense were uniting, and Lock

Haven realized that they were

engaged in a hopeless uphill

climb. Speaking of uniting and

engagement, former Clarion

football standout Chris Dworek

popped the question to his

fiancee, Kristie Black, by way of

a scoreboard message during an

injury timeout. She said "yes.

The Golden Eagles said "yes"

to another scoring drive, soon

after. A 44 yard bullet from

Myers to Kevin Harper set up a

one yard TD by Gregory, and the

halftime scoreboard read

Clarion-28, LHU-DONUT.

Clarion had 14 more first

downs than LHU by the half and

211 more yards. Just as

important were the stats of zero

turnovers, zero penalties and a 7-

9 third down conversion ratio.

After the delightful halftime

festivities concluded, Lock

Haven started the second half on

offense. Just as Clarion's

playbook was resembling that of

the Oklahoma Sooners in their

prime, the Bald Eagles opened

the second half with a Brigham

Young playbook.

(Cont. onpg. 16)

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

No chance : Frank Andrews (5) and the Clarion defense made It impossible for LHU to sustain a drive on Saturday.

L \.r. to -Wi cn»n»>'BVVvnT -><, n-r J
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FIRST QUARTER
Clarion: Tonini 3 yard TD run

(Cramer kick), 11:20. Drive: 9

plays, 71 yards. Key play:

Gregory 48 yards on six carries.

Clarion 7, Lock Haven 0.

Clarion: Tonini 1 yard run

(Cramer kick), 0:45. Drive: 9

plays, 51 yards. Key play: Tonini

25 yard run moves ball to LHU
12 yard line. Clarion 14, Lock

Haven 0.

SECOND QUARTER
Clarion: Witte 1 yard TD run

(Cramer kick), 6:09. Drive: 14

plays, 72 yards. Key play:

Myers hits Quinn for 16 yds on 3-

6 from LHU 41. Clarion 21,

Lock Haven 0.

Clarion: Gregory 1 yard TD run

(Cramer kick), 1:12. Drive: 8

plays, 58 yards. Key play: 44 yd

pass from Myers to Harper.

Clarion 28. Lock Haven 0.

THIRD QUARTER
Lock Haven: Fairnot 20 yard TD
run (Davidheiser kick), 11:50.

Drive: 10 plays, 68 yards. Key

play: Fairrnot TD run only run of

drive.' Clarion 28, Lock Haven 7.

Clarion: Tonini 19 yard TD run

(Cramer kick), 9:48. Drive: 5

plays, 81 yards. Key play: two

Lock Haven penalties move ball

from CU 30 to LHU 25. Clarion

35, Lock Haven 7.

Lock Haven: Fairnot 1 yd TD
run (Davidheiser kick), 6:42.

Drive: 7 plays, 60 yards. Key

play: two McLaughlin passes

totaling 51 yards. Clarion 35,

Lock Haven 14.

FOURTH QUARTER
Clarion: Brown 1 5 yd pass from

Myers (Cramer kick), 2:26.

Drive: 8 plays, 34 yards. Key

play: Myers pass to Youssef on

4-4 for 1 2 yards. Clarion 42,

Lock Haven 14.

TFAM STATISTICS

LHU Cla.

FIRST DOWNS 11 25

3RD DOWN EFF. 3-11 10-17

YDS RUSH 91 338

YDS PASS 139 117

TOTAL YDS 230 455

KEY PLAYER STATISTICS

Lock Haven rushing: NOT!

Clarion rushing: Tonini 28-166,

Gregory 36-1 48.

Lock Haven passing:

McLaughlin 11-26 (126 yds).

Clarion passing: Myers 7-12

(117 yds).

Lock Haven receiving: Buxton

4-61.

Clarion receiving: Quinn 3-31

,

Harper 2-59.

Clarion tackles-assists-sacks:

Terza 11-5-0.

lnterceptions:Ponder 1 ,Mazoff 1

I. f>"V
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Golden Eagles...
(Cont. from page 15)

Ten straight pass attempts

drove LHU to the Clarion 20

yard line, where Afiba Fairnot

(who actually sounds like a

BYU player) took it the distance

on a draw play to put the Bald

Eagles on the board.

Clarion came right back as

Tonini completed a 71 yard

drive with a Herculean 19 yard

TD.

In the fourth, A Myers pass to

Brown for a 15 yard TD rounded

out the 42-14 victory.

Clarion is 1-1 in the PSAC
West and still very much alive in

the conference playoff picture.

The Golden Eagles next

contest will be at Shippensburg

at 1 p.m. this Saturday.

The Red Raiders enter the

match-up with a 2-5 record.

PSAC honors Tonini

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Workhorse : Art Gregory evaded many a tackle on his way to a 36 carry, 148 yard day.

(AP)- Clarion fullback Jay

Tonini was named PSAC West

"Co-Player of the Week" for his

stellar performance against Lock

Haven on Saturday. Tonini, a

senior, rushed for 166 yards on

28 carries and scored three

touchdowns in leading Clarion to

a lop-sided 42-14 decision over

the Bald Eagles.

Tonini's day made him the

PSAC-West number three rusher,

His season numbers show him as

having 88 carries for 454 yards

and three scores.

Tonini shared the honor with

Slippery Rock running back

Kevin Reardon.

Reardon compiled 156 yards

on 19 carries and scored a

touchdown in Slippery Rock's

43-27 victory over winless

Cheyney. Slippery Rock, at 6-1,

will next host unbeaten Indiana,

averaging 75.7 yards per contest. 6-0.

Clarion tennis team places seventh at PSAC's
by Amy Rae

Sports Writer

The Golden Eagle women's

tennis team travelled to the

Pennbriar Tennis Club in Erie,

Pa. for the PSAC's with strong

aspirations for a team

championship. Unfortunately,

the Clarion women were without

their #2 seed Marianne Martin

and finished seventh in the

championships.

Shippensburg took first place

honors at the PSAC's, tying the

PSAC record with 34 team

points. Defending champ
California finished second with

21 points.

Shara Wolkomir finished with

a 1-1 record in the #1 position.

She defeated West Chester's

Andrea Dutton {6-4, 7-6 (7-2)}

before falling to the eventual #1

singles champion Carmel Hill of

Cal, 3-6, 4-6. Wolkomir ended

the season with an overall

singles record of 8-4 and has a

career singles record of 33-10.

Senior Darcy Ingham (at #2)

fell in her first match of the

single elimination tournament to

her Bloomsburg opponent,

Cindy Hooper, in three sets, 7-6,

4-6, 4-6. She ended the season

with a 7-5 singles mark and has a

15-7 record over the last two

seasons.

The #3 seed, Roxann Milton,

was 1-1 in the tourney at singles.

Milton victimized East

Stroudsburg's Kathy Murphy, 6-

3, 6-0. But in her second match,

Milton fell to Edinboro's Nikki

Clark, 6-7 (3-7), 0-6. Milton had

a 5-4 1992 record and is 19-9

over her career.

Clarion's #4 seed, Jennifer

Keil, also posted a 1-1 singles

record. She defeated Carrie

O'Connor of Edinboro, 6-2, 6-4,

before falling to Cal's Adele

Norcross, 3-6, 0-6. She finished

the campaign at 8-5 in singles.

Freshman and #5 seed Melodi

Dess also was 1-1 in singles

action. She won, 6-3, 7-5, over

West Chester's Dina Orpello in

her first match, then lost to

Sandra Romich of Bloomsburg,

5-7, 2-6. Dess finished her first

campaign with an 8-5 singles

mark.

Jennifer Simonsen, only a

sophomore, lost to East

Stroudsburg's Jenn Borg, 2-6, 5-

7. She ended with an 0-6 singles

record.

The #1 doubles team of

Wolkomir and Ingham advanced

to the finals before falling to

Shippensburg's Jill and Joy

Motter, 6-7 (3-7), 1-6. Ingham

finished with a doubles slate of

11-4, Wolkomir at 10-4.

At the #2 doubles spot, Keil

and Dess finished 1-1. Dess and

Keil ended with an 8-5 doubles

mark.

At #3 doubles, Milton and

Simonsen fell to their West

Chester opponents in their

opening match. Simonsen

finished with a 6-1 doubles

mark, Milton at 5-2.

Marianne Martin missed the

PSAC's as she was attending a

family member's wedding.

John Rickard/Clarion Call

With the help of Jennifer Keil, shown above, the Golden
Eagles finished the 1992 season with an 8-3 dual meet
record and a seventh place finish at the PSAC's. Clarion

won five straight conference titles from 1986-1990.

The Red Stallion Nite Club
For the best in Nite Club

Entertainments

Sat. Oct. 26

TRIKK

Stehle f

s

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenville, Pa 16254

5x7' space - $21.20 per month
5'xlO' space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122
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Golden Eagle volleyball team downs Indiana
——^^—^^—

by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

The Clarion University

women's volleyball team won

their fourth conference match of

the season this past Tuesday, on

Senior night, as they defeated

rival IUP in four games.

Clarion's 4-4 PSAC mark ties

them for third in the conference

with IUP. California (6-0) and

Edinboro (4-2) are ahead of the

Lady Golden Eagles, in first and

second, respectively.

Clarion lost their first set to

IUP, 4-15, before storming back

to capture the next three games,

15-10, 15-12, 15-7. Senior co-

captain Wendy EUenberger led

the team in their 3-1 victory with

24 set assists and 13 digs. The

other senior co-captain, Tammi

Bills, had 18 big digs to

cornerstone the defense.

Meghan Kelly also played well

for the defense with 15 digs.

Jennifer Betters put IUP away

with 11 kills.

Clarion celebrated Senior night

before their match against IUP.

Co-captains EUenberger and

Bills were honored. EUenberger

has been a spiritual leader for the

Golden Eagles for four years.

She has been one of the best

setters in the PSAC, not to

mention the whole Atlantic

Region, as well. So far this

season, she has had close to 700

set assists, over 40 service aces,

over 100 kills and has 184 digs.

As a first-team PSAC-West

choice and a second team All-

PSAC selection in 1991,

EUenberger led the team last

year with 727 set assists and 226

digs. In her outstanding career,

she currently has amassed totals

of over 2,500 set assists, 180

service aces and 650 digs. Her

senior counterpart, Bills, has

been a defensive machine

(instead of DS, it should read

DM). She has accumulated over

350 digs, thus far, in 1992. Bills

has also added over 100 kills. A

starter for three seasons, Bills

has over 1000 digs to her name.

"Wendy and Tammi are

outstanding leaders and

captains," said head coach Sue

Flaherty. "They are quality

people on and off the court and

will be missed."

The PSAC's are creeping up

on the Clarion volleyball team

and with their senior, "Dynamic

Duo", they may make a run.

Only the top two teams from the

PSAC-West will make it to the

big dance. A combination of a

Clarion streak and an Edinboro

dive is the answer. It seems like

a longshot, but haven't we heard

that somewhere before? Will

Cinderella make a visit? As one ; Co-captains Wendy EUenberger and Tammi Bills were

Scott Diilon/Clarion Call

honored on Tuesday.

From the back pa2es

Former PSAC rusher arrested for selling "coke"
AP stories compiled by

Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

PSAC rushing record-holder

arrested for selling "coke"

A former Edinboro University

running back who holds the

Pennsylvania State Athletic

Conference's single- season

rushing record was arrested for

allegedly selling crack cocaine.

Lester Frye, 23, of

Greensburg, was arrested

Friday after police allegedly

discovered $20,000 worth of

the drug in his apartment.

Investigators, who were

answering a call regarding a

domestic dispute, said they

found 60 grams of crack.

"It's a nice bust," said Chief

Ray Attenberger of the

Greensburg police. "The

officers weren't looking for it."

Frye pleaded innocent at an

arraignment to charges of

cocaine possession, making

terroristic threats and simple

assault.

In 1990, Frye rushed for 1,630

yards on 317 attempts, which are

both PSAC records.

Frye told police he had

majored in criminal justice at

Edinboro, but had not graduated.

He faces a preliminary hearing

October 29 before a District

Justice of Greensburg.

Penn State falling apart?

Locker room sniping has

started at Penn State, where two

straight losses have dropped the

Nittany Lions from seventh to

14th in the AP Football Poll.

Coach Joe Paterno says it will be

over by the time the Lions visit

West Virginia this weekend.

According to flanker, O.J.

McDuffie, the team seemed flat

and players made mental

mistakes in losses to Miami and

Boston College. He said the

team has been talking about it,

and the players are likely to talk

about it again. Paterno says his

players are mature enough to

come together when they have

to.

Eyes on number three?

The Pittsburgh Penguins have

started this season with two

secret weapons - a healthy Mario

Lemieux and intensity. They

will meet Detroit tonight as the

NHL's only unbeaten team at 5-

0-2. Lemieux has yet to be

bothered by his chronic back

problems and has scored eight

goals, along with 14 assists.

FREE
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCRRentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies
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Male orfemale

managers

wantedfor men's

basketball

(not paid positions)

-If interested, please call

basketball office at 226-

2458.
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Would the real Deion Sanders please stand up?
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

Would the real Deion Sanders

please stand up? Forget "Neon

Deion!" Forget "Prime Time!"

Forget every one of Deion 's 27

nicknames! Just give us Deion

Sanders for awhile.

Don't get me wrong, Deion

has always been Entertaining

(with a capital "E"). He's been

eccentric. The man is a sports

writer's dream. He fills up

newspaper space just by existing.

And why not? He could do it all

as a young, brash Florida State

Seminole. He backed up all the

talk and antics, leading the team

to a Sugar Bowl win in 1989 vs.

Auburn with a last second INT.

A universally superior athlete,

Deion not only excelled in

football but was an astonishingly

quick learner as a baseball player

in the New York Yankees

organization, still, not at a loss

for words. He was a little cocky

and immature. But he was so

young.

He was so young that he told

the Detroit Lions, before the

1989 NFL draft, "Don't pick me,

'cause I'm not goin'." So young

that a man of such gifted speed

(4.2 seconds in the 40 yard dash)

could take close to a minute to

clear four bases after a minor

league home run. But, again,

that was a long time ago. He's

matured with age and

experience, right? Wrong!

Deion hasn't changed a bit. In

fact, he's been pulling off even

more media antics. I'm not even

talking about the headbands, the

earrings, his line of clothes or

any of the flash. I'm talking

about Deion being the first man
to play two different professional

sports in the same day. He
played in the Atlanta Falcons

loss to Miami, on Sunday,

October 11, before flying to

Pittsburgh to join the Braves in

the playoffs that Sunday night.

He allowed a media crew and

camera aboard the jet and

allowed them to cover the whole

fiasco. This was just too much!

He's just too much hype! After

the Braves defeated Pittsburgh to

win the National League
Championship Series last week,

Deion tried to steal the show by

being a baby. He was upset at

announcer Tim McCarver for

comments McCarver made about

him during a playoff game (on

the air). During the locker room

celebration, Deion continually

threw buckets of water on

McCarver during interviews.

McCarver and Deion exchanged

words. Deion again took the

spotlight and media away for

himself. Too much, Deion!

Deion has already reached the

highes theatrical plateau. What

Deion needs to do is to stop

showing-off and start performing

on a more consistent basis. I

believe that he is just cheating

himself by trying to play for the

camera rather than the team that

he's on. For God's sake, the man

is already a Pro Bowl type

football player. His speed and

ability to close in on a receiver

are second to none. He is

awesome in man to man
coverage and compensates for

the Falcon's weak secondary.

Jerry Glanville doesn't coach

wimps. He is an explosive

AP photo

"What time is it?" : "Neon Deion" Sanders has been lacking

in an important aspect of athletics as of late - FOCUS.
cornerback that is also

phenomenal at returning kicks

and punts and even lining up

with the offense as a wide

receiver. In baseball, Deion has

often been complimented as

being the quickest learner

baseball has ever seen. This past

year, in his best season, Deion

batted .304 and had over 20

steals. He had ten triples in the

first month of the season!

Okay, I have established that

he is tremendously gifted in both

sports. But at times, it seems

that Deion doesn't have his heart

in it. He's not focused. When
he is a Brave, he may be

thinking football. When he is a

Falcon, he may be thinking

baseball. All that I ask of Deion

is that we see him reach his full

potential in, at least, one sport. I

believe that Deion has too many
friends. If he would say

goodbye to his good friends of

the press, he would be better off.

He would be even better off if he

chose one sport. As soon as

Deion starts focusing in on his

respective tasks, he will start

performing like the Hall of Fame
type athlete that he could be. He
is already famous and already

wealthy and is already NIKE's

new "show and tell" toy (the

deal is in the books). Now it's

time to get serious, Deion!

Count on this - Deion will not

be able to fool around with the

traditions of each sport much
longer. Bo Jackson already paid

the fiddler. The two-sport game
is a very physically and mentally

draining process. I believe that

before he was hurt, Bo was
becoming tiresome of the two-

sport game. He proved that he

could do both, then wondered

how good he could be if he

concentrated on one. He would

have chosen baseball. I believe

that Deion will begin to take the

same path as Bo. He will soon

commit to one sport, long term.

Right now, he is a much better

football player but baseball

would probably give him a much
longer and more lucrative

contract. He'll always be, at

least, a little eccentric. He'll go

where the money is. He can

always use another new suit.

Golden Eagle X-country

teams prepare for PSAG's
by Karen Ruud
Sports Writer

The Clarion University men's

and women's cross country

•earns participated in meets at the

New York-Geneseo (Suny)

Invitational recently.

The Clarion men finished sixth

out of 11 teams with 155 points

in the five-mile run. Host

Geneseo won the event with 52

points. Chris Singleton was the

top runner for the Golden

Eagles, placing fifth with a time

of 28:39. Eric Hackwelder ran

the course in 29:58 and placed

32nd ('had Briggs finished 34th

with a tinfe of 30:07. Russ

Briendel placed 37m with a time

of 30:20. Bill Belfield rounded

out the field of Clarion runners

with a time of 30:57 for a 47th

place finish.

The Clarion women wre one

of 11 teams to participate in the

5,000 meter NY-Geueseo (Suny)

Invitational. Geneseo also won

this event. Clarion runners

included Nicole Yahres, who
placed 22nd with a time of

22:28, and Lynn Baluh, who
placed 23rd with a time of 22:31.

The men havt* co'-ipiled a 16-

13 record. The wi,men haven't

done as well, currently 8-14.

NextatCal for the PSAC's.

/hot dog-

house 17 S. 6th Ave.

Super Lunch Special

one hot dog

small drink

small nachos

$1.27 + .08 tax

Mon.-Fri, 11 AM- 3 PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM
Seven Days a Week.

Nite Owl Special 3/S1. 88
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Help Wanted
ATTENTION: National Marketing firm

seeks dynamic student clubs, teams

and/or organizations to participate in a

promotion for a major retailer that is

coming to your campus. Earn big money
- No investment. Call Rick for more

information on this exciting event. 1-

800-592-2121 Ext. 119.

WANT TO TRAVEL FREE, EARN
CASH AND RESUME
EXPERIENCE? Students and

organizations call College Tours to join

our team! We have 25 years experience,

great prices, hotels and destinations. Call

1 (800) 959-SUN.

D.J. needed for Oct. 30 7:00-11:00 at

Clarion Holiday Inn. Call 226-7758 or

226-0245.

Earn $2,000 and Free Spring Break

Trips North America's number one

student tour operation seeking motivated

students, organizations, fraternities and

sororities as campus representatives

promoting Cancun or Daytona Beach

destinations. Call 1-800-365-4654.

Be a Spring Break Rep! Earn FREE
TRIPS and the Highest Commissions!

Cancun, Daytona, & Jamaica from $159.

Call Take A Break Student Travel today!

(800) 32-TRAVEL

$$$, Free Travel and Resume
Experience!! Individuals and student

organizations wanted to promote Spring

Break, call the nations leader. Inter-

campus Programs 1-800-327-6013.

$200 - $500 Weekly Assemble products

at home. Easy! No selling. You're paid

direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE
information-24 hour hotline.

801-379-2900 Copyright* PA 10KDH

Sales and Services
Diamond Engagement Trio Set:

Marquise diamond engagement ring,

matching three diamond ladies and mens

wedding rings. All three rings with 3

diamonds in each ring for only $450.

Use layaway, credit card, check or cash.

Only at James Jewelers, Downtown
Clarion. 226-8711.

ACEI Creative Saturday- Storytime

10:00 am. to 4:00 pm., Oct. 24, Clarion

Mall (by Walden Books) All Ages
Welcome.

True Color Tattoo***

Professional sterilization, fine lines &
cover ups. Choose from 50 colors.

Located in Sligo, PA 10 miles S. of

Clarion. Call for appointment after 5:00

pm. 358-2715.

I type reports and term papers. Low
rates. Call 764-5348.

GREEKS U CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1 -800-

932-0528, Ext 65.

Druglord Trucks! $100 86 Bronco. . .

$50 91 Blazer. ... $150 77 Jeep CJ. . .

$50. Seized Vans, 4X4's, Boats. Choose

from thousands starting $25. Free

information-24 hour hotline.

801 -379-2930. Copynght# PA 1 OKKC.

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized 89 Mercedes. .

$200 86 VW. . . $50 87 Mercedes. . .

$100 65 Mustang. . . $50. Choose from

thousands starting $25. Free

information-24 hour hodine. 801-379-

2929 Copyright* PA 10KJC

Diamonds: .51 carat round diamond

solitaire engagement ring. Special value:

$690. Layaway or credit payments easily

arranged to suit you. Only at James

Jewelers, 614 Main St. Clarion. 226-

8711.

***KAMOTION*** You saw them

perform at the Phi Sigma Kappa

Blowout... Come get a second dose Sat.

9:30-1:30, at the 68 Bar in Rimersburg

and experience the best in live rock &
roll entertainment!

Roommates & Rentals

Desperately needed- 1 female roommate

for South St. Apartment. Rent

$150/month plus 1/3 utilities. Lease runs

until end of May. Call 227-2521 or 227-

2409.

Needed: female roomate for spring '93.

Furnished 2 bedroom trailer located right

next to campus. For more information

please call 226-5449.

Two bedroom trailer available second

semester. Prefer three or four students.

Call 365-5455.

Personals
D Phi E would like to thank Natalie for

the wonderful Chartering Banquet.

Love, your D Phi E sisters.

Sig Tau Gamma- we had a wonderful

week with you working on the float and

mixing too. The hard work paid off, as

you can see. First place to ETR and D
PhiE.

Happy 21st birthday to Resa. Love your

D Phi E sisters.

Resa and Beth- congratulations on

organizing a winning float. Thanks

Love D Phi E.

Sigma Chi Derby Daze is around the

cormer as you can see. The ones to

watch are D Phi E. We want your

Derbes.

To the Delta Chi Float Chair, I bugged

you, I used all of your answering tapes

and I even made you build that crazy

thing. Sorry, but you're the best float

chair anyway. Theta Phi Alpha Float

Chair.

D Phi E, We would like to send a belated

thanks for making our picinc a success!

We had a great time! Let's do it again

when the weather gets warm! See you in

the spring! Love, Tri-Sigma

'AVA'A'.V/MW/AWiVA'iV.'.VV/.v,.

LASSIFIEDS
Delta Chi, what was that thing that

floated down the crowded streets of the

town? The wall was tall, the body was

big, to pull it we almost needed a rig.

Last place they say, they must be wrong;

we didn't leave it at the stadium that

long. If Cinderella was a Theta Phi

undoulibly, her prince would be a Delta

Chi. Hope our fairy god mother brings

us together again. Love, Theta Phi

Alpha.

Darth For President

Theta Phi Float Chair, Thanks for all of

your hard work. Too bad you want to

remain anonymus. Love your Theta Phi

Sisters.

Sigma Chi, we are looking forward to

being dazed and amazed. Theta Phis

To the sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma, You

made our kemals pop. It may not have

been sun on the beach, but it sure was a

HOT night. The brothers of AXP.

Hey Theta Chi! We had the most

excellent mixer! ALF week was the best

with you guys! Love, the sisters of Delta

Zeta.

Delta Zeta is celebrating 60 years on

campus and 90 years nationally... and

we're still going strong!

Phi Sigma Kappa- thanks for the fun PJ

mixer. Sorry so late! Love the sisters of

Delta Zeta.

15 Shady Avenue- Here's to the happy

three! Though stressed, we always stay

together. I love you guys. -Tara

Erin- Keep your chin up hon! Your big

will always have a shoulder for you to

lean on -Tara

Theta Chi- thanks for doing the float with

us. We had a great time. We love you!

Love, the sisters of Delta Zeta.

Phi Sigma Sigma, The float was finished

right before our eyes, "Best of Parade"

was quite a surprise! On Thursday we

twisted away into the night mixing with

you ladies is always a delight! Partying

with the Phi Sigs is never a bore, Lets

hear it for Hurricane Hugo #4! Phi

Sigma Kappa

Anni Dorfi- Thank you for all the time

and hard work you put into the float. We
love you ! The sisters of ASA.

To Teresa and our Sweetheart Jason

Delp- thanks for all your hard work on

the float! We really appreciate it! It isn't

easy getting a bunch of crazy people

together is it? Love, the sisters of Tri

Sigma

To the brothers of Sigma Chi- thanks for

such a sincere effort in making our float

the best- love, the sisters of Tri-Sigma.

Sigma Chi- the float needed to be built

but we had other things on our mind and

that's why we came in 9! Thanks for the

awesome mixer! Love, the sisters of Tri-

Sigma

Thanks ALF for a "kind" time. Sweet 16

and the band. Thanks all, "Mustard"

Tri Sigma would like to congratulate

Mamie, Andrea, Sandy and Shelly for

being on Homecoming Court! You can't

beat those odds. Love your Tri-Sigma

sisters

Mamie, you thought it was a joke until

you were nominated, who ever thought

you and Tri-Sigma would have

dominated! Congratulations on being the

1992 Homecoming Queen! We love

you!! Love your sisters.

To our sister Heather Owens- we would

like to tell you how proud we are of you

for doing such a great job with

Homecoming! Love your Tri-Sigma

sisters.

Sig Eps- the day was great and the road

was long. We had to get the clues right

with none wrong. We had to race to the

finish and see who was the best—thanks

for putting our first road rally to the test-

Love the sisters of Tri-Sigma

Congratulauons- to our nominee Mamie
McCluskey for becoming 1992

Homecoming Queen- Sig Eps

Soc and the Theta Xi brothers, It's six

a.m. and the creation began, three nails in

and it still stands, so now it's time to

celebrate, but why did the dog have to

urinate? Thanks for a great float! Love,

The sisters of ASA

Darren, Thank you for being the best

Homecoming escort ever. You are the

greatest. Love Merrilyn

Tracy, Tara and Danielle, Thanks for

letting me spice up your ALF. I hope the

Rigatoni wasn't too hot! The mixer was

great, see ya soon. "Z"

Congratulauons Tonya Harteis for being

nominated for the Homecoming Court.

We are so proud of you!! Love, Your

Zeta sisters

Congratulations Shan for becoming
Sigma Chi Sweetheart!! We're so happy

for you, we know you'll be great! Love,

your sisters of ZTA

KDR! Although ALF week is all

through we'll remember the fun of doing

the float with you! We should get

together again soon! We love you guys-

the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha

Darla and Amy- you guys did an

awesome job on the float! Thanks for all

your hard work. We appreciate it! Love

your Zeta Sisters

Delta Chi when at first a theme we could

not find who would have thought what

would come to our minds. 2 Ipps and a

tube all lead to a room which was
suddenly transformed into a womb.
Many people have talked and some may
say how could they ever do it that way.

No one can ever know the fun we had.

Who could have thought we could be that

bad. We're ready and willing to do it

again as soon as you all possibly can.

Lets reenter soon. In the womb with

Theta Phis.

To the sisters of Theta Phi Alpha,

through the legs we re-entered the womb.

We swam and jammed through the

fallopian tubes. We passed the banana

between our knees. A celebration of

ALF and the birds and bees. A float

unidentifiable that we admit, but a mixer

that will always be rated a #1 hit!

Thanks, The brothers of Delta Chi

To Michelle my cuz and her roomies Kay
and Tracey, Thanks for letting me stay

during ALF and for all the help with the

T-shirts. You girls definiUey made this

ALF a memorable one! ALF was here

and now its gone! Someday I'll have all

three of you sing the titty song in french

at my wedding! Love "Z"

Congratulations Shan on becoming
Sigma Chi's new sweetheart! Your the

best! ! ! Love your Future Zeta Sisters

Lysander- Where goes the day when we
sat by spark and listened to the words of

one another lull hearts to sleep? It

mattered not what the wicked forest

chanted, only that we had found a right in

the times when wrongs were full -Hermia

To Brett Wise and Fred Dennis Thank

you for all your time and help on our

float. Second place- can you believe it?

You guys are the best!! DZ love and

mine, Brigitte

A special thank you to Bruno and Lucy

Gandolfi for the hospitality while

building our float. You were wonderful

to us! Thank you! Delta Zeta and Theta

Chi

Josie, Toni, Jenn, Becky, Amy M,
Cheese, Bill and Brian: Thanks for

coming through for me on Friday- The
float was a success because of you. DZ
love and all of mine Gidget

To the brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa; We
moved and we grooved and twisted the

night away. We covered all the colors

with what parts we will not say!! The
sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma

To the residents of 70 N. 5 Ave. Thanks

for all the fun ALF weekend. Special

thanks to Donny the cook and Derick or

Derlick, the supply. Clean the house

NOW! Its been a blast The great 21

Phi Sigma Sigma would like to thank

Cherie Boedicker, and Chris Vaverick for

an excellant job in organizing the float.

We couldn't have won without you!

Phi Sigma ^fjappa, It was great

"discovering" first place overall with

you! Thanks for all the time and effort

Love, Phi Sigma Sigma.

Tri-Sigs, Great road rally. We're glad

we're your firsts! You girls rule- Sig Eps

Sig Eps would like to thank AET and

Aron Erdman on a great third place float.
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Sports Opinion - The Quizmaster, in relief, predicts .

Dallas to show Silver & Black how to win
Everyone who is human needs

to take a break every now and

then. Tall Cliffy, our esteemed

football personality, is human.

He needs a break. He is being

relieved, temporarily. But only

temporarily. Just like every

starting pitcher, Cliffy will be

back. For now, I have been

called upon to put out the fire

and bring this column back to

respectability. To be brutally

honest, this move was needed.

Cliffy hasn't been very

impressive, thus far, at 7-14-3.

Just as a Tom Henke-like stopper

brings his high-heat into the

game in the ninth inning, The

Quizmaster is going to bring in

all his weaponry. I am going to

dump this column's loser image.

I've got the brains? they've got

the brawn. Let's make lots of

money. Apologies to Pet Shop

Boy's fans, but I am The

Quizmaster.

NFL
Dallas at Raiders +3

Both the Cowboys and the

Raiders were pre-season picks to

be playoff teams in 1992.

Maybe even Super Bowl teams.

Troy Aikman, Emmit Smith,
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Micheal Lrvin and a solid defense

have led Dallas to a 5-1 record,

first place in the NFC East, thus

far. Al Davis' boys (3-4),

however, are looking older and

older every game. Eric

Dickerson, Marcus Allen and

most of the defense are

examples. A team that once

utilized Bo Jackson, Allen, a

big-play offense and one of the

top defenses in the league is now

praying that their aging defense

will compensate for an offense

that is going nowhere fast.

For the Raiders to win their

fourth game in a row, Jay

Shroeder will have to throw for

300+ yards (Todd Marinovich

may miss due to injury). He'll

fall about 200 yards short of that.

The Raiders may hold Smith to

under 100 yards rushing, but

Aikman will pick them apart.

It's Dallas in a romp.

The Quizmaster's pick : Dallas

Denver at San Diego +1

This spread is very hard to

believe. I'm looking for a 10-20

point Bronco victory.

Denver (5-2) is a hot club,

coming off of their comeback

win against the Oilers. Elway

will light it up against San

Diego. He'll have to compensate

for an absent running game.

The Chargers (2-4) destroyed

the newly-revived Colts, but I

think that it was just a matter of

time before the Colts defense got

roughed up. The Chargers will

pass for their fair share, but will

fall way short of Elway's effort.

The Charger defense will limit

Denver's running game, but still

yield over 30 points. The

Charger running game is too

banged up to make it close.

The Quiztnaster's pick : Denver

Wash, at Minnesota +2 1/2

The Super Bowl champs were

limited last week, but still

nipped the talented Eagles by

four points. The 'Skins are still

one of the league's best. The

Vikings are 5-1 and in first place

in the NFC Central. They

crushed the defending division

champ (Detroit) last Thursday,

31-14, and are 4-1 against

division opponents.

The "Hogs" kept a superb

Philiy defense from getting to

QB Mark Rypien. He passed for

240 yards. The Redskins also

have a competent running game

in Earnest Byner and Ricky

Ervins but will be brought to

earth on the turf.

Minnesota will stop

Washington in the Metrodome.

The Vikings will be fired up.

Minnesota has a very competent

passing attack, a good defense

and the Metrodome.

The Vikings in a squeaker.

The Quizmaster's pick : Vikings

College

Oklahoma at Kansas Even

The Jayhawks are 5-1 and have

outscored their opponents two to

one. They are ranked #21 in the

USA Today/CNN Coaches poll

because of an offense that can

bite from anywhere on the field.

They defeated Iowa State last

weekend, 50-47, after trailing

47-21. The explosion is justified

by a scoring average of over 40

points a game, 445 yards per

game. Guess what? They have

one of the highest scoring

defenses in the nation, loo. But

this unit, with very few stars,

meets a good defense in

Oklahoma this week.

The Sooners, #25, only a!!ow

about 250 yards a game. The

offense, famous for the wishbone

and option, now keys more on

the pass. They tied a powerful

Colorado club last week, 24-24.

This will be a close one but the

Sooners wor't pull away with

two straight key victories. The

Jayhawks won't rack up quite as

much offense as usual but will

knock the Sooners out of the

"Top 25" anyway. Kansas 24,

Oklahoma 14?

The Quizmaster's pick : Kansas

N.C. State at Clemson +2

In an upset, Virginia Tech tied

#23 ranked N.C. State last week,

13-13. The Wolfpack run

through all comers with a

powerful rushing game of over

200 yards per game. They

played tough against the Florida

St. Seminoles early in the season

but won't be as good against

Clemson.

Clemson is a two point

underdog but has one of the top

running games in all of the

NCAA.
It will be a quick game and the

outcome will be determined on

the ground. The time possession

advantage will go Clemson's

way, even on foreign turf.

The Quizmaster's pick :Clemson

After a 5-0 week, you can

decide who is to be made
immortal; The Quizmaster or

that Cliffy guy.
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"Empowerment and Race" will

be a powerful lecture delivered

at Clarion University by a

nationally known rapper, Sister

Souljah on November 4, 1992.

"Black Americans are no

longer willing to identify

themselves with Africa, and

many don't wish to be called

African Americans. For others,

identifying with Africa is merely

a fad or fashion," she said in the

Leaf-Chronicle September.

24,1992 issue.

She seeks a Pan-African Unity.

Since all blacks worldwide have

come from the same place, her

beliefs are to adapt nationalistic

attitudes in interest of self-

preservation and empowerment.

Sister Souljah is also

nationally known as an activist

who describes her attitudes and

beliefs through her music and

also her lectures.

She became an activist

because she felt the "so-called
"

experts were so far off the mark

in terms of understanding the

experience of African people,

Latinos and those who grew up

in the underclass or under the

welfare system.

She wanted a chance to

express her sentiments that

somebody feels when they're

under the welfare system. She

has tried to develop solutions

and put some clarity into issues

Post story that quoted Souljah in

reply to a question about the Los

Angeles riots, "I don't think that

anything we can do to white

people could ever equal up to

what they've done to us. Why
not kill white people?" Clinton

called Souljah a racist and

ignited a volatile issue.

Sister Souljah explained what

she meant by her statement to

Spin Magazine. She said she did

not understand why white people

were surprised at what happened

in Los Angeles when black

people were being killed by gang

violence every day.

To make the statement that

Clinton attacked clear, she went

on to say, "In the mind of a gang

member, why not kill white

people? In other words, if you've

been neglected by the social and

economic order in America, and

the supposed spiritual order of

America and you've become

casual about killing, you would

have no hesitancy about killing

somebody white. And clearly if a

gang member would kill his own

brother, from his own kind, he

would kill white people. Why
not?"

Sister Souljah also expresses

herself through music and has

worked with the rap group

Public Enemy.

Her rap music has been

criticized as being "second rate."

In response to this criticism

Souljah claims she is not "trying

AP photo

Sister Souljah a rappist and an activist is expected to

speak at Clarion University on November 4,1992.

topics reveal the consequences

of the continued course of

destruction and genocide in the

African community.

Sister Souljah, then known as

"Blacks Americans are no longer willing to identify

themselves with Africa. .

.

"

for people who are emerging

from the white supremacy,

racism and poverty.

Her attitudes and beliefs have

recently been misunderstood

and assaulted by Governor Bill

Clinton. He publicly attacked

Sister Souljah at Jesse Jackson's

National Rainbow Coalition

convention in Washington.

Clinton repeated a Washington

to dazzle you with her rhymes."

She is merely trying to give

information to liberate the mind,

soul and spirit from white

supremacy and racism.

Her current album, "360

Degrees of Power." addresses

police brutality, race relations,

miscegenation, rape, sisterhood

and international politics. Her

Lisa Williamson, was born into a

poverty stricken family in the

Bronx. She has educated herself

by studying at Cornell and

Rutgers Universities.

Her previous work includes

founding a summer camp for

inner-city children. She is

presently working with homeless

children in Harlem.

She has earned her reputation

by lecturing at some of the

nations, most prestigious

universities as well as

engagements in Southern Africa,

Europe and the former Soviet

Union.

Souljah will be lecturing at

Clarion University next

Wednesday, November 4 at 8:30

p.m. It will be in the Multi-

purpose room at the Gemmell

Center.

The lecture is sponsored by the

Office of Minority Student

Services, Office of Social Equity,

African-American Student

Union and Student Senate.

The lecture is free to Clarion

Students with a valid I.D.. There

will be a $5 fee for the public.

Celebrating over 70 years as a student newspapei
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Unsafe

and

I have just finished my last

class of volunteer training for

S.A.F.E., an agency in Clarion

that deals with domestic violence

victims. As I lay in my bed

reviewing the day's events, many

interesting thoughts come to me.

The years students spend in

college are very difficult. They

spend a lot of time and money

trying to attain a goal so they can

get on with their lives. As

everyone knows, there is quite a

bit of stress trying to manage

classes and extracurricular

activities, while maintaining a

social life. However, students

need to concentrate on their

work. They tend to only focus

on themselves and start

developing a "me, me, me"

attitude along with hedonistic

tendencies to escape the

demands of college life.

Where I come from, life is not

Utopia, but I have had what I

needed, and mostly what I have

wanted. I was definitely not

ready for what life had to offer

by the time I left for college. I

knew that all types of wrongs

occurred in society, from stealing

a pack of gum to child abuse to

murders. I knew that there were

many people out there who did

not have what I had and who did

not believe what I believed. I

was not ignorant to the ways of

the world; I just had never really

been exposed to them.

Now, in my fourth year of

college, I have been exposed a

little bit more to reality. It has

been nothing more than

everyday experiences of being

away from home and living life

unsheltered. I have had to see

what goes on rather than just

hear about it: pregnancy,

abortion, prejudice, drugs,

alcoholism, failing out,

Katie Trapini

anarchists, atheists, unethical

people, sexual assaults, theft. .

.the list can keep going and

going. I thought that I had just

about seen it all. . . until

yesterday.

It was brought to my attention

in a staff meeting that S.A.F.E.

was offering a 40 hour training

available to anyone interested in

working with victims of

domestic violence. I thought,

"Sure, why not?" It seemed like

a good citizen type activity to

help someone less fortunate

(Cont. on pg. 4)

Ah! Pre-registration has

arrived once again, and once

again we are faced with our

favorite biannual problem: no

available classes. Well, maybe

we should rephrase that: lots of

available classes, but none that

anybody really needs.

Once you pass by the 100-level

courses, you quickly find

yourself without a hope in hell of

completing an acceptable

schedule. 300- and 400- level

courses are found with about as

much frequency as correct

predictions in Tall Cliffy's

column. It seems that,

unfortunately, available upper-

level classes have gone the way

of the dodo.

For example, there is COMM-
3S1: Production Application,

which is a prerequisite for some

internships for Communication

majors. We are told to do our

internships between our junior

and senior years. Fine. The

problem is, we can't get the

prerequisites. Total number of

sections of Production

Application being offered in

Spring 1993: Two, with a grand

total of 30 seats. Nice.

Another example of the

wonderful Clarion way of doing

things: scheduling by

alphabetical order, last name.

Assume that two new students

with zero credits, Bob Aardvark

and Wesley Zzyvva, both need to

schedule. They're both going to

have to scramble to beat each

other to the classes they need,

right? Wrong. Mr. Aardvark

will schedule on Nov. 10 at 6

p.m., but Mr. Zzyvva, with the

same credits/QPA as Mr.

Aardvark, schedules SIX DAYS
LATER, Nov. 16 at 2 p.m. This

is discrimination against poor

saps with last names like Vaughn

or Zzyzzyvvamaerotoski.

And what's with these "special

interest groups" like "Making

Connections". Why are all these

classes "RESERVED:MAKING
CONNECTIONS". What the

hell is Making Connections, and

why do they get all these classes

that would fit so nicely into our

schedules? How do we get in on

this scam? How about some

classes marked "RESERVED:
COMM MAJORS WHO CANT
FIND ENOUGH CLASSES
BECAUSE OF MAKING
CONNECnONS".

Perhaps the answer is this:

there may be considerable

financial incentive for

universities to hold back on

upper-level classes. If a student

must come for an extra semester,

s/he must also PAY for an extra

semester. A nice little sting

operation.
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Reader Response
Pulling

strings

Dear Editor:

I think it is important to bring

to the attention of the American

people the strength behind Bill

Clinton. He is slick, that's for

sure, but he hasn't been able to

get through such a grueling

primary, covering up all the

questions about his character

(Gennifer Flowers, marijuana,

etc.) without help. That help is

named James Carville. Many
people have never heard of him,

but he's the man that pulls Bill

Clinton's strings.

We Pennsylvanians have an

obligation to inform the rest of

the country about how dirty and

deceitful James Carville is. He

was extremely successful in

orchestrating the Great Casey

Cover-up of 1990 (remember,

there was no deficit until the

week after the election), and he

was also responsible for getting

"Mr. Experience" himself, Harris

Wofford, elected u> the, U.S.

Senate. Yes, Mr. Carville is

behind the bogus issue of

government funded health care

(which incidentally, Governor

Clinton no longer supports). As

if Wofford was going to go to

Washington and steal Ted

Kennedy's idea.

And Mr. Carville was with

Governor Clinton when there

were five Democrats running for

the nomination. Guess who's left

and guess why. Bill Clinton isn't

the only slick person in the

Clinton/Gore organization.

James Carville is the best at

making people think what they

really don't believe.

Jamie Lejcar is afreshman,

Mathematics major.

Understanding what

tax-and spending does

to the community

Dear Editor:

I don't think people quite

understand what tax-and-spend

government can do to a

community. Obviously

Massachusetts, New York,

Arkansas and Pennsylvania

aren't good enough examples of

what can happen when
government spends too much
and then increases taxes to

.overcompensate, so here's a_

more vivid example:

My attention was recently

directed to an article which

appeared in the January, 1992

issue of Reader 's Digest entitled

"How the Unions Stole the Big

Apple." The article begins with

a story of a janitor in a public

school in New York City who

makes $57,000 a year. His

contract specifies that he must

mop the floors in the school

three times a year. Not a day, not

a week, not a month — three

times a year. Once every four

months, no matter how he feels.

That comes out to about $19,000

a mopping. This is not

hypothetical (the article cited the

school and the janitor's name),

nor is it rare. The Democrats

control almost every major city

in this country, and this is

exactly how they spend the

money. The people from the rest

of the state are then expected to

bail them out with hard earned

tax dollars. This is the kind of

government waste that is bad at

the city and state levels, but is

intolerable of a national level.

At $19,000 a mopping, we
can't afford tax-and-spend

government to go unchecked in

Washington. If vou like Bob

Geo's Pizza
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would like to invite you to
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or
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Casey and Mike Dukakis, you'll

love Bill Clinton. Keep President

Bush, but vote out the wasteful

congressmen who have been in

the capitol too long.

Stephen M. Caliendo is a senior

English and Political Science

major.

A strong leader

of the university

and community

Dear Editor:

It is essential that there be a

response to a recent letter by

Randy Rhodes which unfairly

and inaccurately attacked David

Wright.

First of all it should be noted

that Mr. Rhodes is simply a local

Republican Party operative. He

was defeated last November in a

contest for a local county row

office.

David Wright, minister.

Clarion University professor and

legislator, has been a strong

supporter of this university and

the State System of Higher

Education for sixteen years. He

has been an outstanding

spokesperson and supporter for

this area and rural Pennsylvania

as our representative. He has

always been endorsed by both

the local and state faculty

organizations.

Despite Mr. Rhodes'

INACCURATE CLAIMS,
David Wright receives very

substantial campaign
contributions from the local area,

primarily from individuals. We
personally know many such

contributors, including numerous

Republicans and independents.

In fact, hundreds of local

citizens recently contributed fifty

dollars each to a fund raising

dinner to support Mr. Wright's

campaign. That information

unfortunately, was not yet

available at the time of Mr.

Rhodes' claim.

Representative Wright's

sixteen years experience gives

him meaningful seniority in the

House which is invaluable to this

district and to Clarion University

and its sister institutions.

Mr. Rhodes' letter was typical

of a local barrage of such letters.

Unfortunately, these attacks on
Rep. Wright have been filled

with distortions, inaccuracies,

false and unsubstantiated

implications and innuendoes.

Facts are literally non-existent.

Clearly, dirty campaigning has

reached a new peak in this

election year.

Despite this barrage, we trust

that truth, integrity, hard work,

informed intelligence,

competence, experience,

seniority and the attention to

8,000 constituent problems each

year will be rewarded. David

Wright has served this district

exceptionally well.

Kenneth F. Emerick is a retired

falculty member and

James Knickerbocker is an

English Professor

State

Treasurer's

Seat
Dear Editor:

With all of the highly

competitive races in the state

this year, one very important

race seems to be overlooked.

The State Treasurer's seat needs

to be considered, especially in

light of the tremendous financial

problems that the incumbent has

helped to create in this state.

While Bob Casey was
spending more money than the

state had and Barbara Hafer was

telling us so, the incumbent

treasurer sat by with her mouth

shut and let it all happen. The

treasurer's office is supposed to

be a watch dog for the

government not a yes-man for

the governor and David Wright's

spending increases. The
incumbent could have said that

Mrs. Hafer was correct, but she

didn't. She was too busy

protecting the spenders in her

party. We need an honest

treasurer, no a yes-man.

Lowman Henry is the

challenger for the treasurer's

seat this year. He is a native of

Southwestern Pennsylvania and

a graduate of Gannon
University. He is dedicated to

the careful examination of the

governor's next two years.

Lowman wants to make sure that

people like David Wright and

Bob Casey don't spend more

than we have and force more

taxes on us. We need Lowman
Henry to protect us. David

(cont. on pg. 4 )
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(cont.from pg. 2)

I went through the training with

enthusiasm and listened eagerly

to the presenters. I really did

everything that I was supposed to

do and learned everything I could

to be a good volunteer. The last

night of training was last night. It

wasn't as pleasant as I thought it

would be. In fact, I am very

bothered by what I saw there. It

is the reason I have gotten out of

bed to write this at such a

ridiculous hour.

There were two abuse victims

who told their stories at last

night's training. Not only were

they victims of domestic violence

but they had undergone other

types of abuse. Neither story was

exactly alike, but they did have

one factor in common: ABUSE.

They were both physically,

sexually, and emotionally

abused from the time they were

toddlers. The physical abuse

that they had undergone

consisted of being burned,

raped, whipped, punched,

kicked, hit with objects, etc.

They will carry the scars on

their bodies for the rest of their

lives. The emotional abuses go

hand in hand with the physical,

however, the inner scars seem to

be much worse and will take far

longer to heal. Neither woman
was able to live a day of her life

without living in terror. They

were pushed aside, left to fend

for themselves. As little girls,

these two women, felt that

something was wrong with them,

because they were "causing"

what was happening to them.

They had absolutely no feeling

of self worth, and no one ever

took the time to stop and notice

the lives of hell that they were

living. As adults they can now
see that their abuser was in the

wrong. People that they loved

were causing them pain.

I saw how much pain was in

their eyes. . .the early abuse that

they had been dealt then led

them into relationships with

abusive partners. Again, having

every bit of self worth or esteem

beaten out of their bodies, they

became like robots; a vicious

cycle that they were accustomed

to was being repeated. As I sat

there listening with horror, I

kept flinching at their words. I

wanted to make their pain go

away. I wanted to say

something that would instantly

make them feel better. I could

not offer empathy because I

have never undergone anything

remotely similar. I realized at

that very moment the reason I

was there. I could not offer an

instant relief of their pain, but I

could offer them support and

help them along any small bit of

progress towards their life of

peace.

Thank God for organizations

like S.A.F.E. that can offer some

type of hope for people in

situations like this. I urge

anybody who does not offer

some part of their time to help

someone else to consider doing

so. In this specific case, if there

weren't people to help domestic

violence victims, they would

have no hope for deliverance

and freedom from the abuse that

restrains their life.

Katie Trapini is a senior

special education major

Letters. .

.

(Cont. from pg. 2)

Wright won't be there next

session, but a lot of big spenders

will. I urge you to consider not

rewarding the incumbent

treasurer's lack of concern for

the people of Pennsylvania.

Please vote for Lowman Henry

for State Treasurer.

R. Andy Mills is a senior

Secondary Education English

major.

Record in

Arkansas
Dear Editor:

The only way to fairly judge

Bill Clinton is on his track record

in Arkansas. It's terrible! It

seems unbelievable to me that a

failed governor of a small state

who had his own party in the

legislature (no excuses!) can

criticize the cureent

administration for "running the

country into the ground." If he

can't run Arkansas successfully

after having 12 years to do it and

a legislature of his same political

ideology, how is he going to run

this country with a legislature

that is not of his or anybody

else's ideology?

Just a few statisticics on:

The environment-- 42nd in

percentage of polluted rivers and

streams; 47th in per capita toxic

chemical releases into the air; 41st

in per capita ozone depleting

emissions (Institute for Southern

Studies)

Education--5th highest in the

nation in adults considered

illiterate; 43rd in the nation on per

capita spending for higher

education; 49th in teacher pay

(University of Arkansas research).

Health Care-April 2, 1992

edition of New York Times

described Clinton's attention to

state health care as "occasional."

One in four Arkansans are

without health care as opposed to

one in seven nationwide.

Economy--47th in per capita

personal income (Bureau of

Census); since Bill Clinton has

been in office (regained in 1983),

Personal income in Arkansas

grew slower than the national

average every year but one

(Arkansas Personal Income

Handbook); The unemployment

rate in Arkansas has remained

above the national average every

year but one (Bureau of Labor

Statistics).

It seems to me that Governor

Clinton doesn't have the record to

back up his slick political rhetoric

and campaign promises. It's easy

to brag about balancing 11

budgets when your legislature

rubber stamps your spending

increases. If your're Bill Clinton,

you let your legislature put all

their pork-barrel increases in,

and you just raise taxes to meet

the tax increases instead of just

the one, we wouldn't have any

money left in our paychecks.

That's exactly what will happen

if Arkansas-type "leadership" is

imposed on the rest of the

country.

We in Pennsylvania have seen

what unbridled tax-and spend

government can do, and we don't

have to look far to Massachusetts

to see what a terrible state they're

in. We can't afford Bill Clinton,

the price is too high. He says he

wants to do for America what

he's done for Arkansas--NO

THANKS!
Brian Subich is afreshman

Political Science major

Some comments

on style

Dear Editor

I would like to reply to a letter

to the editor written by "Karl L.

Laszlo' (Call, 15 October 1992).

He has raised some, uhh,

interesting points, but I must

comment on his style, which he

feels to be very Thompson-

esque.

I, too, am an avid fan of Dr.

Thompson, but I am afraid that

Mr. Laszlo (an assumed name)

has not done justice to the good

doctor in his attempt to copy

Thompson's style.

For instance, in paragraph

two, Laszlo (or whatever his

real name is) says of the new

$15 graduation fee, "Seeing as

r 11 be in debt about $10,000

anyway, what's another 15

bucks?" Dr. Thompson, on the

other hand, probably would

have said something to the

effect of, "Now that I've stuffed

my cash into this god-forsaken

hole for four years, these

leeches are going to soak me
for another fifteen clams. Is

there no justice?"

In the next paragraph, Laszlo

(how's that pronounced?

LAAAZ-low? la-SLOW?) goes

on (and on and on) about Public

Safety requesting guns. He

says, "I've. . . never heard of

anyone being shot or held up at

gun point" at Clarion. That's

mild for Thompson, don't you

think? Doc might have

rephrased that as, "Guns?!? You

want to give them GUNS?!?
First they'll kill all the

longhairs, then they'll declare

the entire borough under

martial law. They'd be running

around like little Richard

Nixons, screaming 'I am king! I

am King!' until they collapsed

in fits of exhaustion and

hubris." That's more like it.

Lastly, Laszlo (Lastly Laszlo.

That has a nice ring to it.)

addresses the fact that the

Gemmell Student Complex is

closed on Saturdays. He really

gets wild here, saying, "It's not

like anyone would want to use it

on one of the days that they

don't have classes." Nasty. Doc

Thompson might have edited a

bit at this point, perhaps saying,

"645 bazillion dollars to build

the @#@$% place and the only

way I can get in is with this

crowbar I have stuffed down my
pants leg. I hope I don't draw

attention. Would anybody notice

a balding, hash-addled freak,

beating on a building with a tire

iron and screaming

Racquetball!!! I'll die if I can't

play racquetball. My attorney

says I need the physical exertion

to offset the effects of the drugs

in my body, and, after all, he is

my attorney.

Mr. Laszlo (does that rhyme

with cow or tow?), I recommend

that before you try imitating

Dr.Thompson, that you should

read through your copy of "Fear

and Loathing in Las Vegas" a

few more times.

Selah...

Ray Henderson

(not an assumed name)

Green. . .

Grasp the Concept
WCCB
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Man claims Theta Chi damaged car
by Rodney Sherman

News Writer

A local man is claiming a

member of the Theta Chi

fraternity damaged the paint on

his classic car during the

Autumn Leaf Festival parade.

Alan Seigworth, of Knox, claims

his 1970 Plymouth Roadrunner

was damaged by thrown ice and

hard candy.

According to Seigworth, Dave

"Elvis" Atkins was a passenger

in his car when it passed the OX
fraternity house. " I actually saw

a guy wearing an 'OX'

sweatshirt throw the candy and

ice. . .without question," said

Seigworth. "He was off the

porch, on the sidewalk. The ones

on the porch were cheering him

on." Dave "Elvis" Atkins tried

to get the people who were

throwing the items to stop, but

according to Seigworth, "they

only threw more."

Seigworth's car is one

of 824 made and one of 517 left

in exsistence. He estimates its

value at approximately $40,000.

The candy and ice left deep scuff

marks in the paint, which

Seigworth says will require the

entire car to be buffed down.

"It will have to be buffed entirely

back down so everything is the

same; it will change the whole

color of the car."

Seigworth has owned the car

for 12 years and did almost all of

the restoration work on it. He

gave no estimate of monetary

damages, because he will do the

work himself.

In answer to Seigworth's

charges, Dan Durkin, the

president of the Epsilon Xi

chapter of Theta Chi Fraternity,

feels his fraternity is being

unfairly singled out for the

incident. According to Durkin.

there was a large crowd in front

of the house and many in the

crowd who were not in the

fraternity. In a telephone

interview, Durkin said, "It's

unfortunate the situation

occurred, however I do believe

Mr. Seigworth is blowing the

case out of proportion. To judge

my fraternity on the action of

Ray Henderson/ClarionCall

A fire ripped through the Clarion Ford Mercury dealership

late yesterday morning. Two fire departments responded

to the blaze. No major injuries were reported.

one person is unfair." Durkin

has sent an answer to

Seigworth's editorial to the

Derrick.

Another local man also claims

he had some problems with

students during the parade but

did not single out any certain

person or group.

Jack Hoffman, of Franklin,

had his team of draft horses

pulling a wagon with about ten

people in it. Hoffman's son was

following the wagon on foot,

acting as the required "scooper"

when, according to Hoffman,

some students began yelling,

laughing and pointing at his son

when the horses defficated.

Hoffman said he

couldn't understand "how a

young adult can point and shout

at a young 4-H boy, while

they're standing there sucking on

a quart of beer."

Hoffman said his son was

troubled by the taunts but

continued with his work.

Both men say they will not

participate in future ALF
parades.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Alan Seigworth, driving, has accused Theta Chi Fraternity

of pelting his car during the ALF parade.

Fire ravages dealership

by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

Fire raged through the Clarion

Ford Mercury car dealership on

1214 East Main Street late

yesterday morning.

The call was taken at the

Clarion Emergency 911 at

approximately 11:06 a.m. and by

the time firemen arrived on the

scene around 11:12, pillows of

black smoke were already

flowing out through large

wooden garage doors in the front

of the building. At least one

bystander reported hearing an

explosion, although an employee

working in a nearbv store said

that she did not hear a blast.

Employees of Clarion Ford

Mercury attempted to move all

cars from the front of the

dealership with the additional aid

of a tow truck, but soon the blaze

became too large and the rescue

mission had to be aborted.

A mechanic employed at the

deslership said, "It just went up."

No major injuries were

sustained in the blaze, although

Clarion Emergency reported that

one person was transported from

the scene. Clarion Emergency

did not know the destination of

the individual taken from the

scene.

A fire policemen from Dubois

said, "The fight ran smoothly

from start to finish."

The Clarion Volunteer Fire

Department and the Strattonville

Volunteer Fire Department

responded to the scene.

By 12:30 p.m., the building

was turned into a mere frame.

"The structure is pretty much
gone," said Judy Rawson of the

Strattonville V.F.D.

Rawson said there was no

danger of the blaze spreading to

surrounding buildings, but there

were dangerous chemicals inside

the building, including the

chloroflourocarbon freon.

Although non-flammable, if

inhaled in sufficient amounts,

freon can be lethal.

The cause of the fire has not

yet been determined, although

several assumptions seem to be

connected to a gas tank housed

within the structure.

The American Red Cross was

also on the scene distributing

soda pop and ice to the

firefighters. The beverages were

donated by the Sheetz

convenience store.

Owner John Morris said, "I

appreciate the fire departments'

quickness in response. Everyone

in the town and the local

businesspeople have all been

very helpful in doing all they
ti

can.

A crowd of around 100 people

gathered to watch the action.

The spectators were taking a

risk due to the dangerous factors

of the chemicals in the fire,

according to Rawson.
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Gay rights issue put to test

CPS- Amy Millward is

worried about her future.

She's a sophomore at Oregon

State University and she relies

on a president's scholarship to

pay for her tuition.

But she's afraid that if Ballot

Measure 9 passes in the

upcoming general election,

classifying homosexuality as a

perversion in Oregon, the

scholarship could be taken away

from her.

"All they'd have to do is see

that I'm active in LGBA
(Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual

Alliance), and they could revoke

my scholarship. 1 couldn't go to

school without it. . . I feel really

vulnerable," Millward said.

Corvallis, Ore. already isn't

the easiest place to be

homosexual, she said. If

measure 9 passes, she believes

hostility toward her will be

become more overt -- that she

could be harassed and have no

legal protection.

Jeff Kubler is worried about

his children's futures.

He has three children -- all

preschool age. And he's

concerned that there's a growing

movement in the schools to

present homosexuality as a

normal lifestyle.

"Society needs to have equal

rights for all, special rights for

none. I think to elevate

homosexuality to. . . protected

status is wrong -- especially in

the education of our children,"

Kubler said.

He and his family have lived in

Comwallis for about five years,

and he's been active in the

Oregon Aliance for three to four

years. He supports Measure 9.

Measure 9 is a proposed state

constitutional amendment that

would require the goverment to

recognize homosexuality as

"abnormal, wrong, unnatural and

perverse."

With that classification, the

measure would also keep the

government from using state

money to "promote, encourage

or facilitate" homosexuality.

Sexual preference could not be

recognized or protected in state

law or public institutions.

The language of the measure

is a major source of

disagreement between

campaigning groups. The

problem lies in the definition of

"promote, encourage and

facilitate."

Where would the government

have to draw the line if the

proposal passes?

Those opposing measure 9 say

it would present a major

abridgement of civil rights.

Groups like LGBA wouldn't be

able to meet on campus,

scholarships and other aid to

openly homosexual students

would be taken away, and

homosexuals would have no

legal recourse in case of

harassment, said Ridge McCoy,

director of the NO on 9 Campus

Coalition.

Oregon Citizens Alliance

member John B. King of

Corvallis said the language

would only keep government

from giving homosexuals special

status as a minority group. "It

doesn't criminalize their

behavior. It just prevents public

promotion of their lifestyle,"

King said.

Both arguments have already

been evaluated by Oregon

voters. Cornwallis voters

rejected a citywide ordinance

similar to Measure 9 by a two to

one ratio in May.

The city of Springfield passed

a similar ordinance in that

month.

As indicators of the way the

vote on Measure 9 will go on

November 3, the city results

cancel each other out --

representatives on both sides say

the vote will be too close to

estimate.

Groups from both sides have

organized to sway voters before

the crucial general elections.

"NO on 9," a statwide

organizaton, has county offices

in Corvallis. The Oregon

Citizens Alliance has distributed

literature in town.

Oregon Citizens Alliance

representatives say the fight for

Benton County is all but decided

-- the wide margin by which the

Corvallis ordinance failed put

the writing on the wall.

"You kind of take wins where

you can find them. The state is a

big checkerboard -- some areas

liberal,, some conservative. The

thing is to try to put it all

together in your favor," King

said.

Members of "NO on 9" realize

that things are going their way

locally and have campaign

tactics to suit.

"Most of our effort is in voter

registration and voter education,"

said Andrea Wolff, field director

for the local "NO on 9" office.

"We're trying to get more voters

out there. We're also focusing

efforts on areas of Linn and Polk

counties that are more

conservative," she said.

Both Millward and Kubler are

dedicated to seeing their

respective causes through - and

both realize that the fight, win or

lose, will go beyond November

3.

"I'll remain involved, see

what's there to do," Kubler said.

"It's certainly an important vote,

but even if we lose, I would stay

and keep working."

"If I lived in another state and

heard this thing passed, there's

no way I'd come here except to

fight it," Millward said. "But I'm

already here, and the only hope

is to appeal to people's

sensibilities, to show that

[Measure 9] is unjust."

"My life is basically on hold

until November 3."

CESSNA'S NEW YORK
CONNECTION

Branford ^rt*iV James Dean

Charcoal Sketches ?" jF Marilyn Monroe

JUST ARRIVED! and More!!

See you soon...

10% DISCOUNT for Students and Staff!

Mon-Sat. 1-9

Sun. 12-5 ph. #2-26-6680
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Students sign up for racs open

house that was held on Wednesday in the

Gemmell Student Complex.

S.A.M. places
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

The Clarion University chapter

of the' Society for the

Advancement of Management

(S.A.M.) took third place in the

competition for Outstanding

chapter in the Pittsburgh region.

This award, the first won by

the Clarion chapter, is based

upon points gained by

undertaking community service,

fund raising, attendance at

society functions and the hosting

of speakers for the members.

The Pittsburgh region was

chosen as the number one

chapter in the nation. Other

schools in this region include

Robert Morris Collge, Indiana

University of Pa. and California

University of Pa.

An honors graduate of

Clarion's business management

program, Karen Musante, was

picked as outstanding S.A.M.

student for her contributions to

the Clarion and Pittsburgh

chapters. Musante is currently

employed by Westminster

Manufacturing Company.

The Clarion chapter of S.A. M.

started four years ago and is

open to students of all majors.

With a membership of

approximately 25, the society

has been active in walk-a-thons,

various fundraising activities and

in bringing speakers to campus.

Vice President of Public

Relations Julie Smith said, "To

do so well for such a new
chapter, We're very happy."

The society competes once a

year, with next year's

competition scheduled to be held

during the spring semester.
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Ghost haunts Hart Chapel
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

While there are many legends

and mysteries at each institution,

there is one in particular that is

unique to Clarion University of

Pennsylvania.

Legend has it that a well

known playwright from New
York came to Clarion to perform

one of his plays. On opening

night, the playwright was called

out of town unexpectedly. He

turned in his masterpiece over to

the hands of his director, to

whom he had every confidence

in.

When he returned, he expected

congratulations all around on the

huge success of his work.

However, he was greeted with

nothing. He searched for his

director to find out what had

happened.

The director informed him that

his play was a complete failure.

The playwright was aghast.

"How could such a wonderful

work be doomed to failure?" He

asked ' himself. He again

questioned his director to be sure

he heard correctly and again he

was told the play had failed.

Unbeknownst to him, his

director had changed several

parts of the play.

The playwright was in a frenzy

of anguish. He couldn't go back

to New York. His reputation

was at stake. So, late one night,

he broke into the back of Hart

Chapel whereupon he climbed

the scaffolding into the rafters.

He took a rope and tied one end

of it to a beam and at the other

end, he made a noose. He

wrapped the noose around his

neck. . . and jumped.

The following evening, the

director went to the chapel. As

he stepped through the doors he

heard the rafters creaking

overhead. He glanced up and his

horrified eyes took in the sight of

the playwright above, swinging

back and forth, back and forth.

The story goes that if you peek

into one of the chapel's windows

on a dark, eerie night when dead

leaves rustle across sidewalks

and clouds race across a hidden

moon, you will see the shadow

of the tormented playwright

swinging back and forth.

This story and others similar to

it are told at orientation. Jay

Ellas, an orientation leader at

Clarion, has said that some have

claimed to have seen the shadow

of the playwright but none have

WCCB, green radio
by Ed Ambrass

Contributing Writer

WCCB: More Than Just A Color

After being located in Harvey

Hall for 21 years, WCCB 640

am has found a new home and a

new name. Located in Gemmell,

WCCB is Green Radio.

At WCCB 640 AM, they have

taken green beyond just a color,

it is a way of life. It stands for

individuality, creativity and the

freedom of expression.

Green in the purest sense, is

the drug of life. It is living for

the moment and still wanting

more. It is knowing that if you

are not living on the edge, you

are not living!

You can't taste or even hold

Green, but you can imagine it

and become a part of it.

Green is new, it's

environmental, it's alternative,

AND IT'S NOW!!! WCCB 640

AM.
WCCB felt green was a good

descriptive term to describe their

alternative format. Green is also

a way to describe the

enviormental movement, a

philosophy WCCB subscribes to,

as a founding member of Earth

Day on the Clarion campus, and

to promote enviormental

awareness through its

enviormental news.

Green describes something

which is brand new. Everthiing

about WCCB 640 AM is brand

new. We have a new location,

new members and new music.

WCCB is the only place where

you can hear the latest in college

music going out directly to and

only to college students. So

expect to hear something wild

because that is what green is -

It's what you make of it!

Bedrock Cafe
-This week rock to the

sounds of:

Retentive Cite'

Where:GemmellComplex

Multi-purpose room

When: Friday night 8:00

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don Crotsley

Thurs Oct. 29

PA Collegiate Choral

Festival (Scranton)

Sun Nov. 1

Symphony Orchestra

Concert (Aud) 3:15 pm
Clarion Intl. Assoc.

Cultural Program

(Gem M-P) 7 pm

Fri Oct. 30

- PA Collegiate Choral

Festival (Scranton)

- Class Withdrawlas

end 4 pm
- UAB/BACCHUS
Bedrock Cafe (Gem

M-P) 8 pm

Wed Nov. 4

-Swim vs. Allegheny

5 p.m.

-STAR presents Todd

Wiggin on "Are the

Roles of the Sexes

Changing?"

(Chapel) 7 p.m.

Mon. Nov. 2

Jazz Band Tour

Policy Committee mtg.

(248 Gem) 7 pm
Koinonia Leadership

Speakers Bureau

(Chap) 8 pm

Sat Oct. 31

- HALLOWEEN
- Psi Chi Coat Drive

(Psychology Dept.) ends

- Houdini Chap 4 and 8

pm

Tues. Nov. 3

ELECTION DAY
BaFa BaFa Cultural

Diversity Workshop

(250/252 Gem) 7 pm
sponsored by Kappa

Theta Phi

Thurs Nov. 5

UAB presents Robert

Hastings "UFOs Are

Real!" (Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Fri Nov 6

High School Visitation

Day
Volleyball-Clarion

Invitational

-UAB/BACCHUS
Bedrock Cafe "Randy

Riggle, comedian"

Hot Trax, the ones to watch
by Michelle Tucci

Features Writer

"What is Hot Trax?" you say.

Hot Trax is Clarion's premiere

music video show. You can

watch Hot Trax Monday's,

Wendesday's and Friday's at 9

p.m. on CUB channel 5.

Hot Trax shows premire videos

of up and coming groups and

artists such as Luna, Alice in

Chains and Daisy Chainsaw.

Hot Trax has also interviewed

many top name artists including

The Red Hot Chili Peppers, The

Smithereens, Jesus Jones and

The Soup Dragons.

Viewers get more than just a

look at what's hot in the music

world; they have a chance to win

CD's, cassettes and videos from

various groups. All you have to

do to win is watch! It's that

easy!

This year Hot Trax was invited

to attend CMJ (College Music

Journel) New Music Festival in

New York City.

Hot trax is also one of ten

college TV music video shows

that reports in CVC and CMJ,

two nationally known music

journals.

So be sure to watch Hot Trax,

It's something for your mind!

FREE
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TVS VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

^^^^^^^^^'^^^^
ii 1. 1 ii

Tylenol Scholarship

Available at:

The Medicine Shoppe

Deadline:

November 15, 1992

Requirements:

You must fill out an

application, write an essay and

send a copy of transcripts.

BACK TO THE EARTH
YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL HEADQUARTERS

Musical Supplies

Hemp Products

Herbs and Spices

and more!
Located upstairs at the 800 Center

MS 11-8 226-0636
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Environment popular on campuses
Public opinion on the state of the

environment over the last 20 years

100%-

80%-

60%-

40%-

20%-

0%-

Source: The Wall Street

Journal I NBS News

i 20%;

Better

Art by Ragani Harris

Worse Same

National Student News Service

NSNS- When a couple of

students at the University of

North Carolina organized the

Student Environment Action

Coalition (SEAC) in 1988, they

never expected it to encompass

some 30,000 students at 2,200

colleges nationwide in just four

years.

"It just spread across the

country like wildfire," said Josh

Busby, co-chair of SEAC at

North Carolina.

SEAC has revived the

environmental movement on

numerous campuses, such as at

Kansas State University, where a

similar group began and died out

in the 1980s.

"As a teacher, I've seen

New tuition proposal
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

The State System of Higher

Education's (SSHE) Board of

Governors is currently reviewing

a proposal which calls for a

complete overhaul of the present

tuition policy for the 14 state

owned schools.

The proposal, submitted some

months ago by Philip D. Rowe

Jr., chairman of the capital

facilities committee within the

Board of Governors, would base

tuition on the ability to pay

theory. Parental and personal

income would be figured into the

plan in order to determine a

tuition figure for each student.

"The Board and staff has been

reviewing it to determine if it is

feasible or not," said Rowe.

According to Monica Douglas,

Clarion University student and

Board of Governors member,

Rowe submitted the proposal

because alternatives are being

sought to the present tuition

system. "We are looking for

alternatives to the tuition,

because of all the problems that

are going on right now."

Rowe emphasized that the plan

is in its beginning stages and that

no decision would be made ou it

in the near future.

"The Board is looking at the

ramifications," said Scott

Shewell, press secretary for

SSHE, "of implementing a

policy, such as where similar

policies have been implemented

and the results, and data of

student incomes and grants in

Pennsylvania."

The plan basically states that

those with more financial means,

which includes parental and

personal income and assets,

should pay more for secondary

education at state owned schools

than a student who has less

financial ability.

A few of the items that would

determine financial ability

include: parental income,

deduction for

elementary/secondary school

tuition, home equity, bank

accounts, student income, gifts

and scholarships.

"It's a good plan in theory,"

said senior Clarion University

student, A.J. Meeker, "but it will

never work. It's not fair that

someone pays more for the same

education than someone of a

lower income."

Sophomore Michelle Schmid

disagrees. "I think it's fair

because everyone deserves an

education. I can afford to pay

tuition, but if someone else can't

afford it, it doesn't mean they

don't deserve the same education

I am getting."

"It's really broad right now,"

said Douglas, "and it needs fine

tuned. I think it's straying away

from our whole purpose and

mission of the state system.

There are other ways of going
|

about it."

Rowe feels that a majorl

problem with the plan may be

administration. He said that

resistance to change may cause)

the biggest setback.

The proposal could be brought I

up at the January Board meeting

in Harrisburg.

CUB-TV5 FALL SCHEDULE
MONDAY TUES. WEDS. THURS. FRIDAY

/hot dog
OUSe 1 7 S. 6th Ave.

Super Lunch Special

one hot dog
small drink

small nachos

$1.27 + .08 tax

Mon.-Fri, 11 AM- 3 PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM

Nite Owl Special 3/$1.88
'

TALK
AROUND
TOWN

4

LIVE

TALK
AROUND
TOWN

TALK
AROUND
TOWN

7 PM

SPORTS
CENTER

SPORTS
6 P.M.

TO

SPORTS
CENTER

SPORTS
CENTER

7:30 PM

HOT
TRAX

9 P.M.
CITY
BEAT

CITY
BEAT

8 PM

CITY
BEAT

HOT
TRAX

HOT
TRAX

9 PM

fashions come and go," said

professor Gary Oates, advisor to

the Kansas State SEAC chapter.

"Suddenly there was this

environmental concern. It wasn't

gradual. It was day and night.

The 1980s were a desert with

regards to these concerns. The

upsurge pleases me greatly."

SEAC started at UNC as

Students for an Environmentally

Conscious Society, or SEACS.

Although the group's name has

changed, the mission has not.

In this election year, the

coalition focused on getting

students registered to vote. For

instance, in the final weeks of

the registration period, SEAC
members registered 3,500

students at UNC and 500 at

Brown University.

Although the organization

maintains nonpartisan status,

there is informal sympathy for

the Clinton/Gore campaign

among members.

"We had a recent Vote For

Change rally that drew 2,500

students," Busby said. "We're

not voting for George Bush en

masse. We're generally voting

for Clinton."

What SEAC is up to depends

on what chapter you ask. The

national coalition meets twice a

year, with representatives from

each state and 17 geographic

regions. The last national

meeting occurred in July.

The coalition funds itself with

BITE INTO THESE SimmCTMt

'Large Selection of Adult &
Children's Costumes ,

•Luminaries Sidewalk

Candle Bags

>Mpon Glow Glittering Gel
fjpakeup Kit

• Terminator 2 Metallic

Cybotg Makup Kit

' Glow in the Dark
Jason^Mask

'Pumpkin Face Candle
'Black Light Bulbs
• Halloween Sounds
- 45 Min. Cass. Tape

• Bic Halloween ..

Novelty Pencils

•PullMoiks
- Halt Masks f
•Hair Color V
' Lffeer Glow Light -J
' And Much, Much More!!!

HALLOWEE
ITEMS

EXJOT TlffiSK IIHEAT SAVL\(JS

axd am: a safe axd iloty
HALLOWEKX!

CLARION 800 Centet St., (8141 226-8281

membership fees which are $15

for individuals and $30 for

groups.

The first SEAC meeting of the

semester at UNC attracted 250

interested students, according to

Busby. The group divided into

12 subcommittees to tackle such

diverse issues as wildlife, toxics,

recycling and education. Not

surprisingly, the student vote

committee had the largest

turnout, with some 50

volunteers.

The UNC chapter of SEAC
also is working on an effort to

lobby for a stronger Endangered

Species Act at the federal level.

"SEAC at UNC is the original

chapter. It's the birthplace,"

Busby said. "We're considered

the leader for other campuses to

follow. We're moving the

agenda forward."

The SEAC chapter at Stanford

University is already organizing

week-long activities for Earth

Day next April, according to

Michael Cohen, a chapter

member.

"This year we're going to be

bigger, more powerful and more

active than ever before," Cohen

said. "We're trying to create a

new phase where people get

involved over the long run and

we want to encourage them

along the way.

SEAC recently helped to stop

a major development project.

I

*

r i

Outside Clarion
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Six million registered voters in Pa.
compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

from the AP Service

State

Pa. citizens register

to vote

Almost six million

Pennsylvanians have registered

to vote in the November

election. The State Department

released unofficial voter

registration figures on Tuesday,

showing about a two percent

increase in registered voters

since the last presidential

election in 1988. Democrats

outnumber Republican voters by

more than 476 thousand

registered voters.

Hillary Clinton stops in Pa.

during final campaign week

Hillary Clinton shook hands

with auto workers and praised

the economic goals of her

husband during a campaign visit

Tuesday to a Ford Electronics

plant in Republican-rich

Montgomery County.

The wife of the Democratic

presidential candidate told a

crowd of about 250 people

outside the two year old North

Penn Electronics facility that her

husband, Bill Clinton, favors

investment in new plants, job

training and health care.

She said the Clinton/Gore

ticket wants to win "big" in

Pennsylvania. Clinton continued

his bus tour through the south.

lour Future
Starts Here

You've reached that time when the future's no longer planned out,

semester by semester. And, if you think course selection, pre-registration

and adds-and-drops were tough, making your first career move is even

tougher.

That's why the Ames Management Trainee Program works for so

many graduates. It's the ultimate combination of continued learning with

planned career growth — the best of both worlds putting you on track to

a fulfilling future in retail management.

We're a $2.8 billion retail leader., one of the dominant discount

store chains in America. . .with more than 300 stores in 1 5 states across the

Northeast. Even better, we're a retailing innovator — expanding our

exciting new store-within-a-store specialty format as fast as good

planning allows, and meeting with industry acclaim and consumer

approval every step of the way.

As a Management Trainee, you'll get hands-on exposure to all facets

of 21st century retail management, including merchandising, inventory

management, employee relations, budgeting, and more. As you advance

from Trainee to Merchandise Assistant Manager to Operations Manager

to Store Manager, you'll take on greater and greater responsibility. ..with

greater rewards.

We're looking for dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with

the ambition to take control of their own department store operation.

Business, Retail and Marketing majors are encouraged to apply...and

we'll consider graduates from other academic areas if you're ready and

willing to meet the challenge of the dynamic force in retailing that is Ames.

We'll be scheduling interviews for this semester's graduates and

alumni on:

Wednesday, November 1 8th

Career Services

114 Egbert Hall

Resumes should be submitted to Career Services by

Friday, November 6th

Contact your placement office for more detailed information or io

schedule an interview.

Ames
Ames is an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.

Mack, UAW
deal expires

An informal contract between

Mack Trucks and the United

Auto Workers Union expired at

midnight on Wednesday morning

after a rough five years.

Gone with that recessionary

pact is the truck maker's promise

to the UAW to keep all of its

facilities open. Whether that

pledge will continue was unclear

as of Tuesday as both sides have

refused to comment on

negotiations.

For nearly seven months,

Mack and union officials from

South Carolina, Maryland and

Pennsylvania have met to

discuss a new contract for about

2,500 blue collar employees in

the United States.

Mack lost 318 million dollars

in 1990 and 164 million dollars

last year, but neither side has

indicated whether the company

is demanding more concessions.

The handshake deal was the

result of negotiations in 1987

when former Mack head John

Curcio locked horns with the

UAW. Curcio told the union it

must accept major concessions.

National
J.F.K. info

to be released

President Bush has signed

legislation requiring government

agencies to release some secret

material on the assassination of

President John F. Kennedy.

Bush said he hopes making the

material available will help the

nation in, "healing the wounds"

caused by the assassination,

which occurred nearly three

decades ago in Dallas.

The material to be declassified

ranges from top secret

intelligence reports to news

clippings and tax returns. Any

agency decisions not to release

materials could be overridden by

a panel appointed by the

President.

Not all Kennedy assassination

material is included under the

release order. The Kennedy

family will control access to the

file of photos and x-rays taken

during the autopsy.

Kennedy was shot and killed

November 22, 1963, during a

parade in Dallas, Texas.

Nuclear threat

not eliminated

A panel of experts on nuclear

weapons is warning that the

nuclear threat was not eliminated

by the Gulf War.

The former head of a United

Nations inspection team that

hunted for weapons in Iraq was

among those testifying before a

Senate panel. David Kay said

U.S. equipment and technology

did help Saddam Hussein get

closer to a nuclear weapon, and

he added that the volume from

the U.S. may not have been

"great," but it was modern and

essential.

New AIDS definition

The Federal Center for Disease

Control is paying more attention

to the needs of women in

proposing a new definition of

AIDS.

The C.D.C. is considering

adding three more diseases to the

list to be considered AIDS

hallmarks. The diseases added

are Invasive Cervical Cancer,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis and

Recurrent Pneumonia.

News
compiled by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Surveillance system proposed

at Shippensburg

The Slate

Thirteen vandalism incidents

have been reported [on the

Shippensburg campus] since the

beginning of the school year,

with damages of almost $2,000.

The Student Association has

proposed using viseo cameras to

fight the vandalism on campus,

and the issue was voted on in a

non-binding referendum.

Students voted 249-89 in favor

of the cameras' use.

A Student Association

committee proposed using the

cameras to survey overnight

parking lots on campus 24 hours

a day.

Library theft increases

at Mercyhurst

The Merciad

Only six weeks into

Mercyhurst's school year and

there has been abundance of

theft and mutilation of library

materials, according to David

Pinto, director of the Hammerhill

Library.

"We catch at least a couple of

students every day," said Pinto.

One student was caught with two

inches of torn out magazine in

his bag.

Pinto said that the October 19

issue of Sports liiusiraied was

put on the shelf on a Friday, and

by Monday it was totally

destroyed. Other examples

include ripped out pictures in art

books, covers torn off

magazines and stories cut out of

reference books by vandals.

Edinboro dietician

volunteers in Guyana

The Spectator

Deb Hilbert, Edinboro

University's registered dietician

and her family volunteered for

three weeks in Guyana this past

summer as part of the group

Health for Humanity.

Hilbert and her husband

worked in hospitals and clinics,

doing such activities as giving

prenatal care, giving nutrition

classes, surveying hospitals

needs and teaching operation of

some equipment.

Guyana, located on the

northern coast of South America,

is one of the poorest nations in

the western hemisphere. Its

population consists primarily of

East Indians and a rather large

Afro-Guyanese minority.
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Cable Channels I5S DATA
THURSDAY EVENING OCTOBER 29, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(330) Movie: "U2 Rattle'

Design. W. ICh—ra g
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ct. Cur. Affair [Newsq

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: *** "Scrooged" (1988) Bill Murray PG-13 q
Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W. [Murphy B

Newsq
Newt

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon |Batman q

Newsq
News

News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q Wonder Yra.

Newsq NBC News

(2:30) Movie: IMovie: **% "Every Which Way but Loose

(3:30) PGA Golf. TOUR Championship. iTh'breds

Pyramid

(2:00) Movie:

Press Luck G.I. Joe: Evil

Movie: ** "Bullseye!" (1989) PG-13' q
Movie: »* "Men at Work" (1990) Emilio Estevez. PG-13

1

Underdog |Yogi Beer | Arcade jHey Dude

Movie: »»V? Safes Motel (1987, Suspense) Bud Cort

(1978) Clint Eastwood. 'PG'

Senior Tour [Up Close

MacGyver "Soft Touch" q

"7i00~ 715b
-

8:00 8:30

Movie: *»» "Defending Your Life (1991) Albert Brooks

Hard Copy q Ent, Tonight

Jeopardylq

Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Delta q
Dif. World

Room-Two
R&B

Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Simpsons q
Dif. World

Martin q
R&B

Movie: »»» "Fail-Safe" (1964, Suspense) Henry Fonda

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: *V? "Delta Force Commando II" (1990) R'

Homefront (In Stereo) q Primetime Live q
Cheers q Wings q
Murphy B.

I
Golden Girls

Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Heights (In Stereo) q
Cheers q ^Wings q |L.A. Law (In Stereo) q

L.A. Law (In Stereo) q
Knots Landing q
Knots Landing q
Hunter

Sportscenter [College Football: Southern Mississippi at East Carolina. (Live)

Movie: **Vi "The Buddy System" (1984, Comedy) PG'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »»» "Big" (1988, Comedy) Tom Hanks. PG q
Movie: *»» "PascaHs Island" (1988) Ben Kingsley

What You Do

Supermarket

Craiy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q IMovie: »* "The Gunrunner" (1983) Kevin Costner"

Movie: •'/; "Pale Blood" (1991) R'

Movie: *** "Carrie" (1976) Sissy Spacek

Get Smart |Superman

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore

Movie: * "Hollywood Hot Tubs "(1984) 'R

Boxing

Van Dyke

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL q
Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girls INightline q

12:00

"Necessary"

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings "Social Call

Edition [Stalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: *** "The Misfits" (1961, Drama)

Sportscenter

MacGyver "The Challenge

Chck. Flag

Hitchhiker

Movie: *+Vt "If Looks Could Kill" (1991)

Movie: »»* "The Borrower (1989) R [Comedy

Movie: »** Body of Evidence" (1988) Margot Kidder

Dragnet
I
A. Hitchcock Lucy Show [Green Acres

Thirtysomething

Cyborg" R

Mister Ed

China Bch'

FRIDAY EVENING OCTOBER 30, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(2:45) Movie: "Return-Jedi"

Design. W. ICheers q
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ct. [Cur. Affair

(3.00) Movie: "Buddy Sys'

PGA Golf: TOUR Chmp
Pyramid Press Luck

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: »» "Sheena (1984) Tanya Roberts

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W. [Murphy B

News
SL

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

Newsq
News

News

'PG'q

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q Wonder Yrs

Newsq NBC News
Movie: »*'/; "Enigma" (1982) Martin Sheen. PG'

Senior PGA Qoff: Kaanapali Classic. (Live)

Scooby Poo [Qhostbustr MacGyver (In Stereo) q

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) q
Hard Copy q Ent. Tonight

Jeopardylq

Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married...

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: **Vi "Ricochet" (1991) Denzel Washington. R'

Family [Step by Step | Dinosaurs q [Camp Wilder

"Perry Mason: The Case of the Heartbroken Bride" q

G. Palace | Major Dad q
G. Palace Major Dad q Design. W. Bob q

America's Most Wanted q | Sightings q [Sightings q
Design. W. Bobq

Jeopardy! q [Wh. Fortune \
"Perry Mason: The Case of the Heartbroken Bride" q |HI Fly Away (In Stereo) q

Movie: • "A Fine Mess" (1986) Ted Danson. 'PG'

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: •*• "Die Hard 2" (1990, Drama) Bruce Willis. R'

20/20 q
I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Hunter A Child Is Born"

Movie: ••• "Soldier Blue" (1970) Peter Strauss. PG

Newsq Golden Girls [Nightline q
News

News

Newsq
Married..

12:00

Comedy Jam

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice "Black Heart'

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
News q [Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: »•• "Casino Royale" (1967)

Sportscenter
I
NHL Hockey: New York Islanders at New Jersey Devils. (Live

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

(2.30) Movie: [Movie: ** "The Fifth Musketeer" (1979) [Movie: *»'/; "Corvefte Summer" (1978) Mark Hamill. [Movie: *Vt "Happy Hell Night" (1991) 'NR'lMovio: •* "Naked Obsession" (1991) R

(3:00) Movie *** + Lawrence of Arabia" (1962, Adventure) Peter O'Toole. PG'

Underdog |Yogi Bear |Arcade I
Hey Dude

Movie: *+ "The House on Carroll Street" (1988, Drama)

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Buttons [Ghostbustr [Movie: ** "Halloween II" (1981) Jamie Lee Curtis

Racing Across America I
Sportscenter

I
Aerobics

Movie: *•»» "The Empire Strikes Back (1980) PG
Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Eureeka | Superman

Movie: **Vz "Guncrazy" (1992) 'R

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke

Movie: »*» "After Hours "(1985, Comedy) Griffin Dunne.

Super Dave

Dragnet |A. Hitchcock [Lucy Show

Movie: *** "A Nightmare on Elm Street"

Movie: * "Totally Exposed" (1991) 'R

Movie: •»'/; "Navy SEALS' (1990) "R" q

Movie: "Hollywood Ghost Stories' (1985)

Green Acres

Hidden

Mister Ed

China Beach

SATURDAY EVENING OCTOBER 31, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(3:30) Movie: "Cadence

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00

(3:30) College Football: Ohio State at Iowa. (Live)

Movie: »•*• "The Empire Strikes Back" (1980) Mark Hamill. 'PG' q

(1 30) Horse Racing: Breeders' Cup. (Live)

Magnum, P.I. Kate & Allie

(3:00) Movie: "Deep Dark" |Freeland

Design. W.

Love Con.

Movie: •*• "The Fly" (1986) Jeff Goldblum, John Getz.

(1:30) Horse Racing: Breeders' Cup. (Live)

News

News
Newsq

NBC News
CBS News
CBS News

American Gladiators

Newsq [NBC News

(2:30) Movie: IMovie: *** "Casino Royale" (1967, Comedy) Peter Sellers.

College Football: Colorado at Nebraska. (Live)

Gossip! Ten of Us

(3:30) Movie: "Dracula'

(2:00) Movie:

Nick News
Super Dave

Get Picture

Buttons [Ghostbustr [Counterttrrke "Skin Deep"

News

7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Boxing: Lewis vs. Ruddock and Espana vs

Hee Haw Silver

Cappelli

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune

Movie: *** "Silver Streak"

Scoreboard

Swamp

Covington Cross (In Stereo)

Here-Now

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Copsq
Here-Now

Out AH Night

Taylor

Crossroads (In Stereo) q
Empty Nest [Nurses q

10:00

Dream On q
10:30

Sanders

Commish (in Stereo) q
Sisters "Lost Souls" q

Movie: •• "Beaches" (1988, Drama) Bette Midler. (In Stereo) q
Movie: »» "Beaches" (1988, Drama) Bette Midler. (In Stereo) q
Cops (R)

q

Out All Night

1976) Gene Wilder. PG'

Code 3 q
Empty Nest

Edgeq
Nurses q

Hunter "Shades

Sisters "Lost Souls" q

College Football: West Virginia at Miami- (Live)

Movie: "Conquest of the Planet of the Apes" (1972) 'PG'

11:00

Crypt Tales

Newsq
News
News

Newsq

11:30 12:00

"Friday the 13th Part 3"'R'

Halloween Jam

Saturday Night Live

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Lifestyles-Rich

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q I Comic Strip

News q [Saturday Night Live

[Football Scoreboard

Movie: *»» "The Wheeler Dealers" (1963)

Movie: * "The Cellar" (1989) PG-13

Beyond

Movie: **'/2 "The Ratings Game" (1984) Danny DeVito

ate "S<c/Pafro/"(1990)'PG'

Freshmen Salute

Movie: ** "I Saw What You Did" (1988, Suspense)

Double Dare IG.U.T.S.

Sportscenter |Sr. PGA Golf

Movie: **Vi '"Extreme Prejudice"
( 1987) Nick Nolte. I Silk Stalkings "Social Call" IMovie: 'Young Frankenstein" (1974)

Movie: »»% "Used Cars" (1980) Kurt Russell. R

Movie: aate "Paradise" (1991) Melanie Griffith. PG-13

Doug iRugrats

Movie: "Midnights Child" (1992, Horror) Olivia D'Abo

You Afraid? You Afraid?

Movie: ** "Shattered" (1991) R' q
Movie: ate "Final Impact" (1991) R

You Afraid? [You Afraid?

Movie: ** "To Save a Child (1991) Marita Geraghty.

Hitchcock

Comedy

Green Acres

Movie: ** "Night Eyes 2"

Movie: * "Valentina" (1990, Adult) "R"

M.T. Moore | Dragnet

Movie: a* "The Midnight Hour" (1985, Comedy)

A. Hitchcock

China Beach

SUNDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 1, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:30) Movie:

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: ate "Over the Top" (1987) 'PG'

PGA Golf: TOUR Championship. (Live) q
M'A'S'H |A-Team "Chopping Spree"

I
Strangers

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »*V? "Necessary Roughness" (1991) PG-13' q
News
Wh. Fortune

ABC News
NBC News

NFL Football: Philadelphia Eagles at Dallas Cowboys. From Texas Stadium. (Live)

NFL Football: Philadelphia Eagles at Dallas Cowboys. From Texas Stadium. (Live)

Movie: ate "Fatal Beauty" (1987) Whoopi Goldberg.

Fifth Quarter IMovie: »»» "Extremities" (1986, Drama)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

(3:00) Movie: "Sssssss

Newsq NBC News

Auto Racing: Toy. Atlantic

Gossip! [Ten of Us

(3:30) Movie: "< Never"

Movie: ** "Rhinestone" (1984) Sylvester Stallone. PG
Team Chad.

Two Dads

Racing

Beyond

PBTA Billiards: Challenge

Hitchhiker

Movie: »•» "Hot Shots!" (1991) 'PG-13'

Movie: **• "Alice" (1990) Mia Farrow. 'PG-13' q
Can't on TV

Disease

Get Picture

Endocrin.

Wild Side

Family

Fifteen

Medical

Swamp

Life Goes On (In Stereo) q
To Be Announced

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Great ScotrJ IBen Stiller q
To Be Announced

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: ** 1
/2 "Strictly Business" (1991) q

9:30

One Night

10:00

Kids in Hall

10:30 11:00 11:30

Videos IMovie: »•* "Pretty Woman" (1990, Comedy) Richard Gere, q
Movie: •• "The Punisher" (1990) 'R' q

I Witness Video (In Stereo) Saturday Night Live's Presidential Bash (In Stereo) q
Murder, She Wrote q
Murder, She Wrote q
In Color [Rocq

Movie: *** "Made for Each

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

NFL Primetime

MacGyver "Walking Dead"

* 'Two or" a Mmr (1983) 'PG'

Movie: *** "Romancing the Stone" (1984

Double Dare

Medical

G.U.T.S.

WcOlCfll

Belief

Physicians

'PG'q

Looney

Physicians

Other" (1971) 'PG'

Genesis: Story Altoona America

"Her Final Fury: Betty Broderick the Last Chapter" qury,

JMarried... [Herman
I
Flying Blind [Woops! q

Saturday Night Live's Presidential Bash (In Stereo) q |News q

Newsq
News

News
Newsq
Paid Prog-

Senior PGA Golf: Kaanapali Classic. (Live)

Movie: »•» The Longest Yard" (1974, Comedy) Burt Reynolds. R

Movie: ** "Wild Card" (1992) Powers Boothe. q
Hawaiian Ocean Challenge Sportscenter

Counterstrike "Skin Deep"

Cheers q
Night Court

12:00

"Delta-ll"

Ent Tonight

Cur. Affair

Magnum, P.I.

Love Con.

Paid Prog.

Suspect

Love Con-

Perspective

New WKRP
Last Married Couple'

Movie: ate "Megaville" (1990) Billy Zane. IMovie: •»» "City of Hope" (1991) Vincent Spano. 'W

Silk Stalkings "Social Call"

Movie: •»* "Deceived" (1991) Goldie Hawn. PG-13' q
Looney

Jrnl. of Med.

F-Troop

Family

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

Mastergate

Lucy Show
OB-Gyn.

Hi, I'm Home
Family

M.T. Moore

Physicians

NFL
Hollywood

Movie: **'/2 "Point Break'

Movie: "I Come in Peace
1

Dragnet

Medicine

A. Hitchcock

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 2, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

(3:00) Movie: I Movie: ** "Mad About You" (1990) PG

Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ct Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: "Outsiders'

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid
I
Press Luck

Newsq Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: "Airplane II: The Sequel" (1982)

Newsq
News

News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q Wonder Yrs,

Newsq NBC News
Movie: »»» "Bill Cosby - Himself" (1982) Bill Cosby

Sports

Cartoon Express

[Reporters Chck. Flag
I
Up Close

Movie: *** "Bite the Bullet" (1975, Western) Gene Hackman. 'PG'

MacGyver "Ghost Ship" q

Karate

Underdog

Movie: »»'/; 'The Organization" (1971) Sidney Poitier

Yogi Bear
I
Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Movie: **\'i "September" (1987
', Drama) Denholm Elliott.

What You Do

Supermarket

Hard Copy q
Jeopardylq

Golden Girts

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune

7:30

Lifestories

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married.,

You Bet-Life

Married..

Movie: "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band" (1978)

Sportscenter [Schaap Talk

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: ate "Graffiti Bridge" (1990) Prince.

Movie: +*Vi "Stranded" (1987) lone Skye.

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney [Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: »»» The Godfather Part III" (1990, Drama) Al Pacino. (In Stereo) R' q
Young Indiana Jones

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: +• "Problem Child 2" (1991) q
NFL Football: Minnesota Vikings at Chicago Bears. From Soldier Field, q

Dream On q [Women on Trial (R) q

TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA

Murphy B.

Murphy B.

To Be Announced

Love 6 War Northern Exposure q
Love & War

Movie: **Vz "Jumpin' Jack Flash" (1986, Comedy)

Northern Exposure q
Hunter "Hot Pursuit"

Movie: aa ' 'Problem Child 2 "
( 1 991 ) q [To Be Announced

NFL Monday |Mon. Mag-

Murder, She Wrote

News
News

Newsq
Married..

I News q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
News q [Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: **** "Exodus" (1960, Drama) Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, Lee J. Cobb.

Drag Racing: U.S. Open | Walker's Cay I Sbhl Timber Series [Sportscenter

Movie: ate "Assault of the Party Nerds"

WWF Prime Time Wrestling

Movie: a*te "Cadence" (1990) 'PG-13

Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law "Barstow Bound"

"Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai"

Comedy

MacGyver "Birth Day" q I
Hitchhiker

Movie: ate "Physical Evidence" (1989) 'R

Movie: »* 'The Bonfire of the Vanities' q

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke | Dragnet |A. Hitchcock
I
Lucy Show

Movie: *** "Silkwood" (1983, Drama) Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell

•* "Disorganized Crime'

F-Troop [Mister Ed

Girls Night Out: Leifer

TUESDAY EVENING NOVEMB
4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

2 (2:45) Movie: Family Playhouse Movie: **% "Any Which Way You Can" (1980) 'PG' First Look Movie: **% "Switch" (1991, Comedy) Ellen Barkin. 'R' Sanders Movie: **% "Soapdish" (1991) 'PG-13' q "Ricochet" q
4 Design. W. Cheers q Newsq Newsq Newsq ABC News News Special: "Election Returns" (In Stereo Live) q Newsq News Sp. Election

6 Cur. Affair Edition Cheers q News News NBC News News Special: "Election Returns" (In Stereo Live) q News Election Returns

7 Oprah Winfre ro Design. W. Murphy B. News CBS News News Special: "Election Returns" (In Stereo Live) q
8 Donahue (In Stereo) q Oprah Winfrey q Newsq News Special: "Election Returns" (Left in Progress) (In Stereo Live) q Newsq Election Returns

10 Goof Troop Tom, Jerry Tiny Toon | Batman q Full House q Wonder Yrs. Roseanne q Married... To Be Announced JHunter "Hot Pursuit" Married... Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
11 People Ct. Cur. Affair Newsq Newsq NBC News Jeopardy! g Wh. Fortune News Special: "Election Returns" q Newsq |

Election

14 (2:30) Movie: "Topkapi" Movie: "Sgt Peppers Lonel
f
Hearts Club Band" (1978) Movie: **% "Kissin' Cousins" (1964) Elvis Presley. Movie: *** The Seven-Ups" (1974) Roy Scheider. 'PG' Movie: ***Vj "Bound for Glory" (1976)

17 Global Supercard Wrestling Trucks [Sports NBA Today |Up Close Sportscenter [Speedweek Expedition Earth Boxing: Carl Williams vs. Jimmy Lee Smith. (Live) Drag Racing [Sportscenter Auto Racing

18 Pyramid Press Luck Cartoon Express MacGyver "Fire and Ice q Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote Movie: ** "Are You Lonesome Tonight" (1992) q MacGyver "Pirates" q Hitchhiker

21 (3:00) Movie: Movie: a** "Home Alone" (1990) Macaulay Culkin. PG' IMovie: 'The Shrimp on the Barbie (1990) Movie: ***'/2 "Boyz N the Hood" (1991, Drama) R' 9 Movie: ** 'The Berlin Cons oiracy" (1991) Movie: ** "Cafe Romeo"

22 (3:35) Movie: "Hang Em High" (1968) M' Vince D. Movie: +**Vi "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner (1967) Movie: *V2 "Hudson Hawk' (1991) Bruce Willis. "R" q Movie: ** "Life Stinks" (1991) PG-13 Judy Tenuta ",4n<je/ Twn
"

25 Underdog [Yogi Bear | Arcade Hey Dude (R) What You Do Crazy Kids Looney
|
Bullwinkle Election Night Event Mister Ed

26 Movie: a* "Shattered Innocence" (1988) Jonna Lee. Supermarket Shop-Drop Unsolved Mysteries L.A. Law Movie: "Majority Rule" (1992, Drama) Blair Brown. | Thirtysomething "Control" China Beach

WEDNE
4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

2 (330) Movie: "Seems Like Old Times" Movie: **Vi "Funny Farm' 1988) Chevy Chase. PG q Holyfld-B. Movie: **Vt "Prisoners of the Sun" (1991) Bryan Brown. Crypt Tales Dream On q One Night Movie: "Strictly Business"

4 Design. W. Cheers q Newsq Newsq Newsq ABC News Hard Copy q Ent. Tonight TV's Funniest Commercials Home Imp Laurie Hill q Oprah: Behind the Scenes Newsq Golden Girls INightline q
6 Cur. Affair Edition Cheers q News News NBC News Jeopardy! q Wh. Fortune Unsolved Mysteries q Seinfeld q Mad-You Law & Order "Helpless" q News Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
7 Oprah Winfrey r; Design. W. Murphy B. News CBS News Golden Girls Married... Hat Squad (In Stereo) q In the Heat of the Night q 48 Hours (In Stereo) q News Dangerous Curves

8 Donahue (In Stereo) q Oprah Winfrey q Newsq CBS News You Bet-Life Hat Squad (In Stereo) q In the Heat of the Night q 48 Hours (In Stereo) q Newsq Edition | Curves

10 Goof Troop Tom, Jerry Tiny Toon | Batman q Full House q Wonder Yrs. Roseanne g Married... Beverly Hills, 902 10 q Melrose Place (In Stereo) q Catwalk (In Stereo) Married... Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
11 People Ct. Cur. Affair Newsq Newsq NBC News Jeopardy! q Wh. Fortune Unsolved Mysteries q Seinfeld q |Mad-You Law & Order "Helpless q News q Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
14 (2:30) Movie: Movie: ** 1

/2 "Kissin' Cousins" (1964) Elvis Presley. Movie: **Vi "Caravans" (19 8, Adventure) Anthony Quinn PG Movie: **** "Elmer Gantry" (1960, Drama) Burl Lancaster (In Stereo) Movie: Songwriter' (1984)

17 Global Supercard Wrestling Trucks [Winter Inside PGA Up Close Sportscenter [PBA Bowling: Greater Detroit Open. (Live) Billiards Challenge | Women's Bodybuilding Sportscenter Sportscenter Duathlon

18 Pyramid Press Luck Cartoon Express MacGyver GX-1 q Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote q Movie: "Mortal Sins" (1992, Mystery) Christopher Reeve. MacGyver (In Stereo) q Hitchhiker

21 (3:00) Movie: Movie: a*v2 Hanover Street" )) Harrison Ford. |Movk»: ** yh "Young Einstein" Movie: **Vi "Two Evil Eyes (1990) Adrienne Barbeau. |Movie: **V4 "Meeting Venus (1991) Glenn Close q "Maniac 2

22 (2:55) Movie: Tales Munsch Heroes My Dad Can't Be Crazy "Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai Movie: *'/2 "Bloodfist III: Forced to Fight" Movie: *V4 "Cyborg" (1989) (In Stereo) F "Emanuelle

25 Underdog Yogi Bear Arcade Hey Dude (R) What You Do Crazy Kids Looney [Bullwinkle Get Smart | Superman M.T. Moore
I
Van Dyke

I
Dragnet A. Hitchcock Lucy Show | F-Troop Mister Ed

26 Movie: **te ' Tarzan in Manhattan' ( 9) Joe Lara. Supermarket Shop-Drop Unsolved Mysteries L.A. Law Movie: ** "Naked Lie (1989, Drama) Victoria Principal Thirtysomething China Beach

*

I %

7 X
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Future voters voice political views
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

As election day draws near,

the three major candidates are

campaigning hard. President

Bush, Ross Perot, and Bill

Clinton are trying to please every

interest group they meet with.

The population of this country

has been disssected and analyzed

every way possible to boost the

chances of each candidate.

The "big three" would do well

to address the concerns of some

of the citizens I met with

October 20 at Keystone

Elementary School in Knox.

I found out that these young

people have political opinions

too.

I asked them what the next

"Lower taxes, stop drugs." -

Patrick

"Everyone would have clean

water." - Melissa

"Give homes to the homeless

people."- Adam
I was honestly surprised by the

awareness level of these young

folks. Obviously, the next

president bette: be on his toes. If

those issues aren't enough to

keep him busy, Mrs. Fillgrove's

second graders have a political

agenda of their own, and they

didn't hesitate when I asked

what the new president should

do. They said:

"Lower prices and help allow

fireworks for everyone" - Andy

"Lower taxes, get rid of the

criminals, and clean up the

"Lower Prices and

help allow fireworks

for everyone"
president should do to improve

life for them and their families.

My first stop was Mrs.

Bushyeager's third grade class

and here are there concerns:

"Clean up the enviorment." -

Chad

"Cut taxes." -Emily

"Give money to the poor." -

Eric

"Not raise prices." - Kristen

enviornment." - Tony

"Can he stay for four more

years? and more free candy bars

for Halloween, and make people

stop running over our mailboxes,

like the mailman did." - Patrick

"More health care and stop

wars." - Justin

"More recycling, and stop

selling beer." - Ryan

"More schools." - Zac

"No more schools and make

Public affairs photo

Don't blink! Soon they will be a part of the voting public and what they say and think will

matter. But for right now they have a few more important things to do besides think about

politics, like play in the park.

parents let kids do anything they

want to do.." - Johnathan

"No homework and more

hospitals." - Jessica

"Make people stop littering,

make more money." - Missy

"Free cars for everybody, more

food for everybody." - Mallory

"Free houses." - Wendy

"No smashing pumpkins, no

teachers allowed except Mrs.

Fillgrove." - Cherie

"Stop drugs.." - Bobby

Finally candidate Amy wants

the president to stop all storms

and volcanoes."

I see some pretty extreme

objectives in those lists, but each

suggestion was given with true

conviction of its worth.

So, if any of those candidates

ever read this, you've got some

big orders to fill, and kids can be

unforgiving. Don't let them

down.

Experience different cultures for a week
by Denise Bump
Features Writer

Clarion University's

Department of Residence Life is

coordinating Cultural Diversity

week, November 1-7, which is to

become an annual event here at

Clarion.

The kick-off event will be

"European Night" sponsored by

the Clarion International

Association, November 1 at 8

p.m. in the Gemmell Complex

multi-purpose room. Featured

events will include European

dance, cultural heritage lectures

and food from various European

ethnic groups.

On November 2 Student Life

Services, Panhellenic/

Interfraternity councils and

Clarion University Foundation

will be sponsoring "Strange Like

Me." The Metamorphosis

Performing Company will

perform the dramatic play in the

multi-purpose room of Gemmell

Complex at 8 p.m. The play is

designed to confront the

audience with the ugliness of

prejudice. At the end of play the

audience will question the

characters and challenge their

actions.

Next, for the week is "Culture

Shock," co-sponsored by Phi

Sigma Sigma and Department of

Residence Life, November 3 at 7

p.m. in 250/252 Gemmell. This

interactive workshop will aid in

personal exploration of emotions

concerning prejudice,

assimilation and intercultural

experiences.

Wednesday, November 4 at 7

p.m. in Hart Chapel Mr Todd

Wiggin will present "Are the sex

roles changing?" This event is

sponsored by STAR. Wiggin's

presentation will center on the

roles of modem men and women
in both dating and society. His

humor and intense style of

presentation are sure to be

crowd-pleasers.

Also on Wednesday, perhaps

the biggest part, of Cultural

Diversity Week, Sister Souljah

will speak to the campus. A
nationally-known rapper and

activist, she will deliver a public

lecture entitled"Empowerment

and Race" to CUP in the

Gemmell Complex multi-

purpose room at 8:3d p.m. The

lecture is sponsored by Clarion

University's Office of Minority

Student Services, Office of

Social Equity, African-American

Student Union and Student

Senate. The lecture will be free

to the CUP students with valid

ID. There will be a five dollar

fee for the public.

The purpose of these events is

to open the minds and broaden

the horizons of all who
participate.

The events are open for all and

are a unique opportunity for

exploration of differences within

our society.
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Kane Hodder brings "Jason" to Clarion
by Drew Richards

Features Writer

On October 27, 1992, Kane

Hodder, aka Jason Woorhees,

spoke to a full house at Gemmell

Student Complex.

At first, I was a tad

apprehensive about talking to

Mom."

He is friends with other killers

expecially "Pinhead" from

"Hellraiser" and Freddy Krueger.

Jason has not considered using

a different rythym such as a

lovely calypso rhythm when

breathing while stalking a

He is friends with

other killers especially

Pinhead and Freddy Krueger.

'

this guy seeing as he was 40

minutes late due to "technical

difficulties." However, the Kane

Hodder experience overall was

very interesting.

He discussed his prior stunt

work and showed some unedited

clips from "Friday the 13th"

movies.

Talking to him, he was quite a

gentleman. His family is very

proud, particularly his mom who

wears a jacket that says, "Jason's

victim, nor does he have a

preferred method of killing his

victims, but maybe he will in

episode DC or X (which may be

the last one).

Talking about social issues,

Hodder does not believe that his

movies influence real life serial

killers, because he feels they are

screwed up to begin with. And

finally, he is an undecided voter

for November 3, but he will not

be voting for Bush.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Kane Hodder, a.k.a. Jason of Friday the Thirteenth fame, spoke on Tuesday. He provided

rare footage of the movies and showed some of his stunt techniques to all who attended.

The next Friday the Thirteenth is due out next year.

Spencer's entertain with magical extravaganza
by Shawn P. Seagriff

Fratures Writer

On Wednesday, October 28,

internationally known illusion-

ists Kevin and Cindy Spencer

performed at the Gemmell
Multi-Purpose room.

In the show illusion, comedy,

audience participation, music

and theatrical special effects

combine to make the Spencers

one of America's top touring

illusion teams.

The two have toured

extensively throughout the

United States, Mexico, New
Zealand and Australia. The

Birmingham News wrote "their

show is fast-paced, sophisticated,

state-of-the-art entertainment,"

Poets Corner
To My Sisters,

Walk with me, hand in hand

because I'm not just your

friend

but your sister.

Come with me to the land

where we understand one

another...

you're my sister.

Hold my hand and follow my
lead,

I'd never take you astray-

You're my sister.

Remember the time when I was

in need, you were always there

for me. .

.

as a sister.

And when you need a shoulder, a

hand or an ear

I will lend you mine

for you are my sister.

If you're ever alone and full of

fear

turn to me- I'll be there,

always as your sister.

Tough times will pass in just a

moment,

But we will always be one

another's sister.

Love, Jen Frey

and compared them to

illusionists David Copperfield

and Sigfried and Roy of Las

Vegas.

The Spencer's magic doesn't

stop at the end of the show; since

1984, they have been spreading

the word about the use of simple

magic tricks as a theraputic tool

for the physically challenged

called the "Healing of Magic."

The program has an

international reputation and is

currently being used by some of

the most prestigious

rehabilitation centers in the U.S.

and 13 other countries.

The Spencers were nominated

for the 1990 Jefferson Award

sponsored by the Kennedy

foundation. They received the

1991 Outstanding Young

Virginian Award for

"outstanding achievements in

their field and distinguished

service to their community, state

and nation." In 1992, they were

the recipients of the Harry

Chapin Award for "contributions

to humanity," given by the

National Association for Campus

Activities.

Along with various public

service awards they have been

listed in the international

directory of Who's Who in

Magic.

They were chosen to represent

the United States and entertain at

the World Youth Congress in

Oaxtepec, Mexico. They have

also received numerous

nominations for NACA's
Campus "Entertainer of the

Year" and "Variety Entertainer of

the Year" awards.

The Spencer's magic therapy

program has been featured in a

number of publications including

Health Care, The Washington

Post, The New York Times, The

American Medical News Journal

and Health Magazine. They

have written the most

comprehensive book available

on therapeutic use of magic in

physical and psycho-social

rehabilitation currently being

used by health care professionals

world-wide.

Every year, thousands of

people experience the magic and

illusion of the Spencers, and last

night Clarion students got to do

the same.
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T-Shirts Jackets

Sweats W fWW
UNIVERSITIES

"In the U.I."

Hats

Greek Letters: Any color - Any Design Single (>r background prices

Silk screer i: Any design up to 4 colors Unbelievable Prices

!

Images of the West

REMEMBER TO VOTE NOV. 3rd

Bring in your 'Ballot Stub

for FREE Gift

(814)226-5513X Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

<^ Mon.-Sat.

BXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXB

!

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Cortfidential

Counseling

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007
open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM
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Which ofthe three

candidates would be the

bestpresident?

K
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CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Melissa Schwer Michelle Adams

Sophomore, EL EcL/ECH

"Clinton, because he seems clear on his issues."

i

Eric Edder

Sophomore, Accounting

"BUSH!"

Wendy Lewis

Junior, El. Ed./ Special Ed.

"Clinton, because 'he's the man'.'

Bo Wilson

Sophomore, Communication

"Clinton. His daughter is very

attractive."

Amy Schneider

Senior, Education

"Clinton, because he places emphasis on

education."

Stacey Segur

Junior, Secondary Ed./Soc. StudVEnglish

"Clinton, because of his views on

education."

Dane Franko

Junior, Sociology/Psychology

"Bill Clinton, because he has a national

health care plan."
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by Chuck Shepherd

-The Memphis Zoo recentlly

kicked off "Dinosaurs Live!" an

exhibit of computerized,

mechanical replicas of the

creatures that became extinct 65

million years ago. As of early

September, according to zoo

official Ann Ball, six people had

asked for refunds of the $2.50

admission price upon learning

that the exhibit did not feature

real dinosaurs.

-In June, the World Health

Organization, in "the most

comprehensive report ever

complied on global reproductive

health," reported that humans

engage in more than 100 million

acts of heterosexual intercourse

each day with a conception rate

of 1 percent.

-At the Bowery subway station

in New York City in September,

Movie Review:

Darryl Washington and Maria

Ramos were injured when a train

plowed into them as they were

engaged in sex while lying on a

mattress on the tracks.

Washington suffered several

fractured bones, but Ramos got

off with only minor cuts because

the quick acting motorman was

able to slow the train.

-Goshen, Ind. police Capt. Joe

Brown reported in May that he

was considering bringing

charges against a 65-year old

man who had poured hot coffee

onto the head of a 14 year old

boy who was underneath a

footbridge in a local park. The

man said he did it because he

was sure that the boy was

looking up women's dresses as

they passed by, and he wanted to

prevent the boy from becoming a

sexual pervert.

-Karen L. Wrobel, 43, was

charged in La Crosse, Wis., in

August with illegal sexual

contact with a 15 year old boy.

According to the prosecuter, she

seduced the boy by telling him

that she had a bubble in her brain

that could pop and kill her if the

boy turned her down.

-Sheldon Rhyne, 19, was

arrested in Greensboro, N.C., in

June for missing a court date on

a breaking and entering charge.

Police searching Rhyne's home

with an arrest warrant finally

found him hiding inside the

clothes dryer.

-Long Beach, Calif, police

arrested Larry Dwayne Mitchell

in August on suspicion of

burglary. Mitchell (using the

name Jerry Jacobs) had for

weeks been showing up at

burglary scenes as a "witness"

who supplied information to the

victim and police. Police said

fingerprints linked Mitchell to

four of the burglaries he had

"witnessed" and Mitchell later

confessed to more than 40.

-The New Haven Register

reported in February that a thief

made off with 32 boxes of

Mcnistat 7 suppositories from

the Old Saybrook, Conn., Stop &
Shop after telling a security

guard that he was infected with

the HIV virus and threatened to

bite the guard.

-In Jacksonville, Fla., in April,

Marvin Lee Jones was shot in

the right leg after escaping death

moments earlier when a gun held

to his head did not fire. Police

said the assailant was Jones
1

son,

13, who was angry that Dad
wouldn't pay him back the $10

he owed him.

-British scientist Andrew
Tomkins, in a letter published in

an August medical journal, wrote

that his studies showed that the

food dogs and cats receive in the

more developed parts of the

world is more nutritious than the

food supplied to human refugees

in the world's trouble spots. He

called for , at least, parity.

-Charles Washington, 21, was

found shot to death in Houston

in February after having had a

weekend-long quarrel with his

gay lover. The fight started

when Washington discovered

that his lover had been having an

affair with Washington's mother

in the house the three of them

shared.

-In Miami in August, Levon

Howard lost a shootout with his

roommate Edwin Heyliger, who

was charged with murder.

Howard had broken into

Heyliger's room, angry that

someone had drunk his Kool

Aid, and in the ensuing

argument, both scrambled for

guns.

-Twice, within five weeks this

summer near Miami, drug

runners in small planes were

forced to jettison their entire

cargo,
j

one because of engine

trouble land the other after being

detected by anti-smuggling

radar. More that $21 million

worth of cocaine fell from the

sky in bales in suburban areas

but was recovered by law

enforcement agencies.

-(C) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate

"Consenting Adults," give in and see it
by Matt Niemla

Features Writer

"Consenting Adults"

Starring: Kevin Kline

Mary Elizabeth

Mastrantonio

Directed and Produced:

Alan J. Pakula

Rated R
** 1/2 stars

Every so often a movie comes

out that is exciting, new,

different, and bags a lot of the

movie goer's cash. This visually

prompts other film companies to

spew out movies with basically

the same premise or idea to cash

in on what's a hot topic. In this

case, back in 1987, "Fatal

Attraction" scared the audience

Rock news
by Amy WhUtaker

Contributing Writer

Neneh Cherry's new album

"Homebrew" was recorded over

a period of 18 months in

Cherry's London home. The

album has a vast array of guest

appearances including Guru and

DJ Premiere of Gang Star, who
appear on the opening track

"Sassy" and REM's Michael

Stipe who, believe it or not,, raps

on a sex education track called

'Trout."

Dire Straits will no longer be

touring, according to Mark
Knopfler. He made it clear that

the "On Every Street" tour

would be his last. The band

recently ended a 220 concert tour

in Zaragoza, Spain.

Pink Floyd will be releasing

"Shine On," an 8 CD deluxe

boxed set. The set will be a

comprehensive collection of the

band's best known works. All of

the recordings are newly

mastered and include the original

releases of "A Saucerful of

Secrets," "Meddle," "The Dark

Side of the Moon," "Wish You

Were Here," "The Wall," "A
Momentary Lapse of Reason"

and a bonus CD pack of the early

singles.

Ten year veterans, Soul

Asylum, are making a fresh start

on a new label, Columbia

Records. "Grave Dancers'

Union" was produced by

Michael Beinhorn. The band

will head out on a full scale U.S.

tour in December.

into believing if they sleep with

someone outside a marriage,

they would pay the consequenes.

They would lose their family,

their job, and experience life-

threatening terror. "Consenting

Adults" continues the saga, but

delivers nothing new.

The story begins in die well-to-

do neighborhood of Richard and

Priscilla Parker, played

respectively by Kevin Kline and

Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio.

You wil! remember Kline from
"

A Fish Called Wanda" and the

recent "Grand Canyon," while

Mastrontonio hails from last

year's "Robin Hood."

Richard, a jingle writer, and

Priscilla are a dull couple who's

spark is gone and lack the

initiative to do anything exciting.

Another couple moves in next

door and seems to rejuvinate the

empty bodies of the Parkers who
are simply victims in waiting.

Kevin Spacey, from TV's

"Wiseguy" brillantly plays the

next door neighbor, Eddy Otis,

who works on getting poor

Richard to swap wives for a

night to get a thrill and sew a

few overly wild oats. When
Richard accepts, the trouble

begins as he is pegged to have

killed Katherine Otis, Eddy's

wife, after the alleged covet.

The basic* element thrown

around all through the film is

that of trust. Eddy earns the trust

of Richard by being his

neighbor, friend and financial

advisor and he uses this trust

against him. The whole

institution of marriage is based

on trust. Richard brings all this

agony on himself. Trust is what

"Consenting Adults" is all about.

Though you may be tired of

the "Fatal Attraction" topic,

"Consenting Adults" is worth the

ticket. There are some unique

moments and an exciting

conclusion that make up for this

repeated plot. If it was just

released a couple years sooner, I

believe the film would be

appreciated a little more.

"Consenting Adults" is

currently playing at the

Cranberry Mall Theater.

Town
Country

Cleaners

Costume Rental and

Formal Wear Rental

226-4781

Over 180 Costumes in Stock

541 Liberty St.

"Our new Round
sandwiches

are affordable

andportable"

Starling til7QC
36 S. 8th Ave., Clarion

226-7131

© 1992 Doctor's Associates, Inc
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AT&T investment challenge to begin
by Erik Jones

Features Writer

The risky world of stock

markets, full of intense

competition and shrewd business

people, will hit Clarion

University on November 2.

CUP students will get a chance

to exercise their business sense

by participating in the fifth

annual AT&T Collegiate

Investment Challenge.

"The challenge was designed

as a fun and exciting way of

providing students with hands on

experience in today's financial

markets," says Dr. Jeffery

Eicher, Chairperson, Finance

Department.

Students who participate will

be set up with a fictional

$500,000 account. They will

also be given a toll-free 1-800

number to call and trade stocks.

CUP students and faculty will

join competition with over

15,000 other American college

students. They will buy and sell

stocks within the real

professional stock world.

The nationwide competition

will end of February 28. Among

some of the prizes awarded will

be a 1993 Pontiac Grand Am, a

vacation in the Bahamas, cash

scholarships and monthly prizes

for Champion USA.

Clarion students and faculty

are gearing up for the challenge

by holding strategy sessions.

According to Dr. Eicher these

sessions will be held to

investigate stock market

strategies and updates on the

progress of the competition.

All those who sign up will pay

a 55 dollar registration fee. all

students who participate are

guaranteed a valuable

experience. Dr. Eicher states,

"Whether students end up in the

Bahamas or bankrupt, every

student is a winner because they

learn lessons no text book can

teach."

Seminar for strings, an educational experience
by Lisa Lepre

Features Writer

On Saturday October 24,

Clarion University and the

Pennsylvania/ Delaware String

Teachers Association presented

the third annual seminar for the

strings. The free seminar was

held in the Marwick-Boyd Fine

Arts Building from 8 a.m. to 6

p.m. Those who attended

included young students,

teachers, studio instructors and

suing enthusiasts.

The days events opened with a

brief address by Dr. John Kuhn,

provost of Clarion University.

Because It Means
The World to Us!

WCCB 640 AM

CLARION'S Only Green Radio

This was followed by string

instrumental instruction for

registered participants from

instructors in the field. The

events concluded with a short

concert.

The seminar for strings is co-

founded and directed by Vahe

Berberian, associate professor of

music at Clarion. Fellow

clinicians were violinist/vioiist/

conductor Jaropolk Lassowsky

of Clarion University, the

president of Cleveland Institute

of Music Violinists, David

Cerone, string bassist Jeffrey

Turner, associate principal

bassist of the Pittsburgh

Symphony, Violinist/violist

Carol Bolland, Suzuki specialist

for Clarion University,

Violinist/violist Kim Tomas,

Clarion University graduate and

coordinator of the string program

for Brookville Area Schools and

violinist Marcia Zahradnik, a

member of the string faculty of

the Downingtown Area Public

Schools.

The levels of concentrated

instruction offered at the seminar

varied from group solo and

quartet performances to

preparatory level and master

classes with compositions by

Bach and Duport most noteably

performed.

The seminar is sponsored by

grants from the provost cultural

series, the Pennsyl-

vania/Delaware String Teachers

association and is endorsed by

the Pennsylvania Unit of the

National School Orchestra

Association.

Coat drive continues
by Larry McKuen

Features Writer

It was about 30 degrees outside

last November when a Clarion

University van pulled up outside

a homeless shelter in Pittsburgh.

Inside the van were coats that the

Psi Chi, Clarion University's

Psychology Honorary, had

collected.

Outside the shelter men,

women and children were lined

up waiting to receive these coats.

"It was a wonderful feeling, on

that cold November day,

watching the homeless people

put on warm coats. We could

see the look of gratitude on their

faces. They couldn't thank us

enough for our help," wrote Joy

Pryke, drive coordinator.

This year Psi Chi is having

another drive in order to help the

homeless and would like the help

of the students and the

community once again.

Psi Chi is working with Light

of Life Ministries Inc. in

Pittsburgh. The shelter is in

need of many items. Not only

are they accepting coats, clothes

and shoes, but they are also in

need of shampoo, soap,

toothpaste, towels, deodorant,

razors, laundry detergent and

cleaning supplies.

For more information call 226-

2295.
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PEACE CORPS world wise PuZzLe
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 90 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

The most southerly of the
Windward Islands, about 1 00
miles off the South American
coast.

1. A vent in the earth's crust through
which lava, steam, ashes, etc. are
expelled.

2. U.S. President who ordered invasion
of this nation in 1 983.

3. Government of the people.

4. Sea on the eastern side of this

island.

BBfT-^T,,^WHHW:

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

WELL, WE
•% WANTZPTD

IMORK WITHHIM,
0RING HIM INTO

THE FAMILYOF
NATIONS. 7HI5

MS8EFOREHE
WASINHISMJ- -

TALPICTATOR

MOPS.

SIR, YOUR. L0N6
INVOLVEMENTIN
MAKJNS COVERT
POLICYSPEAKS TO
THE ISSUE OF
'TRUST"YOUKEEP
RAISING.,,

YOURACTIONSSEEM TO SU6 -

6ES7 THAT YOU THINK THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE SHOULP TRUST
YOU T0POANYTHIN60N THEIR

BEHALF, EVEN IF

IT'S SECRET CON-
TRARY TO STATEP

POLICY, ANP
ILLE6AL,

19 THAT
FAIR TO

SAY?

V*S

yes, anpcle tell

youmy. people
\wanttomjstme.
i know, beenout
there, seen the

i heartbeatofit.

\

knowwhomp.anp\
mrs. america
.reauyare?

(58'fa**'

BOPY-
BU/LPERS7

NO, BUSY
PEOPLE WHO
PONT HAVE
TIMEFORTHEIR
OWNSECRET-
MISSIONS. ANP,

HEY, I UNPER-
STANQTHAT.

SIR, WOULP YOU
CONCEPE THAT THIS

NEWESTREPORT
IS BYFAR THEMOST
PAMA6/N6BLOV70
YOUR CREDIBILITY

ON TRAM-CONTRA
/ 10PATE?

NO,

I...

WAITA
MINUTE,

HEY,lAJEOm\
APIECE r/A

MARK! WHAT <£#.

ABOUT THE m
STUFFABC
BROKE ONTHE
MEETIN6WITH

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

I

Calvin and Hobbes

SUSIE, DO HOJ WAUT TO
TRMJE CAPTAIN NAPALM
BUBBLE GUM CARDS ? ^

T

AFTER QUEMIKG ALMOST
$20 WORTU OF GUM, INE

COLLECTED ALL THE CARDS

EXCEPT HUWBERS 8 AND 3\.

I'LL TRADE HOU Ni\H DUPLI-

CATE FOR EWER OF THOSE.

7 I DOHT COLLECT \
CAPTAIN NAPALW .

)

V BU6BIE GUM CARDS. 7

by Bill Watterson

IT KUST BE DEPRESS!^
TO GO THRCMGU LIFE

WITH NO PURPOSE.

/

'

Early corsages

n Time After Time" I
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"WAT WAS A / HO, >|OU

FUMBLE.' AREHT CAN VME
N0U Q01H6 TO \ IT.

GET TWE BAVL?

ITS NOT MUCH FUN PLMIHG

VUTU SOMEONE WHO WOULD

RATHE* TACKLE TWAN WIN.
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WHY ME? by ^oj^ {$. (^ajibJ&mb.

Y\
HAVE YOU NUKED A TROLL TODAY

by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Nov 1 thru 7

A TALENT FOR MAKINCx

TriE RIGHT VICmom
ANP KNOWING- HOW TO
GETOUTOFPIFFICULT
SITUATIONS IS COMMON
FOR THOSE BORN ON
THESE BIRTHPATES.

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
bepect the unexpected! Sun in hvortble

aspect to Uranus planet of change indi-

cates whatever changes Destiny brings

should be changes for the better. Per-

sonal initiative will be encouraged by

Mars planet of action as it aligns with

Pluto to create harmonious influences.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

Count on good fortune of having the

kind of loved ones to help you along

TAURUS April 21- May 21

New friendships may open new doors

of interest and opportunity.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Activity in income related matters is apt

to be accelerated from now on.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

Openings of promise should be ap-

pearing for seekers of new romances.

LEO JulY 24 • August 23

Advice that is beneficial can come from

someone a bit older than you.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Listen to friends who are wise to the

ways of the world for good advice.

LIBRA. Sept24-Oct23

There's no greater joy than to realize

and fulfill your potentials. Don't let oth-

ers discourage you.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

Educational updates may bring long-

ranee benefits.Don t listen topessimists.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dec21

When you "sleep on a problem" you

often wake up with the right solution.

CAPRICORN. Dec 22-Jan 20

A home social event could establish the

basis for future progress in relationships.

AQUARIUS Jan 21 -Feb 19

In changing times we have to adjust to

new trends to further goals.

PISCES Feb20-March20

Star patterns indicate month may bring

an unexpected stroke of good fortune.

FREE Numerology -Personal Year' report of what to"V***^**"*"* Jg?
birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLbbtrtH-

SONAL YEAR "(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717. Manchester. N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
" Time After Time "

ACROSS
1 Hill dwellers

5 Sir Walter

10 Rock Pile

14 Sword

1

5

Tara dweller

16 Actor Alan

17 Record

18 Layoff

19 Guitarist Lofgren

20 Autumn Tune

22 Clock Time Divisions

24 Nmbrs.

25 "West Side" heroine

26 Gobs
29 Sweetheart?

30 Crude

34 Conflicts

35 Roll

36 Luggage toter

37 Caesar's 3

38 Oiurch Times

40 Tone

41 Beautiful

43 Rainy Mo.

44 Greek cheese

45 Follow

46 Ta ta

47 Command
48 Noun endings

50 SADD concern

5

1

Yearly Time Divisions

54 Caesar's Time Keeper

58 Cowboy chum
59 Colorado ski resort

61 " and The King of

Siam"

62 On the Atlantic

63 Portion

64 Time Measurement

65 Fido's command
66 Ushers

67 Concordes

DOWN
1 Make over

2 Long poem
3 Nuisance

4 Clock Time Divisions

5 Shoe parts

By Gerry Krey
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1
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6 Sonny's ex

7 Cheerio ingredient

8 Author Capote

9 Sumatra swine

1 WUlUf Time

11 Landed

12 Inactive

13 Girl

21 'TON" proceder

23 Notches

25 Blue Times

26 Pilfer

27 Heap of stones

2b Zodiac sign

29 Attila for one

31 Hurt

32 Fry

33 Impale

35 Purchase

36 N. Y. Cily

38 Office need

39 Mimic

42 Solomon Grundy's

Christening Time

44 TG1F Times

46 Cow's name
47 Possess

49 Utters angry wordl

50 Sand hills

51 Springs

52 Follows do«vn or big

53 Region

54 Religious group

55 Chemical endings

56 Biology subj.

57 TV Phyllis' husband

60 Legume

1V92 All riylils reserved GKR Associates

P.O. Box 461,SclieuecUidy, NY 12301
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Student wants EMT program
by Kelley Mahoney

News Writer

A student on campus wants to start an

arise on Clarion's campus.

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

EMS group to respond to emergencies that may

David Acierno, a concerned

student, has started a campaign

to have Emergency Medical

Services (EMS) on campus.

"I want to work to get the EMS
as a recognized organization,"

said Acierno. "We need every

extra pair of hands, trained or

not."

The EMS is basically a group

of people who are always the

first responders to a scene of

emergencies, ranging from

severe suicide attempts to broken

ankles.

So far this semester, Acierno

has had 13 episodes in which he,

in some way, used his training

and skills to help those in

trouble.

"One recent instance," he said,

"I had to give an intoxicated girl

mouth to mouth while waiting

for the paramedics to arrive. I

don't know if she would have

survived without it."

This is an example of how

important it is to have this

service on campus.

Although this organization

needs Emergency Medical

Technicians (EMTs), volunteers

are also welcomed to join.

"Those who aren't yet certified

can't go on emergency cases

alone," said Acierno, " but they

can observe until they are

trained. It's a valuable

experience."

Acierno feels that this

organization is a must on

campus. "We've had cases

before of EMTs being here and

not knowing anything. The

more that are trained in this area,

the better off we are."

As for now, the funds for

bandages and other necessary

supplies have come from

Acierno's pocket, but he hopes

that as this organization grows,

the Student Senate will help with

the funding also.

SSHE asks state for future appropriations
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-Chief

The State System of Higher

Education (SSHE) is asking over

$407 million from the state next

year for their Operating

Appropriations Requests.

Tuition would not be hiked if a

14 percent increase would be

granted.

If the state alloted zero percent

to the appropriation request

level, tution would increase by

as much as $600.

"I really don't think we will get

the money," said student Board

of Governors member, Monica

Douglas.

"The money just isn't there. We

are not receiving the revenue the

governor expected to receive."

Despite financial uncertainty,

Douglas does not expect tuition

to increase $600. "I do not think

the Board will vote that high, but

I think they will vote higher than

a $25.0 to $300 increase."

A special $13 million

component is figured into the

requested amount, which is

designed to restore the 3.5

percent reduction cut in SSHE's

current budget.

According to SSHE's request,

"the appropriation will support

an increase of $49,141,823, or

6.93 percent, over Fiscal Year

1992-93's planned educational

and general expenditures."

"The request is mindful of the

continuing economic uncertain-

ties in Pennsylvania and across

the nation," board Chairman F.

Eugene Dixon Jr. said in a

statement to the Associated

Press.

"If funded, it would accomplish

two primary goals, the

restoration of lost state funding

and the stabilization of

Pennsylvania resident tuition

rates," he said.

A few line items which are

intended to come out of this

request include the Library of the

Future, Pennsylvania Academy
for the Profession of Teaching,

Outcomes Assessment, Inter-

national Business Centers and

Labor Studies.

"Until the government sees

education as a priority, the

situation will not get any better,"

said Douglas.

Governor Robert Casey will

announce his decision

concerning the appropriation

request sometime this spring.

»*> \

Monday

Captain Laomlslnn/Mr.T's/SlH-pac Shop

"Where the Fun Starts and runs

a Block Long!"

Wednesday

Thurs and Fri

Saturday

14 wings and a pitcher only $5.00! Watch your favorite

football games on our giant T.V. screen! The best seats

in town for the Pirate playoffs!

All the tacos you can eat for only $2.00!. Pitcher

specials til midnight!

The weekend begins! Dance to your favorite jams

every Friday and Saturday with D.J. Franklin!

Special Happy Hour 8-10.

Draft and Pitcher Specials Monday -Friday!

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the week of October 19 through

October 25.

On October 21, a report was given to Public Safety that a student

punched another student in the throat in Campbell Hall. The incident

is currently under investigation for additional information

Several students were involved in a fight outside of Nair Hall on

October 23, at around 11:22 p.m. After Public Safety investigated the

incident, several students were cited for disorderly conduct. One of

the students involved in the fight was cited for underage drinking. His

parents were notified via letter.

A student parking tag, number 3018, was stolen from an unlocked

vehicle in parking lot "S" on October 25 between 9:00 a.m. and 12:00

p.m

A "Murray" mountain bike was stolen from the bike rack in front of

Becker Hall between 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. on October 26. The
bike was described as black with pink handlebars.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.
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Golden Eagles 2-1 in PSAC-West with win over Shipp

«M

S
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by Ben Vessa

Sports Writer

When a team opens its

schedule by losing to four

powerhouse opponents in a row,

the team will take one of two

possible paths. One path leads to

a lack of confidence and a lack

of desire to go on with the

season. The other path has the

team striving from the

opportunity and using the

experience to its benefit later in

the year.

The athletic department took a

big chance this season by not

scheduling a normal Ferris or

Fairmont State opener, and

opting to face Division I-AA

champion Youngstown State to

begin the '92 campaign instead.

Three collegiate juggernauts

followed, and Clarion quickly

fell to 0-4. The Golden Eagles

were at the crossroads and the

path they would take remained

uncertain.

Three weeks later, the path has

been chosen, and to the delight

of the coaching staff and athletic

department, it was the one they

were hoping for all along.

Last Saturday's 23-20 victory

at Shippensburg restored any

confidence that the first four

games had removed, and, at 2-1

in the conference, the Eagles are

still very much alive in their

quest for a eS^C-West

Dave Riley/Clarion Call

Clarion's El Ponder stretches for a diving tackle against a Shippensburg receiver. Ponder

collected six tackles and broke up two Shipp passes in Saturdays game.

conference championship.

Just as they had done in every

game since the Youngstown

opener, the Golden Eagles

scored first. After a

Shippensburg fumble, Clarion

Dave Riley/Clarion Call

Antron Sims (93) breaks from a blocker to get at the QB.

marched down to the Red Raider

eight yard line, but had to settle

on a Paul Cramer 25 yard field

goal. The Golden Eagles had the

lead 3-0, but their problems of

scoring touchdowns when inside

the Shipp 10 yard line were just

beginning.

The Raiders mounted a scoring

drive of their own midway

through the opening frame. The

big play, which has haunted

Clarion all year, loomed its ugly

head again in the form of 53 yard

bomb from Brian Gilbert to Ed

Minogue. The extra point

attempt failed, but Shipp

suddenly had the advantage, 6-3.

The Eagles special teams,

which seems to produce a big

play every week, proved this

week to be no exception.

Marlon Worthy weaved his

magic for a 27 yard punt return

and placed Clarion deep into

Shipp territory. Moments later,

Jay Tonini powered his way into

the end zone from two yards

away, and Clarion reclaimed the

lead 10-6.

After a Clarion turnover, the

Red Raiders vaulted back into

the lead thanks to a five play, 43

yard drive. It concluded in a one

yard touchdown run from an

airborne Jerome Pressley, and it

gave the home team a three point

cushion.

Clarion put on a late second

quarter surge that got as far as

the Shipp nine, but with eight

seconds left in the half, a bid by

Cramer to tie the score went

awry. The Eagles held the ball

twice as long as Shipp, but still

trailed 13-10 at intermission.

Controversy marred the early

stages of quarter number three.

On third and goal from the

Raiders' five yard line, Myers

found Kevin Harper for an

apparent touchdown, but the

referee overruled the two back

judges. Clarion was forced to

settle for another Cramer tri-

fector, and the game was knotted

at 13.

On CUP's next possession, the

Eagles were forced to rely on

Cramer's boot once again. The

missed opportunities looked as if

they may come home to haunt

(no Halloween pun intended).

(Cont. on page 20)

Clarion 3 7 6/ 2T

Shippensburg 6 7 7 20

FIRST QUARTER
Clarion: Cramer 25 FG, 8:40.

Drive: 14 plays, 58 yards. Key

play: Shippensburg goal line stand

stops Clarion from scoring TD.

Clarion 3, Shipp 0.

Shippensburg: Gilbert 33 yd pass

to Minogue (kick failed), 4:16.

Drive: 4 plays. 75 yards. Key play:

53 yard TD pass. Shipp 6, Clarion

3.

SECOND QUARTER
Clarion: Tonini 3 yd TD run

(Cramer kick), 13:48. Drive: 6

plays, 28 yards. Key play: Worthy

returns punt all the way to S28 yd

line. Clarion 10, Shipp 6.

Shippensburg: Pressley 1 yd TD
run (PAT), 4:00. Drive: 6 plays, 43

yards. Key play: pass interference

call against CUP. Shipp 13,

Clarion 10.

THIRD QUARTER
Clarion: Cramer 22 FG, 7:51.

Drive: 8 plays, 31 yards. Key play:

apparent TD catch by Harper ruled

incomplete by referee even though

both endzone judges had ruled TD.

Clarion 13, Shipp 13.

Clarion: Cramer 21 FG, 1.39.

Drive: 9 plays, 75 yards. Key play:

Over-the-shoulder catch by Quinn

from Myers for 51 yards on 3-13

from C20 to S29. Clarion 16,

Shipp 13.

FOURTH QUARTER
Shippensburg: Gilbert 10 yd TD
pass to Davis (PAT), 12:32. Drive:

2 plays, 9 yards. Key play: Myers

sacked and fumbles at C9. Shipp

20, Clarion 16.

Clarion: Tonini 1 yd TD run

(Cramer kick), 8:12. Drive: 10

plays, 59 yards. Key play: Witte

returns kickoff to C41, solid drive.

Clarion 23, Shipp 20.

TEAM STATISTICS
Cla. Shipp

FIRST DOWNS 22 15

3RD DOWN EFF. 8-17 1-10

YDS RUSH 122 57

YDS PASS 283 209

TOTAL YDS 405 266

TIMEPOSS. 2fcfl 23:02

KEY PLAYER STATISTICS
Clarion rushing: Tonini 19-66

Shipp rushing: limited.

Clarion passing: Myers 19-34

(283 yards)

Shipp passing: Gilbert 14-31 (209

yards)

Clarion receiving: Brown 9-79,

Quinn 4-89

Shipp receiving: Minogue 5-118

Clarion punt return: Worthy 4-35

Clarion kick return: Witte 3-70

Clarion tackles-assists-sacks:

Reinhart 13-4-1, Andrews 10-6-1,

Terza 12-10-1
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Golden Eagles
(Cont. from page 19)

Dave Riley/Clarion Call

CUP fullback Jay Tonini (35) rumbles, bumbles and tumbles his way through the line.

An Eagle fumble from inside

their own 10 yard line made
those premonitions seem like

gospel. Gilbert found Leon
Davis for the gift-wrapped

touchdown seconds later, and

just like that, Clarion trailed 20-

16.

Twelve minutes remained

when Clarion received the

ensuing kickoff. A Clarion

offense that began the year by

setting passing records against

Ferris State may have been

crushed by this blow. This

Clarion offense chose a different

path, the path to the end zone.

A determined, yet relaxed

offense marched down the field

with one thought in mind. That

thought became a reality ten

plays later when Tonini

completed a perfectly

orchestrated 59 yard drive with a

one yard surge, and the Eagles

were ahead to stay.

Clint Terza iced Clarion's third

straight win with two huge

defensive plays. First, Terza

sacked Gilbert on a key third

down play, forcing Shipp to

punt. Then, he led a crucial

defensive surge on fourth and

one and foiled any plans of

victory the Red Raiders still had.

The Eagles put their three

game streak on the line on

Saturday when they host PSAC-
West rival California. Clarion is

3-4 overall, an impressive 2-1

record in the PSAC-West.
California, Pa. is 0-3 in the

PSAC-West. This Halloween

contest has a 1 p.m. start.

Extra points

- Clarion ranks second in the

PSAC in rushing offense,

averaging 186.6 yards per

contest Clarion averages

407.6 total yards per game.

Sports Spotlight

SAAC striving to unite Clarion athletes
by James Gregg

Sports Writer

Imagine Amy Coon driving

past two 'Boro guards for a two-

point off-balance jump shot.

Imagine Martin Valentic blowing

a fastball by the Rock's powerful

cleanup hitter. No, this isn't a

Golden Eagles highlight film.

These two athletes make up part

of the newly formed Student

Athletic Advisory Committee

that met fjor only the second time

on Monday, October 26 in

Tippin.

The Student Athletic Advisory

Committee (SAAC) was formed

to assist Athletic Director Bob

Carlson and Associate Athletic

Director Nancy Latimore in

improving the Athletic

Department in any way possible,

by dealing with issues, student-

athlete problems and the like.

Carlson and Latimore are

stressing more student

involvement within the Athletic

Department.

Carlson and Latimore

organized the committee and are

guiding it. The officers of the

committee include Rich Grafton

(golf), President, Meghan Kelly

(volleyball), Vice President,

Shara Wolkomir (tennis),

Secretary, and Ryan Alleman

(football), Treasurer. Other

members include Sarah Pitney

(softball), Kwame Morton
(men's basketball), Chris

Singleton (track/cross country),

Dan Payne (wrestling), Steve

Darby (swimming), Amy Coon

(women's basketball) and Martin

Valentic (baseball).

Carlson and Latimore provide

long term and short term goals

for the committee to consider.

Judging by only their second

meeting, SAAC is already on the

right track. SAAC wants to

create a unity among Clarion

University's athletes

(approximately 400, in all).

Interaction between all the

University's sports is a primary

goal. They discussed ways that

members of one Clarion

University sport can meet

members of another sport.

They're expectations include

having football players attend

basketball games and so on.

Another goal of the committee

is to get Clarion athletics

involved in the community more

through specific projects. The

projects discussed included the

aiding of churches, hospitals,

needy families, Special

Olympics, the elderly, the Big

Brother-Big Sister program, toy

drives and so on.

Ideas to help deserving athletes

to gain more recognition were

also discussed by the committee.

Lettering policies, athletic

awards and establishing a

Lettermen's banquet were topics

discussed.

The Clarion University budget

restricts some actions of the

SAAC, but the Committee is

aiming at making Clarion's

SAAC program as successful as

others in Pennsylvania.

Tall

baaack!

He's on

page

Green...

Grasp the concept.

WCCB
640 AM
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AUTO CARE
ASz

Computerized Diagnostics

Major, General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT, JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4624

South 5th Avenue

Clarion. PA 16214

Hours:

located at former Domino's

Salads

Hoagies

Wedgies

Stix

11-1 a.m. Mon. - Thurs.

11-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

2-10 p.m. Sunday

227-9111
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I

I

I
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I
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I " one coupon per pizza Exp. 10-31-92

y $1.00 OFF
a Large Pizza

or .50 off a medium pizza

"IE
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IV$1.50 OFF
a Large Pizza

or $1 .00 off a medium pizza
pick up only

'one coupon per pizza Exp. 10-31-92
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Golden Eagle volleyball team falls to Slippery Rock
by Mike Jewart

Sports Writer

The Clarion University Golden

Eagles volleyball team traveled

to the Mercyhurst/Gannon

Flagship Open in Erie,

Pennsylvania last weekend.

They came away with an

impressive 3-1 mark. The

women fell to the Rock on

Tuesday night, 3-2.

The Lady Eagles first opponent

of the tourney was Mercyhurst

College. The Lakers felt they

were ready to challenge our CUP

women, but they barely made

them break a sweat as the

Golden Eagles won game one,

15-8. Game two was even less

challenging for the lady spikers

as they ran away with a 15-4

victory. Clarion showed little

Mercy for the Lakers as they

defeated them, 15-10, in game

three for the sweep. Senior

captains Wendy Ellenberger and

Tammi Bills led the charge for

the Golden Eagles. Ellenberger

had a team high 22 set assists

and also chipped in 8 kills. Bills

was incredible on the defensive

end wiping up the floor with a

spectacular 28 digs. Meghan

Kelly added another 18 digs, and

Bobbi Simpson hammered out 8

kills.

Clarion next took on

Indianapolis University. The

Lady Eagles were flying high

after their first round victory and

they came out screaming,

surprising IU, 15—6.

Indianapolis regrouped for game

two and quieted the Clarion

attack with 15-12 victory. It

didn't take long for the Golden

Eagles to regain their winning

form as they flew past

Indianpolis, 15-10. The Clarion

women needed only one more

win to move on into the quarter-

finals. Game four looked like it

was going to be a struggle, but

when the smoke cleared the lady

spikers were on top with a 15-10

victory. Bills and Ellenberger

again paced the Clarion ladies.

Bills had an amazing 32 digs.

She also added 9 kills.

Ellenberger also had a very good

night with 43 set assists and 12

digs, showing everyone that she

is also solid defensively.

Simpson and Suzanne Sheldon

also did a spectacular job as they

crushed 11 and 10 kills,

respectively. Nicole Flambard

added nine more. Contributing

to the defensive effort was Kelly

and Sheldon with 15 and 12 digs,

respectively.

Walsh University stood in the

way of the Golden Eagles and

the semi-finals. The lady spikers

at the

University

BOOK CENTER
Gemmell Complex, Payne Street

i o% -

50% off
all Halloween items

Shop the UBC, Where your $$$ continue to work for you!

came out red hot in game one as

they skunked the ladies from

Walsh, 15-0. Walsh was able to

give Clarion some competition

in game two, but it was not

enough to stop the incredible

CUP attack losing 15-13. Walsh

must have over exerted its attack

in game two for in game three

they could only muster four

points as the Golden Eagles

whipped them, 15-4. Jennifer

Betters and Flambard led the

Golden Eagles to victory with 8

and 7 kills, respectively.

Ellenberger again led the team in

set assists with 22. The

defensive effort was a total team

effort with Bills, Ellenberger and

Kelly leading the way with ten

digs apiece.

The Clarion women drew the

ladies from Juniata for their

semi-final match. The lady

spikers got off to a slow start in

game one as they fell, 15-8.

The Eagles fought in game two

but just couldn't get over the top

as they dropped a 15-13

decision. Juniata proved too

tough for the Golden Eagles as

they took a 15-5 win to knock

Clarion out of the tourney.

Ellenberger led the team in set

assists with 23, in kills with

seven and in digs with 12, in an

incredible individual effort.

Bills also contributed to the team

effort with 6 kills and 12 digs.

Sheldon and Betters each added

6 and 7 kills, respectively.

Kelly had ten digs for the

Golden Eagles.

For their incredible efforts and

all around play, both Ellenberger

and Bills were named to the All-

Tournament team.

For the week ending on

October 25, Bills was named

PSAC-West Player of the Week.

Bills excelled during the week of

October 19-25, in which the

Golden Eagles posted an

impressive 4- 1 record to improve

their record to 19-13. She

totalled 100 digs (an average of

20 per game), 28 kills and five

service aces.

On Tuesday the Golden Eagles

fell to Slippery Rock in a five

game thriller, 15-10, 15-1, 8-15,

7-15, 15-17.

»»»»•. ,..-:•' -.*:
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Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

Dig it?- Co-captain Tammi Bills earned PSAC-West Player

of the Week honors last week.

Flambard and Simpson led the for 49 of those 101. Ellenberger

Golden Eagles in kills with 12

each. Sheldon contributed nine

more. Defensively, Clarion

garnered 101 team digs.

Ellenberger and Bills combined

also added 30 set assists.

The Golden Eagles, who are

19-14 overall, are next at the

Shippensburg Red Raiders on

Saturday.

"Jack-O-Lantern

SlamFest" set for

Halloween night
There will be an exciting

and spooky twist to the

Clarion University men's

basketball team's first

practice of the season this

year. This Saturday night,

on Halloween, at midnight,

the Golden Eagles will take

part in the first "Halloween

Jack-O-Lantern Slam Fest"

at Tippin Gymnasium.

Open to the public, head

coach Ron Righter is

encouraging fans to attend

the scrimmage dressed in

Halloween costumes. A
three-foot sub from Subway

in Clarion will be awarded to

the person in the best costume.

Righter's boys finished the

1991-92 campaign with an 18-9

overall record and averaged

90.4 points per game.

The goal is to be a tourney

team in 1992-93.

Three returnees will key the

team. They are junior point

guard Dave "Wojo"

Wojciechowski, sensational

Kwame Morton and senior

center Mark McCarthy.

-Story courtesy of Sports

Information

Ke* S$
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ra^ Crate

L

Route 322 East Shippenville

Pli. 782-3482

Monday Nite

Pitcher and 10 wings for $5.50

Tuesday "Wing Nite " 25c wings

Wednesday "Ladies ' Nite
"

Draft and 3 wings for $ 1 .25 $ 1 Tacos

Thursday "Men's Nite Out"

Bud Draft 50c (Ladies Welcome)

Friday Shrimp Basket for $2.99

Attention: MSA
-Effective October

30, Juma gathering

will take place at 12

noon in room 39 of

Campbell Hall.

(until further notice)
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Sports Opinion

Do you believe in ghosts?
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

"Ghosts? What Ghosts?"

-Chris Berman

Do you believe in ghosts?

They're real.

Ghosts that have been haunting

the sports world for years are

packing up their chains and
fading away but others remain

and may remain forever.

Our beloved Pittsburgh

Penguins used to be haunted

every time they entered the

Philadelphia Spectrum. Before

just a few years ago, they hadn't

won against the Flyers in the

Spectrum since Nixon was
President (around 14 years). It

wasn't that Philadelphia was
ever that good or that the Pens

were ever that bad, it was the

Spectrum and the jinx. A jinx

can last a long time.

The Kansas Jayhawks football

program had never won against a

"Big Three" opponent
(Colorado, Nebraska and
Oklahoma of the Big Eight) in

their short history. But the

Jayhawks sent the ghosts away
with last week's victory over

Oklahoma, 27-10. It's now the

"Big Four."

You don't have to ask Dave
Winfield about ghosts. He has

played throughout his career

with the shadow of "Mr. May"
haunting his every move. This

future Hall of Fame ballplayer

wasn't around in October, even

when he was. But his ghosts

faded away last weekend as he

came through with the game
winning hit that gave the Toronto

Blue Jays their first ever World

Championship.

Winfield's Jays finally sent

their choking-ghosts of October

away by capturing the 1992
World Series. The Jays were

forever haunted by this word -

CHOKE (i.e. 1985, 1986, 1987,

1989, 1990 and 1991). But no

more!

Others may not be able to shed

their horrid jinxes any time soon.

The biggest ghost of all may be

haunting the Boston Red Sox
baseball organization. The Red
Sox traded the most celebrated

baseball personality in baseball

history, in Babe Ruth, to the

New York Yankees in 1919.

Boston was the 1918 World
Champion. Never since. The
"Curse of the Bambino" has
jinxed the Red Sox from ever

winning another World Series

Championship. Just ask Bill

Buckner. This man with 3,000

hits, no less, will forever be

remembered for the Mookie
Wilson grounder that went
between his wickets in game six

of the 1986 World Series

between the Sox and the Mets.

The "Curse, of the Bambino,"

once again, cost the Red Sox a

championship.

Do you believe in ghosts? A
73-year-old ghost?

The ghosts have something

against Marty Schottenheimer

when he goes up against the

Denver Broncos. Two years in a

row, the Browns seemed to have

an AFC championship in their

grasp, until the ghosts played

havoc with Marty
Schottenheimer. First, "The

Drive," then "The fumble," for

two Bronco victories over

Cleveland. But Schottenheimer

can't hide from the ghosts even

as the coach of the Kansas City

Chiefs. He's like for forever

against the Broncos. Jinxed?

The Miami Dolphins were

defeated last week by an up-and-

coming Indianapolis Colts team.

But the Colts weren't really in

the Dolphins league. The Colts

have a young team and are

From the back pages

Meyers tells UNLV he's signing
AP stories compiled by

Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

Meyers to UNLV

Seth Meyers, the six-foot-five

All-State forward who led

Steelton-Highspire (Pittsburgh)

to the PIAA Quad-A
Championship last season, has

verbally committed to the

University of Nevada at Las

Vegas.

He expects to sign with the

Running Rebels during the

NCAA's early signing period

next month.

UNLV had a remarkable on-

court record but a history of off-

court trouble under former coach

Jerry Tarkanian.

New coach Rollie Massimino

had an excellent record of

graduating players at Villinova.

editor's note: Meyers was listed

in Street & Smith's 1992-93

College/Prep issue as being a

high-honorable mention Street &
Smith's/NIKE high school AU-
American for seniors.

Breakthrough

Rock Showcase

This Friday night

"Ask Alice" is on

WCUC from 9

p.m. to midnight.

Bonds and Drabek file for free

agency

Among the 26 players (as of

Tuesday) who have filed for free

agency for the 1993 Major
League baseball season are two

Pirates, Barry Bonds and Doug
Drabek.

Other stars from around both

leagues who have already filed

include Wade Boggs, Chris

Bosio, John Smiley, Mark
McGwire, Ruben Sierra, Greg

Maddox, Greg Swindell and
Benito Santiago.

The Red Stallion Nite Club
For The Best In Nite Club

Entertainments

Halloween Blast With
RHODIUM

Appearing Sat. Oct. 31

improving but the Dolphins were

6-0 and peaking. The 1972

Dolphins were the last team to

have an undefeated season.

Every Dolphin team since has

been compared to this historic

team. In fact, every NFL team

since 1972 that has gone 3-0 or

better has been compared to the

1972 Super Bowl champion
Dolphins. Every Dolphin team,

every NFL team since has fallen

short of the 1972 Dolphins

undefeated season. Are the 1972

Dolphins haunting the NFL?
Do you believe in ghosts?

Not in uniform for the Florida

State Seminoles this year is

former place-kicker Gerry

Thomas who missed a 34 yard

field goal that could have beat

Miami in the final seconds of

last year's Hurricane vs.

Seminoles. It doesn't matter

what Florida college football

team is ranked higher or what

year, it always seems like Miami

comes out on top. A few more

years of this and you'll be

hearing about jinxes. Do you

believe in ghosts?

Some say that their may be a

jinx on the Dallas Cowboys. In

the 1978 Super Bowl against the

Pittsburgh Steelers, Dallas* tight

end Jackie Smith dropped an

endzone pass in the closing

moments of the game to cost the

Cowboys a Super Bowl victory.

They lost to the Steelers, 35-31.

They have not won a Super
Bowl since 1977.

Do you believe in ghosts?

Is there a jinx on the Atlanta

Braves?

How about the Pittsburgh

Pirates?

The Denver Broncos can get to

the Super Bowl but can never

seem to win one.

Are the ghosts punishing the

New York Yankees and Green

Bay Packers organizations for

being so successful for so long?

Should Tony LaRussa send

Dennis Eckersly into another

post-season game in the ninth

inning? Kirk Gibson. The
Cincinnati Reds. Roberto

Alomar. Jinxed?

Will Xavier McDaniel be

jinxed by the ghost of Larry

Bird?

The AFC hasn't won a Super

Bowl in almost ten years.

Ghosts do exist. Do you
believe?

See you at the "Slam Fest"

Saturday night, you clowns!

Happy Halloween.

Catch the Golden Eagles in action...

Halloween

Saturday October 31 -Clarion Diving Invite., noon

X-Country at PSAC's

Volleyball at Shippensburg

Football, vs. California 1 p.m.

(Memorial Stadium)

Tuesday November 3 - Volleyball at Edinboro
Wednes. November 4 - Swim vs. Allegheny 5 p.m.

Friday November 6 - Volleyball- Cla. Invitational

Stehle f

s

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenville, Pa 16254

5x7' space - $21.20 per month
5'xlO' space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122
7
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Help Wanted Sales and Services

WANT TO TRAVEL FREE,

EARN CASH AND RESUME
EXPERIENCE? Students and

organizations call College Tours to

join our team! We have 25 years

experience, great prices, hotels and

destinations. Call 1 (800) 959-

SUN.

Be a Spring Break Rep! Earn

FREE TRIPS and the Highest

Commissions! Cancun, Daytona,

& Jamaica from $159. Call Take

A Break Student Travel today!

(800) 32-TRAVEL

$$$, Free Travel and Resume

Experience!! Individuals and

student organizations wanted to

promote Spring Break, call the

nations leader. Inter-campus

Programs 1-800-327-6013.

$200 - $500 Weekly Assemble

products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully

Guaranteed. FREE information-

24 hour hodine. 801-379-

2900 Copyright* PA10KDH

Gymnastics arid aerobics

instructors wanjted for local

programs. Call 677-3000 or 797-

11 18 for information.

Nanny Positions

WHITE HOUSE NANNIES. . .

invites you to live in the nations

capitol. Great childcare jobs, best

families in Maryland, Virginia and

Washington D.C. area. One year

committment. Use your

educational background. Current

references. Call 301-654-1242.

SPRING BREAK 1993!!!

Breakaway Travel is now hiring

campus reps to promote Spring &
Winter break vacations. Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre

Island, Daytona, Panama City,

Sugarbush, Killington, Smuggler's

Notch and more! Earn trips, cash!

Call 1-800-862-7325.

GREEKS V CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1 -800-

'32-0528, Ext 65.

***Trne Color Tattoo***

Professional sterilization, fine

lines & cover ups. Choose from

50 colors. Located in Sligo, PA

10 miles S. of Clarion. Call for

appointment after 5:00 pm. 358-

2715.

Druglord Trucks! $100 86

Bronco. . . $50 91 Blazer. . . $150

77 Jeep CJ. . . $50. Seized Vans,

4X4's, Boats. Choose from

thousands starting $25. Free

information 24 hour hotline.

801-379-2930. Copyright*

PA10KKC.

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized 89

Mercedes. . $200 86 VW. . . $50

87 Mercedes. . . $100 65

Mustang. . . $50. Choose from

thousands starting $25. Free

information 24 hour hotline.

801-379-2929 Copyright*

PA10KJC

Yearbooks will be available in the

yearbook office on November 9.

All yearbooks are free but you

must bring your student ID if you

wish to obtain a book. Sorry,

freshman not eligible.

Adorable AKC chocolate cocker

spaniel pups. Males—$200 and

female $250. Call 814^764-5959.

Roommates & Rentals

Needed: female roomate for

spring
4

93. Furnished 2 bedroom

trailer located right next to

campus. For more information

please call 226-5449.

Apartment for rent near campus

for three non-smoking students.

Available January I. 226-7997.

Personals
UAB and Special Events would

like to thank all those who helped

out during Homecoming: Julie

Brzezinski, Traci Shields, Henry

from Delta Chi and all the float

representatives.

To the new associate members of

Theta Xi: Congratulations, you

are half way there. Keep up the

good work. You're doing great!

The brothers of Theta Xi

Ralston Ra's-"I Do Care!!!"

To the sisters of Alpha Sigma

Alpha. Wc had a gicai liihe

building the float with you-

couldn't have done it without you.

Let's mix again soon!

The brothers of Theta Xi

v>Vi.tV ..v.v.v.'.v.v^fl^v.'.tAv.v.;.

To the sisters of Theta Phi Alpha:

Four! Our golf mixer was

definitely a hole in one. We had a

blast. Let's do it again.

The brothers of Theta Xi

Sigma Chi, Thanks for the great

graffiti mixer! We had a blast!

Love, the sisters of Delta Zeta

Delta Zeta would like to wish all

the sororities the best of luck

during Derby Days!!!

Moose, Craig, Chi-Chi, Eric M.E.,

Jeff-Delta Zeta's coaches are Ho!

Stuff ! Keep up the great work!

Love, Delta Zeta

Special thanks to Teresa, Andrea,

and all of the sisters who are

making Derby Days a success. We
are looking awesome out there

girls!! Keep up the great work!

Love, your Tri Sigma sisters

To our Tri Sigma coaches; F.J.,

Casey, Jason and Keith: You guys

are doing a super job. Keep up the

Sigma spirit!!!

Love, Sigma Sigma Sigma

Happy Halloween to the brothers

of Sigma Tau Gamma and

congratulations on the one year

anniversary of your charter. Love

ya! Amy

Tri Sigma hopes that everyone has

a Happy Haunted Halloween!!

Tri Sigma would like to wish all of

the sororities the best of luck

during Derby Days.

Cookie Monsters-Congratulations

on a winning season! Love,

Schmeider

We would like to welcome

Suzanne Crandall, chapter

consultant, to the Alpha Pi chapter

at Clarion University. We are glad

we got to meet you, and we hope

you have a great time.

Love, your Tri Sigma sisters

Congratulations to the coach and

players of the intermurals football

champs.

Kappa Delta Rho brothers

Scott Patton--Best wishes to ya!

KDR's sure know how to have a

good time! Thanks guys for quite

an entertaining evening. One I'll

never forget! You guys are the

best!

Love, Schmeider

Shannon,

Thanks for doing a great job as

Derby Daze Chair!

Love, your Theta Phi sisters

Sig Eps,

Thanks for the mixer! Maybe next

time we'll bring the marsh-

mallows! Theta Phis

To My Love Steph,

The greatest Phi Sig of them all.

My love is stronger than ever for

you, for the fact that you are you.

Don't ever forget that and nothing

will ever tear apart the love we

share for each other.

I love you, Ron.

Thank you Shan and Christine for

all your hard work with Derby

Daze! So far it's paying off. Let's

keep up the good work!

Love, your Zeta Sisters

Good luck to all sororities with the

rest of Derby Daze! We hope

everyone has a blast!

Love, the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha

Congratulations Stacey,

You finally did win when Bill gave

you his fraternity pin! We are so

happy for you!

Love, your Zeta Sisters

The Lip Sine is over and the

dancing is done. You Zetas were a

smash and we had so much fun!

When the judging was over we

came in third place. Good job

Zetas! Show a happy Face!! Tracie

and Christine you were the best, it

couldn't have been done without

you! Thanks for everything-we

love you!

Dina with that blonde hair do!

You really showed all you can do!

Vogueing with such funk and

style. Madonna would surely

flinch and say WOW! Great

dancing Dina.

Love, your Zeta sisters

Thanks to all the brothers and

pledges for helping with the

Haunted Barn.

The brothers of Alpha Phi Omega

would like to congratulate the

pledges of Fall '92: Matt Price,

Bernita DuBose, Pam Bedison,

Kerry Bemhardy, Beth Claypool,

Shawn Crisman, Jason Foster,

Dave Grant, Ann Young, Beth

Hornberger, Jessie Kern, Larry

Walton, Nanette Schwab, Tony

Tersine, Stephanie Timko, Todd

Valerius and Lisa Cornelius. And

welcome to Marc Reed our new

transfer brother!

!

Alpha Sigma Alpha, Thanks for

the great mixer and all your work

on the float.

Love, the brothers of Theta Xi

Happy 19th birthday Ralph. Now
you're really at your peak!

Happy Birthday to Lisa Speziale!

Love, D Phi E

To Delta Zeta,

Happy belated Founders Day and

Happy 60th Anniversary here at

CUP.

Love, your Turtle Buddy-Little B.

To Theta Phi Alpha,

Thanks for the great golf mixer.

Let's play again. . .soon!

Love, Theta Xi

Beth Hornberger,

Keep up the terrific work!

Pledging is almost over. You're

the greatest.

Love, your Big

Amy Young,

Hang in there. You're a very

special person.

Michelle Newton and Amy
Donahue,

Thanks for all your help with my

program.

Ann

Sigma Chi,

Chasing those derbies day after

day. Hoping those points come

our way. Stick together you and I.

Phi Sigma Sigma loves Sigma

Chi!! We love our coaches!!

Love, Phi Sigma Sigma

D Phi E loves their coaches Ray,

Luis, TJ, Brian and Jim. You guys

are the best!

Happy belated birthday to Kelly

Schneider.

Love, your DPhi E sisters

Happy 21st birthday Lizard! We

are happy that you are finally 21

!

Love, your D Phi E sisters

Congrats to Lip Sync winners. D
Phi E's got back to back winners.

D Phi E would like to wish

everyone a safe and Happy

Halloween.

Good luck to all sororities during

Derby Daze. Let's do it for Cleo

Wallace. Love, D Phi E

Thanks Merrit for all of your time

and effort. You are making Derby

Daze a success.

Love, D Phi E

To Phi Sigs and Sig Taus:

The mixer was great! The theme a

lost cause but that's OK, we don't

care because we can have a great

time with you anywhere.

Love D Phi E
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SPORTS OPINION He's Baaack... Tall Cliffy predicts:

The Chargers are for real
That's right, I'm back. I took a

short vacation and now, I am
ready to start winning. I know
you were all disappointed when
you found that you could not

bash me last week, especially

those knowledgeable analysts

from Nair Hall. That is why I'm

back. . . to give you all,

apparently, your one single

enjoyment in life, nailing me to a

wall.

ML
Philly at Dallas -3 1/2

I know that the Eagles (5-2)

did not look like a stellar team

against the Cardinals, but

everyone has a bad day. They
played without Keith Byars, one

of the most underrated players in

the league. Philly stopped their

two game skid and Randall

Cunningham should have a good

game against the Cowboys.

•••• FourStarPizza

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11 AM- 12AM
Thurs11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

Monday Night Football

Special
16" one-item Pizza

Only $6.00 plus tax
Good only on

Monday's after 5 p.m. EXP 12/14/92

star Dinner

§g for four

Only $8.99
PLUS TAX

Includes 16' one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

T
I

! STAR
! PIZZA

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Sub
for two

Only $4.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12'-SUBplus

2 cups of Pepsi

iimrted delivery area only EXP 12/10/92 kmrted delivery area only EXP 12/10/92

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Dinner

for two

Only $6.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 1 2/1 092

Dallas (6-1) is definitely a

playoff caliber team, but will

have problems scoring against a

tenacious Eagle defense. If the

Eagles can keep Emmitt Smith

under 100 yards (which they

will), it will be the Eagles by six.

Tall Cliffy'spick: Philadelphia

Indy at San Diego -6

What a game the Colts (4-3)

had last week against the

Dolphins. They might make the

playoffs this year, but count on

them to be a Super Bowl team in

three or four more years.

However, they are facing an up

and coming team with a great

defense.

As the headline states, the

Chargers (3-4) are turning it

around as the season swiftly rolls

along. San Diego beat the

Broncos, gaining 434 total yards

last week.

They will be strong against a

very emotionally lifted Colt

team.

Tall Cliffy'spick: San Diego

Minnesota at Chicago -3 1/2

Minnesota (5-2) has been less

than wonderful in the past few

weeks, but they will want this

game. . . bad. There is an utter

hatred for Chicago in Viking

country. Minnesota's defense

played tough against the 'Skins,

not allowing a touchdown. I

have to think that they can stop

Harbaugh, Anderson and
company.

The Bears (4-3) are in turmoil

(Ditka vs. Harbaugh, Ditka vs.

the press, Ditka vs. Chicago), but

what else is new. They are still a

tough team. But with all this

trouble, I feel that the Vikings

will take advantage. This will be

a great Monday night game.

Tall Cliffy'spick: Minnesota

College

Georgia at Florida +4 1/2

Forget what I said a few weeks

ago about Marshall Faulk.

Garrison Hearst has quietly

proved that he is better than

Faulk this year, and he's done it

against stronger D-I teams.

Georgia (7-1) also has a top

receiver in Andre Hastings. This

tandem will have fun against an

overrated Gator team.

Florida (4-2) is just not your

typical Steve Spurrier squad.

Okay, so they still have Errict

Rhett, but even he can't win a

game by himself.

Tall Cliffy's pick: Georgia

Michigan at Purdue +29

I usually don't like to predict

on games with such a wide
spread, but it's the Wolverines

(6-0-1) we're talking about. Elvis

Grbac had a field day with

receiver Derrick Alexander last

week (four TD receptions). Don't

look for a change in that

offensive scheme.

Purdue is awful. . . period.

Tall Cliffy's pick: Michigan

Utah at Air Force -4

All I know about Air Force

(6-2) is that they will be in the

Top 25 by the end of the season.

They are fun to watch and,

doggonit, I like the nickname
Cadets better than the nickname

Utes.

Tall Cliffy's pick: Air Force

That's all for this week. I have

to tell you that I have to do better

this week. I brought my dog
back to Clarion, and last week, I

went 4-1-1. I'm telling you,

Money, it's the lucky dog.

By the way, boys in Nair Hall,

please refrain from saying

obscene comments on the Call's

answering machine. If you want

to tell me I "suck," write a letter

to the editor like those wacky
English majors.

Tall Cliffy's record

7-14-3

Tall Cliffy would like to

congratulate The Cookie

Monsters on a successful

intramural football season. I

should've bet on you guys!!!

Clarion Call
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Instructional Support Fee increase to

be voted on by Council of Trustees
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

Clarion University's Council of

Trustees will vote on a four

percent increase in the

Instructional Support Fee on

November 1 1

.

The fee is designed to provide

funds for the upkeep of

instructional equipment, improve

library holdings and for other

instructional support purposes.

If passed, the fee which is

presently based on six percent of

a student's tuition, will go up to

ten percent which is necessary to

cover some unplanned expenses

next semester.

The fee will go from $78.84

which it presently stands to

$141.40 (see graph). This action

will generate approximately

$278,000 of additional monies.

According to the proposal , "A

full $100,000 of this amount will

be designated for spring

instructional commitments,

including classes, student teacher

supervision and nursing clinical

supervision." If this money is

not raised it could delay

graduation for some, overburden

class .sizes and further limit

enrollment in some sections.

Another $40,000 will be used in

the renovation of Carlson

library's classrooms.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call
One of the things the Instructional Support fee provides for is the upkeep of classroom
equipment such as overhead projectors, televisions and VCR's.

"The remaining amount of the

increase will go towards an

unanticipated expense that we
had this year," said Dr. Reinhard

to Student Senate at their

October 26 meeting.

"This year, because we are self

insured with the state, our state

auditor said that we can't only

budget on what we have

expended in the past. You have

to build your budget for workers

compensation on any anticipated

problem that somebody might

have in the future."

In order to be self insured in

the state system, Clarion must

now come up with $928,000

before June 30, 1994.

According to the proposal,

"The impact of this requirement

means that the university has to

hold an additional $343,000 over

and above the normally budgeted

$140,000 this year and an

additional $305,000 next year."

The university has done

everything possible to cut

expenditures short of instituting

direct layoffs. The operating

budget has been reduced $50,000

this year and divisional budgets

were cut significantly before

entering the 1992-93 academic

year.

"I think it would be helpful

from the students perspective to

offer any other suggestions of

how we can reduce costs at this

university," said Dr. Reinhard. "I

think you [students] would have

a valuable perspective in things

that you think would help us

save money."

Clarion University is not the

only state school which is

planning or has already instituted

an increase in the fee. Five

SSHE schools already have an

instructional support fee at lten

percent.

Edinboro is planning for an

increase and Mansfield is at

eight percent.

If tuition goes up as much as

$600 next year, students could be

looking at an Instructional

Support Fee over $200.

An open forum to discuss the

fee will be hosted by student

senate and Dr. Reinhard at 7:00

p.m. on Thursday, November 5.

The meeting will be held in Hart

Chapel.

Students are encouraged to

come and express their opinions

concerning the fee.

Celebrating over 70 years as a student neiusyaver
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That's right, I'm back. I took a

short vacation and now, I am
ready to start winning. I know
you were all disappointed when

you found that you could not

bash me last week, especially

those knowledgeable analysts

from Nair Hall. That is why I'm

back. . . to give you all,

apparently, your one single

enjoyment in life, nailing me to a

wall.

ML
Philly at Dallas -3 1/2

I know that the Eagles (5-2)

did not look like a stellar team

against the Cardinals, but

everyone has a bad day. They
played without Keith Byars, one

of the most underrated players in

the league. Philly stopped their

two game skid and Randall

Cunningham should have a good

game against the Cowboys.

•••*

327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11 AM- 12AM
Thurs 11AM-1AM

Frl-Sat11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

16" one-item Pizza

Good only on

Monday's after 5 p.m.

plus tax

EXP 12/14/92

3S Dinner

for four

PLUS TAX

Includes 16' one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 1 2/ 1 0/92
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STAR
PIZZA

Sub

for two

PLUS TAX

Includes 12"-SUBplus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only E XP 1 2/

1

0/92

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Dinner

for two

PLUS TAX

Includes 12" one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 12/1 0/92

Dallas (6-1) is definitely a

playoff ealiber team, but will

have problems scoring against a

tenacious Eagle defense. If the

Eagles can keep Emmitt Smith

under 100 yards (which they

will), it will be the Eagles by six.

Tall Cliffs'spick: Philadelphia

Indy at San Diego -6

What a game the Colts (4-3)

had last week against the

Dolphins. They might make the

playoffs this year, but count on

them to be a Super Bowl team in

three or four more years.

However, they are facing an up

and coming team with a great

defense.

As the headline states, the

Chargers (3-4) are turning it

around as the season swiftly rolls

along. San Diego beat the

Broncos, gaining 434 total yards

last week.

They will be strong against a

very emotionally lifted Colt

team.

Tall Cliffy
1

s pick: San Diego

Minnesota at Chicago -3 1/2

Minnesota (5-2) has been less

than wonderful in the past few

weeks, but they will want this

game. . . bad. There is an utter

hatred for Chicago in Viking

country. Minnesota's defense

played tough against the 'Skins,

not allowing a touchdown. I

have to think that they can stop

Harbaugh, Anderson and
company.

The Bears (4-3) are in turmoil

(Ditka vs. Harbaugh, Ditka vs.

the press, Ditka vs. Chicago), but

what else is new. They are still a

tough team. But with all this

trouble, I feel that the Vikings

will take advantage. This will be

a great Monday night game.

Tall Cliffy'spick: Minnesota

College

Georgia at Florida +4 1/2

Forget what I said a few weeks

ago about Marshall Faulk.

Garrison Hearst has quietly

proved that he is better than

Faulk this year, and he's done it

against stronger D-I teams.

Georgia (7-1) also has a top

receiver in Andre Hastings. This

tandem will have fun against an

overrated Gator team.

Florida (4-2) is just not your

typical Steve Spurrier squad.

Okay, so they still have Errict

Rhett, but even he can't win a

game by himself.

Tall Cliffy's pick: Georgia

Michigan at Purdue +29

I usually don't like to predict

on games with such a wide
spread, but it's the Wolverines

(6-0-1) we're talking about. Elvis

Grbac had a field day with

receiver Derrick Alexander last

week (four TD receptions). Don't

look for a change in that

offensive scheme.

Purdue is awful. . . period.

Tall Cliffy's pick: Michigan

Utah at Air Force -4

All I know about Air Force

(6-2) is that they will be in the

Top 25 by the end of the season.

They are fun to watch and,

doggonit, I like the nickname
Cadets better than the nickname

Utes.

Tall Cliffy's pick: Air Force

That's all for this week. I have

to tell you that I have to do better

this week. I brought my dog
back to Clarion, and last week, I

went 4-1-1. I'm telling you,

Money, it's the lucky dog.

By the way, boys in Nair Hall,

please refrain from saying

obscene comments on the Call's

answering machine. If you want

to tell me I "suck," write a letter

to the editor like those wacky
English majors.

Tall Cliffy's rgrnrri

7-14-3

Tall Cliffy would like to

congratulate The Cookie

Monsters on a successful

intramural football season. I

should've bet on you guys!!!
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Instructional Support Fee increase to

be voted on by Council of Trustees
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Clarion University's Council of

Trustees will vote on a four

percent increase in the

Instructional Support Fee on

November 1 1

.

The fee is designed to provide

funds for the upkeep of

instructional equipment, improve

library holdings and for other

instructional support purposes.

If passed, the fee which is

presently based on six percent of

a student's tuition, will go up to

ten percent which is necessary to

cover some unplanned expenses

next semester.

The fee will go from $78.84

which it presently stands to

S 14 1.40 (see graph). This action

will generate approximately

$278,000 of additional monies.

According to the proposal , "A

full $100,000 of this amount will

be designated for spring

instructional commitments,

including classes, student teacher

supervision and nursing clinical

supervision." If this money is

not raised it could delay

graduation for some, overburden

class sizes and further limit

enrollment in some sections.

Another $40,000 will be used in

the renovation of Carlson

library's classrooms.
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Ray Henderson/Clarion Call
One of the things the Instructional Support fee provides for is the upkeep of classroom
equipment such as overhead projectors, televisions and VCR's.

"The remaining amount of the

increase will go towards an

unanticipated expense that we
had this year," said Dr. Reinhard

to Student Senate at their

October 26 meeting.

"This year, because we are self

insured with the state, our state

auditor said that we can't only
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Celebrating over 70 years as as

budget on what we have

expended in the past. You have

to build your budget for workers

compensation on any anticipated

problem that somebody might

have in the future."

In order to be self insured in

the state system. Clarion must

now come up with $928,000

before June 30, 1994.

According to the proposal,

"The impact of this requirement

means that the university has to

hold an additional $343,000 over

and above the normally budgeted

$140,000 this year and an

additional $305,000 next year."

The university has done

everything possible to cut

expenditures short of instituting

direct layoffs. The operating

budget has been reduced $50,000

this year and divisional budgets

were cut significantly before

entering the 1992-93 academic

year.

"I think it would be helpful

from the students perspective to

offer any other suggestions of

how we can reduce costs at this

university," said Dr. Reinhard. "I

Uiink you [students] would have

a valuable perspective in things

that you think would help us

save money."

Clarion University is not the

only state school which is

planning or has already instituted

an increase in the fee. Five

SSHE schools already have an

instructional support fee at lten

percent.

Edinboro is planning for an

increase and Mansfield is at

eight percent.

If tuition goes up as much as

$600 next year, students could be

looking at an Instructional

Support Fee over $200.

An open forum to discuss the

fee will be hosted by student

senate and Dr. Reinhard at 7:00

p.m. on Thursday, November 5.

The meeting will be held in Hart

Chapel.

Students are encouraged to

come and express their opinions

concerning the fee.
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The way I see it
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News Editor

Whither General

Education?

Part of our legacy from the

medieval university is the idea of

general education, i.e. that there

are some studies that are

uniquely worthy of study by free

human beings or studies that

make a human being free.

(Actually, they used the term for

man since in good Aristotelian

fashion it was held that women

could not transcend their genetic

imperfections.) We don't talk

about these studies in the

terminology of the middle ages

as the trivium and quadrivium,

but we still affirm the centrality

of the liberal arts in serving the

ends of general education. Nor

do we require, as did the colonial

colleges, a full four years of

study in a highly prescribed

curriculum as a proper

grounding for general education.

Most colleges and universities

today are content to co-opt only

three or four semesters of a

student's program for this end.

Like the medieval university,

however, we still appear to

affirm that "knowing" is

tantamount to "doing"/

While we hold on to the idea

of general education, we have

lost much of the certitude about

it that ionfused the medieval

educator's commitment. We are

no longer sure what it is or what

it is to do, though, of course, we

have many opinions about it:

opinions which for the most part

can be supported only by the

slimest of argument and

evidence. Nonetheless, we set so

much store in the importance

that we include a general

education standard among those

which must be met if a

university is to be accredited by

one of the regional accrediting

associations. Its value is not

open to debate.

American colleges and

universities do differ in their

understanding of the ends that

general education serves and of

the means that are appropriate to

it. In one way or another,

however, a large number

subscribe to the conception

developed by the Harvard

faculty after World War II which

is described in General

Education in a Free Society.

There are, the Harvard faculty

assert, certain foundational

studies like composition,

mathematics, and foreign

languages( the skill subjects) that

are pre-requisite to subsequent

learning. Beyond these the world

of important human knowledge

can be divided neatly into three

domains-the humanities, the

social sciences, the natural

sciences. Each of these, it is said,

touches upon a major dimension

of human experience, and each

has its special way of developing

knowledge about the world. A
sampling of studies in each of

these domains ( the distribution

requirements) will acquaint

(Cont. on pg. 4)

Last week we were nice.

Ray and I joked around. We
made up some funny names and

poked fun at an issue that is a

major concern on campus. No
more.

Pre-registration at Clarion

University is a joke. It's

absolutely ridiculous. A
student has a belter chance of

getting struck by lightning twice

in the same place than of getting

into a 300 or 400 level class.

Registration is no longer a

chance to advance yourself

toward graduation, rather it's an

impediment to be overcome. It's

no longer a chance to learn about

subjects that interest you. It's a

game of educational roulette.

Students aren't here to fill

professors' classes; professors

are here to teach students'

classes.

Courses have been slashed,

the number of faculty members

has been cut. Something has to

give. That something is either

enrollment or class size. Since

no one wants to deny a willing

young student an education, it

has to be class size.

Students don't want 40 or 50

member lecture classes any more

than professors or

administrators, but they sure as

hell want to graduate.

In fact, this creates a bigger

problem for students than it does

for faculty. Preparing a lecture

class for a 20 person class is

exactly the same as preparing a

lecture class for a 120 person

class.

The administration apparently

is closing its eyes to the problem,

judging from the fact that not

one person from the

administration bothered to take

five minutes out of a lunch hour

to write a response to last week's

editorial. Such is the apathy of

Clarion.

A student that has the initiative

and drive should be able to

graduate in four years without a

problem. He or she should be

assisted and encouraged by the

institution, not held back by it.

Most faculty members are

cooperative about letting

students into closed classes. It is

these individuals who honestly

try to put students first. They

know the class will be a little

tougher for both professor and

students, but they also know that

it would be a bigger crime to

deny a student his chance at an

education— and a graduation.

However, there are professors

who can't see past the arbitrary

number which determines the

number of seats allotted. These

red tape bureacrats deserve to

bleed profusely from paper cuts

obtained by pushing away closed

course sheets.

™<ttHa*m^swr~-+fimJ**riMi>*tiu,
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"Reader Responses
Firearms for

Safety

Dear Concerned Students:

Well, we won't take up those

long boring articles that most

people write: however, we do

want your attention drawn to this

issue on campus. Our club,

Concerned Students For Firearms

(C.S.F.F.), has placed petitions

campuswide for you, the student

body, to sign. The reasons we feel

that we need our full-time campus

police officers to carry firearms

are: 1. Certain incidents at

Clarion University have proved

that Clarion University is not

crime-free, and these occurances

have come real close to our

"home!" 2. The administration

simply is lying to us, the students,

and 3. The training of our full-

time campus police officers is

worthy of fire arms. These

reasons are why we feel that

firearms are necessary for our

Campus police Officers.

The first point we want to make

is that Clarion University is not

crime-free. We plan to use two

specific incidents early in the

semester to clarify this point.

First, earlier in the semester,

there was an escapee from

Clarion County Jail. This

individual, Charles Edward

Shankosky, was harm-itself-

looking for a victim. That victim

could have been you: whether

you're black or white, male or

female, Charles Edward

Shankosky was fleeing from his

prior hideous criminal acts by

escaping his jail sentence. Our

campus police officers were

called upon by Pennsylvania State

Police (P.S.P.) to assist in the

apprehension of this escaped

criminal. When our police

officers left our campus, we, the

students, were left open to any

attack by this fleeing criminal.

One question people ask the

members is, why do campus

police officers assist Pennsylvania

State Police or borough police?"

Well, let us inform you of a

couple things that the

administration does not want you

to know.

First point is that of mutual

assist agreement to the police

agencies around this area.

Clarion University has the

largest police department in this

area; this is why campus police

officers assist other local police

agencies.

The second point ties into

Charles Edward Shankosky

because think for a second, do

our full-time campus police

officers have a gun or night-

stick? No, they have to go to the

scene and call borough police

officers or Pennsylvania State

Police to assist in the

apprehension if a weapon is

involved. The main problem

with this is that it could take up

to two or more hours for any

assistance.

Final point on this assist

agreement between Clarion

campus police department and

together agencies is that they

sometimes call on campus

police officers to assist in their

area. This is a problem because

the only time the other police

agencies call upon campus

police officers is in the time of

emergency, and a weapon of
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some sort is usually involved,

thus leaving our campus police

officer's safety on a line of do I

help or stand back 150 feet.

Charles Edward Shankosky, the

criminal, could have entered

Clarion University, only a few

miles away from his running path.

To make the point, you would be

dead or taken hostage before any

help came to you; therefore, I

would say you are as good as dog

meat!

The next incident brings to light

the administration's woven lies,

and shows that crime is here at

our home, Clarion crime-free

University! Did you hear about

the five page criminal rapist

offender on campus? Do you

know why you did not hear

anything? The administration lies

to you like guinea pigs in a lab

experiment! To describe to you

the whole situation that occurred

when the apprehension of this

convicted rapist took place, we

hope to insure the points we are

trying to prove.

To start the incident, an

informant provided information

that is different from what the

Clarion Call printed, and is

further supported by public

records showing what agency

charged the suspect.

Complaints earlier in the day

were flooding the office at public

safety of an individual viewing

the Nair and Wilkinson Hall and

making propositions to females

who passed by his vehicle. Our

campus police officer responded

to the calls and asked the

individual to leave Clarion

University. Later on that evening,

the individual came back on

Clarion University. A campus

police officer on routine patrol

spotted the individual on campus.

The campus police officer tried to

stop the individual in his vehicle

by turning on his lights and

pulling the suspect over. The

suspect left camp, ran a red light

and headed East on 322 ignoring

the campus police officer. The

officer dedicated to provide safety

for you, the student, proceeded in

his chase. Calling upon borough

police assistance, the Campus

police officer managed to pull the

suspect over at Sherman Chrysler

dealership. The suspect jumped

from his vehicle and began to

charge the officer's vehicle

yelling at him. The officer,

unarmed, told the individual to

get back in his vehicle and stay

there until borough police

showed up. The suspect got back

into his vehicle and proceeded

East on 322. The campus police

officer still dedicated to chase

this individual, unarmed, later

met with borough assistance to

apprehend the fleeing suspect.

The campus police officer stayed

with the borough police officer

to insure his safety, throughout

the chase. The suspect forced off

the road; wrecked his vehicle

only to find sexual instruments

and drugs. Some of the

instruments the officers found

were: handcuffs, duct tape, rope,

drugs, a knife and a rifle. We
know that earlier that day the

suspect had his eyes stretched

through binoculars looking at

you, the student, but now

imagine for a minute, the sexual

instruments and other torture

tools were going to hold you

down, while this uncaring, cruel

suspect was going to take all the

dignity out of you.

Now, answer the question, did

the administration tell you of this

assisted apprehension so close to

your home? Concerned Students

For Firearms members never

found any of this information

open to us, the students. Think of

the damage the administration

does to you, by the lies they so

carefully weave.

The source that proves that the

administration does lie on what

they want you to know is public

record. Speaking with the

District Justice, we found that

the charges were pressed by

public safety and no other

agency; contradicting what the

Clarion Call is false. So the

choice is yours who to believe,

the administration or a District

Justice who upholds law and

order.

My final point is that of our

full-time campus police officers,

public safety, training. Their

mission is to provide a safe

environment for education and

the protection of you life. The

officers have the Act 120, Police

Academy training; this is the

same act all police officers have

in the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania. This is how they

received their powers of arrest

and firearms training.

My final incident here shows

(cont. on pg. 4)
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students with each dimension

and with its unique way of

knowing. This will ostensibly

not only open all the doors of

knowledge to them- but also give

them the intellectual background

for making wise decisions about

private and public matters.

Clarion's indebtedness to this

model is as apparent as the

model is common.

As the Harvard model spread

across the United States, as

colleges retooled themselves to

meet the demands of mass higher

education, and as the knowledge

explosion led to a proliferation

of courses, departments, and

majors on university campuses,

it became increasingly more
difficult to give anything but

arbitrary answers to students

when they asked why they had

to take general education studies.

What more precisely are the ends

that are served by these skill and

distribution requirements? How
can you tell when we have

reached them? Which of our

studies really helped us to

acquire them? These are the

questions that began to appear

during the student rebellions of

the late sixties.

Hide Park. •

.

(cont. from pg. 2)

Because universities choose

not to commit much of their

budget to researching these kinds

of questions, because faculty

tend not to find them particularly

interesting or worth pursuing for

professional advancement, and

because students have been

powerless to hold universities

accountable, not much progress

has been made in developing

answers to them. The

consequence is that today

general education is in a state of

disarray. William Bennett the

former Secretary of Education,

recently raised questions about

the quality and value of higher

education today. A blue-ribbon

committee of the Association of

American Colleges, after

completing a two year studying

higher education, ended up

asserting that the baccalaureate

degree has been devalued,

particularly in the area of general

education. We are, they say,

much more "confident about the

length of a college education

than its content or purposes."

And it has become fashionable

for business leaders, politicians,

and graduate faculty to assert

that today's college graduates

can't write, can't speak, can't

think and are woefully ignorant

about almost everything. Several

more major studies of higher

education are due for publication

within the next year. If they echo

these judgements, we can

anticipate increased pressures

from accrediting associations,

state legislatures and student

groups for some fundamental

changes in how we conceive and

execute higher education at the

general education level.

Fortunately, there are some
interesting developments going

on across the nation that had

much promise for the future.

This is not the place to discuss

the great variety of efforts that

are underway, but there are two

which characterize a new
approach which focuses on

"doing" rather than on internal

states like "knowing and

"appreciating" and "under-

standing."

The American College Testing

program began in 1976 to work

with a core of eight colleges and

universities to identify just what

it was that they wanted their

general education program to do.

The consensual judgement was

that the general education

program should enhance the

performance of the student with

respect to 35 activities clustered

around three process areas

(communicating, solving

problems and clarifying values)

and three content areas

(functioning with social

institutions, using science and

technology and using the arts).

With the identification of these

outcomes, ACT was able to

develop an examination to assess

the proficiency of students with

respect to them. As progress is

made in validating the exam,

institutions whose general

education goals match those of

ACT will be able to use the

results in evaluating their

curriculum.

Another departure from the

standard approaches to general

education can be found at

Alvemo College in Milwaukee.

Beginning in 1970 with a

challenge from its president,

faculty were pressed to identify

what it was that they wanted to

happen to students. After three

years of intensive discussion by

numerous faculty and student

groups, they identified eight

processes that their students

should be able to engage in at the

completion of their program:

communication, analysis,

problem solving, valuing , social

interaction, taking responsibility

for the environment, becoming

involved in the contemporary

world and aesthetic response.

For each of these, four levels of

proficiency were established. As

this was being accomplished,

Alvemo began working on the

second phase, that of developing

ways to assess students to see if

they were acquiring these

competencies.

The Faculty Senate at Clarion,

through its general education

program, is taking the final step

of translating our general

education goal statements into a

reality. Preliminary work this

year has put us into a position to

move forward with greater

effect. As we proceed, it is hoped

that students, faculty and

administrators will add their

voices, insights and concerns to

this important work.

Dr. Robert Baldwin is a

professor in the Department of

Education.

Letters . .

.

(cont. from pg. 2)

conclusively all the points of

concern on this crucial issue. It

was a preventable incident and

was never found in the crime

statistics. Chief Schaffer

informed us: In 1982, a young

man was visiting his girlfriend in

Becht Hall. He and his girlfriend

met in the lobby and went up to

her room to talk. As time passed,

the young couple got in a

disagreement. And campus
police officers were called to the

scene. The young man pulled a

9inm handgun from underneath

his coat and took the young lady

as a hostage. Borough police and

campus police officers were held

at bay for a period of time,

because they did not want to

endanger the young lady's life.

After a period of time of

exchanging words, the young

man finally surrendered to the

police. This situation could have

been prevented simply had our

campus police officers had a

firearm because they had to wait

upon the arrival of borough

police, the situation would have

not gone so far to endanger a

life!

We know enough! What is our

conclusion on this whole ordeal?

Well, all we want is to inform '

you that at any time some person

could turn you or your best

friend into a victim, and our full-

time campus police officers

would do their best with their

bulletproof vest to help prevent

this. We know of no record that a

bulletproof vest saved a victim

instead of the police officer. So,

sign a petition to help us keep

our campus, and shut down the

lying machine, the

administration at Clarion

University. Being a criminal

justice major from Central Texas

College, I took it upon myself to

further disprove the

administration's falsehoods. We
noticed in the Crime Statistics

that the number of alcohol

incidents was very low, 18, for

the year 1991. I received

information that in one night

Campus Police Officers can do

five or more cases related to

alcohol. We figure that out to be

30 to 35 incidents in a week. We
took it and multiplied by 32

weeks, the number of weeks in a

school year, an we came up with

1056 per year: significant

difference between 18 and 1056.

This puzzled us, we inquired to

find information about this lying.

We interviewed people, and it

came to our attention that the

number of arrests are only

printed. What this means is that

any incident mat happens and is

referred to Student Affairs, but

not printed. This statistical issue

really got us thinking, what else

does the statistical information

hide?

We continued to dig, and we
came upon some really good

information. We found out that if

a person is cited for underage

drinking, public drunkness or

assault, and is finally arrested,

that when the person goes to

court and plea bargins out of

court or takes the crimes he/she

committed that only the most

serious offense is printed. What

does this mean? What it means is

that statistics are used as a

"smoke screen" to hide the true

crimes that happen on campus.

To end, we want you to think

for a minute of what our campus

police officers are? They are

human beings and have a right to

life; thus, every time they are

called upon to handle an incident

with a weapon or a fight, they

know before they enter the

situation they might not come
out! They could stand back and

let the situation take its course;

however, these unselfish people

give their lives each time they

help you and I! Remember one

thing, that with the presence of a

well-armed police officer violent

crime will only decrease and

safety will be guaranteed!

Concerned Students For

Firearms (A.S.F.F)
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Students register problems
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Students at Clarion University

are in the midst of registering for

their spring semester classes, and

reactions are mixed.

While there seems to be little

disagreement that telephone

registration is easier and far

more convenient, some students

are expressing concern over a

lack of courses.

A check of the course view on

Monday afternoon revealed the

following examples: Of 42

communication courses offered

in the spring guide, 19 were

already closed. 12 of 34

computer information science

courses were closed, 31 of 83

English courses, 14 of 45

education courses, 8 of 33

elementary education, 5 of 17

bachelor of science and arts

degree, 8 of 25 marketing, 20 of

47 psychology and 22 of 41

speech communication and

theater courses were closed.

Problems arise for many

students when they need to take

a course which is a prerequisite

for other required courses and

find that the needed class is no

longer available. The problem is

compounded when progression

toward graduation is basically

stopped.

When asked for their opinions

of the upcoming semester's

selection of classes, students'

answers varied.

David Strange, a math major,

said, "It sucks. Basically, the

classes just aren't out there, and

there are no high level classes to

take in the summer, which there

needs to be."

Scott Lang, majoring in

secondary education added to

Strange's comment. "It's no

different. It's always hard to

schedule, in terms of getting the

classes."

John Echenoz doesn't schedule

until November 9 and he says he

is, "afraid nothing is going to be

open." Elementary education

major Andrea Wolfe said, "Some

classes need more openings, too

many classes are reserved for

freshmen." Wolfe also stated her

unsatisfaction over alphabet

scheduling which forces people

with last names closer to the end

of the alphabet to schedule later

than other students with the same

credits.

Course selection was the main

complaint. Kash Patel, a senior

finance major, said, "Course

selection was bad. It delayed my

graduation progress. I'll have to

stay an extra semester."

Adrian Tait and Stephanie

Danylo, both sophomores in

communication, are not satisfied

with course availability. "A lot

of the courses that they

recommend you take during your

freshman and sophomore years

are grabbed up by juniors and

seniors. For example comp. and

lit. [Eng 200, composition and

literature] is pretty much gone,"

said Tait. Danylo added, " It's

really frustrating when you go to

the computers, and the general

education classes are already

taken."

Malinda Knox, an accounting

major, complained that there

were too many "reserved

classes." Darlene McGowan, a

junior majoring in business, said,

"They need more accounting

professors."

Not all students interviewed

were unhappy with their

schedule.

One student, who wishes to

remain unidentified, said the

courses he needed were "quite

readily available." The student

is a finance major with over 100

credits.

Wendy Schaffner, a senior

majoring in chemistry said she

had no problems. Student Joyce

Parker also said she had no

trouble this semester.

Budge*t cuts have forced some

positions vacated by retiring

faculty to remain empty, thus

reducing the number of

instructors available to teach the

courses.

The on going financial crunch

facing the state and the 14 state

owned universities may make

the lack of course selections a

continuing problem for students

and administrations.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

A student utilizes the telephone registration system to

schedule his classes for the spring 1393 semester.

Clinton, Wright win elections
by Ray Henderson

Photgraphy Editor and

Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Around 11:15 Tuesday night,

President George Bush appeared

at his campaign headquarters in

Houston, Texas to deliver his

concession speech, after being

defeated in his bid for a second

term by Democratic challenger

Bill Clinton.

Clinton took an early lead in

the race, picking up electoral

votes in Vermont, New
Hampshire and Georgia, while

Bush quickly took Indiana,

which is Vice-President Dan

Quayle's home state. Clinton

passed the "magic number" of

270 electoral votes at about

1 1:00 p.m. to win the election.

This election marked what may

be a nationwide record for voter

turnout, with some areas

reporting 80%-90% turnout rates

among registered voters. In

Michigan, voting lines were so

much longer than expected that

immediate court action was

sought to keep the polls open

longer across the state.

Exit polls, conducted by

various media organizations,

showed some very surprising

data among certain voter groups.

Christian fundamentalists, who

consistently voted conservative

and Republican in the past,

seemed to lean towards Clinton

and Independent candidate Ross

Perot, with early polls showing

President Bush taking only about

20% of these votes.

Despite questions concerning

his draft record and lack of

military service, veterans also

gave most of their votes to

Clinton (about 44%), with Bush

and Perot falling slightly behind

among this group.

Probably the most closely-

watched voters in the nation

were the "Reagan Democrats,"

members of the Democratic

Party who tended to vote for

Reagan and Bush in the 1980s.

While many of these voters

"went home" to the Democrats,

many also stood by the

Bush/Quayle ticket. Ross Perot

did surprisingly well among this

group, tallying up about 20% of

their votes, nationwide.

In conceding, Bush thanked

his supporters, ".
. .especially

one named Barbara", saying they

had "fought the good fight" and

"kept the faith." He promised to

"work closely with (Clinton's)

team to insure an orderly

transition of power."

In his speech later that

evening, Clinton said the time

had come to "turn the country

around," and also that his team

would work with the Bush

administration during the

transitional period.

"This election," said Clinton,

"was a clarion call for our

country to face the challenges."

Editors Note: All poll results

taken from NBC election

coverage.

In local politics,the race

for Pennsylvania's 63rd district

representative seat came down to

446 votes, with Democratic

incumbent David Wright edging

out Republican Fred Mcllhattan.

The high profile race included all

of Clarion county and part of

Armstrong county.

Wright won in the re-

apportioned Armstrong county

area, pulling in 3,631 votes to

Mcllhattan's 2,715. Clarion

county voters favored

Mcllhattan, giving him 7,973

votes to Wright's 7,503.

The on-going fight against

Concord Resources' plans to

build a toxic waste incinerator in

this area was a major issue in

Clarion county.

Mcllhattan said the

margin in Armstrong county was

hard to make up.
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King takes over women's studies
by Dorilee Raybuck

News Writer

Deborah King, assistant

professor in the department of

academic support services has

been named interim director of

the women's studies program at

Clarion University.

King is succeeding Dr. Donna

Ashcraft, who recently resigned

from the position.

"I'm extremely pleased to be

given this assignment ," said

King, a faculty member since

1982. "I've been interested in

women's studies for many years,

and I am earning a minor in

women's studies as part of my
Ph.D. coursework at Kent State

University."

The women's studies minor

here at Clarion became a reality

after two and a half years of

planning when the Council of

Trustees and the State System of

Higher Education (SSHE) both

approved the establishment of

the minor last spring.

This brought Clarion into

compliance with the mandate of

the American Council on

Education's Commission on

Women in Higher Education.

The commission state< that,

"each campus have both a

women's studies program and a

transformation of the curriculum

project."

King has been a member of the

Clarion University Presidential

Commission on the Status of

Women since its inception and is

a founder of Clarion's Annual

Women's Conference, mentoring

celebration and SSHE leadership

institute for undergraduate

women. She is the faculty

adviser for Students Together

Against Rape (STAR).

Currently, King is teaching

Women's Studies 100, which is

the introduction to the women's

studies program. As anticipated,

the course filled to capacity early

during the preregistration period,

suggesting a strong interest in

this new program.

At the present time 11

women's studies courses are

offered at Clarion. King expects

to be working with departments

interested in offering new

courses in the minor. She also

intends to initiate sharing related

speakers and communicate with

surrounding SSHE universities

having similar programs. She

plans to apply for additional

external grants to increase the

overall level of funding for the

new curriculum.

Tom Gusler, assistant academic

vice president and Clare Heidler,

director of facilities management

will both work closely with King

during renovations of a space for

the program in Harvey Hall.

The program will be housed in

an area previously occupied by

WCCB.

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

Dr. Deborah King was recently named as interim director

of the women's studies program.

College co-sponsors conference
by Kelley Mahoney

News Writer

The Clarion University

College of Library Science is co-

sponsoring a conference in

Phoenix, Arizona on the future

of rural and small public

libraries in the United States.

The conference, "The Twenty-

First Century: The Future of

Rural and Small Public

Libraries," will determine the

public library's future service to

communities across the nation

and will develop an agenda that

will provide a timetable for these

libraries.

"Last year," said Tom Short,

subscription manager at

Clarion's College of Library

Science, "the conference was

held at the Day's Inn in Clarion

and was very interesting."

The conference is initially held

for the future support of public

libraries and is open to any of

the general public who are

concerned about the service and

nature of these rural and small

community libraries.

"Last year's conference was

terrific," said Short. "I'm not

able to go this year, but I'm sure

mat it will be equally as good, if

not better."

The conference channels

information to librarians, library

trustees and also toward

networks who share the

responsibility of supporting

public libraries.

The conference will begin at 8

a.m. on Thursday November 19

and run through 12:30 p.m.

Saturday November 21

.

In order to sign up for the

conference, "an application must

be completed and turned in to

the college of library science by

November 13," said Short. "It

will then be transferred over to

the college of continuing

education."

A $49 registration fee for

either one day or both days is

required with the application.

Meet the

candidates

for Student Senate

Monday Nov. 9

5 p.m.

Hart Chapel

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The College of Library Science is cosponsoring a

conference in Phoenix, Arizona on the future of rural and
small public libraries in America.
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Dr. Lawrence J. Wells
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Five organ transplant
compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

News Writer

State

Four year-old recovering from

transplant

A four year-old girl from

Montana is recovering from 16

hours of surgery to replace five

of her organs.

Charlie Fourstar's intestine was

too short to absorb nutrition

properly, so on Tuesday doctors

at the University of Pittsburgh

gave her a new small and large

intestine, a liver, a stomach and a

pancreas.

One of her doctors said Charlie

is doing fine. Her liver is

beginning to produce bile, a

good sign.

Charlie has had to eat

intravenously her entire life. If

the operation is successfull, she

will be able to eat normally.

Doctors started the five organ

transplant Monday afternoon and

worked until the early hours.

Fourstar, an Indian from the Fort

Peck reservation in Montana, is

listed in critical condition.

Her liver was nearly destroyed

by a lifetime of intravenous

feeding.

National

Abortion rights supporters

hail decision

Abortion rights supporters are

hailing a federal court decision

that bars the Bush administration

from enforcing its so-called "gag

rule" on abortion counseling.

A panel of three judges of the

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

said the administration adopted

the revised rule improperly,

because the public did not have

adequate opportunity to

challenge it.

Under the rule, only doctors

can counsel patients about

abortion at abortion clinics that

receive federal funds.

The acting president of

Planned Parenthood calls the

decision a "great victory" for

women.

Former Lynyrd Skynyrd

member arrested

A former member of Lynyrd

Skynyrd has been jailed on

charges of sexually assaulting a

four year-old girl.

Police in Florida said Artemus

Pyle was arrested Friday at his

home in Jacksonville Beach. He

is being held without bail.

do The

write Thing!

You could win up to

$2,500. Enter the fifth

annual Pittsburgh

National Bank/State

System of Higher

Education essay

competition. The

"Best of the

University" win-

ner receives $500

and advances to

the "Best of the

State System"

competition
where the first

place winner re-

ceives $2,000, sec-

ond place $1,000,

and third place

$500.

For information,

contact your univer-

sity's department of

business.

^PITTSBURGH NRTIONP.L BRNK

A PNC BANK

State System of Higher Education

Commission recommends

women in combat

A divided presidential

commission is recommending

that women in the armed forces

be allowed in combat under

certain circumstances.

Four members of the 15 person

panel walked out of Tuesday's

meeting before the vote. The

remaining members then adopted

a statement saying: "Military

readiness should be me driving

concern regarding assignment

policies; there are circumstances

under which women might be

assigned combat positions."

The commission's non-binding

recommendations must be

presented to the President no

later than November 15.

Analysts say economy

to grow slowly

Analysts say Tuesday's

Commerce Department report

indicates the economy will

continue to grow slowly through

much of the next year.

The September index of

leading economic indicators

declined three tenths of a

percent, the third drop in four

months. The index foreshadows

economic activity six to nine

months ahead.

Lawrence Cimerine, of D.R.I.

McGraw HiU in Lexington, Ma.

said the nation is in, "prolonged

stagnation." But many analysts

believe things will improve

considerably during the next few

years.

Woman mistakenly

declared dead, dies

two days later

A woman who was mistakenly

declared dead on Sunday died

Tuesday in SeatUe.

A nursing supervisor a

Harborview Medical Center said

Roberta Jones died early

Tuesday morning of colon

cancer.

She was declared dead on

Sunday, when a fire department

medic found her on the floor of

her apartment. Her body

temperature was 90 degrees and

she had no apparent pulse, but a

funeral home employee noticed

what he thought was faint

breathing as he unloaded Jones'

body from a strecher. Medics

confirmed she was still alive and

rushed her to Harborview.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the week of October 26 through

November 1.

Two non-student males were accosted on Oct. 24 at around 10:30

p.m. while walking in a northerly direction on the service road near

Wood St. One individual was punched in the back of the head and as

the other person turned around, he was struck on the left side of the

face. The incident is under investigation.

Several Items on display in Gemmell Park by the art department

were stolen sometime between Oct 24 and Oct. 25. Items include

statues of a deer, turtle, black panther, owl on a stump, kangaroo,

penguin, dinosaur and an oppossum.

A student reported mat on several occasions she had money stolen

from her room in Nair Hall. Each time the door was closed but not

locked.

Around 2:30 a.m. on Oct. 29, several students were observed

smashing pumpkins in parking lot "J." The pumpkins and other

artifacts were stolen from the porch of a township resident. Several

charges are pending.

On Oct. 29, the resident director of Wilkinson Hall reported mat

between 5:00 and 5:05 p.m. on Oct. 18, unknown persons entered the

lobby office and stole a VCR with remote control. The VCR is

"Symphonic" model 5900z and valued at approximately $200.

A fight behind Nair Hall was reported on Oct. 30 at around 12:30

a.m. Two students were engaged in a fist fight. Public Safety and

Clarion Borough officers attempted to stop the fight, however, one of

the students refused to obey the orders several times and was placed

under arrest. The student resisted arrest and became combative with

police. He was lodged in the Clarion County Jail until arraignment.

Two students were cited for public drunkenness on the moming of

Oct. 31 at around 2:35 a.m. The students were attempUng to damage

a university sign when approached by Public Safety officers. The

students ran after the officers identified themselves, but were

apprehended. One student registered .15 and the other student

registered .17 on the BAC.

A criminal mischief case was reported to Public Safety on Nov. 1 at

around 10:00 a.m. A door was pulled from its hinges in Tippin Gym.

Public Safety is investigating the theft of a necklace and several

dollars from the male swim team locker room. The incident occurred

between the hours of 2:30 and 4:15 p.m. on Nov. 1. The necklace is

described as clear quartz attached to a silk cord. Its value is unknown.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other

crimes, please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

Attention!

The lockers in the

basement of Harvey Hall

have been moved to the

Gemmell Complex, near

the RACS lounge.
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Siler complex changes
by Dorilee Raybuck

Ne*ws Writer

Changes have been made in

the child care programs at the

nearly three-year old Earl R.

Siler Childrens Learning

Complex.

The child development center

and the child care center have

both been maintained, but in new

formats, according to Dr. Nancy

Sayre, associate professor of

education and executive director

of the Siler Complex.

"Due to budgetary cuts and

new regulations issued by the

Pennsylvania Department of

Welfare, internal changes had to

be made," said Sayre. "There

are now three child care

classrooms — one for children

ages two to three years, another

for children ages three and a half

to four years and the third

classroom for children four and a

half to five years old."

"The child development

children are included in the

classrooms with the child care

children, but we are still meeting

% the Pennsylvania Department of

Welfare teacher to child ratio,

group size and square footage

per child mandates," said Sayre.

Sayre explained that during the

9:00 to 11:30 a.m. time period

when the child development

children are in session with the

child care children, a program of

self choice activities related to a

theme are conducted.

Activities include animals,

colors, seasons of the year, snack

and social time, literature/music

time, grass motor/art time and

field trips.

After 11:30 a.m. the program

reverts to the child care program

in two of the classrooms. An
age appropriate curriculum,

lunch and nap time are part of

the activities.

"Swimming at Tippin

Gymnasium pool is still a part of

the activities," said Sayre. "The

children also have a new outdoor

playground that includes a

toddler climb and slide area, a

pre-primary climb and slide area,

a large sandbox, trike paths and

picnic benches."

Sayre said, "The changes

allow us the maximum use of the

staff. The staff includes

complex director Reese Wilson

and a staff of teachers, including

a graduate assistant from

Clarion's College of Education

and Human Services and

teacher's aides.

All have at least a B.A. in

education while the teacher's

aides have had extensive

experience working with

children.

"The Siler complex serves as a

laboratory site for Clarion

J*r«C 1-UCITE

MACN^fr FRAME
PIcW!Get an attractive 2" x 3"

lucite picture frame to display

your favorite snapshot on your refrigerator or

file cabinet. It's yours from Klingensmith's Film

Developing, your source for quality pictures.

Come in for details!
Available while supply lasts Offer good 1 1/09 1 1/15/92

University students," said Sayre.

Early childhood and elementary

education majors are given the

opportunity to observe and

interact with the children. It

gives the education majors hands

on experience in various

activities such as playing with

children, reading to them and

teaching a lesson.

"The complex has helped serve

the needs of university students

from education, special

education, psychology, speech

and hearing, marketing and

communication majors. Sayre

explains that marketing majors

visited the Siler complex while

working on a marketing plan for

a toy.

The program at the complex is

for the children of students and

employees of Clarion.

The fees are determined on a

sliding scale based on income of

the parent. The complex opens

at seven a.m. and closes at five

in the evening. Currently 45

children are enrolled in the

program and there are no current

openings.

Sayre reported that there are

openings in the child

development program, which is

open to all children in the

Clarion community for a cost of

$225 per semester for two and

one half hours a day, five days a

week.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

A girl plays with an animal in the university's Earl R. Siler

Children's Learning Complex

.

§Jb9 jjinh i** EWS
compiled by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Students witness shooting

at Univ. of Scranton

The Aquinas

Several University [of

Scranton] students watched in

horror on September 17 while a

passenger in an automobile

traveling slowly down a street

sprayed up to 10 rounds of

ammunition at two men ducking

behind a car about a half a block

away.

No one was injured in the

incident, which occurred around

5:30 p.m. Scranton Police Chief

George J. Murphy said this was

not a "drive by shooting," but

was meant for specific persons.

Scientists peek inside

lead coffins

The Point News

In a matter of days, researchers

at St. Mary's City, Md. have

partially unearthed over three

centuries worth of history. Due

to the combined efforts of

archaeologists, scientists and

historians, Project Lead Coffins

has come even closer in its

search for Maryland's founders.

Utilizing the technological

breakthrough of Gamma Ray

Imaging, developed by Mark
Moore of the Armed Forces

Radio Biology Institute,

researchers at the site were

practically able to gaze through

the walls of three lead coffins.

Edinboro enrollment

reaches capacity

Spectator

Edinboro University of

Pennsylvania has experienced

record enrollments during this

past decade, and fall 1992-93 is

no exception. Since 1987,

enrollment has increased from

6,409 to 8,202 according to

Edinboro's Office of Institutional

Research and Planning.

Edinboro University Assistant

Vice President for Admissions

Terrence Carlin said that the

standaius lor admission have

increased in the past decade, and

more students have applied to

Edinboro. Last year, the office

received 6,000 applications.
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Cultural Diversity week: a time to learn

European night: a lesson

in history and culture

by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania International

Association hosted "European

Night" on Sunday, November 1

in Gemmell Complex multi-

purpose room.

Nations represented in

European night were Greece,

Macedonia, Yugoslavia,

Hungary, Holland, Finland,

Sweden, Slovakia, Cyprus,

France and Malta.

The cultural program started

with a play from Greece set in

576 B.C., concerning the ancient

gods and their interest in the

Olympic games. Following was

a play from Cyprus,

accompanied by dances

concerning the ancient god,

Venus; a romantic song from

Yugoslavia; a video presentation

about Hungary; and a "mid-

summer festival" dance from

Scandinavia.

A range of foods from several

of the represented nations were

served in a buffet that followed

the activities. Such foods

included: coookies from

Holland, Cabbage from Hungary,

Swedish meatballs, cake from

Scandinavia, beef with Greek

sauce and Greek chicken.

A member of the Clarion

International Association,

Jessika Malek said, "European

night was the best night, so far.

The cultural program here serves

as an informative way to educate

Clarion students and the

community of the different ways

of life of other parts of the

world."

All cultural nights are

scheduled in the Gemmell multi-

purpose room at 7:00 p.m. The

next cultural program with

feature American night on

November 20. All programs are

free and open to the public.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

One of the events of Cultural Diversity Week was the

play "Strange Like Me," about the ugliness of prejudice.

The play envokes audience participation.

Cultural Shocking at CUP:
An exchange of customs, beliefs and ideas

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

Cultural Shock gave people a chance to explain their views of others cultures.

Exploring the gender roles
by Eric Jones

Features Writer

Most of us are guaranteed,

sooner or later, to experience the

sometimes confusing and

problematic aspect of male-

female relationships. Last night,

Todd Wiggen, Assistant Director

of Student Activities/Greek Life

at West Georgia College, shed

light on these relationships by

focusing on gender roles.

The program, which was

sponsored by STAR, (Students

Together Against Rape) was

entitled, "Are the Roles of the

Sexes Changing?"

Wiggen, who obtained a

masters degree at the University

of Idaho (Interdisciplinary

Studies), studies sociological

influences on interactions

between men and women.

The overall focus last night

was on gender roles in male-

female relationships in today's

society.

During the program Wiggen

incorporated gender "role

reversals" in an interactive

workshop designed to get men
and women to empathize with

each other. STAR advisor Deb
King said, "Wiggen's use of role

reversals are effective, because

they help men and women see

Although Wiggen's experience

is mostly with men, his

workshops are effective learning

tools for both men and women.

The program was part of the

Clarion University Diversity

week. STAR'S purpose of the

program was to get men and

"Wiggen's use of role reversals

are effective ^because they help

men and women see each

other 's point of view.
'

'

each other's point of view."

Wiggen has a great deal of

experience working and talking

with groups of men about the

roles they portray in

relationships with women. From

this experience, he has been

conducting these workshops at

other universities and the Annual

Association of Fraternity

Advisers Conference.

women on Clarion's campus to

openly talk about and assess the

roles in their relationships.

Deb King stales the program

fits into STAR'S purpose because

it's not only educational, but it

also addresses the need to focus

on male-female relationships.

This is because students need to

be aware of the pressures that

exist in these relationships.
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Come see Riggle and you'll giggle

by Dawn Sams

Features Writer

He's bright, he's young, and

he's hilarious. Who is this

superman of comedy? He's

Randy Riggle, and he's making a

stop at Clarion this week.

Riggle will be at the Bedrock

Cafe on Friday night, November

6, at 8:00 p.m. Bedrock is

brought to us through UAB and

Bacchus. It is a bar-like

atmosphere which offers a

variety of musical and comedic

talents. The shows usually last

about an hour according to Amy
Donahue, the person in charge of

Bedrock. Riggle is just one of

the six shows Amy has

scheduled throughout the

semester.

Riggle has over 10 years of

performing under his belt at

various colleges, comedy clubs

and even cruises. His act

consists of not only original

jokes, but a variety of

impressions such as: Elmer

Fudd, Clint Eastwood, George

Bush, Roseanne Barr and many

others.

His talent has not only earned

him an opportunity to perform at

Bedrock Cafe, it has also earned

him an appearance on the

popular television show*

"America's Funniest People,"

hosted by Bob Saget. All of this

and yet there's much more to add

to Riggle's list of

accomplishments.

As of January of 1989, Riggle

began to write several sketches a

week that were to be considered

by Jay Leno, the then guest host

of NBC's "The Tonight Show."

Even though Riggle says that

he'd "rather be up on the stage

getting the laughs himself" he

still thinks writing is great.

Riggle has also written for Joan

Rivers. David Letterman is also

a patron of Randy's work.

Randy has also opened for

such acts as: Dennis Miller,

Louie Anderson and Jerry

Seinfeld. And if that isn't

enough to convince you of his

talent, he also attended the 1990

Emmy Awards, where he got a

chance to meet actor/comedian

Eddie Murphy.

The semi-local man from

Washington, Pennsylvania, a

suburb of Pittsburgh, likes to

deal with subjects he is familiar

with. His routine is filled with

personal experiences, such as

"failed relationships."

In the future, Riggle hopes to

continue his comedy career, and

also try a little bit of acting and

singing, which he already has

experience in.

So come relax, sit back with

your strawberry daquiri mocktail

and enjoy the comedy of Randy

Riggle on Friday night.

Derby Daze a success
by Joshua Guerke

Contributing Writer

The Theta Alpha chapter of

Sigma Chi fraternity on the

Clarion campus was pleased to

announce another successful

"Derby Days Week." The week

was full of fun activities and stiff

competition among seven

sororities. Each sorority

participated in events such as,

the derby hunt, the lip sync

contest, the Olympics, the

banner contest and the Sigma

Chi house decorating.

Also during this week a new

"Derby Darling" was selected.

This year's darling is Alpha

Sigma Tau's Dawn Bezilla. She

Dance
Time: Tuesday November

10, 5:(X)-ll:(X)p.m.

Place: Gemmell eomplex

multi-purpose room

Donation: $1.00 - benefits

Susan G. Komen breast

eancer foundation.

Sponsored bv: ZetaTau

Alpha and Delta Chi

was die person who collected the

most money for their charity.

Sigma Chi brothers were

auctioned off to the highest

bidding sorority.

Money raised throughout the

week was to benefit the

philanthropy of Sigma Chi,

which is the Cleo Wallace

Foundation.

The winners of the weeks

competition was, first place-

Zeta Tau Alpha, second place-

Delta Phi Epsilon and third

place- Sigma Sigma Sigma.

Judges for the week were

members of die sorority of Delta

Theta Sigma, professors and

others.

From coast to coast, as here in

Clarion, derby days will continue

to be a tradition that is a fun and

benificial activity.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don Crotsley

Thurs Nov. 5 Fri Nov. 6 Sat Nov. 7

- UAB presents Robert - High School Visitation - UAB CAB's Dance

Hastings* "UFO's are Day (Gem m-p) 10 p.m.

Real" (Gem m-p) 8 p.m. - UAB/BACCHUS
Bedrock Cafe

"Randy Riggle"

comedian (Gem m-p)

8 p.m.

Sun Nov. 8 Mon. Nov. 9 Tues. Nov. 10

- Contemporary Music - Jazz Band Concert - Athletic Timeout

Concert (Aud) 3:15 p.m. (Aud) 8:15 p.m.

- Student Senate mtg.

(248 Gem) 7 p.m.

- Faculty Senate mtg.

(B-8 Chap) 4 p.m.

Luncheon- noon

Wed Nov. 11 Thurs Nov. 12 Fri Nov 13

- VETERANS DAY - UAB Movie "Lethal - No events scheduled

- UCM lecture series Weapon 3" (Gem

(252 Gem) Noon m-p) 9 p.m.

- Mr. CUP contest - IFC/Panhel: Liability

(Gem m-p) 8 p.m. Workshop (Gem m-p)

7 p.m.

)

Faculty concert scheduled
by Amy Gerkin

Features Writer

The CUP music faculty will

present a concert of

contemporary music on Sunday,

November 8, at 3:15 in the

Marwick-Boyd Auditorium.

Included in the concert will be

20th century solo and chamber

works by Lutoslawski, Cowell,

Cahn, Bartok and more. The

majority of the composers are

still alive today; therefore, the

audience will be given a rare

opportunity to hear the music

soon after it is created.

This concert is the first of an

occasional new series organized

by music professors Lisa

Johnson and Brent Register.

Also, seven CUP music faculty

members and one guest student

performer will be participating in

this first concert.

The free program of

contemporary music promises to

hold visual, as well as aural

interest, and everyone is

welcome to attend.

Into the Street

The United Methodist

Church Soup Kitchen is

accepting donations.

Can foods and money

are being collected at the

church.

The food drive will run

to the end of the sem.

For info, call 226-6660

pxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxs
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AUTO CARE
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Computort^ad Diagnostics

Major, General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT, JR.
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(814) 226-4624

South 5th Avenue

Clarion. PA 16214

I
X Hours: 10 a.m. -5 p.m.

\^ Mon. -Sat.
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slipped on ice on the shop's triggered by trip wires; to deal

by Chuck Shepherd

-Rock music sculptress

Cynthia Plaster Caster (who

creates plaster-of-Paris models

of rock stars' penises) has

recently been battling music

mogul Herb Cohen over

ownership of 25 of her gems,

including Jimi Hendrix's. In

May, several bands in Chicago

staged a benefit concert ("Hard

Aid") to help with her legal fees.

-The 15,000 member Surfrider

Foundation, an association of

California Surfers, is negotiating

with Chevron Oil Corporation

over surfing issues. Chevron has

constructed jetties into the ocean

to protect underground pipes in

its refinery near Manhattan

Beach. Surfrider claims the

jetties have altered the patterns

of monster waves in the area and

that Chevron should somehow

compensate the area's surfers.

Surfrider recently won a 5.8

million dollar lawsuit against

two paper mills for polluting the

Pacific Ocean north of San

Francisco and thus harming

surfers' interests.

-In August, the Wyoming
Supreme Court ruled

unconstitutional a state law

requiring a minor to forfeit his

driver's license if convicted of

an alcohol, or drug-related

offense. The court said that was

cruel and unusual punishment.

-A judge in Surrey, British

Columbia, found Alison Menz

not guilty of indecency against a

Royal Canadian Mounted officer

in June. To demonstrate her

contempt for the officer, Menz

had removed her clothing,

cupped her breasts with her

hands, and "offered" them to the

officer. Said Judge Francie

Howard, "Her action was

basically akin to what is known

as giving someone the finger."

-Davenport, Iowa, police

officer Wayne Dawson filed a

lawsuit recently against the

Donut Time shop over a January

1991 incident in which he

walkway. He had been taking a

break in the shop and was about

to go back on duty.

-Syndicated columnist Jack

Anderson reported in March on a

courtroom setback suffered by

the United States Postal Service.

USPS needed to get an expert-

witness list for its side to a

Dayton, Ohio, court by the next

day in an employment

discrimination case. It was sent

from Washington, D.C., by

Express (overnight) Mail but did

not arrive for 10 days.

-A 13-year-old boy, trying to

fend off imminent arrest by

Covington, Kentucky, police in

July, rigged his home with

several booby traps based on

ideas he had gotten from the

movie "Home Alone." As

officers entered the house, in

which the boy lives with only his

great-grandmother, they had to

dodge 12-inch nails, open

scissors and a vat of concrete

with doorknobs covered with

lard and pieces of glass; and to

climb steps that were soaped or

greased or contained protruding

nails.

-In June, town counselors in

Hears, Ontario, ended the long-

time tradition of requiring

prospective bridegrooms to be

locked in cages in the center of

town, on public display. The

tradition usually goes no fulher

than allowing the townspeople to

throw eggs and tomatoes at the

men for a price (in part to help

the couple get started

financially) A few years ago, in

an extreme case, one man was

given an enema with a grease

gun. Local clergy advised the

counselors that some men so fear

the prospect that they decline

marriage altogether.

(C) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate

Unidentified flying objects: fact or fallacy?
by Shawn P. Seagriff

Features Writer

Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the

Gemmell Student Complex
multi-purpose room, Robert

Hastings will be delivering a

lecture entitled, "UFOs: The

Hidden History."

The 90 minute lecture and

slide show will be concerning a

United States Government

cover-up on UFOs. It is based

on previously classified

documents that have been

secured via the Freedom of

Information Act by several

researchers and are now
available to the public.

The documents indicate that

"Flying Saucers" actually do

exist, and despite public denials

by official government

spokesmen, these objects are of

great concern to the highest

levels of the United States Air

Force and the intelligence

community.

There are approximately 800

FBI documents one of which,

dated in March of 1950, stated

that flying saucers had crashed in

New Mexico and had been

secreUy recovered by the United

States Air Force. The, memo
also stated that "bodies of human

shapes but only three feet tall,"

had been found aboard the craft.

Hastings is an independent

UFO researcher and lecturer. He

feels his interest in UFOs began

in 1967 when he was present at

an air traffic control tower at

Malmstrom Air Force Base, near

Great Falls, Montana, when,

"Five UFOs were tracked on

radar for several minutes, and

jets were launched from

Malmstrom to attempt to

intercept them. I later learned

from Air Force sources that as

the jets closed in, the objects left

me area at an extremely high rate

of speed (estimated to be 5000

mph) far beyond the capability

of any conventional aircraft,"

said Hastings.

Since that experience Hastings

has devoted countless hours to

researching UFOs and to

bringing out facts about them,

which have been kept secret by

the government, out to the

public.

Aside from his work as an

electron microscopist in

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

Hastings has spoken at over 300

colleges and universities

nationwide.

Hastings will be speaking at

the Gemmell Complex multi-

purpose room tonight at

8.00p.m.

Mr. CUP, who will it be?
by Deborah Huffman

Managing Editor

In the tradition of Mr.

Universe, Mr. Olympia and Mr.

World, the fourth annual Mr.

CUP contest is upon us once

again. Sponsored by Delta Phi

Epsilon, the competition will

contain some of Clarion's

$>
1993 BSN
Students

Enter the Air Force immediately

after graduation-without waiting for

the results of your State Boards. You can earn

great benefits as an Air Force nurse officer.

And if selected during your senior year, you

may qualify for a five-month internship at a

major Air Force medical facility. To apply,

you'll need an overall 2.50 GPA. Serve your

country while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

Christmas

in November
Thursday-Monday

Sign upforfree giveaways

Gift baskets

Christmas goodies

Makeup for all skin tones

Hair colour & makeup consultations

(Thursday & Friday)

Get in on the Great Savings!

boldest and best looking men.

This year, Stacie Boca is

organizing the schedule of

events. The contest will include

many different contests.

Special performances will

include a solo by Holly Sena,

comedy by Charles Mignanelli, a

lip sync and routines by the

dance team and the cheerleaders.

Money will go to Delta Phi

Epsilon's philanthropies, Cystic

Fibrosis and Anorexia

foundations.

The program will be held in

the Gemmell Multi-Purpose

room on November 1 1 at 8:00

p.m. Admission will be $2.00.

PELL AND PHEAA
GRANT REFUNDS
are now available

at B-29 Carrier.

Photo

I.D. required.

(Closed Friday mornings)
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I PEACE CORPS WORLD wise PuZzLe
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

I

I

I

I

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serv'ng in nearly 90 nations around the

world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one o. these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce

the name of the country.

Formerly called the Gilbert Islands, this

nation consists of three widely separated
main groups of Southwest Pacific Islands.

»/"i/".'.V '•''"'"'/'? t

1

.

Closest continent to this island nation.

2. Hypothetical line approximately along

the 180th meridian, near this nation,

designated as the place where each
calendar day begins.

3. European country which held

protectorate over this nation beginning

in 1892.

4. Unit of measurement equal to .62 mile.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

MR. PRESIDENT, THE

NEW YORKER IS

REP0RJIN6 TODAY
THATDESPTTE YOUR
DENIALS, YOUWERE

VERYMUCH "IN

THELOOP"IN THE
ft^Tk IRAN-CONTRA

SCANDAL..,

v%M

'.REPORTSAYS YOUSE-^^.
CRETLYASKEDKINGHUSSEIN TO

UR6E SADDAM HUSSEIN TOBOMB
IRAN. THE PLANWAS TOFORCE

TEHRAN TO SEEK

US. AIR'DEFENSE

]

&U£AP0NS/N

EXCHANGEFOR
[HOSTAGES. ANY

COMMENT?

y/7

SIR, IT'S BEING RE-
PORTED 7HA7AT THE
BIDDING ORCIA CHIEF

BILL CASEY, YOU FLEW
TOTyBMIP-EASTINm
ONA SECPETMISSION.

NOSECRET WTACCORMJO
ABOUT IT.

ANINTERNAL MEMO.

HISTWANTED WHICHDESCRIBES

Tnmpom theschemetoget

/iim-ME THEARMS-F0R-HO5-

prlrB 7AGES NEGOTIATIONS

'
THING BACK ON TRACK...

REPORTEDLY, YOUASKED
HUSSEINAND MUBARAK
TO URGE SADDAM TOBOMB
DEEP INIRAN. THIS SADDAM

LIP, WITHIN48 HOURS.
NOTLONGAFTER, IRAN
CAME TO US FOR AIR
DEFENSE WEAPONS. N

YOU MEAN, IT,,. YOU'RE KIDDING.

ITWORKEP? NO ONEEVEN
NOT THAT CONGRAT-

ITEVER ULATEP t

HAPPENED.

SIR, IF YOU PLAYED
ANOPERATIONAL
ROLE INA SCHEME
TO FORCE IRAN TO

SEEKARMSFORHOS-
TA6ES, ISN'T YOUR
CLAIMOFBEING "OUT

\^Sr- OF THELOOP"AN OUT-

RIGHTFALSEHOOD <

NO, BUTLOOK, I'VE

BEENTHEREJKNOW
WHATITSLIKE 7D5AY,\
HEY."!MEAN, WITH
THELOOP THING, MAK-
ING THBTOUGH CALLS,

\NOT LIKE SOME,AND
\ I THINKMR ANDERS.

i
AMERICA GET THAT

10-28

^K?>^?*P
|H^B|i

^§F

<Pu~

III
/> /J

wit ts^t
^2« -

Itsk

FEEL

LOOKAT Ajgy
THEPLAY- AB0UT
BACK. Wl9,

ONE.

I

"Well, if I'm lucky, I should be able to get off

this thing in about six more weeks."

How cow documentaries are made

Clinton Elected . Hillary Pleased"

p A S S

1

M A N i A

1

11 S H
|

E R A T ' M E N D * N N A

K A K E i E A V E
J

1 E R

C L I N T O nJ « L E C T E D

C A N 1 A R E N A

T K A I N| | A J o V E R T

H I L
il

M I A I L E V E R

E V E A R B R A | * T E

T E R M E 1 ' L O |t R E S

A T T A "1 A MlpT O T E S

C R O O B i jj
H I L L A R Y 1 | P L E A S E D

O D 1 *

1

A V i K

1

L A N E

O L E ° L U c A E L S A

T E N » S L u M • D E E D
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Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

I LOVE

RECESS.

TWO MINUTES AGO, I

WfVS EAXIN& DENnUEP
HAM, CWOCOLME mx,
<SRAP£S, AND ICE CREAM.

MD NOW I'M R0HMH6
AROUND ON A PLMStoWHD
FULL OF NMSEMNWCIHG.
DISORIENTING MOTION
^ DENIES. S

Njpi

ITS TO. ONE THAfc AT

SCVK»L I GET SOME
"SOLITUDE

.

OHE, TWO,

THREE /

NOW PICK

A LETTER.

fcfcmHsss

WE LIFT UP FLAP "B" AND

\T S«5. * NOU'RE A

MOUTH- BREATHmG BAG
OF B00GESS7"

PHMAHAHAMNHA-'

PIDNT i00 A IK HOT

HEAR. THE BELL ?

RECESS IS

OVER. \TSTIME

TO GO IN.

DONE
XET.

\\ TAKES ME MORE THAN
ONE RECESS TO WEAR
MXSELF INTO A STATE

OF SUBM\SS\ON.

why me? ill 1 1' --' ' • •'— - k* -"'
f. .* .' 'i

>.'.*

"DID YOU FCCLSOMCTIMNG?
•

by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Nov 8 thru 14

TAWW.OrHlCOfti,
ANPvteaoAftwrw
SlflrrWTHEf BXPLORE
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS,
KEEPlNtfTHEIRFEET

PONT feRH FOR WHAT
MI6HT BE IMPOSSIBLE.

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
From 1 1th thru Dec 1st, Mercury goes

Retrograde (reverse). MisundersUndings

can be curtailed by giving directions

careful attention. Full Moon Tuesday

advises to withhold conclusions longer if

possible. Venus moves into Capricorn

indicating social occasions can lead to

important contacts.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20
Possible delays in dealing with people
in far away places are only temporary.
Simple phone call gets things activated.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Mails could bring tidings from an old

friend or admirer.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Keep plans confidential for now. Rush-

ing things could upset the applecart.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

An "old flame" or person you haven't

seen in a long time could resurface.

LEO July 24 -August 23

Situations concerning domestic matters

might experience temporary delays.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

If important legal matters are pending
your interests might better be served u
you can finalize early next month.

Libra. sept24-oct23
Changing planetary conditions should
improve financial conditions.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22
If others offer advice, listen but don't

leap. Pay attention to your inner voice.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dec21
Important matters could come to a head
under early week's Full Moon.
CAPRICORN. Dec22-Jan20
Free yourself from heavy commitments
next few weeks. Timeout forenjoyment!

AQUARIUS Jan21-Feb19

Any contracts that are about to be signed
should be reviewed again.

PISCES Feb2O-March20

If you let nature take it's course, com-
munications might be delayed.

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report of what to expect in youryear ahead. Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to " COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
" November 4 Headline

"
By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 Montana specialty

S Enthusiastic excess

10 Shrub

H Ero, eras follower

15- Correct

16 Ms. Karenlna

17 Steak order

18 Depart

19 Row
20 Start ofheadline

22 Headline continued

24 Metal container

25 Field of endeavor

26 Wabash Carmonball

29 Comedian Carney

30 Candid

34 Congressional lo-

cale

35 Missing In action

36 Skillful

37 "All About "

38 Ms. Walters

40 Summertime In Paris

41 Named
43 Labor org.

44 bien:Very good
45 Fragrant floral oil

46 Preserves

47 Ballots

48 Sing softly

50 Drilling tool

51 Headline continued

54 Headline concluded

58 Garfield's friend

59 Burning
,

61 Narrow way
62 Bread spread

63 George :StarWars

Director

64 "Bom Free" lion

65 Take care of

66 Poverty areas

67 Convey property

DOWN
1 Fringe benefit

2 Russian sea

3 Indian gown
4 Printing pattern

12 3 4 || 6 7 ii * 11 112 111 1

is

l.
1 I'

6
!

! 1

i

J P20 21

24

2« V 21 H29

F u

31 52 |33LfTJT " - 1

57

-4-P3-J-
40

42 Bj. Ml
4) •'. _

41

1 1 l "I-P*L ;

^^m
(- .

jj m s?n

5i ma u I 61 H
B 1" !

Im 1"
l

5 Casaba, eg

6 So be It

7 Teacher's org.

8 Turn upside down
9 Fred Astaire's sister

10 Bruce Wayne's garage

11 Single part

12 Dagger

13 Difficult

21 Lifeguard's perc

23 Gay:WWIi plane

25 " Nights"

26 Greek letter

27 Fastener

28 Wide awake

29 Broadcast

31 Chrissy.

44 Completely demolished

46 Ughthearted

47 Compete
49 Exam types

50 Sanctify

51 Owl call

52 Lazy

53 Legal claim

54 London buggy
55 Flea market

56 Nons and pret ending

57 Kicked the bucket

60 Special Hosp.ward

32 Spot the ball again

33 Hair

35 Magazine

36 Magnon
38 Yogi

39 AudkMlngual method

42 Gavin :1ove

Boar Captain

O 1992 Ail rithu reserved GFR Associate*

P.O. Bos 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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Cable Channels
THURSDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 5, 1992 l£f DATA

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3 30) Movie: +»»» Tootsie (1982) PG
Design. W. Cheers

Cur. Affair

11

14

Edition

Oprah Winfrey

Donahue (In Stereo) g
-1JL Goof Troop [Tom, Jerry

People Ct.
I
Cur. Affair

17

18

21

22

25

26

(3 00) Movie: Slugger s

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

(2 .15) Movie:

(2:35) Movie:

Underdog

Press Luck

News

:

Cheers

Design. W. j Murphy B.

5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: 'Police Story: Monster Manor
News :;

News

Oprah Winfrey ;j

Tiny Toon | Batman
News

News

News
ABC News

NBC News
News CBS News
News :j

Full House

News
Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: ** Modern Problems (1981) Chevy Chase
Trucks

Cartoon Express

[From Top

Movie: *** 'Guilty by Suspicion (1991)

Gibbsville The Turning Point

Yogi Bear [Arcade Hey Dude (R)

Movie: «*'; Foreign Body (1986) Victor Banenee

Th'breds ~ [Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30
Movie: »»'; Cadence (1990) Charlie Sheen PG-13
Hard Copy

Jeopardy!

Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne

Jeopardy!

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

Ent. Tonight I Movie: Matlock The Vacation (1992) Andy Griffith"!!

Movie: »» -The King of the Kickboxers (1990) ffj

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet- Life

Married...

Fresh Prince [Pit. World

Top Cops (In Stereo) c

Top Cops (In Stereo) rj

Wh. Fortune Fresh Prince

Simpsons l; Martin

Dif. World
Movie: *+* "The Dresser (1983) Albert Finney PG

Cheers g | Wings u
Street Stories (In Stereo) u
Street Stories (In Stereo) rj

The Heights (In Stereo

Cheers rj [Wings rj

Primetime Live u
L.A. Law Zo Long q
Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Hunter Black Dahlia

L.A. Law Zo Long g

Sportscenter |College Football Iowa State at Kansas State (Live

Movie: *»•'-; Sleeper " (1973) Woody Allen. PG

Quantum Leap (In Stereo

Movie: »* Warlords ot Atlantis (1978) Doug McClure
Movie: »» Masters of Menace (1990) Catherine Bach
What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote cj [Movie: »» 976-EVIL (1989. Horror) Stephen Geoffreys. MacGvver (In Stereo) n
Naked Gun 2 1/2: Fear

Movie: Fatal Charm (1992 Suspense)

Movie: » v; Bikini Island (1991) R

Get Smart j Superman

L.A. Law

FRIDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 6. 1992

M.T. Moore

Movie

Van Dyke
Mastergate (R)

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL o
News :j

News
News
News 5
Married.

News rj

Golden Girls

12:00

Hotyfld-B.

Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Silk Stalkings 'Wild Card

Edition iStalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo)

Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Movie: ** "Blame It on Rio' (1984) R

Sportscenter Drag Racing

Hitchhiker

Movie: "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre

Dragne t [A. Hitchcock

Movie: Midnights Child (1992, Horror) Olivia D'Abo

Lucy Show
Movie: "The Doors (1991)

Thirtysomethinq

F-Troop Mister Ed

China Beach

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:30) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

4:30 5:00»J«
I

a.i/u

Family Playhouse: Ida Early

Cheers n KIau/« n

Oprah Winfrey g

Cheers g
Edition Cheers g

Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(2:30) Movie: Casino

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

Comedy

(253) Movie:

Underdog

Movie: ***

Press Luck

News g

Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: *** "Daffy Ducks Ouackbusters

Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey c

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
News g

News g
News

News
News g

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News Golden Girls

Full House q
News D

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: »» "The Concrete Jungle (1960) Stanley Baker

Trucks (Have Skis

Cartoon Express

Motoworld |Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) g

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) g
Hard Copy g
Jeopardy! g

CBS News
Roseanne g
Jeopardy! g

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married.

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: »V? Warlock" (1989 Horror) Julian Sands. R
Family |Step by Step | Dinosaurs g [Camp Wilder"

Movie: Perry Mason: The Case of the Silenced Singer

G. Palace

G. Palace

Major Dad g
Major Dad g

America's Most Wanted g
Movie:

Design. W.

Design. W.

Sightings

Bobg
Bobg
Suspects

Perry Mason: The Case of the Silenced Singer
Movie: *** "Romancing the Stone (1984 ) PG'

10:00 10:30

Movie: »'/? "Dollman (1991) R' q
11:00

20/20 g
I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) g
Picket Fences (In Stereo) g
Picket Fences (In Stereo) g
Hunter

Sportscenter |NFL's Greatest Moments j Amazing Games: Turkey
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** Oceans Eleven (1960) Frank Sinatra, q I
"Amazonia: Voices From the Ram Forest

Movie: ** Matt Helm (1975, Adventure)

Yogi Bear [Arcade

"Rage (1980, Drama) David Soul

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *»'/2 Paradise "(1991) Melanie Griffith. PG-13
What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney [Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

'II Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Movie: *»» "Divorce American Style" (1967, Comedy)

News g
News
News
News g
Married.

News g

11.30

Crypt Tales

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Nightline g

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice "Jailbait

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g

Murder, She Wrote q |Movie: ** Death Hunt" (1981) Charles Bronson
Movie: »»» "City of Hope (1991. Drama) Vincent Spano. R

,
Conquest of the Planet of the Apes" PG

Expedition Earth: Skydiving
|
Harness Racing

I
Sportscenter

I SuperBouts

Movie: * "Spring Fever USA" (1989)

Movie: »»*V; "The Fisher King (1991) Robin Williams. R' q
Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law
M.T. Moore [Van Dyke

I
Dragnet

Movie: "Showdown in Little Tokyo" (1991) [»* "Desire

Movie: ***

. Hitchcock

Thelma & Louise" (1991) Susan Sarandon

SATURDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 7, 1 992

Movie: »•'/? Arthur 2 on the Rocks" (1988, Comedy)

Lucy Show | F-Troop

Thirtysomethinq

Mister Ed

China Beach

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

First Look

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: ** "Memories of Me" (1988) q
(330) College Football: Pac-10 Game of the Week. (Live)

6:00 6:30

Movie: *'/; "Caddyshack II

7:00 7:30

(1988) Jackie Mason. PG'

College Football Fast Man [Inside Stuff"

(3:30) Golf: Amoco Centel Championship. (Live) q
(3:30) Golf: Amoco Centel Championship. (Live) q
Movie: •» "Kickboxer (1989) Jean-Claude Van Damme
College Football

(3:00) Movie: "Divorce

Hydropl.

Gossip

Fast Man | Inside Stuff

Movie:

News
News
Newsg

NBC News
CBS News
CBS News

American Gladiators

Star Search (In Stereo)

News q |NBC News
Conguest of the Planet ot the Apes" (1972) PG

Tennis: Pans Open Indoor Championship Semifinal. ISportscenter

Ten of Us [Two Dads [B. Buddies
Movie: »* "Barbarella (1968) Jane Fonda PG
Teenage Mutant Nlnja Turtles II: Ooze"

Nick News |Get Picture I Freshmen

Counterstrike q

News

Hee Haw Silver

Cappelli

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: *** "Curly Sue (1991) James Belushi. PG' q
Movie:

Powers-Be

Brooklyn

Columbo: Death Hits the Jackpot" (1991) q
Powers-Be

| Empty Nest |Nurses q
Movie: ***

10:00

Dream On q
10:30

Sanders

Commish (In Stereo) q
Sisters (In Stereo) q

News g

"Coming to America" (1988, Comedy) Eddie Murphy q— * - f I'- — -I —w..VM j , WWMIl^ '»IUI[JII|. L-l

NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh Penguins at Toronto Maple Leafs From Maple Leaf Gardens
Copsq
Powers-Be

Cops (R) a
Powers-Be

Movie: **'/; 'Trie Outsiders' (1983) Matt Dillon. PG
Scoreboard

Swamp
Movie: *** "Romancing the Stone" (1984

Code 3q
Empty Nest

Edgeq
Nurses q

Hunter "Murder, He Wrote'

College Football: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai

Sisters (In Stereo) q

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: »»V? "Strictly Business "(1991) q

News
News
Newsg

Design. W. | "Prince-BeT

Saturday Night Live

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Lifestyles-Rich

Arsenio Hall ( n Stereo) g |Comic Strip

News g | Saturday Night Live

Movie: *»» "The Longest Yard" (1974)

Beyond

PG'
Movie: *** "The Doctor" (1991, Drama) William Hurt. PG-13' q
Salute

Movie: ** Killer Instinct (1988, Drama) Melissa Gilbert [Movie: Maionty Rule (1992, Drama) Blair Brown"

Double Dare IG.U.T.S Doug iRugrats

SUNDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 8, 1992

Football Scoreboard
| Sportscenter

I
Auto Racing

Movie: *»* "Private Benjamin " (1980) Goldie Hawn.
I Silk Stalkings "Wild Card" IMovie: **V2 "Buried Alive'li

>» "Spellcaster" (1987, Horror) R' [Movie: *»V; "Point Break" (1991) Patrick Swayze. "R" I Movie: "Do or Die^lmij'

Movie: **** "The Silence of the Lambs" (1991) R' q
Clarissa

I
Roundhouse

I
Ren-Stimpy

| You Afraid?

Movie: ** Tree of Hands' (1989) Helen Shaver

Boxing: Azuma Nelson vs. Calvin Grove. (Live

A. Hitchcock

Hidden

Lucy Show

Confessions

M.T. Moore | Dragnet

Unsolved Mysteries

Joan Rivers

Superman

China Beach

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:45) Movie:

4:30 5:00 I
5730"

Movie: ** "The Toy "(1982) PG
GoH: Merrill Lynch Shootout. (Live

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30
Movie: **V2 "An American Summer" (1990) PG-13
News

NFL Football: Pittsburgh Steelers at Buffalo Bills. From Rich Stadium (Live)
UCI C..4U.II i«/„.i .__ n-j-..'_. -. /> . JT"T. I

= 1 ~ —

'

lABC News

NFL Football Washington Redskins at Seattle Seahawks
Post-Game [Golf: Amoco Centel Championship

From the Kingdome. (Live)

Movie

NFL Football

»»'/2 "Overboard "(1987, Comedy) Goldie Hawn
CBS News ICBS News
Star Trek: Next Gener.

Pittsburgh Steelers at Buffalo Bills. From Rich Stadium. (Live

(2:30) Movie: IMovie: **** "In the Heat of the Night" (1967, Mystery) i Movie: »»»»

Life Goes On (In Stereo) g
Secret Service (In Stereo) g

8:00 8:30 9:00
Movie: »» "The Golden Child (1986)

Videos Am. Funniest

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q

Movie:

Great Scott!

Fifth Quarter

Ben Stiller g

'Sinatra'' (1992, Biography) (Part 1 of 2) Philip Casnoff. Premiere. (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Sinatra (1992, Bioc

In Color

Secret Service q
|Rocg

Horse Racing: Calif Cup
Gossip! Tten of Us

Tennis: Paris Open Indoor Championship Final

Two Dads [Beyond
Movie: »»*'/; "The Way We Were (1973, Drama) PG
(3:30) Movie:

Can't on TV

Disease

Sibtng Ri

Get Picture

Endocrin.

Hitchhiker [Swamp

Topkapi" (1964, Adventure) Metina Mercoun
NFL Primetime

MacGyver g

Movie: »« "Lite Stinks' (1991) Mel Brooks PG-13

Movie: *»V; "Honkytonk Man (1982) Clint Eastwood

Wild Side Fifteen

Family Medical

Double Dare G.U.T.S.

Medical Medical

9:30

One Night

10:00 10:30

Kids in the Hall (In Stereo)

Movie: "Willing to Kill: The Texas Cheerleader Story" q
Movie: »» 1

/2 "The Hard Way "(1991) Michael J. Fox, q

aphy) (Part 1 of 2) Philip Casnoff. Premiere (In Stereo) q
I Herman

I
Flying Blind |Woops! q

Movie: »*'/; "The Hard Way" (1991) Michael J. Fox, q

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: *»V2 "Ricochet" (1991) R' q
Newsg
News
News
News g
Paid Prog-

News g
Movie: »»'/; "Honkytonk Man" (1982, Drama) Clint Eastwood. PG

NFL Football: Cincinnati Bengals at Chicago Bears. From Soldier Field. (Live)

Movie "Mortal Sins (1992, Mystery) Christopher Reeve
Movie: ***h "Witness " (1985) Harrison Ford. 'R' q

Counterstrike (In Stereo) q

Movie: »»» "What About Bob?" (1991) Bill Murray. PG
Belief

Physicians

Looney

Physicians

Frog Prince

Jrnl. of Med.

MONDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 9, 1992

Family

Sportscenter

Cheers q
Night Court

Magnum, P.I.

Ent. Tonight

Cur. Affair

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Love Con.

Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: *** "Soldier Blue

'

'

Silk Stalkings "Wild Card
IMovie: »»» 1

/2 "Presumed Innocent" (1990
Movie: *»»'/; "Terminator 2: Judgment Daf (1991) (In Stereo) R
Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

Lucy Show
OB-Gyn.

Hi, I'm Home
Family

M.T. Moore

Physicians

Drama) 'R' q

NFL

Hollywood

"Frantic" R'

Movie: "Backdraft "(1991)

Dragnet

Medicine

Superman

Paid Prog.

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

4:00 4:30 5:00
Movie: **Vi "The Philadelphia Experiment

5:30

Design. W
Cur. Affair | Edition

Cheers q

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(230) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

News g
Cheers g
Design. W.

(1984) PG"

News q
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q~

News g

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30
Movie: •» "Ishtar" (1987) Warren Beatty PG-13' q
News g ABC News
News

News
News q

NBC News
CBS News

Full House g
News g

CBS News
Wonder Yrs.

Global Supercard Wrestling

Movie: **** "Topkapi (1964, Adventure) Mehna Mercoun

NBC News

Pyramid

(230) Movie:

Press Luck

Movie: **'/;

Truck Pull [Reporters

Cartoon Express

Sports
| Up Close

MacGyver Blow Out " q

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! g

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: »»'/2 "A Rage in Harlem" (1991) Forest Whitaker
FBI-Story

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Detective

Blossom g
NFL Football: San Francisco 49ers at Atlanta Falcons. From the Georgia Dome, q

Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

10:00

Holyftd-B

10:30 11:00 11:30
Movie: »*V; "Cadence" (1990) PG-13'

Movie: "Fatal Memories" (1992, Drama) Shelley Long, q
Murphy B

Murphy B.

Movie: *** "Dead Calm (1988, Suspense
Fresh Prince |Blossorn~g

Movie: •»• Trie Seven-Ups" (1974) Roy Scheider. PG
Sportscenter |Schaap Talk

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

25

26

(2.00) Movie: »* "Lawrence of Arabia

Red Sun' (1972) Charles Bronson. 'PG' IMovie: *V; "Elliot Fauman. PhD "
(1990)

Underdog
| Yogi Bear | Arcade

1962) PG

Movie: »«» 1
? Julia (1977, Drama) Jane Fonda

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *** "Alice" (1990) Mia Farrow PG-13' q
What You Do

TUESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 10, 1992

Supermarket [Shop-Drop

Crazy Kids Looney
I
Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

NFL Monday |Mon. Mag!
Murder, She Wrote g
Movie: **

LovjJ War
Love & War

) Sam Neill.

Northern Exposure q
Northern Exposure g
Hunter Renegade

Movie: "Fatal Memories (1992, Drama) Shelley Long, q
Movie: ** "Commando" (1985) Arnold Schwarzenegger
Windsurfing |PBTA Billiards iBodybuildinqrN

News

News
Newsg
Married.

News q

12:00

Trapper'

Newsg
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: »•» "Carrie" (1976) Sissy Spacek

WWF Prime Time Wrestling

Sportscenter

Delirious (1991. Comedy) John Candy. PG
Movie: **\'i Two Evil Eyes

Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law

(1990) Adnenne Barbeau.

M.T. Moore |Van Dyke

MacGyver Partners" q I Hitchhiker

Movie: *» "Dance With Death" (1992) R'
|
Movie: * "The Ram Killer

Comedy Club All-Stars

Movie:

Dragnet JA. Hitchcock

Getting Up and Going Home" (1992, Drama)

Movie: »»'/; "Guncrazy" (1992) R'

Lucy Show | F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

(330) Movie:

10

^rr
14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

From Here to Eternity

Cheers

Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

j Tom, Je7ry~

People Ct. I Cur. Affair

News g
Cheers g
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00
Movie: * h

2 "Pont Tell Her Its Me (1990) PG-13 q
News g
News

Oprah Winfrey

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q

(3 00) Movie: Seven-Ups

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid [Press Luck

News

News g
News

News
News g

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House g|Wonder Yrs!

I News

i

Hard Copy g
Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne g

7:30

Shakespeare

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married...

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: »•* "Curly Sue" (1991) James Belushi. PG' q
Full House g [Mr. Cooper

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) g
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) g

Roseanne q |Coach q~

Reasonable Doubts q

10:00

Sanders

10:30 11:00 11:30

Going to Extremes q
Movie: *• "The King of the Kickboxers

Dateline (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Sinatra" (1992, Biography) Philip Casnoff. q
Movie: "Sinatra (1992, Biography) Philip Casnoff. q

Conguest of the Planet of the Apes ' PG
Trucks

Cartoon Express

IRunning

(3 15) Movie: »»«'2 The Color Purple (1985) PG-13
Granpa(R)g[Movie: »»'; Stranded (1987) lone Skyi
Underdog

| Yogi Bear | Arcade | Hey Dude (R)

Movie: ** False Witness (1989) Phyhcia Rashad

NBA Today

NBC News [Jeopardy! g | Wh. Fortune |Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: » "Cobra (1986, Drama) Sylvester Stallone. Hunter "Playing God

Movie: »»» "Casino Royale (1967, Comedy) Peter Sellers

Up Close

MacGyver "Kill Zone g
Sportscenter [Speedweek

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

J "She (1965, Fantasy) Ursula Andress

Cold Turkey (1971) Dick Van Dyke PGMovie: ***

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney [Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

WEDNESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 11, 1992

Reasonable Doubts g [Dateline (In Stereo) g
Movie: »•» "The Last Detail" (1973) Jack Nicholson R

Chck. Flag |NHL Hockey: Edmonton Oilers at St. Louis Blues (Live)

News g
News
News

News q
Married.

Golden Girls

12:00

Prisoners"

Nightline g
Tpnight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition |For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
News q | Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Movie: *** "Hollywood Shuffle (1987)

Murder, She Wrote g [Heavyweight Championship Preview
Sportscenter

Movie: **» La Femme Nikita (1991) Anne Panllaud.

•Vj American Nin/a 4: The Annihilation

Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law
M.T. Moore

Boxing

Van Dyke
Howie Mandel: Howiewould

Movie: *Vj "Bikini Island" (WW) R

MacGyver Bushmaster q | Hitchhiker

Comedy Club Network

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Two Pair of Jokers

Movie: **
Movie: "Meeting Venus "q

Lucy Show | F-Troop

The Punisher (1990) R g

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

10

11

14

17

4:00 4:30

(3 1 5) Movie: Soapdish g
Design. W. Cheers

Cur. Affair (Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct

Movie: ***';

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00 5:30 6:00
Movie: »»« American Hot Wax (1978)

Newsg
Cheers

Design. W.

News

News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsg

J

News g
News

News
News

6:30 7:00 7:30
Movie: »'-; Over the Top (1987) PG
ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House q
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

18

21

22

25

26

Global Supercard Wrestling

Bound for Glory (1976. Biography) David Carradine (In Stereo) PG

Pyramid | Press Luck

Trucks

Cartoon Express

[Powerboats Inside PGA | Up Close

Movie: «»• 55 Days at Peking (1963. Adventure) Charlton Heston

MacGyver (In Stereo)

(3 30) Movie: Wild One
Underdog [Yogi Bear

Munsch Heroes

Arcade Hey Dude (R)

Movie: «»'; In Love With an Older Woman (1982)

Tin Soldier

What You Do

Supermarket

Hard Copy

Jeopardy!

Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Straight Talk

Married.

You Bet-Life

Married.

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00
Movie: » The Pope Must Diet (1991)

Wonder Y. [Doogie H.

Unsolved Mysteries q
Hat Squad "Ten g
Hat Squad Ten q
Beverly Hills, 90210 g
Unsolved Mysteries q

Movie: »» "The Concrete Jungle (1960) Stanley Baker

Sportscenter |PBA Bowling: Brunswick Memona
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: Support Your Local Gunfighter

Movie: «+ Fast Getaway (1991) PG-13
Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney
J Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote

Movie: **

Home Imp

Seinfeld q

9:30

First Look

Laurie Hill q
Mad-You

In the Heat of the Night q
In the Heat of the Night q
Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Seinfeld q | Mad-You

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
Civil Wars (In Stereo) q
Law > Order (In Stereo) q

News q

48 Hours "Bad Medicine"

48 Hours "Baa Medicine

Catwalk (In Stereo)

Law A Order (In Stereo) q

11:00

One Night

News
News
Newsg
Married.

News g
Movie: »»+'/? "Mister Roberts (1955, Comedy-Drama) Henry Fonda
Boxing: Jesus Salud vs Jesus Poll. (Live)

Movie: "Perfecf Family (1992) Jennifer Neill q
Regarding Henry (1991) Harrison Ford q

Movie: »'; Concrete War

Get Smart
I Superman"

LA. Law

1991) R [Battle

M T. Moore [Van Dyke

Sportscenter

11:30 12:00

Movie: "Dollman (1991) R

Golden Girls
I
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition Curves

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Movie: "M'A'S'H (1970)

Sportscenter

MacGyver Friends q
Duathlon

Hitchhiker

Movie:** Pyrates (1991) Kevin Bacon. IMovie: *** City ot Hope
Comedy Club Network

Mistral's Daughter (Pan 1 of 2)

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: * "Midnight Strangers (1991) R'

Lucy Show
I F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach
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Golden Eagles down California,

still alive in PSAC playoff picture
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

The Steel Curtain. Orange

Crush. Doomsday. . . Clarion?

There was a time this year

when the Clarion defensive unit

was giving away yardage like it

was soup at a homeless shelter.

Not any more. The Golden

Eagles' "D" came up with yet

another stellar performance on

Saturday, and with their 23-18

victory over California, the

Eagles placed themselves in

prime position to win their first

PSAC title since 1983.

For the seventh consecutive

game, Clarion scored first. A
third and goal situation from the

Vulcan 16 yard line seemed to

have field goal attempt written

all over it, but Tim Myers

located- Marlon Worthy on a

slant pattern, and instead of

settling for the scraps, Clarion

had the whole cow. A bad extra

point snap kept the score at 6-0

when Cal mounted a short

scoring drive of their own.

A Clarion turnover and

subsequent personal foul gave

California the ball deep inside

Eagle territory. Cal quarterback

Todd Hirt wounded the Blue and

Gold secondary by completing

all four of his passes on the

drive. His final toss went to

Jason Lamertina for a six yard

touchdown and the score was

knotted 6-6.

Not impressed with Hirt's

performance, Myers went a

perfect four for four on the

Eagles' very next drive. The

lanky QB had already hit on two

throws when he found Tim

Brown for 27 yards on a third

and four situation. Two plays

later, he spotted Kevin Harper

for a fifteen yard score, and the

Eagles would take this 13-7 lead

into intermission.

A Cal fumble on the opening

drive of the second half placed

the Clarion offense on the 40

yard line to start the new quarter.

The Eagles moved the ball as far

as the Vulcan 7, but couldn't

punch it in. Paul Cramer came

if.'^r w.1

Cut to the chase - QB Tim Myers eluded Cal defenders all day,

on for a 24 yard field goal and walk into the end zone and gave

the Clarion margin increased to

10 points, 16-6.

After a Damon Mazoff

interception, the offense needed

to travel 43 yards to enter the

promised land, and All-

American tight end Tim Brown

played the part of Moses. First

he made a tough catch in traffic

for an 18 yard third down

conversion. Then, on third and

13 from the Cal 19, he reached

over top a Vulcan defender and

came down with a miraculous

grab to place the ball at the two.

From there, big number 84

showed why he is the complete

package at tight end. Brown

administered a spine-tingling

block that enabled Jay Tonini to

the Golden Eagles a 23-6

cushion.

On die final drive of the third

quarter, Cal seemed all but

deceased when they chose to

grunt instead of punt on fourth

and 13 from the Clarion 41.

Their desperation turned to

jubilation when Hirt hit Victor

Shandor for 40 yards, and

suddenly the Vulcan sideline had

life, now only down 23-12.

Momentum is a funny thing.

Clarion owned it the entire

game, but one pass had

magically removed it from the

Eagles' grasp, and placed it all in

the palms of the Vulcans.

After a Clarion punt, the Cal

momentum led them down the

John Rickard/Clarion Call

passing for two TD's.

field once again. A 63 yard

bomb from Hirt to Cahoon

followed by a 28 yard TD strike

to Shandor noisily moved the

Vulcans to within five points of

the lead at 23-18 with over 11

minutes left to play.

This is when the Clarion

defense completed the last few

degrees of me season's complete

360 degree turnaround. Two

straight times Cal went three

plays and punt, and on the third

drive they went three plays and

interception. Sean Spencer

intercepted a Hirt pass to secure

the victory.

Clarion must now defeat

Slippery Rock this week and IUP

next week to win their first

conference title since 1983.

J' iVuo - =. -

California

Clarion

TT
7

1—I—IT

10 23

FIRST QUARTER
Clarion: Worthy 16 yard TD pass

from Myers (kick failed), 6:32.

Drive: 11 plays, 42 yards. Key

play: TD pass on 3-12 from the Cal-

16 yard line. Clarion 6, Cal 0.

California: Lamertina 6 yard TD
pass from Hirt (kick failed), 0:43.

Drive: 7 plays, 29 yards. Key play:

Myers pass intercepted by Cal,

returned to 44. PERSONAL FOUL
moves ball to Cl-29. Clarion 6,

California 6.

SECOND QUARTKR
Clarion: Harper 15 yard TD pass

from Myers (Cramer kick), 12:27.

Drive: 8 plays, 69 yards. Key play:

Solid drive, blending pass and run.

Myers 56 yards passing on drive, no

incompletions. Clarion 13,

California 6.

THIRD QUARTER
Clarion: Cramer 24 FG, 11:09.

Drive: 8 plays, 33 yards. Key play:

Fumble recovered by Mazoff,

returns to Cal-40. Clarion 16,

California 6.

Clarion: Tonini 2 yard TD run

(Cramer kick), 3:52. Drive: 10

plays, 43 yards. Key play: Mazoff

interception, 1 1 yard return to Cal-

43. Myers executes two key third

down conversions on drive. Clarion

23, California 6.

California: Hirt 1 yard TD run

(two-point attempt fails), 0:07.

Drive: 9 plays, 66 yards. Key play:

Shandor two catches from Hirt

totaling 56 yards. Clarion 23,

California 12.

FOURTH QUARTER
California: Shandor 28 yard TD
pass from Hirt (two-point attempt

fails). 11:35. Drive: 4 plays 86

yards. Key play: Another big play

hurts CUP- Cahoon 63 yard pass

from Hirt. Clarion 23, Cal 18.

TEAM STATISTICS
Cal. Cla.

FIRST DOWNS 14 18

3RD DOWN EFF. 5-13 8-18

YDS RUSH 48 113

YDS PASS 265 227

TOTAL YDS 313 340

AVG GAIN/PLAY 5.3 4.6

KEY PLAYER STATIS

Clarion rushing: Tonini, Gregory,

Wine 35-96

Cal passing: Hirt 18-28 (265)

Clarion passing: Myers 17-32 (227)

Cal receiving: Shandor 7-128

Clarion receiving: Brown 6-80

Clarion tackles-assists-sacks:

Mazoff 14-9-0, Terza 11-7-1, Kline!
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Clarion University mens swimming and diving I Golden Eagle volleyball team downs three

team prepared to continue recent dominance non-conference opponents, falls to Edinboro
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

How could a team top such

honors as winning 20 PSAC
titles over the past 22 years,

placing second at the NCAA
Division II Nationals in 1992,

third in 1991, 1988 and 1984,

fourth in 1983, and fifth in 1989,

1986, 1985, 1982 and 1981?

They could top every honor by

finishing first at nationals this

season. The Clarion University

men's swimming and diving

team could be the team to do just

that.

The men will be led by head

coach Bill Miller, in his 15th

season. He brings in an

impressive dual meet record of

114-25 over those 15 seasons.

At nationals in 1992, Cal-

Bakersfield won with 910 points,

but Clarion finished with 481 for

a second place finish.

The goal for Clarion in 1992-

93 will be the same as usual.

"Our goal, as always, will be to

try for our 21st PSAC title and to

finish in the top five at

nationals," said Miller.

The Golden Eagles have 30

men on the roster, only four of

which are seniors.

The men's team will be led by

tri-captains Steve Darby, Keith

Iwinski and Dave Sheets.

Darby was awarded the 1992

PSAC "Swimmer of the Year"

award for being a five-time

PSAC Champion. He wm the

200 free, the 200 butterfly in

record time, plus led three

winning relays. He was a seven-

time Ail-American at nationals.

Overall, Darby is a 17-time Ail-

American.

Iwinski, was a five-time All-

American last year, in his first

season with the Golden Eagles.

Sheets, a three-year standout,

was a seven-time All-American

at nationals last year for Clarion.

Overall, Sheets is a 17-time All-

American.

Clarion is also looking for

strong contributions from Rick

Bull, in the pool, and from divers

Joe Egan and John Oleksak.

Clarion looks solid in the

freestyle events. The 50 free

will have Iwinski, Jim

O'Connor, newcomers Bill

Gimbel and Robert Janeski, plus

returnees Rad Lorenc and Mark

Blais. The 100 free will be led

by Darby, Iwinski, and

newcomers Ben Yoder and John

Williams. The 200 free is a very

strong event with Darby, Iwinski

and 1991 PSAC "Swimmer of

the Year" Bull giving the Golden

Eagles three potential national

qualifiers here. The 500 free is

anchored by Darby, but Steve

Kozowyk is also expected to

qualify at this event. The

grueling 1650 will be handled by

Kozowyk. This is also a

potential national qualifying

event for him.

The butterfly event is also a

strength of the team. Darby and

Bull will probably lead the team

to nationals once again in this

event.

Williams, Sheets, Mark Keister

and Chad Rimsky all have strong

possibilities for national time in

the backstroke. Sheets is the

defending PSAC champ in both

the 100 and 200 backstroke.

O'Connor and Scott

Rosenbaum will be expected to

lead the way for Clarion in the

breaststroke event. Both have

the potential to swim national

qualifying times.

The loss of national champions

in Matt Benton and Chris Glenn

will take its toll on the men's

diving team. But coach Dave

Hrovat is still pleased with the

team's progress to date. Clarion

will bring back All-Americans

Egan and Oleksak to pace the

divers.

All five relay events will also

be a Clarion strong point due to

the fact that Clarion has so much

depth at every specialty event.

The 1991-92 PSAC men's and

women's "Coach of the Year"

and NCAA Division II "Coach

of the Year," Miller, and the

1991-91 men's "Diving Coach of

the Year," Hrovat will be

attempting to continue their

dominance in NCAA Division II

men's swimming and diving for

another year. There is nothing to

say that they will not continue

the success.

The men's and women's

swimming and diving teams both

hosted Allegheny at home

yesterday.

Clarion Notes

A thank you to the

men's basketball

program

A few weeks ago, the Clarion University men's

basketball team sponsored a benefit hoop, shoot to

support the medical costs of Vern Shingledecker. Our

entire family has been through a lot of highs and

lows, since this disaster. Our family really isn't in a

position to thank each individual basketball player

and coach personally for their thoughtfulness. We
just wanted to let your team and the university know

that we appreciate your thoughtfulness in our time of

need.

The Vern Shingledeckerfamily

Clarion athletes receive honors
Morton honored by Street & Smith 's

by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Morton in Street & Smith's

Junior shooting guard Kwame
Morton was handed yet another

accolade to place on his mantle

of honors when Street and

Smith's magazine named him to

their second team All-American

squad in its annual Small

College and NAIA Preview.

Morton set a school record with

93 tri-fectors in his freshman

season, when he also was named

PSAC "Rookie of the Year."

Last year, the Brooklyn native

led the Eagles in scoring with a

19.3 points per game average,

and, if his 44 point midnight

madness performance is any

indication, Morton is primed for

another record-setting season

PSAC praises Mazoff

Clarion linebacker Damon
Mazoff was honored as PSAC
"Co-Player of the Week" for his

performance in the Golden

Eagles 23-18 victory over

California last weekend.

Mazoff, a junior, recorded 14

tackles, caused and recovered a

fumble, and intercepted a pass

which led to a touchdown.

Ellenberger receives award

Clarion University women's

volleyball player Wendy
Ellenberger was also

acknowledged by the PSAC as a

"Co-Player of the Week" for the

week ending November 1

.

Ellenberger "set" her sights on

the award by averaging 39

assists, 14 digs and 7.5 kills per

match over four matches.
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Wilkinson TV & Video
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by Mike Jewart

Sports Writer

The Golden Eagle volleyball

team didn't have to go out to a

party last Thursday evening.

They had their own in Tippin

gymnasium as they beat up on

the Mercyhurst Lakers. They

must have thought that it was

prom night when they beat the

top two teams in the PSAC-East

back-to-back last Saturday. But

the Golden Eagles suffered from

the hangover in the form of a

loss to PSAC-West rival

Edinboro Tuesday night.

Clarion went 3-1 for the week.

The Golden Eagles swept the

Lakers in three straight games on

October 31, 15-8, 15-8, 15-5.

Wendy Ellenberger led the way

for Clarion with 33 set assists

and seven kills. Nicole

Flambard led the team in kills

with nine and Jennifer Betters

chipped in eight more. Tammi
Bills paced the defense with 18

digs. Betters played well on

defense as well as offense,

chipping in 11 digs.

The Clarion women traveled to

Shippensburg last weekend to

take on the co-leaders of the

Eastern Division. This match

had all the makings of a classic

battle. Clarion jumped out to a

2-0 advantage, winning 15-11,

15-11. But the Red Raiders

bounced right back to win the

next two games, 15-6, 15-7. The

Golden Eagles came out pumped

in game five and stole the match

from Shippensburg, winning

game live 15-3. The victory was

a total team effort with four

women reaching double figures

in kills and six women reaching

double figure in digs. Betters led

the way in kills with 13.

Flambard, Bobbie Simpson and

Ellenberger had 12, 11 and 10,

respectively. Bills led the

incredible defensive effort with

34 digs. Meghan Kelly added 17

digs while Ellenberger and

Betters produced 15 apiece.

Flambard and Suzanne Sheldon

rounded out the effort with 14

and 11 digs, respectively.

Ellenberger was again the team

leader in set assists with 38.

The Golden Eagles received

little rest that Saturday as they

took on the other Eastern

Division co-leader, Millersville,

in their second match of the day.

Clarion showed their endurance

by sweeping the match in three

straight games even after a

grueling five game match earlier.

They defeated Millersville in

dominant fashion, 15-10, 15-12,

16-14, thus knocking off the

PSAC-East's top two teams in

the same day. Ellenberger

remained the offensive catalyst

with 26 set assists. Gerri Condo

paced Clarion's bomb squad

with 11 kills while Betters had

six kills. Three women reached

double figures in digs to lead the

defensive charge. Condo had 17,

Kelly added 15 and Flambard

chipped in with 10. Bills did not

play due to an ankle injury she

suffered against Shippensburg.

Ellenberger had an incredible

week for the Golden Eagles.

From October 26-November 1,

she totaled 135 set assists, 56

digs, 30 kills and six service

aces. The PSAC-West can

recognize an unreal performance

when they see one for they

named Ellenberger their Co-

Player of the Week.

Tuesday night, the Golden

Eagles fell to Edinboro in four

games, 10-15, 15-13, 8-15, 7-15,

to fall to 4-6 in the PSAC-West

Ellenberger had 25 set assists, 12

digs and nine kills. The loss

dropped the Golden Eagles

overall record to 22-15.

The Golden Eagles will be

hosting the Clarion Invitational

this Friday and Saturday at

Tippin.

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

Getting a little defensive- Co-captain Tammi Bills and Bart)

Mellinger go up to block a spike.

Cross country teams finish seasons at PSAC's
by Karen Ruud

Sports Writer

The Clarion University men's

and women's cross country

teams both finished 13th out of

14 teams at the PSAC 's hosted

by California on October 31.

The men's team finished 13th

with a total of 370 points.

Edinboro won the Championship

with a total of 35 points.

Slippery Rock finished second,

just under the century mark with

97 points. Bloomsburg finished

with 104, for a third place finish.

Indiana, Shippensburg, East

Stroudsburg, Lock Haven,

Millersville, West Chester,

Kutztown, California and

Mansfield also finished above

Clarion. Cheyney finished dead

last with 449 points.

The top 15 runners in the

men's 5,000 meter race were

honored as All-Conference

runners. Edinboro had five

runners in the top 15. Clarion's

top runner finished more than

two minutes off of the All-

Conference pace.

Eric Hackwelder was Clarion's

top male runner at the

Championships, placing 63rd

with a time of 30:12. Russ

Briendel finished 7j0th with a

time of 30:43. Shawn Hoehn

located at former Domino's
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was 76th with a time of 30:52.

Chris Singleton, Clarion's top

runner all year long, finished

79th with a time of 31:05. Chad

Briggs and Chris Myers rounded

out the field for Clarion.

The Clarion men's cross

country team finished with an

invitational record of 17-26, but

much of the loss total was added

at the conference championships.

The men had a very respectable

invitational record of 16-13

going into the PS AC's.

The women finished 13th with

384 points. Edinboro's women
completed the sweep as they also

won with only 26 points.

Millersville finished second with

64 points. Slippery Rock also

fared well, finishing third with

75 points. Kutztown, Indiana,

West Chester, Bloomsburg,

Shippensburg, East Stroudsburg,

Mansfield, Califo/nia and Lock

Haven also finished ahead of the

Clarion women.

Edinboro had six female

runners honored as All-

Conference runners. Clarion's

top runner finished two minutes

off All-Conference pace.

Nicole Yahres, who has paced

the women all season, was the

first Clarion woman runner

across the finish line. She had a

time of 22:21 to place 64th.

Lynn Baluh was Clarion's

second runner to place 72nd with

a time of 22:58. Jennifer

Dansberger was third for Clarion

with a time of 23:46 for 85th.

Shannon Jones, Stacey Jacobson

and Cynthia Hippensteel also

finished for the Golden Eagle

women.

The Clarion women's cross

country team finished with an

invitational record of 9-27.

Coach Ron Wiser's groups

were both riddled by injuries and

lack of depth throughout the

season. The cross country teams

are rebuilding but can look

forward to the spring track

season. Their hard work all fall

may pay off after all, despite the

13th place finishes at the

conference championships.
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Clarion University sports heat up November
by Jon Q. Siller

Sports Editor

The month of November is a

time when temperatures drop

and things are dying all over.

But for Clarion University

athletics, November is the time

of year when everything comes

alive.

Throughout my four years at

Clarion University, fall and

spring sports like football,

volleyball, tennis, baseball and

softball have provided a lot of

enjoyment. But nothing can

compare to the excitement and

the success generated by our

winter sports. The wrestling,

men's and women's basketball

and men's and women's

swimming and diving teams are

second to none.

What can I say about the

wrestling program that hasn't

already been said? This is

Clarion's only Division I

program and it puts us on the

map. It brings press to our

school. Kurt Angle is known

and respected all around the

world for what he has done for

Clarion University. The

Olympics? Sports Illustrated.

World Cup wrestling. Brndcast

television. Need I say more?

Right now, Kurt is getting ready

to represent the United States in

Moscow for the World Cup.

Former head coach Bob Bubb is

just as respected for what he has

done for Clarion University.

Bubb's teams won numerous

PSAC team tides (you can't even

count them on two hands), one

EWL title and his teams were

ranked in the top ten in the

nation many times. Though

Angle, Bubb, Erik Burnett and

many other past stars are gone,

new head coach Jack Davis put

together the second best

recruiting class in the nation this

year. Davis will no doubt keep

up the "Commitment to

Excellence." The Clarion

wrestling program is the best

thing to ever happen to Clarion

University! Those of you who

said that the ALF Festival was

the best thing to happen should

stop reading now. The Features

section starts on page nine.

What has Ron Righter done for

the men's basketball team? He's

our answer to Bobby Knight. He

should be commended for

sharing with us his intelligence,

his sense of humor, his antics,

but most of all his exciting and

winning ways of playing hoops.

Even without Donny Rubin's

free throws, Dave Cruse 's dunks

and Mike Archer's defense, he

still led Clarion to their best

record in about ten years, 18-9

last season. He had a little help

in the form of a bonafide

Division I talent. Junior Kwame
Morton is a great shot from

anywhere on the floor, probably

from anywhere in the stands for

that matter. Dave "Wojo"

Wojciechowski has improved

every season. It couldn't have

anything to do with how hard he

works, could it? Mark
McCarthy and Steve Branch are

tough. And a 7-foot- 1 backup

can't hurt things. Oh, before I

go, Scotty Lang and Roy
Bumosky can dunk the hell out

of the ball! I'll be there.

Before I talk about the

women's hoop team, just let me
say that a lot of schools would

love to have one exciting

basketball team. We have two!

Head coach "Gie" Parsons has

put together a fast, exciting,

three-point bombing powerhouse

over the past few seasons. If you

haven't gone to these games,

kick yourself right now! They

run and gun every night,

shooting for triple digits and

astronomical margins of victory.

Amy Coon for three! Shannon

Coakley for three! Pam
Mountsier for three! Their

inside game will also be pretty

darn good with Carlita Jones at

center. In 1990-91, Clarion

Finished the season ranked #8 in

all of Division II. Last season,

the runnin' Eagles started off 18-

0, before Finishing at 24-2. But

the team isn't really satisFied. I

think they want a national

championship.

The men's and women's
swimming and diving teams are,

quite simply, dynasties. Head

coach Bill Miller leads his teams

to nationals with a PSAC crown

almost every year. The women
have won 17 straight PSAC
titles. The men have won 19

PSAC titles in the last 22 years.

With numerous national

rankings, numerous Ail-

Americans and numerous

accolades, both teams are still

very hungry for a national

championship. Within reason?

Yes.

Is the football team going to

join this list of November
powerhouses? With two more

wins, they could win their' first

PSAC title in ten years.

Golden Eagle wrestlers to take part

in Blue/Gold match on Wednesday
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

Clarion University's Division I

wrestling team will be taking

part in their annual Blue/Gold

wrestling match at Tippin to kick

off the 1992-93 campaign on

Wednesday, November 11 at

7:30 p.m. The intrasquad match

will serve as Clarion's team trials

that will play a part in

determining the remaining spots

on the 1992-93 final team that

will battle Arizona State in the

season opener on November 2 1

.

Admission is free and Tippin

will be packed.

The Golden Eagles Finished the

season ranked eighth in Division

I last year. Senior John Dasta,

senior Steve Krouse, a few more

talented veterans and a lot of

fresh faces, some of who made

up the second best recruiting

class in the nation for 1992, will

provide the excitement on

November 1 1 and for die rest of

the season. Dasta, at 142 pounds

for Clarion in 1991-92, finished

3-2 at nationals and was only

one victory away from becoming

an AU-American. Krouse

notched a 1-2 mark in his first

trip to nationals last season.

Both are striving to go back to

nationals this year, as well as

many other talents that will be

showcasing their stuff for the

Clarion fans on November 1 1

.

New head coach Jack Davis is

promising a lot of exciting bouts,

12 in all, to kick off the 1992-93

campaign. "The names are

subject to change but I foresee a

great night of wrestling on

November 11," said Davis. "For

some of the new kids, who are

looking for a spot, this may be

their biggest match to date. It

will be exciting."

Wrestlers projected to be

taking part in the excitement

include Chad Billy, Luke
Shocklee, Sheldon Thomas,

Keith Sirois, Kyle Wolfe, Chris

Gaurlotti, Rick Kirkpatrick,

Dave Thomas, Nick Pendolino,

Moss Grays, Paul Antonio,

Shawn Armbrust, J.J. Stanbro,

Mike Guerin, Joel Gilbert, Tiny

Anderson, Dan Payne, Brian

Stout, Chris Shaw, Rob Sintobin

and J.J. Canagus or Stephen

Terebienec.

The evening will consist of a

brief instruction of the new rule

changes for 1992-93 and an

exciting night of wresUing. The

Golden Eagle wrestling program

will be sharing their first match

of the year with the Clarion fans,

not with a Division I opponent.

The Blue/Gold match is just a

small part of Clarion's

"Commitment to Excellence."

The Clarion University

women's basketball team is

looking for two players to

round out the 1992-93 team.

Please contact m
Gie" Parsons

at 205 Tippin, ext. 2084

Stehle's

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenville, Pa 16254

5x7' space - $21.20 per month
5'xlO' space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122
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Be a Spring Break Rep! Earn

FREE TRIPS and the Highest

Commissions! Cancun, Daytona,

& Jamaica from $159. Call Take

A Break Student Travel today!

(800) 32-TRAVEL

Nanny Positions

WHITE HOUSE NANNIES. . .

invites you to live in the nations

capitol. Great childcare jobs, best

families in Maryland, Virginia and

Washington D.C. area. One year

committment. Use your

educational background. Current

references. Call 301-654-1242.

SPRING BREAK 1993!!!

Breakaway Travel is now hiring

campus reps to promote Spring &
Winter break vacations. Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre

Island, Daytona, Panama City,

Sugarbush, Killington, Smuggler's

Notch and more! Earn trips, cash!

Call 1-800-862-7325.

$$$ Great Money potential.

Sell custom designed T-shirts on

campus. For more information

call Jeff at 1-800-736-6827.

***Campus Reps Wanted***

Heatwave vacations

Spring Break 1993

The best rates and the biggest

commissions. For more infor-

mation, call 800-395-WAVE

Sales & Services
True Color Tattoo***

Professional sterilization, fine

lines & cover ups. Choose from

50 colors. Located in Sligo, PA

10 miles S. of Clarion. Call for

appointment after 5:00 p.m. 358-

2715.

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized 89

Mercedes. . $200 '86 VW. . . $50

•87 Mercedes. . . $100 '65

Mustang. . . $50. Choose from

thousands starting $25. Free

information-24 hour hotline.

801-379-2929 Copyright#

PA10KJC

Queen size waterbed mattress for

sale. 226-4295

EARN A FREE TRIP!

Half carat round diamond

engagement ring, 14K. yellow

gold. Special-$599. Payments

easily arranged. Only at James

Jewelers, Main St. Clarion.

W Be a Spring
Break Rep

with

• -^ Campus
L*>) Get-Aways«^ Call Now
800-2-CANCUN

Yearbooks will be available in the

yearbook office on November 9.

All yearbooks are free but you

must bring your student ID if you

wish to obtain a book. Sorry,

freshman not eligible.

Adorable AKC chocolate cocker

spaniel pups. Males--$200 and

female $250. Call 814-764-5959.

Diamond engagement set

Marquise diamond engagement

ring, lady's and man's matching

wedding rings. All three ring

special-$395. Use our layaway.

only at James Jewelers downtown

Clarion

Roommates & Rentals

Apartment for rent near campus

for three non-smoking students.

Available January 1. 226-7997.

Needed: female roommate for

spring '93. Furnished two

bedroom trailer located right next

to campus. For more information

please call 226-5449.

Needed: female roommate for

spring '93. Furnished 2 bedroom

trailer located right next to

campus. For more information

please call 226-5449.

Wanted 1 female student (non

smoker) to share apt. on Grand

Ave. with another student for

Spring semester 1993, All utilities

are included in the rent. Call 226-

9158 after 6.

Rooms for rent across from tippin

Gym. 5150/month; utilities

included. 226-8010.

Sleeping rooms, off campus. 782-

3262.

Sleeping room only. Prefer girl

student. Very near campus. For

more information call 226-5647.

Lost & Found

Female puppy found on campus.

Has tan, black and white face.

Call 226-4445.

GREEKS V CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000,00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-800-

S32-0528, Ext fxS.

Personals
Thank you Theta Phi Alpha for

the great halloween treats. We

can't wait to get together again so

we can turn tricks. Thanx Delta

Chi.

Way to go Tri-Sigma!

Congratulations on taking 3rd

place in Derby Days. We
definitely have Sigma Spirit!!!

Sigma Phi Epsilon would like to

congratulate its new executive

board members: Eric Pasacci, Joe

Kapp, Shaun Taylor, Pat Crawley,

Jason Fularz, and Kevin Beamon.

Good luck guys.

To our Derby coaches, Jason,

Keith, Casey, F.J.: Thank you so

much for all of your help. We
couldn't of done it without you.

Tri-Sigs are the best!!! Love the

Tri-Sigma Sisters

Thank you Christine and Shan for

doing a great job with Derby

Daze! We couldn't have gotten

first place without your help! Zeta

Tau Alpha is Number One!

Congratulations to all the

sororities for a great week during

Derby Daze! Everyone did a great

job, and we look forward to doing

it again next year! Love the

Sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha.

Thank you Chris, Chuck, Chad,

Mike and Pee-Wee -- our

coaches! Derby Daze was a

success, and yes we must confess

without you guys we couldn't have

done it. We knew you couldn't

settle for less, so we got first place

to put a smile on your face! We

love you guys. The Sisters of Zeta

Tau Alpha.

Jen P., Congratulations on the

birth of your son! He is loved and

our forever sweetheart. Love, the

Aunts of Alpha Sigma Alpha

To our Phi Sig coaches: Chris,

Chris, Chad, Jim- Thanks for all

your support. We love you.

(Special thanks to Chris B.) Love,

Cherie

Classified ads are ten

cents a word. Ads that are

over $5 can be billed and
ads under $5 must be

prepaid. Ad forms may be

picked up in the

Call office and they must

be turned in before 2:00

p.m. on Tuesday.

To our Phi Sig slaves: Chris,

Chris, Mike, Brian, Chad- Thanks

for being such good sports,

cleaning our disaster and being so

beautiful! Love, Cherie

Dan, Thanks for being my Bamm-

Bamm Friday night! You're the

best. Love, Cherie

Congratulations on being "Band"

you masochistic Nazi woman!

Love, Your 221 Roomies

Happy Belated Birthday to Heidi

Blair. Love, D Phi E

Congratulations to Zeta Tau Alpha

on winning first place with Derby

Daze. Love D Phi E.

Happy Birthday to the girls that

live in the "B.A.C.K.," Carmen

and Amy! Love your D Phi E

Sisters.

Theta Phi Alpha- The game was

rained out but that's ok. We had a

great time playing softball with

you anyway. Great Game Girls!

Love D Phi E

Alpha Chi Rho. We had a great

Halloween with you. The

costumes were scary, the band was

exciting. We never realized that

you all were so inviting. Thanks

for a great time, Love D Phi E.

Come out and see Mr. C.U.P.

November 11th at 8:00 p.m.

Sponsored by Delta Phi Epsilon.

Sigma Chi, Thanks for the great

Derby Daze. Can't wait to do it

again. Love, Theta Phi Alpha

Theta Phi Alpha, It's only one day

away until our Midnight

Mascarade. Be prepared to

experience an enchanting
i

escapade.

To the Theta Phi Alpha Derby

Daze Coaches: Thanks for all of

iyour hard work. You did a super

Ijob. Love, the Sisters of Theta Phi

Alpha.

iAnn, Congratulations on a bang

up job with the ESP program. We

Luv Ya, Your Brothers of Alpha

Phi Omega.

Alpha Phi Omega would like to

thank Mark and his committee for

the Halloween Party. We look

forward to the next activity you

have planned.

Sigma Chi would like to thank

Alpha Sigma Tau, Delta Phi

Epsilon, Delta Zeta, Phi Sigma

Sigma, Sigma Sigma Sigma, Theta

Phi Alpha and Zeta Tau Alpha for

another outstanding Derby

"Daze" !!! A special thanks goes

out to all of the Judges and Delta

Sigma Theta for helping us.

The Brothers of Sigma Chi would

like to extend their thanks to all of

the sororities for a successful

Derby Daze" !! Congratulations

to 1st place: Zeta Tau Alpha. 2nd

place: Delta Phi Epsilon. 3rd

place: Sigma Sigma Sigma.

Fall 92 AST Associate Members-

You're almost there! Keep up the

good work! Love, Your soon to be

Sisters

A belated thanks to the brothers of

Tau Kappa Epsilon for an

"interesting" social. We never

knew searching for roadkill would

be so much fun! We love you-

the Sisters of AST.

Kris Wiesen- Congratulations on

finally snagging those Delta Chi

letters. We love you! Your Sisters

of Alpha Sigma Tau

Special thanks to Tracy Wilson

(my little!!) for making Derby

Daze a success. You did a super

job. We love you, AST

Congratulations Dawn Bezilla on

claiming Sigma Chi Derby Darling

- We knew you could do it! Love,

your AST sisters

Jen Dinkel - Thanks so much for

making our Founders Day special.

We really appreciate all of your

hard work. We love you, AST.

Ronnie B., Mark, Tom and Brett:

You guys are great! Thanks for

the super coaching all week!

Love, Your AST Neighbors.

Phi Sigma Sigma would like to

with our Mr. CUP representative,

Jay Campbell, the best of luck!

Love the sisters of Phi Sigma

Sigma

Phi Sigma Sigma would like top

thank Cherie Boedicker for all her

hard work during Derby Daze, and

Jean Schoenbaum for making our

"Embalmer's Ball" Spooktacular !

Love, your Phi Sig Sisters

The Gamma Gamma Chapter of

Phi Sigma Sigma would like to

cordially welcome our Phi Sig

nationals and division 6 chapters

to Clarion for this years Division

Conference. Diokete Hupsula!!

Love, The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Phi Sigma Sigma
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Sports Opinion Some new blood... The Godfather predicts:

Steelers to down Bills in battle of AFC's best
Tall Cliffy, football

commentator for five weeks at

the Call, was fired at

approximately 10 p.m. last

Monday evening, during the

Chicago Bears/Minnesota

Vikings contest. The reason

given was a lack of production.

He finished with a record of 9-

18-3 or something. It was
deemed due to rumors that

students were betting against

Tall Cliffy. Bookies were going

bankrupt. Cliffy will not be
missed . It's time for some ne

w

blood. ..lam the Godfather!

Oh the pressure, the pressure.

Now, I realize how kick' rs feel

in the closing moments of a big

game. But unlike Scott

Norwood or any Florida State

kicker against Miami, I shall

split the uprights for the game
winner. So call your bookie,

here are the picks you can count

on. Make him an offer he can't

refuse. .

.

ML
Pittsburgh at Buffalo -7

This is perhaps the game of the

week. What's at stake? Just the

best record in the AFC. Some
say the Stillers (that's the

•••• Four Star Pizza

t

l

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11 AM-12AM
Thurs11AM-1AM
Frl-Sat 11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

Monday Night Football

Special
16" one-item Pizza

Only $6.00 p ,Ustax
Good only on

Monday's after 5 p.m.

r

$88 Dinner
r T

gn for f°ur
Only $8.99

PLUS TAX
Includes 16" one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

iifrmed detiverv area only EXP 1 21 1092

EXP 12/14/92

STAR
PIZZA

Sub

for two
Only $4.50

PLUS TAX

Includes 12'-SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area onfy EXP 12/10/92

n»S Dinner
h™

for two
Only $6.50

PLUS TAX

Includes 12' one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 12/10/92

Steelers in Pittsburghese) will

suffer a letdown against the Bills

(6-2). Au contraire, the Stillers

(also 6-2) are flying high after

their conference win against the

Oilers. Meanwhile, the Bills are

2-2 in their last four games.

They barely squeaked by against

two AFC East cellar dwellers

the Jets and the Patriots. The
Stillers also have the AFC's
leading rusher, Barry Foster, in

their corner and one of the most

hard-hitting defenses in the

league.

The Godfather's pick: Steelers

Dallas at Detroit +6 1/2

After last week's convincing

win over Philadelphia, Dallas (7-

1) is back to being the favorites

to win the Super Bowl. Detroit

(2-6), on the other hand, has

gone from first to worst in the

NFC Central division. With the

total destruction of the Lion's

offensive line, Barry Sanders is

now human. He only mustered

38 yards on 12 carries last week

against Green Bay and will be

lucky to match that effort against

an extremely motivated Dallas

defense. Emmit Smith will rush

for another C-note and the

Cowboys will roll.

The Godfather's pick: Dallas

Miami at Indy +6 1/2

Indianapolis (4-4) spoiled the

Dolphins (6-2) perfect season

two weeks ago, winning 31-20.

Miami continued to slide last

week by being humiliated by the

boring NY Jets. But will

lightening strike twice for the

Colts? I say no. Indianapolis

played out of their butts two
weeks ago. But after this week,

the Colts will again look like

what we have grown accustomed

to over the past few seasons - a

loser. Dan Marino will pick

apart the Colts secondary again

but without the pickoffs. Steve

Emtman is still sucking oxygen

after his 90-yard pick return.

The Godfather's pick: Miami

CFL
Kansas at Nebraska -14 1/2

Hey, I know it's a huge spread,

but did you check out the

'Huskers performance against

Colorado last week? They have

resurrected themselves into the

frontrunners to play Miami in the

Orange Bowl. Kansas is all

offense, but that's all. This will

not be a Kansas/Oklahoma
repeat. The Comhusker offense

looks like a fine-tuned race car.

Kansas is in for a long day.

Nebraska will dominate from the

opening coin toss to the final

gun.

The Godfather 's pick: Nebraska

USC at Stanford +1 1/2

This game is basically a toss

up. I like Stanford because of

their thrashing of Notre Dame.
On the other hand, they got

mauled by #1 ranked

Washington. USC has been

playing quiet, but steady

football. Who will win? I will

have to say Stanford based on

their higher GPA's and Bill

Walsh.

The Godfather's pick: Stanford

Washington at Arizona +7 1/2

Arizona is currently ranked

#15, Washington is the AP's #1

ranked team. It is a classic PAC-

10 matchup. Nobody knew that

Arizona even had a football team

until they came inches away
from beating the Hurricanes,

losing 8-7. Until last week's

trouncing of Stanford, the

Huskies have just trudged

through the season, beating

mediocre opponents. The
Huskies are in for the biggest

challenge of 1992. I predict a

nailbiter. Don't be surprised if

the Wildcats down the Huskies

in the upset of the year.

The Godfather's pick: Arizona

The ball is on the left hash

mark. It would be a 37 yard

field goal. The ball is snapped,

the kick is up and it is... Well,

we'll see.

The Quizmaster (3-2

overall) is still warming
up in the bullpen but here

are his picks anyway...

Buffalo over Pittsburgh

Thomas will have a good game
and offense will lead Bills to an

eight point victory.

Dallas over Detroit

Sanders will be stopped again.

Miami over Indianapolis

Not twice in one season.

USC over Stanford

Just have this gut feeling that

Bill is going to lose a close one.

Washington over Arizona

Arizona cannot possibly do to

this well oiled machine what
they did to a slumping Hurricane

offense.

Kansas over Nebraska

Nebraska will beat the Jayhawlcs,

but not by two scores.
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Clarion University-celebrating

125 years of change and progress

News
Activist speaks last week

Sister Soljauh speaks 01

tempowerment in race. . . Pg.

Features
History celebration

In celebration of the 12'

years, find out what a student

faced in the early years of the

college. Plus a short history of

the buildings on our campus
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Weather Outlook!

Thursday:

Friday:

Saturday:

Sunday:

Monday:

Tuesday:

Wednesday:

Rainy, high 55

Partly rainy

,

high 45

Gloomy, high

35

Cold front, high

33

Chance of snow,
|

high 35

Clearing, chilly,

high 50

Colder, high 45
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Debbie Huffman
Managing Editor

It's been 125 years of change-

from horse and buggy to the

automobile; from long skirts to

mini's; from the phone and radio

to today's computers and

televsion. Clarion has been

through the trends and has made

its way from a one building

seminary to a university. There's

only one saying for such

diversity on the Clarion campus,

"you've come a long way, baby."

Clarion's roots started back in

1867, when Carrier Seminary

Hall was established by Erie

Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. The building

was named in honor of the

Carrier - temily for theiu

contributions.

Before building the seminary,

classes were held in a building

owned by a local academy.

Volunteers formed a group of

trustees, and then a building

program was authorized.

The seminary became Clarion

State Normal School on April

12, 1887. Over a period of time

indebtedness plagued the

seminary. A debt reached

$35,000 in 1880. Contributions

from First National Bank of

Clarion and Rev. John M.

Edwards eased the deficit.

The increasing debt of the

seminary resulted in a sale on

September 10, 1886. The

seminary was sold to the Clarion

Normal School Association.

Clarion was then accredited by

the Association of Teachers

Colleges in 1926. Clarion State

Normal School officially became

Clarion State Teachers College.

The next change came in 1960

when Clarion State Teachers

College became Clarion State

College. Finally, Clarion

became a University July 1,

1983.

Looking at the present, the

university has and will be

celebrating this event all this
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View of the Clarion Normal School in the late 19th century. Seminary Hall is at the rear

center. Becht Hall is to the rear left and the old Stevens Building is to the rear right.

semester and next spring. The

opening and recognition of

Gemmell Complex center was

celebrated in October. Next

semester, to keep the celebration

going, the Johnstown Symphony

Orchestra will be visiting

Clarion.

Mr. Bruce MacBeth has been

at Clarion's English department

for 26 years. He believes that

Clarion University has changed

from "conservatism to

liberalism."

MacBeth said, "People are

responsible for their own actions.

They don't blame other people,

when at one time, they thought

society was at fault."

For the future, MacBeth

"hopes that the state will make

increasing amounts of money for

the university."

Dr. John Bodah has been a

professor at Clarion for 18 years.

He also has seen changes at

Clarion. He said, "Students were

not as dependent in the 60 s,

because they thought they knew

it all. Today students are willing

to learn and do what it takes to

get an education, even if it takes

away personal freedom and

expression."

For the future, Bodah hopes

the institution will "develop a

more cohesive program in

general education."

Since Dr. Diane Reinhard has

been president of the university,

she said the addition to the

student complex has been a

rewarding accomplishment. The

infusion of new ideas from new

faculty members and the

involvement of students in

recreational activities also has

brought change to Clarion.

Dr. Reinhard is very optimistic

about the future of the university.

She said, "We have a strong

academic base and good falculty

who want to teach."

Dr. Reinhard said, "I would

like to see more money from the

state. These are a great group of

students and we'll get through

financial difficulty."

On Wednesday, November 18

in the multi-purpose room of

Gemmell, an open

house/birthday celebration will

be held to commemorate 125

years.

Remarks will be made by

President Diane Reinhard and

Dr. Syed Ali Zaidi, Chair of the

council of Trustees.

Celebrating over 70 years as a student newspaper
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The way I see it

Editor

An interview

with the emperor

My editor stressed one point

over and over when I started as a

sports reporter right out of

college at the Beaver County

Times.

"Always remember one thing,

Nick," he would say in a deep,

gravely voice. "Keep your

professionalism regardless of the

assignment."

It wasn't too difficult keeping

my cool when interviewing a

high school sophomore after

scoring the game-winning

touchdown or his coach, who
could barely speak in complete

sentences.

But as time went by and my
writing improved — I think —
the assignments got better.

Eventually, I worked my way
into covering the Pittsburgh

Steelers on a regular basis, a

rarity for someone only 22 years

old.

"Now don't go wearing your

Steeler hat or jacket when you

go to Three Rivers," my editor

would joke. "And don't go

jumping up and down when they

score a touchdown."

He would laugh and then go

back to hacking someone's story

at his computer terminal.

I didn't let him know, but I was

worried. These were guys I had

idolized since childhood. I

didn't want to act like a

professional, criticizing these

guys when they failed. In

particular, I didn't want to

criticize the person I'd admired

the most— Charles Henry Noll.

My first two seasons covering

the team were enjoyable. And,

for the most part, I think I

handled myself well. As time

went by, I even learned how to

criticize my beloved team, but

not nearly as severely as the

other "hacks" covering the

Nick Neupauer

Steelers' beat

It was Draft Day 1991. All of

the beat reporters met in a

conference room in the Steeler

offices at the stadium and

anxiously waited for the

Emperor to appear. Sure, he

would undoubtedly tell us that

the team had just taken "the best

athlete available," but to hear

those four words meant that the

regular season was drawing

nearer.

When Steelers' Public

Relations Director Dan Edwards

(Cont. on pg. 4)

I attended Sister Souljah's

lecture with an open mind.

When I left, I felt anger at the

hatred that was directed at my
race. I should not be grouped

into the whole white race as a

criminal and then charged for

something that happened over

200 hundred years ago. First of

all, the entire white race is not

responsible for the degradation

that African people faced in

slavery. Those who are

responsible have been dead for

over 100 years.

Secondly, I never once heard

Sister Souljah commend white

people who risked their lives for

the Underground Railroad.

Instead she continuosly berated

all members of the white race.

"If you were scared to come
tonight it is because you are

guilty," she said. "Your father

was guilty and your father's

father was guilty."

She even went so far as to say,

"If my survival means your total

destruction then so be it. You

built this wicked country." I am
sorry she hates that which gives

her so much freedom. Can she

honestly say she would have a

better life in her homeland? I

think not. It would mean giving

up the material things in life

which she denounces. She

would have to give up the

substantial income she is

receiving and leave behind most

of the comforts and modern
luxury items that we enjoy as

part of America's prosperity. And

most of all, she would have to

give up all the free publicity she

receives in this country.

Did she make me aware?

Yes! Did she make me
uncomfortable as she intended

in her fowardness? Not in the

least.

There are many things wrong

with the world. Racism is

perhaps one of the greatest

problem. If she had called for a

gathering of humanity instead of

a call for race she would have

earned my respect.

Instead, she called for further

separation which will not solve

the problem.

Discovering one's identity and

heritage should be a must for all

people. That is what makes us

unique. She called for a

rebuilding of relationships

between African men and

women.

Why not call for a rebuilding

of relationships between

humanity?

If you want to achieve a

semblance of balance in the

world, that's where you should

start. Not with separation which

will eventually cause more

problems than what we face

today.
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Reader Responses

AASU thanks the

student body for their

support

Dear Editor,

Now thnt the lecture of the year

is a part of the past, how has it

affected Clarion University as a

whole? Did Clarion really gain

from Sister Souljah's speech or

were thousands of dollars spent in

vain? The African American

Student Union feels thai Sister

Souljah made a very powerful

impact on Clarion and made a lot

of people, both black and white,

start some heavy thinking.

I think everyone will agree with

me when I say that Souljah's

lecture was intelligently

motivated through experience and

:M many hours of hard studying.

Whether people agreed with her

message or not, I was proud to

have the chance to listen to

someone from a different

perspective and a different voice.

I thank Mr. Roger Laugand,

Director of Minority Student

Services for bringing Souljah to

Clarion.

r*.

The one thing that stands out in

my mind is all the tension and

fear that soared through the air

when the talk of Souljah coming

to Clarion was first let out.

Administrators and student

leaders who were blinded by lies,

sound bites, and miseducation,

given through the media, were

afraid to let Clarion students hear

this dynamic speaker.

The AASU feels that the lecture

gave students a chance to make

their own decisions about Sister

Souljah and the content of her

speech. The lecture also gave

students a chance to ask Sister

Souljah questions that they would

not be able to ask a negative

picture in a magazine or a small,

slanted segment from television.

The AASU would like to thank

the students for showing the

administrators that we can listen

to a controversial speaker without

going out and killing someone.

Everyone had this fear that Sister

Souljah would come to Clarion

and persuade the students to start

riots and racial fights. The AASU
feels that the administrators

should remember that we are

mature adults, and this was

evident through the actions

students took while listening to

Souljah.

Now that Clarion is still

standing and not one racial

incident was reported to Public

Safety, due to Souljah's lecture,

the AASU would like to thank

those who were in attendance

for their support and hope that

more students will come out to

other events sponsored by the

AASU or Minority Student

Services office.

One thing the AASU
challenges Clarion to do is to

take what you learned from

Souljah's presentation and make

it fit Clarion University. If you

would like to address the

problems, help the AASU come

up with the solutions and do not

let your opinions be swayed by

negative reports from the media

and other misguided people.

- Michelle Lander is

Chair of Political Actions

Geo's Pizza

in cooperation with

the University Inn

would like to invite you to

Monday Night Football

For Geo's Pizza

the freshest best tasting pizza in town

along with you favorite beverage.

Running the Entire Football Season

$1 .00 OFF
a Large Pizza

or .50 off a medium pizza

*one coupon per pizza Exp. 12-18-92

$1.50 OFF
a Large Pizza

or $1 .00 off a medium pizza

p«* up orty

*one coupon per pizza Exp. 12-18-92

Geo's is honoring all existing competitors coupons!

Limit 1 coupon

Pre-registration

problems among

faculty

Dear Editor,

I'm glad that you have

addressed the issue of pre-

registration in your editorial for

the November 5 Clarion Call.

This is an issue faculty

members are deeply concerned

about, as well. They find it

excruciating to turn down the

many students who ask to be let

into closed classes. For this

reason, many professors have

courses which are well

oversubscribed.

The solution you propose is to

increase class size, arguing that

"preparing a lecture class for a

20 person class is exactly the

same as preparing a lecture

class for a 120 person class."

Not true!

Professors can provide a much

more valuable educational

experience for a class with 20

people than one with 120. In

smaller classes, they can not

only lecture, but assign

substantial papers, give exams

with essay questions, encourage

discussion, and ask students to

give oral reports. Since they get

to know their students, they can

also write convincing

recommendations to support

students' graduate school and

job applications.

If they have classes with 120

people, they can do little more

than lecture and give multiple

choice tests which can be

graded by computers. Have you

ever tried grading 120 papers or

120 essay tests? In a large

class, the students do not learn

how to express themselves in

writing and speaking, nor do

they learn to organize their

thoughts. In addition,

professors do not get to know

their students well enough to

write good recommendations.

Students will be lucky if their

professors recognize their faces.

Increasing class sizes will put

more people through the college

mill, but it will not give them an

education as they pass through.

The correct solution is plain

(if not simple in these times of

economic depression): when

the university increases student

enrollment, it must also enlarge

the faculty. One action students

can take is to organize a

campaign among parents and

students to urge the

Pennsylvania legislature to

increase funds for higher

education. If enough people

participate, the state will have to

respond.

-Dr.Beverly Smaby is

a History Professor at

Clarion University.

Controversy with

Souljah's lecture

Dear Editor,

I am writing in regard to the

Sister Souljah speech of Nov. 4,

1992. Souljah started off with a

powerful presentation.

However, it wasn't long before

her message became filled with

degrading racial statements that

alienated and insulted anyone

who happened to have white

skin

Souljah contends that she is

not a racist, nor is it possible for

"any" member of the African

Race (her term, not mine) to be

a racist. Webster defines racism

the following way: "A belief

that human races have

distinctive characteristics that

determine their respective

cultures, usually involving the

idea that one's own race is

(cont. on pg.4)

Battle of the Ba n dS

applications are now available

Room 273 in the Gemmell Complex

For more information call the UAB Office at

226-2312
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Hide Park. .

.

(cont. from pg. 2)

entered the conference room

shortly after ESPN's Chris

Berman had announced that the

Steelers selected Huey

Richardson, a linebacker out of

Florida, we knew the Emperor

would be arriving soon.

A few minutes later, the

Emperor entered, and we

quizzed him about the pick.

The day lasted 12 hours, and

by 10 p.m. we were all

exhausted. With most reporters

gone, I saw Noll lingering

around a table with a few cold

cuts, cheeses and buns still

remaining. It had to be the first

time all day I'd seen him alone.

"Good day, coach?" I asked.

"Time will tell," the Emperor

responded. He was never a man

of many words.

Then, out of nowhere, I asked

Noll if he had a few minutes to

spare.

"Sure," he said, picking up two

Iron City's out of a cooler

underneath the table.

I had interviewed Noll

hundreds of times before. But

that was always with a crowd of

reporters. Now, it was me, one-

on-one with the only coach ever

to win four Super Bowls.

One voice, however, kept

flashing through my mind. It

was that of my editor, muttering,

"Keep your professionalism,

Nick."

We sat at the same table which

had been filled earlier by the

likes of Nover, Cope and Savran.

Past horror stories of the stone-

faced Emperor ripping reporters

popped in my head.

Before we even started our

conversation, Noll, with that

brownish hair parted to the side

and the birth mark situated on

the right side of his face, a few

inches from his nose, asked me,

"How do you like your job?"

The question took me by

shock.

"It's, ah, fine."

"I've seen your work a few

times, and I think you do a fine

job. .

."

He uttered a few more

sentences, but I heard little.

"Geez," I thought. "Here's a guy

who never even gave the great

Franco Harris a compliment —
remember Franco who? — and

he just gave me one."

The compliments came to an

abrupt halt, and the interview

went on for about 10 minutes

while we nursed out Iron's. At

the conclusion, the Emperor

stuck out his hand — and it

wasn't cold because of ice in his

veins like reporters have said in

the past — and said, "thank-

you."

"Thank you, Chuck," 1

responded.

I walked out of the room

thinking that my editor would

have been proud. I had kept my
professionalism! But as soon as

I left the Steeler office, I jumped

up and down like a little kid on

Christmas morning.

Nick Neupauer is a graduate

student in Communication with

previous writing experience at

the Beaver County Times and

Ellwood City Le$er.

Letters . .

.

(cont. from pg. 2)

superior." Souljah certainly

believes races (especially White

and Black) have distinct

characteristics and that one race

is superior to another.

Souljah also contends that it is

impossible for Whites to

understand what it is like to be

Black, but she claims to know

exactly what it's like to be

White. She says that white

women are so shallow that they

judge their potential mates by the

size of their wallet and what kind

of car they drive. And White

men fear Black men because of

their own insecurity, and because

of some deep inlaid guilt of what

they (and their fathers) have

done to the Black race.

One of the most ironic parts of

Sister Souljah's speech was her

argument that Black persons

(unlike Whites) do not have the

right to go where they wish and

do as they please. Here is a

woman who came from a poor

background, was given a

scholarship to Rutgers

University, became a famous,

Escort service planned

for campus next semester

by Jodi Seely

Newswriter

Clarion is working to start an

escort service next semester.

The service is for individuals

who don't want to walk across

campus alone at night.

According to Melissa

McKenna, a graduate student in

Nair Hall, the idea was handed

down from Patty McSteen, the

Nair Resident Director.

McKenna took upon the

responsibility of getting it

started.

The escort service is strictly

volunteer. Those that volunteer

to be an escort have to have a 2.5

GPA. Public Safety will do a

standard background check on

the volunteers and will train

those that qualify.

The hours of this service are

seven days a week from 7:00

p.m. to 1:00 a.m. The individual

escorts will most likely work in

shifts, says McKenna. Also,

there was a concern of females

being escorted by two males.

The escort service will work in

male/female and female/female

pairs.

There are boundaries of this

service. It will not go downtown

Clarion. It is strictly confined to

campus and the five campus-

lining sorority houses.

Escorts can be spotted easily

by their orange windbreakers.

Due to the number of

Letter's to the Editor this

week, some of them could

not be run in their entirety.

Therefore, these letters will

be saved for next week's

edition.

Congratualations Clarion University of PA

125 Years From *^|SHIRE'S
ftowers &gifts

wealthy rapper, and last

Wednesday night stood on a

stage in a small, predominantly

White, Northwestern

Pennsylvania town damning the

entire white population of

America. How is that possible in

the society she depicts?

If the situation had been

different and the university

would have chosen a White male

to deliver a message of racial

separatism (as she did) and that

same White male argued that

Whites are "Morally superior" to

Blacks, he most likely would

have been verbally, if not

physically, attacked. The point

is, hate is hate and racism is

racism, and it should not be

condoned whether the carrier of

that message is Black, White, red

or green.

• Blair Hindman is

a senior english major.
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Controversial Sister Souljah speaks
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

"Racism is a system of power

that functions systematically and

collectively to secure and ensure

white power and white privilege

in America, in Europe, in

Africa and throughout the entire

world."

Sister Souljah, a black activist

and rap artist, recenUy spoke to a

standing room only crowd at

Clarion University. Souljah,

born Lisa Williamson, appeared

at the Gemmell Student

Complex on November 4 to

give a lecture on "Empowerment

and Race,"

One of her main points was

that African people cannot be

considered racist, because they

do not have the same power in

the world as white people do.

"We are at war," she said.

"A state of war exists anytime a

group of people or a collection

of individuals try to take from

you that which is rightfully be addressed."

yours." Souljah explained that if

you are prevented from thinking

what you want to think, going

where you want to go and taking

from you "your right to control

economic conditions in your

community," then you are in a

state of war.

"The media know we are at

war, and the white people know

we are at war."

She said that people who are

aware of the war, know there are

"hostile territories and friendly

territories; white neighborhoods

and black neighborhoods."

Souljah used several examples to

illustrate her point. One was

that black men are constantly

asked to show their ID's and that

white people are never

questioned when they choose to

do something or go somewhere

when it is within their rights.

"I thought she was a very

powerful speaker," said CUP
junior, Denise Bump. "She

spoke on a subject that needed to

"She stated that there are a lot

of racial problems," said Scott

Dillon, also l junior. "But she

didn't offer any practical

solutions."

Souljah's beliefs came under

fire over the summer when

President-elect Bill Clinton

verbally attacked her at Rev.

Jesse Jackson's Rainbow

Coalition Leadership Summit.

Clinton repeated a Washington

Post story that quoted Souljah

as saying, "If black people kill

black people every day, why not

take a week and kill white

people."

Souljah interpreted her

remarks by saying that, ".
. .if a

person would kill their own

brother, or a baby in a drive-by,

or a grandmother, what would

make white people think that

[he] wouldn't kill them too," a

Newsweek aritcle reported.

Souljah attended Rutgers

University and has lectured

throughout the world.

Ap photo

Controversial rapper and activist Sister Souljah

addressed racial issues during a speech here last week.

Few students 'meet the candidates'

by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Jim Schulze/Clarion Call

Student Senate candidate Michael Jewart speaks during

a sparsely attended "Meet the Candidates Night."

Student apathy on campus rang

out as a concern of many of

those vying for seats on next

semester's Student Senate as they

spoke during "Meet the

Candidates Night" on Monday in

Hart Chapel.

Only around a half dozen

students showed up in the chapel

to see those running for Student

Senate.

Also, of the 21 candidates

competing for 20 seats on the

Senate, only 1 1 were present to

speak on their own behalf

Monday evening.

Candidate Michelle Piccirillo

argued that apathy is the biggest

problem, saying that, "Students

don't care."

In order to turn this trend

around, Denise Bump supported

making students "feel like they're

involved." Bump said groups

have to "keep after [students],

say we want you there."

Rodney Sherman, noting the

lack of student interest in

campus activities, encouraged

promoting participation through

campus media and wants to

change what he calls Student

Senate's "non-existant" image.

Candidate John Martinec

attributed the problem to a lack

of interesting activities on

campus. "I think it's time to

implement something that

excites [the students]," Martinec

said.

Katie Trapini continued in the

same vein. She said, "You have

to present things students are

interested in," citing examples

such as racial and political

issues.

Jim Junger said that the

problems exists out of "not

enough information being given

to people. People need to be

overwhelmed with information."

A innovative approach was

advocated by Michael Jewart,

who suggested using "old time

callers" yelling issues and

handing out flyers to get

information to students.

Katrina Helmick advocated an

approach that would target

students as they begin their

college careers. Helmick said it

is, "important to get freshmen

involved."

The solution to the apathy may

be through the media on campus,

suggested Jay Campbell. "If we

[Student Senate] could get time

on WCUC, [and] 640 AM, that

would be a large help," but he

added, " I don't think that would

really help." Campbell

promoted utilization of a

combination of campus media.

Kelly Thompson analyzed the

problem as a "communication

problem" rather than a interest

problem among students. She

said there are often activities that

people aren't interested in.

Angie Link advocated

increases in student participation

in campus related activites. She

said, "You have to make sure

they hear your voice."
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Martinazzi responds
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Public Safety director Dr. Ron

Martinazzi responded Tuesday

afternoon to last week's letter in

the Clarion Call newspaper.

The letter, signed by a group

calling themselves "Concerned

Students For Firearms"

(C.S.F.F.), called for Clarion

University Public Safety officers

to carry firearms.

Dr. Martinazzi started by

saying he did not know anything

about "Concerned Students For

Firearms" and added that he

"would like more clarification"

on the charge that the

administration is lying to the

students.

Continuing by going through

the letter section by section,

Martinazzi pointed out that

during the escape of Charles

Shankosky from the Clarion

county jail, Public Safety

officers were not called by the

Pennsylvania State Police to

assist in the apprehension of the

escapee.

Clarion Borough police called

to request Public Safety's

assistance. Martinazzi said it is

"public knowledge" that Public

Safety and Clarion Borough
police have a mutual assist

agreement, and while Public

Safety does currently have

eleven full time officers, there

are usually only two on duty due

to having three shifts per day and

days off.

Martinazzi then discussed the

subject of night sticks. Public

Safety is currently attempting to

get all officers re-certified with

their night sticks (PR-24's).

"All our officers were certified

last year; however some of the

officers certification has expired.

We are in the process of getting

all our officers certified on the

same day, " said Martinazzi.

He went on to say, "As far as

response time, Clarion Borough

response is immediate, and in the

three years I've been here, we

/hot dog
fJlOUSe 1 7 S. 6th Ave.

Super Lunch Special

one hot dog
small drink

small nachos

$1.27 +.08 tax

Mon.-Fri, 11 AM- 3 PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM

Nile Owl Special 3/S1. 88

have not had to call the State

Police for assistance."

Martinazzi refuted the claim

that Public Safety officers are

only called to assist in

emergencies and when a weapon

is involved. "Most of our assists

involve traffic accidents and

other incidents that are non-

criminal in nature," Martinazzi

said. Public Safety has the

option of declining borough

requests for assistance.

Martinazzi then gave his

version of the apprehension of a

convicted rapist who had been

on campus.

"We responded to a call of a

suspicious person near the

dorms." When the officer

arrived at the scene, he took a

knife seen on the seat of the

vehicle because no weapons are

allowed on campus.

The man was told he could

reclaim the knife the next

morning and was ordered off

campus. It was not known at the

time that the man was a

convicted rapist.

The same man later returned

and was seen by a Public Safety

officer. The individual

attempted to flee in his vehicle,

but was stopped a short distance

from campus. During that time,

the Public Safety officer called

on the radio for assistance from

Clarion Borough police.

The suspect again tried to flee

but lost control of the vehicle

and hit a tree. Martinazzi said

duct tape, binoculars and a small

amount of marijuana were found

in the vehicle.

The knife in question had

already been confiscated earlier

and "no handcuffs, rope or rifle

were in the vehicle," Martinazzi

said.

The man was sentenced to 12

days in jail for defiant trespass,

prowling and loitering at night.

He was also ordered to stay off

campus.

A later report of his possible

return to the area led to a campus

wide alert. All charges filed in

the incident were filed by Public

Safety.

The 1982 incident involving a

possible hostage situation

happened before Martinazzi

came to Clarion and he said it

was his understanding that the

young man took (by force) the

young woman to Maryland. A
gun was reportedly involved but

not positively seen.

In addressing the alcohol

incidents and the number
reported, Martinazzi pointed out

the number 18 does not include

DUI's, public drunkenness and

disorderly conduct, all of which

are listed separately.

Liquor law violations are

usually underage drinking

incidents. However, if the

officer cannot prove where the

consumption took place, he

cannot charge the person with

underage drinking.

aggressiveMartinazzi cited

programs to reduce alcohol

incidents" as a reason why liquor

law violations have decreased in

the past three years.

Looking at the charge of lesser

crimes going unreported,

Martinazzi said once the lower

charges are dropped (in the plea

bargain process) they are no

longer carried on the reports.

"Once charges are filed, it's out

of our hands." he said.

Martinazzi said he can, and is

willing, to show monthly uniform

crime reports which are turned

into the Pennsylvania State

Police.

Facts and fipures cited by

Martinazzi were shown to the

Call writer.

"We never lied" in our reports

said Martinazzi. " Safety can

never be guaranteed. Safety is

everybody's business. We stress

that during orientation."

Weapons are currently

available to Public Safety

officers if the need arises,

according to Martinazzi.

The decision to carry weapons

would ultimately be made by the

university president, the

directors and the board of

trustees.
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Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted

by Public Safety for the week of November 2 through November 8.

Public Safety received a report on November 2 that three AMPEX
microphones were removed from their packing boxes in the Multipurpose

room of the Gemmell complex. The microphones are approximately 6-8

inches in length, black in color and with a soft plastic covering.

On November 4, several students were cited by the Pennsylvania Game
Commission for dumping the carcass of a deer over the hill in parking lot

"W." One of the student was also cited for possession of alcohol.

*

A report was received on November 5 from a student on the second

floor of Wilkinson Hall that someone shot a small caliber projectile at the

window of the study lounge. After an investigation by Public Safety, a

student on the second floor of Wilkinson was found to have a BB
handgun in his room. The student will be cited for criminal mischief and

make restitution for cost of the window.

Two students from Ballentine Hall were cited for harassment after being

involved in a fight at around 10:20 p.m. on November 5.

A fire alarm pull station was activated on the fourth floor of Nair Hall at

around 2:26 a.m. on November 6. Several suspects will be interviewed

by Public Safety. Shortly after, at around 2:40 a.m., a fire alarm was

activated on the seventh floor of Nair Hall. Someone held a burning

object under the smoke detector. Suspects are being interviewed at this

time.

On November 6, a VCR was reported missing from the swimming

office located in Tippin Gym. The VCR is black in color, model VR 505.

The case is under investigation.

A windshield was reported smashed on a vehicle parked in parking lot

"B" behind Campbell Hall on November 6. The case is under

investigation.

A fire alarm was pulled in Gemmell Student Complex at approximately

1 10:45 p.m. on November 6.

On November 8, at around 12:30 a.m. a fire alarm was pulled in

Wilkinson Hall.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.
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Kimmarie Johnson
Miss Pennsylvania USA'

THE SEARCH IS NOW ON!
"MISS PENNSYLVANIA USA® PAGEANT"
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED

If you are an applicant who qualifies and are

between the ages of 18 and under 27 by February

1, 1994, never married and at least a six month
resident of Pennsylvania, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be Pennsylvania's

representative at the CBS nationally televised Miss

USA8 Pageant in Feb , 1994 to compete for over

$200,000 in cash and prizes. The Miss

Pennsylvania USA® Pageant for 1994 will be

presented in the Grand Ballroom of the Palace Inn,

Monroeville, Pennsylvania, March 12, 13 and 14,

1993 The new Miss Pennsylvania USA® along

with her expense paid trip to compete in the Miss

USA' Pageant, will receive over $2,000 in cash

in addition to her many prizes All girls interested

in competing for the title must send a recent
snapshot, brief biography, address, and
phone number to:
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MISS PENNSYLVANIA USA 1 PAGEANT
c/o TRI-STATE HEADQUARTERS - DEPT. CB

1

347 LOCUST AVENUE
WASHINGTON, PA 15301-3399

"*"
c ...

•»°"
Tri-Staie Headquarters Phone It 4

1

2 2255343
MEMBER Application Deadline Is December 19. 1992

'Miss USA' Pageant is port of the /omily of Paramount Communications, fnc

Miss Pennsylvania USA 1
I* 'A Carvern Production'
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Disabilities in Education
by Kelley Mahoney

News Writer

A beneficial workshop for

students with learning

disabilities called "Dispelling

Myths and Opening Doors:

Accommodating Students with

Disabilities in Higher Education"

will be conducted by Jane Jarrow

on November 17.

. This workshop is geared

toward faculty and staff

members who aren't sure how to

accommodate those with

disabilities.

"The faculty doesn't realize that

they have to accommodate those

who have disabilities," says Pam

Gent, of the Presidential

Subcommission on Disabilities.

"This has been a major concern

of ours."

The speaker, Jane Jarrow, is a

trainer, consultant and speaker

on the postsecondary disability

network. She has finished a three

year study on the problems

regarding classroom

accommodations for students

with disabilities.

Jarrow currently is the

president of the program

AHEAD and is the assistant for

Higher Education and

Disabilities. "She's a very good

speaker," said Gent. "She will

be speaking mainly about the

legal requirements to serve and

accommodate the students in the

classroom."

Jarrow will begin her lectures

with a morning session devoted

to specialized programs and

committees. These consist of the

Special Service Programs, the

Dean's Council and the

Presidential Cabinets.

"She will then have lunch with

the Committee on Disabilities,"

said Gent, "just to inform those

who are not sure of the laws

concerning disabilities."

After speaking with these

individual groups, the workshop

will be geared for faculty and

staff on matters such as

accommodations for those

students who are disabled, the

impact it has on them and ways

of reasonable accommodations

for them.

"This is a big area," said Gent.

"Those with learning disabilities

are hidden. Many think that it is

an excuse. They (the faculty)

needed to be informed that

something needs to be done.

Many don't realize that these

accommodations are required by

state law."

"It is geared more to staff and

faculty," Gent said, "but is

opened for RA's, students with

The Challenge
Clarion Call sales reps are never

bored. Every day brings fresh

challenges-opportunities to test

their abilities and learn something

new. They learn about advertis-

ing, business, organizations,

people and themselves. When it

comes to gaining the insights and ^.

abilities to make it in the real

world, they've got the "right

stuff."

Motivation

Know-how

Clarion Call sales reps manage their own small business. Each one has a lerriiory.

While they work in collaboration with managers and co-workers, the organ-

ization functions in harmony. When it comes to the day-to-day activities, they

call their own shots. They build the ability to plan their time, set goals, establish

priorities and balance their responsibilities.

Clarion Call reps leam how to use cutting edge marketing information. They're

trained to make sales presentations that produce results and develop ad campaigns

that work and interact with co-workers to enhance productivity and generate

positive working relationships.

Leadership Clarion Call reps test themselves every day when they make sales calls on their

clients Some clients buy. Some don't. In the process of calling on a remarkable

range of people who advertise in the Clarion Call, they develop the ability to put

things in perspective. Every experience is a learning experience thai makes them

better prepared and increasingly "street smart" about people and business

Confidence Clarion Call reps work in an environment that encourages and welcomes leaders.

They're encouraged to examine how the newspaper trains its staff, sells

advertising to its clients, and develops and produces products. They're challenged

to explore the (ipporrunities for positive change: to become innovators.

Applications available in room 270 Gemmell Complex

The Clarion Call

disabilities and those who have a

general concern." Gent also feels

that the emphasis should be

placed on the student, not on the

disability.

The Americans with

Disabilities Act, passed by the

federal government, requires all

public institulions to take

measures to become

handicapped accessible.

"They aren't any less of a

student or person," she said. The

workshop is to inform those who

are uninformed, and it will begin

at 2:30 p.m.

The workshop will be held on

November 17 in rooms 250/252

of the new student center.
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Volume one, number one of the Clarion Call was

published on February 10, 1923.

Saturday classes
by Lisa Cornelius

News Writer

Class scheduling can be a real

nightmare for most students.

This was a recent concern of

many students who belong to a

campus organization called

R.A.C.S. According to co-

advisor Dr. Frank Takei, many

adult students brought to his

attention the need for a solution

to their scheduling problems.

With this in mind, a committee

of campus faculty was formed to

pursue an answer. Along with

Dr. Takei, four other faculty

members have come together to

form the solution: Saturday

morning classes.

Also included on this committee

are: Dr. Robert Rath, the

chairperson of A.P.P.S.

(Anthropology, Political Science,

Philosophy, and Sociology);

Dean James Scanlon of Arts and

Sciences; and Dr. John Kuhn, the

Provost.

During the spring semester, Dr.

Takei, a Philosophy professor,

will offer Saturday morning

classes in Philosophy 211,

Introduction to Philosophy,

while Mr. Emmett Graybill will

offer classes in Political Science

210.

The classes will run from 9:00

a.m. until 11:30 a.m.

Approximately 14 students have

already taken up this opportunity

to schedule Saturday morning

classes.

These two courses were chosen

because they are two very

popular general education

courses that students seem to

take.

In the 1960 s, Clarion

University offered mandatory

Saturday classes that met every

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Now, classes are once again

offered on an experimental basis.

Both Dean Scanlon and Dr.

Takei were very optimistic about

these Saturday classes and

agreed that this was basically

formed to serve the need of adult

students.

"Usual students might not be

interested in Saturday classes,

but who knows," said Dr. Takei.

All Clarion University students

are welcome to take the offered

Saturday classes.

If more interest is shown, other

courses in the future may be

added to the list.

The Middle States Steering Committee

has completed its self study.

The first of a series of three open

hearings will be held Tuesday,

December 1 at 3:30 p.m. in Carter

Auditorium in Still Hall.

5th Ave.
Restaurant
Cold 6pks/Qts to go

226-8512

Monday - Special

Hot Wings/ Pitchers All Day

Full Menu

Daily Specials

Wednesday Nite

"Touch of Class" New - DJ
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Martinazzi responds
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Public Safety director Dr. Ron

Martinazzi responded Tuesday

afternoon to last week's letter in

the Clarion Call newspaper.

The letter, signed by a group

calling themselves "Concerned

Students For Firearms"

(C.S.F.F.), called for Clarion

University Public Safety officers

to carry firearms.

Dr. Martinazzi started by

saying he did not know anything

about "Concerned Students For

Firearms" and added that he

"would like more clarification"

on the charge that the

administration is lying to the

students.

Continuing by going through

the letter section by section,

Martinazzi pointed out that

during the escape of Charles

Shankosky from the Clarion

county jail, Public Safety

officers were not called by the

Pennsylvania State Police to

assist in the apprehension of the

escapee.

Clarion Borough police called

to request Public Safety's

assistance. Martinazzi said it is

"public knowledge" that Public

Safety and Clarion Borough
police have a mutual assist

agreement, and while Public

Safety does currently have

eleven full time officers, there

are usually only two on duty due

to having three shifts per day and

days off.

Martinazzi then discussed the

subject of night sticks. Public

Safety is currently attempting to

get all officers re-certified with

their night sticks (PR-24's).

"All our officers were certified

last year; however some of the

officers certification has expired.

We are in the process of getting

all our officers certified on the

same day, " said Martinazzi.

He went on to say, "As far as

response time, Clarion Borough

response is immediate, and in the

three years I've been here, we

/hot dog
^OUSe 1 7 S. 6th Ave.

Super Lunch Special

one hot dog
small drink

small nachos

$1.27 + .08 tax

Mon.-Fri, 11 AM- 3 PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM

Nile Owl Special 3/$1. 88

have not had to call the State

Police for assistance."

Martinazzi refuted the claim

that Public Safety officers are

only called to assist in

emergencies and when a weapon

is involved. "Most of our assists

involve traffic accidents and

other incidents that are non-

criminal in nature," Martinazzi

said. Public Safety has the

option of declining borough

requests for assistance.

Martinazzi then gave his

version of the apprehension of a

convicted rapist who had been

on campus.

"We responded to a call of a

suspicious person near the

dorms." When the officer

arrived at the scene, he took a

knife seen on the seat of the

vehicle because no weapons are

allowed on campus.

The man was told he could

reclaim the knife the next

morning and was ordered off

campus. It was not known at the

time that the man was a

convicted rapist.

The same man later returned

and was seen by a Public Safety

officer. The individual

attempted to flee in his vehicle,

but was stopped a short distance

from campus. During that time,

the Public Safety officer called

on the radio for assistance from

Clarion Borough police.

The suspect again tried to flee

but lost control of the vehicle

and hit a tree. Martinazzi said

duct tape, binoculars and a small

amount of marijuana were found

in the vehicle.

The knife in question had

already been confiscated earlier

and "no handcuffs, rope or rifle

were in the vehicle," Martinazzi

said.

The man was sentenced to 12

days in jail for defiant trespass,

prowling and loitering at night.

He was also ordered to stay off

campus.

A later report of his possible

return to the area led to a campus

wide alert. All charges filed in

the incident were filed by Public

Safety.

The 1982 incident involving a

possible hostage situation

happened before Martinazzi

came to Clarion and he said it

was his understanding that the

young man took (by force) the

young woman to Maryland. A
gun was reportedly involved but

not positively seen.

In addressing the alcohol

incidents and the number
reported, Martinazzi pointed out

the number 18 does not include

DUI's, public drunkenness and

disorderly conduct, all of which

are listed separately.

Liquor law violations are

usually underage drinking

incidents. However, if the

officer cannot prove where the

consumption took place, he

cannot charge the person with

underage drinking.

Martinazzi cited "aggressive

programs to reduce alcohol

incidents" as a reason why liquor

law violations have decreased in

the past three years.

Looking at the charge of lesser

crimes going unreported,

Martinazzi said once the lower

charges are dropped (in the plea

bargain process) they are no

longer carried on the reports.

"Once charges are filed, it's out

of our hands." he said.

Martinazzi said he can, and is

willing to show monthly uniform

crime reports which are turned

into the Pennsylvania State

Police.

Facts and fipures cited by

Martinazzi were shown to the

Call writer.

"We never lied" in our reports

said Martinazzi. " Safety can

never be guaranteed. Safety is

everybody's business. We stress

that during orientation."

Weapons are currently

available to Public Safety

officers if the need arises,

according to Martinazzi.

The decision to carry weapons

would ultimately be made by the

university president, the

directors and the board of

trustees.
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and more!!
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Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted

by Public Safety for the week of November 2 through November 8.

Public Safety received a report on November 2 that three AMPEX
microphones were removed from their packing boxes in the Multipurpose

room of the Gemmell complex. The microphones are approximately 6-8

inches in length, black in color and with a soft plastic covering.

On November 4, several students were cited by the Pennsylvania Game

Commission for dumping the carcass of a deer over the hill in parking lot

"W." One of the student was also cited for possession of alcohol.

A report was received on November 5 from a student on the second

floor of Wilkinson Hall that someone shot a small caliber projectile at the

window of the study lounge. After an investigation by Public Safety, a

student on the second floor of Wilkinson was found to have a BB
handgun in his room. The student will be cited for criminal mischief and

make restitution for cost of the window.

Two students from Ballentine Hall were cited for harassment after being

involved in a fight at around 10:20 p.m. on November 5.

A fire alarm pull station was activated on the fourth floor of Nair Hall at

around 2:26 a.m. on November 6. Several suspects will be interviewed

by Public Safety. Shortly after, at around 2:40 a.m., a fire alarm was

activated on the seventh floor of Nair Hall. Someone held a burning

object under the smoke detector. Suspects are being interviewed at this

time.

On November 6, a VCR was reported missing from the swimming

office located in Tippin Gym. The VCR is black in color, model VR 505.

The case is under investigation.

A windshield was reported smashed on a vehicle parked in parking lot

"B" behind Campbell Hall on November 6. The case is under

investigation.

A fire alarm was pulled in Gemmell Student Complex at approximately

10:45 p.m. on November 6.

On November 8, at around 12:30 a.m. a fire alarm was pulled in

Wilkinson Hall.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.
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Kimmarie Johnson
Miss Pennsylvania USA*1

THE SEARCH IS NOW ON!
"MISS PENNSYLVANIA USA® PAGEANT"
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED

If you are an applicant who qualifies and are

between the ages of 18 and under 27 by February

1, 1994, never married and at least a six month
resident of Pennsylvania, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be Pennsylvania's

representative at the CBS-nationally televised Miss

USA® Pageant in Feb., 1994 to compete for over

$200,000 in cash and prizes. The Miss

Pennsylvania USA® Pageant for 1994 will be

presented in the Grand Ballroom of the Palace Inn,

Monroeville, Pennsylvania, March 12, 13 and 14,

1993. The new Miss Pennsylvania USA® along

with her expense paid trip to compete in the Miss

USA® Pageant, will receive over $2,000 in cash

in addition to her many prizes. All girls interested

in competing for the title must send a recent
snapshot, brief biography, address, and
phone number to:
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MISS PENNSYLVANIA USA' PAGEANT
c/o TRI-STATE HEADQUARTERS • DEPT. CB

' 347 LOCUST AVENUE
WASHINGTON, PA 15301-3399

V c..i <** TriState Headquarters Phone Is 4 12/225-5343

MEMBER Application Deadline Is December 19, 1992
'Miss USA' Pageant is part of the family of Paramount Communications, Inc.

Miss Pennsylvania USA* Is 'A Carvern Production'
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Disabilities in Education
by Kelley Mahoney

News Writer

A beneficial workshop for

students with learning

disabilities called "Dispelling

Myths and Opening Doors:

Accommodating Students with

Disabilities in Higher Education"

will be conducted by Jane Jarrow

on November 17.

This workshop is geared

toward faculty and staff

members who aren't sure how to

accommodate those with

disabilities.

"The faculty doesn't realize that

they have to accommodate those

who have disabilities," says Pam

Gent, of the Presidential

Subcommission on Disabilities.

"This has been a major concern

of ours."

The speaker, Jane Jarrow, is a

trainer, consultant and speaker

on the postsecondary disability

network. She has finished a three

year study on the problems

regarding classroom

accommodations for students

with disabilities.

Jarrow currently is the

president of the program

AHEAD and is the assistant for

Higher Education and

Disabilities. "She's a very good

speaker," said Gent. "She will

be speaking mainly about the

legal requirements to serve and

accommodate the students in the

classroom."

Jarrow will begin her lectures

with a morning session devoted

to specialized programs and

committees. These consist of the

Special Service Programs, the

Dean's Council and the

Presidential Cabinets.

"She will then have lunch with

the Committee on Disabilities,"

said Gent, "just to inform those

who are not sure of the laws

concerning disabilities."

After speaking with these

individual groups, the workshop

will be geared for faculty and

staff on matters such as

accommodations for those

students who are disabled, the

impact it has on them and ways

of reasonable accommodations

for them.

"This is a big area," said Gent.

"Those with learning disabilities

are hidden. Many think that it is

an excuse. They (the faculty)

needed to be informed that

something needs to be done.

Many don't realize that these

accommodations are required by

state law."

"It is geared more to staff and

faculty," Gent said, "but is

opened for RA's, students with

The Challenge
Clarion Call sales reps are never

bored. Every day brings fresh

challenges-opportunities to test

their abilities and learn something

new. They learn about advertis-

ing, business, organizations,

people and themselves. When it

comes to gaining the insights and

abilities to make it in the real

world, they've got the "right

stuff."

Motivation Clarion Call sales reps manage their own small business. Each one has a territory.

While they work in collaboration with managers and co-workers, the organ-

ization functions in harmony. When it comes to the day-to-day activities, they

call their own shots. They build the ability to plan their time, set goals, establish

priorities and balance their responsibilities.

Know-how Clarion Call reps learn how to use cutting edge marketing information. They're

trained to make sales presentations that produce results and develop ad campaigns

that work and interact with coworkers to enhance productivity and generate

positive working relationships.

Leadership Clarion Call reps test themselves every day when they make sales calls on their

clients. Some clients buy. Some don't. In the process of calling on a remarkable

range of people who advertise in the Clarion Call, they develop the ability to put

things in perspective. Every experience is a learning experience that makes them

better prepared and increasingly "street smart" about people and business.

Confidence Clarion Call rep6 work in an environment that encourages and welcomes leaders.

They're encouraged to examine how the newspaper trains its staff, sells

advertising to its clients, and develops and produces products They're challenged

to explore the opportunities for positive change: to become innovators.

Applications available in room 270 Gemmell Complex

The Clarion Call

disabilities and those who have a

general concern." Gent also feels

that the emphasis should be

placed on the student, not on the

disability.

The Americans with

Disabilities Act, passed by the

federal government, requires all

public institutions to take

measures to become

handicapped accessible.

"They aren't any less of a

student or person," she said. The

workshop is to inform those who

are uninformed, and it will begin

at 2:30 p.m.

The workshop will be held on

November 17 in rooms 250/252

of the new student center.
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Volume one, number one of the Clarion Call was

published on February 10, 1923.

Saturday classes
by Lisa Cornelius

News Writer

Class scheduling can be a real

nightmare for most students.

This was a recent concern of

many students who belong to a

campus organization called

R.A.C.S. According to co-

advisor Dr. Frank Takei, many

adult students brought to his

attention the need for a solution

to their scheduling problems.

With this in mind, a committee

of campus faculty was formed to

pursue an answer. Along with

Dr. Takei, four other faculty

members have come together to

form the solution: Saturday

morning classes.

Also included on this committee

are: Dr. Robert Rath, the

chairperson of A.P.P.S.

(Anthropology, Political Science,

Philosophy, and Sociology);

Dean James Scanlon of Arts and

Sciences; and Dr. John Kuhn, the

Provost.

During the spring semester. Dr.

Takei, a Philosophy professor,

will offer Saturday morning

classes in Philosophy 211,

Introduction to Philosophy,

while Mr. Emmett Graybill will

offer classes in Political Science

210.

The classes will run from 9:00

a.m. until 11:30 a.m.

Approximately 14 students have

already taken up this opportunity

to schedule Saturday morning

classes.

These two courses were chosen

because they are two very

popular general education

courses that students seem to

take.

In the 1960 s, Clarion

University offered mandatory

Saturday classes that met every

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Now, classes are once again

offered on an experimental basis.

Both Dean Scanlon and Dr.

Takei were very optimistic about

these Saturday classes and

agreed that this was basically

formed to serve the need of adult

students.

"Usual students might not be

interested in Saturday classes,

but who knows," said Dr. Takei.

All Clarion University students

are welcome to take the offered

Saturday classes.

If more interest is shown, other

courses in the future may be

added to the list.

The Middle States Steering Committee

has completed its self study.

The first of a series of three open

hearings will be held Tuesday,

December 1 at 3:30 p.m. in Carter

Auditorium in Still Hall.

5th Ave.
Restaurant
Cold 6pks/Qts to go

226-8512

Monday - Special

Hot Wings/ Pitchers All Day

Full Menu

Daily Specials

Wednesday Nite

"Touch of Class" New - DJ
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Local kidnap hearing delayed
compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

from the AP service

State

Kidnap hearing delayed

one month

A hearing originally scheduled

for Tuesday for a Butler County

man charged with kidnapping his

former girlfriend has been

delayed one month.

Douglas Johnston of Prospect

was returned to Pennsylvania

over the weekend after being

arrested in Walterboro, SC.

Police arrested Johnston after his

ex-girlfriend made an emergency

phne call while Johnston was

taking a shower.

Convicted Killer gets

stay of execution

A convicted killer scheduled to

die next week has been given a

reprieve.

Common Pleas Court judge F.

Joseph Leahy stayed the

execution of Lawrence Christy

on Tuesday. Christy was

scheduled to die by lethal

injection for the 1980 shooting

death of a 69 year-old night

watchman.

The 42 year-old Christy is on

death row at Pittsburgh State

Prison.

Christy's was the fifteenth

death warrant signed by Casey

since he took office.

BOOK BUYBACK

*Paying highest prices*

*Buying more titles*

BOOKSMITH TRADING
624 Main St.

Clarion, PA
(Next to th Post Office)

Now thru Dec. 18, 1992

Mon. thru Fri. - 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Saturday - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Booksmith Trading
at Main Stmt. Ctarfem

Nation

Gay sailor reinstated

A gay sailor is getting his old

job as a Navy sonar crew

instructor back, at least

temporarily.

The pentagon said it will

reinstate Keith Meinhold of Palo

Alto, Ca. to his position at

Moffett Naval Air Station.

Meinhold was discharged in

August after saying on national

t.v. that he is gay.The decision

came after a Federal judge

ordered the reinstatement.

Arkansas ranked poor in

health care

President-elect Clinton's home

state is the lowest of the low in a

group's ratings of health quality.

Arkansas is the only state whose

public health was ranked as

consistently poor in a report

from the American Public Health

Association.

The association rated each

state on factors in five areas.

Those with the highest overall

ratings were Hawaii, Maryland,

New York and Vermont.

Activists urge senate to extend

POW-MIA committee

POW-MIA activists are urging

the senate to extend the term of

the special committee looking

into the fate of Americans listed

as missing in action.

Several M1A-POW and

veterans groups say it would be a

travesty for the senate panel to

shut down at the end of the year

as now planned. They not only

want the panel's life extended,

they want the scope of the

investigation expanded.

Campus
News

compiled by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Statue smashed at Mercyhurst

The Merciad

The statue of the virgin Mary

located in the Grotto on

Mercyhurst's campus was

pushed off its altar and smashed

this past Halloween by an

unidentified vandal.

Bud Dever, director of security,

said that this was an incident of

"institutional vandalism" that is a

felony of the third degree.

The incident was witnessed by

a Mercyhurst freshman female

who provided a detailed

description of the vandal,

according to Dever.

Dever called the incident,

"sacrilegious," adding "There is

no excuse for it."

Kent State tests degree

audit system

Intercollegiate Press

After almost two years of

preparation, pilot testing of a

degree audit system is currendy

underway at Kent State

University.

Once fully implemented, the

system will generate audits, or

computer printouts, for each

student showing their grade

point average, the classes they've

taken and other information, said

Susan Cole, assistant registrar in

academic support.

"All the students will get an

updated audit every semester and

it will show how the courses that

they have taken and are currently

taking will apply to their degree

requirements," Cole said.

After the pilot test, one college

at a time will be entered into the

system.

Edinboro SCA allocates

$25,000 for sidewalk

Spectator

The Student Government

Association of Edinboro

University presented a $25,000

check to President Foster F.

Diebold to construct new
walkways. The money will be

used to build paved sidewalks

from the McComb fieldhouse to

the gazebo.

A bridge will be built to span

the stream between Edinboro's

McComb Fieldhouse south

parking lot and the gazebo and

lighting will be installed along

the entire length of the

sidewalks.

The gazebo was built in 1988

to disguise a pump house on the

eastern bank of Mallory Lake,

the five-acre, man-made lake

that graces the center of the

Edinboro campus.
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Captain Laomis Inn/Mr.T's/SiH-pac Shop

"Where the Fun Starts and runs

a Block Long!"

Announcing our New "Super Happy Hour"
Monday-Friday 5-7

Saturday 8-10 *

The LOWEST Happy Hour Prices in Town!

Don't forget-Monday Night is Wing Night

Wednesday is Ladies Night
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125 years, my how you've grown
by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

With all the costs of a college

education and all the problems

that go along with it, I figured it

would be a good idea for the

anniversary issue to let you

know what the students of the

past had to face.

The earliest information our

library archives had to offer was

from 1890, so come, take a trip

with me back in time.

Imagine you are now attending

the Clarion State Normal School,

which is now in its fourth year,

since it changed from the Carrier

Seminary. You are one of the

139 students enrolled in this

three building, seven acre

establishment.

The first thing you must do is

figure out your expenses,

because all bills must be paid

when the students enter the

school.

Tuition for the fall term is a

whole buck a week. If you plan

on leaving part-way into the

semester (which is not

uncommon) they charge a

quarter extra per week.

Room rent, which includes

furniture, bedding, towels, light,

File photo

When students got tired of studying in 1890 and needed a break, they could visit one of the

many shops on Clarion's main drag.

heat and washing of towels, So, your bill will come to

approximately 49 dollars per
sheets, etc. will range from 60

75 cents per week.

Board for the term is the most

outragious of the fees, at a

preposterous two dollars a week.

The school year is divided into

three terms of 13 weeks each

term.

But, let's not forget your state

appropriations. You receive 50

cents a week deducted from your

tuition.

After taking your freshman and

sophomore required classes,

your junior and^senior year

curriculum are pretty much

planned out. Here's what it

looks like.

Junior Year Fall- School

Management, English Grammar

and Composition, Mental

Arithmetic, Algebra, Latin

Lessons and Drawing.

Winter- Methods of

Instruction, Arithmetic,

Drawing, Vocal Music, Book-

Keeping and Latin.

Spring- Methods of

Instructions, Latin Physical and

Mathematical Geography and

Civil Government.

Senior Year Fall- You take, in

the fall, Psychology, Embracing

the Intellect, Latin (Ceasar),

Natural Philosophy, Geometry,

Rhetoric with essays and

practice teaching in the model

school.

Winter- Psychology,

Embracing the Sensibilities of

Will, English Literature with

essays, Natural Philosophy and

Geometry.

Spring- History of Education,

Botany, Mensurations, Reviews

and Model School.

this is what you faced being a

student in 1890. It's time to

come back to the present. To the

time of telephone registration

frustration, graduation fees and

tuition hikes. Sorry our trip had

to come to such a bumpy end,

but I didn't want you to miss

finals. Oh yeah, Happy 125th

Anniversary Clarion.

And the campus has grown along with it

By Dan Parrish

Features Editor

With the growing needs of the

university through the years, the

campus has also expanded.

But how much do you actually

know about the buildings on

campus? Most of the buildings

around the campus were named

for people who did a sufficient

amount in making Clarion

University what it is today.

Just in case you didn't know

here is a brief history of the

buildings on campus.

Way back in 1868, the first

building was built. Seminary

Hall was occupied by the Carrier

Seminary and was one of the

three buidings on the 7 acre

campus.

In 1890, the music hall was

completed. It was later named

Moore Hall, and now houses the

president.

Founders hall was completed

in 1894. It was named for the

seven founders of the university.

1902 brought the Chapel

Theater, later named Hart Chapel

in for Walter L. Hart in

recognition for his sevice to the

universtiy from 1940-1970.

Becht Hall was finished in

1908, housing 160 women.

Originally named Navarre Hall,

the name was changed in to J.

George Becht. Becht was

president of the college from

1904-1912.

Stevens Hall was finished in

1929. It was named for

Thaddeus Stevens, the father of

the Pennsylvania Public School

law of 1834.

1931 was the year for Harvey

Hall. It was built as a gym. It

was dedicated to Frank Laid

Harvey, a trustee of the college

from 1911-1932.

1936 opened Davis Hall. It

was named for A.J. Davis, the

president of the college from

1887-1902.

Also in 1936 came the

completion of Egbert Hall.

Named for Walter R. Egbert, the

Dean of men of the college from

1887-1902, the building was

originally a dormitory.

Next in 1951 came Ballentine

Hall, housing 116 men. It was

named for John Ballentine who

taught and served at times as

Acting President between 1887-

1920.

The 60's brought seven new

buildings to the campus. First,

in 1960 came Given Hall,

housing 250 students. It was

named for Lorena M. Given, a

teacher at the college from 1893-

1919.

In 1963, Carlson Library was

built, and an addition to the

library was completed between

1969-1970.

Also in 1963, Ralston Hall was

built to hold 200 students. It was

named for Mrs. Amabel Lee

Ralston, Dean of Women at the

college from 1922-1930.

1966 Chandler Dining Hall

made its big debut. It was

named for Dr. Paul G. Chandler,

President of the College from

1937-1960.

Pierce Science Center and

Planetarium also opened its door

in 1966.

1968 the Waldo S. Tippen

Gymnasium opened, giving the

students more room than Harvey

Hall.

In 1969 the Marwick-Boyd

Auditorium was finished, giving

the theater department and music

department a permenant home.

The 70's could be known as the

"decade of the dorms." In 1971

and 1972, the three largest dorms

on campus were finished. Nair

and Wilkinson were in 71, and

Campbell was in 72.

Also completed in 1971 was

Carrier Administration building,

Keeling Health Center and

Riemer College Center. Becker

Hall was another building

completed in 1972.

The next building to call

Clarion home was Dana S. Still

Hall in 1979.

The latest building is of course

The Gemmell Student Complex.

It's hard to imagine a campus

without all the buildings we walk

through each day. Do you think

back in 1868 they had any idea

what exactly was going to

become of the little school they

started? I think they would be

proud.
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by Lisa Keeker

Features Writer

"This country is going to fall

soon no matter who is in the

White House. Give the country

back to the people where it

belongs," stated Don Ciotsley, a

senior communication major in

reaction to the recent presidential

election.

The above statement may not

be one with which you agree, but

after polling students on their

reaction to the presidential

election and its outcome, I

received many diverse

comments.

"I think it was a dirty election.

If you think about it, there

weren't many specifications

about what the candidates plan to

do," stated Traci Shields, a

psychology major.

When it was time to find out

how the students felt about Bill

Clinton's nomination, I found

out that the vote was pretty much

split in half between Bill Clinton

and George Bush.

"I'm glad Bill Clinton won. I

think we need someone young in

office. Clinton will have more

consideration for the younger

generation," commented Lori

Heistand, a senior english major.

Mike DeVallance, a junior

communication major said, "If

Clinton didn't deserve it, he

wouldn't have won. Face it,

Bush got us through a war, but

he also got us further in debt."

In a different light, Jenn

Pomaybo, a senior

communication major feels,

"Americans were fooled into

believing that one man could

change the country. Bill Clinton

is definitely not that man."

Some students were very upset

by the election's outcome.

For example, Chris Lamorey, a

business/real estate major

angrily commented, "Clinton

elected President is not for the

better. People want change, but

it will be for the worse. I know

that the middle class people will

be taxed by the Clinton

administration because there's no

way around it."

On the other hand, some
students saw the election as it

really was.

"The election was a joke. The

candidates said only what they

thought the people wanted to

hear. The media ruled this

election," stated James Theierl, a

communication major.

One student pointed out a

negative aspect of the election

that brought down the Bush

campaign.

"Clinton talked more about the

issues, while Bush talked more

about Clinton," commented Tim

Brinton, a senior

business/marketing major.

Another student thought Ross

Perot added honesty and

integrity to the election.

"I have to give Ross Perot a lot

of credit for focussing the

campaign. His contribution was

great with getting people

interested." In addition,

Foreman commented, "I have

optimism for Bill Clinton. The

time is right for a change, and

Clinton has the energy to make

that change."

Overall, many students feel

that it was the strong turnout of

voters that made this election so

close in popular votes.

I think it's great that so many

people voted this year. I think

that MTV's "Choose or Lose'

got younger people interested

enough to get out and vote,"

commented Sue Freeman, a

business major.

Whether your rejoicing the win

of Bill Clinton, or crying in your

pillow at the thought of a

Democrat running our country,

the election is over and Bill

Clinton won.

So, instead of whining and

complaining about what you

think is going to happen or not

happen, swallow the reality and

support our new leader.

Remember, if you don't like

who's running the country,

there's only four more years until

*96.

Russian play "Seagull" due to open
by Amy Gerkin

Features Writer

The Clarion University Theatre

will proudly presents Anton

Chekhov's "The Seagull" on

November 17-21 at 8 p.m. in the

Marwick-Boyd Little Theatre.

"The Seagull," directed by Dr.

Mary Hardwick, is a modern

Russian play written by

Chekhov. According to Dr.

Hardwick, "He (Chekhov) is a

great dramatist. I've wanted the

courage to direct one of his plays

for many years." Chekhov is

revered because of his depth of

insight into the human condition.

He called his plays comedies

because he was amused by

people and their foolishness. In

"The Seagull," he presents

clearly "what fools these mortals

be."

"

The production deals with the

problem of the nature of creative

art. The central theme of "The

Seagull" is that a dramatist must

have a clear idea why he or she

is writing a play or a novel, or

else, as one of the characters

exclaims, "he is bound to lose

his way, and his talent will be his

ruin."
|

i

"The Seagull" takes place in a

Russian town and revolves

around twelve central characters.

With love triangles, problems,

romance and dreams, each
character deals with the art world '

and in life itself.

Portraying the characters are

ten CUP students and two
faculty members. Dr. Haidwill

said, they are, "the most
powerful and talented casts I've

ever assembled." She would also

like to comment on how

dedicated this cast is on the

production, and that she urges

students to take advantage of the

opportunity to see great literature

remarkably performed. .

Admission is free for all

students with a valid ID. Tickets

are available at the Gemmell
Information Desk or outside the

Little Theatre 15 minutes prior to

the shows.

Romm brings E.S.P. to CUP
by Larry McEwen
Features Writer

The University Activities Board

presents the Ronny Romm show,

demonstrations of E.S.P and

hypnosis, on Tuesday November

17 at the Gemmel Student

Complex.

His show is a combination

between E.S.P. and Hypnosis

with a little comedy thrown in.

He will reveal some of the

audiences innermost thoughts,

then turn people in to different

characters on stage through

hypnosis.

"Ronny had a standing room

only audience flabbergasted for 2

1/2 hours. The E.S.P was

mindboggling and the hypnosis

was hilarious," said the Student

Activities Chairperson at

Mercyhurst College.

The show will begin at 8p.m.

in the Gemmell Multi-purpose

room, and is free to students with

valid I.D.

/ Th e Wing King \
Free Fries with 15 Wings

Free Delivery with a

$4 minimum order

Expires Nov.30 226-5900

Fox's Pizza Den
226-5555

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

6 Hot Wings
plus

1 sm. cheese pizza

tplus tax$5
W/ COUpOn exp 11/30/92

Thi Looking QCass Salon
404 Main St., Clarion, PA (814) 226-9444

Tanning for the Holidays*

with new bulbs

$5 OFF Acrylic Nails

$2 OFF Haircuts

(with valid student IDs)

do The

write Thing!

You could win up to

$2,500. Enter the fifth

annual Pittsburgh

National Bank/State

System of Higher

Education essay

competition. The

"Best of the

University" win-

ner receives $500

and advances to

the "Best of the

State System"

competition
where the first

place winner re-

ceives $2,000, sec-

ond place $1,000,

and third place

$500.

For information,

contact your univer-

sity's department of

business.

n

PITTSBURGH NOTIONAL BANK

A PNC BANK

Slate System of Higher Education
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by Shawn P. Seagriff

Features Writer

On Sunday, November 15,

Clarion University will be

hosting the Fourth Annual

Mentoring Celebration titled,

"Reflecting Visions: A
Mentoring Celebration."

The celebration will be

honoring mentors, mentees and

the relationship between them.

Unlike previous Mentor

Celebrations, there will not be a

keynote speaker, instead

everyone will have an

opportunity to honor his or her

own personal mentor.

The Mentoring Celebration is

not only for university students,

everyone is welcome. As stated

by celebration chair, Darlene

Hartman, "It ties in the

community and the university."

A mentor is someone who

contributes substantially to

another person's development

within an occupational,

academic or social setting. A
mentor may provide guidence

and moral support for career

advancement and often serves as

a role model whom the mentee

admires and imitates.

All mentors are important, and

Sunday is a night to honor them.

"It's a way to say thank you. .

.

"

said Darlene Hartman,

chairperson of mentoring

committee.

The Mentoring Celebration is

sponsored by the Clarion

University Presidential

Commision on the Status of

Women. The chair for the

celebration is Darlene Hartman,

and the committee members are:

Shelly Take, Debbie Freed, Mary

Bragg, Mary Kavooski, Marite

Rodriguez-Haynes, Barb Reagle,

Joy Pryke, Kathy Graham,

Gemma Otway, Diana Anderson,

Patti Geiger and Jeanie McLaine.

The celebration is on Sunday,

November 15, from three until

five p.m. in room 250 of the

Gemmel Student complex. The

Clarion Brass will provide

entertainment, refreshments will

be served, and there is no cost.

If you are attending contact

Jeanie McLaine at 226-2109 to

reserve a seat.

Rock news
by Amy Whittaker

Contributing Writer

Ministry will be embarking on

their first headlining tour in

December. Joining them on the

road will be Helmet and

Sepultura.

Be on the lookout for

Metallica's first live LP. That

should be hitting record stores in

early 1993.

Iceland's Sugarcubes are

apparently calling it quits. The

group members are all heading

for solo projects.

David Bowie is currently

working on a new album. He

has once again joined forces with

producer Nile Rogers who

produced his 1983 album "Let's

Dance."

Ice T has put together an HBO
special featuring early 70's

black-exploitation films. Ice T

hopes to spur audience

discussion of the themes of these

films.

U2 is slated to air a "ZOO TV"

special on Fox TV November

29. MTV will rerun the program

on December 16.

Marshalls and Ushers

needed for December

commencements!

Applications are being

accepted at the Student

Senate office. Deadline is

November 18.

Ceremony is Dec 19.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don Crotsley

Thurs Nov. 12 Fri Nov. 13 Sat Nov. 14

- IFC/Panhel: Liability -Bake Sale / Craftshow - Craft and Bake sale

Workshop (Gem M-P) Sponsored by RACS (Gem M-P) 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

7 p.m. (Gem. M-P) 9 a.m.- RACS

- UAB MOVIE 5 p.m. - Marching Band Revue

"Lethal Weapon III" (Aud) 7:30 p.m.

(Gem M-P) 9 p.m. -UAB CAB's Dance

(Gem M-P) 10 p.m.

Sun Nov. 15 Mon. Nov. 16 Tues. Nov. 17

- Women's Com. - Policy Committee mtg. - Drama Production:

Mentoring Celebration (B-8 Chap) 4 p.m. "The Seagull" (LT) 8p.m.

(250/252 Gem)3 p.m. - Guest Faculty Recital: - UAB presents "Ronny

- UAB Movie Mary Lindsey, soprano/ Romm, Hypnotist"

"Lethal Weapon III" Donald black, piano (Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m. (Chap) 8:15 p.m.

Wed Nov. 18 Thurs Nov. 19 Fri Nov 20

- Drama Production - Drama Production - Early Registration ends

"The Seagull" (LT) "The Seagull" for 1993 Spring semester

8p.m. (LT) 8 p.m. - Clarion Intl. Assoc.

- SAAS Holiday Spirt - The Fued (Chapel) Cultural Program

"Donate a Meal" 7 p.m. NBS (Gem M-P) 7 p.m.

(Chan)
- Drama Production:

"The Segull" (LT) 8p.m.

African American

Night

When : November 18,

6

p.m.- 9 p.m.

Where : Gem. Complex

Multi-purpose room.

Events scheduled :

Step show, Choir,

Speakers and D.J.

Soul food will also be

served.

CROOKS CLOTHING CO.

10 BIG DAYS OF SAVINGS JUST

IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS
NOW IN PROGRESS

Book Nook

532 Main St.

Largest Selection

of Magazines

I a paperback book I

1 exp. 11/30/92 J

x Specializng In

e^»

Computers

I Training

1 Seruice

Computers software

814-275-2001

800-323-2737

New Bethlehem Contact

Carl Callenburg

386 computer
systems start at

$1095

Factory Ruthorized Seruice Center

Dockers 25% off

Sportcoats 50% off

Silk Ties $14.99

Leather

Bombers
50% off

Sweaters 50% off

entire (over 200)

Dress Stock

Ivy

Sweaters

Leather

Jackets

Silk Shirts

Miss Wool

Blazers

20%off

50% off

50% off

$29.99

$89.99

Special Notice: We must reduce early tall merchandise to make room tor

all the beautiful Holiday merchandise arriving daily - this is why we are

ottering these wonderlul values now. Shop tor Christmas NOW and SAVE!

CROOKS CLOTHING CO.

the BB o j&the
mens store < itree house

Open Daily 'til 5:00

Open Thurs. & Fri. 5-9 Downtown Clarion
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1993 Student Senate Candidates
TfUs three page layout of candidates for the 1993 Clarion University Student Senate is done for the students of
Clarion University.

The Clarion Calland the current student senate wish to take this opportunity to allow students the chance to read
over the platforms ofeach candidate before voting netf week,

Students will elect 20 student senators.

Freshman Senate Candidates
Stephanie Gnibus

Hi. My name is Stephanie Gnibus. In my opinion,

ALL students are a significant part of this institution.

If elected, I will do my best to ensure that this

university is the best possible place for my fellow

colleagues. If given the opportunity, I will not

hesitate to voice the many suggestions and concerns

of the students attending Clarion. I believe my hard

work and dedication will enable me to represent the

student body as a whole, so do what's best and vote

forSTEPH!!!

Kurt Pannier
Hello, my name is Kurt Pannier. I am a Marketing

major who is not afraid to take a stand. I am
involved in Intervarsity, FMA, University

Baseball and am the Kappa Delta Rho Centurion.

I will be a strong voice for the University and will

adhere to the students' needs. Always being

accessable and participating in many activities are

two important assets which I have for student

senate.

Mark Herbst

My name is Mark Herbst and I believe that I can

make a positive difference as a student senator. My
goals are to make the student body more aware of

what occurs in senate meetings by having minutes

posted in residence halls and the cafeteria where

interested students may read them. Secondly, I will

seek justification for the outragious clean up fees in

the residence halls. In short, if elected I will be very

active and see to it that the students are not taken

advantage of by the university as a whole.

Kelly Thompson

If I am elected student senator, I plan to represent

the interests of the entire student body.. I will fight

for financial stability in tuition, social equality in

student services, interesting and entertaining

programs and the best possible facilities to be

available at CUP. It is my sincere desire to help

create a more satisfying experience for all who
attend Clarion University.

Upperclassmen Senate Candidates

Angela Link

If 1, Angela Link, were to be chosen to represent

Clarion University by being on the student senate, I

would fill me position with my greatest potential. I

know that I am a very reliable person, and that I set

my goals high. In my mind, no matter what the task

may be, I can accomplish it.

Emily Arnold
As a student senator serving on the student senate

of Clarion University of Pennsylvania, I plan to

represent a voice for graduate students as well as

minorities and the campus at large. I intend to

address such isues as prices of copying machines

and parking permits, the installation of more
outside lighting, 24-hour visitation privileges for

graduate and returning students and the proposal

of more flexibility in housing and food contracts.

These issues, I feel, reflect the opinions and
concerns of the student body as a whole.

Student Senate Election Voting Times and Places
Mon.-Tues

Mon.- Wed.

Library 11:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Cafe. (Lobby, Harvey side) 5:00-6:00 p.m.

Mon.- Wed Lobby of Gemmell 6:00-8:00 p.m.

Wed.-Th. Cafe. (Lobby, Harvey side) 11:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

&*
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1993 Student Senate Candidates
Upperclassmen Senate Candidates

tmt
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Denise Bump

Decisions are made for you and by you everyday

at Clarion University. Student Senate has a voice

in decisions made on campus and you have a

voice in who comprises the Student Senate. Use

your voice to select only the best Student Senators

this year. Senators that will represent your

concerns and speak up on issues you agree or

disagree with. Make sure that decisions at Clarion

University are made by you and not for you. Vote

for someone who will hear your voice.

Jeff Burns
Hi, my name is Jeff Burns and I am a junior

Accounting major. I am currently serving on

Student Senate, and for the past year have

addressed the concerns of the Clarion campus. I

am also a member of the Kappa Delta Rho

fraternity and a member of the Accounting Club.

Since serving on senate committies, such as

Appropriations, I feel that I have made great

progress by voicing my opinion and lobbying for

issues such as budget cutbacks. If elected to

senate, I will continue to support the student body

and its concerns.

Jay Campbell
Hello, I am Jay Campbell. I am a third semester

sophomore with a double major in

Communication and History. I feel that I can

successfully apply the experience and knowledge

that I have gained while serving in leadership

roles in Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity, The National

Society of Pershing Rifles and the United States

Military to the betterment of Clarion University.

Thank you.

Ralph Godbolt
I have worked hard to represent the interest of all

of Clarion University students and I hope you

allow me to represent you for another year. We

have a lot of problems we must address in this

coming year; tuition hikes, cultural diversity and

more student input into the running of this

university. I'm hoping you give me the

opportunity to represent you for another year and

with your help to address some of these issues.

Picture not

available

Katrina Helmick

My name is Katrina Helmick. I am a junior

French/International Business major. I am actively

involved in Phi Sigma Sigma, the French Club and the

UAB Film and Recreation Committee. If elected to

Student Senate, I will to the best of my ability,

represent die student body as a whole and fight for the

fairness in manners concerning us all. Go to the

elections and make your choice, let me be your

governmental voice.

Michael Jewart
I'm a junior, History major, who hopes to attend law

school after graduation. I am also a Resident

Assistant at Ralston Hall. I feel that my position at

Ralston will allow me to bring the diverse opinions of

the students to the Student Senate. I promise to do

whatever I possibly can to satisfy the problems that

the student body may have, while attending Clarion

University.

James F. Junger
Sophomore

BFA Painting/Printmaking

1

.

Increase accessability of pertinent senate

information to student body

2. Provide a healthy interaction between students and

senators

3. Establish an accurate transmission of student

concerns and needs to the administration

Kari King
Clarion University is in need of a change. If I am

elected to Student Senate, I will voice and express all

of the concerns of Clarion students that are proposed

to me. I will work to the best of my ability to take the

appropriate steps in making Clarion a better university.

Finally, I will represent all students with their interests

and concerns in mind.
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1993 Student Senate Candidates
Upperclassmen Senate Candidates

John Martinec
Junior

Communication

There is only one plank in my platform which is, I'm

not going to make rosey promises I can't keep. I just

want to get involved and see where I can make a

positive difference.

Kash Patel

I am a senior and a Finance/Real Estate major. I am
currently on Student Senate and a member of the

Kappa Delta Rho fraternity. I am in touch with a lot

of students, and I know how the student government

runs.

Michele Piccirillo

My name is Michele Piccirillo. I'm a junior

Communication major. I served on the 1992 Student

Senate. I was a member of the Student Center, Public

Relations and Elections Committees. On campus, I

am also involved in WCUC radio, IABC, Forensics,

Student Centers Advisory Board, Delta Zeta Sorority

and aerobic instructing. I know I already have the

knowledge of and experience with Student Senate to

act as a leader to Clarion students. I believe I also

have sufficient involvement on campus to be aware of

all student interests and concerns. Therefore, I will be

able to use my experience and involvement to act as

an effective representative of the CUP student body.

Amy Schaub

Hello, my name is Amy Schaub. Currently I am a

Sophomore Communication and Political Science

major running for re-election. While serving as a

Student Senator I have had the opportunity to

become better acquainted and help make positive

changes for Clarion University, its faculty and the

student body. If re-elected I plan to continue

working to make Clarion University and the student

body A MORE UNIFIED COMMUNITY!

ftriiwnin

Jack Shannon

The concerns and issues of Clarion's student body
will be my focus of attention for the next year. As
always, tuition hikes, other financial problems,

cultural diversity and getting students involved will

also be vital in my opinion. Student complacency on
the part of the students must be addressed.

Rodney Sherman
Sophomore

Communication

During this new national administration, and the

current Bob Casey (read student un-friendly)

administration in Harrisburg, I will work to raise the

awareness level concerning government policies and
their effects on you. I will let you know what the

government is doing for you as well as what it is

doing to you. I will be open to all students, for their

questions and input for the Student Senate.

Gara Smith
Hi! I'm Gara Smith, a junior Communication and
Political Science major from DuBois. I am the

Legislative Affairs Chairperson for the 1992 Student

Senate and have also dedicated myself to the

Appropriations, Public Relations, Committee on
Subcommittees and the Personnel Committee of
Student Senate. I am active in numerous campus and
civic organizations. I am an honest and dedicated

person; if re-elected to Student Senate, I will continue

to have the entire student body's best interest as the

top priority. I appreciate your vote. Thanks.

Katie Trapini

Junior

Special Education

As a Resident Assistant, I work closely with students

and have insight to their needs and concerns. I

possess leadership skills and feel that I could
effectively represent and articulate the ideas of diverse

students as a Student Senator.

ations and appointing students to represent committee
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-The Oklahoma City daily Sorensen's complaint was that

by Chuck Shepherd

-Mark J. Davis, 28, was

charged with trying to break into

a dentist's office in Aurora,

Ohio, in August. In his van,

police found dental tools and

orthodontic devices, and in his

home in Willoughby, Ohio, they

found enlarged photographs of

girls' mouths as they were

undergoing dental work. In

Davis' pockets were 20 driver's

licenses that had been reported

missing— 19 of them belonging

to females who wear, or did

wear, braces. Said Aurora Police

Chief Steve Poling, there is

"something weird going on

here."

-Lawrence Werner was

charged with disorderly conduct

at the Oxford Valley golf course

in Levittown, PA, in July.

Werner and his group had tried

to move past a slower-moving

group to a tee, provoking a man

in that slower group to threaten

Werner with a club. Werner then

pulled a .38-caliber pistol out of

his golf bag and, not

surprisingly, his group was

permitted to play through.

-Dong Huibo, 24, died of

injuries inflicted by one of

notoriously

female bus

conductors in August. The

incident began when Dong took

issue with the woman's

description of his buttocks. She

swore at him, slapped his face,

grabbed and then kicked his

testicles. As he scrambled to get

out a window, the driver hit the

accelerator, hurling Dong to the

street, where he died.

-Robert A. Chase, 45, was

Shanghai's

aggressive

charged with threatening an 11-

year-old boy with a knife in

Madison, Wisconsin, in June.

The boy was watching Chase

play basketball with another

adult when the opponent accused

Chase of "traveling" (taking

steps without dribbling the ball).

To seek an impartial opinion.

Chase asked the boy, but the boy

agreed that Chase had traveled.

Chase then allegedly grabbed the

boy, held a knife to his throat,

and asked, "Now, did I travel?**

-Robert Davis, 28, was charged

with assaulting a secretary at the

Advanced Power Products

factory where they both worked,

in Hillside, New Jersey.

According to the local

prosecuter, Davis reacted badly

when the secretary gave him

some personal mail that had been

addressed to him at work.

newspaper. The Oklahoman,

reported in June that a state-run

juvenile counseling center in

Tecumseh, Oklahoma, with only

13 clients, had 172 full-time

employees and 18 other

professionals on contract.

-An investigation by the Dallas

Morning News revealed in May

that the city's public schools

employ at least 185 people who

have been convicted of felonies,

including two convicted

murderers. In response, the

school superintendent promised

that the city would begin

periodic records checks.

-The Millbourne, Pennsylvania

borough council voted in June to

make it illegal to grow corn or

other vegetables to a height of

six feet or greater. Asked the

purpose of the law, a police

officer said, "If you have eight

foot corn stalks, it's easy for

people to hide behind them."

-The Ontario Press Council

recently dismissed a complaint

filed by Allan Sorensen against

the Toronto Sun, which had

reported that Sorensen had

choked his ex-girlfriend.

his reputation was somehow
damaged because the Sun

engaged in "speculation" that he

had used only one hand to choke

her (the other being forced into

her mouth). In fact, he said he

used both hands to choke her.

-Police in Georgetown, Texas,

said in February, after arresting

George Vasquez, 17, for

shooting a 12-year-old girl and

her 8-year-old brother to death,

that Vasquez chose the house he

would commit a murder in by

means of an eeny-meeny-miney-

mo exercise.

-Charles County, Maryland,

County Administrator Melvin S.

Bridgett was charged in August

with theft from the county

owned White Plains golf course.

Bridgett, the highest ranking and

highest paid employee of the

county, worked weekends as a

clerk at the golf shop. On at

least three occasions, police said,

his thefts were videotaped by a

hidden camera, and marked bills

were found on him.

•(C) 1992 Universal Press
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Music department welcomes opera singer
by Eric Jones

Features Writer

Clarion University will get a

chance to witness the

distinguished and artistic world

of opera and contemporary

classical music when soprano

Mary Lindsay arrives on

Monday Nov. 16 in the Hart

Chapel.

The African American native

of Detroit is set to perform with

Clarion Musical Faculty Dr.

Donald Black, playing the piano,

and Susan Creasap, musical

instructor, playing the french

horn.

Lindsay has distinguished

herself world wide in her

musical career. She has

performed in concerts in Europe

(including Germany) and South

America. Currently she resides

in Milan, Italy.

She has received masters

degrees in Music, German
Language and Literature from

Michigan State University. Her

musical experience allows her to

"coach" voice students in her

own private studio. During her

visit here at Clarion, she will

conduct a voice workshop for

CUP music students, as well as

attend voice classes.

Her musical performance is

expected to showcase her

professional talents in

contemporary classical music.

"Students who witness her

performance will see how well

she communicates her emotions

to the audience, " says Dr. Black,

Chairperson of the Music Dept.

He speaks of her ability to sing

in many different languages.

"Her musical literature reflects

the different poetry of various

countries."

Boyd to give two speaches on campus this week
by Craig Thomas

Features Writer

Greg Boyd, a nationally

renowned publisher, editor,

author and artist is lecturing at

Clarion on Thursday, Nov. 12 at

7 p.m. and on Friday Nov. 13 at

6 p.m. At the first lecture, Mr.

Boyd will be discussing

Baudleair, the forerunner of

French symbolism and a poet

Mr. Boyd has published and

translated numerous times. This

lecture will be held at the

Carlson Library.

His second lecture , to be held

in Becht Hall lobby, will be a

forum on contemporary writing.

Subjects that will be dealt with

will be: big press vs. small

CESSNA'S
NEW YORK
CONNECTION

m #226-6680

Concert Ts!

Outrageous Gifts!

Unique Clothing

From Around the 'World"

Remember! All CUP Students,

Faculty,and Staff

Receive 10% Savings!

C ome See For Y o uir si elf!

1

tPau/jtf. Weavel Jfeette/eU

press, the role of literary

magazines, literary writers in a

non-literary age and the

censorship of the arts.

Mr. Boyd has penned many

books including the acclaimed

"Water and Power," he edits

"Asylum" and publishes "Asylum

Arts." Sponsoring the lectures is

the French Club and Collages

and Bricolages.

606 MAIN STREET, • CLARION, PENNSYLVANIA 16214

Phone 814/226-8272

PELL AND PHEAA
GRANT REFUNDS
are now available

at B-29 Carrier.

Photo

I.D. required.

(Closed Friday mornings)

L
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NTERTAINMENT

PEACE CORPS world wise PuZzLe
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 90 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

A group of more than 7,000
islands lying about 500 miles
off the coast of Asia.

I

v.>wii/i/i/ii/,/ = jjw f uiDijMiv-tiKMttdi; j «i(i>/.><Vm/.uj» £ unlitf i m<>mh/i»s

1. Country whose forces invaded this

nation on December 8, 1941.

2. Any large body of water with many
islands.

3. War in 1898 which resulted in Spain
ceding these islands to U.S.

4. An annual cereal grass widely
cultivated in warm climates for its

seed that is used for food and for its

by-products.

I

I

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

B.V.,1WN6SAMTDW0RK
(VmWISNOTACCEPT-
ABLE! CUECANT600NUKB
THIS!U£NEBPUVE-IN

HUP!

SON? ARE YOU
FACHNG?'(UHAT'S
6OIN6ON?

TIMETOMOVg
ON, POP. &VN
FUUEMPLOY
BECKONS.

YOU'VE 607
A JOB?

\

UJELl, NOT YET.BW
IHAVEA 600P
FEEUN6ABOUTMY
PROSPECTS.

YOUPO?
WHY?

ZONKpR. ? CALLfTPEST/NY

pisimjeHT^as^J-

SIDE By GARY LARSON

"Nerd! . . . Dang!"

© 1992 FarWorks Inc /Distributed by Universal Press Syndicate
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The Street Where You Live
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Calvin and Hobbes

DID I
GET
AUOTUER,

LETTER

TODM ?

YMTt TO MsaF,
%\] GET A EOT

OF MML.

1I DOHT
WWTE

TUESE' «HW
ARE W
TMJClUG

OU C'WOH,

CAlMN. I

KNOW WE
BEEH PUTTIHG

TUESt OUT FOR

we mmlmm
EVERS DM

WfMV W

M INVITE.'

wese are

COMIttG

ERoW OUR.

HOUSED

CM, AND I WANT

%\) TO ASK SEWfc

100 CUT OP W
MAGAZINES, OK ?

by Bill Watterson

AIL RIGHT WHERE'S

T»T MISERABLE
BUNCH OF STRIFE*

OWSE FLEN «MT#

So IT WAS YOV THE WHOLE

TIME/ YOVXE THE ONE _
WHO'S BEEN. y
SENDING ME ^Ir

N

INSULTS IN

THE MAIL."

I'LL GET SOU FOR TttlS ,'

YOU AND YOUR SHEAK1

COOES AUD PASTED LETTERS

AND SKULL DRAWINGS/

NOU AND I ARE THROUGH:

I'LL TENCH SOU TO TR\CK

ME, VOU BIG HAIRBALL/

I DO TOO
ITS JUST

THAT WAS A

TERR\0£,
NASTN, AWFUL

TUING TO DO,

AND I'LL NENER

R3BSW..WM*

T
WltBU^ t«N*t

IKItMW INBII

itlFH IIU HBIXfl »£?*

hetmt you're

RIGHT/ T /S

FUNNt' UAHA
HA .'..OK.' WE'RE

PAL5 AGMH/ a

WHY ME? by ^ajyi <%. ^OAAwrux

It should be, there is

a curse here, not curse
;

be here. Pagans!

fcfi&
ENGLISH MAJORS AS ARCHEOLOGISTS

by Latry White

Your Horoscope

Nov 15 thru 21

A FLEXIBLE MATURE IS

THE STRONG POIMT OF

ALL HAVE THE ABILITY
T0ARJU$T6A5ltyT0
PI FFICULT SITUATIONS.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

Efforts you put forth now can bring

long range benefits. Listen to advisor.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Sun aligns with Pluto. By taking the

initiativenow agreements will be easier.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

It's not what others think you should do

.. it's what YOU want to do!

CANCER June 22 -July 23

Love? Social? Speculation? Start to go

after what you want now and you re on

the Yellow Brick Road to success!

LEO July 24 - August 23

Planets are in right places for a home
party. Show what makes Leo's lovable.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Nearbv doors that may have been closed

should begin to open again.

LIBRA. Sept 24-Oct 23

Conditions are right for a skill or talent

to become an additional money-maker.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

Take the first step! What you've been

wishing for can soon come to pass.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dec21

Helping those less fortunate lifts their

spirits and yours also.

CAPRICORN. Dec22-Jan20

Business and pleasure interests are un-

der favorable influences. Ask for favors.

AQUARIUS Jan21-Feb19

Keep your dream alive! Rechart your

course if necessary. Stars give assist.

PISCES Feb2r>Marcri20

Learning something new adds to your

mental well being and points you in the

right direction in times of change.

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report of what to expect in youryear ahead. Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name ofjhis Publication) P.O Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

LAiq^
WMfTE-

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
Mmy may have fcjr plans for the kituir as

Sun aliffns with Pluto planet of transfor-

mation. Important changes can result

with matters taking new directions. All

lessons life offers, even the most difficult,

have value. They provide guideposts for

the future. Best day for Luck: Monday.

For Love: Wednesday.

Weekly Crossword
On The Street Where You Live" By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 Interstate exit

5 Country estate

10 Lima's country

14 Distant

15 Worship

1

6

Center of rotation

17 Eye part

18 Famous shopping

street

20 Comedian Knotts

21 Tire with dullness

22 Vocalize

23 Plant shoot

25 Highest point

27 Planet

29 Theater street

33 Sinned

34 Ships' berths

35 Nigerian

36 Goiters needs

37 Pacifists

38 Beat

39 OnelnDI|on

40 Transmits

41 Fred Flintstone's wrfe

42 Street predecessors

44 Abilene's State

45 Opera

46 Stanford

47 Semites

50 a hand

51 Parisian street

54 Advertisers St.

57 Collapsible shelter

58 State French •

59 Mr. Nero

60 Equestrian's need

61 ThecJ. Institutions

62 Pares

63 James:Singer

DOWN
1 Surprise attack

2 -American

3 Disney' WorU street

4 Press releasesAbbrev

5 Dark red

6 Decorate with ornaments

7 Plant part

8 Pay dirt

9 Classic car

10 Separated

11 Theater sign

12 Shatter

13 Pusher's customer

19 Alexander :Author

21 Cardinal, eg

24 Stage prompts

25 First sign of the zodiac

26 Robbers antithesis

27 Glass, ice and mixer

28 Sports palace

29 Wide Sis.

30 Financial street

31 Fragrance

32 Systems of exercise ?

34 Sophia In Moscow
37 lifeless

38 Penalize

40 Word with cheese or

watch

41 Magician's need

43 Nuns clothing

44 Baseball's Ralph & family

46 Slant on an edge

47 Singer Ed

48 Evaluate

49 Eve's partner

50 Tardy

52 Single part

53 Sicilian volcano

55 Opposite Abbrev

56 Maiden name preceder

57 Three In Rome

C 1992 All rights retcrved GFR Associates

P.O. Boi 461, Scbcoccudy, NY 12301
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Cable Channels
£Z5 TV

DATA
THURSDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 12. 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: *** "Gay Purr-ee (1962) G'

Design, W. ICheers g
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey p
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: Concrete

Th'breds

Pyramid

(2 30) Movie:

Tales

Underdog

Movie: **

Up Close

Press Luck

News Q
Cheers a
Design. W.

5:30 :00 6:30 7:00

Movie: *V; "Caddyshack II (1988) Jackie Mason. PG
Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon IBatman g
Newsq

Newsg
News

News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsg
Full House g
Newsg

Wonder Y's.

NBC News
Movie: ***Vi 'Mister Roberts " (1955) Henry Fonda.

PGA Golf: Kapalua International. (Live

Cartoon Express MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardyl q

7:30 8:00 8:30

Movie: »»'/; "Diving In" (1990) Matt Adler

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Delta g [Room-Two

Different World (In Stereo)

Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) g
Simpsons q [Martin g
Different World (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "Bill Cosby - Himself" (1982) Bill Cosby.

9:00 9:30

Movie: *'/; "A Time to Die'

Homefront (In Stereo) q
Cheers q [Wings q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
The Heights (In Stereo) q
Cheers q IWings q

10:00

1991) R'

10:30

Primetime Live q
Comedy Jam

LA. Law Wine Knot" q
Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Hunter "The Jade Women'

L.A. Law "Wine Knot" q

Sportscenter [College Football: Texas A&M at Houston. (Live)

Movie: *** 'Romancing the Stone (1984) PG'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »» "He Said, She Said" (1991) Kevin Bacon, q |
Movie: * "Two of a Kind (1983) PG'

Movie: "Three Wishes for Jamie" (1986)

Yogi Bear [Arcade Hey Dude (R)

Memone^^Murd^^\^l\Ham^^^

Movie: •»»!-; "Gaslight "(1944) Charles Boyer

What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids Looney Buliwinkle

Shop-Drop [Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q IMovie: ** "The Defiant Ones (1986) Robert Unch.

Movie: ** "The Berlin Conspiracy
{ 1991)1 Movie: »'/; "Megaville (1990) Billy Zane.

Movie: *»» "Deceived "(1991) Goldie Hawn. PG-13' q
Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law "Captain Hurt"

M.T. M( ore |Van Dyke

Comedy Club Network

Mistral's Daughter (Part 2 of 2)

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL q
Newsq
News
News

Newsq
Married...

Newsq

Golden Girls

12:00

"Out-Justce

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings (In Stereo)

Edition jStalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: ***Vi "The Way We Were "(1973)

Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q
Auto Racing

Hitchhiker

Movie: »» "Spellcaster (1967, Horror) R

Shattered (1991) R qMovie: **

Lucy Show [F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

FRIDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 13. 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:30) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: *» "The Toy (1982)

5:00

Cheers q
Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(3:00) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Motoworld

Pyramid

(3:00) Movie:

(2:30) Movie:

Underdog

Bill Cosby"

Up Close

Press Luck

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Richard Pryor 'PG

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

Newsg
News

News

6:30

First Look

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsg
Full House q
Newsg

Movie: *** "Romancing the Stone (1984

PGA Golf: Kapalua International. (Live)

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

PG'

Cartoon Express [MacGyver Runners q
Movie: **»'/2 "The Last Tycoon" (1976) Robert De Niro

Movie: "A Place to Call Home" (1987)

Yogi Bear [Arcade Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *** "The George McKenna Story" (1966)

Munsch

What You Do

Supermarket

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) q
Hard Copy q
Jeopardyl q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardyl q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: *+Vi "Strictly Business (1991) rq

Family [Step by Step

I'll Fly Away "Eighteen" q
G. Palace | Major Dad 9

Dinosaurs q

9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: »» 1
/2 "Switch "(1991, Comedy) Ellen Barkin. 'R'

Camp Wilder [20/20 q
Movie: **V2 "The Hard Way" (1991) Michael J. Fox, q
Design. W. |Bob q

NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh Penguins at Detroit Red Wings. (Live

IPicket Fences (In Stereo) q

Married..

Wh. Fortune

America's Most Wanted q
I'll Fly Away "Eighteen" q

Movie: »»'/2 "Kissin' Cousins' (1964) Elvis Presley

Sightings q [Suspects
I
Hunter Flashpoint

Design. W.

Movie: »»'/2 "The Hard Way (1991) Michael J. Fox, q

Newsg
News

News

Newsg
Married..

Newsg

Sportscenter [NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh Penguins at Detroit Red Wings. (Live

Movie: *»* "... And Justice for All "(1979, Drama) Al Pacmo. R'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »« "Blinded by the Light" (1980)

Combat Karate Championship

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney [Buliwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Movie: •* "Friday the 13th (1980) Betsy Palmer

Movie: *»* "Slacker" (1991) Richard Lmklater. R'

Movie: *»» "Romancing the Stone (1984) "PG" q
Eureeka | Superman

LA. Law

M.T. Moore
I
Van Dyke

[Drag Racing: Fall Nat

11:30

Crypt Tales

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Adv-Buckaroo Banzai'

Sportscenter

Movie: *Vi "Friday the 13th, Part 2" (1981) Amy Steel. | Friday 13"

Movie: *»V2 "China O'Brien 2 (1991) Ft' Movie: » "Velvet Dreams
Comedy Club Network

Dragnet lA. Hitchcock

Movie: "Majority Rule" (1992, Drama) Blair Brown.

Movie: »» "Body Chemistry

Lucy Show [F-Troop

Tjjirh^something

(1990) R'

Mister Ed

China Beach

SATURDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 14, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: »•* "Daffy Duck's Ouackbusters'

(3 30) College Football: Ohio State at Indiana. (Live)

6:00 6:30

Movie: »*Vz "Funny Farm"

College Football

Design. W.

(230) Movie:

I
Basketball: Hoop-lt-Up

Olympic Winterfest: Lillehammer

Olympic Winterfest: Lillehammer

Movie: »»V; 'River of Death (1989) Michael Dudikoff.

College Football

(2:30) Movie:

Horse Show
Gossip!

[Basketball: Hoop-lt-Up

News

News

Newsq

NBC News

CBS News

CBS News
American Gladiators

Newsq
Movie: ** "Rhinestone" (1984) Sylvester Stallone PG
PGA Golf: Kapalua International. (Live

Ten of Us [Two Dads B. Buddies

Movie: *** Guilty by Suspicion (1991, Drama) "PG-13"

Movie: »**'/2 "Awakenings (1990) Robin Williams

Nick News [Get Picture
I
Freshmen [Salute

Movie: »» "Oh God! Book // (1980) George Burns.

NBC News

7:00 7:30

1988) Chevy Chase. PG q
News

Hee Haw Silver

Cappelli

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: *** "The Last Boy Scout" (1991) Bruce Willis, q
Covington Cross (In Stereo)

Here-Now

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Copsq
Here-Now

Powers-Be

Crossroads "Survival" q
Empty Nest [Nurses q

10:00

Dream On q
10:30

Sanders

Commish Escape q
Sisters "Crash and Bom"

Movie: **V? "Tequila Sunrise' (1988, Drama) Mel Gibson. (In Stereo) q
Movie: *+Vi "Tequila Sunrise" (1988, Drama) Mel Gibson. (In Stereo) q
Cops (R) q
Powers-Be

Movie: »»»'/2 "Some Like It Hot (1959. Comedy) Jack Lemmon.
Sportscenter

Counterstrike "Death Seal

Scoreboard

Swamp

WWF Wrestling

Empty Nest | Nurses q"
Hunter "Bagoda's Millions"

Sisters "Crash and Born

College Football: Alabama at Mississippi State. (Live)

Movie: * "Two of a Kind" (1983) John Travolta. PG

11:00 11:30 12:00
Movie: »» "The Golden Child "(1986)

Newsg
News
News

Newsg

Design. W. \"Supermn 2
Saturday Night Live

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Lifestyles-Rich

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q |Way Walk

News g [Saturday Night Live

Beyond
Movie: »»» 1

/2 "Awakenings (1990) Robin Williams, q
Movie: ** "Rhinestone" (1984) Sylvester Stallone. PG'

Double Dare IG.U.T.S. [Doug [Rugrats

Movie: *+v2 "Death Dreams" (1991) Christopher Reeve.

Movie: +v? "Personals (1990) Jennifer O'Neill, q
Movie: *+* "Doc Hollywooo'" (1991) Michael J. Fox, q
Movie: •• "House Party 2" (1991) R q l Super Dave
Kids' Choice Awards (Live) iRen-Stimpy |You Afraid?

Movie: **Vi "The Clan of the Cave Bear (1986)

{Football Scoreboard

Movie: »*'/2 "Honkytonk Man "(1982)

Sportscenter
I Legends

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q [ "Friday the 13th Part VII: The New Blood
Movie: *•* "Hot Shots!" (1991) PG-13 | "Showd. Tokyo

Comedy Club Network

A. Hitchcock

Hidden

Lucy Show

Confessions

Movie: » "Emanuelle Around the World'

M.T. Moore [Dragnet

Unsolved Mysteries

Superman

China Beach

SUNDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 15, 1992

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: *** "Seems Like Old Times (1980) PG
(3:30) PGA Golf: Kapalua International. (Live) q

Mr. Beanq
[News

NFL Football: Seattle Seahawks at Los Angeles Raiders. (Live)

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »»'/; "Diving In (1990) Matt Adler.

ABC News

NFL Football: Los Angeles Rams at Dallas Cowboys. From Texas Stadium. (Live

Movie: »»V; "Protocol (1984, Comedy) Goldie Hawn.

Movie: »»+ "Cocoon (1985) Don Ameche.

NFL Football: Seattle Seahawks at Los Angeles Raiders.

(200) Movie:

Auto Racing

Gossip!

Movie: * "Two of a Kind" (1983) PG
NASCAR: Portrait of a King

Ten of Us

(3:45) Movie: "Amazonia"

(3:30) Movie: *»'/2 "Oscar

Can't on TV

Disease

Get Picture

Endocrin.

Two Dads

Emergency
I
News q

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Live)

Videos [Am. Funniest

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *•• "The Butcher's Wife (1991) Demi Moore, q
10:00

One Night

10:30

Kids in Hall

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Movie: "The Jacksons: An American Dream" (1992) Lawrence-Hilton Jacobs, q

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Home 2 Ben Stiller q

Murder, She Wrote q
Murder, She Wrote q
In Color

I Witness Video (In Stereo) q
Roc q

Movie: »**'/2 "Bound for Glory" (1976, Biography) David Carradine. (In Stereo) PG
Women's Tennis: Virginia Slims -- Final

Beyond Hitchhiker

Movie: "The Shrimp on the Barbie" (1990)

1991) PG'q
Wild Side

Family

Swamp
NFL Primetime

MacGyver q

Movie: *»» "A valon ( 1 990

Naked Gun 2 1/2: Fear'

Fifteen

Medical

Double Dare

Medical

Drama) Armin Mueller-Stahl

G.U.T.S.

Medical

Looney

Physicians

PG q
Looney

Physicians

Donahue: The 25th Anniversary (In Stereo) q
Movie: "When No One Would Listen" (1992, Drama) q
Movie: "When No One Would Listen" (1992 Drama) q
Married... [Herman [Flying Blind [Woops! q
Donahue: The 25th Anniversary (In Stereo) q
Movie: »» 1

/2 "Any Which Way You Can "(1980) PG'

NFL Football: New York Giants at Denver Broncos. From Mile High Stadium. (Live)

Movie: "Perfect Family" (1992) Jennifer O'Neill, q
Movie: *•» "New Jack On/" (1991) Wesley Snipes. R'

Movie: »* 1
/2 "Defenseless

Muppets Go to the Movies

Jrnl. of Med. Family^

1991) Barbara Hershey. R

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

Counterstrike "Death Seal

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: * "Inner Sanctum " (1991) R'

Newsg
News

News
Newsg
Paid Prog-

News g

Cheers g
Night Court

Magnum, P.I.

Ent. Tonight

Cur. Affair

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Love Con.

Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: "Divorce American Style "(1967)

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q
Movie: »**'/2 "Boyz N the Hood' (WW, Drama) FT q
Movie: •» "The Couch Trip "(1987) R'

Lucy Show
OB-Gyn.

Hi, I'm Home
Family

M.T. Moore

Physicians

Bloodfist III"

NFL

Hollywood

"Whispers

Dragnet

Medicine

Superman

PajdJProfl^

MONDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 16, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: »• "The Toy" (1982) Richard Pryor PG
Design. W. [Cheers q
Cur. Affair | Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(1 30) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

News q
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

Global Supercard Wrestling

Movie: **» "The Wheeler Dealers (1963,

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *** 1
/2 "The Accidental Tourist" (1988) PG q

Newsq
News

News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Pyramid

(2 30) Movie:

(2:30) Movie:

Underdog

Press Luck

Sports

Cartoon Express

[Reporters

Movie: *»» "THX-1138" {W\) PG'

Movie: »*» "To Kill a Cop "(1978)

Yogi Bear |Arcade
I
Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *»» "Sudie and Simpson" (1990) Sara Gilbert.

Comedy) James Garner.

Ch. Flag [Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girts

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: »* 1
/2 "Blue Desert" (1991) R'

FBI-Story

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

9:30 10:00 10:30

Detective

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

Women on Trial (R) q
11:00 11:30 12:00

NFL Football: Buffalo Bills at Miami Dolphins. From Joe Robbie Stadium, q
Movie: »*• ""Curly Sue" (1991) PG q

Movie: "A Child Lost Forever" (1992) Beverly D'Anqelo

Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Movie: »*»'/2 "Die Hard' (1988. Suspense

Fresh Prince [Blossom q
Movie: **h "The Last Voyage (1960) Robert Stack

Sportscenter [Schaap Talk

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »•• "Von Ryans Express (1965) Frank Sinatra

Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Buliwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

NFL Monday [Mon. Mag-

Murder, She Wrote q

Love & War
Love & War
Bruce Willis.

Northern Exposure q
Northern Exposure q
In Stereo) jNewhart q

Movie: "A Child Lost Forever" (1992) Beverly D'Angelo.

Movie: *»v2 "The Outsiders " (1983) Matt Dillon. 'PG'

Auto Racing: Off Road [PBTA Billiards

Movie: ** "Fire, Ice and Dynamite" (1990)

WWF Prime Time Wrestling

Movie: *V'2 "Run (1991. Drama) R' q
Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law
M.T. Moore

Roger Moore.

News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsg

I News q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: "In the Heat of the Night" (1967)

Drag Racing | Sportscenter

Brian Regan

Van Dyke

Movie: »» "Spellcaster" (1987, Horror) 'R'

MacGyver (In Stereo) q |Hitchhiker

Movie: •» "Naked Obsession" (1991) R'

Dragnet [A. Hitchcock

Movie: **Vi "Valley of the Dolls" (1967) Patty Duke

Lucy Show

Movie: "Megaville "(1990)

Movie: "The Russia House

Thirtysomething

F-Troop Mister Ed

China Beach"!

TUESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 17. 1992
4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: *»"z "Soapdish (1991) Sally Field PG-13 q
Design. W
Cur. Affair

Cheers q
Edition

Oprah Winfrey q

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(330) Movie: "Last Voy.

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** ""Rhinestone (1984) Sylvester Stallone PG
Newsq
News

News

News q

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House q
News

:

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: *»''? "The Outsiders (1983) Matt Dillon. PG

(2 00) Major League Baseball Expansion Draft From New York (Live)

Pyramid

(2 30) Movie:

(2 25) Movie:

Underdog

Press Luck |Cartoon Express

Movie: Kingdom of the Spiders (1977)

Movie: +** "To Kill a Cop (1978)

Yogi Bear [Arcade
I
Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »«v? "Winnie (1988) Meredith Baxter-Birney

MacGyver "Brainwashed

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *»» "The Last Boy Scout" ( 1 99 1 ) Bruce Willis, q
Full House q |Mr. Cooper

Quantum Leap q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q

Roseanne q Coach

Reasonable Doubts

:

10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: »* "The Golden OW'(1986)
Going to Extremes q
Dateline (In Stereo) q

Movie: "Overkill: The Aileen Wuornos Story" (1992) q
Movie:

Movie: *+* "No Way Out' (1987, Drama) Kevin Costner.

Overkill: The Aileen Wuornos Story" (1992) q

Quantum Leap q
Movie: »»» "The Vikings "(1958) Kirk Douglas.

Sportscenter
| Major League Baseball Expansion Draft

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »» "The Bride (1985. Horror) Sting. PG-13 q
Movie: ** "Masters of Menace (1 990) Catherine Bach

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids Looney Buliwinkle

Shop-Drop | Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote i

Reasonable Doubts q
Hunter

Dateline (In Stereo) q
Movie: *** yh "A Shot in the Dark" (1964) Peter Sellers

Conversations Bodybuilding: Nationals

Movie: *** "Twenty-One (1991) Patsy Kensit. R'

Boxing: Rodney Moore vs Louis Lomelli. (Live

Movie: »• "Shattered (1991) Tom Berenger. R' q
Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law
M.T.Moore | Van Dyke

Movie: ***

Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

11:30 12:00

Movie: »'/2 "A Time to Die'

Golden Girls
I
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition [For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: *** "The Dresser (1983) PG
Speedweek | Sportscenter

Movie: » "Field of Fire" (1992) "R" g
MacGyver "Lost Love q [Hitchhiker

Movie: »*» "The Rapture "(1991) R' q
Dragnet [A. Hitchcock |Lucy Show

"Eight Men Out" (1988, Drama) John Cusack.

Movie: ** "Pyrates (1991)

'Amer. Nin/a 3'

F-Troop

Night Out

Mister Ed

China Beach

WEDNESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 18, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

E

22

25

4:00

Baby-sitters

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: »* 1 ? Diving In (1990) Matt Adler

Cheers q
Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

00) Movie: Exodus

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid | Press Luck

(2 45) Movie: "Honkytnk

News q
Cheers q
Design. W.

Oprah Winfre

Newsq
News

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon
I Batman q

Newsq

Y_S_
iBati

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *+** Tootsie (1982) Dustin Hoffman. PG q
News!

News

News

ABC News
NBC News

CBS News
Newsq
Fl, House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: *** "The Vikings (1956) Kirk Douglas

Truck Pull
I
NBA Today

Cartoon Express

Inside PGA [Up Close

MacGyver Easy Target

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden G ;

-ls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

l?bT 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: +**h "The Grifters (1990) Anielica Huston R

Home Imp [Doogie H.

Unsolved Mysteries q

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
Movie: "The Jacksons An American Dream" (1992) q
Seinfeld q .[Mad-You

In the Heat of the Night "Frenzied Affair/Discovery' q
In the Heat of the Night Frenzied Affair/Discovery" q
Beverly Hills, 90210 q

Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai

Unsolved Mysteries

:

Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Seinfeld q |

Mad-You

Law & Order (In Stereo) q
48 Hours: Porn

48 Hours: Porn

Catwalk (In Stereo)

Law & Order (In Stereo) q

11:00

One Night

Newsg
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Movie: »»*» "7bp/rap/"(1964, Adventure) Melina Mercoun

Newsg

Sportscenter |College Basketball: NIT - Murray State at Indiana (Live) [Boxing: Kevin Pompey vs Buck Smith (Live

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

3 30) Movie: ** Nakia

26

Underdog |Yogi Bear

Movie: **+ "New York, New York' (1977, Musical) Robert De Niro. (In Stereo) PG
Munsch

Arcade

Heroes

Hey Dude (R)

^w^^i^^SXSS^SL^S^SSL^^Ilm^^^^^L

Movie: **» L
2 "California Suite (1978) Maggie Smith

Kids' Choice Awards (R)

Supermarket [Shop-Drop

Looney Buliwinkle

Unsolved Mystenes

Murder, She Wrote g I Movie: ** "High Desert Kill

11:30 12:00

Movie: *» "77>e Punisher

Golden Girls [Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition [Curves

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Sleeper (1973)

Sportscenter

Movie: *»» Class Action (1991) Gene Hackman. R q
Movie: *'/i "Physical Evidence (1989) R

Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law
M.T. Moore

Boxing

Van Dyke

(1989) Anthony Geary, q [MacGyver "Lost Love" q
Movie: *'/2 "Beastmaster 2 Through the Portal of Time

Comedy Club All-Stars VI

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: "Getting Up and Going Home (1992, Drama)

Duathlon

Hitchhiker

Assault'

Movie: ** "Desire (1990) Peter Marc R

Lucy Show [F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

*

€

P
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Golden Eagles win battle with Rock, 49-37,

now face war with IUP for West
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

He started the game at

quarterback, and before Marlon

Worthy was finished for the day,

he had compiled 290 all-purpose

yards and scored four

touchdowns in leading the

Clarion Golden Eagles to a 49-

37 victory over Slippery Rock,

and a shot at the conference title

next week against IUP.

The only thing the 5'
7"

return specialist did not do on

Saturday was referee. After

rushing for 16 yards at the

quarterback position, Worthy

went on to catch touchdown

passes of 18, 76, and 67 yards,

and still found enough time to

run back a punt 67 yards for a

score.

Worthy's replacement at

quarterback didn't have a bad

day himself. Tim Myers took

over for Worthy after Clarion's

first possession and went on to

throw for 408 yards and a school

record six touchdowns, in

completing 18 of his 33

attempts.

Myers mastery began

midway through quarter number

one when he hit Worthy from 18

yards away, and then found

Steve Witte for the two-point

conversion to put the Eagles

ahead 8-0.

After a late Slippery

Rock score had cut the Clarion

lead to one, the Golden Eagles

would execute the two-minute

drill to perfection. Myers

methodically navigated the

offense to the Rock 30 when he

dumped an innocent looking

pass to Tim Brown out in the

flat. Brown stopped, turned up

field, and then slipped the

tackles of five Rock defenders en

route to a gorgeous 30 yard catch

and run. The Eagles led 15-7

with just 46 seconds to play until

intermission.

A squibbed kickoff

gave the Rockets excellent field

position, and with one tick on the

clock, Pete Banaszak booted a

29 yard field goal to place

Slippery Rock within five at the

break.

A break was one thing

fans did not receive in the

second half. An 11 play, 68 yard

drive on Clarion's first series

resulted in a seven yard scoring

pass from Myers to Jess Quinn

and a 22-10 advantage. Then,

after stifling a Rocket drive, the

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Worthy of a smile- Marlon Worthy deserved a fourth quarter smile last Saturday after

accumulating 290 all-purpose yards at quarterback, at wide receiver and as a return man.

Eagles unleashed their own

version of the "rocket", Marlon

Worthy.

The sophomore

speedster camped under a punt at

his own 33 yard line. He spotted

a small opening to his left,

picked up a few key blocks,

darted down the left sideline, and

forced the lagging Rock

defenders to cry out "we're not

Worthy, we're not Worthy!" The

electrifying return was worthy of

six points, and it gave Clarion a

28-10 cushion.

Slippery Rock was far

from dead. Two quick scores

closed the Rock to within five

once again before Mr. Versitility

went back to work. Worthy got a

step behind his defender, Myers

hit him in full stride, and all that

was left was a vapor trail.

If this one play, 76 yard drive

stunned Slippery Rock, the next

turn of events would require

CPR. On Clarion's very next

offensive play, Myers drilled

Jess Quinn for a 58 yard scoring

strike, and the Eagles led 42-23.

After a Slippery Rock

score had closed the lead to 12,

Myers needed just two plays to

light up the scoreboard again; a

Damien Henry three yard run

and a 67 yard howitzer to

Worthy. The Eagles' were too

much for the Rockets to keep

pace with, and the result was a

49-37 win with a PSAC-West

title shot waiting in the wings.

TJIaTIo^ 1 7 27 / M
Slippery Rock 10 13 14 37

FIRST QUARTER
Clarion: Worthy 18 TD pass from

Myers (two-point conversion good),

3:35. Drive: 6 plays, 86 yds. Key

play: Myers keeps it up middle for

29 yds. Clarion 8, SRU 0.

SECOND QUARTER
SRU: Booth 10 TD pass from

Linhart (Banaszak kick). 2:09.

Drive: 8 plays, 75 yds. Key play:

passing attack. Clarion 8, SRU 7.

Clarion: Brown 3Q TD pass from

Myers (Cramer kick), 0:49. Drive:

7 plays, 70 yds. Key play: 45 yds to

Brown from Myers on drive.

Clarion 15, SRU 7.

SRU: Banaszak 29 FG, 0:00.

Drive: 6 plays, 45 yards. Key play.

All 45 yds through air. Clarion 15,

SRU 10.

THIRD QUARTER
Clarion: Quinn 7 TD pass from

Myers (Cramer kick), 9:28. Drive:

10 plays, 68 yds. Key play: Myers

to Henry 21 yds. Clarion 22, SRU

10.

Clarion: Worthy 68 TD punt return

(kick blocked), 8:07. Clarion 28,

SRU 10.

SRU: Carson 9 TD run (pass

failed), 7:24. Drive: 2 plays, 63

yds. Key play: 35 yd pass. Clarion

28, SRU 16.

SRU: Merhaut 11 pass from Linhart

(Banaszak kick), 2:05. Drive: 8

plays, 54 yds. Key play: 4 passes,

66 yds by Linhart. Clarion 28,

SRU 22.

Clarion: Worthy 76 TD from

Myers (Cramer kick), 1:51. Key

play: 1 play after kickoff. Clarion

35,SRU2J.

Clarion: Quinn 58 TD from Myers

(Cramer kick), 0:25. Key play: 1

play after punt. Clarion 42, SRU

23.

FOURTH QUARTER
SRU: Reardon 2 TD from Linhart

(Banaszak kick), 11:18. Drive: 10

plays, 48 yards. Key play: All

Linhart. Clarion 42, SRU 30.

Clarion: Worthy 67 TD pass from

Myers (Cramer kick), 9:50. Drive: 2

plays, 65 yards. Clarion 49, SRU

30.

SRU: Hopkins 30 TD pass from

Linhart (Banaszak kick), 7:16.

Drive: 9 plays, 61 yards. Key play:

All Linhart. Clarion 49, SRU 37.

TEAM STATIST
Cal. Cla.

FIRST DOWNS 29 19

3RD DOWN EFF. 5-12 3-16

YDS RUSH 21 105

YDS PASS 502 408

TOTAL YDS 523 513

AVG GAIN/PLAY 6.0 8.4

KEY PLAYER STATISTICS

Clarion rushing: Myers 3-33

SRU rushing: Carson 11-45

Clarion passing: Myers 18-33 (408

yards)

SRU passing: Linhart 35-58 (502

yards)

Clarion receiving: Worthy 4-172,

Brown 4-75, Quinn 5-97

SRU receiving: Hopkins 16-202,

Merhaut 7-94, Mikluscan 3-74,

Booth 5-65

Clarion all-purpose: Worthy 290

Clarion returns: Worthy 4-102

Clarion tackles-assists-sacks:

Mazoff 15-6-1, Warner 10-5-1,

Andrews 10-5-1, Reinhart 9-5-1.

Tc.za 10-5-O

Clarion interceptions: Spencer 2

Terza 1
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IUP won't beat Clarion on reputation alone
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

1983. This marked the last

year that an AFC team won a

Super Bowl. This marked the

last year that the Chicago White

Sox won the American League

West crown. This also marked

the last time that the Clarion

University Golden Eagles

brought home the PSAC-West
title.

The Eagles dethroned IUP, 35-

24, to claim that title nine years

ago. This year. Clarion must

accomplish that same feat to

capture the conference

championship. IUP once again

stands in Clarion's way.

The Indians have won the last

eight meetings between these

two schools and have gone 27

straight games without losing to

a PSAC opponent. IUP (4-0-1 in

the PSAC this year) has the top

rated offense in the conference,

averaging 421 yards a game.

They have been held to under 30

points in a game only once this

season. The Indians also boast

of having the PSAC's top rated

quarterback at their helm. Scott

Woods has completed 63 percent

of his passes and leads the West

in passing efficiency as well as

in total offense.

So, it is virtually impossible

for the Golden Eagles to upset

this perennial powerhouse, right?

Not necessarily.

Two weeks ago, Indiana led

Towson State 14-0 after four

minutes had elapsed, 20-0 at the

half, and 33-13 with under six

minutes remaining in the game.

Towson exploded for three late

touchdowns and shocked the

Indians at their own teepee, 35-

33. IUP is not a machine. They

proved to be human.

The emotional letdown carried

over to last week, when they

needed to rally for a touchdown

with only seconds remaining just

to tie Edinboro.

Meanwhile, there is no team

hotter than the Clarion Golden

Eagles. The Eagles have won

their last five contests and their

offense showed what it is

capable of doing last week

against The Rock. Quarterback

Tim Myers was razor sharp in

completing 18 tosses for 402

yards and a school record six

touchdown passes. All-purpose

man Marlon Worthy looks to

score every time he touches the

ball and, for the most part, does.

Worthy, along with Tim Brown,

MlhMllM! , II,

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Primed and ready- Eldridge Ponder and the Golden Eagle defense will be aiming to scalp
the Indians at Memorial Stadium on Saturday. The kickoff is set for 1 p.m.

Kevin Harper and Jess Quinn are

heating up in the cold weather.

Clarion's running game has not

been needed the last couple of

weeks, but the 338 yard outburst

against Lock Haven two weeks

ago leaves no doubt that the

horses are there. Damien Henry

needs to be healthy to lead that

stampede.

Clarion's defense has

improved one million percent

since opening day and, except

for a few lapses last Saturday,

has totally dominated opposing

offenses throughout the winning

streak.

But what can the Golden

Eagles, hot or not, do to beat this

national titan? On offense they

must establish the run, avoid

turnovers and, most importantly,

be patient.

Myers is an excellent

quarterback when he is not

hurried. When hurried, a

quarterback tends to give away

where his passes are going. Four

or five yard carries by Jay

Tonini, Henry or Art Gregory on

first down may alleviate some of

the pressure on Myers that

obvious passing downs put on.

Clarion's offense may also have

to keep IUP's offense off of the

field by sustaining drives. Time

of possession will certainly be a

key. IUP's offense will be too

much for the Eagles' defense to

take if on the field all day.

Costly turnovers will also keep

the Eagles' "D" on the field too

long.

Patience, on offense, is crucial

for Clarion. The Eagles can not

expect to pull off too many one

play, 76 yard drives like they did

a week ago. The Indians defense

will not allow it. IUP will

probably try to frustrate Myers

by leaving a short receiver open

and suffocating anything deep.

Myers must be complacent with

throwing short until a deep

opening arises. Forcing the issue

due to impatience will only work

to the Tribe's advantage.

On defense, the Blue and Gold

must make the IUP offense work

for yardage. Big plays have

been the defense's Achilles heel

all season. Penalties also have to

be avoided. Costly defensive

holding calls have plagued

Clarion recently and must be

avoided. If the defense

concentrates for all 60 minutes,

in any game, they may have one

of the best in the PSAC. At

times this year, though, the

defense has allowed teams to

make fourth quarter comebacks,

when their opposition's jugular

vein appeared to already be

sliced. It may not take much to

frustrate this IUP team if they

cannot execute.

. . . And then David put his

hand into the bag and took out

a stone, hurled it with the

sling, struck the Philistine on

the forehead. . . and the giant

fell.

The Clarion University men's basketball

TEAM Will host THE INDIA NATIONAL TEAM Oil

Monday at 7:30 p.m. The game will be

sponsored by the Clarion Clipper, giving

away a $20 gift certificate to a lucky fan.

Red Stallion Nite Club
For The Best In Nite Club

Entertainment

KRMOTION
Appearing Sat. Nou. 14

CASH
for

Books
every week day

8:30am to 4:30pm, at the

University

BOOK

Whert Wiir $$$ continue to Woricfor you!your$$
Si

<?

t

«
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Clarion spikers enjoy two season-ending wins
by Mike Jewart

Sports Writer

The Golden Eagle volleyball

team ended their season last

weekend by winning two games

in the Clarion Invitational

volleyball tournament.

Millersville, Fairmont State,

Slippery Rock and IUP all

visited Tippin Gymnasium as

Clarion hosted the season ending

tourney.

The Golden Eagles started

things off on Saturday by

defeating Fairmont State in four

games, 15-9, 15-13,9-15, 15-5.

Three freshmen led the way for

the Golden Eagles. Jennifer

Betters, Nicole Flambard and

Bobbie Simpson all reached

double figures in kills with 11,

10 and 10, respectively. Wendy

Ellenberger led the team in set

assists, as usual, with 34. She

also chipped in nine kills. The

defense was incredible in

picking up the slack for their

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

MVP- Co-captain Wendy Ellenberger provided Clarion with

an invaluable leader for four years.

injured co-captain Tammi Bills.

Four Golden Eagles were able to

reach double figures in digs.

Gerri Condo led the "D" with 12

digs. Meghan Kelly, Betters and

Flambard each chipped in with

10.

Clarion's next opponent was

Millersville University. This

was a very close match, with

neither team winning a game by

more Uian three points. Clarion

came out of the scuffle

victorious in four games, 15-12,

16-14,13-15, 15-13.

Ellenberger was again the

catalyst for Clarion, registering

37 set assists. She was also the

co-leader in digs with 10. Condo

and Kelly were the other co-

leaders in digs with 10. The

rookie Flambard knocked down

12 kills for Clarion.

The Golden Eagles finished the

1992 season with a 24-15 overall

record. They finished 5-5 in the

extremely tough PSAC-West

(the middle of the pack).

This was the final season for

two invaluable Clarion starters.

Co-captains Tammi Bills and

Wendy Ellenberger are both

seniors and have had very

successful careers to look back

on. Though the Golden Eagles

are losing their two co-captains.

Clarion still has the nucleus for a

great team and should be flying

hitih for vears to come.

GOLDEN
EAGLE TEAM
LEADERS

Set Assists- Wendy

Ellenberger (1,149)

Kills- Nicole Flambard (271)

Bobbie Simpson (259)

Suzanne Sheldon (201)

Digs- Tammi Bills (526)

Meghan Kelly (397)

Wendy Ellenberger (310)

Clarion women's swimming an<

team seeks 18th straight conference title

The Clarion University

women's swimming and diving

team, which has maintained a

standard of excellence second to

none in Division II over the last

17 years, is preparing to have

another quality season in 1992-

93. The Golden Eagles opened

their dual meet season with a

147-77 triumph over Allegheny

and won the Bloomsburg relays

last Saturday.

Six year head coach Bill Miller

heads into the 1992-93 season

hoping to lead the women's team

to their 18th straight PSAC title

GRINGOS NORTH
Homemade Mexican Food

* NEW LOCATION *

3.5 miles off 322 on 208 E. (towards Knox)

814-797-2900

Daily Specials include:

taco salad fajitas

fried ice cream enchiladas

burritos sopapillas

chimichangas nachos

Hours:

Mon-Thurs 11-9

Fri-Sat 11-10

Sun 12-7

Banquet Facilities Available

and a top five finish at the

NCAA Division II nationals.

Last year, Miller led his squad to

their 17th straight PSAC crown

and a fifth place finish at

nationals. Besides winning all

17 PSAC titles since their

inception in 1976, Clarion has

won eight Division II national

titles (1977, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83,

84 and 86).

The 1991-92 women's squad

scored 512.5 points at the

PSAC's to win the event.

Bloomsburg finished second

with 372.5 points. Clarion went

on to finish fifth at nationals,

approximately 300 points behind

the overall winner, Oakland,

Michigan.

The 1992-93 outlook? "We

have a very young but talented

team," said Miller. The women's

team strengths appear to be in

the backstroke, breaststroke and

diving events. Miller's goal for

the women is the same as for the

men, to repeal as PSAC
champions and finish in the top

five at nationals.

Clarion's leadership role will

fall on the shoulders of senior,

co-captains Becky Jushchyshyn

and Denise Butterweck.

"Our captains have always

provided quality leadership and

we know that this year will be no

exception," said Miller.

Jushchyshyn is the defending

Division II national champion in

CONGRATS
Clarion University of PA

125 years of continuing education

from

Wilkinson TV

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Bring this coupon in for

Free Video Membership

Wilkinson TV and Video
44 1st Street, Clarion, PA 16214

the 100 yard breaststroke with a

time of 1:05.61. A four-time

All-American last year,

Jushchyshyn also placed sixth in

the 200 breaststroke and helped

the 200 medley and 400 medley

relay teams to third place

finishes. Also the defending

PSAC champion in the 100 and

200 breaststroke the last two

years, she is an eight-time All-

American. .

Butterweck, who swims the

200 and 400 IM races and

distance freestyle, is the

defending PSAC champion in

the 400 IM and narrowly missed

qualifying for the Division II

nationals. She also placed third

in the 1650 and eighth in the 500

at the PSAC's.

Overall, the Clarion women

have an extremely young team

this season. The Golden Eagles

have a 28-member team with

only three seniors (five juniors,

nine sophomores and 11

freshmen). Other returning All-

American performers in the pool

include Justine Gibbons,

Stephanie Kissell, Dina Maylor

and Debbie Jones. Returning

All-American divers include

Kim Strawbridge and Amy
Paganie.

(Cont. on page 22)
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Clarion

women's.

.

(Cont. from page 21)

Below is a breakdown of the

Golden Eagle women by events:

Freestyle- The 50 and 100

freestyle has been dominated in

past years by Cindy Wonka but

she has graduated. The talent

continues, however, with

veterans Kissell, Maylor, and

Debbie Jones. Kissell was 15th

in the 50 free at nationals last

year, while Maylor and Debbie

Jones were placewinners at the

PSAC's. The 200 free should be

paced by Gibbons, Dawn Jones,

Maylor and freshmen Tedra

Kruse. The 500 and 1650

freestyle events will be led by

Butterweck and Kruse.

Butterfly- Maylor was seventh

at nationals in the 100 fly and

leads the way.

Backstroke- Gibbons leads

the way in what should be a

strong event. She placed third at

nationals in the 200 with a

school record time of 2:05.28,

plus was sixth in the 100.

Junior Donna Patrick is the

defending PSAC champ in the

200.

Breaststroke- Jushchyshyn,

the defending Division II champ

in i e 100 and the defending

PSAC champ in the 100 and 200

the past two years, paces a

strong event.

IM- Kissell leads the way
after placing seventh at nationals

in the 200 IM event.

Diving- Coach Dave Hrovat

has a strong contingent of divers

this year, paced by Strawbridge,

Paganie and Jill Braught.

Relays- The relays are

expected to be strong, but the

loss of Wonka swimming the

anchor is something the Eagles

will be hard-pressed to replace.

The Clarion women host

Division I Ohio State on

Saturday at 3 p.m.

1

From the back pages

Female athletes 1, IUP in federal court
Pittsburgh (AP)- The score is

female athletes one, a state

university zero in efforts to level

the playing field for both the

sexes.

U.S. District Judge Maurice

Cohill on Monday ordered

Indiana University of

Pennsylvania to restore funding

for women's gymnastics and
field hockey. No decision was
made on whether to appeal the

decision, IUP's attorney said.

Indiana, which has about

14,000 students, pleaded poverty

in August when it dropped the

two women's teams and men's

soccer and tennis to save

$350,000. The nationally ranked

football team promptly took over

the hockey field for practices.

Football coach Frank Cignetti

is also the athletic director and

has said IUP aspires to become a

member of NCAA Division I-

AA, the next highest level of

competition.

Cohill said money problems

and a desire for football prestige

were not excuses for violating

U.S. Title IX, a federal law that

forbids sex discrimination at

schools like Indiana that get

federal money.

"The judge is saying that IUP

was way out of line," said

Wendy Schandelmeier, a junior

gymnast who on October 5 sued

IUP with three other women
after the cutbacks.

The judge said while football

and basketball bring IUP cash

and prestige, lower-profile sports

remain important for education

and student life.

"It was something that

enhanced my whole college

experience- from managing my
time to a break from studies to

exercise," Schandelmeier said.

A group that tracks Title IX

cases applauded Cohill's ruling

and agreed with the judge that

removing the programs
worsened an already unequal

balance among men's and

women's sports.

"If you cut something when
one party had less to begin with,

that's clearly not equal," said

Kathryn Reid, advocacy director

for the Women's Sports

Foundation.

In a 40-minute reading of his

ruling, Cohill rattled off statistics

like a baseball junkie and
described IUP as a place where

male jocks and their field

generals get most of the breaks.

For example, Cohill said:

-Before the cuts, men held 62

percent of roster spots and
received 79 percent of athletic

scholarships, compared to 38
percent and 21 percent for

women, respectively. The
women's share of roster spots

dropped to 36.5 percent after

IUP's move. About 55 percent

of IUP's student body is female.

-Cignetti and a male associate

control policy in the athletic

department, and cash-strapped

IUP won't replace a female

administrator who left in August.

-Five male sports

administrators -and no women-
have country club memberships

and male coaches drive

complementary cars.

-IUP's baseball field for men is

superior to the women's softball

field.

After the cutbacks, IUP said it

would someday create a

women's soccer team to

capitalize on that sport's growing

popularity. But Cohill said,

"You can't replace programs
with promises."

Besides Schandelmeier,

plaintiffs were gymnast Dawn
Favia, gymnast Kim Delcamo
and field hockey player Amy
Phaeler.

The gymnastics team won a

NCAA Division II tide two years

ago, and Favia testified that she

chose IUP because of the team's

success. Meets may resume in

January.

Phaeler formed a 35-women
hockey club after IUP's

cutbacks. It finished the season

at 0-7 and will rejoin the PSAC
next year if the ruling stands,

former coach Kofie Montgomery
said.

She acted as an unpaid coach

and stored uniforms in her car's

trunk because the school kicked

the field hockey team out of its

facilities after the team was
dropped.^

Clarion swimmers enjoying fast start
by Karen Ruud
Sports Writer

Fresh off of their season

opening victories over Allegheny

college. Clarion University's

swimming and diving teams took

part in the Bloomsburg relays

this past weekend. The men's

team captured first place honors

in seven events, while the

women's team achieved first

place finishes in six events.

Clarion was too strong for any

other competition.

For the men's team, divers

John Oleksak and Joe Egan
teamed up to win the one-meter

required and one-meter optional

events. Clarion won the one-

meter required event with a score

of 182.1 and the one-meter

optional event with a score of

222.02.

The men's 300 fly team

comprised of Jim O'Connor,
Mike Klunk and Steve Darby

finished first with a time of

2:41.9.

First place honors were also

achieved by the men's 300

backstroke team of Mark
Keister, Chad Rimsky and Dave

Sheets, who had a time of

2:45.23.

The 300 breaststroke team

from Clarion comprised of Jeff

Halbert, Klunk and O'Connor
won with a time of 3: 14. 1 2.

The team of Sheets, O'Connor,

Darby and Keith Iwinski was
victorious in the 400 medley and

in the 400 IM relays with times

of 3:41.81 and 3:50.61.

For the women's team, Tammy
Quinn and Jill Braught combined

to give Clarion a victory on the

one-meter required dive with

177.64 points.

The 300 backstroke relay team

of Dina Maylor, Colleen

Davidson and Justine Gibbons

was also a winner with a time of

3:07.96.

The 300 breaststroke relay

team of Lisa Kaylor, Jen Alcott

and Becky Jushchyshyn won
with a time of 3:36.01.

The 500 crescendo relay team,

comprised of Kaylor, Davidson,

Maylor and Tedra Kruse, won
with a time of 4:57.97.

In the 400 medley relay,

Gibbons, Jushchyshyn, Kathy

Randazzo and Dawn J- :ps

combined to give Clarion j win

with a time of 4: 11.03.

In the 200 free, Maylor,

Davidson, Kaylor and Stephanie

Kissell gave the Golden Eagles

their sixth win of the day with a

time of 1:43.72.

The women's swimming and

diving team is again in action

this Saturday against Ohio State.

Both squads will visit Indiana on

Saturday November 21.

Stehle's

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenvillo, Pa 16254

5x7' space - $21.20 per month
5'xlO' space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122

located at former Domino's

u : 11-1 a.m. Mon. - Thurs.
n9urs '

11-2 a.m. Fri.& Sat.

Salads "Hoagies 2-10 p.m. Sunday
w
1

9a^ix

227-9111
Wedgies

Garlic Bread

P^ $1.00 OFF
a Large Pizza

or .50 off a medium pizza

"IE
II

II

II

II

II

w $1.50 OFF
a Large Pizza

or $1 .00 off a medium pizza
pick up only

I

I II

' one coupon per pizza Exp. 12-18-92 II ' one coupon per pizza Exp 12-18-92 I

I .- II

Geo's is honoring all existing competitors coupons! Limit 1 coupon
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Help Wanted
Nanny Positions

WHITE HOUSE NANNIES
invites you to live in the Nations

Capitol. Great child care jobs

with the best families in

Maryland, Virginia and

Washington D.C. area. Room

and board, high salaries, 1 year

committment. Use your

educational background.

Current references. Call 301-

654-1242.

Be A Spring Break Rep! Earn

FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST

COMMISSIONS! Cancun,

Daytona & Jamaica from $159.

Call Take A Break Student

Travel today! (800) 32-

TRAVEL

***Campus Reps Wanted***

Heatwave vacations

Spring Break 1993

The best rates and the biggest

commissions. For more

information, call 800-395-WAVE

$$$Great Money Potential.

Sell custom designed t-shirts on

campus. For more info call Jeff

at 1-800-736-6827.

SPRING BREAK 1993!!!

Breakaway Travel is now hiring

campus reps to promote Spring

& Winter Break vacations.

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,

South Padre Island, Daytona,

Panama City, Sugarbush,

Killington, Smuggler's Notch

and more! Earn trips, cash! Call

1-800-862-7325.

Salts & Services
Do you hate to type? I'll type

papers of any length for you! $2

per page and $.15 extra per page

for laser quality print. Have a

3.5" disk handy also, and I'll

save all your work for you! Call

Steph Mol at 227-2890 anytime.

Leave a message!

COUNTY TAXI

Serving Clarion

County

1-800-457-7170
Clarion-226-4489

24 hours 7 day/week

FOR SALE: IBM PC

Convertible (Laptop)!

Specifications are: 8088

processor, 512K RAM, dual

720K 3.5" floppy drives, LCD
display screen, attachable printer

(draft quality), standard size

keyboard, etc. Software

included: DOS 3.2, WP 4.2 and

other applications software.

Perfect for the person on the go.

Has a power of AC outlets and

will also run when battery is

charged. $800 or BEST offer!

Quote me a price, I may not turn

it down! Call Steph Mol at 227-

2890 anytime. Leave a message!

Need a unique Christmas gift

for Mom? Give her an

HEIRLOOM ANGEL, the gift

she'll love. Call -3484 for

details.

Adorable AKC Chocolate

Cocker Spaniel Pups. Males

$200 and Female $250. Call

814-764-5959

True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization, Fine

lines and cover ups. Choose

from 50 colors. Located in

Sligo, PA; 10 miles South of

Clarion. Call for appointment

after 5:00 p.m. -358-2715.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
"89 MERCEDES. . . $200; '86

VW. . . $50; '87 MERCEDES. .

.

$100; '65 MUSTANG. . . $50;

Choose from thousands starting

$25. FREE Information-24

Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929

Copyright # PAIOKJC

Roommates & Rentals

Apartment for rent. Spring

Semester. 3 or 4 students. Call

354-2992

Sleeping Room only. Prefer girl

student. Very near campus. For

more information call 226-5647.

Wanted 1 female student (non

smoker) to share apt. on Grand

Ave. with another student for

Spring Semester 1993. All

utilities are included in the rent.

Call 226-9158 after 6.

EARN A FREE TRIP!

^^BeaSerjng
r^
ffl

Break Rep
with

Campus
(J^) Get-Aways
^Bm/ call Now
800-2-CANCUN

Rooms for Rent across from

Tippin Gym. $150/month -

utilities included. 226-8010

Apartment for rent near campus

for 3 non-smoking students.

Available Jan. 1.226-7997

Personals
To my Ralston wing: Thanks for

all your support with my
production. Love ya, Ann. ,

To my Alpha Phi Omega

brothers: Thanks for everything.

You guys are a special part of

my life. -RA down under.

Happy Birthday to Amy Cooper.

Love your D Phi E sisters. (Hey

Aim, Are you goin to the UI

Tuesday?)

Delta Phi Epsilon would like to

thank all the men in Mr. CUP,

the organizations that sponsored

them and the entertainment.

What a show!

KDR - The necklaces were

eaten, the lays were hung, it was

12:00 and we've only just begun.

Even though there was a flood,

we made it into an ocean. What

was that red potion? We had a

great ume! Love, D Phi E

Delta Phi Epsilon would like to

thank their Associate members

for the awesome "social

gathering." Great decorations

girls! Thanks!

Congratulations Liz on your

lavalier and pin! We are all very

happy for you. Love your D Phi

E sisters.

Jason and Jason. Thanks for a

great time Saturday night. We
had a blast. We love you guys.

Love Dawn and Jen.

Donna: You're my favorite

Turkey. Me

CREEKS y CLUBS
RAISE A COOLh,ooo,oo
flN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-8CXK

932-0528, Ext 65.

Beth, Thank you for all of your

hard work. The formal was a

great success! We hope you had

as much fun as we did. Love,

Your Theta Phi Alpha Sisters

D Phi E - Even though we are a

little late, our softball game with

you was great, so, rain or shine,

give us a call anytime. Love,

Theta Phi Alpha

To the Theta Phi Alpha

Associate members: Keep up

the good work. You're doing a

great job! We love you! Love,

Your Theta Phi Alpha Sisters

Good luck Wednesday night

Shortie! We'll be rooting you on

for Mr. CUP. You'll do great!

Love, The Sisters of Zeta Tau

Alpha

Congratulations Michelle

Sperduto for making it for TKE

Sweetheart. We're so proud of

you!! Love, Your ZETA Sisters

The Sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma

would like to wish Tim Myers

and the rest of Clarion football

team the best of luck ihis week!

Love, Phi Sigma Sigma

Congratulations Julie Fober (my

rose buddy!!) on receiving those

Sigma Chi letters! They look

great on you! Michael Rodi

couldn't have given those to you

in a more romantic way. We

love both of you! The Sisters of

AST

The night was cold, the fire hot.

The music was slow, the hayride

was npi! We zoomed through

the trees at the speed of light.

We had fun though, guys -

thanks for a GREAT night!

Alpha Sigma Tau would like to

thank all of our Dates and Heidi

for making this night so special.

D Phi E: We should e_ai out

more often. Thanks for the great

mixer. Brothers of Kappa Delta

Rho

Phi Sigma Sigma would like to

thank Kristin Bryant and Tonya

Schmidt for a successful

Division Conference. We would

also like to thank Al

Modrejewski for his inspiring

speech. -The sisters of Phi

Sigma Sigma

To the brothers of Delta Chi:

Thanks for an awesome mixer!

We had a great time dancing the

night away. Can't wait to get

together again. Love, the Sisters

of Tri-Sigma

Congratulations pledge's on

completing your service project.

You're almost done. Only 1

week to go. The Brothers of

Alpha Phi Omega

Alpha Phi Omega would like to

thank Mark and his committee

for the fine job they did on the

Blind Date Party.

Jason Fularz - Thank you so

much for making the Hayride so

much fun! You were the best

date! P.S. Happy 21st Birthday!

Love, - Jen

To: Delta Zeta — It started out

as a bondage mixer, but we

never thought that it would get

that rough. C-ya next time. The

Brothers of Theta Xi

To the Brothers of Tau Kappa

Epsilon: Thanks so much, I'm

so proud to be your sweetheart.

You guys are the greatest. Love,

Michelle

To the Sisters of D Phi E: You

ventured into the hall of the

Damned AND Rocked with us to

one hell of a Band. We'll do it

again sometime real soon. . .

Maybe this time there'll be a full

moon? The Brothers of AXP

Thanks to the pledges and sisters

of ZTA for the great mixer. It'll

be one "TOGA" down in history.

The Brothers of AXP

The Brothers of Sigma Tau

Gamma would like to wish their

White Rose - Amy Mcleish,

Happy 22nd Birthday - We love

you!

fFRTlFIF.rK
AUTO CARE
Computerised Diagnostics

Major, General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. 6REENAWALT, ja

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4824

South 5th Avenue

Clarion, PA 16214
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Sports Opinion The new blood

.

• • The Godfather predicts:

The Fighting Irish to tame Nittany Lions
. . . It's good! And The

Godfather is victorious on the

last play of the game.

Yes, ladies and gentlemen, The

Godfather is back. I return after

a 5- 1 week, missing a perfect 6-0

mark by only two points. The

"new blood" is here and it's here

to stay. The Quizmaster will

keep his mouth shut and rot in

the pen this week. I am The

Godfather. Well, anyway, here I

go.

NFL
San Diego at Cleveland -2

A very important game for

both teams. Cleveland (5-4)

needs desperately to keep pace

with Pittsburgh and Houston in

the AFC Central. San Diego (4-

5) is right behind Denver and

Kansas City in the AFC West. A

loss could damper playoff hopes

for both sides. Last week, the

Browns held the Oilers to 55

yards in the first half and Warren

Moon to just 69 yards passing

for the game. Can the resurgent

Charger offense penetrate Bill

Belicher's red-hot defense? I

say that the Chargers have about

as much of a chance of doing

this as a freshman has of

•••• FourStarPizza

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11 AM- 12AM
Thurs11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat 1 1 AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

Monday Night Football

Special
1
6" one-item Pizza

Good only on

Monday's after 5 p.m.

Only $6.00 P ,us tax

EXP 12/14/92

1

! star
Dinner %& Sub ! n8j Dinner

i g|j for four

|
Only $8.99

SS for two
Only $4.50

ESS fortwo
Only $6.50

PLUS TAX

. Includes 16' one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

PLUS TAX

Includes 12"-SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

PLUS TAX

Includes 12" one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 1 21 1 0/92 limted delivery area only EXP 12/10/92 limited delivery area only EXP 1 2/ 1 0/92

scheduling the class that he

wants during pre-registration.

Godfather's pick: Cleveland

Washington at Kansas City +1

A low spread indicates to me
that there isn't a whole hell of a

lot of scoring expected from the

matchup of the defending Super

Bowl champion Redskins (6-3)

and Kansas City (5-4).

Washington, who only got into

the endzone once against the

lowly Seahawks, is struggling.

They have been decimated by

injuries all year long and that

continues as three more starters

went down against Seattle. The

game smells of defense any time

that Derrick Thomas opposes a

struggling offense. He had four

sacks last week against San

Diego and will say hello to Mark

Rypien on several occasions this

week.

Godfather's pick: Kansas City

Giants at Denver -3 1/2

"LT" went down for good with

a ruptured Achilles tendon. His

leadership and ultimate presence

went down with him. The

Giants (5-4) have been playing

much better in the past few

weeks but now travel, without

Taylor, to the unfriendly confines

of Mile High Stadium. Here, the

Broncos (6-3) have an eight

game winning streak and should

extend that to nine behind the

arm of John Elway. Without

Taylor, the Denver offensive line

can key on other areas of the

Giant defense.

Godfather's pick: Denver

Penn State at Notre Dame -8

Notre Dame (7-1-1) gets a

"wow" for their 54-7 thrashing

of previously undefeated Boston

College. Lou Holtz has the

Fighting Irish looking for

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confidential

Counseling

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007
open Mon.-Wed.-Frl. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM

another New Year's bowl and

Penn State (6-3) will be just

another stepping stone. QB Rick

Mirer, RB's Jerome Betts and

Reggie. Brooks will carry the

load for the Irish. JoePa's

troops, who were very overrated

to begin with, being ranked in

the Top 10, will get hammered

and fall out of the Top 25. , On
the bright side, though, the Lions

already have a Blockbuster Bowl

bid. Big deal.

Godfather's pick: Notre Dame

'Bama at Miss. State +10

MSU (7-2) has its work cut out

for them this week. Alabama (9-

0) possesses the #1 defense in

the nation. I think that they

should be ranked #1 in the

nation, atop Miami. The SEC
offers the best and most

challenging conference in the

nation, while the Hurricanes get

to play teams like Virginia Tech

and Florida A&M. The
Bulldogs will keep it close in the

first quarter but the Tide will roll

the rest of the way. Chris

Anderson will have a field day

for 'Bama and the Crimson Tide

will stay undefeated.

Godfather's pick: Alabama

Hawaii at San Diego State-5 1/2

The Aztecs (5-3) have

Heisman candidate Marshall

Faulk. But Faulk, who looked

like he was going to run away

with it, has slipped recently and

is losing his grip on the 25-

pound trophy. He needs to put

up large numbers the rest of the

way. I say Hawaii (7-1) won't

let it happen. They broke into

the Top 25 this year and are

currently first in the WAC
conference. The Rainbows RB,

Travis Sims, is their best

weapon. He will outgain Faulk

and lead the Rainbows to the

promised land (the Thrifty

Holiday Bowl!).

Godfather's pick: Hawaii

The Godfather would like to

encourage all CUP students to go

out and support the Golden

Eagles as they try to bring home

their first PSAC title since 1983.

So go out and watch the Golden

Eagles put a hurtin' on IUP.

Good luck men. You can do it.

The Godfather's

record

5-1
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Golden Eagles level IUP, 35-26,

for PSAC-West championship
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

When Edinboro quarterback

Jody Dickerson hit Wrentle

Martin for the winning

touchdown seven weeks ago, it

placed the Clarion Golden

Eagles at 0-4. Any team would

have realized that with only six

games remaining, the season was

lost. Not the Golden Eagles.

When Tim Myers found Tim

Brown in the end zone with less

than two minutes to play on

Saturday, the impossible dream

had become reality. The 35-26

victory gave Clarion their sixth

win in a row, first PSAC tide in

nine years, and a nice big hunk

of hardware for everyone in

Tippin Gym to cherish.

Over 5,000 spectators braved

the elements to watch the PSAC-

West Championship game, and

before they had a chance to

cuddle up in their blankets, the

Eagles had them on their feet.

Riding high on their five game

winning streak and exhibiting all

the confidence in the world, the

Clarion offense took the opening

kickoff and marched down the

field like Sherman through

Atlanta. A short passing clinic

saw Myers complete six of his

seven pass attempts, the last of

which found the arms of Damien

Henry for an eight yard score, a

6-0 Clarion lead.

Turnovers, which play a major

role in any championship game,

loomed their ugly head as

Indiana's Reece Brown

intercepted a Myers' offering,

and three plays later, it was 1*6;

IUP.
"""

Unencumbered by this event,

Myers and the offense headed

right back down the Indians

throats. The short passing game

again worked to perfection as

Myers went six for six on the

drive with four of the tosses

going to Marlon Worthy.

Damien Henry scored his second

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Nighty night- Clarion strong safety Sean Spencer (3) lays into an IUP receiver during

Saturday's PSAC-West title game. Spencer led the defense with 15 tackles.

touchdown of the quarter on a quarterback Scott Woods from teams got ready to embark on

four yard scamper, and the

Eagles led 12-7. For the second

time in a row, however, Paul

Cramer's extra point attempt was

blocked, and Clarion fans hoped

that the two missed points would

not come home to roost

In the opening minute of

quarter two, Cramer connected

on a 24 yard field goal, and the

lead was eight points at 15-7.

This lead would carry over until

the third quarter.

A determined and aggressive

Clarion defense pressured IUP

every angle, and the result was a

miserable six for 19 first half, a

filthy uniform, and a few bruises

to ice down in the locker room.

The first half highlighted two

key problems that statistics did

not show; Cramer's extra point

difficulties, and the center-

quarterback exchange difficulties

of IUP. Four times in the first

half, IUP quarterback Scott

Woods had to pounce on a

fumbled snap.

After these problems were

addressed at halftime, the two

what was to be a truly

memorable second half.

Another Myers interception

was the catalyst for an

immediate IUP scoring drive. A
32-yard pass from Woods to

Derrick Smith placed the Indians

within two of the lead, but the

Tribe's quest for a tying two

point conversion failed, and the

lead stayed at 15-13.

For the second time in a row,

Clarion answered an IUP score

on their very next drive.

(ConL on page 22)

Celebrating 70 years as a student n
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Pho^raphy Editor

Pumpkin and

Proud of it

Warm, Indian Summer days

and crisp, cool nights erase the

vestiges of summer and predict

the impending winter.

September lapses into October,

and the last of the season's

abundant harvest is gathered

from the browning fields.

The aging farm wagons creak

under the weight of wooden
baskets and crates heaped with

ripe red tomatoes, golden ears of

com and red and green peppers.

The skins of white and red

potatoes are contrasted by the

gourds of green, yellow and

orange.

Among the largest of these

gourds is the humble, but

lovable, pumpkin. They can

grow to over one hundred

pounds. Children paint faces on

the surface or carve toothy grins

and playful eyes into their meaty

pulps for Halloween.

The kids cut them up and trash

them at Halloween. But

pumpkins are also good for

eating too. Think of that luscious

pumpkin pie Mom puts on the

table at Thanksgiving.

Fresh pumpkin tastes the best

in recipes, but it is messy and

time-consuming to prepare and if

you simply don't want to be

bothered, buy it in the can.

Delicious pies for Thanksgiving

dinner can come from Libby's-

in-a-can.

If you are looking for a

different, and definitely richer,

dessert to make from pumpkin,

try pumpkin cheesecake. It, like

the pie, can be made from fresh

or canned pumpkin. Our recipe

is adapted from one published in

the 1979 paperback Garden

Way's Zucchini Cookbook by

Nancy C. Ralston and Marynor

Jordan.

1 found it by happy accident

Sally Dolan

when I was leafing through a

sister-in-law's cookbook. At

first, it didn't sound appetizing.

Then it started to intrigue me.

My family loves pumpkin pie

and cheesecake is an all-time

favorite so, why not try it?

My husband and son took a

very dim view of what I was

about to do to them. Pumpkin

cheesecake didn't sound very

good to them at first, either, but

when the aroma started coming

from the oven, their attitudes

changed and they were willing to

give it a try. It's a little difficult

(Cont. on pg. 4)

Despite the best efforts of the

U.S. Military, another victory

has been scored for American

civil rights. A federal judge

ordered the Navy to reinstate

radar instructor Keith Meinhold,

who was discharged in August

when he disclosed that he is a

homosexual. The judge who
heard the case made his ruling

on the grounds that the military's

ban on homosexuals is

unconstitutional. He's

absolutely correct. This is not

just a victory for the homosexual

members of the American

community, but also for those of

us who believe in the

Constitution of the United States,

and in the American way of life.

We hear a lot of high talk about

cultural diversity during the time

we spend in the university

environment, but unfortunately,

things are sometimes very

different out in the real world.

On election day this year , voters

in Colorado voted in favor of

adding an amendment to the

Colorado state constitution

which prohibits the

implementation of any laws

intended to safeguard the rights

of homosexuals (the amendment

is currently being fought in court

by the American Civil Liberties

Union), while at the same time,

voters in Oregon defeated a

similar motion, which would

have declared homosexualty

abnormal and perverse. An
amendment which declares an

entire segment of the American

population abnormal and

perverse?

Even while tolerance flows

from America's mouth, hate

seems to flow all too often from

America's actions. While groups

like the ACLU and the NAACP
fight tooth and nail to help

America become more tolerant,

"hate groups" like the Ku Klux

Klan and Pat Robertson's

Christian Coalition preach their

wicked gospels of hate and

intolerance. While women and

minorities have finally found a

place in our government, race

and gender discrimination have

found new life with groups like

the American Populist Party.

As Americans, it is our civil

duty to fight for everyone's

rights, even while groups like the

Christian Coalition (and the U.S.

military!!!) fight to strip people

of their rights.

This is America, folks. We're

supposed to be a melting pot, not

an inferno of hate. Just because

someone is gay or black or

female or Jewish or what have

you, mat doesn't give the rest of

us the right to condemn them.

Rodney King really had

something. "Can't we all just get

along?"

Maws****
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More letters on

Sister Souljah

Dear Editor,

Although my words may never

reach you, and even if they did,

they would still go unheard, I feel

the need to print them. When you

spoke, you referred to white

Americans as "they," and African

Americans, regardless of race,

ethnic or religious origins.

Before I begin, I would like to

say that I believe "we" all need to

follow the prescription given to

African-Americans by Sister

Souljah. We need to accept one

another to ensure America
becomes a better place for "we" to

live.

You are a very powerful speaker

and what you address is a

legitimate subject, but if you have

something to say, why can't you

address it to all of us. You spoke

of a war, a war that was started by

white Americans. A war that

African Americans were born

into. Well, Sister Souljah--I have

news for you. "We" were all bom
into the war you speak of and

believe it or not, there actually are

white Americans who do not

agree with the system! What do

you say to those people? Can you

ignore those people? The war is

happening here in America, but

ignoring me opponent as you do

will not make "them" go away.

I am very unclear on whether

you spoke of black supremacy or

black equality. One way or the

other, one race striving to rise

above another is not going to end

the war. History always repeats

itself and if African Americans do

proscribe to your gospel of hate

and alienate themselves to rise up,

whites will retaliate. This never-

ending struggle for power will

only facilitate a country forever

divided. You may think what you

are preaching is just, but I think

you need to re-evaluate what the

outcome of your words may be.

But I suppose that my thoughts

are in vain, because when do you

ever listen to one of

"them." "They," in your narrow

view, are only put on this earth to

pollute the African Americans'

minds.

Your words are mighty, but your

ears are closed. I do feel a tiny

bit sorry for you, since you know
all about the subject of diversity,

you may never learn anything

new. What a sad way to live. As

J

The Newman Association

invites all students to join us for

a

Harvest Liturgy

on

Sunday, Nov. 22 at 11:30 AM
I.C. Church - Special Music

All planning to attend

are asked to bring a

non-perishlble food

Item to be donated to the

Clarion County

Food Bank

Before you enjoy your

Thanksgiving dinner,

make a small offering to

those around you who
greatly need your assistance

Galatians 6:9

I began the letter, "we" all need

to continue to grow and learn

and raise our standards for one

another. My ears are open and I

am waiting for more thoughts on

the subject of how to end the

war. In my every day battles, I

lower my weapons and carry a

white flag. You teach the

opposite, to raise weapons and

draw blood. Sister Souljah, you

have given no solutions for the

war. You have only encouraged

further division of the people.

Denise Bump
Junior- Special Ed.

Dear Editor,

After reading last week's issue

of the Call, I realized that Sister

Souljah's impact on Clarion was

either positive, negative, or for

the most part, confusing.

Because I am an African

American student who DID
attend (his exciting lecture, I feel

somewhat obligated to help

clear up some of these

misunderstandings.

First, slavery HAS been over

for 200 years or more and the

people involved (i.e. masters

and mistresses) have been dead

for 100 years, yet that was not

the point Sister Souljah told us

(black, white, hispanic, asian,

etc.) about those hard times for a

factual point of view. This part

of AMERICAN history is

almost always put on the back

burner-due to guilt perhaps--

and Sister Souljah was just

bringing it out in the open, for a

change.

Sister Souljah was not trying

to say that all whites were
criminals and that they all were

prejudice; she even said that

there were some good ones out

there. What Sister Souljah was

doing was helping her race build

itself up. She decided to attack

the problems of the African race

by getting them to help

themselves, alone. This is,

however, her philosophy and
because this is AMERICA, she

is entitled to her own opinion.

Second, I'd like to address the

article of Mr. Hindman. He was
totally misinformed. Sister

Souljah did not say that white

women judged their mates by
the size of their wallets and the

car they drive; this is what she

feels black women need to stop

doing. I was very upset with the

misquoted information in the

Call because I knew that

Souljah did not say this. But to

make sure Mr. Hindman and

others did not hear something

different from me, I went
around asking students, both

black and white who attended

the lecture, if they heard this,

and the answer was NO!!

No matter what, I am still glad

that Sister Souljah came to

Clarion. It makes me feel good

to hear people still talking about

a lecture that happened almost

three weeks ago. I feel good
when I see blacks discussing,

among themselves, certain

things addressed in the lecture.

The conversations, may or may
not agree with Souljah's

philosophies, but because of

her, we are talking about things

more and more, and someday,

my race will rise up and play an

even more important role in

society and history.

Michelle Lanier

Junior, English major

Let us

choose
Dear Editor,

When the microcomputer was

introduced into the field of

education, it was so novel and

powerful that few understood its

capabilities and potential. Now,
nearly thirty years later, there are

few who don't know what they

can do.

When an educational

institution looks into purchasing

new computers, they look for

more than just cost and
capabilities. They should also

look for longevity, compatibility,

interoperability with existing

hardware and software, ease of

use and support from the vendor

for problems, training, repairs,

etc. Clarion has the unique

opportunity to have a retail

outlet (the Book Center) located

on campus, which is willing and

able to sell students and faculty

the computers and software they

want. In a small town, one
would usually have to travel

quite some distance to get to a

retailer who vends the brand
they want

On campus we use IBMs,
DECs (Digitals), Apple lies &

IIGSs, as well as Macintoshes; a

variety of computers for a

variety of needs and tastes.

Apple Computer, Inc. requires

any university that wants to buy
and sell Apple computers to sign

an agreement called the Higher

Education Purchase Program
(HEPP.) The agreement allows

the university to purchase

hardware directly from Apple at

significantly reduced rates, most
often lower than large resellers

in Erie or Pittsburgh can buy
them for. If it is not signed, then

the institution cannot buy
computers for itself, for student

use in labs or faculty use in their

offices, or for resale through the

Book Center, the profit of which

goes back into the Clarion

Student Association. There
would also be no vendor support

provided free from Apple, for

training, repairs. The university

would then be forced to seek

third party companies for these

services, paying each their own
fees for services and time.

This university's admini-

stration, including, but certainly

not limited to, the Office of

Student Life, the Office of
Finance and Administration, and

the legal consul for SHEE has

been doddling around for more
than eighteen months, saying

they would not take

responsibility and sign the

contract. This has forced the

Book Center to file monthly
requests for extensions on their

previous contract. The absolute

final extension, set to expire

November 30, will leave the

university without support for

their already installed machines

and unable to buy anything

directly from Apple. If you are

in a decision making position,

yet don't want to make a

decision, then you should get

out.

There are almost one hundred

and fifty Macintoshes on campus
now, and at least three new labs

for student use are being planned

for in the next two to three years.

The Book Center has stated that

sales of Apples has increased

more than three hundred percent

in the past two years. People

want Macs. Some people want
IBMs or DECs too, but at the

very least. . . let us choose.

• Kevin Major
Senior Humanities and
Secondary Ed. English

(cont. on pg.4)
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to wait to see it something that

smells that good tastes as good,

but according to my family, the

wait is worth it.

Here is the recipe. Choose

canned or fresh (quick or mess)

pumpkin. Check widi your local

farm or supermarket for the best

variety if you are using fresh.

To prepare fresh pumpkin:

wash it in cool water, cut out a

circular hole in the top, scoop

out the seeds and pulp, and cut

the pumpkin into one-inch slices.

Put the slices in a medium-sized

sauce pan and add just enough

cold water to cover.

Put a lid on it and cook over a

low heat, stirring occasionally,

until soft.

Remove from the heat, pour

into a sieve to drain and cool

thoroughly.

Preheat the oven to 325

degrees. While it is warming,

prepare a graham cracker crust.

Mix the sugar and cracker

crumbs.

Pour the melted butter into the

crumbs and stir until it has a com
meal consistency. Dump the

crumbs into the springform pan.

Press with a fork until it is

evenly distributed and firmly

packed.

Set the pan aside and use a

large bowl to mix the pumpkin

filling.

Blend the packages of softened

cream cheese until smooth. Add

the sugars and mix until light

and fluffy. Stir in the beaten

eggs. Mix well.

Add the cooled pumpkin (or a

28 ounce can of Libby's solid

packed canned pumpkin). Stir

until well mixed. Add the

cinnamon, ground ginger,

ground cloves and the vanilla

and almond extracts.

Pour the batter over the

graham cracker crust and bake

for ninety minutes, of until a

toothpick comes out clean when

inserted into the middle. Turn

the oven off and leave the

cheesecake in it for an hour to

finish setting up.

Remove the cake from the

oven and put it on a rack to

finish cooling. Release and

remove the springform ring.

Garnish with whipped cream, if

desired. Serves 12.

No one at our house cares if

there is any whipped cream. The

cake stands alone and doesn't

really need anything extra. From

the first sign of the springform

pan until the last crumb is gone,

this cheesecake will be the center

of attention.

Comments heard in Advanced

Media Writing ranged from,

"Wow! This is really great," to

"This is excellent," to "Well, I

don't want to eat all of your

cheesecake, but yeah, I'll have

another niece
!

" Sally Dolan,

communication major

Recipe

Crust:

2 1/2 c. of graham cracker

crumbs

1/4 c. of sugar

1/4 c. of butter or margarine

Pumpkin Cheesecake:

Five 8 oz. packages of cream

cheese, softened

1 c. of granulated sugar

1/2 c. of light brown sugar,

firmly packed

5 eggs, beaten with a fork until

light and fluffy

3 c. of cooked, drained pumpkin

1 1/2 tsp. of cinnamon

1/2 tsp. of ground ginger

1/4 tsp. of ground cloves

1 tsp. of vanilla extract

1 tsp. of almond extract

Letters . .

.

(cont. from pg. 2)

Campus police

and firearms

Dear Editor,

Two weeks ago, a group

identified as Concerned Students

for Firearms (CSFF) wrote a

letter to the editor of the Call,

asking for permission for Public

Safety to be able to carry

firearms. The letter was full of

incidents that have happened

recently, as well as at other

times. These stories were to let

students know why we are

organized.

That letter was met with a lot

of controversy. We have heard

from Dr. Martinazzi through his

article, as well as through other

sources. By these reactions from

people, it is obvious that not only

did we get the attention we
wanted but a little more. It

seems that the language was a bit

more harsh than we wanted it to

be taken as. At the same time,

the point we were trying to make

was covered up by the way the

letter was written.

This letter is being written for

two reasons. The first is to

apologize to all concerned for

any excessive harshness

contained in our last letter. Our

object was not to offend anyone,

but to present information. Some

of the information is

questionable, depending on the

source from which it came. For

any discrepancies that may have

been included, we also

apologize.

The second purpose is to

present our point without the

facts that covered it previously.

Our group is a small group mat

is joined together for one

purpose, and our numbers are

growing. We believe in a safe

campus, and we feel that fire

arms would best provide that.

This decision was not reached

quickly, however.

Looking at the history of

Clarion University, it is

relatively safe. It is by no means,

however, crime free. Recently,

there have been a series of

violent activities. The first was

an escaped prisoner from the

county jail, that while unlikely,

could have ended up on this

campus. Not long after that, a

suspicious man was seen on

campus, and he was later found

to have been a criminal with

numerous sexual offenses. Since

those two incidents, there has

been a series of fights, one

ending in an injury to a Clarion

Borough Officer.

Concerned Students for

Firearms recognizes that there is

an active police department on

campus. Yes, a police

department, with each officer

trained according to PA state

law. Each officer is certified by

the state of PA. Therefore, why

shouldn't they be allowed to

carry firearms?

While firearms are not the

answer to everything, they can

be part of it. Firearms can have

the capability to deter violent

crimes. Having a police
J

department that can react p jt£~?y

immediately to any situation

would tend to make criminals

from other areas think twice

about coming to this campus.

There haven't been a lot of such

cases here so far, but are you

willing to take the chance that it

couldn't happen here. Look
around you and around the

country and see what is

happening at other universities.

Then decide if anything could

happen on this campus and could

Public Safety handle anything

that happened on campus.

Steve Steele

David Rhodes

James Knechet

Normon Enoes

Four members ofCSFF

The question of

homosexuality
Dear Editor,

I recendy went to the program

entitled, "Strange Like Me." I

had no idea that I would leave

that particular program feeling

the way I did. The program

included a series of interactive

theatrical, presentations, with the

audiences opportunity to ask

questions at the end of each

presentation.

There was one scenario when

there were two guys living

together in college, and had

Town

become best friends. During the

presentation, the one guy told the

other that he was gay. He was

very mad because he had not

told him before. All of a sudden,

the one hated the other, as if he

was any different after he had

told him then, than before.

This scenario made me think

very much. I believe the guy

was mad, not because of his

friend's being gay, but because

he was very ignorant about

homosexuality. When people do

not know about something, they

are afraid of it.

College is a place like none

other, where people get to meet

different types of people. Most

people have black or Asian

friends, and if they are best

friends, would do almost

anything for them. Most people

could accept having a black

roommate before accepting a gay

or lesbian one. The reason

society is violent towards

homosexuals is because society

is afraid of what it does not

know about and does not under-

stand.

I have black friends, and if I

am walking around on campus

with them, or eating dinner in the

cafeteria with them, people think

nothing of it. However, if I was

in the same situation with my
gay or lesbian friends, we all get

weird looks, and I can hear them

whispering. These people do not

even know my friends, but hate

them because they suspect them

to be gay. If they sat down with

them and talked to them, they

would find that they are great

people, and would come to love

them as I do.

I close with one question, that

only you, the reader, can answer

truthfully in your own mind: If

the majority of society changed

from heterosexual to homo-
sexual, would you want to be

treated as terribly as the

homosexuals in today's society

are? Name Withheld

Due to the number of Letter's to

the Editor this week, some of

them could not be run in their

entirety. Therefore, these letters

will appear in the next issue of

the Call (December 10). All

letters can be turned into the

Call office before 200 p.m. on

Tues. the week of publication

Cr^Qn Country

^j^lMcieaners

Christmas Costume Rental

and

Formal Wear Rental

226-4781

10% OFF any service

with coupon

"Subway's

NewRound
sandwiches!'

from 7/

v

"lm no Columbus,
but this is a great discovery:'
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•Middle States accreditation update

i *

*

by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Clarion University is

preparing for a review of its

accreditation by the Middle

States Association of Colleges

and Schools (MSA). The MSA
team is scheduled to visit

campus April 18-21, 1993. The

MSA team's report will go on to

the Commission of Higher

Education for Middle States. A
positive recommendation would

give the university a ten year

accreditation with a periodic

review after five years.

Dr. William Sharpe,

professor of chemistry and chair

of the Clarion University Middle

States Steering Committee, said,

"This is a chance for the

university to take an

introspective look at itself,"

adding, "the whole idea of the

evaluation is to improve our

ability to carry out the mission

and goals of Clarion University.

According to the first

draft of the institutional self-

study booklet, CUP currently

holds accreditations or approvals

from: MSA, National Council

for Accreditation of Teacher

Education, National League for

Nursing, American Library

Association, American Speech-

Language-Hearing Association,

American Chemical Society,

University and College

Counselling Centers Board of

Accreditation.

Also from the report,

CUP's College of Arts and

Sciences anticipates more
enrollment and will develop

more minors as resources permit.

The College of Business

Administration is likely to

emphasize outreach programs,

expand curriculum in

international business and

greater stress on courses in

technology and quality

management. The College of

Communication, Computer

Information Science, and Library

Science expects growing

enrollment and says it may be

necessary to cap enrollment until

additional faculty and laboratory

facilities become available.

During 1992-93, departments

will prioritize activities and seek

cost-control measures. The

College of Education and

Human Services hopes to

include an interdisciplinary

program in gerontology, a

concentration in neurogenics,

teaching certification in

computer science, and, if

finances permit, accreditation of

the graduate program in

Rehabilitative Sciences. The

School of Nursing expects

increasing applications from

outside the immediate area,

requiring consideration of

housing arrangements. Under

consideration is a plan which

would include gerontology and a

nurse practitioner program. All

of these are only highlights from

the questionnaire responses from

the academic deans.

The report also states

1992-93 will bring new
initiatives in the university's

ongoing attempts to increase

diversity among its students,

faculty and staff.

The final self-study

report is expected to be in the

range of 200 pages, including

text, tables and references. All

members of the university

community will have access to a

copy of the first draft of the

report for review. Meetings will

then be held between the steering

committee and the individual

subcommittees and the advisory

council. These will be followed

by public meetings with the

entire university community.

After these meetings, the final

draft of the institutional self-

study will be prepared. "We
have stressed that we want as

much input as possible from the

university community," said

Sharpe.

Sharpe estimates that

nearly 100 people are directly

participating in the self-study

process through subcommittees.

The steering committee members

are Clarion University President

Diane L. Reinhard as an ex

officio member; John Kuhn,

provost and academic vice

president; Helen Lepke,

associate vice president for

academic affairs; Thomas
Gusler, assistant academic vice

president; Joseph Grunenwald,

dean of the College of Business

Administration; faculty

members, in addition to Sharpe,

include Arthur Barlow, Enid

Dennis, Edward Grejda, Pamela

Lawrence, Glenn McElhattan,

and Joanne Washington-Law;

Dana Still, a member of the

Clarion University Council of

Trustees; and Clarion University

Student Senate presidents

Monica Douglas and Brain

Hoover.

According to the first

draft of the report, by the time of

the MSA evaluation in the spring

of 1993, Clarion University can

begin to assess the effectiveness

of the new planning structure

and its success in moving the

institution toward its strategic

goals.

The sub committe on programs

concluded its review with a final

recommendation on the

deployment of academic

resources at CUP.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Clarion is preparing for an accreditation review.

Student aid rises
by Jodi Seely

News Writer

Universities across America,

including Clarion, are set to

receive more federal financial

aid.

President Bush signed into law

the "Higher Education

Amendments of 1992" to expand

the loan program.

This program will come into

effect July 1, 1993 and will

control all facets of student aid

for the next five years.

There will be big changes in

the system of financial aid.

Everyone will be affected except

freshmen.

One of the new changes states

that everyone is now eligible for

loans because the instructional

support fee is increasing. More

students are also eligible for

PELL Grants.

The reauthorization also

includes a New Early

Intervention Program.

An unsubsidized loan program

for the middle class will be

available. This will especially

help out-of-state students.

There is an expansion of

eligibility for middle class

families. This means that more

of the population are considered

needy.

A single needs analysis

formula will be achieved to aid

single students.

The government is making it

easier for the students to fill out

the forms. There is one form

required for both eligibility of

need and for loans. It is called

FAFSA (Free Application for

Federal Student Aid).

Student Supplemental Loans

for Students are now offered to

independent students. Starting

next year, all graduate students

are considered independent.

One-course students can now

get a loan.

As for the parents, they can

borrow the full year tuition

money at one time, providing

their credit is good.

With more money available,

students can receive more money

during their educational year.

A first year student can borrow

up to $2,625 under the Federal

Stafford Loan Program, the same

amount as currently. A second

year student may get as much as

$3,500, up $875. A $1,500

increase is available to third and

fourth year students, establishing

the maximum at $5,500.

Graduate students can borrow an

additional $1,000 dollars, raising

the total to $8,500.

Under the Federal v

Supplemental Loans for Students

(FSL) program, the amount

available to first and second year

students remains in place at

$4,000. Students from the third

year and up may borrow an extra

$1,000 over the current level.

Graduate students may receive

an another $2,500, up to a total

of $10,000.

Perkins, SEOG and College

Work Study loans all stayed the

same.
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Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted by
Public Safety for the week of November 9 through November 16.

On Nov. 10, at approximately 7:50 p.m., a report to Public Safety indicated

that someone removed the room number signs from rooms 328 and 329 in the

Peirce Science building.

A squirrel skin was placed on the door knob of a student in Wilkinson Hall
by an unknown person on Nov. 1 1. Several students exchanged angry words
with each other. This is currentlty under investigation.

A hit and run accident was reported on Nov. 1 1 at around 9:00 p.m. in

parking lot K. There are no suspects at this time.

On Nov. 12, at around 11:51 p.m., a bulletin board in the main lobby of
Ballentine Hall was damaged when it was removed from the wall. A suspect

has been identified and will be charged with criminal mischief.

A fire alarm was pulled on third floor of Wilkinson Hall on Nov. 11 at

around 5:36 a.m. This incident is currently under investigation.

At 7:20 a.m. on Nov. 13, Public Safety officers were called to parking lot J,

where a fight was reported in progress. Upon arrival, officers found two
individuals who were only arguing but were fighting previously. The
individuals will be cited for disorderly conduct.

A black Panasonic camcorder with a battery charger was removed from the

Educational Opportunities Program office sometime between the hours of
4:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 13. An investigation is pending.

Around 3:40 a.m. on Nov. 14, a fire alarm was activated on the fourth floor

of Campbell Hall. The incident is under investigation.

A theft was reported on the sixth floor of Nair Hall. Unknown actors

entered a room and stole five compact discs and went through the property of
one of the room occupants. The room was not locked. Public Safety has
several suspects at this time. Charges are pending.

A case of criminal mischief was reported at around 4:50 a.m. on Nov. 15.

Unknown actors stuffed toilet paper in the sink and shower drains on the third

floor of Campbell Hall. The water was then turned on, causing a flood which
leaked through to the second and first floors. The incident is under
investigation.

On Nov. 15 at around 9:00 p.m., a theft was reported in the female restroom

of Hart Chapel. The feminine napkin holder was forced open and unknown
actors removed money, tampons and pads. An investigation is pending.

A theft of a New Jersey license plate was reported to Public Safety. The
plate was removed from a vehicle in parking lot B sometime between 6:00

p.m., Nov. 14 and 1:00 a.m., Nov. 15. The registration number is GWV-69D.

Between the hours of 12:00 and 1:00 p.m. on Nov. 14, a theft was reported

in the female locker room in Tippin Gym. Two females had money stolen

from their lockers, totaling $43.00. The lockers were not locked at the time.

Public Safety is investigating.

A purse and wallet were reported stolen from the room of a student on the

fourth floor of Nair Hall. The purse was black suede leather, small-medium
size with a strap. The purse is valued at approximately S20. The wallet is a

medium colored brown leather, man's style wallet, valued at around S15.

A fire alarm pull station was activated on the ground floor of Wilkinson
Hall on Nov. 16 at around 1:46 a.m. The incident is under investigation.

On Nov. 16 at approximately 1:10 a.m.. Public Safety was notified that

someone removed the new Stevens Hall sign from its post. The sign has been
recovered and installed.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes, please

contact Public Safely at 226-2111.

Blaze guts house *

by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

No injuries were reported as a

fire blazed through a house on

Fern Street early Wednesday
morning.

A bedroom and kitchen were

gutted and the rest of the house

damaged by heat and smoke at

213 Fern Street, according to

Dr. Louis Tripodi, spokesperson

for the Clarion Volunteer Fire

Department.

. Clarion Control received the

call at approximately 3:37 a.m.

Wednesday morning. Clarion

volunteer firemen were on route

by approximately 3:40 and

arrived at the scene around 3:43.

Although there was no specific

cause identifiable by press time,

it is believed that the fire began

in the kitchen. The fire will be

investigated by a state fire

marshall.

About 25 volunteer firemen,

arrived on the scene with two
pumper trucks and a rescue

truck.

The fire was brought under

control around 4:30 a.m. and the

department left the scene at 5:38.

Five university students live in

the house, but only four were

present when the blaze broke

out.

The next afternoon, damage
was extensive as deep black

smoke marks marred the white

exterior of the structure.

Charred clothes lie scattered on

the floor, turned out of a box in

the back bedroom. The melted

remains of a television set still

stared at the remnants of the

room from a corner, while the

springs showed through a

destroyed bed pushed up against

the scorched wall.

Melted tapes for the VCR sat
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Reserve your copy lob/tv
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A fire ripped through this house on Fern Street early
Wednesday morning. No one was injured.

dominating the room.

Seared pots and pans sat half

submerged in a kitchen sink

overflowing with ashes. The
countertop was not visible

through the fire damage heaped

upon it.

Out front, a bookbag and a few

wrinkled paper towels with tiny

spots of blood rested on the

porch leading to the house, the

screen door still open.

I *

on the windowsill, the panes of

glass now shattered. The floor

in the bedroom was no longer

discernible through the soup of

ash.

A puddle of water still

remained underneath the debris-

strewn kitchen table, four chairs

still pushed in and upright. The

almost unscathed dinner set

stood out as a stark contrast to

the destruction and rubble

* *
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Youth vote aids Clinton
NSNS-Unquestionably,

historians will view the youth

vote as a crucial component of

Bill Clinton's landslide victory

in the recent presidential

election.

For the first time in history,

college students were targetd by

a presidential candidate and their

needs were addressed seriously.

The strategy paid big dividends.

Exit polls from the major news

networks showed Clinton

claiming 50 percent from

fulltime students, while Bush

won only 35 percent and Perot,

15 percent.

Repeatedly throughout the

long campaign, Clinton

recognized college students as a

viable voting block. To gain

their support, he appeared on

such youth oriented

programming as MTV and "The

Arsenio Hall Show."

Clinton also spoke at numerous

college campuses, addressing

such important concerns as the

availability of student loans and

future employment for college

graduates.

Students responded to the

attention by voting in record

numbers.

"I think that young people had

a lot of the same questions that

other people had in terms of

worrying about the economy, the

job market, AIDS and the

environment. So, [Clinton] just

sort of answered their

questions," said Jamie Harmon,

national president of the College

Democrats.

As an organization, the

College Democrats stepped up

voter registration efforts from a

How Fulltime Students Voted
in the 1992 Election

Source: Voter Research

and Surveys

50%
Clinton

35%
Bush

15%
Perot

By Ragani Harris

National Student News Service

total of 55 campuses in the 1988

election to 1,200 campuses this

year.

Since 1972, the first year that

18-year-olds were permitted to

vote, turnout among youths has

steadily declined, reaching an all

time low of 36 percent in 1988.

"This year, there was a

The Challenge
Clarion Call sales reps are never

bored. Every day brings fresh

challenges-opportunities to test

their abilities and learn something

new. They learn about advertis-

ing, business, organizations,

people and themselves. When it

comes to gaining the insights and

abilities to make it in the real

world, they've got the "right

stuff,"

Motivation Clarion Call sales reps manage their own small business. Each one has a territory.

While they work in collaboration with managers and co-workers, the organ-

ization functions in harmony. When it comes to the day-to-day activities, they

call their own shots. They build the ability to plan their time, set goals, establish

priorities and balance their responsibilities.

Know-how Clarion Call reps leam how to use cutting edge marketing information. They're

trained to make sales presentations that produce results and develop ad campaigns

that work and interact wilh co-workers to enhance productivity and generate

positive working relationships.

Leadership Clarion Call reps test themselves every day when they make sales calls on their

clients. Some clients buy. Some don't. In the process of calling on a remarkable

range of people who advertise in the Clarion Call, they develop the ability to put

things in perspective. Every experience is a teaming experience that makes them

better prepared and increasingly "street smart" about people and business.

Confidence Clarion Call reps work in an environment that encourages and welcomes leaders.

They're encouraged to examine how the newspaper trains its staff, sells

advertising to its clients, and develops and produces products. They're challenged

to explore the opportunities for positive change: to become innovators.

Applications available in room 270 Gemmell Complex
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complete difference," Harmon

said. "We saw a skyrocketing

interest in politics in general, and

in Bill Clinton and the

Democratic Party in particular."

According to Harmon,

approximately 17 million 18 to

24 year-olds voted in the

election, and many felt

empowered as a result.

"I am extremely pleasesd at the

voter turnout," said Chanette

Papillon-Perry, a junior at Mills

College. "I am happy that so

many young people voted; I

think it was an all time high."

Many young people also are

excited by the prospect of

Clinton's education platform.

"The most important thing

would be the National Service

Trust Fund, which basically

would allow people to pay off

their student loan debts through

community service, and I think

that's very significant," Harmon

said.

Clinton also has proposed

longer time periods to pay off

student loan debts and universal

acceptability, meaning that all

students would be eligible to

receive college loans.

National Broadcasting

Society

Presents:

Clarion Alumnus

Larry Richert

Radio/TV personality

fromKDKA

Sat. Nov. 21

2:00 p.m.

Becker Hail

Room 124

All Welcome to

attend

Updates on Clarion

University graduates and life

after college.

Mark Power joined John

Brady Design Consultants, a

graphics design firm located

in Pittsbrurgh. He was hired

as manager of corporate

communications.

Prior to his move, Power

was employed as public

relations manager at Duquesne

Systems in Pittsburgh.

"Several of our clients have

indicated a need for assistance

with planning and

implementing public relations

programs, "said John Brady,

president of John Brady

Design Consultants. "By

having Mark on staff with his

level of experience --

especially in Pittsburgh's high

technology -- we feel we'll be

able to add another level of

service to new and existing

clients."

Before working at Duquesne

Systems, Power was

employed as publications

editor at Swanson Analysis

Systems Inc., a software

company in Pittsburgh.

Power graduated from

Clarion in 1984.

Barbara L. Burtell was

named Deputy State Treasurer

for the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania, according to an

announcement by State

Treasurer G. Davis Greene Jr.

Greene said that Burtell will

work on research and

development of programs

involving the Treasury

department.

"Ms. Greene will be

assisting me in my work on

several of the boards and

commissions in which I am
particularly interested, such as

two major pension funds, the

Delaware River Port Authority

and the Pennsylvania Housing

Finance Agency," Greene

said.

Before being elevated to the

deputy state treasurer position,

she was the director of the

bureau of Cash Management

and Investments and oversaw

a $5.5 billion investment

portfolio, managed a $100

billion cash flow, was

responsible for the

maintenance of the state's $4.5

billion long term debt and

commercial paper program

and coordination of the checks

written every day by the

department through the state

bank accounts.

Burtell graduated from

Clarion in 1981 with a

Bachelor of Science degree in

Economics and Finance and

received a MBA from

Pennsylvania State University.

While an undergraduate at

Clarion, Burtell was on the

board of directors of the

Clarion University Alumni

Association and the Clarion

University Foundation,

Burtell said, "My
undergraduate experience at

Clarion was a very positive

one for a number of reasons. I

received a tremendous

education. There are so many

opportunities to get involved

both inside and outside the

classroom. These oppor-

tunities helped to enrich the

total experience. I believe

that you get as much out of

your education as you put into

it."

Information provided by

Alumni Relations.

L.E.V. Choir presents

Gospel Fest
f92

Saturday Nov. 21 1 :00-3:00pm

Tickets $1.00 at 25 Becht Hall

or $2.00 at the door
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$5plustax
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CUP looks for ancient life
by Mike Buser

News Writer

Steve Kenny/Clarion Call

Dr. Frank Vento found evidence of prehistoric occupation

in the Delaware River Valley.

Prehistoric occupation of the

Delaware River Valley has been

found by Dr. Frank Vento, chair

of the geography and earth

science department.

Vento found evidence of

prehistoric occupation at depths

from 16 to 22 feet below the

ground surface. Vento said,

"The National Park Service

wants to know where to find

prehistoric remains at deep

depths. Clarion was selected for

this contract because of our

success in study of the

Susquehanna River basin."

Vento saw three main purposes

for Clarion's involvement in the

project, including studying the

evolution of the Delaware River,

determining areas that may yield

archaeological resources buried

deep underground, to study the

AIDS service planned
by Kelley Mahoney

News Writer

In honor of National AIDS
Awareness Day, the Clarion

AIDS Network has planned an

AIDS Memorial Service to be

held Dec. 1 at 7:00 p.m.

"We are hoping to get

everyone involved in this

service," said Douglas Mortimer,

a representative of the Clarion

AIDS Network. "We need to get

support, plus [we need] to

educate the public on AIDS
awareness."

This year's observance theme,

"We remember, we celebrate, we

believe," supports the network's

main goals.

"We want to get our message

out and our organization

known," Mortimer said. "We

want not only to support those

living with or dealing with the

[HIV] virus, but to educate those

who are unaware."

The Clarion students are

welcome to join the service also.

"We want students to help

support us," Mortimer said.

The service is scheduled to

begin at 6:30 p.m. with a

gathering at the Immaculate

Conception church on Main

Street. The group will then walk

down through town to the county

courthouse, where the actual

services will get underway.

Services include guest speakers,

musical performances and a

candle lighting ceremony.

"We are in the process of

scheduling our speakers,"

Mortimer said. "We are trying to

have one who is living with the

virus, plus one of our active

organization members. Also

being planned are support group

sessions for the public."

"I ftel that there are too many

who are unaware. We want our

main goals of support and

education known to the public,"

said Mortimer.

The AIDS Network holds a

meeting every month and

"everyone is welcome to attend,"

Mortimer said. "Especially

students. We want to work

together with them so that we
can be informed of campus

related AIDS activities that are

scheduled."

The final plans will be available

closer to the ceremony's date.
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ancient populations and studying

the Delaware River's

association with climactic

changes over the past 15,000

years.

"We are looking at how the

Delaware River responded to

climactic changes. 12,000 to

14,000 years ago, it was a

braided river. After the glacier

retreated and the climate

ameliorated, it established its

meandering course," said Vento.

Vento also said, "Over the last

10,000 years it had many

episodes of warm and dry and

warm and moist periods which

are recorded by soils/sediments.

We want to identify [that] those

events happened."

The contract runs through Oct.

1993, when the final evaluation

is due to the National Park

Service.

During the past two years,

Clarion has received "25 cultural

resource management contracts

amounting to over $200,000,"

according to a University

Relations release.

Such contracts provide

consulting services to private

businesses and to local, state and

federal agencies. Many also

provide service to the

community.

Local consultations include

work in Knox Industrial Park,

the Clarion pipeline project,

work on the Little Toby Creek

mine abatement. Gravel Lick

boat access tract, the East Brady

sewage treatment plant, bridges

in Foxburg and New Bethlehem

and the Sandy Creek Industrial

Park located in Franklin.

The projects provide valuable

field and laboratory experience

for Clarion geology, geography

and anthropology students who

work as field technicians and

research assistants.

"All of the projects were

directed to Clarion University by

the state [and] all were subject to

competitive bidding or were

subcontracted through another

company," said Vento.

Currently Vento and Dr. Robert

McKay, associate professor of

geography and earth science, are

working as consultants for a

proposed expansion of the Corry

Fish Hatchery.

The project is conducted under

a contract with the Pennsylvania

Fish Commission.

Vento and McKay are looking

at wetland and cultural

consequences of the further

development at the hatchery and

other sites. Assisting on this

evaluation are Dr. Roger

McPherson and Dr. Jghn

Williams of the biology

department.

Studies are conducted upon the

request of the fish commission

whenever they seek to manage

new projects.
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Philly $56.4 million short
compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

News Writer

State

$56 million shortfall for Philly

The city of Philadelphia is

looking for cuts in services to

offset a projected $56.4 million

budget deficit.

Mayor Ed Rendell's

administration formally reported

the expected shortfall to the state

authority, overseeing city

finances.

The city said tax revenue is

running $20 million short and

expenses are $36.4 million more

than expected, largely because of

the cost of caring for abused and

neglected children.

Opponents urge Casey to ban

pigeon shoot

Animal rights advocates today

delivered about 10,000 letters to

Governor Casey urging him to

help ban a live pigeon shoot.

At a news conference at the

capitol in Harrisburg, opponents

called on the general assembly

and Casey to stop the Labor Day

shoot in Hegins, Schuylkill

county.

State representative Saurman

(R-Montgomery County) said his

bill to ban the shoot probably

won't pass this session, which

ends November 30. But he said

he will reintroduce the measure

in January.

Death of D.J.'s wife

ruled suicide

The Montgomery County

coroner has ruled that the death

of the estranged wife of

Philadelphia radio personality

John Debella was a suicide, not

an accident. 34 year-old Annette

Debella was found dead, Oct. 17,

in her car which was parked with

the engine running in the closed

garage of her suburban Bryn

Mawr home. The coroner, Dr.

Halbert Fillinger, said Mrs.

Debella's judgement was

impaired by a blood alcohol

level of .21 percent, more than

twice the legal limit defining

intoxication. In making the

ruling, Fillinger said he took into

account Mrs. Debella's state of

mind, based on statements from

friends.

BOOK BUYBACK

Paying highest prices*

*Buying more titles*

BOOKSMITH TRADING
624 Main St.

Clarion. PA
(Next to the Post Office)

Now thru Dec. 18, 1992

Mon. thru Fit - 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Saturday - - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Trading

Booksmith Trading

National

19 year case finally ends

An Arizona man who was

sentenced to death in the

slayings of his two young

daughters 19 years ago, but later

given a new trial, is set to enter a

plea agreement to avert a fourth

trial.

An attorney for former mesa

cab driver John Henry Knapp

said the agreement calls for

Knapp to plead no contest to two

counts of second degree murder

but to be released after having

served nearly 16 years behind

bars.

Larry Hammond, who has led

Knapp's defense, said Maricopa

County attorney Rick Romle

offered the plea on Friday.

Tourists attacked

in Orlando area

Authorities in the Orlando, Fla.

area are looking for suspects in

the latest attacks on tourists in

the region.

Officials said two families

vacationing on Osceola County's

tourist strip were terrorized late

Sunday by a trio of gun-wedding

robbers who gagged and tied up

three of them.

The robbery at the Park Inn

International netted the bandits

about $1,100 in cash, along with

jewelry, cameras and a radio.

Victim Harvey Smith of

Herrin, 111. said he was accosted

by two men with revolvers as he

carried luggage into his room.

He said he and his wife were

bound and gagged.

Campus

compiled by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Shippensburg broadcasts

teleconference

The Slate

A national teleconference

entitled "Enhancing Race

Relations on Campuses" was

broadcast in Shippen Hall on

Shippensburg University's

campus on Wednesday.

The teleconference, nationally

sponsored by Black Issues in

Higher Education, was broadcast

from Washington D.C. and was

picked up by satelliteby colleges

and universities across the

country.

"Promoting Inter-Minority

Student Relations" will be one

topic addressed.

Lock Haven administration

changes security policy

The Eagle Eyt

A growing seige mentality on

Lock Haven's campus has

prompted university

administration to reconsider the

new residence hall security

policies that they implemented in

October.

On Oct. 28, a special ad hoc

committee comprised of Student

Cooperative Council Inc. (SCC)

senators and Residence Hall

Association (RHA)
representatives met with Dr.

Joseph Marron, dean of Student

Affairs, to discuss possible

changes to the newly created

security policies. Marron said

that student ideas would be taken

seriously.

624 Main Strut. CUrim

Attention Students:

Do you have questions, concerns, or suggestions for

student senate?

*We need your input!*

Drop off your ideas at the Student Senate Suggestion

box located in front of the Senate Office.

To be your voice , we need to hear your voice!

BYU to increase quality of of

undergraduate teaching

Intercollegiate Press

Brigham Young University's

Faculty Center recently launched

a renewed effort to increase the

quality of undergraduate

teaching. The newly recreated

center became a reality only after

two years of hard work by

concerned faculty.

Thomas J. DeLong, associate

dean of General and Honors

Education, said he and Donald

K. Jarvis, director of the faculty

center, attended a conference 22

months ago, the Professional and

Organizational Development

Network in Higher Education,

for directors of faculty centers

throughout the country.

After the 1991 conference

attended by DeLong and Jarvis,

BYU's administration showed a

great deal of interest in

preliminary discusion about

funding a center, Lynn Sorenson-

Pierce, administrative assistant

of the faculty center, said.

Jarvis was given university

funds to do a nationwide study

on faculty development. He
completed a book titled Junior

Faculty Development, published

in the summer of 1991.
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Cable Channels
^5 TV
111 DATA

THURSDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 19, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: * v
; "Don't Tell Her It's Me" (1990)

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey

Cheers q
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3 00) Movie: "Adv. -Buck''

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid

(3 00) Movie:

Press Luck

News [J

Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: »** "Curly Sue' (1991) James Belushi. PG q
News q
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon
I
Batman q

Newsq

Newsq
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
News q

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Movie: *+** "Topkapi (1964) Melma Mercoun

Men of Steel |Games
Cartoon Express

Movie: The Face of Fu Manchu (1965)

Th'breds TDp Close

MacGyver Renegade" q

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardyl q

7:30 8:00 8:30

Movie: »*'/; "Strictly Business (1991) q
Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Delta q
Out AH Night

Room-Two

Dif. World

Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Simpsons q
Out All Night

Martin q
Dif. World

Movie: *** "Divorce American Style (1967, Comedy)

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: *Vi "Bloodfist III: Forced to Fight

Homefront (In Stereo) q
Cheers q [Wings q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
The Heights (In Stereo) q
Cheers q |

Wings q

10:30

Primetime Live q
Comedy Jam

LA. Law (In Stereo) q
Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Hunter The Fourth Man

L.A. Law (In Stereo) q
Movie: »»* "Carrie (1976, Horror) Sissy Spacek. R

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL q
Newsq
News
News
News q
Married.,

Newsq

Golden Girls

12:00

"Blue Desrt

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings "Bad Blood

Edition I
Stalkings

Arsenio Hall (in Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: »*»« "Elmer Gantry" (1960)

Sportscenter [College Basketball: NIT - Delaware at Seton Hall. (Live) [College Basketball NIT - Tennessee at Rutgers. (Live) [Sportscenter

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: ** "Barbarella (1968) Jane Fonda. PG'

(3 35) Movie: *** "Alice' (1990) PG-13

Underdog I
Yogi Bear [Arcade

Movie: ***'/; Good Neighbor Sam" (1964 Comedy) Jack Lemmon

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *»V; "Blind Justice' (1986) Tim Matheson.

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q
Movie: *+Vi "Do or Die (1991) R

Movie: *+Vt "ft"-9 "(1989) James Belushi. (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "Narrow Margin" (1990) R

Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore

Movie: ** "Cafe Romeo (1991) R

Movie: »»'/? '/ Come in Peace" (1990) R

Van Dyke
I
Dragnet

I
A. Hitchcock

Movie: »» "Betrayal of Silence" (1990) Meg Foster.

MacGyver "Thin Ice" q
Auto Racing

Hitchhiker

*Vi "Prom Night IV: Deliver Us From Evil"

Movie: *** "The Reflecting Skin " (1990)

Lucy Show IF-Troop

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

FRIDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 20, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(3:30) Movie: "Seems-Old

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey q

Cheers q
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: "Honkytnk'

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: ** "Memories of Me" (1988) Billy Crystal, q
Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

News q
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B,

Tiny Toon I Batman q
Newsq

News q
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

News q
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Movie: »»» "Divorce American Style' (1967, Comedy)

PQA Golf: Shark Shootout. (Live)

Pyramid I
Press Luck I Cartoon Express

(3.15) Movie:

Christmas

Underdog

Motoworld I Up Close

MacGyver The Spoilers"

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) q
Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »*» "Mortal Thoughts (1991 ) Demi Moore. R

Family I Step by Step

I'll Fly Away ( n Stereo) q
G. Palace [Major Dad q

Dinosaurs q [Camp Wilder

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: *** "The Last Boy Scout" (1991) Bruce Willis, q
20/20 q

»» "Perry Mason: The Case of the Ruthless Reporter

Design. W. [Bobq [Northern Exposure (R) q
NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh Penguins at New Jersey Devils. From Meadowlands Arena. [You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

America's Most Wanted q
I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) q

Movie: *»* "The Wheeler Dealers (1963, Comedy)

Sightings Q [Suspects [Hunter "Hot Prowl'

»» "Perry Mason: The Case of the Ruthless Reporter"

Movie: *** "The 7th Voyage of Sinbad" (1958) G'

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married...

Newsq

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition I
Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: • "Two of a Kind" (1983) PG

Sportscenter [College Basketball: NIT - Quarterfinal. (Live; Sportscenter I Basketball

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

"The Story on Page One" [Movie: *»* "Journey to the Center ofthe Earth" (1959) Pat Boone. G

Movie: **Vi Stranded (1987) lone Skye.

Yogi Bear [Arcade I
Hey Dude (R)

Movie: **'; "Peter Gunn (1989) Peter Strauss.

Movie: *»'? "77?e Organization "(1971) Sidney Poitier.

Whet You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q
Movie: +** "My Father's Glory" (1990) Julian Ciamaca

College Basketball: NIT - Quarterfinal. (Live)

** "North Dallas Forty" (1979) Nick Nolte. |Movie: »V; "Beach Fever" (1988)

Movie: »»» • ,

Oece/Vetf"(1991)Goldie Hawn. PG-13 q
Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke

Movie: »*• "My Mothers Castle" (1991) |Movie: "Exposure" (1991)

Belzer On...

Dragnet

»V; "American Ninja 4: The Annihilation"

A. Hitchcock

Movie: ** "The Last Prostitute" (1991) Sonia Braga.

Lucy Show |F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Maniac 2"

Mister Ed

China Beach

SATURDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 21, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(230) Movie:

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: "The Philadelphia Experiment'"q

(3:30) College Football: Miami at Syracuse. (Live)

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »'/2 "Over the Top" (1987) Sylvester Stallone

Ironman Triathlon From Kailua Kona, Hawaii.

(3:30) PGA Golf: Shark Shootout (Live) q
(3:30) PGA Golf: Shark Shootout. (Live) q
Movie: *»Va "Blind Fury (1990) Rutger Hauer

Ironman Triathlon From Kailua Kona, Hawaii

News
News
Newsq

NBC News

CBS News
CBS News

American Gladiators

News q [NBC News

News

Hee Haw Silver

iCappelli

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: "Stalin (1992) Based on the true story of the Soviet dictator's brutal reign, q
Movie: Columbo: Rest in Peace, Mrs. Columbo"' (1990) ICommish (In Stereo) q
Here-Now

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Copsq
Here-Now

Powers-Be [Empty Nest [Nurses q I Sisters (In Stereo) q
Movie: *** "Black Rain" (1989, Drama) Michael Douglas. (In Stereo) q
Movie: *** "Black Rain" (1989, Drama) Michael Douglas. (In Stereo) q
Cops (R)

q

Powers-Be

(3:00) Movie: "2 of Kind" IMovIe: +*** "'Exodus' (1960, Drama) Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, Lee J. Cobb

College Football: Teams to Be Announced

Gossip!

(2:30) Movie:

(3:00) Movie:

Nick News

Ten of Us Buttons

Movie: •» "'Delirious "(1991

Public Enemy No, 2 (R)

Get Picture
I
Freshmen

(Live)

Ghostbustr

John Candy.

Counterstrike "Cyborg"

Scoreboard

Swamp

Code 3 q
Empty Nest

Edgeq
Nurses q

Hunter "AHegra"

Sisters (In Stereo) q
Movie: »'/2 "Physical Evidence "(1989) Burt Reynolds.

11:00

Dream On q
Newsq
News
News
Newsq

11:30

Sanders

Design. W.

12:00

"Time-Die"

"NatlLmpn"

Saturday Night Live

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Lifestyles-Rich

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q [Comic Strip

News q [Saturday Night Live

College Football: Teams to Be Announced. (Live Football Scoreboard

Movie: "Any Which Way You Can "(1980)

Beyond

Movie: «* "He Said, She Said" (1991) Kevin Bacon, q
Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai

Salute

Movie: *»* "Picking Up the Pieces "(1985, Drama)

Double Dare G.U.T.S. JDouJl

I Sportscenter ISuperBouts

Movie: ** "Deadly Desire" (1991) Jack Scalia. q ISilk Stalkings "Bad Blood" IMovie: * "Slammer Girls" (1987, Comedy)

Movie: ** "Pyrates" (1991) Kevin Bacon. IMovie: *Vi "Beastmaster 2: Through the Portal of Time" IMovie: "Dance With Death

Movie: ** "Life Stinks" {Wl) PG-13'

Rugrats Clarissa Roundhouse

Movie: "Double Jeopardy" (1992, Drama)

Movie: ** "Hands of a Stranger' (1987 , Drama) Armand Assante, Blair Brown, Beverly DAngelo.

Ren-Stimpy |You Afraid? A. Hitchcock

Hidden

Boxing

Lucy Show

Confessions

Movie: * "Midnight Strangers (1991) 'R

M.T. Moore [Dragnet

Unsolved Mysteries

Superman

China Beach

SUNDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 22, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:30) Movie:

4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: **** "Tootsie (1982) Dustin Hoffman. PG q
Movie: *»»'/? "Alice in Wonderland (W\. Fantasy) INews

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: "Airplane II: The Sequel "(1982)

ABC News

NFL Football: Denver Broncos at Los Angeles Raiders. (Live)

NFL Football: San Francisco 49ers at Los Angeles Rams. From Anaheim Stadium.

NFL Football: San Francisco 49ers at Los Angeles Rams. From Anaheim Stadium

Movie: *» "Harlem Nights (1989) Eddie Murphy.

Fifth Quarter IMovie: ** "Back to the Beach" (1987)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

News q [NBC News

(1:00) Movie: "Exodus IMovie: **• "The Wft/nqs" (1958) Kirk Douglas

Tennis: ATP World Championship Final. From Frankfurt, Germany

Gossip!

(1:45) Movie:

Ten of Us I
Two Dads [Beyond

(3:00) Movie: "Masters"

Movie: "The Vengeance of Fu Manchu
"

Can't on TV

Disease

Get Picture

Endocrin.

Hitchhiker I
Swamp

Life Goes On "Windows

Secret Service (In Stereo)

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Stuntwomen: World Tour q
Secret Service (In Stereo)

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: *• "Collision Course (1987) PG
Videos Am. Funniest

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Murder, She Wrote q
Murder, She Wrote q
In Color [In Color

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "The Seven-Ups (197'4) Roy Scheider. 'PG

NFL Primetime

MacGyver "Deadly Silents"

Movie: "Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom "(1984)

Movie: •*»'/2 "Awakenings" W90) Robin Williams.

Wild Side

Family

Fifteen

Medical

Double Dare

Medical

G.U.T.S.

Medical

9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: »V; ""Physical Evidence" (1989) Burt Reynolds, q
Movie: "Columbo: A Bird in the Hand" (1992) Peter Falk.

Movie: "Deadly Matrimony" (1992) Brian Dennehy. q
Movie: "Nightmare in the Daylight" (1992) Jaclyn Smith.

Movie Nightmare in the Daylight" (1992) Jaclyn Smith.

Married... "
I
Herman [Flying Blind IWoops!

q~~

Movie: "Deadly Matrimony (1992) Brian Dennehy. q
Movie: •••'/; "The Wild One "(1954) Marlon Brando.

NFL Football: Kansas City Chiefs at Seattle Seahawks. From the Kingdome. (Live)

WWF Survivor Series Showdown

Movie: »*'/2 "Three Men and a Little Lady" (1990) PG
Movie: **Vi "Meeting Venus "(1991) Glenn Close, q

Looney

Physicians

Looney

Milestones

Muppet Musicians

Jrnl, of Med. Family

Movie: »* "House Party 2

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

Counterstrike "Cyborg" (R)

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Paid Prog.

Newsq

11:30

Kids in Hall

Cheers q
Night Court

12:00

"Grifters"

Ent. Tonight

Cur. Affair

Magnum, P.I.

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Baywatch q
Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: "... And Justice for All" (1979) 'R

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkings "Bad Blood

Movie: »*'/2 "Two Evil Eyes' (1990) Adrienne Barbeau

1991) Rq
Lucy Show

OB-Gyn.

Comedy
Hi, I'm Home
Family

NFL

Hollywood

"Mr. Frost"

Movie: **V? "Two Evil Eyes " (1990) R

M.T. Moore

Physicians

Dragnet

Medicine

Superman

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 23, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2 30) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey q

4:30

Lifestories

Cheers q
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: Seven-Ups

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid [Press Luck

5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: *»V2 "Strictly Business " (1991) q
Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfre

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
News q

yq_
Hat

News q
News
News

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** "The Golden Child" (1986)

ABC News

NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Movie: »»*V; "The Wild One (1954)

Truck Pull [Reporters

Cartoon Express

Walker's Cay

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girts

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: +»* "The Butcher s Wife" (1991) Demi Moore, q
FBI-Story

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Detective

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: »* "The Pope Must Diet" (1991)

11:30 12:00

*** The Last Boy Scout'

NFL Football: Washington Redskins at New Orleans Saints. (In Stereo Live) q
Movie: "Deadly Matrimony'

Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Movie: *** "Casualties of War" (1989) Michael J. Fox.

Fresh Prince [Blossom q
Movie: »»»V; "Mister Roberts" (1955, Comedy-Drama) Henry Fonda

Up Close

Movie: *** "Oceans Eleven" (1960, Comedy) Frank Sinatra, q
MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter iSchaap Talk

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

(3.30) Movie: "Knute Rockne

Underdog I Yogi Bear 1Arcade

Movie: *** "Hot Shots!' (1991) PG-13

Movie: »»» "Malibu "(1983,

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: "Celebration Family" (1987) Stephanie Zimbalist.

What You Do

Supermarket

Drama)

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

NFL Monday |Mon. Mag,

Murder, She Wrote q

Movie: "Deadly Matrimony" {WD Brian Dennehy. q

1992) Brian Dennehy. q
Northern Exposure q
Northern Exposure q
Hunter "City of Passion'

Movie: »+ "Rhinestone {WM) Sylvester Stallone. PG'

Double Dutch Invitational IAuto Racing

WWF Survivor Series Showdown (R)

News
NeV

Newsq
Married...

Newsq

Newsq
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: "Romancing the Stone" (1984)

Auto Racing l Sportscenter

MacGyver "The Negotiator [Hitchhiker

Movie: ***'/2 "A Shot in the Dark" (1964) Peter Sellers

Looney [Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart I
Superman"

L.A. Law "Noah's Bark

Movie: ** "The Punisher" (1990) 'R' q
M.T. Moore I Van Dyke I

Dragnet

Super Dave

A. Hitchcock

Movie: "Midnights Child (1992, Horror) Olivia D Abo.

Movie: *»* "Doc Hollywood" (1991) Michael J. Fox, q IMovie: **Vi "China O'Brien
2"

(1991) R' IMovie: *»» "Twenty-One""

Movie: "Postcards From the Erfge" (1990)

Lucy Show IF-Troop

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

China Beach

TUESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 24, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(3:30) Movie: "DaffyDuck"

Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair I

Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(300) Movie: "Mr Robert

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid [Press Luck

5:00 5:30

Race for Life"

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon I Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *•'/; "An American Summer (1990) PG-13

Newsq
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Y.

NBC News

Movie: ** "Rhinestone (1984) Sylvester Stallone. PG

Mt. Madness iHydropl.

Cartoon Express

NBA Today I Up Close

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married.,

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: "Stalin" (1992) Based on the true story of the Soviet dictator's brutal reign, q
Full House q IMr. Cooper IRoseanne IBarbara Walters (In Stereo) q
Quantum Leap "Daughter of Sin" q Dateline (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911

Rescue 911

Movie: »*»V2 "Lethal Weapon 2" (1989, Drama) Mel Gibson, q
Movie: ***Vz "Lethal Weapon 2 (1989, Drama) Mel Gibson, q

Movie: *** Throw Momma From the Train '(1987)

Quantum Leap Daughter of Sin" q
Movie: "Conguest of the Planet of the Apes (1972) PG

Sportscenter iSpeedweek

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Auto Racing: SCCA

Murder, She Wrote q

Hunter "City of Passion"

Dateline (In Stereo) q
Movie: **** "M'A'S'H" (1970) Donald Sutherland. PG'

PBTA Billiards American Muscle

Boxing: Michael Moorer vs. Jesse Ferguson. (Live)

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: *'/2 "Bloodfist III: Forced to Fight"

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girls I Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition I For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: ** "Modern Problems" (1981)

Almanac I Sportscenter

Movie: *** A Farewell to Arms (1957. Drama) RocK Hudson/ [Movie? ?* "tW (imComedy) John Candy' PG' [*» "Prom NitjM ,V: Mver Us From Evil"
\^^ "fo^OT,;?,

MacGyver (In Stereo) q [Hitchhiker

(2:25) Movie:

Underdog

My Dad Can't Be Crazy

Yogi Bear | Arcade

Movie: »** "Malibu (1983,

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »* Vengeance: The StoriolJgniC!mo_jW m̂

What You Do

Supermarket

Drama)

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Movie: *+* Deceived' (1991) Goldie Hawn. PG-13' q
Looney [Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law

Movie: **h
2 "Defenseless (1991) Barbara Hershey. R

M.T. Moore I Van Dyke [Dragnet [A. Hitchcock

Movie: "S/ac/rer"(199D R

Jonathan Winters

Lucy Show IF-Troop

Movie:**'; Out on a Limb [1987. Drama) (Part 1 of 2) Shirley MacLame

*** "Diner"

Mister Ed

China Beach

WEDNESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 25, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

4:00

(3 00) Movie:

Design w.

Cur. Affair

4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: »» "Collision Course (1987) Jay Leno. PG

Cheers q
Edition

Oprah Winfrey

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

News

Cheers I

Design. W.

News q
News
Murphy B.

Oprah Winfrey

Tiny Toon Batman

:

News i

Newsq
News
News

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: •« "Mad About You (1990) PG

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

News
Full House q
Newsq_

Movie: **«« Elmer Gantry (1960. Drama) Burt Lancaster (In Stereo)

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid [Press Luck

Powder Time I Motoworld

Cartoon Express

(3 30i Movie: **'? Cromwell (1970) Richard Harris

(3 00) Movie: Qrganzatn Munsch

Underdog I
Yogi Bear [Arcade

Heroes

Hey Dude (R)

Up Close

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy!

:

Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne

Jeopardy

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married.

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 I 9:30

Movie: »»» "Mortal Thoughts " (1991) Demi Moore. R

Wonder Y. iDoogie H. [Home Imp

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo Live) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Visions of America

Beverly Hills, 90210 q

Coach

:

Seinfeld q
In the Heat of the Night q
In the Heat of the Night

;

Melrose Place (In Stereo) q

MacGyver (In Stereo) q

Movie: «* 1
/2 "Honkytonk Man (1982, Drama) Clint Eastwood. PG

Sportscenter

Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo Live) q I
Seinfeld q

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
Civil Wars (In Stereo) q
Law 8 Order (In Stereo) q
48 Hours Jakes q
48 Hours Fakes ' q
Catwalk (In Stereo)

Law & Order (In Stereo) i

College Basketball. NIT - Semifinal (Live

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »*' 2 Tune m Tomorrow (1990) Peter Falk q
Movie :

»»»'2 "The Pmk Panther (1964) Peter Sellers

What You Do Crazy Kids

26 (Movie. «« El?'" s t A Fann Reu^on p987,i ', Supermarket ,
Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: **» "Bad Influence" (WO) R q
Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married.,

News q
Movie: »»»'/; "Some Like It Hot (1959, Comedy) Jack Lemmon

College Basketball: NIT - Semifinal (Live)

Golden Girts [Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition Curves

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) i

Movie: Trie Outsiders

Sportscenter

Movie: **' 2 Pomt Break (1991) Patrick Swayze. R

Movie: ** "Snow Kill (1990) Patti D ArbanviHe q IMacGyver "Cease Fire" q
Expedition

Hitchhiker

Teenage Mutant Nm/a Turtles II: Ooze

T'giving [Superman

L.A. Law True Brit

M.T. Moore

Belzer On..

Van Dyke

Movie: **h Mister Johnson' {WO)

Movie: »''; Hudson Hawk (1991) Bruce Willis R q
The Berlin Conspiracy' 'R

Dragnet [A. Hitchcock Lucy Show |F-Troop

Movie: »*'2 Out on a Limb (1987) Shirley MacLame. I
Thirtysomething

** Ishtar

Mister Ed

China Beach

tf\

t

h*0
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Gospelfest '92 shining through at Clarion
by Eric Jones

Features Writer

Joy and spirit expressed in

unique African American Gospel

Culture will linger throughout

the Gemmell multi-purpose

room this Saturday, November

21 at 1:00 p.m.

The Clarion University Lift

Every Voice Choir (LEV) will

present Gospelfest '92 featuring

among others, the professional

and innovative gospel group

known as "The Poets Four

Christ" (P4C).

P4C is a unique gospel group

from Philadelphia, PA. They

offer a "distinctive and

captivating" sound mainly

because they express their gospel

in the form of rap music. The

group consists of four rappers,

Rashid Goins, Sheldon Milligan,

Keith Autry and Darnell Young.

The group also consists of four

musicians: Kevin Arther

(keyboards), Tony Goins

(percussion), Donald Mitchell

(dee jay) and musical director

Julian Brown.

LEV advisor Vanessa Watkins

said, "Since rap is such a popular

music form right now, we

thought P4C would appeal to the

youth on Clarion's campus.

The group has performed at

events such as the Philadelphia

Black Reunion Celebration,

WDAS Unity Day Celebration

and the Afro-American Museum

Political Extravaganza. With

such a long list of performances,

they are expected to give CUP
students and faculty a good

show. LEV Choir member Kari

King said, "The Group (P4C)

will be inspirational because

they have a different style geared

toward educating people of the

Christian Belief."

Among other performing

groups will be the Lock Haven

Gospel Choir, the Mt. Nebo

Choir and Clarion's Lift Every

Voice Choir.

Also performing a solo and

delivering a sermon will be

Reverend Calvin Hooks of

Huntingdon, PA.

Watkins said, "This program

will showcase different types of

gospel music and express

African American Gospel

Culture through song." Tickets

are on sale for $1.00 at 25 Becht

Hall or pay $2.00 admission at

the door. Drinks and

refreshments will be served and

all are welcome to attend.

"•'*•• --••'•-"^

Press release photo

The members of Poets Four Christ will bring their brand of gospel rap to the campus in

Gospelfest '92. The group is originally from Philadelphia, PA. Along with them will be

several other groups performing on the day.

"Seagull" flies high and spells success
by Deb Huffman

Managing Editor

Life is full of hopes and

dreams. As young adults, people

look up to their peers and are

influenced by their ideas, lives

and careers. Sometimes our

hopes and dreams don't come

true. This is called reality.

The lights became dim, as the

audience waited in anticipation

for the play "The Seagull" to

begin. The play began in a

Russian town at the Sorin's

estate. The estate overlooked a

clear lake that the seagulls

soared over and the characters

were drawn to the lake like the

seagulls.

Unhappiness, confusion, and

love are feelings each of the

characters feel on stage. A young

couple, Constantine and Nina,

were in love and wanted to be

famous people like their peers.

Public affairs photo

Michael Martain and Jennifer Clark play Constantine and

Arkadina in "The Seagull." The play will be running

through Saturday at the Little Theater in Marwick Boyd.

Their innovative ideas were

mocked by society. The couple

begins to see that the people they

look up to are "spoiled by

success." The dreams and goals

the couple once shared became

only memories as they ran

through trial and error trying to

find the only thing that made

them happy, the seagulls on the

lake.

Symbolism was used

throughout the play. The seagull

was the link to the characters:

youth, serenity, sanity and life.

The costumes the characters

wore brought out the

personalities. The character of

Arkadina wore colorful, formal

clothing. This costume made her

character carry a highclass

attitude. While Nina wore white,

frilly clothing that made her look

innocent and young. The make-

up and casting of the characters

helped make this presentation

come alive and seem realistic.

The furniture used in the

production added to the time

period the production was trying

to reach. Old camel back trunks,

straight back couches and white

cherry dining room suits were

used to recreate the early 20th

century.

The acting was dramatic and

very moving. The audience

responded to the acting as the

lights came on and tears were

streaming down their faces.

"The Seagull" was directed by

Dr. Mary Hardwick. Ten CUP
students and two faculty

members assembled the cast

"There's no business, like

show business." And Clarion's

production of Chekhov's "The

Seagull" proved that the actors

know their business when it

comes to acting.

* . , . .
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by Chuck Shepherd

-In October, a British

dermatologist reported that a 26-

year-old female patient, involved

in hormone therapy to get rid of

excess facial hair, suddenly
became sexually irresistible to

her pet rottweiler. The doctor,

writing in the medical journal

The Lancet, said the dog "would

not leave her alone" and
attributed its behavior to changes

in the woman's skin secretions.

-An eight-month study at the

University of Iowa Hospital,

released in July, reported that

personnel working with patients

wash their hands less than half as

often as rules require. Resulting

infections, according to the

report published in the , may
cost $10 billion a year.

-Science News reported in

Movie Review;

January that male members of a

remote Amazonian tribe called

the Achuar Jivaro drink an

herbal tea each morning that

contains as much caffeine as five

cups of coffee, but then, in a

"macho ritual," vomit most of it

up in order to avoid the effects of

overdose.

-In September, the Smell and

Taste Treatment and Research

Foundation reported the

development of an odor that

makes gamblers bet more. In a

study in Las Vegas, slot

machines outfitted to emit the

odor racked up 45 percent more

business. The neurologist who
conducted the study predicted

that the scent will become
widely used in Las Vegas.

-Swedish Justice Minister Gun
Hellsvik came under criticism in

October over a rehabilitation

program established to help

prison inmates adjust to society.

The program included an in-

prison session to teach inmates

skeet shooting—by letting them

practice with shotguns.

-In October, an envelope

containing $15,000 in cash was

left, anonymously, on a chair at

the Detroit IRS office with the

instruction to apply it "to reduce

the national debt."

-A 16-year-old boy was
arrested in Kansas City,

Missouri, in August and charged

with the armed robbery of a

jewelry store, during which he

allegedly shot two people.

Police said his motive was to

acquire enough money to settle

fines for his overdue library

books at school.

-In April, a Franciscan friar,

Father Bede Ferrara, handed out

coupons in Somerville,

Massachusetts, offering his

parishioners "50 percent off of

the penance for whatever sins

they confess. He said he thought

his parishioners needed a boost

because of economic woes in the

area and so offered them the

opportunity to atone for a sin by,

for example, doing only 15 Hail

Marys instead of 30.

-In July, Broward County,

Florida Judge Robert Zack found

topless hot dog vendor Terri

Cortina not guilty of indecent

exposure. Zack read the law

aloud in court, noting that it is

illegal "for any person to expose

or exhibit HIS sexual organs."

Said Zack, "I don't think this

lady has male sexual organs. I

(have) no choice (but to release

her)."

-In August, Tobias Allen of

Seattle, Washington, a pen pal of

convicted murderer John Wayne
Gacy, released for sale his new
board game Serial Killer

(suggested price $49.95). The
players make choices as to high-

Dracula: The "Godfather" of Darkness
by Matt Niemla

Features Writer

Bram Stoker's

"Dracula"
Starring: Gary Oldman

Winona Ryder

Produced and Directed:

Francis Ford Coppola

Rated R **** Stars

There are virtually hundreds of

versions of the Dracula/Vampire

idea on film and in literature.

Since the days of Bella Lugosi

with the plastic fangs, audiences

have been attracted to the blood-

sucking creature and, in fact,

there are many who believe in

the vampire's existence today.

Director Francis Ford Coppola

has chosen to use the novel that

started it all, Bram Stoker's

Dracula, for his interpretation of

the vampire genre. What he

gives us is his best film since the

"Godfather" sagas hit the

theaters in the seventies.

Coppola doesn't totally follow

the book, though. He uses

Stoker's images of darkness and

horror but adds some
characteristics to Dracula that

are somewhat new. This Dracula

is more beast-like at times and

extremely sexual to his victims.

Count Dracula's friend is the

wolf and he keeps slut-like

demons in his basement for play.

Coppola also allows us to see

the origin of the Count's curse

and how he became the creature

of the night whose soul cannot

rest. This film depicts being a

vampire as a disease of the

blood, almost blaming lust and

desires as a predecessor of losing

yourself to Dracula's evil

innuendo* and spells. One

cannot help but to compare it to

today's horrible AIDS epidemic

overtoned in this picture.

Gary Oldman portrays Count

Dracula, whose character

assumes many different forms

whether young, old or beast-like.

Oldman is brilliant in the role of

Dracula and should be

considered for an Oscar

nomination next year. This

ominous character of the

vampire is a dream role for any

actor and is a far cry from

Oldman's last role which was

Lee Harvey Oswald in last year's

"JFK."

Dracula's object of lust is

Mina, who is well-played by

Winona Ryder, a woman who is

already dark and alluring.

Unfortunately, Keanu Reeves

just doesn't work in his role as

Mina's husband. He seems to

look confused most of the time.

Anthony Hopkins is his usual

stunning self as Dr. Van Helsing.

His Oscar was well-earned for

last year's "Silence of the

Lambs" role. In Dracula, he is

again witty and "dead" serious at

me .>ame time, excuse the pun.

What Francis Ford Coppola

accomplishes is an extremely

powerful film that proves he is

the best director working today.

His film-making is visually and

all-together brilliant.

Dracula is at the Cranberry

Mall and Clarion theaters.

COUNTY TAXI

Serving Clarion

County

1-800-457-7170
Clarion-226-4489

24 hours 7 day/week

Chandler Hall's

Madn
Brunch

Sunday

November 22, 1992

pjaaEEEiaaaaaBaaBiaaEa^^

Images of the West

Come Celebrate With Us Our

<§>lIWs U £/A rii

20% off jewelry, Now through

Sat. November 2 J

625 Main St. 226-5513

risk or low-risk killings, and
plastic babies are game pieces

representing victims. The game
is packaged in a body bag.

-Joe Albert Ruiz, 19, was
arrested in Santa Maria,

California, in September. Police

said he had broken into a car in

the middle of the night and was
in the trunk, disconnecting the

rear speakers, when the trunk

closed on him, locking him in.

Neighbors reported strange

noises, and a police officer called

to the scene heard Ruiz banging

on the trunk and yelling, "Let me
out!"

-Carl Jeffrey, 44, shot himself

to death in Phoenix in August
after blowing up his home with

explosives. Jeffrey had just lost

a long batde with IRS over back

taxes and had received notice to

vacate the home.

(C) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate

it's an
attitude

$29.95 for 20
tanning sessions
sessions must be used

w/in 2 mo. of purchase

EXP. Jan. 1.1993

'Reg. cuts

$13 -ladies

$11 -men

-Thurs.

9 am-9 pm
Fri. 9 am-8 pm
Sal. 9 am-4 pm

535 Main Street

Clarion

$5 OFF
ANY PERM

HAIR COLOR*
'Full perms only

EXP 12-1892

WE USE AND RECOMMEND

Paul Mitchell

Products

814-226-5323
L
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What issue do you think

the new Student Senate

shouldfocus on?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Kari Ambrass Brian "Pappy" Smeal

Junior, Mathematics

I'd like to see the dining hall services

improve."

<

*. *

li

Steve Slater

Freshman, Chemistry

"Any controversial issue concerning

Clarion students in general."

Rob Dushac

Sophomore, Elementary Education

"Keeping tuition what it is, not raising

:* ••

it

Shawn Marley

Sophomore, Undecided

"Increasing the number of available

classes, and having more activities."

*i

is I MI.n i.lllll H I . !! ."

Edward Ambrass

Senior, Communications

"Getting pretzels and peanut butter at the

cafeteria."

Craig Hemminger

Senior, Accounting

"Improving the quality of education

instead of the look of the campus."

Matt Bohonak

Junior, Accounting

"I didn't know that they did anything:'
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Deck the halls with teddy bears
by Dawn Sams

Features Writer

Are you looking for something

to do to get you in the holiday

spirit? Well there's no need to

look any further. On Thursday,

December 10, you are invited to

the Gemmell Student Complex
to "deck the halls" to help

benefit needy children in Clarion

and Venango counties.

One event in a whole afternoon

of events is the Teddy Bear

Contest. Individual students or

organizations are invited to buy

and dress up a teddy bear, that

will be judged by Alpha Phi

Omega. A ribbon will be given

to the most original bear, which

is just one of several categories

that the bears will be judged on.

The bears are to be delivered to

the second floor rotunda of

Gemmell between 11:30 a.m.

and 2:00 p.m. The bears will

then be judged in various

categories at 2:00 p.m.

Everyone who participates in the

event will receive a pin and a

certificate to acknowledge their

efforts in helping the children

who are less fortunate than

ourselves at Christmas.

After the judging takes place,

everyone will be invited to

listen, and even participate in the

"music of the season," which
will be provided by various

campus groups. Refreshments

will also be served, courtesy of

the Panhellenic Association.

The caroling will take place from

2:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m.

The next event, scheduled to

"Light up" the day, is the annual

tree lighting ceremony. Dj.

Reinhard will do the honors at

6:00 p.m. The tree will be lit,

student organizations will be

honored and the bears are going

to be donated to benefit the

Children and Youth Services of

Clarion and Venango Counties.

"This is just one way that we can

assist Dr. Reinhard in her annual

appeal to help the children," said

Father Monty Sayers of United

Campus Ministry.

The event is sponsored by the

President's office, Panhellenic

Council, The Student Alumni
Association, University

Activities Board and United

Campus Ministry. They are

hoping to start a new tradition as

we head closer to the first

Christmas in the new Gemmell
Student Complex. All of these

organizations are asking for our

help in spreading the word about

the day that will be filled with

holiday cheer. See you there, as

Clarion University "lights up" a

holiday celebration at Gemmell
Student Complex. Don't be a

Scrooge, help the needy.

New Mr. CUP crowned
by Laura Navas

Features Writer

On Wednesday, November 11,

1992 the Delta Phi Epsilon

sorority hosted their Fourth

Annual Mr. CUP Pageant. The

pageant, which is held to give

Clarion University men the

opportunity to come together for

a fun-filled evening with a good

cause, raised over $500 for

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, the

National Association for

Anorexia Nervosa and

Associated Disorders and the

Delta Phi Epsilon Scholarship

Fund.

Ten Clarion University men

were sponsored by various

groups on campus and judged in

four different categories: the

boxer short competition, evening

wear competition, interview

competition and poise and

appearance. Stacie Boca,

organizer of the event, said, "All

of the contestants put in a lot of

hard work and time and they

should all think of themselves as

winners." However, there can

only, be one winner and this

years Mr. CUP is Senior

Psychology major, Jacquez Gain.

In honor of his recognition, the

Delta Phi Epsilon sorority

presented Gain with a plaque and

a check for $75. First and
second runners up in the

competition were Junior business

management major, Rich White

and Senior accounting major,

Mike Alexander.

Entertainment for the evening

was provided by the Clarion

University Cheerleaders, Dance

Team, comedian Charles

Mignanelli, the Delta Phi

Epsilon Lip syncers and
performer Holly Seng.

The Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority

would like to thank everyone

who helped to make this year's

pageant a success.

Give away a meal for charity
by Lisa Ijepre

Features Writer

The holiday season is drawing

near once again. As the sights

and sounds of the Holidays

surround us, it becomes easy to

get lost in the anticipation of this

special time. However, in

keeping with the spirit of the

season, it is important to do

something for someone that will

contribute to making their

holiday one to remember.

The Student Alumni
Ambassadors, in conjunction
with Chandler Dining Hall, are

making it possible for students at

Clarion to get in the spirit of

holiday giving through the

second annual "Donate a Meal"

program. The purpose of the

program is to share the happiness

of the holidays with those who
find the season to be a

troublesome time.

This is an opportunity to give

your evening meal to someone

else who really needs it. For

every meal donated the

equivalence of $1.00 is given to

the Clarion Food Bank. The
only day left to sign up is Fri.,

Nov 20. Once you've signed up,

your name will be withdrawn for

the December 2 dinner from

Chandler's computer system.

All who participate will have

their own name placed on the

AA's Holiday Tree, located in

Gemmell. A feeling of warmth

also comes with that, knowing

you're helping someone.

k\\V
si5% OFF Customer Appreciation Day
5 Friday December 4th, 1992
s To show you our deep appreciation for your • FREE REFRESHMENTS
J

loyal patronage, we have set aside a day .WIN ONE OF MANY
N just for you Every item in the store will FREE TURKEYS
s be 15% off.' We hope you will attend this .WIN A DOOR pRIZE

very special event.

KLINGENSMITH'S
DRUG STORES Inc.

•WIN A GIFT CERTIFICATE

s
s

s
N
\
S
S
S
S
S
S
\
\
\

Registration fornix mutlul'le m -tor? to win prizes \
'Discount applies to regularty priced merchandise ^

excludes prescriptions, lottery and tobacco ^

CLARION- 800 Medical Ctr.- 226-8281 i
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Ca$Ii

Books
Cloth or Paper-

Whether used on this campus or not.

We Buy all titles having a resale market value!

SELL THEM AT:

University
BOOK
CENTER

GEMMELL COMPLEX, PAYNE STREET

UPTO

50%
OF RETAIL VALUE

9 K

9AM

4PM

Wednesday, Dec. 9,

Thursday, Dec. 10,

Friday, Dec. 1 1

,

Monday, Dec. 14,

Tuesday, Dec. 15,

Wednesday, Dec. 16
Thursday, Dec. 17

:\

9AM - 2PM on Friday Dec. 18

NO Gags -

NO Gimmicks

JUST COLD HARD

CA$H
THINK BEFORE YOU $ELL

COMPARE PRICES
Shop the UBC, Where your $$$ continue to work for you

A
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A Christmas Carol comes to CUP
by Amy Gerkin

Features Writer

Charles Dickens' "A
Christmas Carol" will be

presented by the UAB on

Monday, November 23 at 7 p.m.

in the Marwick-Boyd
Auditorium.

The production of "A
Christmas Carol" is one of four

national tours across the country.

Charles Jones, executive director

of the Omaha Community
Playhouse, began these tours ten

years ago when he scripted his

version "A Christmas Carol" for

a volunteer cast at the Omaha
Community Playhouse.

The company then started to

tour the midwest. In 1977, the

Nebraska Theatre Caravan, the

professional touring wing of the

Omaha Community Playhouse,

traveled with 36 members, 200

costumes and magic sets.

After nine years, the company

travelled annually to

communities like Columbus,

Ohio; Kalamazoo and Grand

Rapids, Michigan; and Aurora,

Illinois.

In 1982, a second tour was

added to entertain the New
England states and Canada.

Later, a third company started to

tour the southeast from Dallas,

and then a fourth company
travels the west from Wichita.

Each of these tours is from the

original production that began in

Omaha, Nebraska a decade ago.

Tickets for "A Christmas

Carol" are available at the

Information Center in Gemmell.

Prices are $8 for adults, $5 for

children, and free for CUP
students with valid ID. Tickets

must be purchased in advance.

So come see "A Christmas

Carol," and get into the spirit of

the Christmas season.

National Broadcasting

Society has a busy month
by Denise Bump
Features Writer

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Randy Romm mystifyed the audience with his ability to

see things when completely blindfolded. Later in the

show he also hypnotized audience members.

The Clarion University chapter

of the National Broadcasting

Society is once again sponsoring

the CUP challenge. "The Feud,"

as it is known this year, will be a

similar version of the game show

"Family Feud." It will be taking

place in Hart Chapel on Nov. 18

and 19. Admission is 25 cents

and it begins at 7:00 p.m. The

event is to raise money for the

NBS philanthropy, Tourette

Syndrome.

The questions used in the game

are from actual surveys of 100

people at Clarion University.

Teams of five members will

battle it out for the $200 first

prize. The teams had to pay a

$35 entrance fee in order to

participate. All other teams

competing in "The Feud" will

receive consolation prizes.

Also Saturday, November 21,

the National Broadcasting

Society is proud to present guest

speaker, Larry Richer. Richer, a

popular radio/television

personality from KDKA in

Pittsburgh, is also a Clarion

alumnus. He will be talking

about his experience in the

broadcasting field. He will be

appearing in Becker Hall, room

124 at 2:00 p.m. The event is

open to the public, so if you are

interested in that profession or

just want to know what goes on

behind the scenes are all

welcome.

The Clarion University chapter

of the National Broadcasting

Society, Alpha Epsom Rhode,

was founder on April 11, 1991.

It is an honorary fraternity that

recognizes outstanding students

actively involved in the field of

broadcasting.

To be considered for

membership, a student must have

a 3.0 QPA in broadcast related

courses and a 2.0 overall QPA.

In addition, a candidate must

also be involved in various

campus media including TV-5,

WCCB, WCUC, The Clarion

Call or The Sequelle. Under the

direction of Dr. Allan Larson,

membership has more than

doubled this semester with the

induction of 15 new members.

Recently, some members
attended the NBS Regional

Convention in Plattsburg, New
York. Each individual attended

various seminars in public

relations, broadcast related

workshops.

DISCOVER WHICH CAREERS FIT YOUR TALENT!!!

EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES OF A CA-

REER WHICH OFFERS YOU THE BEST IN-

COME ANDADVANCEMENTPOTENTIAL.
Setthc factson80GROWTHOCCUPATIONS.

Which career to choose has always been a diffi-

cult question. But here is help. The new CA-

REER REPORT SERIES has the information-

you need to make the best decision for your

career search. Major changes have taken place in

our economy in the last 10 years and are still in

the making. . . CHOOSE ACAREER NOW that

has the best opportunities for INCOME PO-

TENTIAL GROWTH and ADVANCEMENT
for the Nineties.

"Careers of die Nineties" lists over 80 occupa-

tions, which according to the latest government

and private researches have the very best oppor-

tunities for substantial growthduring the coming

10 years. Only occupations which have an esti-

mates growth rate of 15% or more were chosen-

occupations which have estimated growth in

excess of 25% are shown in bold.

Career reports are concise in briefing of a given occu-

pation. They vary in length from approximately 4-12

pages. Each report gives the vital facts you need to

have: «Iob description*Environment/working

condittons'Advancement potential 'Growth

potential-Latest salary information-Training

requirementi. All information is based on the latest

government and industry research.

ORDER NOW-Only $9.00 per career report,

$7.50 for ten or more.

FuNDOUTABOUT INTERESTINGCAREERS-
DON'T WASTE TIME IN A CAREER THAT
DOESNTFTTYOUR SKILLS ANDTALENTS

!

OCCUPATION
Accountants & Auditors

ORDER NUMBER
TOT

Actors, directors, producers

Actuaries
Administrative service mgrs.
Aerospace engineers

Air traffic controllers

Aircraft mechanics

Aircraft pilots

Architects
Archivists &. curators

Biological scientists

Chemical engineers

Chemists
Childcare workers
Chiropractors

Clinical laboratory tech.

Computer operators

Computer programmers

Computer service technicians

Computer system analysts

Construction & building inspectors

Construction mgrs
Correction officers

Counselors
Denial assistants

Designers
Detectives

Dieticians & nutritionists

Electrical & electronic engineers

Employment Interviewers

Engineering, science & data proc. managers
Engineering technicians

Financial mgrs

Flight attendants

Geologists it geophysicists

Graphic & fine artists

Health service mgrs
Hotel mgrs & assistants

Industrial engineers

102
325
321
103
104
106
105
107
160
326
120
121
122
151

166
127
126
129
125
131
322
136
167
153
140
233
152
141
169
327
145
323
149
251
201
203
206
207

Inspectors <fc compliance, officers 253

Labor relation specialists 254
Lawyers 212
Legal assistants 213
Mgmt analysts & consultants 324
Mktg & public relations mgrs 262
Mathematicians 217

Mechanical engineers 218
Medical assistants 219
Meteorologists 256
Nurses, licensed 225
Nurses, registered 224
Nursing & psychiatric aides 226
Occupational therapists 263
Operations research analysts 328
Pharmacists

,

264
Physical therapists 265
Physicians?' 230
Physicians assistants 231
Physicists & astronomers 266
Property 8l real estate mgrs 268
Psychologists 235
Radio & television announcers 237
Radiological technologists 258
Real estate agents <fc broken 239

Recreational therapists 241

Reporters & correspondents 238
Restaurant food service mgrs 269
Science technicians 259

Secretaries 246
Social workers 248
Stock brokers & securities sales wrkrs. 249
Surgical technicians 250
Teachers, kind, ^elementary 302
Teachers, secondary 301

Tool programmers 307
Travel agents 306

Underwriters 328
Urban A. regional planners 316

Veterinarians 311
Writers & editors 312

ORDER NOW-Only $9.00 per career report,

$7JO for ten or more.

FIND OUT ABOUT INTERESTING CA-

REERS-DONTWASTE TIME IN A CA-

REER THAT DOESNT FIT YOUR SKILLS

ANDJ^ENTS!

«~i ORDER FORM d^.-
Order no ORDER FORM p^e

•

Subtotal (or items listed above

Postage $2.50 minimum ..or 10% of

order on orders over $25.00

TX residents: Add 8% of total (sales tax)

Total

Check Money order

Name
Address

City
•

Zp
State

ORDER NOW-IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Western Publishing

P.O. Box 441172

Houston, Texas 77244-1172

—
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PEACE CORPS world wise PuZzLe
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 90 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

A group of islands of volcanic
origin in the Indian Ocean
between Mozambique and
Madagascar.

nu»i«i>j = V.1.11//.1
f-

iilipi.ijiiiui' f utHimmii.i - i/;»»y / i»>i;w/i>y

1. Direction of this nation from the equator.

2. A spice, used in some candy, chewing
gum and bakery products which comes
from the highly aromatic bark of any of
several trees of the laurel family which
are found in this nation.

Geographic name for an expanse of
water with many scattered islands.

A spice exported by this nation which is

the dried flower bud of a tropical
myrtaceous tree.

Doonesbury

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

THESE FM.L M0RWNGS
SURE M£ PRETU TUE.

BR\S< MR,
TUE 5NVELL

Of LfcAMES...

*

„ AiL RUMED BECAUSE I

UME TO SET OU A BV)S

AND GOTO
SCHOOL . -fr^

MEN I WAS A pRE-SCHOOLtR

I HEMER TO0£ AWAWASE
OF FALL MORWUGS. I WDtft

APPRECIATE THEM

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

YOUKNOW, SAM, YOU'RE
VERYLUCK/ 7D8E6fiCW-
IN6UPONA BEACHSUCH
AS THIS.

HERE YOUWILL HAVE THE
CHANCE TOCHOOSEA MOST
EXC5U£NTLIFESTYLE-THAT
QFTHESURFER. ITISHERB
THAT 7RCJE PUPESANP
PUPESSES FIRST \
LEARN TO60

Lr-. FOR IT. bi )=C
Si

v

THE SURF ISANAWESOME
TEACHER OF LIFE. ITCAN
LIFT mi TOUNIMAGINABLE
JOY, ANP JUSTAS EASILY
SENP YOU CRASHING INTOA
CHASM OFPBS-J^s-. t-
miR. ALL THISj^^^

Suddenly, the cops stepped into the clearing,

and the Spamshiners knew they were busted.

MELLO? .., NO, m MOM
CANT CCME TO THE TOE

RIGHT NOW.

I

J5^

'WAV

SURE, I'D BE GLAD
TO TAKE A MESSAGE

tuw?

t>0 WR\TE IE DOWN,
DRWE IT OVER HERE

,

PAN ME FIVE BUCKS, AND

ILL GIVE IT TO HER TUE

NEXT TIME I SEE HER.

fMLJ
^

* r «lVVV

HE MUST NOT HAVE

WANTED TO TALK TO
MOM MERH BAD.

:;

I'M GROWING W
FINGERNAILS LONG.

THEN I'LL FILE THEM
INTO POINTS, SO I'LL

HAVE. CLAWS JUST"
f MINE ARE A
I RETRACTABLE J

T

NO REVRACTABIE CLAWS,

NO OPPOSABLE TOES,

NO PREHENSILE TA\L,

NO COMPOUND ENE5,
NO FANGS, NO WINGS..

WHY ME? by Aajj. <§>. ffiasu±&m&

Laura runs to greet her pa in this scene from

"Big Nose on the Prairie."

w
ISN7 IT NICB JUST
KNOWING THATOUR LITTLE

GIRL IS BEING TUCKEPSAFELY
INTO8EPBYSOMEONE UJE
WOUJANP
TRUST?

HMM.. IHAYBE
UJESHOULPBB
HEAPINGIN...w-

NO.NO,

ONE
MORE,

ONE
MORE'

«
Unhealthy Conditions

"

E A S T Id E L V E

1
EE N C A

L I A R a L I E N 1 O O M
I L t A D fv" I S E D 1 M N O
A S T 1 R T R U S T E E S

1 o L A| 1 E P E E

A F s 1 |w I P e|d||a M B E R

r L L I N I s | A JM P U L E

R O I «• I N A T A L E R L E

E A G L

kf
N D O R S E S

S T O A T R C E D E N E

It E A Ml |E N I D|
R E c E S S E-. » 1 S A B R A

A N o A
i

1

L L N
ft

T U R E D
V E T s D 1 A N A

1
N A T O

1 S E E A T E » T E E S * i

( YOURE \

BUSINESS
MAJOR

Good form but you still

get an F .

You can win a

new square hole

If you answer this S. 7
question correctly

.

3

MUSIC MAJOR

ENGLISH MAJOR

C\ COMMUNICATION
MAJOR

You're not square

,

you're round. Round
not square.

PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR

How different majors fit a square peg in a round hole.

by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Nov 22 thru 28

SAGITTARIUS IS VERY
FRANK ANP OUTSPOKEN
SAVING 6VACTLY WHAT
THEY THINK. PI5CB5 MP
LIBRA WOULP LIKE TO,

BUT OFTEN KEEP QUIET
TAKING THE EASY WAY
OUT OF THE SITUATION.

IA«V WMrTVC

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
Sim moves into Sagittarius 23rd. Worth-

while causes may attract enthusiastic

followers. The road ahead may appear

long and rocky for those beginning ven-

tures under Tuesday's New Moon, hut

those who are dedkated wtt hnd the end

rewarding. Best day for Love: Sunday.

For Luck Tuesday.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21- April 20

New Moon brings opportunities for

gain. A woman could be influential.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Determined efforts will trigger exciting

new changes on social scene.

GEMINI May22-June21

A shift in circumstances may mean im-

proved opportunities.

CANCER Junt22-July23

Warm hearted affections may reach their

full flavor. New Moon in 5th sector is a

favorable rime for new relationships.

LEO July 24 -August 23

Focuson changes vou want made. New
Moon helps you choosenew directions.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Peopleandbusiness deals youmayhave
abandoned could return into your life

over next few weeks.

LIBRA. Stpt 24-0*23

Enterprising period ahead. A new ap-

proach is essential in times of change.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

What you truly believe, you can achieve!
Someone could bring a nice surprise.

SAGITTARIUS Nov234m 21

Get involved with self-interest groups.
You will find help for what you seek.

CAPRICORN. Dec 22.4*120

Group association participation could

bring favorable turns in career fortunes.

AQUARIUS Jw2l-Ftbis

ForseekersofNewAgeknowledgevour
sign is well tuned to Age of Aquarius.

PISCES F«b20-M*ch20

Pleasant surprises for those who get in-

volved with work related associations

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report of what to expect in youryearahead. Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR "(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
" Unhealthy Conditions" By Gerry Fr*y

ACROSS
1 Follows Big or down

5 Dig Into

10 Peru Indian

14 Perjurer

15 Foreigner

16 Weaving machine

17 Unhealthy condition

19 PQR precursor

20 Up and about

21 College officials

23 "Whatever Wants"

26 Dueling sword

27 Amer. Held Svc
30 Cleaned by rubbing

32 Yellowish

36 Unhealthy State

36 Sealed glass vial

39 Provoke

40 Relating to With

42 S. Gardner

43 Post Office mascots

45 Approves

47 European ermine

48 Curved

49 Boston from N.Y.

50 Football eleven

52 Oklahoma city

54 School breaks

58 Native bom Israeli

62 Celebes ox

63 Unhealthy condition

66 Animal Ore.

67 Princess

68 Treatyorg.

69 Understanding words

70 Consumer

1 1 1 4 J— 1 1 1 ^

1

' f" 12 11

14 TJ" '

I* 11 If

IS 21 22

a 1 IS M

V a 2* JO 11

Jl

12 u 14 15

B »

44 41 42

41 *4>

m 45 44

47 i i

50 SI 51 51

54 55 M 57 51 I «0 «l

1

44 a
'« TT

1:70

71 Pipe|olnU

DOWN
Charles Lamb's nom da

plume

Troubles

Seaman
Shadow
Character In "Exodur

Inventor Whitney

7 Lean

8 Swerved

9 This

10 Unhealthy condition

11 Alaskan city

12 Ice cream holder

13 AlonzoStagg

18 Saturate wkh water

22 Sewing |olnt

24 Detroit players

25 Samoan capital

27 Suffix used wth mllion

28 Rose Parade vehicle

29 Irish County

31 Organic chemical

compound

33 Special pouch

34 MsBarkln

35 Baseballs Pee Wee
37 Unhealthy condition

38 PitecMa'ssutor

41 Suffix with appear

44 French aummen

46 Keats?

48 Ms. Earha/1

51 Actor's remark

53 Scare

54 Musician Shankar

55 Chemical endings

56 Small shed

57 Fence part

59 Scottish Mas*
60 Vein network

61 Fusses

64 Vane Initials

65 Swiss river

O 1991 All rights rtseniea GFR Assedatet

P.O. Bos 461, Scse—ctae>, NY 11301
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Different Thanksgiving

Day traditions
by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

November 26 is one week
away, so get out your carving

knife, prepare the stuffing and

save some room for Grandma's

pumpkin pie. Or maybe not!

After questioning students on

their Thanksgiving Day
traditions, I found that not all

families celebrate "Turkey Day"

in the same fashion.

For example, Carrie Sharkins,

a junior/ special education major,

said, "Every Thanksgiving, the

youngest boy and the youngest

girl in our family dress up like

boy and girl pilgrims. Then

they're the ones who start out

grace."

Shellie Beers, a senior/

communication major

commented, "We light candles

before we eat and then we all

take the time to say what we're

thankful for."

Jen Pascucci, a sophomore/

communication major recalled,

"I'm 100% Italian. My family

starts eating at noon and doesn't

stop until 8:00 pm. For us,

eating is an all day event."

One young woman, who
wishes to remain anonymous
stated, "Actually, my family gets

a keg of beer for Thanksgiving.

We drink wine during dinner and

tap the keg before we start the

dishes."

Regardless of your

Thanksgiving Day traditions,

holidays are a time for family

and a time to give thanks for all

we have. Happy eating!

Rav Henderson/Clarion Call

At the Mentoring Celebration people got together and
discussed the significant people in their lives. This was
the fourth year for the celebration.

CLARION SCHOOL OF ISSHTNRYT! KARATF

Thursday Evenings 7:00pm
First Presbyterian Church Educational Unit

Karate and Self - Defense Classes

- December Special -

Two Free Classes with Ad

Phone 227-2767

Greg Smith 3rd Dan Instructor

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don Crotsley

Thurs Nov. 19

Drama Production

"The Seagull"

(LT) 8 p.m.

The Fued (Chapel)

7 p.m. NBS

Sun Nov. 22

NO EVENTS

Fri Nov. 20

Early Registration

ends for 1993 Spring

• Clarion Intl. Assoc.

Cultural Program

(Gem M-P) 7 pm
Drama Production:

"The Seagull"

(LT) 8 pm

Sat Nov. 21

Drama Production:

"The Seagull"

(LT) 8 pm
UAB CAB,s DANCE
(Gem M-P) 10 pm

Mon. Nov. 23

Faculty Senate mtg.

(B-8 Chap) 4 pm
UAB presents

"A Christmas Carol"

(Aud) 7 pm
Student Senate mtg.

(248 Gem) 7 p.m.

1\ies. Nov. 24

THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY BEGINS
10 p.m.

*

Wed Nov. 25

BEAR SEASON ENDS

Thurs Nov. 26

THANKSGIVING DAY

Fri Nov. 27

- M. BB Subway/

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Classic 6 pm & 8 pm

*

Poets Comerifeaturinz Monica Shearer
9 tf

There are days when I want to

just go into my room,

And shut the door behind me,

Not letting anyone inside,

Only because people do it to me
all the time.

I try hard to be a friend to some,

But every time I fail.

I smile, but I receive only a

frown.

I guess people find it so easy to

hate.

Most people that hate me do not

even know me.

But only know the outside, and

are afraid to know the inside.

People just whisper as I pass,

or give a smile that is obviously

fake.

I hear the names they call me in

my sleep.

I look away, but I still hear what

they say,

And no matter how hard I try, it

always hurts,

And I always cry-but do you

care?

If you are happy, why worry

about me?
Why care if I'm feeling down or

if you see me crying?

Just leave me alone and enjoy

your own happiness.

But that's what you had planned,

wasn't it?

Give me a little time, and I'll be

fine.

All the hurt will be gone, and I'll

smile again.

Next time, maybe I won't even

try.

And that way, I won't get hurt.

If I close the door, I'll be safe

from the pain.

I won't be hurt and I won't cry.

But even if i do, you won't know

Because the door will be shut,

and it will be too late.

I

Qeos

located at former Domino's

Salads Hoagies

Wedgies Stix

Garlic Bread

Hours: 11-1 a.m. Mon. -Thurs.

Dagies 1
1 -2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

stix 2-10 p.m. Sunday
ad

227-9111
_-____. ____________ n

r$1.00
OFF

a Large Pizza
p^$1 .50 OFF

a Large Pizza
or $1 .00 off a medium pizza

pick up only

'one coupon per pizza Exp. 12-18-92

I 1 1

or .50 off a medium pizza

* one coupon per pizza Exp. 12-18-92

New expanded menu! Geo's is honoring all existing local competitors coupons! Limit 1 coupon

4

v
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Wrestlers open against Arizona State
by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

The Clarion University

wrestling team opens up their

1992-93 campaign this weekend

against the powerful Arizona

State Sun Devils. Arizona State

comes into Clarion ranked sixth

in the nation in the Division I

pre-season rankings and will

prove to be a big test for the

young Golden Eagle grapplers.

Last week, the Golden Eagles

held their annual Blue/Gold

wrestling match to determine

many of the starting positions for

Saturday night's match.

Clarion's wrestlers are now antsy

for their first match of the year.

First year head coach Jack

Davis will lead Clarion into that

match.

Davis is no stranger to Clarion

University wrestling. He

wrestled at Clarion from 1970-

74 and was former head coach

Bob Bubb's first assistant and

chief recruiter for 17 seasons.

^We are looking forward to

1992-93, but know that this will

be a reloading season," said

Davis. "We have graduated a

national champion, an ail-

American, two national

qualifiers and a total of five

starters. Patience will be the

key. We'll be young and

somewhat inexperienced, but

there will be plenty of talent on

the mats and in the wrestling

room. We'll use 1992-93 to

reload, knowing we could have

some tremendous teams down

the road."

Pacing Clarion this season will

be the veteran wrestlers. A key

man to watch is sophomore

Moss Grays. Grays received a

medical redshirt last season but

was voted PSAC "Freshman of

the Year" in his first season

(1990-91) after carving a 21-11-

3 overall record, winning the

PSAC's, placing second at the

EWL's and qualifying for

nationals at 150 pounds.

Junior Rob Sintobin and senior

Luke Shocklee will join Grays in

leading the pack.

Other key veterans returning

include juniors Kyle Wolfe and

Chris Shaw, as well as

sophomores Paul Antonio and

Dan Payne.

The wrestling team is stacked

with talented newcomers.

Clarion had the second best

recruiting class in the nation this

past year. They brought in

Sheldon Thomas from St. Marks

High in Newark, Delaware.

Thomas was a four-time state

champion and was ranked #1 in

the nation at 119 pounds by

Amateur Wrestling News. They

also recruited 140-pound Dan

Fox, who was a three-time

Maine state champion. Bryan

Stout comes to Clarion after

being a New Jersey state

champion in his senior year. He

was ranked #2 in the nation at

189 pounds by AWN.

The wrestling program was

busy over the past year recruiting

high school AH-Americans and

state champions and is clearly

working hard for a great future

for Clarion.

Clarion's goal for the 1992-93

season? "To win every match,

but if we can't do that, to

improve on the things that are

causing us not to win," said

Davis.

Remember that this is a very

young team with a very

challenging schedule. Clarion is

wrestling against some of the

best wrestlers in the United

States. Arizona State coming

into Clarion is, literally, like

Miami coming in to play the

Golden Eagle football team. The

Clarion grapplers will face an

Arizona State team that is made

up of two NCAA runner-ups,

two top-five NCAA qualifiers

and an Olympian.

The probable starting lineup

for Saturday's match includes

Shocklee or Chad Billy at 118

pounds, the other at 126 pounds,

Wolfe or Chris Garlotti at 134

pounds, Dave Thomas at 142

pounds, Grays at 150 pounds,

Antonio at 158 pounds, Shawn

Armbrust at 167 pounds, Payne

at 177 pounds, Shaw at 190

pounds and Sintobin at

heavyweight. There is a chance

that these names could change

come match time.

Despite their youth and not

being nationally ranked, fans can

still count on Clarion to come

out on fire and hopefully send

the Sun Devils back West all

battered and blistered.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

"Commitment to Excellence"- The Golden Eagles took part In their annual Blue/Gold

intrasquad match on November 11 and are anxious for their opponents to start rolling in.

Angle wrestled in World Cup
Kurt Angle, former two-time

NCAA Division I National

Champion and three-time Ail-

American at heavyweight, and

currently an assistant coach for

the Golden Eagles, represented

the United States last weekend at

the World Cup.

The World Cup was held in

Moscow, Russia, November 14-

15, with countries invited to

participate based on their placing

at the Olympic Games. Four of

the top five teams at the

Olympics were involved.

According to Gary Abbot, PR
Director for USA wrestling, the

World Cup is a dual meet format,

with an overall team winner

decided through head-to-head

competition. Also, individual

medals were determined through

points scored at each individual

weight class.

"I'm excited because I know

the experience is something that

I really need to further my
overall goals, but in my heart I

am going there to try to win

every match," said Angle before

his departure. "I will be

wrestling at 220-pounds and that

is supposed to be one of the most

difficult weight classes."

Angle was selected as an

Olympic alternate and made the

trip with the team to Barcelona,

Spain. He is now on a mission

to try to reach his ultimate goal,

a berth on the 1996 USA
Olympic Team. In the spring of

1993, Angle is expected to

participate in the U.S. Open to

try to earn a spot on the World

Championship team. The World

Championships will be set in

Toronto.

Angle won a Silver Medal at

the Trophy Milone Tournament

in Italy in 1991, won a Gold

Medal at the Canada Cup in

1990, and has competed with the

USA Freestyle team in numerous

dual meets against Russia and

Cuba in the past two years.

Angle posted a career record of

116-10-2. He won the NCAA
Division I heavyweight title in

1990 and 1992. He won four

EWL titles and three PSAC
crowns, plus was named EWL
"Wrestler of the Year" twice and

PSAC "Wrestler of the Year"

three times.

•Story courtesy ofSports

Information

_M
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Men's basketball team garners exhibition win .
Women '

s hooP team wants another title

by Mike Jewart

Sports Writer

The basketballs are bouncing

in the gym again. It's that time

of year. Time to see the

explosive Clarion University

men's basketball team light up
the scoreboard. And that is

exactly what they did last

Monday night as they ran away
from the India National team for

a 1 16-85 exhibition win.

The visitors kept the game
close until the Golden Eagles

went on a 22-4 run to end the

first half and pull away.

Sophomore Roy Bumosky led

all scorers with 31 points and
Kwame Morton tossed in 29.

Cleaning up the boards for

Clarion was Steve Branch with

11 bounds. Ian Whyte added 10

more boards from skyscraper

land.

The Golden Eagles are coming

off an impressive 18-9 overall

campaign in 1991-92, 5-7 in the

PSAC-West. They set a new
team record last year by
averaging 90.4 points per contest

and went over the 100 point

mark eight times. The 18 wins

were the most for Clarion since

the 1980-81 season (23-6).

Head coach Ron Righter

returns for his fifth season at the

helm of the Clarion cagers and is

extremely excited about the

maturity level of the team.

Having this added maturity, he

feels that his squad can handle a

difficult early-season schedule.

"Having a mature team is an

important aspect to look at," said

Righter. "It makes you feel more

at ease as a coach. In the past,

we've had young teams and we
didn't want to bury them early in

the year, before the conference

schedule. This year, we decided

that these kids were mature

enough to handle a tough

exhibition schedule."

The maturity factor is most

obvious in Clarion's veteran tri-

captains; Morton, Mark
McCarthy and Dave
Wojciechowski.

Morton, a 6-foot-4 junior

shooting guard, was the 1991

PSAC-West "Rookie of the

Year" and was named to the

NABC All-East second team for

his efforts last season. Morton

already has accolades coming in

for this season, as he was
honored as a high honorable

mention Ail-American pick for

small colleges in Street &
Smith's 1992-93 college

basketball preview issue.

Morton averaged 19.6 points

per game last season, netted 178

,
three-pointers and added 42
steals.

McCarthy, a 6-foot-7 senior

forward and center, keys

Clarion's inside play. He
averaged 7.2 points and 5.9

rebounds per game last year and

shot a team-leading 57 percent

from the floor. McCarthy has

pulled down 437 career boards

for Clarion.

Wojciechowski ("Wojo") is the

point guard once again for the

Golden Eagles. The 5-foot- 10

court general averaged 13.1

points a game last year, while

shooting 83.1 percent from the

charity stripe. He dished out 152

assists in the 1991-92 season and

is now sixth overall at Clarion in

the career assists column with

279.

"The maturity level of our

team is a reflection of its

captains," said Righter. "With

our tough schedule early on,

we'll really need these guys."

Other returners from last year

include Scott Lang, Bumosky,

Branch and Steve Young.

Lang, a senior guard, averaged

only 1.8 points a game last year

but dished out 30 assists. His

numbers should get bigger this

season as he will probably see

more playing time. It should be

noted that Lang was the

champion of Clarion's early

season "Midnight Madness"
slam-dunk contest and doesn't

lack in the leaping category.

Bumosky, only a sophomore,

also can dunk a little and showed

flashes of brilliance last season.

He will definitely average more

than his 9.9 per game average of

last year as he may become one

of Righter 's go-to guys. He led

all scorers on Monday night with

31.

Branch, a 6-foot-9 junior

center, averaged 9.5 points and

5.9 rebounds a game last year.

He shot 55.9 percent from the

field and will solidify Clarion's

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

GENERAL "WOJO" - Clarion point guard Dave
Wojciechowski pushes it up the floor looking for Kwame.
inside game.

Young, a junior forward, saw

spotty action last year averaging

1 .7 points a contest.

"We feel confident of these

players," said Righter. "Veterans

like these, along with our mix of

newcomers, give us solid players

to choose from."

There are eight newcomers on

this year's squad.

Chris Boone is a 6-foot-6

forward who transferred from

Cuyahhoga Community College

where he averaged 15.2 points

and 10.3 boards a game.

Brian Paige is a transfer from

Mercyhurst College where he

averaged 14.4 points a game and

led the Lakers with an 82.4 free

throw percentage.

Whyte is a 7-foot-2 center who
transferred from Iona College

where he played in only seven

games.

Redshirts returning from last

year with freshman eligibility

include forward Oliver

Chamberlain and guard Tyrone

Sherrod. Other newcomers to

the squad include twin brothers

Tim and Todd Nyquist, and

guard Bob McGraw.

Overall, the Golden Eagles

look strong and should contend

in the PSAC-West. Early

favorites in the conference,

besides Clarion, are Edinboro

and California; however, there is

plenty of parity in the conference

with a number of teams capable

of winning. With the early work

due to the tough exhibition

schedule, Clarion may be more

prepared for their conference

opponents come January. A nice

conference record may mean an

invitation to the "Big Dance" in

the Spring.

Clarion opens its regular

season November 21 at Gannon.

Bloomsburg and Ashland will

participate in the Subway/KFC
Tournament November 27-28

followed by a road contest at

Millersville, always a PSAC-
East contender. Other stiff

challenges during the first month

of the season include home
contests versus Pitt-Johnstown,

December 5, and Gannon,
December 12.

by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

5 Turkey Day Savings For '
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s Your Gobbling Pleasure!

2 Liter Pepsi

Products
^ our Choice

Don't Be A Turkey

Sign Up Before Thanksgiving for

SPRING BREAK '93

CANCUN
BOOK N0W!!(

LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE

Will Hold Vour Seat «fe/
Campus Get-Aways 1-800-2-CANCUN
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I89ct
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Covered Cherries

Andes
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The 1990-91 Clarion

University women's basketball

team was 24-8 overall, set nine

Division II records, 47 team and

individual records, won the

PSAC-West and NCAA East

Regional titles and advanced to

the "Elite 8."

The same group of Golden

Eagles followed that up last

season by finishing 25-4 overall.

They led the nation in scoring

with a 94.1 average per game,

netted 100 or more points 11

times, set nine Division II

records and 33 team and

individual records. They also

won their second straight PSAC-

West title and made it to the

"Sweet 16" before losing.

But even with all of the Golden

Eagles' accomplishments to date,

they aren't satisfied. They want

a trip to the "Final Four" for a

shot at a national championship.

Do the 1992-93 Golden Eagles

have a chance? Well, they've

featured the most prolific scoring

machine in the country the past

two seasons and return seven

players (four starters) from that

scheme, which was ranked as

high as seventh in all of Division

II last year.

"We have an incredible amount

of talent returning," said fourth

year head coach Margeret "Gie"

Parsons. "We expect to continue

our up-tempo, fast-breaking style

with plenty of three-point shots,

but we also hope to establish a

stronger inside game and extend

our defensive pressure. Our goal

has always been to take our

success a step further than the

year before, and that remains our

goal for the 1992-93 season."

The 1992-93 version of the

Golden Eagles will receive

leadership from their tri-captains

Susanne Adams, Leatha Dudeck

and Pam Mountsier.

Adams, a senior small forward,

led the PSAC in three-point field

goal percentage last season with

a 42.3 percent mark. This placed

her 11th in NCAA Division II

three-point percentage. Adams

ranks first among Clarion's

career leaders in three-point

percentage (42.2 percent). She is

also sixth in career three-point

field goals attempted (460) and

sixth in career three-point field

goals made (109). She averaged

5.8 points per game in 1991-92

and pulled down 53 boards.

Dudeck, a senior forward, was

an honorable mention Ail-

American and PSAC-West All-

conference selection last season.

Dudeck proved very versatile

last season as she averaged 11.8

points per game, led the team in

steals with 89, was second in

assists with 77 and pulled down

254 rebounds. She also is a

"leathal weapon" from outside as

she hit 43 of 110 three-pointers.

Dudeck is third in career steals

with 177 and sixth in career

rebounds with 603.

Mountsier, a junior, will see

action at both the point guard

and shooting guard positions.

She made 66 of 163 three-point

attempts, averaged 8.5 points per

game, shot 86.7 percent from the

charity stripe and dished out 20

assists. For her career,

Mountsier ranks second in three

-

point field goal percentage (40.5

percent), fourth in three-pointers

made (66) and fourth in three-

pointers attempted (163).

Other returning veterans

include junior forward Shannon

Coakley, sophomore guard

Melissa Barnette, junior guard

Amy Coon and sophomore

center Carlita Jones.

Coakley owns 11 career

records and led the team for the

second straight year in scoring

with 14.9 points per game. She

was also named to the PSAC-
West second team for the second

consecutive year. Coakley ranks

first in career three-pointers

made (192), first in career three-

pointers attempted (562), first in

career single season scoring with

562 in 1990-91, first in field

goals made in a season (180) in

1990-91, first in field goals

attempted (497) in 1990-91, fifth

in points scored (938) and tenth

in rebounding with 433.

Barnette possesses great speed

and quickness at the point

position. In a limited role, she

chipped in 64 points and 33

boards. Barnette shot 45 percent

from the field, adding 45 assists.

Coon will draw the toughest

defensive assignment on the

court this year. She led the

Golden Eagles in 1991-92 with

94 three-pointers. Coon
averaged 13.0 points per game

last year. She is second in career

three-pointers made with 174

and career three-pointers

attempted with 494, as well as

being third in career three-point

field goal percentage.

Jones was awarded the 1991-

92 PSAC-West "Rookie of the

Year." She dominated in the

paint, leading the team in

rebounds (256) and blocked

shots (61). Jones will become

even more of an impact player in

1992-93 from the forward and

center positions. She averaged

10.9 points in her rookie season

and will be a big part of

Clarion's improving inside

game.

Dudeck, Coakley, Coon and

Jones are all returning starters

from Clarion's 1991-92 team.

Four newcomers will add

depth. Rounding out the 11-

player roster are freshmen Mona

Gaffney, Jennifer Hunter, Amy
Migyanka and Julie Yanssens.

Gaffney, a 6-foot forward, will

make an immediate impact. She

is a tremendous pick-up for the

inside game, being a very

physical player with a full

repertoire of inside moves. She

is a Division I transfer from

Marshall.

"Our players have that attitude

which makes winners," said

Parsons. "I'm seeing that our

players are not afraid to give that

last little bit which seperates the

champions from the contenders."

The Golden Eagles will host

the Clarion Classic tomorrow

and Saturday. Friday's games

have Alderson Broaddus playing

Bethany at 6 p.m. and

Westminster playing Clarion at 8

p.m. The consolation game is

set for Saturday at 1 p.m. with

the championship game set for 3

p.m.

PizwWithThe Accent*

ALL YOU CAN EAT
PIZZA AND SALAD

$4.50 PER PERSON

($1.40 per person w/ cash allowance)

EVERY FRIDAY

(4:00 - 6:00 pm)

RIEMER SNACK BAR
GEMMELL STUDENT CENTER

Swim
results

The Clarion University

women's swim team fell to

Ohio State, 128-107, last

Saturday.

Becky Jushchyshyn was the

lone first place finisher for

Clarion as she won the 200

breaststroke event with a time of

2:29.53. Lisa Kaylor finished

fourth in that event with a time

of 2:35.72.

The 400 medley relay team

composed of Justine Gibbons,

Jushchyshyn, Colleen Davidson

and Kathy Randazzo finished

second with a time of 4:08.53.

In the 200 free, Dawn Jones

finished second for Clarion with

a time of 1:59.77. Gibbons

finished third with a time of

2:03.87.

Dina Maylor finished second

in the 50 free with a time of

.25.68. Davidson finished third

with a time of :26.09.

Tedra Kruse finished third in

the 400 IM with a time of

4:49:93. She also placed third

in the grueling 500 free with a

5:21:34 mark.

In the 100 meter freestyle

event, Stephanie Kissell made a

strong showing, placing second

with a time of : 54.27. Dawn
Jones finished third.

The 800 freestyle relay was a

second place event for the team

of Maylor, Kissell, Kruse, and

Dawn Jones with a time of

8:17.60.

Gibbons finished third in the

200 backstroke with a time of

2:11.83 and her teammate

Maylor finished right behind her

with a time of 2: 12.21.

In the one meter diving event,

Kim Straw bridge finished third

with 186.70 points. Tammy
Quinn finished fourth with

136.65 points.

In the three-meter event,

Strawbridge finished third with

161.70 points. Amy Paganie

finished fourth with 153.75

points.

Also placing for Clarion:

100 free-Heather Bachteler,

fourth, Donna Patrick, fifth

200 fly- Lisa Kaylor, fourth

Freshman Kruse swam
strong meet versus Ohio State,

despite the loss.

Both swimming and diving

teams are traveling to Indiana

this Saturday.

•by Karen Ruud
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; . . PSAC-West championship

This lime, the running game led

the way. Jay Tonini plowed for

17 yards, and Henry tip-toed for

15. Myers was once again

perfect in completing all four of

his aerials, the last going to a

leaping Kevin Harper from 15

yards away. Cramer nailed the

extra point and Clarion led 22-

13.

It was here that IUP

quarterback Scott Woods showed

everyone why he was the leading

passer in the PSAC this season.

Woods completed everything he

threw despite suffering brutal

hits from blitzing Clarion

linebackers, and with 11 minutes

left to play, he had led the

Indians to two consecutive

scores and a 26-22 advantage.

With the offense sputtering and

the defense tiring, the Eagles

needed someone to step forward

and provide the crucial play to

turn this game around. Eric

Acord obliged. Acord stuck his

big paw in front of a Woods pass

and deflected it high into the air.

Chris Haycock caught
#
the

fluttering duck at midfield, and

Clarion had the break it needed.

Myers immediately went to

work, hitting Brown for ten

yards and then spotting a

slanting Marlon Worthy over the

middle. Worthy slipped a

tackle, dashed upfield, and the

only way the Indians could slow

him down was by grabbing his

facemask. The 32 yard pass and

resulting penalty placed the

Eagles inside the IUP 15 yard

line. Two plays later, Myers hit

The extra point attempt was

once again blocked and the

Clarion lead was 28-26. The

Eagles difficulty of extra point

kicking was still evident, but

unfortunately for Indiana, so was

their center-quarterback

exchange problem.

With six minutes to play and

the ball at his own 35, Woods

fumbled the snap from center

again. This time, he was not

fortunate enough to get it back.

Carlos Warner pulled in the

loose ball for Clarion, and the

Eagles were smelling

champagne.

On third down, an 18 yard

completion from Myers to

Harper made it first and goal at

the 10. Three plays later, on

fourth and goal from the two,

Myers found Brown on a play-

action pass that will be

remembered for years to come.

It was only fitting that a

successful Cramer extra point

would put the game out of reach,

and with a 35-26 lead, all that

was left was the celebration.

A final IUP "Hail Mary" heave

fell harmlessly to the turf, and

pandemonium ensued.

The Eagles finished the season

at 5-1 in the conference and won

their first PSAC title in nine

years. Clarion's 6-4 overall

record did not allow them a

chance to pla ;n the Division II

playoffs, even though the Eagles

were unquestionably the hottest

team around. The win did

bounce IUP out of the playoffs

for the first time in three years,

a sliding Jess Quinn in the back and it handed the Indians their

of the end zone and mayhem had first PSAC loss in their last 28

swept over Memorial Stadium. PSAC games.

1992 Final PSAC-West Football Stats

West W-L-T PF PA (Overall)W-L-T PF PA

Clarion 5-1-0 189 141

Edinboro 4-1-1 172 74

Indiana 4-1-1 196 143

The Rock 4-2-0 148 125

Shipp 1-4-1 87 161

California 1-5-0 94 139

LockHav. 0-5-1 76 213

6-4-0 277 278

8-1-1 321 112

7-2-1 336 196

8-3-0 326 217

3-7-1 172 268

3-7-1 184 239

2-8-1 193 417

(Cont. from page 1)

1

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

"Myers the Magnificent"- Clarion quarterback Tim Myers orchestrated two tew*"*"*

scoring drives to bury IUP. He passed for 87 yards in the game's final mne m.nutes.

PSAC honors Myers
Clarion University senior

quarterback Tim Myers was one

of three PSAC athletes to be

named as a "Co-Player of the

Week" for last weekend's action.

The 6-foot-3, 198-pound

Myers led Clarion to a 35-26

PSAC-West title win over IUP.

Myers completed 27 of his 44

pass attempts for 266 yards and

four touchdowns. Two of his

touchdown passes came late in

the fourth quarter and sealed the

victory. On Clarion's go-ahead

fourth quarter drive, Myers

threw for 50 yards, completing

four of five attempts. He put the

game away and sealed the 35-26

finish with four more

completions for 37 yards on

Clarion's final drive of the fourth

quarter.

Myers was due to win a

"Player of the Week" award. He

passed for 408 yards, including a

school record of six TD passes,

two weeks ago.

Myers' 2,341 passing yards for

this season broke Doug

Emminger's 1987 single season

record of 2,242. He finished

with 19 TD passes for the year.

-by Jon Q. Sitler

Stehle's

i
otdog
ouse 17 S. 6th Ave.

Monster Lunch Special

TWO HOT DOGS
LARGE DRINK

LARGE NAHOS

$2.35 .15 TAX

MON - FRI 11 AM-3 PM

Night Hours Start 1 PM

[ Nite Owl Special 3/$l.B»
J
L

FREE
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video

44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA

VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenvillo, Pa 16254

5x7* space - $21.20 per month

5'xlO' space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122

Help Wanted Sales & Services
Rooms for rent off

782-3262

campus.

Nanny Positions

WHITE HOUSE NANNIES

invites you to live in the Nations

Capitol. Great child care jobs

with the best families in

Maryland, Virginia and

Washington D.C. area. Room

and board, high salaries, 1 year

committment. Use your

educational background.

Current references. Call 301-

654-1242.

WTrueC"'"" Tattoojill

Professional Sterilization, Fine

lines and cover ups. Choose

from 50 colors. Located in

Sligo, PA; 10 miles South of

Clarion. Call for appointment

after 5:00 p.m. -358-2715.

Wanted: Roommate for Spring

'93. $165 per month no utilities,

own room. Call 226-6731.

Good luck pledges on

questioning Saturday. With

another semester gone, another

book done, just think it's soon

over, it's been real fun. The

Brothers of Alpha Phi Omega

Sigma Tau Gamma: We uncapped

our markers. What would happen

who could tell? Once the ink

started flowing, we wrote like hell!

Thanks for the graffiti mixer guys!

Love the sisters of Phi Sigma

Sigma

***Campus Reps Wanted***

Heatwave vacations

Spring Break 1993

The best rates and the biggest

commissions. For more

information, call 1-800-395-

WAVE

CHEAP! FB1/U.S. SEIZED

'89 MERCEDES. . , $200; '86

VW. . . $50; '87 MERCEDES. .
.

$100; *65 MUSTANG. . . $50;

Choose from thousands starting

$25 FREE Information-24

Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929

Copyright #PAIOKJC

Two female roommates needed

for spring '93. Roomy, new

apartment, close to campus. Call

after 5:00 p.m. Ask for Karen or

Kelly. 227-2341

Zeta's, it was a great fund raiser.

We had a great time helping you

out. Hopefully we can do it again

next year. Delta Chi

SPRING BREAK '93-SELL

TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO

FREE! HStudent Travel Services

is hiring campus representatives.

Ski packages also available. Call

1-800-648-4849.

Half carat round diamond

engagement ring, 14K, yellow

gold. Special-$599. Payments

easily arranged. Only at James

Jewelers, Main St. Clarion.

One female roommate needed

for Spring Semester 1993. All

utilities included. Call 227-2856

Personals

Theta Phi Alpha would like to

wish everyone a safe and Happy

Thanksgiving!

Marcy and Dana,

Sorry! I wish Friday the 13th

would've just skipped us! I don't

know what I'd do without you

guys! Love, Amy

Hola! Delta Zeta would like to

invite all girls interested in

pledging to our RUSH FIESTA on

November 30, 6:00 p.m. at the DZ

house (1054 Wood St.). Can't wait

to see you there! Adios!

NANNIES NEEDED
Live-in child care positions

available now on the East Coast.

Earn $175-250/week plus

benefits & free room/board. Call

The Perfect Nanny -- 1-800-882-

2698.

FOR SALE: Super single

waterbed, complete ensemble.

Bauer roller blades, XLIIS Cross

Trainers. Both in perfect

condition. Call now: 227-2825.

Roommates & Rentals

femSestudent (non

smoker) to share apt. on Grand

Ave. with another student for

Spring Semester 1993. All

utilities are included in the rent.

Call 226-9158 after 6.

Theta Phi Alpha would like to

extend a warm welcome to all

girls interested in lifetime

friendship and sisterhood. Come

join us and take a walk in "The

Winter Wonderland" to our

OPEN BID party on Tuesday,

December 1, in 106 Still Hall.

Hope to see you there!!

Lisa,

Keep a smile on your face and

your head up high, because it

won't be long until you're a Theta

Phi!! Luv, your roomie!

To our #1 Boys:

Congratulations! You did it! We

always knew you guys were "The

Best in the West." Even though

some people gave up on you, we.

neverM and we're always there

for you no matter what! You guys

are the greatest and we l2J£ yuii'.
'• !

Rhonda and Jill

Ken,

Congrats on a fantastic season as

the Voice of the Golden Eagles. It

wasn't always easy but you did it.

Thanks for making me so proud.

Love, Nancy (K.G.)

Tri Sigma would like to

congratulate the Clarion football

team on their victory over IUP.

Way to go Eagles!! Good luck in

the playoffs!!!

Happy Founders Day Theta Phi

Alpha! All of our hard work has

paid off. It has been a great two

years. The best is yet to come!

Angie, you're the best little anyone

could have. You're doing a great

job with pledging. Keep up the

good work.

Phi Sig love your big, Tonya

Attention: National Marketing

Firm seeks dynamic student

clubs, teams and organizations to

participate in a promotion for a

major retailer that is coming to

your campus. Earn big money no

investment. Call Rick for more

information on this exciting

event 1-800-595-2121 ext. 119.

Sleeping Room only. Prefer girl

student. Very near campus. For

more information call 226-5647.

Phi Sigs and Sig Taus,

Thanks for the great mixer. We

had an awesome time! Can't wait

to mix again.

Love, Theta Phi Alpha

Rooms for Rent across from

Tippin Gym. $150/month -

utilities included. 226-8010

Delta Phi Epsilon would like to

wish everyone a Happy

Thanksgiving.

Sigma Phi Epsilon would like to

congratulate its new members:

Dave "Gordo" Bellard, Russ

Griebel, Pat Cogan, Jim "Farside"

Knecht, Mike Stek IV, Lou

"Knuckles" Gregori, "Slick" Rick

Grzeda, and Adam Landis. You

guys did a_gi£al job-we're proud

to call you brother. We look

forward to all the good times to

come.

Alpha Chi Rho Brothers: OH
McDonald had a farm, filled wit)

grapes and crows. And on that

farm we danced all night, too bad

we had to go. We had a ball

writing on the wall!! Can't wait to

mix again soon. Love, the Tri-

Sigma Sisters

Kevin, I've got two words for you

Joe Walsh!
LAW

Hey Blair,

Hope you do well in your work

study job as Secretary of State.

Slick Willy and the Boyz

$$$Free Travel and Resume

experience!!

Individuals and student

organizations wanted to promote

spring break. Call the nations

leader. Inter-Campus programs.

1-800-327-6013.

.-. Campus
Ufe ) Get-Aways^e/ Call Now
800-2-CANCUN

Apartment for rent near campus

for 3 non-smoking students.

Available Jan. 1.226-7997

Very nice furnished apartment,

two blocks from campus.

Available second semester. Share

with three other girls. Call 764-

3690.

Congratulations to Mr. CUP,

Jacques Gains and runners up:

Shorty and Mike Alexander. You

guys are the best!

Love, Delta Phi Epsilon

Apartment for rent spring

semester. Three or four students.

Call 354-2992,

GREEKS V CLUBS

5i.ooo.oo
Unjust one week!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE HEADPHONE

RADIO just for calling 1-800-

932-0528, Ext 65.

Delta Phi Epsilon would also

like to congratulate the football

team on a very successful

season, PSAC champions. Hey

Timmer-Heard you broke a few

records! Way 2 go!

Kerry,

Thanks for the great weekend,

especially the wedding! By the

way, so I don't run out of towels,

you can bring your own. Only

kidding. Always remember GM!

You're the BEST!

Will trade:

Four slightly used oak trim boards

for one fuzzy door snake, one

caulking gun and one tube of latex

caulk. If interested, please contact

Ray or Scott at the Call. Ext 2380

Up Fired Get Baby!!

Sigma Sigma Sigma,

Sorry it's late but the mixer was

great! We matched up with

personal attire, another mixer with

you guys is what we all desire.

The brothers of Delta Chi

First annual Miss CUP Contest

Wednesday, December 9.

Gemmell multi purpose room,

8:00 p.m. All girls encouraged to

enter. To register or for more

information call 226-0614. Ask

for Bill or Joe.

./Errtift
auto care
Computerize! Diagnostics

Major. Genera! Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT. JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4624

South 5tn Avenue

Clarion, PA 16214

To Shawn and the entire Clarion

football team, Congratulation! on

winning the PSAC-West title. The

Brothers of Kappa Delta Rho

Classified ad forms

can be found in the

Call office.

Classified ads are

$.10 a word.
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A Little Football Commentary

There's a new team in town
by Jon Q. SUler

Sports Editor

As I was sprinting onto the

field in an attempt to join the

massive celebration of Clarion's

PSAC-West championship

victory over IUP last Saturday,

Clarion linebacker Frank

Andrews thundered by, chanting.

"There's a new team in town,

there's a new team in town!"

I continued helping the newly-

crowned champions celebrate

without really thinking about

what Andrews had said. In

retrospect, I'm thinking about it

now.

I know that it's a wee bit early

to start prophesying about a

repeat performance in 1993, but,

oh, wouldn't that be Golden?

The 1992 PSAC-West

champion Golden Eagles

featured big wins over

conference rivals IUP and

Slippery Rock. They also played

Division II titans Edinboro and

*••• Four StarPizza

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11AM-12AM

Thurs 11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat 11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

Monday Night Football

Special
16" one-item Pizza

Only $6.00 plus tax
Good only on

Monday's after 5 p.m.

EXP 12/14/92

---

hanksgiving Special
12" cheese pizza

Only $4.25

Just ask for Dinner Specials

EXP 11/26/92

New Haven tough before being

nipped in the fourth quarter of

those two contests.

Seniors Tim Myers, Jay Tonini,

John Espy, Russ Klein, Glenn

Yetter, Willie Hunter, Brad

Kline, Jason Reinhart and Carlos

Warner were all key performers

in Clarion's banner season. They

will not be with us next season.

But if Clarion can make up for

the loss of a few superstars in

1993, the team may just have

enough ingredients to make the

likes of Edinboro and IUP stand

up and take notice. It would be

nice to have the PSAC-West

follow Clarion's example for

awhile.

If there is really going to be a

"changing of the guard" in the

PSAC-West, these are the

players that are going to have to

make it happen:

Quarterback: The Golden

Eagles will be losing a big-time

leader in Tim Myers. Myers

threw 10 touchdown passes in

the final two games of the

season- the games Clarion had

to win. He threw a school-

record six touchdown passes

against Slippery Rock two weeks

ago to lead the Golden Eagles

into their confrontation with IUP

for the 1992 PSAC-West title. In

that confrontation, he threw two

touchdown passes late in the

fourth quarter to give Clarion the

title. For the season, Myers

broke Clarion's single season

passing record with 1,241 yards.

For his career at Clarion, he

completed 346 passes for close

to 5,000 yards. Myers continued

the tradition of great Clarion

quarterbacks. Doug Emminger

to Mike Carter. Carter to

Myers. Myers to Chris Zak?

Zak will be a junior next year.

He saw some playing time early

before he suffered a knee injury

that ended his season. In two

1992 games, he passed for 107

yards, as well as rushing for 31.

Zak impressed me with his Steve

Young style of offense but

mostly because the team moved

the ball well when he was at the

helm.

Receiving corp: All of the 1992

Golden Eagles' key receivers

will be back again next year.

Tight end Tim Brown may be

the most reliable target. He was

Myers' go-to guy and will be

Zak's in 1993. This season,

Brown broke Ron Urbansky's

Clarion single-season record for

catches, with 60. He finished

with 614 yards. Brown ranked

first in the PSAC with an

average of six catches per game.

Marlon Worthy will be a junior

in 1993. He recorded 290 all-

purpose yards against Slippery

Rock in a big game two weeks

ago and will be counted on again

in 1993 to do everything.

Quarterback, receiver, punt

returner, kickoff returner. . .

referee?

Kevin Harper and Jess Quinn

were also key targets in 1992

and will be back next year as

juniors.

Backfield: Damien Henry, Art

Gregory and Steve Witte will all

have to step up their game a

notch, next year, with the loss of

fullback Tonini. Henry played

well despite being hurt for much

of the year. Gregory had a fine

sophomore season and Witte was

used as a kick returner and

occasional back as a freshman.

A fullback will be needed.

Offensive line: The offensive

line is questionable for 1993.

Meaning that, I don't know. The

1992 version was tremendous,

allowing only one sack by IUP.

Led by seniors Espy, Klein,

Hunter and Yetter, the offensive

line was responsible for Myers'

passing exploits and for the

success of Tonini, Henry and

Gregory on the ground. Henry

and Gregory may miss the

blocking of this offensive line

and of Tonini in 1993, but

Clarion may already be working

to replace these key veterans.

Defense: The "D" will be a

strength in 1993. The Golden

Eagles will be returning Eric

Acord, Frank Andrews, Chris

Coleman, Ken Delucia, Ric

Giles, Chris Haycock, Damon

Mazoff, Antron Sims, Eldridge

Ponder, Pat Span, Sean Spencer

and Clint Terza.

The losses of Warner, co-

captain Reinhart and Kline will

surely be compensated by the

younger players coming into

their own.

Andrews, Acord, Haycock

and Mazoff may head a talented

front.

The secondary played well and

should come into their own next

year. Spencer, Giles, Ponder and

Span will all be juniors.

Raise your champagne bottles

and toast the Clarion University

Golden Eagles, "The new team

IN TOWN."
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New Student Senate installed

amid election controversy
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

A motion to recall this

semester's Student Senate

elections broke the CSA
governing body's weekly

meeting into a melee of

controversy.

On Monday, a motion was

made by Student Senator and

former Student Senate President

Monica Douglas that this fall's

election be invalidated and a new

one held in the spring. This

move came at the instigation of

unsuccessful candidate Rodney

Sherman, who alleged several

procedural problems in the

election process.

The motion was voted down

easily, with only one protest vote

by former Vice President Johnny

Owens and three abstentions.

Owens said, "I feel that in the

these elections to make them

absolutely fair."

Sherman cited a missed voting

session in Carlson Library on

Monday Nov. 16 which he

alleges cost returning adult and

commuter students a chance to

cast there ballots. "Most of my

support does not use Chandler

Dining Hall and is not likely to

be in Gemmell Center at six in

the evening. The loss of voting

time at Carlson greatly hurt my

effort [to get elected]."

The missed session was due to

a "misunderstanding" with

elections workers, who didn't

pick up necessary elections

materials from the Student

Senate office, said Christylee

Kuchak, chair of the election

committee.

A second controversy

concerned the removal of

"This is the least

productive Senate of the

three I've worked on.

"

interest of all fairness, we should

reconsider the results of the past

election. . . the people who

represent the students should be

exactly who the students want to

represent them."

Holding the elections again

presents practical problems.

According to senator Ron Berry,

there would be a period of "nine

to ten weeks without the senate

[next semester]" while new

procedures were adopted and

new elections held.

Outgoing President Brian

Hoover, breaking the tradition of

presiding officer impartiality,

said, "Elections [were] just as

they are every year. Every year

there are problems here and

there." He added, "I don't think

there's anything we can do to

photographs from candidates'

platforms displayed at polling

centers. Since not all of the

candidates showed up for

pictures before the deadline,

Student Senate passed a motion

that if photos for all candidates

were not in by 11:00 Tuesday

Nov. 17 (the second day of

elections), no pictures would be

displayed at the election sites for

the remainder of the election.

Not all the candidates turned

pictures in and as a result all

photographs were pulled from

the platform displays.

Kuchak said in a letter to the

Call that this was "no one's fault

in particular," but that the

photographer did not have time

to get pictures done when

candidates failed to arrive for

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Outgoing Senator Johnny Owens cast the lone protest vote

to overturn this semester's controversial election.

pictures.

A third allegation involved the

addition of a candidate after the

deadline for applications

imposed by the Senate.

According to Hoover, candidate

Becky Jones was added after the

deadline based only on his

approval. Hoover said this type

of situation happens every year

and that anyone else who

approached could also have been

added. Hoover also cited Jones'

extensive work for the Senate

this semester and said he

thought, "This would be good

for the students."

Guidelines for the elections are

virtually non-existent. The

constitution that empowers the

Senate says only that the election

ballot for full voting members of

the Senate will consist of 16

senators with 32 or more credits

and four with 31 credits or less,

stipulates the terms of office, and

states that elections should be

held in the fall semester.

The only mention of directives

for the actual conduction of the

elections says, "The Student

Senate shall supervise all

University-wide elections and

may supervise any and/or all

student elections in such a

manner as to prevent fraud."

Owens said, "This is the least

productive Senate of the three

I've worked on," but added that

he feels the issue of new election

procedures will be addressed by

the senate in the future.
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A Tittle Fnnthall Commentary

There's a new team in town
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

As I was sprinting onto the

field in an attempt to join the

massive celebration of (Marion's

PSAC-West championship

victory over IUP last Saturday.

(Marion linebacker Frank

Andrews thundered by, chanting,

"There's a new team in town,

there's a new team in town!"

I continued helping the newly-

crowned champions celebrate

without really thinking about

what Andrews had said. In

retrospect, I'm thinking about it

now.

I know that it's a wee bit early

to start prophesying about a

repeat performance in 1993, but,

oh, wouldn't that be Golden?

The 1992 PSAC-West

champion Golden Eagles

featured big wins over

conference rivals IUP and

Slippery Rock. They also played

Division II titans Kdinboro and

••••

327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11 AM- 12AM

Thurs 11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat 11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

16" one-item Pizza

Good only on

Monday's after 5 p.m.

plus tax
EXP 12/14/92

12" cheese pizza

EXP 11/26/92

Just ask for Dinner Specials

New Haven tough before being

nipped in the fourth quarter of

those two contests.

Seniors Tim Myers, Jay Tonini,

John Espy, Russ Klein, Glenn

Yetter, Willie Hunter, Brad

Kline, Jason Reinhart and Carlos

Warner were all key performers

in Clarion's banner season. They

will not be with us next season.

But if Clarion can make up for

the loss of a few superstars in

1993, the team may just have

enough ingredients to make the

likes of Hdinboro and IUP stand

up and take notice. It would be

nice to have the PSAC-West

follow Clarion's example for

awhile.

If there is really going to be a

"changing of the guard" in the

PSAC-West, these are the

players that are going to have to

make it happen:

Quarterback: The Golden

Eagles will be losing a big-time

leader in Tim Myers. Myers

threw 10 touchdown passes in

the final two games of the

season- the games Clarion had

to win. He threw a school-

record six touchdown passes

against Slippery Rock two weeks

ago to lead the Golden Eagles

into their confrontation with IUP

for the 1992 PSAC-West title. In

that confrontation, he threw two

touchdown passes late in the

fourth quarter to give Clarion the

title. For the season, Myers

broke Clarion's single season

passing record with 1,241 yards.

Eor his career at Clarion, he

completed 346 passes for close

to 5,000 yards. Myers continued

the tradition of great Clarion

quarterbacks. Doug Emminger

to Mike Carter. Carter to

Myers. Myers to Chris Zak?

Zak will be a junior next year.

He saw some playing time early

before he suffered a knee injury

that ended his season. In two

1992 games, he passed for 107

yards, as well as rushing for 31.

Zak impressed me with his Steve

Young style of offense but

mostly because the team moved

the ball well when he was at the

helm.

Receiving corp: All of the 1992

Golden Eagles' key receivers

will be back again next year.

Tight end Tim Brown may be

the most reliable target. He was

Myers' go-to guy and will be

Zak's in 1993. This season,

Brown broke Ron Urbansky's

Clarion single-season record for

catches, with 60. He finished

with 614 yards. Brown ranked

first in the PSAC with an

average of six catches per game.

Marlon Worthy will be a junior

in 1993. He recorded 290 all-

purpose yards against Slippery

Rock in a big game two weeks

ago and will be counted on again

in 1993 to do everything.

Quarterback, receiver, punt

returner, kickoff returner. . .

referee?

Kevin Harper and Jess Quinn

were also key targets in 1992

and will be back next year as

juniors.

Backfield: Damien Henry, Art

Gregory and Steve Witte will all

have to step up their game a

notch, next year, with the loss of

fullback Tonini. Henry played

well despite being hurt for much

of the year. Gregory had a fine

sophomore season and Witte was

used as a kick returner and

occasional back as a freshman.

A fullback will be needed.

Offensive line: The offensive

line is questionable for 1993.

Meaning that, I don't know. The

1992 version was tremendous,

allowing only one sack by IUP.

Led by seniors Espy, Klein,

Hunter and Yetter, the offensive

line was responsible for Myers'

passing exploits and for the

success of Tonini, Henry and

Gregory on the ground. Henry

and Gregory may miss the

blocking of this offensive line

and of Tonini in 1993, but

Clarion may already be working

to replace these key veterans.

Defense: The "D" will be a

strength in 1993. The Golden

Eagles will be returning Eric

Acord, Frank Andrews, Chris

Coleman, Ken Delucia, Ric

Giles, Chris Haycock, Damon

Mazoff, Antron Sims, Eldridge

Ponder, Pat Span, Sean Spencer

and Clint Terza.

The losses of Warner, co-

captain Reinhart and Kline will

surely be compensated by the

younger players coming into

their own.

Andrews, Acord, Haycock

and Mazoff may head a talented

front.

The secondary played well and

should come into their own next

year. Spencer, Giles, Ponder and

Span will all be juniors.

Raise your champagne bottles

and toast the Clarion University

Golden Eagles. "Tin: NEW team

IN TOWN."
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New Student Senate installed

amid election controversy
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor _____

A motion to recall this

semester's Student Senate

elections broke the CSA
governing body's weekly

meeting into a mclce of

controversy.

On Monday, a motion was

made by Student Senator and

former Student Senate President

Monica Douglas that this fall's

election be invalidated and a new

one held in the spring. This

move came at the instigation of

unsuccessful candidate Rodney

Sherman, who alleged several

procedural problems in the

election process.

The motion was voted down

easily, with only one protest vote

by former Vice President Johnny

Owens and three abstentions.

Owens said, "I feel that in the

these elections to make them

absolutely fair."

Sherman cited a missed voting

session in Carlson Library on

Monday Nov. 16 which he

alleges cost returning adult and

commuter students a chance to

cast there ballots. "Most of my

support docs not use Chandler

Dining Hall and is not likely to

be in Gcmmcll Center at six in

the evening. The loss of voting

time at Carlson greatly hurt my

effort [to get elected]."

The missed session was due to

a "misunderstanding" with

elections workers, who didn't

pick up necessary elections

materials from the Student

Senate office, said Christylee

Kuchak, chair of the election

committee,

A second controversy

concerned the removal of

"This is the least

productive Senate of the

three I've worked on.

"

interest of all fairness, we should

reconsider the results of the past

election. . . the people who

represent the students should be

exactly who the students want to

represent them."

Holding the elections again

presents practical problems.

According to senator Ron Berry,

there would be a period of "nine

to ten weeks without the senate

[next semester]" while new

procedures were adopted and

new elections held.

Outgoing President Brian

Hoover, breaking the tradition of

presiding officer impartiality,

said, "Elections [were] just as

they are every year. Every year

there arc problems here and

there." He added, "I don't think

there's anything wc can do to

photographs from candidates'

platforms displayed at polling

centers. Since not all of the

candidates showed up for

pictures before the deadline,

Student Senate passed a motion

that if photos for all candidates

were not in by 11:00 Tuesday

Nov. 17 (the second day of

elections), no pictures would be

displayed at the election sites for

the remainder of the election.

Not all the candidates turned

pictures in and as a result all

photographs were pulled from

the platform displays.

Kuchak said in a letter to the

Call that this was "no one's fault

in particular," but that the

photographer did noi have time

to get pictures done when

candidates failed to arrive for

Celebrating over (0 years as a

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Outgoing Senator Johnny Owens cast the lone protest vote

to overturn this semester's controversial election.

the Senate will consist of 16
pictures.

A third allegation involved the

addition of a candidate after the

deadline for applications

imposed by the Senate.

According to Hoover, candidate

Becky Jones was added after the

deadline based only on his

approval. Hoover said this type

of situation happens every year

and that anyone else who

approached could also have been

added. Hoover also cited Jones'

extensive work for the Senate

this semester and said he

thought, "This would be good

for the students."

Guidelines for the elections are

virtually non-existent. The

constitution that empowers the

Senate says only that the election

ballot for full voting members of

senators with 32 or more credits

and four with 31 credits or less,

stipulates the terms of office, and

states that elections should be

held in the fall semester.

The only mention of directives

for the actual conduction of the

elections says, "The Student

Senate shall supervise all

University-wide elections and

may supervise any and/or all

student elections in such a

manner as to prevent fraud."

Owens said, "This is the least

productive Senate of the three

I've worked on," but added that

he feels the issue of new election

procedures will be addressed by

the senate in the future.
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I couldn't have

done it without you

I was out of school for 28

years before I started college at

CUP. I had several strikes

against me. I was over 45, a

wife and mother. I had a heart

condition, and I am going blind.

* I had no family support and was

caring for my blind mother-in-

law. Financially I couldn't

afford to go back to school, yet I

felt it was the only means to

employment.

I was too proud to admit my
disability until I fell flat on my
face, then I had to ask for help.

Special Services said they could

enlarge and help me with test

taking; they also gave me free

tutoring. My professors either

enlarged the tests or sent them to

Special Services. They would

enlarge hand-outs and text.

I found traditional students and

non-traditional students were

willing to help me. I couldn't

believe it when I received a card

from classmates after I had my
heart attack. I'm still amazed

when younger students take time

to talk to me when they see me
on campus. They could easily

avoid me because I don't often

see them.

The professors were so

understanding of my needs; I

came to feel they were not only

my professors but my friends.

I've made so many friends at

CUP that I hate to leave them

when I graduate. Especially the

professors and RACs members.

I realize there are some
handicapped students who use

their disabilities as an excuse not

to do their work or to hand it in

late, but the majority are like

myself. We work hard and are

too proud to ask for help. We
struggle through thinking that

asking for help is admitting you

aren't as smart as the person

without a handicap.

Being a handicapped student at

Jane Custer

CUP is probably one of the best

decisions you can make. The
students, professors, staff, RACs
and everyone who works here

are eager to help you succeed.

I DID IT. I made it through

and will graduate this fall. I did

what everyone said I couldn't do

due to sight loss. I, with the help

of everyone at CUP, made it to

graduation. I now have a better

view of myself, my future and

my handicap.

THANK YOU, MY FRIENDS
AT CUP, I COULDN'T HAVE
DONE IT WITHOUT YOU.

-Jane Custer is a senior

communication major

'Tis the season to be jolly,

right? Not according to the

bureaucrats that run this fine

institution. A few days ago, a

memo was sent to each office

computer around campus stating

to university employees that it

would be inappropriate to

decorate their offices and such

with anything pertaining to

Christian or Jewish faith, such as

nativity scenes, angels or signs

about Christmas or Hanukkah.

The end of the memo states,

"This is not intended to prevent

employees from enjoying and

celebrating the holiday season."

What?

It seems to me that these so

called "politically correct"

individuals have forgotten the

true meaning of Christmas and

Hanukkah. For Christians,

Christmas is the celebration of

the birth of Christ. For people of

Jewish descent, Hanukkah
commemorates the rededication

of the Temple of Jerusalem.

Either way, this is the time of the

year for giving and for enjoying

time with loved ones.

Now, I know that the ACLU
and its members feel that

government funding of such
decorations is politically wrong;

it forces the beliefs of

individuals employed by the

state and federal governments on

those who do not have the same

beliefs. Alright, I'll try to accept

that. But what about those who
purchase decorations out of their

own pockets in order to brighten

their own little corners of the

world (i.e. their desks, offices,

etc.). What is so wrong with that.

Having a background in the

Christian faith; am I supposed to

be offended when I see "Happy

Hanukkah" on a sign? Well, I'm

not. Everyone has their own
beliefs, and (pardon the "dude"

expression) that's cool with me.

I want to know, does the

ACLU and those with the same

beliefs as the ACLU take

Christmas day off? Do some or

all of those "politically correct"

individuals celebrate Christmas

or Hanukkah? If they're against

others stating their beliefs in

decorations, maybe we should

force them to start working on

Christmas day. I don't think

you'd hear them bitching about

holiday decorations then.

I think that it's high time for

the ACLU, the Clarion

University administration and
anyone else who is "politically

correct" to stop forcing their

"constitutional" beliefs on the

rest of us. So to all those who are

like me, "politically incorrect," I

just want to say Merry
Christmas, Happy Hanukkah,
Joyeaux Noel, Feliz Navidad. .

.
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I knew she

said it

Dear Editor:

A few weeks ago I submitted a

letter to your office addressing

the speech that Sister Souljah

delivered at this campus on Nov.

4, 1992. In that letter, I

paraphrased Souljah's degrading

remarks toward white women. I

said, "She (Sister Souljah) says

that white women are so shallow

that they judge their potential

mates by the size of their wallet

and what kind of car they

drive."

The next week, I was accused,

in print, of being "Totally

misinformed." Michelle Lanier

said that she read my letter and

••*• FourStarPizza

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA
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Delivery
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Special

2-16" one-item Pizzas

Only $14.99
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PIZZA
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Only $8.99
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PIZZA
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for two

Only $4.50
PLUS TAX
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2 cups of Pepsi
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STAR
PIZZA
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for two

Only $6.50
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was "very upset with the

misquoted information in the

Call." She said that she "went

around asking people who
attended the lecture if they heard

this, and the answer was NO!"

Well, I don't know who Ms.

Lanier talked to, but they must

have been out for popcorn

during part of the speech. I quote

the following from a tape of

Souljah's speech (which I

listened to three times, Ms.

Lanier).

"African women can not

continue to judge African men

by White Standards, which is

what kind of car they drive and

how much money they have in

their wallets!" Hmmm. That

sounds familiar.

I suggest Ms. Lanier remove

the chip from her shoulder; it

may allow her to hear the truth...

-Blair Hindman

Clarion Five and

Dime University

Dear Editor:

The headline on page three of

the Nov. 16 Derrick said "CUP

Trustees Approve Support Fee

Hike." GREAT!! I have too

much money anyway. Let's see,

we have an application fee,

tuition, instructional support fee,

and the new graduation fee.

Why stop? Why not have a

desk rental fee? If a student

wants to sit and write during

class, let them pay extra. What

about the wear and tear on the

sidewalks from students walking

to and from class? Better

institute a sidewalk users fee.

Maybe we should pay a nickel

every time we sharpen our

pencils. Lets not forget the

possible gold mine of pay

toilets! What about all that water

being sucked out of the

fountains? How about a dime for

five seconds worth? Why not
T il
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(cont. on pg.4)
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Catholic Campus Ministry

Invites you to join us for a
Candlelight Mass

To Celebrate the Season

on Sunday Dec. 13

at 7:00 PM at I.C. Church

We will celebrate the Rite of Acceptance at

this liturgy and welcome the following

students as Catechumans and Candidates

Heidi Kessler, Art Stewart, Jennifer

Irwin, Jenny Smith, Larry Walton
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Clarion Five and

Dime University

force students to use pay phones

to register for classes? Split the

profit with the phone company.

Why not change the name to

Clarion Five and Dime

University? After-all, I am being

nickeled and dimed to the point

of madness!

The trustees approved the hike

after "receiving reports in

support of the action from the

school's Student Senate, Faculty

Senate and Dean's Council." To

those three groups, I say, that's

all I have. That's all there is and

there ain't no more (Pardon the

English). It took me ten years to

get here and now I face the

possibility of being nickeled and

dimed out after two years. Cut us

a break.

-Rodney Sherman

is a Sophomore

Communication major.

Pictures vs.

Platforms
Dear Editor:

A few things need to be

clarified about this year's Student

Senate elections.

The original deadline for

Senate applications was Friday,

Nov. 6 at 4:00p.m.

Sixty-six applications were

taken from the Student Senate

office, yet only 18 were returned

on time.

The Clarion Call agreed that

pictures for Senate would

be taken Friday, Nov. 6 and

Mon. Nov. 9 from 2:30- 4:00 in

the Call office.

Due to the lack of returned

applications, the Senate decided

to extend the deadline to Friday,

November 13 at 4:00.

At this point, Student Senate

informally decided that

candidate wh« «*"•»'' «i-- : -

picture taken had to do so on

their own by Tuesday, Nov.

10. Not all candidates did.

At this point, I would like to

thank Michelle Sporer for her

help and insuring the platforms

and photos were in the Nov. 12

issue of the Call.

I would also like to thank Ray

Henderson for taking the

candidates pictures for the Call.

Yet, not all candidates had

their pictures taken in time to

appear at the polls on Monday.

This was no one's fault in

particular, but how was Ray to

get all pictures taken Sunday

night?

Due to the fact that not all

candidates had their pictures

developed, or even taken by

Monday evening, the Student

Senate passed a motion: If all

photos were not developed by

11:00 Tuesday, Nov. 17, no

pictures could be up at polls for

the remainder of the Week.

This explains why from

Tuesday to Thursday only

platforms were at the polls.

Student Senate is discussing

if pictures or just

platforms will be used in the

future.

-Christy Lee Kuchak is

Student Senate Elections

Committee Chairperson

A voice against

pollution

Dear Editor,

In all the hustle and bustle of

this world we live in it is

refreshing to see that our campus

is trying to do it's part in saving

the environment.

That is , most of the campus!

Everywhere you look,

everywhere corner you turn, you

see recycling bins for paper,

aluminum, glass and plastic.

This includes the new snack

bar, Pizzamore, at the Gemmel

Student Center.

The only problem is, the snack

bar also uses one of the worst

products for the destruction of

our Earth, namely styrofoam.

Styrofoam plates, styrofoam

cups, and plastic siverware.

Something has to be done about

this pollution.

Maybe if enough students and

teachers get together and speak

out against this, Pizzamore will

come to the conclusion that it is

time to join the 90's.

Pick up a piece of paper and a

pencil and let the people in

charge know how we really feel

about all of this.

Lets all show our concern by

banding together with one voice

against this injustice to our

Earth.

A concerned student,

Jayne Sheriff

Universities see drop in enrollments
Harrisburg (AP)- Efforts to

cap enrollments and keep costs

in line at the 14 state-owned

universities helped to reduce

slighUy the number of students

attending the schools for the

1992 fall semester.

James McCormick, Chancellor

of State System of Higher

Education, which oversees the

state-owned schools, said in a

statement issued on Thursday

that enrollments dropped by 1.23

percent from 99,850 in 1991 to

98,624 this fall.

"Due to the 3.5 percent

decrease in the system's state

appropriation this fiscal year, the

universities have reduced their

expenditures by capping or

decreasing enrollments,

implementing hiring freezes,

delaying deferred maintenance

projects and suspending

instructional equipment

purchases and library

acquisitions," McCormick said.

Over the last 10 years,

enrollment at the state-owned

schools has risen by 24.4

percent. McCormick said the

large increase in enrollments has

pushed school buildings and

staffs to their limit.

The largest decline in students

occurred among those enrolled

part time. For fall 1992, part-

time enrollments decreased by

9.7 percent, while the number of

full-time students increased by

1.14 percent.

The number of students aged

25 years and older also

increased. Currently, one out of

every five students in the state

system is over 25, McCormick

said.

~\V

Cutbacks at Lock Haven University
Lock Haven, Pa. (AP)- About

500 students rallied outside Lock

Haven University's admini-

stration building, unhappy that

the school president and his staff

are cutting the classes required to

complete degrees.

The school says the number

must be cut because of

reductions in its state

appropriation. The students are

unhappy because they fear the

cuts will make them stay in

school longer.

"They get your here, they take

your money, then they take away

your classes and keep you here

longer and take more money,"

said Ann Marie Mazzeo, a Lock

Haven senior.

A 3.5 percent cut in state

appropriations for Lock Haven

University and other stale

schools necessitated eliminating

some classes and reducing the

number of sections of other

courses, the school

administration said.

"Yes. It is the case that we

have dropped some upper

division classes," said Mary

Pursell, the university provost

and vice president for academic

affairs. "As the state removes

funding, not only are we not

being funded to the level we

should be, we are not being

funded to the level we have

been."

"It (money) has to come from

somewhere and students need to

make up the difference," said

Dean Phelps from finance.
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New Student Senate officers elected

by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

Gara Smith and Michele

Piccirillo were elected into the

'93 Student Senate term as

president and vice president,

respectively, at Monday night's

senate meeting.

The 20 new Senate members

turned out to elect their peers

from the four senators who were

running for the seats.

Several issues that were

touched upon during the

speeches and question and

answer period included tuition

tone the president and vice

president set. . .will carry out to

die student body."

One of Smith's priorities for

the new term is a revision of the

Student Senate by-laws and the

constitution. "I definitely want

to revise the constitution and the

by-laws because they need to fit

the needs and concerns of the

students."

Piccirillo and Senator Jack

Shannon discussed rewards and

punishments for committees and

for keeping or not keeping office

hours, during their speeches.

One of the goals Piccirillo has

"To be your voice, we

need to hear your voice.

"

fees, campus awareness and

cultural diversity

Senator Ralph Godbolt,

Smith's opponent, called for a

change of student perception

concerning Senate. "We need a

change. With your help we can

begin to make a change."

Godbolt went on to say that "too

many of our students do not

know Student Senate does

anything."

Smith also called for changes

within Student Senate and said,

"It is time for a challenge. The

for her term is to increase

student awareness concerning

student senate. "I want to boost

the awareness of students on

campus about Student Senate so

they know what we are doing for

them, and I hope they let us

know what we can do for them."

Smith supported Piccirillo's

goals by saying, "To be your

voice, we need to hear your

voice."

Student Senate elections for

senate members was held from

November 16-19. The 1993

Steve Kenny/Clarion Cal

WCCB kicked off its charity fund drive on Monday.

Gara Smith, left, and Michele Piccirillo were recently elected

and Vice President, respectively.

student senate members are as

follows: elected freshmen are

Stephanie Gninibus-264 votes,

Kurt Pannier-192, Kelly

Thompson-179 and Mark

Herbst-167. Elected upper-

classmen are: Kan King- 193

votes, Jay Campbell-176,

Amy Donahue-168, Jack

Shannon- 160, Emily Arnold-

139, Dane Knight--138,

Emmanuel Onwudie-137, Jason

Renda-131 and Katrina

Helmick-129. Re-elected

senators are: Michele Piccirillo—

237 votes, Ralph Godbolt-201,

Amy Schaub-192, Kash Patel-

188, Gara Smith-181, Jeff

Burns- 158 and Greg Crissman-

129.

The freshmen alternates are

Angela Link and Becki Jones.

The alternates for upperclassmen

are: Katie Trapini, Michael

Committee finds fault with

V. / -*"f<

HARRISBURG (AP) The

Board of Governors of the State

System of Higher Education

does not have an adequate policy

dealing with internal investi-

gations at campuses, a legislative

committee's audit has found.

The audit released Monday by

the Legislative Budget and

Finance Committee also found

that the board and the

Chancellor's Office might be

spending more state money man

is allowed under law.

The audit recommends

clarification and review of some

of the board's policies. "It's all

part of the fine tuning and

perhaps significant tuning"

needed by the board, SSHE

Chancellor James H.

McCormick told lawmakers at a

l_ — •••!
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committee hearing on the audit.

On internal campus investi-

gations, the board in 1990

endorsed a national policy

statement on ethics and due

process in investigations of

misconduct by faculty and

employees. But the board has not

yet adopted written policies, the

report found. Without specific

written policies SSHE faculty

and employees may not be given

due process or a chance to

respond to allegations, the audit

said. SSHE Chief Legal Counsel

Wayne M. Richardson said the

board does not have direct

involvement in investigations on

campuses. He said universities

handle their own investigations,

then he reviews the findings and

tr*-r-mm?w
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as Student Senate President

Jewert, Tonya Schmidt, Jim

Smith, James Junger, John

Martince and Denise Bump.

Smith expressed disap-

pointment at the voter turnout for

the senate elections. Approxi-

mately 500 of 6,000 students

turned out to vote.

Piccirillo felt that a major

issue facing new senators

involves combating campus

apathy.

SSHE Board
decides where to refer cases.

On fiscal matters, the board

and the Chancellor's Office are

allowed to spend 0.5 percent of

the system's operating budget

under state law. But during the

1990-91 fiscal year the audit

found those offices spent $7.5

million, about 1.1 percent of the

system's total operating budget

of $676.8 million.

The extra money came from

funds returned to the

Chancellor's office by

universities and a $1.5 million

pool reserved by the board for

special projects. The audit

suggested that the General

Assembly decide whether that

policy should be allowed, but

McCormick contended that the

law allows such spending.
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Fraternity battle erupts
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Pennsylvania State Police at

Shippenville are investigating a

Nov. 21 incident at the Sigma

Chi fraternity house on Fifth

Avenue in which 17 members of

the Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE)

fraternity face possible felony

charges of riot, aggravated

assault and a possible charge of

burglary. Misdemeanor charges

of simple assault and disorderly

conduct are also possible.

According to State Police, the

trouble started with a dispute

over a game of pool. The

dispute escalated into a fist fight

between the two players.

A member of TKE was

allegedly beaten up by a member

of Sigma Chi. The TKE member

allegedly returned about two

a.m. along with about 15

members of TKE armed with

sections of pipe and baseball

bats.

The group allegedly forced its

way into the Sigma Chi house,

assaulted some members of that

fraternity and caused about $870

worth of damage. Paul

Wolenski, a CUP student from

McMurray, suffered head

injuries after allegedly being hit

with a piece of pipe.

He was admitted to Clarion

hospital. Other members of

Sigma Chi allegedly suffered

cuts, bruises and other minor

injuries.

In an Interfraternity Council

(IFC) judicial board hearing held

last evening, the board ruled

TKE guilty and is

recommending that the

university revoke their charter.

It is unlikely that any action

will be taken before the mid-

semester break next week.

However, TKE's national

fraternity will know of the

judicial board's decision before

the break begins.

David E. Kipe, president of IFC,

said, " It was by last resort to

take away their charter, but I

hope this will deter other such

Town
Country

Cleaners

Christmas Costume Rental

and

Formal Wear Rental

226-4781

10% OFF any service

with coupon

incidents."

R. Eric Shaffer, chief of

Clarion Borough Police, said

borough police responded to the

incident at the request of the

State Police. Borough officers

were on the scene for about 30

minutes before State Police were

able to arrive. When reached for

comment Dec. 4, Shaffer could

not release any details of the

investigation because it is being

handled by State Police.

Shaffer did comment on the

affair, saying, "It's apparent the

entire community is pretty fed

up. One fraternity is constantly

in trouble, and it is giving the

other fraternities a bad name."

Kipe issued a statement Dec. 1,

saying, "The Interfraternity

Council of Clarion University

does not condone the recent

outbreak of hostilities between

existing fraternities. This is a

disgrace to the fraternal system

and overshadows any positive

work that fraternities perform."

"I am personally tired of

seeing fraternities destroy each

other. Already, hospitalization

and police intervention has

occurred in recent fights. The

Interfraternity Council has tried

to stay out of the internal

squabbles between fraternities,

but no more. IFC will intervene

in all interfraternity disputes.

Punishment for further

unsolicited action will be

severe," said Kipe's statement.

Gary Fleegle, president of

TKE, said in a telephone

interview Dec. 4, "These

allegations are typical of the way

the University and the State

Police handle situations. They

receive a slanted, one sided story

and disregard any and all other

truths in the matter. . . Nothing

has been spoken about the

insubordinations of the other

organization. This investigation

is being handled

unprofessionally and is slighting

[the] Tau Kappa Epsilon

fraternity."

Fleegle alleges members of

TKE were taunted by members

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The Sigma Chi house was the location of a fight between Sigma Chi and Tau Kappa

Epsilon fraternities. Charges are expected to be filed in the case.

of Sigma Chi who pulled

members of TKE into the house

during the incident.

Ron Romeo, president of the

Clarion chapter of Sigma Chi,

issued a short statement Dec.7,

saying, "It's an unfortunate

occurrence." Romeo declined to

comment further due to pending

legal action.

Ron Wilshire, CUP director of

of University Relations and

Interim Vice President for

University Advancement, said

both fraternities national

headquarters have been notified

of the incident and parents of

TKE members have also been

notified because of other recent

problems involving TKE.

State Trooper Gilbert, of the

Shippenville barracks, said the

investigation is continuing. The

two people involved in the

original fight over the pool game

could face charges to be filed as

a separate incident.

" A lot of information needs to

be sorted out," Gilbert said.

Classes open
by Rodney Sherman

Contributing Writer

Students may want to re-check

the class listings for the classes

they were not able to get during

pre-registration. Dr. John Kuhn,

Provost and Academic Vice

President, says there may be

some openings.

According to Kuhn, the recent

increase in the instructional

support fee, approved by the

board of trustees, made an extra

$100,000 available for the spring

semester. Sections have been

added to courses such as Basic

Composition, Fundamentals of

Speech and Computer Sciences.

As late as Dec. 4 sections were

added in some computer courses.

Many students had complained

during the registration process

that needed courses were not

available or that all sections were

already filled. Kuhn said the

changes increased section

availability in high demand

courses by 20 percent.

"There is no doubt that the

action taken by the trustees

greatly improved the situation,"

said Kuhn.

He added that pre-registration

for students first coming in next

(spring) semester, held Dec. 4,

went well and that those students

were able to complete a

schedule.
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Scholarship School Supplies
64 Merle St., Clarion 226-8832

Ideas for student teachers

Thematic units

Whole Language Management

Easy to implement idaes

Teachers created Materials

WE ARE THE TEACHER'S FRIEND!
Open Mon.-Fri. 2PM-8PM

Zaaaaaa*. ********************

ampfire Memories
akes Every Day A Holiday

Light a little "yule log."

Real Christmas tree needles compacted into an incense.

Enjoy the memories of an old fashioned Christmas.

CHRISTMAS TREE
INCENSE Pine incense

burner included. Contains

30 incense logs made lorni

real Christmas

Tree Needles.

CLARION
800 Medical Ctr., 226-8281

LOG CABIN
Pine incense

burner

$7.95 $3.25
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KLINCENSMITH'S
DRUG STORES Inc.
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Public Safety

Blotter
"^^^~T™".1 investigations conducted

by Public Safety for the weeks of November 17 through December 6.

A hit and run vehicle accident was reported on Nov. 17 at around 11:30

p.m. The vehicle, a red 1989 Acura, had damage to the left front fender.

A fire alarm on the second floor of Nair Hall was activated at around

11:41 p.m. on Nov. 19.

On Nov. 20, at around 3:15 a.m., unknown actors set fire to the papers

on the display board located on the fourth floor of Campbell Hall. The

incident is under investigation.

A fire alarm was activated on the third floor of Wilkinson Hall at

around 2:30 a.m. on Nov. 21. An investigation is pending.

Around 3:00 a.m. on Nov. 22, a fire alarm was activated on the first

floor of Campbell Hall. The incident is under investigation.

A report of a theft from Nair Hall resulted in six peep hole lenses being

removed from dorm room doors. An investigation is pending.

On Dec. 3, an unknown actor pulled a fire alarm at around 1:50 a.m. on

the second floor of Wilkinson Hall.

A ladder was removed from a maintenance vehicle near Nair Hall on

Dec. 3, at around 8:00 a.m. This theft is being investigated.

Two individuals were observed dragging a pine tree near the Gemmell

Student Complex on Dec. 4, at around 2:30 a.m. The individuals.ran

from the scene, leaving the pine tree. Following the drag marks left by

the tree, it was identified as having been cut from behind the Gemmell

Complex.

On Dec. 6, a report of a broken window on the third floor of Becht Hall

was investigated by Public Safety.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.
j

The Challenge
Clarion Call sales reps are never

bored. Every day brings fresh

challenges-opportunities to test

their abilities and learn something

new. They learn about advertis-

ing, business, organizations,

people and themselves. When it

comes to gaining the insights and

abilities to make it in the real

world, they've got the "right

stuff."

Mot ivation Clarion Call sales reps manage iheir own small business. Each one has a lemior y.

While they work in collaboration with managers and co-workers, the organ-

ization functions in harmony. When it comes to the day-to-day activities, they

call their own shots. They build the ability to plan their time, set goals, establish

priorities and balance their responsibilities.

Know-how Clarion Call reps leant how 10 use cutting edge marketing information They're

trained to make sales presentations that produce results and develop ad campaigns

that work and interact with coworkers to enhance productivity and generate

positive working relationships

Leadership Clarion Call reps test themselves every day when they make sales calls on their

clients Some clients buy. Some don'l In the process of calling on a remarkable

range of people who advertise in (lie Clarion Call, they develop the ability lo put

things in perspective l-vcry experience is a learning experience that makes them

belter prepared and increasingly "street smart" about |WopK and business

Confidence Clarion Call reps work in an environment that encourages and Mrirmw* leaders

They're encouraged lo examine how the new spa|wr trains its staff, sells

advertising lo Us clienls. and develops and produces pr.hlucO They're challenged

lo explore the opportunities for positive change: lo become innovators.

Applications available in room 270 Gemmell Complex

The Clarion Call
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Two Clarion Professors

in running for AT&T
national investment prize
by Jodi Seely

News Writer

Two Clarion University

educators are in the running for

top honors in the AT&T
Collegiate Investment Challenge.

Dr. Jeffrey Eicher and Dr.

Marguerite VanLandingham are

currently ranked second and

third, respectively, in the

"educators" division of the

contest.

The nationwide competition is

open to high school and college

students and educators who try

for the top prize of a free trip to

the Bahamas.

As of Monday, Eicher had

amassed profits of $115,166 and

VanLandingham, profits of

$86,588 on a fictional $500,000

invested at the start of the

competition.

An estimated 20,000 students

in 500 schools compete for more

than $200,000 in prizes. Clarion

is involved through the Financial

Management Association.

Each entrant was given an

imaginary $500,000 account at

the beginning of the contest,

Nov. 2. The goal is to make as

much money as possible of the

original 500 grand by the close

of the competition, Feb. 26.

Competitors are free to buy,

sell, short sell and borrow on

margin any of over 5,000 stocks

on the American Stock

Exchange, New York Stock

Thues

9am • 9pm

Fn 9»m 8pm Sal 9«m • 4pm

—Holiday—
(lift Baskets

Products by:

Paul Mitchell

Abba - Biolage

Goldwell

Nexxus

Connell

Redkin

Gift items

from $7 and up

814-226-5323

535 Main Street * Clarion I

Exchange and NASDAQ
exchange.

Players can receive up to the

minute stock prices from a feed

direct from Wall Street and even

incur brokerage commissions on

their transactions.

In addittion, players receive a

monthly statement and special

newsletter.

Elise Haderer, AT&T College

Market Manager, said, "It's a

great way for students and

teachers to try out skills and

build knowledge. Players. . . are

really in the thick of Wall

Street."

One Co-sponsor of the event is

the USA Today which provides

weekly coverage of the top

students, colleges, high schools,

and educators every Monday in

the Money Section.

Dr. Eicher has been involved in

the challenge for three years

now. He teaches finance, law

and taxes here at Clarion.

Dr. Eicher explained that

everyone is judged by their

portfolio of "well-doings" in a

computer.

The portfolios are reviewed

each week, processing the top

scores by how well decisions are

made on the stocks.

For these four months, students

and educators will have their

own fictional brokerage account,

complete with a toll-free 800

service line. This line connects

the players with a "broker" to

make trades. The winner will

gain the trip to the Bahamas, but

all will receive a valuable

educational experience.

According to the news release

put out by the Financial

Management Association, "The

Challenge was designed as a fun

and exciting way of providing

students with a realistic, hands-

on experience in the financial

markets which are at the center

of all business activity today."

VanLandingham and Eicher

give advice to students who are

participating.

The three-step approach that

Eicher uses for success is based

on the amount of time the game

is played.

For example, there is little time

to take advantage of stock gains.

So he attempts to maximize the

risk by looking for the largest

profits over the short term.

He also relies on Minimum

Diversity, giving the greatest of

price fluctuations. He then

makes sure current earnings are

relative to price and growth

potential.

At Clarion, 40 students and

five faculty members are

participating in the AT&T
Collegiate Investment Challenge.

Last year's winner in the high

school division, Manuel Lopez,

said, "A thousand books about

the [stock] market wouldn't teach

you as much and a thousand

days on the beach wouldn't be as

much fun."

Any one interested

in racing for the

CUP cycling team

in the spring

contact Alan at the

Call

X2380

The Navajo way

is to walk in harmony and beauty.

Give a gift that says the same.

Images of the West

for hand crafted Native American

and Sterling Silver jewelry, crystals,

hand loomed textiles, books and tapes.

625 Main St. 1 0-5 Mon.-Sat. (814) 226-551

3
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Recruiter to aid enrollments
by Lisa Cornelius

News Writer

Without students, Clarion

University would cease to exist,

which is one reason why the

recruiting department here in

Clarion is so crucial.

The main target of recruiters

are first time in college [FTIC]

students, transfer students and

returning adult students.

Principally, the majority of

students recruited are incoming

freshmen.

However, now that the baby

boomers are nearing middle age,

the number of graduating high

school students has rapidly

declined in the past twenty years.

Because of the impending

recession and economic decline

in this area of Pennsylvania,

many young people have opted

to move out of the area and

attend schools in areas with more

economic promise.

In the past year, Clarion

University has been diligently

working at improving enrollment

on campus.

According to John Shropshire,

the dean of enrollment

management and academic

records, the targeted goal was to,

"bring in 1,000 FTIC students

and 250 transfer students."

This semester showed the goals

being exceeded, with 1,181

FTIC students and 361 transfer

students enrolling.

The reason for these surprising

statistics are attributeded in a

large part to the addition of

Latrobe Barnitz, a regional

recruiter. Barnitz is based in the

Harrisburg and Philadelphia

areas and travels 500-700 miles a

week in order to travel from

school to school attempting to

recruit potential students.

Clarion University feels that

Barnitz is greatly needed to

facilitate the recruitment in the

Changes in comm.
by Dorilee Raybuck

News Writer

Proposed changes for the

Communication Curriculum have

been approved.

Every year, a standing

committee reviews the entire

communication curriculum. The

process ensures gradual, yet

systematic changes to the

curriculum rather than a

complete revamping occurring at

one time.

"Communication has a

dynamic curriculum that must

keep evolving or students will

not be competitive in the job

market," said Arthur Barlow,

associate professor of

communication.

Under the new changes,

communication evaluation

(Comm 451) has been removed

from the required course list and

changed to an elective.

Students will be required to

take an additional elective course

in communication to replace the

formerly required

Communication Evaluation.

A number of new courses have

been added to the

communication department's

curriculum.

The new courses include:

Comm 291: Media Ethics and

Responsibilities, Comm 428:

Mass media programming and

and analysis, Comm 488: Media

program design for organizations

and Comm 489: Global mass

communication.

400 level communication

courses have been cross-listed

and are now available for

graduate credits. The courses

affected include: Comm 400:

Media advertising, Comm 405:

Presentation graphics, Comm
411: Foundations of broad-

casting, Comm 415: Local

advertising, Comm 431: Public

relations principles and

practices, Comm 44 1 : Advanced

media writing, Comm 442:

Broadcast news and continuity

writing, Comm 433: Promotional

writing, Comm 452

Communication law, Comm 460

Television directing, Comm 499

Special topics in communication.

Dr. Myrna Kuehn and

professor Sue Hilton worked

together for the approval of a co-

requisite. Comm 405:

Presentation graphics and SCT
214: Business and professional

speaking must now be taken

§
ii

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

\

Buy one Quarter Pounder*with Cheese Sandwich

!

1

GET ONE FREE
Just presi'ni this coupon when

vou bu\ ,i Quarter Pounder* with

L'tufCSt sunjwkh And vou'li (let

another one tree Limit one lood

;tem pel coupon, per cuKiMAcr.

per v;mi rinse pmrni coupon

•hen ordering Not miui with

am othet otUr

'^9.: M=. LionaKJs Lu'poiatii.i

Valid until 1/31/93

.uli vaiur I

:

'iv ol 1 cent

.M>d <<rm at

McDonald's Clarion
vain urn* i/j i'»o -jsd» i*M«ito<jo< *•»•

concurrently.

"Taking these classes together

simulates occurances [students]

may encounter in the working

world," said Hilton.

New options have been added

for the required Comm 351:

Production application. Students

who are concentrating on

television now have the option of

taking two three credit classes,

Comm 200: Television

laboratory experience and Comm
201: Television field experience,

to replace Comm 351:

Production application.

These courses allow students

who are television oriented an

opportunity to be exposed to

television courses earlier in their

college career. The courses offer

a new method for students to

fullfill a requirement for

graduation. Comm 351 is a six

credit course. The move to the

new courses allows students the

opportunity to spread the

workload over two semesters if

they so desire.

NOW RENTING

New, furnished apartments

above

CHINA TOWN
RESTAURANT
Main Street, Clarion

SHIPPEN REALTY
226-6068

ask for Brian

please leave message

apartments available for

Spring '93 and

Summer '93 terms

highly populated Philadelphia-

Harrisburg area. Countless

studies have shown that Eastern

Pennsylvania can easily produce

better students in today's career

world.

Another concern is minority

students. Shropshire commented

that the enrollment of African-

for enrollment, it was agreed tint

standards would remain the

same, because many students

come from smaller high schools

that may not provide the

necessary classes or degree of

instruction needed to compete

with other students.

Because of this factor,

SSHE enrollment by county

Fall 1990

^\

i ' :

l .'->T

i •..

Total Enrollment: 99,082 Enrollment from PA: 85,414

Graph courtesy of SSHE

American and Hispanic-

American students could be

better. He hopes that increased

enrollment in the future may
bring more minority students to

the Clarion campus.

After talks of raising standards

programs such as Act 101,

Summer Start and Tutorial

programs have been instituted to

aid those students who have the

potential to do well in college

but lack the background in high

school.

Special

Christmas c
i

Offer: gsj

For thot \f
speciol someone^

The exclusive

Holly-Day Kling Bear

now only $9.99 with

any $5.00 Purchase.

KUngensmith Gift

Certificates Available

KLINGENSMITH'S
DRUG STORES Inc.

CLARION - 800 Medical Ctr.. 226-8281 m
QOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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Outside Clarion

'Restore Hope'begins
compiled by Dorilee Raybuck

from the AP service

National

Operation

Restore Hope begins

American Troops are on the

ground in Somalia. The only

apparent problem they faced in

the early landings near the

capital Mogadishu was running

the gauntlet of reporters and

photographers waiting on the

beach.

Their initial objective was the

city's airport.

The troops were the advance

team from a force of 1,800 that

had been waiting aboard three

ships off the Somali coast.

Once the airport and the port of

Mogadishu are firmly under

control, the way will be paved

for an airlift of up to 27,000

more U.S. troops to seize other

key installations and protect

truck convoys of food to the

nation's hard-hit interior.

White house spokesman

Marlin Fitzwater said President

Bush will be kept abreast of

developments in Somalia by

National Security Adviser Brent

Scowcroft. Fitzwater's

statements came as the first U.S.

troops began their amphibious

landing on Tuesday evening,

EST.

Before Navy SEAL and marine

commandoes came ashore at the

Mogadishu airport in Somalia,

scores of Somali militia

members had been leaving -- and

taking their weapons with them.

Mogadishu's two major

warlords, Mohamed Farrah

Aidid and Ali Mahdi Mohamed,

had both pledged to U.S. special

envoy Robert Oakley to have

their militamen cooperate with

the U.S. troops.

But the departure of the

clansmen leaves them without a

cash cow they had milked for

months through exorbitant

demands for landing and cargo

handling fees.

The airport is a key tunnel for

aid to Somalia's starving.

CEDAR POINT
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:

Wednesday, January 20, Point Park College

Studio #4

Registration: 5:00 -8:00 pm

Kent, Ohio:
Thursday, January 21, Kent State University

Student Center Third Floor

Registration: 2:30 - 4:30 pm

Also At Cedar Point:

Sandusky, Ohio

Tuesday, January 5 & Friday, January 22

Registration 11:00 am - 3:00 pm

(Auditions begin approximately 15 minutes after registration opens)

For additional sites and

further information contact:

Cedar Point Live Shows
P.O. Box 5006
Sandusky, Ohio
(419) 627-2390

Performers

Musicians • Technicians

Berenstain Bears™

State

Strike ends at

blood services centers

Workers who pack, ship and

deliver blood reached a three-

year agreement with the

American Red Cross on

Tuesday, ending a strike that

began over the weekend.

The Red Cross blood services

for the Penn-Jersey region said

its 122 striking workers,

including bloodmobile drivers

and maintenance workers, would

return to work under a new

contract, effective Tuesday.

Bethlehem puts final touches

on Steelton agreement

Bethlehem Steel Corporation

said it has put the finishing

touches on its plan to revitalize

its Steelton, Pa. plant.

The company announced the

name for the new wholly-owned

subsidiary to run the plant will

be Pennsylvania Steel

Technologies.

Officials from the United

Steelworkers and the new

company signed a labor

agreement that ties future wage

increases to productivity and

profitability. The number of

employees will be cut.

Singel unveils new property

tax relief proposal

Lieutenant Governor Mark

Singel and two democratic

lawmakers unveiled a new

property tax relief proposal on

Tuesday, but Governor Casey

said it looked like a tax relief and

promised to veto any tax

increase. The plan would give

counties the option to impose

either a one percent wage tax or

a one percent personal income

tax. Counties could also levy a

one percent sales tax. Singel

said local governments must

have more revenue raising

options.

Campus
News

compiled by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Police investigate IUP library

bomb threat

The Penn

The IUP library was the site of

a bomb threat Friday Nov. 13,

according to IUP campus police.

On Tuesday morning, Nov. 10,

custodians in the library found a

threat written on the wall of the

third floor men's restroom. The

threat said a bomb would

explode in the library on Friday

Nov. 13.

IUP police searched the

building Thursday night and

"gave it a clean bill of health."

Police searched users bags on

Friday.

Lock Haven students protest

course cuts

Eagle Eye

Over 500 students gathered at

Sullivan Hall on the Lock Haven

University campus to protest

several topics, ranging from

frustrations with the phone

registration system to upper level

course cuts.

Students assembled at 1 p.m.,

with such charges as Lock

Haven, "isn't a college, it's a

sleep away from high school."

The rally was organized by

Student Cooperative Council

Vice President Jeremy Bolton,

with the slogan, "Tired of Lock

Haven's bullshit?" Administrator

Dr. Mary Pursell said the

university was listening.

Specializing In

Computers

Training

Seruice

Computers software

814-275-2001

800-323-2737

IUP panel discusse safety,

assault

The Penn

Rumors of assaults on IUP's

campus cannot be addressed

effectively until victims start

reporting crimes that actually

occur, said a panel that met late

last month to address student

concerns.

In October, IUP's student

affairs office investigated assault

rumors, the majority of which

dealt with allegations of attacks

by Greek and black Greek

pledges. The investigation found

the rumors to be baseless,

according to a university press

release last month.

However, Bill Montgomery,

director of campus safety,

admitted that assaults do happen

on and around IUP's campus and

generally aren't reported to

campus police.

New Bethlehem Contact

Carl Callenburg

386 computer
systems start at

$1095

Factory Authorized Seruice Center

Hunter Locksmith

Services

1-800-479-5400

Automotive lock specialists

AAA Motor Club approved

Replace and Repair auto locks

Visa and Mastercard accepted

located in Cooks Forest

a
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Cable Channels
TV
DATA

THURSDAY EVENING DECEMBER 10, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

4:00

Buy That

4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00
Movie: * *

Kid's Guide to Parenting

"Nothing but Trouble' (1991) Chevy Chase, g

Cur, Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(2:30) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

News lj

Cheers g
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon
I
Batman g

Newsq

Newsq
News
News
Newsg

6:30

Shakespeare

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House g
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Global Supercard Wrestling

Movie: **Vi ""The Razors Edge' (1984, Drama) Bill Murray. PG-13

Pyramid Press Luck

Black Sports IMotoworld

Cartoon Express

22

25

26

Movie: *** "Welcome Home, Roxy Carmichael" (1990)

(2:30) Movie: *+* "Power" (1980, Drama)

Underdog [Yogi Bear Arcade

I'm a Fool (R)

Th'breds
I
Up Close

MacGyver Hellfire" g
Movie: ****

7:00 7:30 8:00

Movie: ** "Collision Course' (1987) PG
Hard Copy g
Jeopardyl g
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne g
Jeopardyl g

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:30

Dead Ahead

9:00 9:30

Movie: "Maniac Cop 3: Badge of Silence

Best of Country: Countdown at the Neon Armadillo g
Out All Night! Pit. World

Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Simpsons q
Out All Night

Martin (R) q
Dif. World

Movie: •» "Take a Hard Ride" (1975) Jim Brown. PG

Cheers g [Wings (R) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
In Color

Cheers g
Down Shore

Wings (R) g

10:00 10:30

Primetime Live q
Comedy Jam

L.A. Law "Helter Shelter" g
Knots Landing "The Price'

Knots Landing The Price

Hunter

LA. Law "Helter Shelter" g

Elf Xmas

Movie: *** "Beneath the Planet of the Apes" (1970) G'

11.-00

Sanders

:

i

Married...

1L

11:30 12:00

the NFL q
Golden Gals INightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sfc Sffcmgs (In Stereo)

Edraon iStalkings

Amnio Hall (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter College Basketball: James Madison at LaSalle. (Live) [Boxing: Ray Mercer vs. Jerry Haistead (LiveT

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
nOe the High Country" (1962)

B&R Xmas

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »» For the Love of It" (1980) Deborah Ratlin

What You Do

Supermarket

'In the Heat of the Night" (1967, Mystery)

Movie:

Crazy Kids

Eversmile New Jersey" (1989)

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Santa-3 Bears Movie: »•'/; "Miracle on 34th Street (1973, Comedy) g
Movie: *'/; Trie Super" (1991) Joe Pesci. IMovie: *• "Rich Girl" (1991, Drama) fl

Movie: "Liars Edge" (1991) Nicholas Shields. 'R

Get Smart [Superman |M.T. Moore [Van Dyke
L.A. Law

[Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q | Hitchhiker

Movie: "My Own Private Idaho" (1991) "R

Movie. ** Seedpeopie (1992) R' g

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

IMovie: »»'/; Trie Little Match Girl" (1987, Drama)

Lucy Shew
Truth

ThtrtysoniewwMj

F-Troop Mister Ed

China Beach

FRIDAY EVENING DECEMBER 11, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4.00 4:30 5:00

(3 45) Movie: "Funny About Love" (1990)

Design. W. [Cheers g
Cur. Affair | Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue g
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: "Take-Hard

Winter Thrills

Pyramid

(3:00) Movie:

(255) Movie:

Underdog

Newsg
Cheers g
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: »» The Nutcracker Prince' (1990)

Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

Newsg
News
News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsg
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: •»* "Beneath the Planet of the Apes' (1970) G

Senior PGA Golf: New York Life Champions

Press Luck | Cartoon Express

Movie: »•'/; "Waiting for the Light" (1990)

Movie

Yogi Bear

[Up Close

MacGyver "The Prodigal

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) q
Hard Copy g
Jeopardyl g
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: »»'/2 "Alien Nation" (1988) "HQ
Family

9:30 10:00 10:30

Step by Step
|
Winnie the Pooh & C'mas

Movie: »* "Dead On: Relentless II" (1991)

** "Perry Mason: The Case of the Maligned Mobster"

Red-Nosed Reindeer | Design. W. |Bob q

20/20 q
I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) g
Picket Fences "Pageantry"

NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh Penguins at New Jersey Devils. From Meadowlands Arena. [You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

America's Most Wanted q
Carol Sing

Movie: •*»'/2 "Dial M for Murder" (1954) Ray Milland.

Sportscenter ! NHL Hockey:

Sightings g TSuspects |Hunter "Blood Lines'

*+ "Perry Mason: The Case of the Maligned Mobster

Quantum Leap Genesis

Philadelphia flyers at Detroit Red Wings. (Live

Movie: "Escape From the Planet of the Apes' (1971) 'G

11:00

Sanders

News
News;

Married...

Newsq

11:30

Crypt Tales

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edrbon Dark Justice

Araenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: »+» "Eyewitness" (1981) R

Movie: +* "The Oklahoma City Dolls" (1981, Comedy)

Movie: »* Sheena " (1984) Tanya Roberts. PG' q

Arcade
| Hey Dude (R ) I What You Do"

Movie: ** Deadly Care (1987. Drama) Cheryl Ladd. 'Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

[Skiing: U.S. Mens Comp. iSportscenter [Rodeo
Murder, She Wrote q [Movie: * "Meatballs III" (1987, Comedy) Sally Kelierman |Mafce Me a~Star

Movie: *» "The Slugger's Wife" (1985) Michael O'Keefe

Movie: *** "Life Is Sweet (1991) Alison Steadman. R [Movie: ** "All-American Murder (1992)

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart jSuperman

L.A. Law "Outward Bound'

Movie: »» "Commando" (1985) R' q
M.T. Moore [Van Dyke [Dragnet

Carol Leifer

A. Hitchcock

Movie: »»'/2 "I'll Be Home tor Christmas (1988, Drama)

Movie: **''? "Defenseless

"Scissors "(1991) q

Lucy Show [F-Troop

Thirtysomething

1991) R
Mister Ed

China Beach

SATURDAY EVENING DECEMBER 12, 1992
4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: ** Dutch (1991, Comedy) Ed O'Neill PG-13'

Senior PGA Golf: Tour Champions. (Live) g
Figure Skating World Championships -- Encore

6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: ** 1
/2 "Supergirl" (1984) PG q

News

News
ABC News
NBC News

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

NFL Football: New York Giants at Phoenix Cardinals. From Sun Devil Stadium. (Live)

NFL Football: New York Giants at Phoenix Cardinals From Sun Devil Stadium. (Live

A Step Apart (In Stereo)

Figure Skating: World Championships -- Encore.

American Gladiators

(3:00) Movie: [Movie: »•»'/? "Arthur " (1981) Dudley Moore. PG
Very Special

College Basketball: Utah at Arizona (Live)

Gossip!

(230) Movie:

(3.00) Movie:

Nick News

Ten of Us [Elf Xmas B&R Xmas
Movie: ' Edward Scissorhands "

( 1 990) g
Movie: •»+ "Beetleiuice" (1988) PG'

Get Picture JFreshmen [Salute

NBC News

Capelli & Co.

7:30

Dead Ahead

Siskel

Hee Haw Silver

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Skiing: Women's Downhill

Movie: +*Vi "Logan s Run

Jeopardy! q [Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Dead Ahead: Valdez Disaster'

9:30

One Night

Movie: "Columbo: Sex and the Married Detective" (1989)

Here-Now [Powers-Be | Empty Nest [Nurses I

Movie: »»•» "Who Framed Roger Rabbit" (1988) q
Movie: »*+* "Who Framed Roger Rabbit

Cops q
Here-Now

Cops (R) q
Powers-Be

"Santa-3 Bears

Sportscenter

Swamp

(1976, Science Fiction) Michael York. PG
1

Code 3 (R) q
Empty Nest

(1988) q
Edge(R)q
Nurses q

10:00

Dream On q
10:30

Crypt Tales

Commish (In Stereo) q
Sisters (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Hunter "Presumed Guilty'

Sisters (In Stereo) q

College Basketball: Duke vs. Rutgers. (Live

Movie: *»* "True Believer" (1989) James Woods. R'

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: »«''? Risky Business" (1983) R

News:

News
o««g"

News
News

:

W. "Man-Santa

Saturday Night Live

Araenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Lifestyles-Rich

Arsenio Ha* (In Stereo) q [Comic Strip

News: [Saturday Night Live

Beyond

Movie: **» "Scrooged" (1988) Bill Murray. PG-13

Gentleman

Double Dare

To Be Announced

Guts

Movie: »»* ."Chiefs (1983, Drama) Wayne Rogers, Charlton Heston, Brad Davis

I
Doug |Rugrats

Movie: *Vi "My Moms a Werewolf (1988

I
College Basketball: Kentucky at Louisville. (Live)

Movie: 84 Charing Cross Road" (1987)

Sportscenter | Rodeo

Movie: **^/2 Eye of the Storm" (1992)

Movie: Career Opportunities' (1991) q
Clarissa

|
Roundhouse [Ren-Stimpy

Comedy) [Silk Stalkings "Love- 15" q [Movie: *Vi Zapped Again" (1989)

Movie: »*+ "Madonna: Truth or Dare (1991) Madonna.

Mark Schiff

You Afraid?

Movie: »» '"Silent Motive' (1991) Patricia Wettig.

Movie: "Liars Edge' (1991,

A. Hitchcock [Lucy Show

Suspense) R
+'/2 "Prime Target

Comics in Search

M.T.Moore [Dragnet

** "Night Patrol

Unsolved Mysteries

Superman

China Beach

SUNDAY EVENING DECEMBER 13, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: ** "Her Alibi (1989) Tom Selleck

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Senior PGA Golf. Tour Champions (Live) q
Movie: »*• 'Ghosf"(1990

M'A'S'H [Strangers |Current Affair Extra

NFL Football:

News
Fantasy) Patrick Swayze. PG-13' q

Wh. Fortune

ABC News
NBC News

Philadelphia Eagles at Seattle Seahawks. From the Kingdome. (Live)

NFL Football: Dallas Cowboys at Washington Redskins. From R.F.K. Stadium. (Live)

Movie: *»V; "A Very Brady Christmas (1988)

Fifth Quarter [Cosby Show

(3:00) Movie: "84 Charing"

I'M Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Star Trek: Next Gener.

Newsg NBC News

Rodeo: National Finals -- Championship Round.

Movie: **»V2 "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner ' (1967)

Gossip! [Ten of Us [Two Dads | Beyond

(345) Movie: »**'/? "Return of the Jedi" (1983) PG g
Movie: The Shrimp on the Barbie (1990)

Can't on TV
Disease

Get Picture

Endocrin.

Wild Side

Family

Poky Puppy

Fifteen

Medical

Skiing: Women's Super G
Hitchhiker |Swamp

Life Goes On (In Stereo) q

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: "Sleeping With the Enemy" (1991)

Videos

9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: "Maniac Cop 3: Badge of Silence'

1 Witness Video (In Stereo) g
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo)

;

Batman g [Shaky G.

Am. Funniest
I

Movie: "Charles & Diana: Unhappily Ever After" (1992) q

Murder, She Wrote q
Movie: »*• "Back to the Future Part III" (1990) Michael J. Fox, q

Murder, She Wrote q

< Witness Video (In Stereo) q
In Color Rocq

Movie: "A Message From Holly

Movie: "A Message From Holly

1992) Shelley Long, g
1992) Shetley Long g

Married... [Herman [Flying Blind [Ben Stiller g
Movie: »»* "Back to the Future Part III" (1990) Michael J. Fox, g

Movie: *•• "Rebel Without a Cause" (1955, Drama) [Movie: »•» "Carousel'' (1956. Musical) Gordon MacRae.

11.-00 11:30

Legendary Heavyweights
Newsq

News
Newsq

Magnum

Paid Prog.

NFL Primetime

MacGyver "Off the Wall

'

Movie: »»» "Victory" (1981) Sylvester Stallone. PG'

Movie: *** "Big" (1988, Comedy) Tom Hanks. 'PG q
Double Dare

Medical

Guts

Medical

Looney

Physicians

Looney

Milestones

NFL Football: Green Bay Packers at Houston Oilers. From the Astrodome. (Live)

Movie: ** "Illicit Behavior" (1991 , Drama) Robert Davi. ICounterstrike

Movie: •** "At Play in the Fields of the Lord" (1991 , Drama) Tom Berenger. 'R' g
Movie: **Vz "Rambo III" (1988) Sylvester Stallone. R
Muppet Family Christmas

Jrnl. of Med. | Family

Mlyi

JF
Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

Sportscenter

Cheers q

12:00

Kids in Hall

Ent. Tonight

Royal Family: In Crisis

P.I.

Love Con.

Paid Prog.

Suspect

Baywatch q
Perspective

New WKRP
"Snarky's Machine

Love-15" g
NFL

Hollywood

Movie: *Vt "The Super" (1991) Joe Pesci.

Boxing: Julio Cesar Chavez vs. Marty Jafcubowski. (Live)

A. Hitchcock

Ob/Gyn

Lucy Show
Family

MX Dragnet

SSL
Superman

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING DECEMBER 14, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

(3:30) Movie: "Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan'

Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue Organ donors q
Goof Troop

Hwy Patrt

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsq
Cheers g
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman g
Newsg

(3:00) Movie: *** "
Carousel (1956)

Global Supercaro «,• wtling

Pyramid | Press Luck

Truck Puli

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: **» "Big" (1988, Comedy) Tom Hanks. PG' g
Newsq
News

News
News q

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House q
News q

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: • "Two of a Kind" (1983) PG'

Cartoon Express

Reporters

Movie: »••'/; "Halls of Montezuma" (1951 Drama)

(3:30)Ain't Misbehavin' (R)

Underdog [Yogi Bear | Arcade

Scholastics |Up Close

MacGyver "Deathlock" q

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girts

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! g

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *•• "Lethal Weapon" (1987) Mel Gibson. 'R' g
FBI-Story

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Detective

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

Movie: *•* "Willow" (1988,

10:00 10:30

Comedy Hour Rita Rudner

11:00

Sanders

11:30 12:00

"Barton Fink'" (1991)

NFL Football: Los Angeles Raiders at Miami Dolphins. From Joe Robbie Stadium, g [News g
Movie: "Love Can Be Murder" (1992) Jaclyn Smith, g
Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Love & War
Love & War

Northern Exposure q

Fresh Prince [Blossom q
Movie: *** '77m "(1979, Drama) Piper Laurie. 'NR

Sportscenter |Schaap Talk

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Bemice Bobs Her Hair g
Movie: ***\>2 "Absence of Malice" (1981) Paul Newman

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *» "Kicks "(1985, Suspense) Anthony Geary.

What You Do

Supermarket

Movie: "Look Who's Talking Too (WO)
Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

NFL Monday [Mon. Mag-

Murder, She Wrote q

Fantasy) Val Kilmer. (In Stereo)

Northern Exposure q
[Newhartg

Movie: "Love Can Be Murder" (1992) Jaclyn Smith, q
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum"

Superbouts

WWF Prime Time Wrestling

| Bodybuilding

Movie: »»V; "'Blood & Concrete - A Love Story" (1991)

Movie: *** "Once Around" (1990) RichardI Dreyfuss. R

Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law
M.T. Moore [Van Dyke

Married...

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: *** Late" (1962) James Mason

IMSA Review | Sportscenter"

MacGyver Deep Cover" q
Movie: *** "Naked Lunch" (1991) Peter Water. R g
Movie: **'/2 "A Kiss Before Dying" (1991)

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: *»'/2 "Mary Jane Harper Cried Last Night" (1977)

Lucy Show

Hitchhiker

Lrte-HoMywood

'Livin' Lrge

Comics in Search

F-Troop Mister Ed

China Beach

TUESDAY EVENING DECEMBER 15, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3:15) Movie: "Robin Hood-of Thieves

Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Schoolbreak Special

Goof Troop

Hwy Patrt

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3 00) Movie: "Tim" (1979)

Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid Press Luck

Newsq
Cheers g
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** "Pink Cadillac" (1989. Comedy) Clint Eastwood. PG-13 q
Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman g
Newsg

Newsq
News

News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

News q
Full House q Wonder Yrs

News q NBC News
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum

Trucks |Fly Fishing

Cartoon Express

Movie: *» "Hanky Panky" (1982) Gene Wilder PG

(3 00)Beulah Land (Part 1 of 2)

NBA Today [Up Close

MacGyver Nightmares" q

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married.,

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Dead Ahead: Valdez Disaster

Full House q | Mr. Cooper Roseanne g
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q

9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: "Son of Darkness: To Die For IT

Jackie T.

Reasonable Doubts q
Going to Extremes q
Dateline (In Stereo) q

Movie: "Through the Eyes of a Killer" (1992, Suspense)

Movie: *** "Baby Boom" (1987) Diane Keaton.

Movie: "Through the Eyes of a Killer" (1992, Suspense)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **+ "Beneath the Planet of the Apes (1970) G'

Reasonable Doubts q
Hunter "The Baby Game"

Dateline (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter [College Basketball: Virginia Commonwealth at Tulsa.

Movie: »»'/? "Someone to Watch Over Me" (1987) 'R'

11:00

Sanders

nCWS

Married.*.

11:30 12:00

On the Ledge (In Stereo) q
Golden Girls INightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Edibon

Knight (In Stereo)

I
For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *»»'/? "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner" (1967)

Movie: *»» "Support Your Local Gunfighter" (1971) G'

Underdog
| Yogi Bear | Arcade | Hey Dude (R)| What You Do Crazy Kids Looney

|
Bullwinkle Get Smart | Superman

Murder, She Wrote q [Boxing: Vinny Pazienza vs. Luis Santana. (Live)

Movie: The King of Marvin Gardens

I
College Basketball: Tulane at Alabama-Birmingham. [Sportscenter

Movie: »* "Double Impact

[MacGyver "Lost Amadeus

Movie: *** "LA. Story" (1991) PG-13'

(1991. Adventure)
' R ' q [

Movie: *** ' 'Dead Again ''

(1991) Kenneth Branaojh. 'R

Movie: «*'.- Right to Die (1987 Drama) Raquel Welch [Supermarket |Shop-Prop [Unsolved Mysteries L.A. Law

Movie: ** "Intimate Stranger" (1991) R

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke |Dragnet

Medusa Truth

A. Hitchcock

Movie: "The Good Fight" (1992, Drama) Christine Lahti.

Lucy Show

Hitchhiker

"Chinatown"

F-Troop

The Krays' (19%)

"Weaning

Mister Ed

China Beach

WEDNESDAY EVENING DECEMBER 16, 1992

10

11

14

17

18

21

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: »» 1
'? The Addams Family (1991)

Cur. Affair

Designing W. Cheers q News q News
Edition

Oprah Winfrey

Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

Hwy Path | Cur. Affair

(3 00) Movie: Dial M
Global Supercard Wrestling

Pyramid I Press Luck

PG-13 g

Cheers q
Designing W. | Murphy B

News

Oprah Winfrey

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *»v2 "Memphis Belle (1990) Matthew Modine. q
News q ABC News Hard Copy q Ent. Tonight Wonder Y. [Doogie H. Home Imp Coach q
News
News
News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House q |
Wonder Yrs.

News

:

NBC News

Movie: **Vi "It Happened at the Worlds Fair (1963)

Truck Pull [Fly Fishing Skiing Is [Up Close

Cartoon Express

Movie: «*» Best of the Best (1989) Eric Roberts q
22

| (2 30)Beutah Land

25 [Underdog JYogi Bear

Munsch

Arcade

Heroes

MacGyver Countaown .3L

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»'2 "Major League (1989) Tom Berenger. R

Pulse

Married... Frosty

You Bet-Life

Married..

Jeopardy! q ,Wh. Fortune [Unsolved Mysteries q

Unsolved Mysteries q

Frosty

Wish

Wish

Beverly Hills, 90210

:

Movie: *** The 7th Voyage of Smbad (1958) G

Seinfeld q Mad-You

In the Heat of the Night q
In the Heat of the Night g
Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Seinfeld q | Mad-You |Law a Order (In Sterec)g

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On g
Civil Wars (In Stereo) q
Law & Order (In Stereo) g
46 Hours: Survivors

48 Hours: Survivors

Catwalk "The Birth" (R)

114)0

Sanders

Newsq
"
IVCW3
||;PWW5
Newsq
Married..

Sportscenter [College Basketball: Loyola Marymount at SW La

Movie: ***V2 "Prizzis Honor" (1985. Comedy) Jack Nicholson. R

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) [Murder, She Wrote q | Movie: »» Past Midnight

[College Basketball: North Carolina State vs. Prnceton.

11:30 12:00

*+V2 "The Addams Family

Golden Girls INightline q
Tonight Snow (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edrbon Curves

Hall (In Stereo)

:

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
"7a*e a Hard Ride'

Movie: *** Hamlet (1990. Drama) Mel Gibson (In Stereo) PG' q [Movie: *« Dolly Dearest (1992) R

Movie: The Magnificent Seven Ride'

Hey Dude (R) What You Do Crazy Kids

26 [Movie.**'? Desperate Lives (1982) Diana Scarwid j Supermarket (Shop-Drop

Looney

Gentleman Movie: **'2 "The Man in the Moon'

Unsolved Mysteries

Bullwinkle [ Get Smart [Superman

i

L.A. Law Dummy Dearest

(1991) PG-13'

M.T. Moore |Van Dyke

1991) Rutger Hauer. q [MacGyver (In

Sportscenter Running

Movie: » "House IV" (1992) Tern Trees.

Stereo) q

Movie: "Highlander II: The Qutckerwng R

Movie: ** Bay Coven (1

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

987) Tim Matheson

Lucy Show

Hitchhiker

"Eye of the Storm

* Pleasure in Paradise

F-Troop Mister Ed

China Beach

•
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A how to guide to surviving finals
by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

Well undergrads, here we are

again. The end of the semester

is near, and the week from hell is

even closer. For all you

freshmen who have never

experienced the agony of finals

week, be warned, because it

doesn't get any worse than this.

For those of you who find it

hard to study for an exam weeks

ahead of time, this first part is

for you. The Merlin Art of Test

Preparation: How to Cram and

Make it Count, lists ways that

students can cram for an exam

and still have it be one of the

most effective ways of studying.

But, there's one stipulation. A
cram is "good" only if what

you're stuffing is already familiar

and organized. Here is how to

go about that:

First of all familiarize yourself

with the bulk of the material that

has been assigned for the test.

Look it over entirely and get a

sense of how much there is, how

long learning it will take and

how difficult the material is for

you.

If you've been working

steadily throughout the course,

this first part is already

completed by the time the exam

rolls around.

If there is more than one

source of information for the

test, make a list of the order in

which you will study the

material.

As a good rule of thumb, it is

almost always best to start with

lecture notes. These notes

represent the ideas and

organization regarded as

important by the professor. By

studying the lecture material

first, you develop a mental road

map of the whole territory that is

going to be covered, especially

what to emphasize and what to

ignore.

Study your material as a

whole. Then read it, recite it,

review it and question yourself

on it. You ought to be able to

generate questions that you

would ask students if you were

teaching them the material.

More often than not, you will ask

questions of yourself the night

before the test that are virtually

identical to the ones that will

actually be asked by the

professor.

Finally, be active. Passive

reading of text and lecture

material is not studying.

If you're not a crammer and

feel more confident studying

early, your next concern should

be the kind of test that you will

be taking. Here are a few ways a

student can prepare for both

objective and essay tests.

For objective tests, read

directions carefully, glance

quickly through the test to plan

your time efficiently and answer

the questions you know first;

there may be clues within the

test that might help you with the

more difficult questions. Watch

carefully the meaning of

questions containing double

negatives, give full attention to

each question, try to supply your

own answer before reading the

choices provided and change

your original answer if you have

a strong hunch it's wrong. When

using a seperate answer sheet,

keep it to the right and close to

the test booklet; check frequenUy

to see that you are answering in

the properly numbered space and

always be sure to check for

omitted questions.

For essay tests read all

questions before you start to

write; as ideas come to you, jot

them down on scratch paper,

make sure you understand what

you've been asked to do and

always think before you write.

Start with what you know; this

reduces anxiety and facilitates

clear thinking. If the question

seems vague or too broad, make

clear your interpretation before

answering. Provide specific as

well as general information, use

the technical vocabulary relevant

to the course and always write

something; never leave a

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

This is what is in store for everyone on campus next week.

question blank. Write legibly good to study hard, but don't

and proofread; even a few

moments spent in correcting

grammar, punctuation and

spelling may improve your

grade.

Always remember to stay

relaxed when taking finals. It is

forget the importance of rest and

a balanced diet. They both have

a great affect on the 'way you

perform.

If you feel that you still need

some study tips, the Tutorial

Center in Davis Hall could help.

Famous Clarion alumnus returns
by James Amato

Contributing Writer

On Saturday, Novermber 21,

Clarion University alumnus

Larry Richert presented a talk on

broadcasting to all who attended

in Becker Hall. Richert is an

announcer for KDKA TV in

Pittsburgh, and also serves as a

weather forecaster for the

station's morning newscasts.

Richert began his talk to the

members of the audience by

explaining his start in

broadcasting here in Clarion.

"When I came to Clarion State,

things began to start happening

in the Communication

Department. WCCB and WCUC
were starting to get off of the

ground, but the emphasis in the

curriculum was focused on

public relations and topics like

that instead ot\the broadcast

fields."

He also noted that a lot of

classes dealt with writing and

that the communication

department had more classes on

this subject than the english

department did at that time.

While at Clarion. Richert worked

at both WCUC and WCCB
Radio, in all aspects of radio. It

was at this time that he helped

set up the first broadcast of

Golden Eagles' Football, which

was simulcast on both stations.

After graduating in 1981,

Richert found work in such

formats as country and oldies,

and in areas such as his native

Pittsburgh, he decided to try

comedy by doing an act at The

Funny Bone in Pittsburgh. A
video of his act caught the

attention of the General Manager

of KDKA Television who was

developing a morning show to

lead into the network's (CBS)

morning news.

The result was "Wake Up with

Larry Richert." The program

featured news as well as

humorous spots and celebrity

interviews with stars such as

Robin Leach and Sammy Davis,

Jr. The show lasted for about a

year and a half until it was

dropped in order to bring more

news to the station. Richert was

also the midday host for KDKA
Radio until this fall as well.

Now he is solely into TV work

and reporting human interest

stories for Eyewitness News at

6:00 am. He said that he wants

to "find the good news" in order

to entertain people, instead of

having the news focus on the bad

aspects of society.

Along with his experiences,

Richert also told the members of

the group about things they

should know if they are

interested in broadcasting. He

said that writing skills are

important in this field as well as

any other.

He mentioned that "with

writing, you can rise in any field

if you can do it well." Richert

also suggested that people in

broadcasting should take all of

the chances that they should get,

and that one must have an inner

drive if they want to succeed in

this business as well. "In order

to survive in broadcasting, it

helps to stay flexible and that

you can adapt to change,"

Richert recommends.

As for future plans Richert

hopes to continue in TV,

hopefully in the entertainment

aspect of the business. Among
some of the goals that he

mentioned is that he would like

to work on human interst stories.

Larry Richert was brought to

this campus thanks to the work

of the National Broadcast

Society.
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Into the Streets update:
by Lisa Ijepre

Features Writer

On Saturday December 5 from

1 to 4 p.m., the members of Into

the Streets took their first plunge

into the community to provide

their services to those in need in

the Clarion community. A
plunge experience is a one time

meaningful volunteer experience

involving the participation in

various activites that are

designed to benefit the

community. A plunge volunteer

is not required to make a

commitment to the Into the

Streets organization. The only

thing a volunteer must do is

show up at the given site and

agree to give their best effort in

volunteering their services.

The December plunge was a

training session for Into the

Streets members who are known

as the coalition. The purpose of

the training session was to

enable the coalition to prepare

themselves in recruiting future

volunteers and members.

Four sites in the community

participated in this plunge.

These sites were Clarion Care

Center, Allegheny Manor,

MRMH and the Bridge House.

The 20 members who
participated were divided into

groups and sent to the sites.

Both the Clarion Care Center

and Allegheny Manor are homes

for the eldery. MRMH provides

assistance for the mentally

disadvantaged, while the Bridge

House is a temporary home for

women and children who are

victims of abuse rebuilding their

lives.

Volunteers were asked to do

such things as play bingo, read

and play games like musical

chairs with the children.

However, no matter what the

activity, each of the volunteers

were giving their most precious

and valuable gift- time. Each

volunteer reached out to another

person giving someone in need

the attention they deserve and

receiving the self-satisfaction of

making someone else feel

special. Volunteering is a

painless experience. The

sacrifice is small, but the reward

can last a lifetime.

Any Clarion University student

who is interested in taking the

plunge is encouraged to attend

the next plunge on February 20,

1993 in 248 Gemmel Student

(TTBA). Into the Streets plans

to become a volunteering

headquarters for interested

students, but it takes the

individuals to make it happen.

For more information contact

Denise Bump at 226-3995. Any

community organization that

would like to become a site is

asked to contact Lynn Haroldson

Rock news
by Amy Whittaker

Features Writer

"Rock for Wood" is a Walden

Woods benefit album. Fourteen

Boston-area bands, including

Cobalt 60, Vision Thing,

Stompbox, Robin Lane and Tree

are donating all royalties from

the album to fund-raising groups

striving to purchase Henry David

Thoreau's Walden Woods to save

it from developers.

Suzi DeMarchi, lead singer of

the Baby Animals, was involved

in a scuffle with Chris Robinson

of the Black Crowes. After a

Crowes concert in Australia,

Robinson apparently informed

DeMarchi that, "If you want to

sing lil.e a man, you've got to

have balls." Was she justified?

You be the judge. In more Black

Crowes news. Bassist Johnny

Colt was arrested for obstruction

of justice in Minneapolis. He

tried to fend off some of what he

believed to be overly aggressive

police officers from an

intoxicated fan.

With Christmas just around the

comer, you may be looking for

gifts for your favorite Red Hot

Chili Peppers fan. Well look no

further, the peppers will soon be

gracing us with "What Hits," a

collection spanning the bands

nine-year, six -album career and

of course it will contain the

horrendously overplayed single,

"Under the Bridge." Yay!

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Don CroLsley

Thurs Dec. 10 Fri Dec. 11 Sat Dec. 12

- Book Buy Back - Classes End 10 p.m. - Reading Day

(Book Center) - WCCB fund drive ends - Buck Season ends

9:00 a.m-4 p.m. - Book Buy Back

- Dance Concert (Book Center)

(LT) 8 p.m. - Dance Concert

(LT) 8 p.m.

Sun Dec. 13 Mon. Dec. 14 Tues. Dec. 15

- WCCB finals week - Final Exams Begin - Book Buy Back

broadcast begins - Book Buy Back 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

- Madrigal Dinner (Book Center) - Athletic timeout

(Marianne Tower) 6 p.m. 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. luncheon

- Catholic Campus - Doe season begins

Ministry Candlelight

Mass 7 p.m.

Wed Dec. 16 Thurs Dec. 17 Fri Dec. 18

- Book Buy Back - Book Buy Back - Final Exams End

9:00 a.m- 5:00 p.m. 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. Semester Ends 10 p.m.

- Doe season ends - Graduation practice - Book Buy Back

; •..• ..... 1

. . .-

15/1
9:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Senior exhibits on display at Sanford
by Larry McKuen
Features Writer

A trio of art exhibits by senior

bachelor of fine arts (BFA) are

scheduled to appear in Marwick

Boyd's Sanford Gallery in the

month of December.

The first exhibit by Jennifer

Mete, who presented

"Fiber/Fabrics Sculptures" from

November 30 to December 5.

"My work centers around the

wind sock idea," said Mete.

"Some of my pieces use woven

materials and some kundo

printed materials sewn together

to take the shape of what I want

to achieve. The overall effects is

a world overcome by amazing

variety of life forms yet

consistent and self-contained."

"I like to work with many
materials and ideas at different

times. Animals and people are

the inspirations that motivate me

to make things large, almost life

size," said Mete. .,,

The second of the exhibits is

by senior Gary Wiant. His

exhibit, "Ceramics," will be on

display in the gallery from

December 7-12. A reception

was held December 7 in the

gallery.

Wiant's works consist of wheel

thrown and handbuilt vessels.

They are fired low with highly

contrasting surfaces.

The final exhibit of the year is

by Kara Eshcllman. The exhibit

is of the large fabric quilts and

will be showing at the gallery

from December 13-19. The

opening reception will be held

on December 13 at 7 pm.

Support the artists of the

university and stop down at the

Sanford gallery today.

*

"Rockin in Christmas

with Pariah"

WHKKK: 91.7 KM YVCUC
WHKN: Fri. Dec. 11

1 1:00 p.m. to midnight

•Listen in In the live interview

for your chance to win prizes.

or. nv

BACK TO THE EARTH
YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL HEADQUARTERS

Musical Supplies

Hemp Products

Herbs and Spices

and more!

New Products Arriving Daily

/ <

5»V

Guaranteed

LOWER
Prices

Ph #226-0636 Located upstairs • 800 Center

9>€u4j&.Weaw* getvele*
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606 MAIN STREET, • CLARION, PENNSYLVANIA 16214

Phone 1314/226-8272
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by Chuck Shepherd

-A company in Gierloz,

Poland, earlier this year opened a

resort on the grounds of Wolf's

Lair, which was Adolf Hitler's

Nazi headquarters during his

campaign for Eastern Europe

from 1942 to 1945. The

company's president said, "Let

the historians ponder the irony."

A German newspaper called the

place, which attracts as many as

5,000 tourists a day, a "Nazi

Disneyland."

-To meet a new fashion

demand, Rusk, a Los Angeles

company, recently introduced a

product that gives clean hair the

look and feel of hair that "hasn't

been washed in three days."

-The New York Post reported in

June that Manhattan gang

leaders were selling drug dealers

exclusive sales rights on certain

street corners in Harlem for as

much as $1 million.

-The authors of the recent book

Crossing Antarctica report that

many of the 5,000 tourists who

fly in annually purchase as

souvenirs of their visit articles

that arrived with them on the

same flight.

-In October, the swallows

Hotel in Gateshead, England,

offered 11 chronic snorers a free

night's stay so that it could test

how well soundproofed the

rooms are. The hotel staff tape-

recorded the sounds coming

from the rooms and promised the

loudest snorer a prize.

-After police pulled over Kevin

Temple, 35, in a routine traffic

stop in Bronson, Florida, in

October, a police dog sniffing

the trunk became agitated. In the

trunk and backseat, officers

found the following live animals:

48 rattlesnakes, a Gila monster,

45 non-poisonous snakes, 67

scorpions, several tarantulas and

small lizards and a parrot.

Temple said they were just pets.

-In October, biologists at

China's Northwest University in

Xian reported finding a 77-

pound slimeball floating on a

river in Shaanxi province.

According to the scientists, the

slimeball, a pure white fungus,

gained 22 pounds in the first

three days the scientists observed

it, and has the ability to move

across the ground on its own.

-Three maintenance workers in

Alexandria, Indiana, fixed a

massive street-flooding problem

in October when they pulled a

200-pound hairball from a

manhole. Said one of the men,

"We thought we had a goat."

-Among the topics addressed

by the San Bernardino,

THINK
Spring

Semester
BOOKS
ON SALE NOW
at the

UNIVERSITY
BOOK
CENTER
Gemmell Complex, Payne Street

Avoid the Rush
For the Best Selection of

Used Titles, SHOP NOW!
Lshop the UBC.Where your $$$ continue to work for you!)

California county sheriff's

Department etiquette book for

deputies are the proper

procedures for how to eat a

banana (break it into pieces and

eat it with a salad fork), buffet

etiquette (don't load your plate

and don't put food back after

you take it) and fashion tips (no

cowboy hats, white sports coats

or safari jackets).

-A 38-year-old man,

unidentified in news reports, was

hospitalized in Princeton, West

Virginia, in October with

gunshot wounds. He had been

drinking beer and reported

accidentally shooting himself

three times— as he attempted to

clean each of his three guns. He

said the first shot didn't hurt, the

second "stung a little," and the

third "really hurt," prompting

him to call an ambulance.

-David Wayne Godin, 22,

drowned near Dartmouth, Nova

Scotia, in September as he was

returning from his bachelor stag

party, when his vehicle plunged

into a lake. Attached to Godin's

leg, courtesy of his friends at the

party, was an authentic ball and

chain.

-A TV Guide poll taken in

June revealed that one American

in four would not give up

television even for $1 million.

-A Navy Department employee

newsletter reported in July that

Bea Perry, a secretary with a

Navy unit in Washington, D.C.,

commutes to work daily from

her home in Trenton, New Jersey
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captured on tape, which Schmidt

turned over to the sheriff.

Among the items the burglars

were seen taking from Schmidt's

house was a box containing eight

marijuana plants. Schmidt was

charged with misdemeanor drug

possession.

-To honor Sheikh Fahad as-

Sabah, the only member of

Kuwait's royal family to die in

the 1990 Iraqi invasion, the

Kuwaiti Olympic Association

mounted the Sheikh's Lincoln

Town Car onto a marble stand,

painted the car gold, placed a

sculpted fist bursting through the

roof, and elaborately floodlit it.

-Joseph R. Shatley, 22,

committed suicide in Lexington,

North Carolina, in November by

shooting himself in the head, but

the bullet passed through him

and also killed a female friend

who had been trying to talk him

out of it.

•(C) 1992 Universal Press

Syndicate

MAGAZINE
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He Shoots. He Scores
,In his recently published autobiography, A Viewfrom Abwt, Basketball Hall of Famer

Wilt Chamberlain claims to have made love to nearly 20,000 women during the

course of his life. Here are the ramifications of that claim.

The Clarion

171 miles away. She hits the

road at 2:30 a.m. to make it to

her desk by 6:30. She has been

making the same commute, for a

variety of federal agencies in

Washington, for 25 years.

-In September, Natalie Pollock,

candidate for mayor of

Winnipeg, Manitoba, brawled

with a professional stripper on

the set of a "Jenny Jones" TV
show devoted to "women with

big breasts." Pollock claimed

the stripper became angry when

Pollock accused her of having

received artificial implants.

"She sexually assaulted me with

her breasts," said Pollock. "She

banged me with them in my
eyes."

-Michael J. Schmidt, 29, set up

a hidden video camera at his

home near Superior, Wisconsin,

in October because he had been

recently burglarized several

times and thought he could catch

the culprits in the act. The

burglars came back and were

A DISPATCH FROM

Time spent in seduction, conquest and

postcoital hygiene (at an average of 22

minutes per encounter): 7,333 hours 20

minutes, or more than 10 months

Time spent performing intercourse (at an

average of 7 minutes per encounter):

2,333 hours 20 minutes, or more than 3

months of actual thrusting

Volume of ejaculate (at 1 teaspoon per

encounter): 26 gallons

Number of sperm released (at 300

million per ejaculation): 6 trillion

Length of Wilt's women standing arm-

in-arm: 9.5 miles
f

Length of Wilt's women laid end-to-end:

20 miles

Aggregate weight of Wilt's women (at

124 pounds per woman): 2.48 million

pounds, approximately the weight of 10

727's fully loaded with fuel

Number oiGeraldo episodes required to

expand upon Wilt's prowess as a lover (4

guests per episode): 5,000, or an episode

each weekday for more than 19 years

Number of buses required to transport

Wilt's women to a Lakers game: 408

Cost of halftime refreshments (hot dog,

medium soft drink, Dove Bar) at the

Great Western I-'orum: $155,000, plus tax

Number of women projected to join the

club (assuming a life expectancy for Wilt

of 75 years, and factoring in an annual

20 percent reduction in potency): 7,008

1993 BSN
Students

Enter the Air Force immediately

after graduation-without waiting for

the results of your State Boards. You can earn

great benefits as an Air Force nurse officer.

And if selected during your senior year, you

may qualify for a five-month internship at a

major Air Force medical facility. To apply,

you'll need an overall 2.50 GPA. Serve your

country while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

The Clarion Call would

like to apologize to Mr.

CUP, Jacquez Gaines on

spelling his name
incorrectly. We would

also like to add that his

major is Physics, and

not Psychology.

Congratulations on

winning and we're sorry.

/hid/pot dog
1 7 S. 6th Ave.

Monster Lunch Special

TWO HOT DOGS
URGE DRINK
LARGE NACHOS

$2.35 + .15 TAX
MON -SAT 11 AM-3PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM

Nite Owl Special 3/$1.88
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What do you wantfor

Christmas this year?

Leonard A. Pfaff

Communication

"Subscriptions to 'The Nation* and

•The New Republic'.
1 '

MMMMNMH

Dr. Mary Ann McLaughlin

Education

"A quiet Christmas at home with my

husband."

€ALL~ON~yOU
compiled by

Scott Webster Sue Traynor

CIS

"Food for the people of Somalia."

Dr. Mary Hardwick

SCT
"A new JBJazer."

Dr. Gail Grejda

Education

"Peace in the world."

Dr. Lois I. Green

English

"A new computer lab full of IBM clones

and a laser printer."

Dr. Thomas Leavy

Geography-Earth Science

"Speedy delivery of the food to Somalia."

>,

« *

* :

f.i

•T -9

Paolo Ghisletta

Math-Psychology, Junior

"I want people to appreciate and share

what they have."

Jeff Cooke

Music Education, Senior

"1 want a box of Trojans, and some fruit

striped gum for my buddy Schreck."

/
' ' *\

; • V: 1 $ 1

jstftfik,.

o
John Kula

Political Science/History, Senior

"A 4.0, a shiny blue Porsche, and a full

scholarship to graduate school."

Jay Elias

Music Education/Marketing, Senior

"World peace, a 4.0, and Paolo's

girlfriend!"

Linard Thomas

English, Junior

"A camcorder, to capture scenes of

ignorance and stupidity on campus."

The Clarion Call - 12-10-92 - Page 15
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Doug Sheldon

Geography, Sophomore

"A 2.0, 1 hope!"

Steve Juhnke

Geography, Senior

"To marry a Zeta."

Janine Hayward

Communication, Senior

"It's a secret!!!"

Joe Cascarino

Special Education, Sophomore

"My girlfriend, in her birthday suit with a

bow on top."
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PEACE CORPS world wise Pu\
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box $9r> Washington DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 90 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

A landlocked nation in south
central Africa- once known as
Southern Rhodesia.

.1 iu/ih/ui!/ = ii.m •/ .'iil>i<iuin:nf\ c i>i.»iijihIi> • I'.u/x/f'/ / :itt>!mi"s

1. Major agricultural product of this
nation used in the production of
cigarettes.

2. A policy of strict legal segregation
of the races.

3. Neighboring nation to the east which
borders Indian Ocean.

4. Location of this nation relative to
closest ocean.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

well, IT'SNOWPAY
ITOF THE TRANSI-
TION, CAMPERS, ANP
IT'S PRETTYQUIET
OUT THERE...

\

^^ ^v THBIROWN'

TH0USANP5 OF BABYBOOM
DEMOCRATS STAMPPOISEP TO
HEEP THE SUMMONS TOGLORY

/ FROM ONEOP

^Mt Been

.

RESUMESHAVE
SENT, HINTS

HAVE BEEN PROPPEP.
NOTHING LEFT TOPOBUT
WAITFOR. .."THE CALL"/

I'MNOTSURE
5TARJN6ATIT rAN >T
MLLHBLP.

ITS OUR TURN, RICK. WE'VE
BEEN WAITING OUR WHOLELIVES
FOR A SHOTA T PUBLIC SER -

VICE. CLINTON'S ONE OF US,

THE POINTMAN FOR AN ENTIRE

6ENERA
VON'

SGXJNPS

LIKE HIGH
SCHOOL-

SORTOF.
ONLY I'VE

GOTMY
HAIR RE'
SOLVEP.

RICK, THEY HAVE TO GIVE

MEA LOOK'. ITS TRUE I
DON'THAVE MUCH POLICY
EXPERIENCE, BUT I PIPA
LOT OF THE SPAPF WORK ON
THE FAMILY LEAVE BILL'.

'S

11. 7

ALBEIT
UNVERTHE
PATRONAGE
OFA UEU'
MOWN

REPUBLICAN.

A MODERATE
REPUBLICAN i

LACEY'S PRAC-
TICALLYA
DEMOCRAT

:g;$mm:Mv\mMwM Entertainment

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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"And when the big moment comes,
here's the nursery Robert and I have fixed up."

" Over & Over A?;ain
"
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Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

9*4* S«*rK

q LoMG-RdUGfc- tUtRMo-

lHS*£a <l, I Got S°CKs
aNd. * SK'RV. Obviousbf,

toll Mix^a up Hi ORc\ER

y*iH\ SoKeonc else's

VE+S GEV WiH\ fUE JUST BECAUSE WE GWES
TWE STUFF AWM FREE ,

WE THINKS UE CM QET
Hm YUTM m IHC0M9ETEHT

ORGANIZATION. -*

LOOK. AT TVWS GREAT
SNOWBALL.' I'D SURE
LUCE TO PASTE SOMEONE
UPSIDE TWE UEM) YHTM \T.

...BUT I FIGURE EACH
SNOWBALL I THROW
MEANS I'LL GET ONE
LESS PRESENT FROM

SANTA.

I WISH I KNEW IF

SANTK WAS BR\NG\NG

WE ANN UNDERWEAR.

\

THEN UA4E SNOWtAAKlHG
MACHINES THAT CAN
COMER A WHOLE H\LLS\DE

NOU CAN REtf

OH THE WEATUFR
LAKE EMERN OTVO

K\D.

Uncommon Sense by Chris Soltesz

4 V

Step ^ I * n Co^"tnol|iV»3 ttM$c_

Fire Ma^mj

by Lany White

Your Horoscope

Dec 13 thru 19

SC0KP1OSKNOWH0WTO
K6EPASttR*TB&ST-
THAT'5 WHY MANY OF
THEM WORK IN FIELPS

OF INVESTIGATION MP
RESEARCH. CANCER ANP

Pt$CB5 ARE ALSO 600P
ATN0TREVEALIN6ANY
THING YOU TELL THEM
IN CONPIPBNCE.

LARfct'
WHITE-

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
Worthwhile opportunities open for

alert entrepreneurs as Mercury planet

of adaptability moves into Sagittarius

sign ofoptimism. Love and sorialplanet

Venus in good aspect to Jupiter indi-

cate if you're out and around, some-

thing very nice could happen. Best day

for Luck: Sunday. For Love: Thursday.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

This is the time to get rid of all that is

useless in your life.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

A belated present or bonus may be

headed your way for a past kindness.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Discuss the possibility with someone

you trust for new joint interests.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

Don't hesitate to adopt new ideas if you

believe them to be more effective.

LEO Ju|y 24 ' Au9ust 23

Arrangeschedule for fun and good times

over next few weeks.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Take advantage of all opportunities of-

fered over next few weeks. Good as-

pects indicate period could be reward-

ing.

LIBRA. Sept24-Oct23

For those looking for opportunity this is

the time to seek new faces.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

Opportunities that may have been in

limbo should become active again.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23Dec21

Explore the local scene forways tochan :

net skills more productively.

CAPRICORN. Dec22-J»20

Expectations should find fulfillment in

dvic or career matters.

AQUARIUS - Ja«2i-Febi9

Humanitarian work will benefit your-

self as well as others.

PISCES Feb2O-March20

Attention should be directed towards

dvic or career opportunities.

FREE Numerology "Personal Year' report ofwhat to expect in youryear ahead. Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR m(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box TIT, Manchester. N.H. 03105

Over & Over Again"

Weekly Crossword
By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 Wing part

5 Don't (an Into _ .

10 Typcofexam

14 Grean fruit

15 Lariat

16 Assert

17 Exaggerates

id Mad fiddler

20 -Tin-Tin

21 French river

22 Holy

24 Calculating snakes ?

26 Packed

28 Venal network

30 Exceeded the estimated

costs

33 Church singers

36 S. A. mountain range

36 Former heavyweight

champ

39 Possess

40 Actor's trophy

41 Ugly duckling ?

42 Be indebted to

43 Not secret

44 MissQ

45 Solve

47 Italian city

49 Thinly scattered

51 Examined

55 Saw

57 Girt

59 Press org. ,

60 Idol

61 Took earn counts

64 Machine gun

65 Scandinavian

66 Observed

67 Susan's nickname

68 Mr John Jones ot

69 Helper Abbtev

DOWN
1 Fauna's cousm

2 Enraged

3 Correct

4 For each

5 Van Gogh, eg

6 Arternoon parties

7 Deserves

8 Consumed

9 Jewish hohdoy

10 Zodiac sign

1

1

Exceeds the bank balance

12 Simple

13 Push

1 8 More painful

23 Reverences

25 Pennsylvania port

27 Up to now:2 wds

29 Artists stands

31 Jai

43 Egg shaped

44 Orficeneed

46 _ _ lor your thoughts

48 Purtoined

50 Roger Film critic

52 Follows alti and am

53 Fencing swords

54 Did not

55 Baby's protectors

56 Beige

58 Estimating words

62 TV knob

63 Grey Botanist

32

33

34

35

Baseball team

En-lai

Actress Goldie

Calushta

37 Nat Cash Register

40 Cooked tun nu.iti

41 Takes to court

C 1W: AJI hiihu r«ervrd C.KK Ai»uciates

P.O. Bo»46I.Schentcuid>, NY 12301
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Dance concert scheduled for tonight
'

by Ms. Huffman

Contributing Writer

Dance has been used for

centuries for story telling media,

religious media, for ancient

cultures and for tribal rituals,

today's dance has advanced to

entertainment, for recreation and

for expression of one's body.

Clarion's annual dance concert

will perform "Trip the Light

Fantastic" on Dec. 10 and 11 at

8p.m. in Marwick-Boyd Little

Theatre to "express the art of

entertaining."

There will be 70 dancers to

perform. The dancers are

students, one professor and a

community member. Students

who take a dance class are

required to participate in the

event by dancing, passing out

programs or helping with setting.

Ms. Marilouise Michel is the

director of the program. She is

an assistant professor of speech

communication and theatre.

Michel has choreographed half

of the dances for the concert,

while student and community

members are designing the other

half of the performance. Dr.

William Kennedy, instructor of

speech communication and

theatre is serving as technical

director.

A night of food,

annual Madrigal
by Megan Casey

Features Writer

Searching for a unique way to

get in the holiday spirit? The

fifteenth annual Madrigal dinner

on Sunday December 13 at 6:00

p.m. could be just what you have

been looking for.

The dinner will take place at

the Clarion Castle (old Marianne

Towers) at Routes 322 and 66.

The hall will be decorated in the

spirit of an old english feast.

Alter the dinner. Clarion's

Madrigal Singers will present a

concert made up of Renaissance,

Baroque and Modern Madrigal

music. A madrigal is a song

written for a small group and

performed without musical

Michel is very pleased with

the interest and growth of the

concert. "
I am gratified to see

the interest in dance and happy

that 1 am able to have everyone,

who wants to do so, perforin,"

she said.

There is no dance major

offered at Clarion, but a

Theatre/Dance minor is. Michel

said, "Taking the classes

enhances the theatre program

and compliments the acting on

campus."

This year the seating

configuration has changed to

hold 100 more seats to

accomodate for the standing

crowds in previous years.

Tickets for the concert are S5 for

adults, $4 for children and CUP
students admitted free with valid

I.D.

"Dance is growing in

popularity, both in participants

and viewers. This year's concert

will last approximately two

hours and include jazz, lyrical

jazz, modern dance, tapdance

and songs from popular

Broadway musicals. The music

will range from George

Gershwin to Garth Brooks. We
can guarantee something for

everyone", said Michel.

song and fun,

dinner planned
accompaniment. Madrigals are

based on sixteenth and early

seventeenth century fables.

The Madrigal singers are

looking forward to the concert,

which has become a highlight of

Clarion's Christmas season.

Jason Knott, who will be

giving his fourth performance

said, "The performance after

dinner is my favorite part, and

just being someone else for a

night. It's a lot of fun."

If you're looking for an

interesting and enjoyable way to

spend the holidays, tickets for

the Madrigal dinner can be

purchased by calling the Clarion

Castle at 226-880<T Prices are

$15 adults, S6 children under 12.

r FREE
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

>
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Pictured above is just one of the many groups that will be appearing in the annual dance

show, "Trip the Light Fantastic." The show will include music varying from Gershwin to

Garth Brooks, so there is something to see for all.

Seasonal choir concert a hit
by Eric Jones

Features Writer

CUP students and staff who

were eager to experience the

holiday season attended the

university's concert choir

"Classic" Christmas Concert last

Tuesday evening in die Marwick

Boyd Auditorium.

Mr. Milulin Lazich, associate

professor of music, conducted

the featured selection created by

the former musical legend

Johann Sebastian Bach. The

selection is called "Cantata #147

Herzund Mund and Tat un

Leber" (Heart and Voice and

Deed of Life).

Among some of the musicians

that performed were Julianne

Laird (soprano) of Indiana, Janet

Berberian (alto) of CUP. Patrick

Ishler (tenor) of CUP and Dr.

John McLean (baritone) of CUP.

The Clarion University

Concert Choir performed various

selections of different languages.

Among some of the selections

performed were Richard

Wagner's "Wach Auf" Chorale,

David Eddleman's "Hanukkah"

and Philip Kern's traditional

arrangement of "God Rest You

Merry Gentlemen."

The choir's performance was

filled with artful melodies and

harmonies uniquely blended

together.

Soprano, Allison Esprosito

performed a nice solo of "O

Holy Night" that prepared the

audience for the Christmas Carol

Sing-along that followed.

• Lazich, who conducted the

chorus' performance, encouraged

the audience to join-in as the

chorus sang Christmas classics

like, "O Little Town of

Bethlehem," "Hark, the Herald

Angels Sing" and "Silent Night."

The concert was a showcase

for classical cultural music and

Christmas songs guaranteed to

spark up the Christmas spirit in

all those who attended.

DEATH OF
SUPERMAN'

Trade paperback

on sale now at:

COMIC BOOKS 101

15 S. 6th Ave.

Clarion, PA
227-2544

Get Your

Copy Today!!

Hrs: Mon-Sat. Noon-5:30, Fritill7
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Golden Eagles survive early quizzes,

face test versus Gannon on Saturday
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

The Clarion Men's Basketball

team has taken a different

approach to its non-conference

scheduling this season. Instead

of entering PSAC play at 13-0

after beating up schools like

Miscricordia and Lake Erie, the

Golden Eagles opted to face a

much tougher schedule to begin

the 1992-93 campaign. The

result, a 4-2 start, a Herculean

test against nationally ranked

Gannon on Saturday, and

immeasurable big game

experience leading into the

grueling PSAC schedule.

With some demanding

contests already behind him,

head coach Ron Righter is happy

with the way the team has

responded. "If someone would

have told me going in that we

would be 4-2 at this point, I

would have been pleased,"

Righter explained. "Playing an

early season schedule such as

this will only help us. It was

definitely the correct move."

The season began at Gannon,

and the Eagles could not have

selected a more formidable

opponent to open with than the

Golden Knights. The Knights

began the game by drilling nine

of their first ten shots and

coasted out to a comfortable 46-

22 halftime advantage. Clarion

kept chipping away at the lead

but could never get closer than

Thomas Aquinas to town. After

Bloomsburg defeated Ashland in

game one of the tourney, the

Eagles met St. Thomas in the

nightcap of day one.

The Spartans entered the game

at 4-0, but the shooting of Roy

Bumoskey and Kwame Morton

directed the New York school

toward Saturday's consolation

game. The tandem connected on

20 of their 29 field goal attempts

including 12 out of 16 from three

point territory in leading the

Eagles to a 92-59 victory.

Bloomsburg was all that stood

between Clarion and a free sub.

Kwame Morton was hungry.

Morton tickled the twine for 34

while Bumoskey and Dave

Wojciechowski ate up 22 a piece

in leading the Eagles to a 106-90

victory and the Subway/KFC

championship. Chris Boone

provided a pleasant surprise off

the bench by snatching 13

rebounds in helping send the

Huskies home with their first

loss. Morton was selected as the

tournament's Most Valuable

Player while Bumoskey and

Wojciechowski were named to

the All-Tournament Team.

• The Eagles put their 2-1 record

on the line in Millersville on the

last day of November. Neither

team seemed bashful when it

came to putting up shots as the

two teams combined for 200

points. Unfortunately for the

Golden Eagles, Millersville

"We're on a roll and

we 're looking forward to

Saturday.

"

-Roy Bumosky
1 1 , and the Eagles fell 79-63.

The Subway/Kentucky Fried

Chicken Classic was next on the

Golden Eagles' agenda. The

tournament, which was held in

the friendly confines of Clarion's

Tippin Gymnasium, welcomed

Ashland, Bloomsburg, and St.

scored 111 of them.

The 22 point defeat placed the

Eagles at 2-2 as they prepared

for their December 5 meeting

with the University of Pittsburgh

at Johnstown. The Mountain

Cats kept clawing their way back

into the contest after it seemed

A tall order- Clarion center Ian

that the Eagles had built a fairly

comfortable lead, and at the half,

UPJ only trailed by six. Quality

minutes by ?'2" Ian Whyte and

Boone, along with clutch foul

shooting down the stretch

preserved a hard fought 85-78

conquering of UPJ. Morton

splashed in 31 while Bumoskey

added 22, but the Clarion inside

game emerged as a powerful

force with the play of Whyte,

Boone, and the 19 rebound

performance of Steve Branch.

The inside game again proved

dominant in Clarion's 90-55

defeat of Hilbert. Branch

bruised his way to a career high

24 points while pulling down

seven rebounds, and front-line

mate Boone slammed down 16,

seizing 13 errant shots.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Whyte will be asked to shut down Gannon's inside game.

Bumoskey and Morton with an artful manipulation of

maintained their scoring

consistency by pouring in 18 and

17 points respectively, as the

Eagles find their record at 4-2

and now carry a two game

winning streak into Saturday's

rematch with Gannon.

Three weeks ago Gannon

quickly jumped out to a

commanding lead, forcing the

Eagles into poor shot selection.

Righter believes that with a few

key adjustments, the Eagles

offensive execution could very

well place the Knights in

checkmate. "We must be patient

and reverse the ball," Righter

explained. "You get execution

by reversing the ball."

Gannon runs the Princeton

Tigers' style of half-court offense

the 45-second shot clock. On

several possessions, the Knights

forced Clarion to play 35-40

seconds of hard-nosed defense

and then located a wide open

cutter for a lay-up. Righter plans

to show the Knights some

different defensive looks on

Saturday afternoon. "We need to

keep them off balance by

changing defenses and limiting

them to one shot," added

Righter.

When asked about the

upcoming Gannon game,

Bumoskey exclaimed "We're on

a roll and we're looking forward

to Saturday." Righter simply

said, "We'll be ready." Tipoff is

set for 1 p.m. at Waldo S. Tippin

Gymnasium.
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Golden Eagles at 80 percent clip to open season Golden Eagle grapplers impressive at Rock
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

If you had asked Clarion

University women's basketball

head coach Margaret "Gie"

Parsons two days ago about her

team's early season performance,

she may have answered

differently. But in asking her

that question after Tuesday

night's victory at Mercyhurst,

she responded by saying, "we're

back!"

The Clarion women defeated

host Mercyhurst, 112-85, on

Tuesday to improve their overall

record to 4-1. Sophomore
forward Carlita Jones set two

school records with 43 points

and 19 field goals made in the

27-point lopsider.

Parsons was especially pleased

with the return of the defense in

the victory. When the Golden

Eagles' defense is on, the fast

break is on and they're whole

game is on.

The Golden Eagles didn't have

to worry so much about defense

when they started their season

off on November 20-21 in the

Clarion Classic. The 1991-92

Golden Eagles scored over 100

points 11 times, but never

reached the astronomical figures

that this year's version did that

weekend. The Eagles won the

tournament with two straight

victories, outscoring their

opponents 286-118.

In the first round of the

Classic, the Golden Eagles

hosted Westminster. The Clarion

women must have been itching

to open this year's campaign

because once they stepped onto

the court, they never stopped

gunning. By the end of the

contest, Clarion had broken a

school-record for their largest

margin of victory with an 86-

point, 148-62, victory. Clarion

fashioned it's new and improved

inside game with the help of

freshman Mona Gaffney and the

sophomore Jones. Displaying an

immense amount of confidence,

Jones led Clarion in scoring with

30 and chipped in 12 boards

against Westminster. Gaffney

had 25 points and a game-high

24 boards. Co-captain Susannc

Adams added 24 more points,

five steals and set a new school

record by tickling the twine with

six threes in six attempts.

Melissa Barncttc dished out 13

assists in the opener.

In the Classic's championship

game, the Golden Eagles

probably led the visiting Bethany

College before the game even

started. The Clarion women

almost broke their own record of

the largest margin of victory in a

game with an 82-point, 138-56,

victory to capture the "Run up

everyone's stats" tourney. This

time, Shannon Coakley led the

way with 26 points as she was 8-

12 from three-point country (a

country in which the Golden

Eagles probably own by now).

Gaffney and Jones impressed

again by combining for 41 points

and 21 boards. Leatha Dudeck

also did a little painting,

grabbing 10 bounds. Barnette

added nine assists and five

steals. Amy Coon hit the net for

16 points.

Jones was named the

tournament's MVP. Gaffney and

Dudeck joined her on the All-

tournament team.

Even though they had already

put up over 200 shots in their

first two games, the Clarion

women may not have been

prepared for the University of

Pitt-Johnstown on December 5.

Clarion fell to the Division II

powerhouse, 69-58.

"We had a ten day rest before

we traveled to UPJ, they may
have been more mentally ready,"

said Parsons. "Nobody came to

play that day."

Gaffney led Clarion with 18

points and eight rebounds. Jones

added 14 points and eight

boards. The three point shot just

didn't fall as the UPJ defense

pressured that aspect of CUP's

game all night long. The Golden

Eagles shot only 19 percent (5-

26) from three-point land and 33

percent overall. Clarion's

defense stepped up in the second

half, but the team still fell 11

points short.

Three days later (December 8),

the Golden Eagles took out their

early December frustrations on

Gannon with a 93-78 win. Jones

continued to spark the Eagles

with 22 points (8-11 from the

floor) and 11 boards. Coon
added 16 points, five three-

pointers. Barnette and Coakley

had four steals each for the

defense.

The Golden Eagles currently

stand at 4-1 on the season but

will not be back home until the

middle of January. They are in

I

File photo

No sophomore jinx here- Forward Carlita Jones is averaging 25.4 points and 9.6 rebounds
through five games.

the midst of seven road games in

a row. Parsons is hoping that a

difficult road schedule (only

eight contests at home all season

long) will prepare Clarion for the

playoffs at the end of the season,

which are on the road.

Clarion has found the "missing

piece of the puzzle" that it

needed last year in a

tremendously improved inside

game. Gaffney was named the

PSAC-West "Rookie of the

Week" last week and is

averaging 19 points and 13.5

rebounds a game for the season.

Jones has won Clarion's "Player

of the week" honor twice already

and is averaging 25 points a

game for the season. The inside

game should open up the outside

for Coon, Coakley and company

more and more each game.

With the improved inside

game, more experience and a

little chemistry, the Golden

Eagles could go a long way. But

Parsons can't compare this team

to her teams of the two previous

years. She said that it would be

unfair. But she can say that the

chemistry could be a little better.

She was quick to point out that

chemistry is contagious.

The Clarion women are at

Ashland today and won't be

back home until January 13

when they host Mercyhurst.

*
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Key man- Clarion's Moss Grays won 2 matches at the Slippery Rock Duals at 150-pounds.

Grays is coming back from a shoulder injury that forced him to sit out all of 1991-92.

by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

Clarion University's Division I

wrestling team opened their

1992-93 season against #5

ranked Arizona State on

November 21 and dropped a

close contest to the heavy

favorites, 23-15. This past

Sunday, the Golden Eagles

bounced back to go 4-0 at the

Slippery Rock Duals.

118-pounder Luke Shocklee

started off the "Jack Davis Era"

of Golden Eagle wrestling with a

14-7 victory over Scott

Schluchter of Arizona State.

After dropping the next five

matches to the Sun Devils and

falling behind 17-3, Clarion won

three out of the last four matches

to make the contest close.

Shawn Armbrust won an

exciting match at 167-pounds, 7-

6, over Dwight Holcomb. One

of the best matches of the night

as far as the Golden Eagles are

concerned was Chris Shaw's

OT victory over Dan Henderson,

Arizona State's Olympian. Rob

Sintobin won by forfeit at the

heavyweight position but it was

still not enough for Clarion as

they lost a close one.

"Despite inexperience, this

team really wrestled well against

Arizona State," said new head

coach Jack Davis in his first

match.

Chris Guarlotti fell 5-2 at

134-pounds and Moss Grays fell

5-3 at 150-pounds, in close

decisions. A few breaks may

have spelled an upset win for the

unranked Eagles.

The Golden Eagle grapplers

traveled to Slippery Rock on

Sunday to wrestle in a dual meet.

The Golden Eagles gave Davis

"exactly what he was looking

for" in going 4-0 with victories

over The Rock, Gannon,

Duquesne and the defending

Division III national champions

from Brockport. The Eagles

defeated Brockport, 32-9,

Slippery Rock, 28-15, Duquesne,

32-9 and Gannon, 31-6.

18 different wrestlers

competed for Clarion on the day,

11 of whom were freshman and

sophomores.

Chad Billy had victories

against Gannon and Duquesne.

He outscored Matt Scripps of

Gannon, 10-7, and pinned Dan

Higgins of Duquesne in 2:38.

Guarlotti won two of four

matches on the day, both at the

134-pound position. His

victories also came against

Gannon and Duquesne. Dan

Fox, Dan Cole, Grays, Nick

Pendolino and Joel Gilbert also

won two matches on the day for

the Golden Eagles. Fox won

against his Gannon and

Duquesne opponents at 142-

pounds. Cole, at 150-pounds,

also won his matches against

Gannon and Duquesne. Grays,

also at 150-pounds, won his two

matches against Slippery Rock

and Gannon. Gilbert was

victorious twice, against Gannon

and Brockport.

Sintobin and Dan Payne were

the biggest winners on the day

for Clarion. Sintobin was 3-0

with victories at heavyweight

against Duquesne, Slippery Rock

and Brockport. The co-captain

Payne wrestled against every

team and came away with four

victories. He had two decision

victories at 177-pounds over

SRU and Brockport, as well as

earning a forfeit victory at this

weight against Duquesne. Payne

defeated Tom Tracy of Gannon

at 190-pounds for his fourth

victory of the day.

Buck O'Korn, J.J. Konigus,

Shocklee, Paul Antonio and

Scott Carr also added victories

on the day for Clarion.

The only thing on Sunday that

displeased Davis was that he said

Clarion lost five matches that

they should have won. "We
have to work on winning the

matches that we are supposed to

win and then taking away a few

matches that we aren't supposed

to win," said Davis.

The Golden Eagle wrestlers

have their hands full this

Saturday when they host West

Virginia and Ohio State. WVU
is a top twenty team and Ohio

State is a potential national

champion.

Fox's Pizza Den
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small taco pizza
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A final look at Golden Eagle football, by the numbers
by Hen Vcssa

Assistant Sports Editor

football commentary

Before we say goodbye to this

magical football season, let's

take a look back at what the

1992 Golden Eagle football team

accomplished in their road to the

PSAC-Wcst championship, by

the numbers.

0- The number of victories

Clarion could boast of after four

games.

1- The national ranking at one

time of New Haven and

Westminster, two of Clarion's

four losses.

2- Clarion's final ranking in both

rushing offense and passing

offense.

3- Sean Spencer.

4- The number of Tim Myers

touchdown passes vs. IUP.

5- The number of interceptions

on the season by Brad Kline.

6- The number of Tim Myers

touchdown passes vs. Slippery

Rock.

7- The number of tackles by

kicker Paul Cramer.

8- Clarion's lead after one

quarter at Slippery Rock due to

the extra point specialist

catching some extra sleep?

9- The number of years since

Clarions last PSAC title.

10- The number of letters in

Gene Sobolewski's last name.

12.1- Marlon Worthy's punt

return average.

14- Number of seconds it took

for Clarion to answer a Slippery

Rock touchdown that had cut the

lead to five.

21- Rushing yards allowed vs.

SRU.

23- Points scored by Clarion on

three separate occasions.

27- Pass completions for Myers

vs. IUP.

27.7- Clarion's average points

scored per game.

27.8- Clarion's average points

given up per game.

36- Number of carries by Art

Gregory vs. Lock Haven.

48- The number of points scored

by each of the Eagles' first two

opponents!

60- Record setting number of

receptions in a season for Tim

Brown.

67- The number of yards Worthy

scampered on his punt return TD
vs. SRU.

68- The number of people he

made miss him during the

runback.

166- Rushing yards by Jay

Tonini vs. Lock Haven.

404- Total rushing yardage for

Damien Henry.

686- Total rushing yardage for

Jay Tonini.

688- Total rushing yardage of

those who outran Public Safety

while trying to tear down the

goal posts after IUP win.

2341- Tim Myers record-setting

season of passing yardage.

1993- Next year.

«r *
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CHAMPS- The Golden Eagles overcame all odds to win

their final six games and the PSAC-West title.

SEC owes postseason bonanza to PSAC t i

Birmingham, Ala. (AP)-

Maybe the Southeastern

Conference should send a

percentage of the profits to an

NCAA Division II league in

Pennsylvania.

A rule passed in 1987 at the

urging of the Pennsylvania State

Athletic Conference allowed the

SEC to play its first football

championship game on Saturday.

Number two ranked Alabama

(12-0) played number 12 ranked

Florida (84) at Legion Field in a

game that drew more than

80,000 people and raised some

$7 million for the SEC and its

schools.

"How about sending a few

bucks up here?" quipped Todd

Eberle, commisioner of the 14-

team Pennsylvania league.

The PSAC began playing a

title game in 1960 between its

Eastern and Western division

champions. NCAA rules

allowed only 11 games, so teams

had to limit their schedule to 10

games while leaving an open slot

in case they reached the title

game.

"We asked the NCAA what we

could do about this, was there a

waiver or an exception, and they

said no," Eberle said.

The rule finally adopted in

1987 provided that a conference

with 12 or more teams could

divide into two divisions and

play an extra game to decide its

football champion.

The rule was never rescinded,

and that proved to be the

loophole by the SEC when it

wanted to play a championship

game. South Carolina and

Arkansas joined the league this

season, and the SEC was split

into two six-team divisions.

"The people who voted on the

rule never dreamed that it would

be used for what it's being used

for now," Eberle said. "They

just thought they were helping

out some conference in

Pennsylvania and it happened to

be very big."

Southwest Conference

commissioner Fred Jacoby

remembers when the rule was

passed, that its sponsor, West

Chester athletic director Dick

Yoder, said it would only apply

to the Pennsylvania league and

possibly one other Division II

conference.

"It was clear to me that the

limitation was just for Division

II for their playoffs," said

Jacoby, who asked the NCAA to

look at the rule after the SEC
announced its championship

game plans.

The NCAA allowed the

game to proceed, prompting

speculation that other

conferences will join the rush to

expand so they can add a

championship game.
I

GOOD LUCK ON
FINALS

Have a safe and happy

break and holiday
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Barry is getting on even Santa's nerves
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle

all the way. Oh what fun it is to

see millionaires acting like jerks

and still getting paid.

Ho! Ho! Ho! Merry

Christmas (freedom of the

press?) to all! I'm throwing out a

special Merry X-Mas to a few

celebrities in the sports world.

To all of those who actually

think that they are above

everyone and everything else.

But before I actually extend that

Christmas greeting, I am going

to remind them that they are not

above God or Santa Claus, for

that matter. Don't be surprised if

Santa leaves a lump of coal in

some of your stockings this

Christmas for being a bad little

boy or girl. Here are a few

sports celebs that I am going to

recommend get a lump of coal.

What they really deserve is a

spanking.

Deion Sanders- How dare he

make a commercial with Dennis

Leary depicting himself as Deion

Sander Claus. Sure you can run

back a punt 96 yards or hit a Tim

Belcher heater out of Fulton

County Stadium, but there is no

way in the name of the North

Pole that you could ever deliver

presents to little boys and girls

all over the world in a helicopter.

You're too slick to be Sander

Claus, you might get hair gel all

over little Jimmy's toy train.

Stick to baseball and football and

commercials and clothes! Santa

should spank your little candy

ass. I'm going to recommend a

big chunk of coal. Never

impersonate an original.

Barry Bonds- Speaking of

impersonating an original, Barry,

BOOK BUYBACK

*Paying highest prices*

Buying more titles*

BOOKSMITH TRADING
624 Main St.

Clarion, PA
(Next to the Post Office)

Now thru Dec. 18, 1992

Mon. thru Fri. - 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Saturday - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Booksmith Trading

you are no Willie Mays. Willie

was one of the greatest baseball

players of all time. I don't care

how good you think you are or if

Willie is your godfather.

Respect the fact that you'll never

be that good. Santa has some

examples: Bonds has never had

more than 156 hits in a season,

from 1954-65, Mays never had

less than 171. Bonds has never

hit more than 34 homers, Mays

had 10 seasons of 35 or more.

Bonds still doesn't have 1,000

career hits or 200 career

homeruns, Mays had 3,283 hits

and 660 homers. Bonds is

almost 30 years old, not much

time left to become Willie Mays

Jr. If Santa could talk to Barry

personally, he would probably

tell him to respect his elders. Oh

yeah, and it's not about the

money? $43 million dollars

could probably solve Somalia's

hunger problem. Santa should

spank you too, but you'd

probably charge him for it. A
chunk of coal for Barry.

Dennis Rodman: The worm

seems to have a concentration

problem. He doesn't want to

play hoops anymore. Or does

he? Or doesn't he? I'll tell you

what Dennis, there are a million

people who would give their

lives to play for one second in

the NBA. And you don't feel like

it? Please quit right now

because you are shaming the

sport of basketball. If I had your

talent. . . You deserve a chunk of

coal.

Mike Ditka- It's not really

Santa's place to judge people, so

I'll do it for him in this case.

Ditka is nothing but a child in a

man's body. He can't seem to

control himself. Refusing to

cooperate with fans or the

media? People who can make or

break him. "The audible?" "The

news conference?" Picking a

fight with a radio caller? Ditka

will probably have a temper

Not Willie Mays- Santa was a

imitation from the real thing.

tantrum when he wakes up on

Christmas morning, finding a

big lump of coal in his stocking.

And the rumors that he may

leave Chicago to coach at the

college level (Pitt)? How could

he coach at the college level?

He would kill 18-year-olds if he

can't handle professionals.

Eric Lindros- If Lindros really

did beat up that women in a bar

the other night, then he deserves

to be whipped by Santa. But

even if he didn't, he deserves a

chunk of coal for not living up to

expectations. The great one?

You haven't done anything that

would even remotely compare

you to Wayne Gretzky. Or Mario

Lemeiux. This million dollar

man will have to buy his own

presents this year. Good luck at

your court case on December 14,

you flop.

Scotty Bowman- The Pittsburgh

Penguins coach will get a little

chunk of coal from Santa this

£24 Main Stmt Omritm

Stehle's

File photo

big Giants fan and can tell an

year. He didn't beat anyone up

in a bar or challenge anybody to

a fight, but Santa knows that he's

been naughty, not nice. In his

quest to get Mario Lemeiux a

scoring title and perhaps another

MVP award, he left Mario on the

ice during a power play in the

third period with the Pens

crushing the Sharks. One shot to

that back and Santa will not be

delivering any more Stanley

Cups to Pittsburgh. Use your

head. Lemeiux did have seven

points on the night though.

And finally, the biggest buffoon

of all.

Marge Schott- If the

accusations are true about

Schott's racist remarks, then

Santa should skip her too this

Christmas. Calling Dave Parker

a "million dollar nigger?"

Calling people "Jap," "money

grubbing jew?" That won't get

on Santa's good side. Well,

Santa would never say this,

Marge, but has anybody ever

called you a "fatso?" How 'bout

a "racist?"

Merry Christmas to all and to

all a good break!

Mini-storage
3mi from CUP - Intersection 322 & 66

Shippenville, Pa 16254

5x7' space - $21.20 per month

5'xlO' space - $26.50 per month

Deposit required - Larger spaces available

Access 7 days a week

Phone (814) 226-9122

The deadline
for filing a
Change of

Status form for

the nursing
class beginning
fall 1993 is

Tuesday,
December I 5,

/992.
i m
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The Best of 1992

OUCH!!! Clarion's Sean Spencer (3) shows IUP

receiver JeMone Smith what it feels like to be

run over by a speeding freight train. Spencer

played an integral role in Clarion's defense this

Quarterback Tim Myers (14)

broke Clarion's single season

passing record with 2,342 yards,

helping hoist the Golden Eagles

to the PSAC- West

championship. Myers was

named "PSAC Player of the

Week" during the last week of the

season.

season.

Eldridge Ponder finished the season

with 50 solo tackles, 26 tackle assists,

2 fumbles recovered and 1 1 passes

broken-up.
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Looking Back on a

Killer Season...

Frank Andrews (5) and

the Clarion "D"...

possibly the most

dangerous group of men

that ever walked the

face of the planet. The

defense played tough all

season, and in the end, it

paid off for them.

Clarion held IUP to only

26 points, which is not

an easy task.

' /

A good reason to smile... Marlon

Worthy finished the season with 32

catches for 607 yards and eight

touchdowns, one of which was on a

punt return.

Jay "The Bulldozer" Tonini plowed his

way through 10 different defenses to

rack up a season final of 672 yards,

making him Clarion's leading rusher.
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XUNGENSMITH'S
DRUG STORES Inc.

CLARION - 800 Medical Ctr., 226-8281 |

f
Registerfor Free

Stereo Giveaway

MoCiday

Cfift 6fuide

I

Toremost Straight-Line ^
Christmas Lights

Clear or Multi-Color 50 ct.

Bring this completed registration form into

|Klingensmith's Drug Store Before Dec. 16, 1992

for your chance to win a AM/FM/FM stereo

radio cassette recorder with bass boost, full

Istereo perfomance w/4 speaker sound system,

(AC/DC operation w/recharge capability using

optional battery sticks. No purchase necessary.

'This form can only be obtained from the Dec.

1 10th, 1992 edition of the Clarion Call.

Name
^Address

I

\Phone I

^^» ^mm ^mm « ^m mm mmm mmm mmm mmm \*S

A C

AE

I
iITi'i-:T--t- $1 .99

Hershey f

s

Candy
Kisses, Kisses w/almond,

Rolos, Reese's Peanut

Butter Mini Cups, York

Peppermint Patties,

Almond Joy and Mounds
\MJniatures-9 oz. bag

Grand Awards Super
Value Christmas Cards
Assorted designs, 30 count.

Old Time Santa

Ornament or Christmas

Tree Drape w/sparkles

Your Choice

ONLY

a

99J

Christmas Tin Mail Box
3 designs. Can be filled with candy,

cookies or nuts or given as a gift!

Your Choice!

m\ .99

Plastic Santa

Door Cover

ONLY
/

I i
' '. ' »

$2.79
6 Foot Extension

Cords
ONLY

[$1.19

M & M Holiday
Candies
Plain,

Peanut or

Almond 14 oz.

Chuckles Gum
Candies
Christmas Trees,

Spice Drops or -^ -^
Ju jubes 9 oz. bag uQA

LIFESAVERS
Story

Book
w/FREE A<j (-Q

^ornament y I ,Qg/

j^^ 990

1
fc fFlocked

'34W;

yYour Choice!

Velvet 16"

Red Bow
ONLY99ft

30" Holiday
Gift Wrap now

35 sq. ft.

single roll

Canoe After Shave
or Cologne

4 ounce

YOUR
CHOICE $9.99 YOUR

^CHOICE

Santa {H^
Coca Cola

™
Bottle Cap or Picture

rame Ornament j

Mickey Mouse
17" Christmas

Stocking only

2 Designs to QQ^
choose form \J\JyJ

Holiday Garland
20' Banded in

Asst. Colors

$1 .99

Jovan White Musk^
Spray or Musk

7/8 ounce Cologne

2
f Table"

Top Tree
W/burlap base

and velvet bow

$6,99y

Bob's Candy
Canes
Regular - 12 ct

or Sugar Free

- 2 oz. bag

r
VI

1
Multi-Spoof) 8

i

i
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(TIMEX Watches
Men's #44011

Ladies' #37221 ™
Your Choice!

$1 7.99

Holiday Gift

Ribbon

99ft

fkoliday Gift Boxesl g
White or Traditional

•Robe Size -2 Pk.

• Shirt Size - 3 Pk.

^YOUR CHOICE 990
Super Value
Holiday Gift"ap

$2.99
8 Rolls

120 sq. ft J

890

Icicle Light Set
Clear or

Multi-Color

20 count

S^ Offers Good While Supplies Last

$3.99

$*»

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^^^

Help Wanted
Campus Reps Wanted***

Heatwave vacations

Spring Break 1993

The best rates and the biggest

commissions. For more information, call

1-800-395-WAVE.

$$$Free Travel & Resume experience!!

Individuals and student organizations

wanted to promote spring break. Call the

nations leader. Inter-Campus programs.

1-800-327-6013.

NANNIES NEEDED
Live-in child care positions available now

on the East Coast. Earn $175-250/week

plus benefits & free room/board. Call The

Perfect Nanny-1-800-882-2698.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching English abroad.

Japan and Taiwan. Make $2,000-$4,0<)0+

per month. Many provide room & board +

other benefits! Financially & Culturally

rewarding! For International Employment

program and application, call the

International Employment Group: (206)

632-1146 ext.J5246.

NANNY POSITIONS

Out of school? Want a great job with a

great salary? White House Nannies invites

you to enjoy the excitement of living in

the nation's capitol. Be part of the

transition team for 1993! We have great

child-care jobs with the best families in the

Maryland, Virginia and Washington DC.

areas. Room and board, high salaries, one

year committment. College preferred.

Current references. Call (301) 654-1242.

Earn Cash For College

Full time earnings for part-lime work.

Dependable, self-motivated, outgoing

person needed to place and service

promotional display boxes in commercial

establishments. Must own transportation.

Lakes Marketing, Inc.

20320 No. Enfield Q.

Forest Lake MN 55025

Tel: 612-464-0230

Fax: 612-464-6780

DARE TO SUBMIT your prose, poetry,

artwork, and B & W photos to the CUP

student literary magazine in January.

Details in the English Department after

break. i

Sales & Services
True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose frorp 50

colors. Located in Sligo, Pa, 10 miles

South of Clarion. Call for appointments

after 5:00 p.m. 358-2715.

Free Coffee & Doughnuts. Monday-

Thursday. Finals week, RACS Lounge,

Gemmell Center.

SPRING BREAK
VACATION

1-800-2-CANCUN

$75 Deposit Will

1&!

Hold Your Seat

from $449

CORVETTE $400 BRONCO $50 89

MERCEDES. . . .$200 '87 BMW. . .
.$100

'65 MUSTANG. . . .$50 U.S. Public

Auction, Druglord Properties. Choose

from thousands starting $50. FREE

Information -24 Hour Hotline. 801-379-

2930 Copyright #PA10KRC.

'88 Honda CRX-HF, asking $5,000. Call

226-5479.

ALF Week T-shirts still available,

information call 226-9263.

For

Queen size waterbed mattress for sale.

226-4295.

Need a ride for home? Call 226-8010.

Needed: A used electric typewriter to buy.

226-1863.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED

•89 MERCEDES $200 '86 VW. .

.$50 '87 MERCEDES. . . .$100 '65

MUSTANG, , ,
,$50 Choose from

thousands starting $50. Free

Information-24 Hour Hotline. 801-379-

2929 Copyright* PA10KJC.

Half carat round diamond engagement

ring, 14K, yellow gold. Special-$599.

Payments easily arranged. Only at James

Jewelers, Main St. Clarion.

Roommates & Rentals

Very nice furnished apartment, two

blocks from campus. Available second

semester. Share with three other girls.

Call 764-3690.

Two female roommates needed for

Spring '93. Roomy, new apartment close

to campus. Call after 5:00. Ask for

Karen or Kelly. 227-2341.

One female roommate needed for Spring

Semester 1993. All utilities included,

ail 227-2856.

Apartment for rent spring semester.

Three or four students. Call 354-2992.

Apartment for rent near campus for three

non-smoking students. Available

January 1. 226-7997.

Rooms for rent across from Tippin Gym.

$150/month. Utilities included. 226-8010.

Sleeping room only. Prefer girl student.

Very near campus. For more information

call 226-5647.

One female roommate needed for spring

semester. Call 226-6563.

Four bedroom apartment available spring

semester. (412)863-1283.

Room for rent five miles from campus.

782-3262.

Two bedroom furnished apartment

available for spring semester. Two to four

students. 226-7092.

One male needed to live with one

roommate. Across from Pierce.

$160/month, utilities included. Call 226-

6219.

Person needed to share apartment. Full

kitchen and bath, washer and dryer.

Large, private bedroom. 2 1/2 blocks from

campus. $600 semester includes utilities.

Phone: 226-8897.

R Book Now!!

CAMPUS GET-AWAYS J

Hiiia
No"! 9lcy Air (7 , Nljht t Ho-.tl 1 4XM • CmC
CtaiofXJ?!* • T!*ntf«r» • Activity* P^mm

CANCUN I'** $399

BAHAMAS Iron $409

JAMAICA fro* $439

SOUTH FAORH from $469

FLORIDA .*«•* from $109
foi '(** bi.xfijreoaii

Breakaway Travel
1-800-865-7325

(Dopoaltt cut by U«c«rr<6<r t5<

Three student apartment. Private bedroom,

kitchen, bath and small living room.

Furnished, utilities included. Behind Fox's

Pizza. 226-5190 or 5729.

Two bedroom mobile home for rent. Pay

by month or semester, located at Grand

Ave. Extension. Security deposit required.

764-3814.

Wanted: one male to share trailer for

spring semester 1993. Own bedroom.

Close to campus. Call 764-3795.

Personals

To the sisters of Tri-Sigma: Thanks for

all your time and support during the past

week! The date party, mixer and open bid

party drove me crazy! Thanks for being

there! Lover Pomaybo (Join)

Our open bid pary was a success and we

would like to welcome our new open

bids: Angie Bfessler, Keely Kaiser,

Nicole Reed. Congrats on going Tri-

Sigma!!!

Congratulations Andrea, Jodi, Kim,

Rochelle, Sonya, Lori, Stefanie and

Dana-our newly initiated sisters! We're

so proud of you! We love you-your Zeta

Tau Alpha Sisters

Zeta Tau Alpha would like to wish

everyone a safe and happy break and

good lock on your finals!

We would like to send a very late thank

you to Alpha Chi Rho for the great

mixer. We danced in sheets and had a

good time. We'll have to do it again

sometime! Love, the sisters of Zeta Tau

Alpha

This is an extremely late congratulations

to Shorty! Mr. CUP has come and gone,

but we haven't forgot about you getting

first runner up! We were proud to

sponsor you- -Love the Zeta sisters.

Congratulations to our newly elected 93-

94 executive committee: President Chris

Allio, VPI-Kim Walch, VPII-Jayna

Hopkins, Treasurer--Tammie Snyder,

Secretary -Terri Rizzo, Membership-

Tracie LeShock, Panhel-Tracy Bertges

and Ritual-Darla Yanacci. We know

you'll all do a great job! And thank you

to our 92 '93 executive committee for all

your hard work-it's really paid off! We

love all of you--your Zeta Tau Alpha

Sisters!

Attention students,

faculty and staff:

Please return all

library material by

December I 1 , 1992 to

avoid replacement
costs.

Sig tau Gamma, what a mixer we had!

When it was over, the Zeus were sad! We

really make a great team together! Let's

mix again soon! Love, the sisters of Zeta

Tau Alpha

Thanks Delta Chi for all your help with

the Dance-a-Thon! You guys are great!

Let's do it again next year. Love, the

sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha

TKE—Since actions speak louder than

words, you know now not to believe what

you heard. We'll be your "nuns" anytime,

guys! Thanks for the great mixer! Love,

the sisters of Theta Phi Alpha

Theta Phi Alpha would like to wish

everyone good luck on finals and a great

Christmas vacation!

Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha! Thank you so

much for putting up with me and

supporting me when I am down! I love

you guys so much and you are all tme

friends! Love, Kristin

To the Theta Phi Alpha Associate

members: Thank you for the great

dinner! Everything was excellent!!

You're doing a great job. Love, your

Theta Phi Alpha sisters

Happy Birthday to our December Theta

Phis! Amy. Nancy, Tina and Becky. Have

a great B-Day!

Theta Phi Alpha would like to thank Sig

Eps, Theta Chi and Delta Zeta for the

great mixer! we had twice as much fun.

Can't wait till we double up again.

We searched high and low for the things

on our list, but it was the roadkill we

found that created a twist. Back to the

house then we did go to have a good time

and party with Crows. Thanx for the

great mixer guys! Love, Theta Phi Alpha

Jaime-I'm looking forward to Christmas

with you and many more. Merry

Christmas, Love Stacy

To Tri Sigma: Thanks for the fun mixer.

We had a jolly ole time. Let's do it again.

The brothers of Theta Xi

Clarion University Dance Team: "Just

shut up and dance" because "we going to

have fun tonight!" (Well Saturday) We

love you guys. Love Dana, Jodi and

Dana

To my little Danna: Happy 20th

Birthday! Only 365 days to go Phi Sig.

Love Dana

To: The fall "92 A.M. class of Theta Xi.

The wait was long, but now it 's done. It's

all downhill so have some fun. The

brothers of Theta Xi

To: Our Sweetheart Gina, Roses are red,

violets are blue Theta Xi says Happy

Birthday to you. Love, the brothers of

Theta Xi

To the Delta Chi exec boards old and new:

great job and good luck -we're depending

on you.

To Deb, my Teddy Buddy: Good luck

with the rest of pledging Phi Sig! Love,

Dana

Delta Chi would like to welcome Don

Kesslcr and Kent Beckcrl into the

brotherhood. Congratulations on a job well

done!

I would like to thank everyone who has

been so helpful and supportive following

the fire at my apartment. Special thanks

go to the library science faculty, Barbara

Reed and my classmates.

Good luck to Heidi in Ms. CUP. We're all

rooting for you! Love D Phi E

Seasons Greetings from the Delta Chi

fraternity. We hope everyone has a happy

and safe break.

Tri Sigma would like to welcome our

new sisters into the bunch: Jessika

Malek, Angel Napolitano, Lisa Pfeifer,

Gina Snyder, Pam Pellegrino, Tonya

Fleming, Sharon Slater, Kathy Grillo,

Jody Bender, Jennifer Esposito, Jennifer

Pascucci. Congratulations on doing a

great job. Love your Tri-Sigma sisters

Tri-Sigma would like to wish everyone

good luck on finals and have a safe

holiday season.

To the brothers of Sig Tau Gamma:

Thanks for an awesome mixer. Well do

beer bongs with you anytime. Love Tri-

Sigma

Special thanks to Jen Pomaybo, Heather

Owens and Carrie Sharkins for making

our date party a success. Love your Tri-

Sigma Sisters

Thanks to our new sisters for our X-mas

sister party. It's always nice to have a

touch of Christmas early. Love your Tri-

Sigma sisters

Special thanks to the executive board of

1992 for keeping things together.

Congratulations on our new 1993

executive board. President: Shelly

Eisenman, Vice President: Sharon Miara,

Secretary: Jen Bromley, Treasurer: Sue

Freeman, Rush: Jenn Pomaybo, Ed.

DirectorJenn Allen. You girls are going

to do an awesome job!! Love your Tri-

Sigma sisters

Teresa & Jason: Congratulations on your

special engagement. We wish you two

the best of luck in everything you do.

Love the sisters of Tri-Sigma

Tri-Sigma would like to wish the best of

luck to all our graduating sisters. You

will always remain a special part of our

sorority and we will miss you very

much!! Love your Tri-Sigma sisters

Delta Phi Epsilon would like to thank

Kristen for the wonderful retreat. We had

a great time! Love your sisters

D Phi E would like to congratulate their

graduating seniors. We love you. You

will be greatly missed.

Happy 21st birthday Natalie! See you at

the Roost (legally). Love your D Phi E

sisters

Delta Phi Epsilon would like to wish

everyone good luck during finals. Happy

Holidays too!

Happy Birthday to Sara, nothin' like

turning 21 during finals! All the more

reason to party! Love D Phi E

Happy 21st to Tracy too! Maybe your

future sisters will buy you a whiskey

Sauer! l.ove D Phi E
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Swim
results

The Clarion University

swimming and diving teams

competed at the Buffalo

Invitational on December 4 and

5. It was a qualifying meet for

nationals.

For the men: Clarion finished

third overall. Shippensburg won
the meet, Buffalo finished

second.

But a few of the Clarion men
did qualify for nationals. Senior

David Sheets qualified for

nationals in the 100 back and

200 back. He had a time of

52.57 seconds in the 100 back

and one of 1:53.59 in the 200.

Steve Darby qualified in the

200 fly with a time of 1:53.46.

Also qualifying for nationals at

the meet for the men, the 400

medley relay team with a

3:29.25 mark, as well as Joe

Egan in the one and three-meter

diving events.

Keith Iwinski also swam well.

For the women: Clarion

finished second behind the

overall winner of James
Madison.

Becky Jushchyshyn qualified

for nationals in the 100 back and

200 breast events. She garnered

a time of 1:07.28 in the 100

breast and one of 2:24.55 in the

200. Tedra Kruse qualified in

the 400 Individual Medley with

a qualifying time of 4:39.56.

Justine Gibbons qualified in

the 100 back and 200 back. She

had a time of :59.31 in the 100

back and one of 2:06.39 in the

200. Also qualifying for

nationals at the meet were the

women's 200 medley relay team

at 1:50.11, the 400 medley relay

team at 4:01.59 and the 200 free

relay team at 1:38.70.

Dawn Jones, Dina Maylor,

Lisa Kaylor and Stephanie

Kisscll also swam well for the

Golden Eagles.

On November 21, both teams

competed against IUP and won
big. The men's current dual

meet record is 2-0. The women
are presently 2-1.

Head coach Bill Miller said

that the team is working hard

right now in their effort to peak

lor nationals.

Both teams will be traveling to

Rradenion, Florida over the

break to compete in the

Bnulenton Invitational.

-bv Karen Ruud

JAMES JEWELERS
SALE

andSFowoe/* #<

m

YOU SAVE 20% TO 50% ON

14 KARATE GOLD
Chains • Bracelets

Watches • Lockets
• Rings • Necklaces

Charms • Earrings

RINGS
• For Men • For Women

• Mother's Rings

• Wedding Rings

ALL
DIAMONDS

• Engagement Rings
• Anniversary Rings

Pendants • Earrings

• Tennis Bracelets

WATCHES

STERLING SILVER

• Chains • Charms
• Bracelets • Lockets

• Sterling Tableware

GEMSTONES
• For Men • For Women . Emerald • Opal • Ruby • Onyx

• Pocket Watches* Mickey Mouse . Amethyst • Birthstones • Sapphire

• 48 MONTH PAYMENT PLAN
• FREELATAWAY
• FREE GIFT WRAPPING
• WE WELCOME

PERSONAL CHECKS
Visa, MasterCard, Discover

JAMES JEWELERS
614 Main Street I Clarion, PA

814-226-8711

Open 9-8 Mon.-Sat.

Friday 9-9
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by Ray Henderson

National Affairs Staff

Wash. D.C. On Wednesday,

Jan. 20 at 12 p.m. William

Jefferson Clinton was sworn in

as the 42°president f the United

States .Clinton was given the oath

of office by Supreme Court

Chief Justice William Rehnquist

at the West Front of the U.S.

Capitol Building.

Clinton addressed the crowd of

thousands that gathered on the

brisk Washington morning. In

his Inaugural Address, saying,

"This ceremony is held in the

depth of winter.

"But, by the words we speak

and the faces we show the world,

we force the spring. A spring

reborn in the world's oldest

democracy, that brings forth the

vision and courage to change

America,"

In his Inaugural Address,

Clinton stressed the need for

change in the government and in

the nation, saying, "Though our

challenges are fearsome, so are

our strengths. Americans have

ever been a restless, questing,

hopeful people. We must bring to

our task today the vision and will

of those who came before us."

Clinton then added, "Thomas

Jefferson believed that to

preserve the very foundations of

our nation, we would need

dramatic change from time to

time. My fellow citizens, this is

our time. Let us embrace it."

The swearing in of Albert Gore

Jr., vice president, immediately

proceeded Clinton's swearing in.

Gore's swearing in was

originally to be performed by

retired Supreme Court Justice

Thurgood Marshall who was

forced to cancel due to illness.

The ceremony was performed

instead by Supreme Court

Justice Byron White.

Shortly after the ceremony,

outgoing President George Bush

and his wife departed for

Andrews Airforce Base in MD,

I— jam Cummiml0—

I
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and from there began their flight

home to Houston.

President and Mrs. Clinton and

vice president and Mrs. Gore

then attended the Joint

Congressional Inaugural

Committee luncheon at the

Capitol. In addition to the

Clinton's and Gore's the

luncheon was attended by

cabinet nominees, congressional

leaders and other select guests.

Clinton's inaugural was

centered around the theme" An

American Reunion—New
Beginnings, New Hope."

The parade was intended to

stress the diverse cultures that

exist within the United States,

including participants such as a

reggae band, a police motorcycle

drill team and a marching band

of physically disabled

individuals.

For the first time in 5

inaugurations, reviewing stands

were open along the entire

parade route, giving access to

over 12,000 people.

This year's inaugural parade

was also the first of its kind to

have wheelchair accessible

seating and sign language

interpreters along the entire

route, in compliance with the

American's with Disability Act.

Clinton walked along much of

the parade route from the capitol

to the White House, as did

President Jimmy Carter at his

inauguration in 1977.

Over a half million Americans

from a plethora of cultural

backgrounds gathered in our

nation's capital to celebrate not

only the inauguration, but also to

celebrate their own personal

vision and dreams for the

country. They, more than

anyone, truly embody the spirit

of "An American Reunion."

While optimistic, Clinton

reminded Americans that much

has yet to be done.

"Yes, you have forced the

spring. Now we must do the

work the season demands."

Celebrating over 70 years as a student newspaper
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Freedom's

Guidon
On this day of celebrating the

life, the memory and the work of

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., let us

resolve never to usurp the

responsibility of our great task

he so well defined. That this

great American prophet had the

foresight to realize our plight

travels not down to "X's" and

"Whys?" but soars limitless to

the answers of "We" and "How."

The task, the mantle, the vision

and triumph of our fair sister

America is her boundless liberty.

That all, as One, united may be

free. And yet, a pall of gloom

has lately foreshadowed our

vision.

That this day, of remembrance

and solemn observance of a

man's life dedicated to the

perseverance of hope should

welcome the coming

inauguration of an administration

of Hope is, I think, no small

chance. It seems maybe, once

more the Divine guidance of

Providence has seen fit to allow

us, the multitude, once again free

voice in our destiny, to forever

banish the yoke of greed and

despair with which we have been

so recently burdened.

We, America, the undefined,

the ever changing are a People of

Destiny. We, America, are, and

must continue to be, the bright

burning torch illuminating the

Path of Hope to our less free

brethren struggling throughout

the Globe. Yet, we must lead

through strength and example

united within, not dominance

and bluster signalled without.

Because, we have all been

witness in this the last decade of

this millennia, to the implosion

of one government system

spurred by brutality, not

freedom. And we cannnever

suffer, that the voices we harbor,

cold, steely voices of greed and

isolation and economic

John Rickard

barbarism be allowed to shackle

our brethren to hopeless futures.

We need to follow the lead of

our recent fair and Guided

election to unite once more, at

our very core, and strive together

to reestablish our national

resolve to be yet the best

educated, best fed, healthiest

conglomerate of citizens united

in Hope and Freedom.

We musi summarily shun

attempts to narrow and burden

our resolve. We must ignore the

voices which would banter our

united potential. We must

(cont. on pg. 4)

Thanks goes to Alan, Ray and

Rodney for attending the

Presidential inauguration. We
appreciate the coverage, writing

the front page story, writing

"The Way I See It" and then

faxing them to the Call.

Welcome back, guys! Hope
your trip was enjoyable as we
endured another stressful week

at the Call.

We hope you had a safe (but

fun) journey back to Clarion.

The Way I See It

"Only the press can take pictures

and YOU ARE NOT THE
PRESS."

So saeth the security officer

doing his damdest to prevent any

corruption of staged inaugrual

events in the JFK Center for the

Performing arts.

The hell we're not the press.

We write, we print, we publish.

They read. We are paid although

not well for what we do.

We represent a demographic

group that turned out in record

numbers to support a candidate

whose inaugural committee saw

fit to issue us only one press pass

out of 90 that we could have

possibly received.

No we don't have a multi-

million dollar budget, but a

minimum of 53 thousand

western pennsylvanians and

college students from one coast

to another would read our

coverage of the third youngest

president in history.

We were nationwide, could the

Houson Chronicle boast such a

geographical representation?

No. Yet they and not us had

access to the miniscule allotment

to the press pool.

Does it take 12 USA Today

writers to pen just one story for

the back section of their paper?

(Jan. 18, 1993, Lifestyle section)

We could of had a much better,

more comprehensive and clearer

story with one writer and

virtually no financial backing.

All we needed was a god—damn

credential.

For a candidate that courted

the youth vote by every last

means at his disposal, Clinton's

committee to coordinate his

inaugural festivities abandons his

campaign rhetoric in order to

court the media elite which has

long ago shrunken into

complacency.

The Senate Press Gallery

which issues credentials for the

swearing in ceremony told us

that the college press would not

be credentialed for the swearing

in, only the "real" press.

I guess the youth only matter if

they cause no problems and turn

out conveniently enough to

portray a Kennedy—esque

Camelotaura to the deceived

nation.

Looking on the

bright side

Dear Editor:

This letter is in response to the

University Conduct Board's

recent decision to revoke Sigma

Tau's charter.

Why was Sigma Tau's charter

revoked? What is our crime?

Sigma Tau's "crime" is the fact

that we have not sought national

affiliation. Please allow me to

explain.

A member of a national

fraternity typically pays between

$100 and $150 in dues each

semester. Members of local

fraternities pay about $25 in

dues. The reason why Sigma

Tau failed to seek national

affiliation is clear. Our members

are simply not interested in

paying for services which we
feel are not necessary.

Let me ask you this, George

Curtis and John Postlewait: If

you were fraternity members,

which set of dues would you

rather pay? Why is it so

important for local fraternities to

seek national afiliation? What

does national affiliation add to a

fraternity member's college

experience? Sure, nationally

affiliated fraternities have

memberships throughout the

nation, as opposed to local

fraternities, which have few

members at a single school. But

local fraternities can offer the

same college experience as their

national counterparts. I can't

understand why the University

has singled out local fraternities.

Sigma Tau should have as

much right to function as any

nationally affiliated fraternity.

Sigma Tau gives students as

much, if not more, of a chance at

positive brotherhood as any

other fraternity on this campus.

Our grade-point averages, over

the past few years, have been

among the highest among
Clarion greeks. Sigma Tau has

doubled in memberhsip over the

past few years, which is

undoubtedly due to its positive

atmoshpere.

The future of Sigma Tau has

always been bright And despite

the University's complete

senselessness, Sigma Tau's

future is still bright.

Sigma Tau will survive at

Clarion University for many
years. Students will not be

discouraged to join the fraternity

just because of a simple-minded

administrative decision. Sigma

Tau will continue to provide a

positive college experience for

its members, and it will still cost

just $25.

Sincerely,

Kraig A. Koelsch

f

Welcome back 1 from the Clarion Call's mentor
So another semester looms its

browngrey head; I'd expect to

say white in January, but all the

snow this year seems to stay in

the Sierras, ah, well, there is still

plenty of winter to go.

Now is the winter of our

discontent made even more
miserable by the nagging budget

problem; it's a pernicious weight

dragging all the best intentions

ever lower, and when the water

level is eye high there is a good

chance you stopped breathing a

bit earlier.

A dreary subject, let's look

afield- there are other items on

the Spring agenda.

Certainly the Middle States

team visit April 18-21 concerns

all of us. Maintaining the status

of our accredition in the face of

all these challenges and

constraints is a healthy sign to

Catholic Campus Ministry

Rnnounces
a special

Sunday

Student

Mass

This mass will be celebrated

at 6 PM af I.C. CHURCH
every Sunday that the

uniuersity is in session.

Sleep in on Sunday

morning and then join

your friends and

classmates for this new
euening liturgy just for

college students.

say the least; the fact that it is

imperative is the other side of

the issue. But the long, long,

arduous part of this task, writing,

editing and revising the Clarion

University document, Middle

States Institutional Self-Study is

now over, the document is in the

print stage, and it will be

distributed to members of the

college community and the

Middle States team members.

Another area of great concern

is the pending discussion of the

recently completed and

circulated General Education

reform document. This

university is long overdue on

reform of the General Education

portion of the curriculum; we

have been using the same core

concept since 1974; we have

worked under the aegis of the

revised Statement of General

Education philosophy since

1988. It is certainly time to bring

the checksheet in line with those

stated goals. I hope this

document engenders a vigorous

and rigorous debate this spring

focusing not on the eternal woes

of financial constraints but on

the idealism that infuses a rich

educational experience

expressed in a carefully

constructed curriculum. This is

the faculty's domain, and we'll

know whether we are, indeed,

second rate by the quality of the

education experience and

leadership we present via our

curriculum. Needless to say, one

test of that response will be our

public forum, especially this

column and the 'letters to the

editor' section of this newspaper.

Students, I know the

discussion of these three items

will appear of little immediate

concern to you as you unpack

and begin to nestle in for the

long second semester, but how
much you pay and what you

receive for that money, the status

of your degree (that symbol of a

goal realized) and what you

learn, what you become, the

quality of your education; well,

these are the values that will

outlast six more weeks of winter.

Mr. Barlow is a professor of the

Communication Department

Newspaper served subpoena
CPS- The Arizona Daily

Wildcat was served a subpoena,

as was the University of Arizona

police department, demanding

that photographs taken at a

protest be given to a physician

who was arrested.

Attorneys for Dr. Robin Silver

of Phoenix wanted the

photographs to prove Silver was

at the Oct 12 demonstration as a

professional photographer, not

as a protester, the Arizona

Daily Wildcat reported.

Also subpoenaed- were The

Arizona Daily Star, the

Tucson Citizen and two

Tucson television stations.

The Daily Wildcat plans to

fight the subpoena. Silver

was arrested at the Oct. 12

demonstration during a protest

of University of Arizona's Mount

Graham project.

Protesters claim the

construction site threatens a

species of red squirrels and

desecrates an area sacred to

the San Carlos Apache tribe.
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Letters to the editor must be

submitted in the Call office (270

Gemmell) by 5:00 p.m. on

Monday the week of

publication. Letters must

include your name

and phone number.

DO NOT SLIP LETTERS
UNDER THE DOOR. IF

YOU DO, THERE IS NO
GUARANTEE WE WILL

RECEIVE THEM.

.
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We are here for you
Dear Fellow Students,

Did you know that 20 of your

fellow students are in charge of

allocating over $700,000 of your

money? Did you know that you

have the choice of who these

students are, or that you could be

one of them? Also, did you

know that these same students

are your governmental voice at

Clarion University?

All full-time Clarion

students are enrolled as members

of the Clarion Student

Association and must pay the

required activity fee.

Currently the fee is $75 per

semester. Now total this for the

eight, nine, or 10 semesters that

you will be attending Clarion

and you have quite a fortune.

Back to my initial point, you

elect 20 of your fellow students

to allocate that money.

Therefore, Student Senate must

accurately reflect, to the best of

their ability, the will and wishes

of the members of the CSA on

any and all matters brought to

the Student Senate.

To fulfill this power and

obligation properly, we here in

Student Senate must know what

you desire.

Student Senate is the

representative legislative

assembly of the CSA. Student

Senate's decisions and actions

directly effect you. How?

Student Senate appropriates

the activity fee, works for

campus cultural diversity,

promotes multi-cultural activities

and considers issues and

concerns relative to social equity.

The Senate acts in an advisory

capacity to the manager of the

University Book Center;

recommends students for

appointment to committees;

andhandles recognition of

student organizations.

The Senate also supervises all

university-wide elections; gives

suggestions concerning the

dining and residence halls; acts

in an advisory capacity for the

Student Center; and aids in

making students aware of

student related happenings on

the federal, state and local levels.

Student Senate meetings are

every Monday at 7 p.m. in room

246 Gemmell.

Please feel free to stop by the

office or call any time at 23 18.

Student Senate is here for you...

"to be your voice, we must hear

your voice."

Have a great semester!

Gara Smith, President, 1993

Student Senate

Gara Smith

Student Senate President

Hide Park
(cont. from pg. 2)

united potential. We must

celebrate the vigor and charm of

a Nation truly blessed, and

which from those blessings must

freely dispense.

We can no longer kneel

to the amplified clamor of

special interests buying influence

entrenched within the Capitol

Beltway. We can no longer

allow the politics of fear to allow

our sainted sportsmen the

ignorance to sponsor the

slaughter of our silent school

children. We must cast off the

burden of a war fought by a

conspiring government against

our citizens' habits and

habitations. We must finally

prop wide open the door of

personal freedom and liberty to

all, even if inevitably to allow

self destruction, to not allow the

What is America?

What does she stand for? For

what freedoms and liberties did

our forefathers and mothers unite

to break with the then known

world of government and

aristocracy to establish a

community of peace and

jurisprudence, where one and all

were equal, and free?

Dr. Martin Luther King

exclaimed he had "... been to the

mountain top..." I believe him,

and he was a most able and true

guidepost for freedom in one of

the most turbulent times this

nation of characters has had to

endure since the War of

Separation and the subsequent

"Reconstruction." And yet, he

was felled. It has been

postulated that a prophet is

seldom known in his own land,

and that this condition has only

recently been eradicated is

evidence of the tenacity of that

proverb. But the axe of hatred

has not felled only one man, or

one idea, it has swayed scythe

over the field of humanistic

discourse since the dawn of time

and the advent of our young

Nation.

And so, as we celebrate our

fallen, as we mourn our dead, let

us never bury the Hope they so

ably displayed. Let us never

succumb to the intoxications or

false securities of greed and

selfishness.

Let us never dispel, nor seek

to usurp our Divine mission: To

provide the stability, direction

and example of freedom for all

humankind, under one sky,

united in our commonality and

enlightened by our diversity.

And let us greet this new
Administration of Hope, let us

roll out the red carpet of

celebration, to this exchange

from national apathy to personal

responsibility.

dominance of arbitrary authority.
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Special Washington feature

Believe it or not,

that's his real name
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

He wants YOU, but not

necessarily for the military.

Uncle Sam put in an appearance

at the inaugural festivities held

January 16-21 in Washington,

D.C. Uncle Sam, and that's his

real name, is a 52 year old

retired fabric salesman from

Quincy, Mass., who in 1991,

legally changed his name from

Leroy Lincoln Rounseville to

gathering is to be found.

This fall he visited 109

colleges in 42 states to promote

voter registration drives and as

always, he was clad in his star

spangled attire. In fact, the only

time he doesn't wear it is when

he is jogging.

"It's a new generation," he

said, of the college age voter.

"The youth won the election for

Clinton."

Since he does everything for

free, he has a major problem

"It's a new generation. The youth

won the electionfor Clinton.
"

-Uncle Sam

Uncle Sam Rounseville.

Now that's who he is full-time.

"I'm Uncle Sam... every day of

the year." Most of it he does for

free. He participates in parades,

made a televised appearance

with the Dream Team at the

Winter Olympics and shows up

at other crowd drawing

celebrations. When his calender

is not completely full, he pops up

at sporting events, shopping

malls and anywhere a large

when it comes to money. Not

wanting to commercialize Uncle

Sam's image, he refuses payment

for appearances.

He hopes that once he gains

more national exposure he will

be reimbursed for his expenses.

(He was staying with friends in

Virginia while attending

Inaugural events in order to keep

costs low.)

Despite the financial

difficulties, the job does have its

Photo courtesy of the Stahlman family

Christopher Stahlman graduated magna cum laude from

Clarion University in 1991. He will be greatly missed.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Some young people found creative places to avoid the crowd during Sundays "Call to

Reunion" at the Lincoln Memorial.

perks. "I can walk into every

governor office in the nation

without an appointment," he

boasts as one plus in his corner.

He was also able to cut right to

the head of the line for

admittance to the Arkansas

Inaugural ball. And wherever he

goes, he always has a minor

throng of curious and

enthusiastic followers and

admirers around him.

While he lacks the facial hair

of the recruitment poster fame,

this jives with the original Uncle

Sam — Samuel Wilson, who
shipped meat to U.S. troops

fighting the war of 1812.

Next on his busy schedule is

the promotion of a Stay in

School program aimed at

preventing high school dropouts.

Entitled "Stay in School, It's a

Once in a Lifetime Opportunity,"

he wants to use the attention and

influence that Uncle Sam can

bring to encourage youths to

stick it out in high school and get

their diploma.

Perhaps the best measure of his

effect on people was the sheer

number of people at the

Arkansas Inaugural Ball that

ended up toting around the

miniature American Flags that

he distributed, free of charge, to

all those that struck up a very

real, very definite symbol of

America.

Fire kills Clarion alumnus
A Clarion alumnus was killed

early Sunday when a fire swept

through an apartment building in

Pittsburgh.

According to the Allegheny

County coroner's office,

Christopher J. Stahlman, 23, died

when he fell or jumped from a

fourth-floor window. He was

prounouced dead at Presby-

terian-University Hospital in

Pittsburgh.

Witnesses reported hearing

Stahlman scream for help, but

rescue efforts were too late.

Fire Chief Charles Dickinson

reported that the fire started in

the basement of the Columbia

Apartments on Taylor Street at

about 4:30 a.m.

A 63-year old woman,
Florence Lyczko, also died in the

blaze.

Christopher J. Stahlman,

formerly of Strattanville RD 1,

was born February 7, 1969. He

was the son of John J. and

Margaret Neiderriter Stahlman.

He graduated from Clarion-

Limestone High School in 1987

and graduated from Clarion

University, magna cum laude, in

December 1991.

While at Clarion, Stahlman was

an accounting major and was a

member of the Alpha Chi Rho

fraternity.

He was employed as an

accountant with the rapid refund

division of Mellon Bank in

Pittsburgh.

Information courtesy

ofthe Derrick

"A winner is someone who sets

his goals, commits himself to

these goals and then pursues his

goals with all the ability given

him."

I read that quote on a

calendar. I don't know who

wrote it, but I know the guy who

lived by it. His name was

Christopher J. Stalhman. He

may not have read that little

quote, but he sure lived by it.

Chris went a long way in a very

short time. He is to be admired

for his willingness to excel and

his heads up attitude on life.

Chris was a friend like no

other friend I have had. He was

loved by everyone who was

acquainted with him, and he will

be sadly missed by the same.

Love,

Robert "Wilbur" Walter
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TKE members face charges; charter lost
by Rodney Sherman

Assistant News Editor

Clarion University has

revoked the charter of the Tau

Kappa Epsilon (TKE) fraternity.

Effective with the start of this

semester, TKE is no longer

recognized as a student

organization on campus. The

action followed a Dec. 9 hearing

before the Interfraternity Council

(IFC) concerning an alleged

fight between members of TKE
and the Sigma Chi fraternity on

Nov. 21, 1992.

The hearing was a

result of an incident in which 16

members of TKE face first

degree felony charges of

criminal tresspass, burglary,

criminal mischief and misde-

meanor charges of simple

assault. Michael J. Reed, 21, of

Clarion and Todd D. Ashbaugh,

21, of Kittanning face additional

third degree charges of rioting.

Pennsylvania State Police say a

fight started after a pool game

between members of TKE and

Sigma Chi at the Simga Chi

fraternity house. Later, about 16

members of TKE allegedly

returned to the scene and

allegedly forced their way into

the house, assaulted some

members of Sigma Chi and

caused about $870 worth of

damage. An investigation by

state police is continuing.

According to the Derrick, the

accused members will receive

summonses from the office of

District Justice Anthony Lapinio.

Ron Wilshire, CUP director of

University Relations and Interim

Vice President for University

Advancement, said in a Dec. 7

interview that past disciplinary

actions would be considered at

the hearing. TKE had been

previously charged with liquor

law violations. The IFC judged

TKE guilty of the charges and

recommended the fraternitys'

charter be revoked. IFC

president David Kipe said, "It

was a last resort to take away the

charter, but I hope this will deter

other such incidents."

IFC advisor, John Postlewait

said, " The decision made by the

IFC and re-affirmed by the

conduct board sent a very clear

message to the TKE fraternity, as

well as other fraternities on

campus, that organizations must

have members behave in a

manner conducive to an

Clarion University has revoked

and Sigma Chi members.

educational institution.

Although we regret such drastic

measures were taken, past

history left no other decision."

According to Dr. Curtis, Vice

President of Student Affairs, the

loss of the charter means the

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

TKE's charter as a result of a brawl between several TKE

University no longer recognizes

the fraternity as a student

organization and that in turn

blocks any use of University

property or equipment by the

fraternity. Paul Schmidt,

manger of communications at

A flock of funky presidential facts
. __ _ . _ - ka. . «.». ...IlVk tmiivkt K«tn limit fa ronn ( "Wlr\r\t\ir.

the national headquarters for

TKE, said on Jan. 15 that, "the

national organization is still in

negotiations with the university

concerning the matter," and no

decision has been made "at the

national level" on the status of

Clarions' TKE chapter.

by Ray Henderson

Photojournalist

With the inauguration of a

new president, the nation

inevitebly turns its eyes to the

future. The past however, holds

some really interesting and

sometimes extremely warped

facts.

Although Bill Clinton is

known as the 42 president, this is

not technically true. He is only

the 41 person to hold the office

of president. Grover Cleveland

(Dem, 1885-89 and 1893-97)

was both the 22 and 24

president. As an incumbent in

1888 he was defeated in his bid

for re-election by William Henry

Harrison. Cleveland returned to

defeat Harrison in the election of

1892.

The only president who didn't

have a First Lady was James

Buchanan (Dem, 1857—61). In

addition to being the only

presidential bachelor, Buchanan

was also the only president from

PA. Calvin Coolidge was the

only president to be sworn in by
|

his father. As vice president he

was fishing in a stream near his

home when President Warren G.

Harding died. Coolidge's father

was a notary public, and was

therefore qualified to perform

the swearing in.

The only president to be sworn

in by a woman was Lyndon

Baines Johnson (Dem, 1963-69).

He was sworn in by Judge Sarah

T. Hughes, following the

assasination of President John F.

Kennedy, on November 22,

1963. Since she gave him the

oath of office aboard Airforce

One, he is also the only president

to be sworn in aboard an

airplane.

The rigors of the campaign

trail were no problem for Gerald

Ford (Rep, 1974-76). He was the

only man to become both vice

president and president without

being elected to either office. He

became Richard Nixon's vice

president after the resignation of

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew

in 1973, and in 1974 he became

president after Richard Nixon

became the first president to

resign the office.

The only two presidents to die

on the same day were former

President Thomas Jefferson and

John Adams. They both died on

July 4, 1826, 50 years to the day

after they had both signed the

Declaration of Independence.

Spooky!

The first president to hold a

presidential press conference

was Woodrow Wilson in 1918.

The first and only president to

get a speeding ticket in the

nation's capitol was Ulysses S.

Grant ( Rep., 1869-77). He was

going too fast on horseback.

College students will be glad

to know that it is possible to be

president without a lot of

education. Andrew Johnson

(Dem, 1865-69) never went to a

day of school in his life. His

wife taught him how to read.

The only Roman Catholic

president was JFK (Dem, 1961-

63), who was also the youngest

president ever elected at age 43.

The oldest president ever elected

was Ronald Reagan (Rep, 1981-

89) at age 69.

The heaviest president was

William Howard Taft (Rep,

1909-13). He weighed over 310

pounds and was also (this is true)

the only president to get stuck in

a While House bathtub. Taft

(again), was also the president

who fared worse in his bid for

re-election; he was stomped by

the other two candidates

(Woodrow Wilson and Teddy

Roosevelt), and the 1912

election went to Wilson. No
incumbent before or since has

been beaten by a wider margin

than was Taft. And last a weird

connection. During the 1992

campain, Clinton and Bush both

spent a lot of time jawing about

which one of them was more like

Harry Truman. On November 3,

Clinton won. Oddly enough,

Harry Truman's first job was as a

stock boy at Clinton's Drug

Store, in his hometown of

Independence, Missouri.

Strange coincidence or psychic

phenonmenon? Read the Call.
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News Commentary by John Lancaster Beck

Challenges facing the spotted owl crowd
President Clinton has got his

work cut out for him. The

United States' social and

economic situation has been

likened to a house of cards that

continues to grow out of control.

Ethnic tensions are at an all time

high. The memory of Los

Angeles, like a thunderhead,

looms on the horizon. The

number of have-nots has

dramatically increased, minority

urban dwellers are amongst the

hardest hit. The number one

cause of death for African-

American males under the age of

25... a bullet. Opportunities for

advancement diminish,

hopelessness and frustration rise.

How will the Clinton

administration restore the

American Dream to a segment of

our population that feels

forgotten? A quarter of a

century after the assassination of

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. many

Americans, of all ethnicities, still

feel that the statement "shattered

dreams are a hallmark of our

mortal life" rings with a poignant

truth.

As the job market begins to

demand new employees with

high levels of education, the

United States' educational

system is in increasing disarray.

Fewer people graduate from high

school now than did a quarter of

a century ago. The percentage of

Americans attending college

continues to spiral

downward—the cost of higher

education shoots upward.

Student loans are harder to come

by and the lack of jobs makes it

harder to pay them back.

Much of the third world has a

higher literacy than the United

States; America waits to see

what Bill Clinton will do with

the legacy bequeathed to his

administration by that of the

Education President. In deed,

the lack of educational

opportunities and socially

inequitable situations have

created "third worlds" in the

inner cities of our nation.

General frustration and a

growing sense of disillusionment

with the political process has

fueled a movement which has

begun to radically polarize

American politics. Just as a

stagnate economy has shrunk the

middle class, so too has the

political experience of the

preceding decades shrunk the

number of politically moderate

Americans. Organizations on

both the far right and the left can

boast more members now than

ever before. Most visible are the

forces of the Republican party's

so called "radical right."

Spearheaded by leaders such as

Pat Robertson and Randall Terry

these organizations alarm many

moderates and liberals alike who

fear that their ultra-conservative

agenda will hinder social and

economic progress. As President

Clinton takes his place the nation

waits to see if he will have what

it takes to pull a politically

fractured nation together.

The demise of the Soviet

Union has left In its wake a

world with new security

concerns for Clinton to face.

Whereas the world formally

found itself forced into either of

two nuclear camps, with a strong

and wary China watching from

the sidelines, the balance of

power is no longer so clear.

Russia and several other former

Soviet republics now have real

national identity, in some cases,

for the first time since WW I.

Their inheritance is an extremely

troubled economic situation and

a formidable military machine

including intercontinental

thermonuclear weapons. The

legacy of the Cold War is a

massive military machine that no

one can afford to maintain or to

dismantle. President Clinton

faces the task of insuring that

this formerly Soviet apparatus

does not fall into the wrong

hands.

In the early days of his

administration Clinton faces the

challenge of Iraq's Saddam

Hussein. In This Week With

David Brinkley newly appointed

Secretary of State Warren

Christopher said, "I think we

fffcaX Clarion
"Winter Value Days"
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Wed. Any Value Sandwich ; 69
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Sun. Breakfast Buffet (9-2) 3-59
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[the Clinton Administration] will

have a problem with" Saddam

Husein right away. In the final

days of the Bush presidency

renewed airstrikes in response to

Iraqi refusal to comply with UN
sanctions raise questions of how

smoothly the Clinton transition

will take place in the Iraqi skies.

Iraq is by no means the only

military dilemma placed before

the virgin President. As the

warring factions of the former

Yugoslavia sit down at the

conference table in Geneva , the

conflict in their wartorn

homeland rages unabated.

President Clinton may soon be

faced with the unpleasant

decision of whether or not to

commit U.S. combat troops to

that region.

On Tuesday, 850 Marines were

sent home from Somolia in a

move designed to turn control of

the humanitarian mission there

to the United Nations. As of yet,

the U.N. Security Council has

not yet established the necessary

structures to assume such

control, nor do they appear to be

close to doing so. The question

must be asked whether or not the

Clinton administration will be

able to continue the withdraw

from Somalia without undoing

the good they've done to date.

As 850 Marines come home we

must ask, "how long will the

Clinton Administration be able

to keep them stateside?"

Twenty-one year old Pfc

Domingo Arroyo will not be

returning home with his Marine

comrades though... he was the

first U.S. serviceman killed in

action in Somolia. As that

situation becomes more difficult

for the U.S. to extricate itself

from one can not help but

wonder if Pfc Arroyo will be the

last.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted

by Public Safety for the weeks of January 11 through January 17,

1993.

A vehicle was reported scratched by an unknown actor in parking lot "S"

on January 12. The incident allegedly happened on December 13.

A hit and run vehicle accident was reported on January 12, which

happened in lot "B". The vehicle was struck on the driver's side

apparently by someone trying to park beside the vehicle which sustained

damage.

A hit and run vehicle accident was reported on January 13 which

happened at a metered space in lot "S". Damage was sustained to the

right front fender.

On January 15, a female called and stated that her friend was assaulted in

the Gemmell Complex near the computer center. The suspect was

described as a white male, with dark brown hair and was wearing a

burgundy coat which ties around the waist. The male was approximately

5'8" tall and was wearing slide-on shoes or slippers. The male allegedly

asked her friend, "Where is the snack bar." Then from behind, put his

hand over her mouth. The female broke away and left the area. The

victim was contacted and she does not want to file a report on the

incident.

At approximately 2:20 a.m. on January 16, someone entered a Four Star

Pizza delivery vehicle which was parked in front of Nair Hall. A pizza

bag containing a large pizza and a sub was stolen. The pizza bag was

recovered on the fourth floor stairwell, east end of Wilkinson Hall.

A telephone which was left in front of a dorm room in Nair Hall was

reported stolen; however, the telephone was recovered in the stairwell.

This incident happened on January 17 at approximately 2:45 a.m.

A hit and run accident was reported on January 17 at approximately 11:27

a.m. in lot "B." Damage was to the rear door of the vehicle.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.
__
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Iraq, friend or foe to Clinton Administration?
Compiledfrom

the Associated Press

International

News

Friend or foe?

Iraqi President Saddam

Hussein showed yesterday that

he'll remain an irritant to the

Clinton administration despite

overtures to the new president.

The Iraqi news agency says

Saddam has ordered the

rebuilding of the factory that was

seriously damaged in Sunday's

attack by U.S. Tomahawk cruise

missiles.

The United Slates says the

factory south of Baghdad was an

important part of Iraq's nuclear

program. But Iraq insists it

made moldings and machine

tools for private industry.

With the inauguration of Bill

Clinton, Iraq is trying to open a

new chapter with the democratic

administration. Iraq's parliament

speaker today expressed his

country's "sincere desire" to

establish what he calls

"constructive relations" with the

Clinton administration.

German leaders

congratulate Clinton

German leaders are

congratulating President Clinton,

saying they expect to maintain

close ties with the new U.S.

president.

Germany's foreign minister

told middle German radio that he

foresees "No problems or basic

changes" in dealing with

Clinton.

National

Not 'willy

nilly procedure'

Dr. Jack Kevorkian's attorney

says his client's involvement in

another aided suicide in

Michigan yesterday is not, as he

says, "some kind of willy nilly

procedure."

Geoffrey Fieger says

Kevorkian helped bone cancer

patient Jack Miller in suicide

only after meeting with him

several times.

Fieger says heavy doses of

drugs didn't ease the 53-year old

Miller's pain, and he insisted he

wanted to die. He did it by

inhaling carbon monoxide

through a mask.

Phil Lewis sentenced

to five years

Actor Phil Lewis was

sentenced to five years yesterday

for vehicular manslaughter and

driving while intoxicated.

A Montgomery County Circuit

Court Judge suspended all but

one year of the five year

sentence citing Lewis' exemplary

behavior since the December

1991 incident.

Twenty-one -year old Isabel

Duarte of Chevy Chase was

killed when Lewis' car crossed a

center line in Potomac and

crashed head-on.

Lewis was also sentenced to

one year to be served

concurrently for driving while

intoxicated.
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Enter the Air Force immediately

after graduation-without waiting for

the results of your State Boards. You can earn

great benefits as an Air Force nurse officer.

And if selected during your senior year, you

may qualify for a five-month internship at a

major Air Force medical facility. To apply,

you'll need an overall 2.50 GPA. Serve your

country while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

State

Case of bride's

death continues

An insurer says a bus company

wasn't covered by its policy

when a vehicle killed a bride-to-

be and her mother. And National

Indemnity of Omaha, Nebraska

is going to court to prove it. The

company filed a lawsuit in

federal court Tuesday. It says T-

A Nelson bus lines of

Connellsville removed the bus .

from its insurance policy eight

months before the accident in

Fayette County. The bus line's

attorney, Dan Stefko, says he

believes the bus was covered by

the National Indemnity policy.

BU employee

accused of rape

A Bloomsburg University

maintenance worker was ordered

today to stand trial on rape

charges.

Michael Boykin was arrested

in connection with an alleged

incident involving a fellow

university employee.

The woman spent the morning

on the witness stand, testifying

that Boykin forced himself on

her and raped her as she was

getting into a university vehicle.

District Justice Donna

Coombe ruled that there was

sufficient evidence to order

Boykin to stand trial in

Columbia County court.

Sweeping tax reform

announced

The top ranking Republican in

the Pennsylvania Senate

introduced a sweeping tax

reform plan yesterday that he

hopes will give taxpayers more

control over their wallets. The

plan by Blair County Republican

Robert Jubelirer would allow

counties to establish a one-half

percent wage tax while

municipalities and school

districts could split proceeds

from an additional one percent

wage tax. Voters could approve

or disapprove any of the

proposed tax changes by local

referendum.

Campus
News

Compiledfrom the

College Press Service

Kick the habit

The Great American Meatout,

sponsored by the Farm Animal

Reform Movement, will be held

March 20 as part of a national

effort to get people to stop eating

meat.

FARM has urged meat-eaters

'

to take the following pledge: "I

pledge to kick the meat habit on

March 20 (first day of spring)

and to explore a less violent,

more wholesome diet."

Black colleges receive

$15 million

The United Negro College

Fund has been awarded a $15

million grant for the renovation

and construction of buildings at

41 historically black schools.

The Kresge Foundation grant

will be part of a $100 million

construction and renovation

program at the schools that are

funded by the United Negro

College Fund.

Dr. Seuss works

donated to UC library

Thank you, thank you, Sam I

Am. We do so like green eggs

and ham.

More than 4,000 scripts,

manuscripts and drawings

belonging to the estate of

Theodor "Dr. Seuss" Geisel, one

of the nation's most popular

authors of children's books, has

been donated to the library at the

University of California at San

Diego.

The collection of work by the

Pulitzer Prize-winning writer,

which includes whimsical

drawings and a doodle-filled

notebook from the '20's, is

appraised at almost $2.3 million.

The works were selected by

Geisel's widow, Audrey, and

include scripts from the Dr. Seus

television shows, "Cat in the

Hat" T-shirts and other comercial

spinoffs, journals and cartoons.

A lecture hall will also be named

after the Geisel family.

Snowball fight

turns ugly

Michigan State University

officials were investigating how

a campus snowball fight

escalated into a melee that left

five students injured and nearly

$3,000 in damage to dormitories

and automobiles.

The fight, which lasted about

eight hours, began in the early

evening of December 10 and

wasn't finished until the next

day. The injuries, a dislocated

knee and shoulder and a head

concussion.

Officials said four students

were arrested and charged with

malicious destruction of

property, disorderly behavior and

violation of a vehicle code.

The melee apparently began

as a stress-relieving snowball

fight that escalated into a near-

riot that moved from one campus

area to another as snow supplies

dwindled, school officials said.

Several cars were damaged by

the snowballs.
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Remembering Martin Jr.

by Amy Gerkin

Features Writer

People forget the true

meaning of Christmas,

Thanksgiving and Easter, and

maybe some tend to forget the

true meaning of Martin Luther

King Jr., the man who inspired

people of all races that there can

be racial equality.

This year marked the first year

that Martin Luther King Jr. Day

was celebrated in all 50 states

The Martin Luther King Jr.

Celebration Committee on

campus presented Reverend

Edgar Boyd from the Bethel

AME Church in San Francisco,

CA. Reverend Boyd spoke on

"The Legacy of Martin Luther

King Jr. and Its Implications For

the Future."

Martin Luther King Jr.'s

birthday was celebrated Monday,

January 18 in the Chapel.

Opening the celebration were

Mistress of Ceremonies Sonja

White, Atiya Bridgett singing the

African American National

Anthem, "Lift Every Voice and

Sing," and Clarion University

President, Dr. Diane Reinhard.

Nicole Washington recited ten

rules to live by, taken from youth

advocate Miriam Wright

Edelman. Included in the list

were be honest, assign yourself,

take parenting and families

seriously, set goals for yourself

and work quietly and

consistently to achieve them, and

don't be afraid of taking risks.

Lastly, remember that nothing is

free and that fellowship of

human beings is more important

than the color of one's skin.

Inspiring poems were read by

Michelle Lanier ("Interracial"

by Georgia D. Thompson),

Kevin Moore ("The Lord in

We") and Alia Hall ("The Keys

to Existence"). Following the

poetry selections, the

Washington and Jefferson

College Gospel Choir from

Washington, PA, uplifted the

audience with their strong

voices.

Ralph Godbolt, President of

the AASU (African American

Student Union), took time to

acknowledge Jack Shannon, vice

-president of AASU, with the

AASU Presidential Award of

Excellence. This award is given

to a member of the AASU who

possesses academic and

leadership qualities, as well as

helping others. Godbolt also

surprised the audience as well as

his mother, Dorothy Godbolt, as

he presented her an appreciation

Reverend Edgar Boyd speech

King Jr. was just a part of the

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

to the campus about Martin Luther

holidays festivities.

award for her accomplishments.

More musical selections were

sung by the talented soloists

Tameika Dean and Nicole

McElrath. Then Ralph Watkins,

the assistant to the president for

social equity, proudly introduced

the keynote speaker, Reverend

Edgar Boyd.

Reverend Boyd asked the

audience, "Can the miracle be in

you?" This was his main theme

telling the audience that they can

be the ones who can solve the

problem of racial division, the

problem that Martin Luther King

Jr. wanted to see solved over 20

years ago.

Kevin Moore's poem entitled

"The Lord and We," showed that

some dreams will never die.

The Lord and "We"?

Not many people knew him.

We knew the significance in

falling on our knees and so greatly

exclaiming,

"Oh, Lord deliver me!"

We heard our mothers and fathers

as they would look to the sky in the

darkest hour of despair and say,

"Lord you ain't nevea failed

me!"

"Lord, I know you'll always be

there!"

The preacher would preach on

Sunday, so rousingly pro-

claiming - "The Lord is good!"

Comic to host Battle of the Bands
by Dawn Sams

Features Writer

Where can you find six great

local bands and an Emcee who

frequently appears on MTV?
Why Clarion's own annual

Battle of the Bands, of course.

Battle of the Bands is a product

of the hard work of the UAB
Concert Committee, which is

headed up by Sharon Illig.

The competition will occur on

Tuesday, February 2 at 8 p.m. in

the Marwick-Boyd Auditorium.

As if seeing the six bands wasn't

great enough incentive to go, this

will be: the whole thing is free to

Clarion students! Public pays a

charge of $2 at the door, much

less than the cost of an average

concert, I might add.

The guest Emcee for the event

is the incredibly funny, and very

UAB photo

Comedian, Robbie Printz as guest emcee, gives students

one more reason to attend the Battle of the Bands.

popular, Robbie Printz. Robbie

is a 22 year old comedian who

appears on MTV's "Half Hour

Comedy Hour", and on the

special "Spring Break" edition,

taped in Daytona Beach, Florida.

His brand of humor combines an

"innocent look with a sarcastic

mind" to leave his audiences

rolling in the aisles. Robbie has

performed on various college

campuses with rave reviews.

When Robbie visits our own

campus, he will be doing what

he does best, making people

laugh. He will be introducing

the various bands and

entertaining the audience while

bands are backstage setting up.

Robbie will be introducing six

bands from the university. The

diversified sound will cover

rock, progressive, alternative and

acoustic. The competition

should just about cover

everyone's musical preference.

Three judges have been chosen

but can't be revealed yet. They

have all been chosen from

outside the university, and they

all have extensive musical

backgrounds.

The judges will be making

their decision based on five

categories: musical ability,

professionalism, showmanship,

overall performance and

audience participation/ response.

So keep in mind, if you see a

band you like, audience

participation does count.

Knowing that you can help in the

decision making process is a

good enough reason for you and

your voice box to come out to

the Battle of the Bands.
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by Chuck Shepherd

-Three days apart in

November, a 40-year-old man in

Taylor, Michigan, dropped dead

of a heart attack minutes after

bowling his first-ever perfect

"300" game (12 strikes in a row),

and a 33-year-old man in

Fremont, California, had his bid

for 300 interrupted by a fatal

heart attack after bowling his

11th straight strike.

-James Macdonald and

William Shoesmith, both 26,

were sentenced to five years in

prison in London in December

for bank robbery. According to

his lawyer, Macdonald hated his

robbery work and had to drink

before each job. For what was to

be the pair's last job, he got fall-

down drunk and had to be

carried by Shoesmith into the

bank to pull off the heist. The

two men were soon captured.

-Richard Shane Collins, 22,

escaped from a police holding

cell in Manassas, Virginia, in

November by squeezing through

a 10-inch-by-10-inch opening

used to pass food and papers to

prisoners.

-An attempt to rob the

Household Federal Savings Bank

in Reston, Virginia, in September

ended when a teller, after reading

the robber's holdup note,

reached across the counter and

punched the man in the face,

sending him fleeing the building.

-An extensive survey of home

buglars' work preferences

published in Whittle

Communications' Special Report

magazine in September revealed

that 32 percent like to browse

through family photographs

while on the job, 27 percent like

to raid the refrigerator, and 7

percent watch TV. Seventy

percent of the 191 imprisoned

burglars reported they like to

limit their jobs to a 20-minute

maximum, 17 percent wondered

what their victims were like, and

59 percent said a dog in the

home was the most effective

burglary deterrent.

-Reuters reported in November

that Russian faith healer Boris

Zolotov has become popular for

his traveling seminars in which

he induces mass orgasms in

women by mental telepathy.

Typically, he begins a session by

shouting, "Who wants an

orgasm?" and dozens of women
yell back, "I do." With
throbbing-beat music in the

background, he encourages

women to throw themselves into

a heap in the center of the room

while he chants and implores

them to move feverishly. At a

session in Zelenograd, the

Reuters reporter wrote that

"about 30 appear to have had a

sexual climax."

-A University of Pennsylvania

archaeological chemist and two

colleagues, writing in the journal

Nature in November, reported

finding the residue of beer in jars

in Iran and Iraq that are more

than 5,000 years old.

-A speech pathologist at Nova

University in Fort Lauderdale,

Florida, offers classes on the

proper way to yell. She told the

Sun-Sentinel newspaper that

research indicates that 37 percent

of women with vocal damage

were at one point high school

cheerleaders, and a third of

current cheerleaders have such

problems. Among her teachings:

Use husky shouts instead of

high-pitched screeches.

(C) 1993 Universal Press

Syndicate

New exhibit features a host of artists
by Shawn P. Seagriff

Features Writer

The works of twenty-eight

artist/printmakers will be

featured in Sandford Gallery this

month. The first exhibit of the

semester is entitled "Images

1990" and will be appearing thru

January 29.

The exhibit was organized by

April Katz, assistant professor of

art here at Clarion University. In

1990 Katz was one of 36

artist/printmakers teaching at

colleges and universities across

the country who participated in

and exchange portfolio entitled,

"Images 1990."

In the exchange each of the

artists receives one print from

each of the other 36 participants.

The works are created in many

different styles including prints

that were drawn,

photographically derived and/or

computer generated. The artists

used crayon, washdrawing, acid

tinting, paint, traditional relief,

lithographic and intaglio and

COllaPfi tn rrnrxtexS q varWv ~f

images.

The work provides evidence

that members of the academic

community are producing art of

high quality, establishes the trend

toward studying art in

universities which began after

World War II. In the words of

April Katz, "I think that the

cooperative effort of the 36

individuals from across the

nation involved in "Images

1990" was important because it

reflects the communicative

nature traditionally associated

The production of multiple

images allows relatively

inexpensive distribution to a

wide audience."

The exhibit will continue until

January 29, 1993, in the

Sandford Art Gallery from 9:00

a.m. thru 5:00 p.m. on weekdays

and by appointment on

weekends.

To make a weekend

appointment call 226-2412.

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

The new exhibit, "Images 1990," in the Sandford Gallery

contains over 36 artists and printmakers.

Calling all writers

The Features section is

looking for anyone with

an interest. You don't

have to be a Comm.
major to apply.

Learn how a

newspaper is run, join us

today.

Contact

:

Dan Parrish

^-2380 or 226-9060

We're back from our annual trip

to New York with lots

of great jewelry

Images of the West
-Sterling Silver, Beads

-Crystals, Amethyst, Garnets

625 Main St. Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 226-5513

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

All Video Rentals

99tf
With membership Through January

Membership is $5.00

includes onefree rental

We have: *SEGA
NINTENDO
SUPER NINTENDO

Open 10-10 Every day Beside Mr. Donut
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Rock News
by Michelle Handa

Con Phillips

Contributing Writers

The 20th Annual "American

Music Awards" will be held next

Wednesday, January 25 and will

be hosted by Gloria Estefon,

Bobby Brown and Wynonna

Judd. ABC will carry the event

beginning at 8 p.m. eastern time.

A special look back at the last 20

years of the awards show will be

featured.

The six categories to be judged

are Pop/Rock, Soul/Rhythm and

Blues, Country, Heavy

Metal/Hard Rock, Adult

Contemporary and Rap/ Hip

Hop. In addition to the 25

regular awards this year, a

special "Award of Merit" will

also be presented. Legendary

rock promoter Bill Graham will

CUT & STYLE

$10*
TUESDAYS

•Reg. Prices

Ladies $13

receive the award for his

"outstanding contributions over a

long period of time, to the

musical entertainment of the

American public."

Performers scheduled to

provide entertainment include

Michael Jackson, Michael

Bolton, Bon Jovi, Boyz II Men,

Billy Ray Cyrus, Kris Kross,

Metallica and Vince Gill and

Reba McEntire dueting. Three

of the hosts will also perform,

but still have not been named.

There will be plenty of new

releases to keep you and your

money tied up for the next few

months. Paul McCartney, who

has been around the block more

than a few times has finally

gotten "Off the Ground." "Off

the Ground" will be released

February ninth and is

McCartney's first studio album

since 1989. This album has a

much harder edge than most of

the ex-Beatle's solo attempts

because it was recorded live.

Paul wanted a band album and

created "Off the Ground" solely

with the band who have

sidekicked his live shows over

the past three years. This album

also includes two songs from

Paul's collaborations with Elvis

Costello.

L>uran Duran's new album,

with an "ordinary" title "Duran

Duran" will be released March

23 and features their new smash

single "Ordinary World." After

taking a three year hiatus, Duran

Duran has come back with a

highly energized hip new sound.

Duran Duran's first performance

in Los Angeles sold out in just

three minutes.

SPRING BREAK

daytona Beach

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs. Jan. 21

Book Center open

special extended hours

UAB Movie

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Fri. Jan. 22

High School Visitation

Day

Book Center open

Special extended hours

Sun. Jan. 24

Faculty Recital:

Lawrence Wells

Percussion (Chap) 2:30

p.m.

UAB Movie

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Mon. Jan. 25

Credit/no record begins

10 a.m. (Reg. office)

Student Senate mtg.

(248 Gem) 7 p.m.

Sat Jan. 23

- Extended small game

season ends

-UAB CAB's Dance

(Gem M-P) 10 p.m.

Wed. Jan. 27

UAB presents

"Tamburiteans"

(Aud) 8 p.m.

L

Thurs. Jan. 28

Sorority Formal Rush

Orientation

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

lues. Jan. 26

UAB presents the

"Funny Factory"

(Gem) 12 noon-6 p.m.

Fri. Jan. 29

- UAB/BACCHUS
Bedrock Cafe

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

#

Attention

Seniors
The Graduation

application deadline

for May /July /

August dates is

March 1.

-Applications must be in

the registrar's office.

ANY PERM
OR

HAIRCOLOR
OVER $35

WHh Coupon Expires 2/15&3

|m — m « •• ™" " ™" "

814-226-5323

535 MAIN ST. * CLARION

High quality beachfront accommoda

tions for 7 exciting nights. wL
Round trip chartered motor coach.

Free pool deck parties, activities, & «
promotions. W
Inter-Campus Programs I.D./Oiscount Jc

card. W
On-location staff for complete

assistance.

All taxes, tips, & service charges

included.

f
f

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confidential

Counseling

1

Into the Streets
An organization dedicated to promoting

community service in Clarion

Monday, January 25th

8:00 to 8:45

297 Gemmell
For Info call: Denise Bump - 226-3995

or Lynn Haraldson - 226-2711

Look for volunteer opportunities each week in

The Call J

t Denise Bump 226-3995 -,

^BjNate Kepner 226-3821^
Florida Palms Resort

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007
open Mon. Wed. -Fri. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM

College Park Apartments

Now signing for Fall 1993 and

Spring 1 994 semesters

utilities included, furnished

call 226-7092
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PEACE CORPS WORLD wise PuZzLe
For further information about Pence Corps, write Box S96, Washington DC 20526

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 90 nations around the

world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce

the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

The largest, but most sparsely

populated of the Central

American nations.

1

imttimiij = mvmt t**0«P**W* *******? »"•"»/<'/ """"/"V

1

.

A usually extensive land area having a

relatively level surface raised sharply

above adjacent land on at least one
side.

2. Capital of neighboring Honduras.

3. Nickname for the swampy and
indented land of this nation which
boarders the Caribbean and is often

host to numerous small insects.

4. Branch of U.S. military specializing in

amphibious landings and assaults.

I

I

J

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

JUSTICE*
YOU'RE

GOING TO
JUSTICE?

YOU'RE
N0TAN6RV,
LACEY*

ANGRY? HSAV5NS NO, fW*/
WWWOULDI BEANGRY?
IT'S TIMB YOU STOPPEDWORK-
IN6 FOR THE COMMITTEE!

WHATPOSTHAVE
THEYOFFEFEP

YOU?

MIL, IT HA5NT8&NANNOUNLW
YET, SO YOU CANT TELL ANYONE-,

BUTI'M 601N6 TO BE- DEPUTY
ASSISTANT TO THEASSISTANT
ATTORNEY GENBRAU.

GRACIOUS, UH,. I GUESS
PEAR!WU , 50. BUTI'LL

8EABS0UM- ST/LLBEPR1V-

LYPRIPPIN6 INGMYOLP
WITH POWER! BATTEREP

I VOLVO. \

SO WHO'S
YOUR FAIRY

GOPMOTHER
OVERAT
JUSTICE,
PEAR?

I

THE ATTORNEY
6ENEFALHER-
SELT, I THINK-

ZOEBAIRPAND
IWERE IN THE
SAMELAW

SCHOOL CLASS.

NO!HOW
DELIGHT-

FUL! THE
ODGIRL
NETWORK!

\

I'M MEETING WITH
HffnOMV, IT'S

WEIRD, I'VEHARPLY
SEENANYOFMY
CLASSMATES SINCE
GRAPUATIN6...

\

THE THINGI REMEMBER
MOSTABOUTLAW SCHOOL
me BEINGWORRIED. MY
WHOLELAST YEAR, IWAS
CONSTANTLYWORPJEP
ABOUT... WELL..

ABOUT
WHAT?
THE
BAR?

\

NO, A WEIGHT
PROBLEM. WATS
OPP, WHYWASM'T
IWORRIEDABOUT

THE BAR?

thstritwnd ttt

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

n FMA\U \S DHSfVJNCTWUl

AND M PARENTS WONT
EMPOWER ME! QDHSBWfcNM,

I'M NOT StUF -

ACTUM\1ED

'

I m BtUM\0R ft t\D«XYWE

I FUNCTIONING \N K DISEKSE

I PROCESS OF TW\C
| CODEPENDENCt' I NEED

W0UST\C UEAUN& NND

WELLNESS BEFORE I'LL

I ACCEPT m RESPONSIBILITY

FOR MS ACTIONS.'

j m^ /

ONE OF US NEEDS TO ST\CK

WIS W.AD HN A BUCKET

OF ICE WMER..

I LO^JLTWE

CULTURE OF
YKTUAUOOD.

"You're darn lucky, Saunders. ... If that rhino had

really respected you as an enemy, he'd have done

a heck of a lot more than just slap your face."

• Jm
l i i » 5

vi*?t

ill!— s i * 1

1

n\n
j!il!

114
**!?$

t
I
ry 111*

mil

J iisi-tlw
-i. «ZZZl4 l*3*i«tr^

' z^O\. t?**l*fA,

VsiOr »
.'- t \\\ * ?

.::;:-

n

flffj
* * i ; $

: ' ! ft ^

piii

till

tit 1

1

..tffr^T-..

#

i

L\KE TWE tA0RM\TH OF

THROWING ONES PRECURSORS

AT SOMEONE?

SURE, AND WAT
ABOUT SHMCUN6
OHE'^ GENET\C
MMERiAL OFF

Uncommon Sense by Chris Soltesz

* i

Scenes that make a crow smile

'JUKEBOX SELECTIONS'
c O L E S H E E R

1

A N A T

V E R H E L L R E B A

D E A N M A R T I N T I E S

E R S O R S S C y L L S

S T E R N 0| N T A R Y

| E D n|a P A P S E

G R A T E B R I D E l.u P S

R I L E p L ;a N -J G N A T

I S M |P L A N E S I G N S

P E A C A T Is

r|

P A "*!

|r T E E L D E R S

R E T o R T
I

T A L • O T

C L I p

1

1 V 1: R L Y £ R O S

M A N E
!

R E s E E

1
* S s

P L O D k T E E D nr R T Y
* *

hvst be 6+ocK o^\m botoKV). I'

by Lany White

Your Horoscope

Jan 17 thru 23

INSWAP OF BBNG A

VICTIM OF TIME.YOU
CAN MAKE TIME WORK
,NY0Ui? FAVOR/ START

YOUR PROJECTSIKTJHE
TIME OF THE NIW MOON
W4D YOU WILL3&Mk>
JhEAP OF COMPETITION.

LMOkC

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
Sun and Mercury move into Aquarius.

Focus will be on world humanitarian

efforts and how help can be given. A
new course will be easy to embark

upon under Friday's New Moon .
Love

planet Venus in good aspect to Ura-

nus could bring unexpected good

news. Best Luck days: Mon. and Sat-

urday.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

Not only ability, but your personality

should enable you to sweep forward.

More help from friends from 21st.

TAURUS April 21 May 21

Honors and career recognition should

be coming for deserving Taunans.

GEMINI May 22 June 21

New Moon in financial sector could bring

support from a loan or personal source.

CANCER Junt22-July23

Addedsecuritywillbethereward for steps

taken from 21st. Affectionate responses

become deeper for many from 21st.

LEO Ju,f 24 " A°9U*1 M
Work sector plays host to New Moon. It

could put some Leos in new directions.

VIRGO August 24- Sept 23

Romantic eligibles have possibilities of

new love relationships.

LIBRA. Sept24-Oct23

By expressing your abilities from 21st

you'll open new doors of fulfillment.

SCORPIO Oct24Nov22

Favorable aspects for attainment of

hopes and wishes from nearby places.

SAGITTARIUS Now23-Dw21

Turtesarechanging! Check in again with

people and places you ve seen before.

CAPRICORN. Dec22-Jan20

An ideal time to start any new venture

you've had in mind.

AQUARIUS .tana-Fib

«

Sun and Mercury in your sign indicate

beginnings of new opportunities.

PISCES Feb20-M»rch20

Like attracts like! Friendswho are inspi-

rations to you now are the ones to keep.

FREE Numerology 'Personal>^T!^^22!KSS?S?lS PeR
b,nhdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to COSMIC COLLEGE PER

SONAL YEAR '(Name of th,s Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester. N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
" Jukebox Selections

"

ACROSS
1 'Unforgettable" singer

5 Transparent

10 Science sub].

14 Above

15 Telephone answer

1

6

"For My Bioken Heart"

by McEntire

17 "That's Amore" singer

19 Deadlocks

20 Hospital trauma rms.

21 Estimating words

22 Racing shells

24 Canned heat

26 Signature attestor

28 Ms. Ferber

30 Indian baby

33 Shred cheese

36 June VIP

38 Post OHice competitor

39 To Inflame

40 "Tall Cool One" by

Robert

41 Pesky fly

42 Distinctive doctrine

43 Air Force One, e.g.

44 Autograpl

45 NavyJac

47 Box

49 Avid Ian

51 Church Officers

55 Respond

57 And others

59 French king

60 Football penalty

61 "Wake Up Little Suzie'

singers

64 Lion's pride

65 Look again

66 Diana .-former Supreme

67 Trudge

68 Horse

69 Pretentious

DOWN
1 Fire and Morse follower

2 Not secret

3 Rent

4 Sea bird

5 Roseot

By Gerry Frcy

1 : 3 4

1
5 6 7 1 '

i

10 11 12 13

14 IS 16

— •

17 11 19

20 | 21 22 u

24 25 B
Mi ^ 30 31 32

33 34 35 37

41

3<

19 "
i

42 4) r
4S w l"

49 B 52 33 54

SS Si 51

60

1

" 62 63

(4 '

1
66

(7 ' "

6 Towel monogram

7 "Sad Songs' by

8 Yale alum.

9 "You're So Good" By

Linda

10 "Mozart's Jupiter By

Toscanini

1

1

"Sugar Mountain' By

12 Cain's brother

13 Soviet news agency

18 World In French

23 Cod or Ann
25 Network o( Wood vessels 62

Jesse Raphael

27 States

29 Dissipate

31 Distance between

supports

32 Superlative endings

33 Grasp

34 Stand up

35 "Spanish Eyes' by

41 Belt

John 43 Destitute

44 _
46 Penned

48 Tolled

50 Pee Wee
52 Mistake

53 Perch

54 Milquetoast

55 Canadian horsemen

56 Israeli airline

58 Corner

Dobbin's doc

63 Bikini part

37 Sprinted

40 "Harbor Ligtils
-

by the

C 1991 All rights reserved CFR Associates

P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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Tamburitzans to perform
by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

The University Activities

Board of Clarion is sponsoring a

performance of the world

famous Duquesne University

Tamburitzans on Wednesday,

January 27, at 8:00 p.m. in

Marwick-Boyd Auditorium.

Founded in 1937 at Duquesne

University, the Tamburitzans are

the first existing university-based

performing folk ensemble in the

United States. The group takes

its name from the tamruitza

family of string instruments of

southeastern Europe. The group

exists for the purpose of

preserving and perpetuating the

eastern European cultural

heritage in the U.S. and offering

scholarship opportunities to

deserving students.

A Tamburitzan is a typical

American college student with

an exceptional amount of

musical talent and enough

ambition to make an unusual

effort to secure a college

education. A Tamburitzan must

sing in a dozen languages, dance

as many routines and play a

variety of instruments.

The 40 students who make up

the performing ensemble come

from all parts of America, from

Public Affairs Photo

This is just three of the 40 members that make up the Tamburitzans from Duquesne

University. The group will be performing folk dances in Clarion on January 27. The group

has traveled throughout the world and has been performing since 1937.

various ethnic and religious

backgrounds and may study in

any academic area at Duquesne

University. These students

receive full scholarships for their

participation in the group and

perform more than 100 shows

each season. In this way,

hundreds of Duquesne students

have received more than $3

million in financial aid since

1937.

Among the 40 Tamburitzans of

Duquesne University is

Shippenville native, Sasha

Lazich. Ms. Lazich is a transfer

student from Clarion University

and is the daughter of Dr.

Milutin Lazich, Director of

Choirs at Clarion.

This group of young

entertainers has presented

concerts throughout the U.S. and

Canada, occasionally making a

foreign tour to such places as

South America, the Soviet Union

or eastern Europe. While

traveling outside of the

continental United States, the

Tamburitzans present the songs,

dances and music of the United

States. The U.S. Department of

State has selected the

Tamburitzans to represent

America and American youth to

the World.

"The Tamburitzans are a very

reputable group that will provide

an entertaining show that

combines music and dance,"

commented Curtis Rumbaugh,

Arts Committee Chairperson for

UAB.
Tickets for the performance are

now on sale at the ticket office in

Gemmell Complex. All tickets

are general admission and are $4

for adults and $2 for children.

Clarion University students are

admitted free with valid

identification.

Attention writers and poets!
by Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

Dare to be different, dare to be

creative or dare to submit poetry,

prose or artwork to Clarion's

oldest magazine.

Dare, Clarion's only literary

magazine, is once again inviting

all university students to submit

as many works to Dr. Don
Wilson of the English

Department.

Wilson is the founder of the

magazine. Dare was founded in

1974 and has established itself as

Clarion's foremost journal of

student writing.

"Some works are not

guaranteed to be printed," said

Wilson. There will be 12 to 13

editors working to choose the

submissions. Each piece will go

through the jury process at least

three times.

Wilson believes that this years

magazine will "continue good

traditions from the past."

Guidelines and submission

forms are available to students in

the English Department, 265

Carlson. Deadlines are on

January 27, 1993 at 4:00 p.m.

Alot dog"

louse 17S. 6th Ave.

Monster Lunch Special

TWO HOT DOGS
LARGE DRINK
LARGE NACHOS

$2.35 + .15 TAX
MON-SAT11 AM-3PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM

NiteOwl Special 3/$1.88

cra'ni'al-rec-tal'i-tis
(kra'nee'al-rek-tal'i-tis)

n.

iThe condition of having ones head in one's

own rectum. 2The condition suffered by those

who do not read the Clarion Call

Pull Your Head Out...

Read
the

Clarion

Call
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Clarion enters
'

'second season

riding a nine game win streak
J 5 __^

—

r.y;y.- m their voyage. Bumoskey scored

I

I

by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Head coach Ron Righter says

his Golden Eagles are "right

where he wants them to be" as

he prepares them for the start of

their PSAC conference schedule.

Righter has every reason to be

optimistic as his club entered

Wednesday's conference opener

at California with a record of 11-

2 and riding high on a nine game

winning streak.

The streak began with wins

over UPJ and Hilbert, but on

December 12th in Tippin

Gymnasium, Clarion fans

caught their first glimpse of what

their team was capable of doing.

The Gannon Golden Knights

came to Clarion just three weeks

after they had beaten the Eagles

79-63 in their own gym, and

midway through the second half,

this game appeared to be

following the same storyline as

the last meeting.

The Knights had vaulted in

front 45-34 and seemed to have

the game well in control when

the Eagles surged their way

back. Brian Paige nailed a three-

pointer to start it, and Kwame

Morton connected on a free

throw to end it, but in between, a

thunderous Steve Branch dunk, a

Roy Bumoskey lay-up and a

Dave Wojciechowski three

pointer were the highlights of an

18-3 run that vaulted Clarion

ahead 52-48.

The most amazing part of this

thrilling, tide-turning run was

that leading scorer Kwame
Morton was on the bench for the

greater part of it.

The Eagles proved they could

fight all the way back against a

Division II powerhouse, but did

they have what it took to beat

one? Leading 54-53 with four

minutes left to play, Steve

Branch attempted to answer that

question.

First, the Clarion center

stepped in and drew a crucial

charge. Then, at the other end of

the court, he drilled a 13 footer

• to increase the Eagle lead to 56-

The master's plan- Head coach Ron Righter and assistant

shown here preparing their troop for the grueling PSAC-West

53. After a Gannon bucket evident.

closed the lead to one, big

number 50 rebounded an errant

Clarion shot and stuck it back to

keep the lead at three.

The Knights never could

regain the lead and Clarion held

on to upset the nationally ranked

titan 64-59.

After a long Christmas break,

the Eagles would set their sights

on winning the Pizza Hut

Classic. The tournament was

held in Clarion, and it welcomed

the District of Columbia,

Mansfield, and Lake Erie to

Tippin Gymnasium. The first

test for the Eagles was Lake

Erie, and the 25 day layoff

between games was clearly

The pesky Storm stayed within

striking distance throughout, and

it was not until a late Clarion

surge that the outcome was

decided. Morton scored 30 and

Bumoskey plunged in 29 for a

95-80 Clarion victory, but

despite the win, it appeared that

the Eagles may still have had

Santa on their minds.

The Pizza Hut Classic

championship game pitted

Clarion against Mansfield, and it

had all the intensity of a heated,

conference match-up. The lead

changed hands several times, but

at the end of regulation the game

was tied. Kwame Morton

reigned "super-supreme" in the

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

coach Mike Power (left) are

schedule.

overtime period and single-

handedly sent Mansfield home

with the second place trophy and

a small order of breadsticks.

With his 30 point opening

game performance along with

his season high 35 in the

championship, Morton earned

his second Most Valuable Player

award this year. Bumoskey

finished the tourney with 46

points and was among five

players named to the All-

Tournament team.

The Eagles next embarked on a

five day, four game road trip in

which they attempted to get

closer to God. Hilbert College

was the first of four Catholic

schools which Clarion visited on

their voyage. Bumoskey scored

14 and power forward Chris

Boone netted 12 and pulled down

eight boards to lead the Eagles to

a 71-61 victory over Hilbert.

Morton would be the savior

for the rest of the trip. At

Messiah, he graced the net for 29

to lead the Eagles to a 92-61 win.

The next night he created 27 at

Philadelphia Bible in a 95-53

Clarion win, and the night after

that, Morton walked over water

to provide 25 in the Eagles' 101-

91 victory at Cabrini. On the

next day, he rested.

The conference season began at

California last night, and three of

Clarion's first four PSAC

contests are away from home.

The Eagles next home game

comes against Edinboro on

Monday, January 25, and wins at

Cal and against Edinboro should

place the Eagles in the- Division

II Top 25 by next week.

Edinboro is coming off a huge

69-65 victory at arch-rival

Gannon, and despite beginning

the season at 0-5, the Fighting

Scots know that the PSAC
conference schedule creates a

whole new season for them.

Golden Eagle leaders

faints per gam?

Morton (23.7)

Bumosky (18.8)

Ffefrf foal percentage

Whyte(.762)

$point fieldfoals

Morton (50-122)

ft** throw pereentaee

Paige (80%)

RfhnunAx per frame

Boone (6.9)

Branch (6&)

Assists

Wojociechiowski(88)

BJocte

McCarthy (12)

Steal*

Wojo(27)

mrnmm
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Gdden Eagles are "on the road" to asolid^tartjGolden Eagle grapplerS fighting

through injury plagued seasonby Jon Q. SUler

Sports Editor

Come January 25, the Clarion

University women's basketball

team will find itself in a very

unfamiliar place - Tippin

Gymnasium. That date will

mark Clarion's fourth home

contest in their initial 13 games.

Despite the toughest schedule

in the East Region, the Golden

Eagles are still sporting a solid

8-4 overall record and are still

aiming to capture their third

straight PSAC-West title. But

the reigning champs faced their

toughest opponent thus far in the

1992-93 season yesterday. The

contest against PSAC-West rival

California opened Clarion's

conference schedule. The

Vulcans had the best record in

the PSAC going into the contest

at 11-2.

Head coach Margaret "Gie"

Parsons is expecting a rugged

PSAC-West race. Parsons said

before the conference opener at

Cal that "there are plenty of

quality teams in the PSAC-West

this season, and we know we

have to be ready to play every

time we step on the floor. Cal

has a very strong, well-balanced

team and it should be an

excellent game."

Unfortunately, in order to

contend with the likes of Cal,

Clarion had to break out of its

mini-slump. The Golden Eagles

^uered PSAC-West play after

losing three out of their past five

previous games.

Clarion opened 1993 with a

three-game non-conference road

trip to the Boston area, losing

two.

After close to a month off, the

Eagles took on host Bentley

College on January 1, falling 75-

70. Shannon Coakley led the

New Year's Day effort with 1

1

points and seven rebounds.

Clarion bounced back the very

next day by putting away host

Pace, 89-73. Four Eagles scored

in double figures in the 16 point

victory. Freshman Amy
Migyanka scored 17 points and

Coakley poured in 16. Carlita

Jones matched that effort with 16

more and added 10 rebounds.

On January 4, the Eagles left

Beantown with a bad taste in

their mouths after suffering their

second loss in three days. The

Clarion women fell to host

Lowell, 78-61. The likes of

Larry Bird, Fenway Park and the

Boston Garden may not have

eased Clarion's homesick

feeling, but Leatha Dudeck and

Coakley added a couple of bright

spots, combining for close to 30

points in the loss.

The Eagles returned to Tippin

on January 13 and gave the

home folks a thriller with a .86-

78 overtime victory over

Mercyhurst.

A Jones layup with four

seconds left tied the contest at

74-74. Migyanka, Amy Coon

and Pam Mountsier hit three-

pointers in OT to sink the Lady

Lakers.

Jones led the winning effort

with 12 points and 12 boards.

Mountsier and point guard

Melissa Barnette combined for

24 points. Mountsier was 3-3

from three point land and 5-8

from the field overall. Coakley

chipped in eight points, five

assists, three block shots and five

steals.

The Golden Eagles again

proved to be human last

Saturday as they fell to PSAC-

East powerhouse and host

Bloomsburg, 65-56. The strange

rim again proved to be

unfriendly to the visitors as

Clarion only shot 22 percent

from three point land and 30

percent overall. Coon and

Susanne Adams each chipped in

10 points for the Eagles. Jones

had 11 rebounds.

Clarion was "on the road

again" the very next day but

defeated Kutztown this time

around, 74-60. Golden Eagle

"Superfrosh II" Mona Gaffney

poured in 15 points with 7-10

shooting in only 12 minutes of

action. She also pulled down six

boards. Coon added 15 more

points. Barnette and Jones

combined for 19.

Clarion opened their PSAC-

West conference schedule at

California yesterday and are

back home for another big

conference contest on January 25

against Edinboro.

Parsons feels that the difficult

road schedule will pay dividends

down the stretch. The difficult

schedule will hopefully prepare

the Eagles for their tough PSAC

contests and for the playoffs

(which would be on the road).

The polden Eagles currently

,v

File photo

A long distance dedication- Susanne Adams (40) sinks one of her high percentage shots

during last year's PSAC play. 1992-93 West rivals will see much of the same from Adams

and company this time around.

stand at 8-4 overall, excluding ppg, 10.2 rebs). Gaffney,

Migyanka, Mountsier and

Adams will also see plenty of

time.

After they clash with Edinboro

i

yesterday's PSAC-West opener.

The offense is currently equaling

that of last year, averaging close

to 100 points per game, but

Parsons believes that it will be

the defense that makes or breaks

the team. "I think we're starting

to play the type of defense we

are capable of," remarked

Parsons. "Defense wins

championships and I think you'll

see the enthusiasm and intensity

pick up as we start conference

play."

Leading Clarion into

conference play will be point

guard Barnette (37 assists), Coon

(10 ppg), Coakley (11.1 ppg, 6.2

rebs), Dudeck (10.5 ppg, 7.3

rebs, 42 steals) and Jones (17.8

at home on Monday, the Eagles

are "on the road" again for two

straight against conference

opponents (Lock Haven &
Shippensburg).

Sports writers

needed at The

Call

>226-2380

*

Scholarship School Supplies
64 Merle St., Clarion 226-8832

Ideas for student teachers

Thematic units

Whole Language Management

Easy to implement idaes

Teachers created Materials

WE ARE THE TEACHER'S FRIEND!

Open Mon.-Fri. 2PM-8PM

r 1

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

I L

The Wing King
Free Fries with 15 Wings

with coupon

Free Delivery

with a $4 minimum order

226-5900
Expires Feb. 1

by Eric beigel

Sports Writer

The Clarion University

wrestling team has taken part in

a round robin tournament and

four big dual matches since

Christmas and currently stands at

1-2 in the conference after

falling to Bloomsburg, 25-15, on

Sunday.

Clarion dropped two early

season dual matches on

December 12 against West

Virginia and Ohio State. West

Virginia is one of the top teams

in the country, and Ohio State is

a potential national champion.

Clarion fell in a tight one to Ohio

State, 22-17, and lost to WVU,

32-15. The young Golden Eagle

squad gave it everything they

had against the Division I

powerhouse of OSU but fell five

points short. Luke Shocklee,

Chris Guarlotti, Nick Pendolino

and Moss Grays jump started

Clarion to a 13-4 lead, but the

upset was spoiled as OSU won

four out of the last five matches.

Dan Payne recorded the only

other victory against the Ohio

school.

The Golden Eagles took their

talent to the Georgia State

tournament on January 3 and

came away with a 4-1 tourney

record.

In downing Appalachian State,

23-12, Shocklee, Pendolino,

Dave Thomas, Paul Antonio,

Payne and Rob Sintobin all came

away with victories.

Clarion then beat up on Simon

Fraser, 34-13. Kyle Wolfe,

Pendolino and Thomas had three

successive falls to push Clarion

to a lead that would never be

surpassed.

Clarion dropped a nailbiter to

Indiana University, 22-17, but

bounced back to beat SW
Missouri, 28-20, and Liberty, 25-

16.

Shocklee, Pendolino, Thomas,

Payne and Sintobin stood out in

the tournament in the last two

Golden Eagle victories.

Clarion faced another stiff task

on January 10 against host

Syracuse, falling 23-16.

Shocklee, Thomas, Antonio and

Payne all scored for the Eagles.

Clarion grasped their winning

ways again on January 13.

Travelling to Cleveland State,

they flew home with a 21-13

win. Chad Billy and Wolfe got

the fire started with two straight

wins to start off the night.

Thomas and Antonio kept it

going with two wins in the

middle weight classes. Payne

and Roger King finished the

hosts off.

The Golden Eagles most recent

match was against Bloomsburg

this past Sunday. The PSAC-

East Huskies left Tippin with a

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

A painful rebuilding process' Injuries and inexperience have frustrated Clarion this season,

but they have refused to back down to any nationally ranked opponent to date.

<••

TV - 5 NEWS IS COMING!

AND Y£HJ CAN BE PART OF IT!

WE ARE ACCEPTING POSITIONS FOR:

* reporters

* editors

* public relations

* technical staff

* on-air anchors

INTERESTED?

COME TO THE MEETING
TONIGH T (Thursday, Jan. 21)

at 7 PM in Studio B

(Becker Hail across from WCUC)

25-15 victory over Clarion.

Wolfe and Sintobin recorded

pins for the Golden Eagles.

The loss set Clarion at 9-8

overall. Head coach Jack Davis

has described the season as

"frustrating, simply because we

haven't been able to field a

consistent lineup." The team has

been plagued by injuries all

season. Three potential starters

(Moss Grays, Brian Stoudt &
Shawn Armbrust) recently had

surgery. Grays may be back

soon. At 167 pounds, Clarion's

top two wrestlers at that weight

have both gone down with an

injury. Throughout the injuries,

though, the Golden Eagles have

continued to meet their

opponents head on.

"When injuries are as big a

problem as this, you have to ask

some people to do the

impossible," said Davis. Some

have given it their best to do just

that. Freshman Dan Fox jumped

two weight classes to fill in for

an injured wrestler. Shocklee is

also doing some impressive

I

IFOX'S PIZZA DEN
Small Hawaiian Pizza

Ham & Pineapple Toppings

$ 5 plus tax

with coupon

226 - 5555
exp. 1/31/93

wrestling that could place him

high in the big tournaments that

are coming up. Pendolino has

fought through ups and downs to

have an impressive season thus

far. In losing a close 17-15

decision to AU-American Brad

Rozanski from Bloomsburg,

Pendolino proved that he can

hang with the best of them.

Thomas is also wrestling well

right now and is coming off of

an injury. He will only get better

and better. Clarion's most

consistent wrestler to date -has

been Payne. He has come to be

one of Clarion's best and will

lead the Eagles into the

upcoming PSAC's (January 30).

The grapplers will be at the

defending conference champs of

Edinboro tomorrow The

PSACs will be held ai California

on January 30. February

matches include Army, Kent

State, Pitt, Lock Haven and Penn

State.
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SV EVENING

TV
DATA

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:304:00

(3:30) Movie. Graft

JANUARY 21, 1993

Deelfln. W. [Cheers :j

Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprih Winfrey o
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Pool Troop

People Ct

(3.00) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: *** "Obsessed "(1988) Kerne Keane. PG-13

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman g
Newsq

Newsq
News
News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: **** Planet of the Apes (1968) Charlton Heston. G

PGA Qolf; Northern Telecom Open. (Live

Ten of Us

(3:00) Movie:

Two Dads | Cartoon Express

Movie:** Buckeye and Blue (1988)

(3:00) Movie: 'Bound for Glory" (1976)

Underdog Vofli Bear Arcade

Up Close ISuperBowl

American Gladiators

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30
Movie: *** "Doc Hollywood (1991) Michael J. Fox, q
Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Matlock "The Class" q
Out AH Night [Pit. World

Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Simpsons q
Out All Night

Martin q
Dif. World

Movie: *** "A Christmas Story (1983) Peter Billinqsley

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: ** Double Trouble (WW) R

Jack's Place "Who Knew?"

Cheers q | Wings (R) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
In Color

Cheers q
Down Shore

Wings (Ft) g

10:30

Primetime Live q
Comedy Jam

L.A. Law "Love in Bloom

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Hunter "Son and Heir"

L.A. Law "Love in Bloom

Movie: ***'/2 ''California Suite' (1978) Maggie Smith.

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL q
Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girls

12:00

Evil

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stagings (In Stereo)

Edition IStalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: "The Man With Two Brains (1983)

Sportscenter
I
College Basketball: North Carolina State at Duke. (Live) [College Basketball: Memphis State at Missouri. (Live) ISportscenter

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "Avalon' (1990

Movie: **'/? Hell and High Water' (1954, Drama)

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: **'
: Reckless Disregard (1985) Tess Harper

What You Do

Supermarket

Drama) Armin Mueller-Stahl. PG q
Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q | Movie: *** Tucker: The Man and His Dream' (1988) q
Movie: ** "Bingo" (1991) Cindy Williams.

Movie: **'/? Red Heat (1988) R

Get Smart [Superman

LA. Law

M.T. Moore

Movie: **Vt "Shakes the C/otvn" (1991)

Boxing

Van Dyke

MacGyver "Trail of Tears

Basketball

Hitchhiker

Movie: *Va "Troll II' (1992) PG-13'

Movie: *** "Rambling Rose "(1991) Laura Pern R
Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: ** "Night Eyes' (1990) Tanya Roberts.

Lucy Show |F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Vonnegut

Mister Ed

Mysteries

FRIDAY EVENING JANUARY 22, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(3:00) Movie: *** "Avalon'

Design. W.
[Cheers q

Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30
Mowe: ** "The Bad News Bears Go to Japan" (1978)

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W. | Murphy B

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon | Batman q
News q

(3:30) Movie: **'/; "Telefon " (1977) PG' [Movie:

PGA Golf: Northern Telecom Open. (Live)

Newsq ABC News

News INBC News
News CBS News
Newsq
Full House q

***
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
/ Never Sang for My Father"

Ten of Us

(3:00) Movie:

Two Dads [Cartoon Express

Motoworld iSuperBowl

American Gladiators

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) q
Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married.

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *** "Crocodile Dundee "(1986) Paul Hogan. q
Family I Step by Step I

Dinosaurs q [Camp Wilder

Movie: "Perry Mason: The Case of the Fatal Fashion" q
G. Palace

G. Palace

Major Dad q
Major Dad q

America's Most Wanted q

Design. W.

Design. W.

Bobq

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: "Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country" (WW)

20/20 q
I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) q [News

Newsq
News

12:00

Comedy Jam

Golden Girls I
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (R) (In Stereo)

Who Killed King?

NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh Penguins at Edmonton Oilers. From the Northlands Coliseum

Movie: "Perry Mason: The Case of the Fatal Fashion" q
Hunter "The Nightmare"

I'H Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Movie: *** "Bill Cosby - Himself" (1982) Bill Cosby. IMovie: ***'/2 "Midnight Cowboy" (1969, Drama) R

Sportscenter [World Cup Skiing

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **'/; "Five Days One Summer" (1982) PG' q [Movie: *** "Out of the Darkness" (1985)

Movie: **'/; "Three Men and a Little Lady" (1990) PG
Underdog [Yogi Bear IArcade |Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *** Roe vs. Wade (1989) Holly Hunter.

Movie: **V; late for Dinner' (1991) Brian Wimmer.

What You Do

Supermarket
,
Shop-Drop

Crazy Kids Looney [Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q
World Cup Skiing Conquer the Arctic (R) IConquer the Arctic (R)

Married..

Newsq
Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: *** "Heart Like a Wheel (1983)

Movie: *** "35 typ" (1991. Documentary) NR'

Movie: **'/2 "Conan the Barbarian" (1982) Arnold Schwarzenegger

Movie: *** "Father of the Bride" (1991) Steve Martin, q
Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law

Movie: *'/2 "Kickboxer 2: The Road Back

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke lOragnet |A. Hitchcock ILuc^ Show [FTroop

Sportscenter

Movie:
"
Think Big' (1990)

Movie: * Wildest Dreams

Gallagher We Need a Hero Movie: *** "Billy Bathgate

Movie: * sh Beyond the Poseidon Adventure" (1979, Adventure) Michael Caine

(1991) Rp
Mister Ed

Mysteries

SATURDAY EVENING JANUARY 23, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

PBA Bowling

Golf

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: * Scavengers (1988) PG-13

Figure Skating: U.S. Championships, q
Figure Skating Night Court

College Basketball: Georgetown at Nevada-Las Vegas.

College Basketball: Georgetown at Nevada-Las Vegas

(3:00) Movie: "Little Nikita" [American Gladiators

Golf I Figure Skating

(3:30) Movie: "Golden Seal'

Skiing Men of Steel

(3:00) Movie: "Survive

ISuspect

6:00

Movie: ** "Spies Like Us

Newsq
News
News

Newsq

6:30

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News
CBS News

Star Trek: Next Gener.

News NBC News
Movie: *** "Heart Like a Hff»e/"(1983) Bonnie Bedelia

PGA Golf: Northern Telecom Open. (Live)

Gossipl B. Buddies

(2:30) Movie: IMovie: "Airplane II: The Segue/" (1982)

(3:00) Movie: **** "Dances With Wolves" (1990) q
Can't on TV I Get Picture Freshmen [Salute

Movie:** 7 Saw What You Did" (1988, Suspense)

Swamp
I
Beyond | Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

7:00 7:30

1985) Dan Aykroyd. PG'

Entertainment Tonight q
Hee Haw Silver

Untouchables "First Blood

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: **'/2 "Grand Canyon

ABC News Special

Empty Nest |Nurses (R) q

(1991, Drama) Danny Glover. 'R' q
10:30 11:00 11:30

Figure Skating: U.S. Championships. (Live) q
Movie: *** "48 HRS. " (1982) Nick Nolte

ling

o
College Basketball: Iowa at Penn State. (Live)

Empty Nest [Nurses (R) q Sisters "The Whole Truth

Hat Squad (In Stereo) q
NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh Penguins at Calgary Flames. From the Olympic Saddledome

Copsq |Cops(R)q |Code3q
nq

2
Jeopardy! q [College Basketball: Pittsburgh at Miami. (Live)

Sightings q Hunter "Broken Dreams"

Nurses (R) q |Sisters "The Whole Truth

"

Movie: **V'2 "In Love and War" (1958) Robert Wagner. IMovie: ***'/2 "Popi" (1969, Comedy) Alan Arkin. G
Sportscenter [Speedweek

Movie: **'/2 "Rocky V" (1990) Sylvester Stallone, q
Movie: **V2 "Career Opportunities (1991) PG-13 q
Double Dare Guts Doug iRugrats

Movie: Better Off Dead (1993) Mate Winningham.

NHL Hockey: New York Rangers at Los Angeles Kings. (Live)

Movie: ***'/2 "Deliverance^' (W2) Burt Reynolds

Movie: *** "Personal Services (1987) Julie Walters.

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q

News q Design. W. \"Sayonara

News
News
Newsq

12:00

"LoveC"

NAACP Image Awards q
Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables "First Blood

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q I
Comic Strip

Newsq NAACP Image Awards q
Movie: *** "North to Alaska "(1960)

Sportscenter Basketball

Movie: ** "Barbarella (1968)

Movie: *** Cape Fear"(1991, Suspense) Robert De Niro. R' q
Movie: *** "Working Girls" (1986) NR' [Movie: "The Bronx War

Clarissa I
Roundhouse IRen-Stjmpy [You Afraid?

Movie: ** "The Game of Love "(1987) Ed Marinaro.

A. Hitchcock

Hidden

Movie: *»*'/2 "Terminator 2: Judgment Pay" (1991) R

Lucy Show

Confessions

M.T. Moore [Dragnet

Unsolved Mysteries

Superman

Moonlighting

SUNDAY EVENING JANUARY 24, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: *** "Curly Sue" (1991) James Belushi. 'PG' q
(2:00)Star-atnon '93 IStar-athon '93 Continues

6:00 6:30

Movie:*** AtyG/r/' (1991 Macaulay Culkin. PG' q

NBA Basketball: Portland Trail Blazers at Utah Jazz.

College Basketball

College Basketball

All Madden Team
All Madden Team

Movie: ** "Firewalker" (1986, Adventure) Chuck Noms.

NBA Basketball: Portland Trail Blazers at Utah Jazz.

Wh. Fortune NBC News
Design. W.

CBS News

CBS News
Newsq

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

News NBC News

(3:00) Movie: "North-Alsk" [Movie:** "Ishtar" (1987) Warren Beatty. PG-13'

College Football: East-West Shrine Classic. From Palo Alto, Calif. (Live)

Gossip!

(3.30) Movie:

Ten of Us [Two Dads |B. Buddies [Beyond

****

BobNewhart

The Great Escape" (1963) Steve McQueen, q

Can't on TV

Disease

Control

Jml. of Med.

Movie: ** 1
/2 "Sweet fa/fter ' (1990) PG

Wild Side

Family

Fifteen

Medical

Double Dare

WIcQiCal

Hitchhiker

7:00 7:30

Life Goes On (In Stereo) q
Secret Service (In Stereo)

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Batman q [Shaky &
Secret Service (In Stereo)

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: **V; "The Addams Family (1991) PG-13' q
10:00 10:30

HBO's 20th Anniversary (R)

Videos IMovie: **Vi "Heartbreak Ridge" (1986, Drama) Clint Eastwood, q
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Murder. She Wrote (R) q
Murder, She Wrote (R) q
In Color [Rocq
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "Spencer's Mountain" (1963) Henry Fonda

Sportscenter ISuperBowl

MacGyver "Thin Ice" q
Movie: ** "Caveman" (1981) Ringo Starr.

Movie: * "Suburban Commando" (1991)

Guts

Patch Works

Looney

Physicians

Looney

Milestones

NFL AN Pro Team

Movie: "Killer Rules" (1993, Suspense) Sela Ward, q
Movie: "Bonds of Love" (1993, Drama) Treat Williams, q
Movie: "Bonds of Love'

Married.. Herman

(1993, Drama) Treat Williams.

Flying Blind [Ben Stiller q
Movie: "Killer Rules "(1993, Suspense) Sela Ward, q
Movie: *** "A Fistful of Dollars" (1967) Clint Eastwood.

Boxing: Bruce Seldon vs. Eliiah Tillery. (Live)

Movie: "Blindsided" (1993, Suspense) Jeff Fahey. q Counterstrike (R)

Movie: *V2 "Ultraviolet" (1992) R' IMovie: * "Maximum Force" (1992) R

Movie: *** "Backdraft (1991, Drama) Kurt Russell. (In Stereo) R q
Looney

Jml. of Med.

F-Troop

Family

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

A. Hitchcock

Ob/Gyn

Davidson

Lucy Show

Family

11:00

In Stereo) q
Newsq
News
News

11:30 12:00

Movie: »**'/2 "JFK" (1991)

Cheers q Roggin's

Night Court Cur. Affair

Star Search (in Stereo)

News q I
Love Con. Baywatch q

700 Club Telethon

News q [Suspect

Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: "How to Murder Your Wife (1965)

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q IHollywood

NFL Great

Movie: ** "Diary of a Hitman" (1992) R

Movie: *** Ruthless People" (1986) R

M.T. Moore

Physicians

Dragnet

Paid Prog-

Superman

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING JANUARY 25, 1993

10

11

14

'17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: *** " The Butchers Wfe "(1991) Demi Moore, q
Design. W. [Cheers q News q News q
Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ct. Cur. Affair

Movie:** "Lovesick" (1983,

Wrestling

Cheers q
Design. W. |Murphy B.

News

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon IBatman q
Newsq
Dudley Moore. PG'

Trucks |Up Close (R)

Ten of Us I
Two Dads [Cartoon Express

Movie: ***'/2 "The Field" (1990) Richard Harris. 'PG-Tf

Movie: *** "Picnic (1956, Drama) William Holden.

Underdog
I
Yogi Bear [Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

**'/2 "Desperate Lives (1982) Diana Scarwid.

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: "Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country (1991)

News q ABC News Hard Copy q Ent. Tonight

News
News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsq
Full House q Wonder Yrs

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q

Wh. Fortune

American Music Awards (In Stereo Live) q

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: *•* "The Prince of Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte. 'R' q
10:30 11:00

Young Comedians (R) q

Fresh Prince Blossom q
Golden Palace (In Stereo)

Golden Palace (In Stereo)

Movie: "Full Exposure: The Sex Tapes Scandal" (1989)

Murphy B.

Murphy B. Love & War Northern Exposure (R) q
Love & War

Movie: ** "Rocket Gibraltar" (1988) Burt Lancaster.

News-q INBC News Ueopardy! q [Wh. Fortune [Fresh Prince [Blossom q Movie: "Full Exposure: The Sex Tapes Scandal" (1989)

Movie: ***'/2 "The Young Lions" (1958, Drama) Marlon Brando, Dean Martin

American Gladiators

Northern Exposure (R) q
Hunter

Movie: ** "Ensign Pulver" (1964) Robert Walker Jr..

Th'breds iSupefBowl | Sportscenter [College Basketball: Villanova at Providence (Live) [College Basketball: Nebraska at Colorado

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married..

11:30 12:00

*•* "The Last Boy Scout"

Golden Girls [Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
News q I

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: * "A Fine Mess "(1986) 'PG'

Movie: *** "Gator" (1976) Burt Reynolds. PG'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote q |WWF: Monday Night Raw [Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

"Police Academy 4: Citizens on Patrol" q
Movie: **'/2 "Farewell to the King" (1989, Drama) Nick Nolte, Nigel Havers. (In Stereo) PG-13' q
What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney [Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart
I
Superman

L.A. Law

Movie: *'/2 Necromancer (1989) R'

Bugsy

M.T. Moore Van Dyke Dragnet | Hitchcock

Movie: •* "House Party 2'

Movie: ' Better Off Dead" (1993) Mare Winningham.

(Live) Sportscenter Basketball

MacGyver "The Coltons q [Hitchhiker

Movie: ** "Bad Channels "(1992) R' q

Lucy Show |F-Troop

1991) 'Rq Paul Reiser From Home

Thirtysomething

Mister Ed

Mysteries

TUESD
4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

2 Movie: *** "WarGames (1983) Matthew Broderick Movie: ** "Men at Wor*" (1990) Emilio Estevez. PG-13' Movie: ** 1A "Grand Canyon" (1991, Drama) Danny Glover. R q Movie: ** ' Write to Kill" (1991) R' EvH

4 Design. W. [Cheers q Newsg Newsq Newsg ABC News Hard Copy q Ent Tonight Full House q | Mr. Cooper State of the Union Address Civil Wars "S Dlit Ends' q Newsq Golden Girls Nightline q
6 Cur. Affair [Edition Cheers q News News NBC News Jeopardy! q Wh. Fortune Reasonable Doubts g State of the Union Address First Person: The Gay 90s News Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
7 Oprah Winfrey q Design. W. Murphy B. News CBS News Golden Girls Married... Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q State of the Union Address To Be Announced News Forever Knight (In Stereo)

8 Donahue (In Stereo) q Oprah Winfrey q Newsq CBS News You Bet-Lite Rescue 911 (In Stereo) g State of the Union Address To Be Announced Newsg Edition [For. Knight

10 Goof Troop Tom, Jerry Tiny Toon ] Batman q Full House q Wonder Yrs. Roseanne q Married... Class of '96 (In Stereo) g Key West (In Stereo) q Hunter "Lullaby" Married... Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
11 People Ct. Cur. Affair Newsq Newsq NBC News Jeopardy! q Wh. Fortune Reasonable Doubts q State of the Union Address First Person: The Gay 90s Newsq Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
14 (1:30) Movie: Movie: ** "Ensign Pulver" (1964) Robert Walker Jr.. Movie: *** "Warlock" Movie: **'/2 "Where the Bo rs Are" C\%0, comedy) Movie: ' Splendor in the Grass "

( 1 96 1

)

17 Wrestling Trucks | Up Close (R) NBA Today SuperBowt Sportscenter iCoNege Basketball Ohio State at Michiqan. (Live) ICoMege Basketball. Louis: j state at Kentucky. (Live) ISportscenter

18 Ten of Us Two Dads Cartoon Express American Gladiators Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote q Boxing: Bramble vs. Moore MacGyver "Hind-Sight g |
Hitchhiker

21 Movie: **'/2 "Meeting Venus' (1991) Glenn C Movie: * 1
/2 "Beastmaster 2: Through the Portal of Time

"

Movie: * "House IV" (1992, Horror) Terri freas. R' Movie: ** "Back in the U.S.S.R. (1992) "At Play in Fields of Lord"

22 Movie: *** Georges Island" (1989) PG' Movie: ***'/2 That's Entertainment! "(1974, Musical) Fred Astaire. G' Movie: *** "Rambling Rose" (1991) Laura Dern. R' Movie: " The Hit List" (1992) Jeff Fahey. Movie: *Vt "Another You

25 Underdog Yogi Bear [Arcade Hey Dude (R)
I
What You Do (Crazy Kids Looney [Bullwinkle Get Smart [Superman M.T.Moore

I
Van Dyke Dragnet [Hitchcock Lucy Show F-Troop Mister Ed

26 Movie: ** Love Lives On (1985) Sam Waterston. [Supermarket |Shop-Drop Unsolved Mysteries LA. Law "TV or Not TV- Movie: **'/2 "Another Woman" ena Rowlands. Thirtysomething Mysteries

WEDNE WAY
4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 6:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

2 Movie: * Scavengers (1988) PG-13 Movie: *•« The Buddy Hotly Story" (1978) PG Hot Shots Movie:*** Hot Shots!" (1991) PG-13' Nowhere Crypt Tales Dream On g Sanders *** "The Prince of Tides

4 Design. W. [Cheers q Newsg 'News g Newsg ABC News Hard Copy g Ent. Tonight Wonder Y. Doogie H. Home Imp Coach

q

Going tc Extremes q Newsq Golden Girls [Nightline q
6 Cur. Affair 'Edition Cheers q News News NBC News Jeopardy! q Wh. Fortune Unsolved Mysteries q Seinfeld q Mad-You Law A Order "Forgiveness News Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
7 Oprah Winfrey q Design. W. Murphy B. News CBS News Golden Girls Married... Space Rangers Pilot g In the Heat of the Night q 48 Hours News Dangerous Curves (R)

8 Donahue (In Stereo) q Oprah Winfrey g Newsq CBS News You Bet-Life Space Rangers "Pilot g In the Heat of the Night q 48 Hours Newsq Edition Curves

10 Goof Troop Tom, Jerry Tiny Toon | Batman q Full House g Wonder Yrs. Roseanne q Married... Beverly Hills, 90210 q Melrose Place (In Stereo) q Catwalk (In Stereo) Married... Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
11 People Ct Cur. Affair Newsg Newsg NBC News Jeopardy! g Wh. Fortune College Basketball: Syracuse at Pittsburgh (Live) Law 8 Order Forgiveness Newsq Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
14 (3:00) Movie: Splendor Movie: ***'/2 California Suite ( 5) Magqie Smith. Movie: *** The Comancheros" (1961) John Wayne Movie: ***'/2 Doctor Zhivaqo (1965, Drama) Omar Sharif, Julie Christie. Geraldme Chaplin PG

17 WrestKng Trucks | Up Close (R) Inside PGA ISportscenter College Basketball: Seton Hall at Georgetown. (Live) College Basketball: Florida State at North Carolina. Sportscenter Basketball

18 Ten of Us Two Dads Cartoon Express American Gladiators Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote q Movie: ** "Love Kills "(1991) Virginia Madsen q MacGyver "Obsessed q Hitchhiker

21 Movie: **** The Empire Strikes Ba< Movie: **'/2 Soapdish (1991) Sally Field. PG-13 q Movie: *** "Mortal Thoughts' (1991) Demi Moore R Movie: ** Until the End of the World (1991) William Hurt

22 (2 30) Movie: Movie: *** 1 Love You. Rosa (1972) Movie: "Hit's Tuesday. This Must Be Belgium" (1969) Movie: *** Flight of Black Angel" (1991, Suspense) 1 Super Dave Movie: *V2 McBam (1991) Velvet D."

25 Underdog Yogi Bear [Arcade [Hey Dude (R) What You Do Crazy Kids Looney |
Bullwinkle Get Smart | Superman M.T.Moore | Van Dyke Dragnet Hitchcock Lucy Show |F-Troop Mister Ed

26 Movie: * * * Picking Up the Pieces Supermarket Shop-Drop Unsolved Mysteries L.A. Law Movie: ** Once Again" (198( , Drama) Martin Balsam Thirtysomething Mysteries
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Help Wanted

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING- Earn $2,000+/month

+ world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,

the Carribean, etc.) Holiday,

Summer and Career employment

available. No experience

necessary. For employment

program call 1-206-634-0468

ext. C5246.

Koomniiitcs «\ Kentiils

reservation.

Furnished apt. for rent. For 3 or

4 non-smoking students. Near

campus. Utilities included.

Phone 226-7997.

We're looking for a student

organization that would like to

make $500-$ 1,500 for one week

marketing project. Organized

and hard working. Call

(800)592-2121 ext. 308.

Sales & Services
Free trip to Cancun Mexico,

organize a small goup and travel

free as a college rep with sun

bound vacations. Prices start

from $419.00. Complete

packages include round trip jet

service, hotel transfers, 7 nights

hotel, beach parties, daily

sunshine, exotic nightlife, tequila

happy hour and much more. For

the best value and the most fun

filled spring break package call

800- sun- trek or 800- 786- 8735

for further details and

Nice furnished apartments

available for fall-spring. Ideal

locations. Two blocks from

campus. 764-3690.

Remodeled 2 & 3 bedroom

mobile homes for rent available

for summer, fall, & spring '94.

Call 227-2800.

Nice houses and apartments

available for Fall 1993, evenings

226-8617.

Nice houses and apartments

available for summer 1993. Call

evenings 226-8617.

College Park Apartments now
signing for fall 1993 and spring

1994 semesters. Utilities

included, furnished. Call 226-

FREE** DELIVERY

«)

5 DAYS A WEEK MON-FRI

1 11-7 PM
KFC

$5.00 Minimum Order

Buy One 3-piece dinner

Get One Free
Mondays and Tuesdays 2-7 pm

no coupon necessary

not acceptable on deliveries

226-8621

mum
KFC

700 Main Street Clarion

(814) 226-8621

Sun.-Thurs. 10AM-9PM
Fri. and Sat. 10AM- 10PM

<

*.».n*'V*V> **^.^\Vf>'#£;•; . v^Vr/Vv- :-:rvVr: ;,' r
" •* »,».. •- - .

7092.

Nice quiet furnished apartment

Personals

for 3 or 4 girls. 226-8225.

Wanted: Female Vocalist to sing

with rock group in 1993 Battle

of the Bands. Ability to play an

instrument a plus. Call 227-

2122.

I would like to say thank

you to the two gentlemen

who helped me shovel my
driveway at 1:30 a.m. on

the Friday morning of the

big snow storm in

December.

Thanks, Sally Doran

The Athletic Department

Rummage sale. Friday 22 Jan.

9 am to 3 pm. Tippen Gym
Lobby.

The Pilot of the ECTO II Ice

Racer would send the humblest

of apologies to the Co-Pilot. He

wishes so much that he would

have remembered to be the ball..

He forgot who mattered and he

is sorry.

Learn American Sign Language

for only $35. Starting 27 Jan 7-

8:30 pm. In B-62C Carlson.mn
Non-stop Air • (7) Nlghta Hotel . Tun • Club
D*count» • TraiMfws • ActMtM* Program

CANCUN. from $429
BAHAMAS. from $439
JAMAICA from $459
QAYJCNA<**m*M**») from $149
PANAMA Cmtmm* from $129

For fro* brochure call:

Breakaway Travel
1-800-862-7325

(Spacing It limited I Call today!)

THANKS
WCUC
CHAD
&

NATALIE
from the boys of

VANGUARD
We're coming to

rock your world

as soon as "Doc"

gets it together

Any questions call Mary 3354.

In memory of Christopher

Sthalmar. Your presence will

be truely missed by all of us.

-the Brothers of Alphn Chi Rho

Classes

Credit/No-Record begins 10 a.m.

Monday, January 25, 1993

—Office of the Registrar, 122

Carrier

Credit/No-Record ends 4 p.m. on

Friday, February 12, 1993

Class Withdrawals end 4 p.m. on

Friday, March 19, 1993

Final exams begin 8 a.m. on

Monday, May 3, 1993

Final exams end 10 p.m. on

Employment
Friday, may 7, 1993

Attention Seniors: Information

on employers who will

participate in on-campus

recruiting and also employers

who are interested in reviewing

resumes, but will not be on

campus, is currently available in

1 14 Egbert (Career Services).

Senionrs: Internship available ia

A DISPATCH FROM MAGAZINE

When You Care Enough to Display Synthetic Emotion

Hallmark Girds has staked its future on a new market—"nonoccasion" greetings. In

other words, cards for people with nothing special to say and no holiday on which they

feel obliged to say it. The 520 cards in Hallmark's "Just How I Feel" nonoccasion line

are divided into seven categories, according to what /«//«#; you, the buyer, are trying

to express. Here are some of the messages; we've taken the liberty of clarifying

Hallmark's rather vaguely worded feelings in order to make shopping even easier.

Feeling: "Sorry I Smacked You Around...."

Cover Art: Rolling waves in solemn

turquoise and aquamarine

Inscription: anger is a powerful thing.

IT CAN START OUT SO SMALL, YET...IT CAN

TAKE ON A LIFE OF ITS OWN....

Feeling: "For the Abused Child in My
Life..."

Cover Art: Child's crayon drawing of

tulips and a white picket fence

Inscription: i know I haven't always

BEEN THE PERFECT MOM....

Feeling: "You'd Make a Great Second

Husband..."

Cover Art: Crayon drawing of a man in a

child's wagon

Inscription: i love to watch you
WITH THE CHILDREN, BECAUSE ITS

OBVIOUS YOU SHARE SOMETHING VERY

SPECIAL....

Feeling: "The Threat ofa Sexual-

Harassment Suit Has Led Me to This

Unconventional Approach. ..."

Cover Art: Two sharp pencils and a cup of

coffee

Inscription: WE CAN'T CHOOSE THE people

WE WORK WITH, BUT SOMETIMES WE GET

LUCKY AND WIND UP WORKING WITH

SOMEONE SPECIAL.

Feeling: "It WasJust a Fling, Honest..."

Cover Art: Watercolor seashore scene

Inscription: i know that no words can

MAKE UP FOR WHAT I'VE PUT YOU

THROUGH. BUT, OVER TIME, I HOPE I CAN
PROVE TO YOU THAT YOU CAN TRUST ME

AGAIN....

All display advertising is

due Wednesday, the week
prior to publication. A late

fee will be assessed on all

ads accepted after 5 p.m. on

Wednesday. Classified ads

are due by noon on

Tuesday, the week of

publication.

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat,

sorority, team, club, etc. pitches

in just one hour and your group

can raise $1,000 in just a few

days! Plus a chance to earn

51,000 for yourself! No cost

No obligation. 1-800-932-0528,

ext. 65.

r FREE
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

i w.w m « * *'/v«.^* * » » * » *>. ^ v > ** ^•»*s'^ »i * * * - * *» £**!** v rfW 'rfVi'V* % « «* '** ' ' * * * '• * * 'r.NN'tM FV?V*4
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Golden Eagle swimmers successful at The Rock
by Karen Ruud
Sports Writer

Clarion University's swim
teams competed against PSAC
rival Slippery Rock on Tuesday

January 12, and both the men
and the women brought victories

back to Clarion.

The men's team captured first

place in every event except the

80 free to defeat SRU 120-98.

The combination of Dave
Sheets, Rick Bull, Steve Darby

and Keith Iwinski won both the

400 medley and 400 free relays.

Iwinski added a first place

finish in the 1000 free to his

relay victories.

Bull added a 200 individual

medley victory.

Darby added a 100 free

victory.

Sheets also added another

victory in the 800 free .

Steve Kozowyk added a 200
free victory to Clarion's credits.

The 200 butterfly event was
paced by Clarion's Mike Klunk.

Mark Keister won the 200
backstroke, and Jeff Halbert won
the 200 breaststroke.

In men's diving, Joe Egan won
both the one meter and three

meter events for the Golden
Eagles.

The CUP women also won
their meet handedly, 138-92,

winning every event but the 200
Individual Medley.

••••FourStarPizza

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11AM-12AM
Thurs11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

January Special
12" one-item Pizza

and 12" Sub

Only $8.99
Expires 1/31/93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Dinner

for four

Only $8.99
PLUS TAX

Includes 16" one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 2/2^93

Sub

for two

Only $4.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12*-SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 2/25/93

Dinner

for two

Only $6.50
* PLUS TAX

Includes 12* one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 2/25/93

The 400 free relay team
comprised of Mara Strelecki,

Justine Gibbons, Daniela More
and Tedra Kruse won the event

in 3:53.52.

Gibbons paced the women by
also winning two other events.

She finished first in the 1000
free and in the 500 free.

Kruse also won two other

events, winning the 200 free and

the 200 butterfly.

Other first place finishes for the

women included the 400 medley

relay team, Stephanie Kissell in

the 50 and 100 freestyle events,

Dina Maylor in the 200
backstroke, Becky Jushchyshyn

in the 200 breaststroke.

Kim Strawbridge won both the

one meter and three meter diving

events.

The swim teams also competed
in Florida over the break.

Both teams are in action again

on January 23 at Bloomsburg.

Clarion athletes

receive awards
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Football squad still receiving

honors

Brad Kline and Tim Brown
were among five Golden Eagles

selected by "Football Gazette"

as Division II All-Americans.

Kline, a strong safety from

Lawrenceburg, Indiana, led the

defense in solo tackles, fumbles

caused and fumbles recovered. A
starting running back in his first

three seasons at Clarion, Kline

made the move to defense rn

1992 and led the conference with

five interceptions.

Junior tight end Tim Brown
seems to receive a different

honor every week , and this

week was no exception as he
was chosen as a 1992 second

team All-American.

A graduate of Thomas
Jefferson high school in

Pittsburgh, Brown led the entire

PSAC in receptions with 60. He
accumulated 614 yards through

the air and scored four

touchdowns. Brown was an

honorable mention All-American

in 1991.

Quarterback Tim Myers,
defensive tackle Jason Rinehart

and linebacker Frank Andrews
were also rewarded for their

outstanding seasons and were

named Honorable Mention Ail-

Americans.

Clarion leads all PSAC schools

with 45 All-American selections

in the last 10 years.

Ellenberger and Bills gain

well-deserved respect

Tammi Bills and Wendy
Ellenberger were two of the 12

players selected to the American

Volleyball Coaches Association

Atlantic All-Region Team for

Division II.

Bills led the team in digs with

526 while recording 142 kills

and 22 service aces. The senior

defensive demon collected 1,163

digs in her illustrious career.

Ellenberger played in all 134

games in 1992 and accumulated

1,149 set assists and 62 service

aces. The 5-foot-5 senior

distributed 2,966 set assists in

her stellar career, and was a first

team PSAC-West selection in

1991.

Last month, Bills and
Ellenberger were two of eight

players selected to the PSAC-
West first team for 1992.

Jones and Morton named
PSAC "Players of the Week"

Lady Golden Eagles center

Carlita Jones and junior guard

Kwame Morton were recently

honored as the PSAC-West
"Players of the Week."

Jones, a six foot center from

Peabody high school in

Pittsburgh, was honored for her

performance in the week from

December 7-13.

Jones led the Eagles to a 2-0

week and averaged 34 points per

game in the process. Against

Mercyhurst she tickled the twine

for a school-record 43 points

including 19 field goals.

For the season, she is

averaging 17.8 ppg, including a

shooting percentage of 51%.
Jones is also first on the team in

rebounding with a 10.2 rpg

average.

Kwame Morton averaged

32.5 ppg in the Pizza Hut Classic

and received the PSAC-West
"Player of the Week" honor to go

along with his tournament MVP
trophy.

Morton leads the Eagles in

scoring, averaging 24 ppg.
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By Rodney Sherman

Assistant News Editor

Clarion University Board of

Trustees voted Jan. 19 to

continue its efforts to build a

new, on-campus home to be

occupied by the university

president. The motion was

approved by a 5-1 decision.

Further movement on

the project is dependant on

actions of the trustees during the

93-94 fiscal year and the

necessary approval by the State

System of Higher Education

Board of Governors. Trustee

Dana Still made the motion,

with the provision that such

bidding and construction shall

not be undertaken during the

current budget year, to assure

that the project not be abandoned

and forgotten.

Voting for the resolution were

Dr. Syed Ali-Zaidi of

Shippenville, Joseph Harvey of

Oil City, Raleigh Robertson of

New Bethlehem, Dr. Dana Still

of Clarion and Paul Weaver of

Clarion. Casting the lone

dissenting vote was the student

member of the board, Crystal

Knorr. Trustees Lucille Tabler,

Kenneth Gaudi and Fred

Mcllhattan were absent from the

meeting. In a telephone

interview Monday Mcllhattan

said, "At this time the

presidential mansion should not

be a priority for the Board of

Trustees," adding the topic

"needs alot more discussion."

Trustees Weaver and Still,

reached by telephone, referred

all questions to the university

public relations office.

Knorr questioned the idea of

proceeding without knowing

what the total cost would be.

Contacted Tuesday, Knorr said,

"I just don't feel it is necessary

now, [I] can't justify the

spending to build a presidential

home right now, not with the

Lois Oertel/ Clarion Call

Moore Hall has been the President's residence since 1890. The proposed site for the

president's residence is presently on undeveloped land north of campus.

budget problems we face." At

the meeting Dr. Still maintained

the project was feasible and

needed. Still said the project had

been defeated before even

though the money was allocated,

adding, "We wanted to keep the

issue before the board."

Following the vote Tuesday

night, Ali-Zaidi, chair of the

council of trustees, said,

"Ninety-seven years ago on Jan.

8, 1896, $8000 was voted to

build a residence for the

principal of the Clarion Normal

School. Since then various

efforts were made to provide the

president with a suitable

residence. It is a historic day.

We have taken the responsibility

to make this decision. This

decision is in the best long-term

interest of our university. It will

also provide job opportunities

during construction and will

greatly conform to Main Street

renovation and beautification. In

all fairness to President

Reinhard, she is happy with her

apartment in Moore Hall and

does not desire a new residence.

But the university cannot plan on

an individual's preference."

In a Tuesday statement to the

Call, President Reinhard said,

"I understand the long term need

for a president residence. That

residence would serve the long

term needs of Clarion University

given the uncertainty of our

budget situation. But at this

time, I am uncomfortable with

proceeding under the trustees

proposed timetable. The budget

for the near future is too

uncertain to make that

commitment given competing

academic priorities."

Ron Whilshire, a university

spokesman, said that according

to status of facility reports, the

cost of a new presidential

residence is estimated at

$890,000.

Graduate student Mary Carter

is against the plan. "What a

crock, where do they get off

wanting to spend $400,000 to

build a presidential mansion

when they just hiked tuition,

raised support fees and cut some

programs. I've been here five

damn years and have watched

this university slide down the

tubes." Commenting on the fact

that President Reinhard is

happy with her current residence,

Debbie Carrier,

(cont. on pg. 4)

Cclcbratitu] over 70 years as a student newspaper
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Editor-in-chief

Super Bowl

Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Superbowl

Sunday is almost here. The day

all football zealots relish is fast

approaching.

Well, big deal.

Who cares?

Who gives a rat's ass?

You get the picture.

Don't get me wrong, I

hope all of you have a whale of a

time at your Super Bowl parties.

I hope the pizza is tasty and the

beer flows down nice and easy.

And I sincerely hope that big bet

goes your way.

Yep, millions and millions will

be viewing Super Bowl XXVII.

But not yours truely.

Can hardly recall a Super Bowl

since 1980 worth watching.

Can't remember a Super Bowl

worth that Monday morning

hangover. Never can I recall a

Super Bowl worth watching with

those annoying, fair weather fans

(Love those Niners! Always

been my team).

For the thirteenth straight

season, I will boycott watching

the Super Bowl.

And here, ladies and

gentlemen, for your information,

are the top 10 reasons why I

won't be watching this year's

Super Bowl:

10. Absence of the Denver

Broncos - The "over" was

always an easy bet in the Super

Bowl when Denver played. The

Broncos' opponent would have

your bet won by halftime.

9. Give me Madden and

Bradshaw, not Enberg and

Costas - I find the CBS NFL

package much more enjoyable

than NBC's. Enjoy your

retirement Bob, 1 know I will.

8. Absence of the Emperor

tossing the Coin - The highlight

of last year's Super Bowl

occured even before the opening

kickoff. As soon as former

Nick Neupauer

Pittsburgh Steelers' coach Chuck

Noll was introduced for the

pregame coin toss and flipped

the coin, I flipped my channel.

Dear Emperor, you are deeply

missed.

7. Blowouts - Only three of

the past 13 Super Bowls have

been decided by 10 points or

less. Generally, the game is over

at the conclusion of the first

quarter. Rest assured, this year's

contest will follow the same

routine.

(cont. on pg. 4)

Aha!!! I knew it was only a

matter of time before the

university would spring another

frivolous, astronomical expense

on an unsuspecting student body.

The president needs a house?

What's wrong with the one she

has now?

The Council of Trustees wants

to build an $890,000 house for

the benefit of future university

presidents. Do they really think

it will only cost $890,000 after

consulting fees, architect fees,

construction fees, landscaping,

floral wallpaper, china plates,

plush carpeting, chandeliers and

who knows what else? Could

we possibly be talking over $1

million? I think it's highly

probable.

And there's more. The money

is supposed to come out of the

operating budget which tuition

money supports.

The gist of it is, that

President Reinhard likes her

apartment and "does not desire a

new residence."

So who do these trustees think

they are in voting for something

like this?

Ali-Zaidi, Chair of the council

of trustees, was reported saying

that the new residence will

"provide job opportunities

during construction and will

greatly conform to Main Street

renovation and beautification."

Jobs (???) for whom? Outside

construction companies? Main

Street beauty? Come on. Since

when has landscape beauty been

a priority at an institution whose

main purpose is to educate? Oh,

wait a minute, I forgot. Forty-

five thousand dollar signs are

important. A $30,000 grant was

spent on campus trees. My
mistake again.

Is it possible that Clarion has

more money in the budget than

they know what to do with? Is it

possible that the whole budget

crisis the state system schools

are going through is a farce?

Am I deluding myself into

thinking that tuition will not go

up next fall?

What it sounds like is that the

Council of Trustees is too

removed from the operation of

Clarion University to best

understand" what our needs are.

Or, they choose to blatantly

ignore the financial stranglehold

the state- is putting the SSHE
schools through.

In either case, the decision the

trustees have made to accept

construction bids leads me to

believe they are not qualified for

the job of overseer. Isn't it about

time Clarion got something right

and changed trustee job

requirements before the

bureaucrats spend us dry?
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Recognition

Dear Sports Editor:

I have one question for you!

How many players make up the

Clarion Men's Basketball Team?

From the January 21 edition of

the Clarion Call, my guess

would be one.

First of all, when was Kwame

Morton cannonized? Here's

another, why weren't we

informed that Kwame was the

second coming of Christ? Now if

you are comparing him to Christ,

what happened to the other three

days of work? (Genesis 1-2:2)

Should we present Kwame with

a crown of thorns or just a

basketball hoop?

We realize Kwame is an

excellent player and the M.V.R

of both of the Clarion

tournaments BUT there are 12

other active players on the roster

that deserve recognition.

Dave "Wojo" Wojciechowski

(I've heard many Polish jokes

about intelligence but at least

they know how to spell) is the

leader in both assists and steals.

At the beginning of the 1992-

1993 season, he was ranked sixth

on the all-time Clarion assist

leaders. Wojo's responsible for

giving the ball to Kwame and the

other players on the court.

Roy Bumoskey is ranked

second in points scored this

season. He has a sweet three-

point shot and is the spark that

ignites the energy and

excitement to the rest of the

team.

Mark McCarthy is the team

leader in blocks and is the

epitome of a true team player.

He sees what needs to be done

and does it. He is usually

unpraised when he should be

recognized as a major

contributing silent force.

McCarthy is a humble player

who deserves to be recognized

for his accomplishments.

Steve Branch is second on the

rebounding list. 'Big Steve' has

our votes for the most improved

Clarion hoopster and is an

incredible force inside the paint.

The Bench also deserves

recognition. As a freshman point

guard, Todd Nyquist shows great

potential and Scott "Scooter"

Lang has great senior leadership

and enthusiasm on and off the

court. Brian Paige has the best

free throw percentage, Chris

Boone is the leading rebounder,

and Ian Whyte had the best field

goal percentage. When given the

chance, Steve Young, Bob

McGraw and Tyrone Sherrod

give 100 percent to assure

another Golden Eagle "W\ The

bench players give their

enthusiasm and support to the

players on the court.

P.S. Although we are not athletes

ourselves, we like to see the

truth written without using

religious correlations.

Respectfully,

Mary Jo Huckabone, Ed. Grad.

Student

Jen Moore, Sr. Elementary Ed.

Rebecca Savage, Psychology

Alumnus

Campus crime rate lower than U.S. figures
Ml. ..... »«* * . -_i » limit,>h thpv oivp. us our first

CPS While campus crime rates

are increasing, they remain

lower than overall statistics for

the United States, according to a

report by the International

Association of Campus Law

Enforcement Administrators.

Meanwhile, the FBI reported

its first data available on the

number of hate crimes for 1991.

While there is no breakdown in

the report by age or locality of

attacks, some college

newspapers have reported an

increase in hate crimes on

campuses and local

communities.

The campus crime survey was

conducted at 400 colleges and

universities that are members of

the law enforcement association.

The institutions represent only

13 percent of all U.S. colleges

and universities, but 40 percent

of all college students. There

was no breakdown of specific

crimes.

The number of campus crimes

increased during the past three

years. According to the report,

violent crimes made up3 percent

of the crimes reported on

campuses in 1991, and property

crimes made up the remaining

97 percent.

Violent crime on campuses

rose 12.4 percent from 1989 to

1990 and 5 percent rorm 1990

tol991.

The association said there were

71.8 violent crime( murder rape,

robbery or aggravated

assault)per 100,000 students,

compared with 758.1 violent

crimes per 100,000 people in the

nation as a whole.

Schools with fewer than 5,000

students had the highest violent

crime rate, with 105.5 per

100,000 students.

Colleges and universities with

populations more than 15,000

had the lowest rate of 45.7.

The FBI, meanwhile, reported

that there were 4,558 hate crimes

reported in 32 states that kept

statistics on such crime in 1991.

"While these initial data are

limited, they give us our first

assessment of the nature of

crimes motivated by bias in our

society," FBI Director William

Sessions said.

Intimidation was the most

frequent hate crime, followed by

damage or destruction to

property, simple assault,

aggravated assault and robbery.

Murder, rape, arson and other

crimes each accounted for 1

percent or less of the total..

Grad Assistants restless in California

CPS Graduate student unions

at two University of California

campuses are expected to vote in

February on whether to continue

a strike that disrupted

undergraduate classes last

semester.

The strike began as a result of

the university's refusal to

recognize unions at the

Berkeley and Santa Cruz

campuses as the labor

representatives of graduate

students employed as teaching

and research assistants.

Graduate students complain

that they are not accorded the

same benefits as other university

employees.

The Association of Graduate

Student Employees (AGSE),

which has affiliated with the

United Auto Workers Union

Local 2165 at Berkeley, led the

strike Nov..l9.

The Graduate Student

Employee Association (GSEA),

which represents 600 teaching

assistants and researchers at the

Santa Cruz campus, followed

suit Nov..23.

Andy Cowell, spokesman for

AGSE, said union bylaws

require the union membership to

vote each semester on whether to

continue the strikes.

Because new members are

joining and old members are

leaving, the membership rolls

won't be known until mid-

February at UC Berkeley.

The Santa Cruz union also

agreed Jan. 11 to call off its

strike for the same reason.

The strikes by the Berkeley

and Santa Cruz unions disrupted

undergraduate classes at both

campuses before and during

finals last semester as teaching

assistants boycotted classes and

withheld grades.

"We effectively canceled a

large part of the classes for the

last three weeks of classes," said

Russel Paulsen, a spokesman for

the union that represents 3,900

graduate researchers and

teaching assistants at UC
Berkeley.

The strike also prompted a few

days of informational picketing

by graduate students at UC San

Diego and UC Davis, university

officials said.

The San Diego union is

affiliated with UAW, and the

Davis union is trying to gain

membership in UAW.
However, the universities'

public relations offices say

strikers had minimal effect on

classes, with most student

grades turned in on time.

UC Berkeley officials did not

agree with the union's contention

that 62 percent of the

classes were closed because of

the strike.

"They insist that we recognize

them as a collective bargaining

agent for the graduate students.

That's something that the

university will not do," said

Bob Sanders, a spokesman for

UC Berkeley.

"We maintain that by

recognizing them as a union,

we'd just be equating them with

staff, we maintain that the

teaching is an essential part of

their education," said Sanders.
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Trustees Approve Construction. .

.

(Cont. from pg. I)

an Elementary Education major,

said, "There they go again

spending our money. Its kind of

stupid. Granted we won't have

the same president in a few
years, but why not deal with it

then." John Echenoz,

communication major, said

"I'm shocked, I dread having

four more years of coming to

this university. I wonder if I'll

have the funding. I'd like to

know the justification for this,

and whose interest Clarion

University Trustees have in

mind."

Blair Hindman an English

major said, "When I checked

into attending Clarion

University, three things stood

out: Small class size, good
professors, and reasonable costs.

It seems as though all three of

these positives will be in

jeopardy if the trustees of this

university continue to overlook

the important issues."

Gara Smith, presidentW
Student Senate, said Monday,
"In the future there will be a

need for a new presidents

residence, but at the present time

with the university facing

economic uncertainty, approval

of this proposal would not be in

the best interest of the student

body."

The new mansion would be

built on undeveloped land owned
by the university adjacent to

Route 322, on the north campus
of Clarion University.

Hide Park
(cont. from pg. 2)

6. Commercials, Commercials,

Commercials - The Super Bowl
has always been a showcase for

new TV spots, especially for

upcoming programs from the

network carrying the game. I'll

wait for the premiere of the

program as opposed to the

premiere of the premiere's

commercial. Get that?

5. Super Bowl Hype -

Remember in the 1985 World
Series when America knew that

Kansas City Royals' third

baseman George Brett had a

hemorroidal flare-up and was
forced —albeit carefully— to sit

the bench? Remember back to

Super Bowl XIV when Los
Angeles Rams' quarterback

Vince Ferragamo made like Joe

Willie Namath and guaranteed a

win over the heavily favored

Pittsburgh Steelers? Listening to

the media's hype of a major
sporting event is enough to get

me so disgusted about the game,

that I don't even wish to watch

it.

4. The Bud Bowl-

National

Entertaining the first couple of

years. Cute the next few. But
now its quite annoying. Just

can't get all that excited

watching Billy Bud tiptoe down
the sidelines with Chris

Berman's voice screaming in the

background, "HE. . .COULD. .

•GO. . .ALL. . .THE. . .WAY!"
3. Bring Back That Minute

Blackout- In Super Bowl XIX,
ABC decided to televise a one

minute blackout at halftime of

the San Francisco 49ers win over

the Miami Dolphins. Its purpose

was to allow viewers to go to the

potty, grab a snack or whatever

they deemed important.

2. CBS and FOX Offer
Much, Much More- Wouldn't

you much rather watch Rather 's

amigos on 60 Minutes? Or how
about the FOX Network's "In

Living Color Super Bowl
Halftime Special?" If those

don't suffice, I'm sure PBS or

CNN has something to offer

more appealing than that lousy

game.

1. One Man's tribute To The
Greatest Team Ever To Hit
The Gridiron — The

Pittsburgh Steelers- Living in

the past, for sure. But Super
Bowl Sunday minus the Black

and Gold just doesn't equal. It's

too difficult watching this

season's best when you were
used to watching the best of all

time. Although I brushed off my
dusty Terrible Towel just a few

short weeks ago, for the 13th

straight year, I'll be forced to use

it as a crying towel.

Nick Neupauer is a graduate

student ofcommunication.

CPS Richard Riley,

Education Secretary-

designate,pledged Jan. 12 to

promote greater student access to

America's colleges and
universities and link two issues

important to youth- education

and national service.

"We must establish a new
covenant which gives both
greater access to postsecondary

students for those who have
earned an opportunity to go on,

and also provide incentives for

young adults to serve their

community and their nation,"

Riley said at his confirmation

hearing before the Senate Labor

and Human Resources
Committee. Riley was expected

to win nomination Jan. 19

without difficulty.

The former governor of South

Carolina, who had been serving

as an advisor to President

Clinton, also outlined plans to

design a new, pro-active

approach to education policy

after a decade of research and

study.

Riley termed these new ideas

"a participatory, positive

approach for turning from a

'nation at risk' to a 'nation on the

move."'

As governor from 1978 to

1986. Riley implemented a

number of education reforms,

including higher academic
standards, improved teacher

training and compensation and a

renewed emphasis on basic

skills. In a study released at the

Senate hearing, the

congressional Research Service

found increases in both

Scholastic Aptitude Test scores

and the number of high school

students going on to college as a

result of these policies.

Riley faced a largely

sympathetic audience on Capitol

Hill, as senators often used their

time to offer advice rather than

engage in policy disputes.

For instance, Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., the panel's

chairman, urged Riley to check

on the status of Bush
administration regulations that

could undermine the use of race-

specific college scholarships to

promote diversity.

"I urge you to make sure that

something isn't put into effect

(on the scholarship) issue during

your watch," Kennedy said.

Riley said he believed race-

based scholarships were legal if

designed to promote diversity,

not discrimination. "My view is

that it's valid, it's good and it's

legal," he said.On other issues,

Riley said he favored expanding

Pell grants for needy students.

But he acknowledged that

increases will be hard to afford,

given the government's budget

deficit.

"I agree the level (of the grant)

is too low, but again we're faced

with the heavy anchor of the

deficit," Riley told the panel.

The former governor sought a

middle ground on the issue of

direct student loans, operated

without the help or participation

of banks.

Riley favored the pilot

program on direct loans enacted

last year, but he is awaiting the

findings of more research.

Riley said he also hoped such a

program could significantly

reduce federal costs.

"I'm very much interested in it

for that reason," he said, adding

that it also may make loans more
convenient to access for

students.

But Riley was quicker to

endorse the idea of community
service in exchange for student

loan forgiveness, an idea

championed by President

Clinton.

"No student should be

disallowed from going to college

because of costs," he said. In

addition to community service,

Riley also said former students

should be able to earmark a

certain portion of their earnings

specifically to repay student

loans.

Riley also spoke forcefully in

favor of "pipeline" issues such as

Head Start and early childhood

education, which can help

disadvantaged children gain
early access to education that

helps them in the years ahead.

Even given the massive federal

deficit, he said, targeted

investments in education are

good for the nation.

"The education of young
people is the only way to get out

of the hole that we're in," said

Riley.

Riley also favored a greater

emphasis on parental

involvement in education--

throughout a student's school

years. He said he would push to

develop in parents "an ethic for

learning."
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Inconsistencies

in Residence

Life
by John Lancaster Beck

National Affairs Staff

"Some pigs are more

equal than others."

-George Orwell, Animal Farm

Your grades are privileged

information. . . NOT!
Public Law 93-380 (The

Family Educational Rights and

Privacy Act of 1974) prohibits

the release of educational

records, other than to your

parents, without your consent

Guess what? Apparently the

office of Residence Life, in

conjunction with the office of the

Registrar, is having some
difficulty with the definition of

the word parent. There seems to

be a high level confusion

between that and the word
student.

Webster (the Patron Saint of

the English language) tells us

that a parent is "one that is a

father or a mother, or an animal

or plant that produces offspring."

This reporter makes no claims

of infallibility, however no great

logistical skills are required to

determine that the term resident

assistant (who are themselves

students) doesn't fit that

definition. Despite this, RAs in

at least one of the university's

residence halls are read a list,

which one RA has referred to as

"the blacklist", compliments of

the Office of Residence Life.

This blacklist contains the

names of every resident whose

QPA is under 2.0 on a given

RA's wing. Think about it.

Interesting isn't it? Look at the

Office of Residence Life even

closer and things become even

more interesting.

"This is bullshit," according to

one irate RA. Periodically, the

Clarion University Office of

Residence Life sends letters to

all of the university's RAs.
These letters inform each RA
about mandatory classes,

meetings and in-service training

events.

One RA, who had served with

an exemplary performance

record for more than two years,

was placed on a probationary

status for failing to attend one of

these events.

The story becomes a bit more

fascinating when one takes into

consideration that the RA in

question did not receive this

notification letter. This was not

regarded as a legitimate excuse...

hence the probation.

From this incident one might

surmise that the rules which

govern the conduct of RAs are

hard and fast and rigidly

enforced. If such a seemingly

accidental mistake results in

such swift and certain

punishment, one can quite easily

imagine that a more serious

infraction would result in the

immediate dismissal of the RA.

Think about it.

All of this gives the impression

of a tightly run ship doesn't it?

Maybe not.

A closer look (such as that

given by this reporter) at what

rules govern the conduct of

Clarion's RAs or how those

policies are implemented reveals

something entirely different.

Maybe some pigs are more equal

than others.

On Saturday, December 19 at

2:30 in the morning the only

people left in the residence halls

were staff members (RAs, GAs,

and RDs) and a handful of

students. In one particular

Rav Henderson/Ulano

The ethnic diversity of America was represented at the 52nd presidential

inaugural in Washington, D.C. Jan 17-21.

residence hall an RA returned

from an evening of drinking at

one of the local bars.

Several unimpeachable

eyewitnesses described this RA
as "stumbling drunk." Upon
entering the hall this RA began

verbally abusing two people,

became increasingly aggressive

and began to behave in a

threatening manner.

They withdrew. He followed

them for a time continuing to

make verbally abusive and

hostile remarks. "Finally we
ended up locking ourselves in a

room. . . not saying a word. . .

because we didn't know if he

was outside of that door," said

one of the two persons.

One of the two verbally

accosted persons felt that "what

did happen that night was that I

was threatened. . . I felt

threatened." This same person

went so far as to say that had no

one else been around when this

incident occurred, the outcome

might have had more serious

consequences.

The situation escalated to the

point where Public Safety was

called. After repeatedly

pounding on the door to the RA's

room, Public Safety and the

residence hall director were

forced to use a master key to

enter. Public Safety also, felt

that the RA in question was

intoxicated. This reporter was

unable to reach this RA for

comment.

While no formal charges were

filed, the RD of the hall in

question discouraged any such

precedings, the two verbally

accosted people did write up a

situation report for the RD.
According to Public Safety the

case remains open. However,

according to the Office of

Residence Life, the issue is a

closed one.

What has been done, you may

ask? Nothing that is readily

apparent. The RA in question

still retains his position. His

supervisor, the RD, after a

preliminary interview, refused to

comment about this matter.

This reporter took up the

matter with the RD's supervisor

who is an assistant to the Dean

of Student Life Services. As one

can imagine, the reply to all

questions was, "I can't discuss

personnel matters. ... We have

dealt with the matter." How?
The results of this "personnel

matter" are known to only a

select few.

Namely: the offending RA, the

RD, and staff members of the

Department of Student Life. The

question of how anyone is to

know whether or not anything at

all has been done may be

legitimately raised.

The RD of the Hall in question

even went so far as to have a

subordinate call this reporter and

say that he was unwilling to

discuss this matter further.

Another RA in the residence

hall in question says "we have a

right to know what 's

punishment was. We hear about

what happens to residents. ... If

I wasn't financially dependent

on this job I would quit. Any

one else would have been fired."

To all appearances, the

Department of Student Life

Services was intent upon burying

the issue until the Call began to

investigate this matter.

One of the two verbally

accosted people said that one

highly placed official in the

Department of Student Life

Services said that there was very

little that he could do.

This would appear to be the

case with the entire department...

there is very little that they can

do.

Think about it, and think hard.

Jane Doe will be an

intermitantly published

investigative column in the

Clarion Call. Articles will be

written by various staff writers

whenever the situation

warrants.

JlecucCe
Future

generations
depend
on you
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News Analysis

The Willie

Hortonization of anti-

Semitism
by John Beck

National Affairs Staff

"Jews are not hated because

they have evil qualities; evil

qualities are sought for in them

because they are hated," wrote

philosopher Max Nordau.

Recent findings seem to lend

credence to this. While the

reasons that many Americans

hold anti-semitic views have

changed in the past several

decades, anti-semitic sentiments

have clung to the psyche of a

sizable portion of our population.

A recent poll by the Anti-

Defamation League seems to

support the assertion made by
many that anti-Semitism is

prevalent in our nation.

The ADL findings indicate that

while social perceptions which
regard Jews as greedy, effete and

dishonest are on the decline, the

belief system that holds Jews to

be more loyal to Israel than to

the U.S. and far too socio-

economically powerful has

gathered momentum. Not
surprising, education was found

to be a key factor in determining

degrees of anti-semitism.

Less than 12 percent of all

college graduates were found to

number amongst the most anti-

Semitic Americans. On the

other hand, 26 per cent of all

Americans with a high school

education or less number among
this category.

According to Manilla & Kiley,

the Boston based firm that

conducted the ADL's survey, one

in five American adults have
"strong anti-Semitic views."

The results of the survey

indicated that Americans in the

most anti-Semitic category are

twice as likely to be over 65
years old and poorly educated.

With an error factor of plus or

minus 4 percent, the ADL found

that 17 percent of all white

Americans fall into this category,

and that there is a "high

correlation between anti-

Semitism and racism and

xenophobia and intolerance."

Nat Hentoff of the Village

Voice writes that "this high

correlation is poisonously

revealed by the Ku Klux Klan,

the Aryan Nation, The Order,

and a number of publications

specializing in white

supremacy."

The survey, which included

1,101 adults (the standard figure

used for national surveying),

found that a far greater number
of conservatives can be found in

the ranks of the most anti-

Semitic Americans.

People who agreed with survey

statements like "Women should

return to their traditional role in

society"; "AIDS is God's
punishment for immoral sexual

conduct"; "It bothers me to see

immigrants succeeding more
than Americans who were born

here" and "I don't believe whites

and blacks should date each

other" had a greater likelihood of

being rated highly anti-Semitic.

Additionally, the African-

American community was found

to be twice as likely (37 percent)

as the white community to be

anti-Semitic.

In a recent report, the ADL
criticized the "anti-Semitism of

black demagogues," citing such

examples as the former
Congressman Gus Savage,

outspoken activist Louis
Farrakhan, CUNY Professor

Leonard Jeffries and rapper

Professor Griff of Public Enemy.

Althoghthe ADL says that the

African-American community
"should [not] be judged by its

extremists," their report also says

that "the scapegoating statements

and polarizing acts of anti-

White, anti-Asian and anti-

Semitic extremists are evidence

of a troubling phenomenon
which requires exposure and
condemnation."

Whereas in white America, the

amount of personal contact one

has with a Jew has little "bearing

on that person's propensity"

toward anti-Semitism, this is not

the case in the African-American

community. The ADL survey

would seem to indicate a greater

degree of flexibility in the

African-American community
than in the white.

"Among blacks. . . greater

contact. . . with Jews seems to

bear some connection to less

acceptance of anti-Semitic

beliefs."

The ADL report goes on to call

upon African-American leaders

considered to be more
politically correct to stop lending

"respectability to bigots by
sharing platforms and public

forums with them."

Many social scholars feel that

there is a danger in focusing too

closely upon the higher degree of

anti-Semitism in the African-

American community. They fear

that such a focus may cause its

prevalence among whites to be

downplayed. Law professor

Patricia Williams has been one
of the voices cautioning against

the "Willie Hortonization of anti-

Semitism."

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of crEalhlvestigauoiI^oS
Public Safety for the weeks of January 18 through January 24, 1993.

On Jan. 23, a fire alarm was pulled on the third floor of Nair Hall.

About 12:35 am. on Jan. 22, several students caused a disturbance on the third
floor of Campbell Hall. The individuals will be charged with harassment and
simple assault.

On Jan. 22, at about 3:15 a.m., two fire extinguishers were discharged on the
basement floor of Campbell Hall. Both extinguishers were torn from the wall. 14
smoke detector heads were removed and the alarm system reset by Public Safety.

Two individuals were cited for a drug violation at around 1:30 a.m. on Jan. 23
when marijuana was found in a dorm room. One individual was a student and the
other was a visitor.

Two non-students were cited for underage drinking and driving under the
influence on Jan. 23 at about 1:15 a.m. The operator of the motor vehicle
registered .167 on the BAC. The passenger registered . 1 20.

A student observed drinking in Lot "B" was found to be underage and was cited
for minors consumption at around 1 :40 am. on Jan. 24.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes, please
contact Public Safety at 226-2111

Commencement committee
welcomes speaker suggestions
by Jennifer Frey

News Writer

"...Someone who is well-

known, memorable and who
does not cost an arm and a leg."

These are three key aspects

Clarion University President

Diane Reinhard was looking for

when she picked the speaker for

the Dec. 19, 1992 winter

commencement ceremony.

Dr. Charles R. Fuget met all

three of Dr. Reinard's pre-

requisites.

Fuget has acquired a strong

background in education and
diversity during his years as an

educator. Fuge'ts speech for the

occassion was entitled

"Changes."

Fuget is the deputy secretary

and commissioner for higher and

postsecondary education of the

Pennsylvania Department of

Education. He is also the chief

policy advisor of post-secondary

education in the commonwealth.

His job includes overseeing the

office which is liable for equal

opportunity, education,

preparation of the research of

higher education, teacher

certification, adult basic and
literacy education, correction

education and various other
tasks.

Dr. Reinhard said she chose

Fuget with the assistance of the

commencement committee's

input and suggestions.

There was no cost for Fuget's

speech because he is a state-wide

member of the government.

In choosing future

commencement speakers, the

goal is to use the student body's

input and develop a student

committee for the express
purpose of selecting a speaker.

Dr. Reinhard said she would
like graduates to experience a

notable speaker to whom they

can relate to and will always
remember.

Suggestions are welcomed and

should be addressed to the

commencement committee.

Congratulations to Phi Sigma Sigma's
newly initiated sisters!

Angie Daugherty

Stella Gary

Kelley Mahoney
Dee Maretti

Kristie Ritter

Colleen Standifur

Laura Stufft

Melissa Welty

Deborah Zehner
Melina Zacherl UK)

We are so proud of you!

The Clarion Cycling

team is now looking for

members for the Spring

1993 season. No
experience needed.

Cott Alan at
221-2380

or
Adrian at 226-

fitl

Mon. - Thurs. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Fri. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

$5
Haircut

With Coupon
Expires Feb. 4th

814-226-5323
535 MAIN ST. * CLARION

News commentary by John Lancaster Beck

Who's got the button?
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by John Lancaster Beck

National affairs Staff

Imagine if you will, that you

are a former slave. Your owner

died of terminal

bureaucratization and left you

with a collection of huge clubs.

The same clubs that he used to

scare the hell out of you. You
feel cheated. There was no
titanic fight by which you gained

your freedom, no catharsis, no

climactic last chapter.

One day you were a slave, the

next day you weren't Freedom

without any real courageous

action on your part. . . you had

knuckled under long before.

So now you have exactly

squat-

No food. No job. You have

been paranoid all of your life.

You have never had the

opportunity to have an opinion

of your own formation. No idea

how to be free. But, you have

got a lot of these really big heavy

clubs. And you are damned if

you will ever allow someone to

make you a slave again.

You have got lots of clubs. . .

no one will take you again, and

they are out there waiting to take

you back.

Estonia, Lativia, Lithuania,

Russia, Belorussia, Moldova,

Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan,

Turkmenia, Tajikistan,

Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan.

These are the nations that have

inherited the thermonuclear

firepower of the Soviet strategic

rocket forces.

All of these nations have the

capacity to make any city in the

world into a slag heap. Each of

those "nations" can do this with

a fraction of their available

nuclear resources.

Don't worry, the president of

Uzbekistan (or is it a premier)

has total control of his strategic

nuclear weapons.

Never mind that he has no
control over his economy.

Never mind that he has no way
to feed his people.

Don't worry about the fact that

the rigid Soviet safety controls

over launches is gone.

He's in charge and America can

sleep safely.

Or may be not.

These are new nations. Their

entire formative years have been

spent under an oppressive

paranoid rule. They never want

to bet enslaved again. . . and now
they have a club to insure that

they don't have to. None of us

who are native born Americans

can even approximate in our

minds what it must have been
like to live under the Soviet rule.

The only time in our history

that even comes close to

equating with this is the

atmosphere of the United States

in the wake of the Revolutionary

war. We too were an unstable

little "piss-ant" nation hovering

on the verge of collapse.

But can the world allow nuclear

armed, newly liberated nations

the freedom to maybe grow into

mature nations. Suppose they

don't?

Will they have a George
Washington or a Thomas
Jefferson to keep them from
becoming nuclear Libyas?

Where are these leaders. . . if

they are out there tell them to

step forward, the world grows

impatient

EXCELLENCE
THROUGH
EDUCATION

rl^clX Clarion
"Winter Value Days"

Mon. Endless Salad Bar. 2.99

Tues. Endless Salad Bar. 2.99

Wed. Any Value Sandwich 69

Reg French Fry. 49

Soft Drink (16 oz.) 39

Thur. Reg. Roast Beef Sandwich 99

Reg. Twisty Fry. 59

Soft Drink (16 oz.) 39

Fri. Reg. Roast Beef Sandwich (til 2PM) 99

Seafood Buffet (After 4PM) 5.59

Sat. Pizza & Lasagna Buffet 3.99

Sun. Breakfast Buffet (9-2) 3.59

Turkey Buffet (11-8) Carve it Yourself! 4.99

Uncle Alligator Child's Meal 1.19

All Buffets include Endless Salad Bar (over 80 hot and cold items)

"C.U.P. Discount Cards /
Remodeled Available at Cashier v Us Out

Lois Oertel/ClarionCall

A grease fire in this house ousted six students on
Sunday evening.

Fire ousts six

Clarion students
by Russ Worling

News Writer

Clarion firemen were

summoned to 510 South Street at

5:17 p.m. Sunday evening to

contain a fire.

Kwame Morton, a student of

Clarion University, was cooking

dinner when he left his house to

move his car from the street.

During this time a fire ignited,

originating from the stove.

Morton's roommate, Jack

Shannon, said the front left

burner had shorted out and that

Morton had gone to the car to get

a replacement fuse.

According to Shannon, they

"lost just about everything." He
said that the upstairs apartment,

inhabited by students Richard

Bratcher, Reg Oakes, Richard

Harrell and Tom Chatman,
suffered less damage.

According to the Clarion Fire

Department, 31 firemen and two

pumper trucks arrived at the

scene at 5:19 p;m. The fire was
quickly brought under control,

and firemen left the scene at 7:30

p.m.

Extensive damage was done to

the kitchen and a bathroom
above. The rest of the apartment

suffered heat and smoke damage.

The cost of the damage is

unknown. No injuries were
reported.

The owner of the property is

Henry Troese of Clarion.

Clarion firemen would like to

urge everyone to use caution

while cooking with grease and
never leave the area unattended.

Currently, Morton and
Shannon are living in Nair Hall

until other living arrangements

can be made.

the

Clarion Call
Advertising
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&
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Outside Clarion

Cease-fire fails in Croatia
compiled and written by

National Affairs Staff

World

Croatian cease-fire

disintegrates

Two French peacekeepers were
killed and three wounded as the

most recent cease-fire in the war
torn former Yugoslavia broke

down.

The United Nations reported

that the soldiers were killed at

Karin Plaza, near the Maslenica

Gorge, which has been the scene

of heavy fighting between Serb

rebels and the Creations.

U.S. Marine

killed in Somalia

The Pentagon has reported a
third U.S. Marine has been killed

in Somalia. This latest death

occurred near a soccer stadium
in Mogadishu on Monday.

Lt. Col. Doug Hart, a Pentagon

spokesman, said the unidentified

Marine was wounded while on
patrol and was evacuated to a
Swedish hospital, where he later

died of his injuries.

The Pentagon is withholding

the identity until the next of kin

has been notified.

National

Clinton names First Lady to

health care post

Calling his wife, "a First Lady
of many talents," President

Clinton put his wife, Hillary, in

charge of a task force that will

design a blueprint for an

overhaul of America's health

care system by the end of May.

One of Clinton's biggest

campaign promises was to tackle

the problems of the health care

system. Clinton said he was
grateful that Hillary would, "be

sharing some of the heat I expect

to generate."

She can "bring people together

around complex and difficult

issues to hammer out consensus

and get things done," said

Clinton on Monday, adding, "I

also figured if I [appointed her]

that you'd know I meant it."

"We are going to work
constantly, day and night, until

we have a health care plan ready

to submit to the Congress that

we believe we can pass, " said

Clinton.

It is estimated that 35 million

Americans are without health

insurance and 20 million more
are inadequately covered.

14 KARAT GOLD
©maim ma®
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PAUL A. WEAVER JEWELERS

Two killed in front of CIA
headquarters

On Monday, two CIA
employees were shot at point

blank range and killed while

three others were wounded by a

young man spraying rifle fire.

The gunman was described as

a white male in his twenties. He
remained at large as of yesterday.

The victims were in cars

waiting to turn into the CIA's

headquarters in McLean, Va.

Fairfax County Police Chief
Michael Young said police were

working with several names of

possible suspects.

Young said that police are

considering the possibility that

the gunman intentionally spared

at least one female passenger

during his attack.

State

More AIDS education urged

for high school seniors

Pennsylvania public schools,

which are required to offer AIDS
education, are being prompted to

increase their curriculum.

Brenda Green, manager of

HIV education at the National

School Boards Association is

urging high schools across the

state to mix AIDS education into

social studies and science classes

taken by high school seniors.

"What we need to be doing is

to be meeting the needs of the

kids," said Green. "If young
people are sexually active. . .

they need some more direct

education."

Local

Franklin teacher charged in

alcohol incident

Sally M. Kadylak, a sixth

grade teacher in the Franklin

School District has been accused

of furnishing beer to minors
according to State Police.

Police said thay raided

Kadylak's home early Sunday
after receiving complaints that

she had been buying beer every

Saturday night for several

months and allowing underage

individuals to consume it in her

home.

Nine people, varying in ages

from 17 to 20 who were at the

home at the time of the raid,

were charged with underage
drinking.

Campus
News

courtesy of
College Press Service

606 MAIN STREET
CLARION, PA

Hours: Mon-Thurs. & Sat 9-5

Friday 9-9

226-8272

Student appeal goes to

high court

A University of Texas at

Arlington student appealed a

failing grade all the way to the

U.S. Supreme Court.

In January, Supreme Court
justices turned down a request by
Richard Tobias, 36, of Arlington,

to hear his case. Tobias sued the

university on the grounds that his

constitutional rights had been
denied because his professor

gave him a failing grade. The
justices declined to hear the

lawsuit in which Tobias sought

to have his grade reversed.

Tobias received a flunking

grade in 1984 in a course in

obstetric nursing. He turned in

what his professor thought was
an incomplete and unsatisfactory

work. Tobias filed two lawsuits

against the university -- one over

the grade, and the other seeking

documents from UT-Arlington

under the U.S. Freedom of
Information Act.

A Texas appeals court upheld

the flunking grade.

Not making the grade

Good grades won't necessarily

get you a job when you graduate,

according to a recent survey of

corporate recruiters who visited

Rensselaer Plytechnic Institute.

Tom Tarantelli, associate

director of the career

development center, said 113

corporate recruiters were
interviewed when they came to

the campus in late 1992. He
found that good grades were near

the bottom of the skills and traits

most important to the recruiters

in making hiring decisions.

"Companies can afford to be
more selective now," Tarantelli

said. "They're looking for well-

rounded applicants who get
along with others and can
participate as members of a
team. The three skills thay value

most are interpersonal skills,

problem-solving skills and
communication skills."

Other valued skills included

creativity, flexibility, maturity

and good judgement.

UCLA fllmakers document
Clinton inauguration

A graduate student from the

University of California at Los
Angeles directed a behind-the-

scenes documentary on the

Clinton inauguration that will an-

on public television later this

year.

David Straus, who worked on
Clinton's national advance team
before entering film school in

September, interviewed key
Democrats and Clinton staffers

and followed the president to the

podium Jan. 20.

"We are the youngest people to

do this sort of thing," Straus said.

"And, except for Warner
Brothers, who are making a

commemorative video, we are

the only people who are filming

like this."

Straus and his crew of 13

college students and others spent

over two weeks dragging
equipment around the inaugural

headquarters at Washington's
Navy Yard.

The documentary, dubbed
"Open Doors" is a UCLA
project.

1
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Clarion Call battles Secret Service
by Rodney Sherman

National Affairs Staff

Again we fought the Gods of

high technology and finally

faxed our reports back to Clarion

University. That battle, coupled

with a missed turn, put us in

Washington behind schedule.

We missed Clinton's morning

jog with about 10 fellow alumni

of Georgetown University class

of '68. While we went to

George Washington University's

media center, Clinton held a

luncheon for past and present

state governors from all over the

United States at the library of

Congress. Pennsylvania's Bob

Casey was there along with

Michael Dukakis, Bruce Babbit,

John Sununu and Anne Richards

to name a few.

The next event was a "Salute

to Children" and "Salute to

Youth" held at the John F.

Kennedy center for the

Performing Arts. Here we
discovered a problem. Media

coverage was strictly limited to a

"pool" of reporters who were

chosen by a lottery drawing. We
were not among those chosen

few. Deciding to go anyway, we

started on the short five block

trek to the center. After a short

"tourist" break was taken to pose

for pictures in front of the

Watergate Hotel we arrived at

the Kennedy Center.

Hillary Clinton was scheduled

to be there, as was the Clinton's

daughter Chelsea. Despite not

being in the selected pool of

reporters, we simply walked

through the press gate , cleared

through the metal detectors and

were soon side by side with the

selected few, taking pictures of

Ray Henderson /Clarion Call

News Editor Alan Vaughn, hard at work in Washington D.C., here interviews an inspiring

young artist at the John F. Kennedy Center. Vaugn was one of the three reporters that the

Clarion Call sent to the inauguration.

Hillary and Chelsea Clinton. As

Alan Vaughn interviewed some

of the participants in the event

and photographer Ray

Henderson took advantage of yet

another photo opportunity, I

decided to push my luck and try

to get into the main auditorium.

A reporter from CBS, wearing a

coveted pool pass, and I were at

the admission point when I heard

her ask the usher where the

media room was. The usher

looked confused and said she

was not sure and then added she

would go check. I seized the

moment and spoke up saying

"it's upstairs. I'll show you

where it is." The usher, relieved

to not have to leave her post,

unhooked the rope, and I was in.

As we made our way up the

stairs I apologized to the CBS
reporter and told her that I had

no idea where the media room

was. Her only reply was a wide

smile.

I made several turns and was

soon looking down on the stage

from the balcony just as Kenny

Loggins came out to perform. I

pulled my camera up and was

getting him in focus when I felt a

firm grip on my arm. "No
photos," said a red clad security

woman, "Just press photos, and

you are not press." I realized I

had better just let the matter

drop. I agreed to cease my
photography, but she wasn't

finished. I needed to have a

ticket to stay up there. Now, a

huge man in a blue security

uniform, blocking the exit with

his body, asked if I was going to

leave or not. I would have left

had I been able to get past him.

Again he demanded that I leave.

As I squeezed, he never gave an

inch. I went down to the main

level and soon discovered myself

in a closed area without a proper

credential. I was then asked to

leave and shown to the hallway.

As I tried to re-enter through

another door I was stopped by

the Secret Service. They
declared I was "not press" and

suggested it would be a good

idea if I left the building, and I

was shown outside. "Well," I

figured, "it worked once," so I

went through the press gate and

metal detectors and was again

inside. I met with Alan and Ray

who had just completed an

interview with one of the "Faces

of Hope" organizers. Fearing

that security might soon tighten

the noose on me, we left the

center.

As I stewed about being

treated in a manner that I always

before had felt the media

SHOULD be treated, we walked

toward the Vietnam Veterans

Memorial. The city was full of

revellers, but this particular area

retained a sort of solemn dignity,

which had been lost for a while

during Sunday's concert at the

Lincoln Memorial. Here, people

spoke in low tones, whispering

to one another. It was my first

visit to the Wall, and the

emotions I experienced there

would require a story all their

own. I took one picture and put

my camera away. It didn't seem

right somehow, to photograph

this place and its solemn visitors.

The Presidential Gala was

next, at the Capitol Centre in

Landover, Maryland. Even with

our credentials, the huge crowd

was impossible to penetrate. We
were kept at such a distance

from the building that we
decided to return to the hotel and

watch the event on TV. Our
credentials were only for the

entrances anyway. We returned

to the hotel and began to prepare

for the big event, the swearing in

of the new president.

-Contributing writers:

Alan Vaughn

Ray Henderson

Be a part of the Gemmell Complex
By Dan Parrish

Features Editor
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The Visual Arts Association

of Clarion University is hosting a

mural contest giving any student

die uiaiicc iu get then name up

on the wall in Gemmell.

Along with the satisfaction of

first place comes a $150 gift

certificate to the university book

center.

The wall to be covered in the

student complex is on the

stairwell between the snack bar

and the game room. It is

approximately 9' 8" high by
197" long.

All entry designs are to be

submitted on papet drawn to

scale. One foot should equal one

inch. The design should be

9.75" high by 19.5" in length.

The colors used in the drawing

should be easily reproduced into

latex paint.

The artist will have full

creative liscense, and there is no

theme.

All entries will be judged, and

the top five designs will be

selected by the Visual Arts

Association. From there a final

review will be made by the

Gemmell Center Art Committee.

They will choose the winner.

The committee consists of Mary

Hamilton, Dave Tomeo, James P.

Flahaven and Joeliene Schaffer.

The mural will be made by the

general membership of the

Visual Arts Association. The

winner is to be responsible for

"fine tuning" and "overseeing"

the mural project from beginnng

to end.

The dead line to enter is

February 8. Entries are being

taken in the Art Department

office, Marwick-Boyd room 114.

You can enter as often as you

like, there is no entry fee. The

winning piece becomes the

property of the university. At the

right hand corner of each design

should be your name, social

security number, address, home

phone, major / area of

concentration and title of work.

If you have any questions

about the contest contact Jim

Junger or Joeliene Schaffet.

This is any students chance to

leave something to the university

that students of the future can

look at and admire.

All other pieces not winning

can be picked up in the office

after February 15.
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Give life, give blood
by Karen Kubanick

Features Writer

When was the last time you

rolled up your sleeves for the

Red Cross? Can't even

remember? Well, Clarion

University and the American Red

Cross are holding a blood drive

in the Tippin Gym north on

Monday, February 1st from

11a.m. to 5 p.m. Next week's

blood drive will be one of three

held here this year.

The American Red Cross,

Johnstown Region, depends
entirely on donations and

provides 54 hospitals in 28

counties with their total supplies

of blood. In order to meet the

demand for this region alone,

over 2,000 units of blood must be

collected each week. Clarion's

blood drive averages about 200

units per drive, a mere drop in

the proverbial bucket.

The need for blood is always

great and all types are in demand.

With the increase in surgical

procedures being done, it is

anticipated that the need for

blood will be even greater. It is

estimated that 40 percent of the

population is eligible to give

blood, yet only 4 percent

actually donate blood in a given

year. Are you in the 36 percent

who for one reason or another

never gets around to donating

blood?

The Red Cross is counting on

Clarion students, faculty and

members of the community to

help make this the most
successful blood drive ever. You

are eligible if: you have an hour

to spare, weigh between 105 and

350 lbs., are feeling in good
health, are over 17 years old,

have not given blood in the past

56 days or have not had a tattoo

within the past year. The
procedure is quick, completely

sterile, and relatively painless,

but most importantly, it's for a

good cause. Plus, there's free

food. That should be incentive

enough for any college student.

If not, think about this: every 17

seconds in the United States

someone needs blood.

So, no more excuses, put off

getting that tattoo until next

weekend and come to Tippin

Gym North on Monday,
February 1st from 11a.m. to 5

p.m. and roll up your sleeve for

the Red Cross.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs. Jan. 28

Sorority Formal Rush

Orientation

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Sun. Jan. 31

Band Tour

•Sorority Formal Rush

begins (Pierce Aud)

1:30 p.m.

Fri. Jan. 29

-UAB/BACCHUS
Bedrock Cafe

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 3

W. BB vs. Slippery Rock
6 p.m.

M. BB vs. Slippery Rock
8 p.m.

Mon. Feb. 1

-Band Tour

-Bloodmobile (TP)

11 a.m.- 5 p.m.

-Student Senate Mtg.

(248 Gem) 7 p.m.

Sat Jan. 30

-UAB CAB's Dance

(Gem M-P) 10 p.m.

Thurs. Feb. 4

-Sorority Formal Rush

parties (Pierce Hall)

8 p.m.

-UAB Movie

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

lues. Feb. 2

GROUNDHOG DAY
-Band Tour

•UAB Battle of the Bands
(M-B Aud) 8 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 5

-Sorority Formal Rush

parties (Pierce Hall)

8 p.m.

UAB/BACCHUS
Bedrock Cafe

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Look out Joe DeNardo here comes Punxsutawney Phil
J... n„k IJ..tT. ...:n ..» rt:n w ..... -by Deb Huffman
Managing Editor

Is spring just around the corner?

Punxsutawney Phil will predict

his 107th weather report on
February 2, 1993.

Each year Phil, a groundhog, is

carried to Gobbler's Knob near

Punxsutawney. If he sees his

shadow there will be six more
weeks of snow.

Among the annual events

scheduled for this event, a movie

preview has been made. The
movie, "Groundhog Day", will

be viewed in DuBois.

This Columbia Pictures movie

will star Bill Murray and Andie

MacDowell. Last year, Murray

visited Punxsutawney on this

festive occasion.

Punxsutawney Groundhog
Club member Mike Johnson said

the movie is scheduled for

Groundhog Day evening at the

DuBois Cinema V at the DuBois

mall.

Tickets for the event, with

partial proceeds benefitting

Punxsutawney Phil and Phyllis

and Gobbler's Knob, will be

available through a lottery for

$25 each person, Johnson said.

Johnson said the movie, "to the

Bennett hosts cafe

best of my knowledge will be the

first public screening in the

country." He added, that he was
being careful not to call it a

premier.

Tickets to the movie will

guarantee the holder admission

to the show and a Groundhog
Day glass, Johnson said.

In order to enter the lottery, a

self-addressed stamped envelope

and a check or money order

payable to the Punxsutawney
Groundhog Club should be sent

to: Attention Movie Tickets, PO
Box 394, Punxsutawney, PA
15767.

The movie was not filmed in

Punxsutawney, but there were a

number of emblems of the town

and the tri-county area were
represented in the movie.

In addition to the movie
showing, other events are

scheduled. On Saturday, Jan. 30
there will be an ice-carving from

9 a.m. to noon, at the Indiana

University of Pennsylvania
Academy of Culinary Arts. At
night there will be a music dance

from 9 p.m. to midnight.

Proceeds will benefit the

Salvation Army.

On Sunday, Jan. 31 there will

be a scavenger hunt at 1 p.m. at

Monday, there will be a

banquet at 7 p.m. at the senior

high school and a countdown to

Groundhog Day at 11 p.m.

Finally on Tuesday, there will

be a groundhog breakfast form 5

to 7 p.m.

Johnson said he expects a large

crowd this year. He said the

Cable News Network has

committed to covering the event,

while KDKA-TV of Pittsburgh

and WJAC-TV in Johnstown are

filming coverage of Phil's

weather report.

by Megan Casey

Features Writer

The Bedrock Cafe will open its

doors on Friday, January for

another exciting evening of

alcohol-free entertainment. This

week the UAB and BACCHUS
will present Gerroll Bennett.

Bennett is a comedian who hit

the comedy scene six years ago,

and today is highly requested.

Boston Mayor Ray Flynn
presented a proclamation to

Bennett for his involvement with

Comics Against Gang Violence.

He has entertained such schools

as Smith and Dartmouth
Colleges and Boston and

Fairfield Universities.

Gerroll Bennett's appearance

will mark the beginning of

African-American History

Month. Other activities planned

by the UAB include a

presentation by Attallah

Shabazz, the daughter of
Malcolm X.

Look for a few changes in

Bedrock this semester including

a Monte Carlo night.

Comic Books 101

Clarion's 1st Comic Book
Specialty Store

Comics, non-sports

cards, and supplies.

Located across from

the Loomis on

South 6th Avenue.

Mon-Sat- noon-5:30

Friday- noon-7:00

227-2544

the Senior High school.

Lois ofSpecials

for

Valmtints (Day!
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by Chuck Shepherd

-The Washington Post

reported in October that the

government of India has

specially bred 60-pound

snapping turtles to reduce

pollution in the holy Ganges

River. Devout Hindus believe

that the river will cause rebirth

and eternal salvation to one's

ashes, but some Hindu families

cannot afford enough firewood

for a total cremation and thus

bum as much as they can before

throwing the corpse into the

river. The turtles eat the possibly

hundreds of partially cremated

Movie Review:

bodies.

-According to a recent study

by the University of California at

Irvine researchers, violent

criminals have five times as

much of the metal manganese in

their hair as do law-abiding

citizens. The researchers have

no explanation but seem
confident that the metal is a

symptom rather than a cause of

the violent behavior.

-In October, researchers at

Auburn University and Wayne
State University, surveying 49

metropolitan areas' prevalence of

country and western music on

radio, found that the more

C&W, the higher the suicide

rate.

-Fort Erie, Ontario, constable

Paul Fletcher told reporters in

December that a man armed

with a club tried to force a

woman to drive him home with

her to get money for him, but

that when he waited for her to

unlock the passenger door from

inside, she sped away.

-The November robbery of an

Office Depot store in Lennox,

California, just after closing,

was aborted when the robber,

after locking the employees in

an office, walked out the back

door to tell his accomplices that

the coast was clear to come
inside. The door locked behind

him.

-A man wearing a wig and

glue-on moustache and sideburns

tried to rob a Seattle check-

cashing store in November,

presenting clerk Kevin

McCarthy with a hand written

note. The note, said McCarthy,

"was just a bunch of gibberish. I

didn't even try to read it; it was

just ridiculous." The man
declined McCarthy's request for

clearer instructions and left,

swearing.

-On November 18, a man
wearing a sweatshirt with the

hood pulled ughtly over his head

and a mask covering all but his

eyes pounded on the front door

of the Security Federal Savings

Bank in Durham, North

Carolina, scaring employees

inside. After several loud
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attempts to push open the door,

which is a "pull" door, he fled.

Durham police say precisely the

same thing happened at another

bank on October 22.

-Ronald Melvin Gower, 31,

was arrested in Princeton,

Kentucky, in July, after he tried

to rob the First Bank and Trust

Co. with a toy gun. One teller

refused to hand over money, and

as the robber tried to persuade

her, another employee, who
happened to be carrying a

Polaroid camera to take a picture

of a car later in the day, snapped

the robber's picture. At that

point, Gower allegedly backed

away, said he was just kidding,

and asked for change for a $100.

(Gower was wearing a rolled-up

stocking under his baseball cap,

to use as a mask, but had

forgotten to pull it down over his

face when he entered the bank.)

-(c) 1993 Universal Press

Syndicate

The Jack Nicholson's movie blitz
by Matt Niemla

Features Writer

"A Few
Starring: Tom Cruise

Jack Nicholson

Demi Moore

Director: Rob Reiner

Rated R ***Stars

"Hoffa"

Starring: Jack Nicholson

Danny Devito

Director: Danny Devito

Rated R ***Stars

We haven't seen Jack

Nicholson's grinning mug since

he was off playing with Batman

a few year back. Since then,

other than going to various L.A.

Laker games, he's been off doing

"a few good" movies. "A Few
Good Men" and "Hoffa" were

released around the holiday

season and are still doing quite

well which shows just how much
talent flows through the veins

ofa third prolific actor. "A Few
Good Men" is probably one of

the better films of 1992 and stars

Tom Cruise as a Navy lawyer

who is devoted mainly to softball

and out-of-court plea bargains.

Cruise has his usual role as a

cocky self assured hero (i.e. Top

Gun, Cocktail, The Color of

Money, etc.) who is persuaded

by co-star Demi Moore to take

the case of two Marines accused

in the death of one of the Marine

grunts in their platoon. So

Cruise accepts and there's the

movie.

Although already assured to

receive numerous Oscar

nominations, according to many

critics, "A Few Good Men" has

only three outstanding scenes-

the ones Nicholson inhabits.

Jack plays a mean, hard-headed

Marine Colonel who Cruise

believes is behind all the Marine

mayhem.

Taken from Aaron Sorkins

stage adaptation, Director Rob
Reiner provides us with some
good court room drama and a

good cast of co-stars which

SUMMER RECREATION
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Positions available for students interested in providing a
summer of recreation for blind and visually handicapped children and
adults. Beacon Lodge, located in Central Pennsylvania, is seeking
camp counselors for a summer camping program beginning May 19
and ending August 18. In addition to General Counselors, there is a
need for WSI, Canoeing-kayaking Instructors, Archery & Air Riflery

Instructors, Crafts Instructor, Nature Specialist, Nurses, and
Lifeguards. The summer offers a well-rounded program of activities

from bowling to overnight camping trips. To request an application

and/or additional information write:

Beacon Lodge
P.O. Box 428, Lewistown, PA 17044-0428

or call (717) 242-2153

include Kiefer Sutherland as a

Marine officer and Kevin Bacon

as Cruises' opposing counsel.

Nicholson's other movie is the

story of the contoversial Jimmy

Hoffa, president and radical head

of the powerful Teamsters Union

(the truck drivers union). The

film centers around just how
hard Hoffa worked for the union

and how he manipulated people

to get what he wanted, whether

by legal or illegal means.

Jack, of course, portrays Hoffa

as brilliantly as any of his

characters. Danny Devito, who
also directed the film, co-stars as

Hoffa's right-hand man is almost

more likable than the Hoffa

performance. "Hoffa" is mainly

A DISPATCH FROM

seen and told through the Devito

character, a man who was totally

devoted to James Hoffa.

The problem with "Hoffa" is

its portrayal of Jimmy Hoffa as

almost a hero. We see him at

constant work to get new
members into the union and to

do everything humanly possible

to make sure his "union

brothers" get fair treatment.

The question that both "Hoffa"

and "A Few Good Men" bring

up is ethics, what is considered

to be morally right or wrong.

This powerful question comes
from two powerful movies and is

a question each of us will

eventually face in our lives.

MAGAZINE

How Lovable Is Bill Cosby?
When the original You Bet Your Life was broadcast, people complained that Groucho

Marx humiliated his regular-folks guests on the air. The revived show with Bill Cosby

follows that tradition, except that his guests aren't treated well o^the air either. Here's

the diary ofa recent contestant.

I I J ' M

V * Vt* •*••'• - >«•• '!- v -.'-
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THURSDAY NIGHT

10:30 p.m. Our jet lands in Philadel-

phia. A show representative gives us a

dinner voucher for the hotel restaurant,

good until 11:00 p.m. We arrive at 11:10.

We're told that the coffee shop is open,

but we will have to use our own money.

FRIDAY

1 1:30 a.m. We still have a chance to

use our show-provided meal voucher for

lunch. Unfortunately, we're told that

"we'll depart for the studio at any

moment." The coffee shop has a cake-out

sandwich bar, we're told, but we'll have

to use our own money. Ninety minutes

later, we're still lounging around the

lobby.

1:20 p.m. We arrive at the studio, to

be sequestered for four hours before

taping. Our coordinator twice starts to

tell us the rules but leaves the room.

We're also supposed to be shown the

pilot episode, which contains the rules,

but it's aborted so that we can go to

makeup. A producer asks if we under-

stand the rules. No. "But you saw the

pilot, right?" No. "Play them the

pilot!" he orders. But now we have to

leave for rehearsal. We never do under-

stand the rules, and make foolish bets

that irritate Bill Cosby and cost most

of us the chance to win an extra

$10,000.

Just before we tape, a producer tells

one contestant, "Your job is to make Mr.

Cosby look good. Don't try to make
yourself look good, or he'll chew you up

and spit you out."

5:00 p.m. Show time!
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What the Sororities have to offer

by Deb Huffman

Managing Editor

by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

Sorority formal rush is upon us

once again, and the opportunity

to "become united members" is

now available.

Formal rush is viewed as a

mutual selection process in

which a rushee and a sorority

have an equal opportunity in

selecting each other.

"Formal rush can diminish

sorority stereotypes that may

exist and give a rushee a strong

idea of a chapter's personality

and interests by allowing them to

meet everyone in the chapter,

"expressed Diana Anderson,

Panhellenic Advisor.

Sorority Rush Registration will

take place Thursday, January 28

from 10:00 a.m. to noon in 247

Gemmell and from 1:00 to 3:00

p.m. in Gemmell Lobby.

Sorority Rush. Orientation will

take place on Thursday, January

28 at 8:00 p.m. in Gemmell

Multi-Purpose Room. A $3 rush

registration fee is due upon

registration.

"Formal rush also provides a

support system because each

interested woman has a rush

counselor (Rho Chi). Each

counselor has been educated on

the panhellenic rush rules and

the Greek system," added

Anderson.

The Formal Rush schedule will

begin with "Meet the Greeks" on

Sunday, January 31 from 2:00 to

5:00 p.m.,Casual Parties on

Thursday, February 4 from 8:30

to 11:00 p.m., Theme Parties on

Friday, February 5 from 6:30 to

10:00 p.m. and Preference

Parties on Saturday, February 6

from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. All rush

parties will take place in Pierce

Hall.

"I encourage all women
interested in joining the Greek

system at some point in their

college career to participate in

formal rush. Rushees may
withdrawal from rush at anytime

Getting the most

out of greek rush
Choosing a fraternity

A Fraternity Forum took

place on Wednesday, January 27

from 8:00 to 10:00 p.m. in

Gemmell Multi-Purpose Room.

This forum provided information

on joining a fraternity and

defined terms such as rush,

pledging and hazing.

"You didn't have to go to the

fraternity forum to pledge.

Anyone interested in joining a

fraternity should watch out for

posters on campus for individual

fraternity rush party times and

dates," commented John

Postlewait, Inter-Fraternity

Council Advisor.

A rush registration card must

be filled out in order to check a

student for eligibility. Any man

interested in joining a fraternity

must have an overall G.P.A. of

2.0. Rush registration cards are

available at the Office of Greek

Life, 247 Gemmell, or at the

individual fraternity rush party.

A rush registration card must

only be filled out once.

"At Clarion University of

Pennsylvania as well as

nationwide, Greeks are expected

to portray and uphold the ideals

for which fraternities were

originally established . . .

scholarships, philanthropies, etc.

"Fraternity life can help a

student become better organized

and can develop leadership skills

in people which can better

prepare them for life after

graduation," added Postlewait.

Postlewait will be happy to

answer any questions on rush.

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy
Confidential

Connseliiiu

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007
open Mon. -Wed.-Fri. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM

during the process. Formal rush

allows a rushee to visit all 10

sororities and meet all the

members of a particular

chapter," commented Anderson.

Currently, 20percent of full-

time undergraduate students are

Greek affiliated. For more

information on joining a sorority

or experiencing rush, contact the

Panhellenic Council, 247

Gemmell at 226-2127, the Office

of Greek Life, 247 Gemmell at

226-1865

.

McDonald's and The Captain

Loomis will be donating lunch to

donators at Card Town.

Clarion is a District of

Johnstown . The Johnstwon Red

Cross area is in need of 700 pints

of blood a day. CABA wants to

collect 100 pints of blood this

year.

Their goal last year was 50

Tommorow is Clarion Area

Business Associations (CABA)

second annual blood drive. The

blood drive will be located at

Card Town on Main Street

Clarion from 1 1 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Jim Crooks, who owns Crooks

Clothing Store, is chairman of pints, and they exceeded this

this event. amount.

Crooks expects a good turn out Crooks said, "The need is great

for the occassion. Gifts will be and we want to keep surpassing

given away for the first one our goal each year."

hundred donors. Gifts will be Crooks hopes that this will be a

donated from various busineses . successful year for donors to

Kentucky Fried Chicken, help to the community.

NOW OPEN

New: Location at 800 Centre

New: Owner and Operator

New: Menu Items

New: Larger delivery area

and.

WmWMtm
At Domino's Pizza we're committed to excellence

in Product and Service.

Callfor Details! 226-4060
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Who do you think will

win the Super Bowl this

year?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Ray Henderson Matt Dittman

Junior, Biology

"I think Buffalo. They can't possibly lose three

in a row.
it

Hal Wassink

Coordinator of Student Activities

"Buffalo. Having been there twice

before, they'll have extra incentive."

tt

Pat Graczyk

Junior, Elementary Education

Dallas. Buffalo's already had two

chances to win it"

it

Scott Caplan

Senior, Secondary Education

Buffalo. After the comeback, they

seemed to have the drive."

•.:>

Darren Bonson

Junior, Business/Finance

The Bills. They seem really positive this

year."

Adrian Tait

Sophomore, Communication

•Man... no comment. Who knows?"

David White

Graduate Student, English

The Bills. They have the experience, and

Jim Kelly is a Pennsylvania boy."
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The Seventh annual Battle of the Bands sponsored by

UAB is set for February 2. It will begin at 8:00 p.m. in

Marwick-Boyd Auditorium. Admission is free to students

and there is a $2.00 charge to the public.

The six bands will be competing for a first place prize of

$1?0, and second and third place prizes of $100 each.

This year as an added attraction Robbie Printz will be

guest emcee. He has appeared on the MTV's half hour

comedy hour and at many colleges and universities all

across the United States.

WCCB will also be on hand that evening handing out

prizes to lucky audience members.

N1GHTSHIFT - was formed here at Clarion

University last semester. Originally named Pariah

their name changed with the addition of Derek

Mikesell. Aaron Crisman and Lon Pristras are the

original band that last year played the Bedrock

Cafe and other various parties and shows.

Nightshirt has only been together for a short

time and has played few parties. Their acoustic

sound with bass, places heavy emphasis on

vocals. They will be performing classic rock,

with some new material and an original track.

BARKING SPIDERS - was formed last semester when

a bunch of guys that were bored decided to get together

and do something they enjoyed, play music. Their

musical backgrounds are alike, they all appreciate all

forms of music and incorporate that into their playing.

John, the bassist has been playing since 1986 and has

been in all types of bands including jazz, country and

heavy metal. Larry, the guitarist played in one other

band for five years whieh played a "mellow progressive"

style of music. Jack, the drummer, was in a previous

band for four years which played "heavier altenative"

music. Chad, the singer, who recently joined has also

played in a band. He is into musicals and rhythm and

blues. Together the band sounds very original and is a

delight to listen to.

NUTT -N- HONEY - The band was formed on the

spur of the moment over breakfast at Denny's .

(We had mug-o-coffee's) Our goals are: to meet

the original A-Team members, and to meet the

original captain of the Starship Enterprise (And to

stop bedwetting). You may have heard of us, we

plan on doing the sound check for the 1993 BatUe

of the Bands, and welcome our hoopie groupies

from Clarion. We encourage all those attending to

bring inflated condoms, beachballs and balloons to

beat around in the audience in honor of

Groundhog's Day.

Band Members:

Mr. Facetious - Guitar, backing vocal

Safety First- Bass

Matt Hammer - Percussion

the other guy - lead guitar

Izzy Nice? - singin' and tinkerin' on the keys
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Battle of the Band
i COMPILED BY:

Dan Parrish

Alan Vaughn

PHOTOS BY:
Ray Henderson

LAYOUT:
Dan Parrish

I

t

*

*

KOMOTION - is a band who has been

together for over five years. During this time

they played weekly at clubs to have the

straight forward hard rock they are known

for. Many students will recognize them as

the band that played at the Phi Sigma Kappa

pig roast as well as the Red Stallion

Dan Perry keeps the beat on drums while

Scott Dittman fills in the sound on keyboards.

Bass and most lead vocals are contributed by

Matt Dittmand, and Darren Miller plays

rhythm and lead guitar. Three new backing

vocals have just been added to the band.

MR. BURROUGHS ATHLETIC BAND - Uanon

University is the home of the progressive sounds of

Mr. Burrough's Athletic Band. The band derived its

name from author William S. Burroughs, whose grimm

tales of drug addiction have inspired the band to take a

good look at life around them. The band is comprised

of Michael Ross, Chris Soltesz, Andy Linder, Troy

Steffan and Todd Finney. These lads have been

together for a short time and have combined their

respective talents to create music with a distinct

aftertaste. The bands influences include rhythm and

blues, classic rock and television theme songs. The

band will be performing alternative music selections

and original compositions.

MIKE COPEN AND 52nd STREET - is a new

band comprised of all Clarion University Students.

The band consists of Todd Karenbauer; drummer,

Jeremy Ostergard; piano, Mike Klingensmith; guitar

and Sharon Slater; sax. The band will entertain with

selections from the immortal legend Billy Joel.

Clarion University

Battle of the Bands

February 2, 1993

Marwick-Boyd Aud

8 p.m. BE THERE!

» i
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] PEACE CORPS world wise PuZzLe
For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

as

i

i

i

i

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 90 nations around the

world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.

Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce

the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

Formerly part of the
Russian Communist Bloc,

this is one of the poorest
nations in Europe.

PJMIX//V = .(.M/.ilK/Jo.O > i>M/>/v<')fti< f OlMflV I nwupv I "»»"/"V

1. Sea on the west coast of this nation.

2. Capital of Greece, which borders this

country to the south.

3. Adjacent nation in which there was
intense fighting and civil war in 1991.

4. Soviet leader who allowed nations

such as this one to break away from
Soviet domination.

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

CONSIDERING MERE. W
SHOES UME 8EEM I

TUOJGW SUED BE W*FP1

i
I 21 [ 1993 Wattefsoo/Distrtbu'ed by Universal Press Syndicate

o

Doonesbury

"You're not fooling me, Ned. ... Taking a long walk

on the beach sounds romantic, but I know you're

just looking for crustaceans."

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

TWE SECRET TC> MrXWMG

GWEKT HOT CHOCOLME
IS TO PUT THE. TM
MARSUMfvllCft5 IN FIRST

SO TO
VAEL.T

FASTER?

NO, SO^OVJ

OM \\T \N

40 OPn 50
Of TUEK.

TU\S WM, TUE V\C>T

CHOCOLATE JVJST fWIS

; \N TUE CRACKS.

1 W(M)ER£D WH NOU EAT
IT WITH k RKjC.

J ^
ALSO, I OOHT

-* |
USE MILK.

I JUST HEM
THE. 5NRUP.

tjd

*K» > 28

4

yfc>V4, CHOCOLME CW COOKIE
.

BATTER.' I LOVE \T BEFORE ITS

COOKED.' CAN I MM£ SOME P

PLEASE, PLEASE?

NO, \TS GOT RAW EGGS \H IT AND

XOO COOED GET SALMONELLA
Po\SON\NG

OKE MORE NOSTALGIC

PART OV CHILDHOOD
goes mmw

.

126 1993 Watteison/Distribuled by Universal Piess Sirndcate

Uncommon Sense by Chris Soltesz

"Think about it, Murray. ... If we could get this baby

runnin', we could run over hikers, pick up females,

chase down mule deer— man, we'd be the grizzlies

from hell."

" VERBAL MATH "

IF YOU'RE SOMEONE 1 HAV5NT
HEARPFKOM IN YEAR5, ANP
YOU'RE CALLIN6 BECAUSE OF/UY

NEW JOB, THANKSANPSOOPBYE.

IF, ON THE OTHER HAND, YOU'RE

AN F.O.J., PLEASE LEAVE A
MES5A6EANPI'LL CALL YOU

RIGHTBACK! BYE! -,BEEP''-

F.O.J.? FRJENP
OFJOANfc.
THBYKNOCU
WHO THEY
ARE-

M A I) D

|

j
L I

(' K

1

' A M E

O K E T A L N a M E R

T 1 N G A D () B E T R N

H A Y W 1 R 1 llli E E H T V E

N S||E L S 1 E

C H A S||A

i!
D A V I S

L A R D M I G E D A T n

A K I l M A N H X) u r| P A L

S P E W H

i?
B U R H L E

S L I D A k|m A R Y S

i^i I L E D||P L: w|
K N E E C A P||W A L Tc M A N

U S T

1

P E D A L

1

1 L R

P I T A S N R E V E A R

S T li P E D G E s B R L E

Fuv\ TlAiwp To <Xo kjj\^ Eltctr\city

ity /.airy l/V/We

Your Horoscope

Jan 24 thru 30

LMOCr-

ASreONGW>r1fHIC6™
SENSElSAtflFT MANY
BORN ON THESE OATtS
SHARE. THEY WOULP BE
WISE IN NEVER TAKINCj

ANY AWICE THAT GOES
AGAINST THEIR STRONG-
INTUITION.

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

San in clo»« aspect to Mercury indi-

cates time andartention should be given

to fulfillment of ambition* long cher-

ished. Love/social Venus in goodaspect

to Pluto is ideal for courtship and all

friendships. It's the kind of planetary

connection that often brings pleasure

and romantic harmony.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 April 20

When it's "fiftv-fifty" on both sides, close

relationships have a better chance ot

enduring. Business partnershipsasweli!

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Don't dwell on negative thoughts. An

attitude is more important than a fact!

GEMINI May22Jun.21

"Bad luck" some complain about usu-

ally is due to their own bad judgment.

CANCER Juns22-July23

Jupiters retrograde (reverse) motion

cautions Moonchildren not to over-

spend.

LEO July 24 -August 23

Any nearby opportunity brought to your

attention may nave future potential.

VIRGO August 24 Sept 23

Find out where the weak links are and

think about ways to strengthen them.

LIBRA. Sept24-Oct23

People who aren't shy about asking

questions often find the right answers.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

Without a definite plan you might just

be going around in circles.

SAGITTARIUS No* 23-0^21

Don't be misled by false facts or dogma,

of others. Your ways will work out best.

CAPRICORN. Dsc22-J»20

These are times of change. Actions now
work better than wishful thinking.

AQUARIUS Jan2l-Ftbl9

The turn of the wheel of destiny works

in favor of those who change now.

PISCES F*b20-Mwx:h20

"Inside information" may be as worth-

less as the person who offers it.

FREE Numerology •Personal Year" report ofwhat to expect in your yearahead Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O Box 717. Manchester, N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
" Verbal Math

"

ACROSS
1 Mother's org.

5 Very smooth
10 Reputation

14 Cookie

15 Bird's daw
16 U.S. citizen

17 High-pitched sound

18 Sun-dried brick

19 Ripped

20 Fodder + Metal

Thread -crazy

22 Insect + Shelter -

Honey House
24 Switch positions

25 Cow's common name
26 Confusion

29 Grow
30 Famous Tennis Cup
34 Pork fat

35 Russian plane

36 Quiet & dignified

37 Mr. Onassls

38 Male + Time - Wor*

Unit

40 Buddy
41 Gushed
43 Ger.'s continent

44 Gap
45 Firm

46 Womens' org.

47 Uvlnston & Pickford

48 Angered

50 Church bench

51 Joint * Hat - Leg Bone
54 Stroll + Male » Radio

58 Cast out

59 Foot Lever

61 Saarinen:Archttect

62 Pocket bread

63 Sleeping sound

64 1993. eg
65 Stair part

66 Borders

67 Mr. Stanley Gardner

DOWN
1 Butterfly-tike Insect

2 Opera solo

3 Disavow
4 Canine + Timber -

Flowering Tree

5 Hollywood residents

By Gerry Frey

1 3 ) '

1

S i 7 1 '

1

10 ii 12 13

14 IS 16

17 11 19

20 21 22 23

24

1
B

9 27 2* B 30 31 32 13

u
.

IS 34

il 31 39 40

41 42 43 "

4S ^
. I ,"

41 49 so

SI S2 S3 5S 56 IS7

SI

1

„ 60

1
;B "

:B
h

47

6 Load
7 Labor org.

8 Paving stone

9 Praying joints

10 Obese * Leader =

Stupid Person

1

1

"To me" In Paris

12 TV's Griffin

13 Sea eagle

21 Officeholders

23 Duck
25 Hen Fruit + Noggin r

Intellectual

26 Student grouping

27 Mr. Marx

28 The Little Mermaid"

29 Scottish "own"

31 Fog
32 Genoa's setting

33 Tennis pro Monica

35 Crazy

36 Blg^ ,
California

38 MASH worker

39 Relating to us

42 Telegram + Faucet

- Bug

44 Predator Bird + Orb

Mash Star

46 Rely on for support

47 Mr. Blanc

49 Cease
50 Fades
51 Keystone

52 "Night" In Paris

53 City In Italy

54 Article lor sale

55 Janvander
:Painter

56 Soviet Sea

57 English river

60 Lassie, eg

O 1997. All rights reserved GFK Associates

P.O. Bos 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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Cable Channels
THURSDAY EVENING JANUARY 28. 1993

6 Cur. Affair [Edition

8

Oprah Winfrey 9

10

11

14

17

18

4:00

Movie: **
4:30 5:00

Afterschool Special

'Driving Me Crazy (1991) PG
pec

[Edi

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

News q
Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30

9^ TV
Hi DATA

6:00 6:30
Movie: * "A Fine Mess (1986) PG g
News [j

News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B. News

>y .

Tiny Toon ] Batman g
News g

Newsg
News

Newsg

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News Golden Girls

Full House q
News g

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
(3 30) Movie: ***<1_DoctgL Zhivago (1965. Drama) Omar Sharif. Jul ie Ch7^e~Pfi
PGA Golf Phoenix Open. (Live

25

26

Ten of Us jTwo Dads [Cartoon Express

(1990) Mavnard Eziash]
21 IMovie. »*': 'Mister Johnson

! 1(2 30) Movie: I Movie : ***

Up Close [SuperBowl"

American Gladiators

7:00

Movie: ***
7:30 8:00 8:30

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! g

"'Crocodile' Dundee (1986) Paul Hoqan. 17

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

Matlock The Singer q
Out All Night |Dif World

Top Cops (In Stereo) q
You Bet-Life lrop Cops (In Stereo) q
Married

Wh, Fortune
| Out All Night

jimpsons D Martin (R)q In Color

Dif. World

9:00

Movie:

9:30
**

10:00

Jack's Place

Hangfire" jm\) Brad Davis

Cheers (R) q
In Stereo) q
Wings q

Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) 9

Cheers (R) q
Down Shore

Wings q

10:30

Primetime Live q
Comedy Jam

Mad-You |Wings(R)q'

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Hunter "Final Confession

Mad-You |Wings(R)q JNewsg

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL q
Newsg
News
News
Newsg
Married...

Tr: if;
t0Tde

.

r

L
0U

.

r me (,%5
'

Co™WMo™r^ ĥoot the Moon (1982, Drama) Albert F*n£ RSportscenter [College Basketba.1: Iowa at Michigan̂ 'J£) ICollioe BasketJ.. nci A a , LJl7S^
Quantum Leap (In Stereo

Great Balls ol Fire 1
(1989) Dennis Quaid

Movie: ** Collision Course (1987) Jay Leno. PG '

q
Underdog [Yogi Bear [Arcade

I Hey Dude (R)|What Vou~Do"
Movie: **Vs Acceptable Risks' (1986) Cicely Tyson

FRIDAY EVENING JANUARY 29, 1993

Taking ot Flight 847-Story

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

The Super (1991) Joe Pesci
Movie: ** Death Warrant' (1990) R
Get Smart | Superman
L.A. Law

M.T. Moore

Movie:

College Basketball: UCLA at Southern California. (Live

Movie: **h Juice' (1992) Omar Epps M<wi»- »+v, 'Gate// (1990

Golden Girls

12:00

Deadlock'

Nightline 9
Tonight Show (In Stereo

Silk Stalkings Bad Blood

Edition [Stalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
"The Laughing Policeman

Sportscenter

Movie: *h The Suoer nwn i™. Pocr, m».,;». xxi ,. ' i...-.„ ;<nno> £.' r-
L .. .

"
.

c uvu _S_

Movie: *** Trust" (1990) Adnenne Shelly. R
Van Dyke [Dragnet |A. Hitchcock

Better Oft Dead [19931 Mare Wmninqham.

10

11

14

Lucy Show
Mark Schiff

4:00 4:30

Death on the Job (R) q
Design. W. {Cheers 5
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop l Tom, Jerry

People Ct.
I
Cur. Affair

17

18

21

22

25

26

(3.30) Movie: Batl-Sexes

5:00

Thirtysomething

F-Troop

Tennis: Aust

Hitchhiker

Louis Tripp

Ultraviolet
]

Mister Fd

Masteries I

5:30

Movie: *»* Bye Bye Blues

6:00 6:30

Newsg
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey 9

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon
| Batman q

Newsg

(1989) Rebecca Jenkins.

News q
News

News

News g

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House g
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

PGA Golf: Phoenix Open (Live)

Movie: *** "North to Alaska" (1960) John Wayne

Ten of Us

(3:00) Movie:

Two Dads | Cartoon Express

"Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai

(305) Movie: **** The Great Escape" (1963) 9
Underdog [Yogi Bear | Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Movie: ** Nowhere to Run (1978) David Janssen.

Motowortd [SuperBowl

American Gladiators

7:00 7:30

Inside the NFL (R) q
Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girts

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00
Movie: ** "Ultimate Desires' (1991) 'R' g
Family

|
Step by Step | Dinosaurs q

9:30 10:00

Movie: ** "Love Crimes' (1991) R

10:30

Camp Wilder
Figure Skating: World Professional Championships
G. Palace | Major Dad q
Pirates Meet the Fans

America's Most Wanted q

Design. W.

Design. W.

Sightings q

Bobq
Bobq
Suspects

Movie: **** "Planet of the Apes (1968) G
Figure Skating: World Professional Championships

Sportscenter
| World Cup Skiing

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "A Fistful of Dollars" (1967) Clint Eastwood
Movie: »»»'/> "Green Card (1990) Gerard Depardieu. q
What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Ski Magic

Murder, She Wrote q
Movie: **

20/20 q
I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) g
Picket Fences (In Stereo) g
Hunter

I'll Fly Away (In Stereo) q
Movie: »«V; "Swing Shift' (1984) Goldie Hawn. 'PG
Tennis: Australian Open. (Live)

Movie: *' 2

11:00

Crypt Tales

Newsg
News
News
Newsg
Married.

Newsg

11:30

Tom Arnold

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Nightline g

Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Dark Justice (Ft) (In Stereo)

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g

Movie: »»'/? "Pop/' (1969) Alan Arkin

Speed
i Sportscenter | Basketball

Vi "Truly, Madly, Deeply (1991

Child of Darkness, Child of Light (1991) q I Movie: »V2 "Screwball Academy (1986T~

Movie: **Vi "Into the Sun'

Get Smart ISupermaTT

L.A. Law

1992) FT

Comedy) PG'

M.T. Moore

Movie: **

Bugsy

Van Dyke

Movie: **V2 "Point Break '(1991) Patrick Swayze R
Movie: ***
Dragnet

The Color of Money" (1986) Paul Newman
[A. Hitchcock

SATURDAY EVENING JANUARY 30, 1993

'Killer Instinct" (1988, Drama) Melissa Gilbert. iThirtysomethinq

Lucy Show |F-Troop

"Pyrates' R

"Hustler'

Mister Ed

Mysteries

College Basketball

10

11

lA
17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: »»« "Titos Is My Life' (1992) | Movie: "All Dogs Go to Heaven" (1989) q
Senior PGA Golf

5:30 6:00 6:30

Figure Skating

Figure Skating: World Professional Championships

Basketball [CBS Sports Saturday q
Perm St. [Nu-Hart Hair

(3 00) Movie: ' Someone (American Gladiators

Figure Skating: World Professional Champtprtships

(2 00) Movie

SuperBowl

News

Newsg

ABC News
NBC News

CBS News
CBS News

Star Trek: Next Gener

News g [NBC News
Movie: ***Vz 'Return of the Jedi (1983) Mark Hamill. (In Stereo) PG
SuperBowt

(3:00) Movie: "Blindsided

PGA Golf Phoenix Open. (Live)

Vonnegut

Can't on TV

Gossip!
I B. Buddies [Swamp [Beyond

(2:30) Movie: Movie: ** "Collision Course" (1987) PG' Movie: *» "Arena (1989) Paul Satterfiekj. 'PG-13' g

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30
Movie: *»» "WarGames" (1983) Matthew Broderick. Movie: "Blind Side" (1993. Suspense) Rutqer Hauer q
Cntu»»i.i_^.t T^_;-k> r-i IU..,:.. I W 1.-1. n... ..- ,.«n.. r, . r, "7^ — T^T^ . '. _" =r ^tEntertainment Tonight q
Straight Talk [Wh. Fortune

Untouchables Murder Ink

Star Search (In Stereo)

Medicine Woman

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Jeopardy! q [Wh. Fortune

9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: * "Cannonball Run II

Empty Nest j Nurses (R)q

Medicine Woman
Coptq |Cops(R)q
Empty Nest |Nurses(R)q

Movie: *»*Vi? "California Suite" (1978) Maggie Smith

Sportscenter

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **Vi "Three Men and a Little Lady" (1990) PG'

Get Picture [Freshmen | Salute

Movie: ** The Last Prostitute" (1991) Sonia Braga

Double Dare

Movie:

Movie: **Vt

Guts

Late lor Dinner" (1991)

iRugratsIPO"!!

PG'

** "Notorious (1992, Suspense) John Shea

Match-Up | SuperBowl

(1984) Burt Reynolds, q
Empty Nest |Nursesq

Raven (In Stereo) q
Raven (In Stereo) q
Code 3 (fl) q
Empty Nest

ftfrWq
Nurses q

Commish (R) (In Stereo) q
Comedy Hour Richard Jeni

Later With Bob Costas

Hat Squad (In Stereo) q
Hat Squad (In Stereo) q
Hunter "Blind Ambition"

Later With Bob Costas

Movie: **ft "The Osterman Weekend" (1983) R
Super Bowl 1 1 SuperBowl

"Casualties of Love: The Long Island Lolita Story" (1993)

Movie: •»• "Wail Street" (1987) Michael Douglas. R'

Movie: *** "Lethal Weapon" (1987) Mel Gibson. R' q
Clarissa |Roundhouse [Ren-Stimpy |You Afraid?'

Movie: ** '"Betrayal of Silence" (1990) Meg Foster

11:00 11:30

Newsg

News
Newsg

Design. W.

12:00

"Hangfire"

"Firefox

Saturday Night Live

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables "Murder Ink

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q [Comic Strip

News Q | Saturday Night Live

Movie: »«» "A Fistful of Dollars" (1967)

Tennis: Australian Open Men's final from Melbourne, Australia . (Live)

Silk Stalkings "Jasmine" q [Movie: ** "Murder by Night" (1989Tq
Movie: **V? "Suspiria" (1977

', Horror) 'R' | Movie: » "Maximum Force

Boxing: Victor Cordoba vs. Michael Nunn. (Live)

Mister Ed

Hidden

Mister Ed

Confessions

Mister Ed Mister Ed
Unsolved Mysteries

Super Dave

Mister Ed

Moonlighting

SUNDAY EVENING JANUARY 31. 1993
I _' " '' r' '

' j. ' -
'

"fc Li" '

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:45) Movie:

4:30 | 5l00~ 5:30 TliOO"

Movie: ** "Men at Work" (1990) Emilio Estevez. PG-13'

College Basketball: Regional Coverage

(3.30) NFL Live: Super Bowl XXVII q
Basketball

Basketball

Magnum, P.I. Nu-Hart Hair

Hair Care II [Baywatch q
Movie: * "Invasion U.S.A. " (1985) Chuck Norris

(3:30) NFL Live: Super Bowl XXVII q

"&5T 7:00 7:30

»*• "Hot Shots!" (1991) PG-13'

News q I
ABC News I Life Goes On (In Stereo) q IVideos

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *»» "Poc Hollywood" (1991) Michael J. Fox, q
10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: "CIA. Codename: Alexa" (1992)

IMovie: *** "The Witches of Eastwick" (1987) Jack Nicholson, Cher, q News g
Super Bowl XXVII: Buffalo Bills vs. Dallas Cowboys. From the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, Calif. (Live In Stereo) q [Homicide: Life

Design. W.

CBS News
CBS News
Newsg

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q

Murder, She Wrote (R) q
Murder, She Wrote (R) q

Star Trek: Deep Space 9 |Batman q [Shaky G. [In Color [Roc (R) q | Married... | Herman Flying Blind [Ben Stiller q

Movie: »»• "The Shell Seekers (1989, Drama) q
Movie: +*» "The Shell Seekers" (1989, Drama) q

Movie: *** "The Good, the Bad and the Ugly" (1967, Western) Clint Eastwood. 'R'

Super Bowl XXVII: Buffalo Bills vs. Dallas Cowboys. From the Rose Bowl in Pasadena Calif. (Live In Stereo) q

SuperBowl

Gossip!

PGA Gorf: Phoenix Open. (Live)

Ten of Us [Two Dads B. Buddies

Movie: *** Gator (1976) Burt Reynolds. PG'

Movie: *»» "Mr Destiny" (1990) James Belushi. PG-13

Can't on TV

Disease

Control

Iml Af

Wild Side

Family

Fifteen

Atheroscl.

Beyond

Ski Time (R)

Hitchhiker

Homicide: Life

News

News
News g
Paid Prog.

Newsp
Movie: ••'/; "The Golden Seal" (1983) Steve Railsback. [Movie: *** "Bite the Bullet" (1975, Western) Gene Hackman. PG
Skiing: U.S. Pro Tour

MacGyver "The Negotiator

Movie: **»» "The Adventures of Robin Hood" (1938) q
Movie: *•• "WarGames "(1983) Matthew Broderick

Double Oare

Medical

Guts

Patch Works Physicians

Looney Looney

Milestones

Ski World [Expedition Earth: Mt. Cook [Boxing: Carbajal vs. Cuesta

Movie: •* "Love AV/te"(1991) Virginia Madsen. q [Counterstrike "Betrayed

Movie: »* "Until the End of the World" (1991, Science Fiction) William Hurt. R' q

Sportscenter

11:30 12:00

"Star Trek 6-Undiscovered"

Night Court

Cheers q Hoggin's

Cur. Affair

Star Search (In Stereo)

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Baywatch q
Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: "Midnight Cowboy

Silk Stalkings Jasmine" q
NFL Great

Hollywood

Movie: **vj "Taking Care of Business" (1990) 'R' q I Movie: **Vi "Red Heat" (1988) R

Movie: »» "The Pumsher" (1990) R' g

Mister Ed

Jrnl. of Med.

Mister Ed

MONDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 1, 1993

Family

Mister Ed

Cardiology

Mister Ed

Medicine

Mister Ed

Ob/Gyn

Mister Ed

Family

Mister Ed

Physicians

Movie: ** "Class of 1999

Mister Ed

Paid Prog.

Mister Ed

Paid Prog.

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30
Movie: *** "Victory" (1981) Sylvester Stallone. PG
Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Cheers q
Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(3:30) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsg
Cheers q
Design. W.

News q
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsg

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30
Movie: ** "Regarding Henry" (1991) Harrison Ford, q
Newsg
News
News

Newsg

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House q
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Final Four

Just Ten

25

26

(230) Movie:

(2:35) Movie:

Underdog

The Golden Seal" (1983) | Movie: ** "Ordinary Heroes' (1986)

Dream Lg.

Two Dads
Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

Movie: ** "Honeymoon Academy" (1990)

Movie: »* "Old Explorers" (1990) PG
Yogi Bear [Arcade Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »* "Roses Are for the Rich" (1987, Drama)

Th'breds [Up Close

American Gladiators

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: ***
FBI-Story

The Josephine Baker Story" (1991) 'R q

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Detective

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

Movie: **V;

10:00 10:30

Comedy Hour: Richard Jeni

Movie: "Kiss of a Killer" (1992) Annette O'Toole q
Movie: "It's Nothing Personal" (1993) Amanda Donohoe.

Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Love ft War
Love ft War

Fresh Prince
I
Blossom q
'Rocky IV" (1985) Sylvester Stallone

Movie: *»» "Gray Lady Down" (1978) Charlton Heston

Northern Exposure q
Northern Exposure q
Hunter "Second Sight'

Movie: "It's Nothing Personal" (1993) Amanda Donohoe.

Movie: »»•'/? "Payday" (1973, Drama) Rip Torn. R'

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: ** "Love Crimes" (1991) R'

Newsg
News
News
Newsg
Married...

News q

Golden Girls [Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter | College Basketball: Georgetown at St John's. (Live) ' [College Basketball: Missouri at Kansas. "(Lrve)
AiiAitliiaa I - /In ^tA _«,a.V -J — _ A* 111 »_ I iinuv >a • » .. . . _ "

I »'" '"
'

. "
' _ ™ — " ' * T J ™

Movie: **Vi "FM"(1978, Comedy) PG

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: •»*'/; "The Pink Panther" (1964) Peter Sellers

Movie: **Vi "WF"(1989) Al Yankovlc PG-13' q
What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Sportscenter
Murder, She Wrote q [WWF: Monday Night Raw [Quantum Leap (In Stereo) |MacGyver Honest Abe " q
Movie: "Loving Lulu" (1992. Comedy) R

Movie: ** Ernest Scared Stupid" (1991)

Get Smart | Superman

LA. Law "Badfellas

M.T. Moore

Movie: ••»'/2 "Apocalypse Now" (1979, Drama) Martin Sheen. R'

Foxworthy

Van Dyke

Movie: ** "Wild Orchid 2: Two Shades of Blue " (1991)

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: **</2 "Mary Jane Harper Cried Last Night" (1977)

Lucy Show | F-Troop

Thirtvsomethinn

Basketball

Hitchhiker

One Night'

Narrow M.

Get Smart
Mi"-*fM>ioQ

TUESDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 2, 1993

Design. W.

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:30) Movie:

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey q

4:30 5:00

Survival Series: Wolves

Cheers q
Edition

Newsg

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(2 00) Movie:

Final Four

Ten of Us

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: »»Vfr "My Blue Heaven" (1990) Steve Martin, q
News q
News

News q

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsg

ABC News
News

News

NBC News

CBS News
News q
Full House q Wonder Yrs

Newsg NBC News

Movie: *** "Gray Lady Down (1978) Charlton Heston. PG

Two Dads

Dream Lg. Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

Movie: +Vi "Troll II" (1992) Michael Stephenson. PG-13'

NBA Today [Up Close

American Gladiators

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q

Ent Tonight

Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune

7:30

Groundhog

Wh. Fortune

Full House q [Mr. Cooper [Roseanne q| Jackie T

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..,

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: "8//no'S«fe"(1993, Suspense) Rutger Hauer. q

Movie: »* 7 Still Dream of Jeannie" (1991, Comedy) q [Dateline (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Class of '96 (In Stereo) q

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: »»'/2 "Grand Canyon" (1991, Drama) Danny Glover. R' qMovie: »»V2 Grand Canyon (1991,

Civil Wars (R) (In Stereo) q
[

News q
Dateline (In Stprpnl n News

Movie: "Poisoned by Love: The Kern County Murders'

Movie: Poisoned by Love: The Kern County Murders"

Key West (In Stereo) q
Movie: ** "I Still Dream of Jeannie" (1991, Comedy) q

Hunter Street Wise"

Dateline (In Stereo) q
Movie: ** "The Slugger's Wife (1985) Michael Keefe [Movie: ***Vi "The Miracle Worker' (1962. Drama)

News
Newsg
Married..

Newsg

Golden Girls [Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition [For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: »»*» "The Great Escape (1963)

Sportscenter [College Basketball: Michigan at Michigan State (Live) | College Basketball: Arkansas at Louisiana State. (Live) [Sportscenter

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

(3 10) Movie: Lobstr Mn Movie: »»» "Bite the Bullet" (1975) Gene Hackman.

Movie: ** "Flight of the Intruder (1991) Danny Glover

Underdog [Yogi Bear |Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »* "Roses Are tor the Rich" (1987, Drama)

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Murder, She Wrote q [Boxing (Live) MacGyver (In

Movie: *•* "Mermaids "(1990, Comedy) Cher. PG-13

Movie: +*» "Curly Sue" (1991) James Belushi PG' q IMovie: **+ Dead Calm" (1988) R' q
Stereo) q [Hitchhiker

Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart |Superman

L.A. Law "Lose the Boss

Movie: **Vi "Eye of the Storm" (1992) Dennis Hopper. Dana Gould

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke [Dragnet [A. Hitchcock [Lucy Show
Movie: ***Vi "Pnzzi's Honor" (1985, Comedy) Jack Nicholson.

Once-America"

Movie: "Bac/cdraft" (1991)

F-Troop Get Smart

Thirtysomething

WEDNESDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 3, 1993

2

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5.00

Movie: » 1,
2 Caddyshack IT

Design. W. Cheers q
(1988) PG q

Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(2 30) Movie: Home-Hill

Final Four

Ten of Us

Dream Lg.

Two Dads

Newsg
Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »»'/; Casey's Shadow" (1978, Drama) Walter Matthau. PG

Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsg

Newsg
News

News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Newsg
Full House q
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Movie: *** "The Comancheros (1961) John Wayne

Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

Movie: »»'.? Awakenings (1990) Robin Williams, q
(2 55) Movie: [** "Rock n Roll High School Forever q
Underdog [Yogi Bear [Arcade |

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »*'; Second Serve (1986) Vanessa Redgrave

Inside PGA [Sportscenter

American Gladiators

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

TFoo" 8:30 9:00

Movie: "Mannequin: On the Move (1991)

Wonder Y. |Doogie H.

Unsolved Mysteries q
Space Rangers (In Stereo)

Space Rangers (In Stereo)

Beverly Hills, 90210 q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Movie: *»'/2 "Enigma (1982) Martin Sheen PG'

College Basketball: Villanova at Pittsburgh (Live)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: + "Gleaming the Cube (1988) Christian Slater

Movie: *** "Thais Life (1986) Jack Lemmon. PG-13

What You Do Crazy Kids

Supermarket
|
Shop-Drop

Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mystenes

Murder, She Wrote q

Home Imp

9:30

Life Stories

Homicide: Life

Coach

q

In the Heat of the Night q
In the Heat of the Night q
Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Homicide: Life

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
TV's Funniest Commercials

Law ft Order (In Stereo) q
48 Hours "Ripoff" q
48 Hours "Ripoff" q
Catwalk "Life Skills

Law ft Order (In Stereo) q

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: *• "Double Trouble (1991) R

Newsg
News

News

Newsg
Married..

Newsg

Golden Girls [Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves (R)

Edition Curves

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q

Movie: **** "Lawrence of Arabia (1962, Adventure) Peter Toole PG

Tonight Show

College Basketball: North Carolina at Duke. (Live)

Movie: *» "Dead in the Water" (1991) Bryan Brown, q
Movie: **+ "The Last Boy Scout (1991) Bruce Willis q
Movie: *\<2 "Meatballs 4" (1992) R

Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law

Super Dave

Sportscenter

Movie: »» "Hitz" (1992) Elliott Gould. R

MacGyver "Walking Dead

Movie: *** What About Bob? (1991) q
M.T. Moore [Van Dyke [Dragnet [A. Hitchcock

Movie: *** "Picking Up the Pieces (1985. Drama)

Lucy Show [F-Troop

In Stereo) q
Pont Cry

Billiards

Hitchhiker

Movie: "The Dead Zone q
Dangerous Obsession

Thirtysomething

Get Smart

Mysteries

tt

fi

*
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Parity of conference finds Clarion in

good shape after opening week of play
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Every team has at least one

victory and at least one defeat

alter the first week of the PSAC-
Western division schedule. The

Golden Eagles enter this PSAC
puzzle with a record of 1-1, as

they prepare for two road games

that may determine whether or

not they have enough pieces to

put together a 1993 masterpiece.

Clarion carried a nine game
winning streak into its January

20 conference debut at

California. The Vulcans cruised

to the PSAC-West title with a

12-0 conference record and

advanced to the Division II final

four last season. Even though

many of those Vulcans had gone,

sharp-shooting Ray Gutierrez

was still there.

committed his fifth foul.

His inside presence would be

missed as the home club caught

Clarion from behind and finally

surpassed them w\th less than

two minutes remaining.

The three point heartbreaker

was tough to swallow, but it

proved that the Eagles could

travel to an unfriendly arena and

take the team that many
predicted to repeat as PSAC
champions to the wire.

Morton finished the contest

with 31 points, and Bumoskey
added 21 more to lead the Eagles

"caw"se.

Monday, Jan. 25 brought a new

day and a change in venue. The

Edinboro Fighting Scots came to

Clarion sporting a 7-9 overall

record and a 1-1 conference

mark.

"It was a big winfor us.
"

- Mike Power

Gutierrez scorched the nets for

27, which was actually below his

season average, and California

halted the Eagles win streak at

nine with a 91-88 triumph.

Clarion jumped out to a quick

12-0 lead and glided to a 42-37

halftime cushion. The Eagles

were led in scoring by the wing

tandem of Kwame Morton and

Roy Bumoskey and the solid

inside play of Mark McCarthy

and Chris Boone, but the blue

and gold failed to jump on the

rattled Cal team in the early

going and therefore found

themselves in a dog fight. The

first half also produced a subplot

in that center Steve Branch was

marred in foul trouble.

The Vulcans came out of the

locker room with intentions of

clamping their death grip on the

Eagles. California shot a

blistering 52 percent in the

second half, and with 5:40

remaining in the contest, Branch

Again the Eagles bolted from

the starting gate in impressive

fashion. A 14-4 start increased

to a 47-29 lead just before the

half.

With one second left until

intermission, Edinboro's Adam
Cheek drained a three-point

desperation shot from behind the

green volleyball lines.

The Fighting Scots used this

last second heave as an

inspiration builder, and with

seven minutes to play, the Eagle

lead had been plucked to just six

at 64-58.

Determined to avoid deja vu

all over again, Clarion

terminated any hopes of a

California repeat by outscoring

the Scots 14-5 in the next five

minutes to secure the win.

During the run, Steve Branch

buried two short jumpers, and

Brian Paige scored five points

while playing stifling defense on

Cheek.

Playing the part of Moses: The Eagles will rely on point guard Dave
years of conference experience to lead them to the promised land.

Good foul shooting down the Shippensburg later this week.

Lois Oertel/ Clarion Call

Wojciechowski (21 ) and his three

stretch preserved the first Clarion

conference victory of the season,

84-72.

Bumoskey scored a season-

high 32 while Morton and

Branch cashed in 17 a piece to

lead the Eagles to victory.

Branch rebounded from his

subpar performance at California

to grab 10 caroms, and the

Golden Eagles' shooting

percentage increased handily in

the friendly confines of Tippin

Gymnasium.

Assistant coach Mike Power
said of the Edinboro game, "It

was a big win for us."

Clarion's home cooking will

not last long, as the bus warms up

to leave for Lock Haven and

Power thinks the team that can

win on the road will take the

PSAC. "PSAC teams are tough

to beat away. The team that can

win all of their home games and

play .500 on the road will

usually win the conference," said

Power.

Wednesday's trip to Lock
Haven and Saturday's visit to

Shippensburg could tell the tale

of the 1992-93 campaign. Two

victories would place Ciarion

atop the conference with a 3-1

mark and would leave Clarion

with five home and three road

games to play. Two losses could

severely injure any hopes of a

title, and a split would probably

leave CUP knowing little more

than we do now.

Clarion (88) vs. Cal(91)

fg ft rb

m-a m-a o-t a tp

Wojo 2-9 2-2 0-5 5 7

Bmsky 6-14 6-6 2-5 21

Morton 12-25 2-2 3-6 1 31

Mcrthy 2-4 2-3 3-9 7 6

Branch 2-3 4-4 1-2 8

Boone 6-14 1-2 5-12 13

Nyquist 1-1 0-0 0-1 1 2

Clarion(84) vs. EUP(72)

h ft rb

m-a m-a o-t a tp

Wojo 1-5 1-2 0-3 9 3

Bmsky 12-17 3-3 1-3 3 32

Morton 5-13 3-5 1-3 5 17

Branch 5-9 7-10 3-10 2 17

Paige 3-8 3-3 2-4 2 10
Boone 1-4 0-0 1-4 2

i i J v 7 r '
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Golden Eagle wrestlers defend PSAC
wrestling title this Saturday at Cal

V. ters of 12 PSAC team

wrc ig championships since

1%. u the last two in a row,

Clar University's 1992-93

wrc ug squad travels to

Cali nia University this

Sati; y to try and defend its

titles

The 50th Annual PSAC
Wrestling Championship will be

held at Cal's Hamer Hall, with

the opening round of action

scheduled to begin at 9 a.m. on

Saturday, January 30. Formerly

a two-day event which was

shortened to one day in 1992,

wrestling will continue

throughout Saturday with finals

set for 7:30 p.m. Tickets for the

championship will be available

at the door.

Clarion won the 1991 PSAC
Championship scoring 138.25

points, while crowning three

individual champions. Last year

(1992), the Golden Eagles had

10 placewinners and five

individual champs as Clarion

totalled 153.50 points to win its

second straight crown. At both

the 1991 and 1992

championships, Lock Haven

finished in second place, but the

Bald Eagles have paid their dues

and enter the 1993 championship

as the pre-tournament favorite.

"Team scoring balance is the

real key in winning tournament

titles and Lock Haven has a very

talented and well-balanced line-

up this year," stated Clarion head

coach Jack Davis. "Lock Haven

will be the pre-tournament

favorite, but Bloomsburg and

Edinboro have quality teams and

could make a run at the title. One

day tournaments can be

unpredictable. A key injury, an

upset, or a team that gets hot

early and can carry the

momentum all day are all

intangibles that could unfold this

Saturday."

With Clarion in the middle of a

reloading season, Davis is

speaking of his team's

expectations this way. "Our goal

is to finish in the top three and

we can accomplish that, but we'll

need to have a very good first

round and carry that momentum.

It's a grueling tournament, so we

believe our conditioning will

play a big role."

Clarion heads to the PSAC's

with a dual meet record of 9-9

under first year head coach Jack

Davis. The Golden Eagle lineup

will likely have Luke Shocklee

(11-4) at 118; Kyle Wolfe (5-11)

at 142; Moss Grays (3-2) at 150;

Paul Antonio (6-11) at 158;Joel

Gilbert (3-0) at 167; Dan Payne

(22-5) at 177; Chris Shaw (1-0)

or Tiny Anderson (2-8) at 190

and Rob Sintobin (10-6) at Hwt.

Returning placewinners for

Clarion include Shaw and

Sintobin who ended third

respectively at 177 and 190

NOW RENTING

New, furnished apartments

above

CHINATOWN
RESTAURANT
Main Street, Clarion

SHIPPEN REALTY
226-6068

ask for Brian

please leave message

apartments available for

Summer , Fall and

Spring 93-94 school year

W&W Apartments
Has vacancies for the summer, fall and

spring 93-'94 school year.

Various units are available

from houses along Greenville Avenue
to trailers on Grimm's Lane

(across from Tippin Gym)

Please call Brian qfShippen Reality at

226-6068
for details and appointment times

pounds in 1992. Wolfe finished

fifth and Antonio sixth last year,

while Grays was a PSAC Champ

in 1991, but sat out 1991 with a

shoulder injury and has had other

injury problems this season.

Clarion's 12 PSAC Titles have

come in 1965 under coach Frank

Lignelli, and 11 titles under

former coach Bob Bubb in 1972,

73,74,76,77,78,81,83,86,91,

and 1992.

At the PSAC's, Luke Shocklee

will lead Clarion into the 118-

pound match.

126: A wide-open weight

class, the top returning

placewinner is Clarion's Wolfe,

who was fifth last year.

134: The top two seeds should

go to Cal's ninth rated Jay

Manson (25-6) and Bloom's

tenth ranked Brad Rozanski (8-

6), who was the runner-up here

in 1992. Clarion's Pendolino lost

to Rozanski 17-15 earlier this

year.

142: An extremely talented

weight class, the winner here

will have earned his title. Dave

Thomas (11-6) will do battle

here for CUP.

150: 1991 PSAC winner Moss

Grays (3-2) of Clarion returns to

action after missing the 1991-92

season with a red-shirt and much

of 1992-93 with a leg injury.

158: Clarions Paul Antonio

was sixth at 150 last year and

will look to place at 158.

167: Clarion will go with

freshman Joel Gilbert.

177: Clarion's Dan Payne

(22-5) will do battle here.

190: Clarion 's Chris Shaw is

hoping to get back into the

lineup Saturday after placing

third at 177 last year.

HWT: With three-time PSAC
and two-time NCAA Div. I

Champ Kurt Angle of Clarion

having graduated, the weight

class seems wide open. Clarion's

Rob Sintobin will attempt to take

over.

Clarion enters the PSAC's

coming off a 35-3 loss to PSAC

rival Edinboro last Friday night.

In close matches, Thomas lost

in OT, 5-3, and Payne lost in

double OT, 8-7.

Payne's match may have

determined the #1 seed at

the 177-pound class for the

PSAC's.

Clarion lost its first nine

matches on the day before

Sintobin won 5-4 to take the

heavyweight match.

Davis said that his major goal

is to place in the top three at the

PSAC's, but he is hoping for at

least a top five finish.

•Story courtesy of Sports

Information

University Apartments
Affordable Student Housing

Now Renting for Summer, Fall and Spring

Located Along US. %i- 322 Mjactnt to Campus

University Apartments offers an atmosphere conducive to higher education as well as an opportunity for

independant living. "Each unit is a self-contained efficiency apartment equipped ivith kitchen appliances,

furniture andBathroom, We offer afull-time resident manager to supervise the Buildings.

Comparing our rental rates with campus housing and other off-campus housing, one wiltfind them suBstantially

Below markpt rentfor the area. All utilities (accept telephone) are included in the rent. Installation and hookup

of utilities alone would cost an additional $75 at other places. Add this to your monthly Bills, (say an average of

SlOO/monthfor 4 students), and rentfor the semester. Compare andsave with University Apartments.

Tlease contact University Apartments for further information and/or an appointment to examine our facilities:

226-6880.

H(ates: Current dormitory rates are $805 per semester per student for two-person square room with no kitchen,

living room or Bathroom. University Apartments rates are asfollows:

%(um6er ofTenants

faCC/Spring l 2 3 4

Studio $1,050 $625 n/a n/a

V&edroom $1,600 $825 $650 n/a

2- (Bcdroom $3,500 $1,250 $950 $775

9{umBer ofTenants

Summer l 2 3 4

Studio $200 n/a. n/a n/a

l-'Bedroom $250 $125 n/a n/a

2-(btdroom $300 $150 $100 $75
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High risk sports sweeping nation
by John Lancaster Beck

Contributing Sports

Writer/National Affairs Staff

Extreme sports. The risk

factor is usually high. The

excitement level near feverish.

Poor judgement can mean injury,

sometimes even death. The

extremists generally speak in a

language all but unintelligible to

the lay person. Surfers "get

tubed", sky-divers make "HALO
drops", extreme skiers watch for

"decaying cornices", rock-

climbers "place pro" and yet all

of them share a love for gut

wrenching adventure.

"It is only through the

direct confrontation. . . only by

staring into the naked face of

death that we discover the true

nature of self." Or at any rate

that is what 22-year-old Clarion

University of Pennsylvania rock

climbing junior Stan Lindemuth

says. This viewpoint reflects the

quintessential premise, or ethic,

of the rock climber. Lindemuth

is among a growing number

people in the twenty-something

age group who seek their

recreational outlets in extremist

sports.

When "the strength of

your fingertips is all that

seperates you from a 120-foot

fall to your death, you start to get

rather deliberate," understates

Lindemuth. Climbing has begun

to move into the mainstream of

American culture with exposure

through movies like K-2 and the

climbing, intensive forthcoming

Sylvester Stallone movie.

Indeed, the entire extreme sports

movement is moving out of the

realm of the select few and

beginning to gain legitimacy.

Extremist sports, says

Lindemuth, are "a healthy and

socially responsible way of

getting high." A growing

number of universities

throughout the United States

have started adventure based

clubs and organizations. One

such group is Penn State

University's Outing Club, which

sponsors trips spelunking, sky

diving and rock climbing at

nearby Bellefonte, Pa.

Lindemuth ^oo, climbs at the

abandoned Bellefonte quarry.

A characteristic of the

twenty-something generation is

an increased concern with

environmental issues. The

extremist enthusiasts are no

exception to this. "The cool

thing about [the quarry at]

Bellefonte," according to Andy

Arndt, a 24-year-old junior and

president of Penn State's

Recreation and Parks

Professional Society, "is that an

old environmental scar has been

transformed into something

useful." This also is the belief of

the Penn State Outing Club

which has made it their mission

to attend to the upkeep of the

climbing site.

Spelunking, or cave

exploration, is another such

adventure based sport that has

gained enthusiasts in ever

increasing numbers from the

twenty-something crowd over

the past several years. Thomas

Craver, a 26-year-old sophomore

at Florida State University, is a

cave enthusiast extraordinaire.

According to him,*spelunking,

more so than any other

extremeist recreational activity,

is a real study in extremeist

management." He goes on to

warn that this is not a sport for

the unexperienced to try alone.

"Losing your way and starving

to death in the pitch black depths

of the earth is a very real danger

unless a great deal of caution and

forethought is exercised."

Alan Vaughn, a 20-year-old

junior, and cycling enthusiast,

says "when you are into the

extreme, you have to be willing

to crash and burn a whole lot."

Indeed, the extremeist sports are

not realm where the timid or the

reckless safely venture.

All in a quest to find the

perfect ride. Bank robbers

support their endless summer of

riding monolithic waves. Armed

theft under the guise of four of

the living former presidents.

They are "searchers" and, for

them, "surfing is the source."

The movie, of course, is Point

Break and it was a cultural

harbinger.

Warren Miller captures the

essence of haroVcoredownhill

skiing* and snowboarding.

MTV Sports features events

like in-line skating, road luge,

sky-diving and bungee jumping.

It is the SeatUe Music. . . it is

the twenty-something

generation. Their music has

gotten harder and so has their

recreation.

Sports Opinion

If you believe in the law of averages, the AFC is due

* t

by Jody Males

Contributing Writer

Well, its here again. The

game, or should I say the event,

that the entire world tunes into.

The spectacle that forces even

the most unfavorable football fan

to view with interest. Super

Bowl XXVII.

The 1993 NFL tide game pits

two teams that really shouldn't

be there. The Dallas Cowboys,

who managed only one victory

in 1989, amazingly find

themselves one win away from

football's most coveted honor

just three years later, and the

AFC representative, the Buffalo

Bills.

Speaking of turnarounds, the

Bills pulled off the greatest one

ever. Down by 32 points late in

their wildcard game with

Houston, Buffalo's chances of

returning to the big dance

seemed slim and none.

Unfortunately, for the Oilers,

Slim just happened to show up in

Rich Stadium on that magical

Sunday afternoon.

The Cowboys are seven point

favorites which may seem like a

surprise considering how far

they have come, but the NFC has

won the last eight bowls by an

average score of 37-15, therefore

Dallas is a touchdown favorite.

So, will the 1993 "classic" be

another NFC romp? I will go

out on a limb and say, NO!

Super Bowl XXVII will result in

the first AFC victory since Jim

Plunkett led the Los Angeles

Raiders to a 38-9 victory over

the Washington Redskins in

1984.

By now you probably think

I'm crazy, but hear me out.

First, the Bills are veterans of the

big game. Being there the last

two years has taught Buffalo

*»
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The Wing King
Order for Super Bowl Sunday

100 Wings - $22.00 + Tax

Free Delivery with a $4 minimum order

Call 226-5900

how to face the pressures and

hype of the Super Bowl. The

Cowboys have never been faced

with the immense pressure and

media coverage associated with

one, single football game.

Secondly, the Bills have

momentum. I'm not saying that

the Cowboys don't. Dallas

breezed through the regular

season, and handily defeated two

solid teams, Philadelphia and

San Francisco, in the playoffs.

The Bills, however, have taken a

much tougher road to get to this

game than ever before. Coming

off the "comeback of the

century," Buffalo cooled off the

blast furnace in Pittsburgh like a

knife through butter. Granted,

the Steelers were not a Super

Bowl calibre team, but they had

Three Rivers Stadium rocking.

Buffalo then went south and

impressively defeated Marino,

Shula and the Miami Dolphins in

their own house. The Bills

defense played "NFC-style",

literally eating Marino for lunch,

and defensemen Bruce Smith,

Phil Hansen, Darryl Talley and

Cornelius Bennett have never

played better. The "O" was

somewhat lethargic last week,

but QB Jim Kelly returned from

injury and managed to put 29

points on the board against an

aggressive and opportunistic

Miami defense.

Finally, the Buffalo defense

has peaked at just the right time.

Opposing playoff offenses have

mustered only one touchdown in

their last 10 quarters of play.

The 1992-93 Bills are a much

stronger team defensively than

their Super Bowl units of the

past.

This game, as always, will

come down to defense. By

holding the Dallas offense in

check, I feel Buffalo will end the

streak, and an AFC team will

wear a Super Bowl ring for the

first time since 1984 when the

Silver and Black reigned Super.

n /fFKTIFIF.n\
AUTO CARE
Computerized Diagnostics

Major, General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT. JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4624

South 5th Avenue

Clarion, PA 1G214

Super Bowl Winners

I - Green Bay Packers

II - Green Bay Packers

III - New York Jets

IV - Kansas City Chiefs

V - Baltimore Colts

VI - Miami Dolphins

VII - Dallas Cowboys
VIII - Miami Dolphins

IX - Pittsburgh Steelers

X - Pittsburgh Steelers

XI - Oakland Raiders

XII - Dallas Cowboys
XIII - Pittsburgh Steelers

XIV - Pttsburgh Steelers

XV - Oakland Raiders

XVI - Wash. Redskins

XVII- S.F49ers

XVIII- LA. Raiders

XIX - S.F. 49ers

XX - Chicago Bears

XXI - New York Giants

XXII - Wash. Redskins

XXIII- S.F. 49ers

XXIV- S.F.49ers

XXV- New York Giants

XXVI - Wash. Redskins

XXVII-

Buffalo?
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Teamwork and defense are keys in two

Golden Eagle PSAC-West victories
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

Teamwork: 1 - work done by

several associates with each

doing a part but all subordinating

personal prominence to the

efficiency of the whole or 2 - see

the Clarion University women's

basketball team.

A major presence of teamwork

may make the 1992-93 version

of the Golden Eagles their best

team yet.

Every player gets minutes.

Every player contributes. Every

player could be a superstar in her

own right but, individually, they

choose to concentrate more on

the team as a whole.

The Golden Eagles strong team

play this season led them

through a very tough road

schedule early on and through a

couple of tough conference

opponents this past week.

On January 20, the Golden

Eagles travelled to Cal for their

conference opener and came

away with a 91-81 victory. Cal

previously had the PSAC's best

overall record at 11-2 before

Clarion handed them their third

overall loss and set their PSAC-

West record at 0-1.

A tremendous overall effort

and a 44-33 second half gave

Clarion their initial conference

win.

Shannon Coakley was the

leading scorer for Clarion with

19 points and was 4-8 from three-

point land. She also contributed

nine rebounds and five assists.

Red-hot point guard Melissa

Barnette added 18 more points

(5-7 shooting from the field, 8-

10 from the charity stripe), seven

boards and two steals in only 23

minutes. Carlita Jones

controlled the Hamer Hall floor

from inside the paint as she

added 17 points and yanked

down 15 boards, six offensive.

Mona Gaffney aided Jones on

the inside with 1 1 points in only

13 minutes.

Corinne Vanderwal paced

California with 26 points.

Monday night, the Golden

Eagles rode their paper airplanes

to a 105-84 victory over

conference rival Edinboro in

front of a large Tippin crowd.

"It was definitely another team

effort," said head coach

Margeret "Gie" Parsons.

The Lady Fighting Scots

played right into the Golden

Eagles' hands by running with

them all night long. A team has

to be pretty talented to beat

Clarion at their own game.

The Golden Eagles broke

Edinboro's press numerous

times, getting the ball upcourt

before 'Boro even had time to

set up their press. Barnette was

a big reason why.

The speedy point guard was

blowing by the defenders before

they had a chance to get upcourt

to set their defense. Barnette

scored five points and added

nine key assists. She found Amy
Coon four times, all for three-

pointers. Also, Coakley once,

Dudeck once and Adams once,

all for three's.

"Melissa (Barnette) is a very

fiery player," said Parsons.

Montana to Rice? No, it was

Barnette to Coon, all night long.

Coon poured in 26 points with

seven three-pointers. The

shooting guard had her hands all

over the ball, also grabbing six

rebounds.

Jones continued her dominant

inside play as she scored 19

points and grabbed 16 rebounds.

Leatha Dudeck scored 12 points

and added 12 more boards.

Coakley chipped in with 13

points.

Jeannine Jean Pierre led

Edinboro with 29 points and 16

rebounds.

Clarion outrebounded the

visitors, 58-45. The defense held

'Boro to only 36% shooting for

the game.

On the season, Clarion has

been led by just about everyone

at one time or another.

Jones still leads Clarion in

scoring with close to 18 points a

game. Gaffney, Coakley,

Dudeck and Coon also average

in double digits in scoring.

Jones also averages a team-

leading 11 rebounds per game.

Gaffney, Dudeck and Coakley

are also high on the rebounding

list.

Barnette also leads the team in

assists with 51. Freshman Amy
Migyanka has contributed 48

assists.

The Golden Eagles currently

stand at 10-4, overall (4-0 at

Tippin), and 2-0 in the PSAC-

West.

The Golden Eagles visited

Lock Haven last night and will

be on the road again on Saturday

to play Shippensburg.
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In 3-D- Clarion point guard Melissa Barnette is at her best when she dlsses, drives and

dishes. She's so fast, she even makes the picture a little blurry.

Swim results
Both of Clarion's Swimming

and Diving teams defeated

Bloomsburg on Saturday

January 23.

The men won 113-92.

The Clarion relay team,

comprised of Mark Keister,

David Sheets, Scott

Rosenbaum, and Steve Darby,

were victorious in the 400

medley relay. Keister won the

1000 freestyle to go along

with his relay win. Steve

Kozowyk won the 200

Intermediate Medley. Darby

also captured the 500 free to

compliment his 400 free relay

victory. Others on the 400

free team were Kozowyk, Jim

O'Connor, and Bill Gimbel.

The men are 4-0.

On the women's side,

Clarion's swimmers and

divers won 135-108.

Dina Maylor won three

events for the Eagles. Maylor

won the 50 free along with the

400 medley relay and the 400

free relay. The other relay

swimmers were Justine

Gibbons, Kathy Randazzo and

Becky Jushchshyn. Helping to

capture first in the 400 free

were Tedra Kruse, S. Kissell,

and Dawn Jones. Gibbons also

won the 200 back, while

Jushchshyn won the 200 breast

event.

Tedra Kruse won the 1000

free for the Eagles. The

women's record is now 4-1.

Both Clarion teams are in

action this w.eekend at

Shippensburg.

•by Karen Ruud

Lost- A
peart ring on
January 26.

If found,
please
contact

Cyhfhla at
226-3467

I
FOX'S PIZZA DEN

!

Small Hawaiian Pizza

Ham & Pineapple Toppings

Jj)5 plus tax

With coupon Exp. Feb. 4, 1993

226-5555

The position of student trustee is

going to be open next semester

for all interested. Please pick up

an application in the Student

Senate office or call Crystal at

226-8469 for any questions.

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN
WITH COLLEGE TOURS!

GUARANTEED PRICES,

BEST HOTELS AND $150.00

IN FREE BENEFITS. CALL
1(800) 959-4SUN TODAY!

TF yFtvl ARRETING -PART-

TIME POSITIONS, EVENING,

MID FEBRUARY THROUGH
END OF APRIL. Must be

outgoing with pleasant telephone

personality. Can obtain

application-Office of

Development, Clarion

University, Haskell House,

Clarion, PA 16214.

Deadline: February 5, 1993.

We're looking for a student

organization that would like to

make $500-41,500 for one week

marketing project. Organized

and hard working. Call (800)

592-2121 ext. 308.

Free trip to Cancun, Mexico.

Organize a small group and

travel free as a college rep with

sun bound vacations. Prices

start from $419.00. Complete

packages includes round trip

jet service, hotel transfers, 7

nights hotel, beach parties,

daily sunshine, exotic nightlife,

tequila happy hour and much

more. For the best value and

the most fun filled spring

break package call 800 SUN
TREK or 800 786 8735 for

further details and reservation.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING --Earn
$2,000+/month+world travel

(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,

etc.) Holiday, Summer and

Career employment available.

No experience necessary. For

employment program call 1-206-

634-0468 ext. C5246.

Sales & Services
Mountain bike, Huffy 12 speed.

Good condition. $100. Call

226-6416.

Remodled two and three

bedroom mobile homes for rent.

Available for summer, fall and

spring '94. Call 227-2800.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

Only at GEO's Student Special

$6.25! Eight piece cheese pizza

with two 16oz. Pepsi's. Call

227-9111. No coupon required.

Good all semester. Full menu

available. We honor all local

competitors coupons.

Super Bowl Special: Two large

cheese pizza's, two large sodas,

only $13.00.

Announcements
Come see Nightshift 2/2/93.

Third band in the Battle

Accoustic Rock.

SUNDAY MASS is celebrated

for the university community on

Sunday evening at 6:00 p.m. at

Immaculate Conception Church.

Sleep in on Sunday morning and

then join your friends and

classmates for this new evening

liturgy just for you.

Returning Adults Womens

Group

Items discussed are self esteem,

relationships and womens

changing roles. Department of

counseling Services 148 Egbert.

Ext. 2255.

Here it comes

Sigma Tau Gamma's first annual

Miss CUP contest. For more

information contact Pete or Jeff

at 227-2255.

Roommates c\ Rentals

Nice furnished apartments

available for Fall-Spring. Ideal

locations. Two blocks from

campus. 764-3690.

Nice quiet furnished apartment

for three or four girls. 226-8225.

House for rent on Greenville

Ave. Fall-spring '93-'94. Call

FREE
Membership with this coupon

Wilkinson TV & Video

44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA

VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

Nice houses and apartments

available for summer 1993.

Evenings 226-8617.

Nice houses and apartments

available for Fall 1993.

Evenings 226-8617.

Apartments available for fall

'93/Spring '94 semesters also

summer of '93 sessions. One

block from campus. Leave

message at 226-5917.

College Park Apartments now

signing for fall 1993 and spring

1994 semesters. Utilities

included, furnished. Call 226-

7092.

Now renting for summer and

fall. New completely furnished

apartments for 4 people. Two

locations. Call 354-2992.

Personals

To the Brothers of Delta Chi:

We showed with our spirits high

and we danced with ail you

Delta Chi's . We wore those

shirts made of tie dye. SOME
of you guys gave quite a

surprise!! Thanks for the great

mixer! Love, Phi Sigma Sigma

Delta Zeta would like to wish all

of the fraternities and sororities

the best of luck during rush.

To the Sisters of Theta Phi

Alpha. Thank you for the

flowers. Sincerely, the Brothers

of Alpha Chi Rho.

To the sisters of Phi Sigma

Sigma: Thank you for your

thoughtfulness. Sincerely, the

Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho

To Michelle Sastokas, Thank

you very much for the card and

warm thoughts. The Brothers of

Alpha Chi Rho.

Nen-Step Ak • (7) NlghU HoUl -Uxm • Oub
Dtocounta • Transfwt • ActivKlo* Program

CANCUN. from $429

BAHAMAS from $439

JAMAICA from $459

DAYTONA {
Ho~«* **»**» from $149

PANAMA CWf^M^ from $129

For fro* brochure call:

Breakaway Travel
1-800-862-7325

(Sfwclng I* Umitodt Call todayD

Delta Zeta would like to

welcome its newest sisters:

Holly Ashton, Colleen Callen,

Emily Carney, Candi Cramer,

Jenn Kiebler, Colleen McCarthy,

Amy Mennon, Becky

Moneymaker and Yolande Stiles.

Congratulations! Love, your DZ

Sisters!

Theta Xi, Thanx for the great

mixer! We always have fun with

you guys. Love, the Sisters of

Theta Phi Alpha.

The Sisters of Alpha Sigma

Alpha would like to wish

everyone good luck during rush.

The Sisters of Alpha Sigma

Alpha would like to extend our

deepest sympathies to the

Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho.

To our new D Phi E Sisters,

Thanks for making us the "Nu"

edition of Delta Phi Epsilon. It

was definately worth the wait!

We love you!!! Love, the "Nu"

pledge class and your new sisters

Luis, We did it! Thanks for being

the best sweetheart. We love

you! The "Nu" pledge class

PS. We're sisters—NICE!

Tom, I hope this little message

makes you smile! Just wanted to

let you know you're being

thought about. Carrie

To Theta Phi Alpha: We had a

great time drawing on you and

dancing the circle of fun. Theta

Xi

Good luck to all students during

the new semester-Tri Sigma.

PSK,

Tri Sigma will "Come Sail

Away" with you guys anytime.

Let's do it again soon. Yeah PHI

SIGS!

Tri Sigma would like to wish all

women the best of luck during

rush.

Tri Sigma would like to wish all

sororities and fraternities GOOD
LUCK during rush.

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.

sorority, team. club. etc. pitches

in just one hour and your group

can raise $1,000 in just a tew

days! Plus a chance to earn

$1,000 for yourself! No cost

No obligation 1-800-932-0528.

ext. 65.

The Sisters of ZTA would like to

welcome everyone back and

wish them the best of luck

throughout the semester.

ZTA--Jen H. and Analisa R:

Happy 21st birthday! Love your

sisters

Happy Birthday to our January

Theta Phis! Amy G., Lori F,

Crystal, Karin, Kim, Michele

and Steph G.

Love, your Theta Phi Alpha

sisters

ZTA: Congrats to our new

executive board. .

.

Pres. . . Chris Allio, VPI. . .Kim

Walch VPII. . Jayna Hopkins,

Sec. . Terri Rizzo, Treas. .

Tammie Snyder, Ritual. . .Darla

Yannacci, Historian. . .Analisa

Ramirez, Panhel. . .Tracy

Bertges, Membership. . Tracie

Leshock. Good Luck! We know

you'll do a great job!

Sigma Tau and Phi Sigma's: To

have a great mixer we did try.

The best part about it was

guessing the ties. If we had to

rate it, it would be a 10. Hope

we can get together and do it

again! Love the Zetas

To Phi Sigma Sigma, Great

mixer mon: We'll have to go

back to that island and listen to

reggae again sometime! The

Brothers of Delta Chi

The Brothers of Delta Chi would

like to wish everyone a good

safe Rush.

Delta Zeta would like to

congratulate it's new executive

board: Pres. Carolyn Evans: V.P.

Pledge Ed. Stacy Pratt; V.P. Rush

Brigitte Josefczyk; Recording

Sec. Gina Debacco;

Corresponding Sec. Toni Ross;

Treasurer Jacquie Widmar;

Scholarship Betsy Wyllie;

Panhell Paulette Steiner. Good

luck guys!!!
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Sports Commentary

Run and Shoot still has great deal to prove
Al) Holt I'or.^ A 1->^1 .... ^~"Ay Ue/i V«5fl

Assistant Sports Editor

1990.

The New York Giants boring

offense does not even score a

touchdown in their NFC
championship win in San
Francisco. On the other side of

the country, the Buffalo Bills

score 51 points to murder the

Los Angeles Raiders by 48 in the

AFC tide game. Everybody in

football realized that this Super

Bowl would be yet another
mismatch. Someone forgot to

tell Bill Parcells.

1991.

The Bills' quick strike offense

and the Washington Redskins
young, questionable secondary

poses a frightening situation for

even the guys who dress like

Miss Piggy at RFK Stadium.

Washington head coach Joe
Gibbs is left with same dilemma
as Parcells, how to stop a

Buffalo offensive onslaught.

Parcells decided to frustrate

the hell out of Bills quarterback

Jim Kelly. On offense, the

Giants plan was to keep the ball

forever. Pounding runs at the

heart of Buffalo's defense

•*•• FourStarPizza

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11 AM- 12AM
Thurs 11 AM-1AM
Fri-Sat 11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

Super Bowl Sunday
2-16" one-item Pizzas

yy Only $13.99 piustax

"BRlADSTICKS... ONLY $1.49

Good only on
1-31-93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

ran

Dinner

for four

Only S8.99
plus tax

Includes 16" one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

imrted tf*!«v*rv mm oily tXP2^S93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

rail

Sub

for two

Only $4.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12"-SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

iifrnied delivery area ur\ EXP2/2b.93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Dinner

_ for two

Only $6.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" one-ilem pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited Ue.'vciy atea cm> LXr .!?vj '

followed by short, safe passes

and bootleg runs by quarterback

Jeff Hostetler masterfully kept

the anxious Kelly sitting on his

helmet.

On defense, New York would
rush as litUe as two guys at the

passer while placing nine men
back in coverage. Sure Kelly

had all day to throw, but after

standing in the pocket for seven

or eight seconds with no
receiver to throw to, even Joe

Montana would be frustrated.

On top of that, Kelly realized

that a three play and punt drive

could place him on the sidelines

for another 10 minute Giant
drive.

Parcells' undertalented Giants

never let the Bills' offense find

that groove it was so accustomed

to" finding. After New York's

thrilling 20-19 victory, the

Giants' coach was asked if this

game had vindicated his system.

He replied, "This system has
always been vindicated, it was
the new stuff that had something

to prove."

Any thoughts that Washington

Redskins head coach Joe Gibbs
would try the same philosophy

as Parcells went out the window
immediately. The Washington
defense blitzed Kelly from every

angle on every down, and the

young secondary needed to

cover Buffalo receivers for

approximately one and a half

seconds per play.

The Skins offense was also far

from conservative. Quarterback

Mark Rypien went deep and
even deeper to register quick
touchdown strikes to receivers

Gary Clark, Rickey Sanders, and
Art Monk. The "Hogs" kept
Bruce Smith and company away
from their quarterback while
opening huge holes for running

back Ricky Ervins to choose
from.

The total domination left sports

fans wondering if the Run and
Shoot could ever become a

championship offense. Buffalo

head coach Marv Levy had twice

brought exceptional teams to the

Super Bowl, only to see his

dreams swept away by the "old"

system.

Could this year finally be the

year where the Run and Shoot is

vindicated as a championship
offense?

The Dallas Cowboys have a

better ground game than the '90

Giants and boast of the number
one defense in all of pro football.

The question lies in whether
young head coach Jimmy
Johnson can design a plan to

contain the explosive yet

unproven Run and Shoot offense

of the Bills.

// anyone would like to
make a donation to kelp the
students involved in last

weekends Soutb^Street
fire, they can do so by

contacting Lee Krull of tine

Clarion Student
Msm ciation (first ftoor,

Gemmetl).
,

College Park Apartments

Now signing for Fall 1 993 and
Spring 1 994 semesters

utilities included, furnished

call 226-7092
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Watkins resigns and search for

interim replacement begins
by Michelle Sparer

Editor-in-Chief

"I have to go to the front lines,"

said Ralph Watkins in response

to the question of why he is

leaving Clarion University.

Watkins has resigned his position

as the Assistant to the President

for Social Equity, effective

February 12, 1993. He has

accepted the post of vice

president of the Urban League of

Pittsburgh, starting February 15,

1993.

"There's a need for myself to

go back and provide services to

the African American

community [in an urban

setting]."

Watkins
1 new job will involve

long range planning, designing

new programs, training and

development, supervising all

program services and evaluating

programs and staff.

Watkins had originally served

as director of minority affairs at

Clarion University. He was
named to the position of

African American Student Union

(AASU) on campus. "He really

made a difference with the

African American students here

and the campus life in general."

When asked if plans for

cultural diversity will continue

after he leaves, Watkins replied,

"I think so. The real mind

behind the movement is the

president. I think the president's

committment for social equity is

her committment."

Godbolt, however, feels

differently. "I feel Clarion is

going to lose progress in terms

of cultural diversity. We are

lacking people with Ralph's

ability and committment and

therefore we will be lacking in

the committment to cultural

diversity."

Watkins feels that a foundation

for cultural diversity has been

layed and that "we designed a

road map which now needs to be

driven. With the continued

support of the president and

community we will get there."

An emergency search

"/ have to go to thefront lines.
"

—Ralph Watkins

Assistant to the President for

Social Equity in the fall of 1991.

One of Watkins' numerous

accomplishments was his

involvement with Vision '97.

The plan, in its formative stages,

calls for a 50 percent increase in

the number of minority students

by 1997. Another of the plans'

initiatives is that "Clarion

University will require of its

first-year students a course

focused on intellectual and

cultural diversity." A third goal

is to "employ a minority

counselor in the counseling

center to address the personal

needs of minority and other

students."

"He did an excellent job," said

Ralph Godbolt, president of the

committee to find an interim

replacement for Watkins has

been formed by President Diane

Reinhard.

The following individuals

were asked to serve on the

committee: Pamela Gent, chair,

Presidential Commission on

Disabilities; Dr. Kathryn

Graham, chair, Presidential

Commission on the Status of

Women; Dr. Rashelle Karp,

chair, Presidential Commission

on Affirmative Action; Deborah

King, interim director, Women's

Studies Minor Program; John

Lovelace, chair, Presidential

Commission on Human
Relations; John Shropshire,

chair, African-American Caucus;

Dr. Marguerite VanLandingham,

chair, Presidential Commission

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Ralph Watkins, Assistant to the President for Social Equity

has resigned from his position and has accepted the post

of vice president of the Urban League of Pittsburgh.

on Sexual Harrassment; Pamela knowledge of affirmative action

Scott, staff member; and Ralph

Godbolt, student member.

"Members were chosen based

on leadership and knowledge of

Social Equity," said Linda

Hawkins, Assistant to the

President and a coordinator of

the search committee.

The committee is only doing a

regional search, which extends to

Ohio, due to the urgency of the

matter. Advertising for the

position has been placed in

various newspapers including the

Pittsburgh Post Gazette. The

university community has also

received a letter explaining the

transition and offering them the

opportunity to nominate

someone for the position.

"An interim will be hired

according to their working

and equal employment

opportunity issues; their

understanding of the

complexities of higher education

institutions; and effective written

and oral communication skills,"

said Hawkins.

Application reviews will begin

February 22 and the position is

hoped to be filled by July 1.

"Our long range plans are to

have the position filled

permanendy by July 1994," said

Hawkins. This will be

accomplished through a national

search sometime in the future.

Kathy Spozio and Jeanie

McLaine of the Office of Social

Equity, will continue the duties

of the office until an interim can

be found.

Celebrating* over 70 years as a student newspaper
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Managing Editor

Death of a

Patriot?

"This...is the depth of winter, but

you haveforced the spring.

Now, we must do the work the

season demands.

"

President BUI Clinton

January 20th, 1993

The democratic process is a

beast whose care and handling

must be strictly maintained.

Like any other house pet, it

needs to be nourished and

groomed properly. Also, like

any other house pet, it needs to

be cut loose once in a while to

do its duty in the neighbor's

yard. Pet owners call this "doo-

doo time". The democratic

process calls it Inauguration.

As a liberal, a Democrat

and a member of many of the

other groups supposedly

vindicated by the election of Bill

Clinton, I came to Washington

D.C. with a good feeling in my
heart

I knew that things would now
get better, and I saw this ail-

American inaugural get-together

as a chance to see the others like

me, the hopefuls of our nation,

the ones who wanted to make a

difference.

Rude awakening, let me
tell you.

My first day in town, I

headed for the Capitol Mall,

where all the "celebrations" were

to be held and was greeted by a

huge, multi-colored plywood

wall. The words "Wall of Hope"

appeared at the top, along with

the order, "Hey President

Clinton!!!" The wall was

literally covered with thousands

of 4x5 note cards, each

supposedly holding a suggestion

on how to better America. A
table was set up where one could

fill out their own card for on the

wall. I picked up a card and a

marker, carefully wrote out the

Ray Henderson

words "HUMAN RIGHTS" and

headed for the wall.

After a short search, I

finally managed to find an empty

spot, and I stuck my card on the

wall. I felt proud. I had done

my part

Wondering what suggestions

my fellow Americans had made,

I began to read some of the cards

that surrounded my simple

proclamation.

The card right beside

my "HUMAN RIGHTS" card

read "BOMB IRAQ. ALL

(cont. on pg. 4)

Why is it that every morning I

have to worry about whether I

am going to break my ankle, leg

or back because the sidewalks on

campus are slippy? Every day it

is the same scenario battling the

treacherous snow and ice

covered sidewalks.

In the morning it is very cold,

and the ice on campus sidewalks

has been hazardous. The reason

being, in the afternoon the sun

melts the snow, then when night

comes, the slush melts and

freezes again.

I understand it is difficult for

maintenance to totally dissolve

the ice on the sidewalks on

campus. But I am getting tired of

going into class and students

saying, "I saw the best wipe

out" Meaning, people who try to

walk carefully down the hill

from Chandler Dining Hall to

Marwick-Boyd, better known as

Cardiac Hill or Wipe-Out Hill,

and the hill from Carlson down

to Still, slip and fall.

I feel the university is going to

get sued for a serious accident as

someone goes for a ride. It

might be funny to someone who
watches it, but if that were me, I

would be embarrassed, mad and

probably have a bruised ass!

At Nazareth College in New
York, their school provides

heated sidewalks and

underground tunnels for

students. I understand this would

be impossible for Clarion. But

we do buy signs, renovate the

landscape and now we are

planning to build a president's

house. How about ensuring the

safety of students?

I propose that if these

sidewalks can't be kept clear of

ice, then railings should be

installed the entire length of

these hills. Or there should be a

maintenance person on duty at

all times to make sure that

sidewalks are salted.

Student Senate is here to serve

the students, and I feel some
other issues need to be brought

up to ensure student safety on

campus. Lighting on campus is

terrible. Attackers can hide in the

bushes around campus. If we had

proper lighting around these dark

areas, I believe we can decrease

the rislf of a potential attack

and/or lessen the worry I'm sure

many students feel when they

walk across campus late at night.

Also, how can we ensure safety

in the dorms when students have

their own keys to get into the

building when it closes?

Anybody can be let into Given

Hall, unlike Wilkinson where a

person is up all night to answer

the door and monitor who is

coming in and out of the

building. I think there should be

a better system!

xvSSS
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Interest in students

place of residence

Dear Editor:

I would like to offer several

points of clarification in

response to National Affairs

Staff Reporter John Lancaster

Beck's article entitled

"Inconsistencies in Residence

Life" (1-28-93).

Mr. Beck implies in his article

that the confidentiality of student

records, as provided for in the

Family Educational Rights and

Privacy Act of 1974, has been

violated because the Office of

Residence Life in conjunction

with the Office of the Registrar

has difficulty with the definition

of the word "parent".

He provided readers with a

very limited interpretation of

FERPA along with Webster's

definition of the word "parent".

Although Webster's definition

mav have been accurate, the very

brief explanation of FERPA did

not adequately convey the

provisions of the privacy law.

The Family Educational Rights

and Privacy Act of 1974, also

known as the Buckley

Amendment, limits the

disclosure of educational records

without student consent to third

parties, including parents unless

the student is financially

dependent on his or her parents

as defined by the Internal

Revenue Code.

Mr. Beck failed to mention in

his article that the law provides

for several exceptions, one of

which permits university

employees who have a

"legitimate educational interest"

in students' educational records

access without student consent.

Mr. Beck also failed to realize

that resident directors and

resident assistants are in fact

employees of the university with

a legitimate educational interest

in the students who reside in

their respective residence halls

and therefore were provided

information by Student Affairs

to assist them in performing the

responsibilities of the positions

for which they were hired.

Respectfully, J. Douglas Bills

ofRegistrar

Why celebrate

African American

History ?

Dear Editor:

For only one month out of a

year does this nation set aside a

period of time to acknowledge

the achievements, victories and

successes of the African

American community. February,

the shortest month of the year, is

not enough to celebrate Black

History Month. In our world,

there have been more than 28

exceptional and dedicated

leaders, more than 28 creative

University Apartments
Affordable Student Housing

Now Renting for Summer, Fall and Spring
Located Riong US %}. 322 Adjacent to Campus

University Apartments offers an atmosphere conducive to higher education as well as an opportunity for
independant living. "Each unit is a self-contained efficiency apartment equipped zinth kitchen appliances,

furniture andBathroom. 'We offer afull-time resident manager to supervise the buildings.

Comparing our rental rates with campus housing and other off-campus housing, one willfind them substantially

below market rentfor the area. M utilities (except telephone) are included in the rent. Installation and hook-up

of utilities alone would cost an additional $75 at other places. Add this to your monthly bills, (say an average of
SlOO/monthfor 4 students), andrentfor the semester. Compare andsave with University Apartments.

Tlease contact University Apartments for further information and/or an appointment to examine our facilities:

226-6880.

'Rates: Current dormitory rates are $805 per semester per student for two-person square room -with no kitchen,

living room or bathroom. University Apartments rates are asfollows:

OfymBer ofTenants

Jail/Spring l 2 3 4

Studio $1,050 $625 n/a n/a

1 -(Bedroom $1,600 $825 $650 n/a

2-(Bedroom $3,500 $1,250 $950 $775

O^umSer ofTenants

Summer l 2 3 4

Studio $200 n/a n/a n/a

1 'Bedroom $250 $125 n/a n/a

2-fBedroom $300 $150 $100 $75

writers and entertainers and

more than 28 outstanding

athletes who have impressed the

world with their various talents

and expertise. In this country,

there have been more than 28

African Americans whose lives

were cut short while fighting for

equality for all citizens. So I

contend, along with many others,

that 28 days is not enough to

celebrate the greatness of such a

rich group of people- the African

American culture. It should be

taught and celebrated each day

of the year just like other cultural

group stories are shared daily.

Student Senate would like to

educate all of you on the

importance of Black History

Month. We want you to join in

the celebration. So sit back and

take notes because school is now

in session.

Why celebrate Black History

Month? Many feel that it is not

important or necessary because

they are not of African descent.

Others feel it is a waste of time.

We, as Student Senators, do not

have that attitude. This month is

a time of reflection: a time to

recollect the events of the past

which have brought all of us to

this point in history. During

these 28 days, we, as intelligent

individuals matriculating at

Clarion, should be able to

identify at least one achievement

accomplished by African

Americans for each day of the

month. That should not be a

difficult task. If you are

unsuccessful in this activity, then

you ought to join in on all of the

festivities of Black History

Month to learn of the

contributions that African

Americans have given to the

world over the past 400 years.

Captured from the mother land

NOW RENTING

New, furnished apartments

above

CHINATOWN
RESTAURANT
Main Street, Clarion

SHIPPEN REALTY
226-6068
ask for Brian

please leave message

apartments available for

Summer , Fall and
Spring 93-94 school year

of Africa and brought to an

unknown, strange land during

the middle passage of the 1500s,

the plight of the African

American community continues

on in 1993. Stripped of their

names, cultures, and traditions,

African people were enslaved for

hundreds of years in a foreign

place that we know as America,

"the land of the free . .
." If this

nation is to be called "the land of

the free", then why were African

Americans held in bondage

against their will? You would

understand this concept if you

celebrated Black History Month.

It is now 1993. Let us all

appreciate those African

Americans, living and deceased,

whose talents and abilities,

leadership and determination

have caused this nation to be at

this point. Individuals such as

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,

Malcolm X, Former Supreme

Court Justice Thurgood

Marshall, U.S. Senator Carol

Braun-Mosley, Dorothy I.

Height, Dr. Johnetta Cole,

Michael Jordan and Mother

Clara Hale have paved the way

and set the stage for all of us to

excel, not just as citizens of

various cultural groups, but as a

diverse nation of knowledgeable

people.

Let us join together as a united

body to celebrate, articulate,

appreciate and commemorate the

importance of Black History

Month. We must have an open

mind and a willingness to learn

about the African American

culture as well as other cultures.

We must realize that February-

Black History Month- is not just

for African Americans, but it is

for everyone.

Kari D. King is the Chair of

Social Equities Committee of

Student Senate

Congratulations to the

newest sisters of Delta

Phi Epsilon- Heidi
Blair, Angela
Wilkinson, Larina
Shumbres, Holly Sena,

Janette Peretta, Cathie

Flaherty, Keary Joyce,

Sharla Wright, Tracey
Saur, Lisa Speziale,

Wendy Spezcuzzi,

Mindy Kukitch and
Kelly English.
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TOWELHEADS MUST DIE."

"What a crude bastard," I

thought. This was supposed to

be a "wall of hope", not a"wall

of hate", and no matter how silly

it may sound, I was offended that

somebody would dare defile it. I

read on.

Some of the other cards

surrounding my "HUMAN
RIGHTS" card included:

"MAKE AMERICA
BEAUTIFUL. ..KILL A
NIGGER", "FAGGOTS ARE
SCUM" and a one-word message

obviously directed towards

President Clinton, "RESIGN."

Angered, I decided to remove

my card. I could see that my
message was obviously

unwelcome. That what I hoped

for just didn't fit in with what

other Americans hoped for.

Then, out of the comer of my
eye, I spotted another card,

carefully written in several

different colors. One word

message: "TOLERANCE."
'Tolerance," I thought. "What

a novel idea." Someone else

actually cared and made their

contribution to the wall.

For what it was worth, seeing

this card made me feel better,

and I decided to leave my card

on the wall. Spirits lifted, I

proceeded back to the Mall. I

saw some other cards, "WORLD
PEACE" and "FEED THE
HUNGRY" to mention a couple

and felt reassured that I was not

the only person concerned with

the state of the world.

The next day was Inauguration

Day, a display of almost feral

nationalism by the hundreds of

thousands gathered for the

festivities. It was like one great

big "Made in the U.S.A."

commercial. Although

American pride seemed at an all-

time high, I also sensed a lot of

hatred directed towards things

un-American.

Fearing patriotism had given

way to prejudice, I found

comfort in my memory of the

"TOLERANCE" card. Things

would be OK, people cared.

Before I left that day, I

returned to the "Wall of Hope" to

get a picture.

When I got there, I found my
"HUMAN RIGHTS" card

immediately and got a picture. I

figured a shot of the

"TOLERANCE" card would

also be in order, so I headed

towards where I knew it had

been

It was gone, replaced by a new

card: "HEIL HITLER. THE
JEWS SUCK ANYWAY." I

returned my camera to its bag,

and walked back to the car.

It was a long trip home.

Ray Henderson is a sophomore

communication major.

Clinton sworn in amid hoopla, optimism
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Washington D. C- Thousand of

college-age voters swarmed to

the nation's capital January 17-

21 to celebrate the inauguration

of the president they helped to

elect.

An optimism emanated from

those who squeezed into the

huge crowds to catch a fleeting

glimpse of William Jefferson

Clinton as he became the 42nd

president of the United States.

"I challenge a new generation

of young Americans to a season

of service- to act on your

idealism by helping troubled

children, keeping company with

those in need, reconnecting our

torn communities," Clinton said

in his inaugural address. "There

is so much to be done- enough

indeed for millions of others who

are still young in spirit to give of

themselves in service, too."

At one point during the

campaign, Clinton admitted that

even his own mother didn't think

he could win. But he persisted,

courting younger voters with

appearances on MTV, Larry

King and his now-famous

appearance playing his

saxophone on Arsenio Hall's talk

show. And the non-political 18-

24 age group turned out in

record numbers to support the

first Democratic president in 12

years.

"It's a new generation. The

youth won the election for

Clinton," said "Uncle Sam"
Rounseville, who dresses like the

mythical character and even had

his first name legally changed to

Uncle Sam to encourage people

to register to vote. Rounseville is

a veteran of 109 registration

drives held at colleges in 42

states last fall.

On Jan. 18, the day set aside

for the observance of Martin

Luther King Jr.'s birthday, a wide

array of service and youth

groups, including Rock the Vote,

Public Allies, the United States

Student Association and South

Rent Three Videos. .

.

... & RECEIVE

4TH VIDEO +

EXTRA DAY FREE
UNIVERSITY
BOOK CENTER'
EXPRESS SHOP

RECEIVE AN EXTRA 10% OFF,

(I'i.kvidco ipnnii', i

ALL POPCORN PURCHASED AT TIME OF VIDEO RENTAL

THE EXPRESS SHOP IS OPEN DAILY UNTIL 1 IPM
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE!

Central Los Angeles' Habitat for

Humanity united to form a

"National Youth Think Tank."

Dedicated to a "spirit of

community service and national

renewal, " the project is the

brainchild of Steve Barr and

Vanessa Kirsch. Barr is one of

the founders of Rock the Vote, a

group that coordinated and ran

voter information drives during

the 1992 elections. Kirsch is the

founder of Public Allies, a public

service organization aimed at

rejuvenating American cities.

"The best way to create change

in this country is by having grass

root groups like us work with,

not against, the government,"

Barr said. "Public service should

come from the grass roots up,

not from a big federal

bureaucracy down."

After refurbishing the aged

Atlas Theater, which will

eventually house the think tank,

the center will function as offices

for Public Allies and Rock the

Vote and will serve as a

recreation center that will permit

young people a place to meet

while in Washington D.C. It also

will assist the community by

providing jobs for neighborhood

adolescents through a cafe

located in the building and will

teach them skills involved in

operating a small business. Plans

are also in the making to use the

facility as a health center for the

surrounding community.

The center will provide youths

with the chance to be involved

nationally in public services to

benefit not only the young, but

the nation as a whole.

According to Barr, young

Americans now have a central

location to determine a direction

in which an increasingly active

members of the MTV generation

can aid their country. Barr said

the agency will strive to break

the apathy that sometimes causes

young adults to sit back and let

others set the agenda, and will

encourage them to help create

the ways in which the country

will grow.

Contributing writers were Ray

Henderson and Rod Sherman.

KRaX Clarion
"Winter Value Days"

Mon. Endless Salad Bar.. 2.99

Tues. Endless Salad Bar 2.99

Wed. Any Value Sandwich 69

Reg French Fry. 49

Soft Drink (16 oz.) 39

Thur.Reg. Roast Beef Sandwich 99

Reg. Twisty Fry. 59

Soft Drink (16 oz.) 39

Fri. Reg. Roast Beef Sandwich (til 2PM) 99

Seafood Buffet (After 4PM) 5.59

Sat. Pizza & Lasagna Buffet 3.99

Sun. Breakfast Buffet (9-2) 3.59

Turkey Buffet (11-8) Carve it Yourself! 4.99

Uncle Alligator Child's Meal 1.19

All Buffets include Endless Salad Bar (over 80 hot and cold items)

"CU.P. Discount Cards /
Remodeled Available at Cashier Y Us Out
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Students, faculty oppose new residence

Opposition grows to new residence
by Rodney Sherman

Asst. News Editor

Opposition to the Clarion

University's Board of Trustees

decision to build a new

presidential residence is growing

with students and employees.

An informal poll conducted by

the Clarion Call asked, "At this

time, do you agree with the

Board of Trustees decision to

build a new presidential

residence at an estimated cost of

$890,000?" All quotes are used

with the understanding no one

would be identified. The results

were overwhelming.

Of 126 students, 125 are

against the plan. Of 53

employees, 52 said they were

against the plan at this time.

One person declined to answer

due to a lack of sufficient

information on the subject.

There was a general

understanding of the need for the

residence, but the re-occurring

theme was that "now is just not

the time."

The trustees approved a motion

made by Dana Still during it's

Jan. 19 meeting to continue it's

efforts to build a new
presidential residence, although

a provision was made that

bidding and construction would

not be undertaken this year. The

measure was approved by a 5-1

vote with student-trustee, Crystal

Knorr, casting the only

dissenting vote.

The Board of Trustees usually

consists of 11 members. Three

members were not present for

the vote. Trustees Lucille

Tabler, Kenneth Gaudi and Fred

Mcllhattan were absent.

Currently two seats are vacant.

Voting for the measure were

Still, Dr. Syed Ali-Zaidi, Joseph

Harvey, Raleigh Robertson and

Paul Weaver.

Students and employees both

pointed out that current

university President Diane

Reinhard is satisfied with her

current living arrangements.

"I don't understand what they

are thinking," said one

employee, "we are cutting back

on everything and these bozos

want to build a house that we

don't need right now."

A student questioned at

Carlson Library said, "The word

trustee does not fit these people

at all. Dr. Reinhard should be

commended for her stand on

this, but the question is, will the

trustees listen?"

"Who do they think we are? I

can't afford this bullshit. They're

talking about how we need this

house and then turning around

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The new presidential residence, estimated at $890,000, is proposed for across route 322,

on the north campus of the university.

At this time, do you agre with the Board of Trustees decision to

build a new presidential residence at an estimated cost of $890,000?

Alan Vaughn/Clarion Call
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and raising tuition and every

other fee," said a student in the

RACS lounge.

"I understand that this is

something that we need, but I

question if now is the time to

undertake such a project," said

one professor in Becker Hall.

"We can't afford another raise

in tuition and that's what will pay

for the house. Especially if

[Governor] Casey keeps cutting

our money," said a student in

Gemmell Center.

Petitions against the plan were

mentioned by two separate

students. Details were not given

but one student said she hopes to

get her petitions started this

week.

The Call attempted to contact

all of the trustees who approved

the measure for a response to the

poll. Trustees Harvey and Still

referred all questions to the

university public relations

department. Weaver did not

return the paper's telephone call.

Attempts to reach Ali-Zaidi were

unsuccessful.

Raleigh Robertson did agree to

talk to the Call. In a Tuesday

morning interview , he said, "We

realize this is not the best time to

build a president's house. But

there never has been a good

time, and we felt that if we don't

keep the issue alive, there may

never be one built. We are only

trying to keep it alive."

Trustee Kenneth Gaudi spoke

with the Call Wednesday

saying, the issue has to be

evaluated. "There are critical

needs [of the university] that

need to be discussed, and we

need to address those needs in

order to keep the standards up."

When asked for a response to

the poll, Ron Wilshire, a

university spokesman, said, "I

can't respond for the individual

members of the Council of

Trustees, but I do feel that they

will not be surprised by the

response."

Even with the trustees'

approval, the measure must still

'

be passed by the State System of

Higher Education Board of

Governors.

The Call contacted Scott

Shewell, a spokesman for SSHE,

who said action on the

presidential residence probably,

would not be taken until April.

If Clarion University forwards

a request to SSHE for action on

the issue, it could be discussed

during the April meeting.

If the university's request is not

put on the agenda for the April

meeting, it could next be

dicussed at the SSHE's July

meeting.

Plans for the project were

published in the Feb. 2 edition of

the Clarion News.

The plans call for a total living

space of 4,885 square feet.

A 1,283 square foot exterior

deck is included in the plans.

The deck would surround the

upper floor of the residence.

The history of trying to build a

presidential residence goes back

nearly 100 years.

The idea was originally

dicussed and passed on Jan. 8,

1896. At that time $8,000 was

voted to be spent on the

presidential home, but the plan

never materialized.

The idea has been voted on

several times since.

One idea was to buy an

existing house near the campus

and renovate it. However, cost

estimates for the cost of the

house and the necessary

renovations made that plan

unfeasible and it was abandoned.
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Blotter Two arrested in Nair I
Medicaid restrictions eased

The following is a brief synops^HrEJu^
conducted by Public Safety for the weeks of January 25 through
January 31, 1993.

*

On Jan. 25 a theft of $169 was reported stolen from a wallet The
wallet was turned in to Public Safety less the money.

A brown leather jacket with two pairs of prescription glasses in the
pockets was stolen from 345 Nair Hall on Jan. 25 at around 330 p m
The jacket is a "Midway" leather jacket with four outside pockets- two
slant and two pouch pockets with flaps on the front bottom of the
jacket. The inside lining has a world map picture. The jacket is size
medium and valued at $350.

On Jan. 27 at around 9:30 ajn., a black canvas book bag was stolen
from Tippm Gym while a student was playing basketball. The bag I

contained four textbooks, a calculator and some papers. The value of
the bag and its contents is estimated at $136.

Sometime betweeen Dec. 13 and Dec. 16 an eight channel
electrovoice entertainer amplifier/mixer was stolen from the Little
Theater light control booth in Marwick/Boyd. The equipment is
valued at $1,000.

by Rodney Sherman
Asst. News Editor

One current Clarion University

student and one former student

were arrested in Nair Hall Jan.

23 for possession of marijuana

and possession with the intent to

deliver marijuana.

Robert J. Land, 19, a CUP
student from Pittsburgh and
Ryan A. Martin, a former CUP
student from Dover, were
arrested by Clarion University

Police and arraigned before

District Justice Daniel George of

District Court 18-3-04 in New
Bethlehem.

Deadline May 1

Public Safety officer Mark
Humes called Clarion Borough
Police to assist on a call

reporting possible marijuana use

in Nair Hall. While the officers

were on the third floor, Land
and Martin left a dorm room.

Officers allege the smell of

marijuana was coming from the

room and then checked Land and
Martin for weapons.

Land allegedly was carrying

three pipes containing the

residue from smoked marijuana.

A small wooden box allegedly

containing a small amount of

marijuana and a ceramic
cigarette allegedly used to smoke

the drug, along with rolling

papers, two unidentified pills and

$437 in cash was allegedly found

in Martin's pockets.

At Land's invitation, police

searched the dorm room.

Inside they allegedly found
more marijuana, a small set of

scales, cigarette rolling papers,

two water pipes and a "Toki"
tool allegedly used to clean

marijuana.

The total amount of marijuana

allegedly found was about 48
grams.

Both charges are unclassified

misdemeanors , further details

were unavailible.

At around 11:07 p.m. on Jan. 28, a student was cited for underage
possession when beer was found in his room after a warrant was
jserved on the individual for a separate incident

On Jan. 28 at around 8:00 p.m., several students from the seventh
floor of Campbell Hall had in their possession what is believed to be a
small amount of marijuana. The incident is under investigation.

Two students were eating pizza in the seventh floor lounge of
Campbell Hall on Jan. 28 at around 11:15 p.m., when another student
approached the male student and punched him in the face. A charge
of disorderly conduct will be filed against the actor.

On Jan. 29, at around 11:20 p.m., a student from the second floor of
Nair Hall was cited for two counts of disorderly conduct and public
drunkenness. The student pulled a fire alarm, damaged furniture and
stripped paper from the walls. The case is pending.

A fire alarm was pulled on the first floor of Campbell Hall at

around 1 :52 a.m. on Jan. 30.

On Jan. 31, two roomates from the seventh floor of Campbell Hall
had several textbooks and $16 in cash stolen. The books taken were:
American Policy, fourtli edition; a literature experience book by
Kennedy; and Biology, a Network in Life. The incident is under
investigation.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes,
please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

Financial aid forms here
by Ray Henderson

Photography Editor

Applications for financial aid

for the 1993-1994 academic year

are now available at the Office of

Financial Aid in 104 Egbert
Hall. The procedure for

applying for the various forms of
financial assistance is as follows.

All students, whether or not
they are residents of
Pennsylvania, must complete a
FAFSA (Free Application for

Federal Student Aid), so that

their need for financial

assistance in the form of federal

loans and grants may be
established. All students who
are residents of Pennsylvania
must also complete a PHEAA

(Pennsylvania Higher Education

Assistance Agency) Aid
Information Request form.

In order to receive a federal

loan, students must complete at

least 32 new credits per
academic year. In order to

receive a federal grant, students

must complete a minimum of 24
new credits per academic year to

qualify for aid during the fall

semester. Credits earned for

classes which have been taken

previously but are being repeated

will not be counted as new
credits.

Students may attend summer
school classes to earn additional

credits, but the possibilty exists

that a student may not receive

enough aid to entirely cover their

expenses. Although this is only

a possibility, students are

nevertheless urged to take at

least 16 new credits per semester

and maintain satisfactory

. academic status in order to

satisfy the quota of 32 new
credits per year.

For all currently employed
students, student employment
applications for the fall semester

will be sent to their respective

campus supervisors in April.

Applications for the summer
sessions will be sent in March.

Under the system, after a

student has completed a total of

64 credit hours, a cumulative
quality point average of 2.0 must
be maintained in order to

continue receiving financial aid.

MON: Wings 7 for $1.00.

7 p.m. - 8 p.m.

frraiMMsjWu WED: Tacos$1.00.

\ Bring in this ad and receive $1 .00 OFF

FRI: Start your weekend off right Happy Hour 8 -

Complimentary Hors d'oeuvres
SAT: Super Happy Hour 8-10.

(814) 226-8400
Pitcher specials throughout the week at Mr. T's.

10
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needs
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writers

226-2380

New Stock arriving Daily

Images of the West
50 % off selected Guatemalan clothing

625 Main Street * phone 226-5513

Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

J

i

compiled by Alan Vaughn,

Rodney Sherman, and Ray
Henderson

National

Reigns loosened on states'

Medicaid role

At Monday's meeting of the

governors in Washington D.C.,

President Clinton made an effort

to cut medicaid red tape in order

to help governors stretch health

care dollars for the poor.

Clinton said that these

measures will make it easier to

experiment with new ways to

provide health care^ under

medicaid.

Clinton is also studying how to

ensure that all children are

immunized against childhood

diseases. An estimated 40

percent to 60 percent of children

under the age of five are not

sufficiently immunized.

"We want to make sure we do

everything we can to give

America's kids a healthy start,"

said George Stephanopoulos,

White House communication

director. Added Clinton,
"

Governors have been screaming

for relief from the cumbersome

process by which the federal

government has micromanaged

.. .health care."

Cellural phone radiation

danger unclear

Scientists admit while they still

have much to learn about the

long term effects of low-energy

electromagnetic radiation, they

saw no evidence indicating that

cellular phones are dangerous.

Dr. Stephan F. Cleary, a

professor of Physiology and

Biophysics at the medical

college of Virginia, claims to

have discovered in test tube

experiments that when he

exposed human brain tumor

cells and normal human blood

cells to only two hours of radio

waves, the cells grew 30 percent

faster than did unexposed cells.

Other studies exist that have

vindicated the safety of radio

frequencies. Dr. W. Ross Adey,

of the J.L. Pettis Memorial
Veterans Affairs Medical Center

in Loma Linda, California, found

that when human cells growing

in laboratory dishes were

exposed to cellular phone
frequencies, no abnormalities

could be seen.

"When it comes to cancer,

people ascribe it to the first thing

that pops into the mind," said

Victor A. Levin, a professor of

neuro-oncology, "but if this

society can't control its smoking,

how can it worry about

something like car phones."

State

Masloff tells aides

she will not run

Pittsburgh Mayor Sophie

Masloff informed close advisors

yesterday that she will not seek

re-election.

Masloff said, "It was a difficult

decision. I finally made a

decision." Asked if she were at

peace with herself, Masloff said,

" Of course. I have to be."

Masloff, 75, has filled the

postion of Mayor since the death

of Mayor Richard Caliguiri on

May 6, 1988.

Although she will not seek re-

election, Masloff asserted that

she has every intention of

serving out her term. Heading

the list of prospective mayoral

candidates is Allegheny County

Commisioner Tom Forester.

First candidate declares for

governor

Six-term U.S. Rep. Tom Ridge

(R-Erie) declared Monday his

intention to run for governor in

1994.

Citing job creation as his top

priority, Ridge made six

campaign appearances across the

state.

"Pennsylvania must be a place

that is friendly to those who
want to work and to those who
create jobs and opportunities for

others. Pennsylvania can no

longer afford to be a high tax, no

growth state," Ridge said.

Current governor Robert Casey

is prohibited from running for a

third term. A crowded field of

both Democratic and Republican

candidates is expected.

Democratic hopefuls may
include Lt. Gov. Mark Singel,

who has not yet decided.

Fire destroys Tyson plant

Fire swept through a Tyson

Foods, Inc. chicken processing

plant in Cochranville on

Monday.

For nearly seven hours, 150

firefighters battled the blaze.

Althoug 450 people are

employed at the plant, no

injuries were sustained. The

plants fate has yet to be decided.

Franklin's money

granted to schools

Money left to the city of

Philadelphia by Benjamin

Franklin in 1790 will be used to

train high school seniors in

applied sciences and vocational

areas.

Franklin's original bequest of

$4,000 has grown to

approximately $2.26 million.

Campus
News

courtesy of

College Press Service

a $5 Purchase of a

oon Bouquet

Place Order By Friday

12

Program gives women boost

Women learn the ins and outs

of corporate life long before they

graduate from Susquehanna
University.

Every female freshman

majoring in business receives

the program that offers women
the opportunity to learn skills

and have contacts that the male

students have access to,

according to officials who
designed the program.

The program also teaches

women how to use the social

opportunities network.

Higher enrollment expected

The U.S. Department of

Education estimates that 16.1

million students will be enrolled

in colleges and universities by

2003, up from 14.2 million

students in 1991.

The projections are included in

the department's Projection of

Education Statistics to 2003,

which includes estimates on
elementary education, secondary

and postsecondary education. It

is the first report on educational

statistics that reflects 1990
census population estimates and

projections. The findings

include projections that high

school graduates will number 2.5

million for the next two years.

Family sues for $8 million

The family of a Florida State

University student who died

after diving into a trapeze safety

n.t, used by the school's Flying

High Circus, has accused the

school of negligence and is

seeking $8 million in damages.

Stacey Lynne Stokes, 20, of

Fort Myers, died Oct. 31 at a

Tallassee hospital. According to

police reports, Stokes, who was

not a member of the circus,

scaled two fences posted with no

trespassing signs and climbed a

platform before jumping into the

net, which collapsed.

The family is asking for $5

million in damages for Stokes'

parents and $3 million for a

younger sister "for emotional

distress and loss of her sister."

KLINGENSMITH'S
DRUG STORES Inc.

S3:iKtKH:i

m

BACK 70 THE EARTH
WUR ENVIRONMENTAL HEADQUARTERS

«

e*

oo

p; in
t^
„S<H

\V

Musical Supplies

Hemp Products

Natural Products

lye Dye

t^~ Incense and oils

We Buy & Sell Used CD'S
New Products Arriving Weekly

*22b-0b3b I Located upstairs - 8>00 Center

In last week's Jane Doe|

column, an official was

described as being from tbe

Office of Residence Life,

when in fact, the official

was from Student Life

services. The Call regrets

error.
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Cable Channels 1!^ TV
THURSDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 4, 199~

DATA

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30
(330) Movie: 'Star Trek 6-Undiscovered'

| Movie: •»+ "The Cheap Detective- (1978)
Design, W. I Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Cheers Q [Newt

Donahue Amy Fisher case

Goof Troop

People Ct

(3:00) Movie

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

News q [News g

Design. W. | Murphy B.

Oprah Winfrey g
Tiny Toon [Batman q"

****
Newt q

V
H

Newsq
News

News

Newsq

ABC News

7:00

Movie: ***
7:30 8:00 8:30

NBC News
CBS News

Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Lawrence of Arabia" (1962, Adventure) Peter OToole PG

Final Four
|
Dream Lg.

I
Motorcycle Racing

PGA Golf: Pebble Beach Pro Am (Live

Up Close ISportscenter

American Gladiators
(200) Movie:

I Movie: *• Stepping Out (1991) Liza Minnelli. 'PG' q

25

(2.25) Movie: -West Side'

26

Underdog [Yogi Bear

Movie: **Vt "Sibling Rivalry" (1990)

Arcade |Hey Dude (R)

Movie: «» Naked be (1989. Drama) Victoria Principal _
I Supermarket

What You Do

Hard Copy q
Welcome Home, Roxy Carmichael" (1990)

Jeopardylq

Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Matlock "The Mark

Cheers (R)q
| Wings q

Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Simpsons q
Cheers (R) q

Martin q
Wings q

Movie: *** "A Fistful ol Dollars' (1967) Clint Eastwood.
College Basketball: Clemson at Georgia Tech. (Live

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: "/ Was a Mail Order Bride" (1982)

Movie: *»'/2 "Rachel River' (1987)

Crazy Kids Looney IBullwinkle

Shop-Drop [Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q

9:00 9:30

Movie:

10:00
Intent to Kill" (1993) Traci Lords

Jack's Place (In Stereo) q
Cheers q | Seinfeld q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) g
In Color

Cheers q
Movie: ****

In Color

Seinfeld q

10:30

Primetime Live q

Comedy Jam

LA. Law "Bare Witness' q
Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Hunter Street Wise"

LA. Law "Bare Witness" q

11:00 11:30

Inside the NFL (In Stereo)

Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married.,

Newsq
"Network" (1976, Drama) William Holden. Peter Finch. R

College Basketball: West Virginia at Massachusetts

Movie: »* "Diary of a Hitman" (1992) R

Movie: »»» "Amazing Stories: The Movie III" (1990)

Movie: ** "VI. Warshawski" (1991) 'R' q
Get Smart | Superman
LA. Law

FRIDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 5. 1993

M.T. Moore

Movie: *** "Bright Angel" (1990) R
Movie

Sportscenter

Golden Girls

12:00

"Star Trk6"

NightJine q
Tonight Show (In Stereoiq

Silk Stalkings Crush

Edition [Stalking*

Artenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "The Apartment

MacGyver q
Basketball

Hitchhiker

Van Dyke

Movie: »» "Best Defense" (1984) R' q
Movie: • "Black Magic Mansion" (1991)

Dragnet [A. Hitchcock
Movie: »* "Bay Coven" (1987) Tim Matheson

Lucy Show
Movie: "The Hit List" (199? )

Thirtysomething

F-Troop Get Smart

Mysteries

(3:00) Movie: 'Regarding'

10

4:00 4:30

Design. W. I Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

Goof Troop

People Ct

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(230) Movie: "Hello. Dolly!

Senior PGA Golf: Caribbean

5:00 5:30 6:00
Movie: * "Million Dollar Mystery (1987)

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

V
1

Movie: ***

Newsq
News

News

Newsq

6:30

Groundhog

ABC News
NBC News

CBS News

Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Motorcycle Racing

"A Fistful of Dollars" (1967) Clint Eastwood

PGA Golf: Pebble Beach Pro Am (Live

(2:30) Movie:

(2 30) Movie:

Underdog

Movie: »»'/; "Murderer's Row (1966)

Movie: •»'/; "A Doctors Story" (1964)

Yogi Bear |Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *** "The George McKenna Story" (1986)

Motoworld | Up Close

7:00 7:30
Inside the NFL (In Stereo)

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married.

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: ** "Predator 2 (1990) Danny Glover. R' g
Family [Step by Step [ Dinosaurs q |Camp Wilder
Perry Mason. The Case of the Reckless Romeo" (1992)

G. Palace

G. Palace

Major Dad q
Major Dad q

America's Most Wanted q

Design. W.

Design. W.

Sightings q

Bobq
Bobq
Sightings q

American Gladiators

,
Perry Mason: The Case of the Reckless Romeo" (1992 )

Movie: •»'/; "Five Days OneSummer"' (1982) PG' | Movie: *** "WarGamK

10:00 I 16IW~ 11:00
I JW

Movie: **Vi "The Rookie" (1990) Clint Eastwood. 'R' q
20/20 q
I'll Fly Away "State" q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Hunter (Part 1 of 2)

I'll Fly Away "State "q

Sportscenter |NHL All-Star Friday (Live)

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married.

Newsq

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: ** "Memories of Me" (1988) Billy Crystal q
Movie: *** "The Philadelphia Story" (1940, Comedy)
What You Do Crazy Kids

Supermarket jShop-Drop

Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

(1983) Matthew Broderick. [Movie: "The Osterman Weekend
j

iBoxing: Ricky Meyers vs. Zack Padilla. ISportscenter | Basketball
Murder, She Wrote q |

Movie: *** "Amazing Stones: The Movie IV" (1991) , Movie: »% "Deliverance" M97?~
Movie: »•» The Vanishing" (1991) Gene Bervoets NR'IMnwm- +» "7nmn,e um,- notm -a- U rn S^rr ' c„l
Movie: *Vz

Get Smart | Superman

The Vanishing" (1991) Gene Bervoets
Return to the Blue Lagoon" (1991) PG- 13

L.A. Law

SATURDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 6. 1993

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke

Movie: ** "Zombie High" (1987) R'

S. Hodge

Dragnet

Movie: »»'/; "Eve of Destruction" (1990)

* "A Sensuous Summer
'

'

Hitchcock
Movie: "Midnights Child" (1992, Horror) Olivia D'Abo

Lucy Show | F-Troop

Thirtysomething Legacy

Fatal Ch.

Get Smart

Mysteries

10

11

14

17

4:00 4:30

(3 30) Movie: "2 of Kind

5:00 5:30 6:00

PBA Bowling
|
Wide World of Sports (LiveTa

Movie: ** "The Experts" (1989) PG-13

(3:00) NHL Hockey: All-Star Game (Live)

College Basketball PGA Golf: Pebble Beach
PGA Golf' Pebble Beach National Pro-Am. (Live) q
(300) Movie: Uncommon"

| American Gladiators

(3:00) NHL Hockey: All-Star Game. (Live) q
(3 00) Movie: "WarGames

18

21

22

25

26

Senior PGA Tour Review

(3 00) Movie: " "Casualties

Movie: **•

News q
News

News

News q

6:30

Movie: *

7:00

ABC News

V; "Ski Patrol" (1990) PG
7:30

NBC News
CBS News
CBS News

Star Trek: Next Gener
Newsq INBC News

Entertainment Tonight g
Hee Haw Silver

Untouchables "Murder Ink"

Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune"

8:00 8:30 9:00
Movie: »»V? "Wayne's World" (1992)

9:30 10:00 10:30

Great Television Moments: What We Watched q
Boxing: Riddick Bowe vs. Michael Pokes

Home [Nurses q
Medicine Woman
Medicine Woman

Empty Nest | Mad-You

Commish (In Stereo) q
Sisters (In Stereo) q

Country Music Celebration (In Stereo) q

Copsq
Home

Cops (R) q
Country Music Celebration (In Stereo) q

Nurses q
Heart Like a Wheel" (1983) Bonnie Bedelia. Movie: • »'/; "Unfaith fully Yours" (1984) Dudley Moore
ethall Micciocinni at Mlccicoinn, Ct^t„ o . ... i.»_ . i. ... .

' ' rr—«
!College Basketball. Mississi

Gossip! IB. Buddies

jpi at Mississippi State

Movie: »»* "The Idolmaker' (1980) Ray Sharkey. 'PG

(3 35) Movie: "Masters of Menace (1990)
Can't on TV

j Get Picture
I Freshmen

Swamp [Beyond

Sportscenter |Daytona Qualifying

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **h "Telefon" (1977) Charles Bronson. PG
Movie: »• "Drop Dead Fred" (1991) Phoebe Cates. q
Salute Double Dare [Guts Doug

Bugsy

Rugrats

[ Speedweek

Code 3 q
Empty Nest

Code 3 (R) q
Mad-You

Hunter (Part 2 of 2)

Sisters (In Stereo) q
Movie: •»'/; "Paper Lion" (1968. Comedy) Alan Alda. G

Movie: ** " The Presidio' (1988) Sean Connery

Auto Racing: IMSA 24 Hours of Daytona

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: **
Newsq

'A Climate for Killing "
(1991

News
News

News q

Design. W. | "Harry T.

Saturday Night Live

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables Murder Ink"

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q |Comic Strip"

News t ; I
Saturday Night Live

Movie: »»» "Black Robe "(1991) Lothaire Bluteau. R

Silk Stalkings Crush" q

Movie: »»* "Bite the Bullet' (1975) PG
Sportscenter

Movie: **
Basketball

Movie: *** "Bugsy" (1991 Drama) Warren Beatty (In Stereo) 'R' q
Movie: *'; Basket Case 3: The Progeny

"Hot Moves (1984. Comedy)

Clarissa
| Roundhouse

|
Ren-Stimpy

[ You Afraid?w ...

ggg .s,OT „*.a i-» ." g-*-,jsz- »j,i£ Drar™ w,n,rsiss
SUNDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 7, 1993

A. Hitchcock

Hidden

Gallagher: We Need a Hero

Lucy Show

Confessions

M.T. Moore

Movie: *''; Tiger Claws"

Movie: * "Velvet Dreams

Dragnet

Unsolved Mysteries

Superman

Moonlighting

(2-30,1 Movie:

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30
Movie: ** Shaking the Tree" (1991)"

(345) College Basketball: Wake Forest at Temple. (Live

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30
Movie: *'/; Manneguin: On the Move (1991) 'PG'

Newsq
Basketball [NBA Basketball: Chicago Bulls at Portland Trail Blazers. (Live)

I
ABC News

10

(300) PGA Golf. Pebble Beach National Pro-Am. (Live) q .LDesignTwT

(3 00) PGA Golf- Pebble Beach National Pro-Am (Live) q |CBS NewF

11

14

17

18

21

Movie: »»» Dirty Harry" (1971, Drama) Clint Eastwood

CBS News
Newsq

Star Trek: Deep Space 9
Basketball [NBA Basketball: Chicago Bulls at Portland Trail Blazers. (Live!
H r\n\ «„ ;.. . , ,...,„,_ • m... : .. , . . .,.__. .,_,„, ,./.„, ... :

—

tr.
'

(1 00) Movie: Lawrence" [Movie: **** "Annie Hall" (1977) Woody Allen. PG
Auto Racing: ARCA 200 Super Series

Gossip!
| Just Us |Two Dads [B. Buddies

22

25

26

(3:40) Movie: ***Vz "The Color Purple" (1985) 'PG-13

NFL Pro Beach Challenge

Beyond
| Hitchhiker

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: 7 Yabba Dabba Do!" (1993, Comedy) q
Movie: **Vz "Footloose" (1984) Kevin Bacon. 'PG

9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Secret Service (In Stereo)

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Batman q [Shaky G
Secret Service (In Stereo)

Movie

I Witness Video (in Stereo)

Murder. She Wrote q
Murder, She Wrote g
In Color | Roc q
Witness Video (In Stereo)

Sportscenter

»•*'/; "The Pink Panther" (1964) Peter Sellers

MacGyver "Deadly Silents

(2:35) Movie: [Movie: *•'/; "UHF" (1989) Al Yankovic. PG-13 q
Movie: **Vi "Cadence" (1990) Charlie Sheen 'PG-13

Can't on TV

Disease

[Control

[jml. of Med
Wild Side

Family

Fifteen

Atheroscl.

Double Dare

Medical

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II: Ooze
Guts

Medical

Looney

Physicians

Looney

Milestones

Movie: "Blind Side" (1993) Rutger Hauer
Movie: "Firestorm: 72 Hours in Oakland" (1993, Drama)
Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In 25th Anniversary (In Stereo)

Movie: "Skylark" (1993, Drama) Glenn Close, q

Newsq
News

Movie: "Skylark (1993, Drama) Glenn Close, q
Married... [Herman | Flying Blind [Edgeq
Rowan A Martin's Laugh-In 25th Anniversary (In Stereo)

Movie: •» "Loverboy" (1989) Patrick Dempsey. PG-13
NFL Football: Pro Bowl. From Honolulu. (Live)

Movie: ** "Dead in the Water" (1991) Bryan Brown, g [Counterstrike "Clear Cut"
'"

(1992) Elliott Gould. R' [Movie: «V; "Bloodfist III: ForcedloFighT

Nick News
Jrnl. of Med.

F-Troop

MONDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 8. 1993

Family

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

A. Hitchcock

Ob/Gyn [Family

News
News q
Paid Prog.

Newsq

11:30 12:00

Comedy Hour: Richard Jeni

Cheers q
Night Court

Roggin's

Cur. Affair

Star Search (in Stereo)

Love Con.

Paid Prog.

Suspect

Baywatch q
Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: •»'/; "Swing Shift" (1984) 'PG

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkings "Crush" g
Bowling

Hollywood

Movie: *»•'/? "Apocalypse Now" (1979, Drama) Martin Sheen. 'R' | ""Hearts of Darkness-Apocalypse
7,

Movie: ** "Red Blooded American Girl"

Lucy Show M.T. Moore
Paid Prog.

Dragnet

PaidProa.

"Amer.Kick"

Superman

Paid Prog.

10

4:00 4:30 5:00
*** "Welcome Home, Roxy Carmichael"

Design. W. [Cheers g
Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q

11

14

17

18

21

22

Goof Troop

People Ct.

(3:00) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Final Four

"Pont Cry

Ten of Us

Movie: **'/?

Dream Lg.

Two Dads

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00
Movie: ** "Just You and Me, Kid" (1979) George Burns
Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon ] Batman q
Newsq

1

Newsq
News

Newsq

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: »*»'/; "The Pink Panther" (1964) Peter Sellers

Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

25

26

(3:00) Movie: "That's Life

Every Which Way but Loose" (1978) 'PG'

Underdog
| Yogi Bear

Th'breds I Up Close

American Gladiators

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

7:30

Life Stories

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married.,

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00
Movie: ** "The Inner Circle" (1991, Drama) Tom Hulce. PG-13' 5
American Detective q
Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

10:30 11:00

Movie: "Gregory K. " (1993) Joseph Gordon-Levitt, q
Confronting Evil (In Stereo)

Movie: Heartbeat" (1993, Drama) John Ritter. q.
Murphy B
Murphy B.

Love & War

Movie: »»» "Blue Steel" (1990) Jamie Lee Curtis

Love ft War

Northern Exposure q
Northern Exposure q

Fresh Prince
I Blossom q

MOVHi: *m Enrgma (1982) Martin Sheen. PG' I Movie: *** "Semi-Tough" (1977) Burt RevnoldTW
Sportscenter fCoHege Basketball: Georgetown at Syracuse. (Live) ICoHege Basketball: Kansas State at jj

Hunter "The Incident

Movie: "Heartbeat" (1993, Drama) John Ritter. g

Newsq
News

Golden Girls | Nightline g

News

Newsq
Married...

Newsq
Movie: *••*

11:30 12:00

Movie: "Pa/e Stood" (1991)

Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
"/Vehvorr (1976) 'R'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »* "Pink Cadillac"mm Clint Eastwood, qMovie: *** The Honey Pot" (1967, Comedy) Rex Harrison
Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Movie: »» Getting Married (1978) Richard Thomas. [Supermarket
I Shop^Drop

What You Do Crazy Kids Looney

**

Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show (Live)

College Basketball: Kansas State at Missouri. (Live) ISportscenter

MacGyver q

Rock 'n' Roll High School Forever" q

Unsolved Mysteries

Bullwinkle [Get Smart |Superman
LA. Law

»» "Puppet Master III: Toulon's Revenge
77

M.T. Moore |Van Dyke 1Dragnet

Basketball

Hitchhiker

if!
1? *** "N"*ssarY Ro^hnes^ n99D 'PG-13' g IMovie: gg "Legal Tender" (1991) 'R' I "Truly, Madly Deeply" 'PG'

Roll Hiah Schon Forever" n ++ "Punnet M«to Hi- tv»„/,w.. n .»«—'../ ,,J....'.. merrj ,_.—' 'U..r^L—-=-
Movie: •'/; Dollman" (1991) R

A. Hitchcock

TUESDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 9, 1993

Movie: "Getting Up and Going Home" (1992, Drama)

Lucy Show | F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Into-Sun'

Get Smart

Mysteries

10

11

14

17

18

4:00 4:30

(330) Movie: "Police 5

Design. W.
[ Cheers q

Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(2:00) Movie:

Final Four

Ten of Us

IE

21

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00

Shaketpeare

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30
Movie: *»% Death on the Nile" (1978, My

7:00 7:30

Newsq

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

Newsq
News

Newsq

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

FuB House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

Movie: *** "Casino Royale (1967, Comedy) Peter Sellers
riraam I m "-* C D.aL. lib a t_ j 1

1

NBC News

stery) Peter Ustinov. PG
Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardylq

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married.,

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: **ft "Waynes tVortd"(1992)

Furl House q [Mr. Cooper

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Class of '96 (In Stereo) q
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Dream Lg.

Two Dads

22

25

26

(3:10) Movie: »* "Dutch" q

Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

NBA Today I Up Close

GAmerican Gladiators

Movie: »•» "Heart Like a Wheel" (1983) Bonnie Bedelia.

Sportscenter [College Basketball: Indiana at Penn State

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

(330) Movie: *** "Action in the North Atlantic" (1943)

Movie: "The Boy From Oklahoma" (1954) |»*» "The Best of the Martial Arts Films

Underdog
|
Yogi Bear |Arcade ~fHey Dude (R)

Movie: *+ Warm Hearts, Cold Feet" (1987, Comedy)

Movie: "There Must Be a Pony" (1986)

What You Do

SupermarkeTtShop-Drop

Crazy Kids Looney

Movie: **'/2

Roseanne q

9:30 10:00 10:30
Mo' Funny: Black Comedy in America g
Jackie T. [Civil Wars (In Stereo) q

Unsolved Mysteries q [Dateline (In Stereo) q
7 Can Make You Love Me: The Stalking of Laura Black"

7 Can Make You Love Me: The Stalking of Laura Black"

Key West (In Stereo) q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Hunter "The Kill Zone"

Dateline (In Stereo) q

11:00 11:30 12:00
Movie: ** lower Level "(1991) R'

Newsq
News
News

Newsq
Married..

Movie: **+* "The Apartment" (i960, Comedy) Jack Lemmon.

Newsq

Live)

Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show (Live)

College Basketball Georgia at Florida. (Live)

Golden Girls | Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition [For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Payday "(1973) R

Sportscenter

Movie: *** The Vanishing

Bullwinkle

Sibling Rivalry" (1990)

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart
I
Superman"

L.A. Law

MacGyver Split Decision | Hitchhiker

(1991) Gene Bervoets. NR' IMovie: »*% Cold Front" (1989) 'R* g \* "Black Magic Mansion"
Movie: ** "Wild Orchid 2: Two Shades of Blue" (1991)

M.T. Moore |Van Dyke |Dragnet
"

Movie: **'/; "Smile, Jenny, You're Dead" (197'4)

A. Hitchcock

Movie: **Vz "Shocker" (1989) Peter Berg.

Lucy Show |F-Troop JGet Smart
Thirtytomethmg PMgr.ms Mytteriet

WEDNESDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 10, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

4:00 4:30

(3:00) Movie: "7/me After

Design. W. Cheers g
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Movie

Final Four

Ten of Us

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00 5:30

Movie: »» "The Maid" (1990) PG
6:00

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q

Movie: ***'/?

Newsq

Newsq
News

News
Newsq

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: * "Two of a Kind" (1983) PG'

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House q |
Wonder Yrs.

Newsq | NBC News

Dream Lg.

Two Dads

Bound tor Glory (1976) David Carradine PG
Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

Inside PGA ISportscenter

American Gladiators

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married.

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: "Intent to Kill" (1993) Traci Lords

Home Imp |Doogie HT

Unsolved Mysteries q
Andy Griffith Show Reunion

Andy Griffith Show Reunion

Beverly Hills, 90210 q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Movie: ** y
z "Unfaithfully Yours" (1984) Dudley Moore

College Basketball: Boston College at Miami (Live

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

22

25

26

Movie: »»'2 Paper Lion' (1968) G [Movie: *** Battle of Britain" (1969. Adventure) Laurence blivier~~G

(3 30) Movie: Drs Story

Underdog [Yogi Bear

Public Enemy No. 2 (R)

Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *« Bridesmaids (1989, Drama) Shelley Hack

Movie: »»»v? Sleeper (1973)

What You Do I Crazy Kids

PG

Supermarket [Shop-Drop

Looney

Movie

Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q

Home Imp

9:30

Groundhog

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q

Homicide: Life

Michael Jackson Talks- To Oprah q

In the Heat of the Night q
In the Heat of the Night q
Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Homicide: Life

Law ft Order (In Stereo) q
48 Hours (In Stereo) q
48 Hours (In Stereo) q
Catwalk (In Stereo)

Law ft Order (In Stereo) q
Movie: »»v? FM (1978) Michael Brandon. PG'

College Basketball Wake Forest at Florida State. (Live)

Movie: Fade to Black (1993) Timothy Busfield q

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: "BHndSide (1993) Rutger Hauer

Newsq
News
News

Newsq
Married.,

News q

Golden Girls | Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition Curves

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: "Whose Life Is It Anyway9 (1981

Sportscenter

MacGyver "Gunz N Boyz"
Movie: *» V; ' Blue Desert (1991) Courleney Cox

.

' R | Movie: ** ' Wild Orchid 2 Two Shades of Blue

'

'

( 199ij
Movie: "Shadowhunter" (1992) R

Get Smart [Superman [M.T. Moore [Van Dyke | Dragnet |A. Hitchcock
L.A. Law

Movie: *** "Bugsy" (1991 Drama) Warren Beatty. (In Stereo) R' q

Movie: »»'/; Bitter Harvest '-(1981) Ron Howard-

Lucy Show | F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Mt Biking

Hitchhiker

"Silent-5

"Nightclub'

Get Smart

Mysteries

>i
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UAB: The best bargain in town
by Amy Gerkin

Features Writer

Have you ever wondered just

who gets that student activity fee

you pay each semester? Better

yet, have you ever wondered
why you pay $69 each semester?

The answer is quite simple—to

give the students of Clarion

University a better deal.

The student activity fee is

administered by the Clarion

these activities free when I

already paid for them?"

According to the University

Activities Board (UAB) Director

of Special Activities Programs,

Diana Anderson, "The students

are getting the better bargain."

The activity fee is distributed

throughout all the CSA
organizations. Included in the

budget is the UAB, which is

allocated $100,000. This comes

"The Students are getting

the better bargain.

"

-Diana Anderson, UAB Director

Students Association (CSA),

which is a student organization

approved by the Council of

Trustees. This fee covers all

athletic, social, musical, theater

and recreational activities. As a

result, students who paid this fee

are admitted to these activities

for free.

But some of you are probably

asking, "How is it that I get into

from only $3.80 out of the $69

that you pay each semester.

The UAB is a student

organization which provides a

wide range of activities and

programs for the student body.

With 93 events scheduled for the

1992-93 school year, the

students are really getting the

better bargain for the price they

pay. Such activities are weekly,

such as CABS and Bedrock
Cafe, while other programs

(including guest speakers,

comedians and bands) are

scheduled providing students

interest.

Each committee on the UAB
schedules an event, whether the

Pittsburgh Ballet, a big-name

band or a guest speaker. To go

see that same person or group

anywhere else would definitely

cost well over the $3.80 you pay

each semester for the UAB.
For example, if you wish to

go see the Pittsburgh Ballet next

month, all you need is your valid

ID to obtain a ticket. That same

ticket would usually cost

somewhere around $20 in

Pittsburgh. There is no doubt

which one is the better bargain.

The student activity fee

depends on graduate and

undergraduate credits for that

semester. An undergraduate

pays either $17, $35 or $69. A
graduate-pays either $17 or $35.

During the summer, all students

pay $10. Student teachers and

internship students practicing

outside 50 miles of Clarion only

Activities Fee Breakdown

I Athletics $296,148

Other $246,721

I Gen. Adm. $117,000

El UAB $100,000

pay half of the fee per semester.

In order to learn more about

the UAB, Diana Anderson
strongly advises to "get

involved." She believes that

"students should take time to

learn outside the classroom by

participating in a student

organization."

If you are not interested in

joining, then at least take

advantage of the programs the

UAB and the other organizations

provided for you by going to see

them.

Groundhog Update: The Punxsutawney Adventure
by Joey Payne

Contributing Writer

Punxsutawney is my home.

So, when Groundhog Day rolls

around each year, I jump at any

chance to go. This year I was a

tour guide for a group from TV5
(Hot Trax) who wanted the

prestige of filming on location at

the now world famous

Groundhog Day. They got more

than they bargained for.

8:30 p.m. Feb. 1. We left

Clarion with more bags of extra

clothes than the Salvation Army
and with all of our equipment.

We were psyched.

9:30 p.m. We arrived in

Punxsy and began to search for

signs of food. They refused to

go to Punxsy Phil's Cakes and

Steaks. No groundhog burgers

for us.

10:30 p.m. The crew shot an

introduction in the Groundhog

Plaza parking lot, and then we
explored the groundhog bakery

items (cakes, cookies, cupcakes)

at County Market. There were
Faithful followers of Phil brave

Joey Payne/Clarion Call

cold weather for a glimpse.

groundhogs everywhere.

11:00 p.m. Time out at my
sister's house to warm up and

wait.

2:00 a.m. Feb. 2. We begin

to layer on the clothing. The
weather reports claim we iiave

six degree weather. We simply

chose to ignore the windchill

factor.

3:00 a.m. We arrive at

Gobbler's Knob—the home of

Punxsutawney Phil (Well, at

least when he's not in the Punxsy

Library). We do a few takes for

Hot Trax, I snag a few
interviews and photos and then

we sit by the bonfire and wait.

Waiting is almost the best part.

Everyone else is freezing and

bored, too, so you begin to talk

to total strangers. I met people

from Pennsylvania, Indiana,

Ohio, New York and even one

couple from New Orleans.

5:00 a.m. We move
reluctantly away from the fire to

take our places by the stump Phil

comes out of. The media roves

the crowd for interviews.

6:00 a.m. Two men from the

Inner Circle, the keepers of the

Groundhog, come out to give us

time checks (that depress us) and

temperature checks (that make
us even colder). It was negative

six degrees. I wasn't even sure if

my camera would work.

7:20 a.m. Finally! The
whole Inner Circle arrives and

begins to recite the 107 year-old

tradition to wake up the

groundhog. They reach down
inside the stump to pull him out

and. .

.

(Murphy's Law! My camera

freezes up and I can't take any

pictures! ! I waited for four and

a half hours in sub-zero

temperatures and. . .)

Phil declares that he does see

his shadow! Six more weeks of

winter weather! The crowd
roars!

I knew it. I saw the shadow

of frostbite on my fingers first.

4 * « * W * ,
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by Chuck Shepherd

-In July, three trained dolphins

escaped from their performing

pen at an exclusive resort in Key
Largo, Florida, and swam away.

They were found several days
later in a lagoon by a golf course

on Key Biscayne, Florida,

where, on their own, they
showed up at 10 a.m., 2 p.m. and

4 p.m. (the same times as the

Key Largo shows) and
performed tricks, apparently
hoping to be fed.

-The Akron (Ohio) Beacon
Journal reported in November
that Michele Straka was released

from a local alcohol treatment

center, thus becoming what is

believed to be the nation's

youngest such graduate.

Michele, 11, told a reporter, "I

was into some pretty heavy
stuff."

-In October, Switzerland
apologized to Liechtenstein for

its army's invasion of the

country a few days earlier.

Swiss army recruits on
maneuvers asked a resident near

the town of Triesenberg if they

could set up an observation post

in her garage, but later

discovered that Triesenberg is

just outside Swiss territory. The
woman alerted local police, who
asked the soldiers to move on.

-In Omaha, Lela Schaecher
gave birth to a girl on November
20, the same day on which her

twin sister, Lisa, also gave birth

to a girl. Lisa has the same last

name as Lela because both
women married men named
Schaecher, who are first cousins.

-Joseph W. Charles, 82, retired

in October from his "job" as the

Waving Man in Berkeley,

California. He stationed himself

in his front yard daily, during

morning rush hour, for the last

30 years and waved to motorists.

-The Legal Aid Society of
Santa Clara County, California,

charged in October mat the man
.who has portrayed Koo-Koo the

Klown ("Kiddies Favorite

Entertainer") at birthday parties

in the area for nearly 30 years

routinely violates state law at the

apartment complex he owns by
not renting to tenants with

children.

-Pacific News Service reported

in June that female temperance

patrols in India's northeast state

of Manipur have been successful

in curtailing males' drinking

problems, which, they say, lead

to wife-beating and
unemployment. The patrols

destroy local stills and then
capture men who are drinking,

tie them naked to a donkey and
parade them through the villages

where they are encouraged to

promise never to drink again.

The patrol now has 30,000
female members.

-University of California at

Berkeley " ~
ti v i rr^n r« antni11 V 11 wtiiu v tiiai

psychologist" Clare Cooper
Marcus recently started a
counseling service for people
having difficult relationships

with their houses. For $100, she

will spend an hour conducting

role-playing sessions between
client and his or her house. Dr.

Marcus says that having the

client voice anxieties to the

house, and having the house
respond, usually begins relieving

the client's stress within the first

hour.

-In December near Mineral
Wells, Texas, three men who
were attempting to steal copper
wire off live electrical lines for

resale were electrocuted. Copper
wiring is a valuable scrap metal

in Texas but is usually stolen

from electric cables that are not

being used.

-Last winter, Fort Worth,
Texas, police stopped a car that

had been the subject of reports

that a bound and gagged blond

woman had been spotted in the

passenger seal. After deputy
sheriff David McPherson
stopped the car, he found that the

"woman" was a blow-up doll

and that the driver had been
engaged in a "joke." The man
was released after being scolded.

-(c) 1993 Universal Press

Syndicate

Bryson Quintet brings unique jazz style
by Karen Kubanick come from iust about fitv ar,9 i„,i„HiBn tu» d,„. t :„ ^ ,__

**by Karen Kubanick

Features Writer

What do you get when you
combine jazz, Latin, Caribbean,

Brazilian and American pop
sounds? You get the seductive

sounds of Jeanie Bryson and her

jazz quintet. On Tuesday,
February 9 she will be giving a

show in the Gemmell Multi-
purpose room at 8:00 p.m.

Her mosaic of musical styles is

sure to satisfy fans of all types of

music. Bryson is the daughter of
song writer/pianist Connie
Bryson and Jazz legend Dizzie

Gillespie. In addition to her
musical genes, her influences

come from just about
everywhere. She grew up
listening to classical, Brazilian

and pop. She even sang for a Top
40 cover band before developing

her own unique jazz style.

Bryson is a New York City

native and a graduate of Rutgers

University with a degree in

Anthropology. She also studied

Ethnomusicology which further

developed her understanding of

music from different cultures.

She combines these culturally

diverse influences into her own
unmistakable and hypnotic
singing style.

Jeanie Bryson has performed
in several clubs in the New York

City area including The Blue
Note, Fat Tuesday's and Indigo

Blues, in addition to a number of
larger jazz festivals all over the

country. Recently, she received

world-wide attention at the

Warsaw Jazz Festival and
performed in a live broadcast

performance of the Dutch Radio
Series "The American
Songbook." She continues to

play regularly in clubs, and an
album is forthcoming.

Ja«P j5#r

FREE DELIVERY*
5 DAYS A WEEK MON-FRI
>. . _ 4:

T7^-
•.;.

<
Q 11-7 PM [\

$5.00 MINIMUM ORDER

226-8621

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!

only at

700 Main Street

Clarion, PA 16214

(814) 226-8621
Sun.-Thurs. 10AM-9PM
Fri. and Sat. 10AM-10PM

MORE for LESS!

Just $6.25!
One 8-piece pizza +

Two 16 oz. cups of Pepsi

Every Sunday Special
2 Large Pizzas with cheese

$10.99

CALL 227-9111
no coupon required
We honor all local

competitors coupons

Jazz is becoming much more
accessible to a younger
generation and is no longer
limited to the stereotypical dark,

smoke-filled club with the sultry

sounds of a saxophone
permeating the city night.

Bryson credits artists like Harry
Connick Jr. and the Marsalis
brothers for bringing a new

Start

Great
Perm
Volume, Bounce, Curl,

Energy and Motion...

$45 PERM PACKAGE

breed of fans to appreciate jazz.

Jazz is making a major break on
college campuses, and jazz
festivals around the country are

drawing crowds of all ages and
races. If you're looking to

broaden your musical tastes,

Jeanie Bryson on Tuesday night

is a great place to start.

NOW INCLUDES HAIRCUT-
SPECIALTY WRAPS
SLIGHTLY HIGHER

SAVE 55%
FREE
I Haircut (58 Value)

1 2 oz. Aloe Gel Conditioner® Value)

I Certificate for Deep Conditioner

or Glazing on your next visit ($15 Value

m\

u

WE^CARE

Uie core hair

The 800 Center

843 Main Street Clarion, PA
16214 (814)226-7977

MON-FRI 9-9

SAT 9-6 SUN 10-5

We carry only the highest

quality products: John Amico,

Nexxus, Paul Mitchell,

Matrix, Redken, Focus 21

and several more.

'

I

l|f

•
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by Megan Casey

Features Writer

Have you ever noticed how
few women pursue degrees in

science and math related fields?

Why is this? The American
Association of University

Women (AAUW) will be hosting

a forum to discuss this and other

related questions.

The forum will be held in

Gemmell 's Multi-Purpose room
on Saturday, February 6 at 1 p.m.

A video, entitled "Shortchanging

Girls, Shortchanging America"
will be shown. This video is the

result of a study done in 1991 on

the relationship between gender

bias and self-esteem of girls in

grades K-12.

After the presentation of the

video, teachers, administrators

and students will relate their

experiences of gender-bias in the

classroom, along with why so

many females have a decline in

self-esteem during the early

years of schooling. Other topics

that are part of the forum include

why girls seem to be tracked

away from math and science and

what changes can be made to

correct this problem. "Ideal

curriculums" will be discussed,

as well as changes that could be

coming to local schools.

"This is an attempt to let

teachers and the public do
something positive for the self-

esteem of girls in towns all over

the country," said Ann L. Day, a

member of the AAUW in

Clarion.

The AAUW is a national

organization that dedicates itself

to the support of education of

women all over the country.

The AAUW feels that there

needs to be more encouragement

of young girls to pursue careers

in science and math. With the

forum people will be made
aware of the problem, and there

will be action.

In Tuesday nights Battle of the Bands the audience was treated to bands's^h af'^
^

Nightshift (above), who won third place in the show. The winner of the contest was MikeCopen and 52nd Street. The Second place prize was won by Komotion. The event was
sponsored by UAB and was hosted by nationally acclaimed comedian Robbie Printz.

fiCARLSON LIBRARY:

CHECK IT OUT!
The major goal in

establishing this feature is to

increase communication and

cooperation among Carlson

Library and Clarion University

students and faculty. Our library

is a valuable resource intended to

support our intellectual and

personal growth during the time

we spend at Clarion University.

As members of the Clarion

University community, we owe it

to ourselves to take advantage of

all that our library has to offer us

and to give our input to support

and improve our library. I

believe "Check it Out" is a step

in the right direction. I hope the

information presented in this

feature will enhance our library's

ability to serve us by making us

more aware of what Carlson

Library has to offer.

Regular items to look forward

to in the future include: "Up
Close and Personal" segments

focusing on individual

departments of Carlson Library,

their personnel and the services

they offer; "Did You Know?"
notes on Carlson Library

miscellanea; library trivia; lists

of new books and other library

materials; and reviews of books

and audiovisual materials

available in Carlson. Stories

covering general Carlson Library

news are also being planned. If

you have suggestions about the

content of this feature or if you

would like to contribute a

Carlson book review or other

news piece, please contact

Cheryl Bower c/o Department of

Library Science.

Special thanks and

recognition go to Marcia

Alexander, December, 1992

graduate, who suggested the idea

of a Carlson Library feature.

Here is a brief list of some of

the newest titles in the library

that now reside in the new book

section:

Life and Fate of the Ancient

Library of Alexandria - Mostafa

El Abbadi.

Brain Sex: the Real Difference

Between Men and Women -

Anne Moir.

Multiculturalism in the United

States - Buenker and Ratner.

Microcomputers in Business

and Society - Stan Schatt.

In Social Relationships - Alan

Radley.

Carlson Book Review:

Eve's Tattoo

by Emily Prager **

A haunting photograph of an

Auschwitz victim in Nazi

Germany along with mid-life

apprehension propel Eve, the

protagonist of this thought-

provoking novel to visit Big

Dan's Tattoo Parlor. With her

forearm still swollen with the

freshly inked "500123" Eve's

familiar but unrewarding

existence begins to crumble.

We get to listen in on the tales

that Eve weaves to her friends

and acquaintances about this

prisoner whom she calls Eva.

Their reactions hit home as we,

the readers, may see glimpses of

ourselves. There is also a large

injection of humor in this work.

Compiled by : Cheryl Bower

Review by: Marcia Alexander

A DISPATCH FROM

"Who Agents You. Mr.

It CanHappen Here

We can hardly blame Daryl Gates for his dictatorial rule, his militarism, his demagoguery
and his funny way of combing his forelock. Something about Los Angeles Just seems to

breed rigidity and power-Just. Even the youth gangs are by for the most well organized,
military and territorially ambitious of any In the country. A comparison of fascism and Los

Angeles, in fact, reveals some disturbing correspondences. No doubt a failed and
embittered screenwriter sits somwhere in Venice Beach and fantasizes about conquering
the world. Let's hope somebody makes his movie.

FASCISM

eugenics

Riefenstahlian public events

the 1936 Olympics

book burning

oppressive uniformity

personality cults

single-minded pursuit of power

physical fitness

propaganda

partnership with Japan

Prussia

Wagner

cultural insecurity vis-d-vis Paris

maniacal obsession with Lebensraum
the Axis powers

Arnold Schwarzenegger's father

LA.

plastic surgery

the Rose Bowl parade

the 1984 Olympics

no books

the.weather

Creative Artists Agency

Creative Artists Agency

physical fitness

publicists

Sony, Matsushita

Orange County

John Williams

cultural insecurity vis-d-vis New York

maniacal obsession with living room
Axl Rose

Arnold Schwarzenegger

Mon
Tues

Wed
Thur

Fri

Keg «n« Krate =
Weekly Specials
1 Pitcher of Beer and 10 Wings
Wing Special

Pitcher of Beer and a Taco Weggie
Bud Draft 8-10 PM
Whaler Fish Sandwich w/ Fries

782-3482

><&fa<&fa&$Q\&ffo<&fad6^(G^

^ Lots ofSpecials

Valentine s (Day! ^

floivers n ' flows
625 'WoodSt.

226-7171

iVe deliver anywhere!!

^^^^^^^^^O^^^^^l
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

CMA/IN, DON'T JUST

THROW toOR WET
COM" OK TUE FLOGRM >&

HMfc IT UP WUkRE
IV BELONGS.' I'

NOT LOOKING FOR
EXTRA WORK
AROUND WERE

vs
_

_3i~ 4Vt 2 2 1993 Wanefson/Dislnbuled by Umvefsal Press Syndicate

3

Monday night in the woods
"Quit school? Quit school? You wanna end up

like your father? A career lab rat?"

Doonesbury

I'M TIREPOFBEING IN THE UN
PER6R0UNPECONOMY, TIREP
OFPULLING WHOUR SHIFTS,

TIREPOFNOTBEiNSABLE TOPILS {

UPMYOUNCREPIT CARP DEBT!

I've decidw togo straight.'
togeta socialsecurity
number, to become-aprw,
STAMP-UP,TAX-WYmMEM-
BEROFw«wc^r\

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

. H&CMON.MM,

YOU'RE

HREP.

BOOK. I CANT
SPEAK SPANISH.

BOOPSIE?I'M TIRBPOF
BEING THISFAMILY'SDIR-
TYU7TLE SECRET! T
WANT TOBE ON \W/
ThE BOOKS' f~ ^ j

FROMNOWON, I PEMANP
THAT YOUSTARTPAYINGMY
CITY, STATE, FEPERAL ANDSO
OAL SECURITY TAXES!

I'm cjohna pounci "fou

or recess, Twmty.

i

y js^Kil

Mm^Jb^
5

r^lF
1 " "

OUNEKUP7 WELL, YOU'LL

HMETO CATCH ME
WULN VOJfc STRATA \S

TO RUN LIKE k SQUIRREL,

ITS HNRD TO COME UP W\TK

i\ GOOD TAUNT. _

Ml. 1

2 3

/

i, 1

*

Uncommon Sense by Chris Soltesz

IPONT KNOUJABOUT
YOUR PARENTS, SAM-
THEYPONT SEEM TO
GETIT1 V ^

TWOLONGMONTHSOFLOYAL
SERVICE TO THIS FAMILY,
ANPWHATDOI HAVE
TOSHOW FOR IT?NOTH-
ING! NO SAVINGS, NO

PENSION, NO
HEALTH PLAN...

IT'SA5 IFI DON'TEVEN
EXIST! ANPALl BECAUSE
YOURMOMANPPAP ><?=~
U1ANTWAVOIDMY-g/sS^
ING TAXES ON ^j^T
A SALARY' «f

(AlHYDONT SAMEKINPA
YOUSTEAL DEAL.I'P
THE SILVER- HAVE TOMY
WARE 7 TAXES ONIT.

I
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Your Horoscope

Jan 31 - Feb 6

THOUOH THE SIGNS OF
ARIES CANCER LltffAt
^NP CAPRICORN EACH
USE A AFFERENT WAY
TO GET THE JOB PONE.
WHAT ThEY ALL HAVE
IN COMMON IS ALL ARE
"SELF-STARTgRfTHEY
MOTIVATE THEMSELVES.

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

Be conservative! Sun and Mercury in

close aspect to Saturn is not a time for

taking risks that could endanger
economic stability or career and
business ties. Love planet Venusmoves
into Aries. Actively seek love and you
will find it. Best Luck days: Tues-VVed-

Thurs. For Love: Monday and Friday.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21-April 20
Fun and romance should be on the
agenda. Don t keep your talent a secret.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Take credit for what you've accom-
plished. You are better than you think!

GEMINI May 22 June 21

Time is right for having a party and
extending your arcle of friends.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

Close career relationships mav take on
deeper meanings with little effort.

LEO July 24 • August 23

Good period for all involved in export,
travel or with business in distant places.

VIRGO August 24 • Sept 23

A secret wish with someone close may
be gran ted. Those emotionally involved
may take a risk that can be costly

LIBRA. Sept24-Oct23
Whether entertaining, romanang or cre-

ating, harmonious Venus is supportive.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22
Reassess your image! New Venus
position brings benefits wheTe needed
SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dec2l
Enjoyable time for all with possibility of
a new love affair for romantics.

CAPRICORN. Dec 22-Jan 20
Affectionate responses for Goats
planning candlelight dinner activities.

AQUARIUS Jan2l-Feb19
Keeping lines of communication open
with those in nearby places bring
benefits.

PISCES Ftb2C-fefch20

An idea tomakepeoplcplacesorthmgs
look better could bnng fame and gain.

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report of What to expect in your yearahead Send
birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-
SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester. N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
" February Days

"

ACROSS
1 Arrived

S Small dent

9 Supervisor

13 Trick taker?

14 Underwater radar

15 Athena

16 February 2nd formally

19 Legume
20 Baseball team

21 Wrenches

22 Official records

23 Royal Naval Air Svc.

24 An Indian fabric

27 Uterus

28 Big Eight employee

31 "Uttle Mermaid"

32 Self-addressed

stamped env.

33 Buddies

34 February Uth

37 Stalemates

38 Memorandum
39 Mockery

40 Sun. talk

41 Fusses

42 Swift?

43 Vegas machine

44 Tiny bit •

45 The Friendly Ghost

48 Aroma
49 Conjunction

52 February 15th

55 Met's home
56 Author Zola

57 Occasion

58 Denomination

59 Hamlet, eg

60 Summers in Pans

DOWN
1 Bivouac

2 4840 square yards

3 Comes before phone or

bucks

4 Stray

5 Actress Reed

6 Industrial Eng.

By Gerry Krey

1 2 J 4 j 6 7 1

1
9 10 M 12

11 l IS

16 17 ii

19

24 25

20 ""

26

22

27 B 29 JO

11 1

' m
14 IS B

17 H '

1
40 j II m

1° I
4S 40 47 '- B SO jSI 1

12 S3 S4

11

B
u

.1
S7

SI n 00 I

7 Nope I

8 Male adults

9 Baseball need

10 A GM staple

11 Usher

12 Expresses

1 4 Legal actions

1

7

Available for duty:? wds
18 Seize

22 Regions

23 Mr. Greer'

24 Tall poles

25 Bandleader Shaw
26 Greg Louganis, eg

27 Units of electric power

28 Nucleus of trained

people

29 Put

30 Not

32 Snob

33 Sacred song

35 Approved

36 Elbow grease

41 On the sheltered side

42 To make amends
43 Nonfat eater

44 Fred Astaire s sister

45 Swear

46 Anhur of tennis lame
47 Blueprint

48 Scandinavian god ol war

49 Mine opening

50 Appellation

51 Pigments

53 _ ramblin' wreck

54 Jeanne Dare, eg

O 1992 All rights reserved GFR Associate!

P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs. Feb. 4

Sorority Formal Rush

parties (Pierce) 8 p.m.

UAB Movie

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Sun. Feb. 7

Sorority Rush Day
UAB Movie

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 5

- Sorority Formal Rush

parties (PS) 5:30 p.m.

- Bedrock Cafe

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 10

UCM Lecture Series

(252 Gem) noon

PIAA Mtg.

(203-204 Tp)

7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Mon. Feb. 8

W. BB at St Vincent

Student Senate mtg.

(248 Gem) 7 p.m.

Koinonia Leadership

Speaker's Bureau

(Chap) 8 p.m.

Sat. Feb. 6

Sorority Formal Rush

parties (PS) 1 p.m.

UAB CAB's Dance

(Gem M-P) 10 p.m.

Thurs. Feb. 11

Faculty Recital:

Vahe Berberian, cello

(Aud)8:15p.m

Tues. Feb. 9

Wrestling at Kent St
Athletic Timeout

Luncheon

"The Jeanie Bryson

Jazz Quintet"

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 12

LINCOLN'S
BIRTHDAY
Cultural Program

(Gem M-P) 7 p.m.

CUP/UAB Open
Racquetball tourn.

FAMOUS LEADERS

Barbara Charlene Jordan,

born in 1936 in Houston Texas,

strived to achieve the approval

and respect of the American

people. She went on to graduate

magna cum laude from Texas

Southern University. She then

returned to Houston to practice

law.

She won election to State

Senate in 1%6, the first black

woman to do so from the state of

Texas. In 1968, she was re-

elected to a four year term. In

1972, Jordan won election to the

II. S. House of Representatives,

and became the first black

congresswoman from the deep

south. She was later appointed

to the House Judiciary

Committee, which was a major

force in the Watergate scandal.

She soon became a sought-after

speaker for the Democratic Party

and many groups.

In her role as lawmaker, Jordan

worked for increased school aid,

expanded voting rights, subsidies

to urban mass transit and grants

to metropolitan police

departments.

Jordan was the kind of leader

that focused on "bread and

butter" issues of everyday living.

After leaving congress, Jordan

turned her dedication to teaching

at the University of Texas.

Benjamin Banneker was a

self-taught mathematician,

outstanding astronomer, author

of almanacs, surveyor,

humanitarian and inventor.

During the revolutionary war

period, Banneker was introduced

to the science of astronomy,

which he rapidly mastered. His

aptitude in mathematics and

knowledge of astronomy enabled

him to predict the solar eclipse

that took place on April 14,

1789. Soon afterward, he

published an almanac that was

widely read and became the

main reference for farmers in the

mid-atlantic states. This

almanac was the first scientific

book written by a black

American.

Banneker's major reputation

stemmed from his service as a

surveyor on the six-man team

which helped design the

blueprints for Washington, D.C.

President Washington had

appointed Banneker, making him

the first black presidential

appointee in the United States.

Washington, D.C. was completed

and stands today as a monument

to Banneker's genius.

In a twelve-page letter to

Thomas Jefferson, he refuted the

statement that "Blacks were

inferior to Whites." Jefferson

then changed his position.

Banneker's concern for the

plight of blacks was great and

he was living proof that "the

strength of mind is in no way
connected with the color of the

skin."

Compiled by: Delta Sigma
Theta and Minority Student

Services

Library adds new index
The Clarion Call - 2-4-93 - Page 15

by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

With the completion of

Gemmell Student Complex and

the revamping of downtown
businesses comes a new age

technological advance for

Carlson Library.

Clarion University recently

added the InfoTrac System to its

already available services. It is a

database that allows patrons to

search for information that is

stored on a compact disc.

This information consists of

any and all aspects of the

business world from more than

three years of issues of over 700
business, management and trade

journals.

Coverage includes the past

year of The Wall Street Journal

and the financial section of The

New York Times, plus citations

from business related articles

from over 3,000 general, legal

and computer journals.

"Most patrons do not require

instruction in the use of the

InfoTrac System," said Gerard

McCabe, Director of Libraries

for Clarion University.

"InfoTrac provides us with a

system to search for timely

information in a wide range of

periodicals quickly and

thoroughly."

CurrenUy, Carlson Library has

one InfoTrac terminal, with a

second expected to be added in

the near future. The new
reference system, conceived and

developed by Information

Access Company of Foster City,

California, is always up to date

because a new database with

indexing of the latest issues is

delivered monthly.

In addition to its many
advantages, InfoTrac allows

users to search keywords and

natural language phrases,

combine terms to narrow the

search, display headings used to

index each article and suggest

Superman
Returns

on April 16

Reservations for Collectors

Editions by February 1 7 are

guaranteed

Comic Books
101

Across from the Loomis on

South 6th Ave.

Mon-Sat (noon - 5:30)

Fri (noon - 7:00)

227-2544

other related topics that the user

may wish to view.

Each article description

contains the headline of the

story, the name of the

publication in which it appeared,

the author's name (if the article is

by-lined) and the page number
on which the article begins.

Any of the articles available in

Carlson Library's business

collection will appear with a

code number in the reference

listing indicating the cartridge

and frame number where the full

text of the article can be found.

You can see a library aid for

additional assistance.

The union of the laser disc

with a small computer to gain

access to the recorded

information has revolutionized i

library research. "The system has

greatly increased our ability to

respond to patron's information

needs," said McCabe.

Hours:

Mon. - Thurs.

9 a.m. -9 p.m.

Fri. 9 a.m. -8 p.m.

Sat. 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

1 5 tanning sessions for

$35.00
or buy 2 memberships and

get the second for

$30.00
Expires 2-28-93

226-5323

535 Main Street

L
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Clarion finishes fourth at PSAC's, crowns a champ
by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

These are the facts.

The Golden Eagle wrestling

team has been plagued by

injuries ail year. Five Clarion

finalists from the 1992 PSAC's
have departed. Most of the cur-

rent Golden Eagle wrestlers are

underclassmen.

These are the facts, and they

are undisputed.

These facts made it seem as if

Clarion need not show up for the

50th Annual PSAC Wrestling

Championships held at

California University on

Saturday. Unfortunately for the

rest of the conference, Clarion

did show, and in the fashion that

the PSAC has come to expect.

The Eagles impressively finished

the day with a fourth place fin-

ish, seven different placewinners

and one crowned champion.

The Lock Haven Bald Eagles

placed first in the tournament

with 129 team points. The Bald

Eagle wrestling team improved

over its 1992 second place finish

at the PSAC's. They were the

pre-tournament favorites this

year.

Edinboro finished a close sec-

ond with 121 and Bloomsburg

was third with 108. Clarion

rounded out the top four with

103.5 points, ahead of

Millersville, Cal, The Rock, East

Stroudsburg, Shippensburg,

Kutztown and Mansfield.

The Golden Eagles accom-

plished their goal of a top five

.Payne.

Payne, the #3 seed at the tour-

ney and only a sophomore, was

3-0 to earn his first PSAC crown.

He opened the tourney by pin-

ning Mike Egan of East

Stroudsburg before decisioning

Lock Haven's Ron Coffell, 4-3.

Coffell was the tourney's #2 seed

at 177. Payne copped the title

with a forfeit win over Ken
Bauer of Edinboro in the finals.

Bauer sustained a knee injury in

his semi-final match. He
improved his season record to

25-5 and now has a career mark

of 34-18. A red-shirt last year,

Payne was 9-13 his freshman

season.

Before the tournament started,

someone must have forgot to tell

126-pound junior Kyle Wolfe
that he wasn't even seeded.

Wolfe showcased some tremen-

dous tournament wrestling,

knocking off the #1 and #4 seeds

before falling in the finals. After

a first round bye, Wolfe deci-

sioned the #1 seed, Shawn
Husick of Lock Haven, 8-6, and

the #4 seed, Matt Whitmer of

Edinboro, 13-9, before being

pinned by the #3 seeded Scott

Kindig of Millersville. Wolfe

finished second this year after

finishing fifth the previous two

years.

Red-shirt sophomore Moss
Grays also finished second, at

150-pounds. Grays was seeded

#1 at that weight but has missed

most of the season due to injury,

and this was his first match in

placing at the PSAC's and left quite awhile. The 1991 150-

"... the biggestpart ofour

season is still ahead of us.

"

-Jack Davis

first year head coach Jack Davis

"encouraged with the team's

overall performance."

"We have a very young team

overall," said Davis. "Our mis-

sion thus far has been patience,

hard work and a focus on teach-

ing techniques."

Clarion finished the day with

seven placewinners. One of the

placewinners included the 177-

pound PSAC champion Dan

pound PSAC champion returned

in style, placing second this time

around. First, Grays registered a

9-1 major decision over Adam
Stanton of Shippensburg. After

he gained a 4-2 overtime deci-

sion over Lock Haven's Pete

Ventresca, Grays fell to the 1992

Division I All-American Tom
Shifflet of Edinboro, 6-2, in the

finals. Grays moved his season

mark to 5-3 and career mark to

No bowing out: Somebody
rebuilding this season. The

29-15-4.

Rob Sintobin was Clarion's

final runner-up at the heavy-

weight position. He recorded

two pins, over East

Stroudsburg's Marc Scotti and

Lock Haven's Joe Eaton. He lost

in the finals to Bloomsburg's

Brian Keck, 6-4, in overtime.

Sintobin's season record was

moved to 12-7, and he now has

a career record of 37-34. He
placed third at the PSAC's, at

190-pounds, last year.

Senior Luke Shocklee also

placed in the tournament, third at

118-pounds. He posted a 5-1

tourney record, and his only loss

came to the eventual 118-pound

champion, Lewis Roselli of

Edinboro. He pounded out four

straight wins to capture the third

place honor. He opened with a

12-2 major decision over The
Rock's Jon Frye before losing to

Rosalli. After the loss, he

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

forgot to tell the Golden Eagle wrestling team that they are
youthful squad pulled out a 4th place 1993 PSAC finish.

defeated Kutztown's Pat

Mathouse, 6-2, East

Stroudsburg's Chris Madigan,

15-5, nationally rated Kevin

Kinane of Cal, 8-4, and Frye

again, 13-7. His season record is

14-5 and he has a career record

of 42-29-1.

Dave Thomas posted a quality

third place finish as a freshman

at 142-pounds. He opened with

a 4-2 decision over the #3 seeded

Barry Anderson of Edinboro,

lost to the #2 seeded Tom Barley

of Millersville, 2-1, then

bounced back for a forfeit win

and a 10-0 major decision over

Bloomsburg's Dave Persing for

third place. Thomas' season

record is 14-7.

Sophomore Paul Antonio was
2-2 in the tourney and posted a

fifth place finish at 158-pounds.

Junior Chris Shaw attempted a

comeback at 177-pounds after

being out with a knee injury for

most of the season but re-injured

his knee in his first match and

was unable to wresUe at 100 per-

cent. Nick Pendolino and Joel

Gilbert also participated in the

PSAC's for the Eagles.

The Golden Eagles posted an

overall tournament record of 21-

13.

Despite Clarion's youth and

injuries, the Golden Eagle

wrestlers continue to wrestle

with a hard-nose attitude. That

is enough to make Jack Davis

optimistic about the future.

"Individually, our wrestlers have

definitely improved, but the

biggest part of our season is still

in front of us, and we need to

continue with the work that

brought us that improvement,"

said Davis.

The Golden Eagle wrestlers

will see action Friday night as

they host Army at Tippin

Gymnasium.
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Jones named "Player of Week" again

Golden Eagles win two more conference games
by Jon Q. Sitter

Sports Editor

Clarion University's women
hoopsters have been attacked

from every angle and in just

about every gym so far this sea-

son. Despite being the team that

everyone else is keying on, the

Golden Eagles continue to pull

out tough road and conference

victories week after week.

Clarion defeated both Lock

Haven and Shippensburg in

tough contests this past week to

improve their PSAC-West mark

to 4-0, giving them the only

undefeated division record in the

Pennsylvania State Athletic

Conference through Tuesday.

CUP won their third straight

conference game on Jan. 27 by

defeating Lock Haven 77-64.

The Golden Eagles looked

anything but golden to start their

conference match-up against the

host Bald Eagles. Lock Haven

jumped out to a 36-28 halftime

advantage and made it 39-28 to

begin the second half before the

Eagles came flying back.

Guard Pam Mountsier keyed a

second half comeback with two

three-pointers to close the gap to

54-52. After a Carlita Jones lay-

up knotted the score at 54-54,

Mountsier again struck from

downtown to give the Golden

Eagles a lead that would never

be surpassed.

The Golden Eagles shot only

26 percent overall in the first

half (3-20 from three-point land)

to fall behind by 1 1 to begin the

second half. A second half

shooting percentage of 62 per-

cent (8-16 from tri-fector vil-

lage) and a stingy defense down

the stretch gave the Eagles a nice

comeback victory, their third in

the conference.

The Eagles out-rebounded the

hosts 46-34 for the game.

Shannon Coakley paced

Clarion with 18 points, four

three-pointers. Mona Gaffney

poured in 12 points and grabbed

eight rebounds in only 13 min-

utes for the Eagles. Pam
Mountsier hit four three's in five

attempts for 12 more points.

Jones grabbed 10 caroms and

had four steals and four blocks to

go along with 10 points from

inside the paint. Leatha Dudeck

had nine rebounds to compli-

ment her four steals. Point

guards Melissa Barnette and

Amy Migyanka combined for

nine assists.

Holly Kozlowski led Lock
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Not only offense: Clarion's Pam Mountsier (13) and Amy Migyanka (25) demonstrate the

intense Eagle defense that sometimes gets overshadowed by the fast-breaking "0."

Haven with 17 points. The Bald

Eagles fell to 10-6 overall, 1-3 in

the PSAC-West.

On Saturday night, the Eagles

survived a 35 point performance

from Shippensburg's Kristin

O'Hara to edge the hosts, 95-85,

for their fourth conference victo-

ry in as many games.

Clarion jumped out to an early

47-30 halftime grip but could not

sink the Shipp. CUP saw the

Red Raiders slice a 69-49 lead to

80-78. O'Hara scored 13 of her

game high effort during that 29-

1 1 run. But the freshman point

guard Migyanka stopped the

host's run by hitting two key free

throws before Jones added a

jumper and Amy Coon a three-

pointer to seal what would be a

10 point triumph.

CUP held off a pesky Shipp

comeback in the second half.

The Raiders shot only 38 percent

in the first half but burnt up the

nets in the second half with 20-

39 shooting (51%) to outscore

CUP, 55-48. Clarion held on to

their huge early lead to get the

win.

Head coach Margeret "Gie"

Parsons said mat Clarion didn't

play poorly in the second half,

Shippensburg just played better.

Gaffney continued her torrid

play with 20 points and six

rebounds in only 15 minutes of

PT, Jones added to Clarion's

tremendous inside play with 18

points and 14 boards. The two

combined to shoot 18-24 from

the field. Coakley poured in 19

points, grabbed nine rebounds

and contributed six assists and

four steals. Migyanka scored 1

1

points in only 16 minutes.

Dudeck added six assists.

The Shipp victory set the

Eagles at 12-4 overall, 4-0 in the

PSAC-West. They stand alone

as the only undefeated team in

the PSAC. In the West, CUP is

above Edinboro (3-1), Cal (3-2),

IUP (2-2), Shipp (1-3), Lock

Haven (1-3) and Slippery Rock

(1-4). The Eagles also lead the

division in scoring, averaging 90

points per contest. West Chester

leads the PSAC-East at 4-1.

Jones ranks 10th in the PSAC
in scoring, averaging 17.7 points

per game, second in rebounding,

averaging 11.1 boards a game
and sixth in field goal percent-

age. For her efforts in the week

ending on Jan. 30, Jones was

honored for the second time this

season as the PSAC-West
"Player of the Week." She

excelled during the week of Jan.

24-30, in which the Eagles were

3-0, averaging 15.7 points and

pulling down 13.3 rebounds a

game. She shot 71 percent and

recorded six blocks.

Mountsier leads the PSAC in

three-point field goal percentage

at a 40.5 percent mark and

Dudeck is fourth overall in

steals, averaging 3.7 per contest.

The Eagles hosted The Rock

last night and will be back at

Tippin on Sat. in another PSAC
match-up, this one vs. Indiana.
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Swimmers preparing for PSAC's, women on a roll

Z. r—. JfLu^JfL^ «hh . The women fared much better was also pan of the 400 free terfly in impressive fashion anc

by Karen Ruud

Sports Writer

* Both Clarion University swim

teams finished their dual meet

season this past weekend.

On Saturday, the Golden Eagle

men lost their second consecu-

tive dual meet, falling to

Shippensburg 125-116.

Steve Darby finished first for

the men in the 200 freestyle

event with a time of 1:45.55.

Rick Bull finished first in the

200 Individual Medley with a

time of 1:59.7.

Dave Sheets added a first place

finish in the 200 backstroke with

a time of 1:55.69.

Jim O' Connor contributed a

first place finish in the 200

breaststroke.

Golden Eagle diver Joe Egan

finished first in the one-meter

diving event while teammate

John Oleksak won the three-

meter event.

The women fared much better

against Shipp, winning every

event but two to take a 1 19-88

victory.

Both Tedra Kruse and Justine

Gibbons won three events on the

day for the Golden Eagles.

Kruse placed first in the 200

free, the 50 free and placed first

as part of the 400 free relay

team.

Gibbons won the 100 free

event, the 200 backstroke and

was also part of the 400 free

relay team.

Other winning members of the

400 relay team were Dina

Maylor and Kathy Randazzo.

Maylor, Randazzo, Becky

Jushchyshyn and Dawn Jones

teamed for a 400 medley relay

victory. Jushchyshyn also cap-

tured the 200 breaststroke while

Jones added a 50 free victory to

her exceptional day.

Lisa Kaylor took the 200 but-

Rick Bull iimsneo iirsi m mc —• ——

—

Catch the Golden Eagles in action.

Tippin EVENTS

fRIDAY Em. 5- WRESTLING VS. ARMY (7 1PP IN,1:30 P.M.)

Saturday Ebb. 6- Women's Hoops vs. IUP {Tippin, b)

Men's Hoops vs. IUP (Tippin,*)

Wednesday Eeb. 10- Women's Hoops vs. Cal (TippinM)

Men's Hoops vs. Cal (Tippin,&)

The University

s
Book Center^

syemmell Complex, Payne Strei

*%i 814-226-2275 jJF

will deliver
s

i (on or near campus)

SefsvBoxed CandyvBalloonsl

Monday thru Friday e

10am -4pm
Special Sat. Feb. 13th & Sun. Feb. 14th

delivery from 3pm - 5pm
V (Sat. & Sun orders must be placed by Friday Feb. 1 2 at 4pm)

Shoo the UBC where your $S$ continue to work for vou!

terfly in impressive fashion, and

Kim Strawbridge won both the

one meter and three meter diving

events.

On a blustery Monday after-

noon, the teams traveled to

Edinboro to face the Fighting

Scots. The Edinboro men top-

pled Clarion 123-107 despite the

performance of Rick Bull.

Bull was not finished when he

breezed to a 200 fly victory, he

stuck around to take the 200

individual medley as well.

Dave Sheets won the 200 back,

and Joe Egan plunged to victory

in both the one meter and three

meter diving events.

The women fared much better

against the Scotties' swimmers

than did the men. The women

captured all but two events and

coasted to a 123-107 win with

Kruse and Jones leading the

way.

Kruse won the 1000 free, the

200 IM, and the 200 fly. Jones

harpooned the 200 free, 100 free,

and was a member of the win-

ning 400 medley relay squad.

Jushchyshyn and Gibbons, also

members of that victorious 400

medley relay team, took the 200

breast and 500 free, respectively.

Randazzo was also a part of the

400 relay celebration.

Other winners included

Stephanie Kissell in the 80 free,

Heather Heinz in the 200 back

and Tammy Quinn in the one

meter diving event.

rKs;s'.:sjjjj| In the PSAC's, Shippensburg

Vgf "11 and Edinboro will be the teams

qpcintTrfak to beat for Clarion on the men's

side. Coach Bill Miller is not

used to being the underdog.

"We aren't used to losing dual

-High quality beachfront accommoda- T
meets Tne iast time we lost a» tions for 7 exciting nights. Mb

'

. , -n. »

f .Round trip chartered motor coach. T dual meet was m the early 70 s,

2k .Free pool deck parties, activities, & 9jL said Miller.

t promotions '1 Miller is elated with the

j* .Inter-Campus Programs ID/Discount ^ pr0gress of his women swim-

I -location staff for complete \ mers saying that they had "fan-

m assistance. % tastic times" in their last two

J .All taxes, tips, & service charges I mee ts and should be on their

jj$ included. f»

Tpr-i
SPRING BREAK l|

dayTonTBeach
\

way to an "excellent state meet."

1 llC TA; The members who have already

119 '

I 204?°' ^qualified for nationals are

WITHOUT KUNSWBTHIfX WITH TRANSP0WMK*

Mappy
\/<3len1ine I

Day

for information and reservations

*T

^.Jushchyshyn, Gibbons, and

L ' Kruse for the women and Darby

o5$ and Sheets for the men.
Denlse Bump 226-3995W ^ pSACs ^ ^m pJace

v *r£v^
KePner 226"3821 T at West Chester on February 17

JJ/J Florida Palms Resort through 20.

Fox's Pizza Den
Medium Cheese Pizza $4.00 plus tax

All Day Delivery

Expires 2/28/93
226-5555
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Eagles approach crossroads in conference play
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Is there really such a thing as a

turning point? Is there really a

chance that one single event can

totally reverse the fortunes of a

sports team? The Pittsburgh

Steelers could not solve the jinx

of the Oakland Raiders until an

"Immaculate" January day in

1973. Did Frenchy Fuqua's one

moment of pain lead to four

Super Bowl trophies in six

years? Did one Dwight Clark

"catch" vault the San Francisco

49ers into football immortality?

Well, if there is such a thing as

a turning point, the Clarion

Golden Eagles seem to be

approaching that moment. The

Eagles are 2-2 after their first

four conference games and will

now find themselves basking in

the friendly confines of Tippin

Gymnasium for three straight

home contests. Furthermore, the

three teams coming into Clarion

just happen to sport the top three

records in the PSAC.

The Golden Eagles placed

themselves in this pivotal posi-

tion by salvaging a split in their

two road games this past week.

First, the Lock Haven Bald

Eagles welcomed Clarion to

town.

The hosts ungraciously led

throughout the first half until a

Dave Wojciechowski three-point

bomb boosted the Golden Eagles

ahead 39-37. Clarion increased

the lead to 68-61 late in half

number two, but a Lock Haven

trey followed by a break-away

dunk violently sliced the lead to

two.

With 21 seconds remaining,

Kwame Morton drained two free

throws to place the score at 70-

66. Then, Brian Paige proved

why he is Clarion's most valu-

able defensive player. The

Mercyhurst transfer bravely

maintained his position and drew

a crucial charge to disallow a

Bald Eagle hoop and give

Clarion the ball and the win.

Wojciechowski put the game

away as he converted all four of

his free throw attempts, and the

final was set at 74-66.

Head Coach Ron Righter

called the win a "blue-collar

effort," and it included a 19

point, 10 steal performance from

Roy Bumoskey, and an 1 1 point,

10 rebound outburst from Chris

Boone. Morton added 18 points,

and Wojciechowski filtered 10

assists to contribute to the team

effort. The win placed Clarion at

2-1 and set the stage for a classic

confrontation in Shippensburg
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Be prepared: Chris Boone (42)

play.

on Saturday.

The Raiders entered the game

with more than just the home

court advantage. Clarion's sec-

ond leading scorer Roy
Bumoskey was serving a one

game suspension for violating

team rules, and the Eagles need-

ed to find another reservoir from

which to draw. Defensive

demon Brian Paige was thirsty.

Paige scored a season-high 16

to pick up the scoring slack and,

combined with Morton's 23

point effort, kept the Eagles

within striking distance through-

out the evening.

A 31-28 halftime advantage

quickly turned sour for the

Eagles in the second stanza. A
Shippensburg run to start the

second half became the first of

six lead changes, but when Brian

Rehm scored with just over three

minutes to play, the Raiders led

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

and the Eagles are lacing up their high-tops in preparation for a crucial week of conference

61-59, and they were ahead to

stay.

The 73-70 setback dropped the

Eagles to 2-2 as they prepared

for the first of three home games.

Wednesday's game pitted

Clarion against arch-rival

Slippery Rock. Saturday night's

tilt finds the Eagles taking on

IUP, and next Wednesday, the

Blue and Gold face the

California Vulcans.

Clarion versus Slippery Rock

has turned into a rivalry for the

ages. Ever since Dave

Wojciechowski' s "shot heard

round the world" beat NBA-
bound Myron Brown and the

Rock, this game has provided the

intensity one would expect from

a NCAA Final Four battle.

IUP is still sore from the beat-

ing suffered in the PSAC-West

Championship football game and

will look to put a hurting on the

Eagles. The Indians are certain-

ly capable of that, as their aver-

age margin of victory is 16

points, eighth best in the country.

California has already defeated

the Blue and Gold once, and,

with a win in Tippin, the

Vulcans could swoop in for the

kill in the PSAC-West. Ray

Gutierrez is the third leading

scorer in the nation averaging

27.8 points per contest. He is

also seventh in the nation in free-

throw percentage (88.9%) and

nasty from three-point range (5.5

per game).

The Eagles' destiny could be

shaped by one possession in one 4

of these three games.

"It's caught out of the air.

The ball is pulled in by Franco

Harris, and he is running for a

touchdown for Pittsburgh."???

C LARtOH V E'RSUS I NtHAttA

SATURWH 8< P.M.

lippiH Gymnasium
Be imRti

AUTO CARE
Computerized Diagnostics

Major, General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT, JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4624

South 5th Avenue

Clarion, PA 16214

Scholarship School Supplies.

64 Merle St., Clarion 226-8832

Ideas for student teachers

Thematic units

Whole language management
Education majors K thru 6

Teacher Created Materials

WE ARE THE TEACHER'S FRIEND!

Open Mon.-Fri. 2PM-8PM

Help Wanted
SPEND THE SUMMER IN THE
BEAUTIFUL CATSKILL
MOUNTAINS OF NEW YORK.
ACHIEVE A CHALLENGING
AND REWARDING SUMMER
EXPERIENCE WORKING IN A
RESIDENTIAL CAMPUS FOR
ADULTS WITH PHYSICAL
AND DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES. POSITIONS
AVAILABLE: COUNSELORS,
CABIN LEADERS, PROGRAM
LEADERS. ALL STUDENTS
ARE ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY. SEASON DATES JUNE
1 UNTIL AUGUST 19. GOOD
SALARY, ROOM AND BOARD,
AND SOME TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. CALL MARCffi

AT (301) 422-9454 FOR
INFORMATION OR WRITE TO
CAMP JENED, P.O. BOX 483.

RPCL ROCK HILL, NY 12775

(914) 434-2220.

The position of student trustee is going

to be open next semester. For all

interested, please pick up an

application in the Student Senate

office or call Crystal at 226-8469 for

any questions.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn $2,000+/month+world travel

(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean, etc.).

Holiday, Summer and Career

employment available. No experience

necessary. For employment program

call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5246.

250 Counselors and Instructors

needed! Coed summer camp in

Pocono Mountains, Pennsylvania.

Lohikan, Box 234 CC, Kenilworth,

NJ 07033 (908)276-0998.

SUMMER JOBS

ALL LAND/WATER SPORTS
PRESTIGE CHILDRENS' CAMPS
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS

NEAR LAKE PLACID
CALL 1-800-786-8373

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.

sorority, team, club, etc. pitches

in just one hour and your group

can raise 51.000 in just a few

days! Plus a chance to earn

51,000 for yourself! No cost.

No obligation 1-800-932-0528,

ext. 65.

Free trip to Cancun, Mexico.

Organize a small group and travel

free as a college rep with sun

bound vacations. Prices start

from $419.00. Complete packages

includes round trip jet service,

hotel transfers, 7 nights hotel,

beach parties, daily sunshine,

exotic nightlife, tequila happy

hour and much more. For the

best value and the most fun filled

spring break package call (800)

SUN TREK or (800) 786-8735 for

further details and reservation.

Sales & Services

***lrue Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose

from 50 colors. Located in Sligo,

PA, 10 miles South of Clarion. Call

for appointments after 5:00 p.m.

358-2715.

Announcements
Student Teacher/Externship-

Internship Registration

All students in the college of

Education and Human Services who

expect to student teach or complete

an externship/internship Fall 1993

must register by Monday, February 8

in the Office of Field Services, 127

Stevens between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30

p.m.

GRE EXAMS -CLARION
UNIVERSITY WILL BE GIVING
THE GRE EXAM ON APRIL 17,

1993. SIGN UP NOW. PICK UP A
GRE BOOKLET IN THE GRAD
OFFICE (108 CARRIER). SUBMIT
FORMS AND PAYMENT TO DR.

ZIELINSKI (234 PEIRCE) NO
LATER THAN FEBRUARY 10.

FOR SALE: Small deep fry cooker,

4 cup coffee maker, hot air popcorn

popper, microwave coffee/tea maker

& single hamburger cooker. All

excellent condition. $20.00 takes all!

227-2759,

Alumni Association Scholarship

applications are available at the

Alumni House. Ten $300

scholarships will be awarded. Full-

time undergraduate students who

have completed at least 16 credit

hours and will not be graduating

before the semester following

application are eligible.

Applications are due by Wednesday,

February 24 by 4:00 p.m.

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN
WITH COLLEGE TOURS!
GUARANTEED PRICES, BEST
HOTELS AND $150.00 IN FREE
BENEFITS. CALL 1-800-959-

4SUN.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES. . . .$200, 86 VW. .

.$50, 87 MERCEDES. . $100, 65

MUSTANG. . .$50, Coose from

thousands starting $50. FREE
information-24 Hour Hotline. 801-

379-2929 Copyright # PA027910

Attention Jr. & first sem. Sr.

Accounting Majors: Full-time &
part-time internships are available

for Summer '93. Applications are

available in 334 Still. A minimum

QPA of 3.0 is expected (overall).

DEADLINE: 2/8/93

Roommates & Rentals

Nice furnished apartments available

for fall-spring. Ideal locations. Two

blocks from campus. 764-3690.

BLESSING OF ENGAGED
COUPLES at 6:00 p.m. Sunday

mass on February 14th! Celebrate

your engagement with your friends

and classmates on Valentine's Day.

For more information call Father

Monty at 226-6869.

Apartments for groups of 2, 3 and 4.

226-6867.

Now renting for summer and fall.

New completely furnished

apartments for 4 people. Two
locations. Call 354-2992.

Spring Break:
CANCUN, NASSAU

from $299
Organ ize a small group for FREE trip

CALL 1 (800) GET-SUN--1

FREE j
Membership with this coupon %4*

Wilkinson TV & Video **

44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies
Jk

T

hot dog
1

Jiouse 17S. 6th Ave.

Monster Lunch Special

TWO HOT DOGS
LARGE DRINK
LARGE NACHOS

$2.35 + .15 TAX
MON-SAT11 AM-3PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM

NiteOvv! Special 3/S1.88

House for rent on Greenville Ave.

Fall/Spring '93-'94. Call 226-8010.

Nice houses and apartments

available for fall 1993. Evenings

226-8617.

Nice houses and apartments

available for summer 1993.

Evenings 226-8617.

Remodled 2 and 3 bedroom mobile

homes for rent. Available for summer,

fall, and spring '94. Call 227-2800.

Nice quiet furnished apartment for 3 or

4giris. 226-8225.

College Park Apartments now signing

for fall, 1993 and spring 1994

semesters. Utilities included,

furnished. Call 226-7092.

Apartments available for 4 people for

fall '93/spring '94 semesters. One

block from campus. Also, summer

opening for 1 to 4 people. Leave

message at 226-5917.

Personals
Happy Birthday to the two best

roommates at 59 Wilson Ave. In

honor, we invite you to a roller skating

party. Meet us downstairs. Susan and

Dana you're great! Love Marrilyn and

Jen.

Theta Chi,

Thanks for the great mixer. Looking

forward to doing it again. Love, Tri-

Sigma

I would like to thank my roommates,

Julie and Heather, all my friends, my
sisters of ASA especially Kathy

Sheaffer and the brothers of AXP who

have been there for me this past week

I appreciate all the help and support. I

love you all. Love, Csuhta

Tri-Sigma would like to wish Phi

Delta Theta good luck being

established here at Clarion.

Jenn,

Keep up the GREAT work during rush.

Love, your Sigma Sisters.

ZTA-Kirstin S.-Happy "21st"

Birthday and Happy Belated Birthday

to Jodi S! Love, your Sisters

To the brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa-

Thanks for the great "golf mixer we

had so much fun getting holes in one!!

Love, the Zetas

FREE TRIPS AND
MONEY!!

Individuals and Student

Organizations

WANTED
to promote the Hottest Spring

Break Destinations,

call the nation's leader.

Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013

AXP-We danced and partied the night

away, anxiously awaiting Superbowl

Sunday. Even though we couldn't

decide on who might win. We'll have

to be sure to do this again! Love, the

Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha

Theta Phi Alpha would like to

congratulate its newest sisters: Sara

Cottone, Ami Miller, Mellony Marsh,

Tracy Wolfe, Lisa Muzzey, Jen Wilson

and Frances Spadofora. We love you!

Love, your Theta Phi Alpha Sisters

The Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha would

like to wish all of the sororities and

fraternities good luck during rush.

To our sweetheart Kerry, have a great

22nd birthday! We love you! Love,

the Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha

Theta Phi Alpha would like to

welcome Mary Jo Anderson our

chapter governor to Clarion.

Good luck to the Spring '93 pledge

class and thanks to those who
participated and helped with the rush

parties.

Spring '93 pledge class: Theresa

Niles, Brittany Swinehart, Janie Rager,

Amy Brindle, Cathy Mink, Mick

Byrnes, Amy Mink, Terri Steigelman,

Denny Rifenberrick, Dennis Hall,

Brian Hoover. The Brothers of Alphi

Phi Omega

Play bas, guitar or sing rock? Bored

with playing along with albums? Join a

band, make money, have fun playing

live! Jeremy 6--3019 or Rob 7-2061.

To the Sisters of Tri Sigs. You can

rock our boat any night! Thanks for a

great mixer! The Brothers of Phi

Sigma Kappa

To the ZETA Sisters, You can play

with our clubs anytime! Thanks for

the best golf mixer! Brothers of Phi

Sigma Kappa

Welcome back Greeks! Have a great

semester! The Sisters of Delta Phi

Epsilon

Happy 21st B-days Tracey and

Angela. Happy B-day Merritt and

Holly. Love, your Sisters of D Phi E

Congratulations on your engagement

Betsy! We love You! Your Sisters of D
PhiE

Good luck to all the rushees for formal

Rush '93. Have fun! The Sisters of D
PhiE

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST OTME WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-800-

950-1037, Ext. 25.
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Sports Opinion

Forget Madden, here's your All-Q Team
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

If he's caught hiding in the

cheerleaders' locker room, he's

on my team. Give me that lefty

primadonna. Give me that bub-

ble helmet guy. Give me him.

Give me the pigskin. Give me
Dennis Leary as the referee with

the microphone. Give me the

All-Q football team.

The rules are that there are no

rules. I can pick whoever the

hell I want from anywhere.

They don't have to have any

prior experience in football.

My team probably wouldn't

beat Madden's, but it would def-

initely outdraw him in the atten-

dance category.

They don't get little miniature

statues or sweatsuits for being an

All-Q, but just being on this

team is reward enough.

I have $100 million dollars to

pay my players. Whatever I

don't spend, I get to keep.

Quarterback- Steve Young
of the 49ers is my obvious

choice as starter. Anybody who
can make Joe Montana sit his ass

down on the bench deserves to

be an All-Q selection. This
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year's NFL MVP led the league

in passing efficiency for the sec-

ond straight season, runs as well

as he heaves and can take a

pounding. He would be asked to

pass 40-50 times a game.

Jim McMahon will be my
backup. He won't cause any
controversy with gripes about

starting. His only task will be to

model his headband that will say

"Free Mike Tyson."

Backs- Only two key backs

and they are going to alternate as

the lone fullback in my offensive

set-up. Tom Rathman of the

Niners and Daryl Johnston of the

Cowboys are my go-to-guys on

fourth downs and less than ten

yards to go. The All-Q team

doesn't punt, ever.

Receivers- Jerry Rice is the

greatest receiver of all time. He
will be Young's primary target.

A couple of nails, Buffalo's Don
Beebe and Chicago's Tom
Waddle, will join Rice in the

starting lineup. Atlanta's Deion

Sanders and Pittsburgh's Rod
Woodson will get their shot on

offense by playing iron-man

football and alternating every

possession. Who cares if Young
hangs these guys out to dry,

injury reserve would be nothing

new to them.

Chicago running back Brad

Muster will switch over to start

on the All-Q team at tight end.

Who cares if he does the job

blocking, as long as he keeps his

hands on passes.

To make our games a little bit

more exciting, I'm going to bring

in the Washington Redskins'

offensive line to do the job.

They were banged up all season

long, but I'm sure the fans would

appreciate seeing Young scram-

ble a little bit more since he does

it so well. When Young's bruis-

es start to get bigger or if he

breaks a bone, I'll bring in

Carlton Haselrig of the Steelers

or Lincoln Kennedy of

Washington University to do a

little blocking.

Offensive coordinator-

Former Steeler head coach

Chuck Noll wilf serve at this

position and as the head coach.

He has had much success in the

past and deserves to coach again.

Of course, he will have to gel

with the defensive coordinator

Al Bundy, if he hopes to have

any success.

Defense- Bundy will throw a

backyard style at opponents. His

defense will line up wherever

they want, sometimes having ten

or eleven men start at the line of

scrimmage. There will be no

set-up, their final objective is

only to watch opponents leave

on a stretcher.

These eleven will start no mat-

ter what condition they are in:

Bruce Smith, Cornelius Bennett,

Reggie White, Junior Seau,

Leslie O'Neal, Derrick Thomas,

Mark Kelso and Woodson,
Sanders, Brian Jordan and Deion

Figures out of Colorado in the

secondary. Jordan may prefer

baseball but the All-Q team can

be pretty alluring.

The All-Q returners will be

led by Sanders and Woodson.

A few honorable mention play-

ers include former NFL and

Arena Football QB Art Schlicter,

former Delta Chi intramural

standout Jeff Conner, Steelers

nose tackle Gary Howe and the

NBA's Shaqille O'Neal as a full-

back or something. He must

have played the game?

The Swedish Bikini Team will

do the cheering. Music by

Metallica. The halftime show

will feature dancing monkeys.

The All-Q team, the greatest

show on earth. Did I mention
that Myron Cope is the announc-

er?

College Park Apartments

Now signing for Fall 1 993 and
Spring 1 994 semesters

utilities included, furnished

call 226-7092
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by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Two university students

reportedly fell victim to an

armed robber while walking

through the middle of campus

over the weekend.

A male and a female student

were walking together on Page

Street in front of Chandler

Dining Hall around 12:17 a.m.

on Saturday when two

individuals wearing ski masks

and dark clothing allegedly

seized the male student from

behind. One of the assailants

supposedly put a semi-automatic

pistol to the back of his head and

forced him to lie on the ground

and give up his wallet. The

female student was ordered to

keep walking.

According to Public Safety,

one attacker was described as

being approximately 6 feet 3

inches tall, over 200 lbs. and of

large build. He was wearing

black pants, a black hooded

sweatshirt and a long black

jacket falling to about knee level.

He spoke in a deep voice.

The second assailant wore

exactly the same clothes, was

about 6 feet tall and did not talk

during the incident. Both had on

dark ski masks.

The two escaped in the

direction of Givan Hall and the

campus water tower with a

wallet containing $30, a driver's

license and credit cards.

Clarion Borough Police and

Pennsylvania State Police out of

Shippenville were also called in

on the incident. Public Safety

will handle the investigation.

Borough Police Chief R. Eric

Shaeffer referred all inquiries to

Public Safety, as did the state

police. The Resident Director on

duty that night was also notified,

as was student affairs.

According to university

statistics, the last actual weapons

offense took place in 1989,

although statistics for 1992 were
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Debbie Huffman/Clarion Call

Two students reported an armed robbery that allegedly took place on Page street, in front

of Chandler Dining Hall, in the center of campus. A male student was grabbed from behind

and had the barrel of a gun put to the back of his head during the holdup.

unavailable.

Nationwide, campus crime

rates are reportedly on the rise,

although not with the same

rapidity as overall U.S. rates,

said a report by the International

Association of Campus Law
Enforcement Administrators.

The report said there was an

average of 71.8 violent

crimes—murder, rape, robbery

or aggravated assault— per

100,000 students, in comparison

with 758.1 violent crimes per

100,000 people in the nation as a

whole. The crime survey was

conducted at 400 colleges and

universities that are members of

the association. These

institutions represent only 13

percent of all U.S. higher

education facilities, but 40

percent of all college students.

Colleges with less than 5,000

students reported the highest

violent crime rate, with over 100

per 100,000 students. Schools

with over 15,000 students had

the lowest rate, with 45.7.

Clarion's statistics report that

in 1991, there were only two

violent crimes during that year,

both aggravated assaults. These

figures only take into account

crimes reported on campus for

which there was a conviction.

"You will find crime on almost

any college campus. You have a

large concentration of people and

valuable property, and the 17-25

age group is the most highly

victimized in the nation," said

Bill Whitman, director of the

Campus Safety and Security

Institute.

National statistics as reported

by College Press Service show:

one out of every four college

women has been raped or

sexually assaulted, 95 percent of

violent crime on campus is

related to drugs or alcohol and

80 percent of campus crime

involves student against student.

It is most likely that rape and

sexual assault are the most

underreported.

Mary Koss, a professor at the

University of Arizona,

conducted a survey in 1985, in

which 15.4 percent of college

women surveyed said they could

recall an incident since their 14th

birthdays that met the legal

definition of rape. Koss' survey

also found that less than 5

percent of college rape victims

reported the assaults.

Celebrating over 70 years as a student nezuspape
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by Jon Q. Siller

Sports Editor

If he's caught hiding in the

cheerleaders' locker room, he's

on my team. Give me that lefty

primadonna. Give me that bub-

ble helmet guy. Give me him.

Give me the pigskin. Give me
Dennis Leary as the referee with

the microphone. Give me the

All-Q football team.

Madden
The rules are that there are no

rules. I can pick whoever the

hell I want from anywhere.
They don't have to have any

prior experience in football.

My team probably wouldn't

beat Madden's, but it would def-

initely outdraw him in the atten-

dance category.

They don't get little miniature

statues or sweatsuits for being an

All-Q, but just being on this

team is reward enough.

I have $100 million dollars to

pay my players. Whatever I

don't spend, 1 get to keep.

Quarterback- Steve Young
of the 49ers is my obvious
choice as starter. Anybody who
can make Joe Montana sit his ass

down on the bench deserves to

be an All-Q selection. This

-Q Team
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year's NFL MVP led the league

in passing efficiency for the sec-

ond straight season, runs as well

as he heaves and can take a

pounding. He would be asked to

pass 40-50 times a game.

Jim McMahon will be my
backup. He won't cause any
controversy with gripes about

starting. His only task will be to

model his headband that will say

"Free Mike Tyson."

Backs- Only two key backs

and they are going to alternate as

the lone fullback in my offensive

set-up. Tom Rathman of the

Niners and Daryl Johnston of the

Cowboys are my go-to-guys on

fourth downs and less than ten

yards to go. The All-Q team

doesn't punt, ever.

Receivers- Jerry Rice is the

greatest receiver of all time. He
will be Young's primary target.

A couple of nails, Buffalo's Don
Beebe and Chicago's Tom
Waddle, will join Rice in the

starting lineup. Atlanta's Deion

Sanders and Pittsburgh's Rod
Woodson will get their shot on
offense by playing iron-man

football and alternating every

possession. Who cares if Young
hangs these guys out to dry,

injury reserve would be nothing

new to them.

Chicago running back Brad

Muster will switch over to start

on the All-Q team at tight end.

Who cares if he does the job
blocking, as long as he keeps his

hands on passes.

To make our games a little bit

more exciting, I'm going to bring

in the Washington Redskins'

offensive line to do the job.

They were banged up all season

long, but I'm sure the fans would

appreciate seeing Young scram-

ble a little bit more since he does

it so well. When Young's bruis-

es start to get bigger or if he

breaks a bone, I'll bring in

Carlton Haselrig of the Steelers

or Lincoln Kennedy of

Washington University to do a

little blocking.

Offensive coordinator-
Former Steeler head coach
Chuck Noll will serve at this

position and as the head coach.

He has had much success in the

past and deserves to coach again.

Of course, he will have to gel

with the defensive coordinator

Al Bundy, if he hopes to have

any success.

Defense- Bundy will throw a

backyard style at opponents. His

defense will line up wherever
they want, sometimes having ten

or eleven men start at the line of

scrimmage. There will be no

set-up, their final objective is

only to watch opponents leave

on a stretcher.

These eleven will start no mat-

ter what condition they are in:

Bruce Smith, Cornelius Bennett,

Reggie White, Junior Seau,

Leslie O'Neal, Derrick Thomas,
Mark Kelso and Woodson,
Sanders, Brian Jordan and Deion

Figures out of Colorado in the

secondary. Jordan may prefer

baseball but the All-Q team can

be pretty alluring.

The All-Q returners will be

led by Sanders and Woodson.

A few honorable mention play-

ers include former NFL and
Arena Football QB Art Schlicter,

former Delta Chi intramural

standout Jeff Conner, Steelers

nose tackle Gary Howe and the

NBA's Shaqille O'Neal as a full-

back or something. He must
have played the game?

The Swedish Bikini Team will

do the cheering. Music by

Metallica. The halftime show
will feature dancing monkeys.

The All-Q team, the greatest

show on earth. Did I mention
that Myron Cope is the announc-
er?

College Park Apartments

Now signing for Fall 1 993 and
Spring 1 994 semesters

utilities included, furnished

call 226-7092
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by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Two university students

reportedly fell victim to an

armed robber while walking

through the middle of campus

over the weekend.

A male and a female student

were walking together on Page

Street in front of Chandler

Dining Hall around 12:17 a.m.

on Saturday when two

individuals wearing ski masks

and dark clothing allegedly

seized the male student from

behind. One of the assailants

supposedly put a semi-automatic

pistol to the back of his head and

forced him to lie on the ground

and give up his wallet. The

female student was ordered to

keep walking.

According to Public Safety,

one attacker was described as

being approximately 6 feet 3

inches tall, over 200 lbs. and of

large build. He was wearing

black pants, a black hooded

sweatshirt and a long black

jacket falling to about knee level.

He spoke in a deep voice.

The second assailant wore

exactly the same clothes, was

about 6 feet tall and did not talk

during the incident. Both had on

dark ski masks.

The two escaped in the

direction of Givan Hall and the

campus water tower with a

wallet containing $30, a driver's

license and credit cards.

Clarion Borough Police and

Pennsylvania State Police out of

Shippenville were also called in

on the incident. Public Safety

will handle the investigation.

Borough Police Chief R. Eric

Shaeffer referred all inquiries to

Public Safety, as did the state

police. The Resident Director on

duty that night was also notified,

as was student affairs.

According to university

statistics, the last actual weapons

offense took place in 1989,

although statistics for 1992 were

Debbie Huffman/Clarion Call

Two students reported an armed robbery that allegedly took place on Page street, in front

of Chandler Dining Hall, in the center of campus. A male student was grabbed from behind
and had the barrel of a gun put to the back of his head during the holdup.

unavailable.

Nationwide, campus crime

rates are reportedly on the rise,

although not with the same

rapidity as overall U.S. rates,

said a report by the International

Association of Campus Law
Enforcement Administrators.

The report said there was an

average of 71.8 violent

crimes—murder, rape, robbery

or aggravated assault— per

100,000 students, in comparison

with 758.1 violent crimes per

100,000 people in the nation as a

whole. The crime survey was

conducted at 400 colleges and

universities that are members of

the association. These

institutions represent only 13

percent of all U.S. higher

education facilities, but 40

percent of all college students.

Colleges with less than 5,000

students reported the highest

violent crime rate, with over 100

per 100,000 students. Schools

with over 15,000 students had

the lowest rate, with 45.7.

Clarion's statistics report that

in 1991, there were only two

violent crimes during that year,

both aggravated assaults. These

figures only take into account

crimes reported on campus for

which there was a conviction.

"You will find crime on almost

any college campus. You have a

large concentration of people and

valuable property, and the 17-25

age group is the most highly

victimized in the nation," said

Bill Whitman, director of the

Campus Safety and Security

Institute.

National statistics as reported

by College Press Service show:

one out of every four college

women has been raped or

sexually assaulted, 95 percent of

violent crime on campus is

related to drugs or alcohol and

80 percent of campus crime

involves student against student.

It is most likely that rape and

sexual assault are the most

underreported.

Mary Koss, a professor at the

University of Arizona,

conducted a survey in 1985, in

which 15.4 percent of college

women surveyed said they could

recall an incident since their 14th

birthdays that met the legal

definition of rape. Koss' survey

also found that less than 5

percent of college rape victims

reported the assaults.
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THE WAY I SEE IT

FeanrresFeafflfes Editor

"The best years

of our lives?
M

I became conscious of the long

needle penetrating my soft, torn

skin. 'Mom, I'm sorry' were
words I muttered as I started

coming to reality. The policeman

came into the emergency room
for my arrest. He asked me if 'I

had been drinking', and I said

'yes', and then I signed a

declaration paper admitting to

my crime.

I couldn't very well deny that I

was not drinking because my
blood alcohol level was .15%. In

Pennsylvania, if the level is over

.10% a person is considered

legally drunk.

I was 18 years old and

convicted as an adult because I

was drunk when I got behind the

wheel of a car. There are severe

charges for Drinking Under the

Influence (DUI) . This is my
story. It can happen to anyone

even a teenager, like me;
everyone pays the consequences.

It was the day after Easter. A
friend and I decided to go out

and party because we didn't have

school the next day. We were

drinking and partying at some
friend's house when we had to

go home. I was a mile from my
home when I pulled out into an

intersection and hit a ditch; that

impact blew out my tire. My
friend, who had her seatbelt on,

said I bounced to her side of the

car. Then I hit the front

windshield because I wasn't

wearing my seatbelt. We ended

up crossing the road and hitting a

telephone pole.

One of my very good friends

came upon the scene of the,

accident. When he found me
shoved underneath the

dashboard, he looked at my
friend and asked if she was all

right. My friends checked my
pulse to make sure I was alive.

Finally the ambulance and my

Debbie Huffman

father came to the scene, and
from there my friend and I were

transferred to the hospital.

As I lay in the hospital for over

a week, I knew I had been

arrested, and I couldn't imagine

what lay ahead for a teenage

high school student. I suffered

lacerations on my face and
knees, and I had a concussion.

My friend suffered no major

injuries. All that was running

through my mind was, "I could

have killed my best friend and

could have been convicted of

(cont. on pg. 4)

Ahhh, love. One of the most

powerful forces in the world.

And it is this time of the year

that is dedicated specifically to

love. I'm talking about

Valentine's Day. It is a chance

for you to make your love

known to that certain special

person, or blow it forever! I

don't want to scare you, but if

you don't go about it the right

way, it will never happen for

you. In fact that's why I'm

writing, to help the

unexperienced guy so he doesn't

mess up.

What is this thing called love?

Not even the top scientists can

figure out what causes these

"feelings." Websters calls it

attraction based on sexual

desires. It's crazy. It can make
you do the stupidest things. I've

seen guys spend all their money
and not even think twice about it.

You take the biggest, strongest,

most ferocious man you know
and put him around a girl he

likes and he'll turn into a

pussycat. Some people would
rather die than live without the

one they love.

But for those who can't figure

it out, love sucks!! You seem to

get kicked in the face by every

person you approach, but still

never seem to give up.

And because no one knows
what causes people to act this

way, what do we do? We give it

a holiday. A day completely

dedicated to this emotion, so that

everyone can walk around and

act like a complete buffoon to

the one you like this year.

Sadness is an emotion, but it

doesn't have its own holiday.

Which brings me to the reason

for this story. If you are

celebrating Valentine's Day here

is a list of "Don'ts" for the man
to read. If you follow this it

could save you a lot of hassle

later.

1. Don't wait until Valentine's

Day to announce that you're

going on spring break with your

buddies.

2. Don't buy her any aerobic

workout tapes or anything to do

with fitness or weight loss.

She'll think it is a hint.

3. Don't buy clothing that is

the wrong size. Either way, too

big or too small, you're screwed.

(Or maybe, not screwed).

4. Don't wait until half time of

the basketball game to take her

out.(skip the game this week.

There's always videotape).

5. No personal hygiene

products. Those are "stocking

stuffers".

6. Don't buy them something

you know they can't use, but you

can. (You'll get caught for sure).

7. Finally, Don't forget it's on

Sunday! Happy Valentine's Day!

II

Re-evaluation of the

new presidents house

Dear Editor:

"Something is rotten in the

state of Denmark." True, but

maybe the phrase should read,

"Something is rotten at the

campus of Clarion University." I

read the article in last week's

Call concerning the construction

of the $890,000 presidential

house, and I am nothing short of

being enraged. Quite frankly, I

think this project is a prime

example of what the campus

does not need. If built, the

presidential house is going to be

the university's "white elephant"

and ultimate downfall.

Maybe I am just an

undergraduate student with no

knowledge of how a school

should be run, but I am a

student, and I am attending

college to receive an education.

Two key words I would like to

point out are "student" and

"education." How is the new

presidential building going to

benefit me. . ^or other students

for that matter? In the future I do

not want to have to say (or do I

ever intend on saying), "Oh yes,

our campus has beautiful living

quarters for our president, but it

took me five years to finish my
bachelor's degree because

programs and classes were cut.

But that is okay, the important

fact is that Clarion has that

'magnificent building'." Right.

People come to college to

receive an education- - not to

admire the campus buildings.

It seems as if trustees Dr. Dana

Still, Dr. Syed Ali-Zaidi, Joseph

Harvey, Raleigh Robertson and

Paul Weaver are saying,

"Education is important, but the

construction of this building

takes precedence over other

matters (e.g. courses, repairs,

hiring of staff)." Is this true?

That is how the situation appears

to quite a few students and

myself. If not, I stand to be

corrected. Dr. Still seems to

believe the project is feasible

and needed. Possibly it (the

project) is feasible, but students

are going to be paying for it.

Does the board realize there are

not enough funds to sustain

them. Well, it just does not seem

O
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right to say that there is not

enough money to keep this and

this course, but there is enough

money to construct a $890,000

building. Also, the figure I have

been using (890,000) is just an

estimate. No one knows how

much this "wonderful sinkhole"

is going to cost in the end. The

final amount could be more, or

it could be less. Does the board

of trustees realize the university

is currently having economic

problems?

"It will also provide job

opportunities during

construction and will greatly

conform to Main Street

renovation and beautification,"

claims Ali-Zaidi. Great! I will

not deny that job opportunities

are important, but once again

the students will be paying for

the employees' salaries.

Is the board of trustees aware

that some student workers have

taken a reduction in job hours

because there is not enough

money to pay us, keep the

hours and keep the university

afloat at the same time? Are

student workers supposed to

take reduced hours and "give"

the rest of our hours to the

construction workers? Most

student workers depend on their

workstudy jobs to help them

pay for college. Yes, there are

some of us that actually cannot

afford an increase in tuition and

support fees.

I chose to come to Clarion

because of small classes, quality

program, and affordable tuition.

The construction of this structure

is going to nullify those

attributes which made Clarion

my choice of schools.

Just remember, it is our (the

students of Clarion University)

money that you ( the board of

trustees) are spending. Yes,

Clarion needs to expand and yes

, Moore Hall is quite old, but I

think our educational needs

should be the priority at hand.

This inane idea that Clarion

needs a new presidential house

should not be the university's

main concern. Let me merely

suggest that the situation be re-

evaluated, and that repairs be

made, classes be restored and

quality instructors be hired

before spending money mat we,

the students (and the university)

do not have.

Lynn Baluh, student

A call for

university action

Dear Editor:

I think it is time to call the

university to action. Students

and employees of Clarion

University need to adopt the

protest feelings of the 60s and

apply it to the 90s. What am I

talking about?

As you probably already know,

Clarion University's Board of

Trustees have passed a

resolution to build a $890,000

home for the president. What

hasn't been published is that

over $51,000 has already been

Fox's Pizza Den
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All Day Delivery

Expires 2/28/93 226-5555
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,0%
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spent for architectural design.

This new house will also cost the

operating budget of the

university $50,000 to $75,000 a

year.

Contrary to what many

students think, tuition will not

increase to cover the cost of the

new presidential home. Tuition

is set at a state level and does not

account for any individual

university expense. So how is

this house going to be paid for?

A bond issue! That is where the

draw on the budget of $50,000 to

$75,000 a year comes into play.

This draw on the budget will be

assessed for the duration of the

bond issue.

If the issue is for 15 years than

the dollar amount will be

deducted for 15 years.

Unfortunately the cost per year

doesn't end at this amount.

There will be a large increase in

property taxes and home owner

insurance, an additional expense

not mentioned.

Why should the students and

employees be concerned? A
graduation fee and a 6 percent

increase in instructional support

fee have been assessed because

the university cannot keep its

level of services without them.

Larger class sizes, more

responsibilites for staff, the

university doesn't have the funds

to meet staffing needs but a new

house can be afforded!

These things and others have

all happened within the last year.

Now with this proposal these

problems are guaranteed to be

worsened.

The $1.4 million of deferred

maintenance will increase,

classes will be larger, fewer

services like library hours and

more public responsibilities for

faculty and staff will result. Is

this what the people of Clarion

University want? I don't!

The trustees say they are

looking-out for the future of

Clarion University. I say they are

looking to the future at the

expense of the present.

Don't let the quality of

education and work experience

fall at the expense of a future

house the president doesn't even

want. Join the masses and

protest. Write a letter to the State

System of Higher Education,

who has to make the next

approval.

(cont. on pg. 4)
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manslaughter." What I went

through was hard to deal with

emotionally, physically and

psychologically.

A couple of weeks after getting

out of the hospital, a preliminary

hearing was set with the district

magistrate. At this hearing, the

policemen who arrested me

testified that 1 had been drunk. I

ended up pleading guilty to the

charges filed against me. The

next step was going in front of

the judge at the county

courthouse.

A month before my hearing I

had to meet with a case worker

who gave me a Court Reporting

Network (CRN) test. A CRN test

is a test all DU1 offenders must

take. This test would determine

whether an offender needs

alcohol counseling for a drinking

problem.

The test was a one on one

question/answer type test. I

found out right before the court

hearing that I failed my CRN
test. This meant I had to go

through another series of tests to

determine if 1 needed help with a

drinking problem.

On June 13, 1989, 1 enter into

the courtroom with eight other

people convicted of crimes like

mine. These people in court were

all in their late 30s. There I was,

18-years-old, standing with

people who stole, were convicted

for DUI's for the third time and

people who were convicted for

Letters from the.

.

(cont. from pg. 3)

Write your concerns to:

Dr. James H. McCormick,

Chancellor

state System of Higher

Education

P.O. Box 809

301 Market Street

Harrisburg, PA 17108

This is your chance to make a

stand and unite in a protest for

the quality of your life. If you

have never voiced your opinion,

now is the time to take action!

Now is the time to stand up to

the uncaring tyrants ruling your

college life. Do your part and

protest for the betterment of your

life!

Eric I). Reed

Senior

Psychology and management

major

Hide Park
(cont. from pg. 2)

assault and battery. I felt out of

place because I was a first time

offender, and they were part of

the crime-ridden world.

Then it was my turn to stand in

front of the judge with my
appointed lawyer. The judge in

his black robe towered above

me, looking at me through his

wire glasses that were at the end

of his nose.

He asked me, as he looked at

my CRN report, "Do you think

you're an alcoholic?" I replied

"no" as I started crying. My
lawyer looked at me, put a

strong, reassuring hand on my
shoulder and said, "It's going to

be all right."

I left the courtroom sentenced

to ARD classes for a month at

my own expense of $200, a $700

dollar fine for DUI and finally I

was put on probation for a year.

Besides all this I had to report

to the State Police barracks to

get a mug shot and be

fingerprinted. Now I had a

criminal record. I was a criminal

for doing something everyone in

my hometown did, but I was the

one who got caught.

I walked into my first ARD
class nervous, scared and totally

disgusted. In addition to me,

there were eight men; they had

greasy hair, dirty faces and all

wore filthy clothes. These men

had been to ARD classes two or

three times already. I was a first

time offender, and I just couldn't

accept the fact that I was stuck

between being a teenager and an

adult.

After my classes, 1 then had to

take a series of tests for failing

my CRN test. The testing lasted

for three hours. I also paid

another $150 for those tests.

The first hour was a multiple

choice test based on my drinking

behavior.

The second hour was spent

drawing pictures visualizing a

man in a rainstorm. (These were

psychological tests.)

The last hour was spent talking

to a counselor. This test

consisted of how I felt about

myself, about others and about

my drinking pattern. These tests

were to see if I was emotionally

unbalanced, if I had self-esteem

and to find out why I wrecked

my car.

First of all, I think the trauma

of wrecking and having to deal

with a scarred face would have

had a negative impact on my low

self-esteem. And I felt I was not

in a good emotional state, since I

had gone through court and ARD
classes. Now they might tell me

I'm an alcoholic who needs

special help!

Here's what was normal for

teenagers on weekends. I was

not usually one for drinking and

driving. If a bunch of my friends

and I were out drinking and I

drove, I usually only had a

couple. I never let alcohol take

Receive three free condoms and
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f FamilyHealth

Council, inc.

over if I was driving.

I made one mistake one

afternoon and paid dearly for it

because I let the alcohol take

over that one time. I did not and

still do not feel I had, or have, a

drinking problem. If these people

wanted to help me they should

have first helped me deal with

the trauma of almost killing

myself and having to deal with

all the procedures of the court

system.

I completed the tests and

entered college. I received the

results by telephone at Clarion

University. The counselors who

gave me the tests said I passed

the testing, but suggested that I

get some more counseling.

I ended up going to the ARD
classes on campus. Once again I

was put with a group of people

who couldn't relate with my
experience. They were my age,

but they weren't held in court or

convicted of a crime.

The students in these classes

were caught drinking in the

dorms, and they had to go to the

classes. They didn't take the

classes seriously. It seems like I

was always out of place, and no

one could relate to what I was

going through.

It seems like I was a child, and

suddenly, I was forced to

become an adult. I was treated as

an adult and learned that my life

was not going to be the same.

Once I was 18 years old, living

at home and still in high school.

Then I was a 18-year-old who

had been arrested for DUI, who

had a mug shot taken, who had

been finger printed and who had

spent a year of hell.

I have learned that growing up

is hard. I was put in a position

that made me realize I had to

become a responsible adult and

pay for my mistake. Mommy
and daddy couldn't pull me out

of this mess.

As I look in the mirror every

day, I am reminded of that one

mistake. Scars remind me of that

one day when I was acting like a

teenager. But one teenage

mistake had brought me into the

adult world- reality.

Debbie Huffman is a senior

communications major.
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Violations could cost $30

No exceptions on restriction of parking spaces

by Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor and

Russ Worling

News Writer

Clarion University has been

having trouble with handicapped

parking, said Dr. Ron

Martinazzi, director of Public

Safety.

Unauthorized cars have been

parking in handicapped spaces,

and Public Safety has been

taking action on the violators.

An immobolizer has been used

on cars that are parked in the

spaces. Violators have had to pay

$25 for removal of the boot, plus

pay $5 for the parking ticket.

Dr. Martinazzi may order an

illegally parked vehicle to be

removed from the campus and

impounded when the vehicle

presents a safety hazard to the

campus.

Currently there are 40

handicapped parking spaces

readily available on the campus.

There are 26 handicapped

students and 19 handicapped

employees.

The lots are to be open for

handicapped individuals who

have to travel from building to

building on the campus.

Unauthorized students have

been parking in the spaces and

violating parking regulations.

The handicapped parking

privileges are issued only to

students and falculty who use a

wheelchair, walker, crutches,

quad cane or other such devices.

After having proven a disability,

a special permit is given to that

individual.

Dr. Ron Martinazzi has tried

making students aware of the

violation. He said, "It is

insensitive to individuals who

are handicapped."

Some students agree that it is

wrong to park in handicapped

parking lots. One student said,

"Disabled people need those

spaces. It is hard enough for

disabled people to get around

campus ecspecially with bad

weather."

Martinazzi has had run-ins

with students who park in the

handicapped zones. He said most

of the excuses were that

students were late for class and

that was the only parking space

near the building.

Martinazzi stressed that these

spots are for "handicapped

people- period" and no excuse

will be excepted.

Parking surveys are taken

periodically to see how full the

lots get during the day.

*
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Public Safety officers now install a boot device on some

illegally parked vehicles. Removal costs $25 plus a $5 fine.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Cars illegally parked in reserved spaces, like this one near Carlson Library present extra

burdens for the students and faculty members for whom the spaces are intended.

Martinazzi said there is "enough Act sets grounds for people with serve a particular building,

disabilities. People who
parking for people and there is

no need for people to park in the

handicapped zones."

Parking lot W, located by Still

Hall does not get filled, so there

are parking spaces for all

students. This lot is not only for

freshman, but for all students.

Some students on campus

disagree that there is sufficient

parking for everyone. They

believe that there is a parking

problem on campus and that

sometimes handicapped spaces

are the only available spots.

Students don't like parking in lot

W because they feel it is not

convenient and is too far too

walk.

A student said, "It seems

unsafe. There aren't a lot of

people there, and I'm afraid my

car might be vandalized."

Another student said, "$30 is

too high [for removal of the

immobilizing device] and with a

lower price it will bring the same

effect."

But Martinazzi said, "This lot

[lot W] needs to be used instead

of using the handicapped zones."

Parking in these spaces are

illegal under the Americans with

Disability Act.

The Americans with Disability

experience discrimination on the

basis of race, color, sex, national

origin or religion can take legal

action for discriminatory

encounters.

With this new act, that went

into effect on July 26, 1990,

people with disabilities can bring

legal action to people parking in

the reserved spaces.

Individuals with disabilities are

a minority who have been faced

with restrictions and limitations.

Census data, national polls and

other studies have proven that

people with disabilities occupy

an inferior status in our society.

Traditionally, they are severely

disadvantaged socially,

vocationally, economically and

educationally.

The purpose of the act is to

eliminate discrimination against

individuals with disabilities, and

to ensure that the federal

government plays a central role

in enforcing the standards of the

act.

The handicapped areas should

be located on the shortest

accessible route of travel from

adjacent parking to an accessible

entrance.

In parking facilites mat do not

accessible parking should be

located on the shortest route of

travel to an accessible pedestrian

entrance of the parking facility.

In buildings with multiple

entrances with adjacent parking,

parking spaces should be

dispersed and located closest to

the nearest entrances.

In passenger loading zones, the

lots should provide an access

aisle at least 60 inches wide and

20 feet long, adjacent and

parallel to the vehicle pull-up

space. Also in the act, there are

mandatory numbers of

handicapped spaces that have to

be put into a parking lot.

In a lot with 25 parking spaces

or less, the minimum number of

handicapped spaces required is

one.

If there are over 1,000 spaces

available, 20 handicapped spaces

have to be installed. The

average of handicapped spaces

varies with the overall number of

lots available in the parking lot.

There are 43 million

Americans who have one or

more physical or mental

disabilities. The number is

expected to increase as the

population of the nation

becomes older.
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Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the weeks of Feb. 1 through

Feb. 7, 1993.

On Feb. 1, a fire hose located in the basement of Campbell

Hall was removed from the cabinet and discharged, causing the

basement of Campbell Hall to be flooded. If anyone has

information on possible suspects, please contact Public Safety.

On Feb. 2, between the hours of 1:12 and 1:16 a.m., a bomb
threat was called in to the lobby of Nair and Campbell Halls.

Students were evacuated and public safety conducted a search.

No bomb was found in the building. Anyone having

information leading to the arrest of the actor, please contact

Public Safety.

On Feb. 4, a student from Ralston Hall was cited for minors

possession of alcohol when alcohol was found in her room.

A theft was reported from the multi-purpose room of

Gemmell Complex. The theft was reported on Feb. 5 at

approximately 3:50 p.m. when the sound equipment was

discovered missing. The theft included a 840 Sound
Reinforcement Loudspeaker, a MC1000 Monaural mixer and

microphones. The value is unknown at this time.

At approximately 12:17 a.m. on Feb 6, an armed robbery took

place on Page Street, next to Chandler. A male student with a

female companion was walking near the dining hall when two

males grabbed him from behind and forced him to lay on the

ground. One of the males stuck a semi-automatic weapon to

the back of his head and told him to hand over his wallet. They

told the female companion to keep walking. The actors got

away with the victim's wallet, containing $30 in cash, credit

cards and a driver's license. The actors were described as the

following:

#1 Approximately 6'3" tall, over 200 pounds with a muscular

build, wearing black pants, a black hooded sweat shirt, a black

coat which comes down to the knees and a dark colored ski

mask with the eyes and mouth cut out.

#2 Approximately 6' tall, wearing black pants, a black hooded

sweat shirt, a black coat which comes to the knees and a dark

colored ski mask with eyes and mouth cut out.

The victim was released unharmed. If anyone has

information on the actors, please contact Public Safety.

A theft was reported on Feb. 7 at approximately 1:37 p.m.,

when a victim reported that $20 was stolen from the top of her

desk. Her room on the seventh floor of Campbell Hall was not

locked at the time.

On Feb. 7 a criminal mischief complaint was received from

parking lot "J". A tail light of a car was smashed, and the

license plate was bent. There are no suspects at this time.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other

crimes, please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

Faculty pay up last year
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by Rodney Sherman

Asst. News Editor

Faculty members at Clarion

University made an average of

$43,200 in 1991-92, a 6 percent

increase over 1990-91, according

to Associated Press.

Teachers at state-owned

universities and state related

universities made between

$1,920 and $2,590 more in 1991-

92 than they did the year before.

Teachers at the four state-

related universities made an

average of $38,400, a 6 percent

increase over 1990-91, according

to a study by the Joint State

Government Commission.

The report, released annually

since 1972, is used by die state

House and Senate education and

appropriations committees

during budget hearings.

Tuition at the 14 state-owned

colleges -including Clarion

University - averaged $3,028 in

1991-92, an 18 percent increase

over the previous year. A 9

percent increase at state-related

schools pushed their average

tuition to $4,134.

The study also said that in the

fall of 1991, there were 579,553

full and part-time students

attending Pennsylvania's 145

public and private colleges. 42

percent, or 241,788, attended

state-owned or state-related

universities.

Student enrollment in all

Pennsylvania colleges has

increased by 2 percent since fall

1990. However the increase has

only been 1 percent at public

universities.

There were 11,841 faculty

members working at the state's

public colleges in 1991-92, a 1

percent increase over the year

before.

There are currently 5,668

students enrolled at Clarion

University. There are currently

373 faculty members at the

university accorrding to a fall

1992 count.

Class studies porn
by John Williams

College Press Service

Constance Penley admits she

had twinges of embarrassment

when her film class first met in

January. Her students at the

University of California-Santa

Barbara probably felt the same

way, she said.

But then again, those on both

sides of the podium had every

right to be squeamish about the

class subject: the four-credit

course is a study of pornography

as a film genre. That's right, the

kinds of films Mom and Dad
told you never to watch are

being shown in "Film studies

150 PG Special Topics in Film

Genre: Pornographic Film."

"Deep Throat" and "Suburban

Dykes" aren't exactly "The

Sound of Music," but mat's me
point.

"We're trying to define [porn]

as a genre. Our film program

tries to give a comprehensive

survey in American Film, and

this is one of the largest that has

gone unaddressed," Penley said.

The class has all kinds of pom:

straight, lesbian, gay, feminist

and even amateur. The students

have to be screened before being

admitted to the class, and

although the Film Studies

Department had allocated 20

openings, 70 students were

admitted.

"When I walked into class the

first day, I saw 70 terrified faces.

Even I didn't know what to

expect," Penley said. "I think

everyone feels funny being in

this class."

Only those willing to take a

serious look at pornography and

all its different outlets were let

in, said Edward Branigan, chair

of the Film Studies Department.

"We wanted very serious

students from different

disciplines. Pornography is a

very highly charged genre that

has political and social weight to

it," he said. "The course studies

pornography as a fact, in the

sense of 'Here's something that

exists in the world and let's take

a look at it'"

Porn films from 1891 to the

present are shown, Penley said.

Such films include "Animal

Locomotion" (1891) and "The

Gay Shoe Clerk" (1903).
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The perfect way to express your feelings on

Valentine's Day, the Sweetheart Diamond

Pendant is a beautifully crafted 14k gold

heart pendant with a sparkling diamond

accent.
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May limit tuition hike

Casey unveils education budget proposal
by Rodney Sherman

Asst. News Editor

Gov. Robert P. Casey unveiled

a $1,313 billion higher education

budget Tuesday in Harrisburg.

The plan includes a seventh

straight 10 percent annual

increase in student aid grants and

a challenge to schools to hold

down tuition hikes.

The 10 percent hike in student

aid will enable the Pennsylvania

Higher Education Assistance

Agency to provide new grants to

5,092 additional applicants and

increase the maximum grant

amount by $100 to $2,500.

The average state grant for all

recipients is expected to increase

to $1,621, up $92 from the

current year, during which

135,748 full-time students are

receiving grant money.

Casey recommended that the

state-owned universities receive

$357.9 million in base state

appropriations for the 1993-94

fiscal year, an amount identical

to the base funding for this year.

Casey also proposed a tuition

challenge program which would

provide the state system with

$200 for each full-time

undergraduate Pennsylvania

resident if the Board of

Governors limited a tuition

increase to a percentage equal to

the Consumer Price Index or less

for the academic year. A tuition

cap could benefit nearly 150,000

students.

The CPI was not detailed in the

budget presentation, preventing

state system officials from

predicting any tuition increases.

Tuition for Pennsylvania

residents at the 14 state-owned

schools is $1,414 for the spring

semester. A $100 increase

effective for the spring semester

was approved last July 16 by the

system governors.

"We welcome the possibility

of increased state funding," said

State System Chancellor James

H. McCormick. "I am certain

the system's Board of Governors

will consider all options that may

allow the system to participate in

the Governor's tuition challenge

program," he said.

The state system has

participated in previous tuition

challenge grant programs. The

Board of Governors limited

tuition increases for

Pennsylvania residents in 1989-

90 and 1990-91 to comply with

tuition challenge requirements.

There are currently 76,951

full-time Pennsylvania resident

undergraduate students enrolled

in the 14 state owned
universities. Out-of-state student

enrollments have declined by

over 1,000 students since 1991.

Casey challenged the state

universities "to exercise the

same fiscal discipline required of

state government in these

difficult economic times,"

adding, "after all, support for

higher education, whether in the
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Gov. Robert Casey has proposed increases in student aid

and $200 per resident student to SSHE schools for 93-94.

form of taxes or tuition , comes the state legislature.

out of the same pocket, and that

pocket belongs to the taxpayers

of Pennsylvania."

"The state system accepts

Governor Casey's challenge of

accountibilty," said McCormick.

"It is important to note that all

system faculty -from full

professor to instructor- are

expected to teach in the

classroom.

This productivity is highlighted

by the annual 'Synder Report'

which continues to show that the

state system's faculty are,

indeed, the most productive in

the state," he said.

Casey's budget

recommendations still must pass

"The Governor's proposals are

the first steps in the long state

budget process," said

McCormick.

Even with Casey's proposals,

Clarion University could face a

$1.4 million shortfall. Clarion's

state appropriation is currently

$24.7 million.

CUP President Diane

Reinhard, commenting on

Casey's new budget proposals,

said, "We appreciate Governor

Casey's support of the state-

owned universities and recognize

the wide range of competing

demands from other sectors

placed on the commonwealth

budget."
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Education reforms rebuffed
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

A hotly debated state education

reform package was soundly

defeated Monday night in the

state House.

In a 139-61 vote, the House

amended a special education bill

to order the state Board of

Education to re-work the

proposed Outcome Based

Education reforms.

The landslide vote came only

hours after the board agreed to a

request by Gov. Casey to stop

their current review process in

the hope of reaching a

compromise before the vote in

the House.

Rep. Ron Gamble, D-Oakdale,

asked the House to use the

special education measure to

void the outcome based

regulations that were approved

by the state board in January.

Gamble insisted, though, that

his amendment would not outlaw

OBE.
A final vote on the amended

bill was delayed.

Last week, the state Senate

narrowly defeated a similar

measure to defeat the OBE
reforms.

Sen. D. Michael Fisher, R-

Upper St. Clair, introduced the

measure, which would oust the

reforms to OBE.

The measure fell 29-20,

although many of the 29 senators

who voted against the proposal,

said they did so only because

they said it was not the right

time, adding that their votes may

change in the future.

Fisher was attempting to attach

his measure to a state bill that

was to ensure state funding for

handicapped and gifted students.

Under OBE, students would

advance to higher grades or

graduate only after

demonstrating that they have

mastered certain levels of

outcomes.

Under the current system in

Pennsylvania high schools,

students must only complete a

certain number of hours of

instruction.

Math and science outcomes

have received wide ranging

support, but caution flags have

gone up over such outcomes as,

"appreciating and anderstanding

others." Critics have argued that

the state is attempting to

indoctrinate values into students.

Fisher's measure would have
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Diocesan Retreat 1993

FEBRUARY 19-21

at the VILLA CONFERENCE
CENTER

of Gannon University, Erie, PA

For registration or more information

call:

Fr. Monty at 226-6869

Join students from Clarion, Edinboro,

Allegheny, Behrand, Mercyhurst and

Gannon for a weekend of prayer,

service and friendship!

not allowed the state Board of

Education to create outcomes

associated with "values, morals,

or other affective or non-

academic subjects," including

"emotions, feelings, moods,

opinions or sentiments."

Statements in place in the OBE
proposal forbid teachers from

forcing students to hold any

certain opinions or beliefs.

Wyth Keever, assistant

communication director for the

Pennsylvania State Education

Association, a teacher's union,

said that those allegations are led

by, "the far right, [both] religious

and political. It is a deliberate

agenda to discredit the public

schools."

Keever said the PSEA is

concerned by the amount of

confusion spread state-wide

about OBE.

Dr. Charles Duke, dean of

education and human services

said, "I think it's workable, [but]

it has a lot of question marks.

Schools have always taught

values. [You] can't teach

anything without some value

interpretation," but added, "I

think it's been blown out of

proportion."

Course description, points

covered, assignments and

reading materials were examples

of indirect value transmission

according to Duke.

"At this point, going by what

we received by the state, no one

really knows [how sound OBE]
is," said one area teacher.

"There's still a lot of confusion

filtering down from the state. A
lot has come down from those

opposed [to OPE] and not from

The Call

is always

looking for

writers,

spell-

checkers

and

circulation

personnel

226-2380

those in support."

Under OBE, there are currently

52 different outcomes, grouped

under the headings of

Communications, Mathematics,

Science and Technology,

Environment and Ecology,

Citizenship, Appreciating and

Understanding Others, Arts and

Humanities, Career Education

and Work, Wellness and Fitness

and Personal, Family and

Community Living.

By. switching to OBE, school

districts would be able to tailor

instruction to the needs of

individual students, allowing

more knowledgeable students to

progress at a more rapid rate.

The 180 day school year and

length of instruction time would

not change under the new

proposal.

"The problem," said Duke, "is

how the [levels] are measured."

School districts would have to

continuously monitor the

outcome levels and would have

to develop strategic and long-

range plans which would be

submitted to the state.

Under OBE, school districts'

autonomy actually increases,

because they are free to develop

their own curriculum under the

outcomes.

So far, 173 school districts have

started to develop their strategic

plans for OBE.

Private schools will not be

affected by this legislation.

The state board of education

must now draft another proposal

and re-submit it.

Clarion receives

$1,000 co-op grant
by Jennifer Frey

News Writer

The National Association of

International Educators

(NAFSA) of Washington D.C.

awarded Clarion University a

$1000 grant.

The money is for a project

called "Building Bridges:

International Students and Social

Science Majors."

"The project intends to bring

together secondary social studies

with the international students,

attended the Business and

Industry Exposition in

Pittsburgh.

NAFSA serves as "a guide to a

standard of performance, a

source of professional training

and as a voice for international

educational exchange programs."

The grants will provide foreign

students at U.S. colleges, and

U.S. students who are studying

abroad with background and

training of other cultures.

'International students are such

a great resource...
"

-Dr. Saundra McKee

education majors and

international students to make
presentations in area schools,"

said Dr. Saundra McKee in the

cooperative grant release.

McKee is the associate

professor of education at C.U.P.,

and received the grant in hopes

to help students "gain insights

into our school systems."

McKee was responsible for the

application from the association.

Social studies majors, along

NAFSA was founded in 1948

with help from academic

institutions, government and

private organizations to develop

the education and ability of

people involved with

international education. The

association is a center for

professional training, a model for

guidelines of performance and a

mouthpiece for international

exchange programs and

students.
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AUTO CARE
Computerize) Diagnostics

Major. General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT. JR.

ASE Master Technician
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Final indignities in Russia
compiled by

Rodney Sherman

World

High cost of

dying in Russia

A growing number of Russians

can not afford to give their loved

ones a decent burial.

Increasingly they write "lack

of money" on a form and let the

state cremate the bodies and

dump the ashes in unmarked

graves.

The average funeral can cost

more than 35,000 rubles, or

about 60 U.S. dollars. However,

that amount is almost three

months' salary for the average

Russian worker. The average

cost of a funeral in the U.S. is

$4,000.

Russian funeral homes are a

rarity. Most burials are

performed by Ritual, a state

owned monopoly, which also

sells coffins and wreaths, rents

buses out as hearses, does the

embalming and operates the

graveyards.

.In almost every case each step

involves a bribe. Bribes may

range from vodka for the

musician at the wake, to

thousands of rubles for a prime

cemetary lot.

Not only do the families face

runaway costs, but now face the

possibilty of organized crime

moving into the death industry.

National

Kevorkian aids

twelth suicide

Dr. Jack Kevorkian helped a

twelth person commit suicide on

Monday.

Elaine Goldbaum, 47, of

Detroit, killed herself in her

apartment by putting on a gas

mask and pulling a clip that

released carbon monoxide into

the mask.

Goldbaum suffered from

multiple sclerosis, which attacks

the central nervous system.

There is no known cure.

It was the third suicide in five

days that Kevorkian assisted.

Last Thursday, Kevorkian helped

Stanley Ball, 82, and Mary
Biernat, 73, commit suicide in

Ball's Leland, Michigan home.

Michigan recently passed a law

banning doctor assisted suicide,

but the law does not take effect

until March 30.

Kevorkian's lawyer, Geoffrey

Fieger said there has been a

flurry of letters from people

asking Kevorkian to assist them

in their suicides before the ban

takes effect.

"I've talked to Jack and he's not

going to rush things," said

Fieger.

Kevorkian has implied he

intends to ignore the law when it

takes effect because he believes

it is immoral.

The ban will last 15 months,

while the issue is studied.
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Step up as an

Air Force nurse.

Air Force technologies are highlighting

opportunities you may have never considered.

As a nursing professional, you'll step ahead -

and move up quickly. You'll discover an

environment that cultivates your personal and

professional development. You'll see where

medical miracles are born . . . and where careers

grow.

See how you can meet your career goals

in the Air Force. Bachelor's degree required.

Serve your country while you serve your career.

' USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-1)SAF

State
Casey concerned

with TMI security

A break-in at the Three Mile

Island nuclear power plant last

weekend has prompted Gov.

Casey to order an inquiry into

security at the plant.

A man crashed his car through

the gates at TMI Sunday
morning and eluded authorities

for four hours. Officials at the

plant claim there was never any

danger of a nuclear accident.

Casey named Lt. Gov. Mark
Singel to head a panel to

investigate the break-in and
make recommendations for

improved security.

OBE reforms voted

down in House

The state House of

Representatives voted down a

highly debated package of

economic reforms on Monday.

The vote came hours after the

state Board of Education, hoping

to ward off a legislative defeat,

agreed to Gov. Casey's request to

stop the review process so a

compromise could be reached on

Outcomes Based Education

reforms.

Casey has said he supports

OBE, but hopes to avoid debate

with the legislature, which could

hold up special education

funding.

Charity founder acuitted

on theft charges

Kathleen Coyne, founder of

Godspeed House, Inc., a charity

that assisted with transplant

costs, was acquitted on Monday
of theft charges.

Coyne had been accused of

two counts of theft by failure to

make required deposition of

funds.

The money in question had

been donated to the charity she

established to care for terminally

ill persons. Additional charges

involving the misappropriation

of $60,000 were dropped when a

witness could not testify due to

medical appointments in Florida.

Campus
News

courtesy of

College Press Service

Instructor dismissed over

complaint

A business law instructor at

Northern Michigan University

was asked not to teach the winter

semester after a student

complained that he let his class

out early.

Willard Martin, who taught a

class scheduled from 6:30 p.m.

to 8:30 p.m., usually finished

presenting his material by 8 p.m.

and dismissed students. A
student filed a complaint to the

Management and Marketing

Department, the North Wind
reported.

"There are many times when

the class time is longer than the

material [that] needs taught,"

Martin told the newspaper.

Students run violence

symposium

Peace activist William Sloane

Coffin and Judith Lee Berg, the

widow of a Denver radio talk

show host who was killed by

neo-nazis, are among speakers

scheduled for a symposium on

violence at Dickinson College.

The four-day meeting,

"Violence: Society Under Siege,"

to be held Feb. 14-17, is

organized and run entirely by

students.

The student symposium started

in 1964. Each year, it focuses on

a different issue, ranging from

poverty to the environment to

American sports.

This year's meeting will address

domestic, racial, urban and

international violence, and

explore possible solutions.
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Documentary tracks

black pilots

World War II has started, and

an aviation fighter squadron

leads Americans on missions

over enemy territory from North

Africa to Sicily.

The only catch is that the

pilots are black, and they are

forced to complete each mission

without the aid of artillery.

That's the story of the

Tuskegee Airmen, an all-black

fighter squadron, told through a

video documentary and traveling

exhibit that kicks off a national

tour at the Smithsonian National

Air and Space Museum in

Washington, D.C. as part of the

celebration of February's Black

History Month.

The documentary and exhibit

were sponsored by McDonald's

restaurants and Coca-Cola USA.

"We feel it is long overdue and

very important to educate young

people about these talented black

pilots who fought for their

country and, unfortunately, are

not mentioned in the history

books," said Stephanie Skurdy,

director of education for

McDonald's Corp.

The documentary features

interviews with several airmen,

including Gen. Benjamin O.

Dadis Jr., the first black Lt Gen.

in the U.S. Air Force.
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Cable Channels
TV
DATA

THURSDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 11, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(3 00) Movie: Footloose

Design. W. [Cheers g
Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue Hired assassins

Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00

Life Stories

Newsg
Cheers q
Design. W.

5.30 6:00 6:30

Movie: »»'/; Prisoner of Honor (1991) g
Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman g
Newsg

Newsg
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsg
Full House g
Newsg

(3 30) Movie: *«*'; The Group (1966, Drama) Shirley Knight

Final Four

Ten of Us

(145) Movie:

Super Dave

Dream Lg.

2 Dads

Bodybuilding

Cartoon Express

Sr. PGA

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30

Movie: *h Caddyshack II (1988) Jackie Mason PG
Hard Copy g
Jeopardy! rj

Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne g
Jeopardy! g

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Matlock 'The Juror" g
Cheers (R): j | Wings q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Simpsons q
Cheers (R) g

Martin q
Wings q

Movie: »** Bite the Bullet (1975. Western) Gene Hackman PG
Up Close

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: *'/? Final Impact (1991) R

Jack's Place (In Stereo) g
Cheers g j

Seinfeld q

10:30

Primetime Live g
Comedy Jam

L.A. Law Parent Trap " g
Knots Landing Farewell My Lovely ' (In Stereo) g
Knots Landing Farewell My
In Color

Cheers g
In Color

Seinfeld g

Lovely (In Stereo) g
Hunter

L.A. Law Parent Trap' g

American Gladiators

Movie: ***'/; 'High Society (1956) Bmq Crosby

How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying

Underdog [Yogi Bear [Arcade
I
Hey Dude (R)

Movie: ** Wedding Day Blues (1988. Comedy)

What You Do

Supermarket

Movie: **** "Annie Half (1977) Woody Allen. PG'

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: »» Ultimate Desires' (1991) R g
Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girls [Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings (In Stereo)

Edition [Stalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter [College Basketball. North Carolina State at Virginia. ] College Basketball: Louisville at Tulane (Live

Movie: *»* 'Gray Lady Down (1978)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: * * Masters of Menace (1 990)

Movie: ** Old Explorers (1990) PG

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote g |Movie: »** The Omen' (1976, Horror) Gregory Peck (In Stereo)

Sportscenter [Sled Dogs

MacGyver Off the Wall' g
Movie: ** The Golden Child' (1986) |

Movie: *'/? 'Deadly Innocents' (1988) |
Movie: »V? Basket Case 3: The Progeny

Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore |Van Dyke | Dragnet [A. Hitchcock

Movie: * * Vi Eve ol Destruction ( 1 990) Gregory Hmes Movie: » * Vz "Eye of the Storm "
( 1 992) g Movie: ' McBain "

( 199 1

)

'R

Movie: ** Daughters of Privilege ( 1 99 1 , Drama)

Lucy Show |F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Getjmart

Mysteries

FRIDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 12, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2 30) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey q

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: ** The Bride (1985, Horror) Sting. PG-13 g
Cheers g
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsg
Cheers g
Design. W.

Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman g
Newsg

(3.30) Movie: *»* The Dresser (1983) |Movie

6:00

Newsg
News
News
News g

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: Kingdom of the Spiders (1977)

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House q
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
#***

PGA Golf: Hope Classic

Ten of Us [Two Dads

Senior PGA Golf: The Challenge

Annie Hall (1977) PG'

Cartoon Express

Movie: **'; -White Lightning (1973) Burt Reynolds.

(2 05) Movie:

Underdog

Movie: »*» The Nasty Girl (1990)

Yogi Bear | Arcade Hey Dude (R)

Movie: **': Having Babies II (1977, Drama) Tony Bill

American Gladiators

Hard Copy g
Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne g
Jeopardy! g

Ent. Tonight

Wealth

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: *'/; Club Fed (1990) PG-13

Family

Out All Night

Wealth

G. Palace

Step by Step

R&B
Major Dad q
Major Dad g

America's Most Wanted q
Out All Night |RaB

Movie: +*»'/? Trie Miracle Worker" {1%2, Drama)

Sportscenter [NHL Hockey

Dinosaurs g

9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: »»V; Wayne's World "(1992)

Camp Wilder [20/20 q
Movie: Fallen Champ: The Untold Story of Mike Tyson

Design. W.

Design. W.

Sightings q

Bobg
Bobg
Sightings g

Picket Fences (In Stereo) g
Picket Fences (In Stereo) g
Hunter

Movie: "Fallen Champ: The Untold Story of Mike Tyson

11:00 11:30

Comedy Hour: Richard Jem

Newsg
News

News

Newsg
Married..

Newsg
Movie: Greystoke The Legend of Tarzan.Lord of the Apes" (1984)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Vancouver Canucks at Buffalo Sabres. From Memorial Auditorium. (Live)
|
Skiing: U.S. Pro Tour

Movie: ** "He Said, She Said (1991) Kevin Bacon, g
Movie: ** Masters of Menace (1990) Catherine Bach

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam

Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Movie: Paper Lion (1968)

Sportscenter

Murder, She Wrote q [Movie: *»'/; "Damien Omen II (1978) William Holden. |Movie: *»'/2 Sixteen Candles' (1984)

Movie: *»» 'The Indian Runner" {1991) David Morse |Movie: *% Tiger Claws- (1991) R' q IMovie: ** "Hitz" (1992) R

Movie: * * Ernest Scared Stupid (1991)

Get Smart [Superman

LA. Law

M.T. Moore

Movie: *'/? Meatballs 4 "(1992) R'

Van Dyke | Dragnet [A. Hitchcock

Movie: ** Nightmare at Bitter Creek' (1988, Suspense)

Gallagher: We Need a Hero

Lucy Show IF-Troop

Thirtysomething

Freddy's

Get Smart

Mysteries

SATURDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 13, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: *»* Hamlet (1990, Drama) Mel Gibson. PG g
PBA Bowling [Wide World of Sports: Alpine Skiing

(330) PGA Golf: Bob Hope Chrysler Classic. (Live) g
(3 45) College Basketball: Pittsburgh at Illinois. (Live) g
(3 45) College Basketball: Pittsburgh at Illinois. (Live) g
(3 00) Movie: Heart Cnd [American Gladiators

(330) PGA Golf: Bob Hope Chrysler Classic. (Live)

g

(3:00) Movie: Miracle

NHL Hockey

(3 00) Movie: Presidio"

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »» 1
/2 "My Blue Heaven (1990) Steve Martin, g

Newsg
News
News
Newsg

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
CBS News

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Newsg NBC News
Movie: *»V; Paper Lion (1968, Comedy) Alan Alda. G
Marathon j Speedweek

Ent. Tonight | Family

Hee Haw Silver

Untouchables (In Stereo) g
Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Jeopardy! q [Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30

Movie: *» "Freejack (1992

Movie: »»'/2 "Funny Farm

Home
Medicine Woman

[Nurses g

Medicine Woman
Copsg
Home

Cops (R)

g

Gossipl B. Buddies

(230) Movie: IMovie: *** Curly Sue" (1991) PG' g
Movie: ***

Can't on TV

Mermaids (1990 Comedy) Cher PG-13

Anything

Get Picture

Anything

Freshmen

Anything

Salute

Anything

Senior PGA GoH The Challenge

Movie: *»'/; "FM "(1978) Michael Brandon. PG
Nurses g

Swamp [Beyond
I
Sportscenter

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: «* "Loverboy" {1%9) Patrick Dempsey. PG-13

Movie: *** Angels With Dirty Faces" (1938, Drama)

Double Dare

Anything

Guts

Anything

Doug
Anything

Rugrats

Anything

9:00 9:30

Emilio Estevez. R g
1988) Chevy Chase, g
Empty Nest |Mad-You

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Boxing: Iran Barkley vs. James Toney (In Stereo Live) q
Commish (In Stereo) q
Sisters Moving Pictures

Movie: A Twist of the Knife (1 993) Dick Van Dyke, g
Movie: "A Twist of the Knife" (1993) Dick Van Dyke g
Code 3 g
Empty Nest

Code 3 (R) g
Mad-You

Hunter

Sisters "Moving Pictures

Newsg
News

News
News g

Design. W.

12:00

Real Sex 5

Hopscotch'

Saturday Night Live

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables (In Stereo) q
Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g [Comic Strip

Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand National - Goody's 300

Movie: *** "From the Terrace" (1960, Drama) Paul Newman
Newsg

Movie: »» "The Final Conflict' (1981, Horror) Sam Neill.

Movie: »'/z Total Exposure (1991) Michael Nouri. R'

Movie* »*» "The Untouchables' (1987) Kevin Costner.

Clarissa
I
Roundhouse [Ren-Stimpy |You Afraid?

Movie: *'/? Love Boat A Valentine Voyage' (1990)

Bodybuilding: Mr. Olympia

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) g
Sportscenter

Saturday Night Live

Movie: "Loverboy- (1989)

I Basketball

Casualties of Love: Long Island Lolita

Movie: *ft "Friday the ilth Part 3 "(1982) [Movie: "Highway to Hell'Q

Movie: »*'/? "Backtrack" (1989) Jodie Foster. R'

Dates From Heck

[Super Dave

Girls Night Out (R) [Unsolved Mysteries Moonlighting

SUNDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 14. 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: *h Ski Patrol" {199^VG
College Basketball: Regional Coverage

5:30

Life Stories

ECHL Hockey ICheers g [Gro. Pains

(345) College Basketball: Michigan at Indiana. (Live) g
(345) CoHege Basketball: Michigan at Indiana. (Live) g
Movie: »»'/? "Magnum Force (1973) Clint Eastwood

PGA GoH: Bob Hope Chrysler Classic. (Live) g
(2:30) Movie: "From the

Iditarod

Gossipl

Speed

Ten of Us

6:00 6:30

Movie: *• "Regarding Henry "(1991) Harrison Ford, g
News
Bridal Show

Design. W.

CBS News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsg

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Newsg NBC News
Movie: *»« The Wheeler Dealers (1963, Comedy)
Baas 'n Race Tournament

Two Dads IB. Buddies

Movie: **** "West Side Story " {1%1, Musical) Natalie Wood, g

Senior PGi

Beyond Hitchhiker

7:00 7:30

Life Goes On "Visions" g
Secret Service (In Stereo)

.60 Minutes (in Stereo) g
60 Minutes (In Stereo) i

Batman g [Shaky G.

Secret Service (In Stereo), 1 1 Witness Video (In Stereo)

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *» "Shining Through

Videos Am. Funniest

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Murder, She Wrote q
Murder, She Wrote q
In Color IRocq

Movie: »»*/; "A Shot in the Dark" (1964) Peter Sellers

Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) g
Movie: * "Second Sight" (1989) PG' g

(230) Movie: |»* "Rock "n" Roll High School Forever glMovie: **Vi "Oscar "(1991) Sylvester Stallone. PG'g
Valentine's Day Mushiest

Disease Jmi. of Med.

Valentine's Day Mushfest A celebration ot love from original Nickelodeon series

Family [Medical [Medical [Medical | Physicians [Milestones

Speedweefc [Kuhwcki

(1992) Michael Douglas, g
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: "Intent to ft///" (1993

Movie: »»* "Dick Tracy (1990) Warren Beatty. g
Lucy & Desi: A Home Movie (In Stereo) q
Queen (In Stereo) (Part 1 of 3) g
Queen (In Stereo) (Part 1 of 3) g
Married... [Herman [Flying Blind lEdgeg"
Lucy * Deal; A Home Movie (In Stereo) q
Movie:

Drama) Traci Lords NR
Newsg
News

News

Newsg
Paid Prog.

Newsg

Cheers g
Wealth

12:00

Groundhog

Roggin's

Cur. Affair

Wealth Without Risk

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Movie: Fade to fftacft" (1993) Timothy Busfield. g

i "West Side Story" (1961, Musical) Natalie Wood. (In Stereo)

Fi

Suspect

Boxing: Lou Savarese vs. Frans Botha. (Live

Movie: »»» "The Last Boy Scout" (1991) Bruce Willis, g
Movie: *»» "Bugsy" {199t,

Pete & Pete

Jml. of Med.

Muppets

Family

Drama) Warren Beatty. R

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

Counterstrike "Free to Kill"

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo] q

Baywatch Q
Perspective

New WKRP
"WarGames

Bowling

Hollywood

Movie: » "Black Magic Mansion" (1991) |»V? "My Bloody Valentine

Movie: »»V; "King of New York" (1990, Drama) R' q
A. Hitchcock

Ob/Gyn

Lucy Show
Family

M.T. Moore

Paid Prog-

Dragnet

Paid Prog.

"Puppet-3

Superman

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 15, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey g

4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: »*» "Time After Time" (1979) (In Stereo) PG
Cheers g Newsg Newsg Newsg
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop Tom, Jerry

People Ct.

(2 30) Movie:

Th'breds

(2:30) Movie:

Cur. Affair |Newsg

Cheers g
Design. W. iMurphy B

News

Oprah Winfrey g
Tiny Toon [Batman g

News
News
Newsq

6:30 7:00 7:30

"Police Academy 5: Miami Beach"

ABC News Hard Copy q Ent. Tonight

NBC News

CBS News

Full House q Wonder Yrs

Newsq
Movie: *»»'/; "The Pink Panther (1964) Peter Sellers.

Two Dads | Cartoon Express

(2 25) Movie: [Movie: »» "Gleaming the Cube (1988) q
Movie: Lobster Man From Mars (1989)

Underdog |Yogi Bear [Arcade

National Lampoons Class Reunion

Munsch

Hey Dude (R)

Bom Lucky

Jeopardy! q
Wealth

CBS News

Roseanne g

Wealth

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *Vi "Final Impact" (1991) Lorenzo Lamas. R

Fresh Prince IBlossom q
FBI-Story Detective Movie: "Ordeal in the Arctic" (1993, Drama) q

Evening Shade (In Stereo

Evening Shade (In Stereo)

10:00 10:30 11:00

Mo' Funny: Black Comedy in America g

Movie: "Darkness Before Dawn "(1993) Meredith Baxter

Murphy B.

Murphy B. Love 8 War Northern Exposure q
Love & War

Movie: **'/; "I'm Gonna Git You Sucka" (1988, Comedy)! Hunter "Usual Suspects"

NBC News
I
Jeopardy! q [Wh. Fortune [Fresh Prince [Blossom q Movie: "Darkness Before Dawn" (1993) Meredith Baxter

Movie: *** "Casino Royale" (1967, Comedy) Peter Sellers.

American Gladiators

Northern Exposure q

Movie: ** "Breakout "(1975) Charles Bronson. PG'

College Basketball Richmond at George Washington. [Up Close Sportscenter [College Basketball: Connecticut at Syracuse. (Live) [Cortege Basketball: Oklahoma State at Nebraska. (Live) ISportscenter Basketball

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »»'/? "White Lightning" (1973) Burt Reynolds.

Movie: »»*'/; Some Like It Hot" (1959) Jack Lemmon.

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids Looney Bullwinkle

Shop-Drop [Unsolved Mysteries

Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

11:30 12:00

Movie: "Waynes World'

Golden Girls | Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
News g | Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Lawrence ot Arabia "(1962) PG

Murder, She Wrote q |WWF: Monday Night Raw [Quantum Leap (In Stereo) MacGyver The Stringer g[ Hitchhiker

Movie: *Vi "Meatballs 4" (1992) R' g IMovie: »V? "Basket Case 3: The Progeny'l*** "The Best of the Martial Arts Films

Movie: *»» 'Billy Bathgate" (1991) Dustin Hoffman. 'R' Movie: »»» "The Krays" (1990, Drama) Gary Kemp. R

Get Smart ISuperman

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore
I
Van Dyke

I
Dragnet I A. Hitchcock

Movie: ** The Fatal Image" (1990) Michele Lee

Lucy Show [F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Eye-Storm

Get Smart

Mysteries

TUESDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 16, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

Baby-sitters

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey g

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: »*» 'That's Life (1986) PG-13

Cheers g
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goot Troop

People Ct.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsq
Cheers g
Design. W. [Murphy B

Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey g
Tiny Toon | Batman g
News g

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** Shaking the Tree" (1991) Arye Gross

News g ABC News Hard Copy g Ent. Tonight

News
News
Newsg

NBC News
CBS News

Full House g Wonder Yrs.

News q NBC News

(3 00) Movie: **** Lawrence of Arabia (1962. Adventure) Peter Toole PG
Final 4: 1977

Ten of Us

Dream Lg.

Two Dads

Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

(3 30) Movie: The Southern Star (1969)

(3:30) Movie: **'2 Cadence (1990)

Underdog
|
Yogi Bear | Arcade

Movie: **

NBA Today [Up Close

American Gladiators

Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne g
Jeopardy! q

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: ** Freeiack "(1992)'Emilio Estevez. R' q
Full House g [Mr. Cooper | Roseanne g [Jackie T.

Academy of Country Music's Greatest Hits (In Stereo) g [Dateline (In Stereo) g
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q Queen (In Stereo) (Part 2 of 3) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Class of '96 (In Stereo) q

10:00 10:30

Comedy Hour Richard Jem

Civil Wars (In Stereo) g

Queen (In Stereo) (Part 2 of 3) g
Key West (In Stereo) g

Academy of Country Music's Greatest Hits (In Stereo) g| Dateline (In Stereo) q
Hunter "La Familia

Movie: »»»'/? Vopi (1969. Comedy) Alan Arkm G' [Movie: *** Gray Lady Down (1978) Charlton Heston

Sportscenter [College Basketball: Ohio State at Iowa (Live)

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: "S//no'5«fe"(1993) Rutger Hauer

News g Golden Girls [Nightline g
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Wealth

Edition

TBA
For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
News q |

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: *** "The Misfits" 1961. Drama)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »»»'2
. The Tram' (1965. Drama) Burt Lancaster. Paul Scofield

Movie: »»»'? The Hustler "(1961, Drama) Paul Newman Piper Laurie

Hey Dude (R)

Final Judgement' (1989) Michael Beck

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

ShorjOrop_

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote

| College Basketball: Tennessee at Arkansas (Live)

Movie: **Vj Delusion (1991) Jim Metzler. R'

|Boxing: Alex Garcia vs. Mike Williams (Live

Movie: *h "Meatballs 4 (1992) R

Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law

Jokers

M.T.Moore [Van Dyke | Dragnet |A. Hitchcock

| MacGyver (In

ISportscenter

Movie: »*'-2 -Ricochet" (1991) R' q
Movie: Shadowhunter" (1992) R

Movie: *»* An Early Frost (1985) Aidan Qumn
Lucy Show | F-Troop

Stereo) g [Hitchhiker

Movie: ** On the Block

Movie: "Dollman (1991) R

Thirtysomething

Get Smart

M^stenes

WEDNESDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 17, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00

Shakespeare Movie

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Cheers :;

Edition

Oprah Winfrey
:£.

Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop [Tom, Jerry

People Ct. |Cur. Affair

(3 00) Movie:

Final Four

Ten of Us

(3 00) Movie:

Slugger s

Dream Lg.

Footloose (1984) Kevin Bacon PG
News g
Cheers g
Design. W. [Murphy B

Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsg

Newsq
News

News

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »« The Experts (1989) PG-13

ABC News
NBC News

CBS News

Newsg
Full House g Wonder Yrs.

Newsg NBC News

Hard Copy q Ent. Tonight

Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne

Movie: »»'; Five Days One Summer (1982) PG

Motorcycle Racing

Two Dads | Cartoon Express

Inside PGA [Sportscenter

American Gladiators

Jeopardy! q

Straight Talk

Wealth

Auto Show
Married.,

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»'-? The Rookie (1990) Clint Eastwood. R' g
Home Imp

|
Coach g Presidential Address g

Unsolved Mysteries q Presidential Address g
College Basketball Michigan at Penn State (Live)

In the Heat of the Nighl q
Beverly Hills, 90210 q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Movie: *»'? Swing Shift (1984) Goldie Hawn. PG
College Basketball Maryland at Wake Forest (Live

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie:*** A Christmas Story (1983) Peter Billmqsley
[
Movie: «*« The Nas ty Girl"

{ 1990)

(3 25) Movie: **** West Side Story (1961. Musical) g
Underdog [Yogi Bear [Arcade

Movie: * * ' ; Fall From Grace ( 1 990

.

[Hey Dude (R)

Drama^

Movie: *** The Nasty Girl

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

(1990)

Looney

Super Dave

Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q

Presidential Address q
Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Presidential Address g [Law a Order q

10:00 10:30

Sports Illustrated Swimsuit

Billy Ray Cyrus: Dreams

Law A Order q
48 Hours Fatal Encounter'

48 Hours fatal Encounter

Catwalk Trapped

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: ** Shining Through' (1992) R

News q Golden Girls |
Nightline q

News

News

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

News q
Married...

Newsq
Movie: ***''? Hello. Dolly 1""(1969. Musical) Barbra Streisand. 'G

College Basketball Seton Hall at St. John s (Live)

Movie: **'; Sleeping With

Movie: Body Language"(1992) Heather Locklear q

Dangerous Curves

Edition Curves

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter

Every Which

MacGyver Ghost Ship g
Tennis

Hitchhiker

Gallagher: We Need a Hero

Get Smart
l
Superman

L.A. Law "Love in Bloom

the Enemy (1991) Rg IMovie: *'? Captain America (1990) |Movie: * v
; "Ring of Fire

Movie: *** The Untouchables (1987) Kevin Costner

M.T.Moore | Van Dyke | Dragnet | A. Hitchcock

Movie: ** Lucy & Desi: Before the Laughter (1991)

Movie: In the Cold of the Night (1990)

Lucy Show [F-Troop

Thirtysomething Post Op

Get Smart

Mysteries

*

*
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Malcolm X's daughter to speak
by Karen Kubanick

Features Writer

When most of us think of

Malcolm X, we think of a

militant revolutionist, a powerful

black leader who was shot and

killed. When Attallah Shabazz

thinks of the same man, she

pictures a warm, loving man
with whom she could share all

her secrets.

He was assassinated on

February 21, 1965, while giving

a speech at a rally in New York.

She'll be coming to Clarion on

Tuesday, February 16, at 8 p.m.

in the Gemmell Multi-Purpose

room to share her memories of

one of the most important black

leaders in history.

Shabazz is the oldest of six

daughters of Malcolm X and Dr.

Betty Shabazz. She appeared on

the cover of Essence Magazine's

16th anniversary issue and Chic

Magazine's first issue.

She was raised in Westchester

County, New York and graduated

from Briarcliff College,

majoring in International Law
and minoring in English.

Her diverse interests and

abilities have led to such

positions as Program Director

for Little and Big Sisters

Outreach Program at the

Westchester YWCA, assistant

film director for the Lincoln

Center Film Institute, and

director of Indian Lore for the

Girl's Vacation Fund.

She is president of Prism'

International and co-founder of

Nucleus, Inc. (Her partner is the

eldest daughter of Martin Luther

King Jr.) Through these

organizations, she hopes to

promote a desire in people to

strive to better understand black

history and the world in which

we live.

Shabazz's lecture topics will

include "Malcolm X—the man

public affairs photo

Attallah Shabazz will be speaking on Malcolm X and what it

was like growing up with him as her father.

and father, away from the

podium" and "Positively You."

She will share personal

memories of her father and

reveal a side of his personality

that many of us never imagined.

She will also speak about the

powers of positive self-image in

attaining any dream. She

encourages people to be

revolutionaries within

themselves and begin to make

changes from within.

Attallah Shabazz will share her

important messages with Clarion

this Tuesday in the Gemmell

Complex.

Students wishing to attend

should pick up tickets at the

main service desk in Gemmell.

Tickets are free to Clarion

students with a valid ID and $3

to the public.

Come celebrate black history

month and hear the inspiring

words of Attallah Shabazz. You

just might learn something!

TV5 now brings Clarion the news
by Kelly Mahoney

Features Writer

We are all used to watching the

city newscasts and seeing

Clarion mentioned briefly,

maybe once a week, if we're

lucky, only to hear about how
lousy the weather is for that day.

Well, starting February 11,

executive producer and sales

manager Mark Naccarato will

change all of that for both the

students and the community of

Clarion.

"We're bringing back to

Clarion credibility and a chance

to get the news that is relevant to

them," he said. After taking a

general consensus from the

residents and students,

Narccarato decided to give

everyone the chance to get the

news that he feels has been

underplayed by newscasts in the

big cities.

"Clarion is seldom

mentioned," Narccarato said.

But through his program he

plans to get rid of this lack of

exposure.

As news anchors, Matt Niemla

and Jennifer Clark will report

news from local and state

governments, town meetings,

weather reports and a special

human interest section. Bill

Howell will cue the local sports

updates.

"I feel it's going to be

If anyone has any upcoming

events, news or human interest

stories they would like to share

with the people of Clarion, write

or call the station. "We plan to

cover whatever comes our way,"

said Naccarato.

Finally, even for half an hour

"We're bringing back to

Clarion credibility and a

chance to get the news that

is relevant ..."

- Mark Naccarato

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

Mark Naccarato, the man behind the new TV 5 news is

confident that the show will be a success. The first

newscast will air tonight.

successful," said Naccarato.

"There's been a need for this for

a long time."

TV-5 plans to air their first half

hour show live at 10 p.m. every

Thursday and rebroadcast on

Fridays at 7 p.m. "It's a way of

letting people here know of

upcoming social and cultural

events," Naccarato said.

once a week, Clarion will be

more than a bad weather report

on the larger city stations. This

time there will be a newscast

targeted to us, the students and

the general community that will

make Clarion more man a dot on

a map.
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Cultural spotlight, East Asia

by Megan Casey

Features Writer

Looking to experience a taste

of foreign culture? Look no

further. The Clarion International

Association will be holding a

cultural night, starring the

customs and cuisine of East

Asian countries, on February 12.

The countries highlighted for

this event will be China, Japan,

Korea, Malaysia, the Phillipines,

Hong Kong and Taiwan.

Students from these countries

will share some of their customs.

There will be traditional dance, a

musical performance, a writing

demonstration and a chopstick

competition from China. •

After the show, the audience

will be able to sample authentic

food from the countries

represented. Specialties will

include various vegetable dishes,

tofu, and a dessert. According to

Juyon Lee, one of the events

planners, the food will be all

authentically prepared by the

international students.

The goal of the Clarion

International Association is to

promote a greater understanding

between cultures.

"The main purpose is to share

their cultures with the

community, both on campus and

in the Clarion area. So often, we

just see a country on the news

and don't know what traditions

make up mat culture," said Lynn

Hepfl, of the International

programs office. Other events

they have participated in are the

Autumn Leaf Festival and the

parade. They have also spoken

to various community groups

such as Girl Scout troops and

incoming freshman students.

There is no admission to East

Asian night and it is open to

everyone. The program starts at

7:00 p.m. in the Gemmell Multi-

purpose room.

Faculty recital tonight
by Deb Huffman

Managing Editor

Come out and see a one man

band perform a spectacular and

amazing show.

Vahe Berberian, assistant

professor of the music

department at Clarion University

will perform an unaccompanied

violoncello recital Feb. 11 at

8:15 p.m. in the Marwick-Boyd

Auditorium.

Berberian has selected three

compositions from the repertoire

written for solo violoncello; the

Bach Suite No. 3 in C Major,

BWV 1009, the Khachatruian

Sonata-Fantasy, and the Kodaly

Sonata, Opus 8. The Kodaly

Sonata, written in 1915, is

considered to extend to the

ultimate parameters of the

violoncello.

Unaccompanied violoncello

recitals are rare and difficult to

perform. The soloist must

incorporate other instruments or

Back To The Earth
Get in tune with the environmental

movement

We Carry:

Clothing and accesories from India

Devil Sticks

In for the Spring: Indian Sandals

Coming soon:

Peace bathing suits

Come check us out

and ask about Hemp !

226-0636 / 800 Center

/hot dog'

Jious'e 17 S. 6th Ave.

Monster Lunch Special

TWO HOT DOGS
LARGE DRINK
LARGE NACHOS

$2.35 + .15 TAX
MON-SAT11 AM-3PM

Night Hours Start 10 PM

Nite Ovv! Special 3/S1.83^

Spring break is coming
quick. Arc YOU feeling

a little pale?

We've got a new
tanning bed!!

Give us a call at 226-5323

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student ActiviUes Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs. Feb. 11

Faculty Recital:

Vahe Berberian, Cello

(Aud) 8:15 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 12

LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
- Credit/no record ends

- Clarion Ink Assoc.

Cultural program

(Gem M-P) 7 p.m.

Sun. Feb. 14

VALENTINE'S DAY
- UAB "Love Poetry"

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Mon. Feb* 15

WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY
-MBBatEdinboro
- W. BB at Edinboro

Sat. Feb. 13

- M. BB at Lake Erie

- Wrestling vs. Pitt

7:30 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 17

W. BB vs. Lock Haven

6:00 p.m

M. BB vs. Lock Haven

8:00 p.m.

Swim at PSAC
Championships

Thurs. Feb. 18

Swim at PSAC
Championships

UAB Movie

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

lues. Feb. 16

UAB presents

Attallah Shabazz

(Gem M-P) 8 p,m.
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Do you feel that campus

security is adequate?

Fri. Feb. 19

Swim at PSAC
Championships

Wrestling at Lock Haven

WCCB Dance

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.-

11 p.m.

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Debbie Huffman Dana Machen

Senior, Communication

"No. Public Safety needs to start paying

attention to the real crime on campus."

i

an accompaniment into one

instrument.

Berberian has been a faculty

member at Clarion since 1965.

He has also taught at Lamar

University in Beaumont, Texas,

and Beruit, Lebanon. Berberian

said, "At one time Beruit was the

Paris of the mid-east because it

was musically active." He

teaches Theory of Music and

Instrumental Techniques at the

university.

He has played as a soloist in

orchestra's east of the

Mississippi. He has played with

the Fort Smith Orchestra.

He also has established the

"American String Teachers

Association," and a national

student competition for strings.

t

ffctcfttlftsfbit
A,

MON: Wings 7 for $1.00.

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

WED: Tacos$1.00.

Bring in this ad and receive $1.00 OFF

FRI: Start your weekend off right Happy Hour 5 - 7

Complimentary Hors d'oeuvres

SAT: Super Happy Hour 8-10.

(814) 226-8400

Pitcher specials throughout the week at Mr. T's.

Brent Lehmann

Junior, Communication

"I think they need to pay more attention

to crimes like rape."

Anna Woodring

Freshman, Secondary Ed./History

'It would be better if we had an on-

campus escort service."

Steve Kenny

Senior, Chemistry

"Ha. Move over, Barney Fife."

College Park Apartments

Now signing for Fall 1993 and

Spring 1 994 semesters

utilities included, furnished

call 226-7092

Student Special

|""fiSIHSlor£eSf "|

Just $6.25!
I One 8-piece pizza +

I Two 16 oz. cups of Pepsi I

~227-9lTl

no coupon required

We honor ail local

competitors coupons

P

Wendy Maxin

Junior, Elementary Education

"There is always room for improvement"

Terri Dodson

Sophomore, Social Psychology

"I think it needs to improve a lot."

Becky Hutchison

Sophomore, Elementary Education

"It needs improvement, especially after that

incident in front of the cafeteria."
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FAMOUS LEADERS

Marcus Mosiah Garvey, a

compelling orator, organizer and

black nationalist, advocated

economic independence and
black internationalism as an

answer to the black man's plight.

Garvey was highly intelligent

and an avid reader, gifted in the

use of language. He was
impressed as a youngster with

the power of oratory persuasion

and spent hours in his room
reciting and learning new words

from a small dictionary he

carried. Garvey was concerned

about injustices perpetrated

against his race. He searched for

better opportunities in Central

and South America. He was
moved by Booker T.

Washington's philosophy of

black self-help.

In 1914, Garvey founded the

Universal Negro Improvement

Association (UNIA). Garvey

had recruited nearly 2,000

members in the UNIA. He
traveled and preached racial

pride and independence. In

January 1918, he began

publishing the Negro World,

which became a leading weekly

newspaper. The UNIA's goals

were to establish worldwide

commercial activity, promote

racial unity through education,

encourage racial pride and

develop Africa.

In 1919, Garvey started the

by Chuck Shepherd

-A state appeals court in Santa

Ana, California, upheld a lower

court in December by granting

Sheryle Ulyate an increase in

child support payments from her

ex-husband for their 15-year-old

daughter, from $2,000 a month

to $6,000 a month. Ulyate said

the girl's monthly expenses

included $2,000 for clothing,

$300 for jewelry and $1,600 for

entertainment, and she asked for

$15,000 a month. The ex-

husband made a fortune selling

mini-blinds.

-In August, Baton Rouge,

Louisiana, police charged

Redmond McGee, 25, with

breaking into a woman's house

to burglarize it and brushing her

hair against her will.

-In July, a Jackson Center,

Pennsylvania woman reported

that someone used a ladder to

climb into the second story of

her home and that apparently all

that was missing was $10 worth

of diapers, despite the presence

of jewelry and antiques in the

same room.

-In Toms River, New Jersey,

William Radice Jr., 20, pleaded

guilty in November of forcing a

woman to take off one of her

black loafers and give it to him.

He had accosted her in her

driveway as she was unloading

groceries.

-A civilian dog in Knoxville,

Tennessee, came home in

December carrying in his mouth

a bag of cocaine with a street

value of $16,000. His owner

declined police efforts to recruit

the dog.

-In July, seconds after Pat

Lees' prize pigeon Percy won a

France to Sheffield (England)

homing race, beating out 900
others, a cat pounced on it and

ate it. By the time Lees could

retrieve Percy's tag, as proof that

it had finished the race, two
other pigeons had landed, giving

. the late Percy only third place.

-In December, a St. Louis

domestic relations judge decreed

that a divorcing couple, Tony

and Carla Julius, were each

entitled to custody of one of their

two dogs, but that each Sunday

the dogs must play together for

four hours with Tony and four

with Carla.

-In September, a court in

Henley, England, upheld a local

decision to deny a license for an

outdoor music festival because

the field was too close to a pig-

breeding center. The magistrates

thought the noise would upset

the pigs.

-A 42-year-old man was found

not guilty by reason of insanity

in Gainesville, Florida, in

January on charges that he set

fire to 22 churches in Florida,

Colorado and Tennessee in a 10

month period. The man said he

set the fires as punishment

because he thought church

computers were sending him
painful signals to be

homosexual.

-The Tass news agency

reported in December that Olga

Frankevich, who fled Soviet

security police in 1947 during

the Stalinist purge, surfaced from

a house in western Ukraine,

where she had been hiding under

a bed for 45 years. Her slightly

bolder sister roamed the house

but never left it.

-At least 18 people were

arrested around Manila in the

Philippines on December 27 for

deflating automobile tires for

religious reasons. Followers of

"The Reserved Manpower of the

Good Wisdom for All Nations"

religion said it was "God's

order" to let out air. Said one,

"Air is from God. This is the

solution to the crisis in our

country."

-In September, Gene Kasmar

filed a petition urging that a

school district near Minneapolis

ban the Bible from public

schools on the grounds that it is

obscene. Kasmar had cited 20

pages of Biblical references to

explicit sex, child abuse, incest,

scatology, nakedness,

concubines and the mistreatment

of women. (The board turned

him down in November.)

-In October, Dearborn,

Michigan, police officer Brian

Yinger was suspended and

ordered to undergo

psychotherapy. Police Chief

Robert Deziel said Yinger's

offense was that he writes the

number "7" European style, with

a horizontal line through it, thus

"confusing" department clerks.

-(C) 1993 Universal Press

Syndicate

Black Star Ship Line. However,

his UNIA ventures soon fell

upon financial hardship. His

legacy is simply stated, "Up you

mighty race, you can accomplish

what you will."

Madame C.J. Walker was

born in Delta, Louisiana. She

was orphaned during childhood

and raised by her married sister.

In 1905 she began to perfect a

formula by using a hot iron for

straightening the hair of negro

women, as well as cream for

"improving " the complexion.

Beginning as a door to door

peddler of her cosmetic products,

she amassed a fortune. In 1908

she organized a second office in

Pittsburgh, PA, managed by her

daughter L'Leila.

In 1910 she moved her offices

to Indianapolis, where she built a

plant to manufacture her hair

products and facial creams.

Arriving in New York City after

1910, she established Lelia

College to train young women in

the Walker Beauty System and

the use of Walker beauty

products.

Madame C.J. Walker's hair

products made her one of the

more successful businesswomen

of the early twentieth century.

She employed over 3,000

people, mostly women, who set

the example for potential clients.

Madame Walker

revolutionized the personal habit

and appearance of millions. She

advocated cleanliness and

loveliness to advance self-

respect and racial pride.

DOMINO'S TWISTY BREAD

WITH ANY PIZZA PURCHASED
AT REGULAR PRICE.

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON

Valid at participating stores only.

Not good with any other offer.

Prices may vary. Customer pays

sales tax where applicable.

Delivery areas limited to ensure

safe driving Our drivers carry less

than $20 00. Our drivers are not

penalized for late deliveries Cash
value 1/20c £1903 Domino's

Pizza, Inc.

Expires: 2/28/93

re BONUS *
$9

• !•
C7

EXTRAVAGANZA
PIZZA FEAST

For a Medium
Unlimited Toppings. Not to be doubled.

Get a second pizza for $4.00 more
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON

Valid at participating stores only

Not good with any other offer

Prices may vary Customer pays

sales tax where applicable

Delivery areas limited to ensure

safe driving Our drivers carry less

than $20 00 Our drivers are not

penalized for late deliveries Cash
value 1/20c 61993 Domino's

Pizza. Inc

Expires: 2/28/93

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING PIZZA

AND TWO COKE CLASSICS OR
DIET COKES

NOT VALID WITH AMY OTHER COUPON

Valid at participating stores only

Not good with any other offer.

Prices may vary. Customer pays

sales tax where applicable.

Delivery areas limited to ensure

safe driving. Our drivers carry less

than $20.00. Our drivers are not

penalized for late deliveries. Cash
value 1/20c. ©1993 Domino's
Pizza, Inc.

Expires: 2/28/93

C NIGHTLY SPECIAL

$29P
5

ANY PIZZA

VALID AFTER 9PM ONLY.

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON
Valid at participating stores only

Not good with any other offer

Prices may vary Customer pays
sales tax where applicable

Delivery areas hmited to ensure

safe driving Our drivers carry less

than $20 00 Our drivers are not

penalized for late deliveries Cash
value 1/20c ©1 993 Domino's

Pizza. Inc

Expires: 2/28/93

M.o'
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Get in the mood with 'love poetry
by Amy Gerkin

Asst, Features Editor

Now showing at the art gallery

For those of you who will be

here on campus on Valentine's

Day, enjoy the love poetry

written and read by Dr. Ed
Ochester. Sponsored by the

UAB, he will be appearing

Sunday, February 14, at 8 p.m. in

the Gemmell Multi-Purpose

room.

Dr. Ochester, professor of

English at the University of

Pittsburgh, is editor of Pitt

Poetry Series, where he selects,

for publication, all books in the

series other than the AWP

(Associated Writing Programs)

Award Series titles, which are

selected by prominent outside

readers. The Pitt Poetry Series

long has been regarded as one of

the most successful ventures of

its kind.

Dr. Ochester is also the general

editor of the Drue Heinz

Literature Prize for short fiction

for the University of Pittsburgh

Press. He is also a co-editor for

5 A.M., an independent magazine

of contemporary poetry.

Several books were written by

Dr. Ochester, including;

Changing the Name to Ochester,

Weehawken Ferry, Miracle Mile.

The End of the Ice Age and

Dancing on the Edges of Knives.

His poetry has also been

published in periodicals such as

North American Review, Paris

Review, The New Republic,

Southern Poetry Review and

others.

Many of Dr. Ochester 's poetry

in anthologies were published by

Bantam Books, Harper Collins,

Macmillan, International

Publishers, American Library

Association and many more.

When it comes to the Spring

Church Book Company, Dr.

Ochester states, "Since 1973, I

have been one of the principals

of this mailorder retailer of

contemporary poetry from all 50

states and some dozen foreign

countries.

Dr. Ochester is also involved in

several organizations. He is

serving his second term on the

Board of Directors for the AWP,

where he is the former president

and vice-president. Dr. Ochester

is also involved in the Acadamy

of American Poets, the Poetry

Society of America and the

Modern Language Association.

Aside from Clarion University,

Dr. Ochester has read poetry and

lectured on university and

college campuses as well as

festivals across the United

States. Here in Pennsylvania, he

has travelled to Bucknell

University, Carnegie Mellon

University, Penn State and the

annual Three Rivers Arts

Festival in Pittsburgh.

The reading is free and open to

me public. So whether you are

with a loved one or just like

poetry, Dr.. Ed Ochester will

shoot cupid's arrow right

through your heart.

GREEKS & CLUBS

SI. 000 AN HflllRi
Each member ol your Hat

sorority, leam. club, etc pitches

in just one hour and your group

can raise Si. 000 in just a lew

days' Plus a cnance 10 earn

$1,000 lor yuurselll No cost

No obligation 1-800-932-0528.

txt. 65.

by Shawn P. Seagriff

Features Writer

It is that time once again.

Time for a new display at the

Sandford Gallery. A new exhibit

entitled "Time Pieces" will be on

display through February 26.

The exhibition features works

from 20 different artists across

the nation and two from the

Netherlands. The exhibit is full

of entirely new works using the

theme of time.

The exhibition was organized

by the Zoller Gallery, School of

Visual Arts, at Penn State

University. It was first displayed

at the Zoller Gallery, then at the

Erie Art Museum before it came

to Clarion.

"The exhibition features an

eclectic group of artists and

designers who were invited to

create a piece or pieces based on

the theme of time," said Cindi

Morrison, director of Zoller

Gallery. "Each of these artists

are diverse in his or her approach

to this challenge and to the use

of media in relaying his or her

personal message to us."

Kenneth Krayer Jr., director of

design, details, Steelcase Design

Partnership, New York City,

N.Y., will be the guest curator

for "Time Pieces."

Catalogues for the exhibit will

be available upon request at the

Sandford Gallery. The catalogue

was funded by grants from the

Penn State School of Visual

Arts, the Institute for the Arts

and Humanistic Studies at Penn

State and the Pennsylvania

Council on the Arts.

FREE TRIPS AND
MONEY!!

Individuals and Student

Organizations wanted to

promote the Hottest Spring

Break Destinations, call

the nation's leader. Inter-

Campus Programs

1-800-327-6013.
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ROSES, ROSES, ROSES
Plus Many Valentine Specials:

S? Arrangements
v Balloon Bouquets
Teddy Bears

v Fresh Cut Flowers

V

All delivered to your special Valentine. Order Early.

Flowers 'n Bows
625 Wood Street 226"7171
We Deliver!
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

i'3

,N\C^'

V/tyrs

! 1987 FarWorlis, Inc /Distribute^ by Universal Press Syndicate

J

OH lOVELH SHO^BML,
packed yutu cape,

smack a hekd that's
unaware /

WEN V4VTU FREEZING
\CE TO SPARE,

MELT AM SOAK TVWH
UNDERWEAR/

FLS STRAIGHT m TTIVJE,

w\x hard and sou are '

tuis. ou SNOWBAVJl,
IS Ntf PRA1ER.

\

I

l

7 I 0NL1 THROW
1 CONSECRATED
V snohballs.

2 8

"Drive, George, drive! This one's got a coathanger!"

Doonesbury

YOUR PARENTS
CAME THROUGH, *&**'

SAM! I'M NOW
IN The SOCIAL
sbcurity loop.'

cool,mm
\ ^*

WAIT'LL MY BABYSITTING
BUPPIESHEARTHENEWS!
NO ONE'S GOING TO
believem

"Don't touch it, honey ... it's just a face in the crowd."

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
e

Henry VIII on the dating scene

LISTEN UP, LAP/ES!
GUESSWHO NOW
HAS HIS VERYOWN
SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER! \c-t0-
TA-DAl /*

dQUE?

auoir

OH...SORRY. JE
SU/S KOSHER/
ON-BOOKO!

UINVOLVES
MARIJUANA,..

THANKS,BUT
I'MONPUTY.
I COULPLOSE
MY SOCIAL
SECURITY.

WW H* fc!
THAT WAS
HURIOOS.'

Ut % HA/

I

NOBoDl Cm MAKE ME
GO INSIDE.' I'VE GOT
200 SNOWBALLS mwr
SM I'M STAGING OUT'
NO 'ONES GONNA MAKE
tfF COME IN THE HOUSE.'

f A JOKE IS NEVER ASA
FUNM THE SECOND

V TIME WO HEAR IT. J

^wfc

-*3^
213

Miss me#>

Uncommon Sense by Chris Soltesz

"Well, kid, ya beat me— and now every punk packin

a paddle and tryin' to make a name for himself will

come lookin for you\ ... Welcome to hell, kid."

"A CHEER FOR CHEERS"

YOU'RE LOOKING

FOR SOME GRASS?
ITHOUGHTYOU
QUfTAWHILE
BACK.CORNELL.

\

IT'S NOT
FORME,
MAN...

\

I BAKE ITINTO BROWNIES
FOR SEVERELY ILL AlDSmiENTS.
THEMARIJUANA HELPSBLOCK THE
9PEEFFECTS OFCHEMOTHERAPY.

EVERY WEEKI MAKE A BIG
BATCH WITHBETTY CROCKER
BRQIAJNIEMIX. BUTLASTWEEK
MYSUPPLIER GOTBUSTEP. I
THOUGHTMAYBE YOUMIGHT
KNOW SOMEONE ~s

UM...IUELL,

LET'S SEE.
HOWABOUT
LVNCANHINES?
ORP/LLSBURY?

ZONK, TRY
TO STAY
UJfTHME.
THIS IS

IMPORTANT.
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DrwK Semi bly/N off Scxidl?

by Lany White

Your Horoscope

Feb 7 thru 13

LEO, SAGITTARIUS ANP
ARIES HAVE GrOOPSELF
EGOS, ALWAYS PLEA9EP
TO OFFER ASSISTANCE.
WHEN THEY HELP THEY
PO SO FREELY WITHOUT
ANY STRINGS ATTACH Eft

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

Mercury planet of adaptability moves
into Pisces. Opportunity could be
knocking for those who are willing to

change with the times. Close Sun and
Saturn aspect indicates today's dreams
could be tomorrow's facts for those

willing to accept responsibility. Nice
surprises possible Monday & Saturday

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20
In dealings with others avoid being too
impressionable and letting your
imagination go beyond a balance.'

TAURUS April 21- May 21

By concerttraungon your soaal life voull
meet people who share your interests.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Being resourceful is sometimes only a

matter of using a different approach.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

People might express themselves more
frankly. Avoid jumping to conclusions.

LEO July 24 - August 23

Thoughts and senses are likely to be
more penetrating and intuitive.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Don't be afraid to express your feelings

because you don't want to rock any boats.

LIBRA. Sept24-Oct23

More analytical and practical thinking
could open new opportunities.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

Pursuing new hobbies and social inter-

ests offers escape from daily pressures.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dec21

Don't let emotions cloud your thinking.
Where there's a will, there's a way!

CAPRICORN. Dw22-J«n20
"Acres of Diamonds" are under your
feet! Keep thoughts aimed in one direc-

tion.

AQUARIUS Jan2l-Febl9

Explore new methods that might put
you in better financial directions.

PISCES Feb2O-M*rch20

New projects or ideas launched now are
right tor your quest for success.

FREE Numerology "Personal Year'report of what to expect in youryearahead. Send
birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-
SONAL YEAR "(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
A Cheer for Cheers" By Gerry F«y

ACROSS
1 hebecca

5 Chews Postal Patron

10 Word after white or

dose-out

14 Sacred Image

15 Plant part

16 Dry

17 Peterson

19 Build

20 Century plants

21 Recall

23 Pro

26 Watery part of blood

27 Reb'sorg.

30 Fetch:2wds

32 Isolated

36 Pounded

38 Squirrel, eg

39 German river

40 Singer Travis

42 No In Stuttgart

43 Sleek

45 Carta

47 Tennis term

48 Root

49 Boston from Concord,

NH
50 ltallcs:Abbrev.

52 Span's companion

54 Used up

58 Atmospheres

62 Over-the-hill

63 Woody Boyd's Parents

66 Simple

67 Sheepish

68 Coll. Ent. Exam
69 Mr. Clinton for shjrt

70 Plant part

71 Tennis units

DOWN
1 Que
2 Scent

3 Eroded

4 Mr. Fudd

5 Cardtopdmlnary resus-

citation

6 "My Name Is Asher

1 i i 4

1
6 7 i 1

1

,0 II 12 11

14 "
*;

17 II r
20 21 22

n 24 21 26

27 21 M JO
' m 31 )4 15

B )7
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'

40 41

1 K
4) 46

47 wF 49

50 11

1
12 ™ Hi

M R 5* m > 59 60 61

62

i

61 64 61

B 67

1
61

B 70 71

7 Roman road

8 Far, Farer,

Glow

10 Cheers Owner
11 Assyrian

12 Similar

13 German river

18 Missouri river

22 It was-
to Cicero

24 Sacher

48 Cling to

51 One of the 3 musketeers

53 Pointed ends

54 Mildly wet

55 Vase

56 Tiny hole

57 Drop's companion

59 Cincinnati's Pete

60 Science subj.

61 Concordes
25 Ending for teen or golden 64 Ribonucleic acid

27 Fisher's game 65 Slippery fellow

28 Ointment

29 Yellowish

31 Ms PW
33 Mr. Hershteer & others

34 Mr. Young & others

35 Coach

37 Cheer's Upstairs

Neighbor

38 throat

41 Foot digits

44 Head In Dijon

46 Court case
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Dealing with diversity
by Gara Smith

Contributing Writing

"It's nothing about seeing

color... it is what you do after

seeing color," was spoken by

Theodore "Ted" G. White III, a

vice president for programs of

Training Research Development

(TRD), Inc. On Tuesday,

February 9, over 50 Clarion

University students attended a

Multicultural Student

Empowerment workshop at the

Clarion Holiday Inn.

The student group presentation

was given by White and Sylvia

Y. Bittle, a doctoral candidate

and graduate fellow in industrial

and organizational psychology at

the University of Maryland at

College Park.

Following the welcome and

introduction, the "Why's and

What's of Diversity" were

discussed. The communication

barrier between the races never

being broken, and the fact that

people no longer are separated

by geographic boundaries were

the main concerns of the why's

of diversity.

The "what" of diversity was

explained through the

Multicultural Change Process.

"The individual can make

choices which are bridges

between the stepping stones of

awareness, knowledge and skill,"

said White.

Also involved in the process

are primary dimensions of

diversity (age, ethnicity, gender,

physical abilities/ qualities, race

or sexual/ affectional orientation)

and secondary dimensions of

diversity (educational

background, geographic

location, income, marital status,

military experience, parental

status, religious beliefs, or work

experience).

Students participated with

various exercises such as

diversity and difference, societal

stereotypes, sociocultural

awareness, white

privileges/white identity

development and creating a

vision of a multicultural student

body.

Where do we go from here?

Students suggested more

multicultural workshops, more

diversity training to faculty and

active participation to all CSA
organization programs, just to

name a few ideas.

CARLSON LIBRARY:

CHECK IT OUT!
Did you know?

-That all the library displays

are created by just one person?

And the credit goes to Karen

Sheesman (Library Asst.). ,

-That February is Black

History Month?

Check out the display case

next to the reference room.

Check out this month's

journals (Instructor, Black Issues

in Higher Education)

Check out "Eyes on the

Prize" a PBS Video Series.

-That a study will soon be

underway in Carlson to evaluate

the new Geac 8000 system?

(Detailed information on this in a

future column).

-That there is a suggestion box,

just for your input. (Under the

main directory).

-That you can find items such

as Rolling Stone, Broadcasting

or the New York Times in the

periodicals room?

- That if a book is listed as

Main/C* Quar under "Location"

on Geac it means the book is

oversized. Those oversized

books whose call numbers begin

with A through V can be found

on Third Floor North. Those that

begin with two can be found at

the end of the regular two run on

First Floor North.

-That you can contribute this

column by submitting a review

or special feature on a topic that

interests you?

- That you can request a tour of

the library, and that the person to

see is Basil Martin in the

reference room?

- If Punxsy Phil was correct we

still have about five weeks of

winter left, so now is a great

time to get some reading and

research done!

"I have many fond memories

of the time I spent in the Garland

County Library. As a student in

high school and college, my love

for leaving was fostered and

enhanced by all the resources I

made use of in the libraries

where I studied. . . Today the

library is not only a special place

for me but for my family also."

-Bill Clinton

Superman
Returns

on April 16

Reservations for Collectors

Editions by February 17 are

guaranteed

Comic Books
101

Across from the Loomis on

South 6th Ave.

LMon-Sat
(noon - 5:30)

Fri (noon 7:00)

227-2544

(r
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ii

n
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

Buy any Biscuit Sandwich

GET ONE FREE
lust bring in this coupon

and when you buy any

hisiuit sandwich, the

second one l» free Limit

one food item per coupon.

per customer, per VMM

Please pn-sent coupon when

ordering Not valid with

anv other offer.

Cash value I 2(1 oil cent 1

(kodtmlyat

Clarion McDonald's

„ MC/lyi
^^^^Hl^^^ r 1992 McDonalds Corporation l|

Valid until 3/1 3/SM _/M

{(
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II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II
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Buy one Big Mac Sandwich

GET ONE

. 1992 McDonald s Co'Dcanon

I ash value I '20 cil I cent

%

FREE
lusi present tin- coupon when

Inni'iK J Bik Mac inJ iouil

We* .mother Bic Mac free'

Limit i>ne food item pc"

coupon, per fUMoKiet. per

< !sit ?Ieasc priscni OUprtl

when i .tderi'iL' N,.t valid with

anv other otfet

fjnod only at

Clarion McDonald's

Into the Streets

Writing Contest
Write an essay on "why community service is

important?" Submit to the Clarion Call by Friday

February 19 at 4:00 p.m., to be considered.

All entries will be judged by the Call

executive board and a winner will be

announced on Thursday February 25.

In Addition to getting your winning essay published

in the Call, the winner will also receive a free medium

pizza with two toppings from Dominos.

JUST BECAUSE YOU ASKED FOR IT.

The Snack Bar at the Gemmell Student Complex

Is now OPEN on SATURDAYS.

Monday through Friday 7:30 am - 9:00 pm

Saturday 2:00 pm • 9:00 pm

Sunday 4:00 pm - 9:00 pm

PIZZAMORE' PIZZA DELIVERY

Sunday through Saturday 4:00 pm - 1 1 :30 pm

CASH ALLOWANCE

Monday through Friday

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Saturday

Lunch

Dinner

Sunday

Dinner

7:30 am - 10:44 am

10:45 am • 3:45 pm
3:46 pm - 9:00 pm

2:00 pm - 3:45 pm

3:46 pm • 9:00 pm

4:00 pm - 9:00 pm

'93 "SPRING BREAK" '93

DAYTONA BEACH
Just When You Thought You Couldn't Afford it!

mwnmm
Per Person BIG BREAK.

7 FULL NICHTS INCLUDING

TRANSPORTATION & ACCOMMODATIONS

PRICE INCLUDES
* Round Trip Charter Bus Transportation

+ Daily Pool Side Activities

* Full 7 Nights Lodging

• Nightly Club Specials

• VIP Fun Card for Discount

* Optional Sight-seeing Trips

• Rooms Only from $1 09.50 per person Quad Occupancy

DAYTONA
TravelTours

STAY AT DAYTONA'S HOTTEST HOTELS

RIGHT ON DAYTONA BEACH!

Howard Johnson Safari Beach Motel

Atlantic Inn Surfside The Texan

Voyager Resort Motel Sunrise Inn

FOR TOUR PACKAGE Mar-: OOC.QnCM
INFORMATION CALL MarCI 226-3084

a x.

Morton scores 41 in loss

mv other oM.r ^m MSfeSA* Jr ont/Q^

Cal spoils Golden Eagles quest for top spot
* 1MI I I— 1

11 Ml
" W A ^ 1 mkU dropped in 15 first half points

by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Despite a 41 point effort by

Clarion guard Kwame Morton,

the Eagles missed out on a

golden opportunity to move into

first place in the PSAC-West last

night.

California shooting sensation

Ray Gutierrez stole the spotlight

in the 108-91 defeat of Clarion.

Gutierrez scorched the nets for

35 points, including a 15 for 16

night from the foul line.

Cal shot a blistering 62 percent

in the first half and soared out to

a 56-44 halftime advantage. A

Morton three-point shot closed

the lead to within six midway

through half number two, but

Gutierrez stopped them right

there.

Gutierrez exploded for nine

straight Vulcan points and the

lead was back to 12. From there,

Clarion never got closer than

within 10.

For the game, Morton received

little help as Steve Branch and

Roy Bumosky were the only

other Eagles scoring in double

figures.

Three Clarion players fouled

out as the Eagles committed 31

total fouls, leading to 50 Cal free

throws. Bumosky, Brian Paige

and Dave Wojciechowski were

all forced to leave due to foul

problems.

With Morton's career high of

41 points, he moved into fifth

place on Clarion's all-time

leading scorer list with 1,534

points, passing Terry Thompson.

The nineteen point loss was the

only sour note on an otherwise

perfect week. Clarion took

advantage of a three-game

homestand by defeating Slippery

Rock and IUP to set up the first

place battle with Cal.

The Eagles knew the

possibilities that this three game

homestand possessed, and they

entered last Wednesday's match-

up with Slippery Rock with fire

in their eyes. Clarion never

allowed the Rockets the pleasure

of a lead and whitewashed its

arch-rival 90-66 in front of 1,500

faithful at Tippin Gymnasium.

Morton had already imbedded

15 points by intermission, and

dropped in 15 first half points.

Despite a dismal five point half

from Morton and a seven point

half from Bumoskey, the Eagles

found themselves leading 35-32

at the break.

Leading 43-41 early in the

second, Clarion ran off nine

straight points and built a

comfortable 11 point advantage.

The comfort quickly turned to

chaos as IUP exploded for 23 of

the next 29 points and blew past

the Eagles, 73-64. The lead was

not all that Clarion lost during

the spurt. Leading rebounder

Chris Boone had picked up foul

number five, and combined with

the four that both Branch and Ian

Whyte had obtained, the first

place match-up with Cal seemed

to be just a fairy tale.

But, once upon a time there

was a man named Kwame.

Morton guided the Eagles on a

15-2 road to a happy ending by

nailing a three-point bomb that

brought the capacity crowd to its

feet. Morton's launch was

followed by two consecutive

threes by Bumoskey and

Wojciechowski, and the Indians

could never recover.

Clutch foul shooting down the

stretch locked up the second win

of the homestand, 95-86, and set

up the first place meeting with

Cal.

The Eagles will next travel to

Lake Erie for a non-conference

game on Saturday. Clarion's

next PSAC batUe will take place

in Edinboro on Monday, and the

next home tilt is against Lock

Haven on Wednesday.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Someone's got to give: Steve Branch (50) pivots on an IUP defender to score. Branch is

averaging over 11 points a game for the Eagles for the season.

the Eagles led at the break 39-3 1

.

The first two minutes of the

second half transformed this

tightly contested PSAC battle

into a Bumoskey shooting clinic.

Bumoskey's drilled three

consecutive treys, and the rout

that nobody expected began to

unfoil. Slippery Rock could not

squeeze any closer than ten, and

soon the Clarion lead had

ballooned to an insurmountable

32 point cushion. Game number

one of this crucial three game set

had gone to the Eagles in

convincing fashion, and fans

anxiously awaited a Saturday

night confrontation with IUP.

Morton led all scorers with 29,

while Bumoskey and Paige

chimed in with 20 and 13 points,

respectively. The Eagles shot a

blazing 43 percent from behind

the three-point arc, and the Rock

never had a prayer.

A Saturday night rendevous

with IUP emitted the sensual

aroma of a playoff atmosphere.

Branch set the tone for half

number one by scoring seven of

Clarion's first 10 points. While

Morton and Bumoskey had been

smothered by two or three Indian

defenders at a time, it was

Branch who picked up the

scoring slack and calmly

Golden Ea«i.e leaders

Points per CAME

Morton (24.5)

KpfOPNDS PER GAME

Boone (7.2)

Assists

Wojciechowski (130)

Yjinr. THROW PERCENTAGE

Paige (90%)

Steals

Wojo (3<S)

Bumosky (36)
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Sintobin plays key role in both

Clarion wrestlers take two matches to the wire
by Eric Feigel

Soorts Writer

It may seem like the best place

in a wrestling line-up. No

starving to make weight, no

induced vomiting needed. All

the heavyweight does is work

out and wrestle, right? Well,

anyone would have given up

food to avoid the pressure that

junior heavyweight Rob Sintobin

must have felt this past week.

Sintobin had the outcome of two

straight matches fall solely on

his broad shoulders.

On Friday night, Sintobin

earned a hard-fought 8-4

decision over Army's B.J

Sjolinder to help the Eagles seize

a 19-19 draw with the Cadets.

Clarion started off fast when

Luke Shocklee pinned Matt Orr.

The win gave CUP a 6-0 lead

heading into the 126-pound

match. Kyle Wolfe dropped a

close one, 5-3 in OT, and the

Clarion lead was cut in half.

At 134 pounds, Nick

Pendolino pulled out a victory to

give Clarion a 9-3 lead.

Freshman Dave Thomas then

gave it everything he had against

Army's Dave Warnick at 142.

Wamick, who was ranked as the

number five wrestler in the

country coming in, was moved

up from 134. After being tied at

two a piece going into the third

period, Thomas got caught and

suffered a fall.

With the match tied at 9-9,

Moss Grays got things rolling

again for Clarion. A Grays 12-4

major decision gave Clarion a

13-9 advantage going into the

158 pound weight class, but the

Eagles lost the next two and

found themselves trailing 16-13.

Dan Payne tied the match back

up with a 9-4 decision over

Simon Reese. After losing the

190 pound match, Sintobin

brushed the pressure aside and

sealed an overall draw with his

8-4 decision at heavyweight.

On Tuesday, CUP travelled to

Kent State. Decisions by

Shocklee, Pendolino and

Thomas combined with a pinfall

by Moss Grays gave Clarion a

commanding 15-3 cushion.

Unfortunately for the Eagles, 26-

5 wrestler Dan Payne was sick

and could not perform. The

Golden Flashes fought all the

way back, and with Tiny

Anderson's heartbreaking

overtime loss, Kent State took a

16-15 lead.

One match remained, and

again it all came down to

Sintobin. In a controversial

decision, the official awarded a

pinfall to the Kent State wrestler.

Head Coach Jack Davis pleaded

his case to no avail, and the

match was over. Kent State 22,

Clarion 15.

The 9-10-1 Golden Eagles will

host Pitt University on Saturday

at 7:30 p.m.

NOW RENTING

New, furnished apartments

above

CHINATOWN
RESTAURANT
Main Street, Clarion

SHIPPEN REALTY
226-6068

ask for Brian

please leave message

apartments available for

Summer , Fall and

Spring 93-94 school year

TV S LIVE SPORTS
February schedule

Thursday, Feb. 11:

Women's basketball vs. California

Friday, Feb. 12:

Men's basketball vs. California

Monday, Feb. 15:

Women's basketball vs. Gannon

Tuesday, Feb. 16:

Wrestling vs. Pitt

Wednesday, Feb. 17:

Wrestling vs. Pitt

Thursday, Feb. 18:

Women's basketball vs. Lock Haven

University Book Center
Gemmell Complex, Payne Street

ALL GREEK ITEMS

in stock
Thursday, Feb. 11 through Friday, March 5

Shop the UBC, Where your $$$ continue to work for you!

Friday, Feb. 19:

Men's basketball vs. Lock Haven

Monday, Feb. 22:

Women's basketball vs. Shipp

Tuesday, Feb. 23:

Men's basketball vs. Shipp

Wednesday, Feb. 24:

Wrestling vs. Penn State

Thursday, Feb 25:

Women's basketball vs. Shipp

Friday, Feb. 26:

Men's basketball vs. Shipp

Catch all the best in Golden Eagles action on TVS!

Monday-Friday 5:00 p.m.

University Apartments

Affordable Student Housing

Now Renting for Summer, Fall and Spring

LocatedAlong US %i- 322 Adjacent to Campus

University Apartments offers an atmosphere conducive to higher education as well as an opportunity for

independant living. 'Each unit is a self-contained efficiency apartment equipped with kitchen appliances,

furniture and Bathroom. 'We offer afull-time resident manager to supervise the buddings.

Comparing our rental rates with campus housivg and other off-campus housing, one willfind them substantially

below mar^t rentfor the area. M utilities (except telephone) are included in the rent. Installation and hookup

of utilities alone would cost an additional $75 at other pious. Add this to your monthly bills, (say an average of

$100/monthfor 4 students), andrentfor tlxe semester. Compare and save with University Apartments.

Those contact University Apartments for further information and/or an appointment to examine our facititUs:

226-6880.

mes: Current dormitory rates are $805 per semester per student for two-person square room with no kitchen,

living room or bathroom. University Apartments rates are asfollows:

9{umSer oftenants

fatt/Spring l 2 3 4

Studio $1,050 $625 n/a n/a

1 -'Bedroom $1,600 $825 $650 n/a

2'Bedroom $3,500 $1,250 $950 $775

9{umSer ofTenants

Summer 1 2 3 4

Studio $200 n/a n/a n/a

l-'Bedroom $250 $125 n/a n/a

2'Bedroom $300 $150 $100 $75
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Golden Eagles defeat Cal in divisional shootout
*—

*

.- /-.._• ». _: troripH hnnn« to make it 25-2*

byJonQ.SUler

Soorts Editor

The Clarion University

women's basketball team has

been entering conference play all

taped up as of late, but for good

reason. PSAC-West rivals are

attempting anything to try to

slow down the undefeated

Golden Eagles, even if that

means getting a little physical.

The strategy seems to work to

begin games, but Clarion's run-

and-gun, spread-out attack has

been prevailing in the end.

The Eagles improved their

conference leading record to 7-0

last night by defeating a pesky

Cal team 87-80 with a strong

second half performance.

Cal jumped out to a big 12

point advantage in only five

minutes, but CUP quickly

stormed back.

The Eagles were trailing 17-5

with 13:40 left to go in the first

half, but two quick Mona

Gaffney layups and two trifectas,

by Leatha Dudeck and Shannon

Coakley, set Clarion on a 10-0

run and kept things close. The

Eagles never led in the first half

and trailed by as many as 12

points.

Cal slowed Clarion's fast-break

attack in the first half by holding

them to only 36 points on 38

percent shooting. Fortunately,

Clarion attempted 37 shots in

the half to Cal's 30 attempts,

keeping them in the contest. Cal

only took a two point lead, 38-

36, into the second half

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Approaching trifecta launch: Amy Coon (21) looks for her

favorite spot to launch a three-point attempt. Coon leads

Clarion in three-point field goals made.

(disappointing, considering they to their eventual seven point

had held an early 12-point

advantage).

Cal continued to play CUP
tough early in the second half,

matching Clarion point for point.

At 6:25 to go in the game with

the score knotted at 66-66, an

Amy Coon three-pointer gave

Clarion a three-point lead and set

them on their way. Clarion

never trailed the rest of the way.

Two Mountsier three-pointers

and Gaffney's strong inside play

led Clarion down the stretch and

L MftMWWrW
wok meci now

<1 5
. .*m*-zjz %* 1*V »••

DAY PACKAGES
from $135*

'Per person, quad occupancy, plus tax. 4, 5 & 6 day packages also

available. Kitchenettes & suites available at additional charge.

151 ROOMS IN THE HEART OF THE "MIRACLE STRIP".

ALL ROOMS GULF VIEW WITH 400 FEET OF SUGAR
WHITE SAND AT YOUR FEET. WORLD-CLASS CLUBS,

ATTRACTIONS & RESTAURANTS LOCATED NEARBY.
BEACH ACTIVITIES, WAVE RUNNERS & JET SKIS

ON THE PROPERTY.
;.,,,,,. ,--,,-. :-,. I (noft-refuwiatfe). Room rfawa^e dcyo&t-reauired. Rates do
-...'..., .

- r r _, -.r/j- • i, : in ririn-commissionabk dm partirta permit pc eXwdard room

victory.

For the game, Clarion was

outrebounded 47-32 but were

able make up for that by

shooting 40 percent from three-

point land for the game. The

hosts also delivered 90 percent

(10-11) shooting from the charity

stripe for the game.

The bottom line is that no team

has yet been able to keep up with

the Eagle run-and-gun for an

entire contest.

Dudeck led CUP in the game

with 17 points and also chipped

in eight rebounds.

Five other women scored in

double-digits for the victors, led

by Gaffney's 13 points in only 21

minutes.

Jones contributed on the inside

with 10 caroms and four blocked

shots.

Coakley paced Clarion with six

assists.

The Clarion women, led by

head coach Margaret "Gie"

Parsons, have an overall record

of 16-4 and have won nine in a

row, including seven straight

PSAC-West contests. They won

at Cal, 91-81, earlier this season.

Three more of Clarion's nine

straight wins came this past

week. Two of the three were

conference victories.

On Feb. 3, the Eagles pulled

out a 75-73 conference nailbiter

over The Rock.

Clarion trailed throughout

most of the contest before taking

a 71-70 lead late on a Coakley

jumper.

CUP built the lead to 74-70 on

a Coon three-pointer with 2:51

remaining in the game.

The Golden Eagles then failed

to put the game away from the

foul line, but a superb defensive

effort kept The Rock off of the

scoreboard to preserve the win.

The Eagles missed three front

ends of one-and-ones during the

final minute before Jones hit one

free throw with eight seconds

left.

Clarion trailed by as many as

11 points early in the second half

before they wore The Rock

down.

Gaffney paced the Eagles

winning effort with 14 points in

21 minutes. Dudeck and

Coakley added 12 points each,

Coon pitched in with 11 and

Jones contributed 10.

Jones pulled down 10

rebounds, while Dudeck led the

team in boards with 12 and

added five steals.

Point guard Melissa Barnette

dished out six assists.

The loss set The Rock back.

They fell to 1-5 in the PSAC-

West conference.

On Feb. 6, the Eagles

overcame a very physical IUP

squad to pull out a 93-82

conference drubbing.

IUP played well early on,

forcing CUP into a physical

game. Clarion left IUP in the

dust midway through the second

half, however, as the visitors

couldn't handle the pace.

The Indians moved out to an

early 23-17 lead, but the Eagles

dialed long-distance to keep in

the contest.

Three-point percentage

specialist Pam Mountsier hit

back-to-back three's to even the

game at 23-23, and the teams

traded hoops to make it 25-25

before a Jones layup gave CUP

the lead for good.

Amy Migyanka scored eight

points on a Clarion 15-4 run that

gave the hosts an 11 point

advantage. The Eagles never let

IUP any closer than within three

points the rest of the way.

The Golden Eagles built a

huge 19 point lead late in the

second half, settling for an 11

point trouncing.

Seven players reached double

figures in scoring in the total

team effort, Jones leading the

way with 15 points. Barnette

and Dudeck contributed 13

points each. Mountsier,

Migyanka, Coon and Coakley

also added double-digit numbers.

Jones led in rebounds for

Clarion with 13.

Coakley added six assists and

four steals.

Clarion led at the half 49-38.

How, one might ask, when IUP

shot 62 percent from the floor in

the first half to Clarion's 45

percent? Maybe because IUP

turned the ball over 17 times,

plus yielded nine offensive

rebounds to CUP in the half.

This resulted in Clarion shooting

the ball 42 times for the half to

IUP only shooting 24. IUP

turned the ball over 29 times for

the game. Clarion enjoyed the

many opportunities to fast-break

and capitalized.

IUP fell to 2-4 in the PSAC-

West.

The Eagles warmed up for Cal

by defeating St. Vincent, 77-60,

in a non-conference contest on

Monday night.

Gaffney fired in 27 points, and

Jones added 14 tallies.

Coakley set a Clarion

University record for career field

goal attempts in the game. She

needs just over 20 points to

become Clarion's all-time

scoring leader. Jeannine Tyler

ended last year with 1,219 career

points. Coon and Dudeck both

have over 950 career points and

will probably surpass 1,000

career points this season.

CUP will host powerful

Gannon on Friday at 6 p.m.

MEAU
1-&00-&74

12525 Front Beach Road * Panama City Beach, FL 32407
~2P

5th ^ve#
Restaurant

Cold 6 packs / Qts to go

Best prices in town!

226-8512

Monday - Special

Hot Wings / Pitchers All Day

200 each hot or mild

Full Menu
Daily Specials

Wednesday - Special

Mug Nite / Hot Dogs

3 for $1 (condiments included)
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Sports Spotlight

Yes Virginia, there is a Clarion hockey team
by Jon Q. Siller

Sports Editor

There isn't a Wayne Gretzky, a

Mario Lemieux or an Al Iafrate

in the bunch, by name or by

talent, but there is a Jim

Heckman, a James "Beezer"

Gregg and a Dan Durkin. They

make up part of the Clarion

hockey club.

A National Hockey League

team they are not. A college or

university hockey team they are

not. A team with heart is what

they are. I got their exclusive

story from Heckman, the team's

captain. He works, he is a DJ, he

has 15 credits and has a hockey

team. But a busy schedule isn't

going to stop any pursuit of a

man with heart. He wants to

play hockey, and thus he does.

The team was formed four

years ago by Geoff Gray.

Heckman remembers that the

team actually had to "rush"

players just like a fraternity

would "rush" for members. He

caught a glimpse of a flyer on a

bulletin board and took an

interest. Eleven other men also

took an interest. Thus, the

conception of the Clarion

Warpigs. They joined a men's

league in Kittaning,

Pennsylvania. Yes, way out in

Kittaning, PA. Clarion was

getting creamed by older and

more experienced teams that had

been playing together for years

but was getting a little better

with every game. They even had

the opportunity to play Grove

City College, giving them

experience against opponents

their own age. Everything was

going so well. It seemed so easy.

Not even close, the Warpigs,

now known more simply as the

Clarion hockey club, had to and

still has to deal with numerous

challenges to just keep the team

alive. But their admiration for

the sport of hockey keeps them

going.

livery member of the 1993

team is a Clarion University

student. They include

defensemen Jerry Ferraro, Ed

Ganster, Greg Lobb, Bryan

Vaughn , Durkin and Gregg.

Jason Hanlon, Jeff Hensler, Mike

Paraska, Matt Allison, Brian

Nicol, "Lek" Sullivan and

Heckman are on offense. Lou

Berlingeri is the Clarion goalie.

"It is Berlingeri's first year ever

skating as goalie, and he has

only been in goal eight games

overall," said Heckman. "He

may give up five or ten goals a

game, but that is out of 45-50

shots on goal. That is a great

percentage considering the

competition." Other members

are Ray Dennis, Jason Delp and

Kevin Porter. Heckman had

praise for the whole team, seeing

that every player has improved.

On any given game day, four

or five cars, packed with big

hockey bags, travel to Kittaning

to take on team's like "Coor's

Light" or "Rick's Hockey

Supply." Don't laugh. "Rick's

Hockey Supply," from New
Kensington, Pa., is one of the

league's best. This past Monday

evening, Clarion fell to these

guys 11-5. Heckman said that

Monday's game had 20 people in

attendance, mostly parents and a

few students. The attendance is

usually not a factor because of

the fact that most of the team's

games are after 10 p.m. The

players have busy schedules, and

ice time is hard to get. But this

is just another obstacle that the

players have to meet head on for

the love of the game. Heckman

says that it gets rough at times.

First of all, the team has no

coach so players have to

schedule games and set the

lineup. In playing night games

after 10 p.m., it may be 3 a.m.

before the team gets back to

Clarion. But the team goes on.

"You've got to love hockey to be

able to stand four ugly guys,

sweaty and smelly, in the truck

all the way home at 3 in the

morning," Heckman said. He

feels that with all of the younger

guys his team has, the team will

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Le Magnifioue club (from left to right): Row 1- Jim Heckman, Lou Berlingeri, Mike Paraska & Brian

Nicol. Row 2- Jerry Ferraro, Jason Hanlon, Ray Dennis, Bryan Vaughn & Jeff Hensler. Missing- Ed

Ganster, Dan Durkin, Jim Gregg, 'Lek' Sullivan, Matt Allsion, Greg Lobb, Jason Delp & Kevin Porter.

survive.

Heckman feels that it would be

easier if they received a little

financial help. Clarion

University is not affiliated with

the Clarion hockey club, at least

not in budget. Heckman says

that this makes it hard on the

team, but they do manage to get

by.

Without any support, each

team member must pay around

$150 dollars a semester to keep

the team alive. Members have to

buy their own jerseys, pay for

rink time, pay for gas on the trips

and even provide their own

equipment. "I can't see why

Clarion County, right smack in

the middle of a hockey state,

won't sponsor a hockey team,"

said Heckman. "I believe that

hockey would be a great addition

to this school. A rink would

bring people and revenue into

the college." Heckman says that

the club has come a little way,

though. "Nicol is doing a good

job in trying to get us

recognized," said Heckman. "It

would just be nice to be able to

practice with more than one

puck. Evert" if the University

would sponsor buses to go down

to watch us play or something."

No matter what, this team will

survive. A team that has stuck

together for four years on almost

nothing has to have something

deep down inside for the game

of hockey. . . The Clarion hockey

club has whatever that is.
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FOX'S PIZZA DEN

Valentine's Day Special

Any 9" wedgie * Qfl
(pick up only) Jp^^y

Good only on 2/14/93

+ TAX

226-5555

FREE
Membership with this coupon v,

V/n,

Wilkinson TV & Video %
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

Qlfyt titytl Love

2S%0ff KLINGENSMITH'S
DRUG STORES Inc.

CLARION- 800 Medical Ctr.,

226-8281
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Help Wanted
SPEND THE SUMMER IN THE
BEAUTIFUL CATSKILL MOUNTAINS
OF NEW YORK. ACHIEVE A

CHALLENGING AND REWARDING
SUMMER EXPERIENCE WORKING IN

A RESIDENTIAL CAMPUS FOR ADULTS
WITH PHYSICAL AND
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
COUNSELORS, CABIN LEADERS,
PROGRAM LEADERS. ALL STUDENTS

ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY.

SEASON DATES JUNE 1 UNTIL AUGUST
19. GOOD SALARY, ROOM AND
BOARD, AND SOME TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. CALL MARCIE AT (301)

422-9454 FOR INFORMATION OR
WRITE TO CAMP JENED, P.O. BOX 483.

RPCL ROCK HILL, NY 12775 (914) 434-

2220.

Free trip to Cancun, Mexico. Organize a

small group and travel free as a college rep

with sun bound vacations. Prices start from

$419.00. Complete packages includes round

trip jet service, hotel transfers, 7 nights

hotel, beach parlies, daily sunshine, exotic

nightlife, tequila happy hour and much

more. For the best value and the most fun

filled spring break package call (800) SUN

TREK or (800) 786-8735 for further details

and reservation.

Now renting for summer and fall. New

completely furnished apartments for 4 people

Two locations. Call 354-2992

Personals
Itn Delta Theta would like to thank Tri Sigs

for their support. It is greatly appreciated.

Congratulations Sherri and Heather! We love

our AST Littles. Love, your bigs

SUMMER JOBS: UPWARD BOUND
PROGRAM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS for live-in tutor-

counselor positions, 6/2-7/17/93. Provide

supervision, tutor, lead programs/activities on

campus. Must have interest in working around

the clock with 60 college-bound high school

students. Applications available at 216 Davis

Hall. Deadline 2/26/93.

Nice furnished apartments available for

fall/spring. Ideal locations. Two blocks from

campus. 764-3690

Sales & Serviees
Monday Madness

Buy 1 large or medium pizza at Geo's, get a

2nd at half price (of equal or lesser value).

To Alpha Sigma Tau: We had fun at our mixer

The Brothers of Theta Xi. P.S. Sharon, wanna

paint?!?

Happy 21st Birthday Richael. P.S. Don't blow

too HARD! Love, Tracy, Amy, Jennifer and

Chris

Girlfnend--Congrats and welcome to the

Sisterhood of Delta Zeta

Dana, Thanx for all of your hard work with

Rush. You did a great job! Love, your Theta

Phi Alpha Sisters

Melissa, it's been 5 months now and everyday

you've made me happy. I love you! Will you

be my Valentine? I^>ve, Lon

For Sale: Queen size waterbed includes sheets,

$50. Evenings 782-6400

Two 4 Tuesday

Buy 1 large or medium pizza at Geo's, get a

2nd at half price (of equal or lesser value).

Congratulations to our new initiated brothers.

Sly, Stan, Jerry, Paul and Brian. The Brothers

of Theta Xi.

P.S. Sly, here is some door material.

Happy Valentine's Day to the Brothers of Sig

Tau Gamma! Love ya. Amy

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -Earn

$2,000+/month+world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,

the Carribean, etc.). Holiday, Summer and

Career employment available. No experience

necessary. For employment program call

1-206-634-0468 ext. C5246.

250 Counselors and Instructors needed! Coed

summer camp in Poconos Mountains,

Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234 CC,

Kenilworth,NJ 07033 (908)276-0998.

Summer campus staff positions available in

South-Central Pennsylvania. Counselors,

waterfront, program specialists needed. Good

salaries, generous time-off. Contact: Barbara

Nealon, Penn Laurel Girl Scout Council, 1600

Mt. Zion Road, York, PA, 17402. (1-800-673-

2561)

KniimmmU's & Kintals

Apartment for rent near university. Available

August. Two bedroom. 226-6355-Evening;

275-3551-Day.

•True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose from 50

colors. Located in Sligo, PA, 10 miles south of

Clarion. Call for appointments after 5:00 p.m

358-2715.

Theta Phi Alpha would like to welcome our

new associate members: Heather Kaeselau,

Janine Kucinski, Tracy Orr, Jennifer Sniezek

Congratulations! Love, Theta Phi Alpha

Happy Valentines Day to our White Rose, Amy

McLeish-you have been great. Love Sigma

Tau Gamma

To you kid: Happy Valentine's Day! I love you

Samantha. Love Bill.

Dana, you did a great job with rush. I'm very

proud of you! Love, Colleen.

Two 4 Tuesday

Buy 1 large or medium pizza at Geo's, get a

2nd at half price (of equal or lesser value).

Michael--Happy Valentines Day and 2 1/2

anniversary, hon! "Are you upstairs?" Love

You-Kimberly

To the Sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma, We took

you on, you did your best, you tried to put us to

the test. In the end you never won. We beat

your butts and it was fun. Thanks for the

volleyball game. Love, the Crows

SUMMER JOBS

ALL LAND/WATER SPORTS

PRESTIGE CH3LDRENS' CAMPS
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS NEAR LAKE

PLACID
CALL 1-800-786-8373

Apartments available for 4 people for fall

'93/spring '94 semesters. One block from

campus. Also, summer opening for 1-4

people. Leave message at 226-5917.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes. ..$200; '86 VW...$50; '87

Mercedes.. .$100; '65 Mustang.. .$50; Choose

from thousands starting $50. FREE

Information-24 Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929

Copyright #PA027910.

Welcome to our two new pledge members

Denise Bump and Emmanuel Onwudiwe and

good luck to all pledges this semester. The

Brothers of Alpha Phi Omega.

To the Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha, Dallas won

we're sorry to say but with your help we had

fun anyway. Maybe next year we'll do it once

more and hopefully our team will score. The

Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho

ZTA-Jen Detore Happy B-day! Love, your

Sisters.

KARNtrPTOSlO/HR

Are you looking for great hours? Great $$$?

And a great experience? Don't look any

further. Market for Fortune 500 Companies!

CALL NOW 1-800-950-1037, EXT. 17.

College Park Apartments now signing for fall

1993 and spring 1994 semesters. Utilities

included, furnished. Call 226-7092.

Nice quiet furnished apartment for 3 or 4 girls.

226-8225

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
And a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just for calling 1-800-

950-1037, Ext. 25.

Remodeled 2 and 3 bedroom mobile homes for

rent available for summer, fall and spring '94.

Call 227-2800.

Monday Madness

Buy 1 large or medium pizza at Geo's, get a

2nd at 1/2 price (of equal or lesser value).

Announcements
Remember Alpha Sigma Tau through Spring

1993's formal Rush. Our sorority promotes

diversity, togetherness and high academic

standing. We hope to see you on Superbowl

Sunday! If you have any questions at all, please

call Jill (226-5269).

Phi Sigma Sigma is proud to announce the

Spring "93 Teddybear Pledge Class. They are

Kelly Dobson, Nicole Haberberger, Jennifer

Koren, Jeanne McCaul, Marsha Mitchell,

Andrea Straw, Maria Tassone, and Kathy

Timblin. Welcome to the sisterhood that lasts a

lifetime!

The Sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha would like

to congratulate our new exec, board members:

President, Stephanie Kovach; Secretary, Jen

Yanega; Chaplain, Michelle Handa;

Membership Education Assistant, Kristen

Brown; Standards Board Chair, Robyn Kline,

Michelle Timko, Michelle Handa, Amy
Ransom, Katie Trapini; Editor, Christine

Csuhta; Alcohol Awareness Chair, Lori Nelson.

We know you'll do a great job.

To John Pulver, our Phi Sig sweetheart. We

hope you have a great Valentine's Day. Thank

you for being a wonderful sweetheart! Love,

The Sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma

The Sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha would like

to thank Eric Reed for being a great sweetheart

this past year. We're going to miss you!!

Nice houses and apartments available for

summer 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Houses for rent. Available immediately. Room

for 4.

Blessing of Engaged Couples at 6:00 p.m.

Sunday mass on February 14th! Celebrate your

engagement with your friends and classmates

on Valentine's Day. For more information call

Fr. Monty at 226-6869.

Congratulations Resa! Wear those FIJI letters

with a smile! Love, your Sisters of D Phi E

Happy 20th B-Day Chrissy and Shawna!

Love, the Sisters of D Phi E

Congratulations to our new sisters, Terri

Dodson, Chrissy Komoroski, Jen Milius,

Michelle Handa, Robyn Kline and Rhond

Wirfel. Love, your Sisters of Alpha Sigma

Alpha.

Apartment for 2 for rent. Available

immediately. Please call 226-7644.

Lost gold bracelet. If found call Dawn at 226-

3215.

Nice houses and apartments available for fall

1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Glitter 'n' Gold Casino Night

Rhoades Center-Venango Campus

February 19, 1993 $5/person ($1 ,000 play

money, raffle ticket and munchies)

To Kris Milner, Lori Nelson and committee.

You did a great job during rush. We love Alpha

Sigma Alpha

Happy 21st Birthday to Cheryl and Kelly!

Party up girls! Love your Sisters of D Phi E

House for rent on Greenville Ave. Fall-Spring

•93-'94. Call 226-8010.
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SPRING BREAK

PANAMA CITY BEACH
!

FLORIDA fa

Three bedroom house for rent on South 4th

Ave. Call 226-8010.

The Zetas would like to invite everyone to

BYOB (bring your own banana) open bid

party. Tuesday, February 16, 7:30 p.m. at the

Zeta house. Hope to see you there.

Happy 22nd B-Day Jenny B. and Joley! The

years are creepin up on you! Love your Sisters

ofDPhiE

The Delta Chi Fraternity would like to

congratulate Charlie Riscavage, Scott Lawry,

Derek Mousessian, Terry "Boo" Franciscus,

Brian Grawser and Chris Shanko. Good luck

to the Spring 93 associate member class.

promotions

• Inter-Campus Programs

High quality beachfront accommoda-

tions for 7 exciting nights. ^J

Round trip chartered motor coach.

Free pool deck parties, activities, & »
O./Discount

card

• On-location staff for complete

assistance.

• All taxes, tips, & service charges

included.

The position of student trustee is going to be open next

semester. For all interested, please pick up an application in

the Student Senate office or call Crystal at 226-8469 for details

Congratulations to the XI pledge class of D Phi

E. Dawn Davidovitch, Holly Conner, Amy
Bowser, Jodi Hart, Sarah Steidel, Shawna

Nestman, Charlotte Kunzler and Kristin

Mosley. We love you! The Sisters of D Phi E.

Welcome back AST! Here's hoping this

semester will be as fun and fulfilling as the

last!

Happy Valentines Day Luis! We love our

Deepher Darling! Love the Sisters of D Phi E.

Sheila, Tikki and Jen-thanks for an awesome

Alpha Sigma Tau retreat. Slumber parties are

never outgrown! We love you-the Sisters of

AST

ft
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Spring Break:
CANCUN, NASSAU

from $299
Organize a small group for FREE trip

CALL 1 (800) GET-SUN-

1
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CANCUN Nassau, Paradise Island

Spring Break Vacation

From $299
Organize small group for free trip

Call 1 (800) GET-SUN-

1

Paradise Island BAHAMAS
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F1AA HUGE SCHOOL iMJOHTMIIX ANDD WlBSILP©
ATT TniPlHM GYM

IFIFS

MflfCft 2 High School basketball **6:30&8pjn.

3 High School basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

4 High School basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

5 HS District wrestling ALL DAY
6 HS District wrestling ALL DAY
AA and AAA all day, Fri. & Sat.

9 HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

10 HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

11 HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

12 HS Regional wrestling (AA-evening)

13 HS Regional wrestling (AA-all day)

19 Inter-district HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

20 Inter-district HS basketball 6:307 8 p.m.

23 Inter-district HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

24 Inter-districtHS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

26*Quarter-fmals HS basketball 6:30&8 p.mw

27*Quarter-finals HS basketball 6:30& 8 p.m.

30 Semi-finals HS basketball 6:30& 8 p.m.

31 Semi-finals HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

tentative dates at this time

**if a triple header* times are 5:30, 7 & 8:30

We apologize for the inconvenience of the gym

fluriPgJhlilirjtt

Indoor track results

*••• Four StarPizza

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11 AM- 12AM
Thurs11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat 11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

February Special
2-16" cheese Pizzas

Only $11.99 piustax

BREADSTICKS... ONLY $1.49

Good only thru

2-28-93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

TTTTl

Dinner

for four

Only $8.99
PLUS TAX

Includes 16" one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 2/25/93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

nra

Sub
for two

Only $4.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 2/25/93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA
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Dinner

for two

Only $6.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 2/25/93

Both the men's and women's

track teams have been taking

part in indoor track invitationals

over the past month as a tune-up

to the regular season. The

Golden Eagles competed at the

Robert Morris Invitational on

Friday, Feb. 5.

Teams from all over competed.

They included Clarion, Central

State, Geneva, California,

Westminster, CMU, West

Virginia Wesleyen and the host

Robert Morris.

For the men, Alan Kamara

paced Clarion with their highest

finish, a second place tally in the

men's long jump with a jump of

21' 3.5" (less than five inches off

the leading jump).

Football standout Art Gregory

gave CUP a third place finish in

the men's triple jump with a 42'

7.25" jump. Paul Sweeny

finished seventh for the Eagles.

Kevin Harper gave CUP
another third place finish in the

200-meter dash (17 competitors)

with a time of 24.4 seconds.

Boo Harrison and Curt Berger

finished eighth and tenth for

Clarion, respectively.

Other placings for the men
included Ryan Alleman's third

place tie in the men's high jump,

Jon Quinn's fourth in the shot

put, Ric Giles' fifth in the 55-

meter dash, Harpers' sixth place

finish in the 400 meter dash and

Chris Williams' 12th place finish

in the 3,000 meter run.

For the women, Lynn Baluh

had both a sixth place finish in

the triple jump and an eighth

place finish in the 800-meter run.

Shannon Jones added an eighth

place finish in the 3,00 meter

run.

-by Jon Q. Sitler

CONFUSED?
Where am I going to live next term?

Where are the best apartments close

to campus?

Who has the best rates?

Are utilities included?

Can I get a furnished apartment?

Are there good summer rates?

Where is Mr. Right?

Call Cynthia

College Park Apartments
226-7092
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Community service may be future

repayment for financmlaid
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Clarion University may be out

in front of the Clinton

administration when it comes to

incorporating higher education

and community service

programs.

The university has recently

received an $8,000 federal grant

to begin such a program.

"We all live in communities,

[and] we all need to give a little

something back," said Ken

Grugel, director of financial aid.

"We want to get students

involved."

Clinton had proposed a

National Service Trust during his

campaign, which would combine

both financial aid for college and

community service.

Students could borrow money

for college and pay back the

whole amount through public

service or wage deductions at tax

time. This program would

completely revamp the existing

federal loan program, which

distributed $13 billion in loans to

14.8 million students in 1991.

The proposal would not,

however, change the existing

Pell Grant system. Estimates of

a beginning program in

community service involving

100,000 students range around

$2 billion. A direct student loan

program would cost about $15

billion, and full funding for Pell

grants may cost as much as $8

billion.

The National Service Trust can

be effectively broken down into

two pieces. The service piece

involves community service to

replace repayment of federal

student loans.

This, however, is not an

entitlement and will most likely

not be able to serve the needs of

all students. The second arm of

the program involves income

contingent loans. Under this

proposal, upon graduation,

students can take a public service

job such as teaching and pay

back their loans through the

income they earn.

The National Commission on

Responsibilities for Financing

Postsecondary Education, in a

report issued earlier this month,

advocated a public service

program for students and said

something is needed to avoid a

disaster that could change the

country's "economic and social

landscape."

Between the years of 1980 and

1990, the average cost of a

college education rose at more

than twice the rate of inflation, at

about 126 percent.

Sen. Harris Wofford (D-PA),

has long been a driving force

behind reformation of financial

aid for higher education and

advocation for public service.

The first bill proposed by

Wofford in the U.S. Senate was

designed to open up eligibility of

student loans. The bill was

eventually incorporated into the

Higher Education Re-

authorization Act.

"Young people have to be

given a choice in designing a

system," a Wofford aide said.

"We need to find a way of

unleashing the creative talents of

young people."

Grugel said that he estimates

the yet to be unveiled Clinton

plan to have "a lot of merit."

He cautioned though that it

may need more study before

implementation.

The Clinton plan may not,

though, provide an incentive for

children of wealthy parents to

perform. According to Grugel,

73 percent of students at Clarion

receive some sort of financial

aid.

Bigger universities are more

supportive of direct student

loans, whereby the institutions

instead of banks act as the

lenders using federal money.

Many smaller schools do not

have large enough staffs to

President Bill Clinton proposed a National Service Trust

during his campaign, which would combine both

financial aid for college and community service.

handle that amount of

paperwork.

The Clinton plan would most

likely be phased in over a period

of time, instead of started at a

defined point in time.

Dee Dee Myers, Clinton's

press secretary, said earlier this

month that the plan was always

intended to be started gradually.

Presidential aides have said,

though, that problems over the

size of the budget deficit may

change Clinton's "dream" of this

program.

Rep. Lucien E. Blackwell CD-

PA) said, "Students should be

offered an option. [This plan

would] give students an option to

reduce their debt through a

choice of paying back money

through performing community

service."

Many also believe that the plan

would permit a greater number

of extreme rural and urban

students to attend college.

Grugel said access to a

university is sometimes a

problem for those living in rural

areas.

Blackwell also believes that it

could "increase opportunities."

The commission did not

recommend a new federal

commitment but wanted the

administration to return to a

"previous level of commitment

that has slid in the last decade."

According to Wofford's office,

"All the best programs so far are

all youth lead, youth driven and

youth designed," adding that

youth guidance is a necessary

component of devising such a

system.

Celebrating over 70 \\ears as a student newspaper
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Afc/rc/i 2

3

4

5

6

**6:30 & 8 p.m.

6:30 & 8 p.m.

6:30 & 8 p.m.

AIL DAY
ALL DAY

High School basketball

High School basketball

High School basketball

HS District wrestling

IIS District wrestling

AA and AAA all day, Fri. & Sat.

9 HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

10 HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

11 IIS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

12 HS Regional wrestling (AA-evcning)

13 HS Regional wrestling (AA-all day)

19 Inter-district HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

20 I nter-district HS basketball 6:30 7 8 p.m.

23 Inter-district HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

24 Inter-district HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

26*Quarter-finals HS basketball 6:30&8 p.mw

27*Quarter-finals HS basketball 6:30& 8 p.m.

30 Semi-finals HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

31 Semi-finals HS basketball 6:30 & 8 p.m.

tentative dates at this time

**if a triple header, times are 5:30, 7 & 8:30

We apologize for the inconvenience of the qvm
during this time

•••• lourStarPizza

26-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11AM-1 2AM
Thurs11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat 1 1 AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

2- 16" cheese Pizzas

plus tax
Good only thru

2-28-93

BREADSTICKS...

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Dinner

for four

PLUS TAX

Includes 16" one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 2/25/93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

rrm

Sub
for two

PLUS TAX

Includes 12" SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 2/25/93

DinnerFOUR
STAR

gg£ for two

Only $6.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 2/25/93

Indoor track results
Both the men's and women's

track teams have been taking

part in indoor track invitationals

over the past month as a tune-up

to the regular season. The

Golden Eagles competed at the

Robert Morris Invitational on

Friday, Feb. 5.

Teams from all over competed.

They included Clarion, Central

State, Geneva, California,

Westminster, CMU, West

Virginia Wesleyen and the host

Robert Morris.

For the men, Alan Kamara

paced Clarion with their highest

finish, a second place tally in the

men's long jump with a jump of

21' 3.5" (less than five inches off

the leading jump).

Football standout Art Gregory

gave CUP a third place finish in

the men's triple jump with a 42'

7.25" jump. Paul Sweeny

finished seventh for the Eagles.

Kevin Harper gave CUP
another third place finish in the

200-meter dash (17 competitors)

with a time of 24.4 seconds.

Boo Harrison and Curt Berger

finished eighth and tenth for

(Marion, respectively.

Other placings for the men

included Ryan Alleman's third

place tie in the men's high jump,

Jon Quinn's fourth in the shot

put, Ric Giles' fifth in the 55-

meter dash, Harpers' sixth place

finish in the 400 meter dash and

Chris Williams' 12th place finish

in the 3,000 meter run.

For the women, Lynn Baluh

had both a sixth place finish in

the triple jump and an eighth

place finish in the 800-meter run.

Shannon Jones added an eighth

place finish in the 3,00 meter

run.

-by Jon Q. Sitler

CONFUSED?
Where am I going to live next term?

Where are the best apartments close

to campus?

Who has the best rates?

Are utilities included?

Can ! get a furnished apartment?

Are there good summer rates?

Where is Mr. Right?

Call Cynthia

College Park Apartments

226-7092

Qeo s (Pizza
Call Us

We honor all loca

competitors coupor
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Community service may be future

payment
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Clarion University may be out

in front of the Clinton

administration when it comes to

incorporating higher education

and community service

programs.

The university has recently

received an $8,000 federal grant

to begin such a program.

"We all live in communities,

[and] we all need to give a little

something back," said Ken

Grugel, director of financial aid.

"We want to get students

involved."

Clinton had proposed a

National Service Trust during his

campaign, which would combine

both financial aid for college and

community service.

Students could borrow money

for college and pay back the

whole amount through public

service or wage deductions at tax

time. This program would

completely revamp the existing

federal loan program, which

distributed $13 billion in loans to

14.8 million students in 1991.

The proposal would not,

however, change the existing

Pell Grant system. Estimates of

a beginning program in

community service involving

100,000 students range around

$2 billion. A direct student loan

program would cost about $15

billion, and full funding for Pell

grants may cost as much as $8

billion.

The National Service Trust can

be effectively broken down into

two pieces. The service piece

involves community service to

replace repayment of federal

student loans.

This, however, is not an

entitlement and will most likely

not be able to serve the needs of

all students. The second arm of

the program involves income

contingent loans. Under this

proposal, upon graduation,

students can take a public service

job such as teaching and pay

back their loans through the

income they earn.

The National Commission on

Responsibilities for Financing

Postsecondary Education, in a

report issued earlier this month,

advocated a public service

program for students and said

something is needed to avoid a

disaster that could change the

country's "economic and social

landscape."

Between the years of 1980 and

1990, the average cost of a

college education rose at more

than twice the rate of inflation, at

about 126 percent.

Sen. Harris Wofford (D-PA),

has long been a driving force

behind reformation of financial

aid for higher education and

advocation for public service.

The first bill proposed by

Wofford in the U.S. Senate was

designed to open up eligibility of

student loans. The bill was

eventually incorporated into the

Higher Education Re-

authorization Act.

"Young people have to be

given a choice in designing a

system," a Wofford aide said.

"We need to find a way of

unleashing the creative talents of

young people."

Grugel said that he estimates

the yet to be unveiled Clinton

plan to have "a lot of merit."

He cautioned though that it

may need more study before

implementation.

The Clinton plan may not,

though, provide an incentive for

children of wealthy parents to

perform. According to Grugel,

73 percent of students at Clarion

receive some sort of financial

aid.

Bigger universities are more

supportive of direct student

loans, whereby the institutions

instead of banks act as the

lenders using federal money.

Many smaller schools do not

have large enough staffs to

President Bill Clinton proposed a National Service Trust

during his campaign, which would combine both

financial aid for college and community service.

handle that amount of

paperwork.

The Clinton plan would most

likely be phased in over a period

of time, instead of started at a

defined point in time.

Dee Dee Myers, Clinton's

press secretary, said earlier this

month that the plan was always

intended to be started gradually.

Presidential aides have said,

though, that problems over the

size of the budget deficit may

change Clinton's "dream" of this

program.

Rep. Lucien E. Blackwell CD-

PA) said, "Students should be

offered an option. [This plan

would] give students an option to

reduce their debt through a

choice of paying back money

through performing community

service."

Many also believe that the plan

would permit a greater number

of extreme rural and urban

students to attend college.

Grugel said access to a

university is sometimes a

problem for those living in rural

areas.

Blackwell also believes that it

could "increase opportunities."

The commission did not

recommend a new federal

commitment but wanted the

administration to return to a

"previous level of commitment

that has slid in the last decade."

According to Wofford's office.

"All the best programs so far are

all youth lead, youth driven and

youth designed," adding that

youth guidance is a necessary

component of devising such a

system.
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Sports Editor

I'm graduating

in May
So I am, but recently I began

to wonder just what needs to be

done to prepare for graduation. I

decided to check around now

and eliminate as nmch stress as

possible as the time gets closer.

Here is what I found out.

Doug Bills (registrar)

recommends that all May, July

and August graduates get their

fifteen-dollar graduation

application fee and paperwork

done immediately. A letter

explaining the process was

mailed out to prospective

graduates the first week of

October.

If you have already paid the

fee and given the completed

form to your advisor, check with

him/her to see who has it now,

just in case it is gathering dust on

a desk somewhere.

Your advisor passes it on to the

department chairperson of your

minor (if this applies). It then

goes to the department

chairperson of your major and,

from there, to the college dean,

graduate student applications go

on to the graduate dean. Then,

all applications go to the

Registrar's Office in 122 Carrier.

If you haven't filed yet, get an

application from your advisor

and get the process started today.

The sooner you do this, the

better. If you have any questions

on how to fill out the application,

call the Registrar's Office.

Approximately six to eight

weeks after grades are processed,

your diploma will be mailed to

you, so make sure your address

is correct in Housing and/or the

Registrar's Office.

Also, during the first week of

April, you will receive a letter

with information about

commencement. Main campus

ceremonies will be held on

Saturday, May 8, 1993. Venango

Sally Dolan

Campus will hold theirs on

Sunday, May 9, 1993 (Mother's

Day).

Rehearsal time and location,

number of tickets allotted per

student and recommended mode

of dress will be explained.

Go to the book Store for

"honor" cords (ki appropriate),

caps, gown, tassels and collars.

Check with them about

announcements. Special orders

need to be in early.

Lori Norris in financial aid

said to watch the Daily Bulletin

(cont. on pg. 4)

I would like to commend all of

the editors of the Clarion Call,

including myself, because we

work very, very hard for the

newspaper every day of the

week.

Some of you are so quick to

judge the work that my fellow

editors and I do at the Call.

Before you judge the work, I

want to tell you a little about our

jobs and some of what we go

through every week.

First, there is the topic of the

criticism that is often thrown our

way. This is a student run

newspaper. If it was the "real

world," I wouldn't be getting

such an inhumane wage. So, if

someone doesn't like the work,

he or she should give us a little

constructive criticism or a little

instruction. All that we get is

bitching after the fact.

I also want to convey that in no

way would a Call editor ever

purposely make a mistake. We
are trying the best we can and

are learning every day. Learning

from our mistakes is a very

valuable tool for us.

As far as time goes, editors

spend more than 30 hours a

week at the office working on

newspaper pursuits. And for

what? A few measly coins an

hour.

Why do we have to spend all

of that time on the CalP. One

reason is because we want to

learn. But spending ten or

twenty hours in the office every

week would be good enough to

satisfy that reason. We spend

much more time than we should

because no one else will help

out. Take a look at every section

of the paper this week. One or

two people are responsible for

putting together each section.

Five or ten people make up each

staff. We have 5,866 students.

Most of the Call is put together

in two days. Editors work on

Tuesday evenings until the wee

hours of the morning, sometimes

staying until 5 A.M. then getting

up at 8 A.M. for a class.

I invite anyone who wants to

come up and help out on a

Tuesday night to come on up.

If more people got involved,

the job would be a lot easier.

And why do I, personally, have

to feel like an employee of the

faculty and administration of the

university? Is this paper only for

public relations? Are faculty

doing me a favor when they give

me the necessary information to

write an article? I often feel like

a bother. Are we working

together?

Maybe I haven't grasped this

job yet. That is why I'll still be

here next week. Will you?

Why do I feel like Harry

Hartman?

J

Hide Park
(cont. from pg. 2)

for information of "exit

interviews." They are required of

any student who has Perkins

and/or Stafford loans. Your

repayment responsibilities will

be explained.

If your resume is not done,

stop by Career Services in

Egbert Hall and get it started

NOW. It takes time to put a good

resume together. Ask about

kiNexus.

*

Career Services also has

credential file packets.

Completing this information will

also take time and leg work.

There are reference forms that

you must take to the proper

people.

If you have keys from Public

Safety, guard them well and

hand them in on time. There is a

forty-dollar-per-key replacement

charge if they are not returned,

and the university will withhold

"grades, transcripts, diplomas"

(and more) until your key

record is in order.

Doug Bills also said to be sure

to return any equipment

(crutches, etc.) to the Health

Center, and pay fines at the

library and return all books and

materials.

Don't forget to clean out your

lockers.

Some points to ponder were

offered by Linda Hawkins,

assistant to (university) President

Diane Reinhard, "What am I

looking for? What do I want to

do? Do I want to be a big fish in

a little pond or a little fish- in a

big pond?"

Another suggestion Linda

made for anyone who may be

uncertain about what they want

to do, is to read "What Color is

your Parachute?" by Richard

Nelson.

Now, as the big day comes

closer, congratulations to my
fellow graduates, and I hope mis

list is helpful to you.

Sally Dolan is a graduating

RACS Student.

Assault reports increase at Michigan State University
CPS- The number of sexual

assaults reported at Michigan

State University may be among

the highest in the nation, but

officials there see the increase as

a positive sign that women are

finally coming forward to report

the crime.

Officials credit the "Sexual

Assault guarantee," a one-page

flier developed by a female

police officer, for the growing

number of women reporting sex

crimes.

Twenty-two felonies and seven

misdemeanors involving sexual

assault at MSU were reported in

1992 to the Department of

Public Safety, according to Capt.

Mike Rice, one of 48 police

officers on the MSU campus.

"You must keep in mind that

we are one of the largest

campuses in the world. This is a

huge place," Rice said of the

community of 43,000 students.

MSU reported the second-

highest number of sexual

assaults in the nation- 12 in

1991.

Crime statistics from U.S.

college campuses are required to

be reported yearly under the

Campus Security Act of 1990.

The act requires colleges to

develop a campus security policy

and promote awareness of

campus crimes.

MSU's Sexual Assault

Guarantee, developed nearly two

years ago, is one of several

innovative strategies being used

on campuses to encourage

women to report sex crime.

"There are about a dozen

campuses throughout the country

doing something like this," Rice

said. "We have gotten positive

feedback from people in the

community who have been vocal

about the problem in the past.

Our signal is that we are

concerned about the problem,

that we are willing to listen.

Each person who reports an

assault is met privately at a

location of her choice and given

a copy of the guarantee that

outlines how she can expect to

be treated by police officers.

The victim is notified that she

may choose to be interviewed by

a male or female officer, and a

promise is made that the victim's

name will not be released to the

public or to the press.

The guarantee promises to

help the victim arrange for

hospital care, medical needs or if

necessary, counseling and

therapy.

Notefrom Editor:

Students Against Rape

(S.TA.R.) is an organization at

Clarion University to help and

listen to rape victims.

Clarion Women's Studies Program premier newsletter

by Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

Clarion University's Women's

Studies Program is releasing a

newsletter, the deadline for

submissions are Feb. 24, 1993.

The premier publication

celebrates women and

recongnizes their achievements

on college campuses and in the

world.

Anyone who is concerned

about women, interested in

women's studies or involved

with women's issues is

encouraged to submit material.

The purpose of the newsletter

is to inform individuals of

upcoming events pertaining to

women, develop an intellectual

exchange of thoughts about

scholarship related to women,

recognize and support the

growth of women, and provide a

forum for inspirational literature

and visual art.

Debra Stiles, a history major is

in charge of the project. Her staff

includes Holly Johnson and

Tracy Michael.

The goal of the newsletter staff

is to have the first issue available

at the Tenth Annual Celebration

of women on March 26-27,

1993.

Material can be dropped off at

the Women's Studies Center in

Harvey Hall or sent to Students

Against Rape (STAR), Box 862

Gemmell Student Complex.

Deborah King, assistant

professor in the department of

academic support services, is

Clarion Women's Studies

interem director.

King is teaching Women's

studies 100, which is the

introduction to the women's

studies program. At present,

there are 12 women's studies

courses offered at Clarion.

An 18 credit minor, co-op and

intern is available for students. A
couple of group activites consist

of speakers and serious films.

King said, "We hope to make it

a major influence at the

university, and we hope that the

Women Studies Center will

become widely used to vistors.

We hope to keep classes full for

the future."

Remember all

flay grad-

uating

students that

applications

jot graduation

are due in tfve

Registrar's

Office by

Monday,
March 1.

Clarion Hospital

is announcing the opening of its new

Convenient Care Center.

Located in the newly expanded Emergency Department.

For: Flu symptoms

Minor skin irritations

Colds & Sore throats

Ear aches

No appointment needed.

$49 basic fee for services.

(extra charges may apply for

additional services.)

f68RUMY2y IS

ASH
WEDNESDAY

Mass and Disiribution

of Ashes at I.C.

Church

H:30 and 5:30 pm
07HtR AMSST//WeS

7: 1 5 AND I 0: 1 5 AM AND 7:30 PM
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The Clarion Call is currently

taking applications for the

following positions for the

1993-94 academic year:

§

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

News Editor

Sports Editor

Features Editor

Photography Editor

Advertising Manager

Business Manager

Circulation Editor Copy and Design Editor

**These are all paid positions and open to any

undergraduate student at the university.

*interested students can pick up an

application in the Clarion Call office in 270

Gemmell.

**The deadline for application submission is

Friday, March 19, 1993.

* *

Clinton 'confident in our cause'

by Ray Henderson

Photography Editor

President Clinton emphasized

the need for higher taxes, but

said that most of the burden will

be carried by "upper income

households," during his televised

address to the nation on Monday

night.

The address, Clinton's first

prime-time Oval Office speech

since assuming the duties of

president last month, lasted only

slightly more than ten minutes,

and was widely seen as a

"practice run" for his address to

Congress on January 17th. The

speech, complete with Perot-like

charts and graphs, outlined some

of Clinton's ideas for economic

reform in the United States and

for investment to create more

private-sector jobs.

Clinton intends his plan to

"chart a course that will enable

us to compete and win" in an

increasingly global economy,

with more American jobs being

the most immediate priority.

According to U.S. Secretary of

Labor Robert Reich, the Clinton

plan will create "an immediate

rush of jobs," good news to a

nation where unemployment

numbers hang above nine

million.

Clinton blames most of the

country's economic problems on

the two previous administrations,

saying, "The big tax cuts for the

wealthy, growth in government

spending and soaring health care

costs, all caused the federal

deficit to explode." The federal

deficit is currently four times

larger than it was twelve years

ago, when Ronald Reagan took

office.

A keystone of the Clinton plan

is $500 billion in tax increases

over the next four years and

major cutbacks in funding of

various federal programs.

Clinton claims that over 70

percent of the new taxes he

proposes will affect "the rich,"

households with a yearly income

in excess of $100,000. Clinton

also, however, said that a

middle-class tax increase was

also very likely, if not inevitable.

Clinton "worked harder than

I've ever worked in my life" to

avoid a middle-class tax

increase, but said, "I can't,

because the deficit has increased

so much. More Americans must

contribute today so that all

Americans can do better

tomorrow."

Clinton made a small attempt

to console the middle-class

taxpayers, adding, "You're not

going alone anymore."

Another facet of Clinton's tax

raise is a broad-based energy tax

that would affect nearly

everybody. This tax will be

based on the heat content of coal,

oil, electricity, natural gas and

gasoline.

In addition to the various tax

increases, Clinton also calls for

over $30 billion in new federal

spending, including $15 billion

for a capital-investment tax

credit, and $16 billion for an

infrastructure program which

would create another "rush" of

jobs. Head Start and child

immunization spending would

also be subject to substantial

increase.

The National Governor's

Association supports Clinton's

infrastructure plan, citing figures

which say that a $3 billion

spending increase on highway

projects alone would create

approximately 63,000 new

construction jobs nationwide,

and another 63,000 would be

created by the resulting extra

wages and corporate profits

which would be generated by the

plan.

Clinton set his defenses against

special-interest groups that will

oppose his plan, warning

Americans that "They are the

defenders of decline, and we

must be the architects of the

future."

Clinton spokesman George

Stephanopuolos said after the

speech, "What you're going to

see in this package is a reversal

of Reaganomics."

Bob Dole(R-Kansas), senate

minority leader, responded to

Clinton's speech favorably,

claiming that the republicans in

Congress are ready to cooperate

with Clinton to cure the nation's

economic ills.

Clarion Call file photo

Protect the Environment And Children Everywhere, an environmental activist group,

hopes a June 1 hearing in Harrisburg will finally defeat the plan for a local incinerator.

Three resisn

Student Senate shakeup
by Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

Three Senators from Clarion

University's Student Senate

resigned Monday.

They cited academic

obligations and personal matters

among the reasons for their

decisions. Senators Emily

Arnold, Greg Crissman and Jack

Shannon gave up their positions.

Emily Arnold, a graduate

student in biology, resigned

because of her extra duties as a

graduate assistant.

Arnold said,"At this time, due

to increasingly demanding

academic obligations, I do not

feel that I will be able to serve

Student Senate to the very best

of my abilities."

Greg Crissman said, "When I

had to make this decision I

thought about what it means to

be a student senator here. I

believe that we as student

senators at this university should

be good examples to the other

students that go here. I cannot

consider myself to be a good

example with my academic

standing as it currently is. I also

feel that I may have bitten off

more that I can handle with the

amount of extra-curricular

activities that I have taken on."

Jack Shannon said, "Due to the

fire and the circumstances that

myself and my roommate have

had to deal with since the tragic

incident, I feel that it is in my

best interest to resign from the

1993 Student Senate. Since just

about everything [I own] was

lost in the fire, I have been

forced into much paperwork and

extra things that have consumed

much of my time. Because of

this I have fallen behind in my
classes and at work also."

Shannon's apartment caught

fire Sunday January 24, leaving

him and his roommates to seek

other living arrangements. Most,

if not all, of the possessions in

the apartment were destroyed.

Alternates have been chosen to

replace the resigning senators.

They are Katie Trapini, Michael

Jewart and Tonya Schmidt.

As of press time, only Schmidt

had accepted the position.

Trapini and Jewart could not be

reached.

Six alternates were chosen in

last semester's election. The

alternates were chosen to assume

their new office in the order of

the votes each received, from the

highest to the lowest.

Alternates sit in on Student

Senate meetings, but do not have

voting powers.

President Gara L. Smith of

Student Senate said, "As our title

indicates, we are students before

we are senators. As a whole,

Student Senate is saddened with

the resignation of three students.

But we have taken steps to

strengthen our organization.

I am very optimistic fori the

future of the 1993 Student

Senate."
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Foul weather

plans considered
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by Rodney L. Sherman

Asst. News Editor

Who decides when classes are

cancelled due to weather?

Clarion University President

Diane Reinhard has the final say

in any decision to cancel classes.

She would make her decision

based on a recommendation

from Mr. Wayne Key, Interim

plan."

Key said the decision was

made that day based on ihree

factors: the snow was falling

faster than maintenance crews

could clear it from the parking

lots, the danger of falling power

lines and a water pump problem

at the water tower.

The large number of on-

campus residents is considered

"We learned some

lessons that day...

"

Vice President for Finance and

Administration.

Cancellation of classes is a rare

occurrence at Clarion. The last

cancelled day was Dec. 11, 1992

when close to 17 inches of snow

fell on campus.

"We learned some lessons that

day," said Key. "We realized

that we should develop a written

Wayne Key
when deciding to cancel classes.

With such a large number of the

student population living on

campus and near campus, classes

will usually be held.

Key said a rough estimate

would have about one third of

CUP instructors living in

Clarion.

After the Dec 10-11 storm it

Ray Nice/Clarion Call

Clarion's sudden bursts of foul weather often have students and faculty wondering if

classes will be held. A written policy is currently being drafted.

was decided that a formal written

policy was needed for such

occasions. Key said he is in the

process of drafting the policy

and hopes to have it finished and

in place by the end of the month.

Early dismissal is also an

option. Early dismissal usually

occurs during deteriorating

weather conditions.

Instructors are told to use their

own judgement concerning when

they leave. Instructors who live

in or near Clarion will usually

stations in Clarion, Oil City,

Franklin, DuBois, Pittsburgh

and the campus stations to hear

the status of that day's classes.

There are currently no

telephone notification networks

in place.

New, open animal rights

group to form on campus

conduct classes. Students and faculty are asked

In the event of cancellation all not to call Public Safety in order

local radio stations are notified. to keep their lines clear in case

Students and faculty can tune in of emergencies.

by Chad Briggs

News Writer

An attempt is being made to

form an animal protection

education group on the Clarion

University campus.

Lon Fiscus, a student at the

University, is the organizer of the

group.

Fiscus told the Clarion Call he

came up with the idea for the

group about a year ago, after

doing research on the topic for

his speech class raised his

curiosity.

"I feel there is a great need for

a group such as this on the

Clarion campus, because I feel

animals are very similar to us

and deserve the same respect as

humans," said Fiscus.

Fiscus said the purpose of the

group will be to educate the

students, faculty and community

about the poor treatment of

animals by sponsoring

information booths and guest

speakers around campus and in

the community.

Fiscus also talked about the

possibility of going into area

high schools and educating their

students as well. He stressed that

all of this is planned to be done

in a non-aggressive fashion.

"We are not out to discourage

hunting or the fur industry.

That's not what we're about at

all. We're here to educate the

public about the unnecessary

inhumane treatment of animals,"

said Fiscus.

Though the group is relatively

small and just starting out, they

hope to increase in numbers and

gain a campus charter by the end

of this semester.

At an organizational meeting

Tuesday night, the group

cordially accepted an offer from

Andrea Miller, of the department

of Library Science, to serve as

the group's advisor.

Miller, who has attended several

conferences and support marches

dealing with the subject, has

high hopes for the group and its

future.

Other items covered dealt with

the designing of a constitution as

well as a discussion concerning

the appointment of officers and

the designation of the group's

official name.

Those items will continue to be

worked upon, and the group

hopes that they will be solved

soon.

It was also stated by members

of the group that before the

group takes a formal stand on an

issue, they will research the topic

in depth and be as informed on it

as possible before taking their

official position on it.

"The reason being not to

seriously offend anyone and to

inform people into alternative

solutions to the controversial

practices in question," Fiscus

said.

"This group is not for

vegetarians only. It is very open

minded [and] non-judgemental.

[A student] can wear leather or

eat a burger [and be a part of the

group]," said Fiscus.

The animal rights movement

has recently been in the local

news when a second patient

received a baboon liver

transplant at the University of

Pittsburgh.

Both patients died but doctors

said that the medical advances

far outweighed the costs. They

hope to perform another

transplant soon.

House for rent

on Elss Street

(3 blocks from

campus)

2 units up to 8

students

(4 in each unit)

phone # (work) 226-9700

or 764-5143 or 227-2503

Ask for Jim or Brian

Superman
Returns
on April 16

Early reservations for the 5

issues that have priority

Comic Books
101

Across from the Loomis on

South 6th Ave.

Mon-Sat (noon -5:30)

Friday (noon-7:00)

227-2544

Spring break is coming quick! Are

YOU feeling a little pale? We've

got anew tanning bed!! We use

The Original Wolff System.

Give us a call at 226-5323

Public Affairs photo

Announcing the Commodore Corporation/Richard Boyle Scholarship are, from left:^Vic

E^ general manager of Commodore homes; Linda Boyle; Ed Smrth, v.c«^M^tN
Clarion University Foundation; and Grant Goodman, general manager of Colony Homes.

New scholarship added to

Clarion's list of financial aid

by Rodney Sherman

Asst. News Editor

The Clarion University

Foundation has been given

$15,000 by the Commodore

Corporation in order to form the

Commodore/Richard Boyle

Scholarship, which will begin

this spring.

The interest earned from the

donation will go towards the

scholarship, according to Barry

S. Shein, Commodore's CEO.

The award will be used to

provide educational

opportunities at Clarion for the

children of employees of

Commodore Corporation plant

and the Colony Factory Crafted

Homes plant, who would not

APARTMENT
Available for

93-94

Summer Fall Spring

790.00/Semester

Includes Utilities!

Greenville Ave.

across from the

Science Building

Call 782-6485

normally attend college due to

financial constraints.

The donation was given in

memory of Richard Boyle of

Knox, who served as general

manager of the local

Commodore/Colony operation

for 15 years.

"We are recognizing Dick's

interest in the education of the

youth of our community through

this scholarship," said Vic Ewy,

general manager of Commodore

Homes. "It is a small token to

recognize his contribution to the

company over many years of

service."

Applicants for the scholarship

must: be a natural or adopted

child of a full-time employee of

the plants, be. a recent high

school graduate, be seeking their

first college degree and have

been accepted at Clarion

University.

Selection will be based on

financial need using the

Pennsylvania Higher Education

Assistance Agency application to

assess this need. The applicant

must also submit two letters of

recommendation.

Students selected for the

scholarship will be able to

maintain the scholarship for a

total of four years at Clarion

University, provided they

maintain a 2.5 quality point

average.

The first recipient will be

selected this spring.

Applications will be available at

the Commodore Corporation

plant and at the Colony Factory

Crafted Homes plant.

The over-seer of the

scholarship, the Clarion

University Foundation, was

founded in 1970 to provide

private support for the university

in the form of scholarships and

special project grants.

Financial support is generated

through contributions from

alumni, faculty and staff,

business and industry, retired

New Selection of Sterling

Silver rings starting at $2.50

Images of the West
n St. Mon.-Sat. 10AM-5PM (814)22[814)226-5513 1

Public Safety

Blotter
j^S!\n^^!rW^no\^ of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the week of Feb. 8 through Feb.

14 1993.

A black High Sierra gym bag containing two Wilson racquetball

rackets two racquetballs, a pair of sunglasses and one umbrella were

reported missing from the Tippin gym male locker room. The items

were valued at approximately $250 and were removed Feb. 7.

A black winter Starter brand coat was reported missing on Feb. 8.

The student does not know if the coat was taken from his room on the

second floor of Nair Hall or was left at a party. The coal is a XX

large, black in color with green and grey stripes going around each

shoulder, with a black hood.

On Feb. 10, a report was received that several members of the

Women's Swim Team had money stolen from the women's locker

room in Tippin gym. Two high school age people were seen in the

locker room at the time the money was stolen.

Description #1. Brown curly hair, shoulder length, chunky build,

red/pink clothes.

Description #2. Strawberry blonde long hair wearing a white

Clarion University jacket.

On Feb. 12, at approximately 12:45 a.m., three students, two

females and one male, were cited for minors possession of alcohol.

This happened on the seventh floor Nair Hall.

On Feb. 12, at approximately 10:20 p.m., a student operating a 1984

Ford Tempo, blue-silver in color, four door with a red interior, parked

his vehicle in the drive through with the engine running while he went

to the sixth floor Nair Hall to get his female friend. When he returned

to his vehicle, it was missing.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

faculty members and other

friends of Clarion University.

State and federal grants are also

obtained by the Foundation for

campus and statewide projects.

Over the past year, Clarion

University has awarded to it's

students scholarships, annual

scholarships and atheletic

scholarships.

Awards have gone to over 350

different students in all

departments.

A break down of scholarships,

according to the 1993-1994

Clarion University

Undergraduate Catalog, would

include 24 university wide

awards,four biology awards,

three in chemisty, two in the

English department, two in earth

science, two in mathematics,

three music awards and eight in

the accountancy department.

Eighteen scholarships are

available to students at Venango

campus, the majority of these

being in the health care fields.

Additional information about

external scholarships can be

obtained at the Office of

Financial Aid.

EXCELLENCE
THROUGH
EDUCATION 1

BACK TO THE 6MTH
YOUR ENVIR0NMEN7AL HEADQUARTERS

Hi
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Musical Supplies

Hemp Products

Natural Products

lye Dye

Incense and oils and more'

We Buy L Sell Used CD'S
New Products Arriving Weekly

"226-0636 / Located upstairs - 80C Center
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Jackson may call for hunger strike

compiled by Alan Vaughn

and Rodney Sherman

National

Jackson threatens to

expand hunger strike

The Rev. Jesse Jackson

threatened Monday to expand his

hunger strike throughout the

United States unless President

Clinton changes his policy to

allow HIV infected Haitians into

the country.

Jackson recently returned from

the Guantanamo Navy base in

Cuba. While there he joined

HIV positive Haitians in a

hunger strike aimed towards

changing Clinton's ban.

Jackson also urged Clinton to

help restore ousted Haitian

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide

and to end a naval blockade of

the Caribbean nation.

Jackson also met with Hillary

Kounam Clinton to discuss his

views on the problems facing the

nation's health care system.

"It was a very good meeting in

my judgement. She is sensitive

to a broad range of concerns,"

said Rev. Jackson.

Kevorkian aids

13th suicide

Dr. Jack Kevorkian helped

Hugh Gale, 70, of Detroit

commit suicide Monday.

Gale, suffering with

emphysema and congestive heart

disease, died after inhaling

carbon monoxide gas in his

home.

His wife, Cheryl, and

Kevorkian were at his side.

Kevorkian has touched off

public and political debate since

he assisted his first suicide in

1990. Since then, Kevorkian has

helped 10 women and three men

take their lives.

Arthur Caplan, at the center for

Biomedical Ethics at the

University of Minnesota said

medically assisted suicide,

"could push abortion off center

stage. Kevorkian underlines the

message the health-care system

can no longer ignore terminal

illness, the dying process and

suport lor tamiiy and patients

who are in the last stages of life."

A ban on assisted suicide takes

effect March 30 in Michigan, but

Kevorkian said the ban won't

deter him from doing what he

thinks is right

'93 "SPRING BREAK" '93

DAYTONA BEACH
}u$t When You Thought You Couldn't Afford It!

mtUOLmtNL
Per Parson BIGBRWK.
7 FULL NICHTS INCLUDING

TRANSPORTATION & ACCOMMODATIONS

PRICE INCLUDES
Round Trip Charter Bus Transportation

Daily Pool Sido Activities

Full 7 Nights Lodging

Nightly Club Specials

VIP Fun Card for Discount

Optional Sight-seeing Trips

Rooms Only from $109.50 per person Quad Occupancy

DAYTONA
Travel Tours

STAY AT DAYTONA'S HOTTEST HOTELS

RIGHT ON DAYTONA BEACH!

Howard Johnson Safari Beach Motel

Atlantic Inn Surfside The Texan

Voyager Resort Motel Sunrise Inn

FOR TOUR PACKAGE «---: no* QHftA
INFORMATION CALL MarCI 226-3084

Thieves concentrate

on rugs in Boston

Boston police claim that more

than 1,000 Oriental rugs, valued

at several million dollars, have

been stolen from some of

Boston's most upscale homes.

"These guys know what they're

looking for, they walk right past

stereos and home computers and

go straight for the carpets. And

they only take the good ones,"

said Needham detective Al

Droney.

So far, police have no clues or

suspects, except one. At some

break-ins, the rugs are still there

but flipped over, a sign that the

quality of the rug did not meet

the burglars' standards.

Police believe the thefts are the

world of a single gang.

Most of the missing rugs are

hand woven antiques from Iran,

Turkey and other Eastern

countries.

State

Teacher strikes hit

two districts

Teachers in the Penn Hills and

Moniteau school districts went

out on strike Tuesday.

The Penn Hills strike will

cancel classes for 6,100 students,

while 1,600 students will be

affected by the Moniteau strike.

Teachers at Penn Hills rejected

the school board's request to let

taxpayers vote on which teacher

contract proposal they liked best.

Mark Wolosik, county

elections director, said such a

referendum might be illegal.

The Moniteau dispute centers

on salary negotiations. Teachers

want raises of 7-8 percent.

Teachers there have been

working without a contract for

eight months. Their last pay

increase was in Sept. 1991.

Mathematical error

will cost counties

A law designed to raise money

for judicial raises will end up

costing counties because of a

mathematical error written in the

law.

The law adds five dollars to

court filings for criminal

misdemeanor and felony cases,

but requires counties to send an

extra six dollars to the state from

each misdemeanor filing and an

extra twelve dollars for every

felony filing.

"The counties are going to

have to pay for this out of their

own pockets until we get this

straightened out," said Larry

Welker, Cumberland County

prothonotary. "It's unbelivable."

Officials familiar with the

situation said that attempts will

be made soon to fix the mistake.

The law will be addresed in the

state's 1993-94 budget.

Campus

courtesy of

College Press Service

Paper Stops Naming

Rape Victims

The student newspaper at

Marshall University will not

print the names of rape victims

this semester after triggering an

outcry last fall whan it published

a rape victim's name.

The Parthenon's new editor,

Greg Collard, overruled the

board's January decision to print

the name of a woman who toas

raped during the winter term. In

doing so, Collard remanded the

paper's policy to publish a

victim's name in September

1992.

The previous editor, Kevin

Melrose, went along the seven-

member student editorial board

and printed the name of a rape

victim in September, and said he

would not back down from

printing names in the future.

Several campus groups

condemned the newspaper for

violating the woman's right to

privacy.

California Aggie Band

Probation Ends

Officals at the University of

California-Davis have lifted a

10-month probation imposed on

the California Aggie Marching

Band after charges of sexual

harassment surfaced last spring.

Alumni band representatives,

university adminstrators and

student band leaders met in

January to discuss how to

restructure the band and

implement new guidelines that

will prohibit sexual harassment.

The probation was imposed

after a former band member
accused the band director of

sexual harassment.

Some of the changes agreed

upon include implementing a

formal grievance procedure,

fully defining the post of faculty

band director, reviewing slogan

buttons and school cheers for

appropriateness and upgrading

dress codes for band members.

"The band will not .tolerate

sexual harassment," said Andrew

McPherson, the newly appointed

band manager.

Former SGA official details

unauthorized calls

Members of the University of

Pennsylvania's undergraduate

student government association

used office equipment to make

personal long-distance phone

calls costing hundreds of dollars,

a former student official said.

David Chun, who served last

year as chairman of the

Undergraduate Assembly's

budget and finance committee,

detailed his allegations in an

editorial column that appeared in

The Weekly Pennsylvanian, a

publication of The Daily

Pennsylvanian. Chun called for

greater safeguards on student

government spending.

"There were no major

incentives not to make personal

long-distance calls," Chun, a

junior in political science and

psychology, told the newspaper.

"And there were no immediate

pressures from the veteran UA
members to stop making them.

It was a general consensus that it

was a perk of being on the UA."

Chun said he felt compelled to

tell students.
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Shabazz talks about Malcolm X, the father
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-chief

She was there the day an

assassin's bullet claimed the life

of her father in 1965. It is

probably safe to assume that

Attallah Shabazz's life changed

forever that day. "There are

times I can speak about it (her

father's memorial day) and there

are times when I just want my

father," she quietly told the

crowd of Clarion University

students and members of the

community this past Tuesday

evening at the Gemmell

complex.

Shabazz drew upon her

memories of her father, Malcolm

X, to share a side of him that few

saw. Where many people

viewed her father as a

"revolutionary" or a radical, she

remembers him as almost

"timid" or "shy." Some

considered him a danger to

society. She knew him as the

one person she could share her

little girl secrets with. Many

assume her upbringing was very

strict and filled with negative

messages. She fondly remem-

bers her childhood as one filled

with laughter, culture and a deep

understanding of self.

"He was very loyal to the

organization of the Nation of

Islam [which he was a

spokesman for]," Shabazz

stressed, "but my sisters and I

were not indoctrinated in the

mindset of the organization. I

was not told that one kind of

person was the enemy." Instead

she was taught, as most children

are, good and bad, right from

wrong.

Her grandparents, Malcolm's

parents, were instrumental in the

Marcus Garvey movement.

Garvey was a Jamaican who

established an international

organization called the Universal

Negro Improvement Organ-

ization which had chapters all

over the world. Through this

man and her grandparents,

Shabazz's father and siblings

"had a sense of the African

origin, pre-slavery." "My father,

as a child, did not feel like a

victim of slavery but instead like

the child of descendants of

royalty." He was taught that

there was much more to the

world than the backyard or the

end of the street. It was vast.

Her grandfather was killed by

the Ku Klux Klan because of his

work. Her grand mother was

taken away and the children

were put into foster care.

"Malcolm eventually went to

Boston, but long before that

there was structure in his life,"

Shabazz continued, her voice

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

Attallah Shabazz spoke to the campus about the way her

father had two lives, public and private.

filled with pride for her father's

accomplishments. "Long before

he was an orphan in the streets

where he tried to fit in and

belong there was a dream."

He was in prison by the time

he was 19. While there, he was

known as the "great debator."

He outread the prison library to

the extent that he had the

officials send out for books he

desired to read. He read

encyclopedias and the dictionary

in their entirety. Shabazz

shared with the audience a sense

of what it was like "to be black"

in her household. She expressed

that it was not an issue or a

challenge to learn but rather they

were supposed to revel in who

they were. "In my house we

learned about heritage, lineage

and culture. We learned to have

respect for other people's

origins." She explained that her

father would congratulate his

children on their successes no

matter how small. "People don't

imagine that was part of his

nature, but mat's what we got."

Another aspect of Shabazz's

presentation was entitled

"Positively You." She stressed

finding the positive within

yourself "because there are

enough people in society who
will point out the negatives."

She went on to say that rather

than striking back at those who
make negative comments about

you "let them illuminate their

ignorance." "Ask them to repeat

it so that everyone else who
missed them sounding ignorant

the first time can hear how
ignorant they are again."

"I think she brought out a lot

of misconceptions and positive

light on her father," said Clarion

student Kari King. "I think we

should take what we learned

tonight and apply it to

ourselves."

Atallah Shabazz's performance

was sponsored by the University

Activies Board.

Soprano Sylvia Pittman to perform
by Kelley Mahoney

Features Writer

For Dr. Donald Black, nervous

and excited are two words that

play on his mind as he prepares

to accompany lyrrc soprano

Sylvia Pittman here in Clarion

on February 21. "She's a

wonderful singer," Black

comments. "We've been trying

to get her to Clarion for a long

time now."

Pittman began her musical

study at Nothern Michigan

University and is now a voice

teacher at the Center for Creative

Students in Detroit and an

instructor at the Flint Institute of

Music. She also teaches at

Westland School District, a

public school in Westland,
Sylvia Pittman will bring her singing

University on Sunday, February 21.

Public Affairs photo

talents to Clarion

Michigan. "She enjoys working

with literature," said Black.

Her performance, scheduled to

begin at 3:15 p.m. in Hart

Chapel, will consist of pieces in

both English and German. "She

will translate the German half,"

explained Black. "She has had

extensive experience working in

several different lyrical areas."

She plans to sing songs by

famous artists such as Hoest,

Strauss and Mozart and will be

accompanied by Dr. Jaropoek

Lassowsky on the violin, also.

"She does one piece by Hoest

that is performed unusually,"

Black explains. "She is only

accompanied by the violin. This

is unusual for a performer."

Pittman's performance is free

for students and the general

public. Her show is sponsored

by the Clarion University

department of music, grants from

the Clarion University

Foundation, the Cultural Fund of

the Provost and the Office of

Social Equity.

"She has a warm personality

and works well with her

audience," said Black. He feels

that the day will be enjoyable for

those who plan to attend her

concert.

Besides being nervous and

excited Black is also looking

forward to her visit. "I met her a

few years ago from a mutual

friend," he adds. "She's an all

around nice soprano." He knows

that her concert is well worth the

wait.
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FAMOUS LEADERS
A Tribute to Black History

Dr. William Edward
BurghHarat DuBois was one of

America's most brilliant

scholars. His talents allowed

him to wear many labels:

educator, historian, sociologist,

philosopher, civil rights leader

and apostle of peace. DuBois

was a professor of Greek, Latin,

German, English, economics and

history. He has authorized well

over 100 books, articles, poems,

and edited publication on

virtually every aspect of the

Afro-American culture.

Dubois introduced his first

works of importance, "The

Suppression of the African Slave

Trade" and "The Philadelphia

Negro" in 1896. Dr. DuBois was

a fierce antagonist against racial

injustice and was a great leader

of protest.

He founded the Niagara

Movement in 1905, which later

became the NAACP. His

movement advocated immediate

full citizenship rights for blacks.

Dr. DuBois declared, "... We
claim for ourselves every single

right that belongs to a free born

American ... and until we get

these rights we will never cease

to protest and assail the ears of

America."

In 1919, Dr. DuBois fathered

the Pan-African Congress in

Paris to focus world opinion on

the problems of blacks

everywhere. Over the years, he

became one of the most

controversial black leaders in the

United States. During the

1950's, he was leader of World

Peace Information Center.

Dr. W.E.B. DuBois died on

August 27, 1963, after becoming

a citizen of Ghana, Africa. His

entire life was spent trying to

unbind the enslaving shackles of

racism and prejudice the world

over.

Isabella Baum Free,

popularly known as Sojourner

Truth, became famous in her

lifetime as a preacher,

abolitionist and lecturer.

She was born in Hurley, Vester

County, New York. From a very

young age she spoke to God, and

she believed that He spoke to

her.

Inspired by her mother, from

whom she was separated when
she was eleven, her religious

beliefs were intensified by the

cruelty of her slavery

experiences. She was sold four

times and was tormented. For

years she sought her image of

God in a man. Always deceived,

she learned to trust only the

voices in her own head.

Sojourner Truth is known to

have been freed from slavery by

University Apartments
Affordable Student Housing

Now Renting for Summer, Fall and Spring

Located/Along Z1S. %f. 322 Adjacent to Campus

llniversity Apartments offers an atmosphere conducive to higher education as -well as an opportunity fo>

independent living. 'Each unit is a self-contained efficiency apartment equipped with kitchen appliances,

furniture and bathroom. 'We offer afull-time resident manager to supervise the buildings.

Comparing our rental rates with campus housing and other off-campus housing, one millfind them substantially

below market rent for the area. All utilities (except telcpfwtie) are included in the rent. Installation and hook-up

of utilities alone would cost an additional $75 at other places. Add this to your monthly bills, (say an average of

SlOO/monthfor 4 students), andrentfor the semester. Compare andsave zvith llniversity Apartments.

Tlease contact 'University Apartments for further information and/or an appointment to examine our facilities:

226-6880.

'Kates: Current dormitory rates are $805 per semester per student for two-person square room with no kitchen,

living room or bathroom, llniversity Apartments rates are asfollows:

(TenantsJyjjLTtWfT v

fatt/$?w0 1 2 3 4

Studio $1,050 $625 n/a n/a

1 -'Bedroom $1,600 $825 $650 ft/a

2'%tedro0ttt $3,500 $1,250 $950 $775

1 9*{umSer ofTenants

Summr 1 3 4

Studw $200 n/a n/a n/a

l-'dedrom $250 $125 n/a n/a

2-iBtdroorn $300 $150 $100 $75

^^p"I«**«W*

the New York Emancipation Act

of 1827. In the spring of 1843,

as a result of a religious vision,

Truth left the city to testify to the

sins committed against her

people. She assumed the name
"Truth" for God but "Sojourner"

because she was to "travel up

and down the land" testifying

and showing people their sins.

She became the first

outstanding Afro-American

woman to speak out publicly

against slavery. Although Truth

was illiterate, all who heard her

speak were deeply impressed by

her oratorical abilities and by her

talent for reducing issues to their

essentials.

After the Civil War, she

advocated equal treatment of

Afro-Americans, particularly in

matters relating to education.

She was a true champion of

women's rights. Truth attended

the second National Woman's
Sufferable Convention held in

Akron, Ohio, in 1852, where she

made her famous "Ain't I A
Woman" address.

She died on November 26,

1883, at her home in Battle

Creek. Her funeral and the

Congregational Church was said

to have been the largest ever held

in the town.

Compiled by: Delta Sigma
Theta and Minority Student

CARLSON LIBRARY:

CHECK IT OUT!
by Marcia Alexander

The IMC, together with the

Juvenile/Young Adult Collection

and A-V Services, make up

Learning Resources of Carlson

Library. It is located on the first

floor of the library. The primary

objective of Learning Resources

is to offer, through its materials,

resources and services, support

to all programs in education

(Early Childhood, Elementary

and Secondary Education,

Special Education and Library

Science).

All official titles aside, I like to

think of this part of the library as

a treasure chest of information

and materials. You wouldn't

have to hunt very long to find

something that would interest

you either personally or help you

with your classwork such as

posters, maps, videos, CD's, etc.

Note: The videos are not ones

you might see on MTV's "Most

Wanted" or check out of your

local video store but are more

educationally oriented. There

are several PBS video series, for

instance on the 60's era and Civil

Rights in America. Also, the

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confidential

Counseling .

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007

open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM

CD's definitely lean towards the

classical versus the Top 20

Countdown.

Here are some other services

and equipment that should be

mentioned

* Satellite Viewing - a newer

service, presently being used by

French and Spanish students.

The staff feels that it isn't being

utilized to its fullest potential

and welcomes professor requests

which will be accommodated if

possible.

Bibliographic Instruction -

taught in both group and one-on-

one situations.

Listening Rooms - two semi-

sound proof rooms available for

recording, listening or tutoring.

Mary Butler Collection - A
selected collection of and about

children's literature that is used

as a teaching resource in the

"History of Children's

Literature" course.

*Newbery & Caldecott Awards

Collection - a complete

collection of titles that have

received these awards.

Circulating copies are on the

shelves.

*Short Wave Radio -

VCR's - to view reserved

materials or possibly to critique

one's own teaching experiences.

Laminating - done once a day,

Sunday through Friday, ($.10

per inch).

Transparencies - useful in

preparing for presentations,

($.35 each).

Spirit Master & Ditto Copies

• useful for class handouts,

($.10 for master & $.10 per

copy).

The above fees are necessary

as these supplies are not included

in the regular library budget.

-Compiled by Cheryl Bower

Musical to open
by Amy Gerkin

AssL Features Editor

The Clarion University Theatre

will present the musical "Pippin"

next Wednesday, February 24

through Saturday, February 27 at

8 p.m. in the Marwick-Boyd

Auditorium.

Directed by Marilouise Michel,

"Pippin" is a musical play

written by Roger O. Hirson and

Stephen Schwartz. The play is

also heavily influenced by Bob

Fosse, who,according to Michel,

"put a strong stamp of style."

"Pippin the Short" is based

loosely on the first son of

Charlemagne, otherwise known

as Charles the Great. Pippin is a

character played by Brian

Bazalla, who returns home from

school and is searching for the

meaning in his life.

Joe Beredino is the leading

player, who narrates the play for

the audience. The play begins

when Pippin returns home and is

greeted with open arms from his

father, Charlemagne (played by

Jeff Powell), and half-heartedly

from his stepmother, Fastrada

(played by Kristen Spanangal).

Included in the cast is Dr. Mary

Hardwick, who plays Pippin's

grandmother.

According to Michel, "Pippin

is a metaphor for a journey

through life." Pippin tries to find

himself by trying to do many

things and playing many roles.

He tries to model himself after

his father by going to war with

him, and follow in his footsteps

with women, sex, politics and

leadership. Pippin also tries to

find his family roots by going to

live with his grandmother, and

attempts to live the simple home

life on a farm.

Pippin is just a confused young

man who is searching for

something "completely

fulfilling." No matter what

Pippin is looking for, he never

finds exactiy what he wants—or

does he?

Tickets are free for students

with a valid ID and $6 for the

public, and can be obtained at

the door prior to the show.

There will be no intermission,

however, entry is not permitted

during the first ten minutes of

the show.

ALTERNATIVE BOOGIE
Featuring alternative and techno

dance music. Sponsored by WCCB.

Where: Gemmell Multi-Purpose

When: Friday, 8 p.m. to 1 1 p.m.

This could be the beginning

of something big!

CONFUSED?
Where am I going to live next term?

Where are the best apartments close

to campus?

Who has the best rates?

Are utilities included?

Can I get a furnished apartment?

Are there good summer rates?

Where is Mr. Right?

Call Cynthia

College Park Apartments

226-7092

CAMPUS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Cotnpiied fey Dan Fairish

Thurs. Feb. 18

Suim at PSAC
Championship

4MB Movie

((iem!Vl-P)8p*m.

Sun. Feb. 21

-Guest Recital: Sylvia

Pi ttman (Chap) 3:15 jwra.

•Wrestling vs. Perni State

3 p.m.

-UAB Movie (Gem M-P)

8 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 19

-High school visitation

-Swim at PSAC
Championship

-Wrestling at Lock Haven

-WCCB Dance

(Gem M-P) 8-11 p,m.

turn

n

Wed. Feb. 24

Ash Wednesday

•ML BB at Slippery Rock
-W. BB at Slippery Rock

-Drama Production:

" Pippin" (Aud) 8 p.m.

-KDR Date Auction

(GemM-P)8p,m.

Mon. Feb. 22

Washington's Birthday

-Student Senate mtg.

(248 Gem) 7 p.m.

-UAB and Minority

Student Services "The

Traveling Black History

Show" (Chap) 8 p.nu

Sat. Feb* 20

-W BB vs. Shippensburg

1 p.m.

-M. BB vs. Shippensburg

3 p.m.

-UAB CAB's (Gem)10p.m.

-"Into the Streets"

Com. serv. (9 a.m.- 6 p.m.)

Thurs. Feb, 25

-Jazz Band Tour

-Swim Clarion

Invitational (6 p.m.)

-PIAA BB
-Drama Production:

"Pippin" (Aud) 8 p.m.

lues. Feb. 23

-Athletic Timeout

Luncheon

Fri. Feb. 26

•Jazz Band Tour

-PIAA Wrestling

-Clarion Int. Assoc

Cultural Program

(Gem M-P) 7 p.m.

-Drama Production:

"Pippin" (Aud) 8 p.m.

w f 1 h e

by Chuck Shepherd

-In New York City, Donna

Goldberg recently opened

Organized Student, a consulting

service (at $85 to $125 per hour)

that advises children and

teenagers on how to clean up

their rooms. Said a 9th-grade

client interviewed by the New

York Times, "I try to keep going

by myself, but I can't do it."

-Richard Kyle won his Arizona

House seat in November more

easily than he had won the

Republican primary in

September. He and his primary

opponent, John Gaylord, had tied

and had agreed to settle things

with one hand of five-card stud

dealt by the speaker of the

Arizona House. Kyle's pair of

sevens put him into the general

election.

-Polly, a Plainview, Minnesota,

cow, has predicted the winner of

every presidential election since

1972 by relieving herself upon a

photograph of the eventual

winner after equal numbers of

the candidates' photographs

were spread over the ground. On

Monday, November 2, Polly

correctly selected the next day's

winner after 10 photos, each of

Clinton, Bush and Perot were

spread out in a pen in a shopping

mall parking lot.

-Arkansas Secretary of State

Bill McCuen, who lost his race

for Congress in November,

challenged the results with a

lawsuit claiming irregularities in

the voting process. However,

since vote administration in

Arkansas is under the control of

the Secretary of State, McCuen

was required to file the lawsuit

against himself.

-Kenneth P. Faust, 48 was

convicted in November of

murdering his girlfriend in

Indianapolis in 1990. He

claimed she kept pestering him

to make love, but that he refused,

claiming that her breath was too

foul.

-Long Beach, California police

arrested two small, skinny men

in October and charged them

with stealing six 45-pound

barbells from the Buffum-

Downtown YMCA. The men

were struggling to keep the

barbells in a small cart that kept

tipping over because they were

not strong enough to steer it.

-Richard Fife Curr, 29, was

charged with assault in San

Antonio in August and suffered a

loosened tooth in the incident.

He had gotten carried away with

a nightclub dancer during a

performance and had bitten her

on the buttocks.

-(c) 1993 Universal Press

Syndicate

%* *. V V tf V *
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The Angry Young Pachyderms

"And so you just threw everything together? ...

Mathews, a posse is something you have to organize:

"Hey, Ruby! The circus is back in town!

Remember when we went last year and that clown

asked you to smell his boutonniere?"

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

S0WHATP0YOU
SAY, ZONK ?
CAN YOUHELP

M5OUT?

eee.i
PON'TKNOU),

cofweu...

I've NBVZR ACTUALLY KNOWN
anyreal pzalsrs. I've

ALU/AYS PePBNPeP ON THE
KINPNeSS OF STRANGERS...

hmm... LaMMe sea.,, who
DOT KNOW IN THATCVORLP,
UIHOPOIKHOW? THERE

MUSTBESOMBONE
CAN CALL...

FmieNce,
SIR. He's

THIS IS A
JDKe,R/6HT?
Ri6Hr?Heuo? ™y^

suspeNse.

I KNOW! MY
UNCLE PUKE!
OFCOURSE!
ueiMeeive

PUKE'S

STILL

Auve?

LASTIHeARP. BUT I'M
hot sure memeR He's

STILL INVOLVeU WITH
pRues.

-1RJN6!? -R]N6!x iRJNG!;

^RlN6'i :,RJNGi'- iRJNGIk

1RIN6!; -.RJN6r- iRJNG.'c

-.RJN6H -.RJNOI' iR/NG/i

—^. iflNGH --RIN6H iRJNS!'-

nl -.RING!'- ?R1N6!Z C~~

hello? what?
pipi say w're
something? inlucki

forobtit! "Well, Douglas! ... I noticed during the exam

your eyes weren't exactly rotating this way and that.

- NCAA CONTENDS•R!
i «

m 1 a| P L A s M S I A M
A L A R L A N A I T o L E

B i m e]i | M I m i w E R

E o N| R A E S $ L A C E

S T A K E S eJm T E s

U S E sp o T S T E P

S L U R sp p o § S A L 1

P E N T M 1"A M 1 S T E T

E A R p I N T IS H E E T

C H A L I C E o r T i'PBH
Hi T I G H T T P P L E

A G A S S I [T E A R 1 R T

R O B B p E P R G E T W N

A R L A T N E

1
A s E A

B E E N |N A P E S |d E R S

%

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

LOOK, AT MS.'
TUtS IS TUE

BIGGLST
SNOWBALL

\H TU£ WORLD.'

199:1 Walterson DislftuWd by Uraveisai 1'mss ^rnncilf

wow ar£ you

GOING TO
PICK IT UP ? WWWL 50MLONE

WILL WALK
IHTO IT.

REALITY

CONTINUES

TO RUIN

M LIFE

.

' MMBE NoU COULD

PUT IT SOMEPLACE

I SHOULD BE D0IH& Wi
UotAEWORK. NOW.

BUT TUE VIM I LOOK AT

IT, PLACING IN "WE SNOW

ft A LOT MORE IMPORTANT.

OUT UERE I'M LEARN\NG

REAL SKUAS THAT I CAN

APPL^ THROUGHOUT THE
REST Of WW LITE r^-

SUCH |
PROCRASTINATING

AS ?
) AND RATWHALIIIHG

1993 Watterson D<sln6uteg by Universal Ptess Syndicate *B»* I is

IT NIUST BE k FALLEN
ANGEL! GENERALLY TVW
BURN UP IN THE MMoSPHLRE,

BUT THIS ONE APPARENT^

VAFORI1ED ON ItAPACT,

LEAMWG TU\S ANGEL-SUAPED

CRATED IN THE SHOW'

THERE ARE

WORE OVER
TUERE.

GOD NUST'VE

BEEN
PUNTING
ANGELS
LEPT AND
RIGHT.

STRANGE THAT

THERE WOULO

BE 3^ MANX
IN SUSIE'S

FRONT WW).

I'LL BET
THEH'RE ML
RELATED
TO HER..

Uncommon Sense by Chris Soltez

1

1

< From Bad to Worse..,

by Lany White

Your Horoscope

Feb 14 thru 20

GOOP RELATIONSHIPS
MAY NEVER COME TO
PASS IF YOU CHOOSE
FRIENPS ON THE BASIS

OF SUNSKxNS ALONE.

THE ENTIRE HOROSCOPE

MUST BE STUPIEP IN

ORP&R TO COME TO A
MEMIN&FUL PECISION.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

The fruits of past eifortson thedomestic

scene should be coming to maturity.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Good news from nearbv places should

be en route to you. Opportunity knocks'

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Increased support from othersma y open

new avenues tor improved conditions.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

You can make favorable things happen

if you are positive and persistent.

LEO Ju,y 24 • Au9u8t 23

By tying up loose ends of the past you

will be readyfora favorablenew period

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Events and circumstances can combine

to further your long range interests.

LIBRA. Sept24-Oct23

If a t first you didn't succeed guess what?

Right! Its time to try again!

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

Favorable aspects strengthen bonds of

affection. Good news mav arrive soon.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Oec21

Continuing good Jupiter aspects

through May can help make wishes

come true!

CAPRICORN. Dec22-Jan20

Capitalize on possible career changes.

Jupiter is your lucky card til November.

AQUARIUS Jan21-Febl9

Beneficial Sun influences in money sec-

tor could help bring ideas into reality.

Being adaptable to change is important

PISCES Feb20-March20

Happy Birthday Pisces! Sun moves into

your sign. The force" is with you now!

FREE Numerology -Personal Year' report of what to expect in youryearahead Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

lartiV

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

Favorable Valentine's Day Venus and

Jupiter aspects set the stage for weeks

events.Those whorecognize emotiona 1

contacts always require both parties to

adjust, will find a fulfilling relation-

ship. Sun moves into compassionate

Pisces. Knowing you have done good

for someone is part of the reward.

Weekly Crossword

NCAA Contenders

"

fiy Gerry F"y

ACROSS
1 Crimson Tide

5 Substance of a

ceHiComb. form

10 Locale of Anna's King

14 Winglike

15 Hawaiian porch

16 Decorated tin piece

17 Duke
19 Debtor

20 Longtime

21 Charlotte & Norma

22 Comfort

24 Wagers

26 Behaves theatrically

28 Utilizes

30 Walk faster?

33 Speaks carelessly

36 Standard &
38 Formerly Clay

39 Confined

40 Hurricanes' School

41 Let stand

42 Hearing aid

43 Horse or bean

44 Bed linen

45 Goblet

47 Bone:Comb. form

49 Leotards

51 Fall

55 1992 Wimbledon Champ

57 Rip

59 Decompose
60 Virginia Senator

61 Hoys School

64 Mr. Guthrie

65 Repent

66 On the ocean

67 Was
68 Backs of the neck

69 German articles

DOWN
1 Infants

2 Allocate

3 Loa:Hawaiian

i2i4 Ms 6 7 1 » fjlO 11 12 11

B
^fc-

17 " 11 |"
20 mil F^

2}

V is

MfLlJHpi
-

26 27

11 12

M M 15 r lM

40 !]«
.. r u_^

45 46 _;" so 1 J2 5J 54

^T^^ Hw si " d
M «> « 63

64 H -"
Mu ZML

Wash
Herb

Gal of song

Tigers' School

volcano

4 Exist

5 Delight

10 Wide scarfs

11 Cyclones' School

12 Actor Baldwin

13 Simple

18 Apparel

23 Baseball catcher Mel &

family

25 Actor Russell

27 What the cow cow says ? 63 Bit

29 Small piano

31 Robert

32 Panthers' School

33 Speclal-Abbrev.

34 Jacob's wife

35 Not assessable

37 Cereal grain

40 Wolverines' School

41 Dog's name

43 Swine

44 Retail business estab-

lishment

46 Capital of Portugal

48 Theatrical platforms

50 Small porch

52 Ordinary language

53 Letdown

54 Heating vessels

55 Saudi

56 Veep

58 Sea eagle

62 Timetable abbrev

O 1992 All ri(bu reserved GFK Associates

P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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Cable Channels

TV
DATA

THURSDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 18, 1993

4:00 4:30 5:00
'

NeverEnding

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey q

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

Story ll-Next Chapter

Cheers Q
Edition

Newsq
Choorsq

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(230) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Oprah Winfrey q

Cur. Affair

Final Four

Ten of Us Two Dada

(3:00) Movie:

(300) Movie:

Underdog

Hello, Dolly!

Dream Lg.

Design. W

5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: **Vi [Waynes World' (1992)

Newsq
News

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon I
Batman q

Newsq

V
1

Newsq ABC News

News

News

Movie: »*V; "My Blue Heaven" (1990) Steve Martin, q

NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q Wonder Yrs.

Newsq NBC News

Movie: +*V; "Every Which Wav but Loose" (1978) PG

Skiing: U.S. Alpine

Cartoon Express

Movie: *» "Loverbov (1989) PG-13 q

Sr. PGA IUp Close

American Gladiators

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Golden Girls Married..

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Cheers (R) q IWings q

Auto Show

Married.,

Wh. Fortune

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: *»V; "China O'Brien 2 "(1991) R

10:30

Movie: "Matlock: The Fortune" (1993) Andy Griffith, q

Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q

Queen (In Stereo) (Part 3 of 3) q

Simpsons q
Cheers (R) q

Martin q
Wings q

Movie: ** Loverbov (1989) Patrick Dempsey PG-13

Cheers q I
Seinfeld q

Primetjme Live q
Comedy Jam Mo' Funny: Black Comedy In America q

L.A. Law (In Stereo) q

Queen (In Stereo) (Part 3 of 3) q
Simpsons q
Cheers q

Down Shore

Seinfeld q
Hunter "This Is My Gun'

LA. Law (In Stereo) q

11:00 11:30 12:00

News Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Qlris JNightline q

SHfc Stagings (In Stereo)

Edition IStalkings

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show

Movie: »**» "The Great Escape (1963, Adventure) Steve McQueen. (In Stereo)

(In Stereo) q

Movie: ** Loverooy tiaoa) rauicn uempray rvj-u iiww .
immwi.-.i^ t us -i ' le-^.,..*..

Soortscenter ICoHeoe Basketball Wisconsin at Minnesota. (Live) ICollooe Baaketball Anzona State at AnzonaJLive)
l

8^*^
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "That's Life (1986) Jack Lemmon PG-13'

Movie: * "Thieves "(1977, Comedy) Mario Thomas. PG
Murder, She Wrote q IMovie: »» "Off Limits" (1988, Drama) Willem Dafoe

Yogi Bear
I
Arcade I

Hey Dude (R) What You Do

Movie: »* Deadly Care (1987, Drama) Cheryl Ladd Supermarket

Movie: »* "Ernest Scared Stupid" (1991)

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Movie: *»V2 "Highway to Hell" (1992) R IMovie: Loving Lo/t;' (1992,

Movie: *»* "Bugsy (1991

Get Smart I
Superman

Drama) Warren Beatty. R

M.T.Moore |Van Dyke

LA. Law

Screening

Comedy) R'

MacGyver "Fire and Ice" q

Dragnet

"Semitough'

Basketball

Hitchhiker

Movie: *» "Zombie H/or>"(1987) R

Movie: »** "Diner" (1982) Steve Gutenberg. R

A. Hitchcock

Movie: ** Whisperkill' (1988, Drama) Loni Anderson

Lucy Show I F-Troop Get Smart

"Thirtysomething Mysteries

FRIDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 19. 1993

4:00

(2:45) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey q

10

Donahue (In Stereo) q

11

Goof Troop

14

People Ct,

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:30 5:00 5:30

•Police Academy 5: Miami Beach'

Cheers q
Edition

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: "Loverboy'

Final Four

Ten of Us

Dream Lg.

Two Dads

Newsq
Movie: *»» "Time After Time" (1979) (In Stereo) PG

News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon I
Batman q

Newsq

V
J

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Newsq
News

ABC News

NBC News

Hard Copy q

CBS News Golden Girts

Full House q Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Movie: *** "North to Alaska "(1960) John Wayne

Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

Movie: **Vi "Prince Valiant'' (1954) James Mason, q
Movie: »• "Old Explorers (1990) 'PG'

Underdog I Yogi Beer [Arcade

Motowortd jUpCiose

American Gladiators

Jeopardy! q
Enl Tonight

Movie: ** "Double Impact (1991, Adventure) R' q

Wh. Fortune

Married-

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

You Bet-Life

Married.,

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Family

Out All Night

G. Palace

G. Palace

Step by Step

R&B
Dinosaurs q ICamp Wilder

Major Dad q
Major Dad q

Miss USA Pageant (In Stereo Live) q

America's Most Wanted q
Man. Could They Play Ball

Movie: *** "WarGames (1983) Matthew Broderick

Soortscenter I Skiing: U.S. Pro Tour ISkimg: U

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: ** "Freeiack" (1992)
i
Emilio Estevez. R' q

20/20 q
"Perry Mason- The Case of the Skin-Deeo Scandal" q

Newsq
News

News

Miss USA Pageant (In Stereo Live) q
Sightings q [Sightings q IHuntor "Acapulco Holiday"

Perry Mason: The Case of the Skin-Deep Scandal" q
Movie: »»* "That's Life" (1986) Jack Lemmon. PG-13

Golden Girls

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Newsq
Married.

Newsq

12:00

Comedy Jam

NighrJine q

Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition IAuto Show

Arsenlo Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: *** "From the Terrace "(1960;

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Alpine I Suporbouts: Foreman IAuto Racing Soortscenter

Movie: »»% "Teiefon" (1977) Charles Bronson. PG

Movie: "The Maltese Falcon "(1941) q
Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *» For the Love of It" (1980) Deborah Raffin

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

|

Movie: » "HOTS. " (1979) Susan Kiger

Movie: »»% "Wf "(1989) Al Yankovic. PG-13' q

Murder, She Wrote c IMovie: »% "Renegades' (1989) Kiefer Sutherland.

Movie: *** "Voyager (199) Sam Sheoard. PG-13' qi|Mc Hid Orchid 2: Two Shades o\[Blue (1991) Forbidden''

Looney iBumvmfcle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart I Superman

LA. Law

Movie: **% Shocker" (1989, Horror) Peter Berg. R' q
M.T. Moor* IVan Dvke IDragnet I A. Hitchcock

Movie: »** Body of Evidence" (1988) Marqot Kidder

Movie: ** "'V.I. rVars/wws<t/"(l991) R' q
Lucy Show |F-Troop Get Smart

Thirtysomething Mysteries

SATURDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 20. 1993

(3:15) Movie: "Caddy. II" I Sports Illustrated Swtmauit

PBA Bowling | Figure Skating: World Challenge

PGA GoH: Buick Invitational. (Live) q
College Basketball

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

_26_

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: **% "Footloose "(1984) Kevin Bacon. 'PG

NHL Hockey

(3:00) Movie: "Mr. Mom

Penn St INu-Hart Hair

Olympic Winterfest q
American Gladiators

PGA GoH: Buick Invitational. (Live) q
Movie: **»V2 "Bound for Glory'' (1976) David Carradine

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Newsq
News

Newsq

ABC News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight q
Movie: 'Hostages" (1993) Kathy Bates, q

CBS News

CBS News

Star Trek: Next Goner.

Newsq
PG'

Skiing: U.S. Alpine

(3.00) Movie: "Fade Blck

(3:25) Movie: "l-Mail Order'

Gossip!

(3:05) Movie: "Return To

Can't on TV IGet Picture

Horse Racing: Donn

B. Buddies

NBC News

Hee Haw Silver

Untouchables q
Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Jeopardy! q IWh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: •*% 'Columbo: Murder in Malibu" (1990) q
Movie: *+ "Predator 2 "(1990) Danny Glover. R' q Movie: "The Rookie' (1990)

Home
Medicine Woman

Nurses q Empty Neat I
Mad-You

Medicine Woman
Incredible Discovery of Noah's Ark (In Stereo) q

Copsq Cops(R)q
Nurses q

Movie: *** "The Misfits (1961, Drama) Marilyn Monroe, Clark Gable

Movie: »* 1
/z "Fuzz" (1972) Burt Reynolds

Senior PGA Qojf : Suncoa

BeyondSwamp

Movie: **\i Cadence" (1990) PG-13

Freshmen Salute

Movie: **% Code Name: Dancer" (1987, Drama)

Double Dare

I Sportscenter

Commiahq Newsq
Sisters "Mirror Mirror" q

Incredible Discovery of Noah's Ark (In Stereo) q
Code 3 q
Empty Neat

Code 3 (R) q
Mad-You

Hunter "The Reporter"

Sisters "Mirror Mirror" q

News
Newsq

11:30 12:00

Design. W.
I
"Terror'

Saturday Night Live

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables q
Arsento Hall (In Stereo) IComlc Strip

Newsq

Movie: »*•% "The Hustler" (1961. Drama) Paul Newman (In Stereo)

Saturday Night Live

IQuantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *Vii "Captain America "(1990)

Movie: **Vi "Sibling Rivalry" (1990)

NHL Hockey: Boston Bruins at Toronto Maple Leafs. From Maple Leaf Gardens. (Live)
,

'Movie: ** Baroarella (1968) Jane Fonda |SHk Stolkinos (In Stereo) q IMovta: »» "OfPpgg f^S
00"3

Movie: »% "77w Perfect Weapon" (l991)lMovie: «»% "Necessary Roughness" (1991) 'PG-13 q I
BloodfistJIL

—
;

——7—
T-. ..,.„.,„. „" W_ ~ In.-:. I ..„. r..r» Unuia- * "A

Guts Doug iRugrata

Soortscenter

"West Side Story'

Basketball

(1991)

Movie: ** "Medicine Man" (1992) Sean Connery. q

Movie: **Vi Blind Faith" (1990, Drama) Robert Urich, Joanna Kerns, Dennis Farina

Clarissa |Roundhouse IRen-Stimpy I
You Afraid?

Denis Leary-Cure

A. Hitchcock

Hidden

Lucy Show

Confessions

"Night Club "(1989, Drama) R

M.T. Moore IDragnet

Bj

Unsolved Mysteries

Superman

i^anfliSi

SUNDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 21. 1993

(3:00) Movie:

(3:45) College Baaketball: Arizona vs. Cincinnati. (Live

PGA Golf: Buick Inv

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: *** "That's Life "(1986) PG-13 Movie: *** "Welcome Home. Roxy Carmichael" (1990)

College Basketball

NHL Hockey
I
Basketball

Night Court

TBA

NBC News
Newsq
NBA Show

Nu-Hart Hair

Olympic Winterfest

Movie: *** "Blind Date" (1987, Comedy) Bruce Willis

PGA GoH: Buick Inv.

(2:00) Movie:

Ski World

Gossipl

The Group

Speedweek

Ten of Us

Cosby Show
I
NBC News

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

ABC News I Life Goes On (In Stereo) q

Design. W
CBS News

NBA Basketball: All-Star Game. (Live) q

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: ** "Hard Promises" (1991) PG' q
Videos Am. Funniest

9:30 10:00 10:30

CBS News

Newsq
Star Trek: Deep Space 9

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q

Murder. She Wrote q
Wavne and Garth's Saturday Night Live Music a Go-Go

Murder. She Wrote q

NBA Show INBA Basketball: All-Star Game. (Live) q
Movie: "Don't Tell Mom the Babysitters Dead" (1991)

MovJ: *** "The Misfits" (1961) Marilvn Monroe. [Movie-. **« "The Pink Panther Strikes Again" (1976)

. _. . . . -S-

—

'
i . '. -J. -. .. n . Ai :. C^«.»*«*»r Os»in/v Trnu rV>r«wiu us

Track and Field: Sunkist

Two Dads IB. Buddies

Movie: ** "Pink Cadillac "(1989) Clint Eastwood, q

GoH: Suncoast Classic. ISportacenter

Hitchhiker I
MacGyver "GX-1"q

Movie: *»% "Wayne's World '(1992)

Movie: **** "Driving Miss Daisy" (1989) (In Stereo) q
Real Sex 5 (R

Newsq

Movie: "A Family of Strangers" (1993, Drama) q
^TFamiiv of Strangers "(1993, Drama) q

tarried... I In Color ICops "Best ot Cops q
Movie:

Wayne and Garth's Saturday Night Live Music a Qo-Qo

11:00

News
News

Paid Prog-

News q

Movie: •» "Masters of Menace" (1990) Catherine Bach

26

Can't on TV

Disease

Control Wild Side

Jrnl. of Med. Family

Fifteen

Medical

Beyond

Movie: »»* 1
/2 "Cousins" (1989) Ted Danson. PG-13' q

Boxing: Troy Dorsey vs. Calvin Grove. (Live)

** "Curiosity Kills" (1990) C. Thomas Howell, q

Movie: *» "A Farewell to Arms" (1957, Drama) Rock Hudson

Movie: ** 1
/2 "Paradise "(1991) Melanie Griffith. PG-13

Double Dare

Medical

Guts

Medical

Tomorrow

Physicians

Tomorrow

Milestones

Drao Racing: NHRA

Movie: ***Vi "Apocalypse Now "(1979, Drama) Martin Sheen

Counterstrike "Skin Deep

Sportscenter

11:30

Cheers q
Night Court

12:00

City-Hope"

Roggin's

Cur. Affair

Star Search (In Stereo)

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Baywatohq
Perspective

New WKRP
"Grevstoke: Tarzan

IMovie:

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q
Bowling

Hollywood

Movie: •* The Taking of Beverly Hills

nick news

Jml.ofMed.

F-Troop

Family

Mork

Monkey

CardJotogy

C<aws"(1991)'R'q

Van Dyke

M60ICI03

Movie: •*» "Pump Uo the Volume" (1990. Drama) R

A. Hitchcock ILucy Show

Ob/Gyn Family

M.T. Moore

Paid Prog-

Dragnet

Paid Prog.

"Meatball 4'

"Shadow.'

Superman

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 22, 1993

Shakespeare

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey q

10

Donahue (In Stereo) q

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

c*

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: *»V; "King Qgwtf"(1985) Richard Gere. PG-13

Cheers q
Edition

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W

Goof Troop

People Ct

(2:30) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Oprah Winfrey q

Cur. Affair

Final Four

Greystoke'

Ten of Us

Dream Lg

Two Dads

Newsq Newsq
News
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon Batman q
Newsq

News

6:30 7:00 7:30

"NeverEnding

ABC News

Story ll-Next Chapter"

NBC News

Hard Copy q

CBS News

Jeopardy! q

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Movie: **Vi "Swing S/wft" (1984) Goldie Hawn. PG'

Motorcycle Racing Th'breds |Up Close

Cartoon Express

(2:30) Movie: IMovie: »* "Nothing but Trouble" (1991) q

(3:30) Movie: "Drs Story'

.Underdog I
Yogi Bear

American Gladiators

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Golden Girts

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Married.,

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30

Movie: ** "Shining Through

9:00 9:30

FBI-Story

Fresh Prince

Detective

Blossom q
Hearts Afire "Cold Feet" q
Hearts Afire Cold Feet" q

(1992) Michael Douglas, q
10:00 10:30

Sports Illustrated SwimsuH Movie: "Intent to KUI" (1993) Traci Lords

Movie: "Between Love and Hate" (1993) Susan Lucci. q
Movie: "Miracle on 1-880 " (1992 ,

Drama) Ruben Blades.

Newsq
News

Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Love & War

Love & War

Northern Exposure q

Movie: *** "M'A'S'H: Goodbye. Farewell, Amen" (1983) Alan Alda

Northern Exposure q
M'A'S'H

Fresh Prince I Blossom q
Movie: *** "Don't Cry, Its Only Thunder "(1982) PG

Movie: "Miracle on 1-880" (1992, Drama) Ruben Blades.

Movie: *** "Whose Ufe Is It Anyway?" (1981) R

11:00 11:30 12:00

Golden Girts
I
NighrJine q

News

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Sweating Bullets (In Stereo

Edition Bullets

Arsenio HaH (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: »»% "Enigma" (1982) PG'

SportscenterggS ^̂
Y^^rZZ^7^:^7^ ICoUe- Beako*-— »^ ** jug— Bgttg

iSff^yT'*^,!? IsZu. Rh« Wrote n lu«^. is^.i syJp^, Ionium Le.o (In Stereo) iMacGyver (In Stereo)

q

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: ** Dutch (1991, Comedy) Ed ONeill. PG-13

Movie: *** "Bite the Bullet" (1975. Western) Gene Hackman. PG

Arcade I
Hey Dude (R)

Movie: *«« A Stoning in Fulham County (1988)

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids Tomorrow

Murder, She Wrote q IWWF: Monday Nioht Raw IQuantum Leap (In Stereo)

Basketball

Hitchhiker

gr^LJ^^rlF^fei^R'te-^^
Movie: »V? "Spirit of "76 "(1990) PG-13

Bullwinkle

Shop-Drop |
Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart I
Superman

LA. Law

Movie: "Fatal Charm" (1992) 'R'

MTMnore |Van Dvke IDragnet

Movie: *** "One Good Coo" (1991) Michael Keaton. R'

A. Hitchcock

Movie: *** "The Fulfillment' (1989) Cheryl Ladd.

Lucy Show | F-Troop Get Smart

Thirtvsomething Mysteries

TUFSDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 23, 1993

w
Design. W. [Cheers q
Cur. Affair I

Edition

10

11

14

17

4:00 4:30 5:00

»» "Just You and Me, Kid

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop [Tom, Jerry

People Ct ICur. Affair

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00

Jack Benny. Comedy

EL Newsq

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon IBatman q
Newsq

1

News

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: "Mannequin: On the Move" (1991)

ABC News

NBC News

Hard Copy q

CBS News

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girts

News q CBS News

Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

ia-no) Movie: »*v? "Paper Lion" (1968. Comedy* Alan Alda, Lauren Hutton

Final 4: 1987

18 Ten of Us

21 Movies

22

25

26

(2:40) Movie:

Underdog

Dream Lg

Two Dads

Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

Movie: *** Pork Chop Hill" (1959) q

NBA Today lUpCtose

American Gladiators

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

FuH House q|Mr. Cooper iRoseanneq

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married.

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: "Hostages" (1993) Kathy Bates, q
9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: *Vi "Happy Hell rWor7f"(1991) Darren McGavin

Jackie T. Civil Wars (In Stereo) q

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Class of '96 (In Stereo) q
Quantum Leap (In Stereo) q

DatoHne (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Judgement Day: The John List Story" (1993) q
Movie: "Judgement Day: The John Ust Story" (1993) q
Key West "The Greening

Movie: **Vi "Every Which Wav but Loose" (1978) PG
" Indiana at Ohio State

Hunter "Under Suspicion"

Dateline (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter | College Basketball

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **h Wf (1989) Al Yankovic. 'PG-13' q

Yooi Bear I
Arcade I Hey Dufle (H)

Movie: +* 1
/; Paper L/on"(1968, Comedy) Alan Alda G

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: »**% "The Pink Panther" (1964) Peter Sellers,

live)

,. China O'Brien 2

Golden Girts INightMne q

Newsq
Married..

11:30 12:00

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight 1966

Edition I
For. Knight

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

ICoWege Basketball: Alabama at Louisiana State. (Live

Movie:
»" * "Who Will Love My Children?" (1983)

What You Do

Supermarket |
Shop-Drop

Movie: »*»* West Side Story (1961, Musical) Natalie Wood q

BMino: Ratael Rueles vs. Ditau Moiefvante. (Live)
|

MacGyver (In

Moviei*** TVew Jack City" (1991) Wesley Snipes.^R m of a Serial Kmr"K

**** "Annie Hall'" (1977)

[Sportscenter

PG'

Stereo) q [Hitchhiker

Crazy Kids Tomorrow I
Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart I
Superman

L.A. Law

Movie: *** "Homicide" (1991) Joe Manteqna. R'

M.T. Moore IVanDvke IDragnet A. Hitchcock

S.Hodge

Movie: "Maiority Rule (1992, Drama) Blair Brown.

Lucy Show

Movie: "Faces "(1968) R

Movie: "Forbidden World'

F-Troop

Thirtvsomething

Get Smart

Mysteries

WEDNESDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 24, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Life Stories IMovie: ** Hard Promises" (1991) PG' q
Design. W. 1 Sheers q
Cur. Affair ] Edition

Oprah Winfrey

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct

(3.00) Movie:

Final Four

Ten of Us

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newaq
Cheers q
Design. W

News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B

Tiny Toon iBatmanq

Newaq
J

6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: **Vt "Wayne's rVorid" (1992) Mike

7:30

Newsq
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Movie: ««'-2 Unfaithfully Yours (1984) Dudley Moore

Dream Lg.

Two Dads

Motorcycle Racing

Cartoon Express

Movie: «« Voyager (1991) ^am Shepard. PG-13 q
(3:05) Movie: ««» 1

; "7>e nusuer (1961)

Underdog I
Yogi Bear

I
Arcade

Inside PGA

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy q
Myers

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

Straight Talk

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent Tonight

Married.

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *»»V? "Witness "(1985) Harrison Ford. R' q
Wonder Y. |Doogie H.

Unsolved Mysteries q
Home Imp I

Coach q
Homicide: Ufe

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
ABC News Special

Mo' Funny: Black Comedy in America q
Newsq

Law 6 Order (In Stereo) q News

Grammy Awards (In Stereo Live) q
Grammy Awards (In Stereo Live) q
Movie: *** "Licence to rfi//"(1969. Adventure) Timothy Dalton iNewhartq

Unsolved Mysteries q
Movie: «»» "From the Terrace (1960, Drama) Paul Newman

American Gladiators

Sportscenter College Basketball: Boston College at Connecticut

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: t* 1

? Necessary Roughness (1991) PG-13'

q

Movie: «« 1,
2 Rachel River (1987)

Murder, She Wrote q

Homicide: Life I Law 6 Order (In Stereo) q
Movie: ***Vz "A Shot in the Dark" (1964) Peter Sellers

College Basketball: Florida State at Duke. (Live

Movie: "7r>a/ & Error" (1992 Drama) Tim Matheson. q

11:00 11:30 12:00

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girts |
NighrJine q

Dangerous Curves .

Edition Curves

Arsenio HaH (In Stereo) q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: »»» "Casino Royale" (1967)

Sportscenter

Hey Dude (R)

Movie: ««'2 "Those She Lett Behind' (1989) Gary Cole.

What You Do

Supermarket |
Shop-Drop

Crazy Kids

Movie: »«'/? Cadence (1990) PG-13

Movie: *»'/2 "Cadence" (1990) Charlie Sheen PG-13 IMovie

Tomorrow iBultwinkle

Unsolved Mystenes

Get Smart

Boxing

L.A. Law

Superman

Movie: »» The Taking ot Beverly Hills

HT. Moore | Van Dyke IDragnet.

lit Second" (1992) R

MacGyver Hell Week q
Muscle

Scanners II'

Hitchhiker

Movie: »» Ernest Scared Stupid (1991)

A. Hitchcock

Movie: *** God Bless the Child' (1988. Drama)

Lucy Show I
F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Fear-Scndl'

Get Smart

Mysteries

I

V *
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Morton on tear despite team 's slump

Edinboro throws wrench in Golden Eagles
1

playoff hopes
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

First, the good news. The

offense of the Clarion men's

basketball team is peaking.

Leading scorer Kwame Morton

has averaged 36 points in his last

two conference games, and the

Golden Eagles have averaged

over 93 points a game during

that span. The bad news lies in

the defense. Clarion lost both

games while surrendering a

frightening average of 104 points

a contest.

The Eagles entered their

February 10 meeting with

California owning a 4-2

conference record and carrying

hopes of a first place tie in the

PSAC-West. They now stand at

4-4 and are desperately clinging

to their playoff aspirations.

Last Saturday, Clarion took a

break from conference play and

headed into the eye of the Storm.

The Lake Erie Storm, a team

which Clarion weathered 95-80

just one month ago, proved to be

no more than a mere drizzle.

Morton, the Golden Eagles

leading meteorologist, gave the

Storm a five-day forecast they

shan't soon forget. Morton

rained 34, and Chris Boone

scored a seasonal high of 20

while accumulating 10 rebounds,

leading Clarion to a 96-72 breeze

over Lake Erie.

The Eagles' fun-filled vacation

proved to be short, as the thunder

of the PSAC schedule rumbled

File Photo

One for the ages: Clarion's best offensive hope meet

Clarion's best defensive hope- Kwame Morton (24) shoots

over then Mercyhurst, now Clarion guard Brian Paige.

Morton's "O" and Paiges "D" will be relied on heavily

during the PSAC stretch run.

• * * * * p . t , ,

.

4 i - ,

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

In your face: The Golden Eagles have the ball in their court this week as they face two

PSAC rivals in a fight for second place and the last playoff spot.

two days later in Edinboro. The

Fighting Scots had fallen victim

to the Eagles 84-72 earlier in the

campaign, but this meeting was

in Edinboro, a place in which the

Eagles have struggled in the

past.

Despite shooting 58 percent in

the first half, including seven for

12 from beyond the three point

arc, the Eagles found themselves

trailing 51-49 at the half.

Just as against California,

Clarion found itself engaged in

yet another run-and-gun

shootout. The problem with a

shootout is that a team must

maintain a high shooting

percentage throughout the game.

The Eagles hit a slump.

Clarion's blistering first half

quickly transformed into a

blustery second half. The Eagles

shot just 41 percent, including a

troublesome four for 15 from

three-point range, and combined

with 'Boro's 59 percent second

half shooting, spelled doom for

the visitors, 100-93.

Adam Cheek led the Scots with

35 points and was one of six

Edinboro players to hit double

figures on the night. Morton

finished with 32, while Roy

Bumoskey and Steve Branch

contributed 20 and 17 points,

respectively.

The Eagles sit in a four way tie

for second in the PSAC-West

with their four losses. Luckily

for Eagles, two of those teams

come to Clarion this week.

The Lock Haven Bald Eagles

had already lost to Clarion 74-66

in Lock Haven, and the two

teams met on Wednesday. The

Shippensburg Red Raiders

defeated the Wue and gold 73-70

at Shipp in a game which the

Eagles believe they should have

won. The Raiders visit Tippin

Gymnasium Saturday afternoon

at 3 p.m.

PSAC- West
w - L Pet.

California 8 - 1 .888

IUP 5 - 4 .555

Clarion 4 - 4 .500

L. Haven 4 - 4 .500

Shipp 4 - 4 .500

Edinboro 3 - 6 .333

S. Rock 2 - 7 .222

- The top two teams in

the PSAC-West
advance to play the

top two teams in the

PSAC-East.
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Jones and Gaffney spark inside play in loss

West
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

The Clarion University

women's basketball team

suffered its first conference loss

on Monday at Edinboro, 76-64,

and now find themselves in a

battle with the Lady Scots for

first place in the PSAC-West
conference.

The loss drops the Golden

Eagles conference record to 7-1

and leaves them in a virtual tie

with Edinboro who also stands at

7-1. The two rivals have split

two contests with CUP defeating

Edinboro at Tippin, 105-84, on

Jan. 25.

'Boro was a completely

different team on Monday at the

McComb fieldhouse than it was

in Clarion last month.

In the initial meeting, CUP
shot 42 percent from three-point

land but was held to only five

three-pointers on a 22 percent

long-distance mark this time.

'Boro also out-rebounded

Clarion, 46-33, as opposed to

being out-rebounded by 13 the

first meeting.

The biggest reversal was in the

important turnover category.

Clarion forced 20 turnovers in

the first meeting, committing

only 12. The exact opposite

occurred on Monday as the

Golden Eagles turned it over 20

times to Edinboro's 12 turnovers.

Just as Clarion has opened

most of its PSAC-West contests

this season, they found

themselves down early, trailing

42-32 at the half.

With both sides all even at 28-

28 and 6: 10 to go in the half, the

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

In the books: Clarion's Shannon Coakley (31) is concentrating harder on putting another

PSAC win in the book than on closing in on Clarion's all-time scoring leader mark.

hosts proceeded on a 14-4 run to

drop Clarion to 10 down at

intermission.

The Eagles have made it a

habit to come back in the second

half, but CUP couldn't wear out

the Lady Scots this time.

Call the
Golden Eagle
sports hotline

>226-2079

A Pam Mountsier trifecta

closed the gap to four, Edinboro

leading 57-53 with 9:21 to go in

the game, but the Lady Scots

fended off this and every other

CUP attack in the second half for

a 12 point decision.

The Golden Eagle run and gun

didn't phase Edinboro as two

players, Pam Artman and

Jeannine Jean-Pierre, played all

40 minutes, and Lori

Montgomery ran with Clarion

for 38 minutes, Andrea Williams

for 37.

Clarion center Carlita Jones led

all scorers with 25 points and

pulled down seven rebounds.

She shot nine for 15 from the

field and seven for eight from

the line.

Mona Gaffney added a little

"instant offense" with 11 points

in 13 minutes.

Point guards Melissa Bamette

and Amy Migyanka combined

for eight assists without a

turnover.

Aside from Gaffney and Jones,

the remainder of Eagles only

contributed 10 field goals on 28

percent shooting.

Jean-Pierre and Williams

combined for 43 points for

Edinboro.

The Golden Eagles are now
17-5 overall.

Clarion thrashed visiting

Gannon in a non-conference

game at Tippin, 91-53, last

Friday, Feb. 12.

Five Eagles scored in double

digits as Clarion captured a 38-

point win.

Mountsier set CUP on its way

by hitting her first four three-

point attempts, and within 10

minutes, CUP had a 23-10 lead.

The Eagles held Gannon to 33

percent shooing for the game and

forced 25 turnovers.

Jones led Clarion with 18

points and 12 rebounds. She was

perfect on the night, shooting six

for six from the field.

Mountsier ended the night with

five trifectas and 15 points.

Susanne Adams, Shannon

Coakley and Gaffney also scored

in double figures. .

Amy Migyanka had seven

assists.

Coakley is on the verge of

becoming Clarion's all-time

scoring leader.

Last night's results against

Lock Haven were not available

at press time. Clarion will be at

home on Saturday against

Shippensburg. The PSAC-West
tilt will start at 1P.M..

Golden Eagle leaders

Points per game
Jones (/6.6J

Caroms per ?ame
Jones (10.6)

3-noint fQ %
Mountsier W%)

Assists

Migyanka (52)

Steals

Dudeck (65)

mocks
Jones (37)

Fox's Pizza Den
Share a Dinner With a Friend

1 1
2" Hoagie - your choice

2 Fries (Spicey or Original)

2 Small Drinks

$6.00 + tax with coupon

expires 2/28/93 226-5555
i.

STUDENT ALUMNI AMBASSADORS SPIRIT

Q\ is offering

YOU a SAVINGS of $25
,„•—i

—

Purchase a personalized brick for the -—. —..-

Commemorative Wall at Gemmell Student Center

for the special price of $75 (Regular $ 100) ~, * i ^ »w

Z7S.1Z Send payments to Clarion Alumni House

or call 226-2637 for more information

Deadline for payments is March 31, 1993

T-
T~-
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PSAC Swim Preview
Golden Eagle women seeking 18th PSAC crown
by Karen Ruud

Sports Writer

Clarion University's women's

swimming and diving team is

favored to win another PSAC
championship this week (Feb.

17-20) at West Chester

University.

Events, starting with three-

meter diving, will be held from

today to Saturday when the

champion will be crowned. The

meet will mark the sixth straight

year that the men's

championship will be held at the

same time, in an alternating

event format.

Last year at Clarion, the

Golden Eagle women ran away

with the crown finishing ahead

of second place Bloomsburg by

more than 100 points. They will

be looking to repeat that

performance. "We know we'll

be a strong favorite to repeat

because of our overall team

strength, and we'll simply have

to go out and execute our

strengths to win number 18,"

said head coach Bill Miller.

The Golden Eagles ended the

season with a 6-1 dual meet

record. The only loss came to

Division I Ohio State by a 128-

107 margin.

The top swimmers leading the

way for Clarion will be Becky

Jushchyshyn, Justine Gibbons

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

On a quest: The Clarion men's swimming and diving team
is on a quest to capture its second straight PSAC team title

and its 21st PSAC crown overall.

and Tedra Kruse, all of which are

qualified for Division II

Nationals and who are not

tapering for the PSAC's.

Jushchyshyn is favored to give

repeat winning performances in

the 100 and 200 breaststroke

events. The 1992-93 co-captain

holds the school record in both

events and is the reigning NCAA
Div. II champ in the 100

breaststroke.

Gibbons, an 11 -time Ail-

American, is expected to place

high in both backstroke events as

well as in the 500 and 1650

freestyle events.

Kruse, only a freshman, will

swim the 200, 500 and 1650

freestyle events and with the 400

I.M. relay team in preparation

for Nationals.

Other swimmers who are

tapering but could challenge for

titles include Dawn Jones,

Stephanie Kissell, Dina Maylor,

Denise Butterweck, Donna
Patrick, Lisa Kaylor and Kathy

Randazzo.

Also expected to participate for

Clarion will be Jennifer Alcott,

Heather Bachteler, Colleen

Davidson, Heather Heinz and

Daniela More.

The diving team, led by coach

Dave Hrovat, will also be strong.

Kim Strawbridge, Amy Paganie,

Jill Braught, Pauline O' Connor,

Tammy Quinn, Kendra

Raymond and Ami Way will

attempt to score for CUP.

Strawbridge was second on

both the one and three-meter

boards last year and is hoping to

bring home both titles this time.

Paganie, only a sophomore, will

press Strawbridge hard for both.

Braught placed on both boards

last year.

Clarion has won every PSAC
title since they were started in

1976. The Golden Eagles are

hoping for a strong (top 3?)

national performance which are

being held at Ashland University

from March 10-13.

CUP men looking to

repeat as PSAC champs
by Ron Santillo

Sports Writer

Clarion's men's swimming and

diving team is once again ready

to do battle for the PSAC crown

at West Chester this week.

After winning 19 consecutive

titles from 1971 to 1989,

Shippensburg broke the streak

and won the team title in 1990

and 1991. But last year, the

Golden Eagles made it a mission

to recapture the coveted crown

and did.

Clarion won the 1992 title by

winning 14 events and scoring

688 points. Shipp failed to win

its third consecutive title and

finished second with 582 points.

The Eagles head into the 1993

PSAC's coming off of a 4-2

1992-93 dual meet record. They

face a very tough task in

repeating this year after losing

their last two dual meets of the

year to Shippensburg, 125-116,

and Edinboro, 123-107.

"For the first time in the

history of the PSAC

^

5th Ave.
Restaurant

Cold 6 packs / Qts to go

Best prices in town!

226-8512

Monday - Special

Hot Wings / Pitchers All Day

200 each hot or mild

Full Menu
Daily Specials

Wednesday - Special

Mug Nite / Hot Dogs

3 for $1 (condiments included)

. . ~jj- > «. t ! ' r p m in.

championships there will be a

bonafide three team race

between Shippensburg, Edinboro

and Clarion," said head coach

Bill Miller. "Personally, I think

it's going to come right down to

Saturday night and has the

potential to become the most
exciting PSAC meet we've ever

had."

Among Clarion's 18

competitors at the PSAC's, the

Eagles will be paced by seniors

Steve Darby and Dave Sheets,

along with junior Rick Bull.

Darby, a 1992-93 captain, was

the 1992 PSAC's "Swimmer of

the Year" after winning' two
individual events (200 freestyle

and 200 butterfly) in record time,

placed in two other events and
helped three Eagle relay teams

set new PSAC records. A two
time PSAC winner in the 200
free, Darby is hoping to finish

strong in the 100, 200 and 500

freestyle events, along with the

200 butterfly.

Sheets, also a 1992-93 captain,

specializes in the backstroke. He
won the 200 backstroke in PSAC
record time last year and also

won the 100 backstroke. He is

also a quality I.M. swimmer.

Bull, the 1991 PSAC
"Swimmer of the Year," set a

new PSAC record in the 200
I.M. last year. He also won the

400 I.M., the 100 butterfly and

was second to Darby in the 200

butterfly. He is a two-time

winner of both the 200 and 400

I.M. events and won the 200 fly

in 1991.

Among other swimmers
expected to finish high are Mark
Keister, Stephen Kozowyk, Jim

O' Connor, Scott Rosenbaum
and junior Chad Rimsky.

Also looking to score for

Clarion are Tom Connolly, Bill

Gimbel, Jeff Halbert, Mike
Khink, Glenn Raymer, Rob Rcda

and Ben Yoder.

The Clarion divers, led by
diving coach Dave Hrovat, will

feature three divers. Sophomore

Joe Egan was fourth on the

three-meter and fifth on the one-

meter last year, while John
Oleksak also placed high on
each. Kevin Maginn will also

attempt to score points for

Clarion.

Edinboro posted a 6-1 1992-93

dual meet record. Shippensburg

posted a 6-3 dual meet record.

Clarion finished second at the

1992 NCAA Division II

nationals and will once again

look to place at nationals from

March 10 through 13 at Ashland.

Happv 2 f ST
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Panthers keep Golden Eagles below .500 mark
Clarion hosts #1 ranked Penn State on Sunday

by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

The Golden Eagle wrestling

team hosted the University of

Pittsburgh this past Saturday

night and fell short by the score

of 23-12.

The dual meet was a lot closer

than the score may have

indicated, as three matches in

which Clarion fell short were

determined by two points or less.

The Eagles trailed the entire

match but not by much, and they

had chances to break even with

the Panthers throughout the

night.

CUP trailed 10-0 after the first

three matches, two of which

were very close.

Luke Shocklee lost a close one,

6-5, at 118 pounds to start the

contest against Mike Moore who

captured advantage points to seal

the victory.

After Kyle Wolfe was major

decisioned at 126 pounds by

Pitt's John Ritchey, Nick

Pendolino was decisioned at 134

pounds, 9-8, by Pitt's J.J.

Fasnacht for CUP's second close

loss on the night.

Freshman Dave Thomas had

Clarion's first victory of the

evening with a 6-1, 142-pound

win over Brett Gould to set the

score at 10-3 Pitt.

Moss Grays then lost Clarion's

third nail- biter, at 150 pounds,

3-1, in overtime to Pitt's Steve

Budman to give Pitt back a 10-

point advantage.

Paul Antonio had an exciting

match coming from behind to

send his 158-pound match into

overtime and then capture d the

victory over Pitt's Joe Plouse

with a takedown. Antonio's

victory set the score at 13-6, but

that's as close as CUP could get

as the Golden Eagles fell by an

11-point margin.

Tiny Anderson and Rob
Sintobin wrestled well late in the

match.

Anderson decisioned Pitt's

John Gilbeaut, 3-1, at 177

pounds, and Rob Sintobin won

his match at heavyweight,

decisioning Pat Wiltanger 9-5.

Joel Gilbert, at 167 pounds,

and Roger King, at 190 pounds,

both lost by a technical fall in the

contest.

Co-captain Dan Payne, 26-5,

missed the match with the

chicken pox. He is said to be

day to day.

Coach Jack Davis called the

close losses "unfortunate" and

felt that his team was capable of

beating the Panthers.

CUP is now 9-11-1 and has

two matches remaining. This

weekend the Eagles travel to

17th ranked Lock Haven. On
Sunday, the number one ranked

team in the land, Penn State,

comes to Clarion. Nine of Penn

State's ten wrestlers in the line-

up are ranked in the top 12 in the

country.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

A big task ahead: The Clarion Golden Eagle wrestlers have winded up on the bottom

against some big name Division I schools in this rebuilding season but will look to give the

#1 ranked team in the nation a run for their money on Sunday.

Pro Sports Commentary/American League

Where in the heck have I been?
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

The tragic part of professional

baseball is that it leaves us to

face the winter alone. If you are

like me, you understand that a

few major off-season

transactions will be made , but

you expect to find the same

nucleus for most teams come

opening day. Therefore, your

careful watch over off-season

acquisitions is less than keen.

The wheeling and dealing this

off-season has been so

overzealous, that a fan like

myself would be irate in finding

a National leaguer in the

American League without

written notification from the

Commissioner or at least hearing

a word on ESPN.

Therefore, I will take it upon

myself to personally alleviate the

shock you will feel on opening

day, by listing some of the

players you will see in different

colored A.L. uniforms come
April.

American League:

Baltimore: Harold Reynolds,

Harold Baines.

Boston: Andre Dawson, Ivan

Calderon, Scott Bankhead.

California: Kelly Gruber, Scott

Sanderson, Jerome Walton, Chili

Davis, Stan Javier, J.T. Snow.

Chicago: Ellis Burks, Dave

Stieb, Chuck Cary, Barry Jones.

Cleveland: Bob Ojeda, Mike

Bielecki, Tim Crews.

Detroit: Kirk Gibson, Mike

Moore, Tom Bolton, Bill

Krueger.

Kansas City : David Cone, Jose

Lind, Greg Gagne, Felix Jose,

Mark Gardner, Hubie Brooks.

Milwaukee : Tom Brunansky,

Bill Doran, Kevin Reimer,

Dickie Thon.

Minnesota : Dave Winfield,

Bert Blyleven, Jim Deshaies.

New York : Wade Boggs, Jimmy

Key, Jim Abbott, Paul O'Neill,

Spike Owen, Neal Heaton.

Oakland: Kevin Seitzer, Gary

Pettis, Rafael Ramirez.

Seattle: Norm Charlton, Chris

Bosio, Mike Felder, Carmelo

Martinez, Manager Lou Pinella.

Texas: Tom Henke, Charlie

Leibrandt, Craig Lefferts, Bob

Patterson, Billy Ripken, Manuel

Lee, Gary Redus, Doug
Daszenco, Benny Distefano.

Toronto: Paul Molitor, Dave

Stewart, Luis Sojo.

JVext week, the N.L.

fFRTIFTElK
AUTO CARE
Computerized Diagnostics

Major. General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT. JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4624

South 5th Avenue

Clarion, PA 1C214

MON: Wing Special 8 p.m.

WED: Taco special 8 p.m.

Bring in this ad and receive $1.00 OFF

M-F: Happy hour specials 5 - 7

Complimentary Hors d'oeuvres

SAT: Happy Hour' 8- 10

(81 4) - 226 - 8400

Pitcher specials throughout the week at Mr. T's
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Help Wanted
SPEND THE SUMMER IN THE
BEAUTIFUL CATSKILL
MOUNTAINS OF NEW YORK.
ACHIEVE A CHALLENGING AND
REWARDING SUMMER
EXPERIENCE WORKING IN A
RESIDENTIAL CAMPUS FOR
ADULTS WITH PHYSICAL AND
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
COUNSELORS, CABIN LEADERS,
PROGRAM LEADERS. ALL
STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED
TO APPLY. SEASON DATES JUNE 1

UNTIL AUGUST 19. GOOD
SALARY, ROOM AND BOARD, AND
SOME TRAVEL ALLOWANCE.
CALL MARCIE AT (301) 422-9454

FOR INFORMATION OR WRITE
TO CAMP JENED, P.O. BOX 483.

RPCL ROCK HILL, NY 12775 (914)

434-2220.

SUMMER JOBS

ALL LAND/WATER SPORTS

PRESTIGE CHILDRENS' CAMPS
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS NEAR

LAKE PLACID
CALL 1-800-786-8373

EARNUPTOS10/HR
Are you looking for great hours? Great

$$$? And a great experience? Don't look

any further. Market for Fortune 500

Companies! CALL NOW 1-800-950-

1037, EXT. 17.

250 Counselors and Instructors needed!

Coed summer camp in Poconos

Mountains, Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box

234 CC, Kenilworth, NJ 07033 (908)

276-0998.

Free trip to Cam-un, Mexico. Organize

a small group and travel free as a

college rep with sun bound vacations.

Prices start from $419.00. Complete

packages includes round trip jet

service, hotel transfers, 7 nights hotel,

beach parties, daily sunshine, exotic

nightlife, tequila happy hour and

much more. For the best value and the

most fun filled spring break package

call (800) SUN TREK or (800) 786-

8735 for further details and

reservation.

SUMMER JOBS: UPWARD BOUND
PROGRAM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS for live-in

tutor-counselor positions, 6/2-7/17/93.

Provide supervision, tutor, lead

programs/activities on campus. Must

have interest in working around the clock

with 60 college-bound high school

students. Applications available at 216

Davis Hall. Deadline 2/26/93.

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully

guaranteed. FREE Information—24 hour

hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright #

PA027950

Summer camp staff positions available in

South-Central Pennsylvania. Counselors,

waterfront, program specialists needed.

Good salaries, generous time-off.

Contact: Barbara Nealon, Penn Laurel

Girl Scout Council, 1600 Mt. Zion Road,

York, PA, 17402. (1-800-673-2561)

FREE TRIPS AND
MONEY!!

Individuals and Student

Organizations wanted to

promote the Hottest

Spring Break

Destinations, call the

nation's leader. Inter-

Campus Programs

1-800-327-6013.

ALASKA SUMMER EM-
PLOYMENT -fisheries. Earn

$600/week in canneries or

$4,000+/month on fishing boats. Free

transportation! Room & Board! Over

8,000 openings. No experience

necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call 1-206-545-

4155 ext. A5246

Koommalis & Ucntuls

Apartments available for 4 people for fall

'93/spring '94 semesters. One block from

campus. Also, summer opening for 1--4

people. Leave message at 226-5917.

||r"W""l|
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SPRING BREAK

PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA

• High quality beachfront accommoda-

tions for 7 exciting nights. *k
• Round trip chartered motor coach.

• Free pool deck parties, activities. & w
promotions.

• Inter-Campus Programs ID/Discount

card

• On-location staff for complete

assistance £C
• All taxes, tips, & service charges

included 2m

#

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your trat

sorority, team, club, etc. pitches

in just one hour and your group

can raise $1,000 in just a few

days! Plus a chance to earn

51,000 lor yourself! No cost

No obligation 1-800-932-0528,

ext. 65.

W'THOU! transportation

*109 II*" 189 f
T

«!TM TRANSPORT*! ION

information ami reservations

Thorn 227-2497
#

^£ARMNGEMNTS BY MJ ATfNCUWtf "HOOVm

College Park Apartments now signing for

fall 1993 and spring 1994 semesters.

Utilities included, furnished. Call 226-

7092.

Nice quiet furnished apartment for 3 or 4

girls. Call 226-8225.

Remodeled 2 and 3 bedroom mobile

homes for rent available for summer, fall

and spring '94. Call 227-2800.

Nice houses and apartments available for

summer 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Nice houses and apartments available for

fall 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

House for rent on Greenville Ave. Fall-

Spring 93- '94. Call 226-8010.

Now renting for summer and fall. New

completely furnished apartments for 4

people. Two locations. Call 354-2992.

Apartment for rent above Dan Estadt

Sport Shop for Fall and Spring '93-'94

semesters. Call 226-4871.

Housing for 2, graduate students

preferred. Cars desired. Also housing

for 4. Call 226-6867.

House for rent, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths.

Furnished with appliances including

washer and dryer. Close to campus. Call

226-5690.

Efficiency apartment- -for one female

student. Fully furnished. Ideal location.

One block from campus. Call 764-3690.

Furnished apartment for two female

students, ideal location two blocks from

campus. Call 764-3690.

Furnished apartments for four female

students. Ideal locations. Two blocks

from campus. Call 764-3690.

Room for rent with cooking privileges.

Call 782-3262

Apartment for rent near the university.

For more information call 764-5506 or

226-9336.

Classified ads are due

by 2:00 p.m. on

Tuesday the week of

publication. Classified

ad forms may be

picked up in the Call

office in 270 Gemmell.

Classified ads are $.10

per word.

r FREE
Membership with this coupon V/^

Wilkinson TV & Video \
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
#

VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

Sales <x Services

Monday Madness at Geo's

Buy 1 large or medium pizza, get a 2nd

at half price (of equal or lesser value).

Call 227-9111.

1992 PSAC West Championship Hats

available at the football office for a cost

of $9. Hats come in blue or white.

Two 4 Tuesday at Geo's

Buy 1 large or medium pizza, get a 2nd

at half price (of equal or lesser value).

Call 227-9111.

***True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose from 50

colors. Located in Sligo, PA, 10 miles

south of Clarion. Call for appointments

after 5:00 p.m. 358-2715.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
'89 Mercedes...$200; '86 VW...$50; '87

Mercedes.. .$100; '65 Mustang. ..$50;

Choose from thousands starting $50.

FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline.

801-379-2929 Copyright #PA027910.

Announcements

The position of student tn- ' J.e is going to

be open next semester. For all interested,

please pick up an application in the

Student Senate office or call Crystal at

226-8469.

HPE Tennis, Gold and Walking for

Fitness classes will begin the week of

March 1. The first class meeting for

these classes will be held in Tippin gym.

Narcotics Anon, meetings are held

Saturdays at 1 :00 p.m. and Sundays at

7:00 p.m. at the old hospital at the south

end of 7th Ave. There are Alcoholics

Anon, meetings on monday night at 8:30

p.m. in the Lutheran church behind the

Court House; Tuesday and Wednesday at

8:30 p.m. at the old hospital; Thursday at

8:00 p.m. in the court House on the third

floor in the front. There are other twelve

step meetings in or near Clarion as well-

a list of all of them is available from the

Clarion County Drug and Alcohol Adm.

(226-5888).

Scholarship for RACS members:

Applications for the Richard Redick

Memorial scholarship are available in

216 Davis & the RACS Lounge.

Applicants must be a member of RACS.

Deadline: 3/1/93

Orientation leader applications for

summer '93 are available in 210 Egbert.

Deadline: 3/5/93, 4:30 p.m.

Personals
Have a drink on D Phi E Christine!

Happy 21st B-Day. Love, your sisters of

D Phi E.

Happy 20th B-day Keary-only one more

year. Love, your sisters of D Phi E.

Kelly, K-E-L-L-Y. Why? Because he

loves you! He took you by surprise but

now you wear the letters of Pi Kappa

Phi! Congratulations! Love, your sisters

of D Phi E.

Hey Devin! Do you still want that

massage?

Congratulations to our open bid: Sandee.

We love you. Love, Theta Phi Alpha

Tri-Sigma would like to welcome Spring

'93 to the bunch: Tricia Egry, Sarah

Straney, Carey Fahy, Kim Freeman, Kim

Goosley, Nikki Reed, Angie Bressler,

Seyda Koncuk, Keely Keyser, Carolyn

Dorn, Andrea Dillen, Beth Maclcin, Pam

Kensinger, Jenny Shearer.

The outfits quite crazy, the night rather

hazy. Slip'n slide was such a sight, let's

do it again some other night. Love, Tri-

Sigma

To the Sisters of Alpha Sigma Tau, The

mixer was teeerrriffic. Joe Smay says

you're Grrrreat! Thanks, The Brothers of

Delta Chi

Theta Chi-The mixer we had must have

been fate. Throughout the night we

found our heart mate. We had so much

fun from the very start and we'd like to

thank you from the bottonvof our heart !

Love, the Zetas

ZTA-Erin H. Happy B-Day! Love, your

Sisters.

ZTA-Amy K.-Happy "21" B-Day!

Love, your Sisters.

Bridget, Thanx for all your hard work

with rush. You did a great job! Love,

your Delta Zeta Sisters.

TKE's, Thanks for the great mixer. Can't

wait to do it again. Love, Delta Zeta

Delta Zeta is proud to announce their

Spring '93 pledge class. They are

Jessica, Dawn, Megen, Jenifer, Jerry,

Amy Kristy, Jen Jill, Wendy, Knssy,

Pam, Kim, Jeanine, jean, Adriene, and

Tina. Welcome to our Sisterhood.

Congratulations to Rhonda and Sarah

You can finally wear your letters. Love,

your Delta Zeta Sisters.

Cnr* iprr Break:
CANCUN, NASSAU

from $299
Organ lze a small group for FREE trip

CALL 1 (800) GET-SUN--1

Summer jobs/internships at camp for children/teens/adults with

physical disabilities. Seeking mature, responsible individuals for

assistant director/activity coordinator, cooking instructor,

nutrition instructor, counselors, art director, nature/camping

instructor, lifetime leisure coordinator, WSI, lifeguard,

maintenance and kitchen staff. No experience needed for

counselors. Salary+room/board.

Call 1-800-243-5787 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.).
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Open racquetball tourney held at Tippin and Gemmell
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

The ninth annual Clarion

University open racquetball

tournament was held on

February 12, 13 and 14 at the

Gemmell Center and in Tippin

Gymnasium.

Tournament director Norbert

A. Baschnagel started the

tournament nine years ago. It

was held in only Tippin Gym for

eight years before the building of

the new Gemmell Center. 1993

marked the first year the

tournament included the three

new Gemmell courts.

Baschnagel stressed the vast

improvement of the tournament

with the new courts. "The

improved lighting and size of the

courts in Gemmell were

tremendous," said Baschnagel.

"The courts also provide a very

true bounce."

"Overall, it was a real good

tournament," said Baschnagel.

The double elimination

tournament brought in 33

competitors, 13 more than last

year. Baschnagel said that he

hopes more students and women

get involved in the next

tournament.

The tournament's three

brackets included men's open

singles, men's open doubles and

a men's novice singles event.

A.A.R.A. rules were enforced

i «.

•*•• Four Star Pizza
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with winners based on the best

two out three games to 15 points

with an 11 -point tie breaker if

needed. Players officiated their

own matches, but a referee was

available if needed.

Randy Adams was victorious

in the men's open singles

bracket. Adams received a bye

in the first round then went on to

win three straight matches to

take the title. He defeated the

loser's bracket winner Don
Smorey in the final, 15-4, 15-7.

Adams beat Smorey twice in the

tournament.

Jerry Irwin and Don Jones

were victorious in the men's

open doubles event. They

Smorey, 154, 4-15, (11-10), in a

very close final match to take the

bracket.

Greg Clawson was victorious

in the men's novice singles

event. Clawson won all four of

his matches and defeated Bill

Woods, 15-2, 15-12, in the final.

Most of the students involved in

the tournament were entered in

this bracket. Clawson is a

student and a member of the

Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity.

Plaques were awarded for first

and second place in each of three

brackets.

The program was sponsored by

Clarion University, Clarion

University's Activities Board

defeated Bob Bianco and and WWCH Radio of Clarion.

Angle takes Gold
Representing the United States

recently in the prestigious

Krasnoyarsk Tournament, former

Clarion University wrestler and

current assistant coach Kurt

Angle won the Gold Medal at

220-pounds. He was one of two

USA wrestlers to bring home the

gold.

Sponsored by the Russian

Wrestling Federation, the

Krasnoyarsk Tournament is

considered one of the top annual

meets in Russia which brings the

top Soviet wrestlers and many

wrestlers from nearby countries.

Angle, a 220-pounder who was

an USA Olympic Alternate to

the 1992 Olympic Games, won

all three bouts he wresUed to win

the gold by a combined score of

14-1. In the first bout, he

defeated Dmitri Ivanyev 6-0.

Then he knocked off Constantin

Alexandrov 3-1, and defeated

Meldzekov 5-0 in the finals.

"I was happy with the way I

wrestled and with bringing home

the gold medal," commented

Angle. "I really need to gain

national and international

experience to better myself as a

freestyle wrestler, and I will be

continuing to wrestle in as many

events as possible to gain that

experience."

Angle's goal is to eventually

become the top 220-pound

freestyle wrestler in the U.S.A.

and represent the nation in major

championships and hopefully the

Olympic Games in 1996. His

next major competition will be at

the John E. DuPont Freestyle

National Championships in Las

Vegas, Nevada from April 28

through May 1.

Angle was a two-time NCAA
Division I National Champion at

heavyweight for Clarion.

-Story courtesy of Sports

Information
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by Michelle Sparer

Editor-in-Chief and

Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

One of the hottest issues in the

country today is the question,

"Should homosexuals be allowed

in the military?"

America's college campuses

are dealing with this topic on a

first hand basis through their

ROTC, National Guard and

former servicemen and women.

While the debate rages in

Washington, students are being

forced to question their own

beliefs as well as the body sworn

to protect them.

Clarion University's students

are no exception. It was found

in a recent, informal poll of 526

students (see graph) that the

majority were in favor of gays

being allowed in the military. Of

those surveyed, only 235 were

against lifting the ban on

homosexuals in the service.

Tension within the ranks and

on Capitol Hill actually began a

few months ago when, then

presidential candidate Bill

Clinton promised to lift the ban

on gays in the military if elected.

This promise succeeded in

netting him strong support from

the gay population. Since then,

President Clintion has been

called on the carpet to make

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs

threatening resignation if the

expressing opposition to the

good his promise. In January,

Clinton did just that. He ordered

Defense Secretary Les Aspin to

prepare a draft executive order

repealing the ban by July 15.

Aspin must also devise a strict

code of sexual conduct for

AP Photo

of Staff, Colin Powell, lea the Joint Chiefs in December in

gay issue was forced upon them. The Joint Chiefs are still

proposal of lifting the ban on homosexuals in the military.

Clarion University students respond to an lntorma. poll:

Do you think homosexuals should be allowed In the military?

YES
Informal poll conducted

by Chad Briggs

military members.

Presently, ROTC units and

recruiting centers have been

ordered not to ask men and

women their sexual orientation.

Discharge proceedings for

known homosexuals have also

been suspended.

According to the Associated

Press, Aspin said the six-month

delay was designed to give

Congress time to hold hearings

on issues such as military

morale, discipline, recruitment,

housing and a code of conduct

governing sexual behavior. But

Aspin also said that Congress

may overturn the proposal if a

consensus is not reached. If this

happens, President Clinton could

say he tried to fulfill his

campaign promise.

In the meantime, the Joint

Chiefs of Staff and members of

the military are in an uproar over

the proposal. In December, the

Joint Chiefs threatened to resign

if the gay issue was forced on

them. Since then, resentment

has run deep over Clinton's

seemingly unalterable position.

Many forsee long-term problems

if the ban is lifted.

One high-ranking senior

officer told the Call that, "Long-

term problems to the extremes

will affect the volunteer force

and could cause an extreme

possibility of the draft." Another

problem that could face

recruiting officers are the deep-

seated "old-fashioned American

values" that many families still

abide by. "We recruit in the

middle America population, and

families learn that homosexuality

is a deviant behavior. This will

make it difficult for recruits to

join."

(Cant, on oe. 4)

Celebrating over 7() years as a student newspaper

\
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Bp^Sraphy Editor

Making friends is the

only worth while

thing to do

"So you are going to

Quakertown."

"Ah Yes", I answered

hesitantly.

Coming from a riig city, I was

not used to trusting strangers,

least of all drivers. He smiled at

me. I tried to return his smile. He

lifted my bags and shoved them

in the luggage compartment

My friends hugged me good-

bye. Christine whispered to me

"Don't talk to strangers." I had

heard that before, I was familiar

with that. I nodded and let her

go.

"You don't look like you

belong to Quakertown."

"Er-no," nervously I shook my

head.

It was my first trip by Grey

Hound, I was more than a little

apprehensive. To top it off, I was

the only passenger. Every time

Mr. Driver talked, he turned his

head towards me. I noticed his

bushy mustache went up and

down with his lips. He asked

quite a few questions in the first

five minutes. To avoid his

noticing my clattering teeth, I

answered all his queries by

shaking or nodding my head.

Then he smiled. The bags

around his eyes tightened a bit,

and his eyes lit up like a child.

He looked harmless now, but I

was still suspicious.

"Where is Quakertown," he

asked me.

"Near PhUly."

He raised his brows, rolled his

eyes in mock fear and said, "Got

your hand gun ready?"

I laughed. I was beginning to

relax. He told me he was going

to drop me off at Dubois, where

I would have to change busses.

He asked me if I was originally

from Pennsylvania.

"No, I am an Indian from

Charu Uppal

India," I speified.

"Oh!" he was quiet for a few

seconds. I enjoy noticing people,

(when I am not afraid of them)

and I try to read their thoughts as

they show on their faces. I sat on

the first seat, to the right ofthe

driver. I could see his face

clearly in the mirror opposite

him. He seemed like he was

talking to himself. He turned

again.

"Did you say IndiaTThey have

arranged marriages there don't

they?"

(cont. on pg. 4)

I like Bill Clinton's budget

plan, and to those opposed,

phffftt! I'm sick of listening to

these carping conservative

Republicans bitching about "tax

and spend, Bill Clinton's just

gonna tax and spend." Of course

he is. What the hell else is he

going to do? The Republicans

already tried for twelve years to

make their credo "spend and

spend" work, and it obviously

didn't. What do they want now?

Tax and tax?

People just don't understand

how government programs work.

They don't realize that when

they tell government, "Do

something," that what they mean

is, "Do something and send us

the bill." People want health

care, people want better urban

conditions, people want

improved highways, but people

don't want to pay for it. These

things, I am sorry to say, are not

free. They cost money. Tax

money. Tax money that the

government will spend to

implement these much-needed

programs.

In order to keep taxes low(cr),

some of this money will be taken

from entitlement programs.

Unnecessary entitlement

programs could be tapped into

for a few bucks towards the

common good. But which

entitlements are unnecessary?

Welfare? WIC? What, pray tell,

do you take from, without

gutting or totally destroying a

just and much-needed program?

The old folks lobbies have

really been a big help clearing

things up in this area by defining

unnecessary entitlements as

"every single entitlement

program except Social Security,

which is self-sufficient." Wrong.

Social Security is not a privilege,

Granny. It is an entitlement.

That check you receive every

month doesn't come out of the

money that you put into the

system as a worker. It comes

from the money that / pay into

the system as a worker, from the

tax dollars that I feed into the

Social Security system, that get

fed to you.

So how does government

enact the programs we want

enacted? Do we tell our

congressmen to pay for it out of

their own pockets? Should Bill

use Chelsea's lunch money to

pay for health care? Should we

boitow the money from H. Ross

Perot? Do we round up all the

Republicans into forced-labor

chain gangs(yes, that is

tempting)? No, we don't do any

of these things. If we want to get

anything done, we tax and spend.

Period.

I can hear the loyal opposition
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The low state of higher education
by Robert J. Samuelson

You should treat the loud cries

now coming from colleges and

universities that the last bastion

of excellence in American

education is being gutted by

state budget cuts and mounting

costs. Whatever else it is, higher

education is not a bastion of

excellence. It is shot through

with waste, lax academic

standards and mediocre teaching

and scholarship.

True, the economic pressures-

from the Ivy League to state

systems- are intense. Last year

nearly two-thirds of schools had

to make midyear spending cuts

to stay within their budgets.

It is also true (as university

presidents and deans argue) that

relieving those pressures merely

by raising tuitions and cutting

courses will make matters worse.

Students will pay more and get

less.

The university presidents and

deans want to be spared form

further government budget cuts.

Their case is weak.

Higher education is a bloated

enterprise. Too many professors

do too little teaching to too many

ill-prepared students. Costs can

be cut and quality improved

without reducing the number of

graduates. Many colleges and

universities should shrink. Some

should go out of business.

Consider:

Except for elite schools,

academic standards are low.

About 70 percent of freshmen at

four-year colleges and

universities attend their first-

choice schools.

Roughly 20 percent go to their

second choices. Most schools

have eagerly boosted

enrollments to maximize

revenues (tuition and state

subsidies).

Dropout rates are high. Half or

more of freshmen don't get

APARTMENT
Available for

93-94

Summer Fall Spring

790.00/Semester

Includes Utilities!

Greenville Ave.

across from the

Science Building

Call 782-6485

degrees. A recent study of PhD

programs at 10 major

universities (including Harvard,

Stanford and Yale) also found

high drop-out rates for doctoral

candidates.

The attrition among
undergraduates is particularly

surprising because college

standards have apparently fallen.

One study of seven top schools

(including Amherst, Duke and

University of Michigan) found

widespread grade inflation. In

1963, half of the students in

introductory philosophy courses

got a B- or worse.

By 1986, only 1 percent did. If

elite schools have relaxed

standards, the practice is almost

surely widespread.

Faculty teaching loads have

fallen steadily since the 1960s.

In major universities, senior

faculty members often do less

than two hours a day of teaching.

Professors are "socialized, to

publish, teach graduate students

and spend as little time teaching

(undergraduates) as possible,"

concludes James Fairweather of

Penn State University in a new

study. Faculty pay consistently

rises as undergraduate teaching

loads drop.

Universities have encouraged

an almost mindless explosion of

graduate degrees. Since 1960,

the number of masters' degrees

awarded annually has risen more

than fourfold to 337,000.

Between 1965 and 1989, the

annual number of MBAs
(masters in business

administration) jumped from

7,600 to 73,100.

Our system has strengths. It

boasts many top-notch schools

and allows almost anyone to go

to college. But mediocrity is

pervasive. We push as many

freshmen as possible through

the door, regardless of

qualifications.

Because bachelors' degrees

are so common, we create more

graduate degrees of dubious

worth, does anyone believe the

MBA explosion has improved

management?

You won't hear much about

this from college deans or

university presidents. They

created this mess and are its

biggest beneficiaries. Large

enrollments support large

faculties.

More graduate students

liberate tenured faculty from

undergraduate teaching to

concentrate on writing and

research: the source of status.

Richard Huber, a former college

dean, writes knowingly in a new

book ("How professors Play the

Cat Guarding the Cream: Why
We're Paying More and Getting

Less in Higher Education"):

"Presidents, deans and

trustees. . . .call for more

recognition of good teaching

with prizes and salary

incentives. The reality is closer

to the experience of Harvard

University's distinguished

paleontologist Stephen Jay

Gould: 'To be perfectly honest,

though lip service is given to

teaching, I have never seriously

heard teaching considered in

Rll Hide Park material may be
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Mr. Barlow in the
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Rll material must haue a

signature and a telephone
number.
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About tour-filths of all

students attend state-subsidized

systems, from community

colleges to prestige universities.

How governors and state

legislatures deal with their

budget pressures will be

decisive. Private schools will, for

better or worse, be influenced by

state actions. The states need to

do three things.

First, create genuine entrance

requirements. Today's low

standards tell high school

students: You don't have to work

hard to go to college. States

should change the message by

raising tuitions sharply and

coupling the increase with

generous scholarships based on

merit and income.

To get scholarships, students

would have to pass meaningful

entrance exams. Ideally, the

scholarships should be available

for use«at in-state private

schools. All schools would then

compete for students on the basis

for academic quality and costs.

Today's system of general tuition

subsidies provides aid to well-to-

do families that don't need it or

unqualified students who don't

deserve it.

Next, states should raise

faculty leaching loads, mainly at

four-year schools. (Teaching

loads at community colleges are

already high.) This would cut

costs and reemphasize the

primacy of teaching at most

schools. What we need are

teachers who know their fields

and can communicate

enthusiasm to students. Not all

professors can be palhhreaking

scholars.

The excessive emphasis on

schloarship generates many

unread books and mediocre

articles in academic journals.

"You can't do more of one

(research) without less of the

other (teaching)," says

Fairweather. "People are

working hard- it's just where

they're working."

Finally, states should reduce or

eliminate the least useful

graduate programs. Journalism

(now dubbed

"communications"), business and

education are prime candidates.

A lot of what they teach can, and

should, be learned on the job. If

colleges and universities did a

better job of teaching

undergraduates, there would be

less need for graduate degrees.

Our colleges and universities

need to provide a better

education to deserving students.

This may mean smaller

enrollments, but given today's

attrition rates, the number of

graduates need not drop. Higher

education could become a

bad tion of excellence if we only

trv.

This article has been reprinted

by permission from the

Washington Post.

When parking in the small lot near the

snack bar at Gemmell, whether it be to

unload items at the bookstore or snack

bar, pick up a check at the credit union or

wait for someone to get off work, please

do not let your vehicle idle in the lot. The

exhaust from your vehicle quickly enters

the student association offices and causes

a dangerous concentration of fumes in

our offices. Your cooperation iS greatly

appreciated!! !
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Hide Park
(cont.frompg.2)

"Yes."

"So your parents have a man

picked out for you?"

"Probably."

He gave a smile that relaxed

his face. He looked straight

ahead and said, "A sensible way

to do things."

I did nol know what to say.

From then on it was I who was

questioning him. He told me he

was originally from

Pennsylvania, went to Penn

State, lived in Chicago for many

years and was now back in PA.

"Why did you take up driving?

Like traveling?"

"It is not so much the traveling,

as it is the need to cam bread"

his honest tone said it all.

Every now and then I remind

myself of the caution my friends

had given me. By the time we

reached Dubois, I had forgotten

all about the caution, I wanted

to talk more to him. I doubted, if

I would ever see him again.

During the next half hour that I

spent waiting for the next bus, I

wrote about him in my journal

and noted down the names of

books he had mentioned.

After two months of good time

with the girl scouts at the Quaker

town, I took the same route to

get back to Clarion.

I was tired after fourteen hours

of bus travel from Philly to

Dubois, I lay exhausted on a

bench in the waiting room. I

heard a voice over me.

"We were looking for you."

I looked up to see Mr. Driver

smiling at me. His bushy

mustache quivering. This time I

noticed all the colors in his hair.

Boy what a combination of reds,

grays and blondes! He helped

me with my luggage and waited

till I got myself coffee.

So I knew it would be another

hour long question and answer

session. He told me he was from

the "wood stock generation". I

had heard about it, but he

explained the term for me,

sketching it out colorfully. His

low voice, went up when he

talked about his youth. His

mouth pouted a little when he

talked of his present profession.

He brightened when he talked of

his time in Chicago. His

expressive face, made it easy to

read his feelings.

We got on talking about "life in

general." "The only thing worth

doing in this life is making

friends," he said once.

I could not say it, but I felt he

had already made one. I would

never forget him, the prim

uniform, the low but true

laughter.his subtle way of

teasing- just like all parents do. It

had an impact on me.

He asked me how old I was.

"Twenty-six and 1 feel old."

"I'm 52-years-old, let's trade."

I jumped off of my seat. "I

think I'll take my age over

yours."

During our conversation, he

told me he had spent some time

in Ethiopia. He had loved it. He

felt sorry for what the country is

going through now. Living in

Africa got him interested in

various kinds of food.

"Do you like our food here,"

he asked me.

So during that one hour, we

went from one topic to another,

he seemed to know more about

India than I do. I got down the

names of a few more authors and

books to read.

When we reached Clarion, he

helped me again with my

luggage. I wanted to hold his

hand and thank him for sharing

his life and thoughts. In my

culture, saying that to strangers

is not alright. But I did not care.

Yet I did not say it, for the fear

of embarrassing him.

Two weeks later, I was walking

down main street. I saw the bus

parked outside Booksmith. I saw

him behind the wheel. But I

thought, he meets so many peolc

everyday he must not remember

me. As I passed by, he waved at

me. In all my excitement I

waved back with both my arms.

I never asked his name, will

probably never know, but I will

always remember him.

And yes, I will never be afraid

of strangers. To take risks, is

what life is about. We make

friends that way- for that is the

only worth while thing to do.

Charu Vppal is a graduate

student ofCommunications

Clarion responds, • •

(cont from pg. 1)

The same senior officer also

could not forsee any positive

outcomes to the situation and

said that leadership will become

tougher on an everyday basis.

Colonel William Smullen of

the Defense Department

disagrees. "I don't think there is

anyway to predict whether or not

this [the issue] will affect

recruiting." Col. Smullen said

there has been a decline in the

number recruited over the past

several years anyway and that a

theoretical. future decline cannot

necessarily be attributed to the

gay issue if indeed it goes

through.

As for the draft issue, Col.

Smullen does not see it as a

strong likelihood. "We've been

increasingly successful with

volunteers," said Smullen. He

went on to say that the military is

planning to "downsize" its

operation by about 500,000 over

the next four years and that

Clinton's administration hopes to

make reductions even larger than

that. Smullen can also see a

positive light on the

Congressional hearings. "The

nation and interested parties can

learn more about the factors of

the issue, on both sides."

Others, however, believe that

the transition, if it goes through,

will take years before gaining

total acceptance. "I don't think

the soldiers will put up with it,"

said World War II veteran, Ben

Lander. "It will hurt the morale

of the military. The military, in a

lot of ways, is tradition and

tradition is hard to change."

A younger generation,

however, seems to be showing

more tolerance for the issue at

hand. Sophomore, Ami Miller,

believes that sexual orientation

"does not determine their ability

to serve their country."

Others are just as optimistic.

Clarion University student and

Army National Guard member,

Jay Campbell, believes that as

long as a homosexual soldier can

do his or her job, he doesn't have

a problem with them being there.

"If they can put aside their gay

rights activist beliefs while they

do their job, then I don't have a

problem with it."

Edinboro University student

and Army National Guard

member, Dan Rogers, also does

not have a problem with serving

alongside a gay soldier. "If they

want the opportunity to die for

the country, then by all means.

They're just as capable of pulling

a trigger as I am."

Now, the military and the

nation must play the waiting

game for the outcome. If the ban

is lifted then the country will

probably bear witness to one of

the largest social upheavals since

Harry Truman ordered the

desegragation of the military in

1948.

If Congress overturns the

temporary lifting of the ban, then

the issue could die a slow and

agonizing death. Whatever the

case the debate continues.

Chad Briggs

contributed to this story

The Clarion Call is currently taking applications for the following

positions for the 1993-94 academic year:

Editor-in-Chief Features Editor

Managing Editor Photography Editor

News Ei itor Advertising Manager

Sports 1 ditor Advertising Design Manager

Circula ion Manager Business Manager

Copy and Design Editor

**These are all paid positions and open to any undergraduate student at the university.

"""Interested students can pick up an application in the Clarion Call office in 270 Gemmell.

**The deadline for application submission is Friday, March 19, 1993.
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37 cited

Police raid fraternity party
By Rodney L. Sherman

Asst. News Editor

Shippenville State Police,

Clarion Borough Police and

officers from the Bureau of

Liquor Control Enforcement

raided a party at a Fern Street

house last Thursday evening,

February 18, and cited 37

people for underage

consumption of alcohol.

It is believed that most, if not

all persons arrested, are students

at Clarion University.

State police press releases

claim three kegs of beer were

confiscated during the raid.

Additional charges are pending

for Sales without a License and

Furnishing to Minors.

According to one witness, after

the police entered the house, all

people present were rounded into

two groups, one group for those

21 years old and older, and one

group for those under 21

.

The under 21 group was then

split into groups. The witness

said a breathalyzer was used to

determine who had been

drinking and their blood alcohol

content. The witness, who

requests not to be identified, said

"two-thirds of the party was 21

[or over]."

Clarion Borough Police Chief

R, Eric Shaeffer declined to

comment on the on-going

investigation except to say that

the incident was "business as

usual" and that "people can

Lois Oretel / Clarion Call

The Sigma Tau house on Fern Street was raided by law enforcement officers last Thursday.

Police cited 37 people for underage drinking. Additional charges may be filed.

since last September," he said.

The BLCE hopes to trace the

kegs to find the buyer. "It's

written down somewhere," said

Zinkham.

Zinkham declined to give any

"People can expect more of it.

"

-Clarion Borough Police Chief

R. Eric Shaeffer

expect more of it." The

investigation into who furnished

the beer for the party is being

handled by the state police.

The Call contacted the BLCE

from District 7, which serves

Clarion county from

Punxsutawney. Corporal

Kenneth Zinkham said that the

BLCE is not singling out

Clarion. "It is a normal thing for

us to be at the college," said

Zinkham, "We have been here

further details of the

investigation, and would not say

how the BLCE and police

departments knew about the

party.

The raid happened at a house

occupied by the Sigma Tau

Fraternity. The fraternity is not

recognized by Clarion University

as a student organization. The

Interfraternity Council Judicial

Board recommended that Sigma

Tau's charter be revoked when

the group did not try to be

recognized by the national

Sigma Tau organization.

National affiliation of local

fraternity chapters is required by

the university.

"[It is] very unfortunate that

this incident had to happen.

Apparently no one can have a

good time any more. I thought

this was college, a mixture of

good times, fun and education"

said Sigma Tau president Kraig

Koelsch.

Koelsch said he doesn't think

the raid was a result of any

pressure on local law

enforcement by the university.

The arrest of the 37 people in

the raid last Thursday increased

the total of underage drinking

arrests to 45 in the month of

February.

An arrest of six students

occurred Feb. 12 and two

students were arrested Feb. 5.

Dr. Ron Martinazzi, Director

of Public Safety, said there has

been no agreement between law

enforcement agencies in the

Clarion area to increase pressure

on underage drinkers. In a

telephone conversation Tuesday*

Martinazzi said that most of the

incidents his officers investigate

are caused by alcohol.

Martinazzi says there have

been four alcohol related arrests

made by Public Safety this

month.

The people arrested in last

Thursday's raid could face a

maximum fine of $300 plus

court costs, and/or 90 days in

jail. A 90 day suspension of

their driver's license is also

possible if the person is

convicted.

The Interfraternity and

Panhellenic Council have

proposed a Greek alcohol related

event policy which the council

hopes to have in place by the end

of the semester.

Details of proposed

Greek alcohol policy

By Chad Briggs

Newswriter

The proposed policy is to

provide a comprehensive social

policy that governs the

responsible use of alcohol at

functions sponsored by

University recognized

fraternities and sororities.

The policy will comply with

all local state and federal laws

governing the use of alcohol and

the policies of Clarion

University. It will also support

the policies of the respective

national organizations.

This policy encourages the

concept that Greek alcohol

events are planned with a theme

in mind and that a major

emphasis in any Greek social

gathering is not to consume or

dispense alcoholic beverages.

Chapters hosting an alcohol

related event may choose one of

two options:

1* Bring your own beverage

2Rent a facility with a liquor

license.

Procedures for a BYOB event

are as follows:

I, Each chapter must designate

an ID checker/monitor at every

entrance to supervise the event

2. Each chapter shall use a

system of labeling to identify

which guests are of the legal age

for alcohol consumption.

3. All alcoholic beverages

shall be relinquished to the

chapter for dispersement by

designated servers during the

event

4.Each chapter shall provide at

least one party monitor for every

30 people, and will also be

responsible for spot checking

the party for any violations of

the Greek Alcohol Policy.

Complaints and enforcement

of the policy will be handled

through the Greek Council for

further investigation within five

academic, or seven calendar

days of the incident.

Approval of the policy is

pending.
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Could reach $1.22 million

President's house estimate increased
by Rodney Sherman

Asst. News Editor

Revised cost estimates of the

proposed new presidential

residence for the Clarion

University campus could push

the estimated total finished cost

as high as $1.22 million. That

figure includes all associated

construction costs and fees.

Estimates made by Baker

Engineers put the cost of the

construction of the home at

$996,706. Added to that

estimate are the ancillary cost

estimates,which include all

professional fees and costs such

as bid advertising. Ancillary

cost projections are based on

direct construction cost

estimates.

Estimates were made by

totalling the estimated costs Of

five sections of the building.

These were; general (site,

residence, garage), heating and

air conditioning, plumbing,

electrical and a security system.

Comprehensive Design, the

building's architect, put the cost

at $962,840. The biggest

differences in the estimates

comes with the costs of the

general construction and

electrical work. The difference

between the two bids is $33,866.

Original estimates put the cost at

$890,000.

The proposed project will now

undergo staff evaluation and

review at the State System of

Higher Education before it is

referred to the Board of

Governors for consideration.

Project information for the

residence proposed by the

university Council of Trustees

have been forwarded to Wayne

G. Failor, vice chancellor for

finance and administration at the

SSHE.

The review will include the

appropriateness of the price

estimate, any inflation that might

be involved in the estimates, a

look at national standards for this

type of construction, another

look at the reasonableness of the

proposal, along with citing cost

considerations, and the quality of

the materials suggested.

Currently projects concerning

the capital building program and

the 75-25 program weigh heavy

on the board's schedule. SSHE

spokesman Scott Shewell said

there is "no set timetable" for

when the board would consider

the proposal. "[The board]

considers each project on it's

own merits," he said.

It is possible that the board

could suggest changes in design,

construction or the type of

materials to be used.

Shewell noted that the

construction market is very

competitive right now and that

some bids could come in 15 to

20 percent less than originally

estimated.

The next Board of Governors

meeting is April 22, and while

the proposal is not yet on the

agenda for that meeting, it is

possible that it could be.

Regarding the new cost

estimates, Dr. Syed R. Ali-Zaidi,

chair of the Clarion University

Council of Trustees, said, "The

Trustees are concerned about the

escalation of the cost projections

and realize that the figures need

additional review. The trustees

are deeply concerned about the

future of Clarion University and

want to continue to provide the

best possible education for it's

students."

Ali-Zaidi said that he felt the

construction of the residence will

not deter the university from

offering the best possible

education, and that tuition will

not be raised to support this

project.

Student Senate President Gara

L. Smith expressed resentment to

the new figures. "I am appalled

to think that the Council of

Trustees would even consider, at

this time, the construction of a

million dollar president's

residence. The thought of this

news makes me ill, especially

when the university has to make

such drastic cutbacks due to the

budget reduction. Students are

not pleased with this news," said

Smith.

Funding for the project, if

approved, would probably be

provided through a bond issue

from SSHE. Although the final

cost is now only an estimate,

annual payments are estimated to

be between $50,000 and

$75,000. Payments for the

project, if it was to receive

immediate review and approval,

would not be expected to start

for two to three years.

The proposed residence would

serve as an official campus

facility, being used as a

conference center and meeting

place as well as serving as the

university president's home.

The university president

currently lives in Moore Hall.

Architect's drawings show the front side of the proposed presidential residence. The

house would be trimmed with Cedar and would have a built-in garage. The plans that are

under consideration by SSHE were designed by Comprehensive Design.

SSHE aids charities
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Clarion University faculty

helped the State System of

Higher Education and statewide

employees raise over $200,000

to support charity organizations.

The State Employee Combined

Appeal for 1992 exceeded its

goal of $275,690 by raising

$285,762 to support local United

Way charities as well as close to

3,000 other state, national and

international organizations. The

goal included the SSHE Office

of the Chancellor and the 14

state owned universities.

Clarion President Diane

Reinhard, chair of the SSHE
SECA campaign, said that this

is, "an indication that faculty and

staff at state-owned institutions

have a commitment" to helping

and aiding those less fortunate.

Director of alumni relations Al

Kennedy participated as the

SECA state coordinator.

"It was a job well done by all

the universities, [and was]

something special for each one

of the local communities and

SSHE," Kennedy said. "It really

makes a statement that the

universities are out there. . . to

serve the people in the

communities that we exist in."

SSHE ranked third in total

amount of money raised

statewide, following only the

Department of Public Welfare

and the Department of

Transportation.

SSHE is the 18th largest

employer in the state, with over

11,000 employees.

"In terms of the administration

of this campaign, the State

System of Higher Education, has

had strong leadership from

Chancellor James McCormick

on down," Denise Burton of the

United Way headquarters in

Harrisburg said in a university

press release. "Dr. Reinhard will

serve as a shining example to her

successors. Al Kennedy was

exemplary in his efforts, looking

over the project up front, visiting

regions and meeting

coordinators. These are all the

right ingredients for a strong

campaign that is getting

stronger."

"Institutions are actively

involved and care about the

communities they exist in,"

Kennedy said.
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University to host 10th

annual women's conference
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by Jennifer Frey

News Writer

Clarion University will host

the 10th annual Women's

conference March 26 and 27,

1993.

"The 10th Annual Women's

conference: Unity, Diversity,

Legacy" will feature 17

workshops over the weekend

period. The celebration is

sponsored by the Women's

Conference Committee and will

take place from 1:30-4:30 p.m.

in the Gemmell Student

Complex.

Academically based, the

workshops will provide work

from fields such as art, music,

communications, sociology,

history and literature.

Dorothy King, interim director

of women's studies, said, "It's

exciting to have the 10th year

celebration coincide with the

opening of the women's studies

[program] at Clarion

University." Women's studies

officially started in the fall at

Clarion, and the offices are

located in Harvey Hall.

Some highlights from the first

day include: Gender Equity and

the Relationship to Self-Esteem

in Basic Education, What

African American Women
Would Like Majority Women to

Know, Acquaintance Rape 101,

The Hispanic American

Women's Experience, and other

topics involving nutritional

needs, artists and stress relievers.

Also Friday evening, the

Dance Brigade, a six member

group of various ethnic

backgrounds from Oakland, Ca.,

will perform at 8 p.m. The act

will offer performances in

poetry, storytelling and dance.

Saturday, the second day of the

conference is an all-day

celebration which will include

exhibits, lunch and refreshments.

Awiaka,who is a respected

Cherokee/Appalachian author

and environmentalist, will be a

keynote speaker. Her address,

"Mothers of the Nation:

Reserving Our Historical Place,"

is scheduled for Saturday at 9:15

a.m.

"Vox Nova," a professional

women's woodwind quintet, will

perform on Saturday from 3-4

p.m.

Jane Curry will perform "Nice

Girls don't Sweat," which will

examine women in athletics.

Friday's events will begin at

1:30 p.m., are free and open to

the public. Pre-registration is

necessary for the events on

Saturday, which start at 8:00

a.m. The cost is $20.

A shuttle will run from the

Gemmell Complex to a luncheon

and the president's reception for

those who may require it.
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New Stafford

Loan limits set
nMwwMWuu

by Lisa Recker

Contributing Writer

All students who are

planning to borrow Federal

Stafford Loan next year may

be surprised at the new loan

limits that are now offered.

These new limits allow

sophomores, juniors and

seniors to borrow more money

than ever before. Freshmen

may apply for $2,625 per year;

sophomores, $3,500; while

juniors and seniors may

apply for a maximum of

$5,500 per year.

Said Ken Grugel, director of

financial aid, "Congress has

improved new limits for the

next five years. All

institutions, including Clarion,

may be raising tuition and

congress recognizes that

students, therefore, need

additional assistance."

Students who are renewing

their Stafford Loan will

receive their applications in

the mail at their home address,

but should check with their

lender if the loan application is

not received by May 15.

Students who are applying

for a Stafford Loan for the first

time may obtain the loan

application from their lenders.

Pennsylvania students return

the completed form to their

lenders, while out of state

students should mail their

applications to the Office of

Financial Aid, 104 Egbert

Hall.

If an individual does not

qualify for the entire loan

requested due to federal "need

rules," he or she may qualify

for the unsubsidized loan

program in which annual

interest is paid on a quarterly

basis. The principle of the

unsubsidized loan is deferred

until after graduation.

Although some students may

feel the need to borrow the

maximum amount allotted, it

is urged that students borrow

only what is needed.

"Unless you absolutely need

to increase your borrowing

level, borrow no more than the

current limit. Be conservative

with your borrowing and

remember that someday that

money has to be paid back,"

advised Grugel.

Tuition for the 1993-94

school year will be set

sometime during the summer

by the State System of Higher

Education's board of governors

in Harrisburg. A tuition

increase of no more than $100

is expected.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the week of Feb. 15 through Feb.

21, 1993.

Public Safety received a report on Feb. 15 that 72 ceiling tiles and

four smoke detector heads were removed from the fourth floor, wing

B of Campbell Hall. Also, a urinal and two lights were damaged on

wing A of the fourth floor. The incident is currently under

investigation by Public Safety.

A four vehicle accident was reported on Feb. 15. A vehicle in

parking lot B drifted backwards, striking three other vehicles. Only

slight damage was reported to each vehicle.

A report to Public Safety indicated that three females had clothing

missing from the laundry room in Wilkinson Hall. The items were

last seen on Feb. 20 and were reported missing on Feb. 21. The

clothing is valued at approximately $200.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.
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Gun control gains youth support
compiled by Ray Henderson,

Rodney Sherman and
Alan Vaughn.

National

Teens back gun control

Teenagers who have lost

friends to gun violence joined

congressional gun control

advocates on Capitol Hill

Monday to urge the passing of

the Brady Bill.

Backers of the bill have
worked since 1987 to pass the

legislation which would require

a waiting period for handgun
purchases, allowing law

enforcement officials time to

make sure the buyer is not a

convicted felon.

"I'm scared it might be me
next," said Julian Rowand, a 16

year old student from St. Alban's

school in Washington, D.C.,

whose friend, Warden Scott, was
killed in December when be was
"in the wrong place at the wrong
time."

in his economic message last

Wednesday, President Clinton

told Congress, "I'll make you this

bargain: if you pass the Brady
Bill, 111 sure sign it."

The bill is named for President

Reagan's press secretary, James
Brady, who was shot in the head

by John Hinckley in March
1981.

Brady asked congress "to

prevent what I have suffered

from happening to others. . . Do
it for our kids, like these young
activists here today."

The opposition, in the form of

Sen. Larry Craig, R-Idaho,

acknowledged that "On a straight

up or down vote on a five day
waiting period [the bill] would
be very difficult to defeat."

Nearly 4,000 children were
murdered by handguns in 1991,

according to the FBI statistics

cited at the rally.

Clinton lays out job plan

President Clinton outlined his

plan on Monday to use tax

breaks and money saved from
defense cuts to help create more
high-tech jobs across the nation.

Among his proposal is that the

government would work with the

auto industries to develop new
technologies to create a "clean

car" that does not pollute.

Other proposals include:

government support of

development of new computer
and communications technology,

such as fiber optics.

*an increase in money for

national laboratories to focus on

civilian projects instead of

defense projects.

energy conservation programs

in federal buildings and low-

income housing developments.

a four year, $272 million

increase in money for the

environmental protection agency

for private industry development

of environmental technology.

"We'll be seeking tough new
discipline on these subsidies,"

said Clinton.

King jury selected

A jury has finally been seated

to judge four white police

officers in the federal Rodney
King beating trial being held in

Los Angeles.

The jury includes eight men
and four women. Six of the men
and three of the women are

white. Of the remaining jurors,

one is a black male, one is a

black female and one is a

Hispanic male, who claims never

to have seen the famous
videotape.

The state trial in Simi Valley,

Calif, ended on April 29, 1992,

when a jury of ten white citizens,

one Hispanic and one Asian

acquitted the officers on nearly

all criminal charges.
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Agreement on Bosnian

airlift reached

President Clinton met Tuesday

with U.N. Secretary-General

Boutros-Ghali to discuss

Bosnian relief airdrops.

Boutros-Ghali had previously

stated worries over the

possibility of a separate U.S
airdrop plan. He said after the

meeting, "We agreed there is no
problem. This would be done in

complete coordination between
the United Nations and the

operation."

"There's no combat
implications whatever," said

Clinton at the beginning of the

Oval Office meeting with

Boutros-Ghali.

An administration official said

the U.S. was talking with many
other countries to see if any were

interested in joining the airdrop

operation. Only when the

number of participants is known
will a decision be made on the

exact parameters of the plan,

said the official.

State

Casey attends hearings

Gov. Bob Casey will be
attending six hearings

throughout Pennsylvania in an
attempt to garnish support for his

health care reform plans.

Casey is holding the hearings

to hear from both consumers and
providers before presenting his

reform package to the state

legislature.

Casey's plan will supposedly

save over $5 billion on state

health care over the next seven

years, but would still provide

basic coverage to everyone in the

Commonwealth. Pennsylvanians

currently spend over $41 billion

per year on health care sevices.

Casey added that the various

states' health care plans will

greatly contribute to whatever

plans the Clinton administration

may propose.

"We need to provide some
relief," Casey said.
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Dognapping surge

in York County

Investigators suspect that a dog
-theft ring is at work along the

Pennsylvania-Maryland border

in York County. Eight pedigree

dogs have disappeared from the

area since December and at least

18 non-pedigree dogs have been

taken within 30 miles of the

border.

As many as 30 dogs have been

taken in the past year. Most of

the purloined pooches are

Rottweilers and Doberman
Pinschers, mostly purebreds.

Police and animal control

officers as of yet have no
suspects, but many local

residents speculate the dogs are

being used in dog fights.

Terry Hemmler, animal control

officer of York County, said,

"Dogs are turning up missing

that shouldn't be. Chains are

being unsnapped and they're not

the types of dogs that roam,
either. Most of them are spade

and neutered."
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Old Miss fraternity suspended

A University of Mississippi

fraternity was suspended and its

members ordered to perform
community service after a brawl

in a Virginia bar in which some
fraternity members yelled racial

slurs, officials said.

The Kappa Sigma members
were in Charlottesville, Va., for

an annual retreat when they got

involved in a bar fight, Ole Miss

officials said. Kappa Sigma
headquarters is in

Charlottesville, as is the

University of Virginia.

"Initial reports indicated that

the violence which occurred had

been instigated by racial

motivations on the part of Ole

Miss students," a university

statement said.

The 90-member fraternity is

suspended until Aug. 1, and
includes the banning of all group

activities on or off campus.

Grads develop more
skin cancer

As if getting a college degree

is not tough enough, now there's

evidence that its benefits could

be lethal.

Male college graduates are 2.6

times more likely to develop a

type of deadly skin cancer
known as malignant melanoma
than a male who never graduated

high school, according to a study

by Dr. Peter Lee and Dr. Mark
Silverman, both formerly of the

New York University School of

Medicine.

The finding, reported in a

recent newsletter of the Skin

Cancer Foundation, comes from

a survey of 1.2 million

Americans form 1982 to 1988

that divided participants into

seven educational levels.

According to the study, the

more education a survey

participant received, the more
melanomas they suffered.

College-educated people tend to

work indoors, Silverman noted.

Portland students

take to streets

Eighteen University of
Portland students were exposed
to the realities of homelessness

when they recently spent 48
hours on the streets mixing with

prostitutes, drug addicts and
people who had no place to sleep

at night

Students who signed up for the

Urban Plunge program were not

allowed to carry money or credit

cards, were required to eat in

soup kitchens and spend the

night in sleeping bags on the

floors of local churches.

This year, students were also

required to walk from place to

place, and were denied access to

the university vans that were
used in the past, said the Rev.

Phil Sopke, organizer of Urban
Plunge.

"They see for themselves the

poverty, the apathy and their

awareness is heightened. They
also see how many people have

[helped others]," Sopke said.
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Clarion students go 'into the streets'
by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

How do you spend the

weekend? Sleeping? Partying?

Stuck in front of the TV? Well if

you answered yes, shame on

you. A special group of Clarion

University students spent a good

part of their weekend helping the

community.

"Into the Streets" sponsored its

first plunge of the semester on

Saturday, February 20. For those

of you who don't know, a plunge

is when the volunteer

organization goes out, in one

day, to many different places and

helps people who need it.

87 volunteers that attended

were split up over seven

different locations. Some
worked with elderly one to one

at places like Clarion Care
Center, Clearview Nursing
Home, Highland Oaks Personal

Care Home and Allegheny

Manor. Others went to the

Humane Society where they took

care of the animals for the day.

Some combined with SAFE,
another campus organization, at

the Clarion Mall to teach drug

and alcohol prevention. Another

group went to Clarion County

Mental Health Center, where

they helped organize files for the

hospital.

The community service group

has grown considerably from

when it first started. "I have

watched it grow from three

people to our first plunge of 22

members last semester, to now
87 volunteers," said Denise

Bump, president of "Into the

Streets."

Saturday February 27 is the

first Volunteer plunge party. It

will take place in Gemmell at 6 -

6:30 p.m., where certificates will

be handed out and stories will

be shared of how the lives of so

many were touched in one

afternoon by Clarion University

students.

Other campus groups that

contributed to the plunge were

Delta Chi, Alpha Phi Omega,
Delta Phi Epsilon and Theta Phi

Alpha.

What makes "Into the Streets"

so unique is that their common
goals are for the good of Clarion

County and the development of

the student.

After Saturdays events Denise

said, "I will never believe

anyone who says Clarion

Students are apathetic."

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Students from various campus groups got together to help

the children learn about drugs and alcohol.

Ray Henderson/ Clarion Call
Along with learning, the children were entertained and even got a chance to get their faces
painted by one of the many volunteers on hand.

Dr. Ruth Love to speak tonight
by Amy Gerkin

Asst. Features Editor

As Black History Month
continues, so do the stimulating

lectures and presentations

sponsored by various student and

faculty organizations.

Tonight, February 25, Dr. Ruth

Love will be speaking in the

Hart Chapel at 6 p.m. Sponsored

by Gemma Otway, Dr. Love will

discuss "Facing the Future:

Educating Our Children in the

1990's." Her topic will highlight

some of the problems the new
administration faces in preparing

a work force for the 1990's.

Dr. Love founded Ruth Love

Enterprises, Ltd. in 1985 where

she serves as president and

chairman of the board. She also

has a varied background in

education, including a Ph.D. in

Psychology-Human Behavior.

Dr. Love also served as

superintendent of schools in

Oakland, CA and Chicago, IL.

Dr. Love served as national

director for the National Right-

to-Read Program, where she

provided overall direction. She

even developed a comprehensive

strategy for local school districts,

the State Department of

Education, colleges and

universities, and community-
based organizations for the

improvement of reading and

literacy.

Among the many organizations

Dr. Ruth Love was involved in

also included Chief Bureau of

Compensatory Education

Program Development,

California State Dept. of

Education; consultant for the

Follow Through Program at the

U.S. Office of Education in

Washington D.C.; consultant for

Headstart; consultant for the

ESEA, Title I Program; and staff

consultant at the Bureau of Pupil

Personnel Services at the CSEA.
Dr. Love also took her work

abroad, such as directing

Operations Crossroads in Thana,

West Africa, where she led a

project of 12 American
university students, combined
with African students in

improving life in the village of

Bolgatanga.

Across the Atlantic Ocean, Dr.

Love became a Fulbright

Exchange Teacher in Cheshire,

England where she taught a

British school and teacher

training college in Congleton,

England. In America, Dr. Love

was also a project director for

the Girls Correctional Institution

in Albuquerque, New Mexico,

and a teacher and
counselor/consultant at the

Oakland Unified Schools in

Oakland, CA.

Dr. Love has addressed

audiences throughout the United

States on college campuses and

personnel at both the federal and

state levels. Now she will be

speaking at CUP, and admission

is free and open to the public.
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FAMOUS LEADERS
A Tribute to Black

Nat Turner was born in

Southampton County, Virginia,

in 1800. He worked as a field

hand in cotton and tobacco

production. He was
mechanically gifted and deeply

religious. Nat Turner was able

to read and write, but how he

learned is not clear. He preached

on Sundays to slaves and some

white people, and at least one of

these people was baptized by

him.

Between the years of 1822-

1830, Turner was sold and

moved from one master to the

next. In 1828, Turner had a

vision telling him it was his duty

to struggle against the

enslavement of his people. In

1830, he was finally moved to

the home of Joseph Travis. Nat

Turner considered the

phenomenon of "the eclipse of

the sun" as a sign to him to

command an uprising against

slavery.

Turner gathered a handful of

conspirators, and on August 22,

1831, at about 2 pjn., Turner and

the other slaves moved to the

attack, beginning at the home of

Joseph Travis. Within 48 hours,

he had built up his band to 60

armed men. As many as 65

were killed by the rebelling

slaves. The victims included

men, women and children.

On October 30, 1831, Turner

was captured and held in prison

from November 1 to November

3. He was interviewed by court

appointed Attorney Thomas
Gray. These interviews were

published as Turner's so called

confessions, a main source for

the data on Turner and rebellion.

On November 5, Turner was
tried, found guilty and sentenced

to death by hanging. On
November 11, 1831, at about

noon, Nat Turner was hanged to

death by the deputy sheriff in the

county.

Nat Turner was a devout

Insurrectionary leader. He was

driven by the extreme tightening

of slave control measures
throughout the South. This

uprising by Turner came as a

kind of climax of a whole decade

of slave agitation in the United

States.

African night planned
by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

If you can't afford to travel to

Epcot Center this spring break,

here is the next best thing.

African Night is on Friday,

February 26, at 7 p.m. in the

Gemmell ' Complex Multi-

purpose Room.

Clarion University students

from Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra

Leone, Kenya, Zambia, Tanzania

and South Africa will present a

safari tour of their homelands,

featuring cultural heritage and

ways of life. Items such as

carvings, crafts, jewelry and

clothing will be displayed to

reflect the African culture.

Highlights of the evening

include a fashion show that

includes audience involvement

through the music of Johnny

Klegg. A drama skit about the

African judicial system will also

be featured. The skit is designed

to reflect the rich judicial culture

of Africa, which was established

before western colonization was

established. Some of the judicial

practices from that time are still

incorporated with modern law.

For a little taste of Africa, try

some equsi, a vegetable stew or

maybe some fufu, a dumpling-

like main course that is made
from yam or wheat flour.

"We're all very enthusiastic

about African night. It is going

to be a fun-filled night packed

with music and dance," said

Jessika Malek, a fashion show

participant.

"All of the International Nights

are about teaching cultural

diversity. Through this, students

can find out more about each

other and appreciate and respect

their differences," said Malek.

This program is free and open

to the public.

Superman
Returns
on April 16

Early reservations for the 5

issues that have priority

Comic Books
101

Across from the Loomis on

South 6th Ave.

Mon-Sat (noon -5:30)

Friday (noon-7:00)

227-2544

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs. Feb. 25

Jazz Band Tour

Drama Production:

'Pippin" (Aud) 8 p.m.

Sun. Feb. 28

Symphonic Band

Concert (Aud) 2:30 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 26

•Jazz Band Tour

-African Night

(Gem M-P) 7 p.m.

-Drama Production

"Pippin" (Aud) 8 p.m.

Wed. Mar. 3

-PIAA BB

Mon. Mar. 1

DEADLINE:
May/July/Aug Grad.

apps. due from Deans

•Guest Recital (Chap)

8:15 p.m. Jeff Turner

Sat Feb. 27

-Drama Production:

"Pippin" (Aud) 8 p.m.

UAB CAB's

(Gem M-P) 10 p.m.

Thurs. Mar. 4

PIAA BB

lues. Mar. 2

-Athletic Timeout

Luncheon

PIAA BB

Movie Review:
The Clarion Call - 2-25-93- Page 11
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Fri. Mar. 5

-Winter Holiday Begins

10 p.m.

PIAA Wrestling

University Apartments
Affordable Student Housing

Now Renting for Summer, Fall and Spring

LocatedAfory US fy. 322 Adjacent to Campus

University Apartments offers an atmosphere conducive to higher education as will as an opportunity for
independant living. "Each unit is a self-contained efficiency apartment equipped with kitchen appliances,

furniture andBathroom, 'We offer afull-time resident manager to supervise the Buildings.

Comparing our rental rates with campus housing and other off-campus housing, one willfind them substantially

Below market rentfor the area, All utilities (except telephone) are included in the rent. Installation and hookup

of utilities alone would cost an additional $75 at other places. Add this to your monthly Bills, (say an average of
SlOO/monthfor 4 students), andrentfor the semester. Compare andsave with University Apartments.

(Please contact University Apartments forfurther information and/or an appointment to examine ourfacilities:

226-6880.

Rates: Current dormitory rates are $805 per semester per student for two-person square room with no kitchen,

living room or Bathroom, University Apartments rates are asfollows:

>

O^umSer ofTenants

Jail/Spring l 2 3 4

Studio )l,0S0 $62$ n/a n/a

1 -'Bedroom $1,600 $825 $650 n/a

2-'Bedroom $3,500 $1,250 $950 $775

*

9{um5er ofTenants

Summer l 2 3 4

Studio $200 n/a n/a n/a

1 -'Bedroom $250 $125 n/a n/a

2'Bedroom $300 $150 $100 $75

Punxsutawney makes it to the
f

big screen
i

by Matt Niemla

Features Writer

"Groundhog Day"

Starring: Bill Murray

Andie MacDowell

Director: Harold Ramis

Rated PG **3/4 Stars

Just a couple of weeks ago I

got up at 4 a.m. and stood in

temperatures six degrees below

zero to witness a rodent being

pulled out of a stump. As insane

as it sounds, I actually had a

good time with Groundhog Day

(the holiday) and you guessed it

- the movie too.

Bill Murray, of course, stars as

a news weatherman from

Pittsburgh who is sent to

Punxsutawney, PA to cover the

annual groundhog festivities.

This is his third year to do his

weatherman shtick at Punxy, and

he is less than excited to be part

of what he calls "a celebration of

Rock News
by Michelle Lee Handa

Contributing Writer

Ah yes - Sting. Ever soul

searching, always creating

albums revolving around some

deep and meaningful theme.

Wrong. Sting's last album,

"The Soul Cages," was so

therapeutic for the artist that it

left him with "a new sense of

Write Write Write

Into the Streets

Community Service

writing contest

deadline extension.

Essays due: March 5

Win: a free medium

Pizza with two toppings

from Dominos. Plus you

get published in the Call

Topic: Why community

service is important?

freedom, a desire to move on and

make songs solely intended as

entertainment, designed to

amuse." His latest album, 'Ten

Summoner's Tales," will be

released March 9, and is a

venture into new territory. This

album is more of a collection of

character sketches and stories,

meant to be lightheaded.

And if the first release, "If I

ever lose my faith in you," is any

indication of the rest of the

album, for die-hard Sting fans, it

will definitely be a hit

Also keep your ears open for

new albums from Depeche

Mode, School of Fish and Danial

Ash.

Locally, the big news is

WCCB's Alternative Boogie.

The dance features all alternative

and techno dance music and will

take place this Friday in

Gemmell Multi-purpose room

from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. If this

one proves a success, the station

will be sponsoring more in the

future.

CONFUSED?
Where am I going to live next term?

Where are the best apartments close

to campus?

Who has the best rates?

Are utilities included?

Can I get a furnished apartment?

Are there good summer rates?

Where is Mr. Right?

Call Cynthia

College Park Apartments

226-7092

hicks." After he belittles the

townspeople and ridicules the

whole groundhog celebration, he

tries to go back to Pittsburgh but

is forced to head back to Punxy

because of a blizzard.

When he wakes up the next

day, wouldn't you know it,

Sonny and Cher are back on the

radio and it's Groundhog Day

again. And again, and so on. So

Murray discovers he can do

anything he pleases from picking

up unsuspecting women to

stuffing his face with pastries.

But the fun soon fades as Murray

is faced with the fact that he may

be stuck in Groundhog's Day

forever. He finally discovers his

love for his TV producer, played

by Andie MacDowell, and tries

his best to make her believe his

predicament.

"Groundhog Day" has a funny

n e w s

premise and excellent lead

characters, but has a problem

with giving us the same series of

little gags mat become tiresome

enough until after a while you

wish it was February 3rd. The

movie kind of has that "It's a

wonderful life" message

somewhere. And hey, Christmas

and Groundhog's Day are two of

America's most important

holidays (sarcasm).

For all you locals in the area,

you may be disappointed with

the fact that the movie was shot

entirely in a small town in

Illinois with a few shots of

Pittsburgh in the opening. They

portray Gobbler's Knob, the

place where Punxy Phil dwells

and where most of the "party"

takes place, in the center of town

located in a small park, when we

know dam well that it's about

three miles out of town.

People take this day very much

to heart. As I was Standing

waiting for Phil to come out this

year, I asked a friend if he

(Punxy Phil) was ever coming

out of his stump. A man then,

shaking his fist at me, shouted

with anger, "It's not a stump, it's

a burrow, stupid!" But local

Punxsutawney townspeople are

portrayed as acting and looking

like "hicks" for the most part in

this film. Can't people from

rural Pennsylvania ever get a

break?

At any rate, the film is quite

entertaining and shows Murray

at his best. Murrays next film

project is a comedy with Robert

DeNiro set for summer release.

"Groundhog Day" is currently

playing at the Cranberry Mall

theater.

o f I h e

by Chuck Shepherd

-In September, award winning

Bakersfield, California, high

school biology teacher David

Hanley was ordered by the

principal to stop his unique

classroom demonstrations

showing that food is a cultural

choice. To make the point,

Hanley had eaten live, newborn

mice in front of two classes. In

Texas, former agricultural

sciences teacher Dick Pirkey

asked to be reinstated; he had

been fired in October 1991 after

a student, citing Pirkey's

suggestion, orally castrated a pig

in class.

-As President Bush ordered air

strikes during his last days in

office, Patriot missile launchers

were set up, as a precaution, in

Kuwait — on what are the

fairways for the last six holes of

the golf course at the Hunting

and Equestrian Club in Kuwait

City. "I know national security

is a priority," golfer Walid Al-

Tailji told the Associated Press,

"but this (inconvenience to

golfers) is another form of

invasion."

-The current Alburquerque

Yellow Pages ad for the law firm

of Gaddy, Rakes and Hall, which

specializes in personal injury

litigation, contains a typo:

"Representing the Seriously

Insured" (should be "Seriously

Injured").

-In December, retired Dallas

police officer James Leavelle,

who was the man in the white

hat, handcuffed to Lee Harvey

Oswald at the moment Jack

Ruby shot Oswald, was in his

home re-creating for newsman

Bob Porter just how he had

grabbed Ruby's gun to prevent a

second shot Using the same gun

Ruby had used, while Porter's

camera was rolling as part of his

project on the history of the

Kennedy assassination, Leavelle

accidentally shot Porter in the

arm, sending him to Parkland

Hospital, just like Kennedy and

Oswald. Porter, however,

survived.

-Chicago police charged

Roosevelt Bell, 22, with the New
Year's Day murder of his son,

Bryan, age 5 months. According

to police, the cause of death was

seizures produced by Bell's

violently shaking the boy. Bell

had become upset at the way
Syracuse University's team was

playing against Colorado in the

Fiesta bowl..

-Delano Brugguier, 23, denied

he was attempting to break into

Sid's Liquors in Sioux Falls, in

June when he was discovered

stuck in the stored chimney.

Rather, he said, he had passed

out on the roof and, being a fitful

sleeper, had merely rolled into

die chimney.

-Wesley Nunley, 73, recently

declared that the $10,000

concrete slab he built on his

property near Dallas was open

for business as "UFO Landing

Base 1." He said it has been a

dream of his "for decades" to

have aliens land on his property

— even though the landing pad

is located in a quarry and is

surrounded by mud much of the

year. Nunley's best friend told

the Dallas Morning News that

Nunley was "a litUe off."

-Former Quik Trip

convenience store employee

Mark Douglas, 32, was arrested

for robbing a store in December

in Overland Park, Kansas, after

police interviewed him and his

girlfriend, whom he had failed to

brief as to what to say. The
robber had worn a cap, and when

police asked Douglas whether he

had such a cap, he said no, but

the girlfriend said, "Yes, you do.

It's in the closet."

-Michele Rardin, ticketed for

driving 80 mph in July, told

police that when the oil-warning

light came on, she felt she had to

race home "before the car blew

up."

-(C) 1993 Universal Press

Syndica'e
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"Look, if it was electric, could I do this?"

Doonesbury

Hummingbirds, of course, have to watch nature films

with the action greatly speeded up.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

HI, HONEY, ITS ZONK, ?M
A UTTLE UORRIEPABOUT
WJR SHIPMENT. ITHASN'T

ARRIVE? YET...

HEUO? HOLVTHE
ANYONE PHONE, THIS

HOME? MAYBE IT.,.

I HEED ^^£
SOMEONE YOU n
T0SI6NF0R P/PNT
I8BALESCF WRAP „^
MARIJUANA. IT? %&&

/ WASNT
TIME.

HI, MAN. 15

THIS 98527
PACIFIC COAST
HK5HUJAY?

rr/s
INPEEP!

600P6UESS.

THANKS.
I60TA 6REAT.
CONSIGN- rUsHEW
MENTFOR YOUUNLCAP.
YOU, MAN.

\

I APPRECIATE NO KIPPING*
THAT,BFO. 2,300 LBS.?
YOU'RE LOOKING

ATzsooies.i

AJEU, THAT
ABOUT VOESIT.

IJUSTNEEP
YOUR SIGNA-
TURE, MAN.

/

NICE MEETING
YOU, MR.,,, MR...,

"POONESBURY."

SAME
HERE.

"Can't use you, son. ... says here your feet aren't flat."

BELMONT

HOSPITAL llPfW

Gus Ferguson: Recipient of the first

brain bypass operation.

"BOOKSHELF"
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Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

50 WHAT

DID ^00

BR\HG ?

A BCMB ;

wouldnt you and

TUE PRMOPAL
BOTH L\KE To

_ KNOW

Wi WOHT
YOU TELL ME
MATS \N

THAT BAG?

1
ITS A
SEVERED

HEKD.

IT isiVOTV nut. dont
DON'T BE.

D\SSUST\NS.'

NOU SAW) \T

WOULD COME

iu hanm
WRING
TODAYS
TEST

TUE HEAD \S

AM ORACLE.

1U PUT \T0H

IM DESK AND
\T tm. TELL

ME ANSWERS.

FORGET I

ASKED' I

DOUT EVEN
CARE!

cMOO$\E
\c,A.BooGER

\T SPErxKS

TUE TRVJTH

CAN I GO GET [ WUAT DO

SOMETHING MOjNEED?
I CAUT \ THEH S\T AND
TELL 10VJ. / DoWJRTEST.

993

Watterson.

Distributed

by

Universal

Press
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A GREAT
SVJRPR\SE

PORTWE

IT WOULD BE

A GREAT
SURPRISE

FOR ME IF

NOJ'O JU^T

GET TO WORK

Uncommon Sense by Chris Soltez

by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Feb 21 thru 27

AMOTION, AGOALANP
U5E0F6OOPJUP<5MENT
k!£ STRONG TRAITS OF
ALL BORN THESE PATES.
WEY ACHIEVE SUCCESS
IN LIFE THROUGH HARP
WORK AMP ACCEPTANCE
OF ifcSPONSI&IUTY

LA^fcfVMTe-

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

* Those who desire recognition would be
wise to begin now as Moon moves into

it's new phase. By moving in the same
direction as the planets the prospects
of reaching desirable destinations

are more certain. Good Pluto and Nep-
tune aspects combine forces to help

all with creative objectives.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21-April 20

Be more receptive to intuition and
inspiration. Hasty decisionsmight cause
?roblems.

AURUS April 21- May 21

More activity in work related and civic

groups might produce gainful efforts.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Give hopes and wishes a nudge and
Luck v Jupiter will give assist also.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

By changing your vantage point you
mav see things in a positive new light.

LEO July 24 August 23

Position of New Moon should bring

new insights into favorable money-
making opportunities.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Time is right to get together with some-
one dose in pursuit of a common goal.

LIBRA. Sepl24-Oct23

As long a9 you feel you're right, don t be
swaved as to what others think.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

Change is part of the picture. Take a

chance on new people in new places.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dtc2l

New directions and gains are highly

possible working in or out of the home.

CAPRICORN. D*c22-Jan20

Anewapproach tofurther aimsin nearby
places may turn the tables in your favor.

AQUARIUS Jan21-Feb19

Those with determination will often find

the road less traveled Is the best one.

PISCES Feb 20-March 20

NewMoon in your sign is a cosmic assist

in helping you achieve hoped for results.

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report ofwhat to expect in youryear ahead. Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
"Bookshelf

ACROSS
1 "Sara/i Plain and

By Gerry Frey

S Ship wheels

10 Nopes
14 Concept
1

5

Tatum or Ryan

16 Many:2wds
17 "Crime and Punish-

ment" author

19 "Gone With The
Wind" estate

20 Senator Kefauver

21 Boiling

23 Collars

26 Fertilizer ingredient

27 Ogle

30 Comprehend
32 Situation normal all

fouled up
36 Novel by Charlotte

Bronte

38 Steps for crossing a
fence

39 Before H.S.

40 Fanny Farmer product

42 Novel ending
43 Moderate red

45 Lewis "Main

Street" author

47 Folklore dwarf

48 Twilled woolen cloth

49 Postal abbreviations

50 Word after down or big

52 Rip

54 Kartoon?

58 Holy person

62 Sub sandwich

63 "So Big" author

66 Cain's brother

67 Book name
68 Ireland

69 Cape Kennedy org.

70 Comforted
71 Whirlpool

DOWN
1 High or low follower

2 Turmoils

3 For fear that

4 Turn to night

5 Weeding tool

6 Letter need:Abbrev.

1 2 3 4

1
S 6 7 1 9

1

10 II 12 11

1

14 " 16 1

i

17 it 19

20 HT 22

27 21

1 '

30

24 23

31 " 31 U 35

M 37 II

M H 41

1
43 .. _. 46

47 " mii

SO 51

1
S3 1

R 51 H 57 1 H SI S9 60 61

62

1

63 64 65

B 67

1
6<

69 70 71

7 Fewer

8 Cosmetics
9 Foxier

10 Hawthorne

"House of Seven
Gables"

11 Jal

12 Brass Instrument

13 Without a date

18 Missouri Indian tribe

22 Examine
24 Canyon
25

.
Miles

27 Kick out

28 Ell Student ?

29 January In Barcelona

31 Follows common or

horse

33 Church part

34 Smelly

35 Pushers' customers

37 "Nana" author

38 "Riders to The Sea"

author

41 Soil

44 Assassinate

46 Stop

48 Outdoor sports arenas

51 Settlement of monks
53 Show:Carnival

54 Genghis

55 Singer McEntire

56 Son of Zeus
57 High explosives

59 "In the same place":Fooi-

note

60 Jerk

61 Higher than a deuc6
64 Pub offering

65 Furnished a meal

mi All rights reserved GKR Associates

P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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Senior Spotlight:

Curtis Rumbaugh, the music man of Clarion
by Ann Fontanel

Contributing Writer

Curtis Rumbaugh, a 1989

graduate of Karns City High

School, has excelled at Clarion

University. Not only has he

maintained above average

grades, but he also manages
several extracurricular activities.

Curtis is a senior music

marketing and communication

major preparing for graduation

next May. He has made Dean's

List five semesters with an

overall QPA of 3.45. Because of

his grade point average, Curtis

was inducted into Phi Eta Sigma,

the freshman honor society. His

characteristics have earned him

the following scholarships:

National Association and Music

Merchants, Clarence E. Lesser,

Lillian Beck, and the Karns City

Band Parents Scholarship.

This summer Curtis

experienced an internship at

DiCesare Engler Productions in

Pittsburgh. His responsibilities

included making press kits,

booking local bands and writing

press releases. Curtis was

required to attend all music

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Curtis Rumbaugh, seen above, not only does the job in his

classes with a 3.45, but carries extracurricular activities

that by most would be too much to handle.

concerts. He even remembered

staying to 3 a.m. due to a

concert. Overall, Curtis found

the internship a very satisfying

and rewarding experience.

"Involved" describes Curtis

very well. Even as a freshman,

Curtis participated in many
activities. His love and talent for

music is evident through his

involvement in the musical

organizations such as marching

band, symphonic band and brass

choir. For one semester, he was

the student soloist for the Clarion

Symphony Orchestra. An
invitation was extended to Curtis

to join Kappa Kappa Psi, the

national honor band fraternity.

Curtis will be playing the piano

on Sunday evenings for

Immaculate Conception Catholic

Church.

Curtis also participated in the

Ambassador Program, a

significant project at the

Admissions Office. He
volunteered to help incoming

freshman "adjust" to college life.

The prospective student became

Curtis' "little." Curtis took the

student under his wing and

showed him the ropes to Clarion

University. Curtis went beyond

the call of duty by having four

tittles.

As a senior, Curtis holds two

very significant leadership

positions: President of Music

Marketing Association (MMA)
and Arts Committee Chair of

University Activities Board

(UAB). For MMA, he organized

a trip to Pittsburgh and is

currently planning a trip to New
York City. These Trips are to

give insight about the music

marketing world. Speakers are

also invited through Curtis'

planning.

As if this position wasn't

enough hard work, Curtis also

added the responsibility of UAB.
He selects the performances that

will be open to the university

and the public. For example,

Curtis was recently in charge of

"A Christmas Carol" which

came to Clarion in late

November. Other acts Curtis has

chosen and organized include the

Pittsburgh Ballet and Duquesne

Tamburitazans.

When asked about the

experience at Clarion, he replied,

"Being involved in activities has

helped me learn leadership skills

and how to work well with

others."

Learning History through re-enactment
by Karen Kubanick

Features Writer

Public affairs photo

Only three days left to see the musical Pippin, starring

(L-R) Brian .Bazalla, Mary Hardwick and Joe Beredino.

The show begins at 8 p.m. every night.

CESSNA'S NEW YORK
CONNECTION

Come see our New Merchandise!

Clarion students braved the

snow and fierce winter winds to

attend a performance by the

Freedom Theater in the Hart

Chapel Monday night. The

performance by Pennsylvania's

oldest black theatrical institution

combined elements of drama,

music, and dance designed to

educate as well as entertain.

Monday's performance was

entitled "The Trip" and was truly

a journey through some
important historical moments in

the African American struggle

for freedom. Three players acted

out scenes such as Rosa Park's

being asked to move to the back

of the bus in order to

accommodate boarding white

passengers, the Crisis in Little

Rock in 1957 where a little black

girl was prevented from entering

her school by an armed guard,

and a re-enactment of a sermon

by Reverend Martin Luther King

Jr. The skits were intermingled

with song and dance

accompanied by piano.

In addition to touring the

Delaware Valley, the Freedom

Theater also runs a performing

arts program that received

national recognition. The
program offers students

instruction in singing, dancing

and theater production while

offering opportunities for

developing performers and a

forum for emerging playwrights .

Since its formation in 1966 by

John E. Allen, Jr., the Freedom

Theater has produced over 275

plays. They continue to provide

a cultural outlet for theater-goers

as well as educating audiences

about the history of people of

African descent in the United

States.

Monday night's show

continuing the celebration of

Black History Month was

sponsored by the Office of

Minority Affairs, University

Activities Board and the United

Campus Ministry.

with Jackyl
April 1,1993

Tippin Gym 8 p.m.

$8.00 CUP students

$12.00 public

Tickets at Gemmell Info.

counter March 1

SEE

our Jewelry, Shirts fir. Accessories
,0%

»«coum 226-6680 u^SU
St udent & Staff

~&*

5th Ave.
Restaurant

Cold 6 packs / Qts to go

Best prices in town!

226-8512

Monday - Special

Hot Wings / Pitchers All Day

20tf each hot or mild

Full Menu
Daily Specials

Wednesday - Special

Mug Nite / Hot Dogs

3 for $1 (condiments included)

Top ranked Nittany Lions visit Tippin
.

Clarionfalls to Lock Haven, Penn State
by Jon Q. Sitter

Sports Editor and

Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

It was David versus Goliath.

This time, Goliath won.

The nation's number one rated

Division I wrestling team, the

Penn State Nittany Lions, visited

Clarion and Tippin Gymnasium

last Sunday afternoon and left

with an expected 27-16 victory.

Penn State held three usual

starters from the lineup, but

wrapped up a 22-0-1 season.

The Nittany Lions were loaded

with talent coming into Tippin,

having nine wrestlers nationally

ranked. Six of those wrestled

against Clarion.

The Golden Eagles closed their

1992-93 rebuilding season at 9-

13-1 under first year head coach

Jack Davis.

Penn State jumped out to a

quick 13-0 lead in the first three

matches before Clarion got on

the board.

Shawn Nelson, ranked fifth in

the nation at his weight, gave

Penn State a quick 3-0 lead by

decisioning senior Luke
Shocklee, 8-2, at 118 pounds.

Nelson improved his overall

record to 12-1 for Penn State,

while Shocklee fell to a still

impressive 17-8 on the year for

Clarion.

Clarion freshman Chad Billy

met Penn State's second

nationally ranked wrestler in

Sanshiro Abe at 126 pounds.

Abe, ranked seventh in the

nation at 126 pounds, won a

major decision, 20-8, over Billy.

The Nittany Lions quickly led 7-

0. Abe moved to 19-6, while

Billy fell to 8-3 in only his first

year as a Golden Eagle.

Highly touted Penn State

freshman Cary Kolat, fifth in the

nation at 134 pounds, gave the

visitors an early 13-0 cushion by

pinning Clarion senior Nick
Pendolino in only 46 seconds.

Kolat improved to 14-3, while

Pendolino fell to 13-11 on the

season.

Clarion captured two weight

classes in a row to close within

four, 13-9, of the national

powerhouse.

A Penn State forfeit at 142

gave freshman Dave Thomas
(17-9) a win and six'Clarion

points.

The Lions moved nationally

rated wrestlers Troy Sunderland,

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Taking its lumps: Clarion won only one of its last 10 1992-93
matches but will look to rebound at the EWL's.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Batting leadoff: Clarion senior Luke Shocklee had a very successful season in the 118-
pound leadoff spot, earning a 17-8 overall record. Shocklee finished third at the 1993
PSAC's and will be leading CUP into the EWL's on March 6-7.

Josh Robbins and Dave Hart up up a weight class to 190 pounds
a weight, so sophomore Moss
Grays followed the forfeit with a
6-3 decision over usual reserve

Tony Bobulinski to cut the Penn

State lead to four. Grays upped

his season record to 9-4.

Bobulinski fell to 1-4.

Sunderland, ranked second

'nationally at 150 pounds, moved
up to 158 pounds to major
decision Clarion's Paul Antonio

12-4. Sunderland gave the Lions

a 17-9 lead. Antonio, only a

sophomore, fell to 10-16 on the

season.

Robbins, ranked sixth in the

nation at 158 pounds, also

moved up a weight and major

decisioned freshman Joel

Gilbert, 18-7, at 167 pounds.

Gilbert (3-6) showed a lot of
poise in his match with the

highly touted sophomore.

At 177 pounds, Dave Hart

pinned Clarion freshman Tiny
Anderson to give Penn State a

huge 27-9 advantage. Anderson

fell to 3-12 on the year.

Clarion sophomore and co-

captain Dan Payne next showed
the Tippin crowd what he was
made of by returning from a bout

with the chicken pox and moving

to major decision Matt Hardy,

another normal PSU reserve, 11-

3. Payne moved to 27-5 on the

season.

Heavyweight Rob Sintobin

gave Clarion its fourth win of the

day and a respectable

performance against the nation's

best Division I team by
decisioning Penn State's normal

190-pounder, 12-6. Sintobin, a

junior, improved his season

record to 16-8.

Three nationally rated Lion

wrestlers, Russ Hughes at 142

pounds, Matt White at 177 and

Greg Troxell at heavyweight, sat

out due to injury.

Clarion not only put a

respectable finish on the Penn
State match, but on the season as

well.

The young Golden Eagle squad

wrestled a total of three top ten

teams on the year and a total of

ten teams who are ranked in the

top 25, gaining much experience

by taking their lumps.

"We have always scheduled

the best teams in the country, and

this year was no exception," said

Davis. "We know our fans

appreciate seeing the best, and

that tradition will continue. .
."

That tradition took place twice

last weekend as Clarion travelled

to the 17th ranked Lock Haven
Bald Eagles (Feb. 19) two days

before the big Penn State match,

losing 21-12.

Just about every match was
close in the conference matchup,

and Kyle Wolfe, Grays, Antonio

and Sintobin all won matches.

Shocklee, Pendolino and
Thomas all lost close matches in

the nine point loss. A few
breaks could have spelled a pre-

Penn State upset of Lock Haven
for the Eagles.

Lock Haven, who won the

1993 PSAC tournament,

improved to 13-5 and 4-1 in the

EWL.
The 9-13-1 Golden Eagles

finished the season at 1-4 in the

EWL and at 1-3 in the PSAC.
The Golden Eagle wrestlers

will now prepare for the EWL's,

a Division I national qualifying

tournament, which will take

place on March 6-7 at Lock
Haven.

The top three wrestlers in each

class will qualify for nationals,

along with four wild cards
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Clarion women capture 18th straight PSAC team title
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by Ron SantiUo

Sports Writer

When the 1976 Clarion

University women's swimming
and diving team won the first

ever PSAC championship, no
one could have predicted that it

would be the start of an 18-year

run.

Last weekend, at West Chester

University, the 1992-93 Golden
Eagles added number 18 in

tremendous fashion. Clarion's

"fabulous females" swam their

way to 594 total team points,

over 200 points ahead of second

place Shippensburg, who wound
up with 380 points. Following

Shipp was Bloomsburg with 326,

IUP with 290 and Edinboro with

234. Westchester, Slippery

Rock, Millersville, Kutztown
and Lock Haven rounded out the

field.

"We really had a great

performance," said head coach

Bill Miller. "Our swimmers hit

their tapers and the divers did a

tremendous job. The coaching

staff was especially happy with

the win, considering Becky
Jushchyshyn, Justine Gibbons
and Tedra Kruse did not taper for

the meet. With the PSAC's
behind us, we're really going to

focus on a strong NCAA
Division II performance in two

alnd a half weeks."

Solid individual winning
performances from Kim
Strawbridge, Jushchyshyn, Dina

Maylor and Stephanie Kissell

proved to be key in the Golden

Eagles landslide victory.

Strawbridge was a two-time

winner by capturing the one and

three-meter diving titles. After a

second place finish on both

boards last year, Strawbridge

came up with big numbers this

year. She won the one-meter

event with 380.25 points and the

three-meter with 422.95 points.

Jushchyshyn, the reigning

NCAA Div. II National

Champion in the 100 yard

breaststroke, won the 200
breaststroke and was third in the

100 breast. She also was part of

the record setting relay teams of

Clarion in the 200 and 400
medley relays. Jushchyshyn did

not taper for the meet.

Maylor won the 100 yard

backstroke, plus took fourth

place in the 200 backstroke and

the 100 butterfly. Maylor was
also part of three winning relay

teams, including the PSAC
record setting 400 medley, 400
free and 200 medley relay teams.

Kissell won the 200 I.M.,

placed sixth in the 400 I.M.,

eighth in the 100 breaststroke

and 12th in the 50 free. She was
also part of the PSAC record

setting 400 free relay, the third

place 200 free relay and the

fourth place 800 free relay.

Others making strong

contributions in the pool were

Gibbons, Kruse, Dawn Jones,

Kathy Randazzo, Coleen
Davidson, Denise Butterweck

and Lisa Kaylor.

Gibbons, who did not taper and

has already qualified for

nationals, placed fifth in both the

100 and 200 backstroke, and
sixth in the 500 yard freestyle.

She was also part of the winning

200 medley relay team and the

fourth place 800 free relay.

Kruse, not tapering for the

PSAC's, had an outstanding

showing. Kruse was second in

the 400 I.M., third in the 1650

free, fifth in the 500 free and
ninth in the 200 free. She was

also part of the fourth place 800

free relay team.

Jones placed second in the 200

free, third in the 100 free and

sixth in the 50 free. She was part

of the record setting 400 free

relay and 400 medley relay

teams, plus part of two more
relay teams.

Randazzo earned a fifth place

showing in the 50 free, and a

seventh place finish in both the

100 fly and 100 backstroke.

Randazzo was also part of the

record setting 400 medley relay

team, the winning 200 medley
relay team and the third place

200 free relay team.

Davidson, only a freshman,

was also part of the record

setting 400 free relay team and

the third place 200 free relay

team. She also finished sixth in

the 100 backstroke, eighth in the

50 free and 11th in the 200
backstroke.

Butterweck placed in four

individual events. She was fifth

in the 400 I.M., eighth in the

1650 free and 10th in the 500
free.

Kaylor was sixth in the 100

breaststroke, seventh in the 200

butterfly and 11th in the 100 fly.

Donna Patrick, Heather Heinz,

Heather Bachtelex and Daniela

More also had strong

performances in the pool for the

Eagles.

Also earning places in diving

were Pauline O' Connor, Amy
Paganie, Jill Braught, Tammy
Quinn, Kendra Raymond and
Ami Way.

O' Connor, only a freshman,

placed second behind
Strawbridge on both the one-

meter and three-meter diving

boards.

Paganie was third on the three-

meter board.

Miller, who has won the

women's PSAC crown all six

years he has coached, handed a

lot of the credit to his assistant

Mark Van Dyke and to his diving

coach Dave Hrovat. "Their

dedication and hard work were

big factors in the team's total

success," said Miller.

The Golden Eagle women are

looking to finish in the top three

at nationals, which will be held

at Ashland University from
March 10-13.

Men s swimming and diving team second at PSAC's
by Karen Ruud
Sports Writer __

The Clarion University men's

swimming and diving team fell

short in its quest to defend its

PSAC title at West Chester

University this past weekend.

Shippensburg won the PSAC
crown with 593.50 team points,

while Clarion finished second

with 462/ Edinboro, West
Chester, IUP, Slippery Rock,

Bloomsburg and Kutztown
rounded out the top eight.

"I was pleased with the team's

overall performance," Clarion

head coach Bill Miller

commented. "We will now turn

our attention to the NCAA Div.

II Nationals, and we believe we
can have some great individual

performances there."

Clarion received individual

winning performances from
Steven Darby, Rick Bull, Dave
Sheets and Joe Egan at the

PSAC's.

Darby, who was named 1992

PSAC "Swimmer of the Year",

claimed first in three events.

Darby set a new PSAC record in

the 500 by freestyle with a time

of 4:33. 17. He also won the 200

butterfly and the 200 free to go

along with a fourth place finish

in the 100 freestyle event.

Bull, the 1991 PSAC

'Swimmer of the Year", won
two individual events and placed

second in two others. Bull won
the 400 yard I.M. and the 100

yard butterfly, then placed

second in the 200 I.M. and the

200 fly.

Sheets also won two individual

events. Sheets captured the 200

I.M., reaching further than Bull

by one-thousandth of a second.

He also won the 200 backstroke,

placed second in the 100 back,

and he took fourth in the 400
I.M.

Egan won his first PSAC
diving title by capturing the one-

meter diving-crown. He also

placed second in the three meter

event.

The 400 medley relay team of

Darby, Chad Rimsky, Mark
Keister^and Bill Gimbel took

first place honors. The 400 free

relay team of Darby, Bull, Sheets

and Rimsky took second, as did

the similar 800 free team of

Darby, Bull, Sheets and Steve

Kozowyk.

The 200 medley relay team of

Gimbel, Keister, Scott

Rosenbaum and Jim O'Connor

placed second with a time of

1:36.81.

The 200 freestyle relay team of

Gimbel, Rimsky, Rosenbaum
and O'Connor captured fifth

place.

Others scoring individually for

the Golden Eagles in the pool

included Rosenbaum, Kozowyk,

Rimsky, Gimbel, Keister,

O'Connor, Jeff Halbert and
Benjamin Yoder.

Rosenbaum placed second in

the 200 yard breaststroke, fourth

in the 100 breast, eighth in the

50 free and 11th in the 100 fly.

Kozowyk, a sophomore,
placed in two events including a

fifth place showing in the 400
I.M. and an eighth place finish in

the 500 freestyle.

Rimsky placed in two events

as well. The junior placed eighth

in the 200 backstroke and took

ninth in the 100 back.

Gimbel, a freshman, gained

valuable experience while

posting two individual placings.

Gimbel placed eighth in the 100

free and took 10th in the 50 free.

Keister, a sophomore, placed

sixth in the 100 backstroke while

O'Connor took ninth in the 100

butterfly and 11th in the 200 fly.

Halbert, a freshman, took

twelfth place in the 100 breast

and in the 200 breast.

Yoder, a freshman from West

Chester, returned home to place

seventh in the 200 I.M.

Two divers, John Oleksak and

Kevin Maginn, also scored

points for the Golden Eagles.

Oleksak, a junior, finished

third in the one-meter diving

event with 406.55 points, and

then he captured fourth on the

three-meter.

Maginn, a sophomore,
splashed to a fifth place finish in

both the one-meter and three-

meter events.

Miller summed up the event by

saying, "Our time drops were

good in the pool, we won more

events than any other team, and

our divers performed extremely

well."

Miller went on to add, "The

difference was in Shippensburg's

scoring depth, and that is what

won them the PSAC's."

Miller praised his assistant

coach Mark Van Dyke and
diving coach Dave Hrovat. *

Clarion has won 20 out of the

last 23 PSAC titles. The Eagles

captured the team title from 1971

through 1989, and then took

home a second place finish in

both 1990 and 1991. The Eagles

reclaimed the title in 1992.

Clarion finished second at Div.

II Nationals last year for their

best finish ever. This year's

event will be held at Ashland

University from March 10-13.

The Golden Eagles will be

looking for a top five finish.

AUTO CARE
ASz

Computerized Diagnostics

Major, General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT, JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4624

South 5th Avenue

Clarion, PA 1C214

Gaffney selected as "Rookie ofthe Week"

Clarion, Edinboro battling for PSAC-West crown
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

i

The Clarion University

women's basketball team

remains in a tight race wilh

Edinboro for the PSAC-West
title after defeating two

conference foes this past week.

However, the victories didn't

come without problems.

On Saturday, Feb. 20, the

Golden Eagles downed visiting

Shippensburg, 78-68, despite

being shorthanded wilh only

seven players available to play.

All-time leading scorer

Shannon Coakley did not play,

and two others were suspended

for one game for a violation of

team policy.

Except for being shorthanded,

everything went on as usual for

the Golden Eagles in their last

home contest of the season.

Clarion got off to another slow

start but came on strong in the

second half to capture the win.

Shipp controlled play through

most of the first half, building as

much as a 10-point lead. Kristy

O* Hara sank a pair of free

throws with 4:32 left in the first

half to give Shipp a 33-23 lead.

After Shipp built a 35-25 lead,

the Golden Eagles went on a 9-2

run to cut the lead to three going

into halftime.

Two Pam Mountsier three-

pointers and one more by Amy
Coon keyed the run.

Shippensburg looked to take its

three-point halftime lead all the

way to the bank, but were up

against a team that was used to

coming back in the second half.

Clarion began to wear down
the Red Raiders and regained the

lead, 49-48, on a Leatha Dudeck

layup with 13:01 to go in the

game.

Mona Gaffney followed

Dudeck's layup with a score and

Mountsier again hit from long

Not that kind of painting: Clarion freshman Mona Gaffney (00)

week by averaging 18.7 points on 83 percent shooting in three

distance to give the Eagles a 54-

48 cushion.

The Red Raiders were touch,

tying the Eagles at 59 with just

over eight minutes remaining,

but a Dudeck three-pointer with

6:46 remaining ignited a Clarion

10-1 run. Shipp could get no

closer than seven points the rest

of the way, and CUP went on to

a ten point win.

Gaffney picked up for the

absence of Coakley by leading

all scorers with 25 points on 11

of 14 shooting from inside the

paint. She also conuibuted eight

rebounds to the winning cause.

Mountsier and Susanne Adams
both added four three-pointers

and 12 points, respectively.

Jones added 1 1 points and led

Clarion with 13 rebounds.

Both Jones and Melissa

Barnette dished out five assists

each.

Head coach Margaret "Gie"

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

upped her play a notch last

important contests.

Parsons did a very good job of

subbing throughout the contest,

attempting to keep the seven

available players fresh.

CUP upped its overall record

to 19-5 with the victory and

moved into a tie with Edinboro

with a 9-1 PSAC-West
conference record.

Shippensburg fell to 12-12

overall, 1-9 in the conference.

Coakley became Clarion

University's all-time leading

scorer on Feb, 17 against Lock

Haven by scoring 20 points and

leading Clarion to a 107-67

thrashing of the Bald Eagles.

She connected on live field

goals and nine free throws to up

her career total to 1,220 points.

The old CUP record was held by

Jeannine Tyler who accumulated

1,219 points from 1988-92.

Clarion only took a one-point

lead, 37-36, into the half against

Lock Haven but exploded for 70

second half points to turn the

game into a rout.

Gaffney also scored 20 points

(in only 16 minutes) as she made

all nine of her shots from the

field. She also added seven

rebounds.

Jones scored 17 points and

added seven more boards from

inside the paint.

Coon broke out of a scoring

slump by pouring in 16 points,

five of nine from behind trifecta

range.

Barnette contributed a great

game from the point, scoring 14

and adding seven rebounds, five

steals, and four assists.

Amy Migyanka had six assists.

The victory over Lock Haven

early last week brought Clarion

its eighth PSAC-West win. The

loss set the Bald Eagles at 12-11,

2-7 in the PSAC-West.

Gaffney was named as the

PSAC-West "Rookie of the

Week" for the third time this

season for the week ending

February 22.

Clarion is tied with 'Boro for

first place with one road game

remaining. The top two teams in

the conference make the

playoffs. CUP travelled to

Slippery Rock last night and will

visit IUP on Saturday.

t \

Clarion Hospital

is announcing the opening of its new
Convenient Care Center.

Located in the newly expanded Emergency Department.

For: Flu symptoms

Minor skin irritations

Colds & Sore throats

Ear aches

No appointment needed.

$49 basic fee for services,

(extra charges may apply for

additional services.)

fMQ7fC€

HP6 JiNNtS, GOLf and
WALKING fOR flTNESS

CLASS6S WILL BEGIN THE WEEK

of March 1st.

THE fIRST CLASS, MEETING fOR

THESE CLASSES WILL BE HELD

IN TlPPlN Gyaj.
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Cable Channels
TV
DATA

THURSDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 25. 1993

4:30 | i:60

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 5:30 6:00 6:30
(3:30) Movie: -Casey's Shadow" (1978) Movtt: +V; 'Club Fed" (1990) PG-13
Dwaign. W. IChert q
Cut. Affair Tfdition

Oprah Winfrey O
Poffhut (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

PtoptoCt

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Ngwtg INtwtg
Chtrt q 1New*
Design. W. [Murphy B.

Oprah Winfrey

Tiny Toon |i

Newtq
FuHHouaep

Movie: **Vt "FM" (1978) Michael Brandon. PG
Final Four | Dream Lg.

I Motorcycle Racing

PQA QoH: Los Angeles Open. (Live

Movie: *** "The Prize" (1963) Paul Newman.
Movie: •»» "Mermaids' (1990, Comedy) Cher. PfjM3"

Underdog I Yogi Bear lArcade iHeyDude(R)
Movie: +* Vengeance: The Story of Tony Cimo (1986)

Newtq
News

Newtq

ABC Newt
NBC News
CBS News

Newtq
Movie: ****

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

7:00 7:30

Movie: ** "Regarding Henry" (1991) Harrison Ford, o
Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Rosearmeo
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: ** "Timebomb "(1990) R
Movie: »»'/? "Matlock: The Don" (1986) Andy Griffith, q
Cheers (R) q I

Wings q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Simpsons q
Cheers (R) q

Martin q

"West Side Story" (1961, Musical) Natalie Wood. (In Stereo)
lift OIabb £>.»**.*A_.aW- I^^llo... fk— .1 AL~I1- T _i 1

Wings q

Sr. PGA | Up Close ISportscenter [College Basketball: Texas at Texas Tech
American Gladiators

Movie:

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

*+Vi "Thieves of Fortune" (1991) Michael Nouri

Movie: ***+ "The Treasure of the Sierra Madre" (1948)

What You Do
Supermarket

I
Shop-Drop

Craiy Kids Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q

Cheers q | Seinfeld q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q

L.A. Law (In Stereo) g

Street Stories (In Stereo) q
In Color

Cheers q
Martin (R) q
Seinfeld q

10:30

Primetime Live o
Comedy Jam

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Catwalk Toxic Love

LA. Law (In Stereo) q
Movie: *** "The Pink Panther Strikes Again" (1976)

Live)

Movie:

College Basketball: Purdue at Illinois (Live

Movie: *'/? "Meatballs 4 (1992) R' q
Fallen Champ: The Untold Story of Mike Tyson

"Freddys Dead: The Final Nightmare

Get Smart | Superman

FRIDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 28, 1993

LA. Law "Happy Trails'

M.T. Moore

Movie: **

Movie: * "Inner Sanctum•" (1991) R
Denis Leary-Cure

Van Dyke |Dragnet

11:00 11:30

Sports Illustrated Swlmsuit

Newsq
News

News
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girls

12:00

Badlnf

Nighthno q

Silk Stalkings "Kid Stuff

Edition [Stalking*

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Movie: "The Miracle Worker (1962)

ISportscenter"

MacGyver 'Blow Out q
'Basketball

Hitchhiker

Movie: »Vi "Friday the 13th Part 3 (1982)

Movie: »* "The Pope Must Diet" (1991)

A. Hitchcock

Original Sin (1989, Drama) Ann Jillian

Lucy Show | F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Subspe-

Get Smart

Mysteries

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3:00) Movie: Movie: »'/; Ski Patrol" l)<myP~G

5:30

Design. W. [Cheers q
Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

Peopled.

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W
Oprah Winfrey g

Newsq

3 I

I

Murphy B.

Tmy Toon IBatman q

6:00 6:30 7:00
Movie: "Hostages (1993, Drama) Kathy Bates, q

7:30

Newsq

News

Newsq

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House q

Movie: "Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan. Lord of the Apes" (1984)

Final Four [Dream Lg. i Motorcycle Racing"

PGA QoH: Los Angeles Open. (Live)

(2:00) Movie: I Movie: ***
(3:00) Movie: "There Must

Shadows" (1960, Drama)

Underdog I Yogi Bear

Movie: +** 1
/; "Sleeper "(1973) PG

Arcade I Hey Dude (R)

Movie: **+h "The Day After (1983) Jason Robards

SATURDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 27. 1993

Motoworld

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie:

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30

Movie: *• "China O'Brien

9:00

Family [Step by Step Dinosaurs q

9:30 10:00 10:30

Movie: ••'/; "China O'Brien 2 "(1991) R'

Camp Wilder 120/20 q
Days of Our Lives ISoap Opera Awards (In Stereo Live) q
Movie: »»»* "The Wizard of Oz" (1939) Judy Garland

Movie: »»»* The Wizard of Oz" (1939) Judy Garland

America's Most Wanted q
Days of Our Lives

Up Close

*** "Home From the Hill" (1960, Drama) Robert Mitchum.

American Gladiators

Sportscenter [Conversations

Sightings q I
Sightings q

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q

Soap Opera Awards (In Stereo Live) q
Hunter "Room Service

11:00 11:30

Real Sex 5 (R) g
Newsq
News
Newt

Newtq
Dark Juttice (In Stereo)

Married..

Newsq
Movie: +»» "Gorillas in the Mist" (1988) Siqourney Weaver. PG-13

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »*'/2 Gloria (1980) Gena Rowlands PG

What You Do
Supermarket

Movie: "Lobster Man From Mars" (1989)

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Skiing: US Men's Pro [American Muscle (R)
I
Dance Team ChampionshipI

Murder, She Wrote q | Movie: *»» "Hoosiers " (1986, Drama) Gene Hackman , Dennis Hopper
U.J.. J.J.J. "* M/„_~_ ll_J„ «._ i_« .. untl- n_»— .-- ,n , l«._ . —. . .. ,.-,. „....

rr
1

Movie: *** "A Woman Under the Influence" (1974) Peter Falk R
Movie: ** "Medicine Man
Get Smart |Superman"

LA. Law "Lie Harder'

1992) Sean Connery. q
M.T.Moore IVan Dyke

Movie:

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam

Niqhtline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Edition Dark Justice

Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "The Hustler" (W)
Sportscenter [Basketball

Movie: "The Vals"( 1983)

**V2 "The Killing of a Chinese Bookie' (1976) R

Movie: *** "The Untouchables (1987) Kevin Costner

Dragnet |A. Hitchcock

Movie: »»'/2 Roxanne: The Prize Pulitzer" (1989)

Lucy Show | F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Highland.

Get Smart

Mysteries

Auto Racing [Figure Skating: European Championships

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

STGoTf

4:30 5:00 5:30

NemEndino Story ll-Next Chapter"

Wide World of Sports (Live) q

College Basketball

ino_

Jf
PGA QoW: Los Angeles Open. (Live) a

Perm St I Kate a AHK>

News

(3 00) Movie: Blue Steel I American Gladiators

Auto Racing [Figure Skating: European ChaT
~

(2.30) Movie: *»** "Lawrence of ArabiiT (1962) Peter O'Toole. PG
1

[Movie: ***%
Skiing: 24 Hours of Aspen

6:00

Movie: **
6:30 7:00 7:30

Newsq
"Hard Promises "(1991) William Petersen, q

News
Newsq

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Hee Haw Silver

CBS News
Star Trek: Next Gener

News q INBC News

Entertainment Tonight q

Untouchables q
Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune'

8:00

Movie: ***
8:30 9:00 9:30

Final Analysis' (1992) Richard Gere. R' q
Movie: •» City Heat" (1984

Home
Medicine Woman

Nurses q

Medicine Woman
Copsq
Home

Cops (R)

q

Nurses q

12M
Silvr Strk"

Monkey

Can't on TV

America's Horse

Gottipl iS, Buddies

Bast 'n Golf Tournament

Swamp
Movie: «* "Flight of the Intruder" (1991) Danny Glover

Movie: *Vi Spirit of 76" (1990) PG-13Spit

mGet Picture ! Freshmen
I Salute

Movie: ***

Movie: ** "Happy Together" (1989) Patrick Dempsey

Beyond

"Hello, Dolly!' (1969, Musical) Barbra Streisand. G'

Sportscenter |Auto Racing

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *• The Golden Child" (1986)

Double Dare [Guts

The Doctor" (1991) William Hurt. PG-13' g
Doug

SUNDAY EVENING—m~

10

11

14

18

(3:00)

FEBRUARY 28. 1993

Movie: »» "Mac and Me (1988) Jade Caleoory

Rugrats

, Comedy) Clint Eastwood.

Empty Nest IMad-You

10:00 10:30

Movie:

Commish q
»»'/2 "Toy Soldiers"

Sisters "Different" q

11:00 11:30

1991) Sean Astin. R
1 q

Newsq
News

Movie: *** "M'A'S'H: Goodbye, Farewell. Amen" (1983) Alan Alda

Movie: "Mother of the Bride" (1993) Rue McClanahan g
America's Most Wanted
Empty Nest |Mad-You

Hunter

Sisters "Different" q

Newsq

Design. W.

12:00

"Final Imp.

"Where-ls'

Saturday Night Live (R)

News [Star Trek

Untouchables q
Arsenio Hall (In Stereo) q IComic Strip

Movie: ***Vi "The Verdict" (1982, Drama) Paul Newman R

Newsq^

.

^__^^___j_j_^^__z. y.* **'*** \ vw>i w uiim/ t hu i iigiiiiii

NHL Hockey: Buffalo Sabres at Montreal Canadiens. From the Montreal Forum. (Live
UauiA' AA "kin UnlAe Q*r,*A" MOQA\ LJ..H- U_ """ FW;n «T"u". ..... . «..' ».. '

Movie: »• "No Holds Barred" (1989) Hulk Hoqan
Movie: ** "Doto/i"(1991, Comedy) Ed O'Neill. PG-13'

Movie: ••» "mat About Sop?" (1991) q
Clarissa |Roundhouse IRen-Stimpy

Boxing

Movie: *Vi "Who's That GirT>" (1987) Madonna

You Afraid?

Silk Stalkings "Kid Stuff" g
Motorcycles

Saturday Night Live (R)

»»» "A Farewell to Arms'

Sportscenter | Basketball"

IMovie: *Vi "Oft the Mark" (1987)

Movie: "Confessions of a Serial Killer" "R |»** The Last Boy Scout"
Movie:

"
*'/2 "Delta Force 3: The Killing Game" (1991) R

A. Hitchcock |Lucy Show
Comics in Search

M.T. Moore | Dragnet

Unsolved Mysteries

Super Dave

Superman

Moonlighting

4:30 5:00

IMovie: *• "The Maid'"
(1990) 'PG'

College Basketball: UCLA at Duke. fLivel n
NBA Bar

"5130"

asketbaH: San Antonio Spurs at Orlando Magic.
PGA QoH: Los Angeles Open. (Live) q
PQA Goff Los Angeles Open (Live) g
Movie: ** Burglar" (1987. Comedy]Twhoopi GoidbefO
NBA Basketball: San Antonio Spurs at Orlando Magic.
Movie: ***'/2 "Hello, Dolly

6:00

Mr. Bean q
Newsq
Wh. Fortune

ABC News

Design. W
CBS News

6:30 7:00 7:30
*'/2 "Club Fed" (1990) 'PG-13'

NBC News
CBS News

St* Trek: Deep Space 9

21

22

25

28

Tennis: Evert Cup Finals

Gottipl iTen of Ut

(1969, Musical) Barbra Streisand.lf

BodybuiidingMr Olvmpia

Two Dads IB. Buddies

Superbouts

NBC News

life Goes On Bedfellows'

Unsolved Mysteries (R) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Batman q |Shaky G

**•*
Unsolved Mysteries (R) q

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: ••• 1

/2 "Boyz N the Hood" (1991, Drama) R' q
Videos Am. Funniest

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Murder, She Wrote q
Murder, She Wrote q
In Color Rocq
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Beyond Hitchhiker

The Apartment:" (1960, Comedy) Jack Lemmon
Sportscenter |Sky Diving

MacGyver "Kill Zone" q
q,y.t; ^ti '

'

T?:** N™«* trouble"•f1 99l)Q|Movie:*^"iefffflie -'(i989rPG-1 3
j

gSlir^^u-, TV^ -IT" Do"t>l«Da"> Qut» Looney Looney
-

utseate Jml. of Med. Famttv Ma<&>>i lu^r^.i u»^..

.

m....,!..— .... :
J—

Outside the Lines: Shag

Movie:

10:00 10:30

Movie:

11:00

"Hostages" (1993) Kathy Bates. 5

Movie:

"Not in My Family" (1993, Drama) Joanna Kerns.

"Journey to the Center of the Earth" (1993Tq~
Movie: "Rio Diablo (1993. Western) Kenny Rogers, q
Movie: "Rio Diablo" (1993, Western) Kenny Rogers, q~

~|Edna Time (In Stereo) qerman

'to theMovie: "Journey to the Center of the Earth" (1993) q
Movie: *** "The Sandpiper" (1965) Elizabeth Taylor
Boxing: Alfred Cole vs i

Movie: "Trial & Error" (1993, Drama) Tim Matheson. q
te: **

"
Split Second.". l1^2) R IMovie: ** "Zombie HigTnwTVR

Uriah Grant. (Live)

ICounterstrike "The Hit"

Newsq
News

News
Newsq
Paid Prog-

News q

11:30 12:00

Sports Illustrated Swimsuit

Cheers q
Night Court

Roggin's

Cur. Affair

Star Search (In Stereo)

Love Con
Paid Prog-

Suspect

Baywatch q
Perspective

New WKRP
Movie: »»» "That's Life (1966) PG-13'

Sportscenter"

Silk Stalkings Kid Stuff q
Bowling

Hollywood

f Medical

MONDAY EVENING MARCH 1, 1993

Movie: *Vi "Captain America" (1990)

Medical

5S" lS^^mfcv.^.»?g^^ 'iSa-" iC^JSSSTMis
Physicians

| Milestones

Chairman's Choice Favorite episodes of "The Dick Van Dyke Show
Jml. of Med.

I Family
|

Cardiology
I Medicine ""jOb/Gyn | Family

M.T. Moore

Paid Prog.

Dragnet

10

11

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Paid Prog.

Superman

Paid Prog.

(2:30) Movie: [Movie:** "The CannonballRun" (1981)
Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair

IEdmon
Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

People Ct

(3:00) Movie:

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Final Four

"Sandpiper'

Ten of Us

Dream Lg.

Cheers q
Design. W
Oprah Winfrey q

Newsq

ifrey

Murphy B.

Tmy Toon
IBatman g

6:00 6:30 7:00
Movie: **Vi "Just One of the Guys (1985
Newsq

Newsq

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House g
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: *** "Thats L/fe"(1986) Jack Lemmon. "PG-13"
Motorcycle Racing

Two Dadt
I Cartoon Express

Movie: *+• "A Fistful of Dollars" (1967) Clint Eastwood.
'(3:05) Movie:

Underdog

Anything

Return of the Jedi" (1983)

Yogi Bear

Anything

Arcade

Jane Pratt

Dancing

Hey Dude (R)

Th'breds
I Up Close

American Gladiators

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

7:30

Joyce Hyser

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00
Movie: ** "Ail-American Murder" (1992)

FBI-Story

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Detective

Blossom q
Hearts Afire

9:30 10:00 10.30
Movie: ** "Dance With Death" (1992) R

They've Taken Our Children-Chowchilla'

Movie: "Bloodlines: Murder in the Family" (1993, Drama)

Newsq

Murphy B
Hearts Afire

IMurphy B.

Love A War
Love & War

Movie: "Babylon 5" (1993) Michael O'Hare. Jerry Doyle
Fresh Prince

I Blossom q"

Movie: *** "The 7th Voyage of Sinbad (1958) G

Northern Exposure q
Northern Exposure g
Mama Mama

11:00

Conv. With a Killer

11:30

News
News

News g
Married..

Edition

Movie: "Bloodlines: Murder in the Family" (1993, Drama) INews
g"

' "The Empire Strikes Back" (1980) Mark Hamill. PG'

Movie: »»V. "Hang Em High'"{1%8) Clint Eastwood.

c^-t-,-..^. lo-n »' V _u .. r.
'

—

L t-S-BE — " lc <-"v«e j»'we_ oacx i.ou MarK Harm . pu

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

"The Search for Signs of Intelligent Life in the Universe
What You Do
Supermarket

TUESDAY EVENING MARCH 2"l99T

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop
Looney ~|Bulhvinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q IWWF: Monday NiohTRiw
-

* "Sudden Impact" (1983) Clint Eastwood. R'

Movie: m "Once Upon a Crime (1992)

Get Smart | Superman
L.A. Law

M.T. Moore

Jim Carrey

Van Dyke

Matrix "Death and Taxes'

Crazy About the Movies

Golden Girls

12:00

Timebomb'

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Hunter "The Grab

Bullets

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "The Wild One'
Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q
Basketball

Hitchhiker

Movie: ** "Ultimate Desires" (1991) R q
Movie: **+ "Pale Rider (1985) R' q

Dragnet I Hitchcock

10

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

Design. W
Cur. Affair

4:30

Movie: ** "Shattered Innocence" (1988) Jonna Lee

Lucy Show
Movie: "The Borrower" R'

F-Troop

Thirtysomething Arizona'

5:00

Get Smart

Mysteries

5:30 6:00
Movie: ** "Across the Tracks" (1991) Rick Schmrter
fMu__,M n -!._..._ *m 111- ' ' I..Cheers q

Oprah Winfrey q
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) g

11

14

17

18

21

22

Goof Troop

People Ct
Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

(2-30) Movie: From the

Final 4: 1977

Ten of Us

(2:45) Movie:

25

26

Movie: **V_

Dream Lg

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W

News

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

Newsq
Movie: *Vi "Defense Play (1988) PG

News

News
Newtq

6:30 7:00 7:30

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

Full House q [Wonder Yrs.

Newsq iNBCNews
Movie: •*• >/. The Wild One" (19541 Marlon Brando
Motorcycle Racing

Two Dads iCartoon Ex
NBA Today lUp Close

American Gladiators

Underdog

Anything
| Anything

Business as Usual" (1987)

Yogi Bear Arcade

Jane Pratt

Movie

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

8:00

Movie: ***
8:30

"Final Analysis

9:00 9:30

Full House q | Mr. Cooper
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

(1992) Richard Gere. R q
Roseanne q [Jackie T

10:00

Life Stories: Crisis

10:30

Civil Wars (In Stereo) q

11:00

Movie: "Bloodlines: Murder in the Family "
(1993. Drama)

Brass "iu
cue
M

1
'
Movi» **

.** ^"^MMjM^jmi&sm
ESS.™ lT y^"!"5 Phllad

,

elph^F 'vers From *« Spectrum (Live)

1

lYoy-B^rW
Married.

Wh. Fortune

Class of '96 (In Stereo) q lamaKey West "Act of God" r.

Quantum Leap (in stereo) I Movie: "Bloodlines: Murder in the Family"
j
mTn^

iMar
IMama

SL:",S^A-rHiJ--" .J-'igy.=^5a
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *»»V. "The Defiant Ones"
Hey Dude (R) What You Do [Crazy Kids

ri
1 •:!„,", mitt Drop

Looney

(1958) Super Dave

Bullwinkle

WEDNESDAY EVENING MARCH 3, 1993

Unsolved Mysteries

T1
PG

Movie: **
11:30 12:00

Newsq
Shining Through<" (1992) R

News
News
Newsq
Married

Golden Girls I Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

I For. Knight

Hunter All That Glitters'

News q | Tonight Show (In Stereo) q"

ICollege Basketball: Tennessee at Vanderbilt

MacGyver (In

Matrix "Death and Taxes" I Boxing Brett Lally vs. VinnvPazienl? M i^i
,Mov.e: *m i ne Killing of a Chinese Bookm'{}m) R'

|

Movie: »* "KilICmisTlmnT^
. (1991) R'g [Movie:** " Medicine Man" IW2) Sean Connerv n

Movie: "The Thomas Crown Affair
"

(1968)
(Live) ISportscenter

~

Stereo) q [Hitchhiker

Chairman's Choice Favorite episodes of The Dick Van n.i<P Rhnu.'
I A I -tui lft«_-..:-. . . 77TT. T. J- -™LA. Law Movie: ** 7 Saw What You Did" (1988. Suspense)

Lucy Show

"The Handmaids Tale R
Movie: "Hostile Takeover

4:00

Thirtysomething

F-Troop Get Smart

Mysteries

4:30

(3:30) Movie: "Club Fed"

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

[Cheers q
Edroon

Oprah Winfrey q

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

Donahue (In Stereo) q

5:00 5:30

Family Playhouse: Ida Early

Cheers q [News

Newsq

Goof Troop

People Ct

(3:00)

Tom, Jerry

Cur. Affair

Up Close

Movie: "Seven-Ups'

Ten of Us

(3:30)

Dream Lg.

Two Dads

American'

(3.00) Movie: ** Ishtar

Underdog

Anything

Yogi Bear

Anything

Design. W. | Murphy B.

Oprah W'infrey
iT[iTmy Toon

I Batman q

Movie: **

6:00 6:30

Movie: »»* "Dragonslaver"

7:00 7:30

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Full House q | Wonder Yrs"

Newsq NBC News

Motorcycle Racing

Author! Author!" (1982) Al Pacing PG

Cartoon Express

Inside PGA ISportscenter

American Gladiators

(1981) Peter MacNicol. PG
Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q
Movie:

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married,

Wh. Fortune

8.00 8:30 9:00 9:30
Movie: »»'/2 "Necessary Roughness (1991) PG-13' g
Wonder Y.

IHome Imp
Unsolved Mysteries (R) g

10:00

Crypt Tales

American Comedy Awards (In Stereo) g

10:30

Dream On g

Homicide: Life

In the Heat of the Night The Leftover Man" (In Stereo)

In the Heat of the Night "The Leftover Man " (In Stereo)

Beverly HiHs, 90210 q
Unsolved Mysteries (R) q

*** Jesus Christ Superstar" (1973) Ted Neeley
College Basketball: Wake Forest at North Carolina

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)
Movie: ** "The Curse of the Fly" (1965) IMovie: *Vz "Feds" (1988) "PG-13
Movie: »V. "The New Adventures of Pippt Longstockinq

•"

Arcade
I Hey Dude (R)

Jane Pratt

What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Murder, She Wrote q

"Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai'

Movie: **V?

Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Homicide: Life

Crime 8 Punishment q

11:00 11:30 12:00
Movie: "Hostages" (1993) Kathy Bates, g

48 Hours "Lies (In Stereo)

48 Hours "Lies' (In Stereo)

Mama Mama
Crime 8 Punishment q

Movie: *»* "Fail-Safe (1964, Suspense) Henry Fonda
College Basketball: Boston College at Seton Hall (Live)

Movie Tainted Blood" (1993. Suspense) Raquel Welch
Ricochet (199 1) Denzel Washington R IMovie: »-'/; "One False Mov

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married

Golden Girls 1 Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition [Curves

Hunter Cries of Silence

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: •»'/. "Return of the J,

Awards Prev. ISportscenteT

(1983)

MacGyver Thin Ice q ~| Hitohhifcer

Looney [Bulfwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart | Superman
Portrait of a Teacher

Movie: »*V. "One False Move (1991) Bill Paxton R
M.T.Moore

I Van Dyke [Dragnet
I A. Hitchcock

Movie: *** The George McKenna Story (1986)

And Justice for All R
Movie: »V. "Party Incorporated (1989)

Lucy Show |F-froop

Thirtysomethin(|

Get Smart

Mysteries

„

) H

1
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Help Wanted
SPEND THE SUMMER IN THE
BEAUTIFUL CATSKILL
MOUNTAINS OF NEW YORK.
ACHIEVE A CHALLENGING AND
REWARDING SUMMER
EXPERIENCE WORKING IN A
RESIDENTIAL CAMPUS FOR
ADULTS WITH PHYSICAL AND
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
COUNSELORS, CABIN LEADERS,
PROGRAM LEADERS. ALL
STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED
TO APPLY. SEASON DATES JUNE 1

UNTIL AUGUST 19. GOOD
SALARY, ROOM AND BOARD, AND
SOME TRAVEL ALLOWANCE.
CALL MARCIE AT (301) 422-9454

FOR INFORMATION OR WRITE
TO CAMP JENED, P.O. BOX 483.

RPCL ROCK HILL, NY 12775 (914)

434-2220.

250 Counselors and Instructors needed!

Coed summer camp in Poconos

Mountains, Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box

234 CC, Kenilworth, NJ 07033 (908)

276-0998.

SUMMER JOBS

ALL LAND/WATER SPORTS
PRESTIGE CHILDRENS' CAMPS

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS NEAR
LAKE PLACID

CALL 1-800-786-8373

Summer camp staff positions available in

South-Central Pennsylvania. Counselors,

waterfront, program specialists needed.

Good salaries, generous time-off.

Contact: Barbara Nealon, Penn Laurel

Girl Scout Council, 1600 Mt. Zion Road,

York, PA, 17401 (1-800-673-2561)

ALASKA SUMMER
PLOYMENT -fisheries.

$600/week in canneries

$4,000+/month on fishing boats.

EM-
Earn

or

Free

transportation! Room & Board! Over

8,000 openings. No experience

necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call 1-206-545-

4155 ext. A5246

||T'"W
SPRING BREAK

PANAMA Cin BEACH
FLORIDA

> High quality beachfront accommoda-

tions for 7 exciting nights.

'Round trip chartered motor coach.

1 Free pool deck parties, activities, &
promotions.

•Inter-Campus Programs ID/Discount

card.

• On-location staff for complete

assistance.

• All taxes, tips, & service charges

included

$200»$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No

selling. You're paid direct. Fully

guaranteed. FREE Information -24 hour

hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright #

PA027950

Free trip to Cancun, Mexico. Organize

a small group and travel free as a

college rep with sun bound vacations.

Prices start from $419.00. Complete

packages includes round trip jet

service, hotel transfers, 7 nights hotel,

beach parties, daily sunshine, exotic

nightlife, tequila happy hour and

much more. For the best value and the

most fun filled spring break package

call (800) SUN TREK or (800) 786-

8735 for further details and

reservation.

Roommates \ Rentals

College Park Apartments now signing for

fall 1993 and spring 1994 semesters.

Utilities included, furnished. Call 226-

7092.

Nice quiet furnished apartment for 3 or 4

girls. Call 226-8225.

Remodeled 2 and 3 bedroom mobile

homes for rent available for summer, fall

and spring '94. Call 227-2800.

Nice houses and apartments available for

summer 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Nice houses and apartments available for

fall 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Apartment for rent above Dan Estadt

Sport Shop for Fall and Spring '93-'94

semesters. Call 226-4871.

Efficiency apartment—for one female

student. Fully furnished. Ideal location.

One block from campus. Call 764-3690.

Furnished apartment for two female

students. Ideal location two blocks from

campus. Call 764-3690.

Furnished apartments for four female

students. Ideal locations. Two blocks

from campus. Call 764-3690.

Room for rent with cooking privileges.

Call 782-3262

189
1

*!TM TRANSPOHHTOK

F<h information and reservations

Thorn 227-2497
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GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.

sorority, team, club, etc. pitches

in just one hour and your group

can raise $1,000 in |ust a tew

days! Plus a chance to earn

$1,000 for yourself! No cost

No- obligation. 1-800-932-0528,

ext. 65.

Nice, clean apartment for 4. One-and-a-

half blocks from campus on Wood Street.

$750/semester/person including heat.

One year lease. May to May. 226-7171

New apartments for rent for fall semester,

two locations, 3 or 4 students. Call 354-

2992.

For rent sleeping room only. Very near

college campus. Female students only.

For summer semesters and fall semester.

For more information call 226-5647.

Sales & Services
Monday Madness at Ceo's

Buy 1 large or medium pizza, get a 2nd

at half price (of equal or lesser value).

Call 227-9111.

1992 PSAC West Championship Hats

available at the football office for a cost

of $9. Hats come in blue or white.

Two 4 Tuesday at Geo's

Buy 1 large or medium pizza, get a 2nd

at half price (of equal or lesser value).

Call 227-9111.

**True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose from 50

colors. Located in Sligo, PA, 10 miles

south of Clarion. Call for appointments

after 5:00 pjn. 358-2715.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
'89 Mercedes...$200; '86 VW...S50; '87

Mercedes...$100; '65 Mustang. ..$50;

Choose from thousands starting $50.

FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline.

801-379-2929 Copyright #PA027910.

The position of student trustee is going to

be open next semester. For all interested,

please pick up an application in the

Student Senate office or call Crystal at

226-8469.

For Sale: Model "D" Series Leading

Edge Computer-dual floppy-disk drive,

display monitor, keyboard, EPSON Dot

Matrix Printer, and word -processing

software available. Please call. Price

negotiable. 968-4360.

Announcements
Campus Activities Board of Venango

Campus presents Steel Magnolias, a

stage play by Robert Harling performed

by a Big League Theatricals National

Tour. Monday, March 8, at 8:00 p.m. at

Cranberry Junior-Senior High School.

$7 Adults, $4 under 18, $2 Clarion

University students with valid ID card.

For tickets or information, call 676-6591

.

Ask for the book store.

Applications for Student Senate

Secretary for academic year '93-'94 are

available at the Student Senate office,

269GemmeU. Deadline: 3/19/93.

Narcotics Anon, meetings are held

Saturdays at 1:00 p.m. and Sundays at

7:00 p.m. at the old hospital at the south

end of 7th Ave. There are Alcoholics

Anon, meetings on Monday night at 8:30

p.m. in the Lutheran church behind the

Court House; Tuesday and Wednesday at

8:30 p.m. at the old hospital; Thursday at

8:00 p.m. in the Court House on the third

floor in the front. For more information

call the Clarion County Drug and

Alcohol Adm. (226-5888).

"TO BE YOUR VOICE, WE MUST
HEAR YOUR VOICE."

-1993 Student Senate

Student Senate meetings are held

Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in 246 Gemmell.

All are welcome to attend.

SUNDAY EVENING UNIVERSITY
MASS-6:00 p.m. AT I.C. CHURCH
Join us on February 28 -the First Sunday

of Lent—as we celebrate the Rite of

Election with Heidi Kessler, Art Stewart,

Jenny Irwin, Larry Walton and Jenny

Smith. This final stage of the R.C.I.A.

process will lead to Art and Heidi's

baptism and Jenny, Larry and Jenny's

reception into the church during the

Paschal (Easter) Season.

Christian Rock Fans! Tune in to Under

the Cross-Fire Sundays from 1-3 p.m.

on WCCB 640 a.m. Music that's beyond

belief!

Attention Seniors: Career Services, 114

Egbert Hall, is currently accepting

resumes for interviews in March with the

following companies: Fastenal, The

Limited, FN Wolf, Metro. Life, Bankers

Life, Northwestern Mutual Life, Glen

Mills Schools, Ames Dept. Stores,

Wallace Computers, Baltimore Life.

Stop by the office for more info.

Personals
Congratulations Mike, T.R., Dave, Mario

and Brian. You are finally brothers.

Love Amy

Good luck Bobbie, Brigitte and Monica.

Break a leg. Love your Delta Zeta

Sisters.

AXP, Thanks for an awesome mixer.

Can't wait till next time. Love Delta

Zeta.

To the Sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon,

Thanks for getting into the sheets with

us. We had a great time and hope you

did too. When it comes to great mixers

no one beats you. The Brothers of Delta

Chi

Amy Schaub-You're doing great little.

Keep it up! Merr

To the Sisters of Delta Zeta: Lick it,

smack it, suck it, the whole night

through, Mexican night was great with

you! Thanks for the great mixer. The

Brothers of AXP
P.S. Jill I hope you are feeling better.

To the Sisters of Delta Zeta: Thanks for

the Valentine card. It was cool. The

Brothers of Kappa Delta Rho.

Sarah, sorry about Sunday. I'm so glad

your my lil-Happy 19th birthday-Love

your big.

To the Sisters of ASA: Thanks for

thinking of us on Valentine's Day. The

Brothers of Kappa Delta Rho.

Schmeider: Thanks for the candy. Hope

you had a nice Valentine's Day. Love,

the Brothers of Kappa Delta Rho.

To the Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha:

Thanks for the mixer. Hopefully we can

have more fun sometime this semester.

The Brothers of Kappa Delta Rho.

Phi Sigma Sigma would like to thank

Michelle Schmeider for doing a

wonderful job with rush!! Love, your

Phi Sig Sisters

Andrea, Robin, Amy, Maryann, Jen,

Misty, Shan, Lorrie, Holly and Dana:

Thanks for a great birthday! You're the

best! Love, Kelly

Michael, Happy 20th birthday,

Dimpleface! I love you!! Lisa

Lisa and Mike, Congratulations on your

engagement. Good luck and we don't

want to hear the pitter patter of little feet

yet. Love ya, Jen & Kel

To the Brothers of Delta Chi, we had a

great time once again! We'll toga with

you guys anytime! Love, the Sisters of D
PhiE

Happy Birthday Sarah, Charlotte, Julie and

Marti . Love, your Sisters of D Phi E

KDP--We were ready to party with our PTs on.

We danced all night til the break of dawn. It

was a great time guys. Can't wait to do it

again. Love, the Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha

Happy Birthday to Jenny F. and Jenny K! Love

your Theta Phi Alpha Sisters.

Rich Metzger: Thanks so much for those

wonderful Valentine's gifts. I never imagined

they would be such sincere gifts from your

heart. Me

Kevin-These are the days to remember

and I certainly will. Thank you for

making my heart smile and hey, "You

gotta call that love man." Always-Your

Sweet Baby

»»><

r FREE ~
Membership with this coupon %4f

Wilkinson TV & Video *
44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE MoviesJ

Spring Break:
CANCUN, NASSAU

from $299
Organ lze a small group for FREE tr ip

CALL 1 (800) GET-SUN-1

Summer jobs/internships at camp for children/teens/adults with

physical disabilities. Seeking mature, responsible individuals for

assistant director/activity coordinator, cooking instructor,

nutrition instructor, counselors, art director, nature/camping

instructor, lifetime leisure coordinator, VVSI, lifeguard,

maintenance and kitchen staff. No experience needed for

counselors. Salary+room/board.

Call 1-800-243-5787 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.).
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Time stands still as Shipp injures CUP playoff hopes
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

The atmosphere just seemed

strange. Tippin Gym was

emitting the same aroma as it

had three years ago, when

Features Editor Dan Parrish

forced me to blowoff an

important meeting, and coaxed

me into staying for the

conclusion of a Clarion-

California game. Dan told me

that he "felt something was

going to happen." What

happened was a bench clearing

melee that made the "Thrilla in

Manila" look like a shoving

match in an elementary school

playground.

That same stench crept into

Tippin one year later in a game

that featured an IUP center

named Paul Newman. If the

name wasn't strange enough,

Newman, who had already

scored 40 points on the night,

missed four consecutive

technical foul shots to send the

game into the first of three

overtimes.

Since then, this olfactory

sensation seemed to have

forgotten where Clarion was

located until about 4:43 p.m. on

a peaceful Saturday afternoon.

With Clarion trailing by two,

76-74, with just over four

seconds to play, Shippensburg

was set to inbound the ball from

underneath their own hoop. The

only task Raiders' forward Brian

Rehm needed to perform was to

•••• Four Star Pizza

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11AM-12AM

Thurs 11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat 11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

March Special
2-16" cheese Pizzas

Only $11.99 plus tax

BREADSTICKS... ONLY $1.49

Good only thru

3-31-93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

fTTU

Dinner

for four

Only $8.99
PLUS TAX

Includes 16" one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

lirrited ddivery area ohty EXP 3/3 1/93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Sub
for two

Only $4.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 3/31/93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

fTTT.l

Dinner

for two

Only $6.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

Sm»ed delivery area only EXP 3/31/93

successfully pass the ball to a

teammate, and this game was

over.

All of a sudden, out of

nowhere and without warning, it

sifted its way into Tippin.

At first, I thought Dante may

have overcooked a pretzel at the

concession stand, but, as the

aroma became more apparent, I

knew it was no ordinary

fragrance. The atmosphere just

seemed strange.

Rehm accepted the ball from

underneath his own basket and

impatiently searched for a

teammate to relay it to. Two

seconds, three seconds, four

seconds expired. To avoid a

five-second violation, Rehm

attempted a desperation heave

downcourt.

Clarion guard Scott Lang

intercepted the pass at half-court,

dribbled up the right sideline and

tried to win the game with a last

second three-pointer. "'When I

let it go, I said to myself, 'I just

won this game,'" Lang said. "I

couldn't believe it didn't go

down." The ball caromed off the

back iron and slowly bounced its

way to the top of the key where

it found the awaiting arms of

Kwame Morton. Morton, not

hearing a buzzer as of yet,

quickly unleashed a three-point

shot that ricochetted off of the

rim and into the hands of Dave

Wojciechowski. Wojciechowski

gave a head fake, took one

dribble, and softly placed the

ball into the basket with the

clock reading 0.3 seconds

remaining in the game.

How did all of this action

occur in just 3.8 seconds?

The clock was on pause. No

time had expired from the

moment Lang stole the ball until

the time Morton received it.

Wojciechowski said after the

game, "I thought the buzzer had

already gone off, and we had

lost. I was just shooting a shot

after the game."

After a short conference at the

scorer's table, the officials

awarded Clarion the basket, and

Wojciechowski's shot "after the

game" had sent it into overtime,

76-76.

In overtime, Rehm
compensated for his inbounding

blunder by scoring eight points,

and Shipp guard Rico Hernandez

nailed an off-balance jumper

with one second left on the shot

clock to abduct the Eagles, 88-

85.

Clarion led 40-32 at the half

and increased it to 59-49 with

ten minutes to play in the game.

Khalid Mumin's thunderous

double-pump jam followed by

Bob Young's three-point missile

vaulted the Raiders in front for

the first time since the opening

bucket, 68-63.

Young nailed two free throws

to give Shipp a 76-71 lead with

nine seconds remaining. Then

Wojociechowski took over.

Wojo dribbled the length of the

court and nailed a 22-footer to

cut the lead to two; then

subconsciously followed

Morton's errant prayer to send

the game to overtime.

Steve Branch led the Eagles

with 24 points and 12 rebounds,

but the nine for 36 combined

shooting of Morton and Roy

Bumoskey spelled doom for the

hosts. Morton finished the day

four of 19 from the floor, and

Bumoskey missed on all eight of

his three-point attempts en route

to a five for 17 night.

The loss drastically injured the

playoff hopes of the Eagles, as

they now need to win their next

two games, and then pray for

assistance. Clarion (17-8, 5-5)

travelled to The Rock on

Wednesday and will close out

the regular season in Indiana on

Saturday. Two Clarion wins

combined with a Shipp loss

would result in a playoff berth.

College Park Apartments

Now signing for Fall 1993 and

Spring 1 994 semesters

utilities included, furnished

call 226-7092

i » »
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Chancellor goes before state Senate

Committee for appropriations request

by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-Chief and

State System of Higher

Education Chancellor James H.

McCormick told the state Senate

Appropriations Committee on

Tuesday that downsizing in order

to balance the budget has

resulted in state-owned

universities turning away

approximately 9,000 students

each year or almost 10 percent

of the total enrollment.

McCormick also said that if

the legislature does not give

more funding than what Gov.

Robert Casey is requesting then

programs and admissions will

have to be cut more than they

already are.

McCormick appealed to the

Legislature to consider the

budget request SSHE is asking

"over the five year period

running through FY 1993-94, the

State System will have sustained

cumulative reductions to our

budgetary base which exceeds

$192 million."

Since the System was created,

state funding has continuously

decreased from year to year and

has not kept up with enrollment.

The System has seen an

approximate increase of 20

percent in the number of full-

time students since 1983.

"In 1983, the Commonwealth

provided 64.4 percent of the total

funding for the System's

instructional budget," said

McCormick. "This year, the

Commonwealth supports just

50.5 percent."

McCormick said that publicly

owned universities "are working

hard" to maintain quality

". . .over thefive yearperiod running through

FY 1993-94, the State System will have

sustained cumulative reductions to our

budgetary base which exceeds $192 million.

"

-Chancellor James H. McCormick

for over that of Gov. Casey.

McCormick requested $407

million in state funds which is

$27 million more than Casey

requested.

"Our current generation of

students is facing a reduction in

the caliber of their educational

experience," said McCormick.

"Too few offerings of high-

demand courses, too many

buildings with severe

infrastructure deferments,

science and computer labs not

adequately equipped to prepare

our students to compete in an

intense global economy."

Casey recommended that the

state-owned universities receive

$357.9 million in base state

appropriations for the 1993-94

fiscal year. This amount is

identical to the base funding for

this year.

McCormick estimated that

education in the face of these

cutbacks.

Part of Casey's budget

pacakge is a proposed tuition

challenge which would provide

the state system with $200 for

each full-time undergraduate

state resident if tuition does not

increase more than a percentage

equal to the Consumer Price

Index (CPI) for the 1993-94

academic year.

Gara Smith, Clarion University

Student Senate president,

remains hesitant over Casey's

proposed tuition challenge

program. "The State System

stands to gain from the tuition

challenge program because of its

large Pennsylvania resident

enrollment. But, I am also

concerned about the out-of-state

resident students- which there are

some 5,462." Smith went on to

question the lifespan of the

University Relations photo

Chancellor McCormick spoke at Clarion University in 1990.

McCormick presented the State System's appropriation

request on Tuesday before a state Senate Committee.

international exchange programs, maintenance, $50.3 million;

especially if this proposal goes

through. "The 'college

experience' is to encompass

learning and experiencing

diversity. It seems only logical

that the best way to learn

multiculturalism at a university

is to have a multi-cultural

student body."

Chancellor McCormick also

reviewed for the Senate

Appropriations Committee the

special purpose appropriations

requested by the Board of

Governors, including deferred

affirmative action eforts, $1.6

million; Library of the Future,

$2.3 million; instructional

technology, $3.5 million; the

Pennsylvania Academy for the

Profession of Teaching, $1

million; rural participation in

post-secondary education,

$735,000; compliance with the

Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA), $6.9 million; Americans

with Disabilities Outreact

Center, $425,000; Labor Studies

Center, $300,000; International

Business Centers, $750,000; and

Celebrating over 70 years as a student newspaper
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The issue at

hand

I have never fired a gun in my

life, and I am rather proud of that

fact. People who know my

family are surprised by that

admission becausq most of my

"better half are what some

would call the "great game

hunters of western

Pennsylvania." It's not that I

don't condone hunting or gun

ownership, it's just that I've

never been given a good enough

reason to hold a gun in my hand.

Most of all, I've never felt the

need to learn how to use a gun

for my own safety, knowing

there was a higher body of law

out there to protect me—a law-

abiding citizen. That is, until

now.

A few months ago a letter to

the editor at the Clarion Call

newspaper was written lobbying

for hand guns for Public Safety.

Many reasons were given as to

why this body of the law should

be allowed to carry a deadly

weapon in this "peaceful"

college community. The main

reason was student safety.

Student reaction varied and the

Call received a few answers such

as this: "Guns?!? You want to

give them GUNS?!? First they'll

kill all the longhairs, then they'll

declare the entire borough under

martial law." You get the point.

Not many people took the safety

issue seriously which isn't

surprising since quite a few

people view Public Safety as

little more than "rent-a-cops" in

uniform. I'm afraid I was one of

the guilty majority until I looked

into the situation further.

If you think about it, Public

Safety are little more than

average citizens put into uniform

and told, "You've been hired to

protect me and the students on

this campus. I'm giving you a

nightstick and a flashlight—go

Michelle Sporer

do your job." This scenario

might have been fine for

Mayberry in the 1950's, but

today it is a little farfetched. The

times have changed and Public

Safety's job description with it.

Not only do they have to protect

the student community, but they

also have to be there for the

community as a whole.

Public Safety can be called in

for backup if the state police

are not available to assist

borough police in an emergency.

(cont. on pg. 4)

As gunfire erupted in Texas

Tuesday, between religious zelot

David Koresh and Federal

Agents, President Clinton fired

his own shots at the National

Rifle Association. Uncle Bill

accused the NRA of being

"fixated" on its opposition to gun

control saying, "It's not going to

kill anybody to wait a couple of

days to get a handgun." William

further admonished, "It is an

error for (the NRA) to oppose

every attempt to bring some

safety and some rationality" to

this issue.

What?! Excuse me?! Yes, I

know guns are involved here, but

unless David Koresh is a

member of the NRA, I'm not

quite sure how these two issues

are connected. If I had to take a

guess, I would say as soon as

Koresh fired the first shot, Big

Bill licked his lips and called up

Sarah Brady of Handgun,

Control, Inc.

Sarah formed HCI soon after

one of John Hinkley's bullets

(aimed at Ronald Reagan)

entered her husband Jim's skull.

Jim ended up paralyzed and in a

wheelchair, and now Sarah

wants anyone remotely

interested in firearms to have

their rights in a similar

predicament. The Brady Bill

proposes bans on semi-automatic

handguns, shotguns and rifles,

and extended waiting periods for

the purchase of firearms. Cousin

Willie agrees wholeheartedly.

Rumor has it he intends to see

The Brady Bill as law. God I

hope not.

I happen to vehemently believe

in the Second Amendment and

my right as a law abiding citizen

to keep and bear arms. I am a

proud member of the NRA and a

firearms enthusiest. I hunt, shoot

recreationally, intend to shoot

competitively and will have an

extensive gun collection. I also

believe citizens have the right to

own and carry guns for self-

defense.

I concede that problems

involving the use of firearms

occur in our society at an

alarming rate. Kids are bringing

weapons to school, drive by

shootings happen daily in the

inner cities, and drug traffickers

are armed like the special forces.

However trite it may seem, my

arguement is: Guns don't kill

people. People kill people.

Over 20,000 people die in

alcohol related auto accidents

per year. Are Bill and Lee

Iacoca planning on banning

cars? Or how about at least

having to wait a couple of weeks

after buying one before you can

(cont. ofpg.J)
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Very bad

timing

Dear Editor:

As a graduate, an annual

contributor and political

supporter of Clarion University, I

would love to say that I support

a new president's residence.

Unfortunately, I cannot. Not

only is this the wrong time to

build such a residence (as our

current president has not

indicated a need for it), but our

federal, state and local

government financial conditions

cannot justify it.

Of even greater concern is that

the cost of this residence would

be $890,000. Living in Eastern

Pennsylvania and working in

Central New Jersey, I can tell

you that a million dollar home

contains over 4,000 square feet

and an acre of land. Keep in

mind that central New Jersey's

housing costs rival those of

California

Eight-hundred and ninety

thousand dollars for a home in

Clarion County is by far out of

the realm of reality in that the

low real estate values simply

don't support it. In Clarion I

would expect this home to rival

even the nicest mansions in my

home county.

Considering that the current

residence has served the college

very well in the past and can so

in the future, it appears that the

expenditure for a new residence

has nothing to do with the

campus. Rather, it is a simple

ploy by local trustees to gain

financial benefits for the local

economy that simply cannot be

justified. That says little for the

credibility of Clarion's Board of

Trustees. Governor Casey, I

expect that your staff will

examine this expenditure and

take appropriate action tor our

students. Clarion's students need

an education, not a new

residence.

Daniel J. Devine

BS 1980, MBA 1983

My visit to

Clarion

University

My other complaint comes

from the fact that none of the

facilities or equipment can be

used without a student

identification card.

Case in point, as a visiting

alumni who contributed funds to

build the student center, could

not have played racquetball at

the center without my student

identification card. Fortunately,

I haven't gotten around to

throwing that very useless piece

of laminated cardboard away as

of yet.

University's as a whole are

judged by the education they

provide and the number of the

graduates who can find jobs in

their field. Many of those field's

are professional in nature, and

the work hours are from 9 a.m.-

5 p.m., Monday-Friday, with

weekends off.

Being a recent graduate

myself, I have taken the

opportunity to visit the

university on the only possible

days that I can, Saturdays and

Sundays. This means that

unless I hold on to my student

i 9
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Superman
Returns
on April 16

Early reservations for the 5

issues that have priority

Comic Books
101

Across from the Loomis on

South 6th Ave.

Mon-Sat (noon -5:30)

Friday (noon-7:00)

227-2544

Dear Editor:

I would like to share some of

my more distasteful feelings I

had concerning a recent visit to

Clarion. First of all, why in

heaven's name is the bookstore

closed on weekends? Who was

the mental midget who came up

with the idea of closing the

bookstore all day on both

Saturdays and Sundays?

It doesn't take a genius to

realize that any student's parents

who may want to visit them,

would do it on a weekend. The

reason for this is obvious, to

continue to pay those ever

increasing tuition fees, parents

of today's college students must

have full-time jobs. —

j

The bookstore, I understand, after buying one betore you can

was also closed the Sunday pick it up? Wrong answer,

following homecoming, one of Billie and Sarah are taking

the busiest days of the year, both horrible situations such as

on campus and in town. I Korish's Texas stand-off and Jim

wonder if those in charge of the Brady's paralysis and playing

bookstore were sharp enough to your emouons.

open the "student-owned" store When you see a gun they

for say Parent's Weekend? I want you to react at the gut level,

doubt iV
unthinkingly. Guns are bad.

While I don't think the Guns put people in wheelchairs,

bookstore would be swamped Guns kill people,

with wall-to-wall customers Horsecrap. Some sick idiot

throughout the entire day, I who doesn't belong wondering

certainly believe that enough around on the streets is bad He

business would be guaranteed to put Jim Brady in a wheelchair,

warrant it being open for at least He kills people. That s the cold,

four hours throughout the honest truth,

afternoon. The walk-in traffic So what can we do to keep

from students and organizations guns out of the hands of the bad-

using the student complex would guys you ask? Well read on^

more than cover the store's For starters, let s have

operating expenses. mandatory jail-time for people

card. I can't use the university

facilities, even though I paid to

build them. Nor can 1 shop in

the university bookstore. I can,

nonetheless, shop at Booksmith

Trading for sweatshirts and other

items, which is exactly what I

did.

Another minor point that I

personally have learned from

being in the "real" world is that

proper attitude is totally

necessary when dealing with the

public.

Perhaps the university should

start checking on some of its

employees. The few that were

working at the student center on

the Saturday I was in town were

very rude and uncooperative.

This ranges from the gentleman

working behind the desk, to the

the three public safety workers

that were needed to unlock the

center's doors and to stand

around and do nothing for two

hours. In an age of financial belt

tightening, getting an honest and

worthwhile work day from

support employees should be the

number one priority. I've got bad

news for CUP, most of your

employees are not giving you

that and it's hurting.

Running a university, which in

essence is a business, takes a lot

of intelligence and just a little bit

of common sense on the proper

way of handling matters from a

sound public relations

standpoint.

It's a good thing I don't run my

business or my office the way

Clarion University is allowing

some of its more important

offices and building's to be run,

because my diploma would be

worth less than it presently is. It

certainly wouldn't be worth the

$15 fee.

Unfortunately, Clarion

University will continue to

struggle in the depths of

ineptitude until some key

administrators and staff wake up

and start using their heads.

Harry Hartman is a Clarion

University alumnis

THE WAY I SEE IT
(Cont. from pg. 2)

who commit crimes with

firearms. No parole, no plea-

bargaining, no B.S. Let's build

us some big old prisons and put

em' to good use. Texas' favorite

son Kordish, charged with

attempted murder (yes with a

gun) was set free after a mistrial.

Gimme a break.

Because someone probably

misquoted his Miranda rights,

this guy goes free. I think the

fault here lies with our legal

system, not with guns or the

NRA.
To further weed out the

weirdo's and protect the rights

and lives of the innocent

citizenry, each state should have

provision for a concealed carry

permit. Each citizen wanting to

be legally licenced to carry

should have to complete a safety

and training program

adminstered and certified by

their state. The state of Florida

has created just such a program.

To date, of the 128,615

applicants, 777 were denied for

various reasons. Out of those

licensed, only 83 had their

licences revolked due to crime

related activity, and only 15 of

those involved the use of a

firearm. (Statistics by Florida

State University Criminologist,

Gary Kleck.) Gee folks, thats

about .0001%. Sounds like die

program works to me...

Anyhow, to make a long

sermon short. It has been said:

"Nothing is intrinsically good or

evil, but its manor of usage may

make it so." People kill people,

Bin _ Not Guns.
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Scholarship School Supplies

64 Merle St.. Clarion 226-8832
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Whole language management
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Teacher Created Materials
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Open Mon.-Fri. 2PM-8PM
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Hide Park
(cont. from pg. 2)

Sometimes there is only one

man on patrol for the state police

and this person might be too far

away to get to the "crime scene"

immediately. Instead, Public

Safety can be called in for

assistance since they are in the

area. [Public Safety has the

option of declining borough

requests for assistance].

This is fine, but a handicap

has been put on the situation

especially if it involves a

domestic dispute or a "blind"

situation where you don't know

if weapons are involved. Not

only does the state or borough

officer have to look out for

himself when "going in," but he

also has to look out for the

Public Safety officer who is

"going in" with him, without a

gun. If he gets shot the Public

Safety officer's hands are

effectively tied and you just

might have two casualties

instead of one.

That got me thinking a little

bit, but it wasn't enough to

convince me that Public Safety

needed firearms because really,

violent crime in Clarion was a

lot like running a stop sign.

Until a formerly convicted

rapist showed up on the campus

doorstep with some "fun" in

mind? Things get a little more

serious and Clarion crime

doesn't seem as funny. And then

there was an armed robbery on

campus a few weeks ago. At

this point someone should have

stood up to administration and

said,
" Hey look, violent crime

has come to Clarion whether you

like it or not, and now what are

you going to do about it!?"

Violent crime has slowly made

its way north from Pittsburgh

and other large cities and it was

only a matter of time before rural

Clarion would feel the effects.

That time has come and I don't

feel safe anymore which means

that Public Safety isn't doing

their job.

Which means they can't do

their job unless administration

lets them do their job, which is

to protect the public. So my

question to administration is,

"What is it going to take before

you wise up and let Public

Safety do what they're paid for?

An armed robbery didn't do it so

I guess you're holding out for a

murder."

Frankly, I wouldn't want to be

in public relation's shoes or

administration's if the

unthinkable happens. Just think

of all the bad press.

If there is any doubt that Public

Safety officers are qualified for

the "honor" of carrying a

weapon let me put your mind at

ease.

All Public Safety officers have

gone through some form of

police academy training. Some

have been state police officers

and others have served in some

form of protection agency. So

yes, they are qualified.

But, the firearms decision has

to be made by administration.

And, knowing how they've

worked in the past, that could

take years.

I'm going home this weekend

and I think I'll have one of the

"great outdoorsmen" show me

how to handle a loaded weapon.

I don't want to be the murder

victim that changes

administrative policy.

Michelle Sporer is ajunior

Communication major.
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Students in support of President Clinton's plan
„Mtinn ---^ 700.000 entry-level jobs this president included teachir

Washington- Supporters of

President Clinton's economic

reform package are asking

250,000 college students to

contact members of Congress in

support of the president's plan

and its emphasis on creating jobs

and service opportunities for

America's youth.

The effort is part of a massive

public relations campaign to help

sell the tough economic

message, which also would

require tax hikes for middle and

upper-income households.

Despite the hard medicine,

College Democrats of America-

the prime sponsor of the drive

says the plan is essential for the

future success of today's youth.

"The whole premise of the plan

is to save our future," said Mike

Evans, the group's director of

special projects. "We have a lot

of young people who are looking

for work."

The College Democrats asked

each chapter to rally at least 500

students to make telephone calls

to members of Congress.

"President Clinton is saving

our future," read a flier sent to

the College Democrat chapters.

"The presidents' plan is bold and

The Clarion Call is currently taking

applications for the following positions for the

1993-94 academic year:

Editor-in-Chief Features Editor

Managing Editor Photography Editor

News Editor Advertising Manager

Sports Editor Business Manager

Advertising Design Manager

Copy and Design Manager

Circulation Manager

**These are all paid positions and open to any

undergraduate student at the university.

**Interested students can pick up an

application in the Clarion Call office in 270

Gemmell.

**The deadline for application submission is

Friday, March 19, 1993.

courageous, representing change

and shared sacrifice."

Nonetheless, the national

outcry over the tax provisions of

Clinton's plan (formally outlined

Feb. 17) has mobilized College

Republicans as well.

"The administration wrongfully

assumes that tax increases will

produce economic growth," said

Tony Zagotta, national chairman

of College Republicans. Zagotta

is asking all 1,000 campus

chapters to make at least 100

calls to Washington during the

next week.

In his economic address,

Clinton asked for a variety of

new education, training and

service initiatives affecting

youth, beginning with summer

employment

His plan calls for adding

700,000 entry-level jobs this

summer for youth working on

public improvement projects

such as roads or bridges, or in

community service. The

president also asked for

cooperation from the private

sector to provide as many as one

million new summer jobs.

Returning to a theme from last

year's presidential campaign,

Clinton also outlined plans for a

new national service program to

help young people defray the

cost of college.

Under the initiative, students

could perform service even as

teenagers in exchange for future

college aid.

Service performed during and

after college also could qualify

students for loan assistance.

Some examples cited by the

president included teaching,

police work and employment in

social services.

In his speech, Clinton

compared the national service

program to the GI Bill enacted

after World War II and the Peace

Corps created in the 1960s. He

said it could define the character

of a new generation.

"In the future, historians who

got their education through the

national service loan will look

back and thank you for giving

America a new lease on life if

you meet this challenge," he told

a joint session of Congress.

Overall, the president's

proposals, if enacted, would trim

the federal deficit from a

projected $346 billion to about

$200 billion a year by fiscal year.

1997.

STUDENT
Clarion Racket Apartment

4 and 5 people

Free membership to racket club

226-8271

Contact Ron

located on 2nd Avenue
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News

Express Shop may close fall semester weekends

by Russ Worling

News writer

Due to poor sales, the Express

Shop may be forced to close on

weekends next 'semester. Sales

during the week are good but not

enough to carry over to the

weekend.

According to bookstore and

Express Shop manager, Ed

Biertempfel, "Students who use

the shop on the weekends

appreciate the service but there

film developing. Tobacco

products are not sold due to Dr.

Reinhard's efforts for a smoke-

free campus.

There are four specials running

currently. Two hotdogs and a

16oz. drink for $1.29; breakfast

muffins and coffee for $1.20;

two 16oz. Pepsi products for

$.99 and when you rent three

videos get a fourth free and an

extra day rental free.

Contrary to belief, the

bookstore and Express Shop are

"Students who use the shop on the weekends

appreciate the service but there aren 't

enough students coming in.
"

-Ed Biertempfel

aren't enough students coming

in."

The Express Shop prices are

lower or at least competitive to

area convenience stores. The

shop carries soup, hotdogs,

nachos, snacks and drinks.

The Express Shop also has a

balloon delivery service, a care

package service, video rental and

owned by the students of Clarion

University.

Student Senate has asked for

suggestions to make the

bookstore and Express Shop

better for the student.

Suggestions may be dropped off

at the Student Senate office, the

Bookstore and/or the Express

Shop.

Scott Dillon/Clarion Cail

Students speak out on minority

status in society and at Clarion

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

Wilkinsburg's Mayor Robert Pitt and Provost and Academic

Vice President Dr. John Kuhn, address minority student

issues at Tuesday nights panel discussion.

by Chad Briggs

Newswriter

"Diversity is wholesome,

diversity is good". That was the

statement made by Wilkinsburg

Mayor Robert Pitts, at Tuesday

nights panel discussion on

minority students. Students were

invited to come and express their

opinion on minority status of

students in society and on

Clarion's campus.

Also seated on the panel were

Clarion University's Dr. John

Kuhn, vice president of the

Provost Office and Ralph

Godbolt, president of the African

American Student Union.

Mayor Pitts explained that part

of the problem with black and

white relations is the stereotypes

that exist between the two and

the media usually magnifies

these even more by primarily

focusing on violence that occurs

in the black community.

"We live in a racist society.

and one way to start to turn

things in the right direction is to

teach cultural diversity at a

younger age", Pitts added,

Pitts and Kuhn both agreed

that education is the key to

success in life. Education is the

path to restoring one's self image

and dealing with current issues.

This type of education Dr.

Kuhn believes is offered at

Clarion.

"Student Affairs has a list of 20

or so programs offered here for

minority students".

He also stated that Clarion was

struggling for a broader vision

and that recruitment for students

and their talents for these

programs were increasing.

The reason why minority

graduation rates aren't as high as

the rest certainly wasn't because

of abilities, but perhaps because

the opportunity and support is

sometimes just not there.

The question of "Should all

students be required to take

multi-cultural courses such as

African American Lit." was

raised from one of the members

of the audience.

Dr. Kuhn replied with, "No,

because like many other required

courses some students will just

skim through it and not get much

out of it, whereas students who

request it apparently have an

interest in the subject".

Mayor Pitts then stated,

"Blacks and whites need to

interact more. We need to do

something for society as a whole

and start coming together as a

group, respecting one another,

because society only changes

when people in charge say it

needs to. so it's time to show

them that time has come".

The discussion was held in the

Gemmell multi-purpose room
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Siler Complex receives accreditation from NAECP Outside Clarion

The Earl R. Siler Children's

Learning Complex at Clarion

University was recently notified

of accreditation by the National

Academy of Early Childhood

Programs (NAECP).

In receiving this prestigious

recognition, the Siler Complex

becomes one of only 61 NAECP

accredited programs in

Pennsylvania.

The receipt of the accreditation

completes over a year of work

by Dr. Nancy Sayre, associate

professor of education and

executive director of the Earl R.

siler Children's Learning

Program, and the staff of the

Siler Complex headed by

director Reese Wilson.

The process included self-

studies by the executive director,

the staff and parents that are

combined into' one report and

referred to NAECP headquarters

in Washington, D.C. A validator

followed up the report with a

visit to Clarion for a full-day

observation. The validator then

submits a report to a three person

panel, which determines

accreditation.

The strict criteria of the review

includes: providing activities

appropriate for the 66 two to five

year old children who attend the

center; having a well qualified

and trained staff; having an

adequate number of staff for the

number of children; meeting

stringent health and safety

standards; and having

opportunities for parental

involvement.

"This is the only national

accreditation organization for

early childhood programs in the

United States," said Sayre. "It is

very prestigious to receive this

accreditation because it means

we have high quality programs.

National Accreditation will

result in the receipt of a license

from the Pennsylvania

Department of Welfare and

acknowledgement by the

Pennsylvania legislature that the

Clarion program meets the

regulations set by the Pennsyl-

vania Department of Education

-Information courtesy

ofPublic Affairs

Public Affairs Photo

Members of the Clarion University Siler Children's Learning Complex staff display the

national certificate of accreditation. Front from left are: Valerie Miller, Linda Coulson and

Barbara McClaine. Back from left are: Reese Wilson, Dr. Nancy Sayre and Caren Eck.

Clarion University student bound over

for trial for rioting and trespassing

by Rodney Sherman

Assistant News Editor

A Clarion University student

has been bound over for trial on

a charge of third degree riot, a

felony, and a charge of criminal

trespass, a third degree

misdemeanor.

Mark Edward Cottreil, 22, of

RD2 Latrobe, was bound over

for trial by District Justice

Norman Heasley during a Feb.

23 preliminary hearing.

Additional charges of burglary,

simple assault and criminal

mischief were dismissed.

The charges stem from an

alleged fight at the Sigma Chi

fraternity house last Nov. 21.

Cottreil and 15 other members

of the Tau Kappa Epsilon

allegedly forced their way into

the Sigma Chi house.

Police say the TKE members

assaulted members of the Sigma

Chi fraternity and caused

damage to the house and

furnishings.

The incident was allegedly

sparked by an earlier fight over a

pool game.

Paul Wolenski, a member of

the Sigma Chi fraternity, was

allegedly involved in a fist fight

with Cottreil and was

subpoenaed to testify at the

hearing, but did not appear due

to bad weather.

The TKE's are accused of

carrying pipes and clubs in the

Sigma Chi house, however

several witnesses said they did

not see Cottreil with a weapon.

Other defendants in the case

also faced proceedings Feb. 23.

Michael J. Reed, 21, of

Glenshaw and Todd D.

Ashbaugh, 21, of Kittanning,

pled guilty to a summary count

of disorderly conduct.

Both men had been charged

with one count of riot. Reed and

Ashbaugh were fined $300,

assessed court costs of $74 and

sentenced to serve 30 days in the

Clarion County jail.

The jail sentence will be

suspended when fines and costs

are paid.

Police say Reed and

Ashbaugh did not enter the

Sigma Chi house the night of the

incident.

Sean M. Quinn, 22, of

Pittsburgh, pled guilty to a

charge of simple assault, a third

degree misdemeanor.

He was sentenced to one year

of probation, fined $100 and

assessed $78 in court costs.

The following people waived

their preliminary hearings and

will have their cases moved to

the Clarion County Court of

Common-pleas; Eric A. Bowser

of Monroeville, Jeffery

Bruggeman, 23, of Franklin,

William Gross, 20, of

Limestone, Charles McEwen,

18, of Bradford, Chad Milliron,

21, of Lower Burrell, Michael

Palmer, 22, from Grove City,

Christopher Paterniti, 19, of

Bradford, Joel Santoro, 22, of

Apollo, Joseph Stepanic, 22, of

Latrobe, Scott Steward, 21, of

Kittanning, Todd Stokes, 20, of

Lititz and Michael Sullivan, 19,

of Shippensburg.

The incident was a factor

considered when Clarion

University revoked TKE's

charter.

The TKE's are no longer a

recognized student organization

on campus.

The cases now await criminal

conferences between the district

attorney and defense lawyers.

Those meetings begin March 31.

tiitiitifciai for

RflCS membert
Must be a

member.Deadline to

turn in applications is

March 15, 1993.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted

by public safety for the week of February 22 through February 28,

1993.

A female student was cited for retail theft after removing an item of

food from the Gemmell Snack Bar without paying for the item. This

incident happened on February 23 at approximately 11:50 a.m.

Sometime between February 17 and February 23, an unknown actor

removed a telephone from the sports office in the radio station. The

white telephone is a Panasonic, model #VA 8075. It is valued at $80.

A woman's purse was reported missing between the hours of 1 : 15

p.m. and 2:30 p.m. on February 25 at the Gemmell Complex

Bookstore. The purse was placed behind the clothing counter by an

employee and was found to be missing. The purse is of navy blue

cloth and shaped like a half moon

.

Two female residents from the fourth floor of Nair Hall were cited for

possession of alcohol, on February 25, when a quantity of alcohol

was found in their room.

A ladies wrist watch was forgotten on a campus, women's restroom on

top of the paper dispenser. The watch was subsequently removed by

an unknown person. The watch is a quartz, with a black leather band.

The numbers are pool balls and the hands are pool sticks.

On February 26 at approximately 11:30 p.m., public safety was

notified of dorm damage on the second floor of Campbell Hall. A

count of 24 ceiling tiles were removed and the bulletin board was

destroyed. An investigation is pending.

If anyone has any information concerning these and other

crimes, please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

*

r>

ACLU set to defend 'doctor death'
compiled by Rodney Sherman

and Alan Vaughn

National

ACLU to defend Kevorkian

Michigan's new ban on doctor

assisted suicide is being

challenged by the American

Civil Liberties Union.

The challenge follows a

weekend demonstration at the

home of Dr. Jack Kevorkian.

About 100 protestors from

Operation Rescue demonstrated

Saturday outside Kevorkian's

apartment in Royal Oak, Mich.

The ACLU plans to challenge

the ban on the grounds that the

decision to end one's life is an

individual right, said Howard

Simon of the Michigan ACLU.

During the Operation Rescue

protest, a counter demonstration

of 100 people was staged by the

Hemlock Society, which

supports a person's right to die.

Janet Good, of the Hemlock

Society, said, "They want to

inflict their mistaken religious

beliefs on the world."

The new ban was sparked by

controversy over Hugh Gales'

suicide on Feb. 15. Michigan

prosecutors claim Gale changed

his mind during the procedure

and asked to be disconnected

from the carbon monoxide

dispenser.

"[It's] a bunch of right wing

christian nuts again calling Dr.

Kevorkian a murderer," said

Kevorkian's attorney, Geoffrey

Fieger.

Firms struggle to stay open

after trade tower blast

As many as 350 businesses and

50,000 employees face an

uncertain future in temporary

locations following the bombing

of the World Trade Center on

Friday.

The Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey rushed to

find temporary work sites for

businesses and employees over

the weekend.

Port Authority Chairman

Richard Leone said, "It's not

going to be perfect because

55,000 people is a pretty big

displacement," adding, "The

hardest problems are for small

companies."

Dean Whitter, which

employes 5,000 people, reported

no problems because they have

contingency plans and other

offices in New York City. They

expect to be doing business as

usual.

New York Governor Mario

Cuomo told CNN's Newsmaker

Sunday program that finding

vacant office space in New York

city should be no problem,

"Regrettably, because of the

recession, there's a lot of space

in New York, and we will be

able to accommodate them, " he

said. Brown & Wood, a law

firm occupying three floors of

tower I, said its 200 lawyers and

300 support workers will be

working at law firms who have

kindly offered to make space

available to the firm in New
York City and New Jersey.

t

MASTER'S DEGREE IN EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY,

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Indiana University ofPennsylvania's Department ofEducational Psychology

is accepting applicationsfrom students seekingaMaster's degree inEducational

Psychology (M.Ed.) and/or Post-Master's SchoolPsychology Certification. The

latterprogram is designed toprovidepre-service trainingforindividuals seeking

certification as Public School Psychologists in Pennsylvania.

Applications accepted three tiroes a year

Admittance decisions made In July, Octoberand March••''•.'•••'•••..'..' :.t#

Features ofthe program include:

• part-time orfull-time study

• most courses offered in the late afternoon or evening

Applications due: Two months prior to session study will begin

For further information, write or call:

Graduate Coordinator, Master's in

Educational Psychology/School Psychology

Certification Program, Department or

Educational Psychology, 246 Slouffer Hall,

IUP, Indiana PA 15705

(412)357-2316

]JMW

State

Democrats back Murphy for

Pittsburgh mayor

The Pittsburgh Democratic

committee had endorsed Tom
Murphy as its candidate for

Pittsburgh Mayor.

Murphy, long considered an

outsider to Democratic machine

politics, beat City Council

President Jack Wagner, 740 to

219. A third candidate, former

city councilman Otis Lyons Jr.

received 37 votes during the Feb.

28 meeting.

"It's a wonderful feeling. This

is about building a new alliance,"

said Murphy, a North Side state

representative.

Wagner called the endorsement

of Murphy the result of the old-

boy network from Harrisburg."

Wagner went on to say, "The

race begins [Monday] and we're

going to take the race to the

streets of Pittsburgh."

Early release proposed for

state prison system

Attempting to ease prison over

crowding and hold down rising

prison costs, the Casey

administration is making another

attempt to overhaul the state's

parole system.

Casey has proposed $124

million in new spending during

the next fiscal year on the state's

correctional system. It was the

largest single increase for any

state agency and would rise to

$624,279,000.

Corrections Department

Commisioner Joseph Lehman is

calling for the passage of

sentencing reform legislation.

Under the proposed guidelines,

offenders classified as low risk

and non-violent would be

released upon completion of the

minimum sentence.

Under the current system, a

trial judge sets a minimum and a

maximum sentence the convicted

offender must serve in prison.

Local

Fight to save Oil City

hospital continues

In an effort to prevent the

closing of the Oil City hospital,

2,000 people held a peaceful

demonstration Sunday night.

The marchers were protesting

Northwest Medical Center's

plans to consolidate the hospitals

in Franklin and Oil City. Under

the plan, Oil City would lose

medical and surgical sevices and

traditional emergency room

service.

Northwest administrators

estimate consolidation costs at

S8 million.

During the march, patients and

staff at the Oil City hospital

shone flashlights from darkened

rooms in a sign of support.

The march was the largest

public demonstration held in

several decades in Oil City and

lasted about 45 minutes in the

frigid evening temperatures.

News
courtesy of

College Press Service

Students practice with

real money

Many college business

students use "play money" to

manage theoretical portfolios,

but Wartburg College lets its

students invest with real dough.

Wartburg is one of at least two

dozen colleges and universities

with student investment funds.

The Wartburg student portfolio is

valued at $219,000.

"There are good reasons for

pooling real money in

investment exercises," said Paul

A. Magnall, instructor of the

Portfolio Management course.

"Students take investing much
more seriously when it's real

money."

Grads get taste of

working world

Most students receive intensive

orientation when they enter

college, but they hardly get more

than a diploma and a handshake

when they leave, even though

the transition to the working

world can be tough.

Baldwin-Wallace College of

Ohio has started a program

called Senior Experience, which

prepares graduating seniors with

a series of seminars on

budgeting, health insurance,

renting and leases, office politics

and leaving college

relationships.

In additon to giving students

practical information, the

seminars help ease the transition

from college to the working

world.

The Clarion Call would like to make some corrections from last

weeks issue regarding the Women's Conference article.The

Student registration is $10 if turned in by March 17. And it will

be $15 at the door. Also keynote speaker Awiaka's address

should read, "Mothers of the Nation: Resuming Our Historic

Place." The interim director of the women's studies is Deborah
King. Finally, the workshops will provide hands on experience.

Card access bars outsiders

Residence halls at Southern

Connecticut State University,

New Haven, Conn, have

installed a double security

system that makes it more
difficult to get into the buildings

after midnight.

The new system requires that

students have both a key and an

access card to gain entrance into

the dorms.

A student returning to the

dorm after midnight must stand

about three feet away from the

door, flash his or her card in

front of an electric eye and then

use an assigned key to unlock

the door.

"This improves security 100

percent," said Richard Farricielli,

associate dean of student affairs

and housing director. "If a door

is open longer than 15 seconds,

an alarm goes off at campus
police."

Farricielli said the new system

also gives the university the

option to lock the doors in an

emergency.
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Cable Channels DATA
THURSDAY EVENING MARCH 4, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: Alone in the Neon Jungle' (1988)

Afterschool Special: Rock

Cur. Affair {Edition

Oprah Wintrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goot Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3 00) Movie: [Jesus

Final Four [Dream Lg.

News 9
Cheers g
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: *»Vfr Mister Johnson' (1990)

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey : j

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon |Batman q
Newsq

Newsq
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: *** "Fail-Safe (1964. Suspense) Henry Fonda

PGA Golf Doral Ryder Open. (Live)

Sr. PGA lUp Close

(2 30) Movie: |Movie: »»'.'? Gaily, Gaily (1969. Musical)

(3 30) Movie: »«V; Winter People (1989)

Underdog

Anything

Yogi Bear

Anything

Arcade

Jane Pratt

Awards Prev. [Sportscenter

American Gladiators

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30
Movie: »» "Hard Promises (1991) William Petersen q
Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married...

Wh. Fortune

9:00 9:30 10:00

Movie: Conflict of Interest {1%$) NR q
Movie: »»V? "Matlock; Nowhere to Turn (1990) q

10:30

Cheers (R)q [Wings (R)q

Top Cops (In Stereo) g
Top Cops (In Stereo) g
Simpsons g
Cheers (R) g

Martin (R) q

Movie: *** "The Vikings (1958) Kirk Douglas

Wings (R) q

College Basketball: Florida State at Georgia Tech (Live)

Matrix Death and Taxes

Movie: »»» "A Fistful of Dollars (1967) Clint Eastwood

Movie: »«»'/? "A Shot in the Dark"" (1964) Peter Sellers

Hey Dude (R) What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney

Monkey

Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q

Cheers (R)q
I
Seinfeld q

Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
In Color

Cheers (R)q

Down Shore

Seinfeld q

Primetime Live g
Comedy Jam

Crime A Punishment q
Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Knots Landing (In Stereo)

Mama Mama
Crime & Punishment q

Movie: »»»V; ""The Beast (1988) George Dzundza. R
American Sports Awards (Live)

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: ** free/ac* (1992) R'

g

News q
News

News
News q
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girls
I
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings (In Stereo)

Edition
[
Stalkings

Hunter

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: *** "Diner (1982. Comedy) R

Movie: *** "A Nightmare on Elm Street' (1984, Horror)

Movie: » 1

z Captain America' (1990) [Movie: •» "Schizo" (1990) Lisa Alifl R
Movie: «»» "The Dream Team' (1989) Michael Keaton [Self Portraits (In Stereo)

Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law Vowel Play'

[Sportscenter

MacGyver The Negotiator

Movie: »'/? "Immortal Sins" (1992) R

Movie: **'/2 "Into the Fire

Chairman's Choice Favorite episodes of The Dick Van Dyke Show
Movie: *** "Dominick and Eugene (1988, Drama) Tom Hulce.

Basketball

Hitchhiker

(1987) R

Get Smart

Thirtysomething

FRIDAY EVENING MARCH 5, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Movie: •»'/; "Almost an Angel (1990)

Design. W. Cheers g
Cur. Affair [Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(2:30) Movie: "Magnif. 7"

Senior PGA Golf

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: »»•'/; "Absence of Malice' (1981) Paul Newman
News q
News

Oprah Winfrey g

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

News q
News

News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: *** "That's Life (1986) Jack Lemmon PG-13

PGA Golf: Doral Ryder Open. (Live

American Sports Awards (R

(3:00) Movie: |Movie: »»'/2 "Where the Boys Are (1960T
(3:00) Movie: "Missouri

Underdog

Anything

Yogi Bear

Anything

American Gladiators

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne g
Jeopardy! q

7:30

Life Stories

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: •»»» "The Empire Strikes Back" (1980) PG q
Family [Step by Step

Secret Service (In Stereo)

NHL Hockey:

G. Palace [Major Dad q

Getting By q [Where I Live

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: »'/2 "Beastmaster 2: Through the Portal of Time

20/20 q
Movie: »* "A Killer Among Us" (1990) Jasmine Guy, g
Design. W. [Bobq

Married...

Pittsburgh Penguins at New York Rangers. (Live)

Picket Fences (In Stereo) q

Wh. Fortune

America's Most Wanted q
Secret Service (In Stereo)

Movie: **** "Topkapi" (1964) Melma Mercoun.

Sportscenter [NHL Hockey-

Sightings q | Sightings q [Mama
You Bet-Life

Mama
Movie: »» "A Killer Among Us (1990) Jasmine Guy, q

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Pittsburgh Penguins at New York Rangers. (Live)

Movie: »»'/; "Without a Trace" (1983) Judd Hirsch. PG

News g
News

News

News g
Married...

Newsg

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Dark Justice "Shrink" (R)

Edition Dark Justice

Hunter

Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Movie: »+*'/2 "The Verdict (1982) R'

Movie: »* Loverboy (1989) Patrick Dempsey. PG-13

Movie: *** "Doc Hollywood" (1991) Michael J. Fox, g

Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Jane Pratt

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Murder, She Wrote q
Skiing: U.S. Men's Pro | Sportscenter

A Nightmare on Elm Street 2: Freddys Revenge (1985)
|
Cannibal Women in the Avocado Jungle

Movie: »»»» "The Empire Strikes Back" (1980) PG q
Movie: +** "Antoma & Jane (1991) R' [Movie: *»'/? "Maior League

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law

Movie: »» "Lake Consequence (1993)

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke | Dragnet

(1989) Tom Berenger. R |Movie: ** "Secret Games
Movie: »* "The Taking of Beverly Hills

A. Hitchcock

Movie: *»V2 "Snake Treaty" (1989) Timothy Daly.

Lucy Show [F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Scannrs 2

Get Smart

Mysteries

SATURDAY EVENING MARCH 6, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:30) Movie:

PBA Bowling

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: "Just One of the Guys'" (1985) q
Wide World of Sports (Live) q

(3:00) Movie: «*»* "All the Presidents Men" (1976)

PGA Golf: Doral Ryder Open. (Live) q
PGA Golf: Doral Ryder Open (Live) q
(300) Movie: Dangerous [American Gladiators

Gymnastics: American Cup From Orlando, Fla. (Live)

(3:00) Movie: Without"

Skiing: Men s Downhill

(3:00) Movie: "Trial-Error'

(3:45) Movie:

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »»» "Best of the Best (1989) Eric Roberts, q
Newsq
News
News
Newsq

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

CBS News
Star Trek: Next Gener.

Newsq
Movie: Trie 7th Voyage ofSinbad" (1958)

Senior PGA Gorf: GTE West Classic. (Live)

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight q
Hee Haw Silver

Untouchables (R) q
Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Jeopardy! q [Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»» "White Men Cant Jump" (1992) 'R' q
Family

Home

10:00 10:30

Boxing: McGirt vs. Whitaker

11:00

Movie: *+* "Innerspace" (1987, Science Fiction) Dennis Quaid. q
Nurses (R) q [Empty Nest | Mad-You

College Basketball: Minnesota at Penn State. (Live;

Medicine Woman
Cops q [Cops (R) q
College Basketball: Pittsburgh at Syracuse. (Live)

Movie: **** "Elmer Gantry" (1960, Drama) Burt Lancaster. (In Stereo)

Gossip!

*** "My Grr/" (1991) PG'

B. Buddies [Swamp |Beyond

Sportscenter [College Basketball: Ohio Valley Champ

Miracles-Wond.

Code 3 q ICode 3 (R) q

Sisters "The First Time" q
Raven "Death Games' q
Raven "Death Games q
Catwalk "No Returns" (R)

Easter Seal Telethon

Movie: »*» "Housekeeping" (1987) Christine Lahti. PG

Newsq
News
News

Newsg

11:30 12:00

Movie: "Conflict of Interest

Design. W. rTuff Guys

Saturday Night Live (R)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables (R) q
Comic Strip Live (In Stereo) [Arsenio Hall

Newsg I Easter Seal Telethon

Movie: *** "The Sandpiper'" (1965)

Matrix "Death and Taxes'

Movie: »*V; "Ouigley Down Under (1990) Tom Selleck.

Movie: »*» "Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves" (1991) Kevin Costner. g

Can't on TV [Get Picture | Freshmen | Salute

Movie: ** yh "Cherry 2000 (1988) Melanie Griffith

Movie: »•* "Oece/>ed" (1991) Goldie Hawn. PG-13' q
Double Dare

I
Guts [Doug [Rugrats

Movie: ** "California Girls" (1985) Robby Benson.

Movie: "A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors'

College Basketball: Memphis State at Cincinnati. (Live) |Sportscenter | Basketball

Movie: *** "The Indian Runner (1991) David Morse.

Movie: »*» "The Hand That Rocks the Cradle" (1991) q
Clarissa | Roundhouse |Ren-Stimpy [You Afraid?

Movie: »»'/2 "Lifeguard" (1976, Drama) Sam Elliott.

Matrix "Death and Taxes" [Movie: +Vi "Phoenix the Warrior" (1988)

Movie: »*V? "Strictly Business" (1991) q |Movie: "Blackbelt" (1992)

Movie: *+» "Homicide" (1991) Joe Mantegna. R' Super Dave
Chairman's Choice Favorite episodes of "The Dick Van Dyke Show.

Portrait of a Teacher (R) [Unsolved Mysteries China Beach

SUNDAY EVENING MARCH 7, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(230) Movie:

4:30 5:00 5:30
Movie: **Vz "Robot Jox "(1990) PG'

(345) Cortege Basketball: Kentucky at Florida. (Live)

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: **Vi "Rocky V" (1990) Sylvester Stallone, q
Newsq

(2 30) Movie: [Movie: *** "Blazing Saddles" (1974) Cleavon Little

PGA Golf: Doral Ryder Open. (Live) q
PGA Golf: Doral Ryder Open (Live) q
(2.00) Movie: IMovie: »'/2 "Haunted Honeymoon" (1986)

(2:00)Easter Seal Telethon [Telethon Continues

Design. W.

CBS News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News
Newsq

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Newsq
Movie: ***</2 Return of the Jedi" (1983) Mark Hamill. (In Stereo) PG'

ATP Tennis

Gossip!

World Cup Skiing

Ten of Us Two Dads

Movie: *'/2 "Poltergeist III" (1988) PG-13

(3:00) Movie: Search

Can't on TV

Disease

Control

Jrnl. of Med.

NBC News

Life Goes On "Last Wish

Unsolved Mysteries q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Batman q |

Shaky G.

Unsolved Mysteries q

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *** "The Mambo Kings' (1992, Drama) R' q
Day One q
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Murder, She Wrote q
Murder, She Wrote q
In Color Roc q
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Senior PGA Golf: GTE West Classic. (Live)

Movie: *»*'/2 "A Raisin in the Sun" (1961, Drama) Sidney Poitier.

B. Buddies | Beyond [Hitchhiker

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: *»* "Final Analysis" (1992) Richard Gere. R q
Movie: •*+* "Platoon" (1986, Drama) Tom Berenger. (In

Movie: "Passport to Murder" (1993) Connie Sellecca. q
Movie: "The Disappearance of Nora" (1993, Drama) q
Movie: "The Disappearance of Nora" (1993, Drama) q
Married... [Herman | Flying Blind [Edge q
Movie: Passport to Murder" (1993) Connie Sellecca. q

Stereo) q
News
News
Newsg
Paid Prog-

News g
Movie: »*» "Journey to the Center of the Earth" (1959) Pat Boone. G'

Sportscenter | College Basketball: Southern Conference Championship.
| College Basketball: Southland Conf. Champ

MacGyver "The Spoilers

"

Movie: »»»'/? "Return of the Jedi" (1983) Mark Hamill PG' q
Movie: *»Vz "Company Business (1991) PG-13

Wild Side

Family

Fifteen

Medical

Double Dare

Medical

Guts

Medical

Movie: "" Tainted Blood" (1993, Suspense) Raquel Welch.

Movie: *m "The Addams Family" (1991) PG-13' q
Movie: **Vt "Cocoon: The Return" (1988) Don Ameche
Looney

Physicians

Looney

Milestones

Nick News
Jrnl. of Med.

F-Troop

Family

Counterstrike (In Stereo) q [Silk Stalkings "Witness" q

Newsq
Night Court

12:00

Dance'

Roggin's

Cur. Affair

Star Search (In Stereo)

Love Con.

Paid Prog.

Sportswk.

Baywatch g
Perspective

New WKRP
Gorillas in the Misl (1988)

Sportscenter

Movie: ** "The People Under the Stairs" (1991) R' g
Movie: »»» "Lethal Weapon" (1987) Mel Gibson. R q

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke

Medicine

A. Hitchcock

Ob/Gyn

Lucy Show
Family

Hollywood

"Night-War

Movie: **Vi "Shocker" (1989) Peter Berg.

Chairman's Choice

Paid Prog. [Paid Prog~ [Paid ProgT

MONDAY EVENING
4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

2 (2 30) Movie: Movie: ** Nate and Hayes (1983) PG' Movie: ** "High Ice" (1980. Adventure) David Janssen. Movie: *** "At Play in the Fields of the Lord" (1991, Drama) Tom Berenqer. R' q Hardcore TV Movie: *y
/i "Bikini Island

4 Design. W. Cheers g Newsq Newsq Newsq ABC News Hard Copy q Ent. Tonight FBI-Story Detective Movie: ** 1
/2 "Navy SEALS" (1990) Charlie Sheen. Q Newsg Golden Girls

|
Nightline q

6 Cur. Affair Edition Cheers q News News NBC News Jeopardy! q Wh. Fortune Fresh Prince Blossom q Movie: Silent Cries" (1993, Drama) Gena Rowlands, q News Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
7 Oprah Winfre fQ Design. W. Murphy B. News CBS News Golden Girls Married... Shade Hearts Afire Murphy B. Love & War Northern Exposure q News Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

8 Donahue (In Stereo) q Oprah Winfrey q Newsq CBS News You Bet-Life Shade Hearts Afire Murphy B. Love & War Northern Exposure q Newsg Edition
|
Bullets

10 Goof Troop Tom-Jerry Tiny Toon ] Batman q Full House q Wonder Yrs. Roseanne q Married... Movie: *** "Romancing the Stone' (1984. Adventure) Mama [Mama Married... Hunter

11

14

People Ct. Cur. Affair Newsq Newsq NBC News Jeopardy! q Wh. Fortune Fresh Prince [Blossom q Movie: "Silent Oves "(1993, Drama) Gena Rowlands, g Newsg Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
(2 00) Movie: Movie: *** "Fail-Safe" (1964, Suspense) Henry Fonda. Movie: ***'/2 "The Hustler (1961, Drama) Paul Newman. (In Stereo) Movie: *** "Its a Mad, Mad. Mad, Mad World" (1963, Comedy) Spencer Tracy. G "Carrie" Ft'

17 Up Close Dream Lg. College Basketball: Sun Belt Conference Championship Sportscenter [College Basketball: Metro Atlantic Championship [College Basketball: Missouri Valley Championship [Sportscenter Basketball

18 Ten of Us Two Dads Swamp [Cartoon Exp. American Gladiators Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote g |WWF: Monday Night Raw Matrix "To Err Is Human MacGyver (In Stereo) q Hitchhiker

21 (300) Movie: Movie: House on Haunted Hill" (1958) Movie: ** "Ishtar (1987) Warren Beatty PG-13' q Movie: ** "Near Mrs. (1991) PG-13' Movie: * "The Terror Within II" (1991) R' Movie: ** "Split Second (1992) R'

22 (230) Movie: Rascals and Robbers: Secret Adv.

"

Movie: ** Ishtar "(1987) Warren Beatty. PG-13' Movie: *+Vi "True Identity (1991) R' q Emo Philips Movie: ***'/2 "An Anqel at My Table (1990. Drama) Kerry Fox. R'

25 Underdog Yogi Bear Arcade [Hey Dude (R) What You Do Crazy Kids Looney [Bullwinkle Get Smart Superman M.T. Moore Van Dyke Dragnet A. Hitchcock Lucy Show [ F-Troop Get Smart
26 Anything Anything Jane Pratt Supermarket Shop-Drop Unsolved Mysteries L.A. Law Movie: **'/2 "Five Days One Summer" (1982, Drama) Thirtysomething Mysteries

TUESDAY EVENING MARCH 9, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

(345) Movie: »»V; "Honkytonk Man" (1982

Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Schoolbreak Special

Goof Troop

People Ct.

(230) Movie:

Final Four

Ten of Us

(3:00) Movie:

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Drama) PG
News q
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** Slipstream (1989) Mark Hamill PG-13'

News q
News
News

ABC News
NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsg

Movie: »•* WarGames (1983) Matthew Brodenck

Dream Lg

Two Dads

Motorcycle Racing

Swamp
|Cartoon Exp.

(3 45) Movie:

Movie: »V; Elliot Fauman. PhD (1990)

NBA Today

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy g
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girts

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»» "White Men Cant Jump (1992) FT q
Full House q |Mr. Cooper [Roseanne q [JackieT

Movie: **h Woman With a Past (1992) Pamela Reed
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Class of '96 (In Stereo) q

10:00 10:30

Mob Stories q
Homefront (In Stereo) q
Dateline (In Stereo) q

People's Choice Awards (In Stereo Live) g
People's Choice Awards (In Stereo Live) g
Key West "Gimme Shelter

Movie: »»'/2 "Woman With a Past" (1992) Pamela Reed

Mama Mama
Dateline (In Stereo) q

Movie:
'

'Greysrofce: The Legend of Tarzan. Lord of the Apes ( 1 984) |
Movie: » • »h ' Some Like It Hot'

'

( 1 959) Jack Lemmon,
Up Close

American Gladiators

Sportscenter [College Basketball: Mid-Continent Conf. Champ
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

***

Underdog

Anything

Yogi Bear

Lolita (1962. Comedy-Drama) James Mason

Movie: ** A Time of Destiny" (1988) Timothy Hutton.

Anything

Arcade [Hey Dude (R)

Jane Pratt

What You Do

Supermarket

Movie: **'/2 "The Ratings Game (1984)

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney IBullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: ** "Dolly Dearest (1992) R

Newsg
News
News
Newsg
Married..

News g

Golden Girls [Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition
|
For. Knight

Hunter The Legacy

Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Movie: *»»Vz "The Beast (1988) R

Murder, She Wrote g | Boxing Larry Holmes vs. Rocky Pepeli (Live)

College Basketball: Northeast Conf. Championship [Sportscenter

Movie: **'/2 "Sharkys Machine (1981) Burt Reynolds

"Harley Davidson and the Marlboro Man
Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law Splatoon

M.T. Moore

Boxing

Van Dyke

| MacGyver (In Stereo) g
Movie: »»'/2 "The Star Chamber (1983, Drama) R
Movie: «»'/2 "One False Move (1991) Bill Paxton R

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: »»• "Picking Up the Pieces (1985, Drama)

Lucy Show ] F-Troop

Thirtysomething Control

Hitchhiker

Woman
'Untouch

Get Smart

Mysteries

WEDNESDAY EVENING MARCH 10. 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3 45) Movie: *'/; "Defense Play (1988)

Design. W. Cheers g
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(330) Movie: »» '

Loverboy

Newsq
Cheers g
Design. W.

5:30

Life Stories

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

31
Tiny Toon [Batman q

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »»'/2 "Cocoon: The Return (1988) Don Ameche
Newsq
News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Final Four

Ten of Us

(3:00) Movie:

Dream Lg.

Two Dads

( 1 989) | Conquest of the Planet of the Apes PG"
7

Motorcycle Racing

Swamp
|
Cartoon Exp.

Movie: **Vi "The Addams Family (1991)

(3 30) Movie: "The Defiant Ones (1958) q
Underdog [Yogi Bear

3 00) Movie: ««» Daddy

Arcade

Movie: **

Inside PGA [Up Close

American Gladiators

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne g
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»» Tne Mambo Kings (1992, Drama) R q
Wonder Y. [Doogie H.

Unsolved Mysteries q
How'd They Do That? q
How'd They Do THM? q
Beverly Hills, 90210 (R) q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Movie: **K "Paper Lion (1968. Comedy) Alan Alda G

Home Imp
|
Coach q

Homicide: Life

Billy Graham Crusade q
Images and Realities

Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Homicide: Life

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
Sirens "P.M. Turn" q
Law t Order (In Stereo) q
48 Hours Mardi Gras q
48 Hours Matdt Gras q
Mama Mama
Law & Order (In Stereo) q

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: *** "Final Analysis "

(1992) R q
Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married..

Newsq
Movie: »**'/2 "The Magnificent Seven (1960. Western) Yul Brynner

Sportscenter | College Basketball: Patriot League Championship (Live) [College Basketball: North Atlantic Conf Championship

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: »*'/2 "An American Summer" (1990) PG-13

Jane Pratt

Hey Dude (R)

Driving Me Crazy" (1991) PG
What You Do [Crazy Kids

Supermarket [Shop-Drop

Murder, She Wrote g
Movie: **'/2 "Into the Sun'

Movie: *+* "The Dream Team (1989) Michael Keaton

1992) Anthony Michael Hall IMovie: "The Lingumi Incident" (1992) R
[ History-World

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart [Superman

L.A. Law "Pump It Up

Movie: »* Drive Like Lightning (1992) Steven Bauer. [MacGyver (In Stereo) g

Golden Girls [Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition
I
Curves

Hunter "Hard Contract

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: Author! Author 1

Sportscenter Bowling

Hitchhiker

Movie: "Hangin With the Homeboys R

M.T. Moore [Van Dyke |Dragnet

Movie: »»• "Homicide (1991. Drama) R

A. Hitchcock

Movie: "Majority Rule (1992, Drama) Blair Brown.

Lucy Show i F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Joy: Two

Get Smart

Mysteries

* i

•

H »

VT *°5 W4M: »- -r.i>,w.<i
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Over there, in Tippin, the yanks are coming
by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

That's right the yanks are

coming, just like the song said,

but this time it's not to lead

thousands of young men
carrying guns off to war. No,

this time it's for four men loaded

with instruments aiming to

entertain at Clarion University.

Just in case you haven't heard

and have no clue what I'm

talking about, UAB has

announced its spring concert for

1993.

Scheduled to perform on April

1, and join the ranks of such

elites as C&C Music Factory,

Slaughter, Joan Jett, Richard

Marx and countless others is

Damn Yankees and Jackyl.

Damn Yankees entered the

rock scene in 1990 with their

debut self titled album that sold

two million copies and contained

the #3 Billboard hit, "High

Enough." After a 15 month tour

of the continent, they are back

with their^second album entitled

"Don't Tread," and yes, another

tour.

The band consists of Ted

Nugent (who by the way is a

former local with relative in

Clarion) on guitar, Jack Blades

on bass, Tommy Shaw on guitar

and Michael Cartellone on

drums. Blades was formerly a

member of Night Ranger and

Tommy Shaw saw fame with

Styx. Add that to Nugent's solo

career and you have an

extremely experienced band.

The songs they will be singing

include songs off of both

albums. "Don't tread on me,"

"Coming of Age," "High

Enough,""This Side of Hell,"

"Firefly," "Uprising" and "Where

you goin' now" are just a few of

the hits to be included.

Publicity for the band has

come pretty easy. They have

become the all-American band

that the name of the group would

have you to expect. In 1991

during the Persian Gulf War,

they had an eight foot tall

wooden Saddam Hussein.

During the playing of the Star

Spangled Banner they used to

shoot it with a bow and arrow to

the crowds chants of "USA!"

They quickly became the

favorite band of the troops in the

Persian Gulf.

In April of 1991 the group was

asked to perform a benefit

homecoming concert for 10,000

returning troops in Norfolk,

Virginia. When the statue of

Hussein popped up the soldiers

loudly disapproved, but when
Nugent hit it square in the heart

with an arrow the crowd went

nuts. "We were firecely proud

and deeply honored to perform

for the men and women who
risked it all," said the entire

group.

Last year the group made the

Barcelona Gold album for the

Olympic and the song "Don't

Tread On Me" became a

representation of the American

spirit for olympians.

"With the Damn Yankees, you

get these great melodies, with

our chainsaw spin on it," said

Shaw.

All Damn Yankees' songs are

written by members of the

group. "I've never been

comfortable working with a

creator whose psyche I can't

penetrate," said Nugent. "The

best rock & roll has to come
from your own gut, soul... and

your private parts," he added.

Clarion will get to witness

their brand of music described

by Tommy Shaw as, "Great

melodies, with our chainsaw spin

on it."

And who else would fit better

in this concert than Jackyl who's

Lumberjack Song actually

contains a chainsaw in it.

Public Affairs photo

Jackyl will open for Damn Yankees on the April 1 show. The band consists of (L-R) Tom
Bettini, JeffWorley, Jesse James Dupree, Chris Worley and Jimmy Stiff.
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Public Affairs photo

Damn Yankees is (L-R) Jack Blades, Michael Cartellone,

Ted Nugent and Tommy Shaw.

Jackyl will open for Damn
Yankees on April 1. The band,

from Atlanta, has just released

their first album, which took

them only a month to complete.

This album contains "I Stand

Alone" and "Lumberjack Song."

The band consists of Jesse

Dupree, Jeff Worley, Jimmy
Stiff, Chris Worley and Tom
Bettini.

"It's a real rock and roll

album..." said Kalodner. The

bands influences range from

Jimmy Cagney to Gene
Simmons to Elvis. "Everybody

in this band is a product of

different things," said Dupree.

The band believes the album is

good, but insists that live is

where they really kick. "We're a

band that has to be playing all

the time."

The band believes that in order

to enjoy their album you must

have a sense of humor. Their

show is described as "never say

die enthusiam combined with an

ear-splitting volume and songs

galore.

The entire concert is oeing

sponsored by UAB. Sharon

Illig, concert committee

chairperson, has been working

on this concert for a long time.

She actually booked the group in

January. "I feel good about this

concert and hope everyone

enjoys it and is entertained," she

said.

The two bands are currently

touring the eastern United States

and will move out west. During

the summer the two groups will

be joined by Poison and L.S.D

for a major U.S. tour.

Tickets for the concert went on

sale for the show on March 1.

Prices are S8.00 with valid ID

and $12 for public admission.

There are about 2000 tickets

total being sold, but Illig warns

that they are going quick.

The concert will begin at 8p.m

on April 1

.

So, instead of buying a war

bond, buy a ticket and support

those yanks once again
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Gamma Theta Kappa, one with nature Kvak and Miller sharing the college experience
by Deb Huffman

Managing I'.ditar

To experience outdoor activity,

:i new organization has been

recognized on the university . If

you love the great outdoors the

Recreational Outdoors Club will

get you back to nature.

Marty Sas is president with

Brian Bradshaw as advisor. The

membership consists of both

men and women.

There are presently 17

members with 16 new members.

The organization has (ireek

letters, ( iammn Theta Kappa.

There are requirements to

become a member. A person

must attend reciprocal interviews

and attend the instructional

elasses. Dues cost $35 a

semester. The group did request

some funds from the university

lor expenses.

Since the organization is lor

outdcwir activities, they do alot ol

repelling, land navigation, rope

bridging and camping. Mast

activities include going to

Pittsburgh for paint gun wars.

Also the group had a chance to

learn gun salety techniques.

'Ihe group went to a shooting

range in Clarion. An ex-military

light weapons and demolitions

expert instructed Ihe group on

how to shoot a gun.

I "here were various types and

sizes used lor the

demonstrations. 'I "he group could

CARLSON LIBRARY:

CHECK IT OUT!
by Korin Kosenkrans

Contributing Writer

March is Women's History

Month, and Carlson Library has

plenty of material on Women's

history, liven before the new

women's studies minor was

offered, an impressive women's

studies collection was built

because of interest in the subject.

Now the library and the new

Women's Studies Center arc

working together to make that

collection even better.

As a supplement to the

library's collection, the Women's

Studies Center, which opened in

January, has a small book

collection of its own created by

donations and welcomes you to

come in and take a look. The

center also provides interested

people with information about

what is available through

Carlson and is building a

collection of papers and

bibliographies on women's

issues. The Center also plans on

offering films, study groups and

book discussions. If you have

any questions or suggestions

stop by Harvey Hall or call 226-

2720.

Most of die Carlson books on

women's history are located in

section IIQ 1 2(H)- 1 4(X). Janice

Horn, technical service librarian

and contact for the woman's

studies program, along with

other librarians. has

recommended a number of

books for anyone interested in

this subject. Among them are:

"Revolution from Within" by

Gloria Steinem. "Woman.

Mentors and Success" by Joan

Jeruchim and Pat Shapiro, "And

Still I Rise" by Maya Angelou,

"Invisible Lives: the Truth about

Millions of Women Loving

Women", "Counter Colonization:

Native American Women and

Great Lakes Missions, 1630-

1900", "Women's Folklore,

Women's Culture, Modern

Chinese Women Writers",

"Black Women Writing

Autobiography" by Joanne M.

Braxton and "A Women Alone:

Autobiographical Writings" by

Bessie Head.

The library also has a number

of related periodicals, including:

"Hxeculive Female", "Frontiers:

a journal of Women's Studies",

"Graduate Woman", "Women at

Work" and "Ms."

Check Geac or ask at the

Women's Studies Center for

information on other relevant

material.

-Article Compiled by:

.Cheryl Bower

APARTMENT
Available for

93-94

Summer Fall Spring

790.00/Semester

Includes Utilities!

Greenville Ave.

across from the

Science Building

Call 782-6485

then volunteer to shoot a gun

All activities are instructed by

professionals, but members do

not have to interact with the

activities. Members are insured

under their own insurance policy

or their parents.

Jay Campbell, an active

member in the organization, is a

trained artillery and cannon crew

member and a forward observer

who served in the army.

Campbell said that everything is

sale because he is the guinea pig.

He said, "I'm a pretty big guy,

and I was the first one to go over

the river, and if it was going to

break, it would have with me on

it.

"Fveryone dealing with the

equipment are safety qualified

people."

The group would like to go

white water rafting in the future

and continue the events at more

frequent intervals. Campbell

hopes the organization will

expand and people who enjoy

the outdoors will join the fun and

challenge.

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

The members of the Outdoors Club are (Back L-R) Dan

O'Brien, Jay Campbell, Tom Pokrifka, Joe Cassarino, Scott

Manbeck, Jeff Stauffer and Brian Frank. (FrontL-R) John

Oleksak, Tina Betz, Traci Soules and Martin Sas.

The founding members of

Gamma Theta Kappa are Jay

Campbell, Tom Pokrifka and

Marty Sas. So, if you want to

get out and enjoy the great out

doors, then look up the

Recreational Outdoors Club.

University Apartments
Affordable Student Housing

v

Now Renting for Summer, Fall and Spring

LocatedAbry US %. 322 Adjacent to Campus

University Apartments offers an atmosphere conducive to higher education as well as an opportunity for

independant living. 'Each unit is a self-contained efficiency apartment equipped with kitchen appliances,

furniture and bathroom. 'We offer afull-time resident manager to supervise the buildings.

Comparing our rental rales with campus housing and other off-campus housing, one urillfind them substantially

belmif market rent for the area. All utilities (except telephone) are iticludedin the rent. Installation and hookup

of utilities alone would cx>st an additional f7S at other places. Add this to your monthly bills, (say an average of

ilOO/monthfor 4 students), and rentfor the semester. Compare and save with University Apartments.

Tlease cxmtact IJniversity Apartments for further information and/or an appointment to aamine our facilities:

226-6880.

Kates: Current dormitory rates are $805 per semester plr student for two-person square room with no kjtdien,

living room or bathroom University Apartments rates are asfollmvs:

tymber ofTenants

Jatt/Spring 1 2 3 4

Studio $i,o5v $625 n/a n/a

1 -'Bedroom $i,6oo $825 $650 n/a

2 -'Bedroom $3,500 $1,250 $950 $775

<H\tmbtr ofTenants
I

Summer 1
y

r •* 4

Studio $200 n/a n/a n/a

1 -'Bedroom $250 $125 n/a
'

n/a

2-'Bcdnxmi $300 $150 $100 $75
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Senior Spotlight:

v.-

'>

«

by Ann Fontana

Contributing Writer

People are always saying, "The

friends you make in college are

the true friends you'll

remember." Nothing has proven

more true for best friends Mike

Miller and Joe Kvak. They met

the second or third week of their

freshman year on the third fkx)r

Wilkinson Hall.

It was during this first semester

that both realized what they had

in common: their major and

love for sports. The biggest

differenee appeared when Mike

decided to pledge Phi Sigma

Kappa fraternity. Joe came very

close to pledging, but fell his

money situation was too tight at

the time. Mike says that his

involvement with the fraternity

was one of the greatest

experiences of his life. Despite

the fraternity "barrier", Joe and

Mike became active in the

communication media and were

seldom seen apart. In fact, Mike

said, "People will come up to me
and say, 'where's Joe' all the

time."

Their first team effort started

during their sophomore year

when they read sports scores and

gave commentaries during half-

time of the football and

basketball games. This was only

a 10-15 minute segment until

their junior year when they

hosted "Sunday Night Sports

Wrap-Up", a one hour show
which highlighted the past

week's sports and gave previews

of upcoming events. This wrap-

up continued their senior year, in

addition to Joe and Mike's own

radio show Tuesday mornings

from 6 to 9 a.m. Anybody who

listened to this show knew these

two guys "didn't believe in

formats, statistics or astroturf."

However, their mixture of rock

and roll and commentary went

well. Both can remember a

woman calling the station from

Interstate 80 complimenting how

well the two worked together.

For their last two years, Mike

and Joe also did live radio

broadcasting for basketball and

football.

Radio wasn't enough though.

Both Mike and Joe decided to

get experience in television as

well. "We paid our dues in the

beginning but eventually moved

up." During the fall semester of

their junior year, much of their

time was spent broadcasting high

school football games. At the

same time, Joe, Mike and

another friend, Domenick
Payton, were producing

"University Insight," a short

informational piece between

shows. Their last TV show
produced was "Campus
Tonight." Mike played host,

while Joe took charge of all the

other details. A great help to the

show was musician Dan Coyle

who eventually became a Co-

host. Mike and Joe are both

thankful for their family and

friends, but mentioned

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

Joe Kvak (left) and Mike Miller share two things in

common, their love of sports and their major.

n w o f

Domenick and Dan as being very

influential.

Joe and Mike decided they

couldn't forget the Call. During

their junior year, they wrote a

weekly sports column which

previewed the college football

conferences.

Their four years of college

were finished last May, but guess

what? They are back now, here

at Clarion, attending graduate

school together. The idea came

to mind one night while studying

for a Communication Law test,

and their applications were in by

the end of the week. Attending

graduate school was contingent

upon an assistantship, and both

were fortunate to receive one.

Mike is a graduate assistant in

Campbell Hall, and Joe is the

Assistant Sports Information

Director for varsity sports on

campus.

When asked about their years

of friendship, they said, "We've

helped each other through a lot.

We've had good times and rough

times, but that's what friendship

is." Or as Joe put it, "It's been

one hell of a ride."

i h e

by Chuck Shepherd

Steel Magnolias
-A play by Robert Harling-

Performed by: Big League Theatricals

Where: Cranberry Junior-Senior High School

When: March 8, 1993 at 8:00 p.m.

Sponsored by : Campus Activities Board of Venango

Cost: $2.00 CUP students w/ valid ID $5.00 Faculty

College Park Apartments

Now signing for Fall 1993 and

Spring 1994 semesters

utilities included, furnished

call 226-7092

-In January, Israel's national

telephone company initiated a

fax service that transmits

messages to God via the Wailing

Wall in Jerusalem. And in May,

the Roman Catholic church will

unveil a high-tech confessional

at a trade show in Vincenza,

Italy, that will accept confessions

by fax. And in December, a sect

of Orthodox Jews in Brooklyn,

New York, began selling its

members special beepers so they

would know instantly when the

Messiah arrives on Earth.

-Laguna Beach, California,

Traffic Commissioner Matt

Flynn dismissed a man's

speeding ticket in October,

giving as his reason the fact that

the arresting officer's- motorcycle

was painted blue and white, thus

violating a state law that requires

police vehicles to be either black

and white or just white.

-In December, convicted

burglar Mark Fast, who is

serving 12 years in prison in

Indiana, won a $12,250 lawsuit

against the homeowner/victim,

Mahlon Rieke II. Rieke shot

Fast with a shotgun as he was

fleeing. Fast claimed the injury

made it difficult for him to sleep

or sit down.

-News anchors Tsitsi Vera and

Noreen Welch were suspended

for three months in Harare by the

government-run Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Co. in December

while reporting the story of a

woman whose newborn baby fell

through the toilet of a train onto

the track below.

-In San Diego, Mark Howard

Larsen, 31, was ordered to trial

in the October theft and burning

of the 5,000 Barbie doll

collection of Glen Offield. And
in Sandusky, Ohio, an eight-

month-long series of Barbie

vandalisms in three department

stores continued in January

without an arrest. More than two

dozen Barbies in each store had

been slashed in their private

parts.

-Cleveland, Ohio, police

captured a young man on

December 31 who they say car

jacked a van at gunpoint from

Clinton Clark, who had been

sitting in it. Clark immediately

and excitedly reported the theft

to police. After recovering the

van and checking the vehicle

identification, police also

arrested Clark and charged him

with having stolen the van in the

first place from a neighborhood

support center.

-Bernard Hale, candidate for

treasurer of Cannon Township in

Michigan, was arrested in July

when his car was stopped at 5

a.m. and found to contain 31

political yard signs, most of

them for his opponents. He said

he was just trying to clean up the

neighborhood.

-Althea Garrison, 52, a black

female republican, was elected to

the Massachusetts Legislature.

Before 1976, according to

records obtained by the Boston

Herald, Garrison was a man.

known as Al Garson.

-(C) 1993 Universal Press

Syndicate
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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"Norm? This is Mitch. ...

You were right— I found my drill."

That evening, with her blinds pulled,

Mary had three helpings of corn, two baked

potatoes, extra bread and a little lamb.

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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toexplaih
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COOL.
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cornell? 2dnk!
guess ujhojust
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SHH!

'Oh, the box of dead flies? Ramone gave them to me

Saturday night during his courtship display. ...

Of course, they were already sucked dry."

"It wasn't me, Dad! It was Randy's musk glands!'
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Entertainment

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

WUERES CALXW? D.DNT

WE COME BACK FRCM
TUE DfclUWNG FOJMTAM ?

ILL BET UE'S AT WS
LOCKER. WSS WORMWOOD.

W£ BROUGHT SOMETHING

SECRET IN A WSPER $kG

TODM TUpX HE SMD WOULD

HELP V\M ON THE TEST".

fWE "(EARS UNX\L RETIREMENT

fWE iEM5 UNT\L RtTlRtWENT
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POWERS ARE OF HO /KMML IK

TU\S CUHWMG TRAP.' ZOWS7
IT'S 5TUPEHMS MAMS f \tHDlSM

NE*AES\S, THE CR&8 TEACWER

,

COMING TO FINISH HM OFF.'

LETS SEE IF CALMIN GOT

VWATEVER WAS IN

HIS LOCKER.

Vt\TH STUPENDOUS MUSCLES

OF WfcWTVOL STUPENDOUS

MAM BREAKS FREE.'/

S FOR S\UPi.H00US!

T FOR ItUH FEROC\T( OF/
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ITS HOI ENOUGH THAT WE
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1993 WaltwsWD'Slntmted by Universal Press Syndicate

NOV4 ITS OFF TO APRS NN

STUPENDOUS POWERS OF

CONCENTRATION TO THE

RISTOPOI TEST OF \Ki ALTER

EGO, MILD-MANNERED CALv/lN.'

"VM)ArVM HAME NO FEAR,

BOSS AND GIRLS .' I'M

STUPENDOUS MAN, CHAMPION

OF LIBERTY AND JUSTICE.'

TW TO T
RtSTRMN
Yourselves,

GIRLS! I'M

JUS! HERE
TO DO
CALMINS

TEST-

HE LWES ON
YQVR STREET,

DOESNt HE.?

by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Feb 28 - Mar 6

IEO.TAURUS, 5C0RPIO
ANPAGIUARIU5 HAVE
STRONG SWING POWEe.

WHEN VOU (jIVE TMEM A
JOB TO PO YOU CAN BE
ASftJRBP THEY'LL STAY
WITHTHETA5KUNTIL
IT'S COMPLETEP.

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

Favorable Mercuryand Uranus aspects

are an indication the future may not be

as bleak as some think. There are

positive indications new trends are

working for the belter. While your

efforts might be quite effective this

week, the unexpected may have a

stellar role in bringing a nice surprise.

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report of what to expect in youryear ahead. Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester, N.H. 03105

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21-April 20

Take stock of matters. Beclearabout
what vou re doing and go for it!

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Friends interested in your success may
offer opportunities vou are seeking.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Interesting new ideas could develop in

your communications with others.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

Retire to yourown private place Appraise

how the past controls your life now.

LEO July 24 -August 23

Fresh solutions are possiblenow to help

you overcome problems of the past.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

A friendly encounter with some one

you admire could bring a nice surprise.

LIBRA. Sc-.:24^)ct23

Before jumping to conclusions, have a

talk with one who shares your destiny.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

The bigger the temptation ..the more you

shouldask "What do you have to gain?

SAGITTARIUS Nov23.0e«21

Waiting too long may result in doing
nothingatalllTry tobemorepersuasive

CAPRICORN. Dec22-J«n20

Everything could be coming up roses

and you could be sitting on top of the

world.

AQUARIUS Jan21-F«b19

Genuine talentandabilityalwavsmakes
itself known. Believe in yourself!

PISCES Feb 20-Murch 20

Use your talents, skills and capability to

make this world a better place.

Weekly Crossword
" Matriculation

" By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 OH matriculation site

5 Pentateuch

10 Coagulated blood

14 Consumer

15 Muse of love poetry

16 Tortoise's competitor

17 VT matriculation site

19 TX matriculation site

20 Full

21 DC matriculation site

23 Black & Red

26 Promising words

27 Fidel's confidant

30 Sky parlor

32 Barrel pact

36 NY matriculation site

38 Word with full or half

39 Planet MarsComb.

form

40 Cognizant

42 Taj Mahal locale

43 Geyser, eg

45 Closeness

47 Point of a story

48 StMer's partner

49 TN matriculation site

50 Ms. Thompson

52 Please resp.

54 Actor Kevin & family

58 Eroded

62 Big land mass

63 OH matriculation place

66 Fence or bed part

67 Work dough

68 Large lump

69 Heavy book

70 Germs

71 DCV1PS

1

i

2 \

!

4

1
I

5 6

I'

1
1

9

1

" n 12 ill

I*
! 1"

1
'

i—
;

1

17 77
1

1"

1
fl|L 1

i

22

1

25
1*

;
' 2* It

1

i0 lit

f
I" -1

n 14 35

56 J7
! I

1

" 1 r

1
44

1° |*l I l"
1"

I
51

I
I

45 *6

55

1

J"

57

1"

60*6

1

'.S< SS

1

IN 61

62

l
1

1" 65
1

66
+—

i

lr69
i 1

i 1

Pro

DOWN
Chicago team

Sailing

Transmitted

Sea eagles

Perfect score

NRA or VFW, eg

8 Energy type

9 Sharpened

10 Texas TX matricula-

tion site

11 Non-dene

12 Whale

13 High schooler,eg

18 Paragon

22 Sub

24 Rose Oil

25 Pack

27 Abyss

28 Silent Marx

29 Arabian VIP

31 Silly

33 Gabriel's occupation

34 Stanza

35 Obliterate

37 IA matriculation site

38 Machine parts

41 Raise

44 Ardor

46 Poe's bird

48 Leatherneck

51 Packs of 52

53 Twinges

54 Actors in a play

55 Norway's capital

56 Anna's favorite country

57 Dagger

59 Yam
60 Gr.Brit.. matriculation site

61 Cnbbage term

64 Bounder

65 Proofing necessities

O 1993 All right* merrad GFR Associitn

P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 11301
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Tip toe
1

the night away with the Pittsburgh Ballet
by Karen Kubanick

Features Writer

Do you consider watching the

Simpsons a highly cultural

activity? Those of you who do

should consider expanding your

cultural horizons a bit and check

out the upcoming performance

of the Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre

on March 25 at Marwick-Boyd

Auditorium. If you are already

culturally enlightened, you will

definitely enjoy the opportunity

to see the performance for free

(If you are a CUP student with

valid ID).

As Artistic Director, Patricia

Wilde has led the Pittsburgh

Ballet Theatre to local and

national triumph. She has been

called one of America's

foremost classical ballerina's and

was a principal dancer for the

New York City Ballet for 15

years before joining the

Pittsburgh Ballet. Wilde danced

every major role in the New
York City Ballet's repertoire and

has made eight international

tours with the company, dancing

in such legendary theatres as the

Bolshoi, the Kirov, La Scala and

the Paris Opera. Wilde worked

with many international stars

including Baryshnikov and

Makarova during her twelve

years as Ballet mistress and

Public Affairs photo

The Pittsburgh Ballet will be coming into Clarion on March 25 at Marwick-Boyd. Come see

all the gracefulness and splendor of ballet for free if you are a student with valid ID.

coach for the American Ballet

Theatre. Since Wilde's

appointment as Artistic Director

of the Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre,

the theatre has reached a position

of being one of the major ballet

companies in the United States

with an exciting repertoire

stressing high caliber

performance.

The Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre

also offers a remarkable program

in conjunction with Schenley

High School in Pittsburgh which

enables exceptionally talented

students to pursue intensive

dance training while receiving a

high school education. This

program has an enrollment of

over 300 students from around

the world. The PBT School also

offers dance training for children

and adults in a variety of areas.

The March 25 performance

will include the performances

entitled "Concerto Barocco,"

"Return to the Strange Land,"

and "Great Galloping

Gottschalk." Tickets are

available at the information desk

in Gemmell and are $8 for

adults, $4 for children and free to

CUP students with valid ID.

Everyone must have a ticket to

attend. Tickets will be available

at the door only if not previously

sold out.

Concert Band performed
by Megan Casey

Features Writer

"People missed the chance to

hear the accomplished sound of

our symphonic band. I really

enjoyed it," said student Renee

Baum, when asked about the

band concert held this past

Sunday.

Approximately 100 people

attended the concert, which was

performed in Marwick Boyd

Auditorium.

The Symphonic Band opened

the concert with "Eternal Father"

and "Strong to Save." The band

then performed numbers entitled

"Fanfare," "March and

Celebration," "Beowulf,"

"Chesford Overture" and

"Havendance." After a ten

minute intermission, the wind

ensemble played "Chester

Overture" and "Sinfonians

March." The rest of the band

then returned to play "II Re

Pastore," "Avantia" and "Hosts

of Freedom." The concert was

concluded with highlights from

the musical "Pippin."

The Symphonic Band is

composed of sixty-one members.

The difference between this type

of band and others is the

instrumentation. There are more

woodwinds than brass

instruments, along with more

percussion instruments, such as

the chimes and timpani. The

band is conducted by Susan D.

Creasap and assistant Lawrence

J. Wells.

The Symphonic Band will be

going on their Spring Tour

March 28-30. This tour will

include performances at high

schools west of Pittsburgh.

The Symphonic Bands next

home performance will be the

president's concert on April 18.

POetS Corner by Beth HHdebrand

I ache to create.

I ache to give something existance

which has previously known darkness.

I want to express,

to give light and meaning and crystallization to

small pods of idea, tiny beads of color that are

mine alone.

A channel, a medium, a screen, a listener.

A creator, too.

Are these necessary to process a creation?

What is it inside of me that is pushing for escape?

Is it voice, or feeling, or my philosophy,

maybe just memories that need to be let out?

Will the creation that I express be a gift?

Who gets to partake of the understanding, of the joke?

IF a
D ta
march Special

Large One-Topping Pizza

Expires: 3/31/93

+ TAX

226-5555

Clarion Hospital

is announcing the opening of its new

Convenient Care Center.

Located in the newly expanded Emergency Department.

For: Flu symptoms

Minor skin irritations

Colds & Sore throats

Ear aches

No appointment needed.

$49 basic fee for services,

(extra charges may apply for

additional services.)

(814) 226-1336
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t 'Boro second after two straight losses

CUP captures third straight PSAC-West crown
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

»

The Clarion University

women's basketball team

defeated both Slippery Rock and

IUP last week to earn their third

straight PSAC-West

championship and another trip to

the PSAC "Final Four."

The Golden Eagles edged IUP,

75-73, last Saturday, Feb. 27 to

close the season with a first

place conference record of 11-1,

two games ahead of second place

Edinboro.

Clarion clinched the

conference title in their usual

fashion, by coming from behind.

IUP jumped out to a quick 41-26

halftime advantage, keyed by

two runs that saw the Indians

score the first seven points and

the last six points of the half.

But CUP slowly launched its

way back into the contest to start

the second half and Amy Coon
1 knocked down a three-pointer to

close the IUP lead to eight with

about eight minutes remaining in

the contest.

IUP jumped back out to a ten

point lead, 66-56, before Clarion

finally made its move, scoring

the next eight points and closing

% the lead to two, with just over six

minutes to play.

The Eagles took the lead for

the first time at 3:02 to play on a

Shannon Coakley layup, putting

CUP up 69-68. Coakley then

added a trifecta that gave Clarion

a four point advantage.

IUP would never regain the

* lead as Clarion's defense

preserved the two-point victory.

Clarion forward Leatha

Dudeck finished with 11 tallies,

giving her 1,006 for her career.

Being overshadowed by

Dudeck's mark, Carlita Jones lit

it up from inside the paint,

scoring a game-high 25 points.

> She also squeezed 12 rebounds.

Coakley contributed 15 points

for the winners.

The Golden Eagles earned at

least a tie with Edinboro for first

place in the conference by

defeating The Rock, 74-63, on

Feb. 24.

Coon scored a team-high 19

points and surpassed 1,000

points for her career. Three

File photo

Third time a charm?: Clarion's favorite number has been "3" when it comes to that 19'9"

arc. Can their third straight PSAC playoff berth lead to a greater story than the previous

two? Players like guard Pam Mountsier (13) now have more experience than they did

during the two previous journeys and are banking that the "3" will lead to "1 ."

players on this year's squad have minutes. Jones also aided on the The tournament begins on

now surpassed the millennium inside with 10 rebounds and four Friday when Clarion plays

mark for their careers at Clarion

(the other two being Coakley and

Dudeck).

Trailing 15-7, the Golden

Eagles put together a 17-3 run to

take a 29-22 lead and held on to

a 39-32 lead into intermission.

Another 17-3 run to begin the

second half pushed the Eagles

out to a 56-35 cushion with

14:29 remaining in the contest.

Slippery Rock would slice the

Clarion lead all the way down to

four points but couldn't get any

closer.

Turnovers were a factor as

Clarion yielded only 14

turnovers to The Rock's 26.

Mona Gaffney added 16 points

and four steals in only 22

steals in 23 minutes.

Coakley added 1 1 points and

seven caroms.

Point guard Melissa Bamette

had five steals.

Clarion took things into their

own hands by winning their last

two games to clinch the

conference championship.

Edinboro fell in their final two

conference contests, finishing at

9-3 in the PSAC-West and two

games behind CUP. 'Boro also

advances to the playoffs by

finishing second in the

conference.

Both Clarion and Edinboro

will compete for the 1993 PSAC

championship this weekend at

Bloomsburg.

PSAC-East co-champion

Millersville at 6 p.m., followed

by host and PSAC-East co-

champion Bloomsburg playing

Edinboro at 8 p.m. The two

winners will play for the PSAC

tide at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday.

"We're really excited about

making our third straight trip to

the PSAC final four," said

Clarion head coach Margaret

"Gie" Parsons. "This will be an

exciting weekend for women's

basketball in the PSAC,

especially since all four teams

have a legitimate shot at winning

the title."

Clarion finished the season

with an overall record of 21-5.

winning 13 of their final 14

contests. The Golden Eagles

won the 1991 PSAC tournament.

Leading Clarion into the PSAC

"Final Four" will be Jones and

Gaffney from the center position,

along with forwards Dudeck and

Coakley and guards Coon and

Bamette.

Jones, the 1992 PSAC "Rookie

of the Year," is leading the team

as a sophomore with 16.6 points

per game, 10.8 rebounds per

game and has 45 blocked shots.

She also featured a school record

43-point performance early in

the season versus Mercyhurst.

Gaffney, only a freshman, is

second on the team averaging

13.3 points per game and third

on the team with 6.8 boards a

game. She featured 24 rebounds

in a game against Wesuninster.

Coakley has improved her

game all-around, registering as a

team leader in points per game,

steals, assists and rebounds.

Coakley is now CUP's all-time

leading scorer with 1,246 career

points.

Dudeck is averaging 9.9 points

per game and has 194 caroms for

the year. She also leads the team

with 68 steals. Dudeck is second

in career steals and second in

career rebounding.

Coon also averaged 9.9

markers a contest, while leading

the team in three-pointers with

66.

Bamette vastly improved at the

point and averaged 5.4 points per

game to go along with her 90

assists and 52 steals. She is

lightening quick in leading the

fast break and can board well for

a guard.

Mountsier, Susanne Adams,

Amy Migyanka and Julie

Yanssens have provided

invaluable bench support.

Parsons has a Clarion career

record entering the PSAC's of

78-35.

The last three PSAC
champions (Bloomsburg, Clarion

and Edinboro) are represented in

the 1993 playoffs.

The NCAA Div. II East

Regional playoffs will be

scheduled on March 12 and 13 at

a site to be determined.

The NCAA Div. II qualifiers

will be announced on March 7.
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Late season slump bounces CUP from playoff picture
by lien Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

When Clarion center Steve

Branch stepped in front of IUP*s

Yancey Taylor to draw a game
savins charge, the Golden Eagles

had secured their fourth win in

their first six games. The win
had placed the Eagles in a

second place tie with HIP, and a

first place meeting with
California waited in the wings.

Half the season remained, and

the light of a playoff berth began

to sparkle in the distance.

Nobody could have expected

that the season finale at HIP
would mean absolutely nothing

to the Eagles. Clarion managed
only one more victory the rest of

the way, and a heartbreaking

overtime loss at Slippery Rock
made the finale at Indiana

nothing more than a formality.

A tough overtime loss to

Shippcnsburg forced the Eagles

into a must win situation as they

battled last place Slippery Rock.

A Clarion win coupled with a

Shipp loss would set up a battle

with IUP for the final playoff

spot. The Rockets shot out to a

34-28 halftime lead, but watched

the Eagles soar back in the last

minute of play, to slice the lead

to two, 71-69.

With two seconds remaining,

Kwame Morton rebounded an

errant Eagle shot, and Clarion

was headed into overtime for the

second straight game. It would

turn out to be a big night for the

man from Brooklyn.

Morton finished the night with

24 points to break the single

season scoring record previously

held by Joe Malis with 628 total

points. He also moved into

second place on the Golden
Eagles all-time scoring list with

1,671 points surpassing Alvin

Gibson. Morton, only a junior,

needs just 314 points next year

to exceed Reggie Wells as

Clarion's all-time greatest scorer.

Wells' illustrious 2,011 point

career lasted from 1975-79.

Golden Eagles' point guard

Dave Wojciechowski placed his

lengthy name in Clarion folklore

as he unselfishly distributed five

assists to lift his record-setting

season total to 171. The crafty

junior from Euclid, Ohio
"passed" Terry Johnson's mark

of 169 partitions in the 1979-80

campaign.

While Kwame and Wojo were

attaining individual immortality,

the Rockets were quietly erasing

any playoff aspirations the

Eagles once'possessed.

The Rock's 16 point overtime

excursion proved to be too great

for Clarion to overcome, and the

Eagles playoff chances had sadly

become extinct. Morton's 24
point performance led the way
for the blue and gold, while

Branch and Brian Paige aided

with 18 and 15 points,

respectively. Senior Mark
McCarthy ended a fine career by

swiping 12 boards in his swan
song, while Branch added eight

extractions.

The long bus ride home stirred

up thoughts of what might have

been. A few breaks here, a few

overtime wins there, and the

Golden Eagles would be
spending spring break in the

playoffs. Instead, the metallic

whippoorwills must stomach a 5-

7 conference record, and mature

from the lessons they learned in

1993.

In a less dramatic meeting than

originally expected, Clarion

travelled to IUP to face the

second place Indians. Indiana

had a playoff berth at stake, and

the Eagles, despite the

insignificance toward their own
playoff picture, would have
loved to force their arch-rivals to

spend spring break with family

and friends.

IUP led 43-39 at halftime, and

increased its spread to double-

digits with an 11-2 run to start

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call
Give and ye shall receive- Clarion point guard Dave
Wojciechowski's unselfish distribution paid back dividends
as he became CUP's all-time single-season assist leader.

the second half. The Eagles fifth in their last six conference
clawed their way back, however,

and with the help of a three-point

projectile from Morton and two

free-throws from the "Iceman"

Brian Paige, Clarion had diced

the lead to one, 66-65. That js as

close as the Eagles would get,

The .93-79 loss was Clarion's

contests, and it sent California

and IUP to represent the PSAC-
West in the playoffs.

Morton scored a game-high 27,

while Paige and Branch tallied

19 and 14, respectively. The
Eagles finished the year with an

overall record of 17-9.

Clarion athletes recognized for academic achievement
CLARION- Fifty students

representing all varsity sports at

Clarion University were recently

honored at an "Academic Honors

Award Luncheon" at Chandler

Dining Hall.

The student-athletes received a

certificate if they have a

cumulative 3.2 grade point

average (GPA) or have attained a

3.2 during each of the two
previous semesters. Each of

these students invited a professor

or other campus affiliated person

who influenced their academic

achievement to be their guest at

the ceremony. They were not

allowed to invite their own
coaches.

Addressing the student-

athletes, Clarion University

President Diane Reinhard said,

"To be both a student and an

athlete is an extra special quality

that you bring to Clarion. I also

like to hear your comments
about your guests. Their

recognition is an indication of

the efforts of the faculty, staff

and community, both in and out

of the classroom."

Athletic director Bob Carlson

noted that these students have to

make an additional effort

because they spend 20 hours per

week (the NCAA maximum) in

practice besides playing in the

games and participating in other

activities.

Hal Wassink, director of

student activities and faculty

athletic representative, served as

CESSNA'S NEW YORK CONNECTION
L: SPRING BREAK?!

- PANAMA JACK Suntan
Products 1/2 OFF

SAVE 20% Storewide

thru Sat March 6
Swimwear and MORE!

Daily 'til 8:00 / Closed Sun. 226-6680

the master of ceremonies and

introduced the student-athletes:

Baseball- Ryan Bauer, Pat

Berzonski, John-Paul DeChellis,

Marc Grommes, Jason Hindman,

Robert Hooks, Martin Valentic

and Christopher Zerbe

Football- Ryan Alleman,

Scott Lawry, Tom Lumadue,
John Smith and Mark Wallet

Golf- Brian Fiscus and Tom
Kelgren

Softball- Danene Brown,
Lesley Croston, Kelly Haugh,

Janine Hayward, Jody Rhoades,

Kami Rickert and Mary Beth

Kasenchak

Swimming- Denise Butterweck,

Robert Janeski, Lisa Kaylor,

Stephanie Kissell, Radovan
Lorenc, Dina Maylor, Robert

Reda and Scott Rosenbaum

Tennis- Jennifer Keil and Shara

Wolkomir

Track- Holly Garlitz and Maria

Pavelek

Track/Cross Country- Lynn

Baluh, Joseph Bessetti, Brenda

Bindas, Anthony Carr, Chantal

Cramer, Ronald Graham, Lisa

Griffo, Cynthia Hippensteel,

Mark Kinch, Gary Tshudy, Rene

Vollmer and Nicole Yahres

Volleyball- Meghan Kelly

and Suzanne Sheldon

Wrestling- Daniel Payne and

Keith Sirois

-Information courtesy of
Public Affairs

Public Affairs photo
Student athletes recognized: The male and female athletes
attending the luncheon and having the highest QPA are
shown in the photo. From left are: Baseball player Martin
Valentic, CUP President Diane L. Reinhard, swimmer
Stephanie Kissell and her guest Dr. Pierre Fortis.
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CUP wrestlers to travel to Lock Haven for EWL's
Clarion's NCAA Division I

Wrestling team travels to Lock

Haven this weekend to

participate in the 1 8th Eastern

Wrestling League

Championships.

Held at Lock Haven
University's Thomas Fieldhouse,

the quarterfinals are set to begin

at noon on Saturday, March 6,

with the semifinals and one

round of consolation wrestle

backs taking place at 7 p.m.

Saturday. The final two rounds

of consolations begin at noon on

Sunday, March 7, with the

championship finals set for 7

p.m. Tickets for all sessions will

be available at the door.

The 1993 EWL
Championships are guaranteed to

crown a new team champion this

year. From 1982 through 1992,

Penn State won the team title,

but 1993 will be a different story

since the number one ranked

Nittany Lions have moved into

the Big Ten Conference. In all,

the 1993 EWL's will crown a

team and ten individual

champions. More importantly

however, a total of 34 wrestlers

will qualify for the NCAA
Division I Nationals through this

tournament. A wrestler mast

finish in the top three in his

weight class, or be selected as

one of four wild cards in order to

qualify for nationals this year.

"This will definitely be a

different tournament without

Penn State," said Clarion first

year head coach Jack Davis. "I

really believe that anyone could

get hot and win the team title this

year. It is truly wide open."

If the tournament were to have

a pre-favorite, Lock Haven
would definitely be the pick.

The Bald Eagles return a total of

61 points from last year's EWL's

where Lock Haven finished

second to Penn State. Lock

Haven won the PSAC title

earlier this year scoring 129 team

points, edging second place

Edinboro (121), third place

Bloomsburg (108) and fourth

place Clarion (103.50) in a very

tight race. Now, add in talented

teams from Pitt, West Virginia

and Cleveland State, and it is

easy to anticipate one of the

tightest team races in EWL
history.

Clarion, in the midst of a

reloading season, finished the

1992-93 season with a dual meet

record of 9-13-1 and an EWL
slate of 1-5. The Golden Eagles

started the year having lost seven

starters due to graduation,

including two-time NCAA
Division I Heavyweight

Champion Kurt Angle and 118

pound All-American Erik

Burnett. The Eagles started the

year with a young, promising

lineup and knew that a few

injuries could hurt their chances

for a .500 or better season.

Unfortunately, that's exactly

what happened. Already thin

with graduation and with the

projection of a number of red-

shirt years, the Eagles wrestled

without veteran 190-pounder

Chris Shaw and newcomer
Shawn Ambrust (167) the entire

season due to injuries. Veteran

150-pounder and 1991 national

qualifier Moss Grays missed

nearly half the season with a leg

injury, and co-captain Dan Payne

missed two weeks with the

chicken pox.

Now, as the Golden Eagles

prepare for EWL's, first year

coach Jack Davis finally has

most of his team back together

for the national qualifying

tournament. "We're really happy

that we have most of our lineup

back for EWL's," said Davis.

"We talked to all ten of our

wrestlers about focusing on the

EWL's and the chance to qualify

for nationals. We're going to do

our best to get as many wrestlers

qualified as possible, and that's

Zeta Tau Alpha
would like to welcome their

Spring 1993

Pledge Class!

Jennifer Vavrek Leigh Ann Laffey Cindy White

Jennifer Fiechuk Angela Saylor Joclyn Thomas
Nicole Maniccia Maria Scellini M.J. Stromberg

Tracey Kissling Colleen Hiteshew

how were approaching this

tournament. Everything is

simply a prelude to EWL's and

nationals, and now is the time to

hit high gear."

Clarion will go to EWL's with

Luke Shocklee (17-8) at 118,

Kyle Wolfe (8-15) at 126, Nick

Pendolino (13-11) at 134, Dave

Thomas (17-9) at 142, Moss
Grays (9-4) at 150, Paul Antonio

(10-16) at 158, Joel Gilbert (3-7)

at 167, Dan Payne (27-5) at 177,

Chris Shaw (2-2) at 190 and Rob

Sintobin (16-8) at heavyweight.

Looking at the individual

weight classes, at 118,

Edinboro's Lou Rosselli, ranked

second in the nation, will be the

top seed and favorite. Second

and third place will be up in the

air. Clarion's Shocklee could

place.

The 126-pound weight class is

wide open with Clarion's Kyle

Wolfe and a number of others

having legitimate shots.

At 134, Cleveland State's Dan

Carcelli will be the favorite,

followed closely by Clarion's

Nick Pendolino and a few others.

Pendolino qualified for nationals

at 126 in 1991 when he surprised

everyone by making it to the

finals.

One of the top weight classes

this year is the 142-pound

division as it features number

three ranked and returning

champion Shannyn Gillespie of

Lock Haven. Dave Thomas will

battle here for CUP.

The 150-pound class is very

balanced, and pre-tourney

favorites include Clarion's Moss

Grays.

A toss-up exists at 158 as Paul

Antonio of Clarion and a few

others have a chance.

A battle for first should emerge

at 167. Clarion freshman Joel

Gilbert could very possibly be a

pleasant surprise.

At 177, WVU's Dean

Morrison and Clarion's Dan

Payne are expected to battle it

out for top honors.

Three closely ranked wrestlers

will battle it out for the 190-

pound title. Clarion's Chris

Shaw, who missed most of the

year with a leg injury, could

challenge as well.

The graduation of Angle at

heavyweight pushes Cleveland

Stale's Jeff Scherma into the

number one slot. Clarion's Rob

Sintobin will be the two seed.

In the 17 years of the EWL
Championships, Clarion won
one tide in 1980, finished second

a total of four times, and third a

total of six times. The NCAA
Div. I Nationals will be held at

Iowa State University from

March 18-20.

•Information courtesy of

Sports Information

Elinsky, Haselrig to join EWL Hall

LOCK HAVEN- When the

Eastern Wrestling League

lines up for the finals of its

1993 championship

tournament the evening of

March 7 in Lock Haven
University's Thomas
Fieldhouse, it will also be a

special occasion for two of the

league's best-ever wrestlers.

Former Penn State standout

Greg Elinsky and former

Clarion standout Ken Haselrig

will be inducted that evening

into the league's "Hall of

Fame," at ceremonies that

precede the EWL finals. In

their competition days, they

were opponents. But that

night, they will be inducted as

teammates of a very select

group.

The Hall of Fame was

created to honor outstanding

performers and contributors to

the league's successes. Over the

years, wrestlers have been the

mainstay, but the league has also

honored sports media members,

coaches and administrators.

Elinsky is a three-time EWL
champion and was the first EWL
wrestler to become a four-time

All-American. He never lost an

EWL dual meet bout, compiling

a career mark of 22-0-1

competing at 158 and 167

pounds.

He won the EWL title at 158 in

1985 and 1986, then won at 167

in 1987.

He was EWL Freshman of the

Year in 1984, and went on to

place seventh at 158 pounds in

the NCAA tournament. He was

second in the country at 158 in

1985 and 1986, and third at 167

in 1987. His career mark at the

NCAA tournament was 18-5,

losing four of those bouts to

national champions.

Haselrig was a two-time All-

American for Clarion

University, placing sixth at

158 pounds in 1985, before

taking a year off and reaching

the finals in 1987, finishing

second. He won the EWL title

in that senior year as well,

posting a 6-0 unbeaten record

in EWL dual meets.

His overall league dual meet

record of 14-3 is outstanding.

He was just the sixth EWL
wrestler to finish second at the

NCAA event. His career

mark in NCAA competition is

a solid 9-6, and his scoring

ranks him among the league's

best-ever at the nationals.

-AP Storv

1992 Sequelle

Seniors or graduates of:

DEC 93 • MAY 94 • SUMMER 94

Sign up for Senior Pictures!

March 15-20

Pictures will be taken March 22-25

There is a $3XX) sitting fee with no obligation to purchase pictures

SPECIAL

Education/ Rehab-
ilitative Sciences

scholarship
applications

now available on

the first floor

bulletin board
of the Special

Education
Center.

DEADLINE: 3/15
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Sports Opinion

Forget about the past and present, this is the future
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

In the 1950s, the first rocket

propelled into space, the Korean

War transpired and Elvis had yet

to leave the building.

In sports, the Cleveland

Indians won their last pennant to

date and baseball's Giants and

Dodgers took a new residence

3,000 miles down the road.

But all of the above ensued

comparatively 40 years ago.

Could anyone dwelling back

then have ever conjured up that

four decades later the world

would be suffering from "Black

Death II" in the form of AIDS or

that I would be typing this

editorial into a personal

computer. What in the hell was

a car phone to them? Or Crystal

Pepsi for that matter.

Athletes from the '50s would

never have envisioned steroids,

million dollar salaries, domes,

instant replay or the Fedko Zone

as 1993 commonplace.

And 40 years from now?

Picture^ a world in the year 2030.

Life on other planets? No more

David Letterman? Flying cars?

Passing Michael J. Fox on the

sidewalk every five minutes?

Yeah, yeah, it's like that. How
about the sports world?

Thunderdome hockey? Trillion

dollar salaries?

The future is right now. Give

it up for sports in the

continuum of days in 2030:

Shaquille O'Neal will be the

only 60-year old man who can

still render a backboard useless.

In fact, Shaq will have ruptured

more windows during his career

than the Magic man had shiny

rings.

O'Neal will visit Springfield on

one occasion and have his

picture placed beside the likes of

Wilt Chamberlain, Larry Bird

and Michael Jordan. He will

have been the National

Basketball Association's MVP
11 times and will have been

responsible for a new league

being formed with a 14-foot

hoop. Unfortunately, for those

who have been trying to avoid

The Attack, he is drawn to this

league being as how goaltending

isn't restricted.

After earning 1.25 trillion

dollars in the final year of his

NBA contract, The Shaq buys

Reebok and the state of Florida.

Earvin "Magic" Johnson will

be completely healthy as a cure

for the AIDS virus has been

found years earlier. Less than

two weeks after his return to the

Los Angeles Lakers, in an

ownership position, 50 new

Laker girls are surprisingly

hired.

In the early year of 1992, Wilt

Chamberlain claimed to have

made love to nearly 20,000

women. By 2030, as an elderly

an frail looking man,

Chamberlain writes A View from

Above II, and in it claims to have

made love to 15,367 more

women, stretching his total to

AP photo

A 60-year old Shaq attack?: In 40 years, Shaquille O'Neal

may have already proven himself to be the greatest

basketball player ever by breaking records in three

leagues; the NBA, the Non-gravity and the one with the 14-

foot hoop.

nearly 36,000.

Sports gambling will have

been legalized years earlier and

will have solved the country's

Democratic Women, Scholarship: four

$l ,000 SCHOLARSHIPS fOR PA WOMEN IN

Junior class who are interested in making

a career in politics or g0vernement and

preparing 10 teach government. see

personnel in financial alb dept., (0m

Egbert. DEADLINE: 4/ / 4/93

problem of the national debt.

ESPN will be on all 358

channels featuring SportsCenter

24 hours a day.

International league play in

every sport.

The world will come to the

realization that Chicago Bulls'

and NBA star Michael Jordan

is really the second coming of

Christ. He just wanted to play

30 to 40 years of hoops before

Judgement Day. Who else but

the man himself would hang

with Bugs Bunny?

A Deion Sanders rookie

baseball or football card will be

worth $3,000,000. One of

Sanders' old suits will be worth

about $5.

Mario Lemieux will be

President of the United States,

but will be compared to Frankie

Roosevelt for being in a

wheelchair.

All major sporting events will

take place in domed stadiums.

Los Angeles' smog, acid rain and

the deteriorating ozone layer are

some 21st Century factors that

led to the decision.

Instant replay will have

returned to the National Football

League via a giant screen TV.

The audience will decide the

outcome of a call through an

applause meter.

Due to a change in climatic

conditions, the Jamaican

bobsled team will now have

their own training facilities on

the island.

Women will have already

began to infiltrate professional

sports like baseball and football.

Manon Rheume becomes as big

as Jackie Robinson.

Baseball is now restricted in

that the sport can only use

aluminum and graphite baseball

bats. There are not enough trees

left in the world to spare for

important items such as baseball

bats.

Juan Gonzalez now has

bigger biceps than he had in

1993.

Phil Rizzuto will be dead.

American Gladiators will be

filmed directly from the White

House with Powerball being held

on the front lawn.

The New Orleans Saints may

have won a Super Bowl.

How about a 40-foot long-,

jump or a two-minute mile?

Tippin gymnasium will still

be painted gold, white and blue

on the inside.

I will have been married to

former tennis star Amanda
Coetzer for 35 years and will be

living in South Africa watching

the natives gain some weight.

The former was not meant to

be offensive to anyone, it was

merely the incoherent dreaming

of one very fatigued Sports

Editor.

~2^

5th Ave.
Restaurant

Cold 6 packs / Qts to go

Best prices in town!

226-8512

Monday - Special

Hot Wings / Pitchers All Day

200 each hot or mild

Full Menu
Daily Specials

Wednesday - Special

Mug Nite / Hot Dogs

3 for $1 (condiments included)

FREE ^
Membership with this coupon V/^

Wilkinson TV & Video f

44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies
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Help Wanted
SPEND THE SUMMER IN THE
BEAUTIFUL CATSKILL
MOUNTAINS OF NEW YORK.
ACHIEVE A CHALLENGING
AND REWARDING SUMMER
EXPERIENCE WORKING IN A

RESIDENTIAL CAMPUS FOR
ADULTS WITH PHYSICAL AND
DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES. POSITIONS
AVAILABLE: COUNSELORS,
CABIN LEADERS, PROGRAM
LEADERS. ALL STUDENTS
ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY.

SEASON DATES JUNE 1 UNTIL
AUGUST 19. GOOD SALARY,
ROOM AND BOARD, AND
SOME TRAVEL ALLOWANCE.
CALL MARCIE AT (301) 422-9454

FOR INFORMATION OR WRITE
TO CAMP JENED, P.O. BOX 483.

RPCL ROCK HILL, NY 12775

(914) 434-2220.

Summer camp staff positions

available in South-Central

Pennsylvania. Counselors,

waterfront, program specialists

needed. Good salaries, generous time-

off. Contact: Barbara Nealon, Penn

Laurel Girl Scout Council, 1600 Mt.

Zion Road, York, PA, 17402. (1-800-

673-2561)

250 Counselors and Instructors

needed! Coed summer camp in

Poconos Mountains, Pennsylvania.

Lohikan, Box 234 CC, Kenilworth,

NJ 07033 (908) 276-0998.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT--Make money

teaching basic conversational English

abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make

$2,000-$4,000+per month. Many

provide room & board+other

benefits! No previous training or

teaching certificate required. For

International Employment program,

call the International Employment

Group: (206) 632- 1146 ext.J5246

Roommates & Rentals

College Park Apartments now

signing for fall 1993 and spring 1994

semesters. Utilities included,

furnished. Call 226-7092.

Nice quiet furnished apartment for 3

or 4 girls. Call 226-8225.

SUMMER JOBS

ALL LAND/WATER SPORTS

PRESTIGE CHJLDRENS' CAMPS
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS

NEAR LAKE PLACID

CALL 1-800-786-8373

Remodeled 2 and 3 bedroom mobile

homes for rent available for summer,

fall and spring "94. CaU 227-2800.

Nice houses and apartments available

for summer 1993. Evenings 226-

8617!

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy!

No selling. You're paid direct. Fully

guaranteed. FREE Information-24

hour hotline. 801-379-2900

Copyright #PA02795O

Nice houses and apartments available

for fall 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Very nice furnished apartment. Four

female students. Ideal location. Two

blocks from campus. Call 764-3690.

Free trip to Cancun, Mexico.

Organize a small group and travel

free as a college rep with sun bound

vacations. Prices start from

$419.00. Complete package

includes round trip jet service,

hotel transfers, 7 nights hotel,

beach parties, daily sunshine,

exotic nightlife, tequila happy hour

and much more. For the best value

and the most fun filled spring

break package call (800) SUN
TREK or (800) 786-8735 for

further details and reservation.

Very nice furnished apartment for

four students. Ideal location. Two

blocks from campus. Call 764-3690.

Nice, clean apartment for 4. One-

and-a-half blocks from campus on

Wood Street. $750/semester/person

including heat. One year lease. May

to May. 226-7171

New apartments for rent for fall

semester, two locations, 3 or 4

students. Call 354-2992.

Nice new apartment for four females

close to campus. 226-6867

Spring Break:
CANCUN, NASSAU

from $29»
Organize a small group for PRBE trip

CALL 1 (800) GET-SUN-1

/f!KRTIFIRD\
AUTO CARE

ASz

ComputoripJ Diagnostics

Major. General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT. JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 2254624

South 5th Avonue

Clarion. PA 1C2 14

For rent sleeping room only. Very

near college campus. Female

students only. For summer semesters

and fall semester. For more

information call 226-5647.

Three bedroom house close to

campus. Summer. Fall and Spring of

'93-'94. Call (814) 772-9094.

Three bedroom duplex, four to five

students. $650 per semester. New

kitchen and bathroom. 764-5490

Sales & Services

Anybody staying in Clarion over

break gets $2 off any medium at

Geo's. Call 227-91 11

***True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose

from 50 colors. Located in Sligo, PA,

10 miles south of Clarion. Call for

appointments after 5:00 p.m. 358-

2715.

CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED
•89 Mercedes...$200; '86 VW...S50;

'87 Mercedes. ..$100; '65

Mustang.. .$50; Choose from

thousands starting $50. FREE
Information-24 Hour Hotline. 801-

379-2929 Copyright #PA027910.

NEED COLLEGE MONEY? $6.6

billion unclaimed. Apply now!

Money-back guarantee. Free details:

Eagle Scholarship Service, Box 60,

Marble, PA 16334 (814 354-6140).

For Sale: Model "D" Series Leading

Edge Computer-dual floppy-disk

drive, display monitor, keyboard,

EPSON Dot Matrix Printer, and

word-processing software available.

Please call. Price negotiable. 968-

4360.

Bring in one can of southern beach

sand and get $1 off any large pizza at

Geo's. Call 227-9111. Expires

3/31/93.

Announcements

Campus Activities Board of Venango

Campus presents Steel Magnolias, a

stage play by Robert Harling

performed by a Big League

Theatricals National Tour. Monday,

March 8, at 8:00 p.m. at Cranberry

Junior-Senior High School. $7

Adults, $4 under 18, $2 Clarion

University students with valid ID

card. For tickets or information, call

676-6591 . Ask for the book store.

Applications for Student Senate

Secretary for academic year '93-'94

are available at the Student Senate

office. 269 Gemmell. Deadline:

3/19/93.

"TO BE YOUR VOICE. WE MUST
HEAR YOUR VOICE."

-1993 Student Senate

Student Senate meetings are held

Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in 246

Gemmell. All are welcome to attend.

Have a safe break!

—Geo's Pizza

Do you have questions about settling

upon a particular major? Career

questions or questions concerning

Clarion's academic programs? Need

some advice in planning your college

years, academically? These concerns

and more can be answered by Career

Services in 114 Egbert Hall. Stop in

and pick up complimentary copies of

"Making Decisions: About majors

and Careers" and "Career Planning

Guide for College Students."

Attention Seniors: Career Services,

114 Egbert Hall, is currently

accepting resumes for interviews this

month with the following companies:

Fastenal, The Limited, FN Wolf,

Metro. Life, Bankers Life,

Northwestern Mutual Life, Glen

Mills Schools, Ames Dept. Stores,

Wallace Computers, Baltimore Life.

Stop by the office for more info.

Personals
To the cast and crew of Pippin!

Congratulations on a fabulous

performance and a special thanks to

all of you who made Mike's birthday

on Friday one he will always

remember. Thanks again. Sue Hilton

ZTA-Kim W.-Happy belated "21"

birthday! Love your Sisters.

ZTA-Tara H.-Happy birthday! Love,

your Sisters

Congratulations to Spring '93. . Jen

Fiechuk, Tracey Kissling, Leigh Ann

Laffey, Nikki Maniccia, M.J.

Stromberg, Joclyn Thomas, Jennifer

Vavrek, Cindy White, Colleen

'Hiteshewand AngieSaylor. We're so

glad you're part of us! Love, the

Sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha

Theta Xi, Thanks for showing us that

Candyland isn't just a kids game. We

can't wait to go back in the land of

candy with you guys again soon!

Love Delta Zeta

Summer jobs/interships at camp for

children/teens/adults with physical disabilities.

Seeking mature, responsible individuals for assistant

director/activity coordinator, cooking instructor, nutrition

instructor, counselors, art director, nature/camping instructor,

lifetime leisure coordinator, WSI, lifeguard, maintenance and

kitchen staff. No experience needed for counselors.

Salary+room/board. Call 1-800-243-5787 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)

Delta Zeta wants to wish everyone a

safe and happy break!

Michael,

Thank you for your patience, your

understanding and your affection!

Can't wait far our vacation! I love

you! Re- Re

Delta Zeta Spring '93 Pledge Class:

Thanks for everything you've done.

Looks like the best chose the best.

Love your Turtlebuddy. Little B. (P.S.

Thanks for the dance).

To Gina: We love you always. Thanks

for being a great sweetheart. To

Jeanette: We hope this next year is

full of fun and we're glad you're our

new sweetheart. Love, the Brothers

of Theta Xi

To the Sisters of Delta Zeta: Thanks

for the great mixer. Candyland is a

great place to be. Love, the Brothers

of Theta Xi

Jodi, Happy birthday on March 11.

You're a great little!! Love you,

Laurie

The sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

wish everyone a safe and enjoyable

break.

The Sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

would like to congratulate and

welcome Mark "Squid" Proper as our

newest sweetheart. We love you!!

Love, the Sisters of Alpha Sigma

Alpha

Congratulations and good luck to the

Spring '93 pledge class of Alpha

Sigma Alpha: Kim Ebner, Chrissy

Granger, Marie Kasanovich, Melissa

Klody, Shelly Landowski, Joey

Marquis, Jenn McCann and Cindy

Tucker. We love you all.

Happy birthday Robin. Love, your

Sisters of D Phi E

To the Brothers of KDR: We hope

you guys spent your money wisely.

We'll buy and sell you guys anytime.

Love, the Sisters of D Phi E

The Sisters of D Phi E wish everyone

a fun and safe spring break!

To the Brothers of Theta Xi: Thought

the mixer was the highlight of the

night. Little did I know. Looking

forward to being your new

sweetheart. Love, Jeanette

Theta Xi Brothers: Have a safe and

wonderful break. See you back! Your

sweetheart

To the Sisters of D Phi E: The mixer

was nifty. We had a groovin time js

always. He), next time lcls use real

money.
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Sports Commentary

Underrated success achieved by CUP swim teams
by Keith Makayenko

Contributing Writer

Stamina, hard work and

endurance are some of the things

that make Clarion University's

men's and women's swimming

teams what they are today. The

question is, "What are they

today?"

Led by 15-vear head coach Bill

Miller and 12-time NCAA

Division II AU-American

swimmer (at Clarion) and

assistant head coach Mark Van

Dyke, Clarion's swimming
program has reached levels

beyond compare.

The men's team has currently

won an underrated 20 of the last

23 PSAC championships, as well

as several top five finishes at the

NCAA Division II national

championships. One of those

was last year's best ever finish of

second place.

The women's team has won

every PSAC championship since

they got their start in 1976 (18

straight). They also have eight

national championships tucked

under their belts.

What has made any of this

possible, by either team, has

•••*FourStar Pizza

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11AM-1 2AM
Thurs11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat 1 1 AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

March Special
2-16" cheese Pizzas

NEW Only $11.99 p"«t«

BREADSTICKS... ONLY $1.49

Good only thru

3-31-93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Dinner

for four

Only $8.99
PtUSTAX

Includes 16" one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 3/31/93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Sub
for two

Only $4.50
PtUSTAX

Includes 12" SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 3/31/93

four Dinner
STAR ,

gg* for two

Only $6.50
PtUSTAX

Includes 12" one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 3/31/93

been the' rigorous practice

schedules these individuals have

had to hold to.

The day in the life of a Clarion

swimmer is comparable to few.

The majority of the population in

this country understands the

effort that one must put forth in

swimming one lap of a pool, but

here's an example of what these

Clarion athletes put themselves

through from September to

March:

The alarm clock rings from

across the room (it has to be

there to ensure actually getting

out of bed due to the exhaustion

of the previous day).

Turn off the alarm, it reads,

"What, 5:30 a.m.?" Oh well,

nothing new, time for practice.

Jump into the clothes and head

for good ol' Tippin, looking

forward to probably 200 plus

laps before 7:20 a.m.

Back into the clothes and up to

Chandler for breakfast (meal

plan providing) and then off to

class.

Grab lunch if the class

schedule allows it and then it's

back to the grind stone.

It's now 3 p.m. and time for

weights. Now, I'm not talking,

"Well, here's a set of ten bench

presses, now I think I'll take a

breather." One full hour of 25

different stations lasting one

minute and thirty seconds each,

giving more effort than you can

muster. Then thirty seconds to

make it to the next station.

Finish up, then five minutes to

get into the suit and onto the

pool deck.

It's now around 4 p.m., time

for afternoon practice. Another

two hours of now 280 lengths

plus, and not much time to think

about anything but finishing on

interval.

It's now around 6 p.m. and

time to make it to dinner, if the

stomach is still intact enough to

keep things in order.

Finally, rest? No, wait, "I'm

carrying 16 credits." I guess it's

time for homework, a group

meeting for class or typing a

paper that's due tomorrow.

It's now around midnight, the

day is just about over.

Conclusively, there might be

some time left for personal use.

The alarm clock rings from

across the room. . .

Indoor track results
Both the men's and

women's track teams have

been taking part in indoor

track invitationals over the

past two months as a tune-up

to the regular season. The

Golden Eagles competed at

the Robert Morris Invitational

on Friday, Feb. 26.

Teams from all over

competed. Some included

Clarion, Pitt-Johnstown,

Duquesne, Buffalo, Carnegie

Mellon, Wheeling Jesuit,

Westminster, Youngstown St.,

and host Robert Morris.

For the men, John Quinn

placed fourth out of six

competitors in the men's shot-

put event. He had a throw of

43-9, 3.5 feet off of the

farthest.

Kurt Berger placed 14th out

of 21 competitors for Clarion

in the men's 55-meter dash

with a time of 7.2 seconds.

The fastest time recorded was

6.3 seconds.

Brenda Ritzko gave the

women their highest finish on

the day by placing fifth out of

15 competitors in the

women's 55-meter dash event.

She had a time of 7.8

seconds, just over a half a

second off of the leader.

Lynn Baluh placed in the

women's triple jump with a

30-7.5 foot mark.

The Clarion women's

4X400-meter relay team

placed with a time of 5:07.6.

The women's 4X200-meter

relay team also placed with a

time of 2:11.1, just over 20

seconds off of the pace.

-by Jon Q. Sitler
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Clarion projecting $2.7 million

shortfall for 1993-*94 fiscal year
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-Chief

The office of finance and

administration at Clarion

University is projecting a $2.7

million shortfall for fiscal year

1993J94 which could result in

cutting personnel costs through

furloughs.

President Diane Reinhard met

with vice presidents and deans

last week in order to identify the

problem and process necessary

to make further budget cuts. The

university released a statement

Tuesday saying that "all

alternatives are being examined

as part of planning efforts."

A memo was sent to all

employees on Friday, March 19

from Timothy Fogarty, Interim

Assistant Vice President for

Human Resources, discussing

areas where payroll expenditures

could be cut. Some of the means

discussed included, ".
. .nine

month appointments as opposed

to 12 month, three or four day

work weeks or other forms of

seasonal employment."

Interested employees were

instructed to meet with their

supervisors for further

information. Fogarty stressed

that inquiry ".
. .does not

constitute a commitment" and

that ".
. .no action will be taken

until final consultation" with

interested parties.

Presently, 85 percent of the

budget is in personnel costs.

Approximately $43.6 million is

projected in payroll costs for

1993-'94. Total revenue is

projected at $48.1 million and

total expenses at $50.8 million.

Both Ron Wilshire, interim

vice president for university

advancement, and President

Reinhard stressed that the

university is planning for

potential cuts and that nothing is

presently set in stone. Operation

of the university hinges upon

revenue through state

appropriation, tuition revenue

and other sources, which are not

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

President Diane Reinhard briefed Student Senate at their weekly Monday night meeting on

the university's projection of a $2.7 million shortfall for fiscal year 1993-94.

yet known for the next fiscal permanent payroll cuts" and Chapel on Tuesday, March 3 I to

theyear.

On Monday night, Dr. Reinhard

told Student Senate, "We don't

know about actual revenue or

what it will cost to run the

university next year." She

further stated that although the

$2.7 million figure is a

projection, it is "not an

unrealistic projection."

The projection is a result of

ongoing budget planning from

the office of finance and

administration and other

administrators.

Wilshire said that payroll cuts

must be considered now rather

than later because, "contractually

there are timelines to follow and

it is necessary to have a plan in

place."

According to university

documents from the Council of

Trustees meeting last Wednesday

evening, March 17, divisional

solutions "must be as a result of

"solutions involving

furloughing of positions must be

identified no later than Friday,

March 19." Fogarty and Interim

Vice President for Finance and

Administration, Wayne Key

were to receive the identification

of potential positions to be cut

on March 19.

Part of the problem is from

non-permanent reductions from

fiscal year 1992-93. "We didn't

make permanent payroll cuts last

year," said Wilshire.

According to the documents,

representatives of the Chance-

llor's Office of Labor Relations

staff are expected to meet with

Fogarty and Key today and

tomorrow, Friday, March 26, in

order to "review furlough

plans. . .to assure conformance

with appropriate collective

bargaining agreements."

President Reinhard has

planned three meetings in Hart

discuss with employees what

will happen in the future. These

times are 7:30 a.m. and 3:30 and

5:30 p.m. The meetings are

open to the public.

Dr. Robert Balough, president

of the local Association of

Pennsylvania State College and

University Faculties (APSCUF)

chapter, was told that projections

for the reduction of full time

faculty equivalents (FTE) could

go as high as 20 or more. This

means not filling already empty

positions, retirement and

furloughs. "It's hard to tell what

the impact will be and how this

will affect the educational

process," said Balough.

The university will know more

about what actual cuts need to be

made in June when the state

appropriation figure is released

and in July when the Board of

Governors sets tution for

1993-'94.

k
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Hide Park The way I see it

Assitant News Editor

Environmental

Alert

Our world is a beautiful land. We

have so much to give and receive

from it. The green, luscious land

in the summer is always

enjoyable; sun-baching by the

river is always refreshing. The

autumn brings a colorful scene.

Trees that change their leaves to

green, orange and brown make

me feel peaceful and calm as I

walk through the woods. The

first winter, white snow that falls

on the ground brings a vision of

innocence and virginity to the

land. Springtime reminds me of

a time for renewal, being reborn

or a time to grow. The land is

beautiful as it goes through

change, and watching has made

me appreciate what it has to

offer.

As I travel, change and grow

like the seasons, I notice a

change in the land. Along roads,

streets and homes there is litter.

Litter is destroying our land. It is

not looking as beautiful as it

once did. Society has become

careless about waste and

disposing of it properly. Society

does not realize that when they

litter, it is destroying nature, and

nature cannot be replaced. This

is why we have a place for

garbage.

Tons of garbage are buried in

dumps each day to protect

society from the harmful fumes,

toxins and diseases that it can

cause. This burial protects us

because these areas have been

designated by professionals. The

garbage that is not put in these

confined areas can only create

ugliness, unhappiness and anger

for me. I enjoy the changing of

seasons, and when I see litter on

the streets, roads and around

houses, I believe that my rights

of living in a healthy

environment have been taken

i away by the people who litter.

Debbie Huffman

Organizations, such as

P.E.A.C.E., Save the Rainforests,

Save the Earth or Greenpeace,

all want to save animals, natural

resources and the human race.

P.E.A.C.E. is an organization

in Clarion, Pennsylvania which

took a stand and protested

against a waste incinerator slated

for installation in the county by

an organization called Concord.

If all Clarion County talks about

is how the county's health would

be jeopardized if a waste

incinerator was put into the area.

(cont. on pg. 4)

It was a small thing really, the

chocolate milk in the cooler in

the Gemmell snack bar was three

days past its sell by date.

I reached to the back and

grabbed a fresh one. Then,

doing my civic duty, I told the

manager that some of the milk

was out dated. No, I was told,

milk can be sold for seven days

after the sell by date. That date

refers to the time a dairy must

sell to a retailer. I went to a

mirror and checked for a sticker

on my forehead that said "I'm an

idiot."

I knew that just was not the

case. The manager of the snack

bar was wrong and I was now

obsessed with proving I was

right

I called Mong's Dairy in

Seneca and talked to Ron Mong.

Mong's is a local company

which buys it's milk from local

farmers. They put out high

quality products.

I was right. Mong told me that

the date on the carton is the sell

by date for retailer to consumer.

Armed with this information, I

returned to the snack bar and

was promptly and quite curtly

told to forward my complaint to

Mr. Zerfoss at the dining hall.

Zerfoss agreed with me and

wasted no time in saying that the

out dated milk would be

removed and if I saw such out

dated products again to let him

know. He would see to it that

things would be current.

To finally get to my point, be it

chocolate milk or higher

education, there is no reason

you have to accept an inferior

product. Nor must you accept

reasoning and excuses that you

know are wrong.

As with the chocolate milk,

sometimes the upper ranks aren't

aware of the lower ranks actions.

I beleive Zerfoss was unaware of

the milk situation.

Of course, sometimes the

people in charge do know what's

going on and simply don't let on.

As the philosopher Pfaff would

say, "Don't beleive me, check it

out." We should check

information given to us and not

just accept it because so and so

said it was true.

Clarion University is facing

some tough times. Some
questions should answered to

your full satisfaction.

Will Clarion lay off large

numbers of employees? Can we

overcome several million dollars

of budget short-falls? Who
vetoed the president's house first,

the trustees or SSHE? What

happened to the ITEC/STEP

investigation?

Let's make sure everything is

up to date at Clarion. Even the

chocolate milk.
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Guns, Guns,
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Surprise, surprise! The gunshot

wound that kills you, your friend

or neighbor will be fired in 75

percent of such cases by a

relative or acquaintance, and

NOT by a criminal as we are

generally led to believe.

In a time when information is

supposedly king, we harbor (he

myth, perpetuated by the gun

addicts and the National Rifle

Association, that it is the

criminal who is the killer, which

most frequently is not the case.

Information be damned: we

subscribe to many myths, guns

providing more than their share.

Most murders in the United

States are committed with

handguns, a preponderance by

those without criminal

tendencies or records- good,

law-abiding citizens- by

accident or in a fit of passion

because a gun is handy at the

moment. If handguns and

I
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assault weapons were adequately

controlled or prohibited, such

regulations would be honored by

good citizens and thus eliminate

the vast majority of killings-

those committed in passion, by

accident or from depression.

Clearly, if we cannot control our

passions we require strong gun

controls.

No doubt some guns cannot be

taken away from actual

criminals, but they are

responsible for only a small

portion of deaths from bullets.

However, even the victims of the

criminal frequently become one

because they attempt to resist

with a gun, falsely assuming it

provides protection, but actually

"threatens" the antagonist who

fires in "self-defense."

Furthermore, many of the guns

used by actual criminals have

been stolen from the "legitimate

gun owners who obey the law."

The FBI has reported that more

than 24,000 Americans die of

handgun violence yearly, largely

due to the ready availability of

handguns. Most industrialized

nations have virtual bans on

handgun sales, which explains

why chances that you will be

gunned down are 55 times

higher than if you resided in

Great Britain or seven times

higher than in Australia.

We tolerate an extreme level of

violence in large measure

because most of us believe it will

never happen to us- but it does.

Although H. Rap Brown

maintained that "Violence is as

American as cherry pie," we

deny the reality and accept the

myth that Americans, more so

than others, "respect life," but

only some of us do, some of the

time.

The United States is the only

advanced western nation which

has no significant gun control

laws. We license dogs, barbers

and marriages, but no deadly

weapons. Sixty-six nations

prohibit personal gun ownership

including five European nations

and Japan which have made it

illegal. Yet we fail to react to the

obvious; namely that guns have

little or no lasting social utility

and the only substantive reason

to have one is to kill. But why?

Polls have consistently shown

that over seventy percent of our

citizens desire meaningful gun

controls and thirty-seven percent

would prohibit handguns

altogether. Indicators suggest

that a similar percentage of

Congress agrees, although too

intimidated to legislate.

Nevertheless only the most

superficial controls have been

enacted and even then the

powerful NRA has come close to

defeating those measures. This

organization, heavily bankrolled

by gun manufacturers and

importers as well as members,

spends more than $80 million

annually to defeat every gun

control proposal no matter how

limited or reasonable. They have

successfully opposed even a five

day waiting period which would

enable the police to check

criminal records before a

handgun could be sold. All

attempts to place realistic limits

on the sale of assault weapons

have been thwarted by NRA.

The NRA's army of lobbyists

fought efforts to ban mail order

machine gun sales, plastic pistols

and cop-killer bullets designed to

pierce bullet-proof police vests.

How does an organization of

three million manage to impose

the will of the few on the very

lives and limbs of the many?

Legislators are intimidated by

the NRA which turns out its

membership en masse as one

issue voters to crush any

candidate who supports, even if

only verbally, very minimal

restrictions.

President Reagan, despite

barely surviving a handgun

bullet, supported the NRA,
although even he recently

favored a seven day waiting

period on handgun sales.

President Bush actually boasted

of his NRA membership (no

doubt for political reasons),

opposed controls and failed to

effectively limit assault weapons

despite any number of mass

killings, including large numbers

of grade school children. Clearly,

assault weapons have no value

except to criminal elements.

The power of the NRA and its

membership reminds us of Steve

Allen's observation that, "Those

of us who preach sweet reason

will never have an easy time of it

in a largely irrational world"

Kenneth f. Emerick

is a retired faculty

member of Clarion

University.
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Hide Park
(cont. from pg. 2)

why do we continue to throw

waste onto the road and streets?

The society doesn't want to live

with a waste hazard, yet they

continue to live with disposal in

their yards, streets and highways.

By 1997, Pennsylvania is

expected to produce 42,000 more

tons of waste than it can dispose.

At least the professionals are

trying to confine the contents,

while we dissipate McDonald's

bags, bottles, Styrofoam and

other waste onto the ground. The

carelessness of the country is

bringing us into a past situation.

In the early part of the century,

garbage was a problem because

people didn't dispose of it

properly. Besides, technology at

this time was undeveloped. We
didn't have the equipment to

bury garbage, and we didn't

have the knowledge of how to

recycle glass, paper, plastic and

metals. It became the "Rat

March." Every night people

would stand on their porches and

watch the rats migrate to barrels

outside of familys' homes and

move onto the dump sites. The

uncleanliness and fear of being

bitten by an infected rat brought

some changes to society in its

fight to protect society from

disease.

Upton Sinclair brought change

to the meatpacking industry. In

his novel, "The Jungle", he

dissected the meatpacking

industry, and this created an

uproar over the unsanitary

packaging conditions. This

impinged on society's public

space.

And in 1906, a bill was passed

requiring strict standards which

would ensure pure meat. Society

wanted sanitary food, so it

wouldn't make them ill. They

took measures to protect

themselves from botulism, which

could result in death. The

improvement has protected the

health of the society.

Technology has improved to

better the communities, and

Sinclair helped to change an

unhealthy environment oy

standing up to the ways the meat

packing industry used to package

meat. Change has brought the

United States into a better

environment, and we can

continue the change by disposing

of our litter properly.

Have we come this far in

history only to destroy what is

keeping us alive? We have found

a way to dispose of garbage, but

we continue to litter. We cut

down forests, pollute the

waterand destroy the green land

by bidding roads, houses and

r.aes. Has our technology

advanced to a point that society

thinks that new technology will

save us? If we pollute the water,

there will be nothing to drink; if

we kill the trees, we will have no

oxygen to breath; and if we

destroy the soil, we will harvest

no crops. And by littering we

contribute to the destruction of

the earth. The land is kind to us,

and we should protect its gift to

us- a place to live, breathe and

prosper.

Debbie Huffman is a senior

Communication major and

Dear Editor:

February, the shortest month of

the year, has come and gone.

And so has Black History

Month. Once again, we can

become ignorant and ignore

diversity. After all, the month

devoted to celebrating diversity

is over and so is the public

attitude that differences among

people deserve recognition.

Don't get me wrong, Black

History Month is a great idea.

But why does it last for only one

month? Soon everyone will

forget the special month!

My idea: Every month should

be Black History Month. No, I

have an even better idea. The

name should be changed to

Diversity Month!

The notion that America is a

melting pot is false. Why should

we all become the same? With

all the wonderful cultures

present in our land, we have such

a vast variety of experiences in

which to partake. Instead of

mocking others, join in on the

fun! Wear jewelry from Africa.

Eat eclairs from France or

eggrolls from China. Dance to

the music of the Carribbean.

Reader Responses
(cont. from pg. 3)

Enjoy what the world has to

offer!

Yet, so many people choose

not to. Why? Pride and

ignorance keep disillusioned

people from finding reality.

Narrow-mindedness will be the

demise of our country.

However, there is a solution!

Education is the key to equality.

If one can overcome stubborness

and place tradition aside to listen

to others' views, diversity can be

a reason for rejoicing. Innocent

people must no longer suffer

because of others' ignorance.

Let's do our best to contribute

to a society that won't destroy

itself with it's narrow-minded

views. Don't compromise your

beliefs for the sake of another

ignorant being. The guilt will

engulf you and bring you down-

possibly drown you.

When a group of persons

restrict society in dealing with

others, they also restrict

themselves. Restricting will only

result in society's death. Today's

society must look past skin color

to the being inside if it is to

survive. We can no longer ignore

intelligent minds that shape our

society.

It must no longer be a dream

for children of differing

nationalities to walk hand in

hand. It must soon be a reality.

For life should be lived in the

future and not in the past, as

some demand to live. One

cannot walk backwards

reflecting on yesterday and hope

to succeed tomorrow. Reality is

life. And life is today.

Lori Redono is a senior Special

Education/ Rehab Science

major.

Anti-Semitic incidents rise on campuses
CPS-

Anti-Semitic incidents against

Jewish college students

increased by twelve percent in

1992 despite a general decline in

such incidents as a whole, the

Anti-Defamation League

reported.

There were 114 anti-Semitic

incidents reported on 60 college

campuses in 1992.

Since 1988, the number of

incidents has more than doubled.

The ADL recorded a total of

1,730 anti-Semitic incidents

nationwide, a decrease of 8

percent over 1991.

"There is a troubling

atmosphere on campus," said

Melvin Salberg, ADL national

chairman. "Jewish college

students are feeling especially

vulnerable as they are confronted

by an intensive wave of anti-

Semitism."

The 1992 "Audit of Anti-

Semitic Incidents" was prepared

by the research department of the

ADL Civil Rights Division. It is

an account of overt acts or

expressions of anti-Jewish

bigotry or hostility.

Two incidents are reported in a

summary of the audit. One

occurred at Queens College in

New York City when dead cats

from an animal science

laboratory were dropped into

toilets in another campus

building with a warning written

on the wall, "We're going to do

to Jews what we did to the cats."

At Brown University in

Providence, R.I., clothing in

dryers was defaced with slogans

such as "Jews Go Home" and

"No Jews."

Excellence through

education.

Summer Job Fair

Wed. Mar* 31 11:00 a.m.-3 p.m.

Gemmell Student Center in the

Multipurpose Room
Camps, Amusement Park, Temp. Services

will be recruiting college students tor

summer jobs

PELL and PHEAA Grant

Refunds are now available

at B-29 Carrier. Photo I.D.

required. (Closed noon-

1

p.m. and Friday mornings)

CESSNA'S NEW YORK
CONNECTION
WELCOME BACK!

STOP BY and CHECK OUT our

NEW LOOK)
** VIDEO GAME ROOM **

NOW OPEN

Daily til 8:00 / Closed Sun. 226-6680

Clarion Hospital

is announcing the opening of its new

Convenient Care Center.

Located in the newly expanded Emergency Department.

For: Flu symptoms

Minor skin irritations

Colds & Sore throats

Ear aches

No appointment needed.

$49 basic fee for services,

(extra charges may apply for

additional services.)

(814)226-1336
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News
In search ofcost reductions

Proposed President's residence put on hold
by Rodney Sherman

Asst. News Editor

The plans for the proposed

presidential residence will be

sent back to the drawing board in

hopes of cutting the final cost.

The Clarion University Board of

Trustees decided at their meeting

March 17, that the current

estimate of $1.2 million was

unacceptable.

The board plans to work with

the architect to find ways to

reduce costs.

The President's Residence

Committee met three hours

before the regular meeting and

decided to propose a hold on

further action until reductions

can be found.

The committee consisted of

trustees Dana Still, Paul Weaver

and Joseph Harvey.

A recent study made by Baker

Engineers had raised the

estimated cost from $870,000 to

$996,706. After adding

estimated ancillary costs, the

total came to $1.2 million.

Ancillary costs include

professional fees and costs such

as bid advertising.

Baker Engineers, in reviewing

the project, indicated that labor

costs had been underestimated

by the architect.

Referring to the new estimate

at the committee meeting,

Weaver said it "puts a different

light on the prospect of the

president's house." Weaver said

the plan for a president's home

should not be given up on and

suggested that the plans be

reviewed to see where money

could be saved. "I can't

continue [to proceed] with $1.2

million," said Weaver.

The estimates put the cost of

the house at $168 per square

foot. The committee said it

would prefer to get the cost

down to $100-105 per square

foot.

Both Still and Harvey were in

agreement with Weaver on the

new course of action. "A million

and a quarter is high rocks, " said

Harvey, adding, at "a million

two, it just won't be built."

Still said, " I think we do have

to take the position that a

president's house will cost more

than a regular house and there

will never be a good time to

build it, but right now, a delay

won't hurt anything."

Still went on to say the

committee will pursue

construction to deliver a

satisfactory residence at a more

satisfying cost.

The committee's plan was

delivered to the regular meeting

of the trustees later that evening.

In attendance at the regular

meeting were Still, Weaver,

Harvey, Kenneth Gaudi, Raleigh

Robertson, Fred Mcllhatten and

student trustee, Crystal Knorr.

Still presided over the meeting in

the absence of Dr. Syed R. Ali-

Zaidi who was out of the

country.

When the subject later came up

as scheduled on the agenda, Still

gave a brief history of the

project. Still said the board at

one time considered buying an

existing house close to campus

but the cost of that house,

coupled with renovation costs

and outside improvements, such

as a driveway and parking area,

would have came close to

$500,000, and the home would

have been 100 years old.

Still said the board at that time

did not wish to invest that

amount of money in a house

already that old.

Still summed up the decision

and situation saying, "The

residence committee realizes that

Fred Mcllhatten was one of the members attending the March

trustees have decided to put the proposed presidential home

should reflect the quality and

dignity of the institution it

represents, and it should also be

a comfortable family residence.

"Finally we know from

experience "that any residence we

may construct must look to a

useful life of at least a century.

"Though a president's

residence is more than an

average home, the residence

committee believes that a

satisfactory home can be bid and

constructed for an estimated cost

At "a million two, itjust

won't be built"

-Trustee Joseph Harvey

a president's home is something

more than a private residence. It

has to be large enough for a

president to be able to

accommodate at least two or

three official guests, and it surely

must be large enough and

adequately equipped, not for

major entertaining, but for

formal presidential dinners for at

least a dozen people.

"Beyond that, a residence

substantially less than a million

and a quarter dollars.

"The committee takes the

position that a residence built to

last 100 years, carry the

reputation of the university, and

function as a family home, and

also in some modest official

capacities as well, can be built at

an estimated bidding cost of six

to eight hundred thousand

dollars, especially in view of the

university already owning the

site of the structure.

"Eleven of our sister

universities have free standing

president's homes. Clarion does

not. We have an opportunity to

correct that deficiency. We can

do what we should or we can

hide. There is never going to be

a better time. In 1896, a fine

house could have been built for

$10,000. A lovely home could

have been built in the 1960's for

the appropriated $120,000. We
shall have to spend more now,

but tomorrow the cost will be

even greater, if history means

anything."

As for the immediate future of

the residence, Still said, "The

residence committee intends to

pursue this project persistently

with the help of Vice President

Wayne Key, Clare Heidler, the

director of facilities management

and the officials in the State

System to develop a satisfactory

residence plan for a more modest

cost."

Student Senate President Gara

L. Smith told the trustees of

student opposition to the house

in her regular report to the board

at the start of the meeting.

Students have voiced strong

Rodney L. Sherman / Clarion Call

17 trustees meeting. The

on hold.

opposition to the project since

it's announcement.

In response to the decision of

the trustees, Smith said, "I am
pleased the council of trustees

realizes that an estimated $1.22

million president's residence is

unacceptable and are finally in

agreement with the students who

adamantly oppose the proposed

construction. We [the students]

have stated all along that the

university can not possibly

afford this at the current time."

Meanwhile a report published

by the Clarion News on Tuesday

said that the Office of the

Chancellor of the State System

of Higher Education had already

determined that the proposal was

unacceptable.

The Clarion News story also

said a university spokesman

claimed that the SSHE decision

had no impact on the trustees

action.

The correspondence from

SSHE was not discussed at the

trustees meeting. The letter was

not mentioned at the earilier

committee meeting either.

SSHE will lake no further

action on the proposal until

revised estimates are submitted.
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News Feature

Call to duty: an

outsider's tour of

Parris Island
by Alan Vaughn and

Rodney Sherman

Semper Fidelis: always

faithful.

Dateline Parris Island
—

"The

place where it all begins," said

Gene A. Deegan, major general

of the U.S. Marine Corps,

speaking to our visitation group

at the officers club. And there it

all does begin for nearly 17,000

marine recruits from the eastern

half of the United States each

year.

A rare close-up glimpse of the

transformation process that

makes that sweet neighborhood

boy or girl from your childhood

days into one of the world's

premier professional warriors

was provided to the Call.

A prospective Marine spends

12 weeks on this sand-flea

infested island, surrounded by

salt-water swamps that, more

often than not, makes potential

deserters into gator bait. During

his stay on Parris Island, the new

recruit will learn all there is to

know about conditioned

discipline.

The odyssey begins just after

midnight three days a week,

when busloads of new recruits

arrive, are urged to "GET OFF
MY BUS" by the Drill

Instructors assigned to the

receiving station. Recruits are

herded onto the infamous

stenciled yellow footprints,

painted on the asphault. It is

here that they first realize what

they have gotten themselves into.

Before they finally sleep, some

36 hours after arising that

morning, they will fill out

seemingly endless files of

paperwork, receive all their

needed uniforms and equipment

and in an unforgettable moment

of anguish, lose whatever hair

they had on their heads. Marine

Corps research has indicated that

new recruits are much less likely

to lie about things like police

records after they have been

deprived of sleep for extended

periods of time. When the last

lock of civilian hair hits the

floor, the transition is complete.

Now comes actual Boot Camp.

Over the next three months,

recruits will do immeasurcable

numbers of push-ups, endless sit-

ups, countless miles of running

and negotiate dozens of

confidence-building
constructions. In between all the

physical training comes hours of

education in the techniques and

capabilities of the M-16 rifle.

Every marine, no matter what his

or her Marine Occupational

Specialty, is considered a basic

rifleman and must qualify with

an M-16. They will shoot for

record from 200, 300 and 500

yards. Those who do not

qualify, do not become Marines.

Advanced laser technology is

available to aid those who have

difficulty on their first attempt.

Those who fail their first attempt

get dropped from their platoon,

repeat the week of training and

try it again. There is no third

attempt.

Primary Marksmanship

Instructors aid the recruits in

this, their second phase of

training. This phase lasts two

weeks, with the first week

Ray Henderson / Clarion Call

Marine recruits face intense training with their M-16 rifles. All Marines are considered

riflemen first, regardless of their Military Occupation Specialty.

rifleman. Scores of 210 to 219

earn '.he title of sharpshooter and

190 to 209 are labeled

marksman. Scored below 190

do not qualify.

Stress relief comes when the

recruits get suited up in boxing

sear and vent their frustration on

fellow recruits in the boxing pit.

Platoons battle each other to see

which walks away the toughest.

The action is controlled by DIs

who halt the punches after one

"the most difficult training

of all armedforces "

-Marine recruit Murphy
toon 3038plat

consisting of lectures on proper

firing procedures, safety

procedures and correct

techniques. Also during "grass"

week, recruits fire unloaded

weapons to practice their firing

technique. The second week,

known as firing week, is three

days of practice fire on the

range, a prequalification day and

a qualification day. Recruits

with a score of 220 or more out

of 250 qualify as an expert

minute and prevent anything but

straight arm punches. Three

days later the platoons return to

square off with pugil sticks. In a

scene reminiscent of American

Gladiators, two recruits face

each other on a narrow wooden

bridge in an attempt to make a

kill by bashing an opponent's

vital areas with the padded end

of a five foot staff.

While the recruits almost seem

to enjoy the boxing and pugil

sucks, there aren't many smiling

faces at combat swim training.

Before completing this phase,

recruits will wade 20 meters in

shallow water wearing boots,

battle dress uniform, flack

jacket, helmet, cartridge belt,

two ammunition pouches, two

canteens, an M-16 and a

standard 30 pound waterproof

pack, then to neck high water for

a 40 meter breaststroke, ending

with 60 meters in deep water

using a bicycle stroke. Just to

make things challenging,

recruits must also step off a 10

foot lower into deep water and

swim 25 meters, again with full

gear.

Roughing it is the mark of the

third phase of the training, or

Basic Warrior Training. Male

recruits spend a week in the field

developing combat training

before returning for three days of

advanced weapons training, then

marching back to the field.

Female recruits spend three days

camped out before returning,

again for more weapons training,

then spend eight more days in

the field.

Male recruits learn the

methods of camoflage,

concealment, first-aid,

movement during the day and

night, sanitation, map and

compass techniques, mines and

communications. They also

throw a live grenade for the first

time, rappel from a 47 foot tower

and experience the pleasures of

the gas chamber. It is here that

recruits negotiate the most

physically demanding part of the

training, on the Combat Assault

Course^ a quarter mile of

rigorous simulations of combat

obstacle, ending with a bayonet

charge on rubber dummies.

Female recruits learn how to

employ heavy weapons, land

mines and personnel carriers to

best protect troop areas behind

the front lines, as well as the

tactics of defensive perimeters

and sentries. Females are not

permitted in combat situations.

Following completion of the

twelve hellish weeks in boot

camp, the trained recruits

graduate in on approximately 46

graduations held each year. For

the first time, they may be

addressed as, "Marine." From

here they move on to 12 weeks

of training in whatever

occupational specialty they have

been selected or been assigned

to.

They have pledged semper

fidelis.
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compiled by Rodney Sherman,

Alan Vaughn and Ray

Henderson

World

Yeltsin's power grab

in limbo

Russian President Boris Yeltsin

may face impeachment

following his declaration of

emergency powers on Saturday.

Yeltsin stumped yesterday to

gain popular support for his

plans to bypass Parliament and

rule by decree. At the same

time, a panel of 13

Constitutional Court judges

deliberated as to the

constitutionality of Yeltsin's

declaration. The court, which

failed to rule on the situation,

will continue to deliberate until a

decision is reached.

Court deliberation was

disrupted when Yeltsin accused

Chief Justice Valery Zorkin of

bias. Zorkin had accussed him

of "trampling on" Russia's

fledgling constitution after

initating "a state coup."

Popular support for Yeltsin

seems widespread. A crowd

estimated at around 10,000

rallied at the Oktyaber cinema in

Moscow to show support for

Yeltsin's declaration. Also,

Russian coal miners threatened a

walkout if Yeltsin were to be

ousted from office.

Russian Foreign Minister

Andrei Kozyrev, a strong

supporter of Yeltsin, said that

Yeltsin is in a "fighting mood."

The Clinton administration

continues to back Yeltsin's

administration, but added that it

will support reform in Russia.
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French Socialists rejected in

parlaimentary elections

France's Socialist Party

suffered its worst defeat in a

quarter century in Monday's

election.

A conservative majority now

controls the National Assembly

for the first time since 1981

when French President Francois

Mitterand brought the Socialists

to power.

Mitterand will now be forced

to appoint a conservative prime

minister.

Analysts blame voter fatigue,

rising unemployment,

immigration concerns, several

corruption scandals and

uncertainty about France's place

in Europe as reasons for the

Socialists' downfall.

France has a two round voting

system, which favors larger

parties. The conservative party,

Union for France, is expected to

win between 460 and 476 seats

in the 577 seat assembly.

Space shuttle delay

threatens space program

Monday's aborted launch of

the space shuttle Columbia could

cause further delays in the

overall U.S. manned space flight

program.

Also affected by the delay is

the German space agency, which

spent $560 million on the

mission that is already running

five years late. The German

agency is under political

pressure to get the mission off

the ground.

"The question is whether the

country wants to walk away

from the adventure of putting

humans in space," said John

Longsdon of the Space Policy

Institute at George Washington

University.

NASA also faces the problem

of its aging shutte fleet. Some

shuttles are 12 years old and use

20 year old technology. So far,

there are no plans for new

shutdes.

Woody Allen admits he

'screwed up'

Woody Allen admitted to a

judge Monday that he, "screwed

up" by having an affair with Mia

Farrow's adopted daughter.

The filmmaker claimed he still

deserved custody of his three

children despite his mistake. He

said his relationship with Farrow

became, "a joyless, sexless"

affair and he "rightly or

courtesy of

College Press Service

Students explore

physical barriers

A program at North Carolina

State University teaches

architecture students to become

sensitive to the needs of

handicapped persons by

switching places with people

who are blind, deaf or confined

to wheelchairs.

"The Sight, Sound and Motion

Workshop," which was attended

in February by 62 students from

the department of design,

allowed aspiring designers on

the Raleigh, N.C. campus to

experience life with vision,

hearing or movement

impairments.

Students wear blindfolds and

earplugs for hours or ride in

wheelchairs to simulate the

handicapped experience. Later

in the day, students meet with

volunteers from handicapped

services organizations to discuss

the events.

"Many come out of the

workshop passionate advocates

of the universal design," said

John Tector, the architectural

professor who founded the

program.
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Last original McDonald's

to close

Fast food giant McDonald's

has decided to close its last

original restaurant in Downey,

Calif.

McDonald's faces opposition

from preservationists who began

gearing up their effort to save the

resaurant which opened in 1953.

McDonald's claims the

resaurant is losing $50,000 a

Rodney King trial continues

Defense attorneys for the tour

police officers charged in the

Rodney King beating case said

King still posed "a very strong

threat" to police as he lay beaten

on the ground because he had

not been handcuffed.

That testimony clashed with

earlier remarks made by

prosecution witness Sgt. Mark

Conta who said the officers

Campus
News

Schools engage in blood feud

Rivalry between Temple

University and Penn State was

notched up a bit in February

when the Temple Owls beat the

Nittany Lions of Penn State in a

month-long blood donor

competition.

This is the second year the two

universities have squared off in

the Lifesaver Cup. The trophy

will be moved from Penn State

in University Park, Pa., to

Temple in Philadelphia. The

Nittany Lions won the first

round in 1992.

"I thought it would be fun for

students to set up a competition

for blood collection," said

Andrea Dunn, college

recruitment specialist with the

Red Cross for the Penn-Jersey

region. "Blood collection is a

serious thing, but it's good to

have fun at the same time."

Penn State's goal was to get

1,000 pints of blood and 685

students, or 68 percent of the

total, donated.

People also have the mistaken

idea that one can get AIDS virus

from donating blood, Dunn said.

"That's totally impossible," she

said.

Blood banks in the

Philadelphia area were seriously

depleted in February.

Swastika found in

Harvard dormitory

Students recently found a

swastika and graffiti on a wall in

a dormitory where several

Jewish students live, the Harvard

Crimson reported.

Abigail S. Kolodny, a

sophomore who discovered the

vandalism, told the paper that

she was "deeply offended" by

the vandalism to the wall.

Kolodny, who is Jewish, said

that others in her dormitory were

similarly horrified.

The incident was under

investigation by the Harvard

University police.

Because Lowell House, the

dormitory where the damages

occurred, was open to outsiders

for a recent staging of an opera

and other events, Harvard

officials said that there was a

possibility that non-students

were responsible for the incident.

According to the Crimson,

several swastikas appeared in the

elavator of another residential

building in November,

prompting students to respond

with a written petition

condemning the act.

Special Thanks to

Alpha Sigma Tau

John Rickard
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Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted by

Public Safety for the weeks of Mar. 1 through Mar. 20, 1993.

At approximately 7:40 a.m. on Mar. 1, Public Safety received a call that a

vehicle parked in Lot B had the window on the driver's side smashed. The

owner was notified, and the incident is under investigation.

A report of the theft of a book was reported to Public Safety on Mar. 1 at

around 4:45 p.m. The book was taken from the second floor of Carlson

Library after a student left her seat to go to the rest room. The stolen text was

a second edition of "Elementary Linear Algebra," by Larson and Edwards. It

was valued at $25.

A plastic two liter soda bottle filled with a mixture of chemicals popped,

creating an explosion like sound in the men's rest room on the 3B wing of

Campbell Hall at around 12:16 a.m. on Mar. 1. Chemical mixtures placed in

the bottle caused pressure to build inside and pop, with a loud bang. No

damage was reported. Pa. State Police are investigating.

A white vehicle was observed driving on the sidewalk after jumping the

curb in parking lot J at arounnd 1:30 a.m. on Mar. 1. The operator of the

vehicle shut off his lights to avoid identification and drove through the

borough of Clarion. The operator later crashed his vehicle into the rear of a

semi-trailer and came to rest near the entrance of Wood St. and Greenville

Ave. The driver was identified as a non-student, operating the vehicle with a

suspended liscense. The driver was cited for numerous violations of the

vehicle code.

At around 3:00 p.m. on Mar. 2. a Public Safety officer noticed a window to

a MAC machine was kicked out. The bank was notified, and the incident is

under investigation.

A theft of money was reported on Mar. 2, between 8:00 and 9:15 p.m. from

the men's locker room in Tippin Gym. A total of $60 was taken. The locker

was not secured with a lock.

Several washing machines and dryers in Nair HaU were damaged by actors

using cardboard slugs to operate the machines. The incident was reported on

Mar. 3 at around 3:30 p.m. A student in Nair Hall was identified as the

responsible individual and will be cited.

A saxophone was reported stolen from a locker on the second floor of

Marwick Boyd on Mar. 17. The lock on the locker was inoperative. The

instrument was last seen in the locker on Mar. 5. It is described as a "King-

alto saxophone, brand number 513, with a white neck strap, maroon carry

case and a "County Band 1989" button. It is valued at $575.

A student reported a stolen purse on Mar. 17 from her 1985 Oldsmobile

Cutlass Sierra. The vehicle was in several locations on campus and the exact

location of the theft is unknown. The purse is dark brown in color, with a

shoulder strap and two zipper pockets. The purse contained three W.I.C.

checks for the month of march, more than $100 in food stamps, a personal

check book, drivers licence. Fashion Bug, J.C. Penney, and CitiBank Visa

credit cards, $6 cash and a syringe of Ketorolac Tromthamine for migraine

headaches.

On Mar. 18, a student was charged with theft by unlawful taking after the

student stole a book from the female swim team locker room. The text was

sold to the book store, but was recovered and returned to the victim.

A student was cited for public drunkenness on Mar. 19, after being noticed

staggering in Marwick Boyd. The person had a strong odor of alcohol and

registered .23 on the BAC.

A report of five pair of blue jeans were removed from dryer number five in

the laundry room of Wilkinson Hall. Three pairs of blue Levi's 34X32, one

pair blue Levi's 36X32 and one pair black Guess 36X32

Public Safety officers were called to the third floor of Nair Hall on Mar. 20

where drinking violations were in progress. Several students were cited for

minors consumption and disorderly conduct. Violations will be turned over to

Student Affairs.

„ a„yoM has any ...formation concerning these or other crimes, please

contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

Jumping for dollars
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Call on the road

by Chad Briggs

News Writer

The Clarion chapter of

American Red Cross held their

second annual Jump Rope-a-

Thon on Tuesday, March 23.

This year's theme was "Fun,

Fitness, and Friendship."

17 teams consisting of over 100

people participated in this year's

event, consistent with last year's

turnout. Last year, over $3000

was raised.

The money raised will be

donated to the American Red

Cross, which, for over 75 years,

has provided services for disaster

victims, organized massive

blood donation drives, sponsored

CPR and first aid courses, and

helped servicemen return home

in times of need.

It is hoped that this year's

proceeds will meet or surpass

last year's total, due to the tight

budget of the Red Cross. If

budget matters get worse, many

Red Cross chapters, including

the one in Clarion, may be lost.

Loss of the local chapter would

mean longer waits and less

services for local residents in

need.

Each participant jumped five

one-minute periods, with the

total number of jumps being

tallied at the end of the fifth

period.

Pledges were taken prior to the

event, and the participant's total

number of jumps determined the

amount that each sponsor would

pay.

For instance, if a sponsor

pledged five cents per jump and

the participant made 1000 jumps,

the sponsor would pay a total of

$50.

Door prizes were awarded to

participants, as well as awards

for teams which raised the most

money and completed the most

jumps. This event is the biggest

annual fundraiser for the Clarion

Red Cross chapter, and the

groundwork has already been

laid for next year's event.

Norbert Baschnagel, vice-

chairman of the Clarion Red

Cross chapter, would like to

thank Dr. Reinhard, the Clarion

University faculty, all

participants in the event, and the

following sponsors: Bob's Sub

Shop, Booksmith Trading,

Captain Loomis Hotel, Clarion

Clipper, Coke's Creative Cutters

Hair Salon, County Seat

Restaurant, Craig's Barber Place,

Dan Estadt's Sports Shop,

Designing Minds, D.E.P. Office

Supply, Domino's Pizza,

Emerson's, Fox's Pizza Den,

Four Star Pizza, Geo'sPizza,

Pizza Hut, Subway, Paul A.

Weaver Jewelers, Willie's

Locksmith, and Wing King.

Stop by and visit your ArtCarved representative during this special event.

Check out our awesome collection of styles. ArtCarved will customize a college ring just tor

you with thousands of special options. Don't delay—see your ArtCarved

representative before this promotion ends.

ARTQ1RVED
J ^. COLLEGE JEWELRY

MARCH 29 AND 30

BOOKSMITH TRADING
624 Main Street, Clarion, PA 1 621 4 81 4-226-7608 special Wtmm P'ans Ava.iahk I

i '

I

»Stf

Call, Sequelle

participate in

media convention
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

Students representing the

Clarion Call and the university

yearbook, the Sequelle met with

communication students and

advisors from all across the

country in a once a year learning

experience that is not matchable

in any college classroom.

Each year, the College Media

Advisors and the Columbia

Scholastic Press Association host

a college media convention at

the Doral Inn in mid-town

Manhattan.

Students from all across the

United States flock for a chance

to meet with the top media and

journalism professors in the

country as well as some of the

most respected and

knowledgeable professionals

working in various and divergent

aspects of the field today.

The keynote address was

delivered March 17 by Harry

Smith, CBS News correspondent

and co-anchor of CBS This

Morning for the last 6 years. His

many accolades include

coverage of the Persian Gulf

War, the San Fransisco

earthquake, the Olympic Winter

Games in Albertville, France as

well as various political and

domestic issues.

A winner of three Emmy
awards for his work on 48 hours,

Smith is a common contributor

to 48 Hours, Street Stories and

CBS News Sunday Morning as

well as being a regular

replacement for Charles Kuralt

on Sunday Morning and Dan

Rather on CBS News with Dan

Rather.

Smith revealed the trials and

tribulations of the process of

scratching and clawing the way

to the top in an extremely

competetive and always volatile

field.

"Be persistent," Smith said.

"Make them want to give you a

job just so you won't call them

ten times a day anymore."

The convention lasted four

days and included seminars by

such notables as Richard

Goldstein from the Village Voice,

Bill Elsen, assistant national

editor of the Washington Post,

Phil Patton, contributing editor

for Esquire, Anthony DePalma,

reporter for the New York Times

and Rob Polner, reporter for

New York Newsday, as well as

other professionals from

newspapers and magazines up

and down the eastern United

States.

Seminar topics ranged from

current developments in the

former Soviet republics to

business and advertising

methodology and from

budgeting your college yearbook

to in-depth analyses of the First

Amendment and its role in a

changing and developing

twentieth century America.

*nw«*aa*«aMMi

MASTER'S DEGREE IN EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY,

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Indiana University ofPennsylvania 's Department ofEducational Psychology

is accepting applicationsfrom students seeking a Master's degree in Educational

Psychology (M.Ed.) and/orPost-Master's SchoolPsychology Certification. The

latterprogram is designed toprovidepre-service trainingfor individuals seeking

certification as Public School Psychologists in Pennsylvania.

Applications accepted three times a year

Admittance decisions made In July, October and March

Features ofthe program include:

• part-time orfull-time study

• most courses offered in the late afternoon or evening

Applications due: Two months prior to session study will begin

For further information, write or call:

Graduate Coordinator, Master's in

Educational Psychology/School Psychology

Certification Program, Department or

Educational Psychology, 246 StoulTer Hall,

I UP, Indiana PA 15705

(412)357-2316

KigriF

The Clarion Call is

getting ready for the

end of the school year

and preparing for the

next. We are presently

cleaning out our photo

archives. If you would

like a picture that we

have printed within the

past year, stop up and

haggle prices with our

photography editor,

Ray Henderson.

Our office is 270 in

Gemmell. For more

information on

this one time offer call

226-2380.
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Cable Channels
•mi IRSHAV EVENING MARCH 25, 1993.

~ 4l30 17 5:0°4:00 5:3CL 6:00

nnfn Mavn: IMovie: »eV» "Jus t One of the Guys pw»
J * ... I ^> „ !* i—

i

Uaul* r~i

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

lCheersq

] Edition

Newsq

Oprah Winfrey q

10

Donahue (In Stereo) q

11

14

Gool Troop

People Ct

17

(3:00) Movie: Some Like'

18

21

22

25

at

Cheers q
Deeign.W

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsq Newsq
New*

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon Batman q
Newsq

Joyce Hyser Dangerfiekl

News

Newt

6:30

ABC Newt

'Movie': **Vi •Radio Flyer' (1992) Elijah Wood. 'PG-13

NBC News

Hard Copy q

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

7:00 7:30 8:00

Jeopardy! q
Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Golden Girts Married..

CBS News
Roseenneq

LPGA GoH: Dinah Shore Classic. (Live)

Movie: *** "Jesus Christ Superstar" (1973) Ted Neeley

Jeopardy! q

You Bet-Lile

Married.

Wh. Fortune

Matlock "The Revenge" q
Cheers (R)q I

WingsMg Cheers (R)q
I
Seinfeld q Crime * Punishment q

College Basketball: NCAA Tourn. Reg. Semi

College Basketball: NCAA Tpurn. Reg. Semi

Simpsons q
Cheers (R) q

Martin (R) q
Wings (R) q

PGA Golf: The Players Championship. (Live)

(2:30) Movie:

(2:20) Movie:

Movie: *»• "The Scalphunters" (1968)

Underdog

Anything

Sr. PGA I Up Close

American Gladiators

Movie: "Conquest of the Planet of the Apes " (1972) PG

Sportscenter ISkiing: World Freestyle Ch.

Cheers (R) q

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: ** "Her Alibi" (1989. Comedy) Tom Selleck. 'PG

Murder, She Wrote q

Monkey u»v- «» its a Mad. Mad, Mad, Mad World (1 963) Spencer iracy

Muppets

AnyMnj.

Hev Dude (R) fifteen What You Do

Jane Pratt Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney

Super Dave

Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

In Color Down Shore

Seinfeld q

V,M n..fc»tK.u np.aa Tournament Regional Semifinal. (Live) q
uonege oawicuw

T ...._" . aJ.„.n „\ Com.final i\ i«b) n
rJl!!l n«.k>th«ll NCAA Tournament Regional Semifinal. (LiveLg
=?™r °*

i ..._. ttZuA Hunter "The SniDer"
Mama iMama Married

Crime 6 Punishment q

Movie: **+ "Divorce American Style" (1967, Comedy! ++* -w* * Mad Mad. Mad. Mad MfanC

Boxing Bert Cooper vs. Derek Williams. (Live)

Movie: »» "The Stranger "(1987) R' q
pga GoH: The Players Championship. (R)

[Movie: *Vi "Private Resort" 0985) R'

Movie: »** "Thelma & Louise (1991) Susan sarandon

Get Smart ISuperman |w.T . Moore IVan Dyke

Awards

L.A. Law

Dragnet

Movie

A. Hitchcock

Hunter "The Sniper

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Baseball I
Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q
Up Close (R)

Hitchhtk6f

Movie: +* "Basket Case" (1982) R

Movie: *Vz "Ann" (1991. Drama) R' q
Lucv Show IFTroop Get Smart

MtvieT StoterrBabJs " (1993. Dr^ma) Mary Tyler Moore. |Thirtvs<>rrwthing Mysteries

FRtCAY EVENING

2 iMovie: «*»
"4 Design. W. lowers q

10

4:00

MARCH 26, 1993
5:30

Dragonslaver" VM\) Peter MacNicol. PG' Movie:

6 Cur. Affair lEditton Cheers q

PtopKt Ct. jCur. Affair

"14~
(3:00) Movie: Trie Vikings

Newsq

Design.

Newsq
News
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon I Batman q

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

»*V2 "Rocky V" (1990) Sylvester Stallone, q
ABC News

News
News

NBC News

Hard Copy q

Motrin- +*• • White Men Can t Jump" (1992) R q

CBS News— i

Golden Girts

Newsq CBS News

Full House q [Wonder Yrs.

News a INBC News

18

hPfiA GoH Dinah Shore Classic. (Live)

PflTGoH: The Ravers Championship. (Live)

Movie- *** Divorce American Style" (1967, Comedy)

21 Movie: »»* "mi Rovers" (1971 )
William HoldenTPG

22

25

26

Motowortd |UpCioso_

American Gladiators

Roseanne q

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Family I Step by step

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Secret Service (In Stereo)

Getting By q 1
Where I Live

10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: *** "New Jack City'

NCAA Tourn

Movie: *ft "Charms" (1991

20/20 q
. Drama) Cheryl Ladd. q

(1991) 'R'q

Newsq

Semi.

Secret Service (In Stereo)

Movie: *»* "The Seven-Ups

Sportscenter

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** Vera Cruz" (1954, western!

Underdog Muppets

Anything |Anyfflinfl

Hey Dude (R)

Jane Pratt

Movie: ***Vi

Fifteen

Movie: *» "Femme Fatale" (1991) Colin Firth. PG-13'

net,™ nf the Jedi" (1983) Mark HamiH. PG' q
iBuHwinkle

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney

Unsolved Mysteries

' (1974) Roy Scheider. PG

ITrue Stories

Tonkmt Show (In Stereo) q
, Lffamai unci] *~. »v —— —I

* ——
' .

nvurnm R..k»>K«ii NCAA Tournament Regional Semifinal. (Live) q

11:30

Academy

Golden Girts

12:00

Comedy Jam

NightHneq

'College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Regional Semifinal. (Live) q ...

Mama IMama Married.

Movie: " Vi{"Changes" (1991, Drama) Cheryl Ladd. q
Hunter "Guilty

NHL Hockey: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

JT»-J^ **+v, "The Inn of the Sixth Happiness" (1958, Drama) Inqrid Bergman
Hews a ITonight Show (in Stereo) q

Movie

IPGA GoH: The Players Championship (R)

*** Paris Is Burning" (1990) rVJ ™* ** "Blackbelt" (1992) "R'

Baseball ISportscenter

Murder, She Wrote q

Theres No"

Up Close (R)

Movie:

Movie: *** "City Slickers" 1991) Billy Crystal. PG-13

Get Smart

LA. Law
|
Superman M.T.Moore |Van Dyke

*'/2 "Danoerous Curves' (1988)

Movie: *» "Dangerous Obsession "(1986)

'm«£" »y
»"7

flusrT (1991, Drama) Jason Patric. R Q
Get Smart

Dragnet I A. Hitchcock

Movie: **Vi "First Monday in October" (1981, Comedy)

Lucv Show IF^Troop

Thirtysomething Mysteries

SATURDAY EVENING
_4:00

2

MARCH 27, 1993

4*6 5:00

Movie: ** "Nate and Hayes" (1983) Pti

5:30

Life Stories

PBA Bowling ILPGA Golf: Dinah Shore Classic. (Live) q
(2.001 PGA GoH: The Players Championship. (Live) q
College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Regional Final, q

10

11

CoHeqe Basketball: NCAA Tournament Regional Final, q

(3:00) Movie: "Eyeryfjrne
"

lArnerk ws

14

(2:00) PGA GoH: The Players Championship. (Live) q

17

18

21

22

25

26

6:00 6:30

Naked Gun 2 1/2: Fear'

7:00

Newsq

7:30

ABC News
NBC News

Academy

Entertainment Tonight q
Movie: * "Ladyhugs" (1992) PG-13' q

Hee Haw Silver

Young Indiana Jones

College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Regional Final q
h-— — :

—

r.
—

r.—::«.» - -?" a n--:-—i c;-«i r-\

College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Regional Final q
Star Trek: NextGener

News p INBC News

(3:00) Movie: "Seven-Ups

Wm. Basketball

(3:00) Movie: "Meatballs III

Movie: *** "Theres No Business Like Show Business

Jeopardy! q IWh. Fortune

Horse Racing:

Gossip!

Jim Beam

Buddies

Skiing: World Freestyle Ch.

Swamp

am Moviei I Movie: **V. "Any Which Way You Can "(1980) "PG"
* _ . ' —..* W. «_j .- K«...;K . ^.^.a "TK^i Hr^aa

(3.30) Movie: **Vi "Cocoon: The Return

Can't on TV I
Arcade Freshmen

Beyond

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

8:00 8:30 9:00

Home
Medicine Woman
Medicine Woman

Nurses (R) q

Copsq Cops (R) q
Nurses (R) q

Movie: **»V; "The Wild One" (1954) Marlon Brando.

Sportscenter I
Women's College Basketball: NCAA Reg

"I. . l»..u^. j. j. j. ••u..*tta'' MQ7I

9:30 10:00

Comedy Hour Dennis Miller

10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: •»'/; "Matlock: The Picture" (1992) Andy Griffith

Movie: »»jj Necessary Roughness" (1991) 'PG-13' q
Newsq

Empty Nest IMad-You

In the Heat of the Night q Raven "Endgame" q
In the Heat of the Night q
Code 3 q
Empty Nest

Code 3 (R) q
Mad-You

Reasonable Doubts q
News

Raven "Endgame" q
Catwalk (R) (In Stereo)

Reasonable Doubts q

News

Newsq

Design. W. I
"Children"

Saturday Night Live (R)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables 'Chinatown'

Comic Strip Live (In Stereo) lArsenio Haw

Newsq

Movie: »*»% "Q & A" (1990. Drama) Nick None. (In Stereo) R

Saturday Night Live (R)

Women's College Basketball: NCAA Reg

Matrix (R) q
Movie: »»* "Beetleiwce (1988) PG q

Movie: *•» "The Dream Team "(1989) Michael Keaton.

Salute IDouble Dare [Guts I
Doug

Movie: *** "Hustle" (1975, Drama) Burt Reynolds.

Movie: •«* "Pale Rider" (1985) Clint Eastwood. "R" q

Movie: »»V2 "Raffertv and the Gold Dust Twins" (1975)

Awards

Rugrats

Movie "Stolen Babies" (1993, Drama) Mary Tyler Moore

Silk Statkings Wild Card

Movie: *»*tt "Terminator 2: Judgment Day" (1991) (In Stereo) R

Baseball

Movie: "Rocket Gibraltar'

Sportscenter I
Tennis

iMovie: »» "C.O.D." (1983, Comedy)

Movie: *Vi "Immortal Sins" (1992) "R" IMovw: **W Into the Sun

Clarissa I
Roundhouse iRen-Stjmpy

Movie: ** "Midnight's Child" (1992) Olivia D'Abo. Hidden

"Haney Davidson and the Marlboro Man"

Dragnet iDragnet [Dragnet

Confessions I
Unsolved Mysteries

Almost'

Superman

SUNDAY EVENING MARCH 28, 1993

(3:00)

LPGA GoH: Dinah Shore Classic. (Live) q
12-30) PGA GoH: The Rayers OiampionsrHP. (Live) q

10

11

14

17

4:00 4:30 5700~ 5:30

Movie: »•» "Best of the Best" (1989) q Movie: »* "Memoirs of an Invisible Man" (1992) "PG-13"

l»tow.n IABC News IVideos ^lAmJFimniest

College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Regional Final, q
CoHeqe Basketball: NCAA Tournament Regional Final q
Movie: *»» "The Lost Boys" (1987) Jason Patric.

(2:30) PGA GoH: The Players Championship. (Live) q
(3:00) Movie: "Rocket G

18

Auto Racing

21

Gossip!

22

25

26

(3:15) Movie

Ch.Flag

Ten of Us Two Dads IB. Buddies

(3:00) Movie:

Only-Lonely"

Awards

Can't on TV

Disease

Arcade

Jml. of Med.

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Newsq
Wh. Fortune

Design. W.

CBS News

NBC News
CBS New
Newsq

Brokaw Report Immigration

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Newsa INBC News

Movie: **» "Divorce American Style" (1967, Comedy)

Skiing: U.S. Pro Tour Ouko-Ky. '92

Hitchhiker

Movie: **Vt "The Outsiders" (1983) PG

Movie: » "Suburban Commando" (1991)

Wild Side

Family

Fifteen

Medical

Double Dare

Medical

Final Four

^^^^ss^sg^i^sDay One q

60 Mmutes (in Stereo) q
Parker Lewis IShaky G.

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: "Barbarians at the Gate" (1993) q__ Moyje

11:30 12:00

"Field of Fire'

I Witness Video Hn Stereo)

Murder
,
She Wrote (R) q

uftUi.' i ethai Exposure" (1993, Drama) Ally Sheedy.q

Murder, She Wrote (R) q

Rrnkaw Report: Immigration I Witness Video (In Stereo)

InCotof |RQC(H)q

Movie: **ir'Fail-Safe" (1964, Suspense) Henry Fonda

News

Jj^iT^fhTMan With Three Wives (1993, Drama) q
Th» Man With Three Wives" (1993 Drama) q;

u.m^ I Herman IFhjing Blind lEdgeq
Movie:

Movie: '"Letfia/ gxposure" (1993, Drama! Ally SheedyTq

News
Newsq j l^yeCon

Paid Prog. PaidPrga

Movie:

Sportscenter I
Baseball Preseason Basebrii- Chicaoo Cubs vs. Oakland Athletics. (Live

Trie Russians Are Coming! The Russians Are Coming!" (19661

Cur. Affair

News q Suspect INew WKRP

Movie: "Desert Bloom"

MacGyver (In Stereo) q WWF Mutch to WrestleMania IX

Movie: »»'/2 "License to Drive" (1988)

Movie: *** "Doin' Time on Planet Earth"

Movie:

Guts

Medical

Looney

Physicians

Looney

Milestones

Sportscenter

Counterstrike s£TStarkings "Wild Card" IrWrywood

r,ggs^» ^"'teagas >mmm
u«ui.' +*** "The Silence ot me Lambs" na9l)

T
R

r

g
r-^-. 1- - !»i..i Man Hwkp

Nick News

Jrnl. of Med.

F-Troop

Family

Mork

Cardiology

Van Dyke A. Hitchcock

Medicine
Paid Prog.

M.T. Moore IDragnet Supgrman

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING MARCH 29, 1993

(3:00) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey q

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

Academy

4:30

Cheers q
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(2.30) Movie:

Final 4: 1987

Pyramid

Dream Lg.

(2:45) Movie:

(2:55) Movie:

Underdog

Anything

5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: ** "Blinded by the Light" (1980)

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W
Oprah Winfrey Q

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon I
Batman q

Newsq
1

Newsq
News
News

6:30 7:00

Movie: *»Vz "Almost an Angel" (1990)

ABC News
NBC News

Hard Copy q

CBS News
Jeopardy! q

Newsq
Full House q Wonder Yrs.

Newsq

Movie: ** "Modem Problems" (1981) Cheyy Chase

Pyramid

Motorcycle Racing

American Gladiators

Movie: *** "Gigof (1962)

Th'breds

NBC News

Wh. Fortune

Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

7:30

Ent Tonight

Movie: » 1/? "Beastmaster 2: Through the Portal of Time" IMovie: **Vi

Fresh Prince

Married.,

You Bet-Lite

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Barbara Walters (In Stereo)

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Shade

Shade

Blossom q
Academy Awards (In Stereo Live) q

Hearts Afire

Hearts Afire

Movie: **Vz "Above the Law" (1988) Steven Seagal, q News

Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Love & War

Love & War

Movie: **** "On Golden Pond (1981 ,
Drama)

Fresh Prince I
Blossom q

Northern Exposure (R) q News

Northern Exposure (R) q
Mama Mama

Movie: »»» "Journey to the Center of the Earth" (1959) Pat Boone. G'

Cartoon Express

Sportscenter I College Basketball: NIT Tournament Semifinal

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "Lolita'' (1962, Comedy-Drama) James Mason. (In Stereo)

Movie: **» "Home Alone" (1990) Macaulay Culkin. PG'

Murder. She Wrote q

Movie: »»Vfe "Above the Law" (1988) Steven Seagal, q
Movie: **** "Topkapi (1964) Melina Mercouri

12:00

"White Men"

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Newsq
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Hunter "Snow Queen'

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
t **** Raging 8u/<" (1980) R'

College Basketball: National Invitation Tournament - SemifinalJLive) I
Sportscenter B«

WWF WrestleMania IX iMatrix "Moths to a Flame" jMacGwer "The Challenge Hitchhiker

Muppets

Anything

Hey Dude (R)
I
Fifteen

Jane Pratt

What You Do

Supermarket I
Shop-Drop

Crazy Kids

Movie: »*Vfr "Company Business" (1991)

unui». V*i„ strrtto BusJss" (1991) D iMovie: ** "Road House (1989) Patrick Swayze R' q IMovie: "Game of Death
WOVie. »»'; JHH.»r out o y f y [

^
l i

^ ^
Looney | Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart

Boxing

Superman

Movie: **» "Lethal Weapon' (1987) Mel Gibson

M.T. Moore I Van Dyke I
Dragnet I

A. Hitchcock I Lucy Show
R' q IMovie: Trie Hand That Rocks the Cradle'

Movie: »»*W "Empire of the Sun" (1987. Drama) Christian Bale, John Malkovich.

F-Troop I Get Smart

Thirtysomething

TUESDAY EVENING MARCH 30, 1993

(
3 45) Movie: "Best of the Best (1989) q
Design. W. {Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

10

11

14

17

18

21

4:00 4:30 5:00

Oprah Winfrey q

Newsq
Cheers q

Schootbreak Special

Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(200) Movie:

Final Four

Pyramid

(3 00) Movie:

Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00

Movie: **Vi "Radio Flyer" (1992) Elijah Wood. PG-13'

News q Newsq
News
Murphy B.

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon I

Batman q
Newsq

News
News

ABC News
NBC News

CBS News

Jeopardy! q

Newsq
Full House q Wonder Yrs.

Newsq

Movie: **** Topkapi (1964) Melma Mercouri

Dream Lg.

Pyramid

Skiing Truck Pull NBA Today

American Gladiators

Movie: »»Vs 'Zelly and Me' (1988) PG'

Cartoon Express

Mtwie: »»» "in the Heat of the Night" (1967, Mystery)

22 IMovie: »«»W "A Shot in the Dark' (1964) Peter Sellers

26 Anything

Unoerdog [Muppets [Hey Dude (R) [Fifteen

Jane Pratt

NBC News

Hard Copy q
Dangerfield

Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q

Movie: »»*
Jeopardy! q

7:30

Movie: * "Ladyhugs' (1992) PG-13' q
Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Lite

Married...

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: ** "Cafe Romeo" (1991) "R"

Full House q I
Mr. Cooper

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Magic of David Copperfield

Magic of David Copperfield

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q

Class of '96 (In Stereo) q
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

The Unsinkable Molly Brown" (1964) Debbie Reynolds.

Roseanne p
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

9:30 10:00 10:30

Jackie T.

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Tribeca "Honor (In Stereo)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Hometront (In Stereo) q
Comedy Hour Ducommun

Dateline (In Stereo) q
News q

Bodies of Evidence q News

Bodies of Evidence q
Mama I

Mama
Dateline (In Stereo) q

Movie: ** "Author! Author'' (1982) Al Pacing. "PG"

Up Close
Baseball

cM^.niM IPr»»e.i9on Baseball: Chicago White Sox vs Texas Rangers. (Live)
|

Baset>a"

JKS".tlT'"^ iMurder. She Wrote q V Jesus Salud vs. Opponent to be AnnouTg

Movie: *»'/? "Quigley Down Under" (1990) Tom Selleck

What You Do I Crazy Kids Looney I Bullwinkle

Shop-Drop Unsolved Mysteries

11:00 11:30

Golden Girls

News Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Newsq
Married.

News q

12:00

"Afterburn"

NightJine q

Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition For. Knight

Hunter "Snow Queen

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: 'Trie Magnificent Seven (1960)

Sportscenter

MacGyver "Runners" q

Movie: ** "Thief of Hearts (1984) Steven Bauer. 'R q

Movie: »*» "Rush" (1991, Drama) Jason Patric 'R' q

Get Smart ISuperman

L.A. Law

M.T.Moore IvanOyke

Movie: *Vt "Stepfather 3" (1991) Robert Wightman. "R"

Movie: »'/; "Child's Play 3"

Dragnet [A. Hitchcock

Movie: "Stolen flahies"(1993. Drama) Mary Tyler Moore

1991) R' q
Lucv Show

Scanners 3"

Skiing

Hitchhiker

tingumi

Thirtysomething

F-Troop Get Smart

Mysteries

u/rnMFSDAY EVENING MARCH 3 1, 1993

2 (2:00) Movie: Movie: *+ xh
4:00

4 Design. W
6 Cur. Affair Edition

4:30 5:00 5:30

Newsq

7 IOprah Winfrey q

10

Donahue (In Stereo) q

11

14

People Ct I
Cur. Affair

17

18

21

22

25

26

(19
rL or-'ir n MnwiP- **V, "Just One of the Guvs' (1985) Joyce HyleT Movie: *»V*

LU. Newsq IABC News ~
Hard Copy q

GodfTrooo iTor^JenT^ tinrTcion 1 Batman q FuH House q

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

News
News

NBC News Jeopardy! q Wh. Fortune

Newsq

Newsq [News q

Movie: ««* The Unsinkable Molly Brown" (1964) Debbie Reynolds

Final Four

Pyramid

Dream Lg.

Pyramid

Motorcycle Racing

American Gladiators

"Movie: *** Desert Bloom (1986) Jon Votght PG q

Cartoon Express

(1,55) Movie:

Underdog

Anything

Rascals and Robbers: Secret Adv

Muppets

Anything

Hev Dude (R) I
Fifteen

Jane Pratt

Inside PGA

CBS News Golden Girls Married

Wonder Yrs. Roseanne q Married

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Wonder Y. I
Home Free

Homicide: Life

ICoach q

In the Heat of the Night q

10:00

Crypt Tales I
Dream On q

10:30

Movie: "Barbarians at the Gate (1993) q

Sirens "Everybody Lies " q
Law a Order (In Stereo) q

Newsq
News

CBS News Preseason Baseball: Pittsburgh Pirates vs. Texas Rangers (Live)

48 Hours "Rough Justice News

NBC News IJeooardyl q |Wh. Fortune

Beverly Hills, 90210 (R) q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Movie *** Btrdman of Alcatraz" (1962. Biography) Burt Lancastet

Up Close "ISportscenter IPBA Bowling: ABC Seniors.
,

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "My Girl (1991) Macaulay Culkin. 'PG_q_

Murder, She Wrote q

: mVt "Kissin' Cousins" (1964)

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Movie

BullwinkleLooney

Unsolved Mysteries

Melrose Place "The Test"

Homicide: Life

Mama
Law a Order (In Stereo) q

You Bet-Life

Mama

Movie: *** "The Thomas Crown Affair (1968) 'R'

College Basketball: NIT Tournament Championship

Movie: "The Last Hit" (1993, Drama) Bryan Brown q

11:00 11:30 12:00

Golden Girls I
NightHneq

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q

Newsq
Married.

Newsq

Dangerous Curves

Edition

Hunter Fireman

|
Curves

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Mmnm and Moskowitz" (1972)

Baseball ISportscenter"

MacGyver "Gold Rush" q

Bodybuilding

ST'ewT "FrankZand Johnny"'^ Al Pacno' 'R" [Movie: e»» "77* Playboys (1992
)
Aibert Fmney g

Mo«te- •»% "Alien Nation' (1988) 'R" q
Get Smart ISuperman IM.T. Moore

Movie: »»» "The Poors' (1991, Drama) Val Kilmer (In Stereo) "R

Van Dyke IDragnet A. Hitchcock

LA. Law TV or Not TV IMovie: ** Follow Your Heart (1990) Patrick Cassidy

Lucy Show I
F-Troop

Thirtysomething

Hitchhiker

"Pans Is"

Inner San.

Get Smart

Mysteries

> *

I

* *>

% I

...

V'f* **-,"5
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10th annual Women's Celebration:

promising something for everyone to learn
by Amy Gerkin

Asst. Features Editor

"Unity, Diversity, Legacy" is

the theme for this year's tenth

annual Clarion University

Women's Celebration scheduled

for Friday, March 26 and

Saturday, March 27 in the

Gemmell Complex.

Co-chaired by Donna Poljanec

and Martha Ritter of the Clarion

faculty, and sponsored primarily

by Clarion University's

Presidential Commission on the

Status of Women, this year's

Women's Conference welcomes

men and women of all ages.

As an anniversary gift to the

public, admission is free to all

Friday events. This includes 17

workshops, many exhibits, door

prizes and a high-voltage

performance of "Pandora's Box"

by California's multi-cultural

Dance Brigade.

Friday's events begin at 1:30 in

Gemmell with the 17 workshops,

held in 3 one-hour sessions until

4:30. Door prizes from local

businesses will be given

immediately afterward.

The workshops include

subjects from women in a men's

world to acquaintance rape, from

stress relievers to nutrition, from

multi-cultural experiences to

sexual preferences and much

more. Several members of

Clarion University's faculty and

staff will be speaking at these

workshops.

Following the workshops,

Dance Brigade will perform

"Pandora's Box," a lyrical

exploration of the transformation

of ancient myths and their effect

on women's lives today. This

performance will be held at 8

p.m. in Gemmell's multi-purpose

room.

The Dance Brigade is a six-

member group of various

backgrounds from Oakland, CA,

which blends modern dance,

jazz, ballet, song and text to

explore women's relationships to

the creation of life. "Pandora's

Box" is a celebration of the

voices of women, speaking out

resisting stereotypes and

building strong roles for

themselves and others.

Saturday is an all-day

Public Affairs photo

Jane Curry will give a solo performance entitled "Nice Girls

Don't Sweat" on Saturday at 5:15 p.m., also in Gemmell's

Mutti-Purpose room.
r , ,1 '.r,^

•a-'l

„'i, %>.».:*/"> rT yV,-;.i .* v«, i ;- . It* v i .« ">'.

Public Affairs photo

The Dance Brigade will perform "Pandora's Box" on Friday evening 8 p.m. in the Gemmell

Complex multi-purpose room.

celebration starting at 8 a.m. in

Gemmell with registration,

exhibits and a welcome.

Awiakta, a

Cherokee/Appalachian poet,

writer and environmentalist will

be the keynote speaker for the

day.

Awiakta will address "Mothers

of the Nation: Resuming Our

Historical Place" at 9:15 a.m. in

Gemmell's multi-purpose room.

Following the native American

tradition that "Art is life for the

people," Awiakta goes where the

people are, which ranges from

the Women's Prison in Memphis

to colleges and universities

across the country.

Along with having been a

liaison officer for the U.S. Air

Force in France, Awiakta is also

the author of two books, "Rising

Fawn and the Fire Mystery" and

"Abiding Appalacia." This fall,

her third book, "Selu—Spirit of

Survival: Seeking the Corn

Mother's Wisdom for Our Tune"

will be released. She also has

published work in anthologies.

Following group discussions

and lunch at Chandler Dining

Hall, the Vox Nova Quintet,

•
, ,. ' * v r,

recent winner of the Artists

International Chamber Music

Competition, will perform at 3

p.m. in the multi-purpose room.

Lisa Johnson, assistant professor

of music at Clarion, plays

clarinet for the Quintet. Since

1983, the Vox Nova Quintet's

activities have included live and

recorded performances, both

here and abroad.

Clarion University President

Diane Reinhard will host a

reception at Moore Hall

following Vox Nova's

performance. African American

Quilters Guild of Pittsburgh will

be featured at the reception. One

of their quilts displays all ten

logos of the Clarion University

Women's Conferences.

After the reception, author,

storyteller and "recovering

academic" Jane Curry will end

the day with a solo performance

of "Nice Girls Don't Sweat."

She portrays Sammy Kay

Knight, English teacher and

veteran of the All-American Red

Heads professional basketball

team.

With a sense of history and

humor, Sammy Kay's verbal
VY.

meanderings engage the

enduring themes of physical

capacities, propriety and

femininity. She cannot help

noticing that athletic women

have always been threatening,

saying, "After all, it's hard to

think of yourself as weak and

dependent after you've just run

five miles."

Although Friday's events are

free, there is a $30 space-

available registration fee at the

door. Students and senior

citizens may attend for $15 at the

door. These fees include all

activities, materials, lunch,

reception, refreshments and

performances. Sponsorships

exist for those who are unable to

pay the fee. Contact Jan

McClaine at 226-2227 for

information about fee waivers.

Donations are also accepted to

ongoing programs for women at

the university. Please make your

check out to Clarion University

Foundation and mark it for

"Women's Programs" or a

specific women's program.

«,> i *.v •I r>7.', i ' -3 • V "

i*>-V :•
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Senior Spotlight:

Janke, riding the roller coaster of life at CUP
by Ann Fontana

Contributing Writer

If you think you're busy,

consider Bernice Janke's

schedule. She works ten hours a

week at the EOP office, 10 hours

as an intern at Career Services

and approximately 15-20 hours

at Danks in the Clarion Mall. In

addition to all these hours,

Bernice is carrying a full load of

18 credits. Now that's busy.

Bernice is a senior speech

communication major

anticipating graduation in July.

She hopes to get an out of state

job working for a marketing firm

doing its public relations. She is

a 1989 graduate of North Clarion

High School. Although her

hometown is Tionesta, she

currently lives in Clarion with

her twin sister, Loretta. When

asked about having a twin,

Bernice said, "It's neat because

she (Loretta) goes here (Clarion)

also, and we live together. It's

unique. She is more than a

sister; she's my best friend."

Bernice currently works at the

Educational Opportunities

Program/Act 101 Office. Last

summer, she worked with

incoming freshmen for six

weeks. She compared her job to

that of a resident assistant and

counselor. She lived in the

residence hall, tutored the

students and chaperoned them on

weekend trips to such places as

Cedar Point. This summer job

carries over the academic year to

maintain the established rapport.

Bernice tutors the students, helps

them with class registration,

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Bernice Janke, a senior speech communication major

knows how to budget her time. She is anticipating

graduation in July.

i, e w s o f ! ii e

-On February 5, police in

Tallahassee, Florida, charged

Sean David McDonald and

Kristen Elizabeth Tice, both 20,

with disorderly conduct after

they spotted the couple engaged

in sexual intercourse while

dancing at a nightclub. Police

said McDonald had his pants

down and that about 100 patrons

were watching. McDonald told

police he did not even know the

woman's name, but had merely

asked her to dance. And one

week earlier, police in Calgary,

Alberta, were called to a

shopping mall at 4 p.m. to

disentangle a copulating couple

in front of Norm's Ski Hut.

-In January, Mission Control in

Cape Canaveral, responding to a

sensor alarm, scolded the space

shuttle Endeavor astronauts to

please remember to put the toilet

seat down.

-One teen-ager was killed and

four were wounded in an

explosion at a Chevron oil

storage facility in Sherman,

Texas, in September. The boys

had trespassed onto the top of a

large tank, removed a manhole-

type cover, peered inside and,

when they couldn't see anything

because of the darkness, lit a

match for illumination.

-In September at the Southern

Ohio Correctional Facility near

Lucasville, electrician Charles

Bobst suffered burns by

electrical shocks while

performing routine maintenance

on the electric chair.

-Last summer, the cable

television company that serves

Columbia, South Carolina,

aimed a camera full-time at an

aquarium to occupy a vacant

channel, which was awaiting the

September start-up of the

Science-Fiction Channel. When

Sci-Fi replaced the "fish

channel," complaints were so

numerous that the company was

forced to find another channel

for the aquarium, which now

runs 14 hours per day.

-Last fall, country and western

singer Sammy Kershaw

introduced a private-label

Starclone perfume, to be

marketed at record stores and

Kershaw concerts, featuring as

one ingredient Kershaw's own

perspiration.

-Compton, California, mayor

Walter R. Tucker III proposed

last fall that a local apartment

house in which George and

Barbara Bush lived for six

months in 1949 be made an

official national landmark. At

the time of the mayor's proposal,

it was a crack house.

-Christopher Scott Carver, 27,

died just outside a Raleigh,

North Carolina dentist's office in

February. He was found with a

plastic bag over his head and had

apparently overdosed on

laughing gas, for which police

theorized he had broken in the

office.

(c) 1993 Universal Press

Syndicate

organizes weekly study halls and

individual meetings and plans a

group activity once every two

weeks.

Along with the EOP program,

Bernice is also doing an

internship at the office of Career

Services. She handles individual

student appointments to critique

resumes. Moreover, she also

gives presentations about

preparing a resume and

improving interview skills. "The

internship is a real good

experience. Besides enhancing

your communication skills, you

get to work hands-on with each

individual," Bernice commented.

Besides all of her work

experience, Bernice has also

been very active in

extracurricular activities. She

played intermural basketball for

three years, with her team

winning the championship last

year. She is also involved with

the track team running anywhere

from the 200 yard dash to the

two mile run. Her favorite

activity, however, is the forensics

team. Last semester, she

participated with the debate

team, but currently she is doing

her own individual speeches.

She enjoys the forensics team

because, "You learn two views

about everything."

Her other interests include

working out, lifting, rock

climbing and spending time with

her husky German Shepherd,

Tango.

When asked to comment about

her experience at Clarion, she

replied, "It's a learning

experience. You just don't leam

through the classroom; you also

learn the ups and downs of life."

News
by Michelle Lee Handa

Contributing Writer

Kitchens of Distinction. Yes,

you read the name right. The

highlight of a few Clarionites'

break was attending the Susan

Vega concert held at the

Metropol in Pittsburgh. And

most of us didn't go to see her,

we went to move and groove

with the tunes laid down by the

opening band, Kitchens of

Distinction.

This three member band was

able to produce sound that was

incredible. Those unfamiliar

with the band, as well as fans,

stood captivated as wave after

wave of seemingly layered

sound gushed from the band's

instruments with no help from

prerecorded tracks.

If you haven't yet experienced

Kitchens of Distinction, you may

be missing out on some good

stuff. My personal favorite

album is "Strange Free World."

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confidential

Counseling

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

appointment call:

226-7007

or

t,
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What is the first thing

you want to do when

spring weather gets

here?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

John Rickard Joe Kendrick

Junior, Rehabilitation Science

"I want to kayak Toby Creek."

H r

*

)

Becky Jushchyshyn

Senior, Molecular Biology

"Party outside all day!"

Imani Hicks

Freshman, Accounting

"I want to sit outside and soak up some

rays."

Aleasha Stevens

Sophomore, Biology

"I want to go to Atlantic City."

Jennifer Bates

Junior, Communication

"I want to be able to work outside- be in

the woods, just be outside."

Eric Jones

Senior, Communication

"I want to go home!"

Lori Olszewski

Junior, Elementary/Early Childhood Ed.

"I want to lay out in the sun and get a tan!"
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Hufsey to teach acting
by Deb Huffman

Managing Editor

Former star of "Fame" and

"Days of our Lives" Billy

Hufsey is coming to Butler for

an acting seminar on Saturday,

March 27.

The seminar is sponsored by

the Kane Model/ Talent

Management. Hufsey will teach

character and scene analysis,

script readings, teach how to

give a solid performance in

minutes and teach students how

to audition with confidence.

Hufsey, best known for his

starring roles as Christopher

Donlon on "Fame" and Emilio

Ramirez on "Days of Our

Lives", is still pursuing his

acting career.

He has been in numerous

movies. Not only does he pursue

an acting career, but he is a

respected business man in the

world of production.

Marilyn E. Kane, manager of

the school, said, "Billy Hufsey

will give insight and an actors

point of view to our students."

The Kane Model and Talent

Management was established 23

years ago. The school is a state

liscensed private school. It offers

modeling, advertising and acting

courses for both males and

females.

Other seminars have taken

place at the school. Aaron

Spelling Productions, who
produced "90210", has attended

and taught seminars. Also,

producer Bob Preston has given

his insight to students.

"The famous people the school

brings in gives students different

aspects of the business," said

Kane.

Attendees are also welcome to

come with a prepared

monologue to be critiqued by

Hufsey. The seminar is open to

all levels of acting from

beginners to advanced. There

will be limited seating, so

advanced registration is required.

For more information call Kane

Model/Talent Management in

Butler at (412) 287-0576.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs. Mar. 25 Fri. Mar. 26 Sat. Mar. 27

-Yearbook pictures taken -Black Arts Week Begins •Greek Olympics (Stad)

-Baseball vs. Gannon -Yearbook pictures taken 1-6 p.m.

1 p.m. -AASU Band (Chap) -Black Recognition Dinner

-Greek Week Begins 6 p.m. -Women's Celebration

-Greek Sing (Aud) 6 p.m. -Johnstown Symphony

-Women's Celebration (Aud) 8 p.m.

Sun. Mar. 28 Mon. Mar. 29 lues. Mar. 30

-AASU Play (Chap) 7 p.m. -Student Senate Mtg. (248 -Sigma Tau Gamma "Miss

-Greek Softball (Stad) 11 a.m. Gem) 7 p.m. CUP Contest (Gem MP)

-UCM "Holacaust -AASU Speaker (Chap) -AASU Speaker (Chap)

Remembrance 7 p.m. 7 p.m.

Lecture" (Gem M-P)

7:30 p.m.

Wed. Mar. 31 Thurs. April 1 Fri. April 2

-Summer Jobs Fair •UAB presents Damn -High School visitation

(Gem M-P) 11-4 Yankees and Jackyl -Kappa Alpha Psi Dance

-AASU Speaker (Chap) (Tippin) 8 p.m. and step show (Gem MP)

6 p.m. 7 p.m.

-Jazz Band (Aud)

8:15 p.m.

•Greek Bowl (Chap)

8:30 p.m.

Photography exhibit opens at Sandford Gallery
by Megan Casey

Features Writer

The human being is the theme

of the recently opened exhibit in

Sandford Art Gallery. The

exhibit, "Figure, Portrait,

Persona" features six female

photographers who concentrate

on one of the three elements of

humanity listed in the exhibit's

title.

Artists represented in the

exhibit range from early female

photographers to those of the

present day. One of the turn of

the century artists shown in the

gallery is Rebecca Ann Reynolds

Smith, who owned and operated

a photography studio in Carlisle,

PA, in the 1850's. Another

historic photographer in the

exhibit is Frances Benjamin

Johnston, who opened a

photography studio in 1890 and

later documented the Carlisle

Indian School in 1903.

The progression of

photography as an art form is

displayed in the works of three

members of the photo Secession

movement. The works are by:

Alice Boughton, Eva Watson-

Schuue and Ema Spencer.

These early photogravures

concentrate on persona, the

character that a picture can

create.

The six photographers featured

are: Lynn sloan-Theodore, Ruth

Bernard, Edna Bullock, Judith

Golden, Tamarrs Kaida and Ann
Noggle. Noggle's works include

video stills and silverprint photos

on aging. Kaida's display

includes photos with text beside

them, similar to the way a book

would read. Golden is

represented by a series of self-

portraits, which are hand-painted

photos.

"Kaida and Golden combine

the documentary aspect of

photography with the expressive

potential of portraiture," states

Sherry L. Best, a co-curator of

the exhibit.

Bullock and Bernard

concentrate on the human figure,

though in different ways.

"Mrs. Bullock relates the

human figure to nature and the

gestures of the surrounding

environment," said Joeline

Schaffer, "Ruth Bernard studies

the figure traditionally and her

results are masterful

compositions that reveal the dual

complexity and elegance the

human form engenders." Shaffer

is the curator of the Sandford

Gallery.

Lynn Sloan-Theodore's

portraits demonstrate the many

people with AIDS and their

personalities. Sloan-Theodore

will be the guest artist at a slide

lecture on April 5, 1993 at 7:30

in the Hart Chapel.

The exhibit coincides with

women's month and will be open

for the women's conference

during March 26 and 27. This is

significant, because, according to

April Katz, a co-curator of the

exhibit "Compared with their

male peers, women artists in the

second half of the 20th century

have had limited exhibition

opportunities, media coverage

and grand support. In spite of

these obstacles, an increasing

number of female artists, many

of whom are photographers,

have moved into the forefront of

art and are actively shaping its

concerns.

The "Figure, Portrait, Persona"

exhibit will run from March 22

into April. Gallery hours are

Monday, Wednesday, Friday 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesday and

Thursday 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

People who visit Sandford Gallery will get the chance to

see a photography exhibit of the human body.

THE SHOE HOUSE
STUDENTS, get 15% off regular price with your ID.

GOOD SELECTION OF STYLES

JEWELRY, PURSES (huge selection)

CANDIES, LA GEAR PLUS MUCH MORE
207 Main Street

Brookville, PA 15825

(814) 849-7732

Superman
Returns
on April 16

Early reservations for the

5 issue-set have priority

Comic Books
101

Across from the Loomis on

South 6th Ave.

Mon-Sat (noon -5:30)

Friday (noon-7:00)

227-2544

*

•

-,-•

Students travel south of the border in Gemmell
»hr. romivQi in Rin that mac

by Karen Kubanick

Features Writer

Sunday evening gave Clarion

University students a chance to

put a little "salsa" in their lives

as Latin American Night took

place in Gemmell Complex.

The festivities were sponsored

by the CUP International

Association and featured over 30

students in performances

representing the cultures of

Panama, Costa Rica, Haiti,

Mexico, Argentina and Brazil.

The evening began with an

introductory skit featuring one of

those annoying neighbor-types

who insist on showing you the

videos of their latest family

vacation.

The feature presentations

included performances of

. Panamanian dance styles, a

Haitian "Don Juan" skit with

dancing, a re-enactment of the

tango and a spicy videotape of

Lois Oertel/Clarion Call

One of the activities of Latin American Night was doing the Latino-style dancing.

the Carnival in Rio that made

ALF week look like a kiddie

birthday party.

The highlight of the evening

was sampling ethnic foods from

Latin America and the

Caribbean.

The buffet included arroz con

guandu (rice and beans), and

incredible breaded fried steak

with garlic dish, ham and cheese

wrapped in tortillas with bean

salsa and some delicious

desserts.

It was obvious that the

International Association put a

lot of hard work into this

program to make it as

entertaining and exciting as it

was.

If you missed Latin American

Night, be sure to catch South

Asian Night on April 18 at 7

p.m. in Gemmell's Multi-

purpose room.

IfEvening Gala ot ureat

Operatic Choruses
11

March 27, 8 p.m. Marwick-Boyd Aud.

Music by: The Johnstown's Symphony

Featured Soloists: Mulitin Lazich, Dr. John

McLean, Colleen Neubert, Myrna Paris

and Augusto Paglialunga.

The concert isfree and open to the public.

Sponsored by Clarion University Concert Choir, the office of

tClarion University President and the Provost Cultural Series.

Book Lovers

m W -$uR

all General
Reading Material

NOW THRU MARCH 31st
/ NY Times Best Sellers

ft f$ j Fiction
W #,^ y Horror

/ Mystery
/ Childrens*

/ Educational Aides

/ Test Preps

/ Dictionaries

Does not include special order books or text books

3 UNIVERSITY BOOK CENTER
*tf Gemmell Complex, Payne Sireet

Wl Shop the UBC, where your $$$ continue to work for you!

Scott Dillon/Clarion Call

Pictured above is a few members of the Forensics team

with the trophies they brought home from Geneva.

No debating it!!

That 's right. There is no

debating that the Forensics

team is back and better than

ever here at Clarion.

The team is boasting a very

impressive season this year,

with just the National

Tournament left on April 14-

19. Two weeks ago they won

three trophies in Kentucky

and the week before that they

"cleaned house" in Geneva

winning 12 individual

trophies and first place

sweepstakes. "This is the first

time in at least ten years the

team has done that," said Tim

Anderson, coach and also a

former debater for Clarion.

The team consists of 20-30

individual speakers and 10

debaters. The team is open to

anyone interested in debating.

by Dan Parrish

lilMdiMaiiiiiiia
miiwvwar 528 Main St., Clarion, PA 16214

d>pff Mon. - Thurs. 9-9 Fri. 9-8 Sat. 94

%d
(814) 226-5323

i i»

Free tanning session

with the purchase of

tanning lotion (4.5 oz.

or larger)

Expires May 7, 1993

The Pittsburgh

Ballet tonight!

When: Thurs. March 25

Where: Marwick-Boyd

8 p.m.

-Tickets available at

Gemmell Complex

information desk,

performance is free to

Clarion University

students with valid I.D.

-$8.00 adults and $4.00

children.
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

Through mostly grunts and exaggerated gestures,

two fishermen/gatherers attempt to communicate.

"No doubt about it, boys See these markings

on the bottom? This is an Apache pie pan!"

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

CORNELL!
IIMB TO

ROLLAlr
REAPY?

\

YUR LET'S

WAP UP THE,,.

UM... BAKEP
600DS.

\

YOU CAN SPEAK
FREELY, CORNBU.!
B.P HERE KNOWS
ALL ABOUTOUR,

OPERATION 1

HB
DOBS 7

YUP! HB IAJAN1W10
BUSTMEl BUTB0OP5IE
INTERVENEP. 6009
NANNIES ARE HARP
A—w TOFINP,

WELL,
IV

HEARD
THAT

17WAS ITWAS. MOW...

A CLEAN ITWAS THAT'S

BUST, POWN- SO RARE
TH0U6H. ' RJ6HT THESE

ARTISTIC- PAYS.

TLLBBHANPLIN6THE
VALLEY, ANP YOU'LL COV-

ER MALIBUANPSANTA
MONICA. YOU'VE 6<7T

FIVE PROPS INALL.

IF ONE Of THE PATIENTS SEEMS
UKE HE COULP USB SOME COM-
PANY, THEN BYALL MEANS,
HAN6E0RAWHILE. YOUSHOULP
BE THROUGH THE ROUTE Si NOON.

EATA
WHAT IF BROWNIE.
I3URN THESE FOLKS

OUTFIRST? arb COUNT-

ING ON YOU.

J

PATTY? CORNELL
HERE 1 LISTEN, IM
ONMYWAY TO PO
THE PROP-OFFS IN

THE VALLEY!

WHATAEVUT
SANTA MONICA?
YOU'VE BEEN
6ETTIN6 CAUS...

V

COJBREP.

1 PUT
ZONKER
ON THAT

ROUTE.

THE NEWMAN*
HE'S S0L0IN6 7

BUTHE'S NEVER
WORKEPKJITH
AlPS PEOPLE

s BEFORE, HAS

\

NOPE,BHJT

ZONK'SA
PEACH. I'M

SURE HE'LL
HANPLEIT
WITH6REAT
SENSITIVITY.

UM...HI

ARE YOU
THE PYIN6
6UY*

NO, HE'S

OUT PLAY-

INS TENNIS.

Dang!... Stiff neck!"

. Sorry ,yoachighness I

really not fhe diciatoro

'small Europe repute J

j_s no 1+h.waf\\4.~T?\e he

-the rrtlrtary posade\ iH%

-Fated i+a\\ a<> an experiment

psychology. Xn -fact, your
h

real name is EtowrJI Belcher

Island, Ne\w^rl( and its "iTmetc

^ • • •*.<•* •
.

n OSCAR TIME n

p O P E |d A B s

|
l

H u T S

o D 1 E lL A S I c ° R E O

G O N E w i T H T H E W I N D

O R E
|

I D E E o D E s S A

1
L E E S

| |
T O G S

J

s T R A N I" G O N E | Is P A

H A 1 T ' S A T E IE T N

O N T H E W A T E R F R O N T

O G E E A T \™m o N I C E

S O S T S A • A L I c E S

C O H 1 L S e|

A R T u. R o 1? M O O I F S

T H E s O U N D F M u s I C

T E R p

1
T R 1 T

1
s E L A

Y A M S A N 1 c E L T
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Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

I

LOOK AT THESE TV
COMMERCIALS. EACH OHE
IS A JUMBLE OF UGWTNIH6
QU\CK, UNRELATED IMAGES
AMD FILM TECHNIQUES

IT DUPL\aYES THE EFFECT
OF R/\P\DlN FLIPPING TUR.OJGU

CH&UUELS. ITS A BARRAGE
OF NDN- LINEAR

'f~*\ FREE ASSOCIATOM.

I IMfe.

I GUESS TUESR.E MM\TT\NG
THAT A 1SSEC0UD COMMERCIAL

EXCEEDS THE MEMCJM
ATTENTION SPAN W A GOOD

IA SECONDS.

SURE SCIENTISTS CON\E

UP WITH GREAT, WILD

> THEORIES, BUT

r^V^ THEN THE^ GWE
sO Hi TyiEM DULL,

FOR EXAMPLE, SCIENTISTS

THINK SPACE IS FULL OF

WSTER\OUS, INM\S\BUE MASS,

SO WHAT DO THE^f CALL IT ?

"UM MATTER '/ DWH.'

I TELL NOU, THERE'S A

FORTUNE TO BE MADE

HERE

I LIKE TO

SM "OUARK, /

QUARK, QUAR.K

Q0AR<, QUARK

t

\ instead of

making ah idiot

of yourself, ww
Don't you go
FlNO ME SOME

SCIENTISTS 7

MISS WORMWOOD, I

PROTEST TU\S "C" GRfkDE .'

THAT'S SASING I OHL1

DID AN "AMERAGE" JOB'

/

I GOT lb'/. OF THE ANSWERS

CORRECT, AND IN TODAYS
SOCIETY , DOING SOMETHING

IS 7. RIGHT \S OUTSTANDING'

IF GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY

WERE TS*/. COMPETENT, WE'D

BE ECSTATIC «

I WONT STAND FOR THIS

ARTIFICIAL STANDARD OF

PERFORMANCE ' I DEMAND

AN "A" FOR THIS KIND OF

WORK.'

1 THINK ITS REALLY GROSS

WOW SHE DRINKS MAALDX

STRAIGHT FROM THE

BOTTLE .

/

Uncommon Sense by Chris Soltez

/
j

SaWevy /AarcK ft m*i Global Ww^U, evperr

Herbert A/ooner is U,*« **>*> hi* weiekly e.VW/\fOV\Meir$*\]iT<t

by Larry White

Your Horoscope

March 21 to 27

PEOPLE BCRN UNDER
THE5UMSi&NARl&9
VERY OFTEN WILL HAVE
A TIWY SCAR ON THEIR
FACE WHICH WAS PUE
TO A.N ACCI PENT THEY
HAP AS A CHI LP.

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

Emphasis will be on opportunitvas Sun
moves into progressive Anes Sunday
followed by New Moon Tues. By com-

bining self-determination with people

who can assist you'll move in favorable

new directions. For all: Previous delays

might be reversed if you renew efforts

to move things forward again from Wed.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

Mappv birthday, Sun moves uilo vour

sign' Personal initiative is stressed, but

don't scatter vour energies

TAURUS April 21- May 21

People vou encounter through work as-

sociations can be a great source of hejp

GEMINI May 22 June 21

Initiatives taken now could set the

wheels in motion that will bring better

changes.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

Let goof past attitudes, worn -out concerns

and things you cant do anything about

LEO Jufy 24 • August 23

Regardless ot vour age, there's alwavs

something new and interesting to learn

VIRGO August 24 - Sept 23

Selectivity is essential! You are known
bv the company vou keep 1

LIBRA. Sept24-Oct23

NewMoonraU.smrdationsrupsector.Some

hes that have run their course may end.

SCORPIO Oct 24 Nov 22

Positive developments could be entering

your life Share special interests with others.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dec21

Romance, soaal and speculation will

receivesuDport from NewMoon Eniov!

CAPRICORN. Dec22-Jan20

Take Whatever tnihative is needed at

home to make your life happier.

AQUARIUS Jan21-Febl9

Previous connections in nearbv places

could help solve any adverse situations

PISCES Feb20-March20

Better agreements in money matters

should work in your favor nex t few weeks.

FREE Numerology -Personal Year' reoort ot what to expect in your year ahead Send

binhdate and long seit-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717. Manchester, N.H 03105

Weekly Crossword
" Oscar Time

"

ACROSS
1 Vatican VIP

5 Applies lightly

9 Lean tos

13 Garfield's friend

1

4

Computer language

15 Cookie

16 1939 Academy Award
winner

19 Pay dirt

20 Parisian idea

21 USSR city

22 Robert & Peggy

23 Attire

24 Leave helpless

27 Departed

28 Saratoga. e.g.

31 Cambean Island

32 Glut

33 Collar type

34 1954 Academy Award
winner

37 Curved molding

38 Tiny bit

39 "On the rocks":2 wds
40 Pros companion
41 Russia's Nicholas, eg

42 Cooper & Faye

43 Roy

44 Otherwise

45 Mr Toscanini

48 Melville 1847 novel

49 Might have beens 7

52 1965 Academy Award

winner

55 Maryland player

56 Travis

57 Ward of "Sisters'

58 Orange sweet potatoes

59 Sensible

60 Irishman

DOWN
1 Famous possum

Aroma

Crave

Big Foot's size

Palm fruits

By Gerry Frey

it 2 J 4 5 6 7i ) To Ti 7:W=^i

I wm
6 Arthur of tennis fame

7 Morsel

8 Sailing ship

9 Elias & Rebecca

10 Trinity' author

1

1

Perfect scores

1

2

Carbonated soft dnnk

14 Waited

17 Wimp: Slang

18 Border

22 Shaping machine

23 Carved figure

24 Take a photograph

25 Dance

26 Ceremonies

27 Croc's cousin

28 Apathetic

29 de Leon

30 Poker stakes

32 Lucifer

33 Bertsfnend

35 Failures

36 Johnny Cash's pnson

41 Matador's quest

42 High in the air

43 Pointed ends

44 Overact

45 Officer of the courtAb-

brev

46 Actress Peartman

47 Period of time

48 Norwegian God
49 Understanding words

50 Pack

51 Jazz singing

53 Rifle org

54 Calif college

1993 All rigbU reserved GFR Associates

P.O. Box 461. Schenectady, NY 12301

£ MrBrr
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The Oscars: and the nominees are. .

.
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by Matt Niemla

Features Writer

The last couple weeks of

March can be the most

entertaining weeks of the year.

Not only can we expect to see

the NCAA basketball tourney,

but we can also see the most

popular of all awards being

handed out to those who have

achieved greatness in the movie

industry. No, it's not the

Grammy or the Espy, but the

Academy Award, a.k.a the Oscar.

The Academy Awards began in

1928 and got the name "Oscar"

in 1931 by an Academy librarian

who said it reminded her of "my

uncle Oscar," and for some

reason it stuck. The awards

show is the most widely watched

program in the world, even

surpassing the Superbowl.

I have chosen the people who

will win the award, as well as

those who deserve to win

instead. The following is a list

of the six most important

categories, so check your

favorite and compare when the

Academy Awards air Monday,

March 29th.

Best Actor . The Nominees are:

Robert Downey Jr. "Chaplin",

Clint Eastwood "The

Unforgiven", Stephen Rea "The

Crying Game", Al Pacino "Scent

of a Woman" and Denzel

Washington "Malcom X."

Chances are good that Al Pacino

will win especially since he's

been nominated six times and

hasn't won. Of those nominated,

Denzel Washington probably had

the best role but has already

received an Oscar for the 1989

film "Glory." My choice for best

actor was Jack Lemmon in

"Glengarry Glen Ross" in which

he didn't even receive a

nomination.

Best Actress . The nominees

are: Catherine Deneuve

"Indochine", Emma Thompson

"Howard's End", Mary

McDonnel "Passion Fish",

Michelle Pfeiffer "Love Field"

and Susan Sarandon "Lorenzo's

Dil." Susan Sarandon is my pick

of who will win the Oscar with

Emma Thompson as a close

second. Sarandon who was

nominated last year for "Thelma

and Louise" is about due.

Best Supporting Actor . The

nominees: Jaye Davidson "The

Crying Game", Jack Nicholson

"A Few Good Men", Al Pacino

"Glengarry Glen Ross", Gene

Hackman "The Unforgiven" and

David Paymer "Mr. Saturday

Night." My pick is Gene

Hackman for "The Unforgiven."

He's been nominated four times

and hasn't got it, unlike Jack

Nicholson who deserves it but

already has his mantel full of

them. If you have seen "The

Crying Game" the last thing you

want is for Jaye Davidson to

win, more about that later.

Best Supporting Actress . The

nominees: Miranda Richardson

"Damage", Judy Davis

"Husbands and Wives", Vanessa

Redgrave "Howard's End", Joan

Plowright "Enchanted April" and

Marisa Tomei "My Cousin

Vinny." This could be the most

boring category yet. The little

exposed film "Damage" which

hit very few theatres this summer

was one of the better films of the

year. My choice is for Miranda

Richardson. She hosted

Saturday Night Live last week

and also had a role in "The

Crying Game."

Original Song : "Beautiful of

my soul" (The Mambo Kings),

"Friend Like Me" (Aladdin),

"Whole New World" (Aladdin),

"I Have Nothing" and "Run to

You" (both from "The

Bodyguard"). This category

should be re-named "Best

Disney Tune" since it has won

for the past two years and

probably will this year for

"Whole New World" from

Aladdin. Disney had become

rather tiresome as the past two

Disney movies seem much the

same. For reasons unknown,

Eric Clapton wasn't nominated

for "Tears in Heaven" from the

Rush soundtrack which swept

the Grammys last month. My
pick for most deserving song

goes to U2 for "Unul the End of

the World" from the sci-fi movie

of the same name released for a

short time early last year.

Best Director : The Nominees:

Neil Jordan "The Crying Game",

James Ivory "Howard's End",

Robert Altman "The Player",

Clint Eastwood "The

Unforgiven" and Martin Brest

"Scent of a Woman." It's going

to be Clint Eastwood with a most

deserving win over Neil Jordan.

Clint has never won an Oscar

and since he probably won't get

best actor, he definitely will pull

this out. Who doesn't deserve

it? Once again Spike Lee wasn't

nominated—too bad.

Best Picture : The most

important category with "Silence

of the Lambs" winning last year.

The nominees are: "The Crying

Game", "A Few Good Men",

"Howard's End", "Scent of a

Woman" and "The Unforgiven."

"The Crying Game" has been

hyped out of control for the past

couple of months. The big plot

twist that everybody is talking

about and yet not talking about

(it makes sense if you saw the

film) is the only thing that

carries the movie. If a film like

this wins, our society is in deep

trouble. If you want to know

what this big secret is, just give

me a call and save yourself the

hassle. The best choice for best

picture is my fav
—

"The

Unforgiven." This film came out

over the summer and provides us

with the fewest flaws out of all

the nominees.

Well, there you have it. My
choices for this year's Academy

Awards. The critics pick "The

Crying Game" to sweep this

year's Oscars while the public

wants Eastwood's "Unforgiven."

At any rate, enjoy the show

Monday night, expect the

unexpected and hope "The

Crying Game" goes away crying.

The Acadamy

Awards
-will be shown on ABC,

Monday, March 29 at 9:00.

What's Cooking This Summer?
C.U.P. Summer Theatre has the perfect recipe I

South Pacific,

Oliver I,

& Shenandoah
Auditions - C.U.P. Little Theatre

(in Marwick-Boyd)

April 2 - Adults at 3:00 pm.

April 3 - Children at 10:00 am

Adults at 1:00 pm

For information - Call Dr. Mary Hardwick 226-2477 or 226-9288.

You can earn 3-12 CUP academic credits! University enrollment not necessary.

1
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Clarion hoping to Spring into 1993 PSAC-West race
by Jon Q. SUler

Sports Editor

It's now officially spring. At

least in the box scores, as the

Clarion University Golden Eagle

baseball team returned from its

annual Southern Trip to Florida

with a 4-5 record and a lot of

positives.

The Golden Eagles dropped

their first three games in Cocoa

to Marion College, 6-1,

Madonna, 9-4, and Mt. Union, 8-

2, respectively. Clarion started

the trip out well defensively, but

seven walks in each of the first

two contests really told the story.

Marty Valentic settled the

Golden Eagles down in game

four versus Stonehill, by winning

4-1. Valentic earned a complete

game victory by allowing only

four hits and striking out four.

The only Stonehill run was

unearned. Jesse Grieb went 3-4

on offense with an RBI, while

Tim Stimmell went 2-4 with a

triple andan RBI.
,, /i,

' Clarion earned their next

victory, 5-2. versus PSAC-rival

Lock Haven. This time Brett

Houy threw the complete game,

allowing only two hits. Dave

Skovera was 2-3 with an RBI.

Looking to even up the slate,

CUP fell, 6-5, in a close one to

Keene St. Rob Hooks took the

loss by giving up the go-ahead in

the bottom of the sixth. With

two on and two out, trailing by

one, in the bottom of the seventh

inning, Skovera hit a rope into

leftcenter field, only to have a

diving catch rob Clarion of the

game.

CUP rallied from a 5-0 deficit

by scoring five runs in the fifth

inning but fell in the nailbiter.

Houy had two hits.

The Golden Eagles next won

by the ten-run-rule, 10-0, over

Ursinas for their third win of the

trip. Stimmell, Skovera, Pat

Berzonski and John Shedd all

had two hits in the rout.

CUP fell to New Hampshire

College in the eighth game of the

trip, 8-4. Jason Rafalski pitched

four strong innings. Shedd, John

Qauhliero, Kurt Pannier and

Marc Keller all had two hits as

the Golden Eagles hung a 12

spot in the hit column for the

second straight game.

The final contest of the nine-

»* J^^.*.A*^&^m.^^js^A^r , ^.w^i^ihMtfW^feMi^;

Hie photo

Double up your pleasure: Shortstop Dave Skovera (tagging runner) and second sacker

John Quahliero (10) ,along with catcher Marc Grommes and centerfielder Johnny Shedd,

help make the 1993 Golden Eagle defense very strong up the middle.

game trip might have been the action. Knight recorded his first Skovera, who gave us a peek at

collegiate win in Florida and

C )

most exciting thing happening in

all of Florida before a 2.5 hour

time limit gave CUP an 11-9 win

in their rematch versus Keene St.

Four lead changes occurred

before a Skovera homer capped

off the two-run win and fourth

CUP win on the trip. Stimmell

got the win in relief and Chad

McCombs picked up the save.

Skovera had two hits again,

along with Shedd and Marc

Grommes.

Overall, Skovera was 9-15 on

the trip (a .600 clip), while

Stimmell was a pleasant surprise

at 7-14 (two triples).

Head coach Rich Herman was

also pleased with the overall

performances of freshmen Pat

Berzonski, Jason Knight and

Chad McCombs. Herman said

that, because of two key injuries

to starting pitchers, younger

pitchers are going to see more

threw eight scoreless innings.

"Our hitting is ahead of our

pitching right now," said

Herman. "The pitching will be a

question mark early on, due to

two key injuries. In bringing in

more youth on the mound, we

will need to play good defense to

help the staff."

Clarion will need a solid

contribution all the way around

to stay with the likes of early

season favorite Slippery Rock

and Cal in the conference. The

Rock went 10-2 against some

tough competition in Florida,

while Cal was 8-4.

Part of that contribution will

come from the infield, were the

senior Houy and Ken Barnett

lead the way at first base.

Quahliero will start at second

with backup help from freshman

Matt Madigan. The junior

his capabilities in Florida, will

start at short, being backed by

talented frosh Chris Zerbe.

Senior Andy Workinger will man

the hot-corner and receive depth

from Pannier.

Houy was a second team All-

Region choice in 1991 with a

.430 batting average (37-86),

two dingers and 17 RBl's before

falling to .272 last season with

only 12 RBIs.

Quahliero, with sophomore

eligibility, hit .288 last season

with 15 RBI's after transferring

from Youngstown State.

Skovera hit .349 in 1990 as a

freshman before sitting out his

sophomore season with a knee

injury. He hit .272 last season

with 13 RBl's but appears to be

back to old form alter the Florida

trip.

Skovera and Quahliero make

the Eagles strong up the middle

and they turn the double play

well.

Workinger led the team in

1992 with a .349 average (30-86)

and 19 runs, while getting nine

RBI's.

The CUP outfield is strong

with returning starters Shedd in

center and Keller in right, while

Brian Popovich and the

freshman McCombs battle for

time in left. Grieb and

newcomer Chris Yasher will also

see time.

Shedd will move to center alter

starting three seasons in left. At

leadoff, Shedd batted .330 (30-

91), scored 18 runs and drew 10

walks in '92. He has a career

average of .290 and has stolen 19

bases in 24 attempts.

Keller batted .3 16 in 1992 with

15 runs and 16 RBl's.

Behind the plate, Clarion will

be led by returning starter Marc

Grommes and first year

performer Ber/onski.

Grommes, a sophomore,

played well as a freshman,

hitting. 286 and played well

defensively.

Berzonski has a quick bat and

an extremely strong arm.

With key injuries to pitchers

Mark Spohn, Jason Rosenberger,

Ryan Bauer and Brian Wojtalik,

Houy, Rafalski and Valentic will

lead the mound staff.

Houy has a lifetime record of

4-10 and has 65 K's over 70

innings but has to cut down on

walks.

Rafalski, who possesses

excellent pitches, sported an 0-2

record with one save as a

freshman in 1992.

Valentic tossed 33.2 innings a

year ago, posting a 3-2 mark

with a 3.12 FRA. He also hurled

a shutout at Mercyhust in '92.

All three pitched well on the

Southern Trip.

DeChellis, Mark Johnson,

Knight, Hooks and Stimmell will

all be asked to contribute from

the mound.

Also on the roster but likely to

red-shirt are Robert Austin,

Aaron Miller and Steve Wagner.

The liagles are dedicating the

1993 season to former infielder

Larry J. Cioffi, who was

tragically killed in New Castle

on July 24. The Eagles have his

initials embroidered on their hats

for 1993.
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Hayward, Golden Eagles win five in the sun
The Clarion Call - 3-25-93 Pace 21

by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Denardo, Kudzma, and

Bowman endlessly studied

weather maps in an attempt to

explain the frigid temperatures,

acres of snowfall, and violent

gusts of wind in the "Blizzard of
493." These experts pondered

everything from high pressure

systems to cold fronts.

Unfortunately, they overlooked

the obvious; Janine Hayward's

fastball.

Hayward compiled a pitching

record of 5-1, which included

two shutouts, two one-hitters,

and a no-no as the Clarion

softball team visited Cocoa

Expo, Florida for an eight-game

spring break vacation

Hayward started game one and

showed no mercy toward

opposing batters, or for that

matter, the east coast. The senior

captain blew away eight en route

to a one-hit, 5-0 shutout of

Waynesburg. The offense was

paced by Leslie Schattauer who

drove in two runs and stole three

bases, and by Hayward, who
helped her own cause with a

walk, a single and two swipes.

After losing a pair to Lake

Superior State, the Lady Eagles

got back on the winning track

with a 2-0 whitewash of Albion.

Hayward went the distance,

giving up six hits and striking

File photo

"Whoosh": Captain Jeannine Hayward hurled two one-

hitters and a no-no in a tremendous 1993 start down south.

out 10. Sarah Pitney and Lesley

Crostin drove in runs for Clarion

as the Eagles evened their record

at two games a piece.

A 12-5 loss to a strong Malone

team forced the Eagles to search

for the spark that could turn their

fortunes around. The

thunderbolt right arm of Janine

Hayward produced more than

just a spark, it produced a no-

hitter.

Hayward struck out 11 in

Clarion's 5-1 victory over

Wheaton. Table-setter Meghan

Kelly reached base four times

from the lead-off position, and

freshman Heather Hurst drove in

three runs with three doubles to

power the "O".

That same day, Hayward threw

a one-hitter against Brandeis to

lead the Lady Eagles to a 9-3

win. Gerri Condo went 2-for-4

including a gargantuan home
run, and Hurst added three hits to

assist the Eagles' cause.

The final game on the trip saw

Hayward win her fifth of the

season, 8-5 over Catholic. Hurst

went 2-for-3 and scored three

times, and Danene Brown
banged out two safeties to lead

Clarion.

The Eagles' record stands at 5-

3 as first-year head coach Jodi

Pezek-Buras prepares them for

the cold-weather schedule. "We

have a lot of talent on this team,

the women are great to teach and

are willing to learn," said Pezek-

Bums.

The pitching staff is led by

Hayward (a senior and captain),

who nursed a 2.68 earned run

average last season. Freshmen

Brown and Hurst will round out

the three pitcher rotation.

The infield consists of

Schattauer at first, Pitney at

second, Kelly at short, Kami

Rickert at third, and Leslie

Croston behind the plate. Jody

Rhoades, Janean Rodkey, and

Condo will also see time in the

infield.

The outfield is comprised of

speedster Robin Land in center,

Mary Beth Kasenchak in right,

and Hurst in left. Adding depth

to the outfield positions are

juniors Mary Patterson and

Hilary Martwinski.

Pezek-Burns is ready to lead

all of the new faces into combat

in her inaugural season.

"This is a very young team,

we have a lot to prove to

ourselves and to our opponents,"

said Pezek-Burns. Pezek-Burns

will be assisted by Dr. Robert

Pitney and Mike Miller.

PSAC-West play will begin at

home on April 13 against IUP.

The Eagles will have to fight

the weather throughout late

March and early April in

preparing for PSAC-West play.

Golden Eagle wrestlers gain experience at nationals
by Eric Feigel

Sports Writer

The Clarion University

Golden Eagle wrestling team

finished off the season by

sending three representatives to

Div. I nationals held last

weekend at Iowa State

University. Although each

missed out on gaining All-

American status for the season,

each gained valuable national

experience.

Participating for Clarion at

Iowa State were Moss Grays, at

150 pounds, Dan Payne, at 177,

and heavyweight Rob Sinlobin.

Grays, only a sophomore, lost

his only match, 7-5, to Cal Poly's

Jake Gaier and finished his

season with an overall record of

11-6.

Despite missing the first half

of this season with an injury,

Grays bounced back to post

strong second place finishes at

both the PSACs and EWL's.

Payne, also a sophomore,

posted a 2-2 record at nationals.

In the opening round, he fell to

Ohio State's Kevin Randleman

14-9. Randleman was the

eventual national champion at

177, defending his title.

Dropping into the wrestle

backs, Payne then defeated Mark

Frushone of Central Connecticut,

10-3, and Dan Wingrove of Ohio

University, 4-1.

In his next match, in which a

win would have secured Ail-

American honors, Payne was

decisioned by the number seven

seed Pat Lynch 3-1.

Payne was 28-8 in 1992-93,

won a PSAC title and finished

second at the EWL's.

He now has a career record of

37-21.

Sintobin, a junior, dropped

both of his matches in his first

trip to nationals.

He lost to the eventual national

champion Sylvester Terkay by

fall at 1:02, then was decisioned

in the wrestle backs by Dan

Hicks of Navy 4-1.

Sintobin ended the season at

20-10, having won an EWL
championship.

He has a career mark of 45-37.

"I thought Dan Payne wrestled

very well at nationals," said head

coach Jack Davis. "He was

aggresive on the mat and was

only one win away from

becoming an All-American.

Although Moss and Rob lost

their matches, I feel their

experience will be a big benefit

next season."

The University of Iowa won

their second straight team

national championship with

123.75 points, followed by Penn

State and Nebraska.

The Clarion wrestlers had a

combined record of 2-5 (team

captain Dan Payne getting both

wins) and finished 62nd overall,

with one point.

Clarion sent the wrestlers to

nationals after a strong EWL
performance by the three in

early March.

Sintobin's Eastern Wrestling

League run made him only the

ninth Clarion wrestler at

heavyweight to win an EWL
championship and the 30th

Golden Eagle overall in the

history of the tournament.

Sintobin met up with Pitt's Pat

Wiltanger in the finals and

garnered a takedown 13 seconds

into the overtime period to

capture the crown with an 11-9

win.

Grays placed second at the

EWL's.

After winning his first two

matches, he lost a close one, 7-3,

to Chad Bailey of Bloomsburg in

the finals.

Payne also won his first two

matches to get to the finals but

was decisioned, 4-3, by the

number one seed, Dean Morrison

from West Virginia, in the

championship match.

Both Luke Shocklee (at 118)

and Nick Pendolino (at 134)

finished fourth for Clarion at the

EWL's and were one win away

from qualifying for the national

tournament.

Two true freshman, Dave

Thomas and Chad Billy, placed

fifth in the EWL tournament.

Paul Antionio finished sixth at

the EWL's for CUP.

As a team, the Golden Eagle

wrestlers posted a strong fifth

place EWL finish, only three

points behind fourth place Pitt.

Bloomsburg won the team EWL
title.

"We were a couple overtime

losses away from sending two

more wrestlers to nationals," said

Davis.

A relatively young squad

gained valuable PSAC, EWL
and national experience in the

1992-93 season and will look to

build on that for 1993-94.

Furnished

Apartments
For rent for 4 people

along Greenville Avenue

and Main Street.

Now accepting

applications for

summer, fail, &

spring.

$750-$800/semester.

Plus utilities.

Call 226-6068

Sports Opinion- AL East

If Abbott can make it there, Yanks can make it anywhere
by Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

The Boston Red Sox and

Detroit Tigers gave way to the

Toronto Blue Jays in the

American League Eastern

Division in the latter part of the

1980s. The New York Yankees,

Baltimore Orioles, Milwaukee

Brewers and Cleveland Indians

are in line to succeed the

Canadians in the middle '90s.

Can the first ever non-U. S.

World Series champion fend off

the dogs one more time?

That is the question, here is the

answer:

Basement- The Boston Red

Sox. Last season, the

Beantowners finished in last

place (73-89, 23 GB) for the first

time since 1932. . . and that was

after they thought they had found

the final piece to the puzzle in

lefthander Frank Viola.

It can't be blamed on the

"Curse of Bambino." Babe Ruth

is dead, but some BoSox would

be older than the Babe if he were

still alive. General Manager Lou

Gorman calls it experience, most

call it old age. Injuries and

fatigue will set in like gangrene

by August.

Predicted record: 68-94

Sixth place- The Detroit Tigers.

The offense, with the beefy

likes of Rob Deer, Mickey
Tettleton and Cecil Fielder led

the league in home runs (182)

and runs scored (791) in 1992.

Apparently, it wasn't enough for

pitchers Walt Terrell, Mark
Leiter, Scott Aldred or Eric King

as the Motor City Kitties

finished at a 75-87 clip. The

staff allowed the most runs in the

game with 794.

The 1993 Tiger Stadium crew

looks about the same.

Tremendous power and run

scoring ability on offense again.

Still no pitching. Keep feeding

these healthy homerun hitters

pizza (now Little Ceasar's,

formerly Domino's) and paying

them dough (not the stuff in the

pizza), but it looks like Detroit is

gonna need all of those homers

%
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The Boss: George is back from a two and a half year exile just in time to see his Bombers
win the 1993 pennant.

again just to capture sixth place.

Predicted record: 72-90

Fifth place- The Cleveland

Indians. First the bad news: The

Tribe hasn't won an American

League pennant since 1954.

They haven't even contended for

one since 1959. Now the good

news: The 1992 Ohio warriors

improved 19 games from 105

defeats the previous season to

finish in a tie for fourth in the

East. The committed

organization is definitely headed

in the right direction as the team

averaged 26.8 years of age last

season and didn't have even one

million-dollar bonus baby.

The Tribe was third in the

AL in hitting and fourth in steals

in 1992. Pitching will be the

weakness. The Indians were

already concerned about the

pitching staff going into spring

training, then lost three pitchers

in a serious boating accident on

Monday. Number-two starter

Bobby Ojeda was injured and

both Tun Crews and Steve Olin

were killed.

The Indians will be near the

bottom of the barrel again in the

AL pitching department,

resulting in a second division

finish once again.

By next year, the Tribe will

call a different stadium home.

Youth, speed, a new stadium,

affordable players and twenty-

five cents, without pitching, will

buy General Manager John Hart

a cup of coffee. Instead, he

should use that twenty-five cents

and the affordable players to

shop around for some pitching.

Predicted record: 74-88

Fourth place- The Milwaukee

Brewers. Phil Garner's 1992

version (90-72) of the "Brew
Crew" surprised everyone by

sticking with the World

Champion Jays all season long,

only falling in the last week.

This year's squad will

definitely sing a different tune.

Many more questions and doubts

linger over this season's squad

than did over last season's.

The Brewery lost their best

hitter, Paul Molitor and their best

pitcher, Chris Bosio.

The Crew was looking like

they could be the team that

would emerge as Toronto's

<n
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5th Ave.
Restaurant

Cold 6 packs / Qts to go

Best prices in town!

226-8512

Monday - Special

Hot Wings / Pitchers All Day

20$ each hot or mild

Full Menu
Daily Specials

Wednesday - Special

Mug Nite / Hot Dogs
3 for $1 (condiments included)

successor. But money matters

will keep them falling short for

awhile.

Predicted record: 83-79

Third place- The Baltimore

Orioles. Where did this team

come from all of a sudden? This

team lost 95 games in 1991, but

bounced back to win 89 last

season and contend for the

pennant. Reebok-man Brady

Anderson was a .219 career

hitter who turned '92 into a 20

homer, 80 rbi and 50 steal

season. Outfielder Mike
Devereaux doubled his rbi

output (59 to 107). Mike
Mussina won 18 games and

fashioned a nifty ERA in his first

entire season. So where did they

come from? Not even the front

office knows, but they are for

real.

If the O's stay healthy, they

may win it all. But doubts loom

everywhere. First sacker Glenn

Davis has been hurt for the last

couple of seasons. At short, Cal

Ripken suffered through nagging

injuries last year and finished

with un-Ripken-like numbers.

At 1,735 games, Lou Gehrig is

now turning in his grave. At the

hot corner, Leo Gomez is

recovering from a shoulder

injury. Catcher Chris Hoiles

missed six weeks due to injuries.

Number-two starter Ben
McDonald had his only injury

free season last year.

Newly acquired Hal Reynolds

at second and Hal Baines can

only help. But what's virtually

unchanged can only stay the

same.

Predicted record: 88-74

Runner-up- The Toronto Blue

Jays. This is not the same team

that won the World Series in

1992. Gone are Dave Winfield,

Dave Stieb, Jimmy Key, Tom

Henke, David Cone, Kelly

Gruber, Candy Maldonado,

Ranee Mullinicks and Manny
Lee. Enough will be left to

contend.

Paul Molitor joins Devon

White, MVP candidate Roberto

Alomar, Joe Carter, World Series

MVP Pat Borders (best catcher

in the AL) and Juan Guzman to

makeup the new nucleus.

Youngsters Derek Bell, Ed
Sprague, Eddie Zosky, Todd

Stotlemyre, Mike Timlin and

Duane Ward will have to fit ever

so neatly into the shoes of

Winny, Gruber, Stieb and Henke

to continue the success. That

might be asking for too much,

too soon.

Predicted record: 91-71

Division champ- The New
York Yankees. Street & Smith 's

cover-boy Jim Abbott will

attempt to add another chapter in

the book of great Yankee left-

handers. The last two chapters

have been written by Whitey

Ford and Ron Guidry. Will

Abbott live the next verse? Or

could it be another new addition

to the Zoo, Jimmy Key?

Abbott and Key, alongside K
artist Melido Perez and

youngsters Sammy Militello and

Bobby Wickman, give the Bronx

Bombers a wonderful alternative

to a staff that featured Scott

Sanderson and Tim Leary.

Steady Spike Owen joins the

Yanks to man short, adding

invaluable leadership qualities.

Leadership qualities in the Bronx

Zoo? Wade Boggs is not a .259

hitter and will prove it in stripes.

Lefty slugger Paul O'Neil also

joins New York to shoot for the

314 foot right field porch. Steve

Howe is back again and flying

high (no pun intended).

All of these new faces showing

up in Ft. Lauderdale can only

mean one thing- George is back!

Steinbrenner can never keep

his fingers out of other people's

nostrils, but this team has the

talent to surprise with or without

George.

By 1995, with the arrival of

lefties Bricn Taylor and Sterling

Hitchcock, Russ Davis, etc.), this

team could corner the AL East

market.

Predicted record: 92-70
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Sports Opinion- AL West

Beefy Rangers to change adage that pitching wins pennants
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Basement- How bad are the

California Angels? Well, they

finished tied for fifth last year

(72-90, 24 GB). In an effort to

get even worse, they traded their

best starting pitcher, Jim Abbott,

and left the second best closer in

baseball, Bryan Harvey,

unprotected during the expansion

draft. If it wasn't for Chuck

Finley and Mark Langston, the

Angels wouldn't win a game.

I've heard of rebuilding, but

this is ridiculous. Damion
Easley, J.T. Snow, Tim Salmon,

Ron Tingley, Chad Curtis and

Gary DiSarcina will make up

two-thirds of, not the Edmonton

Trappers line-up, but the

California Angels' line-up in

'93.

If Langston and Finley each

win 40 the Angels may finish

around .500, if not, the Marlins

and Rockies will have better

records than the Halos.

Predicted record: 53-109

Sixth place- The Oakland

Athletics. Mark McGwire and

Jose Canseco didn't win

Oakland division titles, good

starting pitching did. Dave

Stewart and Mike Moore are

gone, leaving the staff ace role to

36-year-old Bob Welch. Even if

Welch has one great year left in

him, the remainder of the staff is

Ron Darling, Storm Davis and

Bobby Witt, hardly the stellar

staff of 1989.

The outfield of Rickey, Ruben,

and Hendu could be the best in

the west, but the infield of

Brosius, Blankenship and

Bordick could be the worst.

It won't be long until Rickey

cries to be traded, injuries begin

to set in, and McGwire returns to

his .201 form. After this occurs,

nobody will be able to save the

A's, not even the Eck.

Predicted record: 75-87

Fifth place: New uniforms, new

logo, new ownership, same

Mariners. Lou Piniella will take

Reuters photo

Roger Maris' record of 61 home runs in a single season. .

.

GON! Juan Gonzalez will have 42 by the break in 1993.

over the reigns in Seattle this one starter. If sophomore Dave

season in an effort to convert this

team into a winner. Seattle has

some outstanding young hitters

in Ken Griffey (.308, 27 home

runs, 103 RBI's), Jay Buhner

(25 HR's) and Edgar Martinez

(.343, 18, 73). Tino Martinez

will get the start at first base with

underrated Omar Vizquel (.294,

seven errors in 633 chances) and

Bret Boone up the middle.

The offense won't be a

problem, the pitching staff will

be. Piniella proved his mastery

of handling a bullpen with

Cincy, and he brings with him a

bonified 40 save man in Norm

Charlton. The starting staff will

undoubtedly tell the tale for the

'93 Mariners.

The acquisition of Chris Bosio

from Milwaukee (16-6, 3.62)

gives Seattle a quality number

Fleming (17-10, 3.39) can return

from injury and Randy Johnson,

Erik Hanson and Brian Holman

can pitch at a level anywhere

near what was originally

expected of them, Seattle could

make a legitimate run. My guess

is they won't.

Predicted record: 77-85

Fourth place: The Chicago

White Sox. The same story as

the Mariners. The offense is no

problem with Raines, Sax,

Ventura, Thomas, Burks etc.

Rockin' Robin along with a

healthy Ozzie Guillen gives the

ChiSox the best defensive left

side in baseball. Unfortunately,

nobody knows if Guillen is

healthy. Speaking of healthy,

what about Bo? The pitching

staff has more questions than an

annoying four-year old. Only

The Dance Brigade , a mufti-cultural

dance company from California will

perform on friday, 3/26 ai & p.m. in

the Gemmell multi-purpose room.

The event will be part of the

Women's Conference and is fRE£. All

Welcome.
^U*««WM , m <mt«m mf* L

Jack McDowell can be relied on

for 15-20 wins, while Alex

Fernandez and Wilson Alvarez

have showed signs of brilliance,

but have not yet proven they can

win in the show.

The key to this season and the

next five seasons will be whether

or not someone will emerge as a

quality number two starter. Kirk

McCaskill is not the answer.

Predicted record: 83-79

Third place- The Kansas City

Royals. The Royals improved

their ball club immensely over

the winter. The middle-infield

tandem of Greg Gagne and Jose

Lind will quickly emerge as the

best double-play combination in

the majors. The theft of Felix

Jose from the Cardinals beefs up

an order which already included

Brett, Joyner and Kevin

McReynolds as the main cogs.

Brian McRae will soon surpass

Rickey and Raines to become the

best lead-off man in the division,

and Mike Macfarlane and Brett

Mayne could quietly become one

of the best catching units in

baseball.

The greatest improvement to

this team will be seen in the

pitching staff. The acquisitions

of David Cone and Mark

Gardner were gigantic. Cone

and Gardner join an already

talented staff of righties

including Kevin Appier, Mark

Gubicza, Mike Boddicker and

Jeff Montgomery in the closer

role.

Kansas City is still two or three

players away from seriously

contending for the west crown.

Another 80 RBI man in the

middle of that order, one solid

left-handed set-up man, and a

power-hitter coming off the

bench could return this proud

franchise to its days of yore.

Predicted record: 85-77

Second place: The Minnesota

Twinkies have the best pitching

staff in the west, but that may

not be good enough. Kevin

Tapani and Scott Erickson are

good, but the ace of staff will

soon be Willie Banks. Banks

has the stuff to challenge Roger

Clemens for a Cy Young award,

all he needs is confidence.

As long as the Twins have

Kirby, they will be a contender.

Knoblauch, Mack and Hrbek are

established winners, and Pedro

Munoz will probably drive in

over 100, but the addition of

Dave Winfield won't be as

important as experts believe.

The Twins will finish strong but

will have to wait until next year.

Predicted record: 87-75

First place: Wow! That's all

you can say when you gaze at

the Texas Rangers line-up. Jose

Canseco and Juan GONzalez

could very possibly put together

a run reminiscent to Maris and

Mantle in 1961. GON, whose 73

homers by age 23 is more than

both Hank and Babe had at that

age, led the majors in homers

last year even though Mark

McGwire had already hit 30 by

the All-Star break. Add Rafael

Palmiero (22 HR's, 85 RBI's),

Julio Franco (.341 in 1991) and

Dean Palmer (.229, 26, 72), and

the Texas Rangers could set

unbreakable records for runs

scored in a season.

The major change in this

Rangers' team is defense.

Catcher Ivan Rodriguez, whose

49 percent success rate in

gunning down thieves led the

majors by far, leads the way in

the field. The new DP
combination of Manuel Lee and

Billy Ripken will solidify the

middle of the diamond, and

reserves Doug Dascenzo and Jeff

Huson will add to the new and

improved defense.

The pitching staff is the only

factor keeping this team from

baseball immortality.

Kevin Brown won 21 last year,

and the additions of Chuck

Leibrandt (15-7, 3.36) and Craig

Lefferts (13-9, 3.69) will help

the staff, but this is one of the

few teams that may not need

pitching. Tom Henke is now the

closer, and the Rangers are for

real.

Predicted record: 89-73

Fox's Pizza Den
Medium Pierogie Pizza

$6.50 + tax

Call

Expires 226 - 5555 All Day

Delivery3/31/93
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Help Wanted I Sales & Serviced
250 Counselors and Instructors

needed! Coed summer camp in

Poconos Mountains, Pennsylvania.

Lohikan, Box 234 CC, Kenilworth, NJ

07033 (908)276-0998.

SUMMER JOBS
ALL LAND/WATER SPORTS

PRESTIGE CHILDRENS' CAMPS
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS

NEAR LAKE PLACID
CALL 1-800-786-8373

$200--$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully

guaranteed. FREE Information-24

hour hotline. 801-379-2900

Copyright # PA027950

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-
-Make money teaching basic

conversational English abroad. Japan

and Taiwan. Make $2,000-$4,O0O+per

month. Many provide room &
board+other benefits! No previous

I raining or teaching certificate

required. For International

Employment program, call the

International Employment Group:

(206) 632-1146 ext. J5246

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -Earn

$2,000+/month + world travel

(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)

Holiday, summer and career

employment available. No experience

necessary. For employment program

call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5246.

Summer camps staff positions

available in South-Central

Pennsylvania. Counselors, waterfront,

program specialists needed. Good
salaries, generous time-off.

CONTACT: Barbara Nealon, Penn
Laurel Girl Scout Council, 1600 Mt.

Zion Road, York, PA, 17402. (1-800-

673-2561)

Southern Butler County Private Swim

Club seeks a swimming coach and a

diving coach for summer swim
league. Send resume to: Coach 115

Weitzel Rd. Butler, PA 16001 or call

(412) 285-5230. Deadline April 19.

Heading for EUROPE this summer?
Only $169!! Jet there anytime for only

$169 with AIRHITCH! (Reported in

Let's Go! and NY Times.)

CALIFORNIA-$129 each-way from

N.Y AIRHITCH 1
: 814-865-4000

Azzip (That's quick pizza). Geo's 227-

9111.

NEED COLLEGE MONEY? $6.6

billion unclaimed. Apply now!
Money-back guarantee. Free details:

Eagle Scholarship Service, Box 60,

Marble, PA 16334 (814 354-6140).

Pizza in Azzip. Geo's 227-9 111.

For Sale: Model "D" Series Leading

Edge Computer-dual floppy-disk

drive, display monitor, keyboard,

EPSON Dot Matrix Printer, and word-

processing software available. Please

call. Price negotiable. 968-4360.

Single, heterosexual, pepperoni pizza

seeks meaningful relationship with

hungry Pizzavore. Must like sauce.

Call me at Geo's 227-9111.

***True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose from

50 colors. Located in Sligo, PA, 10

miles south of Clarion. Call for

appointments after 5:00 p.m. 358-

2715.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
'89 Mercedes...$200; '86 VW...$50; '87

Mercedes...$100; '65 Mustang...$50;

Choose from thousands starting $50.

FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline.

801-379-2929 Copyright #PA027910.

KoomimiUs & Kintals

College Park Apartments now signing

for fall 1993 and spring 1994

semesters. Utilities included,

furnished. Call 226-7092.

Nice quiet furnished apartment for 3 or

4 girls. Call 226-8225.

Remodeled 2 and 3 bedroom mobile

homes for rent available for summer,

fall and spring '94. Call 227-2800.

Nice houses and apartments available

for summer 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Nice houses and apartments available

for fall 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Nice, clean apartment for 4. One-and-

a-half blocks from campus on Wood
Street. $750/semester/person

including heat. One year lease. May
to May. 226-7171

New apartments for rent for fall

semester, two locations. 3 or 4

students. Call 354-2992.

FREE
%L

Membership with this coupon "^7^

Wilkinson TV & Video *

44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TVS VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

For rent sleeping room only. Very near

college campus. Female students only.

For summer semesters and fall

semester. For more information call

226-5647.

Three bedroom duplex, four to five

students. $650 per semester. New
kitchen and bathroom. 764-5490

Apartment for rent: for 1 or 2 people,

for summer or all year. Very nice,

close to campus. Call 227-2781 or

226-2455. Ask for Kurt.

Summer apartments, one block from

campus. One to four people

occupancy. Leave message at 226-

5917.

Nice new partially furnished apartment

for 4 females close to campus. 226-

6867

House for rent, one block from

campus. Gray & CO. R.E. 849^199.

Apartments-summer, 2 to 4 students-

$350. 226-9279

Apartments: Fall and Spring, 4

students, $750 plus-226-9279.

Very nice, fully furnished apartment.

Two bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,

washer/dryer, microwave. Two blocks

from campus. Call 764-3690.

New apartments for rent. Two, three or

four students. Call (814) 354-2992.

Second floor house apartment three

blocks from campus available for the

summer. Call 226-9700 or 227-2503 or

764-5143.

Three bedroom house close to campus.

Summer, fall and spring of '93-'94.

Call (814) 772-9094.

Apartment for rent near campus,

furnished, for three to four non-

smoking students. Utilities included.

Call 226-7997.

Announcements
Come and rock for the right reasons!

Come to a free Christian rock concert

featuring Ascent, March 27 at 9:00

p.m. in Gemmell Multipurpose Room.

Sponsored by Newman Association

and Koinonia. A free-will offering will

be taken.

Summer job fair, Wednesday, March

31. 1 1:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Gemmell
Student Center Multipurpose Room.
Camps, amusement parks and

temporary services will be recruiting

college students for summer jobs.

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
And a FREE IGLOO
COOLER if you qualify.

Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

Do you have questions about settling

upon a particular major? Career

questions or questions concerning

Clarion's academic programs? Need
some advice in planning your college

years, academically? These concerns

and more can be answered by Career

Services in 114 Egbert Hall. Stop in

and pick up complimentary copies of

"Making Decisions: About majors and

Careers" and "Career Planning Guide

for College Students."

Attention Seniors: Career Services.

114 Egbert Hall, is currently accepting

resumes for interviews this month with

the following companies: Fastenal,

The Limited. FN Wolf, Metro. Life,

Bankers Life, Northwestern Mutual

Life, Glen Mills Schools, Ames Dept.

Stores, Wallace Computers, Baltimore

Life. Stop by the office for more info.

"TO BE YOUR VOICE, WE MUST
HEAR YOUR VOICE." 1993 Student

Senate

Student Senate meeting for Monday,

March 29 is cancelled. The next

Student Senate meeting will be held

Monday, April 5 at 7:30 p.m. in 246

Gemmell. All are welcome to attend.

Lost: Gold and diamond wedding band

on Saturday near Tippin Gymnasium.

Reward, call (814) 362-2044.

Personals
Theta Phi Alpha: The mixer was a lot

of fun. We'll have to do it again real

soon. Delta Chi

Happy Birthday Jenn W., Tara and

Lori 1! Have a great one! We love

you! Love, your Theta Phi Alpha
sisters.

Delta Chi: Thanx for the fun mixer!

We had a great time. Can't wait till we
do it again. Love, the sisters of Theta

Phi Alpha.

Theta Phi Alpha would like to wish all

the sororities and fraternities good luck

during greek week.

Phi Sigma Sigma Spring '93 pledge

class: You're all so awesome! Thanks

for the invite Friday 1, had a blast!

Love Kristen

Dana and Dana: You two are doing

incredible with Greek Week! Love,

your Phi Sig Sisters

Carla, Thanks for being our key girl

!

The Brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa

Hi Jeanna! Love, you know who.

Good luck during Greek Week, Sigma

Tau Gamma! Love Amy

To the brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa:

PJ's and boxers was the nights theme,

together we made quite a great team.

Although it might seem we were

ready for bed. we danced all night and

parried instead! The mixer that night

was great and we're sorry our Thank
You's are late' Love, the Sisters of Phi

Sigma Sigma

Congratulations to Phi Sigma Sigma's

newly elected executive hoard! They

are: Archon--Tonya Schmidt; Vice

Archon-Lauri Rohrbach; Pledge

Mistress--Dana Ed; Rush-Desiree
Wassam; Tribune-Elizabeth Eaton;

Scribe--Amy Donahue; Bursar-Kim
Dampf; Member at large -Stephanie

A. Wright; and Panhel Representative-

-Elizabeth Hagenboch. We are looking

forward to another awesome year!

Love, your Phi Sig Sisters.

Call 227-2014 and wish Darlene a

Happy 22nd birthday. Have a great one

grandma! Love, Spaz, Rodie and

Sweet and Sour.

Congratulations Alpha Phi Omega on

the succesi of the bowl-a-thon for

muscular dystrophy. Watch out for

those falling balls. Great job everyone.

Looking forward to the semi-formal.

To the Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho:

Thanks to the weather, we finally got

together. The rope was tight it was a

perfect night. Let's mix again soon and

start it at noon. Love, the Sisters of

Alpha Sigma Alpha.

The sisters of ASA wish everyone the

best of luck during Greek Week.

The Brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa
would like to wish all the Greeks good

luck in Greek Week!

The brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa
would like to thank the alumni

brothers and little sisters for a great

Founders Day weekend! "26 years."

Scott and Jason: Thank you for all the

time and hard work you put in to

Greek sing. The pay-off will be Friday

night. Phi Sig Brothers

The brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa
would like to thank the Captain

Loomis Inn and the Wolfs Den for

their accomadations for our Founder's

Day weekend.

Happy Birthday Laurel! Thanks for

taking me to your date party. I had a

great time. Your Delta Chi Buddy

Summer jobs/interships at camp tor

children/teens/adults with physical disabilities.

Seeking mature, responsible individuals for assistant

director/activity coordinator, cooking instructor, nutrition

instructor, counselors, art director, nature/camping instructor,

lifetime leisure coordinator, WSI, lifeguard, maintenance and
kitchen staff. No experience needed for counselors.

Salary+room/board. Call 1-800-243-5787 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
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Clarion women finish second, men sixth at nationals
by Karen Ruud

Sports Writer

The men's and women's
swimming and diving teams

posted strong performances at

nationals held at Ashland

University last week. The
women finished second while

the men captured sixth place

honors.

Oakland, Michigan won the

women's title with 609 points.

Junior diver Kim Strawbridge

was named NCAA Division II

Diver of the Year for her

outstanding season. Strawbridge

won the three-meter national

championship with an amazing

452.51 points, and she also

placed second in the one-meter

event with a score of 407.9.

Strawbridge destroyed the field

in winning the one and three

meter events at the PSAC
championships, and her

performance at Nationals

secured her place as Division II's

best diver.

Clarion diving coach Dave

Hrovat accomplished what the

Duke Blue Devils basketball

team could not. Hrovat three-

pealed as NCAA Division II

Coach of the Year by leading his

divers to seven All-American

placings and this year's national

championship.

Seven Golden Eagles

swimmers achieved All-

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11AM-1 2AM
Thurs 11 AM- 1AM

Fri-Sat11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

April Special
2-12" cheese Pizzas

Only $8.99 #»»*

BREADSTICKS... ONLY $1.49

Good only thru

4-30-93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

fJTTJ

Dinner

for four

Only $8.25
PLUS TAX

Includes 1 6" one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

KmHed delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

cm
Sub
for two

Only $4.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

rxrn

Dinner

for two

Only $6.00
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

American status.

Tedra Kruse, only a freshman,

was a four-time All-American

and had three outstanding

individual swims. She placed

second in the 1650 freestyle with

a school record time of 17:04.19;

set another school record in the

400 IM with a time of 4:31.71;

and placed third in the 500 free

while finishing in less than five

minutes. She was also a member
of the 800 free relay team which

placed fifth with a time of

7:43.72.

Justine Gibbons, a junior, was

a six-time All-American with

three individual placings and

three relay finishes. Gibbons

placed sixth in the 100 and 200

backstroke and seventh in the

500 free. Her relay wins

included a third place finish in

the 200 and 400 medley, and a

fifth place showing in the 800

free. Justine is now a 17-time

Division II All-American.

Dina Maylor, a graduate

student, was also a six-time All-

American. Maylor placed

individually in the 100 and 200

back, finished second in the 200

and 400 free relays, and helped

in placing third in the 200 and

400 medley relays. She finished

her career as a 20-time All-

American.

Becky Jushchyshyn was a four

time All-American at nationals

and finished her career with 12

All-American honors. Her
accomplishments include the

1992 National Championship in

the lOObreaststroke.

Dawn Jones, a sophomore who
made her first trip to nationals,

was a seven-time All-American,

including five relay wins.

Stephanie Kissell won four

All-American honors and Kathy

Randazzo won two.

Other divers earning All-

American status include Amy
Paganie, Kendra Raymond, Jill

Braught and Pauline O'Connor.

The Clarion men's team

finished a strong sixth, and

Miller was proud of the effort

put forth by his squad.

Clarion received top

performances from Steven

Darby, Rick Bull, Dave Sheets

and Steve Kozowyk.

Darby, a senior, placed second

in the 100 and 200 butterfly,

eighth in the 500 free and led the

400 and 800 medley relay team

to fifth and eighth place finishes,

respectively. Darby, the 1992

PSAC "Swimmer of the Year,"

finished an outstanding career

with 22 All-American honors.

Bull, a junior and the 1991

PSAC "Swimmer of the Year,"

was a six time All-American at

nationals giving him 18 honors

for his career. Bull finished

fourth in the 200 butterfly and

sixth in the 200 IM.

Sheets, a senior, finished his

career a 20-time All-American

after four honors at Ashland.

Rosenbaum finished fifth as a

part of the 400 medley relay

team, while Kozowyk was on the

seventh place 800 free relay

team.

The divers were led by two-

time All-Americans Joe Egan
and John Oleksak. Egan, a

sophomore, finished fourth in the

one-meter event and 10th in the

three-meter. Oleksak, a junior,

was 10th on one-meter and 11th

on three-meter.

Miller put it all in perspective

by saying, "I'm proud of our

performance and we're already

looking forward to 1993-94."

College Park Apartments
IJow renting for Summer, Fall and Spring Semesters

Each Apartment: Private Entrance

Has 2 bedrooms,

full kitchen, bath

and living room
Furnished

Ample parking

Close to campus

Our rates: 4 tenants

3 tenants

, 2 tenants

Lowest rates in town.

226 - 7092

$699.00

$799.00

$1125.00

1
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Personnel reductions to offset

projected $2.7 million deficit
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-Chief

President Diane Reinhard

announced Tuesday to university

employees that 20 vacant faculty

and eight current non-faculty

positions will be eliminated in

order to combat a projected $2.7

million shortfall for 1993-'94.

"Additionally," said Reinhard,

"one management, two SCUPA
(State College and University

Professional Association) and

one AFSCME (American
Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees) rank and

file positions will be reduced

from 12 to nine months."

"None of the permanent, tenure

track faculty will be furloughed,"

said Ron Wilshire, interim vice

president for univgm+y
advancement.

President Reinhard met with

employees at three meetings on

Clarion's campus and one on
Venango's campus, Tuesday.

She briefed university employees

on the projected shortfall, the

budget reduction process and
plans for the future.

The cuts amount to 6.9

percent of the faculty and will be

accomplished through non-
replacement of faculty who
resign or retire and by the

nonrenewal of faculty on

temporary contracts.

Those employees who will be

affected by the reductions will be

notified within the next two
weeks.

The office of Finance and
Administration, through ongoing

budget planning, are estimating

that incoming revenue for fiscal

year 1993-'94 will only amount
to $48.14 million. Expenses are

estimated at $50.9 million,

therefore creating a $2.7 million

shortfall. Payroll costs for next

year are projected at $43.6
million.

According to Reinhard,

personnel costs have increased

significantly over the past

several years. "We've all had

n .. ._ Ray Henderson/Clarion Call
President Reinhard addressed university employees on Tuesday about the projected $2 7
million shortfall for 1993-94 and the elimination of several positions.

pay raises since 1990-91."

President Reinhard's decision

came from a result of meeting

with administration most of last

week in order to determine the

best plan of action for the budget

reduction process.

Or. Reinhard said that three

areas of concern factored into

the decision making process and

these included, protecting the

integrity of Clarion's student

services and academic programs;

maintaining 85 percent of budget

costs to personnel with the

remaining 15 percent going

towards operating expenses; and

accomplishing the plan in the

most "humane way possible" for

Clarion University personnel.

Dr. Reinhard has also taken

additional steps to ensure that

costs will be kept to a minimum.

She has asked all vice presidents

to meet with division leaders in

order to review current budgets

so that as much funds as possible

can be salvaged and carried

through to next year.

She has also put a freeze on
hiring and asked Provost John
Kuhn to work closely with

admissions to ensure that

enrollment next year will be
equal to or greater than this year.

Planning for the 1994-'95

fiscal year is in the works as

well. All non-instructional

programs, administrative

positions and academic programs
will be reviewed in order to

determine where change can be
made to reduce costs.

Clarion University APSCUF
(Association of Pennsylvania
State College and University

Faculties) President Robert
Balough expressed disapoint-

ment at Dr. Reinhard's decision

and said that if cuts are

necessary, they should be done

"equitably."

He also added that,

"Unfortunately academic
programs and the students they

serve are once again bearing the

brunt of the budget cuts."

One of the reasons Clarion is

presently facing this situation is

that over the past several years

state appropriations have not

kept up with increasing

university costs.

Another factor in low
revenues is the enrollment
decrease over the past two years.

This is attributed to the declining

number of graduating high

school seniors within the state.
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Clarion women finish second, men sixth at nationals
by Karen Ruud

Sports Writer

The men's and women's

swimming and diving teams

posted strong performances at

nationals held at Ashland

University last week. The

women finished second while

the men captured sixth place

honors.

Oakland, Michigan won the

women's title with 609 points.

Junior diver Kim Strawbridge

was named NCAA Division II

Diver of the Year for her

outstanding season. Strawbridge

won the three-meter national

championship with an amazing

452.51 points, and she also

placed second in the one-meter

event with a score of 407.9.

Strawbridge destroyed the field

in winning the one and three

meter events at the PSAC
championships, and her

performance at Nationals

secured her place as Division II 's

best diver.

Clarion diving coach Dave

Hroval accomplished what the

Duke Blue Devils basketball

team could not. Hrovat three-

peated as NCAA Division II

Coach of the Year by leading his

divers to seven All-American

placings and this year's national

championship.

Seven Golden Eagles

swimmers achieved All-

226-8dO 1
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CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 11AM-12AM

Thurs 11AM-1AM

Frl-Sat 11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

2-12" cheese Pizzas

y po.yy plus tax

BREADSTICKS... ONLY $1.49

Good only thru

4-30-93

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

r.TTn

Dinner

for four

Only S8.25
PLUS TAX

Includes 16" one-item pizza

plus 4 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93
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STAR
PIZZA
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for two

Only $4.50
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" SUB plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/9J

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA
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Dinner

for two

Only $6.00
PLUS TAX

Includes 12" one-item pizza

plus 2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery atea only EXP 4/30/93

Ameriean status.

Tedra Kruse, only a freshman,

was a four-time All-American

and had three outstanding

individual swims. She placed

second in the 1650 freestyle with

a school record time of 17:04.19;

set another school record in the

400 IM with a time of 4:31.71;

and placed third in the 500 free

while finishing in less than five

minutes. She was also a member

of the 800 free relay team which

placed fifth with a time of

7:43.72.

Justine Gibbons, a junior, was

a six-time All-American with

three individual placings and

three relay finishes. Gibbons

placed sixth in the 100 and 200

backstroke and seventh in the

500 free. Her relay wins

included a third place finish in

the 200 and 400 medley, and a

fifth place showing in the 800

free. Justine is now a 17-time

Division II All-American.

Dina Maylor, a graduate

student, was also a six-time All-

American. Maylor placed

individually in the 100 and 200

back, finished second in the 200

and 400 free relays, and helped

in placing third in the 200 and

400 medley relays. She finished

her career as a 20-time All-

American.

Becky Jushchyshyn was a four

time All-American at nationals

and finished her career with 12

All-American honors. Her

accomplishments include the

1992 National Championship in

the 100 breasLstroke.

Dawn Jones, a sophomore who

made her first trip to nationals,

was a seven-time All-American,

including five relay wins.

Stephanie Kissell won four

All-American honors and Kathy

Randazzo won two.

Other divers earning All-

American status include Amy
Paganie, Kendra Raymond, Jill

Braught and Pauline O'Connor.

The Clarion men's team

finished a strong sixth, and

Miller was proud of the effort

put forth by his squad.

Clarion received top

performances from Steven

Darby, Rick Bull, Dave Sheets

and Steve Kozowyk.

Darby, a senior, placed second

in the 100 and 200 butterfly,

eighth in the 500 free and led the

400 and 800 medley relay team

to fifth and eighth place finishes,

respectively. Darby, the 1992

PSAC "Swimmer of the Year,"

finished an outstanding career

with 22 All-American honors.

Bull, a junior and the 1991

PSAC "Swimmer of the Year,"

was a six time All-American at

nationals giving him 18 honors

for his career. Bull finished

fourth in the 200 butterfly and

sixth in the 200 IM.

Sheets, a senior, finished his

career a 20-time All-American

after four honors at Ashland.

Rosenbaum finished fifth as a

part of the 400 medley relay

team, while Kozowyk was on the

seventh place 800 free relay

team.

The divers were led by two-

time All-Americans Joe Hgan

and John Oleksak. Egan, a

sophomore, finished fourth in the

one-meter event and 10th in the

three-meter. Oleksak, a junior,

was 10th on one-meter and 11th

on three -meter.

Miller put it all in perspective

by saying, "I'm proud of our

performance and we're already

looking forward to 1993-94."
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full kitchen, bath

and living room

Furnished
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Close to campus

Our rates: 4 tenants

3 tenants

, 2 tenants

Lowest rates in town,

226 - 7092

$699.00

$799.00

$1125.00
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Personnel reductions to offset

projected $2.7 million deficit
by Michelle Sporer

Editor-in -Chief

President Diane Reinhard

announced Tuesday to university

employees mat 20 vacant faculty

and eight current non-faculty

positions will be eliminated in

order to combat a projected $2.7

million shortfall for 1993-'94.

"Additionally," said Reinhard,

"one management, two SCUPA
(State College and University

Professional Association) and

one AFSCME (American

Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees) rank and

file positions will be reduced

from 12 to nine months."

"None of the permanent, tenure

track faculty will be furloughed,"

said Ron Wilshire, interim vice

president for univeristy

advancement.

President Reinhard met with

employees at three meetings on

Clarion's campus and one on

Venango's campus, Tuesday.

She briefed university employees

on the projected shortfall, the

budget reduction process and

plans for the future.

The cuts amount to 6.9

percent of the faculty and will be

accomplished through non-
replacement of faculty who
resign or retire and by the

nonrenewal of faculty on

temporary contracts.

Those employees who will be

affected by the reductions will be

notified within the next two

weeks.

The office of Finance and

Administration, through ongoing

budget planning, are estimating

that incoming revenue for Fiscal

year 1993-'94 will only amount

to S48.14 million. Expenses are

estimated at $50.9 million,

therefore creating a $2.7 million

shortfall. Payroll costs for next

year are projected at $43.6

million.

According to Reinhard,

personnel costs have increased

significantly over the past

several years. "We've all had

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

President Reinhard addressed university employees on Tuesday about the projected $2.7

million shortfall for 1993-94 and the elimination of several positions.

pay raises since 1990-91."

President Reinhard's decision

came from a result of meeting

with administration most of last

week in order to determine the

best plan of action for the budget

reduction process.

Dr. Reinhard said that three

areas of concern factored into

the decision making process and

these included, protecting the

integrity of Clarion's student

services and academic programs;

maintaining 85 percent of budget

costs to personnel with the

remaining 15 percent going

towards operating expenses; and

accomplishing the plan in the

most "humane way possible" for

Clarion University personnel.

Dr. Reinhard has also taken

additional steps to ensure that

costs will be kept to a minimum.

She has asked all vice presidents

to meet with division leaders in

order to review current budgets

so that as much funds as possible

can be salvaged and carried

through to next year.

She has also put a freeze on

hiring and asked Provost John

Kuhn to work closely with

admissions to ensure that

enrollment next year will be

equal to or greater than this year.

Planning for the 1994-'95

fiscal year is in the works as

well. All non-instructional

programs, administrative

positions and academic programs

will be reviewed in order to

determine where change can be

made to reduce costs.

Clarion University APSCUF
(Association of Pennsylvania

State College and University

Faculties) President Robert

Balough expressed disapoint-

ment at Dr. Reinhard's decision

and said that if cuts are

necessary, they should be done

"equitably."

He also added that,

"Unfortunately academic

programs and the students they

serve are once again bearing the

brunt of the budget cuts."

One of the reasons Clarion is

presently facing this situation is

that over the past several years

state appropriations have not

kept up with increasing

university costs.

Another factor in low

revenues is the enrollment

decrease over the past two years.

This is attributed to the declining

number of graduating high

school seniors within the state.

t
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THE WAY I SEE IT

V Editor-in

fr^

Work study

programs

Work study programs on

college campuses are intended

for students who are putting

themselves through school with

student loans and for those

students with financial

difficulties. But, are these the

students who are really getting

hired?

Clarion University has

approximately 1,000 work study

jobs available. Prior to hiring, an

employer should find out

through the financial aid office

whether or not a student is

financially eligible to work. If a

student is not qualified,

(receiving loans) then that

student should be turned down
for employment.

However, as the old saying

goes, "it is not what you know,

rather who you know." A
number of students are getting

work study programs because

they are friends with somebody

who is currently working and

that person can get them the job.

The blame, in my opinion, is

on the employers. Too many
corners are being cut. They, (the

employers) have more important

tasks than worry about making

"eligibility checks" on their

future help. They are getting a

student for 10 plus hours a week

to do their typing, filing,

running, etc. which is saving

them a great deal of their own
time and effort. Why on earth

should they care who the

students is?

There's the problem. They

should care! I have been

searching for a work study

program for six semesters now,

to no avail. I am $16,750 in debt

to the student loan company and

have received no funding from

my parents (they have their own

bills to worry about). I thought

all along that I would be the

Lori Tayman

perfect candidate for a work
study. After all, they were

intended for people in my
situation (intended being the

operative word here). Well, here

I am, four years later, without a

work study job. Neverless, I can

quickly name a few people off

the top of my head who have

work study jobs and their parents

or relatives are funding their

entire tuition, room and board,

not to mention extra spending

cash (a paycheck plus money
from mom and dad, how

(cont. on pg. 4)

It started out as a run of the

mill rumor. Then we got a tip

which panned out into actual

documentation that we weren't

supposed to have.

We ran the story last week on

the front page and that started

the whispers and speculation.

Who leaked the Call confidential

information which provided

them last week's scoop? The

scoop I might add which beat the

local papers and even the

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette to the

punch. Who provided the

information that indicated the

administration was looking at

layoffs as an option to combat a

projected $2.7 million shortfall

for the 1993-'94 fiscal year?

Instead of asking who, why not

ask why? Why the secrecy?

Why wasn't the student body

supposed to know until this

week? Why the "behind the

back questions" of "Do you

know who it was?" Incidentally,

no one asked me.

It seems that the administration

is looking after its own interests

first as this recent development

indicates. Perhaps the frame of

mind was that it didn't affect the

students. I beg to differ.

Students ask, "How will this

affect my courses? Is my job as

a student employee in jeopardy?"

Why are university officials

shocked and dismayed at the

fact we obtained this

information? Did it occur to

anyone that students have a right

to know?

In the scramble to vote for pay

raises and a president's house,

the students have been replaced

as a concern. Many students

realize this. I can't count the

number of times students have

said in the past year, "We are a

forgotten entity." This attitude

that the administration seems to

have has often come through.

One alumnus told me that he

refuses to donate money to this

university because they provided

little if any assistance when he

asked for it during his years here.

What administration have to

realize is that if it weren't for us,

the students, you wouldn't have a

job. You wouldn't be getting a

nice fat paycheck and you

wouldn't have the "prestige" of a

title or an office with a view.

Yes I understand that your jobs

are difficult. As the old faculty

joke goes, "School would be fun

if it weren't for the students."

But, from a student's perspective,

our job is difficult too because

we have to put up with so much

bureaucratic nonsense and often

times the run-around.

Need I remind you that you

are working for us. We are the

consumer. We buy the product.

We, as students, support you.

This isn't so much your

university as it is ours.
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Guns or Sanity?

Dear Editor:

Will you be one the 700,000

Americans who will be

confronted by a gun, one of the

24thousand who will die from a

handgun bullet or one of the

20thousand scheduled to be

wounded and possibly

permanently crippled by gunfire

in 1993? If so, you should be

comforted in advance by the gun

culture's cry that, "Guns don't

kill people, people kill people."

Obviously this slick sounding

but meaningless slogan speaks to

the thoughtless but hardly to

others, and certainly not to the

dead or even the wounded. A
hand without a trigger never

fired a shot.

A myth constantly propounded

by the gun culture is that we

need a gun for protection,

although to have one often

escalates a confrontation to one's

demise. It may well be that the

gun lovers have that view for

reasons other than rational ones.

I suggest that subconsciously

many simply have some deep

inner insecurity that demands

they seek an artificial comfort by

possessing the power of a deadly

weapon.

Gun supporters begin with a

conclusion, namely that a gun

makes one secure. However, a

handgun is an extremely poor

defensive weapon even if one's

finger remains on the trigger at

every moment. Defenders are

invariably taken by surprise,

usually with their weapon out of

reach, destined, if fired at all, to

be aimed badly as they tremble

in great fear. Hence, the level of

violence, not safety, is raised.

Some protection, eh?

Guns in die home are 43 times

more likely to kill a relative or

acquaintance than an intruder.

The boy, his playmate and gun

are all too often parted by

bloodshed. For every criminal

killed by a handgun defender,

118 innocents die from gunshot

murders, accidents and suicides.

The British, Canadians and

Japanese are not nearly as armed

as we are, yet their homes and

streets are far safer.

The National Rifle Association

and the gun culture seek refuge

in the Second Amendment,

which states, "A well regulated

MILITIA being necessary to the

security of a free state, the right

to keep and bear arms shall not

be infringed."

How can one read that and

honestly argue that the "right"

pertains to anything other than

the maintenance of a militia?

Recently retired Supreme Court

Justice Lewis Powell, a

conservative appointed by

Nixon, has said, "It is not easy

Committed to your success

Catch up on extra credits for your college

degree this summer at Perm State DuBois.

We're offering more than five dozen

undergraduate and graduate level courses

this summer, so there's sure to be something

here for you. Registration is currently

underway and classes begin May 24.

Call us for more information.

PENNSTATE

18 5 5

DuBois
Campus

1-800-346-ROAR

understand why the second

Amendment, or the notion of

liberty, should be viewed as

creating a right to own and carry

a weapon that contributes so

direcdy to the shocking number

of murders in our country." He

blamed the U.S. murder rate in

large part to the ready

availability of handguns. Powell

said that even if the Amendment

applies to privately owned guns,

it does not apply "with respect

to handguns as opposed to

sporting rifles and shotguns."

Powell noted that, "During the

Vietnam War 58,021 Americans

were killed but during that same

period approximately 122,000

were murdered, over seventy

thousand with firearms."

Former Chief Justice Burger,

another conservative, has

expressed similar views.

The President's commission

on Law Enforcement in 1967

noted that the "U.S. Supreme

Court and lower Federal courts

have consistently interpreted

this Amendment. . . not as a

guarantee of an individual's

right to keep or carry firearms."

Any reasonable interpretation of

the Amendment does not

provide a "right" to own a gun,

nor does it justify thousands of

needless bloody killings.

Recently the ninth U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals ruled

3-0 that the Constitution does

not prevent states from keeping

certain types of guns out of

private hands. Aside from that,

the Constitution has always

evolved to meet the needs of the

time. Those who still harbor the

notion that a gun is essential

simply live in a time when

personal gun ownership is no

longer reasonable, responsible or

even especially meaningful.

Sanity demands an end to the

annual slaughter of 24 thousand

persons with handguns, the 25

thousand air rifle injuries and

deaths and the destruction of

many school children with

assault weapons. Worse yet, the

amount of blood being shed due

to bullets is increasing each year.

Rationality demands that we

reject superficial slogans and

misleading myths so that we can

respond positively to the facts.

Twelve children are murdered

daily, 135,000 students carry

handguns to school every day,

400,000 have done so at least

once and schools now spend

millions on metal detectors

rather than on books.

An outright ban on handguns,

assault weapons and air rifles

would eventually remove the

great majority of these

dangerous toys and needless

weapons from our homes and

streets.

Nor is there any reason to

believe that the hunter's gun,

assuming it might sometimes be

justified, cannot be held more

safely in the possession of a

"sporting" club or neutral agency

for most of the year.

A gun in every bedroom closet

may provide some superficial

but needless satisfaction, an

occassional hour of target

shooting, a misleading sense of

security or the sense of power

that sometimes goes with the

PALM SUNDAY MASS
will be celebrated for the

university community
at 6:00 PM I.C. CHURCH

BLESSED PALM BRANCHES WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED AT

THIS AND ALL OTHER
WEEKEND MASSES

Saturday at 5:30 p.m. and

Sunday at 7:30, 9:00 and 11:45 a.m.

CONFESSION: Saturday (4/3)

from 3:00 - 5:00 p.m.

TENEBRAE: Sunday (4/4)

ability to kill, but nothing worth

trading for our very lives and

limbs, which number in 'he

thousands and thousands!

Has Somalia shown us

nothing?

As Gore Vidal said recently, "I

have just done something more

rare than people suspect-stated

the obvious."

Kenneth Emerick is a retired

faculty member of CUP.

A concerned

friend

CATHOLIC
CAMPUS MINISTRY

At 7:45 p.m.

Dear Editor:

I am writing this editorial to

address a problem that happens

to many people: suicide.

I have been there, and I know

how it feels to want to no longer

be living.

You feel like no one cares, no

one is your friend, and that no

one loves you.

I am writing to a really good

friend of mine: I care, and I am

your friend.

I know that you are very

confused right now about a lot of

things.

But that is okay. Everyone

gets confused about life

sometimes.

I also know that you feel like

death is the only solution to the

problem of life.

Suicide is not the solution and

life is only a problem if you let it

be.

I know you have the strength

to get you through this.

The phrase "Carpe Diem" is

really true; everyday can be

wonderful if you want it to be.

I have gotten so close to

committing suicide, but I did not

because I know that I mean a lot

to others, even if I felt as if I

meant nothing to myself.

I am also glad that I am still

alive because I am here to share

my story with people like you.

I really appreciate life now: I

am here to see one more sunset,

and to sing one more song.

Life is such a precious gift

and you have to "seize the day",

everyday of your life.

Unfortunately, I had to leam that

the hard way. But you don't have

to.

(cont. on pg. 4)
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Hide Park
(cont. from pg. 2)

convenient).

I often wonder what good a

program is if it does not serve

the proper purpose. There are too

many bright young students who

can barely (if at all) afford to go

to college. Work study programs

were intended to help those

students. If they are not doing

just that, the university and the

state (which funds work studies)

are wasting their money.

Of the thousands of work study

programs on campuses all over

the USA, if one student is

working who does not meet

financial need, it is one too

many.

So I say to each and every

department which hires students

for a work study job, a thirty

second phone call to the

financial aid office could make

the difference between a student

staying in college or not.

Lori Toyman is a senior

communication major.

Students react to Clinton's service plan
CPS Students reacted favorably

to President Clinton's call for a

national service program to pay

college tuition, although some

tempered their enthusiasm with

concerns about how the plan

would be carried out.

Questions were also raised

about the low number of students

who would be involved the first

year and the cost effectiveness of

the plan, which will be

introduced to Congress this

spring.

"We're not saying that the

national service program is a bad

idea: it's a fine idea. And
Clinton's strong emphasis on

serving the common good is a

welcome change from the dog-

eat-dog ethics of the Reagan-

Bush era," read an editorial in

The Daily of the University of

Washington in Seattle. "But

national service isn't, and

couldn't possibly be, for

everybody."

Clinton, making good on a

campaign promise, announced

his plan in early March at

Rutgers University in New
Brunswick, N.J. He called for

$7.4 billion to finance the

national service corps over the

next four years. Students would

earn credit for college money by

performing public service.

By 1997 there would be

approximately 100,000 students

involved in the program. An

effort will be made this summer

to train 1,000 young people for

community projects. It is

expected to cost $15 million, and

Clinton has said he will hold a

Youth Service Summit at the end

of the project to get feedback

from the participants.

Another proposal is to reform

the student loan program by

allowing college graduates to

pay back their loans based on a

percentage of their income.

Loans would no longer originate

from banks or thrifts, but would

be managed by a central

government agency.

The editorial board at The

Daily supported the loan-

payback program as a more

realistic approach to pay tuition,

which is now averaging about

$14,000.

"It's basically a recycling of

one of Michael Dukakis' better

proposals: giving loans to

students which are paid back

with payroll deductions, the size

of which would be based on

income," the editorial said.

"Dukakis proposed that the plan

would do wonders for the

millions of students graduating

with large loan debts."

Ryan Ravinsky, a junior at the

University of Florida in

Gainesville, told The

Independent Florida Alligator he

supports Clinton's community

service plan. "If someone cares

enough about their education to

apply for financial aid, then I

don't understand why they can't

work for it," Ravinksy told the

paper.

Not all students quoted in the

press seemed impressed. Shirley

Leung, editor of Princeton

University's The Daily

Princetonian, expressed

indifference in The Chronicle of

Higher Education. "A lot of

people are involved in

community service here, but I'm

not sure that a lot of students see

it as a viable way to pay for

college," she told the national

publication. "The rationale here

is that we can get high-paying

jobs when we graduate."

The president of Harvard

University gave Clinton stronger

support, but was still somewhat

lukewarm.

He told The Harvard Crimson

that he agrees with the concept

of public service for tuition, but

that many details need to be

worked out before it can become

a viable plan.

And what of students

currently in high school? At least

one.Cassie Nylen of Ashfield,

Mass., went public in a big way

when she wrote in Newsweek

magazine's "My Turn" column of

her endorsement. Nylen is a high

school senior and wrote that she

will be attending Haverford

College, in Haverford, Pa.,

beginning in the fall.

She said that her father

supports Clinton's proposals.

"My dad is excited about the

prospect of a national service

program, maybe a little too

excited," she wrote.

"The reason he likes the idea

(and keeps yammering at me
about it) is that he thinks young

people will get a chance to gain

the kind of understanding of

their country and what makes it

work that he got during his own

military service. .

."

Nylen said that national service

will show students a broader

scope of national problems:

crime, urban strife, racial and

class conflicts.

Reader's Responses

(cont. from pg. 3)

Friend, I know you think that

you have no good qualities about

you.

Everyone has bad qualities

about themselves, but the

positive definitely outweigh the

negative in every case. Everyday

I have to remember that inside I

am a good person and that I

matter to others, but most

importantly, that I matter to

myself as well.

When I wanted to kill myself, I

felt that if I put myself in a box,

and no one could get in, that I

would never get hurt.

However, I instead hurt

myself even more. There were

always people there to listen and

understand.

There are still days when I

want to just crawl up and put

myself back into that box.

I have now realized that that

is not the solution, but the

problem.

I remember how it feels, and I

stop myself everytime because I

know that nothing is worth

killing myself over. I know that

you are a wonderful person, and

if you weren't here, I would miss

you so much, as would so many

others. You mean so much to so

many.

I will always be here to talk,

to listen, and my shoulder is

always here to cry on. I am and

will always be your friend. You

are a great person. Carpe Diem.

Monica Shearer is a sophomore

Political Science and History

major.
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News

Clarion strives for diversity
by Alan Vaughn

News Editor

"There is growing

acknowledgment of the changing

racial/ethnic character of

American society," said a report

commissioned by Clarion

University to study diversity on

the university campus.

The report, undertaken in the

spring of 1992 by Training

Research Development, Inc.,

was designed to "obtain a better

understanding of the attitudes,

perceptions, beliefs and actions,

of selected personnel" of the

university.

Both the university and the

State System of Higher

Education have listed increased

concentration on diversity as a

priority for the 1990s. Clarion

has enacted several programs in

order to meet a goal of a more

diverse and varied climate on the

campus. The Office of Social

Equity developed initiatives to

aid in the attempt to take Clarion

into a more diverse American

culture than ever before. The

office, which answers directly to

the president, will have more

influence in the faculty hiring

policies, has held several

sessions on campus to gauge the

climate of the campus

community. Consultants from

the Insitute for Multicultural

Education and Training in

association with the Office of

Social Equity put in place the

first phase of a Comprehensive

Diversity Training Model, with

focus group discussion, seminars

and surveys.

Some, though, have expressed

doubt as to the commitment of

the university to true

diversification.

The campus is committed to

achieving multi-culturalism only

if the culture in question "speaks

English," said one university

faculty member. The number of

of entering international

freshman declined 59 percent

between 1987 and 1991, with the

number of enrolled graduate or

international students falling 22

percent, from 165 to 129,

according to figures from a

university self-study for the

Middle States Association of

Colleges and Schools, a higher

education accreditation agency.

The number of Hispanic students

has increased 122 percent said

the study, which went on to

reveal that the number of

enrolled Hispanics has only

increased by 11 students, from

nine to 20. White, Non-Hispanic

students make up 95 percent of

all enrolled students.

"We no longer live in a melting

pot— the entree has turned into a

Caesar salad, meaning it is not

beneficial to mainstream all

cultures into the American

culture, whatever that may be,

but to encourage everyone to

keep the faith of their own

individual heritage and traditions

while simultaneously supporting

others," said Student Senate

President Gara Smith. "How can

we honestly send our student

teachers out to teach the children

about diversity without the

teachers themselves

experiencing different cultures?

We must take a stand and

demand diversity."

According to the TRD report,

students feel that there

is"insensitivity and apathy on

campus toward diversity." The

reactions were obtained for the

report using open ended

questions and small-group

discussion. Only the leading

responses were printed in the

report.

"People have a misconception

that diversity just includes

African Americans, but it's really

an inclusion of all different

races, genders and sexual

preferences, said Ralph Godbolt,

president of the African

American Student Union. "The

university can incorporate

cultural diversity into anything."

Nearly all those surveyed felt

that there is more that the

university can do to recruit more

Race and sex of Clarion students

ASI-NJ^OTHER
4.8% AFRI.-AMER.

12.2%

FEMALE
67.3%

MALE
32.7%

WHITE
83%

RACE OF CLARION SAMPLE SEX OF CLARION SAMPLE

Race of C.U.P. faculty and staff

ASLN-AVOTHER AFRI.-AMER.
3-5% 5.5%

WHITE 91%

graph by TRD, Inc.

minorities. However, many
placed the blame less on the

university than on the

community and the attitudes of

non-administrative faculty and

students.

"The administration, faculty

and students don't take

[diversity] seriously," Godbolt

said.

Responses indicated that many

feel that the "good ole boy"

network is alive and well, that

the surrounding community

offers little reason for minorities

to come to Clarion and that

many students on campus
perceive that with increased

minority enrollment, reverse

discrimination for shcolarships

and campus jobs may result.

According to blacks surveyed

in the report, many in the

university community are not

aware of what diversity actually

means, that students tend to

disrespect black faculty and that

minorities sometimes get graded

unfairly on assigments.

Diverse recruitment is, at best,

a difficult job in Clarion's

predominately white geographic

region. Efforts in recruitment

have been aimed to mix the

ethnicity on campus. The

plannning intitative for Social

Equity "Reality 92; Vision 97"

developed timetables for

implementing a variety of

graph by TRD, Inc.

proposals over the next four

years.

The program set a goal of a

fifty percent increase in the

number of minority students by

1997, establishment of a faculty

exchange program with an

historically black college,

eventually culminating with

participation by half of Clarion's

academic departments by 1997

and curricular adaptations. The

plans also suggested two specific

actions: the hiring of a minority

counselor, and full university

support for the new Women's
studies program.

Diversity in recruitment has

been lacking, though, said

Godbolt, who is also a student

senator.

"[The university] is not willing

to spend money to recruit

minority students. The

administration and student

government need to take a strong

stand on diversity."

Progress has been made in

some areas. Within the past two

years, a Women's studies minor

has been created, retention of

minority students has increased,

a handbook on disabilities has

been written, a sexual

harrassment policy has been

adopted, a mulitcultural center

has been established and an

annual Women's Studies

Conference started.
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Seven goals outlined

Venango Campus
Mission Statement

should be in place

before MSA review

The Clarion Call - 4-1-93- Page 7

by Rodney Sherman

Asst. News Editor

The Venango Campus Mission

Statement is currently under

final review and revision. The

statement outlines the goals of

the campus and the measures

being considered for

implementing those goals.

Many students at Clarion

University may forget that there

is a separate campus located in

Oil City. The Venango campus

is usually associated with

Clarion University's nursing

program.

Venango Campus, as an

integral part of Clarion

University, not only responds to

community needs but also serves

a special role in the enhancement

of the services and programs of

the university. In order to

articulate the mission of

Venango Campus, the following

goals are being offered.

Goal one: To provide stand

alone, two year associate

degree programs of Clarion

University.

Venango Campus will explore

community needs through its

contact with regional institutions

in business, government, and

education to assure that

meaningful and relevant

associate degree programs are

designed.

Venango Campus has a

concurrent responsibility to

provide essential support

services such as personal and

professional counseling, tutoring

programs, academic advisement,

job placement services and

appropriate opportunities for

participation in extracurricular

activities.

Goal two: To provide

continuing education for the

Clarion University service

area.

The Oil City campus will have

a responsibility to identify and

respond to the continuing

education needs of the region.

Continuing education includes

both credit and noncredit bearing

coursework which may be

technical and nontradational in

nature. This would include SAT

preparation courses, allied health

education, or wood products

manufacture training. Some of

these offerings will be certificate

programs and associate degrees

which may be terminal and non-

transferable. These programs

will complement the offerings of

existing educational institutions.

Goal three: To provide an

educational foundation for the

four year degree programs of

Clarion University.

Since students from Venango

County and the surrounding area

may find it desirable to begin

their four year degree programs

at Venango Campus, the

curriculum will be designed so

that credits earned will be

accepted toward the completion

of a four year degree. Such

articulation requires the

appropriate structure of

academic programs, reasonable

scheduling and solid advising.

Goal four: To provide a

regional campus for adult

learners who wish to further

their education at the

collegiate level.

Its location, size and potential

for program development give

Venango Campus the advantage

of being able to respond to the

particular needs of adult learners.

Back to the Earth
Come check out our new tie dye bathing suits!

auv*
s^

Used^

Come see our line of

Spring toys and clothing

Musical supplies

Hemp products

Natural products

Day dreamers

Incense oils and more!

New Products Arriving Weekly!

#226-0636 / Located upstairs of the 800 Center

Ray Henderson / Clarion Call

Considerably smaller than the Clarion campus, Venango Campus can be found in Oil City,

25 miles east of Clarion. A mission statement concerning the campus is being drafted.

Since seventy percent of

Venango Campus students are

adult learners, child care services

are necessary.

Goal five: To provide

nursing education.

Given the relatively high

number of health care facilities

in the Venango County area, it is

logical to centralize direction

and control of nursing education

at Venango Campus. These

programs will be adapted

regularly to maintain high

quality in meeting changing

health care demands.

The university will provide the

academic and student services

necessary to assure the quality of

all the nursing education

programs offered by Clarion

University.

Goal six: To develop

initiatives for experimentation

and innovation in teaching and

learning.

Venango Campus will offer

opportunities for educational

experimentation that will address

the need to develop solutions to

persisting problems in pedagogy.

More effective means must be

designed to meet the educational

challenges of their future.

Venango Campus will be a

laboratory where new ideas can

be tried and tested.

Goal seven: To provide

appropriate bachelor's degree

courses and graduate courses.

Venango Campus should meet

the educational needs of the

community's diverse non-

traditional student population.

Many of these students are

confined to the immediate area

because of financial constraints,

work and family commitments

and lack of transportation.

By making more upper level

courses available, Venango

students could continue their

education without traveling to

the Clarion campus.

University officials hope to

have the mission statement

completed and in place before

this spring's review by the

Middle States Association.

MSA reviews the universty's

policies and goals to decide if

the university will receive an

accreditation from the

organization.

A public meeting the

University Community for

Venango Campus will be held in

Montgomery Hall , April 16 at

1:00 PM. The university

community will be notified with

the distribution of the self-study

prepared for the Middle States

process and an update on that

process.

Students at Venango Campus

can earn degrees in Arts and

Sciences, Business

Administration, Nursing,

Paralegal Business Studies and

Rehabilitative Services.

The Oil City campus was

established in 1961 and was the

first branch campus in the State

System of Higher Education.

FOX'S PIZZA DEN
April Special

2 medium pizzas

$8.88+TAX

$1 .20 per topping covers both pizzas

Call 226-5555

The Middle states

Steering Committee
will hold two open
meetings for the

university community.

Thursday. April 15

3:30 p.m.

Carter Auditorium in

Still Hall

Friday. April 1$
1:00 p.m.

113 Montgomery Hall

at

Venango Campus
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Clarion Professor once met cult predecessors

by Rodney Sherman

Asst. News Editor

As the stand-off between

federal agents and members of a

religious cult, the Branch

Davidians, continues, a Clarion

University professor remembers

his contact with an eariler branch

of the cult in 1959. Dr. Herbert

Bolland, the chair of the

department of counseling

services at Clarion University,

met some members of the eariler

cult when he was a student at

Baylor University in Waco,

Texas.

The Davidians, as they were

known in 1959, were awaiting

the second coming when Bolland

interviewed them in their

encampment on Mt. Carmel.

The followers of the cult had

sold all their possessions and

were waiting in tents to, "march

together triumphantly into

Jerusalem."

"I talked to a number of them

from throughout the United

States and around the jvorld,"

recalls Bolland, who received his

B.A. and his M.A. from Baylor

University and his Ph.D. in

psychology from Texas Tech

University . "They came across

as very sincere. They beleived

their leaders, enough to sell

everything they owned and wait.

"I am sure none of the people I

met then would still be a part of

what is going on now. I

frequently wondered how those

people pick up their lives after

that experience."

Bolland sees the cult, which

claims to be of the Seventh Day

Adventist Church, something

that officals of the church have

denied, as following the pattern

of most true cults.

"A cult frequently disbands or

becomes more radical after a

period of time," said Bolland.

"There seems to have been a

power struggle within the cull

and they have become more

radical and survivalistic. I don't

think the people I interviewed

were like that."

Speaking about the Branch

Davidian's current leader, David

Koresh, who had claimed to be

Jesus Christ, Bolland said, "He

could be delusional and possibly

psychotic. I've never actually

met him, so I have base that on

what we've heard about him. He

does seem fairly smart. Quite a

few cults are based on a

charismatic leader and involve

rituals whereby the members

give up everything for the group.

Many of the cults involve some

sort of different sexual practices

because their leader has to

control the mind and body of the

members."

"If he [Koresh] beieves he is

Jesus Christ, then I would guess

he is psychotic. If he is conning

his followers into beleiving he is

Jesus Christ, then I would say he

is sociopathic." said Bolland.

Bolland says that most cults

are not dangerous in the sense

that the Branch Davidians has

become. "Cults appeal to the

kind people who are alienated

and have lost hope," he said,

MAKE BIG

WVVwOuy

FROM DORM
GREAT OPPORTUNITY
PROVEN METHOD
UNLIMITED PROFIT

Send long SASE to:

City Promotions

3464 Lincoln Hgwy

Box 138

Thorndale PA 19372

situation, saying, "Most cults are

not dangerous until they find

themselves under attack." Cult

leader Jim Jones lead his

followers into a mass suicide at

the Jonestown tragedy. At the

time Jones was being

investigated by the federal

government on a wide array of

charges.

"Being a native Texan and

growing up around firearms, I

would not have thought about

moving in on them the same way

the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

and Firearms attempted."

As for the final outcome,

Bolland thinks it could go two

ways. "We have already

watched it develop into a long

stand-off, and I think it could go

on a lot longer. On the other

hand, his followers could very

well be willing to die for the

cause. The followers remaining

in the compound may want to go

out in a blaze of glory," said

Bolland.

Koresh, meanwhile, is once

again talking to negotiators after

two days of silence. The FBI

"Cults appeal to the

kind people who are

alienated and have

lost hope..."

- Dr . Herbert Bolland

"The members tend to cling to

the teachings of the leaders. All

cults insist on total allegiance

and many are more profitable to

the leader than anyone else.

They devote a lot of time to

ceremonies such as religion.

The leader uses brainwashing

techniques such as fatigue to

keep their followers."

Bolland also recalled the

Jonestown massacre cult

said Koresh gave no indication

that he and his followers would

leave their heavily armed

compound.

A Houston attorney, Dick

Deguerin, hired by Koresh's

mother was responsible for

getting the cult leader to talk.

Deguerin wouldn't say what

they talked about but said the

situation might end soon. The

FBI said they were not so sure

Koresh will surrender soon.

Rodney Sherman / Clarion Call

Dr. Herbert Bolland, director of counseling services,

interviewed members of a religous cult in Texas in 1959.

Three language

minors to be

offered this fall

by Jennifer Frey

News "Writer

The growing need of a

second language in today's

world has influenced Clarion

University to offer new minors

in French, German and

Spanish. The minors will be

offered beginning with the fall

1993 semester.

The minors will require

completion of 21 credits. The

breakdown of the required

credits will be: nine required,

nine credits in the 200 level

and three credits from the 300

level. The 200 level credits

will provide a close study of

civilization and culture, the

economy, literature, linguistics
j

and technical use of the

language.

Dr. Erika Kluesener, chair of

the department of modern

language, said "The minors

reflect the growing reputation

in the U.S. that the knowledge

of a second or third language

is more and more important in

our interdependent world."

The new minors will be of

special interest to students who

have already completed their

12 arts and sciences credits

because the minor will simply

require 12 additional credits.

For more information call

Dr. Kluesener at 226-2257 or

226-2296.
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Will be buried next to Gemmell

The Clarion Call - 4-1-93- Page 9

Items needed for a time capsule
by Jennifer Frey

News Writer

A time capsule , purchased by

Student Senate, will be interred

to mark the 125th anniversary of

the founding of Clarion

University.

Clarion University started as

Carrier Seminary. It then

became a state normal school, a

state teacher's college, a state

college and finally a university

in the Pennsylvania State System

of Higher Education in 1983.

The capsule will include

memorabilia from campus
organizations and sports teams.

The capsule will be buried on

the grounds surrounding

Gemmell Student Complex. The

burial of the capsule will be part

of the activities on campus to

mark Earth Day.

Earth Day is Saturday, April 24

this year. The events are

designed to help raise

environmental awareness around

the world.

Amy Schaub, chair of the

committee to plan the time

capsule, said, "The reason for the

capsule is so that about fifty

years down the road, students

can look back and see what was

happening at Clarion University

in 1993."

The committee must still

decide whether to have the

capsule opened in the year 2025

or the year 2050.

The capsule will cost

approximately $600. The

committee is now accepting

donations to help cover the cost

of the capsule and it's burial.

Names of organizations which

donate money will appear on a

commemorative plaque. ^

Schaub recommended that

clubs and organizations donate

items that reflect ideas about

issues facing students and the

world today.

Election bottons from the past

election were also mentioned.

Clubs should bring a group

picture or programs from
activities they have sponsored.

Organizations interested in

donating money, memorabilia

items, or serving on the

committee should go to the

Student Senate office in

Gemmell, room 269, or call 226-

2318, by Wednesday, April 7.

A meeting will be held

Monday at 5:30 PM in 269
Gemmell to finalize plans.

Trustees take action on some personnel

decisions and next year's new meal plan

by Rodney L. Sherman

News editor elect

Many personnel actions were

acted on at the Board of Trustees

meeting held on March 17.

The following faculty have

been elected chair of their

respective departments for the

period of June 1, 1993 to May
31, 1996:

Academic Support Services:

Gregory Clary, Accountancy:

Charles Pineno, Administrative

Sciences: James Pesek, APPS:

Robert Rath, Art: Catherine

Josyln, Biology: John Williams.

Chemistry: William Krugh,

Communication: Carmen
Eelicetti, Computer Information

Science: Michael Barrett,

Counseling Services: Herbert

Bolland.

Economics: Enid Dennis,

Education: Kathleen Smith,

English: Larry Dennis, Finance:

Soga Ewedemi, Geography/

Earth Science: Frank Vento,

Health/ Physical Education:

Albert Jacks.

History: Robert Frakes,

Library: Deon Knickerbocker,

Library Science: Ahmad
Gamaluddin, Marketing:Paul

Kim, Mathematics: Benjamin

Freed.

Modern Languages and

Cultures: Erika Klusener,

Music: Lawreence Wells,

Nursing: Mary Kavoosi,

Physics: William McGowan,
Psychology: Richard Nicholls,

Special Education /

Rehabilitative Sciences: Bryan

Huwar.

Speech Communication and

Theatre: Myrna Kuehn, Speech

Pathology Audiology: Dennis

Hetrick.

The resination of Emily

Williams, an assistant professor

of art, was accepted effective

May 28, 1993.

Dempsey Dupree, professor of

accountancy, will retire effective

May 28, 1993.

The trustees also set set food

service fees that will go into

effect with the start of the

summer sessions.

The standard 20 meal plan will

rise from $588 to $596. The 15

meal plan will rise from $555 to

$562. The 10 meal plan will rise

from $423 to $428. The five

meal plan will rise from $256 to

$274.

Summer weekly plans will

remain unchanged at $40. The
rate for the summer session will

rise from $196 to $200.

Changes in the optimum plan

are in the 15 meal plan which

will decrease from $709 to $684.

The 20 meal plan will remain

unchanged at $741. Likewise

the price of the ten meal plan

will be unchanged at $548. A
proposed five meal plan will cost

$425 and include $50 in flex

dollars.

The university food service

contract requires that

reimbursements to the contractor

be ajusted yearly according to

increases in the Consumer Price

Index, which is published each

December. Last years CPI
increases was 1.289 percent.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations conducted

by Public Safety for the week of Mar. 22 through Mar. 28, 1993.

A wrist watch and ten dollars were stolen on March 22 from an office

in Tippin Gym. The wrist watch was removed from the desk top and the

money was taken from the desk drawer. The watch was a black Casio

Triathlon.

A report of a TV which was removed from a storeage room on the third

floor, B wing, of Campbell Hall without the consent of the owner was

received on March 23. The TV was last seen sometime in January. The

TV is a 13 inch Toshiba with a remote control and a wood grain cabinet.

It's approximate value is $250.00

Three students were cited for Public Intoxication after regestering .12,

.17 and .15 on the BAC. The incident happened on the second floor of

Ralston Hall on March 25 at approximately 11:20 PM.

On March 26 at approximately 11:25 PM, a fire alarm was activated

on the first floor of Nair Hall. The incident is under investigation.

On March 27, at approximately 12:05 AM, a student was cited for

Criminal Mischief and Disorderly Conduct when the actor placed

chewing gum in the peep hole of a dorm room and applied a flame from

his butane lighter to the gum.

A non-student reported mat he visited the campus and parked his

vehicle in parking lot G. Upon his return to his vehicle, someone had

scratched the side with some type of object. No date given.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

Outside Clarion

Casey releases funds

for improvements
Pennsylvania governor Robert

P. Casey announced on

Wednesday that he will release

over nine million dollars in

funding to two state universities.

The money is ear marked for

capital improvements at West

Chester and Clarion universities.

Casey said that $8.3 million

will be used to build a new
three-story addition on to the

Science Center at West Chester

University. West Chester is

located in the eastern part of the

state.

Clarion University will receive

$792,000 from the newly

released funds.

The money will be used for the

final phase of an on-going

project to renovate the aging

steam lines at Clarion. The final

action on the project will bring

the total cost to $1.2 million.

Casey notified Sen. F. Joseph

Loeper and Rep. David R.

Wright that Wednesday's action

will allow for the advertising for

bids on the projects which have

already been through the design

stage.

- courtesy ofthe

Governor's office

Scholarship School Supplies.

64 Merle St., Clarion 226-8832

Ideas for student teachers

Thematic units

Whole language management
Education majors K thru 6

Teacher Created Materials

WE ARE THE TEACHER'S FRIEND!

Open Mon.-Fri. 2PM-8PM

The Societyfor Collegiate Journalists is sponsoring

a book drive to benefit Clarion 's Literacy Council.

SCJ is accepting any donations ofused books .which

will be sold during Student Body Week.

Ifyou would like to donate books, please drop them

offat the Call office in room 270, Gemmell For more
information, call Michelle at 226-2380 during

regular school hours.
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Kuwait set to honor Bush
Courtesy ofthe

Associated Press

International

Kuwait to honor Bush

Kuwait's education minister says

former president Bush will visit

Kuwait next month to receive an

honorary degree.

The minister says the ruling

Emir invited Bush for the honor.

Bush will get the degree from

Kuwait University on April 14.

Former Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher and Javier

Perez De Cuellar, the former

secretary-general of the United

Nations, have already been

honored. The degrees are for

their roles in ending seven

months of Iraqi occupation in

1991.

Bosnia cease-fire holding

A three day old cease fire is

holding in Bosnia, but "very

tenuously," according to a

United Nations spokesman.

UN observers report numerous

sporadic violations of the accord,

and have lodged protests in cases

where the violator could be

dentified. *

The French general who

commands the UN soldiers in

Bosnia says he wants to follow

up quickly on the truce by

reaching an agreement for free

movement of all people in and

out of Sarajevo, the nation's

capital city.

National

Government to study

women's health

The head of the National

Institutes of Health declares this

"A new age in women's health

research."

Dr. Bernadine Healy's

comments on Tuesday came as

she unveiled a plan to spend

hundreds of millions of dollars to

learn more about women's

health.

Healy says that in terms of

medical research, women have

been ignored for too long.

Among other things, the study

will investigate the causes and

preventions of heart disease,

cancer and osteoporosis.

NIH has chosen 16 university

medical programs to participate

in the study, which will last 15

years and cost an estimated

$625 million.

Another link in Trade Center

' bombing

A report in "New York

Newsday" says there is anothei

link between the fatal World

Trade Center bombing and one

of the suspects in custody.

At issue is a letter claiming

responsibilty for the bombing,

signed by a group called the

Liberation Army Fifth Battalion.

The newspaper quotes a senior

investiagator who says the

signature matchs evidence

already seized from the suspect.

1993 BSN
Students

^3S9^ Enter the Air Force immediately
^^ after graduation - without waiting for

the results of your State Boards. You can earn

great benefits as an Air Force nurse officer.

And if selected during your senior year, you

may qualify for a five-month internship at a

major Air Force medical facility. To apply,

you'll need an overall 2.50 GPA. Serve your

country while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

Clinton will ask for end of

abortion ban

The White House has

confirmed that President Clinton

will ask Congress to lift the ban

on federally funded abortions.

Press secretary Dee Dee

Myers said Clinton's budget

request to Congress next week

will leave out a renewal of the

ban.

The prohibition has been in

effect for 16 years. It bans using

Medicaid funds to finance

abortions for poor women. But

Myers said, "It will not be there

this year."

Aspin's defense budget will

face tough opposition

House Armed Forces

committee chairman Ron

Dellums said he won't meekly

accept Defense Secretary Les

Aspin's budget proposals.

Dellums labeled the plan "too

cautious." He said it falls short

of Aspin's own proposed goals

of moving away from a cold war

defense plan.

State

Plane crash kills six

Investigators are still searching

for the cause of the crash of a

small, privately owned airplane

in Elmwood park, New Jersey.

All six people on board were

killed.

Police cheif Byron Morgan

said the severity of the crash has

made it difficult to identify the

victims. They are beleived to be

from the Pittsburgh area. They

were returning from a theater trip

to New York.

Policed hoped to release the

names of the victims Wednesday.

Published reports said the

victims 54 yearold Alan

Fleischman, his 48 year old wife,

Lynda, both of Upper St. Claire.

63 year old Sanford Krongold

and his 47 year old wife, Ellen,

of Washington , and Richard and

Louise Matchett of Bethel Park.

The propeller-driven plane left

Teterboro airport Sunday and

crashed two minutes after take

off near Interstate 80.

Courtesy of

College Press Service

Aspiring lawyers

volunteer time

All law school students at the

University of Washington School

of Law must perform 60 hours of

public service before they

graduate.

The program, entitled the

Public service Requirement, will

be in place in the fall of 1993

and is the first program of its

kind in the United States,

according to a report in The

Daily, the campus newspaper.

"Today lawyer-bashing is at an

all-time high. I'm proud to say

that UW is taking the lead to

send out a signal that we do not

only to think, but to care,"

Associate Dean Robert Aronson

told the parer.

Students will have to fulfill the

requirement during their second

or third year of law school and

will be required to report on their

progress to a faculty member.

Broadcasting class tests nerves

Learning to think on your feet

is an understatement in the "on-

camera reporting" class at

Columbia College, where

aspiring TV anchors broadcast

from the streets of Chicago and

are given 90 seconds to pull

together a 45 second news story.

Roger Schatz, a 25 year

veteran broadcaster known for

his gruff approach, pushes

students to the limit in his

advanced broadcast journalism

class.

"Students take all the skills

they're trained in and present a

erudite and substantive piece of

journalism in 45 or 90 seconds,"

Schatz said. "If you blow it, you

dont't get a second chance."

Schat2 takes the class on Field

trips to report stories from

Michigan Avenue or from under

the "El" tracks.

Each student in the class has a

chance to go live with 90

seconds to prepare from facts

suppplied by Schatz.

Gettysburg Police develop

leads in armed robbery spree

Detectives with the Gettysburg

Police Department said they are

developing leads which should

lead to an arrest this afternoon in

a spate of armed robberies in

Adams and York counties.

Police said a bandit has hit

three hotels and three gas

stations since Friday. One of the

hotels was robbed twice. The

first holdup occurred Friday at

the Ramada Inn on Route 15 in

Adams county.

The latest two robberies were

on Tuesday at a Hiway Oil gas

station in Penn Township, York

county and then at the Howard

Johnson's Motor Lodge in

Gettysburg.

Police have not said how much

money was taken, but they said a

composite sketch has been

released and the description of

the bandit in each case is about

the same.

Police said he was armed with

a handgun and they believe he

has accomplishments. They

gave no further details.

News
Women's hisroty month brings

bad new about equity

While campuses across the

countrycelebrated March's

Women's History Month, data

reported by the U.S. census

Bureau suggested that it's still a

man's world.

According to the demographics

gathered by the Census Bureau,

women actually outnumber men,

with the female share of the total

U.S. population expecting to

hover around 51 percent for the

next six decades, yet women in

the workplace still have a long

way to go to catch up with their

male counterparts.

The median earnings of female

year-round, full-time workers

showed no significant change in

their $20,553 earnings in 1991,

while their male counterparts'

earnings increased by 2 percent

to $29,421, according to the

Census Bureau.

Single mothers are struggling

more thai ever, showing a 5.4
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Cable Channels DATA
THURSDAY EVENING APRIL 1, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3:30) Movie: »» Flight of the Intruder" Q
Design, W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(2:30) Movie: "Birdman'

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30

Movie: »»'/? 'Draw!' (1984) Kirk Douglas

Newtq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon |Batman q
Newsq

Newsq
News
News

ABC News
NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Senior PGA Goff: The Tradition (Live)

Movie: »»'/; Trie Last Voyage (19fc0) Robert Stack

Pyramid [Pyramid

(3:30) Movie: Badlandrs"

(305) Movie: 3 Warriors"

Underdog

Anything

Muppets

Anything

American Gladiators

Sr. PGA | Up Close

Movie: **V2 "Happy New Year" (1987)

Cartoon Exprss Dinopower

Movie: *»'/2 "The Blob (1958)

Hey Dude (R)
I
Fifteen

Jane Pratt

What You Do

Supermarket

7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30

Movie: »»'/; "Cadence (1990) Charlie Sheen. PG-13

Hard Copy q |£nt. Tonight

Profiles in Survival

Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh Fortune

Matlock "The Obsession

Wings (R)q [Wings (R)q

Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Top Cops (In Stereo) q
Simpsons q
Wings (R) q

Martin q
Wings (Rj q

Movie: **Vi "Without a Trace" (1983) Judd Hirsch. PG

9:00 9:30

Movie: "Blown Away" (1993

Commish "Blue Flu" q
Cheers q iSomfoldq

Street Stories (In Stereo) q
Street Stories (In Stereo) q
In Color

Cheers q
Down Shore

Seinfeld q

10:00

Corey Haim.

10:30

Primetime Live q
Comedy Jam

LA. Law "FOB" q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
Mama Mama
LA. Law "FOB." q

Sportscenter | Preseason Baseball: Cincinnati Reds vs. Kansas City Royals. (Live)

Movie: **» "Aces High" (1976) Malcolm McDowell. PG

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **Vi "Young Einstein" (1988) 'PG'

Movie: »* "In Between" (1992) PG-13'

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Baseball

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: * "Ladybugs: (1992) 'PG-13' q
Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girls [Nighttine q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings (In Stereo

Edition [Stalkings

Hunter

Movie:

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
And Justice lor All" (1979) R'

Sportscenter Final Four I
Brickyard

Murder, She Wrote q IMovie: *+»% "Do the Right Thing" (1989, Drama) Danny Aiello. q IMacGyver (In Stereo) q
Movie: »»'/? "Eye of the Storm" (1992) |

Movie: **Vt "Juice" (1992) Omar Epps

Movie: »»» "Good Morning Vietnam" (1967) 'R' q
Get Smart [Superman I M.T. Moore [Van Dyke"

L.A. Law

Movie: *Vi 'Sfreef Crimes'

Dragnet [A. Hitchcock"

Movie: »*» Wildflower" (1991, Drama) Beau Bridges

Movie: *Vi "Dead Space (1991) R'

1992) R'

Lucy Show
People-Stairs"

Thirtysomething

F-Troop Get Smart

Mysteries

FRIDAY EVENING APRIL 2, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

Shakespeare

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey q

4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: *** "The Fifth Monkey" (1990) Ben Kingsley q
Cheers q
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: "Aces High'

Cheers q
Design. W
Oprah Wintrt

Newsq
News

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

Newsq
News

News

Newsq

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: "Airplane II: The Sequel" (1982)

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

"Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai'

Senior PGA GoH
Pyramid [Pyramid

The Tradition Second round from Scottsdale, Ariz

American Gladiators

(330) Movie: "Target Zero"

(3:05) Movie: "Adv-Robin

Underdog

Anything

Muppets

Anything

I
Up Close

Movie: »*'/? "White Line Fever" (1975)

Cartoon Exprss Dinopower

Movie: Tne Violation of Sarah McDavid"

Hey Dude (R) | Fifteen

Jane Pratt

What You Do
Supermarket

Hard Copy q |Ent. Tonight

Profiles in Survival

Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »» "Sunset Strip" (1992) Jeff Conaway. R

Family IStep by Step

Secret Service (In Stereo)

G. Palace

G. Palace

Major Dad q
Major Dad q

America's Most Wanted q
Secret Service (In Stereo)

Movie: **Vi "The Public Eye" (1972) Mia Farrow. G'

Getting By q I Where I Live"

10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: •» "Naked Obsession" (1991) R'

20/20 q
Movie: »»'/g "What She Doesn't Know" (1992, Drama) q
Design. W.

Design. W.

Sightings q

Good Advice

Good Advice

Sightings q

Bodies of Evidence q
Bodies of Evidence q
Mama Mama

Movie: »*V; "What She Doesn't Know" (1992, Drama) q

Sportscenter
I
NHL Hockey: New York Islanders at New York Rangers. (Live)

Movie: *** "White Mischief (1987) Sarah Miles. R'

Final Four

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: "Killer Klowns From Outer Space

Movie: »» "Oddball Hall" (1991) PG
Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q
Movie: »»» "Wisecracks" (1991) NR'

Movie: **'/2 "Cant Buy Me Love" (1987, Comedy)

Movie: "Blame It on the Bellboy" (1992) q
Get Smart | Superman

L.A. Law

M.T. Moore

Movie: » "Sorority House Massacre 2

Tim Allen

Van Dyke

Movie: **'/2 "Defenseless"

Dragnet A. Hitchcock

Movie: "Stolen Babies" (1993, Drama) Mary Tyler Moore.

Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

11.30

Crypt Tales

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Nighttine q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice IR) (In Stereo)

Edition

Hunter

(R) (In Stereo)

[Dark Justice

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: **» 1

/; "Q & A" (1990) Nick Nolte

Baseball
I
Sportscenter

Rock Video Girls

USAC
Girl-Want"

Movie: » "Masquerade" NR
1

1991) R

Lucy Show
'American Ninja 4

'

Thirtysomething

F-Troop Get Smart

Mysteries

SATURDAY EVENING APRIL 3, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:30) Movie:

PBA Bowling

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: *** "Scrooged" (1988) PG-13' q
Wide World of Sports (Live) q

PGA Golf: Freeport - McMoRan Classic. (Live) q
Wm. Basketball

Wm. Basketball

Catwalk (R) (In Stereo)

Final Four q
Final Four q

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »* "Nothing but Trouble" (1991) Chevy Chase, q
Newsq
News

ABC News
NBC News

Entertainment Tonight q
Hee Haw Silver

College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Semifinal (Live)

American Gladiators

College Basketball NCAA Tournament Semifinal. (Live)

PGA Golf: Freeport - McMoRan Classic. (Live) q
(2:30) Movie: "Honkytnk"

Horse Racing: Remington

(3:00) Movie: "Party Line

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Newsq NBC News

Movie: »»» 84 Charing Cross Road" (1987) PG'

IndySOO

Gossipl

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: +Vi "Folks!" (1992) Tom Selleck. PG-13' q
Movie: "Young Indiana Jones and the Scandal of 1920'

Home I
Nurses q [Empty Nest | Mad-You

College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Semifinal From New Orleans.

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Semifinal. From New Orleans

Jeopardy I q |Wh. Fortune

Copsq
Home

Cops (R) q
Nurses q

Senior PGA Goff: The Tradition. (Live)

B. Buddies

Movie: *** Defending Your Life" (1991) Albert Brooks

(3.30) Movie: »* The Karate Kid Pari III'

Can't on TV
I
Arcade Freshmen

Swamp | Beyond

Movie: »»•% "The Seven Percent Solution" (1976) 'PG'

I
Sportscenter

I
Matrix "Moths to a Flame'

Movie: »** The Butcher's Wife" (1991) Demi Moore, q
Movie: *» The Sluggers Wife" (1985) Michael O'Keefe.

Salute

Movie: »*'/2 "Cracked Up" (1987, Drama) Ed Asner.

Double Dare
I
Guts Doug

Empty Nest

Code 3 q Code 3 (R) q
Mad-You

10:00 10:30

Comedy Hour Carlin

Commish "Escape" (R) q
Reasonable Doubts q
Raven "Wipe-Out" q
Raven "Wipe-Out" q
Arthritis: Hope

Reasonable Doubts q

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: **Vi "Under Suspicion" (1991) 'R'

Newsq
|
Design. W, [Spring Break

News

News

Newsq

Saturday Night Live (R)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables "First Blood'

Comic Strip Live (In Stereo) I
Arsenio Hall

Newsq
Movie: »»» Two for the Seesaw" (1962, Drama) Robert Mitchum.

College Hockey: NCAA Championship. From the Bradley Center in Milwaukee. (Live)

Movie: »»Vfr "Fast Times at Ridgemont High" (1982)

Movie: *Vi "Band of the Hand" (1986) Stephen Lang. R'

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q
Baseball

Saturday Night Live (R)

'Russians are'

Sportscenter | Boxing (Live)

Movie: *•» "BeetJejuice" (1988) PG'

Movie: ** "Sexual Response" (1992)

"Time Barbarians: The Magic Crystal"

Rugrats Clarissa Roundhouse

Movie: *+Vi "The Lawnmower Man" (1992) Jeff Fahey. R' q
Ren-Stimpy [You Afraid?

Movie: *** "Hands of a Stranger (1987) Armand Assanie. A cop decides to investigate his wife's rape personally.

Movie: *% "Sfreef Crimes'

Super Dave

Very Very Oscar Oscar winners in Nick at Nite series

Hidden [Confessions [Unsolved Mysteries

"Emanuelle

Superman

China Beach

SUNDAY EVENING APRIL 4. 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(330) Movie: Soapdish" q
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Auto Racing: IndyCar -• Valvoline 200. (Live) q
Movie: »*»V? "The Color Purple" (1985, Drama) Whoopi Goldberg. PG-13' q

PGA Golf: Freeport - McMoRan Classic. (Live) q
Women's College Basketball: NCAA Champ

Women's College Basketball: NCAA Champ

(3:00) Movie: **** "Mary Poppins" (1964, Fantasy)

PGA Golf: Freeport - McMoRan Classic. (Live) q
(2:30) Movie: Movie: The Russians Are Coming! The Russians Are Coming!" (1966) | Movie: *** "I Never Sang for My Father" (1970) 'PG'

Auto Racing

(2:00) Movie

Newsq
Wh. Fortune

EastBrd

CBS News News q

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Newsq [NBC News

Player/Yr.

Gossip!

Basketball

Double T.

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30

Guilt or Innocence: The Trial of James Earl Ray (In Stereo) q

11:00 11:30

Movie: •*•'/; "The Ten Commandments" (1956) Charlton Heston. Cecil B. DeMille's Oscar-winning Old Testament classic, q
Comedy Hour. Dennis Miller

Unsolved Mysteries q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Parker Lewis [Shaky G.

Unsolved Mysteries q

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Murder, She Wrote q
Murder, She Wrote q
In Color [Rocq

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Senior PGA Golf: The Tradition. (Live)

Sister Sam
Movie: •* "Sfar Trek V: The Final Frontier' (1989) 'PG'

(2:30) Movie:

Can't on TV

Disease

Chris Cross

Arcade

Medicine

Ready or Not

Wild Side

Family

ISportscenter [Ch. Flag [ML Baseball:

Movie: "Diana: Her True Story" (1993, Drama) q
Movie: "A Place to Be Loved" (1993) Richard Crenna. q
Movie: "A Place to Be Loved (1993) Richard Crenna. q
Married... | Herman [Frying Blind [Edge(R)q

Movie: "Diana: Her True Story" (1993, Drama) q
Movie: »•% "Sfars and Bars" (1988) Daniel Day-Lewis.

Two Dads
I
Two Dads IMovie: "Jonnys Golden Quest" (1993, Adventure) q

Opening Day [College Basketball

Movie: *** "Innerspace" (1987) Dennis Quaid. PG' q IMovie: »» "Double Impact'

Movie: "Career Opportunities" (1991) q
Fifteen

Medical

Double Dare

Schiz.

Guts

Medical

Movie: »•% "The Man in the Moon" (1991

Looney

Physicians

Looney

Milestones

Nick News

Jml. of Med.

PG-13'

Mork

Family

Movie: "The Last Hit" (1993, Drama) Bryan Brown, q

News

Newsq
Paid Prog.

Newsq

Newsq
Night Court

12:00

"Blown Aw.

'

Roggin's

Cur. Affair

Star Search (In Stereo)

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect

Baywatch q
Perspective

NewWKRP
Movie: The Inn of the Sixth Happiness'

Sportscenter: Final Four

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) q
Opening Day

Hollywood

1991 , Adventure) 'R' q IMovie: •»% "Out for Justice" (1991) R'
I
"Black Magic Woman "^

Movie: "When a Stranger Calls" (1979) R

Lucy Show
Cardiology

Van Dyke

IrlCOtvlrlB

M.T.Moore

Ob/Gyn

Vonnegut

Donna Reed

Family

Movie: »* "House Party 2" (1991) 'R' q
Dragnet

Paid Prog.

A. Hitchcock

Paid Prog. [Paid Prog

Superman

MONDAY EVENING APRIL 5

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

Crack U.S.A. (R) q
Design. W. [Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey qfreyi

irTSUDonahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(2:00) Movie: "Inn of 6th"

Major League Baseball

Pyramid

11451

(3:00) Movie:

Pyramid

1993

5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: **Vfe ••Waiting for the Light" (1990)

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newtq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon |Batman q
Newtq

Newtq

6:30 7:00 7:30

Police Academy 4: Citizens on Patrol" q
ABC Newt

NBC Newt
CBS Newt

Newtq
Full House q Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Movie: ** The Concrete Jungle" (1960) Stanley Baker

NCAA Final Four Highlights

American Gladiators

Th'breds IUp Close

Cartoon Exprss Dinopower

Movie: *** "Mama, There's a Man in Your Bed" (1989) IMovie: ** "Shadow of the Hawk" (1976)

XPTSl

ism

Hard Copy q
Jeopardylq

Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne q
Jeopardylq

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Marnftd..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: +*Vt "Meeting Venus" (1991) Glenn Close, q
FBI-Story

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Detective

Blossom q
Shade

Shade

10:00 10:30 11:00

For Your Kids' Health

Movie: "Sleeping With the Enemy" (1991)

: "Diana: Her True Story" (1993, Drama) q
Newtq

College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Championship. (Live) q
College Basketball: NCAA Tournament Championship. (Live) q

Movie: »»'/? "Overboard" (1987, Comedy) Gokjie Hawn. |Mama Mama
Fresh Prince

|
Blossom q

Movie: *** "There's No Business Like Show Business'

Movie: "Diana: Her True Story" (1993, Drama) q
Movie: *** "Which Way Is Up?" (1977) Richard Pryor.

Sportscenter I
Major League Baseball: Philadelphia Phillies at Houston Astros. From the Astrodome. | Baseball Tonight

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

****

Underdog

Anything

"Elmer Gantry" (1960)

Muppets Hey Dude (R)

Monkey

Fifteen

Anything Jane Pratt

Murder, She Wrote q [WWF: Monday Night Raw I Matrix "Collateral Damage"

Movie: **»» "Dances With Wolves' (1990 Western) Kevin Costner. PG-13' q
What You Do ICrazy Kids | Looney [BuHwinkle [Get Smart |Van Dyke

Supermarket
|
Shop-Drop Unsolved Mysteries LA. Law

Movie: » "Spring Break Sorority Babes" IMovie: *»'/2 The Playboys" (1992) Albert

Movie: ** "The Resurrected" (1991) John Terry.

Dragnet
I
Lucy Show

I
M.T. Moore [M.T. Moore

Movie: **Vz The Good Fight" (1992) Christine Lahti.

Married..

Newsq

11:30 12:00

"Barbarians at the Gate" q
Golden Girls [Nighttine q
Tonight Show
News
Newsq

(In Stereo) q
Bullets

Edition

Hunter "Blow Up"

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: 'The Long Good Friday" (1980) R'

[Sportscenter Final Four

MacGyver "Brainwashed' [Hitchhiker

inney. q [Movie: "For the Boys" 'R'

Movie: *** "Rush' (1991) Jason Patric

A. Hitchcock | Superman

Thirtysomething

F-Troop

Mysteries

TUESDAY EVENING APRIL 6, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

IT
26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

(2:30) Movie: I Movie: **'/2 "Cadence" (1990) PG-13

Design. W. ICheers q
Cur. Affair 1 Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: Theres No"

Trucks

Pyramid

Movies

Dream Lg.

Pyramid

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** "Memories of Me" (1988) Billy Crystal q

News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Movie: ** "Rocket Gibraltar" (1988) Burt Lancaster.

IndySOO [Scholastics |
NBA Today [Up Close

American Gladiators

Movie: »» 1
/2 "World Without End (1956)

(3:25) Movie:

Underdog

Anything

Fuzz" (1972)

Muppets

Anything

Movie

Hey Dude (R)

Cartoon Exprss Dinopower

Hard Copy q
Jeopardylq

Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne

q

Jeopardylq

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *Vt "Folks!" (1992) Tom Selleck. 'PG-13' q
FuH House q [Where I Live

I
Roseanne q [Delta q

Movie: "Miracle Child" (1993. Fantasy) Crystal Bernard

Rescue 911

Rescue 911

10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: * 1
/2 'The Super" (1991) Joe Pesci

Homefront (In Stereo) q
Dateline (In Stereo) q

Movie: »»*V2 "Field of Dreams" (1989, Fantasy) Kevin Costner. q
Movie: ***V2 "Field of Dreams" (1989, Fantasy) Kevin Costner. q

Class of '96 (In Stereo) q [Tribeca (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Miracle Child" (1993, Fantasy) Crystal Bernard

Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai

Sportscenter [Jet Skiing: World Finals.
I
Pro Surfing"

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *»* "WarGames (1983) Matthew Broderick

Movie: ** "Oddball Hall" (1991) PG

Fifteen

Jane Pratt

What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Murder, She Wrote q

Mama Mama
Dateline (In Stereo) q

Movie: **+Vi "Dial M for Murder" (1954) Ray Milland.

Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

11:30 12:00

Movie: "Naked Obsession

Golden Girts | Nighttine q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition [For. Knight

Hunter "Case X

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: *** "W.C. Fields and Me" (1976)

Outside the Lines

Boxing: Oscar Oe La Hoya vs. Mike Grable. (Live;

Baseball [Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

MacGyver "Easy Target" q |
Hitchhiker

Movie: *»»Vfr "Easter Parade" (1948) Judy Garland.

Movie: »»'/? "Point Break (1991) Patrick Swayze. R IMovie: *Vi "Killer Image" (1992) R IMovie: »V2 "Dead Space'

Looney !
Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart |Van Dyke

LA. Law "Badfellas"

Movie: *ft "Street Crimes" 1992) R

Dragnet [Lucy Show [M.T. Moore

Movie: **** The Silence of the Lambs'

M.T. Moore

Movkfr** "Night Eyes" (1990) Tanya Roberts.

A. Hitchcock |Superman F-Troop

(1991)

F-Troi

R_S_

Thirtysomething Mysteries

WEDNESDAY EVENING APRIL 7, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30

(2:30) Movie: [Life Stories

Design. W. [Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey (R) q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(300) Movie: "Dial
M"

Trucks

Pyramid

(3:00) Movie:

Dream Lg.

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Guilt or Innocence: The Trial of James Earl Ray (R) (In Stereo) q

Cheers q
Design. W.

Wm0y

Murphy B

Oprah Winfrey (R) q
Tiny Toon I

Batman q

Newsq ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House q Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

***

Motorcycle Racing

American Gladiators

W.C. Fields and Me" (1976) Rod Stetger.

Inside PGA lUpCtott

(3:00) Movie: "Play Dirty'

Movie: »»V2 "Unfaithfutty Yours" (1984)

Underdog

Anything

Muppets

Anything

Chris Cross [
Ready or Not

Hey Dude (R) Fifteen

Jane Pratt

Cartoon Exprss Dinopower

Hard Copy q
Jeopardylq

Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardylq

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Wh. Fortune

Movie: "Sgf. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band" (1978)

8:00 8:30 I 9M 9:30

Movie: »»»'/2 "Full Metal Jacket" (1987, Drama) 'R' q
Wonder Y. [Home Free

Unsolved Mysteries q
How'd They Do That? q
How'd They Do That? q
Beverly Hills. 90210 p
Unsolved Mysteries q

Home Imp |Coach(R)q Sirena "Hoiy Deadlock " q
Crime & Punishment q
In the Heat of the Night q
tn the Heat of the Night q
Melrose Place (In Stereo) q
Crime * Punishment q

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q

Law A Order "Jurisdiction'

48 Hours (In Stereo) q
48 Hours (In Stereo) q
Mama Mama
Law 8 Order "Jurisdiction

Movie: **Vi "The Outsiders " (1983) Matt Dillon. PG

Sportscenter
I
Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced (Live) Baseball

Movie: * xh "Caddyshack II" (1988) Jackie Mason PG
Movie: "Jonnys Golden Quest (1993, Adventure) q *+ Blind Mans Bluff (1992) Robert Urich. q

11:00 11:30

Comedy Hour Dennis Miller

News q
Newt

Newt

Golden Girls

12:00

"Common'

Nighttine q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition Curves

Hunter War Zone"

Tonight Show (In Stereo)
q"

Movie: *** "Aces High" (1976) PG'

Sportscenter

MacGyver "Renegade" q

Movie: "Blame It on the Bellboy" (1992) q
'Crazy VMiWhat You Do

Supermarket Shop-Drop

Looney

Super Dave

DUffWIfmte

Unsolved Mysteries

Movie: »'»« The Witches of Eastwick" (1987) R q IMovie: «% ' Ruby" (1992, Drama) Danny Aiello. R q
Movie: »**« "One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest" (1975,

Get Smart I
Van Dyke

LA. Law "Lose the Boss'

Dragnet [Lucy Show

Comics in Search

Drama) R

M.T. Moore

:*Vi "The Unborn" (1991) R

M.T. Moore

Katny a Mo Show

A. Hitchcock [Superman

Thirtysomething

Softball

Hitchhiker

Godfather"

"Sorority"

F-Troop

Mysteries

* I
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Women's celebration a smashing success
by Amy Gerkin

Asst Features Editor

This year's Women's

Conference marked its tenth

anniversary at Clarion University

March 26 and 27. With their

theme, "Unity, Diversity,

Legacy," the celebration

attracted hundreds of men and

women alike.

Friday's events included

seventeen workshops, exhibits,

and a spectacular performance of

"Pandora's Box" by Dance

Brigade.

One student, Melissa J.

Caraway commented, "I wanted

to go to all of the workshops, but

I could only make it to one. But

it was inspirational, and I loved

the quilt display. It (the

Women's Celebration) was all-

around impressive."

Saturday was filled with

events, refreshments,

entertainment, and more

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

The women's celebration had many displays and speakers set up in Gemmell.

exhibits. Awiakta, a

Cherokee/Appalachian
environmentalist was the

keynote speaker for the day,

whose topic was "Mothers of the

Nation: Resuming Our Historical

Place." Her performance was

memorable with audience

participation.

Vox Nova, an all-female

woodwind quintet performed

Saturday with compositions from

the Baroque to contemporary

music. Jane Curry took the stage

with her humorous solo

performance of "Nice Girls

Don't Sweat."

Sponsored by Clarion

University's Presidential

Commission on the Status of

Women, the Women's

Celebration is looking forward to

another decade of unity,

diversity, and legacy.

Celebrating the tradition of African American Culture
by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

It was started 22 years ago,

before most of us were even

bom, by at that time, the black

student union because some of

the members felt a need. That

need was to show the African

American culture to the students

and the community. It became

known as the Celebration of Arts

week.

Today this celebration has

grown into a weeklong

extravaganza full of speakers

and events to be enjoyed by all.

This year it began on March 29

and will run to Sunday April 4.

"We're really striving to

continue to stress diversity at the

university," said Ralph Godbolt,

president of the African

American student union.

The theme of the week is

"Education is Power Unity is

Strength" and the overall goal is

to promote diversity and to

celebrate the tradition of African

American culture.

The week began with Ramon

Dourado, Monday night at 8

p.m. in the Hart Chapel.

Dourado is a graduate of

Clarion. He graduated in 1991

with his masters degree in

Communication. He currently

works with the Urban League in

Pittsburgh. He presented a

speech entitled "Life after

Clarion."

On Tuesday Reverend Calvin

O'Butts spoke to all in

attendance at Hart Chapel at 7:30

p.m., about "Education of Faith."

O'Butts is a nationally known

speaker.

Wednesday brought Raheem

Watson to Hart Chapel at 6 p.m.

Watson is another guest speaker

here to celebrate the week.

Tonight at 7 p.m. will be the

dedication of the AASU office,

followed by an open house

hosted by Ralph Godbolt. The

office is 265 Gemmell.

On Friday Gemmell Multi-

purpose will be the place to be

for entertainment. First there

will be a dance troop from

Washington DC performing, then

Clarion's own Kappa Alpha Psi

will perform a step show. All

this will be followed by a dance.

The events will take place

from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. The cost

of admission will be $3 before

midnight and $4 after midnight.

Saturday at 5 p.m. in Hart

Chapel the East Coast Comedy

Troop will be here to make you

Ralph Godbolt

been planning

hard work and

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

and the executive board of the AASU have

this week for quite some time, with a lot to

time.

laugh. The price to get in will be

$2 with student ID and S3

without.

Also on Saturday night from

10 p.m. to 3 a.m. the 22 annual

Cabaret will be taking place at

the Days Inn. The price to enter

will be $4 per person, $6 per

couple before midnight and $5

and $7 after midnight.

On Sunday the week comes to

a close with a gospel concert

from 1 to 5 p.m. in Hart Chapel.

The concert will be sung by the

Clarion "Lift every voice" gospel

choir.

The events scheduled for the

week are open to anyone who

wants to attend.

Celebration of the Arts week is

sponsored by AASU. All events

were arranged by the AASU
executive board. The board

consists of Ralph Godbolt,

president, Jack Shannon, vice

president, Chris Jones, Damien

Dourado, Candy Bostick, Tiffany

Tatum and Kevin More. "The

executive board has done a really

good job and deserve a lot of

credit," stated Godbolt.

So get out in the warm weather

learn about diversity and enjoy

activities the only the celebration

of the arts week could provide.

-
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A tale of two Greeks:
New fraternity knocks at 'the door* while old sorority is let back in
by Kelley Mahoney
Features Writer

If you are seeing two new
combinations of Greek letters on

campus, your eyes aren't

deceiving you. The Phi Delta

Theta fraternity and Alpha

Kappa Alpha sorority are

waiting for the signal to be

recognized on campus as

members of the university's

Greek system.

"They were colonized on

March 20th and are now just

waiting for campus approval,"

said the president of Phi Delta

Theta, Chris Williams. As with

all new fraternities, they have to

be voted and approved by all of

the other fraternities in order to

be involved in the Greek life on

campus. Williams also states,

"They aren't trying to bring the

other fraternities down. They

just want to have fun with the

best of the Greeks on campus."

Being the new fraternity on

campus, Phi Delta Theta has

already inducted 20 new
members. Williams feels that

they are fresh-minded and that

the group is ready for the

challenge of keeping their

chapter on campus. "Things

weren't rolling very fast.

They're excited, but yet still

intimidated," said Williams.

Along with his Vice-President

David Barrett and Social Chair

Dane Knight, Williams is

working hard to keep the growth

of Phi Delta Theta. They have

already sponsored the lip sync

contest Wednesday night, they

help with intermurals, and have

successful small fundraisers.

"They're growing stronger,"

said Williams. "There has been

a lot of curiosity and questions.

Some are supportive and others

are hesitant." Williams feels that

all they need is support from

both the university and also the

fraternities so that they too can

help the Greek system. "They're

here to help them," Williams

said. "They're also open for

ideas from them. They want to

work with them, not against

them."

Along with Phi Delta Theta,

Alpha Kappa Alpha has also

recently been re-activated on

campus by the Panhellenic

Council. Due to graduating

seniors last May, their chapter

became inactive. But four girls

refused to let it die, though, and

petitioned for reactivation in

December. "They expect small

numbers here in Clarion," said

President Betsy Hughs. "They

are historically a black sorority,

but welcome anyone."

On February 24, Panhel voted

to re-activate the Kappa Zeta

chapter on campus. "They're

glad to be re-activated," said

Hughs. "It's important to keep

going. It gives everyone a

chance to have a taste of a

different organization."

Hughs, along with her Vice-

President Ingrid Spelling,

Secretary Maria Brandon, and

Treasurer Andrea Jones, are all

patiently waiting for a vote from

Student Senate so that they too

can be involved in the campus

Greek activities. But that isn't

keeping these girls from doing

their jobs. They gave already,

helping the fire victims by

sponsoring a dance for them.

They also helped with a church

workshop in Franklin by

watching and making special

crafts with the children of the

parents who were attending the

workshops. "They were pleased

with the outcome," said Hughs.

"They had a unity theme and

helped make crafts with the

children."

Although Alpha Kappa
Alpha's National Panhel is

different than the NPC on

campus, they plan to follow and

work within the framework of

the university's rush. "They will

definitely need more girls,"

Hughs said, "but we're also

looking for quality, not

quantity."

Career Services: job-searching made easy
by Deb Huffman

Managing Editor

Career Services wants to help

students gain knowledge about

their future careers by assisting

them with their job search.

Students can gain insight about

future jobs by talking to Connie

Laughlin, director and Toni

Linnan, assistant director, of

Career Services.

The program organizes job

fairs for the students. Linnan

coordinates campus recruiting

for companies in need of

employees. Laughlin believes

that job fairs can bring out two

attitudes in students. One attitude

is that there are no jobs out there

and the student becomes

discouraged. But Laughlin

firmly believes that job fairs are

rewarding because students get a

feel for what the job market is

really like. Students can meet

and have access to the businesses

of their choice.

There is also individual

assistance to students who aren't

sure what they want to do. The

program can help students gain

information and have some
guidance in choosing a career.

Laughlin said, "We help them

with individual goals and help

to identify students with a job

mode."

The program also has a career

library. Students have access to

computers to write resumes, a

list of companies for jobs and

interns and films of interviews to

watch.

A new addition to the program

has been the installment of the

Ki Nexus computer. Ki Nexus is

a computerized database of

candidates seeking employment,

the goal is to connect registered

candidates with employers who

have job opportunities. Students

can obtain a diskette from the

Career services office free of

charge.

Laughlin said, "The job market

is competitive. Student advice is

given, it's up to students to come

to us because we're here to

support them."

College Park Apartments
Mow renting for Summer, Fall and Spring Semesters

Each Apartment: Private Entrance

Has 2 bedrooms,

full kitchen, bath

and living room

Furnished

Ample parking

Close to campus

Our rates: 4 tenants

3 tenants

2 tenants

Lowest rates in town.

226 - 7092

$699.00

$799.00

$1125.00

MMMMU

GEDS PIMfl

Sportsman's Cove
Licences Available U <U Gun ammo
Fishing and Archery ^^r Trout Stamps

Supplys

Clarion, PA 16214

next to Perkins

R.D. 3, Box 184 Exit 9 - 1-80

Telephone: (814) 226-6272

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confidential

Counseling

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment calJ:

226-7007

open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM
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Ifyou could ask God

one question, what

would it be?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Ray Nice John Zenone

Senior, Communication

"How do I get into the Garden of Eden?"

Brian "Kapoo" Kapustik

Freshman, Secondary Ed.-English

"How do they get the creamy filling

inside a Twinkie?"

Glen Beers

Freshman, Communication

"How many licks does it take to get to the

Tootsie Roll center of a Tootsie pop?"

Linda Pawlowski

Senior, Communication

"Will there ever be world peace?"

BhGK
<ljl ^
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Mini Kamara

Sophomore, History

Which religion is the right religion?"

Rhonda Waltz

Junior, Medical Technology

"How do I learn to love, like You love?"

Michelle Adams
Sophomore, Elem. EdTEarly Childhood Ed.

"What is heaven like?"
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by Chuck Shepherd

-Alvin Lastimado Jr., 18, was

arrested in August at the

Wahiawa, Hawaii, Public

Library and charged with assault.

He had been holding a woman
against her will in his home,

where he began to utter a satanic

chant. In the middle of the

chant, he forgot the words and

told the woman he was going to

the public library to look them

up. The woman got free and

called the police, who
intercepted Lastimado in the

"occult" section.

-Last summer, Gary, Indiana,

and Chicago sanitation

departments said that more than

1,000 sewer manhole covers had

been stolen over the previous

year. Each cover weighs around

100 pounds but sells for only

about $1 on the scrap market.

-In February in Tel Aviv,

Yahiya Avraham, 80, refused the

pleas of seven rabbis to grant his

wife a divorce, to which, under

Jewish law, both spouses must

agree for it to be proper.

Avraham first refused her

divorce in 1962, and because

Jewish law permits

imprisonment as a means to

pressure a spouse to give the

required consent, he has been

imprisoned ever since at Ayalon

Prison. The rabbis promised him

a fancy apartment and various

religious blessings, but he said,

"Can't do it, can't do it, go

away."

-In October, Katherine Balog,

60, filed a lawsuit in Rancho

Cucamonga, California, against

Bill Clinton and the Democratic

Party to recover damages for the

trauma caused by Clinton's

candidacy. The fact that Clinton

was then on the verge of

becoming president, despite

allegedly being a "draft dodger"

and a "communist Sympathizer"

induced in her, she said, "serious

emotional and mental stress" that

was certain to create future

medical expenses.

-William and Tonya Parker

filed a $10,000 lawsuit in

December against the Holiday

Inn of Midland, Michigan,

claiming that an employee

walked into their room without

warning on their wedding night

while they were having sex. The

couple said they now suffer post-

traumatic stress syndrome and

Stay awake with

Caffeinated Theatre
by Megan Casey

Features Writer

Are you tired of eaung at the

dining hall? Bored with the

Snack Center? If you are

beginning to know the local

delivery people by name and are

looking for a different dining

experience, the Caffeinated

Theatre may be just the ticket.

On April 1st, 2nd and 4th, the

Caffeinated Theatre will be

presenting two one-act plays,

"Next" and "The Typists" at the

Wolf's Den Restaurant

"Next" is a one act comedy

starring Rick Frederick and

Kristen Spannagel. The play is

about one man's quest to be

classified as 4-F after he is

drafted.

"The Typists" is also a one act

comedy based on the

relationship between two typists

during a not-so-typical day at

work. "The Typists" stars Mark

Tachna and Amber King.

Both Plays are directed by

Michael Moats. Makeup
Assistance is by Jennifer Myers.

The Caffeinated Theatre is a

theatre group made up of five

students. Michael Moats formed

the group about a month ago.

Moats, Frederick, Spannagel and

Trachna are University students.

Moats, Spannagel and Trachna

are all members of Alpha Psi

Omega, the theatre fraternity.

, Amber King is a Clarion High

School student who attends the

University part-time.

The Wolf's Den is located off

exit 7 from Interstate 80,

approximately 15 minutes away

from Clarion. The cost of a

ticket is twenty dollars, which

includes: fruit cup, salad, bread,

entree, vegetable, potato, dessert

and tip. Reservations can be

made by calling 797-1105. Bon

Appetit!!

that their sex life has become

dysfunctional. A Holiday Inn

spokesperson said the intrusion

was an accident and that the

couple should have hung the "do

not disturb" sign on their door.

-In January, The New York

Times reported that as many as

10 city prisoners over the last

three years have had guns

smuggled in to them and have

then shot themselves so that they

can file lawsuits against New
York City for negligence in

allowing guns in the cells. One

lawsuit asks $8.5 million in

damages.

-High school student Leigh

Ann Fisher and her parents filed

a $4.2 million lawsuit for

emotional distress in August

after she was replaced as captain

of her high school cheerleader

squad in Vilonia, Arkansas, near

Litde Rock.

-Schenectady, New York, jail

inmate Jose Rivera Martinez, 33,

filed a $750,000 lawsuit in

February against the county jail,

alleging that he was permanently

disfigured in 1990 by the warts

he received from eating jail-issue

hot dogs, to which he said he

was allergic.

-Ella Bagwell filed a lawsuit

against the owners of the

Friendly Food Mart near

Anderson, South Carolina, in

February, claiming they failed to

pay off a video poker game in

the store. She claimed that the

store's clerks, by custom, paid 25

cents for each replay earned on

the machine, that one day she

won 999,999 free games, and

that she is thus entitled to

$249,999.75. The store owners

said the machine must have

malfunctioned.

-School officials in Suffolk,

Virginia, suspended an 11 year-

old boy in January after he broke

the school rule against carrying

weapons onto school grounds.

The boy's weapon of choice was

a toy gun charm, 1 1/4 inches

long, purchased for a quarter

from a vending machine.

Administrators said expulsion

(c) 1993 Universal Press
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was in order because the boy

wielded the toy as if it were a «

gun.

-The New York Times reported

recently that the Environmental

Protection Agency, asked to

officially respond to a

congressional report charging

that the agency uses too many

outside contractors, paid a

contractor $20,000 to write the

response.

-This month, near Harrisburg,

PA, former welder Violet

Hobaugh, 76, begins her second

year of residence in a 5-foot-by-

5-foot tree house, according to a

report from the Knight-Ridder

news service. The State

Department of Transportation

cut down an adjacent tree to

widen Highway 22, and

Hobaugh fears that if she leaves

the tree the state will fell that

one, too, which Hobaugh says

protects her house from cars that

careen off the road.

-Arrested for sex offense

recently in October, in

Halfmoon, N.Y., was Joel David

Stutsky, age 30. -

I
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Gemma Otway striving for student diversity
by Ann Fontana

Contributing Writer

Who would want to leave the

Caribbean and live in Clarion?

Whoever decides to take this

challenge would definitely have

to make a great adjustment.

Gemma Otway has made the

transition quite successfully.

Gemma graduated with a

degree in social sciences from

the University of the West Indies

in the Caribbean. From the

Caribbean, she came to Clarion

University to pursue a masters

degree in library science. She

graduated from Clarion in May

1992, and a few months later,

she was hired as an Assistant

Director of Admissions and

Coordinator of Minority

Recruitment.

As Assistant Director of

Admissions, Otway interviews

prospects and their families on a

daily basis. She works actively

with the returning adult

population as well. "We are

seeing a decrease in the number

of high school graduates

attending college, so I work a lot

with the non-traditional

students." Otway serves as a

representative for New Choices,

an adult group in the community.

This part of the job is only half

of the battle though. Her

position as coordinator of

minority recruitment demands a

significant amount of time.

Otway attends all major college

fairs which focus mainly on

minority students. For the vast

majority of students she meets,

Otway will follow-up with

personalized letters and phone

calls to further encourage the

student to consider Clarion

University. To aid in the

recruitment of minority students,

Otway has developed a network

of alumni who meet with

prospective students. Otway is

currently scheduling such a day

in Philadelphia.

Once Otway has a final

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

On any weekday, Gemma Otway can be found here working
in the admissions office.

commitment from the student,

much more is involved. To help

students receive the full benefit

of college life, mentoring is

provided to the minority student.

All mentees and mentors are

assigned by Rogers Laugand,

director of minority affairs.

Otway serves as a mentor for

five students, but a number of

other students continually walk

in to the Admissions Office for

help. The mentor monitors the

mentees' academic performance,

listens to personal problems and

helps the student clearly define

and articulate career and

educational goals. "The mentor

has to be so flexible as to be able

to identify with the student.

Everyday there is a new

problem." Otway, however,

enjoys the position. "I really like

the sense of being able to help

individuals; I feel a tremendous

amount of satisfaction when I

see success in a student."

In addition to all of her

admissions responsibilities,

Otway also sits on the

Presidential Commission on the

Status of Women. This group of

staff and faculty meets regularly

to discuss women's issues on

campus. She was also on the

planning committee for the

women's conference for 1992

and 1993.

Her hope for the future is to

encourage more students of color

to come to clarion and to assist

in establishing a diverse climate

at Clarion.

CUP student saves the day for Cranberry students
by Ben Vessa

Asst. Sports Editor

On Friday, March 24,

approximately 150 eighth grade

students from Cranberry High

School visited Clarion

University. On the surface, it

looked like just another field

trip, but the fact is that one

student's idea may have changed

the lives of hundreds of children.

Rebecca Novak, a resident

assistant in Campbell Hall and

student teacher for Cranberry

High School, developed her

field trip idea to encourage

young students to pursue higher

education. "I wanted to open the

eyes of kids who may have never

dreamed of going to college,"

Novak said.

The tour of Clarion's campus

began with a planetarium show

in the Pierce Science building.

That was followed by several

presentations by international

students explaining their cultures

and educational backgrounds,

and later a tour of Clarion's

campus.

Robert MorrisCOL LEGE

1993 SUMMER SESSION
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES

Two Five-Week Sessions

June 7 to July 9

July 12 to August 13

Evening Session

May 24 to August 12

For information call

Patty at

800-762-0097

"Then came the highlight of

the trip." Because of inadequate

funding, the Cranberry trip to

CUP was originally cancelled

until a brainstorm by Novak

made it all possible again. She

went door-to-door through

Campbell Hall explaining her

program and asking residents if

they would be willing to donate

their lunches to the Cranberry

students. Two hours later she

had enough lunches to make her

dream a reality. "Residents were

glad to help." Novak explained,

"They loved the idea, and

wanted to know if there was

anything else they could do to

help the program."

After satisfying their appetite,

the eighth graders continued on
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<* - -.---^
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Without the work of Rebecca Novak, hundreds of students
wouldn't have had a tour of the campus.

goes into making a televisionto Becker Hall where they were

the stars of a live-on-tape

television production. Six kids

were interviewed about topics

such as their expectations of

college and their future

occupational plans in a setting

modeled after the Oprah Winfrey

Show. "It was so organized, and

it showed the kids something

they would otherwise never see;

the behind the scenes work that

show," said Novak.

The conclusion of the trip was

a visit to Novak's home,

Campbell Hall. She and five

other resident assistants took the

students for a tour of the hall.

"

Novak's brilliant idea and

determination to see it through

can serve as a model to us all,

not just to these fortunate eighth

graders.
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

How Santa first came to the New World

Doonesbury

"Now! . . . That should clear up a few things

around here."

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

HOW'S THIS 60- SIMPLE.

IN6TVUJ0RK IBLOLU
^\ A6AIN,SIR? UPTHE

NORTH

THE RESULTING AVALANCHE
0UR/5S MYCABIN. UESTT
7I6HTF0RA PAYOR WOUNTIU
AUTHORITIES ARS FINALLY

ALERTED BY CONCERNS?
FRJENPS...^ /
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0UTAHER5I
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PAMN. 60 PONT YOUWANT
RESET THE TOGOLISTENFOR
CHARGES, FAJNTCRIESFOR
HONEY. HELP, \

SIR?

PUKE! PUT ITSA 60,510.

OUR PROJECT THECABINSUN-
IMOPEVEL- PER 60FEETOF
OPMENTYET* SNOUJANPlCE.

THE RESCUE CREMJIWNT REACH
ME FOR ATLEASTA UJEEK, 50
I'M OFF TOKILL SOME TIME IN

MEXICO. YOU CAN CALL MY
BEEPER IF

YOUGETA
PEAL.

SAY, I {AM
HAV5NTSEEN THE
DUKELATELY. HELL
IHOPEHE'S CARES*

OKAY!

"Hey, who's that? ... Oh— Mitch, the janitor. Well, our

first test run has just gotten a little more interesting."

Drive-bv erasings
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Entertainment
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
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w ~TTPEL

THE PEANUT
BUTTER. IS RU\H£D/

WRE. SUPPOSED TO SCOOP

OtfE HALF STRM&Vtt DOWN

m> TUEM S)\Q> QOT THE
OTHER S\DE EROfA THE BoVTOH,

SO PiXRT OP THE TOP REMAINS

UKO\STURBED UNTIL THE

MEW EKD.'

WUAT ON
EARTH FOR ?

IT'S A RITUAL

'

YOU WME TO

KEEP TUE TOP

OF THE PEANUT

BUTTER, SWOOTH

MA1BE ^OU ]

SHOULD MAKE

10UR OWN
SANOWCHES

\F 1QM CANT

CONTROL NOUR.

PEANUT BUTTER,

YOU CANT EXPECT

TO CONTROL YOUR,

LIFE . DID t*J

CUT THE BREAD

DIAGONALS ?

VWEUENER W DISCUSS

CERTAIN THlWaS Yl\TH

ANMALS. SOU GET
INSULTED.

\

^ush'aaush/i/
SOMETHING'S

CRAVIUNG WMN
m LEG'

GET \T OUT

,..0U. ITS JUST A COUPLE

OF PENNIES. I'VE GOT

A HOLE IK MN POCKET.

YWEYL

t"OU NEVER KU0Y4

WHEN SOME CRAZED

RODENT WITH COLD

FEET M\GHT BE

RUNNING LOOSE

INM PANTS

.

ANOTHER

REASON
NOT TO

WEAR EM.

f/ »

fly /.any White

Your Horoscope

Mar 28 Apr 3

WHEN THE MOON IS IN
A WATER' SIGN (CANCER,
scorpio or Pisces)
YOUR INTUITION ANP
PSYCHIC ABILITY GETS
MUCH STRONGER.

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

Efforts to make new friends, especially

of the opposite sex should prove suc-

cessful as Sun comes into close contact

with social Venus. Impulsive Mars in

opposition aspect to Uranus advises all

to cooperate with the un foreseen by not

taking foolish chances. Those who act

in haste rtpent in leisure.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 April 20

Don't be discouraged by any tem-

forary delays that might develop.

AURUS April 21. May 21

Sun/Venuscosmlc connection indicates

loved ones may have good news.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Current planetary conditions favor
capitalizing along lines you know best.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

Moon moving thru your sign this week
could bring nice personal developments.

LEO July 24 - August 23

Sun/Venus alignment could bring good
relationshipnews from distant places. In

business matters, favorablenewcon tacts.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

Financial affairs are favored which could
involve some type of joint agreement.

LIBRA. Sept 24-Oct 23

HarmonlousSun/Venusaspect indicates

social outlook Is bright for those inclined.

SCORPIO * Oct 24-Nov 22

Forsome Romantic tiesbecomeenjoyable.
For aD: Creative Ideas can be furthered.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dec21

You have reason for optimism! Hopes
stand a good chance of fulfillment.

CAPRICORN. Dee 22 Jan 20

An Interest In home crafts could turn out
to be profitable as well as enjoyable.

AQUARIUS Jnt21-Feb19

The planet9 are In your favor for talks

withpeople who will further your aims.

PISCES F»b20-March20

Minor adjustments may be required if

you are lo accomplish your wishes.

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year" report oi what to expect in youryear ahead. Send

birthdate and bng self addressed stamped envelope to " COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 717, Manchester. N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
H
April Fuel's Day "

ACROSS
1 April fuel ?

5 Light bulb gas

10 Kitties

14 Mr Guthrie

15 Stiller s sidekick

16 The <f In HOMES
17 April fuel?

19 Nice head

20 Macy'se.g.

21 Waiting chamber

23 January vehicle

26 Greek style sandwich

27 Gen Tel & Elec

30 Restroom sign: 2 wds

32 Bed parts

36 April luel?

38 Surround sound

39 Atlanta arena

40 Walk clumsily

42 Shoshonean indians

43 Discourse

45 Ughl-colored horse

47 Nice cup

48 Levi Strauss material

49 Draft board agcy

50 Ms. Bombeck

52 Nice summers

54 Foundry workers

58 Festive celebrations

62 Conscience verb

63 Apr// luel ?

66 MASH's Alan

67 Surfaced the floor

68 Swiss artist Paul

69 Scottish Loch

70 Pauses for a rest

71 Word with father or

mother

By Gerry Frey
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8 Florida product

9 Mean
10 April luel?

1

1

Black & white cookie

12 Pres of Yugoslavia 1953

1980

13 Appear

1 8 Saintly object

22 Formerly formerly

24 Father of Methuselah

25 Twofold

27 Write for another 9

28 Florida city

29 Sea eagles

31 Ski area necessity

33 Ars gratia Art

46 Alpha's antithesis

48 Mild expletive 2 wds
51 Butcher's concerns

53 Bags

54 Duration of time

55 Capital of Maldives

56 Football receivers

57 French WWII town

59 Spirited tune

60 Suits you to

61 Leak slowly

64 In the groove

65 Roundsabrev

DOWN
1 Bad reviews

2 Pari of Q E D

3 Choir member
4 Guided trips

for the sake of art

34 Adolescents

35 Barely acceptable

words

37 April luel '

5 Doctor s org

6 Bro or sis

7 Foolishly enthusiastic

38 Prepare firewood

41 Lion's pride

44 Lifesaver competitor

P. 1993 All rights rrsrn riftiHt Associate

P.O. Hot 461 S<hrnrctarlv,NVI2MII
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Greek Week is a time for friendly competition and a chance to

show ones pride in their greek organization. Here is a few

highlights from the weeks events. Above Left: D Phi E Robin

Adamson makes the return. Sorority volley ball is always a tough

battle. Above: Phi Sigma Sigma competing for the gold in the

kegroll competition in the greek Olympics. Bottom Left: And the

sororities are at the starting blocks for the swimming competition.

Below: The fraternities got down and dirty in tug of war competition.

Seen here is Delta Chi lightweight pull team.

photo by Jason Marzina
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Above: When you weren't competing you were in the stands showing

support for members who were. Here are two zetas doing just that.

Above right: A heated battle between Kappa Delta Rho and Sigma

Phi Epsilon resulted in a victory for Sig Eps. Below Right: At greek

sing points are given for appearance and singing ability. Delta chi

shown here had all that and then some as they performed "If I ever fall

in Love again." Below: Another part of Greek Week is banner

competition. Here is an extraordinary example of one made from the

movie "Alladin."

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call
photo by Dave Sanders
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Relax at the Wellness Fair
by Lisa Recker

Features Writer

With the husUe and bustle of

everyday life comes a time when

each and everyone of us deserves

to relax and find peace within

ourselves. If you've been

working more than you've been

playing, take a break and explore

the Wellness Fair. . . you'll be

reaping the benefits in no time.

"Wellness" or "the state of

being that can be achieved

through the balance and

integration of diverse aspects of

one's life" is one of the new
focuses of public health in the

United States.

Clarion University of

Pennsylvania will host its third

annual "Wellness Fair" on

Wednesday, April 14, at 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m., in Tippin Gymnasium.

The fair, which is free and

open to the public, is designed

for Clarion University

employees, students and the

community to explore the seven

aspects of wellness.

Physical wellness emphasizes

cardiovascular flexibility and

strength, combined with regular

physical activity.

Social wellness develops

contributions to one's human and

physical environment for the

common welfare of one's

community.

Emotional wellness creates an

awareness and acceptance of

one's feelings.

Intellectual wellness

encourages creative and

stimulating mental activities.

Occupational wellness

involves preparation for work in

which one will gain personal

satisfaction and find enrichment

in one's life through work.

Spiritual wellness encourages

the seeking of meaning and

purpose of human existence.

Environmental wellness

emphasizes harmony with and

protection of our environment.

Four concurrent sessions and

over 40 vendors will be featured

at the fair.

"Exercise," a panel discussion,

will be held from 10:15 to 11

a.m. and will emphasize the

value that is placed on exercise

and how that value allows

integration of exercise into a

busy life style.

"Understanding Frustration and

Anger," will also be held from

10:15 to 11 a.m. and will give an

overview of frustration and

anger and how these emotions

complicate life and relationships.

"What Your Voice is Telling

Others About You," will be held

from 11:15 to noon and will

focus on the description of voice,

how it is produced, and

suggestions for now to naturally

enhance the use of voice.

"Self Esteem" will also be held

from 11:15 to Noon and will

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

WCUC is hosting its eighth annual fundraiser for Mental

Health Mental Retardation. The Station is doing 24 hour

marathons all week, where one D.J. stays on the air for 24

hours straight. Staff members and helpers have been

collecting locally. The fundraiser started on Monday and

will run thru Saturday. This year the station has a goal of

$1000. Donations are being taken to the station or can be

sent to MHMR CO/WCUC 214 South 7th, Clarion, PA 16214.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs. April 1

Baseball at Geneva

Softball vs. Grove City

3 p.m.

UAB concert, Damn
Yankees, Tippin 8 p.m.

UAB movie (Gem. M-P)

10 p.m.

Sun. April 4

--Daylight Savings Time

begins 2 a.m. (turn clocks

ahead one hour)

-Black Arts Week ends

-AASU & OMA Gospel

Concert (Chap) 1 p.m.

-UAB Movie (Gem M-P) 8

p.m.

Wed. April 7

-Spring Vacation Begins

10 p.m.

•Baseball vs. California

1 p.m.

Fri. April 2

Kappa Alpha Psi Dance

& Step Show (Gem.

M-P) 7 p.m.

Mon. April 5

-Early registration begins

for Fall 1993 semester

•Baseball vs. Westminster

1 p.m

-Student Senate mtg. (248

Gem) 7 p.m.

-Percussion Ensemble

Concert (Aud) 8:15 p.m.

Thurs. April 8

-Softball vs.

Shippensburg 2:30 p.m.

Sat. April 3

--AASU Talent Show (Chap) 11

a.m.

•-Baseball vs. Slippery Rock 1 p.m.

-Softball vs. Mcrcyhurst 1 p.m.

-Track at I HP Invitational

-Koinonia Annual Banquet (Gem
M-P) 6:30 p.m.

-RACS banquet

--AASU Speaker (Chap) 7 p.m.

Tues. April 6

No Events Scheduled

Fri. April 9

-Baseball at Lock Haven

incorporate lighthearted

exercises to explore how much a

person likes themselves.

Vendors specializing in each

area of wellness will be present

at the fair and willing to answer

questions and /or concerns. In

addition, a wellness fair program

and card to record optional

screening results may be picked

up at the Wellness committee

table.

Wellness t-shirts will be on

sale throughout the day. At the

conclusion of the fair, a drawing

will be held for door prizes from

among those completing an

evaluation form.

Summer theater auditions scheduled
by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

Do you think you have talent?

Well Clarion University's

summer theater productions is

challenging you to prove it.

They are holding auditions for

all three productions in Marwick

Boyd Little Theater on April 2 at

3 p.m. and april 3 at 10 a.m. for

children and 1 p.m. for adults.

The plays will take place at

both Clarion University and the

Sawmill Theater in Cook Forest.

The first play of summer is

"South Pacific,"June 17-19 at

Clarion and June 24-26 and June

30- July 3 at the Sawmill. Men
of various ages are needed along

with women to play nurses and

two children, preferably asian.

"Oliver" will take place July 8-

10 at Clarion and July 15-17 and

21-24 at the Sawmill. Many
speaking rolls available and

adults are needed for chorus

along with boys and girls of all

ages.

Last show of the summer,

"Shenadoah," July 29-31 Clarion

and August 5-7 and 11-14 at the

Sawmill Theater. An African

American child under 16,

chorus members and a number of

small speaking rolls.

All plays are directed by

Marilouise Michel. All planning

to audition should prepare a song

and sheet music.

Superman
Returns
on April 16

Early reservations for the

5 issue-set have priority

Comic Books
101

Across from the Loomis on

South 6th Ave.

Mon-Sat (noon -5:30)

Friday (noon-7:00)

227-2544

DESkGEimG mines
(814) 226-5323

n
Free tanning session |

with

the purchase of tanning .

lotion (4.5 oz. or larger) |

- I"
w/ coupon

528 Main Street, Clarion PA 16214

Mon. - Thurs. 9-9, Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-4
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Golden Eagles' Softball team splits withWestminster
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

The Clarion University Lady

Golden Eagles' softball team

split a double-header with

Westminster last Saturday

(March 27) to move its record to

6-4 on the young campaign.

In the first game, Janine

Hayward went the distance and

won her sixth game in seven

decisions as the Lady Eagles

came from behind to win 11-7.

Shortstop Meghan Kelly was

perfect at the plate as she laced

two hits, coaxed two walks,

crossed the plate twice and drove

in three runs to lead Clarion.

Assistant coach Mike Miller said

the game was a gut check. "The

team showed great character in

battling back for five in the top

of the seventh to pull it out."

An illness to Hayward forced

freshman Heather Hurst to hurl

game two, as the Eagles fell 9-3.

"Heather pitched a fine ball

game," Miller said. "We had

some unfortunate errors in the

field, but she kept battling."

Hurst helped her own cause by

going three for four at the plate

with a single, double and triple.

The coaching staff was pleased

with the overall effort of the

defense in the doubleheader and

pointed to Kelly, Sarah Pitney

and Mary Beth Kasenchak as

standouts.

The Clarion Lady Golden

Eagles are in the midst of a six

game, three team homestand this

week. They played a

doubleheader on Wednesday

against Ashland, face Grove City

today and then await a Saturday

double-dip with Mercyhurst.

PSAC-West play begins April 13

against IUP.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Bo don't know Kelly: Shortstop Meghan Kelly lunges for a line drive Wednesday against

Ashland. Kelly is a defensive specialist for Clarion in two sports, softball and volleyball.

19 93 SCHEDULE

Today- GRO.CITY 3 pm
4/3- HURST 1pm
4/8- SHIPP 2:30 pm
4/13-MUP 3 pm
4/15- at Gannon 3 pm
4/l7-*at Rock 1 pm
4/20- *a t L. Haven 3 pm
4/22-*' BO RO 3 pm
4/27-*CAL 3 pm

All contests are

doubleheader*. *PSAC-
Weet game. Home
games in CAPS.

Accolades rounded up for Clarion hoopsters
Stories compiled by

Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

,1

Morton an All-Conference

selection

Kwame Morton, a member of

the Clarion men's basketball

team, was honored for the third

consecutive year by the PSAC
by being named a 1992-93 first-

team All-Conference selection.

The 6-foot-4 junior from

Brooklyn was named to the first-

team for the second straight year

to go along with his PSAC-West

"Rookie of the Year" honor and

his second-team All-Conference

pick from the 1990-91 season.

A Street & Smith second-team

pre-season All-American prior to

this season, Morton led Clarion

to a 17-9 record in 1992-93, it's

fifth straight winning season.

He led the team in scoring with

25.2 points per game and in three

point field goals made and

attempted.

Morton's 655 points this

season made him Clarion's top

single-season scorer and his

career total of 1,698 points

places him second on CUP's all-

time career scoring list.

Morton honored by NABC

For the second consecutive

year, Morton has received

recognition from the National

Association of Basketball

Coaches (NABC) by being

named a 1992-93 NABC
Division II East Region first-

team selection.

He received a second-team

honor as a sophomore last year.

Ten players received

recognition in the voting

conducted by NABC member

coaches and were made eligible

for the NABC All-American

ballot.

Editor's note- Morton also

received the AT&T Long

Distance Award for the month of

February 1993 for the most

three-point field goals made per

game in NCAA men's Division

II college hoop competition in

that month, averaging 4.6.

4 CUP women's players

honored

Clarion's women's basketball

team was honored by the PSAC-

West recently. Center Carlita

Jones was named a first-team

All-Conference selection, while

teammates Shannon Coakley,

Leatha Dudeck and Amy Coon

all received second-team

selections.

Jones, last year's conference

"Rookie of the Year," led the

team in scoring (16.7 points per

game), shooting percentage, free

throw percentage, rebounding

(10.6 per game), and blocked

shots as a sophomore. She ranks

second on the all-time career

blocked shots list with 111.

Coakley, as a junior, was

named to the second-team for the

third consecutive season. She

ranked among Clarion leaders in

scoring, three-point shooting,

rebounding, steals an assists,

making her a well-rounded asset.

Coakley's career total of 588

caroms ranks her fifth on the all-

time list. She ranks first in both

three-pointers made and

attempted (255 of 760).

Dudeck also earned her third

straight second-team selection.

She averaged 10 points per game

on offense and dished out 70

assists. Dudeck stood out as a

premiere defensive player,

leading the team with 73 steals

and adding 208 rebounds. She is

Clarion's all-time leading

rebounder with 811 and ranks

sixth in her career with 1029

points.

Coon earned second-team

honors for the first time. She

averaged 10.3 points per game

and led the team with 74

trifectas. Coon has 1043 career

points-fifth best in school

history.

The Golden Eagles finished as

PSAC-Champions with a 23-5

overall mark, falling to Pitt-

Johnstown in the NCAA Div. II

tournament.

Catch the Golden Eagles in action. . .

Today, April 1- Baseball at Geneva
Softball vs. Grove City 3 p.m.

Saturday, April 3- Baseball vs. Rock \ p.m.

Softball vs. 'Hurst I p.m.

Track at IUP Invite

Monday, April 5- Baseball vs. Wminster I p.m.

Wed., April 7- Baseball vs. Cal I p.m.

SPRING VACATION

BEGINS
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Sports Opinion- NL East

Les Expos ont donner au Canada encore un championnat
by Jon Q. SUler

Sports Editor

Basement- The Florida

Marlins. The men in teal could

possibly be one of the finest first

year expansion teams in history,

with a possibility of surprising

an injury plagued second

division team for sixth place. . .

or maybe not.

But their is definitely a future

here. The 1962 expansion New
York Mets mastered only 40

opponents and fell 120 times.

Seven seasons later, the Amazin'

Metropolitans won a World
Series championship. With the

prospects currently performing

in Florida, the team will

definitely win more than 40

games this year. . . and could

very well have a title before the

year 2000.

They already have a couple of

stars in catcher Benito Santiago

and fireballer Bryan Harvey and

will soon add Nigel Wilson, Jose

Martinez, Ramon Martinez (not

the same one), Trevor Hoffman,

Carl Everett, Joel Adamson and

Bret Barbarie to the list. Whew,
that's a lot of talent for an

expansion team to grip.

No pitching. Trade Orestes

Destrade for some before every

team realizes that he is no Cecil

Fielder.

Predicted record: 65-97

Sixth place- The Philadelphia

Phillies. The 1992 combat team

finished last on the hill with a

4.11 ERA. The starters led the

league in complete games but

were last in shutouts, which tells

you that Jim Fregosi had no

confidence in his bullpen. So the

starters don't have it and the pen

is no good. Danny Jackson, Ben

Rivera and Tommy Greene are

no quick solutions.

There are a couple of sweet

arms, though, Curt Schilling and

Terry Mulholland, to go along

with a nice mixture of youth and

vets on offense. Darren Daulton

(best defensive catcher in NL),

Dave Hollins and John Kruk
swing heavy poles.

Injuries will possibly tell the

tale again. Philadelphia loves

the disabled list, putting 17

players on it last season resulting

in almost 1,300 total missed

games.

Philadelphia will score runs

but give up runs at the same

time. The answer will lie in

Lenny Dykstra The Phillies are

five games above .500 over the

past two seasons with Dykstra,

Who's smilin' now?: BoBo was once a happy man in a
Buc's uniform but sold out his maker for $29 million bucks.

35 games under without him. If

he performs in all 162 regular

season games, every playoff and

every Series contest,

Philadelphia is your World
Champion.

Danny Sheridan wouldn't even

make odds on this happening.

Predicted record: 70-92

Fifth place- Chicago Cubs.

This division sucks. Everybody

is leaving, the Cubs are a prime

example.

Gone are Cy Young winner,

Greg Maddux, and Andre
Dawson. Replacing them will be

Jose Guzman, not Juan, and

Candy Maldonado. Damn, those

moves will put the Cubbies over

the top. Not.

The Cubbies have a very

underrated pitching staff with

Mike Morgan, Guzman, Mike
Harkey, Greg Hibbard and Frank

Castillo. Take a look. Can you

see the problem? How many
number one starters can you

count?

The pen, led by Randy Myers,

is strong but has to have

something to save.

Ryne Sandberg is the only Cub
who can solve Wrigley Park with

one swing. . . and he will start

the season on the disabled list.

Mark Grace needs to get out of

Wrigley. Sammy Sosa is Mr.

Spring Training.

Something always seems to

happen to keep the Cubs out of

the World Series. Richard Marx

won't hit any game-winning

homer for this team, destined for

the second division.

Predicted record: 72-90

Fourth place- The Pittsburgh

Pirates. Where have you gone

Barry Bonds? Pittsburgh turns

its lonely eyes to you. . . and to

Bobby Bonilla, John Smiley,

Chico Lind, Gary Varsho, Cecil

Espy, Gary Redus, Steve

Buechele, Doug Drabek and

Danny Jackson, who have all left

in the last 12 or so months. Ted

Simmons and the Buc's

hierarchy of cheap penny
pinchers must be trying to

transport the franchise to St.

Petersburg. Even the grounds

crew will be saying "Who are

these ' guys?" Jay Bell

and Andy Van Slyke are the only

superstars left in black & gold.

Their respective lineage may be

the only Three River faithful left

come August.

Because of no money, there is

no talent, experience or pitching.

Because of no talent, experience

or pitching, there will be no

wins. Because of no wins, there

will be no fans. Because of no

fans, there will be no money. Do
you see a pattern forming?

Albert Martin, Carlos Garcia,

Kevin Young, Denny Neagle,

Steve Cooke, Dave Otto and
Paul Wagner are a few of the

Pirates' present players/future

superstars. Give them time.

If Tim Wakefield wins 32 of

his 40 starts, the Pirates may
contend in 1993.

Predicted record: 76-86

Third place- The St. Louis

Cardinals. One story will be the

power, the speed and the ego of

Canseco. . . oh sorry, wrong
Canseco. Texas has Jose, the

Cards have Ozzie. I guess there

will be no story. Ozzie does turn

out to be an important name on

the Cardinal scorecard, however,

as Ozzie Smith returns to St.

Louis, keeping his speedy

teammates in the running

through August-September.

The starting pitching is

improved, adding a healthy Joe

Magrane to youngsters Bob
Tewksbury, Donovan Osborne

and Rheal Cormier and the pen

appears stable, even after the

departure ofTodd Worrell.

Smith, Bernard Gilkey and

Ray Lankford will be part of an

offense that comes close to

leading the league in hitting and

steals again. Unfortunately, they

don't have much pop (only 94

homers in *92) and they traded

their best young home run hitter,

Felix Jose, for another gap
finding speedster, Gregg
Jefferies.

Speed, pitching, defense and

Joe Torre are all valuable

commodities. Torre can do a lot

with a little.

A 6-foot-6, 250 pound,

scowling closer could end all

doubts with a 93-mph fastball.

Predicted record: 86-76

Second place- The New York

Mets. Bobby Bonilla said that

no one could wipe the smile off

of his face after he signed with

the Mets before last season.

George Bush said that there

would be no new taxes.

But the 1993 Mets have a new
enthusiastic approach. After all,

it is the first National League
expansion season since 1969. . .

and who can forget the summer

of '69 when the Mets rode the

pitching of Tom Seaver and Jerry

Koosman all the way to first

place.

The Mets just have too much
talent to have another bad year.

Just like '69, it will be pitching

again. Only this time, Bret

Saberhagen and Dwight Gooden
will take the place of Seaver and

Koosman.

Bonilla, HoJo and Vince

Coleman should return to some

form not resembling that of 1992

on offense.

Tony Fernandez will greet

Shea fans as a quality shortstop

with a strong stick. But how will

they greet him? Like they

greeted Bonilla?

This is not the same approach

as they had before the 1986
season, unfortunately. Money
can't buy happiness. . . just ask

your neighbors (Yanks).

Predicted record: 87-75

Division champ- The
Montreal Expos. Speaking of

the 1986 Mets, this team can

compare. They have the home-

grown talented youngsters, very

few high-priced premadonnas

and the best pitching in the

division. Montreal's emergence

will coincide with the end of the

Pirates' East reign. TJjen? is a

new team in town, only it's in

another country.

Virtually the same pitching

staff was second in the league in

ERA and first in fewest hits

allowed in 1992 and had four

starters with more than 11 wins.

John Wetteland will come off

of the DL to lead a superb pen.

Until then, Mel Rojas and Jeff

Fassero are two of a number of

young, lively arms that will save

the way.

Delino DeShields, Moises
Alou, Marques Grissom, Larry

Walker and Wil Cordero have

some powerful, fast and strong-

armed abilities.

Predicted record: 89-73

-In case anyone was
wondering, the French headline

reads, "The Expos will give

Canada another championship."

I think.
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AUTO CARE
AS=

Computerifad Diagnostics

Major, General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT. JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4624

10% OFF Labor for

CUP Students
South 5th Avenue

Clarion, PA 10214
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Help Wanted
250 Counselors and Instructors needed!

Coed summer camp in Poconos

Mountains, Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box

234 CC. Kenilworth. NJ 07033 (908)

276-0998.

^SUMMER JOBS

ALL LAND/WATER SPORTS

PRESTIGE CHILDRENS' CAMPS
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS NEAR

LAKE PLACID

CALL 1-800-786-8373

$200--$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No

selling. You're paid direct. Fully

guaranteed. FREE Information-24 hour

hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright #

PA027950"

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -Earn

$2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii,

Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,

summer and career employment available.

No experience necessary. For employment

program call 1-206-634-0468 ext.C5246.

Summer camps staff positions available

in South-Central Pennsylvania.

Counselors, waterfront, program

specialists needed. Good salaries,

generous time-off. CONTACT: Barbara

Nealon, Penn Laurel Girl Scout Council,

1600 Mt. Zion Road, York, PA, 17402.

(1-800-673-2561)

Southern Butler County Private Swim

Club seeks a swimming coach and a

diving coach for summer swim league.

Send resume to: Coach 115 Weitzel Rd.

Butler, PA 16001 or call (412) 285-5230.

Deadline April 19.

Sales & Services
Heading for EUROPE this summer?

Only $169!! Jet there anytime for only

$169 with AIRHITCH! (Reported in

Let's Go! and NY Times.)

CALIFORNIA-$129 each-way from

N.Y. AIRHITCH1
. 814-865-4000

For Sale: Model "D" Series Leading

Edge Computer-dual floppy-disk drive,

display monitor, keyboard, EPSON Dot

Matrix Printer, and word-processing

software available. Please call. Price

negotiable. 968-4360.

Art students and faculty

Art supplies, sketch pads, designer

gouche sets, water color paints (100 plus

colors), woodless pencils, multicolor

charcoal sets, and aluminum easel.

Never been used, at least 1/3 off retail

price. 226-5510

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
'89 Mercedes...$200; '86 VW...S50; '87

Mercedes.. .$100; '65 Mustang. ..$50;

Choose from thousands starting $50.

FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline.

801-379-2929 Copyright #PA027910.

Roommates & Rentals

College Park Apartments now signing for

fall 1993 and spring 1994 semesters.

Utilities included, furnished. Call 226-

7092.

Nice quiet furnished apartment for 3 or 4

girls. Call 226-8225.

***True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose from 50

colors. Located in Sligo, PA, 10 miles

south of Clarion. Call for appointments

after 5:00 p.m. 358-2715.

Remodeled 2 and 3 bedroom mobile

homes for rent available for summer, fall

and spring '94. Call 227-2800.

Nice houses and apartments available for

summer 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Nice houses and apartments available for

fall 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Nice, clean apartment for 4. One-and-a-

half blocks from campus on Wood Street.

$750/semester/person including heat.

One year lease. May to May. 226-7171

New apartments for rent for fall semester,

two locations, 3 or 4 students. Call 354-

2992.

For rent sleeping room only. Very near

college campus. Female students only.

For summer semesters and fall semester.

For more information call 226-5647.

Three bedroom duplex, four to five

students. $650 per semester. New kitchen

and bathroom. 764-5490

Apartment for rent: for 1 or 2 people, for

summer or all year. Very nice, close to

campus. Call 227-2781 or 226-2455. Ask

for Kurt.

Summer apartments, one block from

campus. One to four people occupancy.

Leave message at 226-5917.

Apartments-summer, 2 to 4 students-

$350. 226-9279

Apartments: Fall and Spring, 4 students,

$750 plus-226-9279.

Very nice, fully furnished apartment.

Two bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,

washer/dryer, microwave. Two blocks

from campus. Call 764-3690.

New apartments for rent. Two, three or

four students. Call (814) 354-2992.

Three bedroom house close to campus.

Summer, fall and spring of '93-'94. Call

(814)772-9094.

Apartments for fall and spring, also for

summer. Call 797-1201.

Nice, new house for females, one block

from campus. Call 226-6867.

Summer rentals, $600 for all summer.

Two people, two bedroom, furnished,

washer/dryer, close to campus. Rick

Slike Rentals. 226-5690

Four bedroom and three bedroom

apartment on Greenville Ave. Call 226-

8010.

Announcements
Do you have questions about settling

upon a particular major? Career

questions or questions concerning

Clarion's academic programs? Need

some advice in planning your college

years, academically? These concerns

and more can be answered by Career

Services in 114 Egbert Hall. Stop in and

pick up complimentary copies of

"Making Decisions: About majors and

Careers" and "Career Planning Guide for

College Students."

FREE ^
Membership with this coupon *ffj>

Wilkinson TV & Video *

44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TVS VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

"TO BE YOUR VOICE, WE MUST
HEAR YOUR VOICE." 1993 Student

Senate

The next Student Senate meeting will be

held Monday, April 5 at 7:30 p.m. in 246

Gemmell. All are welcome to attend.

Sports and comic book show Saturday,

April 3, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at I.C.

School. Refreshments provided,

doorprizes awarded. For more

information call 226-9690.

Trout Unlimited Conservation

Scholarship, $1,000, available to a CUP

student who will be a senior in 1993-*94.

All majors are eligible. Awards based on

past and future activities in cold water

conservation and academic record. For

more details see Dr. Morrow in 242

Pierce. Deadline is April 15.

PELL and PHEAA grant refunds are now

available at B-29 Carrier. Photo ID

required. Closed noon to 1:00 p.m. and

Friday mornings.

Attention Financial Aid Applicants

All students applying for any type of

financial aid for the fall must complete a

FAFSA/Pennsylvania Aid Application by

May 1. Even if you wish to apply for a

Stafford Student Loan, you must

complete the FAFSA Application.

Students from all states must use the

FAFSA form. FAFSA/Pennsylvania Aid

Applications are available at: Clarion

Campus- the Office of Financial Aid,

104 Egbert Hall and Venango Campus-

Administrative Office, Frame Hall.

Knotick Memorial Scholarship

applications are now available in the

Psychology Department Office, 11

Becht. Deadline is April 2, 1993.

Personals
Special thanks to Michele Piccinllo and

to everyone who helped with the formal.

You did a great job. Love your Delta

Zeta Sisters

Psychology Foundation Scholarship

applications are available in the Psych.

Dept. 11 Becht.

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE IGLOO
COOLER if you qualify.

Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

Hie sisters of Delta Zeta would like to

congratulate their new Turtle buddy,

Mike Slacktish! We love you!

To Phi Sig and the wrestlers: Thanks for

the awesome graffiu mixer. Can't wait to

do it again! Love, the Sisters of Delta

Zeta

Jeanette, Congratulations on becoming

Theta Xi's new sweetheart. Love, your

Delta Zeta Sisters! Sorry this is late.

Delta Chi is proud to welcome Charlie

Riscavage, Scott Lawry, Derek

Mousessian, Terry Franciscus, Brian

Graeser and Chris Shanko into the

fraternity. You guys did a great job. Yeah

Brothers!

Congrats to AST '93 executive board!

Missi Fox-President; Sheila Fitzgerald-

Vice President; Jen Triplett-treasurer;

Kristie Hass-Secretary; Jen Frey-Rush;

Colleen Brennan -Pledge Mistress;

Carrie VanVerth-Panhel; and Heather

Young-Housing.

AST associate members Spring 93:

Chrissy, Laurel, Christine, Sherri, Linda,

Christina, Heather, Richael, Amy, Kelly,

Steph and Jen -THANK YOU for a

terrific sisterhood night! We love you

girls!

AST: Heidi-thank you for a fun St.

Patricks Day Date Party-great job!

Carrie and Kathy you did a great job on

greek week and greek sing. Love, your

Sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

The sisters of ASA would like to thank

Jody (Tri Sig) and Amy (AST) for

helping our sister during greek run. We

really appreciate it. ASA associate

members keep up the good work, your

almost done. Love your soon to be

Sisters of ASA.

ZTA-Jayna-Happy "21" Birthday! We

love ya! Love your sisters

ZTA-Tracy B.-Happy 21st. Drink up!

Love your sisters.

To the Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon. It

was great playing "pong" with all of you.

We all had a terrific time and we look

forward to mixing with you again soon!

Love, the Sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma

Phi Sigma Sigma would like to thank

Dana Machen, Tracy Rutter, and Judy

Schall for helping us place second

overall in Greek Sing; and Dana Ed for

doing a terrific job as Greek Week Chair!

Love your Phi Sig sisters

To the Sisters of I) Phi E: We limhoed

and partied with delight H> celebrate yet

another St. Patty's night! The Brothers of

Sigma Tau Gamma

Sigma Chi. Hianks for the good time last

Thursday. Looking forward to doing it

again. Tri-Sigma

Delta Zeta would like to say thank you to

Brian Bowers for being such a great

Turtle buddy the last two years. We love

you B and always will.

Michael-Thank you for standing beside

me these past two weeks. I couldn't have

asked for stronger shoulders to lean on.

Love Tara

Happy B-Day to Beth, Rachel, Kristen

and Brooke! Have a great one! Love your

TPA sisters.

Delta Zeta would like to announce and

congratulate their new '93--'94 Turtle

buddy Michael Slacktish. We love you

Slack!

Congratulations Marci Goss on

becoming the new KDP sweetheart! We

love you! Love, your Theta Phi Alpha

Sisters

Congratulations Spring '93 on passing the

national test. Keep up the good work.

You'll be sisters before you know it.

Love, Tri-Sigma

Sharon, Thanks for all your hard work

with Greek Sing. You put faith in us and

look what happened. Who would have

guessed? Love, your Sigma Sisters

To the Brothers of Phi Sigma and the

Wrestling team: Our mixer last week

was a lot of fun, table dancing and

writing on everyone. We danced and

partied til hours late, our next party

together, we can hardly wait! Love, Delta

Zeta

Congratulations Shannon! We couldn't

have gotten through Greek Week without

you! We love you, Your Sisters of

DPhiE

Happy 21st B-Day Deneen-Love your

Sisters of D Phi E

Good luck to all Greeks throughout the

week. The Sisters of D Phi E

Congratulations Sharla, Jenny and

Angela-you did an awesome job with

Greek Sing! We love you-your Sisters of

DPhiE.

The Brothers of Sigma Tau Gamma-For

the third annual time St. Patty's Day was

quite a sight! We limboed and partied all

through the night-We got a little crazy

and wet. but that was alright! Can't wait

till next year for another St. Patty's

Cheer! We love you Guys! The Sisters of

DPhiE.

Summer jobs/internships at camp for

children/teens/adults with physical disabilities.

Seeking mature, responsible individuals for assistant

director/activity coordinator, cooking instructor, nutrition

instructor, counselors, art director, nature/camping instructor,

lifetime leisure coordinator, WSI, lifeguard, maintenance and

kitchen staff. No experience needed for counselors.

Salary+room/board. Call 1-800-243-5787 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
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Sports Opinion- NL West

Braves may clinch division by all-star break
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Basement- The Colorado

Rockies. Even though the

Rockies approached the 1993

expansion draft with a "don't be

mincemeat" attitude, one would

have to be a mile high to believe

that this club can compete in this

outstanding division.

Colorado has put together a

solid outfield corps in Dante

Bichette, Alex Cole, Daryl

Boston and Jerald Clark.

Andres Galarraga and Charlie

Hayes will give the infield

needed experience, and

promising second-sacker Eric

Young, who has been referred to

as Delino DeShields with a

glove, may emerge as the

superstar of this club. Catcher

Joe Girardi could be the perfect

chaperone for an extremely

young pitching staff, and backup

signal-caller Eric Wedge, age 25,

has the potential to become the

best all-around catcher in the

league. Unfortunately, someone

has to pitch.

David Nied would be a great

number four starter for any team.

He will be required to accept the

staff ace role for the Rockies.

Bruce Ruffin and Bryn Smith

would be out of baseball if it

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

Sun-Wed 1 1AM- 12AM

Thurs 11 AM-1AM
Fri-Sat 11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

Dinner
STAR

for
PIZZA x

ror

four••*•

Only $8.25
PLUS TAX

Includes

16" one-item pizza

plus

4 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

PIZZA
••••

Sub
for

two

Only $4.50
PLUS TAX

Includes

12" SUB
plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

PIZZA
•*•*

Dinner

for

two

Only $6.00
PLUS TAX

Includes

12" one-item pizza

plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

wasn't for expansion, but with

Colorado, they may be the

number two and three starters.

The future of this staff looks

promising as lefties Butch

Henry, Scott Aldred and Denis

Boucher are only 24, and

fireballer Mo Sanford just turned

26. This year, however, they

will take their lumps. It's only

fitting that manager Don Baylor

holds the all-time record for

getting hit by pitches (267).

Predicted record: 68-94

Sixth place- San Francisco

invested a giant sum of money in

their off-season acquisition of

Barry Bonds. With Bonds
protecting Will Clark and

providing more ribbie chances

for Matt Williams, the heart of

the San Francisco line-up seems

potent on paper. That paper will

soon join hot dog wrappers

blowing around the infield of

Candlestick Park.

There is a reason why Barry is

known as Mr. July instead of Mr.

October, and it has nothing to do

with choking. In fact, doctors

say his esophagus remains clear

in both months. The reason why
Bonds' October average with

runners in scoring position is

under a buck is that Steve Avery

is not Kyle Abbott and John

Smoltz is not Omar Olivares.

Facing pitchers like Hershiser,

Glavine, Rijo and Drabek, night

in and night out, Barry will

prove that the only similarity

between he and Willie Mays is

the word Giants on his uniform.

Predicted record: 76-86

Fifth place- San Diego Padres.

First the good news. Fred

McGriff and Gary Sheffield are

awesome; expansion pitching

may allow Tony Gwynn to hit

over .400; Andy Benes will

probably win 17 to 22 games.

Next the bad news. Everything

else.

The Padres' starting rotation

will include Frank Seminara and

Wally Whitehurst. By trading

Darrin Jackson and Tony
Fernandez, the Diego's lost

speed, defense and hitting, three

skills Phil Plantier and Tim
Teufel do not possess. The
Pods lost 14 of 20 extra inning

contests a year ago, and then lost

their top relief man, Randy
Myers.

Sheffield, Gwynn and the

"Crime Dog" will once again

produce gargantuan seasons, but

other than that, the only thing

San Diego fans will appreciate

is Plan tier's batting stance.

Predicted record: 78-84

Fourth Place: The L.A.

Dodgers were dead last in the

NL against lefties, against

righties, on artificial turf, in day

games, in one-run decisions and

against the west; and those were

their good points.

Just because Chad Curtis hit as

many homers jis Darryl

Strawberry and Eric Davis

combined last year, doesn't mean

that the "In Your Face" duo is

overrated. Well, maybe it does.

The pitching staff remains

strong with a healthy Orel, a

rested Ramon and two strong

newcomers in Pedro Astacio

(1.98 ERA in 10 starts in '93)

and Pedro Martinez.

I feel sorry for the fierce

competitors like Hershiser, Jody

Reed and Brett Butler because

this team has the talent to win

the World Series, but it also has

the ego to lose 99 games.

Predicted record: 81-81

Third place: The Cincinnati

Reds are stacked, but that never

kept them from mediocrity

before. The additions of Roberto

Kelly, Kevin Mitchell and John

Smiley will alleviate the losses

of Charlton, O'Neill and

Swindell.

If Barry Larkin and Chris Sabo

stay healthy, the Reds could win

the division. In other words, the

Reds won't win the division.

Predicted record: 84-78

Second place: Ths Houston

Astros. This is the most

improved club in baseball, or at

least the luckiest. Need
pitching? Here's Doug Drabek

and Greg Swindell. Move Pete

Harnisch to the number three

spot in the rotation, add Doug
Jones' 11 wins and 36 saves and

stick them all in the greatest

pitcher's park known to man.

The line-up isn't filled with

fright, but it doesn't have to be.

If Steve Finley, Craig Biggio,

Jeff Bagwell and Eric Anthony

can muster two or three runs a

night, cute headlines like Mets

kick Astros will no longer be

needed.

Predicted record: 87-75

Champs- The Atlanta Braves.

Greg Maddux (20-11, 2.18

ERA), Tom Glavine (20-8, 2.76)

John Smoltz (15-12, 2.85), Steve

Avery (11-11, 3.20), Pete Smith

(7-0, 2.05). Any questions?

Predicted record: 111-51
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Middle States finishes final site visit

Appointed team visits Clarionfor reaccreditation process

by Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

The Middle States

Accreditation Team observed

Clarion campus this week to

give their recommendation to the

Middle States Board on the

granting of accreditation.

Representatives met with the

administrators, faculty and

students Monday through

Wednesday. The representives

came to the campus and acted as

the "eyes and ears" for the

Middle States.

Over the past year, the

university prepared a self-study

for the Middle States

representatives to review. The

study was about the universities'

mission, goals and conclusions.

It reflected what the campus

does well, what it can do better

and how to adapt to change.

The "exit" interview, held by

the Middle States team

yesterday, was the final

interview to discuss positive and

negative aspects of the campus.

The Team said the self-study

was honest, clear and well

written. However they also said

the missions, goals and

objectives had too many goals

and not enough direction.

The group thought the

university had a strong academic

support service, but the faculty

was not integral, the criteria was

vague and lacked clarity and

faculty needed to observe

students more often.

Another concern was that there

is a relative lack of competition

and a lack of market and cost

studies for Clarion University

and Venago Campus.

The library is well maintained

and has effective uses of

resources. But the concern was

that the building is too small ,

there are inadequate book

purchases, and finally the auto-

mated system would soon be

outdated.

Dr. William Sharpe, chair of

the Self-Study committee and

John Zenone/ Clarion Call

The Middle States conducted an exit interview to point out the positive and negative

impressions of the campus. An in-depth report will be given to the university in late June

faculty member of the chemistry

dept., stressed that the team gave

only a brief summary of their

findings and that a more in depth

analysis would become available

sometime in June.

This report would then be sent

back to Clarion for review and

response and then returned to

Middle States whereupon it

would be sent to the Committee

of Higher Education.

The Committe of Higher

Education will decide upon

reaccreditation by late June.

During the course of the visit,

Middle States met with student

leaders to discuss what students

want to change in the future.

Dr. Lynette Willet, a Middle

States representative, said, "1

don't have the opportunity to talk

directly with students often

enough. It was enjoyable and

informative to discuss with

students. I found them to be

forthright, refreshing and above

all useful."

The biggest change students

want to see is more diversity on

campus. Other topics discussed

were about improving the

communication gap between

RACS and students and about

the restrictive alcohol policies on

campus.

The students also thought that

Public Safety was doing a good

job and commented on the low

crime rate on campus.

Preisident Reinhard said, "1

was pleased with the overall

context of the exit interview and

will be looking forward to

receiving the report.

Sharpe said, "I am thankful for

the efforts that the students have

attributed. There is much to be

proud of from a fine institution

that serves their students well."

Middle States representatives

are Ms. Ann Marie Behling from

Slate University of New York,

Dr. Suzanne Brown a SSHE
representative, Mr. Clifton

Edwards from PA depart, of Ed.,

Dr. James Haynes from Morgan

State University, Mr. Richard D.

Johnson form SUNY College at

Oneonta, Dr. Delores G. Kelley

from Coppin State College, Dr.

Edward J. Kumar, from SUNY

College at Brockport, Dr. Julie

E. Poroiky from University of

Maryland, Mr. Gregory L.

Waters from Montclair State

College, Dr. Stephen L. Weber

from SUNY College at Oswego

and Dr. Lynette H. Willett from

Bridgewater State College.
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Sports Opinion- NL West

Braves may clinch division by all-star break
by Ben Yessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Basement- The Colorado
Rockies. Even though the

Rockies approached the 1993

expansion draft with a "don't be

mincemeat" attitude, one would

have to be a mile high to believe

that this club can compete in this

outstanding division.

Colorado has put together a

solid outfield corps in Dante

Bichette, Alex Cole, Daryl

Boston and Jerald Clark.

Andres Galarraga and Charlie

Hayes will give the infield

needed experience, and

promising second-sacker Eric

Young, who has been referred to

as Delino DeShields with a

glove, may emerge as the

superstar of this club. Catcher

Joe Girardi could be the perfect

chaperone for an extremely

young pitching staff, and backup

signal-caller Eric Wedge, age 25,

has the potential to become the

best all-around catcher in the

league. Unfortunately, someone

has to pitch.

David Nied would be a great

number four starter for any team.

He will be required to accept the

staff ace role for the Rockies.

Bruce Ruffin and Bryn Smith

would be out of baseball if it

8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA
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Fri-Sat11AM-2AM
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within 30 minutes
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Sub

for
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12" SUB
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limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93 limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93 limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

FOUR Dinner
STAR

for
PIZZA

Tor

two••••

Only $6.00
PLUS TAX

Includes

12" one-item pizza

plus

2 cups of Pepsi

wasn't for expansion, but with

Colorado, they may be the

number two and three starters.

The future of this staff looks

promising as lefties Butch

Henry, Scott Aldred and Denis

Boucher are only 24, and

fireballer Mo Sanford just turned

26. This year, however, they

will take their lumps. It's only

fitting that manager Don Baylor

holds the all-time record for

getting hit by pitches (267).

Predicted record: 68-94

Sixth place- San Francisco

invested a giant sum of money in

their off-season acquisition of

Barry Bonds. With Bonds
protecting Will Clark and

providing more ribbie chances

for Matt Williams, the heart of

the San Francisco line-up seems

potent on paper. That paper will

soon join hot dog wrappers

blowing around the infield of

Candlestick Park.

There is a reason why Barry is

known as Mr. July instead of Mr.

October, and it has nothing to do

with choking. In fact, doctors

say his esophagus remains clear

in both months. The reason why
Bonds' October average with

runners in scoring position is

under a buck is that Steve Avery

is not Kyle Abbott and John

Smoltz is not Omar Olivares.

Facing pitchers like Hershiser,

Glavine, Rijo and Drabek, night

in and night out, Barry will

prove that the only similarity

between he and Willie Mays is

the word Giants on his uniform.

Predicted record: 76-86

Fifth place- San Diego Padres.

First the good news. Fred

McGriff and Gary Sheffield are

awesome; expansion pitching

may allow Tony Gwynn to hit

over .400; Andy Benes will

probably win 17 to 22 games.

Next the bad news. Everything

else.

The Padres' starting rotation

will include Frank Seminara and

Wally Whitehurst. By trading

Darrin Jackson and Tony
Fernandez, the Diego's lost

speed, defense and hitting, three

skills Phil Plantier and Tim
Teufel do not possess. The

Pods lost 14 of 20 extra inning

contests a year ago, and then lost

their top relief man, Randy
Myers.

Sheffield, Gwynn and the

"Crime Dog" will once again

produce gargantuan seasons, but

other than that, the only thing

San Diego fans will appreciate

is Planner's batting stance.

Predicted record: 78-84

Fourth Place: The L.A.

Dodgers were dead last in the

NL against lefties, against

righties, on artificial turf, in day

games, in one-run decisions and

against the west; and those were

their good points.

Just because Chad Curtis hit as

many homers as Darryl

Strawberry and Eric Davis

combined last year, doesn't mean

that the "In Your Face" duo is

overrated. Well, maybe it does.

The pitching staff remains

strong with a healthy Orel, a

rested Ramon and two strong

newcomers in Pedro Astacio

(1.98 ERA in 10 starts in '93)

and Pedro Martinez.

I feel sorry for the fierce

competitors like Hershiser, Jody

Reed and Brett Butler because

this team has the talent to win

the World Series, but it also has

the ego to lose 99 games.

Predicted record: 81-81

Third place: The Cincinnati

Reds are stacked, but that never

kept them from mediocrity

before. The additions of Roberto

Kelly, Kevin Mitchell and John

Smiley will alleviate the losses

of Charlton, O'Neill and

Swindell.

If Barry Larkin and Chris Sabo

stay healthy, the Reds could win

the division. In other words, the

Reds won't win the division.

Predicted record: 84-78

Second place: In.1 Houston

Astros. This is the most
improved club in baseball, or at

least the luckiest. Need
pitching? Here's Doug Drabek

and Greg Swindell. Move Pete

Harnisch to the number three

spot in the rotation, add Doug
Jones' 1 1 wins and 36 saves and

stick them all in the greatest

pitcher's park known to man.

The line-up isn't filled with

fright, but it doesn't have to be.

If Steve Finley, Craig Biggio,

Jeff Bagwell and Eric Anthony

can muster two or three runs a

night, cute headlines like Mets

kick Astros will no longer be

needed.

Predicted record: 87-75

Champs- The Atlanta Braves.

Greg Maddux (20-11, 2.18

ERA), Tom Glavine (20-8, 2.76)

John Smoltz (15-12, 2.85), Steve

Avery (11-11, 3.20), Pete Smith

(7-0, 2.05). Any questions?

Predicted record: 111-51
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Middle States finishes final site visit

Appointed team visits Clarion for reaccreditation process

by Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

The Middle States

Accreditation Team observed

Clarion campus this week to

give their recommendation to the

Middle States Board on the

granting of accreditation.

Representatives met with the

administrators, faculty and

students Monday through

Wednesday. The representives

came to the campus and acted as

the "eyes and ears" for the

Middle States.

Over the past year, the

university prepared a self-study

for the Middle States

representatives to review. The

study was about the universities'

mission, goals and conclusions.

It reflected what the campus

does well, what it can do better

and how to adapt to change.

The "exit" interview, held by

the Middle States team

yesterday, was the final

interview to discuss positive and

negative aspects of the campus.

The Team said the self-study

was honest, clear and well

written. However they also said

the missions, goals and

objectives had too many goals

and not enough direction.

The group thought the

university had a strong academic

support service, but the faculty

was not integral, the criteria was

vague and lacked clarity and

faculty needed to observe

students more often.

Another concern was that there

is a relative lack of competition

and a lack of market and cost

studies for Clarion University

and Venago Campus.

The library is well maintained

and has effective uses of

resources. But the concern was

that the building is too small ,

there are inadequate book

purchases, and finally the auto-

mated system would soon be

outdated.

Dr. William Sharpe, chair of

the Self-Study committee and

John Zenone/ Clarion Call

The Middle States conducted an exit interview to point out the positive and negative

impressions of the campus. An in-depth report will be given to the university in late June

faculty member of the chemistry

dept., stressed that the team gave

only a brief summary of their

findings and that a more in depth

analysis would become available

sometime in June.

This report would then be sent

back to Clarion for review and

response and then returned to

Middle States whereupon it

would be sent to the Committee

of Higher Education.

The Committe of Higher

Education will decide upon

reaccreditation by late June.

During the course of the visit,

Middle States met with student

leaders to discuss what students

want to change in the future.

Dr. Lynette Willet, a Middle

States representative, said, "I

don't have the opportunity to talk

directly with students often

enough. It was enjoyable and

informative to discuss with

students. I found them to be

forthright, refreshing and above

all useful."

The biggest change students

want to see is more diversity on

campus. Other topics discussed

were about improving the

communication gap between

RACS and students and about

the restrictive alcohol policies on

campus.

The students also thought that

Public Safety was doing a good

job and commented on the low

crime rate on campus.

Preisident Reinhard said, "I

was pleased with the overall

context of the exit interview and

will be looking forward to

receiving the report.

Sharpe said, "I am thankful for

the efforts that the students have

attributed. There is much to be

proud of from a fine institution

that serves their students well."

Middle States representatives

are Ms. Ann Marie Behling from

State University of New York,

Dr. Suzanne Brown a SSHE

representative, Mr. Clifton

Edwards from PA depart, of Ed.,

Dr. James Haynes from Morgan

Suite University, Mr. Richard D.

Johnson form SUNY College at

Oneonta, Dr. Delores G. Kelley

from Coppin State College, Dr.

Edward J. Kumar, from SUNY

College at Brockport, Dr. Julie

E. Poros ky from University of

Maryland, Mr. Gregory L.

Waters from Monte lair State

College, Dr. Stephen L. Weber

from SUNY College at Oswego

and Dr. Lynette H. Willett from

Bridgewater Suite College.
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Clarion Proud

It has been said, "Remember

that whatever you put into

something will be what you get

out of it." This statement

certainly applies to your college

experience at Clarion University.

Only you can determine your

success here.

I admit that as a freshman, I

was concerned with adjusting to

college life, so I only joined a

few extracurricular activities.

My first significant plunge came

when I decided to try the

resident assistant job. Although

the RA job sure has its ups and

downs, the varied skills I learned

from the experience will last

throughout my professional life.

My next major step came
when I accepted an internship in

the office of Career Services.

Although I was hesitant about

being both an RA and an intern,

I found the challenge

worthwhile. The abundance of

knowledge I gained about

resumes, cover letters and

interviewing skills have already

been used and will continue to

aid me in my future job searches.

I obviously discovered that I

could deal with being involved

in many activities. So, of course,

instead of taking it easy my
senior year, I tried the area of

admissions. Once again, I was

pleasantly surprised by the value

of this experience. Through this

internship I learned even more

about the opportunities and

programs at Clarion.

Now, based on all these

experiences in the area of

Student Affairs/Academic

Affairs, I have decided to attend

graduate school to pursue a

master's degree in student affairs

in higher education.

Recently, I attended an

orientation day at Indiana

University of PA which

consisted of interviews for

assisiantships. The interviewers

seemed most interested and

m
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Ann Fontana

impressed with my Clarion RA
and internship experiences.

People thought I had acquired

significant skills and knowledge

at Clarion. They couldn't believe

the responsibilities I had in these

positions. In fact, the

interviewer told me that I, as an

undergraduate, had done all but

two of the responsibilities of the

graduate position. How's that for

experience and responsibility?

Often I hear people complain

about Clarion, but let me tell you

that Clarion has prepared me
wholeheartedly for the "real

world." I am very "Clarion

Proud" and rightfully so.

Ann Fontana will

graduate in May

It's accreditation time again,

ladies and gentlemen! And away

we go!

The word from the top is that

there is no danger of Clarion

University losing accreditation,

but I think that a few little things

need some fixing up.

First of all, the library needs

some re-vamping. Carlson is a

decent library with a

wonderfully effective staff. If

you just need something really

basic, no problem, but things

tend to be a bit outdated. I

noticed this when one of the

more "current" texts I was

leafing through contained about

the problems in last year's

federal budget, as presented by

...President Carter. Sure, it's

only thirteen or fourteen years,

but when you need something a

bit more recent, you run into a

few problems.

Another area that could

perhaps use a bit of work is

scheduling. Don't get me wrong,

TelReg is great. As one student

so aptly put it, "TelReg is the

god that answered."

Yeah, it's great, but it would be

a lot better if there were more

classes you could schedule with

it. It seems that every semester,

the little newspaper that contains

all the course listings gets

"littler" and "littler." I notice

fewer sections offered of nearly

everything, and more students

frustrated becuase they can't

schedule classes which they

need. Eventually, though, the

university will save money, since

the course listing newspaper they

release will be able to fit on a

3x5 note card. At least that will

cut down on printing costs.

And since I'm a commuter, and

don't eat in Chandler, that leaves

me with my biggest gripe:

adequate parking, or lack

thereof.

Parking on campus is a joke. I

wake up every day and drive

exactly 32.6 miles to come here,

and I end up parking halfway to

Strattanville. This is ridiculous,

especially when people who live

on campus are able to park

fifteen feet from their dorms. If

you look at the Marwick-Boyd

parking lot at around 3 or 4 in

the morning, you'll notice that it

is about half full. I'm willing to

guess that most of the

commuters have gone home by

then, so these cars must belong

to on-campus students. Make
all the on-campus students park

down in the middle of nowhere

behind Still. Then Public Safety

could worry about something

other than ticketing my car

because I have to park in loading

zones and on sidewalks or in

people's front yards.

Maybe before it' gets

accreditation, Clarion University

should get a clue.
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Reader Responses
The ills

of society

Dear Editor,

Has page three of our student

paper been set aside for Kenneth

Emerick's radical rhetoric? So it

would seem. I couldn't help but

notice that Emerick, a retired

CUP librarian, had his two

extremely lengthy, extremely

similar, articles printed in the last

two editions of the Call.

It seems as if every time I pick

up a paper within 50 miles of

Clarion, Mr. Emerick is pleading

for, as he says, "Sanity."

Whether he is criticizing police

for making high speed chases,

citizens for supporting their

troops, people for eating meat, or

God knows what else, he's

always got someone on the

griddle. For the last two weeks,

it's been gun owners and the

NRA.
Emerick's articles are full of

inaccuracies, generalizations,

unsupported facts and

misquotations, too many to name

them all here. But I will name

the most blatant.

Mr. Emerick accuses gun

owners of "seeking refuge" in

the Second Amendment to the

Constitution. The Second

Amendment, according to

Emerick, reads as follows: "A

well regulated MILITIA being

necessary to the security of a

free state, the right to keep and

bear arms shall not be infringed."

Not quite. The REAL Second

Amendment reads this way: "A

well regulated Militia, being

necessary to the security of a

free state, the right of the people

to keep and bear arms shall not

be infringed." Of all the words

that could possibly be left out,

"of the people" were the only

three. Coincidence? I think not.

Also, as I'm sure Mr. Emerick

knows, it is improper to change

"Militia" to "MILITIA" without

informing the reader that it is he,

not the authors of the

amendment, who emphasized

that word.

Emerick also makes it sound as

if our country has no gun control

laws. In reality, we have many.

In Pennsylvania, as well as most

states, waiting periods for

handguns have been

commonplace for years. Yet

Emerick paints a picture of

someone walking into a sporting

goods store and buying fishing

hooks, sinkers and a couple,357's

to go. It doesn't work that way.

The biggest problem with the

train of thought that prevails

among many anti-gunners is that

they tend to blame the gun, not

the individual who chooses to

use it. Emerick's logic of, "A

hand without a trigger never

fired a shot" is ludicrous. If we

are to accept the premise that it's

alright to take away majority

rights because of minority

actions, then we must do away

with civil liberties and move

toward a Utilitarian society.

Scary? You bet. Yet this is

exactly what is being proposed.

If people continue to blame

inanimate objects for the ills of

our society, they are doing little

more than treating an effect,

while ignoring the cause. .

.

Blair Hindman

Senior English Major
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Temps are

people too!

Dear Editor,

It is unfortunate that our

system of higher education in the

U.S. utilizes a "two-tier"

employment scheme for faculty.

There are regular faculty on one

tier who are employed in

positions that allow them to

eventually earn tenure. Tenure

means, for all practical purposes,

that the faculty member is not at

jeopardy of being "nonrenewed"

each academic year, and the

administration must show just

cause for dismissal. The other

tier is that of the temporary

faculty. Temporary faculty are

relegated to a much lower caste

and treated like second-class

citizens. Temps, as they are

usually called, sometimes have

lesser academic qualifications

but often are equally qualified

yet hired as temporary because

the administrations of our

universities desire the flexibility

to hire and fire faculty easily.

Temps account for over 10

percent of total faculty.

Compared to regular faculty,

larger percentages of Temps are

women, they earn salaries at or

near the bottom of their relevant

pay scales, and they have no job

security beyond the academic

year of their individual

appointment contracts. Regular

faculty, and the professional

organizations that represent

them, have long complained of

such ill-treatment, but have

come to the realization that little

can be done to change this

system.

Clarion University recently

announced a planned reduction

in their total workforce of about

30 employees; at least 20 will

be faculty. The statements made

by the administration have

incorrectly stated that no current

faculty members are losing their

jobs. My requests to have these

statements corrected have been

ignored. The press release' from

Clarion University stales that the

cuts will include, "at least 20

currently vacant faculty

positions." Nothing could be

farther from the truth. Not one of

these positions is vacant! Each is

filled today with a living,

breathing person whose contract

will not be renewed. Each now

faces the same anguish in

seeking employment or facing

the prospect of being

unemployed as the other

employees who are being

released. The reality of this

cannot be diminished because

our administration views these

people as temps. Many of these

people have been employed at

Clarion for several years. One of

the temps that was not rehired in

the budget cuts that occurred last

year had been employed at

Clarion University for 12 years,

had a family with children in

college, and had every

expectation of being reemployed

here this year as well. Yet our

administration informed the

university Council of Trustees

(cont. on pg. 4)
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Readers Responses cont.

Temps cont.

that all faculty cuts last year

were handled by "attrition."

Similar situations will occur this

year. Clarion's administration

has stated they want to handle

the staff reductions in a humane

way. I think it's time our

administration realizes our temps

are people too and deserve the

same considerations.

Robert S. Balough

President, Clarion Univ.

APSCUF

Hello from Texas

Dear Editor:

Never thought I'd say it. . .1

really miss Clarion! While I was

a student at Clarion University, I

often wondered where the heck

my degree in education would

take me: Maybe I'd sub around

home, get an evening job

washing dishes, and eventually

end upin grad school. Somehow,

the thought of ending up

teaching full-time in a rural

district right smack in the Texas

bayou country (30 miles from

the Gulf) amongst the alligators

and mosquitoes of the Sabine

River just never entered my
mind. Couldn't have imagined

experiencing Mardi Gras in New
Orleans, standing in the Alamo,

and camping in the beautiful

desert at Big Bend National

Park.

I can honestly say that all the

hard work involved with being a

secondary math major has

certainly paid off. Very little of

what I learned in my education

classes is of no use to me. From

Intro to Ed to student teaching,

I'm finding uses for just about

everything that I learned at

Clarion. To all the excellent

professors in the education and

math departments of Clarion, I'd

like to extend a sincere thanks

for all the help and guidance

they provided me during the last

four years. Also, a special thanks

to Mr. Marchand for all his

helpful supervision during my
student teaching experience.

One thing I think most CUP
grads will admit to is that the

wonderful memories of both the

social and academic life at

Clarion are deeply rooted in our

minds. Being caught up in the

super-tedious paperwork which

is involved with teaching, I've

neglected to stay in contact with

many of my friends who are still

studying (hopefully) at Clarion.

Good luck to all—hope to see

you again soon!!!

Kevin R. Mikula

Fed up
Dear Editor:

For the 14th time this semester

I have received a parking

violation. This has resulted well

over $100 in fines.

The vast majority of these

citations have been incurred in

the Founder-Nair vicinity. Every

Tuesday and Thursday I arrive

for class at 7:45 a.m. from my
off campus residence to find

absolutely zero parking. Not

only does this result in tardiness

to my class, but it has incurred

all of those violations. Due to my
residence, it is necessary for me
to drive, and because of this,

every morning my patience is

tried.

I hold no contempt for the

ineptitude for Clarion

University's parking policy or

planning. I however have no

control over the frustration that

ensues from seeing half of the

employee parking lot across the

street from Founders totally

vacant, and then receiving a

ticket for parking in the back of

the lot.

I also am infuriated for being

foolish enough to purchase a

student pass for $15. This

worthless farce of a pass entitles

me to absolutely nothing. I

would have been better off

paying three tickets. I am asking

for a refund of that student

permit.

This is a sad example of what

seems to fail Clarion as a whole.

As a senior I have been taught

more than Political Science.

I have learned that our

administration is grievously out

of touch with its body.

Disharmony, from the student to

the professor to the executive, is

a way of Clarion life.

The solutions seem so

attainable and applicable yet still

cease to be adopted. It angers me
to see the ambivalence of our

admini-strators. This sort of

thing hurts more than my wallet,

it undermines the credibility of

this university.

Carlos Warner

RE-LIVE THE UPSET!
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Scheduling problems addressed

Advisors are more than just 'schedulers'
by Rodney Sherman

Asst. News Editor

Once again, it is time for

Clarion University students to

schedule next semester's classes.

Some students seem to always

get the classes they need, while

others never do.

Dr. John Kuhn, university

provost and academic vice

president, has offered some

advice for students who are

having problems scheduling. If

a student has already scheduled,

there are some tips he or she

should keep in mind also.

Before scheduling, students

should be sure to meet with their

academic advisor. "An advisor

should more than just a

scheduler for the student," said

Kuhn. A student can "use their

advisor for gaining an

understanding of the field, career

planning and advice. The

advisor is more than someone

helping to pick courses out of the

air," he added.

Advisors can also offer useful

recommendations for general

education courses and electives

which the student may not have

previously considered. Advisors

should also have an

understanding of course pre-

requisjties and make sure the

throughout the period of early

registation as well as the period

of Drop/Add using the many
courseview terminals around

campus.

Some courses which may have

been closed initially, could

possibly become available at a

later date because other students

dropped it, the class size was

increased or the department may

have added a new section. There

have been numerous schedule

changes requested by various

departments since the summer

and fall schedules were printed

in March. Schedule changes are

also communicated via the Daily

Bulletin , E-mail and signs

posted by the departments.

Students are reminded that the

courseview program can be

accessed in the computer lab in

Gemmell student center, the

TeleReg system is open from

9:00 A.M. to 10 P.M. Monday

through Thursday and 10 A.M.

to 10 P.M. on Fridays.

Once a student becomes

eligible to use TelReg they may

continue to use the system

through the end of the early

registration period. For

example, students may drop and

add courses through Friday,

May 7 for the fall term.

" The advisor is more

than someone helping to

pick courses out of the

air.
tt

-- Dr. John Kuhn
student in proceeding in the

proper sequence. Advisors can

also outline the process for

requesting permission to

schedule a closed course section

from the appropriate academic

department chairperson and

college dean if the situation

warrants.

Mr. Douglas Bills, university

registrar, suggests students

monitor the availability of

courses they intend to schedule

Students may drop classes

through August 30. The fall

1993 Drop/Add period will

occur in the first week of the

semester.

Students are reminded to meet

with their advisor before making

schedule changes.

Often students say that the

classes they need are gone before

they get to register. Cathy

Simpson, an undeclared

freshman said, "I'm afraid there

Ray Henderson/ Clarion Call

Students can access the courseview program on the computers in the Gemmell lab.

Students who have already registered may want check for changes.

won't be anything left for me."

Rebecca Kelley, a freshman

social science major, said that by

the time she will register, getting

an accounting course might be a

problem.

Dr. Kuhn recommends that if

there is a class you absolutely

must have to continue progress

toward your degree, and all

sections of that class are closed,

the first option is to see if your

advisor or department chair to

inquire about a request form for

permission to enter a closed

section. Another option is to

take a suitable alternative. Your

advisor will know about

alternative classes.

If, after meeting with your

advisor and the relevant

department chair, you still find

yourself at an impasse, then

make an appointment to meet

with the dean about your

scheduling difficulty.

If you have not already

explored me first two options,

the dean will simply redirect you

at this point to try those

alternatives. The dean may also

review why the difficulty exists:

has the student been working

with an advisor regularly? Did

the student get bad advice? Is

there a problem with the

scheduling system or with the

students previous choices?

Eventually, it is the dean who

will be the person to address the

most difficult scheduling

problems. When all else has

failed, a Dean may inform the

student that his or her last line of

appeal would be to the provost.

Clarion University is trying to

solve the problems of early

registation, but not all problems

are easily solved. Returning

adult students face the added

problem of trying to schedule

classes around jobs and family

commitments. Sue Martz, an

early childhood education major,

commenting on her scheduling

experience said, "I don't feel

there are enough classes

available for people with a lower

amount of accumulated credits,

also scheduling right before

finals is difficult." Scheduling

times run through April 26.

Finals begin the week of May 3.

Not all students are unhappy

with their scheduling experience.

"TelReg was the god that

answered," said Line Hillwig, a

sophmore english major. Jerrad

Peterman, a sophmore secondary

education major, agreed, "It was

pretty smooth, I didn't have to

go for any of my secondary

choices," he said.

Student Senate President Gara

M. Smith, commenting on the

scheduling ordeal said, "I believe

telephone registration ia an asset

to the university. It is much
more accessible to students than

the former registration process.

"It is frustrating to students

who register for classes on

Wednesday and then on

Thursday find the class has been

cancelled."

The following classes have

recently been added to the fall

1993 schedule: BIOL 341-02,

CIS 110-12, CIS 217-08, ENG
412-01 and 02, ES 111-07, ES

370-02, FIN 471-01 and 02,

REHB 599-01, SCT 113-15,

SCT 320-01 and SPED 599-01.

The following classes for the

fall semester 1993 have been

cancelled: ACTG 252-01, ACTG
452-01and02, CIS 110-11, CIS

217-02-05 and 06, CIS 324-51,

CIS 462-01 and 02, ENG 413-

01 and 02, FIN 370-01, HON
125-01, MGMT 120-03 and 04,

and RE 270-02.

Students may also want to

check courseview for class

timeand instructor changes.
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Baldwin to receive Service Award
courtesy of

Public Affairs

Dr. Robert W. Baldwin, an

administrator and professor at

Clarion University College of

Education since 1971, will

receive the Distinguished

Service Award from the Clarion

University of Pennsylvania

Alumni Association during the

Alumni Weekend activities on

May 1.

Baldwin will receive his award

during the annual alumni

banquet at 12:15 p.m. in

Chandler Dining Hall. Cost of

the banquet is $!1. Reservations

for the banquet were due by

April 15 to Alumni Relations.

"I am still stunned by this,"

said Baldwin about receiving the

honor. "I never thought about it,

and it is deeply flattering to be

honored. It means a lot to me.

Clarion has meant a lot to me. I

have spent one-third of my life

here. The quality of people, the

type of commitment, and the

desire of Clarion to be first rate

have kept me here."

Baldwin received his B.A. in

philosophy and M.A.T. in

secondary education from

Wesleyan University, certificate

as an NSF Fellow at Allegheny

College and Ph.D. from the

University of Pittsburgh and

Bowling Green University

before joining Clarion in 1971.

"The 1970s were an exciting

lime when we were looking at

different ways to teach and

conduct education," said

Baldwin. "So many of the things

that are current today we were

doing in the early 1970s, but

were terminated by the late

1970s."

Baldwin, who joined Clarion

as the dean of the school of

professional studies, was one of

the overseers in die development

of the McKeever Environment

Center at Sandy Lake and the

Flexibie Ail-Year School at

Clarion. "They were two of the

things that attracted me to

Clarion," Baldwin recalled.

The all-year school, housed in

the newly constructed Becker

Hall, provided a highly

individualized instruction

program for children during the

entire year. Students were able

to leave at any time for vacation

and return without falling

behind. Money for the program

ran out in the late 1970s and the

program was terminated.

The Penn-Soil Conservation

('enter at Sandy Lake, now

called McKeever Center, was
developed with political backing

from Governor Raymond
Schaeffer and Milton Shapp as a

consortium operated outdoor

educational facility focusing on

new . teaching strategies

concerned with environmental

issues.

New concepts were developed

including week-long programs

and school visitations. Slippery

Rock University recently

assumed administrative

responsibility for the center from

Clarion.

Also during his term as dean,

the habilitaitve science program

in special education (now
rehabilitative science), speech

pathology and audiology, and

psychology departments

developed and grew in

enrollment. "One of the things

that made me proud of Clarion

was President James Gemmell's

interest in expanding enrollment

in these fields while retaining the

clinic setups," said Baldwin.

"This helped the programs to

maintain high quality."

and later we added a graduate

program in reading and a

separate unit for elementary

education that was merged with

the department of education. We
were always bust trying to meet

the onslaught of students."

Baldwin also helped initiate an

Honors Colloquium for

exceptional students in 1975-76.

This program was the

predecessor of Clarion

University's present honors

program.

Following a retirement in

1981, Baldwin was named
director of field services and a

half-time teacher. He transferred

to full-time faculty status in

1983.

Serving on the Faculty Senate

from 1972-75 and 1978-88,

Baldwin chaired many
committees and was a member
of the committee on committees

and rules which redrafted the

constitution and by-laws in

1983-84.

Baldwin also served as director

of the Clarion University

Foundation from 1979-84,

". . .the desire of Clarion to

be first rate has kept me
here."

—Dr. Robert Baldwin

Baldwin was one of the leaders

of the effort to separate

psychology from the College of

Education and place it in the

College of Arts and Sciences. "I

stand by that decision," Baldwin

said. "Psychology has grown in

ways it would not have been able

to as an education research

department."

However, Baldwin always

looked at the department of

education as the heart of

professional studies. "Education

always carried an enormous
burden in terms of teaching,"

Baldwin said. "In 1973 we
added early childhood education,

including three years as

president, 1981-84. Among
many other committees he

served on the bargaining unit,

tenure, and curriculum

committees; ad hoc committee

on presidential leadership; and

the Cross Creek committee on

undergraduate education. He
remains the only dean ever

elected to Clarion University's

Faculty Senate.

"I worked with a lot of good

people," said Baldwin. "That

was the most satisfying part of

the whole job. I was fortunate to

be with people who extended

themselves to help other people.

Back to the Earth
End of Winter Special

1/2 Off Everything in the Store

We Buy & Sell

Used CD'S

Guaranteed

LOWER
Prices

Wholesale Prices

on all

Print T-Shirts

M-Sat11-7

New Products Arriving Weekly!
#226-0636 / Located upstairs of the 800 Center

Public Affairs photo

Dr. Robert Baldwin is scheduled to receive the

Distinguished Service Award from the Alumni Association.

Dr. Gemmell provided us with a employed by the Social Security

drive for quality from athletics to

academics."

Baldwin and his wife,

Margaret, reside in Clarion.

They have three children, Ann
Hightchew, a flight attendant for

Continental Airlines; Robert,

Administration in Baltimore,

Md. and a Clarion graduate with

a degree in actuary science; and

Beth, a biology major at the

SUNY College of Forestry and

Environmental Studies in

Syracuse.
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FAMILY FUN
NIGHTS

Clarion

Brookvilte

Every Tuesday night

from 4-8 p.m.

*fun and Games for--

the Kids!
r
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*Free Helium Balloons and Fun Cookies

(While supplies last)

*Free Refills on Soft Drinks and Coffee inside.

24 to be installed

Emergency phones

add to campus safety
by Chad Briggs

News Writer

Campus security has taken a

step forward with the installation

of the first in a series of

Emergency Telephones on

campus.

The first phone has been

installed on the east end of

Egbert Hall. The $1,783.00

grant for the first emergency

telephone was awarded and

confirmed by the Clarion

University Foundations Board of

Directors Project Committee.

The way the phone is set up,

the caller pushes the red button

on the box which then rings into

Public Safety. The call is

received on a display unit which

displays the number of the box

calling (each box will have its

own code number.)

The display unit acts as a two

way communicator allowing the

subject and Public Safety to

converse for a brief period,

where important crucial

information will be given. The

call will then be terminated and

help will respond. The units are

also capable of being tested from

the display unit itself.

Strict penalties will be

enforced against those falsely

BOOK BUYBACK

"'Paying highest prices'"

"Buying more titles*

BOOKSMITH TRADING
624 Main St.

Clarion, PA
(Next to th Post Office)

April 23 thru May 8

Mon. thru Fri. - 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Saturday - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Bookstnith Trading
athMnStmUCUHom

activating the alarm. The phones

were purchased from Ram tech

Corporation of Rhode Island at a

cost of $900.00 per unit. In ail,

24 units will eventually be

purchased and installed at key

positions around campus

The grant was originally

applied for by Project Director

Kathy Spozio, and sponsored by

the Task force on Acquaintance

Rape and Sexual Harassment,

Students Together Against Rape,

and The Office of Social Equity.

Wayne Key, interim vice

president for finance and

administration has also been

very supportive in his efforts.

"The phones are to be sgen in a

positive light, and to show
students, faculty, and guests that

their security is very important to

us," said Kathy Spozio.

"Campus security is a crucial

issue on both a national and local

scale. Citizens are becoming

acutely aware that personal

safety can no longer be taken for

granted. The high use of alcohol

and drugs by our society

increases the risk of violent

behavior."

"Our location next to 1-80

increases our vulnerability.

Therefore making it critical to

send a message that caution and

vigilance must become a part of

everyday life. This proposal

concerns itself with a long range

plan to make Clarion University

a safer, more secure

environment."

According to College Press

Service, one in every four

college women has been raped or

sexually assaulted and 95% of

campus crime is drug or alcohol

related.

Rape and sexual assault are

likely to be the most

underreported crimes.

Mary Koss, a professor at the

University of Arizona,

conducted a survey inl985

which reported that 15.4 percent

of college women surveyed said

they could recall an incident

since their fourteenth birthday

that met the legal definition of

rape.

Koss' survey also found that

less than 5 percent of college

rape victims reported the

assaults.

Alan Vaughn/Clarion Call

The first of 24 emergency telephones to combat campus
crime has been installed on the east end of Egbert Hall.

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the Mar. 25 through April 7, 1993.

On March 26 at approximately 11:25 PM, a fire alarm was

activated on the first floor of Nair Hall. The incident is under

investigation.

On March 27, at approximately 12:05 AM,' a student was cited for

Criminal Mischief and Disorderly Conduct when the actor placed

chewing gum in the peep hole of a dorm room and applied a flame

from his butane lighter to the gum.

A non-student reported that he visited the campus and parked his

vehicle in parking lot G. Upon his return to his vehicle, someone had

scratched the side with some type of object. No date given.

A bicycle was reported stolen from Campbell Hall on April 1.

Sometime after dark on March 30, the bicycle was discovered

missing. It was attached to a rack with a cable and lock around the

front wheel. The wheel was removed but was not taken. The missing

bike is a black, 26 inch Voltage 18-speed, valued at $230.

Two sound system speakers were reported missing from the Hart

Chapel on April 3. They are described as black E.V. speakers with

white lettering. The speakers have plastic housing and measure two

feet by one foot.

A report was received by Public Safety on April 5 that someone had

tampered with a washing machine in thebasement of Wilkinson Hall.

The machine was rendered inoperative due to coins taped in the

money slot.

A theft of $26.25 from collections of libraiy fines was reported to

have happened at the library, between Mar. 27 and April 2, but was

reported on April 6.

A fire alarm was pulled on the sixth floor of Wilkinson Hall at 4:02

a.m. on April 7. Under investigation.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.
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Outside Clarion

Fiery end to Waco standoff kills 86
compiled from

Associated Press and
local news sources

National

David Koresh and 85 of his

followers arc believed dead after

fire ripped through the

compound where the group was

holding off federal agents.

The Monday afternoon blaze,

fanned by high winds, erupted at

about 12:05 p.m., just six hours

after FBI agents began using

armored vehicles to pound holes

in the complex of buildings and

spray them with tear gas.

In developments on Tuesday,

the FBI said it was not

responsible for the deaths of the

children or anyone else at the

Davidian compound.

Special agent Jeff Jamar said

the 17 young children died

because cult leader David

Koresh ordered fires set that

killed them. Jamar said Koresh

had 51 days to let the children

go, but he refused.

An unidentified surviving

member of the cult claims the

FBI started the fatal fire. FBI

snipers claim they saw the cult

members light the fires through

the scopes of their rifles.

Clinton orders Waco review

President Clinton has ordered

an internal review of how the

government handled the standoff

at the branch Davidian

compound in Waco, Texas.

Spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers

said the president remains

steadfast in his support of the

decision on Monday to step up

the pressure on the cult, but he

wants to review what led up to

the destructive fire that ended the

siege.

Attorney General Janet Reno

said Monday that she was taking

full responsibility for the FBI

raid that ended the standoff. "I

made the decision. I'm

accountable, the buck stops with

me, " she said.

"President Clinton feels as

badly as I do about what

happened," said Reno. She

added that she had no doubt that

Koresh's followers set the

compound ablaze just hours after

the FBI used new tactics in an

attempt to end the 51 -day

standoff.

Reno said she advised Clinton

of the plan to end the seige and

had his approval.
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Buried munitions threaten

public

The government believes aging

munitions may be buried beneath

at least 259 former military sites

across the nation.

Explosives already have

threatened suburban

neighborhoods, public parks and

even a college campus. The

hazards range from hand

grenades to artillery rounds.

And it isn't only munitions.

Hundreds of sites, many dating

to World War II are believed to

hide toxic chemicals ranging

from old fuel to mustard gas.

The Associated Press reviewed

dozens of documents from the

Army Corps of Engineers,

detailing the government's

inventory of the 7,592 military

sites that have been abandoned

and in most cases resold since

1945.

The sites are on millions of

acres of former military land

now owned by the public.

courtesy of

College Press Service

Censorship awards bestowed

The Democratic and

Republican parties were among

the winners of the 1993 Jefferson

Muzzle Awards from the

Thomas Jefferson Center for the

Protection of Free Expression for

squelching debate on abortion at

their conventions last year.

In honor of the 250th Birthday

of the former president, the

awards were given April 13 to

organizations and individuals

who supressed First Amendment

rights and censored books or

views that were contrary to their

own.

The Democratic and

Republican national committees

both received muzzle awards in

April for disallowing debate on

abortion, even though the parties

took opposite stands on the

issue.

Also winning was FCC
Chairman Alfred Sikes, for

imposing fines on radio

personality Howard Stern.

State

Debate on worker's comp
bill continues

The state Senate sent downed

House amanedments to a much

debated workers' compensation

bill, forcing the measure to a

bipartisan committee and

thrusting the measure closer to a

year and a half fight.

Senate President Pro Tern

Robert Mellow, D-Lackawanna

said, "I think our only best hope

of trying to get this resolved is to

get this to conference

committee" in the Pittsburgh

Post-Gazette.

The proposed bill would roll

back last year's 24 percent

average rate increase that

businesses now pay for their

workers' compensation

insurance. Workers'

compensation insurance is

required for all businesses in

Pennsylvania and provides

benefits for injured employees.

First Pa. Hispanic judges

leaves Supreme Court race

Philadelphia Common Pleas

judge Nelson Diaz, the first

Hispanic judge in Pennsylvania

quit the race for the state

Supreme Court, the Pittsburgh

Post Gazette reported on April

20.

According to the report, Diaz

filed a petition in court last week

asking that he be permitted to

withdrawal, citing "personal

reasons." The state Election

Bureau confirmed that

Commonwealth Court approved

Diaz' petition.

The Philadelphia Inquirer

reported Sunday that Diaz is one

of five fianlists being considered

for U.S. attorney in Philadelphia.

According to campaign finance

reports, Diaz raised less than

$250, the lowest of the eight

Democratic candidates for

Supreme Court justice. A
Lackawanna county candidate

has raised more than $200,000.

Campus
News

University, employee

settle case

A secretary at the University of

Alabama who accused former

basketball coach Wimp
Sanderson of punching her

settled for $275,000 just before

the case was settled, officials

said.

Nancy Watts had been

Sanderson's administrative

assistant at the Tuscaloosa, Ala.

school, university officials said.

She claimed Sanderson hit her

during an argument.

The setUement resolved Watts'

sexual discrimination claim

against Sanderson, the university

of Alabama, and Athletic

Director Hoolie Ingram.

Assault and battery charges

were from the March 17, 1992

incident also were dropped.

Sanderson resigned under

protest in May 1992.

Watts remained at the

university and is set to retire in

another two years.

Graduate school tuition rises

Tuition increases for public

and private graduate schools

range from 3 percent to 9 percent

this year, according to Peterson's

Annual Survey of Graduate

Institutions.

Enrollment in graduate

programs also is on the rise, the

survey found.

The average cost, which

includes tuition and fees, rose

the most at public institutions.

State residents paid an average

of $2,445 for the academic, an

8.2 percent increase over last

year, and out-of-state residents

paid an average of $5,715, or 9.1

percent more than last year.

Graduate students at private

institutions paid $6,996, a 3.1

percent increase. "Considering

the effects of our nation's

lingering recession on both

public and private sources for

educational funding, these

increases might be considered

quite reasonable," said Peter

Hegener, president of Peterson's

Guides.
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Features
Featured Opinion:

Greek Week: is it really a 'friendly competition?'
by Jennifer Taylor

Contributing Writer

The points are tallied, the

banners down, and the inflated

personas are temporarily put to

rest. Greek Week '93 is over, to

the satisfaction of myself, a

greek initiate, and the Clarion

GDI's. Greek Week occurs

every spring semester and as the

title reveals, lasts seven long

days.

I will no longer have to endure

the pain of another greek week, I

have been blessed with a

December graduation.

As a participant and an

onlooker, I have reached the

conclusion that greek week is

nothing more than an

opportunity for fraternities and

sororities to show off, display

relentless and ruthless

competition, and use Greek

Week as an excuse to relieve

themselves of their individualism

and to succumb to the

stereotypical fraternity man and

sorority woman.

Social greek organizations

have long been fighting the

stereotypes given to them by

their collegiate peers, campus

professors and Hollywood movie

producers. Contrary to what

outsiders believe, not all sorority

women sleep with blond haired,

blue eyed football jocks and are

100% bitch. Nor do fraternity

men live by the ethical codes

established in the movie Animal

House.

No matter how hard this image

is fought, the seven days set

aside for Greek Week puts it

right back. Fraternities and

sororities will portray themselves

and their organizations this way.

Maybe it's the springtime air or

daylight savings time, whatever

the cause, seven days in April

will be loaded with singing,

banner painting, keg rolling,

distance running, partying,

drunken stupors and extreme

competitiveness.

One wonders how Greek Week

became a haven for such silly

antics as keg rolling and what

purpose these events have. As a

participant in Greek Week for

four consecutive years, I feel that

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

If the keg roll, a favorite Greek Olympics event, is one of the causes of extreme competitiveness, why

is it even an event? From an outsider's point-of-view, it just adds to the typical Greek stereotype.

this yearly event has weakened

and no longer mirrors what greek

forefathers had established.

Greek Week was once meant to

bring all greek organizations

together and act as a forum to

make new friends, get

acquainted with other fellow

greek members and to have a

week of fun and games.

Over the years Greek Week at

Clarion University has changed

to a week of poor sportsmanship,

brutal competitiveness and never

ending partying.

To much dismay it starts with

the theme of Greek Week, this

years theme was "Born to be

Wild in Western PA" and 1992's

theme was "Let the Greek Times

Roll." These themes have been

of the same consistency over the

past few years. These themes do

nothing for the greek system,

they insinuate being wild, that

greek life is a party and it's all

fun.

For this one week, fraternities

will try and outdo one another by

having beer parties, happy hours

and late nighters while vying for

the attention of any sorority girl.

Sororities also participate in

this partying event by trying to

consume the most alcohol, going

to the most parties and having

the most fun with sorority

sisters. This event is scored by

the amount of members wearing

their greek jackets to one

singular party. The winner is

chosen when other sororities will

say, "Omigod, there were a ton

of Alpha Lamdas at the party!"

Competition is another

negative aspect of Greek Week.

For these seven days, fraternities

are competing with other

fraternities and the same goes for

sororities. The winner of each

event gets a certain number of

points for first, second, and third

place, and basic participation

points.

The events for the week are as

follows: greek sing, greek

Olympics, greek run, greek

volleyball, greek swim, greek

bowl, and greek banner.

The most competitive of these

events being greek Olympics,

probably because it is divided

into subdivisions such as rope

pull, 5-legged race, keg roll, 4 x

50 relay, and football toss.

These events show off each

fraternities and sororities

strength; the winner of Olympics

has the honor of being the

strongest of all other greeks.

Not only is there physical

competition, but verbal

competition as well. This

competition being most

detrimental to each organization

and the friendships between

them. This competition often

begins with snide remarks about

the other fraternities and

sororities.

However, sororities are the

most brutal in this competition.

There is often cheering matches,

hostility towards other sorority

women and sometimes verbal

confrontations. This year's

Greek Week was no exception.

During the Olympics,

competition between several

sororities became intense.

Towards the end of the day,

sororities were trying to get

other sororities disqualified from

events, which led to a chanting

of "Na na na na, hey hey,

goodbye," when a sorority was

disqualified.

This chant only led to more

verbal abuse by the opposing

sororities and greek relations has

deteriorated since.

This years Greek Week has

left this reviewer with little hope

that greek relations will return to

how it is remembered when I

pledged.

Sure, I remember the fun and

the partying, but I also

remember making friends in

other sororities and remaining

friends after the seven days of

Greek Week. It is also

remembered how some

sororities became extremely

close with each other, to the

point that I was wearing the pink

and green letters when I had

pledged to wear the purple and

white.

The interchanging of greek

letters is a true sign of friendship

with someone outside the realms

of your own greek organization.

I can oniy wish that Clarion

greeks could have seen the

noncompetitiveness there once

was on this campus and the day

when Panhel and IFC hosted a

greek picnic at Cook's Forest

where everyone got along and

everyone knew your name.
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Movie Review:

Sex '90s Style: not only expensive but Indecent 1

by Matt Niemla

Features Writer

"Indecent Proposal"

Starring: Robert Redford

Demi Moore

Woody Harrelson

Director: Adrian Lyne

Rated R ** Stars

It makes me wonder what a

talented director like Adrian

Lyne is thinking by making a

film like this. Here is a man who

has made such films like "Fatal

Attraction" and "Blade Runner."

Theater Review:

"Fatal Attraction" has been said

to be one of the best thrillers on

film and has been copied by

countless other filmmakers,

while "Blade Runner" is clearly

one of the best science fiction

works ever produced. Instead of

one of these breakthroughs,

however, Lyne has decided to

cash in on what sells at today's

box office: a movie with three

popular stars and something

called S-E-X.

The plot is simple. A couple

from Santa Monica, California,

need $50,000 to buy their dream

house on a small piece of

property near the ocean. To get

the cash, they think the best

place to get it would obviously

be the casinos in Vegas. (It's

called a loan, kids-look into it.)

The fun begins when they lose

all their cash and get to know a

middle-aged jetsetter named
John Gage, played by goody-

two-shoes Robert Redford, a far

cry from his "A River Runs

Through It," which he directed a

few months past. So during a

nice game of billiards he asks

David Murphy (Woody

Harrelson) if he would give his

hot wife (Demi Moore) to him

for a hot night of passion for a

cool million-no strings attached.

The remainder of the film is

simply a breakdown of their

marriage (and the movie) after

Demi accepts the "proposal" in

question because, hey, the sex

would be meaningless and the

cash would be a good bonus.

Unfortunately it's not that easy.

Woody is too jealous and Demi

is too shallow of a character to

do anything but roll around in

some cash.

Is Lyne somehow trying to

show us that America is so

immoral that we would give in to

such a thing, or is he just putting

our dreams on film of our deep

carnal desires? Probably neither.

He also directed "9 1/2

Weeks," which is basically the

same kind of film and as

disappointing. Whether he is

right or wrong, or whether we

see it as right or wrong, someone

is laughing all the way to the

bank as it ("Indecent Proposal")

made close to ten million in its

first week of release.

You just may love the play
f

I Hate Hamlet 1

by Deb Huffman

Managing Editor

Paul Rudnick's contemporary

comedy "I Hate Hamlet" is a

play that challenges the mind

and talents of the characters.

The story centers around

Andrew Reilly, portrayed by

that the last great Hamlet, in this

case Barrymore, cannot rest until

a new Hamlet is discovered.

The play is not about the play

Hamlet but is about the idea of

taking a challenge. Since the

Hamlet role is so challenging

among actors, conquering the

expresses what many of us

always thought about

Shakespeare, he is impossible to

study", said Dr. William

Kennedy, director of the play.

Rudnick lived in Barrymore

apartments when he wrote the

play and it attracted a lot of press

in New York City when first

produced with Nicole

Williamson playing Barrymore.

Paul Rudnick also wrote the

movie "Sister Act" and the

current off-broadway production

"Jeffrey."

"To be or not to be, that is the

question?" "To be" a part of the

audience will give the viewer

insight on how to take that risk

to become confident in life.

Qitt0tVfCo*fl**' Tayne Srn§er

Public Affairs Photo

Shown here are Holly Sena, Marion Russell and Michael

Giller, a few members of the cast of "I Hate Hamlet"

Michael Hiller, who is a career

television actor who loses his

job. In an effort to legitimize

himself, he returns to New York

City to perform in theatre and is

cast as Hamlet in a New York

Shakespeare production.

Reilly doesn't view himself as

capable of the role and is visited

by the ghost of John Barrymore,

played by Dan Brady, while

renting the famous actors

apartment. Theatre legend claims

role would dare the mind and

soul of the actor.

The casting of the play is

excellent as the characters bring

Barrymore and Hamlet alive by

using lines and scenes from the

famous play "Hamlet." The

acting convinced the audience

that taking that challenge would

bring happiness within yourself.

"People will be surprised

because Andrew Reilly

Apjal 22 - May 7
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Bedrock Cafe boasted Irish

'Rookie of the Year'
by Amy Gerkin

Features Editor-elect

Breaking into America's

music scene is Ireland's Roger

Gillen, who won the National

Talent Search of Ireland by

singing his own song at the age

of 19. This began his soon-to-

be-success here in the states.

Gillen then moved to New

at both the New Music Seminar

and the College Music Journal

convention in New York City.

He has also appeared on "BMI

Live," a nationally televised

program for new music artists.

He also performs in comedy

clubs as well as college

campuses.

According to the "Godfather of

Public Affairs photo

Young Irish singer/songwriter Roger Gillen stirs America

with his fresh progressive rhythms of acoustic-folk music.

York after starting out in

Missouri, and began his

singing/songwriting career.

America quickly discovered his

talent, and Rolling Stone

magazine crowned him "Rookie

of the Year."

Gillen's most recent

appearances include showcases

New York music," Hilly Krystal,

Gillen is the best new talent I've

heard," Krystal also commented

his "exceptional" lyrics and his

"beautiful" voice.

Krystal also beams, "When

you hear someone like that, you

realize how many lesser people

there are."
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CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs. April 22

EARTH DAY
Concert Choir/Show Choir

Tour

Drama Production

"I Hate Hamlet" (LT) 8 p.m.

UAB Movie (Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Special Olympics 7-4 p.m.

(Stadium)

Sun. April 25

-UAB Canoe Float

(Cooks Forest)

•Fraternity/Sorority

Rush ends

•Orchestra Concert (Aud)

3:15 p.m.

-UAB Movie (Gem M-P) 8p.m.

-Faculty Recital Lisa Johnson,

Flute and Saxaphone

7:30 p.m.

Wed. April 28

-Book Buy Back

(Book Center) 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.

Fri. April 23

-Concert Choir/ Show Choir

Tour

-Drama Production

"I Hate Hamlet" (LT) 8 p.m.

-UAB/BACCHUS
Bedrock Cafe (Gem M-P)

8 p.m.

Mon. April 26

-Early Registration ends for

fall 1993 semester

-Student Senate Meeting

-Guest Recital (Chapel) 7 p.m.

Sylvia Pittman

Thurs. April 29

-Book Buy Back

(Book Center) 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

•Show Choir/ Concert Choir

performance (LT) 8:15 p.m.

Sat. April 24

-WCCB Earth Day Weekend

-Drama Production

"I Hate Hamlet" (LT) 8 p.m.

-Earth Day Jam and

Nickelodeon

Tues. April 27

Speaker Sam Famero (Carter)

Fri. April 30

-Classes End 10 p.m.

-Book Buy Back

-Cup Jazz Band concert

(Gem M-P) 8 p.m.

Army Band plays at CUP
by Kelley Mahoney

Features Writer

"Clarion University is proud to

sponsor one of the two finest

quintets of the country," said

Susan Creasap, director of

bands. The United States

Continental Army Band with

conductor Captain Thomas

Rotandi Jr. presented a

woodwind and brass quintet on

Monday, April 19 at 8 p.m. "We

were excited to have them here,"

Creasap said.

The band has performed in the

Orange Bowl Parade, the Cotton

Bowl Festival, the 1992's

Worlds's Fair and represented the

Bicentennial Constitution.

While they were here they held

a Masterclass for both music and

non music majors. For those of

us who are unsure of what that

is, it is an open forum giving

students information on music

skills. "It's a private lesson for a

large group," described Creasap.

The Masterclass was held in

Marwick Boyd on Monday.

The concert was held in Hart

Chapel and was packed full o

entertainment for people of al

ages.

Sandford Gallery

Juried Student

Exhibition

April 20-30

Marwick-Boyd Fine Arts

Building

Works Judged by

Royal Lewis
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Survey
*How often do you use the

student center?

Everyday

2-4 times/week

1/week seldom

Never

*How often do you use the

snack bar?

Everyday

2-4 times/week

1/week

Seldom

Never

*How would you rate the

Gemmell Complex?

Excellent

Satisfactory

Poor

*How would you rate the

weight room and aerobic

facilities?

Excellent

Satisfactory

Poor

Please return to Student

Senate office, 269 Gemmell
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Senior Spotlight:

Eric Reed: making the most out of Clarion
by Ann Fontana

Contributing Writer

"You get out of Clarion

University what you put into it,"

is Eric Reed's philosophy. Eric

has followed his advice well

because he has been actively

involved with a wide variety of

opportunities at Clarion.

Eric, a senior psychology and

business management major, will

graduate in December of 1993.

He hopes to attend graduate

school the following September

to pursue a master's degree in

human resources management.

His top schools he is looking at

include Cornell, Central Florida,

and Eastern Michigan.

Since he will have a nine

month break between Clarion

and graduate school, he would

like to do a post bachelor's

internship.

Eric has been a resident

assistant in Ballentine Hall for

the past three years. For four

semesters, he has held the

position of administrative

assistant. He supervises seven

desk clerks and takes care of hall

maintenance.

He recalls his biggest

challenge of being an RA when a

student knocked at his door at

3:00 a.m., and Eric had to

convince this student not to kill

himself. "All I could think about

was pulling everything together I

had been taught and getting this

person to see it," Eric said.

Despite these emergencies, Eric

truly enjoys the job because of

the interaction with freshmen,

and it keeps him in touch with

new students.

Eric's care for people extends

beyond the RA job. For three

years he has participated in the

Big Brother/Big Sister program

in the community. He acts as a

mentor to underprivileged

children.

The program was his

fraternity's original philanthropy,

but Eric stayed with it even after

the fraternity changed

philanthropies. Eric has also

been a volunteer tour guide for

the Admissions Office.

Greek life has comprised a big

part of Eric's college career. He

is active with Phi Sigma Kappa

fraternity and served as president

for one semester.

His grades have earned him

membership in Psi Chi, the

psychology honorary, Phi Beta

Alpha, the business honorary,

and Phi Eta Sigma, the freshman

honorary. For the latter, he was

elected president for one year,

and also became senior advisor

for one full year.

As one can tell by all of his

honorary organizations, Eric

does well academically. He has

been on the Dean's List for

seven semesters, named to

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Our senior of the week, Eric Reed, has made the most out

of his time here at Clarion, by being active in many groups.

Who's Who twice, and been

awarded the National Phi Eta

Sigma, Alumni Association, and

APSCUF scholarships.

Besides all the extracurricular

activities Eric became involved

in, he also took advantage of an

internship experience in the

human resources department on

campus.

He worked with the

employee's handbook, created

policies, and did evaluations of

training programs. "It was my
first taste of the real world," Eric

said with a smile.

Eric should keep on smiling

because he should be very proud

of himself. Eric is a familiar

face on campus, and he has

"received plenty from Clarion

because of what he has put into

it"

XftH PiZ2tfi fSE^rr^ievrc: «iite
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1.25 OFF a medium

$2.50 OFF a large GEO227-0111
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College Park Apartments
Under New Ownership

We want to be the "In Place South" for College Students

2 bedroom, full kitchen, furnished apartments

Close to campus Ample parking

Private entrance Utilities included

Prompt maintenance work

Lowest Rates in town:

4 students $699.00

3 students $799.00

2 students $1125.00

r 1

i

i

i

i

$100.00 Coupon
towards signed 2 semester lease; good for cash back or

i

i

j
1 coupon per student deduct from Fall Semester rent Offer expires April 30 j

L——_——— —————— ————— — ——— — — ———— ————————— —————— —————— — ———— — ——I

Stop in and check us out.

For more information, call 226-7092
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How long before David

Koresh is on the cover

ofthe National

Enquirer?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

ChadBriggs Dana Ed

Junior, Communication

Oh, I'd say about a week. Him and Elvis will

be seen together somewhere, I'm sure."

Janet Johnson

Sophomore, Communication

•'He'll take up residence with Jim

Morrison in Africa first."

Melissa Wenger

Freshman, Communication

"Probably soon, before the world blows

up, which is supposed to happen soon."

Stacey Sailer

Senior, Early Childhood Ed.

"I didn't even know David Koresh had left

the building yet!"

Rebecca Kelley

Freshman, Social Science

"I don't. I think him and Jim Jones are

bonding up in heaven."

Baron Beichner

Sophomore, Math/Chemistry

"A week after someone smokes his ashes

in a bong and hallucinates him."

Russ Breindel

Junior, Communication

"Never, because Waco stands for 'We Ain't

Coming Out'."
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Mr Burrogh's Athletic Band - Mike "Ross Man" Ross on guitar, Ben "Big Ben" Shaw on bass guitar,

Lenny "Wow My Head" Thomas vocals, Chris "Soul Man" Soltesz on drums and Brian "Music Man"
McGee on guitar. The band will perform their mix of classic rock and alternative.

The One Who Waits - Beezer Gregg on guitar, Ken Dague on
guitar/vocals and Chanie Blose - vocals. This band got together

about three years ago and has gone through numerous name
changes. They play what they call acoustic/folk which is Greatful

Dead /Jimmy Buffet.

Photos by: Ray Henderson

Layout by : Dan Parrish

Story by: Karen Kubanic

Simon Sez- The band consists of Derek Bish on lead guitar, Joey Walters on rythm guitar, Shawn Hook
on Bass guitar and Mark Neiswonger, lead vocals and drums. They will play classic, hard rock and

heavy metal.

Nutt & Honey - Izzy Nice? / vocalistics, Matt Hammer /

percussionistics, Mr. Facetious / strumistics, Safety First / 1 eat

fishsticks and the other guy / otheristics. Please come see our

good, wholesome, family fun band! Bring the kids, and B.Y.O.B.

(Bring Your Own Ballistics.) See you there!

Earth Day: campus turns green
What's green, more fun than

a barrel of monkeys, and is the

place to be on April 24th?

Give Up? It's Clarion

University's third annual Earth

Day, of course. This years

Earth Day celebration promises

to be bigger and better than

ever before.

The Earth Day Jam

sponsored by WCCB is the

highlight of the day's events.

The Jam starts at noon in the

Gemmell Performance area (or

in case of rain, the Multi-

purpose room) with the always

dynamic Mr. Burrough's

Athletic Band, followed by

Black Cat, Jim Black, Para

Normal, The One Who Waits,

Nutt-N-Honey and Simon Sez.

In between bands will be

speakers from various

environmental organizations

and representatives from

Student Senate. Senate

President Gara Smith will

speak about voter registration

and a letter writing campaign

to state legislators and conduct

a question and answer session

with students. Also, Smith will

present a time capsule in honor

of Clarion University's 125th

Anniversary.

Be sure to show up with a

pocket full of nickels because the

Earth Day festivities include a

Nickelodeon Carnival. Various

campus organizations will

sponsor booths and games. Stop

at WCCB's booth and you could

win a fabulous Green Radio T-

shirt at the dart throw.

The Visual Arts Association

will be constructing a sculpture

made out of recyclable materials,

so bring any aluminum cans or

newspapers (no glass please) to

contribute to the work. See the

artists at work beginning at 1

p.m., and if you're particularly

creative with trash, the Visual

Arts Association welcomes any

volunteers.

Clarion's Earth Day
celebration was created by Ed

Ambrass, now WCCB's general

manager, two years ago. The

idea was to get university

students together to support a

positive message and to get some

exposure for Clarion's AM
station. Interest in Earth Day

has increased each year and

the festivities keep getting

bigger and better. Future

Earth Day's may include

participation from other

universities. Cori Phillips,

WCCB's program director,

says the station is very proud

of how successful the

celebrations have gone in the

past and hopes to see even

more people come out and join

in the fun this year. We should

always remember to celebrate

Earth Day every day and

WCCB proves there are fun

ways to do it.

Earth Day is sponsored by

WCCB and the Student

Senate. All proceeds will go

to an environmental

organization in Clarion. The

music starts at noon and ends

at 6 p.m., with booths and

games continuing throughout

the day. So come out on

Saturday, April 24th and get

green!

$0**l

Jim Black and Stu - Their program consists of "a big bunch of

fun stuff." The two have been playing together on and off for the

past three years. They frequently have fights over who is smart

one and who is the good looking one.

Photo Not Available

Para Normal - Tim Reiter on bass guitar, Kevin Fye on guitar and

Don Cepull on vocals. They are considered "Clarion's most

extreme wierd core band." They have played parties on Main

Street, Clarion. They got together in Spring of 1992 and have

been playing "crazy wacky stuff ever since.

Black Cat - Aaron Crisman on lead vocals, Jeremy Sagala on lead guitar, Chris Worth on Bass and

Robert Heichel on drums. Our music consists of revamped classics and cutting edge rock from Ozzy,

Kiss, Megadeath and others.
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

Only Bernard, in the front row,

had the nerve to laugh at Death.

Doonesbury

"Oh, God! Here comes Finchley! ... He's out of the

closet, you know— says he kills only for food,

not pleasure."

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

"Man, these pups today with all their fancy balls and

whatnot. ... Why, back in our day, we had

to play with a plain old cat's head."

NBC PRFScN- zip 7 \
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'That's a lie, Morty! ... Mom says you might have got

the brains in the family, but /got the looks!"
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Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

I'M NOT <SO\^G TO

SMEU. \T.' Y<M/ SMELL

/

IT.'

I OOHT TAKE. CUMCtS
WTU A PROPVJCT HUT
PRINTS TUE DATT£ ^OU

L MIGHT EXPIRE. ^/
f

lfl\±

|T\^ Z??Hj *

mm* +22

SUS\E, I TWIHK \TS ONlM FAIR TO

TELL SO) THAT THERE IS ABSOLUTELY

NO WAS I HOJLD WEN CONSIDER

&.SKIN& tW TO TUE SENIOR PROM.

1993 Watterson'Dtsifibuted by Universal Press Syndicate

WS ELENEU

YEARS FROM
HOW

^7

I

I FIGURE THAT

MIGHT GWE HCK)

ENOUGH TIME TO

PINS SOMEBODY

WHO WILL.

-<?/'M <P1

CURIOSITY IS TUE ESSENCE
OF THE SCIENTIFIC MIND.

FOR EXAMPLE, toU £UOV\l

HOW MILK COMES OUT
ycvOR NOSE \F XOVJ LAUGH

WHILE DRINKING ?

WELL, I'M GOING TO SEE
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN I

INHALE IAILK /NTO \M
NOSE AW LAUGH'

IDIOCt IS \

TUE ESSENCE

OF THE
MALE MIND.

I'M GUESSING

IT WILL SHOOT

OUT MS EARS.

OQNT HOUWMT
TO SEE 3»
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by Larry White

Your Horoscope

April 18 thru 24

THOSE BORM UNDER THE
SIGN OF THE BULL «*E
VERY PATIENT. WHEN
UNPULY PROVOKED THEY
BECOME: VERY STUMORN
AN? WILL NOT SUBMIT

, TO ANYONE ELSE'S RULE.

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

Paying attention to where one's headed
financially would be a good idea

Wednesday as New Moon aligns with

Sun in security conscious Taurus.
Opposition aspects to mental Mercury
should alert those whoarc "all work and
no play" it's time to stop and smell the

roses!N ice surprises: Monday and Friday.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

You can add more digits to your profit

column ifyou pursue goals with sincerity.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

Happy Birthday! Sun and New Moon
enter vour sign 21st. Give abilities new
coasideration. Forces work in your behalf.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Back up your dreams with positive, con-

structive moves to make tnem a reality.

CANCER June 22 -July 23

Much can be gained by being a good
listener. Mix business with soci.il for

weekend.

LEO July 24 • August 23

Career and community activities could

take positive new directions from 21st.

VIRGO August 24 -Sept 23

In anv conrractual negotia t k >ns read every

word of small print before signing.

LIBRA. Sept24-Oet23

A review of finances with dose ties should

be the basis for security accomplishments.

SCORPIO Oct 24-Nov 22

This is the timewhen listening to the voice

of experience is wise.

SAGITTARIUS Nov23-Dec21

Before finalizing decisions investigate the

mattiT in more detail. Friends can assist.

CAPRICORN. Dec 22-Jan 20

Increased social activities and possible

dividends from speculation efforts.

AQUARIUS Jan 21 -Feb 19

Take time to smell the roses. Give more
attention to theemouonal sideof your life

PISCES Feb 20-March 20

Timetolotgoofthepast.Conccntrateon
choosingnew ways thatarebest for you.

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year" report ol what to expect in youryearahead Send

birthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to ' COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name olthis Publication) P.O. Box 717. Manchester. N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
" D. C. MPs "

ACROSS
1 D.C.VIPS

5 Mr. Tarklngton et al

10 Actor Lowe
14 Region

15 Adjust the cravat

16 Immense
17 Mr. Kaddidlehopper

18 Vote in

19 Enthusiasm

20 D.C. VIP

22 0. C. VIP

24 Missouri

25 Ms. Rowland et aJ

26 Slope

29 Mary Ford's partner

30 "Cat In The Hat-

author

34 Per$on,pJace or thing

35 Canals

36 Horse palace

37 Hockey's Bobby
38 VIPRobb
40 OPEC product

41 Wise person

43 Go faster Dobbin

44 Identical

45 Ms. Street

46 Belli

47 Small particles

48 Prefix for mural or state

50 Flee hastily

51 former D.C. VIP

54 O. C. VIP

58 Sunrise direction

59 Type of energy

61 Glance over

62 Choir member
63 Sleep noisily

64 Prefix meaning bird

65 Observed

66 Precedes "tees"

67 Nighttime In Paris

DOWN
1 Framework

2 Perry's author ?

3 Hammer type

4 D.C. VIP

5 Fllntstone & Astalre

By Gerry Frey

t 2 1 '

1

I
-

1 7 t '

1

10 11 12 11

14 15 16

17 It 19

20 23 2)

Mi* 25
2f 27 21 n 50 11 12 11

M H m
17 39 "

41 42 " 44

45 46 "
41 49

SI 52 5) 54 55 56 57

n

1

" to

1

"

B ' "

u M t
6

7

8

9

10

11

Depend

Consumed
Nooks

.
his ways"

0. C. VIP

Polynesian dance

12 Actor John
13 Disclaim

21 N.Y.time

23 Shoe parts

25 VIP GINGRICH'S STATE

26 Netlike hat

27 Actor Peter

28 Relating to the ear

29 Mauna
31 German WWII sub-

marine

32 Gunk
33 Tennis star Monica

35 Feminine pronoun

36 Tennis unit

38 Trolley noise

39 Diamond
42 O. C. VIP

44 D. C. VIP

46 Malicious burnings

47 Yes I

49 Cup In France

50 Entices

51 British customs

52 Bargain event

53 Combining form for bone

54 Naked

55 Beige

56 Hindu queen

57 Fit ol pique

60 Angeles

O 1993 All rights reserved GFR Asiociates

P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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by Chuck Shepherd

-In December in Troy, New
Jersey, Todd W. Darileau Sr., 32,

pleaded guilty lo robbing, for the

second time, a store caJled Deja

Vu. In the second robbery, he

broke through the same window,

and stole some of the same kinds

of merchandise that he had

stolen in the earlier theft.

-David Bridges, 24, was
arrested in Grapevine, Texas, in

January and charged with

stealing a television set from a

home. His getaway was
successful, but he was caught

and arrested after he went back

to the home because he had

neglected to lake the remote

control.

-A 36-year-old man in

Chesterfield Township,

Michigan, was charged in

January with assault and battery

after brandishing a rifle and

barricading himself in his home
with his wife and son and a

family friend. Police said the

incident started when the son,

age 10, became flatulent while

watching TV in the home. The

father got angry at the boy, and

then at the wife and friend,

respectively, when they defended

the boy.

-Darren Katryen, 18, was
sentenced to probation in

Toronto in October for arming

himself with five butcher knives

and a baseball bat and stalking

his 16-year-old sister at her

school, after threatening to kill

her. She had made the mistake

of wearing his socks without his

permission.

-In response to a complaint

from students, a 37-year-old

substitute teacher in St. Louis

admitted to authorities in

November that he had indeed

held an 1
1 -year-old boy out of a

fourth floor window to punish

him for having spilled the

teacher's coffee, but said the

whole thing was a joke. The
teacher was later dismissed.

-Jackie T. Stipes was arrested

in Johnson City, Tennessee, in

January and charged with

burglary. His plans were
thwarted when, attempting to

enter the house, he got stuck in

the dog door and was discovered

by the homeowner.

-Ronald Shawn Ryan, 22, was

arrested in January and charged

with breaking into an Edmonds,

Washington, funeral home twice.

Prosecutors believe Ryan broke

in for the purpose of having sex

with corpses, since molestation

occurred both times, but

Washington has no law against

having sex with corpses. (A

week after Ryan's arrest, a bill

making it illegal was introduced

into the legislature.)

-Larry Burchficld, 28, was
arrested in Martinsville, Indiana,

in November and charged with

burglary. He was discovered

inside a home at 3 a.m., when
the owners were awakened by

the sound of Burchficld playing

their piano. He did not stop

playing until police arrived.

-A 35-year-old man was
arrested on suspicion of burglary

in Fort Worth, Texas, in March,

when a homeowner returned

from shopping and discovered

the man in die bathroom, sitting

on a toilet, answering nature's,

call.

-The Pasadena, California,

Humane Society, using private

funds, recently began

construction of a $4.3 million

dog and cat shelter, with towel-

lined cages, skylights,

"microclimate" air-conditioning,

an aviary, sculptured bushes,

"adoption counseling pavilions"

in which people can meet with

their prospective "companion

animals," and, according to the

architect, "a very subdued,

classical painting scheme." The

Los Angeles Times, noting that

there are four limes as many
shelters in the United States for

animals as for battered women,

quoted an outraged caseworker

for a local homeless-person

shelter: "It's mind-boggling. I

want to know (who) their

(funders)are."

-Mesa, Arizona, councilman

Jim Stapley, advocating building

a larger airport at nearby

Williams Air Force Base, but

encountering opposition from

local retired people concerned

about the potential noise, told

them at a February meeting not

to worry because the airport

wouldn't be built for another 20

years and "most of the people in

this room will be dead."

-During a January hockey
game at Madison Square Garden,

the New York Rangers' apparent

winning goal was disallowed

when replays showed that the

puck that went into the

Vancouver Canucks' net with

22.3 seconds left in overtime in a

3-3 game was actually thrown in

from the stands by a fan.

(c) 1993 Universal Press

Syndicate

Looks like a

Vivarin night.
The big one's only 12 hours away. You

could have paid more attention in

class, but tonight you've gotta

cram. First, you better keep

those eyes from closing.

Revive with Vivarin.

Safe as coffee, it

helps keep you

awake and mentally

alert for hours.

So when your most

difficult problem to

solve is how to

stay awake. . .make it

a Vivarin night!
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Skovera, Shedd having career years

Injuries, hard luck leaving Clarion in role of spoiler
byJonQ.SUler

Sports Editor

A dying quail, a ground ball

with eyes or a questionable

called third strike to end an

inning with the bases juiced. A
few more of these and the 1993

Clarion University baseball team

may be facing a different fate.

Unfortunately, a 2-1 loss in game

two of a doubleheader at

Mercyhurst on Monday handed

Clarion their sixth loss by only

one run on the season.

Four straight losses to

Edinboro and the 'Hurst over the

weekend dropped the Golden

Eagles' overall mark to 10-17

through Tuesday.

"All that a coach can ask is

that his team is always in the

game," said head coach Rich

Herman. "And we have been. .

.

It's been frustrating, losing close

ones, at times, but I'm very

proud of this team. We've

shown a lot of ftbrrt, by not

packing it in a long time ago.

That's not what kind of team we

are. Even with all of the injuries,

Clarion keeps comin' and

comin' and comin' at you."

The Eagles dropped two close

home games to Edinboro on

Saturday, falling to 4-10 in

conference play.

Senior Marty Valentic took the

loss in game one, despite a solid

performance. The
4

Boro broke

away from a tie score in the fifth

inning and held on for the win.

In game two, Freshman,

workhorse Jason Knight gave up

a two-run single in the seventh

inning for the eventual (yep, you

guessed it) one-run loss, 5-4.

Freshman Chad McCombs took

.the loss. Clarion came back with

two runs in the bottom of the

seventh to make a game of it

before Kurt Pannier lined out to

short with runners at first and

third. No dying quail here.

Clarion dropped their third and

fourth games in three days at

Mercyhurst on Monday, falling

8-1 and 2-1.

Brian Wojtalik took the loss in

game one. Freshman Rob Hooks

and junior Ryan Bauer combined

to give CUP solid work on the

mound in game two but a two-

run base hit, just out of the reach

of diving leftfielder Johnny

Shedd, did them in. Inches away

from a win, the hard luck story

of the Golden Eagles season.

Clarion had won four in row

before the four losses.

The Golden Eagles brought out

the brooms against IUP,

currently second in the PSAC-

West, on April 1 3 with 4-3 and

3-0 wins, respectively.

In game one, Brian Wojtalik

threw a seven-hitter, striking out

five. The game was won with a

three-run fifth capped by a Tim

Stimmell two-run home run.

Brett Houy and Knight

combined for the shutout in

game two, Houy with the win.

Sophomore Pat Berzonsky went

three for three in the win, Dave

Skovera two for two.

April 15 brought Clarion two

more wins with a sweep of host

Gannon, 7-4 and 4-0.

Pannier scored three on a

jj
dpu^le in the 10th inning of

.

game one for the 7-4 win. Andy

Workinger garnered the win in

relief with 2.1 innings of work.

Bauer pitched into the eighth for

Clarion, giving up only two

earned runs.

Jason Rafalski collected his

first collegiate win in the second

game with 10 strikeouts in six

innings. Knight closed the door

to collect his second save in

three days.

Skovera and Shedd have been

the offensive leaders on both the

team and at the Division II

national level.

Through Tuesday, Skovera was

leading the conference and all of

Division II in hitting at a .525

clip (31-59). He's scored 15

runs and is four for five in steal

attempts.

Shedd is currently batting .406

(28-69) and was recently number

two in all of Division II in

hitting, before slipping. He leads

the team in runs scored and is six

for six in steal attempts.

The Golden Eagles will round

out the season attempting to play

a spoiler's role in games against

California, the 'Hurst and Lock

Haven.

A doubleheader at Slippery

Rock was rained out yesterday

and rescheduled for today.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Relegated to a spoiler's role: Junior, right fielder Marc Keller (26) looks for any kind of

sign that might turn the Golden Eagle fortunes around to end the 1993 season.
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Eleven game plunge drowns Golden Eagles
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

In the heat of the 1982 pennant

raee, the Atlanta Braves decided

to remove mascot Chief Knock-

a-homa's teepee from the left

field bleachers to provide

additional seating. Management

laughed at superstitious fans who
vehemently opposed the

decision, saying it was bad luck

to destroy an indian's home.
Atlanta went on to lose 19 out of

their next 22 games, the Dodgers

were in first place and the teepee

was quickly reconstructed.

The lengthy major league

baseball schedule allowed the

Braves time to recover from their

long losing skid and win their

division. The Clarion women's

softball team, marred in an

eleven game bad luck spell of

their own, has no such luxury.

For a brief stint in March, the

Golden Eagles sported a 6-3

record and were exuding all of

the confidence in the world. If a

player would have been asked

at that point where her squad

would be in eleven games, 6-14

would not have been her first

answer.

The skid began with a 9-3

setback to Westminster and
soared to an inauspicious apex

Tuesday against Lock Haven.

During the swoon, the Eagles

have been outscored 95-33, have

scored at least six runs only

once, and have surrendered at

least seven runs in seven of their

last eleven meetings.

On April 8, Clarion lost a pair

to Shippensburg by a combined

score of 21-5 despite a three hit

day from Janine Hayward.
The thirteenth of the month

proved to be as much bad luck

for the Eagles as the removal of

Chief Knock-a-homa's teepee

was for the Braves. IUP broke a

1-1 tie by plating four in the final

inning to spoil a masterful

pitching performance by
Hayward. Clarion managed
only five hits in the first game of

the twinbill, two by second-

sacker Sarah Pitney. Game two

found the Golden Eagles leading

2-0 after four innings of play, but

IUP tallied thrice in the fifth and

held on for a 3-2 win. Clarion

rallied late but squandered a

number of scoring chances,

leaving five runners stranded in

the final three innings.

A trip to Gannon led to a

hitting feast for the Golden
Knights. The Golden Eagles

finally saw their bats come alive

in game one by scoring nine runs

on 14 hits, but it was not enough

as Gannon emerged victorious

14-9. Hayward and clean-up

hitter Leslie Schattauer

contributed three knocks apiece

in the losing cause. Game two

lasted only four-and-a-half

innings as the Knights scored 10

runs in the first three innings and

held on to a 10-0 "mercy rule"

shutout.

Two battles with the Lock
Haven Bald Eagles ended in two

more Clarion setbacks. The
Golden Eagles' offense consisted

of two singles as they dropped

game one, 3-1. Lock Haven won
the second game 11-5 despite

another multi-hit game by

Schattauer.

The Golden Eagle softball

team will finish out the

remainder of its schedule with

two home twinbills. Today the

Eagles face the Edinboro
Fighting Scots and Tuesday they

host the Shippensburg Red
Raiders. Both Memorial
Stadium double-headers begin at

3 p.m.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Saving face: A lack of offense has forced Leslie Croston
and the Golden Eagles to wear the mask of spoiler for the
rest of the season.

Golden Eagle track teams headed in the right direction
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

and Ron San tillo

Sports Writer

Clarion University Track and

Field coach Ron Wiser was
looking for improvement in his

1993 Golden Eagle teams, and

judging from the results of

Saturday's Clarion Open, he may
be getting his wish.

The Golden Eagles boasted of

three PSAC qualifiers at the

spectacle. Mike Rosensteel

hurled the discus 133 feet-five

inches to place third in that

event. Michael "Tiny" Anderson

destroyed the competition in the

triple jump with an effort of 44

feet-five inches. Ric Giles

sprinted 100 meters in 11

seconds flat to qualify for

PSAC's in that event.

The Clarion Open was held at

Memorial Stadium and consisted

of athletes from Clarion, Pitt-

Johnstown, California, Slippery

Rock, Allegheny, Thiel, and
Wheeling Jesuit College.

Other CUP men performing

impressively included Kevin
Harper, who won the 500 meter

in just 52 seconds, Mathis "Boo"

Harrison, who won the 200
meter and finished six-

hundredths of a second behind

Harper in the 500, Alim Kamara,

who jumped a day-best 20 feet in

the long jump and finished

seven-tenths of a second behind

Giles in the 100, Mark Kinch,

who won the 300 steeplechase in

just over 11 minutes and Joe

Bessetti, who placed second in

the decathalon.

The 400 relay team of Harper,

Giles, Kamara and Harrison had

a season-best time of 44.2 to win

that event by more than two full

seconds.

Not to be outdone, the Clarion

women put on an impressive

display themselves. Lynn Baluh

soared 31 feet-three inches to

finish first in the triple jump and

still found enough strength to

place second in the 800 meter

run with a time of 2:45.20,

Elizabeth Quinn placed first in

the high jump, Melodi Dess
placed third in the javelin, and

Jen Cebula placed third in the

heptathalon.

"I really look for us to place in

the upper half at the (PSAC
Championships)," Wiser said. "I

believe we're really catching up

to the other PSAC teams."

In last year's PSAC Track and

Field Championships at

Millersville, the Golden Eagles

tied for 12th with Kevin Harper

notching all the Golden Eagle

points by winning the 800 meter

run. Harper, also a wide receiver

on Clarion's PSAC-West
Champion football team, is

competing in the 100, 200, 400,

-4frERTIFIF.nXAUTO CARE
Computari^d Diagnostics

Major. General Auto ft Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT. JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 2264624

10% OFF Labor for

CUP Students
South 5th Avenue

Clarion, PA 1C214

Guest Faculty

Recital
Sylvia Pittman, soprano

Donald Black, piano

Jaropolk Lassowsky, violin

Monday, April 26, 1993

8:15 p.m.

Hart Chapel Theatre
Admission Free

400 hurdles, 800 hurdles and 400
relay this season. "We expect a

great deal from Kevin this

season," said Wiser.

Joining Harper off the gridiron

is triple-jumper Art Gregory,

decathalete Jon Quinn, high-

jumper Ryan Alleman, sprinter

Ric Giles and Ken Delucia, who
will is competing in throwing

events. "The football team has

been very generous," Wiser said.

Other key performers for

Wiser this year include Tiny

Anderson in the triple-jump, Joe

Bessetti in the decathalon, Mike
Rosensteel in throwing events,

Bill Belfield as a sprinter and

distance ranner, Bobby Sweeney

in the triple-jump and as a

member of relay teams, and
Chad Wilkinson as a sprinter.

Key returning veterans and a

nice blend of newcomers have

Accepting applications

for the following editor

positions:

filled Wiser with optimism

concerning his women's team.

"We had close to 20 women out

for the team," Wiser said. "Not

only am I excited about the

numbers, I'm excited about the

potential we have in the

numbers."

Among key returnees for the

Lady Golden Eagles are triple

and long jumper Chantal Cramer

and distance runner and triple

jumper Lynn Baluh.

Top newcomers are distance

runner Jen Dansberger, hurdler

Heidi Hughes, javelin thrower

Melodi Dess, discus thrower

Becky Brostmeyer, high-jumper

Liz Quinn and Krissi Nastal in

the shot put.

The conference

championships will be held at

Shippensburg University from

May 13-15.

Academics

• Group and Greek

• Office Helper
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CUP 'Sports Hair moved to Chandler on April 30
The Clarion University "Sports

Hall of Fame" Committee knew

when it announced its fifth class

that there would be a strong

turnout. That turnout has been

so tremendous however, that the

site has been moved from the

Clarion Holiday Inn to Chandler

Dining Hall, on the campus of

Clarion University. Advance

ticket orders are already well

over 200 and the dining hall on

campus can accommodate the

large crowd.

Induction ceremonies are set

for Friday, April 30. Cost for the

event is $20 per person and

tickets will be available until

Wednesday, April 28. Orders are

being handled by Nancy

Latimore, 111 Tippin

Gymnasium. For more

information, call 814-226-1989.

The fifth class of inductees

includes five athletes and an

honorary inductee.

Robert Cloherty: Better

known as "Tick", Cloherty was

an outstanding football player at

Clarion from 1958-61. He not

only started on the offensive and

defensive lines, but he was a first

team All-Conference and first

team All-State selection all four

years. Also an Honorable

Mention "Little All-America"

choice, 'Tick" was captain of the

team his senior year (1961) and

played in the "Gem Bowl" in

Erie, PA., which was a game for

college seniors.

Joseph Knowles: Knowles

was the Golden Eagles baseball

coach for 14 seasons, an

assistant football coach for 14

years and an assistant basketball

coach. In baseball, he put

together a varsity record of 168-

105, a junior varsity slate of 12-

2, a freshman team record of 8-0

and his Clarion teams had a

Southern Tour record of 49-7,

for an overall slate of 239-114,

or a winning percentage of 67.7

percent. Knowles' teams

qualified for the NAIA District

18 playoffs five times (1965, 66,

69, 73, 77), won the PSAC Title

in 1967 (named PSAC "Coach of

the Year") and had a number of

players sign professional

contracts. Knowles was an

assistant football coach at

Clarion University under Waldo

Tippin for three seasons (1953-

55), returned in 1961 under

Ernest Johnson for two seasons

and assisted Al Jacks for nine

seasons (1963-71).

Cheryl (Perozzl) Gilotty:

Cheryl Perozzi was an

outstanding women's gymnast at

Clarion from 1971-75 and

helped elevate the sport at

Clarion to the elite level of

Division I. An EAIAW Regional

Balance Beam Champion in

1973, she became Clarion's first

Division I National Champion in

gymnastics, winning the

National Beam National title in

1973 as a sophomore. She

helped the Golden Eagles to a

third place finish at Regionals

and a fifth place finish at

nationals in 1973.

Louis Hutcherson: Lou

Hutcherson was Clarion's

starting quarterback in 1959, 60,

61. He passed and ran the

pigskin with great skill all three

years and led the Golden Eagle

grid team to a 6-1-1 record in

1959, a 3-4-1 mark in 1960 and

5-2-1 slate in 1961. Although

season and career stats are

unavailable for those years, he

was selected as an Honorable

Mention "Little Ail-American."

Frank Lignelli Jr.: An Ail-

American athlete, a PSAC
Championship coach in two

sports and the man responsible

for Clarion University's

outstanding athletic tradition,

Frank Lignelli is Clarion

University athletics. As an

athlete, Lignelli earned 11

varsity letters, including four in

wrestling and football and three

in baseball. At center and

linebacker, he was named as a

"Little All-American" in 1949,

as well as a first team all

conference, district and state. He

wrestled at 175-pounds and was

a standout there, plus led the

baseball team as senior with a

.462 batting average. He

J

Committed to your success

Catch up on extra credits for your college

degree this summer at Penn State DuBois.

We're offering more than five dozen

undergraduate and graduate level courses

this summer, so there's sure to be something

here for you. Registration is currently

underway and classes begin May 24.

Call us for more information.

PENNSTATE
E£2

DuBois
Campus

1-800-346-ROAR

returned to Clarion to teach and

coach in 1957. Lignelli re-

started the wrestling program in

the 1959-60 season, coached for

seven seasons and as head coach

sported a 69-11-1 overall record,

including the PSAC Title in

1965. In 1966, with the

retirement of Waldo S. Tippin as

A.D., he became Clarion's third

A.D. and put together a coaching

staff and an athletic tradition that

was second to none. Lignelli

was the A.D. from 1966-86,

went on sabbatical leave and

stepped down as athletic

director, but returned as A.D.

from November 2, 1987 through

Dec. 31, 1990. Clarion's athletic

teams won 11 national

championships, 59 PSAC Titles,

22 PSAC runner-up finishes, 40

PSAC-west crowns and

numerous NAIA district titles

under his reign. Lignelli also

started the Centennial

Scholarship Fund in 1967, now

known as the Waldo S. Tippin

Scholarship Fund, and raised

well over a million dollars for

athletic shcolarships. Other

accomplishments include his ten

year stint as golf coach from

1976-86 and a PSAC title in

1982, his induction into the

NAIA and EWL "Halls of

Fame" in 1987, the Western PA

"Sports Hall of Fame" in 1986

and the PSAC Wrestling "Hall

of Fame" in 1984. He also

contributed in many other

positions through the years.

Kenneth S. Warnick: Ken

Warnick was an outstanding

wrestler at Clarion University

from 1964-66. A three-year

starter, Warnick posted a career

record at Clarion of 46-5,

including 20 pins, plus an

undefeated dual meet mark of

26-0. He was a PSAC runner-up

in 1964, but went on to the

NAIA Nationals and pinned his

way into the finals before

finishing as an NAIA runner-up

at 137 pounds. He won his first

PSAC title in 1965 at 137

pounds, then came back to win

his second title in 1966 at 137

pounds. Warnick went to

nationals and again pinned his

way to the finals before losing

and becoming a two-time NAIA
national runner-up.

Story courtesy of

Sports Information

Linksters shooting for strong finish

The Clarion University men's golf team,!

;i under the direction of fifth year head coachf:

;:Bob Carlson, has improved its standing with;!

;:each match throughout the 1993 spring;

i;campaign.

The Golden Eagles entered the 1993|

^campaign knowing that overall team

I consistency would be the key to their season. .§;

I, and it appears that they may have found af

^consistent stroke, improving to third place;;

fleam finishes at each of their last two!

finvitationals. 1

Carlson is looking for his team to peak at|

[the PSAC Championship (Dubois) being held

Ion April 26 and 27, with a goal to finish third;;

lor fourth.

Clarion opened the spring campaign in

learly March with a score of 360 at Oceang

IPoint Golf Club at Fripp Island, South;;;

ICarolina. Top scores were Ball State- 310,1

| Virginia Commonwealth- 311, Illinois-322|

land Illinois State-323. Clarion was also in the|

1 presence of South Carolina Atkins, Michigan;;

|and Michigan State.

Don Turowski had Clarion's lowest score

|

|with an 83.

| The Golden Eagles returned to the keystone

I

|state to finish eighth out of 16 teams at the]

| April 14th IUP Invite. Penn State won the|

| tourney with 299 points. Slippery Rock and;?

JlUP finished second and third, respectively.;;

liCUP finished at 320.

Clarion was led again by Turowski, along;

rwith Rich Grafton. Both had 79's.

The Golden Eagles improved to a third;

place finish, out of eight teams, on April 15 at

;the Lock Haven Invitational. Millersville and 1

;Dickinson finished first and second,

respectively.

Grafton (runner-up medalist) had a season-;;

;;low score of 76. Other scores were Brian

discus- 78, Chris Brocius- 80, Todd Corbeil-

f

[81 and Turowski- 81.

CUP added another third place finish four

;days later at the Westminster Invite with a

; score of 334. Westminster won with 320,

iMercyhurst had 322.

Fiscus led at the New CasUe Country Club

I with an 81 for CUP. Other scores were

|

iTurowski- 82, Grafton- 85, Corbeil- 86 and

1 Brocius- 87.

The blue & gold linksters have been led thus;

|far in 1993 by Grafton. He is a four year;

|veteran and won the "Burgess Collegiatef

Shootout" over the summer, carding a 74.

Corbeil, the Eagles number two golfer, has

|shot consistently around the 80's this spring;

fwith a low of 78. He earned all-conference

I honors in the spring 1992 season.

The next two spots on the roster are held by;

1 local boys. Brocius, a sophomore, showed

Iwhat he can do last spring when he shot a 240

|(78, 79, 83) at the PSAC's. Fiscus, only af

Ifrosh, shot a season low 79 at Gannon last fall.

I Turowski, Greg Greksa, Tom Kellgren and;;

1 freshman Chris Williams will also be counted

flon at the upcoming PSAC's.

The Golden Eagles finished fourth at the

iPSAC's last year and haven't won since 1982.

-by Eric Feigel
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Cable Channels
TV
DATA

THURSDAY EVENING APRIL 22, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

(3:45) Movie: ••• The Power of One" (1992) PG-13' Q
Design. W. IChews q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct. | Cur. Affair

Tom-Jerry

(3:00) Movie: "7 Percent

Trucks 1 Dream Lg. | Motorcycle Racing

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W. | Murphy B.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: •* "He Said, She Said (1991) Kevin Bacon, q
Newsq
News
News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q Wonder Yrs

News q |NBC News
Movie: ** "The Concrete Jungle" (1960) Stanley Baker

PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open (Live)

Movie: *** "Crocodile Dundee" (1986) Paul Hogan. q

Sr. PGA Up Close

Hard Copy q Ent. Tonight

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Earth and the American Dream (In Stereo)

Movie: »»'/2 "Matlock: The Outcast" (1992

Cheers (R)q Wings (R)q Cheers q ISeinfeldq

9:30 10:00 10:30

Dead Ahead: Valdez Disaster'

Andy Griffith. Primetiroe Live q

Married... [Bugs Bunny [Magic Paint [Street Stories (In Stereo) q | Picket Fences (In Stereo) q
LA. Law (In Stereo) q

Major League Baseball: Cincinnati Reds at Pittsburgh Pirates. (Live)

Married..

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune [Cheers (R) q]Wings (R) q
Simpsons q Martin q

Movie: *+* "The Three Faces of Eve" (1957, Drama)

In Color Down Shore [Mama

Cheers q |
Seinfeld q [LA. Law (lr> Stereo) q

You Bet-Life

Mama

Movie: **Vi "The Big Town" (1987) Matt Dillon. R'

Sportscenter [Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Semifinal. (Time Approximate) (Live) | Baseball

Denver Pino. iDinosaucers [Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote q

Movie: **** "Dances With Wolves" (1990, Western) Kevin Costner. PG-13' q
Movie: »•» "Curly Sue" (1991) James Belushi. PG' q

Underdog

Anything

Muppets

Anything

Hey Dude (R)
| Fifteen

Jane Pratt (R)

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

[Movie: *Vi "Hello Again" (1987, Fantasy) Shelley Long.

Movie: »* "Lena's Holiday" [WO)
Movie: »* "Brain Donors (1992) PG' q IMovie: ** "Split Second" (1992) 'R

Letters-Earth [Plan It

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart [Van Dyke

Posse

L.A. Law "Love in Bloom

Movie: »**» "The Silence of the Lambs ' (1991) 'PTq

Dragnet [Lucy Show [M.T. Moore JM.T. Moore

Movie: ** "Killer Instinct" (1988, Drama) Melissa Gilbert.

11:00

Comedy Jam

Newsq
News

News

News
Married..

Newsq

11:30 12:00

"Positively True'

Golden Girls [NighMine q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Silk Stalkings (In Stereo)

Edition [Stalkings

Hunter "Scrap Metal"

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: **Vi "The Outsiders "(1983) 'PG

Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q
NHL Tonight

Hitchhiker

Movie: ** "The Resurrected" (WW) R

Red Shoe Movie: "The Resurrected"

A. Hitchcock |Superman

Thirtysomething

F-Troop

Mysteries

FRIDAY EVENING APRIL 23, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(3:00) Movie:

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Oprah Winfrey (R) q

4:30 5:00 5:30

** Rock "n" Roll High School Forever

Cheers q
Edition

Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

|
Tom-Jerry

People Ct. Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: "Outsiders

Trucks | Dream Lg.

Newsq
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News
Murphy B.

Oprah Winfrey (R) q
Tiny Toon | Batman q
Newsq

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *Vi "Folks!" (1992) Tom Selleck. PG-13' q
Newsq
News
News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Movie: »»V? "Fathom" (1967) Tony Franciosa.

Motorcycle Racing

PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open. (Live)

Ch. Flag

Denver Dino.

(300) Movie: **»V? "Reds" (1981, Drama) Warren Beattv PG' q
(2:00) Movie:

Underdog

Anything

Movie: * "Two of a Kind" (1983) "PG
"

Muppets | Hey Dude (R)
I
Fifteen

Anything Jane Pratt (R)

Up Close

Dinosaucers

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: •'/; "The Super" (1991) Joe Pesci

Family
I
Step by Step

Secret Service (In Stereo)

G. Palace

G. Palace

Dudley q
Dudley q

America's Most Wanted q
Secret Service (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "The Prince and the Showgirl" (1957)

Getting By q

9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: *** "My Cousin Vinny" (1992) Joe Pesci. 'R

Where I Live [20/20 q
**Vi "Perry Mason: The Case of the Heartbroken Bride'

Ultimate Driving Challenge

Ultimate Driving Challenge

Sightings q I
Sightings q

Bodies of Evidence q
Bodies of Evidence q
Mama Mama

»» 1
/2 "Perry Mason: The Case of the Heartbroken Bride'

Sportscenter [Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: **Vi "Young Guns of Texas" (1962, Western)

Newsq
News

News

Newsq
Married..

Newsq

11:30

Crypt Tales

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition Dark Justice

Hunter "Burned"

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "The Story on Page One" (1960)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *** "The Hospital

Movie: "Lunatics: A Love Story" (1991)

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

1971) George C.Scott. 'PG'

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q IMovie: *** "Looking for Mr GoodbaT (1977, Drama) Diane Keaton

[Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: •»'/; "Prospero's Books" (1991) John Gielgud.

Movie: **Vi "Gladiator "(1992, Drama) R

Get Smart |Van Dyke

LA. Law

Dragnet

Boxing

Lucy Show

Movie: •'/; "Desert Kickboxer" (1992) R'

Movie: "State Park" [mS)

Boxing: Crawford Ashley vs. Michael Nunn. (Live)

"Lady Chatterley in Tokyo'

M.T. Moore
I
M.T. Moore

Movie: »»'/; "The Good Fight" (1992) Christine Lahti.

A. Hitchcock | Superman

Thirtysomething

"Hudson'

F-Troop

Mysteries

SATURDAY EVENING APRIL 24, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:00) Movie:

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: **Vi "If Looks Could Kill" (1991)

PBA Bowling [Wide World of Sports q
NBA Basketball: San Antonio Spurs at Phoenix Suns, q

Baseball

Baseball PGA GoH: Greater Greensboro Open, q
PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open q

(3:00) Movie: "Missing" [American Gladiators

NBA Basketball: San Antonio Spurs at Phoenix Suns, q [News q I
NBC News

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *»V2 "Cadence" (1990) Charlie Sheen. "PG-13"

Newsq
News
News
Newsq

ABC News
NBC News

CBS News

CBS News
Star Trek: Next Gener.

(2:30) Movie: "Story-Page [Movie: •* "The Concrete ^ungle" (1960) Stanley Baker

Track and Field: Penn Relays. From Philadelphia. (Live)

(3:00) Movie: "Death Train" [Gossipl [B. Buddies

(2:45) Movie: \ "Naked Gun 2 1/2: Fear

(3:30) Movie: *»* "Deceived" (1991 ) q Chris Cross

Can't on TV |Arcade | Freshmen | Salute

Movie: +» Nightmare at Bitter Creek" (1988, Suspense)

Horse Racing: Californian

Swamp [Beyond

Entertainment Tonight q
Hee Haw Silver

Untouchables (In Stereo) q [Medicine Woman

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: •*'/; "White Sands" (1992) Willem Dafoe. 'R' q
Movie: *• "Moving "(1988, Comedy) Richard Pryor. q
Home

I
Nurses (R) q Empty Nest Mad-You

League-Own [Brooklyn | Walker, Texas Ranger q

10:00 10:30

Comedy Hour Roseanne

Commish (R) (In Stereo) q
Sisters "Dear Georgie" q

Love Con. [Stanley Cup Playoffs: Patrick Division Semifinal - Penguins at Devils or Islanders [3'a Company

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Jeopardy! q [What's Up
I
Home
Copsq Cops (R) q

Nurses (R) q
Movie: »•» "W.C Fields and Me" (1976) Rod Steiger.

Code 3 (R) q Code 3 (R) q Catwalk "My Girl" (R)

Empty Nest | Mad-You [Sisters "Dear Georgie q
Movie: »»*V? "The Day the Earth Stood Still" (1951) G'

Sportscenter | Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Semifinal. (Time Approximate) (Live) [Basketball

Matrix "Blind Side" (R)

Movie: »•• "WarGames (1983) Matthew Broderick.

Movie: ** "Ernest Scared Stupid" (1991) Jim Varney. q
Double Dare | Guts [Doug Rugrats

Movie: »»% "Mary Jane Harper Cried Last Night" (1977)

Movie: *Vi "Ernest Goes to Camp" (1987) Jim Varney. Silk Stalkings "Soul Kiss

Movie: »»Vfe "Risky Business" (1983) Tom Cruise. 'R' q
Movie: •»* The Hand That Rocks the Cradle" (1991) q
Clarissa | Roundhouse [Ron-Stimpy

I
You Afraid? [Hitchcock

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: •*•'/; "Full Metal Jacket" (1987)

Newsq
News
News
Newsq

Design. W. \"Right-Ppl."

Saturday Night Live (R)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables (In Stereo) q
Comic Strip Live (In Stereo) [ Arsenk) Hall

News q [Saturday Night Live (R)

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" 'R'

Baseball | Sportscenter [Boxing

Make Me a Star

Movie: ••'/; "Stone Cold" (1991) 'R' [Movie: "Out for Justice" R

Movie: »** "Bugsy" (1991

Movie: »* 1
/; 'Tne Mosquito Coast" (1986, Diama) Harrison Ford.

Hitchcock

Confessions

Drama) Warren Beattv. R' q
Hitchcock [Hitchcock

Unsolved Mysteries

Superman

China Beach

SUNDAY EVENING APRIL 25, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

"Police Academy 4: Citizens on Patrol" q |Mr. Bean q
Gymnastics World Championships.

5:30

(3:30) NBA Basketball. Teams to Be Announced. (Live) q
(3:00) PGA Golf Greater Greensboro Open. (Live) q
(3:00) PGA Golf: Greater Greensboro Open. (Live) q
Movie: **V2 "She's in the Army Now" (1981, Comedy)

(3:30) NBA Basketball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live) q

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: •• "Flight of the Intruder" (1991) Danny Glover-

News 9
Wh. Fortune

Design. W.

CBS News News

ABC News Political Debate

NBC News
CBS News

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Newsq
Movie: "7?re Russians Are Coming! The Russians Are Coming!" (1966)

(12:00) NFL Draft (Live)

Gossip! Ten of Us ^Double T. [Sister Sam
(2 15) Movie: IMovie: "Killer Klowns From Outer Space"

Movie: "Look Who's Talking Too " (1990)

Can't on TV

Disease

Arcade

Medicine

Wild Side

Family

Ready or Not

Fifteen

Medical

Ross Perot [Happened"

60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
60 Minutes (In Stereo) q
Parker Lewis IShaky G,

NBC News | Ross Perot [Happened |l Witness Video (In Stereo)

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »*% "Ricochet" (1991) Denzel Washington. 'R' \ "Positively True Adventures

Day One q
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Murder, She Wrote (R) q
Murder, She Wrote (R) q
In Color Herman

Movie: **Vt "Honkytonk Man" (1982, Drama) Clint Eastwood. PG' |Movie: ** 1
/2 'Tne Star Chamber" (1983, Drama) 'R

10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: »*'/; "Tightrope" (1984) Clint Eastwood, q
Movie: "Born Too Soon" (1993) Michael Moriarty. q
Movie: "Call of the Wild" (1993) Rick Schroder, g
Movie: "Call of the Wild" (1993) Rick Schroder, q
Married... | Herman | Flying Blind |Edge(R)q

Movie: "Born Too Soon' (1993) Michael Moriarty. q

Two Dads iTwoDads | MacGyver "The Madonna
Sportscenter Baseball Tonight

Movie: *Vi "Caddyshack II" (1988) Jackie Mason. PG'

Movie: »*» "Father of the Bride" (1991) Steve Martin, q
Double Dare

Medical

Guts

Medical

Looney

Physicians

Looney

Milestones

Major League Baseball: Boston Red Sox at California Angels. (Live!

Movie: »*% "Sweet Poison" (1991) Ed Herrmann, q Countorstrike "Cyborg" (R)

Movie: *** "The Witches of Eastwick" (1987) 'R' q

Newsq

News

Newsq
Paid Prog.

11:30 12:00

Movie: *» 'Ppfes "(1991)

Cheers g Roggin's

Night Court [Cur. Affair

Star Search (In Stereo)

Love Con. Baywatoh q
Paid Prog-

News q |Suspect [New WKRP
FYlPttt

Movie: •• "A Time of Destiny" (1988)

Sportscenter

Silk Stalkings 'Star Signs"

Movie: **» "The Prince of tides" (1991) Nick Nolte. R'

Movie: *+* "Cape Fear" (1991, Suspense) Robert DeNiro. R' g IMovie: **Vi "The Lawnmower Man" (1992

klifb kluua lUnrb ll u>u Uuim ll/an KSm IBE5 at MM* D/wIraNick News
Jrnl. of Med. Family

Mork Lucy Show Van Dyke

Cardiology
|
Medicine

Nick at Nite Rocks

Ob/Gyn [Family [Paid Prog. [Paid Prog.

Tennis

Hollywood

"Martial L'

Jeff Fahey.

Superman

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING APRIL 26, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: ** "He Said, She Said" (1991) Kevin Bacon, q
Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

(3:00) Movie:

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

Trucks

Pyramid

(3:00) Movie:

(3:05) Movie:

Underdog

Anything

Public Eye"

Dream Lg.

Pyramid

News q News q
Cheers q
Design. W. [Murphy B

News

Oprah Winfrey q
Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

6:00 ~^30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ***Vz "Awakenings" (1990) Robin Williams, q
News q ABC News Hard Copy q Ent Tonight

News
News
Newsq

NBC News
CBS News

Full House q Wonder Yrs,

Newsq NBC News
Movie: ** "A Time of Destiny" (1988) Timothy Hutton

Motorcycle Racing

American Gladiators

Movie: *»• Talent for the Game" (1991)

Th'breds Up Close

Denver Pino. IDinosaucers [Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: *** 'Poufr/ecrossecr (1991) Dennis Hopper, q
FBI-Story This Just In Homefront (In Stereo) q iCommish "Stoned" (R)q

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Blossom q
Bobq
Bobq

10:00 10:30 11:00

Earth and the American Dream (In Stereo)

Movie: *» 1
/2 "Blind Side" (1993) Rutger Hauer. g

Murphy B. Good Advice Northern Exposure (R) g
Murphy B.

Movie: »»'/2 Stanley & Iris (1990, Drama) Jane Fonda.

Fresh Prince IBlossom g
Movie: »**% "The Seven Percent Solution" (1976) 'PG' [Movie: ** "Blame It on Rio" (1984) Michael Caine. 'R

Good Advice Northern Exposure (R) q
Mama's F. I

Mama
Movie: »»te "Blind Side" (1993) Rutger Hauer. q

Sportscenter |Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston Cup -- Hanes 500. From Martinsville Speedway, Va. ISpeedweek

Movie: *»» 1
/2 "Easter Parade" (1948) Judy Garland.

Movie: •» Tne Sea Wolves" (1980) Gregory Peck. PG'

Muppets

Anything

Hey Dude (R) | Fifteen

Jane Pratt

What You Do

Supermarket

Movie: "Blame It on the Bellboy" (1992) q
Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney
I
Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q |WWF: Monday Night Raw [Matrix "Love Kills
71

Movie: *** "Hot Shots!" (1991) PG-13'

Movie: *** "Beetlejuice" (1938) PG
Get Smart [Van Dyke

L.A. Law

Movie: •'/? "Street Crimes'" (1992) 'R'

Super Dave

Dragnet [Lucy Show [M.T. Moore [M.T. Moore

News
Newsq
Married..

11:30 12:00

Movie: "Blown Away 'R'

Golden Girts
I
Nightline q

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Hunter "The Setup"

News g | Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: »•» "Rollercoaster "(1977) PG'

Baseball | Sportscenter

MacGyver (In Stereo) q [Hitchhiker

Movie: •* "Brain Donors" (1992) PG' q
+Vi "American Ninja 4: The Annihilation" Movie: "White Mischief" R

Movie: ** "Notorious" (1992, Suspense) John Shea

A. Hitchcock ISuperman

Thirtysomething

F-Troop

Mysteries

TUESDAY EVENING APRIL 27, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

Guilt or Innocence: J.E. Ray

Design. W. Cheers q
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: "7 Percent

Trucks

Pyramid

(2:45) Movie:

Dream Lg

Pyramid

Conquest of

News q
Cheers q
Design. W.

5:30 6:00

Family Playhouse

News q News q
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon |Batman q
Newsq

News
News

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: ** "Violets Are Blue" (1986) q
ABC News Hard Copy q Ent. Tonight

NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q IWonder Yrs"

News 9 NBC News
Movie: »*'/? "Honkytonk Man" (1982) Clint Eastwood

Basketball [Indy 500 NBA Today Up Close

American Gladiators

(3:00) Movie: "Prancer" "G"

the Planet of the Apes" "PG"

Underdog

Anything

Muppets

Anything

Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Wh. Fortune

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: **.Vi "White Sands " (1992) Willem Dafoe. 'R' q
Full House q I

Mr. Cooper [Roseanne q ICheers q
Reasonable Doubts "Trust Me on This " (In Stereo) q [Dateline (In Stereo) q

10:00 10:30

Comedy Hour Sinbad

We're Expecting (In Stereo)

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q IMovie: •» Tne Price She Paid" (1992) Loni Anderson

Major League Baseball: Pittsburgh Pirates at Atlanta Braves. (Live)

Married... [ Class of '96 (In Stereo) q [Tribeca "The LofTq"

You Bet-Life

Wh. Fortune [Reasonable Doubts "Trust Me on This" (In Stereo) q
Movie: **Vz "Fathom" (1967) Tony Franciosa.

Mama Mama
Dateline (In Stereo) q

Sportscenter | Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conference Division Semifinal

IMovie: **+ "84 Charing Cross Road" (1987) 'PG'

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: **Vi "Common Bonds" (1991) 'R'

News q Golden Girls | Nightline q
News

News
Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Forever Knight (In Stereo)

Edition [For. Knight

Hunter "Fagin. 1986'

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Any Which Way You Can" (1980)

Movie: **Vz "Hang Em High" (1968) Clint Eastwood

Movie: •»* "Innerspace" (1987) Dennis Quaid. PG q

Hey Dude (R) | Fifteen

Jane Pratt

What You Do
Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

I
Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live

Denver Dino. IDinosaucers [Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote q | Boxing: Michael Moorer vs. Opponent to Be Determined. | MacGyver "Serenity" q Hitchhiker

Movie: +** Mississippi Masala" (1991, Drama) R' q [Movie: »»*
Movie: ** "The Sluggers Wife" (1985) Michael OKeefe. Movie: ** "Kiss Me a Killer" (1991) R' Red Shoe

Looney Bullwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Dead Again" (1991) Kenneth Branagh. R

Get Smart [Van Dyke | Dragnet |Lucy Show M.T. Moore |M.T. Moore

Movie: »* v2 first Monday in October (1981, Comedy) ;Ms. Smith-Washington

"Desert K."

Movie: * 1
/; "Tne Unborn" (1991) "R"

A. Hitchcock | Superman

Thirtysomething

F-Troop

Mysteries

WEDNESDAY EVENING APRIL 28, 1993
4:00 4:30

(3:30) Movie: »*"? "Draw!

Design. W. Cheers q

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

Cur. Affair TEdition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30
Movie: »»»'/2 'Tne Color Purple (1985, Drama) Whoopi Goldberg. "PG-13 q
News q
Cheers q
Design. W.

Newsq
News

Oprah Winfrey q
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon [Batman q
Newsq

Newsq
News

News

ABC News
NBC News
CBS News

Newsq
Full House q
Newsq

Movie: »+'? Any Which Way You Can (1980) Clint Eastwood PG
Trucks

Pyramid

Dream Lg.

(3 00) Movie:

Pyramid

Motorcycle Racing

American Gladiators

(3 25) Movie: Out-Dark

The Great Escape (1963) q

Underdog Muppets

Anything Anything

Chris Cross

Hey Dude (R)

Ready or Not

Fifteen

Jane Pratt

Inside PGA

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! q
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! q

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married..

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»'/2 'Trie Object of

Wonder Y. |Home Free

5eaon/'(199irR'

Unsolved Mysteries q
How'd They Do That? q

Home Imp [Coach (R) q

10:00

Crypt Tales

10:30

Dream On q
Sirens "Guy Perfect" q

Movie: "Moment of Truth: Why My Daughter?" (1993) q
In the Heat of the Night q |48 Hours 'Free to Kill" q

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Patrick Division Semifinal - Penguins at Devils or Islanders

Married..

Wh. Fortune

Beverly Hills, 90210 q
Unsolved Mysteries q

Movie: »** "Two for the Seesaw (1962, Drama) Robert Mitchum.

Dinosaucers

Up Close

Melrose Place (In Stereo) q I
Mama

You Bet-Life

Mama
Movie: "Moment of Truth: Why My Daughter''" (1993) q
Movie: *»» 1

/2 'Tne Long Good Friday" (1980) R

11:00 11:30 12:00

Movie: ** "Living to Die" (1990) 'R'

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Married..

Newsq

Golden Girls [Nightline q~

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dangerous Curves

Edition [Curves

Hunter "Death Machine"

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: ** 1

/2 Tne Big Town" (1987) R
Sportscenter IStanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Semifinal (Time Approximate) (Live) [Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: *'? "Big Man on Campus (1989) Allan Katz.

Movie: »*'/2 'Tne Blob" (1958)

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney

Daughters

Movie

Bullwinkle

Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q [Movie: »* Tne finesf Hour" (1992) Rob Lowe, q | MacGyver (In Stereo) q | Hitchhiker

Movie: *» Tne Resurrected' (1991) John Terry. R
Movie: *»'/2 "Turner- & Hooch' (1989) q
Get Smart [Van Dyke

LA. Law
Dragnet

Posse

Lucy Show

Movie: *** "Hear My Song' (1991) R q
Movie: »+v? "Gladiator (1992. Drama) R

M.T. Moore M.T. Moore

Movie: +** When He's Not a Stranger (1989, Drama)

A. Hitchcock

Movie: "Mortal Thoughts

Movie: * "Novel Desires

Thirtysomething

Superman F-Troop

Mysteries
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Help Wanted
250 Counselors and Instructors needed!

Coed summer camp in Poconos

Mountains, Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box

234 CC, Kenilworth, NJ 07033 (908)

276-0998.

SUMMER JOBS

ALL LAND/WATER SPORTS
PRESTIGE CHILDRENS' CAMPS

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS NEAR
LAKE PLACID

CALL 1-800-786-8373

Sales «x Services
Art students and faculty

Art supplies, sketch pads, designer gouche

sets, water color paints (100 plus colors).

woodless pencils, multicolor charcoal sets,

and aluminum easel. Never been -used, at

least 1/3 off retail price. 226-5510

$200--$5OO WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No

selling. You're paid direct. Fully

guaranteed. FREE Information-24 hour

hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright #

PA027950

***True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose from 50

colors. Located in Sligo, PA, 10 miles

south of Clarion. Call for appointments

after 5:00 p.m. 358-2715.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
'89 Mercedes. ..$200; '86 VW...S50; '87

Mercedes. ..$100; '65 Mustang. ..$50:

Choose from thousands starting $50.

FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline. 801-

379-2929 Copyright #PA027910.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn

$2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii,

Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,

summer and career employment available.

No experience necessary. For employment

program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5246.

1984 Chevette, 4 door, PS, PB, A/C,

automatic. Good summer car. $400.

226-3732

For Sale: Microwave $40, Dorm size

carpet $10. Phone 226-3131

Heading for EUROPE this summer? Only

$169!! Jet there anytime for only $169

with AIRHJTCH! (Reported in Let's Go!

and NY Times.) CALIFORNIA-$129

each-way from N.Y. AIRHITCHr
. 814-

865-4000

Staff counselors over 18 for residential

camp serving children and adults who are

mentally retarded. June 8—July 16.

Located in Emlenton. 412-775-1603

For Sale: 25" color TV, great condition-

$60. Call evenings 227-2405.

Roommates \ Rentals

College Park Apartments now signing for

fall 1993 and spring 1994 semesters.

Utilities included, furnished. Call 226-

7092.

Nice quiet furnished apartment for 3 or 4

girls. Qll 226-8225.

Clarion University football program is

looking for 4 enthusiastic hardworking

students interested in being student

managers or student video coordinators.

Stop by the football office or call 226-

2258.

Remodeled 2 and 3 bedroom mobile

homes for rent available for summer, fall

and spring "94. Call 227-2800.

Nice houses and apartments available for

summer 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisheries. Earn $600+/week in canneries or

$4,00()+/month on fishing boats. Free

transportation! Room & Board! Over

8,000 openings. No experience necessary.

Male or Female. For employment program

call 1-206-5454155 ext. A5246.

Nice houses and apartments available for

fall 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Nice, clean apartment for 4. One-and-a-

half blocks from campus on Wood Street.

$750/semester/person including heat. One

year lease. May to May. 226-7171

Nannies Needed

One year positions available on East

Coast. Must have drivers license and child

care experience. Great salary and benefits.

Call The Perfect Nanny, Ltd. 1-800-882-

2698.

For rent sleeping room only. Very near

college campus. Female students only.

For summer semesters and fall semester.

For more information call 226-5647.

Apartment for rent. HUD approved. 226-

7092.

Summer jobs/internships at camp for

children/teens/adults with physical disabilities.

Seeking mature, responsible individuals for assistant

director/activity coordinator, cooking instructor, nutrition

instructor, counselors, art director, nature/camping instructor,

lifetime leisure coordinator, WSI, lifeguard, maintenance and

kitchen staff. No experience needed for counselors.

Salary+room/board. Call 1-800-243-5787 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)

FREE ^
Membership with this coupon NT/^

Wilkinson TV & Video 4

44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA
VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS

M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

Summer rentals--$600 for both 5 week

sessions. 1--4 students. Furnished and

utilities included. 226-7092

Moble home for rent -summer and fall.

Extra cheap summer fees! 227-2784

Apartment for rent: for 1 or 2 people, for

summer or all year Very nice, close to

campus. Call 227-2781 or 226-2455. Ask

for Kurt.

Summer apartments, one block from

campus. One to four people occupancy.

Leave message at 226-5917.

Apartments-summer, 2 to 4 students-

$350. 226-9279

Apartments: Fall and Spring, 4 students,

$750 plus-226-9279.

Very nice, fully furnished apartment. Two
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, washer/dryer,

microwave. Two blocks from campus. Call

764-3690.

New apartments for rent. Two, three or

four students. Call (814) 354-2992.

Three bedroom house close to campus.

Summer, fall and spring of '93-94. Call

(814) 772-9094.

Nice, new house for females, one block

from campus. Call 226-6867.

Apartments foi fall and spring, also for

summer. Call 797-1201.

Two people, $600 all summer. Furnished,

washer and dryer. Close to campus Rick

Slike Rentals. 226-5690

Furnished apartment for rent near campus

for non-smoking students. All utilities

included. 226-7997

Three bedroom house for 4, 1 block from

campus. Stove, refrigerator, washer/dryer,

1 1/2 baths, volleyball size yard.

$825/person/semester. . . Gray and Co.

849-4199.

A small apartment for 1 or 2 female non-

smoking students for summer sessions

only. Call 226-9 1 58 after 5:00.

Looking for a female roommate to share

apartment with fall/spring '93--'94,

$825/semester, utilities and basic cable

included. Or 2 person apartment available

for fall/spring. $825/semester, call 226-

7304.

Classified ads for next

week, the last issue of

the semester, will only

be accepted if they are

paid for in advance.

New York, New York-it's THE CITY of

job opportunity and I'm looking for a few

driven and dedicated roommates to cut the

costs of living there starting sometime in

1994. Call John at 227-2470.

Announcements
Curious about the Catholic Church Any

Clarion University student, faculty or staff

member interested in learning nK>re about

the Roman Catholic Church and what

Catholics believe and profess are invited

to meet at 8:00 p.m. Sunday. April 25 at

the United Campus Ministry Office-267

Gemmell. Call 226-6869 for more

information.

Catholic Campus Ministry announces the

newest members of our faith community:

On April 17, 1993 Heidi Kessler and Art

Stewart received the Sacraments of

Initiation (Baptism, Confirmation, and

First Eucharist) while Jenny Smith and

Larry Walton made there profession of

faith and were received into full

communion with the Roman Catholic

Church. We welcome you with great joy!

Personals
ZTA-Terri-Happy "21st" birthday! We
love ya! Love, your sisters

Congratulations to our 1993-94

Cuddlebunny, Mark Ondish. You wear the

letters well. We love ya! The Zetas

Congratulations Michelle, Julie and

Missy! Your wear "their" letters well.

Hey Sigma Chi: Thanks for the great

mixer. We'll spend 5 minutes with our

partner anytime. Can't wait to mix again.

Love, Alpha Sigma Tau

Delta Chi,

Thanks for making our sister party special.

We had a great time. Aloha, Tri-Sigma

Tri-Sigma would like to thank their new

sisters for the incredible sister party. You

guys did a great job. Thanks!

Tri-Sigma would like to congratulate our

new SISTERS. Angela Bressler, Keely

Keyser, Nicole Reed, Tricia Egry, Carey

Fahy, Kim Freeman, Kim Goosely, Seyda

Koncuk, Sarah Straney, Andrea Dillon,

Carolyn Dorn, Pam Kenssinger, Beth

Macken.

ZTA-Christine P. and Heather H.--Happy

Birthday girls! Getting a little old? Love,

your sisters

Delta Phi Epsilon would like to wish a

Happy Birthday to all their April

birthdays! Kelli, Allison, Sharla, Kern,

Wendy, Nicole and Krissy E. Party it up

Girlies!!

I would like to thank the Brothers of Sigma

Tau Gamma for everything over the past 2

years. It's been great being your White

Rose! Til miss you guys. Love, Amy P.S.

Congratulations Darla!

FOX'S PIZZA DEN
April Special

2 medium pizzas

$8.88+TAX

$1 .20 per topping covers both pizzas

Call 226-5555

Congratulations to the new executive

board of Delta Phi Epsilon: Chrissy

Bracken (pres), Heather Rasmussen (V.P.),

Cathie Flaherty (Treas), Beth Burhoe

(Sec), Angel Caspar (Resh Exec), Jenn

Dymond (Pledge Educator), Cheryl

Connor (Scholarship), Laurie Marnio

(Panhellenic Rep), and Janette Peretta

(Member at Large). Best of luck in the

next school year!!

Phi Delta Theta-- Bet ween our "literature

sessions" and your "boxer contest," the

mixer was really HOT! Thanks guys and

thanks Kim! Love, Theta Phi Alpha

Phi Delts--We had a great time mixing

with you guys. Looking forward to doing

it again. Love Theta Phi Alpha

To our Theta Phi Alpha associate

members: You're doing a great job! It

won't be long until we can call you sisters.

We love you! Love, your Theta Phi Alpha

Sisters

Alpha Sigma Tau would like to

congratulate our new Spring '93 nerphytes.

We love you. Love, your future sisters

Chris Cardello—Thanks for such a great

year as Cuddlebunny! We love ya! Love

the Zetas

Great job on the formal Sheila. We had a

blast! Also Happy 21st Birthday-see ya at

the bars. Love, your A£T Sisters

Congrats to our new Man of the Year-Joe

Swink! We love you, love the sisters of

Alpha Sigma Tau

Alpha Sigma Tau would like to congratulate

Jill Fomelli for being named 'Top Tau" and

for her recent engagement. We love you and

thai huge rock! Love, the Sisters of A£T

£X. Thanks for a great mixer! We had a

blast. Can't wait to mix again. Love, sisters

ofAlT

Phi Delta Theta—We loved your Thursday

night pre-mixer boxer contest. . .the winner

was today's Birthday Boy, Mike-Mike!

Love Kristen and April

MM. To a really great friend. Happy
Birthday! Thanks for the moral support.

You're the best! Love KAS

"POP" into Spring with ZTA's open bid

party. Everyone welcome—Tuesday April

27-8:30-9:30 p.m., 9 Wilson Ave. Hope
you "POP" in to meet us!

Congratulations to the open bids of D Phi E:

Aimee, Christine, and Michelle. Best of

luck next semester. Love your future sisters

ZTA—Darla—congrats on being named
Sigma Tau Gamma White Rose. We're

proud to say your a part of ZTA ! Love your

sisters

To the Brothers of Sigma Tau Gamma-You
guys are the best! I'm so proud to be your

White Rose. I love you guys!! Love, Darla

Do you know Brian Graeser?

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE IGLOO
COOLER if you qualify.

Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
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Barry Bonds, still a king in Pittsburgh
by Jon Q. Sitter

Sports Editor

It was the lower deck, center

field of the April 9 contest

between the San Francisco

Giants and the Pittsburgh Pirates.

Storm clouds were tip-toeing

above the seats we purchased

outside for $5 from a scalper

who was sprinting from car to

car. It happened to be the return

of Barry Lamar Bonds to Three

Rivers Stadium.

The Pirates were, at that time,

undefeated in the young 1993

season, having showcased a new

nucleus of upcoming youngsters-

Kevin Young, Carlos Garcia,

Tim Wakefield, Dave Otto and

Al Martin, just to name a few.

Martin started in left field for

Pittsburgh, but no one cared on

that night. Barry was back!

Barry was greeted back to

Pittsburgh by lusty booing and

obnoxious chanting all night,

even receiving sporadic showers

of fake money from the direction

of the 300-level general

admission seats behind the left

226-8881
327 W. MAIN ST.

CLARION, PA

^DELIVERY

Sun-Wed 11 AM- 12AM
Thurs 11AM-1AM

Fri-Sat 11AM-2AM

Delivery

within 30 minutes

IfOUR Dinner
STAR

for
! PIZZA

'

j
FOUR Sub

!
SIAR

for
! PHZA

Tor

I FOUR Dinner

I
STAR for
IPIZZA A

f****l 1 > EX1Z3 IWO 'rrsnrs tWO

|

Only $8.25
PLUS TAX

I Includes

]

16" one-item pizza
!

i plus

4 cups of Pepsi i

|

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

Only $4.50

PLUS TAX

! Includes i

12" SUB
plus j

2 cups of Pepsi
j

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

Only $6.00

PLUS TAX

i Includes

1 2" one-item pizza

plus

2 cups of Pepsi

limited delivery area only EXP 4/30/93

field wall.

"You idiot," came from the left

field upper-deck vicinity. That

was followed by, "You're a

choker, Bonds! You don't

deserve the money".

I was in the family section of

Three Rivers, but it was filled by

a college crowd. Well, as filled

as it was gonna get at Three

Rivers on a rainy Friday

evening. Chants of "Barrrrry,

Barrrrry" rang out. More
booing.

But, despite all of the efforts of

the college crowd in left and

center field, Three Rivers didn't

get to Barry. It wasn't because

of the fact that there were only

22,718 fans on hand. I believe it

was because no one in the

'Burgh on that night really hated

Barry. And Barry knew it.

His treatment wasn't really any

worse than any great player's on

an opposing team should be. No
worse than what Bonilla gets on

returns to Three Rivers, no

batteries thrown. In fact, he

even received some scattered

applause in his return.

And why not? He came back

to the town where he was an

MVP, had three Gold Gloves,

drove in 556 runs, swatted 176

homers and led the Pirates to

three straight National League

East titles. Bonilla didn't push

the Buccos over the top. Drabek

wasn't the secret ingredient. It

was Bonds.

Pirates fans miss Bonds. But

when he left Pittsburgh for a $43

million dollar contract with the

Giants, he knew what would

happen. The 'Burgh would try

like hell to turn its back on him.

It wasn't really anything

personal, just necessary.

However, the simple truth is

that Barry still thrives in

Pittsburgh and Three Rivers. He

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confidential

Counseling

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007
open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM

owns that piece of rug in left

field. He owns that batters box

that lefties dig into. And he

owns every Pirates fan's

attention. Even with a big SF on

his left breast, Three Rivers was

still kissing up to Bonds.

In the fourth inning of the

contest, with Pittsburgh leading

4-2, the family section, made up

of 22 Clarion University students

and a few other stragglers, began

to chant, "Barrrrry sucks,

Barrrrry sucks." Kenny Stupka

was immediately ejected, the 21

others from CUP, one being

myself, eventually followed.

Justice was served in the 'Burgh

again. Bonds was the

benefactor, again.

Wouldn't one think that

security might let such a thing as

"Barrrrry sucks" slide,

considering the way in which

Bonds and the organization

ended things? Would an Otis

Nixon jeer have caused such a

stir? Bonds made a nice little

gesture toward us during the

chanting, do you think he was

ejected?

Pirates fans forgot about

Roberto Clemente just a tad

when Willie Stargell waddled

into town. Bonds did the same

to Stargell. But now, Barry's

heart is in San Francisco. It's

just unfortunate for 'Burgh fans

that their hearts are still with

Bonds.

For a moment, however, on

that cold and misty night in

Pittsburgh, rookie Kevin Young

made the Three Rivers faithful

forget about Bonds when he hit a

go-ahead, two-run home run in

the bottom of the eighth inning

to cap a Buc's eventual 6-5 win.

Symbolically, Barry watched it

fly over his head and over the

left field wall.

The next day, the focus was

back on jeering Barry, now in the

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. About

the only line Young got for his

homer was a headline.

Bonds ruled Pittsburgh on the

Giants' trip to the east coast. His

name in every paragraph in the

sports pages. Even

overshadowing the Penguins'

16th straight victory, an NHL
record. The Pens are sacred in

the 'Burgh. So is Bonds, still.

He still is as topical in

Pittsburgh as he was when he

played in Pittsburgh.

Be patient, Pirates fans, the

hoopla of a circus eventually

leaves every town.
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Sports Opinion

Barry Bonds, still a king in Pittsburgh
by Jon Q. Sitter

Sports Editor

It was the lower deck, center

field of the April 9 contest

between the San Francisco

Giants and the Pittsburgh Pirates.

Storm clouds were tip-toeing

above the seats we purchased

outside for $5 from a scalper

who was sprinting from car to

car. It happened to be the return

of Barry Lamar Bonds to Three

Rivers Stadium.

The Pirates were, at that time,

undefeated in the young 1993

season, having showcased a new

nucleus of upcoming youngsters-

Kevin Young, Carlos Garcia,

Tim Wakefield, Dave Otto and

Al Martin, just to name a few.

Martin started in left field for

Pittsburgh, but no one cared on

that night. Barry was back!

Barry was greeted back to

Pittsburgh by lusty booing and

obnoxious chanting all night,

even receiving sporadic showers

of fake money from the direction

of the 300-level general

admission seats behind the left

****
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field wall.

"You idiot," came from the left

field upper-deck vicinity. That

was followed by, "You're a

choker, Bonds! You don't

deserve the money".

I was in the family section of

Three Rivers, but it was filled by

a college crowd. Well, as filled

as it was gonna get at Three

Rivers on a rainy Friday

evening. Chants of "Barrrrry,

Barrrrry" rang out. More
booing.

But, despite all of the efforts of

the college crowd in left and

center field, Three Rivers didn't

get to Barry. It wasn't because

of the fact that there were only

22,718 fans on hand. I believe it

was because no one in the

'Burgh on that night really hated

Barry. And Barry knew it.

His treatment wasn't really any

worse than any great player's on

an opposing team should be. No
worse than what Bonilla gets on

returns to Three Rivers, no

batteries thrown. In fact, he

even received some scattered

applause in his return.

And why not? He came back

to the town where he was an

MVP, had three Gold Gloves,

drove in 556 runs, swatted 176

homers and led the Pirates to

three straight National League

East titles. Bonilla didn't push

the Buccos over the top. Drabek

wasn't the secret ingredient. It

was Bonds.

Pirates fans miss Bonds. But

when he left Pittsburgh for a $43

million dollar contract with the

Giants, he knew what would
happen. The 'Burgh would try

like hell to turn its back on him.

It wasn't really anything

personal, just necessary.

However, the simple truth is

that Barry still thrives in

Pittsburgh and Three Rivers. He

±
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Mon.7-9PM

owns that piece of rug in left

field. He owns that batters box

that lefties dig into. And he

owns every Pirates fan's

attention. Even with a big SF on

his left breast, Three Rivers was

still kissing up to Bonds.

In the fourth inning of the

contest, with Pittsburgh leading

4-2, the family section, made up

of 22 Clarion University students

and a few other stragglers, began

to chant, "Barrrrry sucks,

Barrrrry sucks." Kenny Stupka

was immediately ejected, the 21

others from CUP, one being

myself, eventually followed.

Justice was served in the 'Burgh

again. was theBonds

benefactor, again.

Wouldn't one think that

security might let such a thing as

"Barrrrry sucks" slide,

considering the way in which

Bonds and the organization

ended things? Would an Otis

Nixon jeer have caused such a

stir? Bonds made a nice little

gesture toward us during the

chanting, do you think he was

ejected?

Pirates fans forgot about

Roberto Clemente just a tad

when Willie Stargell waddled

into town. Bonds did the same

to Stargell. But now, Barry's

heart is in San Francisco. It's

just unfortunate for 'Burgh fans

that their hearts are still with

Bonds.

For a moment, however, on

that cold and misty night in

Pittsburgh, rookie Kevin Young

made the Three Rivers faithful

forget about Bonds when he hit a

go-ahead, two-run home run in

the bottom of the eighth inning

to cap a Buc's eventual 6-5 win.

Symbolically, Barry watched it

fly over his head and over the

left field wall.

The next day, the focus was

back on jeering Barry, now in the

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, About

the only line Young got for his

homer was a headline.

Bonds ruled Pittsburgh on the

Giants' trip to the east coast. His

name in every paragraph in the

sports pages. Even
overshadowing the Penguins'

16th straight victory, an NHL
record. The Pens are sacred in

the 'Burgh. So is Bonds, still.

He still is as topical in

Pittsburgh as he was when he

played in Pittsburgh.

Be patient, Pirates fans, the

hoopla of a circus eventually

leaves every town.

April 29, 1993
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The way I see it

Editor-in-Chief

Fond memories

and farewells

Well, an inordinately long,

cold, browngrey, wet winter

semester is painfully turning

toward green.

Another school year totters

toward history; I guess that's

why we have yearbooks.

However, this has been another

active year at the "Park." We
have had a full contingent of

speakers, and they have spoken

"We have had

a full

contingent of

speakers, and

they have

spoken well

"

well. I am always gratified by

the response to this column.

People write neither for profit

nor for grades, but of their own

volition.

And with this in mind, I would

like to thank the following 1992-

'93 speakers: Kelley Mahoney;

Gerard McCabe; Charles J.

Kader; Melissa Mayes; Dr. V.

Spina; Scott Dillon; Katie

Trapini; Dr. R. Baldwin; Nick

Neupauer; Sally Dolan; Jane

Custer; John Rickard; Ray

Henderson; Debbie Huffman;

Charu Uppal; Michelle Sporer;

Lori Tayman; and Ann Fontana.

Your efforts are appreciated.

You have shared your thoughts

and your observations and

emotions.

A final note before we close

the "Park" for yet another year;

this has been an historical year

fore and aft for the Clarion Call.

We started the year in a totally

new environment having

completed the move from

A. Barlow

Harvey Hall to the new office in

the Gemmell Student Center.

Now we end the year with

another first--as I hope you have

already noted-full front page

color. Thanks to the able

leadership skills of Editor-in-

Chief Michelle Sporer and her

well-honed staff, we have

continued to move the paper

forward, and I expect the same in

the year to come. Have a

pleasant summer.

A. Barlow is the self-appointed

groundskeeper ofHide Park

This has certainly been an

interesting year to say the least.

Boring it was not! Budget crisis,

shortfalls, fee increases, fee

increases, fee increases,

consultant fees and so much

more. It boggles the mind. This

column has discussed everything

from expensive signs (which by

the way, I wonder how much it

costs to light them at night), to

heating problems, graduation

fees, a president's residence, to

scheduling. In keeping with the

purpose of the first editorial of

the year, I will end on a similar

note.

For those of you who barely

tolerated my reign as editor, I

have bad news for you-I will be

back again next year, even more

ready to condemn the "waste" of

university money and the

tyranny of the beaurocrats.

To the graduating class of

1993-many congratulations and

much luck. The real struggle of

life has only just begun.

To the administrators at this

university-we've had, for the

most part, a good, working

relationship. I hope it continues

into next year. May your

decisions and judgements not be

clouded by self interest-I would

hate to have to write about it. A
word of advice: when you feel

self interest playing into your

decisions, take a few minutes to

look out your windows and

remember why you are here and

who you are supposed to serve.

Special thanks to Ron Wilshire

for his unending supply of

answers for the tons of last

minute questions asked this past

year. A case of Tylenol will be

sent over post haste, in

appreciation.

To those students who took

time out of their busy schedules

to be interviewed and their photo

snapped--thanks from the entire

Call staff.

Special thanks to Mr. Barlow

for his unending assistance each

week. Your sense of humor and

ambience has often given us

pause for thought and discussion.

Most important of all, my
personal thanks to the Call staff.

Your support in many moments

of stress has kept me going this

past year. Your understanding,

good humor (for the most part),

helpfulness, motivation and

friendship, have all made this

year one of my favorites here at

Clarion. What other staff would

have such interesting conver-

sations in the wee hours of the

morning? None that I can think

of. (I think it's safe to say we

learned a lot from Debbie.)

Have a nice and relaxing

summer. We will resume the

"good stuff" in the fall.

Until then. .

.
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Reader Responses
It

f

s more than

competition
Dear Editor

I am writing in response to last

weeks article, "Greek Week: Is it

really a 'friendly' competition?"

In all truthfulness, no it is not.

Sororities and fraternities all

want the title of number one in

Greek Week; however, based on

the allegations stated in that

article, it is not done in that

fashion.

Greek Week is a long tradition

set up years ago and done

annually on this campus and

many others across the nation. It

is not to "succumb to the

stereotypical fraternity man or

sorority woman." It is a time,

yes, to show how well you can

do in certain events, but not a

time of ruthless competition. If

this is the case, are the Olympics

in which our nation spends

millions of dollars on an event to

"show off our country, and to

display relentless and ruthless

You Deserve a Break Durin
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competition?" Because as I see

it, everyone there wants to win

too.

It was brought out in this

article that Greek Week is

nothing but an excuse to drink.

Well, maybe that is true for

some, but our sorority, as well as

many others, do not feel that

partying events are "scored by

the amount of members wearing

their Greek jackets to one
singular party." Proving to this

campus that our sorority can

drink the most is not on the top

of our priority list. Maybe if

Jennifer Taylor researched a

little more, she would have

found a category called

scholarship, and found out that

we are number one in that event

Our sorority prides itself on
service, scholarship and
sisterhood. Within this last year

we have put in over 800 hours of

service to this campus and
community. And I am sure many
other sororities and fraternities

have done the same. This past

article was an unfair "stereotype"

on Greeks. We do not say that

Greek Week is all good, but the

stereotypes that Greek Week
creates are created by those of

you who make it that way and

take everything too seriously. It

is supposed to be a time for fun

and getting to know each other

better.

On one more note, sororities

were disqualified because they

did not follow the rules set forth

by the Greek Week committee.

Therefore, they should have

been disqualified. You break the

rules, you pay the price. It is that

way in everything, not just

Greek Week. If chants and

negative sayings were yelled that

is the fault of that particular

organization, not the entire

Greek system. As far as the

credibility of keg roll goes, the

roll has taken place ever since

1971 and the name has since

been changed to barrel roll to rid

it of the negative connotations.

This campus should just be

thankful that events such as

Greek Chug and Sorority Strip

have been removed. What do

you think is worse, rolling an

empty barrel or being timed to

see how fast you can take off

your clothes down to a bathing

suit?

And as far as the photograph

used for this article, we do not

deem it fair that since this was a

"Featured Opinion" a photograph

of two of our sisters was used. A
photograph of the stands at

Greek Week would have been

more appropriate, not one that

points out a particular sorority.

The use of this type of photo,

whether it be us or any other

organization on campus, shows a

bias towards one particular

group and it is not fair that the

public see Phi Sigma Sigma as

an organization that participates

in this type of behavior, because

we do not.

I only hope in light of all this

negative publicity that all Greek

organizations on this campus re-

evaluate their ideas and visions

of Greek Week.

Tonya Schmidt, President

Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority

To All Clarion University Graduating ^
Students and Their Friends *

*%\f
;' •*
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Catholic Campus Ministry

invites you to a

BACCALUAREATE MASS
SUNDAY MAY 2, 1993

6:00 PM

Immaculate Conception Church

.' -Til ''. * > la •»...*• *.L

s&tta

X "A time of blessing before finals and ferewell.»" ,
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Readers Responses cont

Product dates

are important
Dear Editor:

While reading the March 25,

1993 issue of the Clarion Call,

there was a title that caught my
eye, "The Way I See It." I was

glad to see that someone stood

up for their rights and the rights

of area farmers.

Knowing the dates on products

is important, especially if it is

going into your body. This

chocolate milk isn't just any

product though. Milk is filled

with vitamins A, D, E, K, plus

calcium, protein, phosphorous,

magnesium and zinc. It's also a

lot cheaper than pop. I just want

to express a thank you to Rodney

Sherman for taking the time and

trying to make the correction at

the Gemmell Snack Bar. This is

where some of the bad publicity

on milk and the dairy industry

comes from-- poor store

representation.

As the reigning

Clarion/Venango Dairy Princess

I would urge you to have a non-

alcoholic summer, so you can

return next year. Here's one way

to replace alcohol this summer.

Try a Strawberry Daiquiri:

combine all of the following

ingredients in a blender: two

cups of milk, two cups of frozen

strawberries (slightly thawed), 1

tsp. of sugar or sweetener and

five ice cubes. Blend until frothy,

serves three.

Keep your eye on the dates on

products and have a "real" safe

summer. Good luck to the class

of 1993.

Robin Walls

Clarion/Venango

Dairy Princess

Successful

Forensics team

in jeopardy

Dear Editor:

There is something that scares

people every day. A monster

that rears its ugly head and

affects us all, whether one is a

corporate big shot, a teacher or a

blue collar worker. What is this

monster you ask? Public

Speaking. Everyone needs to

know how to present him/herself

in front of others. I would like to

know how it is possible that an

organization on this campus that

has the potential to benefit so

many people may be eliminated

from the list of university

recognized activities due to the

budget crisis.

Anyone is welcome to become

involved with the Forensic s

team which offers a wide variety

of activities. Critical thinking

and analytical skills are

developed through areas such as

debate, impromptu speaking and

extemporaneous speaking. The

interpretation events of po? ry,

prose and dramatic duo develop

a speaker in terms of vocal

quality, vocal qualifiers,

articulation, enunciation,

pronunciation and nonverbal

communication. In order to fully

experience the educational value

of the Forensics team, the only

requirement is hard work and

dedication. By eliminating this

organization from the campus, it

would be evident to me that this

institution of higher learning is

discouraging education by

terminating an activity which

develops individual competency,

self-confidence and

professionalism.

Since I have competed on the

Forensics team, I have a better

chance of establishng a career

after graduation. In a world

where job selection is cut-throat,

being able to communicate

effectively may be the little extra

advantage I need to get the job.

In the early 1980s, Clarion was

ranked first in the nation : in

1985 we were still ranked in the

top ten of the nation . There are

no other Clarion activities that

boast these marks. It isn't too

late to return, but we need to do

it now, and eliminating the

program isn't going to help.

There are so few

extracurricular . educational

programs offered by this

university, that I find it rather

pathetic for an institution of

higher "learning." Again I ask:

How is it possible that an

organization that has the

potential to benefit so many
peope may be eliminated from

the list of university recognized

activities?

Tammy Ludwig

A concerned student

AH letters to the editor

must be submitted to the

office of the Clarion Call

by 12:00 p.m. the

Monday before

publication. All letters

must be signed and

include a phone number

for verification, names

may be withheld upon

request under certain

circumstances.
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1993-94 CSA budget
Chartered ( >rE9Ilizations 1992-9^ Request 1992-93 Allocation 1993-94 Rerp.o.t 1993-94 Allocation

Accounting Club Z9Z7D0 1356X0 3319.92 1400.00

AlAJSM. 11.91O00 8303X0 1M70.00 6,000.00

American Chemical Society 3387X0 1X13X0 IJMJO 1375.00

Amnesty International kVNUI 1.100X0 2,812.00 1,200.00

American Library Association — — 136530 500.00

American Marketing Associatior — — 5,568.00 2.450.00

Anthropology Association <980.00 2.136X0 6,922.20 1300.00

Arete — — 11,822.00 100X0

A.CJBX — — 600.00 600X0

Athletics 39»ofWalbodg* 296,148^40 288.834.00 288.834.00

BACCHUS MM* 1304X0 10.841X0 7.250.00

Bios Club 2336.00 1.033.00 4,910.00 1,200.00

Biotech Club — — 1308.00 500.00

Clarion Call 8,000.00 8.000.00 12X00.00 10,000.00

CIA 12324.00 7.131X0 20419.00 7.200.00

Cheerleaders — — 3.719.75 1,200.00

DanceTeam — — 7,731.68 1379.00

University Interamurals 5.087.00 3300.00 5.18615 1,600.00

Marching/Symph Band 39.660.00 28.046.00 42^10X0 22,000.00

University Ski Club — — 3,470.00 2,000.00

University Theatre 26.708.00 17.024.00 29.59IJ0 18,000.00

Concert/Madriyu* 133H00 10.140.00 14,547.00 7400.00

Contingency — 8.000.00 15,000.00 9467.00

Council for Exc. Children 600.00 401.00 1.000.00 500.00

DJJR&. 600.00 500.00 615.00 615.00

Data Processing Mgmt. 1.008.00 501.00 uojo 600.00

DebateTeam 17,000.00 6.760.00 19,138X0 5,000.00

FMA 11.054X0 5.052X0 12,640.60
•

3400.00

French Club 785.00 67i00 875X0 625.00

General Administration 121.600.00 117.000.00 129.650X0 120.000.00

German Club — — 53000 360.00

Health Careen Club 2,025.00 1.735X0

»

1.68128 650.00

Individual Events — —
29X35.75 5,000X0

Inlerhall Council 10,115.00 4.025.00 1011532 3,000.00

JazzBand 4.630.00 2,100.00 4.730.00 2.700.00

Labrary Media/Info — —
232115 625X0

LEV. Choir 3.800.00 1.950.00 5355X0 1.650.00

Math Club — —
710X0 500.00

MENC 2375.00 1.021.00 2357X0 1.180.00

Musk Marketing 5.467.00 2.145.00 5345X0 2,050.00

NSSLHA 1336.00 537X0 2^00.00 750.00

PaSTA 2.457.00 1.103.00 2.189X0 1300.00

PANHEL4PC 10.918.00 6337.00 11340.43 3,400.00

Percussion Ensemble 1.040.00 276X0
1X40.00 350.00

Political Econ. Club 646.00 511X0 1347X0 750.00

Pre-LawClub 1.116.00 787.00 1,200.00 850.00

PSEA 1.787.00 850X0 2300.00 950.00

Psychology Club 7.744.00 4.110.00 18352.00 2,600.00

PJUAB 2,210.00 1.030.00
2X00.00 1.000.00

RACS 8,281.00 5308.00 10014.06 3300.00

Outdoors Club — —
2,100.00 0X10

RboEpsOon — —
6,694.10 500.00

Rjtaract — —
1,581.50 750X0

SA.VE. 2,261.00 11.60 869.70 500.00

SequeDe 49376X0 41.000.00 43,192.80 41.000.00

SHRM ' — — 2357X0 1.900.00

SAM 3.723.00 1305.00 3363X0 1400.00

Society of Physics Stn. 6306.00 2327.00 6315.70 1.650.00

Sociology Club 3.053.00 914.00 1.150X0 400.00

Spanish Oub 847.00 472X0 65720 400.00

Sports Info/PR 8300.00 6.700.00 9300.00 5.000.00

o.i-A-JC — — 9320X0 2,000.00

Student Dinctmies 5.600.00 5.400.00 5,000X0 4.000.00

Student Publications 6.400.00 5300.00 6372X0 5.400.00

Student Senate 18.757.00 13,075.00 13359.75 12.000.00

Terra Club* 3J22X0 1,026.00 3,640.50 750.00

UAB 100,000.00 100X00X0 126,419.80 101390.00

Comm. Orchestra 1,200X0 72200 1.000.00 1.000.00

Visual Arts Association 3374.00 1320X0 10480.65 1400.00

WCCB 4347.00 2389.00 5.062.00 1.500.00
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Termed a "business decision

"

Concord won't build waste

incinerator in Clarion County
by Rodney Sherman

News Editor

Clarion county resident's three

year long battle against a

proposed hazardous waste

incinerator and landfill ended

Monday when Concord

Resources announced it has

abandoned plans to build here.

Citing "uncertainties about the

marketplace," Concord's director

of new site development, Rick

Gimello, said the decision to halt

the plan was a "business

decision." He added that

Concord will now concentrate

their resources on the firms

holdings near Montreal and near

Denver.

Concord's plans had been

delayed four times by the state's

Department of Environmental

Resources (DER). The
company's Phase I siting

application was denied for the

fourth time on Aug. 3, 1992.

The presence of wetlands was

given as the reason for the final

rejection.

Concord is a joint venture of

Philadelphia based Consolidated

Rail Corp. and OHM Corp. of

Findlay, Ohio. Concord owns

and operates the Highway 36

Land Development Company, a

hazardous waste treatment,

storage and disposal site near

Denver and Stablex Canada Inc.,

a hazardous waste treatment and

disposal site near Montreal.

Concord's Pittsburgh office

will move to Dever. Recent

disclosure of the Pittsburgh

office closure lead to rumors that

Concord might pull out of

Clarion County.

The announcement was
greeted with relief and joy by

area residents. Many residents

had raised questions about health

risks, water pollution, soil

damage and the possible decline

of property values.

Pam Zahoran, of Protect

Environment And Children

Everywhere, (PEACE) said,

"The community is ecstactic

about the decision. The public

was the key; everyone stayed

united. We knew it was a bad

site, and once we convinced

DER, the project was finished.

But to convince them, we had to

be loud, and we had to be

united."

PEACE collected more than

22,000 signatures on petitions

opposing the Concord proposal.

Doug Kepler, president of

PEACE, thinks Concord may
have had "the blessing of the

state" when the plans were first

announced, but DER realized

the intensity of the public's

opposition and changed its

approach.

Zahoran said PEACE has no

plans to disband after Concord's

defeat. "We hope to stay

together and help other

communities facing

environmental hazards," she

said.

Ron Wilshire, director of

university relations and interim

vice president for university

advancement, said, "We are

pleased with the decision by

Concord to abandon their plans

in Clarion County.

"Clarion University has been

opposed to the proposal based on

the potential long term negative

impact on the area's environment

and reputation."

State Senator Tim Shaffer, (R-

21) said of Concord's decision,

"This is a real victory for the

health and welfare and economic

development for Clarion County.

"The citizens can be proud of

the active and indepth role that

PEACE played. They were

never intimidated by Concord

and it's seemingly endless

financial resources. PEACE
held Concord's feet to the fire

every step of the way. Now it's

time to get back on track and

develop economic opportunities

FREE ^
Membership with this coupon *fj%

Wilkinson TV & Video *

44 1st Avenue (Across from the stadium)

TV'S VIDEO'S SEGA "

VCR'S NINTENDO GENESIS
M-TH: VCR Rentals $5.99 + 2 FREE Movies

for the citizens of Clarion."

State Senator John Peterson,

(R-28) also gave credit to

PEACE. "I am extremely

pleased that the voice of the

citizens of Clarion and Jefferson

Counties has been heard and has

prevailed.

"The local residents,

coordinated by the PEACE
group, and the Clarion County

Commissioners deserve the real

credit for stopping the

development of this hazardous

waste treatment facility.

"Their tireless and persistant

efforts overcame tremendous

odds to bring about this decision.

"They fought against big

business and big money and they

won.

" This is a very happy day for

the residents of Clarion and

Jefferson Counties," said

Peterson.

U.S. Representitive Bill

Clinger, (R-Warren) in a

statement released Monday, said,

"This is a victory for rural

Americans, especially the people

of Clarion County."

Public Safety

Blotter
The following is a brief synopsis of criminal investigations

conducted by Public Safety for the week of April 19 through April

26, 1993.

On April 19 at approximately 7:25 a.m., actors attempted to

operate the dryers in the basement of Wilkinson Hall by jamming the

machine and attempting to utilize free machine service. Actor was

apprehended and will be cited for this action.

On April 19 at approximately 2:20 p.m., a student reported three

books stolen from his room on the second floor of Ralston Hall. The

text books are as follows: "Principles of Microeconomics," "Music

by Daniel Politoske," and "Communication in small group

discussions," by Cragan and Wright. The approximate value of the

books is $55.00.

A student was cited on April 20, for using a stolen parking permit.

Two students from Ralston Hall were causing a disturbance outside

the dorm on April 21 at approximately 12:55 a.m. Both individuals

had consumed alcohol and were under age. A citation will be filed at

a later date, pending additional information.

On April 22, a student reported a theft of 18 compact discs. The

students driver license number is engraved on all of the discs. The

CD's were reported missing from the student's second floor room in

Ralston Hall.

The washing machines in the basement of Wilkinson Hall were

rendered inoperative because of slugs placed in the machine instead of

coins. This happened on April 26, at approximately 8:30 a.m., under

investigation.

If anyone has any information concerning these or other crimes,

please contact Public Safety at 226-2111.

•
One day only. Friday, April 30, 1993

CLARION x~» i

'&*"** ** yeosMz
226-9395 227-9111

Greenville Ave. Extension
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Competition Punch Van

2300 watt audio system

11:00 am -8:00 pm
Close out prices on 1 992

merchandise

Door prizes and giveaways

AUTHORIZED CELLUARONE®
DEALER

Grand opening . .

.

• Pizza by the slice

• Pepsi products or

• try a sample of our

nev^ Spaghetti

Only 500
4:00 - 8:00 pm

Limit 2 per person

New Item- -Spaghetti by the bucket
4 lbs for $6.50
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Student Senate President Gara L. Smith explains

Success and goals for the Student Senate
by Rodney H. Sherman

News Editor

Student Senate President Gara

L. Smith is finishing her first

semester in that capacity. In an

interview with the Call, she talks

about the past semester.

Call: What do you consider

the number one success of this

past semester's Student Senate?

GLS: "I don't consider there

to be a number one success or

achievement of this past

semester's Student Senate.

"We have been active with

various aspects of the university

from dining and residence halls

to the Middle States

Accreditation.

"Some of the major goals we
have accomplished were: a

successful voter registation for

CUP students, a letter writing

campaign to Governor Casey,

budget secretary Hershock and

the legislature, student center

and bookstore surveys,

recognition and approval of

various organizations, student

body week, plus the general

appropriation of the 1993-94

Clarion Students' Association

budget as well as many
sponsored and co-sponsored

events by Student Senate.

"The positive results in these

efforts can be traced back to the

hard work of the student

senators. (Vice President)

Michele Piccirillo has been a

tremendous help in getting

things done and deserves some
of the credit."

Call: What are some of your

goals for next semester?

GLS: "Student Senate is very

eager for next semester. Student

Body Week has traditionally

been scheduled during the month

of April. We plan to take a leap

and have it for the 1993-94

school year in September. We
believe that this may excite our

freshmen and transfer students as

well as our veteran students.

"During the summer, the

Personnel Committee of Student

VA*** _. J0)t\$i&g0e**

X^.*

Ray Henderson/ Clarion Call

Student Senate President Gara L. Smith is pleased with this semesters effort by her and
her fellow senators. Students can reach their senators at 226-2318.

Senate will be working on years to come. Clarion is a state-

revisions to update the CSA
(Clarion Student Association)

constitution and by-laws. Plus,

Student Senate is comprised of

11 standing committees that will

be required to fulfill a project for

the fall semester.

"This could vary from awards

to public relations promotions,

owned university, unlike Penn

State, Pitt, Temple and Lincoln

who are state-related. It is

disappointing to see the state-

related institutions receive the

best of both worlds by having

major private contributions plus

state money.

"Concerning CUP and the $2.7

ft

percent of the student body are

active with 90 percent of the

organizations and activities.

Student apathy is an issue that

Student Senate is attempting to

diminish.

"There are wonderful

opportunities that are just

awaiting students if they would

just take the first step and get

involved. The college

experience is not just about

classes and grades, it also

frivolous expenses.
"

~ Gara L Smith

...I believe that the university

needs to step back and take a solid ££*£» m^emaianmA
ii.-i •. jit contacts, plus lasting

look at where it can cut back on friendships

Call: In what areas has the

university made strong

improvements?

GLS: "Since registration is

just ending, I feel obligated to

comment on the improvements

that have been made with

telephone registration. Although

many students are experiencing

difficulties registering for fall

classes due to cutbacks and

cancellations, the overall

atmosphere of registering is

the opportunities are left up to

the imagination."

Call: How would you
comment on the current budget

shortfall facing the university?

GLS: 'To be perfectly honest,

I am frightened about what will

happen to Clarion University, not

only for this year, but for the

million budget shortfall, I firmly

beleive that the university needs

to step back and take a solid look

at where it can cut back on

frivolous expenses."

Call: In what areas do you

consider the university weak?

GLS: "As far as the students

are concerned, it seems that ten

Buy one Big Mac
r
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GET ONE
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Ium present ihi« coupon when
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net unnther Bic Mar free!
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Marshals and Ushers are

needed for the May graduation

ceremony
Interested students should contact

Gara L. Smith at the Student Senate

office

much more positive compared to

years gone by."

Call: What can the students

do to make Clarion a better

university?

GLS: "Students need to take a

stand and get more involved in

the university itself. If there is

something that doesn't seem

correct, students should question

the professor, staff member or

administration. If it wasn't for

the students, this university

would not be here.

"The students need to become

more involved with Clarion in

both the university and

community. Volunteerism is at a

high with community service

organizations and programs such

as 'Into the Streets', Alpha Phi

Omega, the Community Service

-Learning Center and the

Literacy Corps to name a few.

There are many opportunities for

students to get involved."

Call: What are your feelings

on campus safety?

GLS: "I don't believe there

really is such a thing as a safe

campus. I am pleased to see the

emergency telephones are finally

being installed on campus.

"I feel Public Safety and

students need to be interacting

more often concerning safety

issues.

"Since crime will exist in

every community, students must

be cautious and aware of what is

going on around them, and to not

put themselves into a situation

that could result in an invasion

of one's safety."

Call: Were there any goals

that were not met this year?

GLS: "Student Senate was

hoping to have [constitution]

revisions and by-laws revisions

[done] for the student body to

vote upon.

"Due to time constraints, and

the unexpected occurrences that

faced the university and the

student body (president's

residence, blizzard and the

budget shortfall), we were not

able to fulfill the task at hand

because it is too large and

overwhelming for a single

semester.

"Other than the revisions, I am
extremely pleased with the

accomplishments of this past

semester."

Call: Is there a meesage you

want the students to hear?

GLS: "Students, please

remember that Student Senate is

here because of you and for

you."
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Long timefriends and associates

Moore and Kodrich to receive awards
courtesy of

Public Affairs

Dr. Robert Moore and Dr.

William Kodrich, two long-time

friends and retired Clarion

University faculty members, will

be honored with the

"Distinguished Faculty" award.

The presentation will be made

by the Clarion University of

Pennsylvania Alumni

Association during the Alumni

Weekend Activities on May 1.

Moore and Kodrich will

receive their awards during the

"Alumni Gathering" in Hart

Chapel at 10:30 a.m. In addition

to recognizing Kodrich and

Moore, diplomas will be

presented to the returning classes

from 1958 and 1968.

research program." Moore and

Kodrich even in retirement are

still advising graduate students.

Moore and Kodrich have

known each other a long time.

For 25 years they shared an

office at Clarion University.

They were also roommates in

graduate school at the University

of Pittsburgh. During their time

together at Clarion they acquired

in excess of $250,000 in

contracted research funding for

the university.

Most of the funding was used

to support graduate students and

to purchase research equipment

for the biology department.

Major sources of funding were

the Pennsylvania Department of

Environmental Resources, the

Pennsylvania Electric Company,

Public Affairs photo

Dr. Robert Moore attended Clarion as a student and later

returned as an instructor.

"Obviously, this is one of the and Cytemps Steel,

most rewarding things that has "Perhaps our greatest

happened to me," said Moore. "I achievement was the

feel very honored to receive the development of the Pymatuming

recognition. Cooperative Program in teaching

"Clarion maintained a and research with the University

stimulating environment for me of Pittsburgh," said Moore about

for 27 years," said Moore, who his work with Kodrich.

retired following the 1992 spring "Indication of the success of the

semester. program, initiated by Pitt and

"I have had the opportunity to Clarion, is that at present the

develop a graduate program in cooperative program presently

biology and continue an active includes four universities: Pitt,

Clarion, Edinboro and Indiana.

"The benefits of this program

are numerous: exposure of the

student to a more diverse faculty,

facilities, and equipment

sharing; availability of expanded

course offerings for students and

increased efficiency for all

participating universities.

Usually courses are enrolled

with waiting lists," said Moore.

Moore, a native of Cecil,

earned his B.S. in

comprehensive science and

mathematics from Clarion State

Teacher's College. "I came to

Clarion as an undergraduate with

the encouragement of my uncle

James Moore, who was dean of

academic affairs at Clarion," he

recalled.

"My uncle's presence attracted

me to Clarion, and he

encouraged me to enter

mathematics and science

because he felt I could excel in

those fields. His advice paid off.

I have been accepted for every

job I ever applied for," he said.

The Soviet Union's launching

of Sputnik in 1958 created an

accelerated need for the

upgrading of science programs.

Moore, who had taught in the A-

C Valley and Keystone school

districts, enrolled at the

University of Pittsburgh as a

research assistant/teaching

fellow and earned his M.S. in

botany and Ph.D in biology.

"I selected biology because I

did my best work in that area,"

said Moore. "Clarion was
actively searching for professors

when I graduated in 1965. They

called and offered me a job at a

competitive salary. I accepted

and have been happy here ever

since."

"If Clarion had remained a

teaching institution, I may well

have looked into other positions.

But, they provided the

opportunity to do research. If

you can't do research, you tend

to stagnate.

"I also liked the Clarion

community and the people I

worked with on campus. The

administration treated me fairly

and gave me an opportunity to

pursue outside interests," said

Moore.

Moore also served Clarion in

other capacities, including a four

year term on the board of

directors of the Clarion

University Alumni Association

and a three year term on the

Public Affairs photo

Dr. William Kodrich, though retired from the university,

continues as an advisor to graduate students.

advisory board for the Clarion

University Foundation.

In addition, Moore has many
outside interests including serving

ten years on the Clarion Area

Sewage Authority.

He was its chair during the years

that the sewage plant system was

upgraded. This upgrading has

permitted Clarion Borough to grow

and develop.

He is currently beginning his

third term on the Clarion County

Planning Commission and was the

secretary of the Clarion County

Federation of Sportsmen for ten

years (1983-92). He is also a

retired deputy waterways

patrolman for the Pennsylvania

Fish Commission.

Dr. Moore and his wife, Elaine, a

librarian at Clarion University's

Carlson Library, live in Clarion.

Dr. Kodrich, reached by

telephone tuesday afternoon,

related his positive feelings

for Clarion University.

When asked about his long

association with the

university and what kept

him here, Kodrich said "I

think it is a great place to

have worked. The students

are great. I had good

colleagues to work with in

the biology department.

"I could teach where I

could get to know my
students and where I had the

opportunity to do research."

Kodrich said he did

research in aquatic ecology

which includes the fish

populations in streams,

rivers and lakes.

His interest in this field

lead to his work with the

group Trout Unlimited.
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Ralph Watkins to return

to Clarion University

The Clarion Call - 4-29-93- Page 9

by Rodney L. Sherman

News Editor

The search to find an assistant

to the president for social equity

has ended with the hiring of

Ralph Watkins, who resigned

from that post in February.

Watkins will resume his former

position in two weeks.

Watkins resigned efffective

Feb. 12, 1993 to take a post as

vice president of the Urban

League of Pittsburgh. His duties

there included planning and

designing new programs.

Watkins started at Clarion

University as director of

minority affairs. He was named

to the position of assistant to the

president for social equity in the

fall of 1991.

Following his resignation he

continued to work for the

university on a part-time basis on

a number of initiatives he had

started, such as client assessment

and the "Reality 92-Vision 97

Social Equity Conference."

After his return to the university

he will continue the initiatives

he started.

In a statement released by

university President Diane

Reinhard, she said, "I am

delighted to announce that Mr.

Ralph Watkins will be returning

to Clarion University to resume

full-time his post as assistant to

the president for social equity.

As a result, all searches related

to the position have been

cancelled.

"During his tenure at Clarion,

Mr. Watkins demonstrated a

special ability to work with the

university community in

enhancing racial and cultural

understanding and fine

leadership in advancing our

equity and diversity goals.

"We are pleased that with Mr.

Watkins' return, our initiatives

in this area will continue to

move forward, aided by his

sensitivity and commitment to

social equity at this institution.

"1 am grateful to the members

of the Search Committee for the

interim assistant to the president

for social equity for the time and

energy they devoted to fulfilling

their charge. I also appreciate

the concern amd interest of

faculty who nominated

colleagues for the position."

According to Ron Wilshire, a

university spokesman, Watkins

will return to his former position

at the same salary he was

receiving when he resigned.

Ralph Godbolt, president of

Clarion University's African-

American Student Union, was

pleased with the announcement.

"I'm extremely surprised to

hear of his coming back. He will

continue to be a big asset to

Clarion University," said

Godbolt.

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Ralph Watkins, former assistant to the president for social

equity, will return to Clarion University to resume that

position. He originally left the post in Feb. 1993 .

Looks like a

Vivarin night.
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all week. Took two today. And

now you've got to pack an entire

semester's worth of Philosophy into
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Outside Clarion

Clinton wants to get back to business
courtesy of

Associated Press

National

Clinton tired of "politics"

President Clinton is looking to

get his agenda back on track after

setbacks suffered in Congress.

Clinton told the National

Association of Realtors at a

Tuesday meeting that people need

to get away from looking at

political infighting and focus on

the changes that are needed.

Clinton said he's run up against

inertia, ideology and indifference

in his efforts to get an economic

stimulus package passed.

With his health care reform

package pending, Clinton

acknowledged more tough times

are ahead. Clinton said it's

important for people to avoid

political smoke screens and ask,

"What's really at stake here?"

A leading congressional

democrat said the idea of

imposing a value-added tax to pay

for health care reform may be

dead.

House Speaker Tom Foley said

Tuesday that First Lady Hillary

Clinton "heavily discounted " the

prospect of a VAT levy that would

tax a product at each stage of the

production process and pass the

cost to the consumer.

Former First Lady

hospitalized

Former First Lady Pat Nixon is

hospitalized in New York City

with acute emphysema.

A spokesman for Cornell

Medical Center said Mrs. Nixon

is in stable condition. No other

details on her situation were

available.

"The New York Times"

quotes a source as saying Mrs.

Nixon is in a "frail state."

A spokesman for former

president Nixon said Mrs. Nixon

became ill Sunday and entered

the hospital on Monday.

Mrs. Nixon is 81. She suffered

a serious stroke in 1977 and a

minor one in

1983, but recovered fully.

Costa Rica violence

Gunmen in Costa Rica freed

one of the 19 supreme court

justices they were holding

hostage.

The kidnappers stormed the

court building on Monday. They

want $20 million and freedom

for an unspecified number of

prisoners being held in Costa

Rican prisons. Four gunmen are

believed to be involved

Officials won't confirm or deny

reports that the kidnappers

belong to Columbia's infamous

Medellin cocaine cartel and are

seeking the release of several

cartel members.

Waco investigator doesn't need

help

The Texas medical examiner's

office handling the Branch

Davidian investigation said

Tuesday that there is no need for

independent pathologists to help.

Assistant medical examiner

Darrell Thompson said his office

is a model agency and that

criticism from an attorney for

one cult survivor is nothing more

man defense posturing.

Lawyer Jeff Kearney has filed

a motion seeking an independent

review. He said past records

indicate repeated negligence on

the part of the Tarrant County

medical examiner.

Kearney said that threatens his

client's defense against charges

of conspiracy to murder ATF
agents.

State

Committee approves OBE

The Pennsylvania Senate's

Education Committee, on

Tuesday, gave its endorsement to

a set of wide ranging school

reforms known as Outcome

Based Education.

The panel voted nine to four in

favor recommending OBE to the

state independent regulatory

review commission.

If the House Education gives a

similar endorsement, then the

commission will have the final

say on whether the state will

adopt the regulations.

OBE would force the state's

501 school districts to change the

way they teach students and the

requirements for graduation.

"Diaper man" arrested in

Pittsburgh

Police believe they have found

their man in connection with a

bizarre incident in Pittsburgh.

Some children say that two

weeks ago, a man who looked

like cartoon character Baby

Huey appeared before them

wearing only a large diaper.

The children were able to

identify Richard Lococo from

police file photos, and a warrant

was issued for his arrest.

He is accused of harassment

and lewd behavior at the

playground in the Knoxville

neighborhood.
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College Press Service

Black student groups thrive

after riots

African-American student

unions throughout the country

have reported an upsurge in

membership since the fiery

riots in Los Angeles last April.

While many say that race

relations are still strained, the

black voice on campus is

stronger than ever.

Levoid Carter, vice president

of the Black Student Alliance

and a senior at Georgia State

University, said last year's

three days of rioting in Los

Angles was "the awakening"

for many who thought racism

was dying.

There are 1.3 million black

college students on U.S.

campuses and, according to a

recent U.S. News and World

Report survey of college

students, half the respondents

reported that campus race

relations today can be

characterized only as "fair" or

"poor."

"The riots were a spark that

initiated the immediate

consciousness. They (the

riots) said: 'The problem has

not left us, it is only

camouflaged. It can still sneak

up on you," said Carter, who is a

criminal science major.

Gay group offers scholarships

An organization of Boston-area

gay and lesbian business

professionals has created two

scholarships for college students

who support the acceptance of

homosexuals.

The Pride in Scholarship Fund

offers two annual scholarships,

one for $2,500 and the other for

$1,000. The recipients do not

need to be gay or lesbian, but

must demonstrate that they have

been active in promoting gay and

lesbian rights.

The 700-member Greater

Boston Business Council

patterned its scholarship after

one in Seattle that is sponsored

by the Greater Seattle Business

Association.

The Boston scholarship is

separate from the business

council, but is run by its

members. A student from

Harvard and a student from

Wellesley College were awarded

the scholarships this year.

"What we're saying to college

students is that you're not alone

and we recognize what you're

doing, and that we want to

support you in that," said Glenn

Kaufhold, development director

of the fund, adding the group

wants better relations

between gays and straights.

Students hope to improve

U.S.-Vietnam relations

Building a peaceful,

productive relationship

between the United States

and Vietnam, former

enemies is the goal of a

group of business students at

James Madison University.

Friends of Vietnam, Inc., a

corporation made up of

students, faculty and

community members, was

formed after several

business students went on a

tour of Vietnam in May,

1992 and came back

convinced that the United

States would benefit by

resolving its differences with

the country.

"According to our tour

agents, ours was the first

such academic tour of its

scope since the war ended,"

said Roger H. Ford, a

business professor and one

of the founders of the group.

The organization provides

educational assistance to the

Vietnamese, supports a

Vietnamese family and takes

American students on

extensive tours throughout

Vietnam.
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Features
Final Editorial:

The secrets to a successful finals week
by Dan Parrish

Features Editor

Well there is no mistaking it,

summer is coming. Many of you

will be heading home next

week, then the mad search for

your summer job will begin.

Some people will be getting

ready to attend summer school.

Or maybe you'll be graduating

like me and getting ready for (to

steal a term I've heard about a

million times in the past few

weeks) the "real world."

No matter what category you

fall into, there still is one more

week. That dreaded week of

staying up late trying to squeeze

a whole semesters' learning into

two days of preparation, with the

aid of enough caffeine to wake

the dead. It's the week that if

your brain isn't already fried

from classes, it will be sizzling.

Well, we here at the Call had

no choice in dealing with this

matter of stress and strain, but to

make light of it. After being

here for four years and going

through finals this many times, I

feel I'm qualified. So, here are a

few tips to stick to and a few to

avoid this finals week.

But before you go sticking to

these religiously, these are things

that I like to follow. Different

people like different things.

First, one of the main things to

avoid, this goes for every night

during finals, avoid any special

at the local bars, particularly

quarter drafts, three dollar

pitchers, dollar mixed drinks and

the ever-popular wing night. I

don't care how many people say

that studying is better after

consuming large quantities of

is bad luck. I have never shaved

during finals since, of course I

never really had to shave, either.

(I don't know if that is a tradition

for women or not, but hey, it's

Few people know this but pizza

is true brain food. You must eat

pizza everyday during finals

week or your brain will not be

truly balanced, and you will not

do well on your tests.

Another thing no! to avoid is

all-nighters. Finals week wasn't

meant for sleep. Those are some

of the best times you'll have

staying awake all night with your

friends. Things can get pretty

crazy. I often find myself

staying awake even when I don't

have a final the next day, just to

see the craziness set in on others.

One warning with this one, you

have to be used to staying up all

night. If you just wait for finals

week it could backfire on you.

This brings me to the actual

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Whether students budget their time wisely or cram at the

last minute, studying is crucial to many at this time.

alcohol, I have put many

extensive hours of research and

lab time in on this one, and I can

honestly say it's not.

Another thing to avoid, and

this is targeted more towards

men, is shaving. I learned in

Campbell Hall my freshman year

that shaving during finals week

worth a try.)

Along the lines of shaving

comes the ritual of not bathing.

Now I don't follow this one, but

I know a few people who do and

believe me you'll know them too

by Friday during finals week.

Yuk!

One thing no! to avoid is pizza.

Senior luncheon planned
by Deb Huffman

Managing Editor

The seventh annual Senior

Send-Off Luncheon will be held

May 2 at 12:30 p.m. in Chandler

Dining Hall.

In addition to a buffet, there

will be several guest speakers.

President Gara Smith of Student

Senate will be one of those

keynote speakers.

A presentation of the

"Outstanding Senior Award" will

be given a $100 gift to a senior

who has provided remarkable

service and has advanced the

purpose of Clarion University.

Immediately following the

send-off will be an unveiling of

the bricks that will be added to

the Commemorative Wall

outside of the Gemmell

Complex. About 60 bricks are

being added to the wall this year.

The luncheon is being funded

by SAAS, a student organization

dedicated to strengthening

relationships of students, alumni

and university friends.

The main fundraiser for the

the seat that you sat in all

semester. It's stale; you need a

fresh seat full of knowledge.

And, perhaps the most important

ritual of this article, don't forget

the lucky pencils. I keep mine in

a protective case all semester,

then the night before my first

final I get them out and sharpen

them to razor perfection and

polish them until I can see my

face in them. They have never

let me down yet.

Well, I've run out of rituals

that I follow. It's amazing how

people can believe that doing

things a certain way can affect

the way they do on finals. On a

closing note I'd just like to wish

everyone the best on finals and a

great summer.

test itself. First of all never sit in
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Ethics contest results

luncheons is the birthday cake

sale.

SAAS is always looking for

new members ready to gain

experience with program

development in areas related to

alumni, public relations,

publication and development.

Members and alumni offer

creative ideas that allow for

events such as the Send-Off

Luncheon and Commemorative

Wall to be major contributors of

the campus and community.

Winners of the second annual

1993 Clarion Ethics Essay

contest were announced by its

sponsors, the Philosophy faculty

and the APPS Department.

Joy Pryke, a psychology

student who graduated in

December, and Benjamin

Shipton, a biology student

graduating in May, were chosen

co-winners of this year's contest

and awarded honoraria of one

hundred dollars each. Honorable

mention went to Tammy
Beasley, an English major, also

graduating in May.

Pryke' s essay dealt with the

classic question of whether

ethics can be taught. In her

search for an answer she used

developmental theory from

psychology as well as reflections

on her own moral upbringing.

Shipton wrote on the problem

of world hunger, stressing

general knowledge, biological

facts and Abraham Maslow's

theory of a hierarchy of needs.

Beasley's essay took up the

controversial topic of political

violence in the world today, in

the light of John Locke's view of

the justification of revolution.

Students graduating in the

school year 1993-94 are eligible

to enter next year's contest.

Interested students should please

contact Jean Rumsey (2391),

contest chair, Julia Bartkowiak

or Frank Takei (Philosophy), or

Bill Barnes (Biology). Faculty

members who have students or

advisees who might be interested

are also invited to call for further

information.

-Courtesy Jean Rumsey
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Comic Books 101
where all the superheros hang out

by Toni Ross

Contributing Writer

Superman, the hero that was

faster than a locomotive and able

to leap tall buildings in a single

bound seems to have

accomplished one more amazing

feat... he has risen from the dead.

If you'll recall, the famous

comic book character died last

November in Superman #75,

which made headlines all over

the world as fans mourned the

death of their super hero.

"The Adventures of Superman

#500," which went on sale April

16 at Comic Books 101 in

Clarion, features a story

involving Superman and three

different imposters claiming to

be Superman.

According to William Wieder,

owner of Comic Books 101,

each of the imposters, a cyborg,

a ruthless super-being, one
super-powered teenager and an

armor-making steelworker will

be brought to life by Superman's

foster father, Jonathan Kent.

Wieder believes the new story,

"The Reign of the Supermen"

will be a very important Chapter

in the Superman series.

Comic Books 101 is located on

South 6th Avenue across from

the Captain Loomis and is open

Monday-Saturday, from noon to

5 p.m. with extended hours on

Friday until 7 p.m.

Clarion University Jazz Band

Performing big band music Friday, April 30 8 p.m.

Directed by Dr. Lisa Johnson

Conducted by senior Jay Elias

Includes tunes from big band era such as "In the Mood,"

"Pennsylvania 6-500," and "April in Paris"

Free and open to the public

Refreshments following

CAMPUS EVENTS
Information provided by Student Activities Office. Compiled by Dan Parrish

Thurs. April 29

Book Buy Back (Book Center)

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

-Baseball vs. Mercyhurst 2

p.m.

-Show Choir/Concert Choir

performance (LT) 8:15 p.m.

Sun. May 2

-Senior Send-Off Luncheon

(Chan) 12:30 p.m.

-CUP Open Spring Tennis

Tournament

-WCCB Finals Week
Broadcast begins

Wed. May 5

•Book Buy Back

(Book Center) 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

-Graduation Practice

Fri. April 30

-Classes End 10 p.m.

-High School Visitation Day

•Book Buy Back (Book Center)

9 a.in.-4 p.m.

-CUP Open Spring Tennis

Tournament

-CUP Jazz Band concert (Gem
MP) 8p.m.

Mon. May 3

-Final Exams Begin

-Catholic Campus Ministry

Baccalaureate Mass

-Book Buy Back (Book Center)

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

-Koinonia Bonfire (Piney Dam)

Thurs. May 6

-Book Buy Back

(Book Center) 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

-Graduation Practice

Sat. May 1

-Visual Art Sidewalk Drawing

Contest

-Deadline for PHEAA
applications

-CUP Open Spring Tennis

Tournament

-Baseball vs. Lock Haven 1 p.m

Tues. May 4

-Book Buy Back

(Book Center) 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Fri. May 7

-Final Exams End 10 p.m.

-Book Buy Back

(Book Center) 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
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Alpha Phi Omega: dedicated to the community
There are approximately 125

recognized organizations on

campus. Each offers a different

experience for students and each

has a specific goal for its

members. Service is the goal for

the organization of Alpha Phi

Omega.

Alpha Phi Omega is a national

co-ed fraternity that promotes

leadership, friendship, and

service. The Omega Mu chapter

of Clarion University is

comprised of approximately 55

active members who strive to

uphold service to the nation,

community, campus and to each

other.

During the spring 1993

semester, the organization has

completed close to 1000 service

hours through a wide variety of

worthwhile projects.

This semester's pledge class

organized several days to

fingerprint children in the

Clarion community for file

records at the Clarion Day Care

Center. About 150 children

received this service through

Alpha Phi Omega.

Two other very successful

projects included a bowl-a-thon

and a scavenger hunt for charity.

Approximately 20 members
bowled for a two-hour period in

order to raise $400 for their

national affiliation, Muscular

Dystrophy. In cooperation with

the confirmation class at

Immaculate Conception Church

in Clarion, Alpha Phi Omega
members participated in a

scavenger hunt for the Clarion

County Food Bank. By going

door to door in the community,

nearly $400 worth of canned

goods and $100 worth of paper

goods were collected to help the

less fortunate.

Alpha Phi Omega also

participates in weekly projects.

These include visiting and
playing bingo with residents at

Clarion Care Center and helping

to serve and clean up at weekly

dinners held at Clarion

Presbyterian Church.

Alpha Phi Omega has also

been involved with American

Red Cross, Clarion Humane
Society, American Cancer

Society, Clarion University

Career Services, and the

American Lung Association.

The organization originates

many of their own service

projects, but they may be asked

for help. To request help with a

service project, contact the

fraternity at P.O. Box 627,

Gemmell Complex, Clarion

University, Clarion, PA 16214.

—Article compiled by Alpha Phi

Omega members Lisa Cornelius,

Mark Dressier, Ann Fontana,

Kristen Henry, Beth Hornberger,

Jessie Kern, Tammy Ludwig,

andTerri Steigelman.

Planetarium Star Show
Friday, April 30 7 p.m.

Presented by Dr. Stephen J. Shulik, planetarium

director, associate professor of geography and

earth science

For additional information, contact the geography

and earth science department 226-2317 or after

hours call 226-1881 and leave message

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

BUILDING

STUDENTS IN THIS REGION WILL
EARN SCHOLARSHIPS

Valued from $500 to $1,000 this summer.

Earn while you learn

valuable motivational,

sales, and leadership

skills. Could easily lead to

excellent part-time work

this fall For appointment

call immediately 782-3213

between 10 am and 7 pm..

EWORLD CONFERENCE

•PARTNERS
N SUCCES!

"The Return

of

Superman"
on sale now

Comic Books
101

Across from the Loomis on

South 6th Ave.

Mon-Sat (noon - 5:30)

Fri (noon -7:00)

227-2544

Celebrating 125 years of Clarion history
by Melissa Caraway

Features Writer

On Tuesday, April 27 Clarion

was promised the "best history

lesson ever" (as if there is such a

thing). This lesson, which was

given by Clarion alumnus and

historian Dr. Sam Farmerie, was

in actuality a lecture celebrating

Clarion University's 125th

anniversary.

According to Farmerie the best

history lesson consists of not

only a presenter and his

presentation, but it must also

contain informative, interesting

and evocative facts. The

informative section of the lecture

stated that the Clarion University

we all know and love today,

began as an early 1800's school

house. As the coal, lumber and

oil industries took a back seat to

the progressive way of obtaining

a good future - education, many

people began to disagree on how

teachers should be taught and

trained.

Under the 1834 Teaching

Regulation Act, any educator

who got married or was caught

"bar-hopping" was immediately

discharged from their teaching

position. The interesting and

evocative parts of the lecture

would be imagining the reactions

today's students would have to

these restrictions. Some twenty

years after the regulation act,

Bob Orr, the first superintendent

of what was then Carrier

Seminary, began sponsoring two

day training seminars for the

future teachers. For the students

in Clarion's early years, the

tuition averaged out to

approximately seven dollars.

My checkbook certainly would

appreciate that.

During the 1850's the school

consisted of one co-ed building.

Luckily for the students this

eliminated sliding down Cardiac

Hill in a race to make it on time

to a class in Becker Hall. The

top floor was the men's floor, the

women occupied the middle

floor, while the bottom level was

left for the mailboxes and offices

such as admissions and financial

FASHION

SENSE

FOR YOUR DOLLARS.

Colibri's money clips are a highly

functional, yet elegantly styled way to hold

your currency. Handcrafted in a variety of

attractive designs and backed by a lifetime

warranty. They make fashionable sense for

holding your dollars.

(PauCSl. Weaver Jewelers
606 MAIN STREET CLARION, PA 16214 814 226-827r

Dr. Sam Farmerie presented

educational history Tuesday

aid. By this time the school had

expanded its curriculum to

include painting, normal science

and mathematics and now

required students to attend three

13-week terms. Despite all the

positive goals Clarion

accomplished, by 1874 the

school was already $20,000 in

debt which is proof that some

things never change.

But in true Clarion spirit, the

school kept their promise to

create "experienced, thorough

and practical educators," and the

school trudged along. Between

the years 1874 and 1876, Clarion

only had an enrollment of 435,

and between 1880-1882, there

were only seven graduates. The

principal worked through the

lean times by not giving himself

a salary until all the tuition was

collected and the bills were paid.

His wife lived on the premises of

the school and helped out by

acting as the governess and/or

cook. They also learned to do

without a maintenance crew for

cutting the grass by keeping a

pet goat.

According to Farmerie's

statistics, by the 1880's Clarion's

school, while under new
management, had increased its

number of graduates to 644, and

Alan Vaughn/Clarion Call

over a century of Clarion's

night in Carter Auditorium.

by 1890, it was considered to be

better than five other schools in

five others districts. By 1895 it

ranked 6th in the area. Of the

main reasons for attending

Clarion's new and updated

school were "excellent

equipment, steam heat and

electricity." Unfortunately, this

new found prosperity was short-

lived when a scandal involving

$27,000, which was to be used to

build Hart Chapel, forced the

president of the university to

resign after 25 years.

The turn of the century sparked

a change in the Clarion

educational system. Although

the school was still going

through its ups and downs, it was

these problems that made it more

like the school we know today.

By 1913 the Clarion State

Teacher's College was born.

The academic term had been

increased to four years which in

turn enabled Clarion to graduate

more capable educators. The

college had earned a great

reputation and was known to be

a great source to gain social

mobility. Clarion had grown

strong enough to survive both

the Stock Market Crash of the

1930's and the second world

war. During the 1960's Clarion

had finally moved beyond its

status of simply being a teaching

school and was renamed. Clarion

State College. Among its honors

Clarion was the first education

system to offer a graduate

program, a bachelor of arts

degree, a branch campus and a

faculty constitution, which is

why we students are able to see

our professors in the bars today

without seeing them in the

unemployment lines tomorrow.

As Farmerie pointed out some

things about Clarion had to

change. We may have voted for

the seven dollar tuition, but we

may not have been able to

handle the mandatory 7:00 to

9:45 p.m. study hours, nor could

the women on campus be happy

about having to be in me dorms

by 7:15. You even had to have

written permission to leave town.

To those of you who still don't

know what I'm talking about,

this means no CABS, no movies,

no Loomis, no life. I know it

sounds painful, but I haven't

even mentioned that everyone

had to be in bed by 10:00 p.m.

And we were thinking that

visiting hours ending at midnight

was strict.

Dr. Farmerie concluded his

lecture by stating that although

we are no longer a new and

struggling school and despite the

fact that we still have a problem

with a debt, Clarion Universtiy is

still growing. We are still

attending one of the best

economically affordable

educational systems in the

United States. We have made

great strides toward ethnic and

international diversity by

sponsoring cultural nights and

new programs, such as the

women's studies program.

Clarion students and faculty are

working to reach a greater

understanding between all

people to make the four years

you spend here the best they can

be. Now if someone could only

bring back the $7 tuition.

Sylvia Pittman performance inspirational

by Karen Kubanick

Features Writer

Lyric sopranist Sylvia Pittman

performed for Clarion University

on Monday night at the Hart

Chapel.

Pittman is a graduate of

Northern Michigan University

with a bachelor's degree in

music education and recently

received her master's degree in

performance from the University

of Michigan. Currently, she is

an instructor on the voice

faculties of the Center for

Creative Studies in Detroit and

the Flint Institute of Music.

Pittman also is a public school

teacher for the Westland School

District in WesUand, Michigan.

Sylvia Pittman's specialties lie

in operatic and oratorio literature

and German Lieder, and includes

works of contemporary

American composers in her

performances.

Accompanying Pittman were

Donald Black on piano, and Dr.

Jaropolk Lassowsky on violin.

Both are associate professors in

the music department at Clarion.

Sylvia Pittman was sponsored

by the Clarion University music

department and supported by

grants from the Clarion

University Foundation, the

Cultural Fund of the Provost and

the Office of Social Fquity.
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Senior Spotlights:

Hooked on theater, Beredino shows rare talent

by Robin Adamson

Contributing Writer

Joe Beredino, a 1989 graduate

of Latrobc High School, has

definitely made a lasting

impression here at Clarion

University. If you mention

Clarion's musical theater

department, Joe's name will be

one that is sure to come up.

Since his freshman year, Joe

has performed three of the four

leading parts in every spring

musical production. These

shows include "The Boyfriend"

in 1990, "LitUe Shop of Horrors"

in 1991, "The Best Little

Whorehouse in Texas" in 1992,

and most recently "Pippin" in

1993.

Although his extra-curricular

activities center around the

theater, Joe is a communication

major looking forward to

graduation in May 1993. After a

very active career in the media,

the time and dedication Joe puts

forth to theatrical performance is

equally apparent in his academic

record.

Joe has maintained a 3.8 QPA

and Dean's List throughout his

past four years. For these

achievements he received a

National Communication Award

last spring, the American Scholar

Award and the Daniel Preuhs

Musical Theater Award in 1993.

Joe has done previous work with

TV5, our campus television

station, and is currently an ad

representative for The Clarion

Call

Joe's elaborate schedule also

consists of Greek organizations.

In his first year at Clarion, Joe

joined Phi Eta Sigma, the

honorary freshman fraternity.

He became a member of Phi

Sigma Kappa, a national

fraternity here, in the fall of

Public Affairs photo

Joe Beredino's talent for entertaining comes naturally.

1990, and is a member of Alpha

Psi Omega me honorary theater

fraternity.

This past summer, Joe was

employed by Ozborne

Productions of Dallas, Texas,

performing at Idlewild Park. He

displayed his many talents in

three different shows done seven

times a day in shows ranging

from country to pop/Broadway.

An interesting coincidence

happened this past summer.

During a talent search in the

summer of 1991, Joe was one of

eight selected from 500 videos to

perform on "Pittsburgh's

Talking." A year later,

"Entertainment Tonight" aired a

special on Ozborne Productions,

and during this production, a

segment from Joe's last summer

audition was shown.

I asked Joe, "Being a

communication major, why do

you dedicate so much of your

time to the performing arts?" He

replied, "Theater is an incredible

experience. Once you've tried it,

you're hooked. To me, it has

always come naturally and has

proven to be the most fulfilling

thing in my life." Joe does not

only possess natural talent, but

goes out of his way to do his best

in everything he does.

Kunkler gets a head start in the broadcasting world
by Ann Fontana

Contributing Writer

"Excited" and "nervous" are

two adjectives which describe

Heather Kunkler's feelings

towards graduation. Heather, a

senior communication major and

CAIS minor, will graduate in

May. Although she has enjoyed

her years at Clarion, she is ready

to move to Phase 2 of her life.

Phase 2 for Heather means

moving to Atlanta, Georgia to

look for a job in television,

radio, or public relations.

Why Atlanta Georgia?

Heather does have family in

Georgia, but she also did an

internship for WAGA TV CBS
affiliate during the 1992 fall

semester. "1 loved the

internship; I learned so much

iuid I fell very lucky to have it."

Heather was a

promotion/programming intern

which involved such things as

assisting in the production of

news promotions and writing

press releases. She also says that

Clarion prepared her well for the

internship. "The equipment in

the communication department

gave me a head start."

I leather received much of her

experience through CUB TVS,

our campus television station.

She was talent and producer of

5-Alive, a half-hour

informational show similar to

the "Evening Magazine" format.

Although this responsibility

for one year.

All of Heather's hard work and

dedication paid off as she

received "Outstanding Senior of

the Year" award through the

communication department. She

was chosen by the

communication faculty for this

prestigious award.

Even though Heather may be

nervous about the future, she

should take pride in the fact that

the communication department

has faith in her to succeed.

Rock News

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Heather Kunkler was awarded "Outstanding Senior"

aided her greatly, Heather

believes she got most out of her

involvement with University

Activities Board (UAB). "I met

so many people, and had the

opportunity to work with agents,

but many limes, it's a thankless

job." How many people really

know who is behind the film

projector for those UAB films?

Heather has held the positions of

film and recreation chair,

secretary, vice president and

president.

In addition to UAB and TV-5,

Heather participated in the

Ambassador Program and was a

coordinator for the

Commemorative Brick Wall

program sponsored by the

Student Alumni Association.

She was also a founding member

of the National Broadcasting

Society and served as treasurer

by Michelle Lee Handa

Features Yhriter

Johnny Clegg and Savuka's

new album, "Heat, Dust and

Dreams " delivers a whole new

sound to the ears. From the very

beginning, it is evident that this

is no ordinary set of tunes.

These artists have woven

together African Zulu rhythms

with American, European and

Indian music. The result is an

album that rocks, mellows out

and then kicks to a funky beat.

And it doesn't gel boring.

The lyrics are presented in the

tradition of artists such as Sting,

which speak of the state of the

world, man and sometimes the

heart. But all is executed with

energy and the vibrant optimism

of worldwide brotherhood. This

one is worth a listen if you're

looking for a slightly different

sound.

Also, keep an ear open for the

Devlins, said to be a new sound

for the folk-rock scene. The new

Trashcan Sinatras is worth a

listen, too, on the accoustic side.

Fox's Pizza Den
Large Cheese Pizza

$6.00
Sale tax and toppings extra CALL 226-5555

Back to the Earth
Going out of Business Sale

50% off everything in the store

Phone #226-0636 / Located upstairs of the 800 Center

&ivA^M
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What are you

going to do this

summer?

CALL-ON-YOU
compiled by

Alan Vaughn John Rickard

Junior, English/Sociology

"Take 12 credits, work as a bartender and

write four stories for publication."

J;. "'J' : '
"'i- -'

' I rf
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l

Jason Renda

Junior, Business

"Chillin'"

Barry Reiser

Senior, Applied Math

"Look for a job."

Merrit Lutz

Senior, Marketing

"Go off on everything fresh, then chill."

Missy Simpler

Freshman, Undeclared

"Work -- and party."

John Sitler

Senior, Communication

"Wake and bake, go yard, and sing with

C-Dub."

Ralph Godbolt

Sophomore, Political Science/ History

"Work and have fun."
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Experiencing the multi-cultural magic of South Asia
by IJsa Recker

Features Writer

South Asian night concluded

the 1992-93 presentations by the

Clarion University International

Association. The program was
held on Sunday, April 18 in

Gemmell Multi-Purpose Room.

Approximately 20 students

from Pakistan, India and Sri

Lanka presented the program
entitled, "South Asian Cultural

Bonanza." This program
provided background about
South Asia's demographics,
while it gave examples of what

South Asia believes and the rich

culture it possesses.

During the evening, three

dances were performed to songs

used for festive occasions.

"It was very interesting to

learn about the culture of South

Asia. It was so magical and
realistic that I felt as if I was
experiencing the culture for

myself," stated Debbie Kane, a

junior elementary education
student.

One hundred and twenty-five

students from 40 countries are

enrolled at Clarion University,

and they are continuing the

tradition of sharing their cultures

with the Clarion community.

International students are

always willing to present cultural

programs to school and
community groups..

MMA invades New York
Approximately fifteen Clarion

Music Marketing Association

students traveled to New York

City earlier this month.

After the six hour drive, the

students unloaded the vans at the

Holiday Inn in New Jersey and

headed off to the "Big Apple."

Their first tour was at the

Carnegie Music Hall. On an

hour-long tour, a guide showed
the students all around the

magnificent building, explaining

how it was built, who built it,

and how much it cost to renovate

the building in the 1980's.

After dinner, the students went

to Greenwich village, where
New York University is located.

They could eat at the various

restaurants or shop till they

dropped.

The last day, the students got

the experience of watching the

Broadway musical "Tommy."
The two-hour long show kept the

students on their toes. After the

musical, the students headed for

home.

Clarion University students of

any major are invited to join the

Music Marketing Association.

The only requirement is an

active interest in the business of

music. If you are interested in

joining, please contact Dr. Lisa

Johnson in the music office in

Marwick-Boyd.

To arrange future

programs for fall

1993, or for more
information about the

Clarion International

Association, call the

International
Programs Office at:

226-3382.
Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Students from South Asia learn about each other's culture
during a multi-cultural program sponsored by CUIA.

ss
CESSNA'S NEW YORK
& CONNECTION §*
$ Liquidation Sale

"e'

All Items 50% OFF!
Everything MU$t G

j

Corner of 8th Greenville

#226-6680

Open Daily until 8pm
Thurs.-Fri. 9pm
Closed Sunday

College Park Apartments
Under New Ownership

We want to be the "In Place South" for College Students

III

2 bedroom, full kitchen, furnished apartments
Close to campus Ample parking

Private entrance Utilities included

Prompt maintenance work

Lowest Rates in town:

4 students $699.00

3 students $799.00

2 students $1125.00

$100.00 Coupon
towards signed 2 semester lease; good for cash back or

1 coupon per student deduct from Fall Semester rent

Stop in and check us out.

For more information, call 226-7092

Thru July 31
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by Chuck Shepherd

-According to the Knoxville

News-Sentinel, among the

inquiries received by the sheriff's

department in Oak Ridge,

Tennessee, during the weekend

of the "storm of the century" in

March: One caller wanted to

know how she'd know when the

power came back on, and another

wanted to know how come his

power was off when he had just

seen a car go by with its lights

on.

-In December, the New
Zealand High Court reduced the

sentence of Rugby League player

Rudi Crichton, 21, from five

months in jail to three. A lower

court had found him guilty of

deliberately grabbing another

player's testicles during a game

in July, hospitalizing him for a

week.

-In December, Boston Celtics

basketball player Marcus Webb
was placed on the disabled list

with a fractured thumb, which he

suffered as he was cracking his

knuckles before a game at

Sacramento.

-In September, model Christie

Brinkley told the New York

Times how hard it was for her to

practice her favorite equestrian

sport, "cutting," in which the

rider separates cows one at a

time from a herd of about 75.

BOOK BUYBACK

*Paying highest prices*

*Buying more titles*

BOOKSMITH TRADING
624 Main St.

Clarion, PA
(Next to th Post Office)

April 23 thru May 8

Mon. thru Fri. - 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

C3

Booksmith Trading

The biggest problem, she said, is

a shortage of cattle. "I need to

search high and low to find a

herd. Then I rent the cattle for

the weekend and bring them out

and do a little cutting with

them."

-In March, Brad Wade, the

boys' basketball coach for Pretty

Prairie, Kansas High School,

apologized for his behavior in a

game the previous week. Before

the game, Wade had forgotten to

give the name of one of the

Stucky twins (Jon or Jay —
Wade wouldn't say which) to

the official scorer; that meant

that the player could not have

played in the game without a

penalty. When the twin who was

in the game suffered an injury,

Wade told the other twin to put

on his brother's jersey and go in

for him, hoping no one would

notice. No one did, but Wade
confessed later.

-Waukesha, Wisconsin police,

responding to a domestic

disturbance in February,

confronted a man in the dark;

they thought he had a gun

because they heard clicking

sounds. A flashlight revealed

that the weapon was a staple gun

and that the man had shot several

staples into his eyes.

-Road and Track magazine

mourned the death last October

of its longtime contributing

editor, Cyril Posthumus. Also in

October, the U.S. Bankruptcy

court in Oregon ruled in favor of

two creditors in claims against

the debtor, Burt G. Pohrman.

-Recently, there have been

several reports of grown men
appearing in public wearing

diapers and little else. Richard

L. Beay, 26, was arrested in

January in West Aliis,

Wisconsin, after he asked a

female high school student if she

would change him. Danny R.

Owns, 44, was released by police

in Williamsburg, Kentucky, in

February and told to scram

—

back home to Knoxville,

Tennessee. After, reports in

three states identified him as a

recidivist. And a 52 year old

man was stopped by police in

Contoocook, New Hampshire, in

March after being found in a

parking lot wearing only a T-

shirt and a disposable diaper

(with duck designs on it.)

-In November a Los Angeles

jury convicted professional

clown Terry ("Clownzo the

Clown") Knutson of six counts

related to his messy house and

property, including "rodent

harborage." Neighbors had

complained for 15 years about

the garbage, but Knutson was

defiant: "Everything here has a

purpose. My life doesn't need to

be put in order."

-In a 1992 issue of Sexual and

Marital Therapy Journal, two

therapists at the Institute of

Psychiatry in London described

"orgasmic reconditioning" they

performed on their patient,

George, age 20. They reported

"partial" success in getting

George to switch his

masturbatory stimuli from the

car or when squatting behind it

while the engine was running.

(Before that, George was

sexually preoccupied with

urination by dogs, children and

women).

-In January, New York

Newsday reported that a

"thriving" gun rental business

was operating in a Brpoklyn

housing project. According to

police, the market price was $20

a night for a 9 mm gun, but rose

to $100 if the gun was used to

shoot someone.

-In October, San Francisco

industrial chemist Merlyn

Starley obtained a patent for

"suspenders" to hold a condom

atM*tn$trt*t.CUritm

SPORTSMAN'S COVE
Turkey Specials

All clothing 10 -20% OFF
Feather Flex Decoys $14.95

Ammo Winchester - Federal

100's of turkey calls to choose

from!

Exit 9 off I -80, behind Perkins

226 - 6272

in place so that it won't slip off

during use. It is made of two

plastic clips and a special

adhesive attached to the wearer's

legs.

-Philip Middleton of Chantilly,

Virginia, and his partner Richard

Wooton are preparing to market

a commode for dogs. The dog

walks up stairs onto a platform

over the toilet bowl, and squats

down to use the Walk-Me-Not.

And an inventor in Southern

California recently began

marketing the Puppy Didy diaper

for dogs.

-Police in El Ceerrito,

California, have been seeking

Aaron Levall Harris on suspicion

of assault in January after two

gunmen fled a crime scene. At

the scene was an artificial

eyeball with Harris' name on it,

which police say might have

fallen out during the escape.

And in February in Jerusalem, a

50-year-old man resisting arrest

but finally cornered by police,

took out his artificial eye and

threw it at them.

-In December, director Ken

Anakin wrapped up work for an

Italian production company's

film that Anakin said will show

the human side of Genghis

Khan, the 13th-century Mongol

warlord known for his cruelty.

"The other side," said Anakin,

"is more like a country boy with

a peasant mentality."

-Recently, two men
improbably survived serious

plunges: In March, in

Minneapolis, Dieuliphete

Mathieu walked away after his

car fell 60 feet from Interstate 94

down a limestone cliff, and in

April Christopher Saggers, 26,

fell from the 22nd story of an

apartment house in Manchester,

England, onto a parked car, and

then walked away.

(c) 1993 Universal Press

syndicate

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

Free pregnancy test

Confident hi I

Counseling

AAA PREGNANCY
CENTER

For appointment call:

226-7007

open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 10-2

Mon. 7-9 PM
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Entertainment
THE FAR By GARY LARSON

£**»*»

—

jao"

1W f*rWo*i tnc 'DisiKbutMt By Uiwdi ('•» SyndMfc

"We've done it! They've linked up! ... Man, Feldman
must be freaking out— he even hates spiders."

Doonesbury

"And so," the interviewer asked, "Do you ever have

trouble coming up with ideas?" "Well, sometimes,"

the cartoonist replied.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

WELL, LETSGET "TAKEOUR
DPWHTERS TOWORK DAY"
ON THE ROAD, SHALL WB,

,-w<2i/ SQUIRT?

GUESS.

first off, thisispappy's
DESK. THIS IS WHEREI COMB
UPWITHALLMYIPEAS. AS YOU

can see, I'M surrounded by
THB TOOLS OFMY TRADE,,

PENCILS, ASMS, RULERS—
YOU NAME- IT. EVERYTHING
I NEBP FORSKETCHING
OUTMYIPBAS RIGHTHERB
ON THIS PROFESSIONAL.

LAYOUTPBSKt /

YES, THIS pwVY, CANI
IS MERE GO TO SCHOOL

uaTL^ NOVriPONT
HAPPENS... UJANTT08E

cm.

E^^gg^j^

SO WHERE DOI GETMY IDEAS ?

6009 QUESTION 1 IDEAS CAN
COME FROM ANYWHERE- TV,

BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS, PERSON-
AL EXPERIENCES.,.^

ANYTHING CAN SPARK THB
IMAGINATION! ANPIFI
CAN DO IT, YOU CAN DOIT.

CUB BOTH KNOW YCVRBA
VERY CREATIVE LTTTLB GIRL!

ANY QUESTIONS SO
FAR, HONEY?.., HONEY?

YOU KNOW, HONEY, YOU SH0ULDN7
WORRY SOMUCH ABOUTGETTING
IN TROUBLE. GIRLSARE ALWAYS
MUCH TOO PREOCCUPIED WITH
BEING GOOD, WITH ALWAYS TRY-

ING TOPLEASE OTHER PEOPLE...

THE WHOLE POINT OF "TAKE OUK
DAUGHTERS" IS TO PUT YOU
IN THB DRIVERS SEAT, TO
GIVE YOUA SENSE OF CON-
TROL ANT? MAST5RY OVER

Y0UR...UH...YOUR...

WE'RE LOST W.DEAR,

AGAIN, ARENT %*gW*-
m, MOMMY? IH0

-
mAD5

NOT TRAVELED.

fir <- L

CT993FwWqi*s inc /DwlntouW fry umv«r«i Pres-. Svnovjtr

J

His story? Well, I dunno. ... I always assumed
he was just a bad dog."

Back in his college days, Igor was considered

to be the HBOC.

"I'VE GOT RHYTHM"
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Entertainment
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

KANT TO HELP T SURE

.

WE. WMflE * WW'S \T

toSTER FOR?

94 jf

ITS k SCHOOL CONTEST.

Yfc'RE SUPPOSED TO DO
TOMTIC SKPETV POSTERS.

TUE WUUER <5ETS RME
BUCKS..'

*Jt*%

"~ H. THINK Of IT.' WEIL

NOW '
) BE WCU / MO TUE^

^Z>( THERE'S THE ?ME
r mo aoRi' i tell

JtfS,. yO), THIS COULD 8E
k>^/ our ticket our Of
'*\

} 'z TWSTW)-6IT DUMP'

SO0H0S GOOD. ^ THMS
WHMs OUR WMMMG WHERE

poster go\hg J You

TO SW ? < COME IN

426 •'W**

OUR TRAFFIC SiVFETI POSTER

HEEDS k CMCHS SLOGMA

THAT PROMOTES MMREMESS
mo CAUTION

AM IDEAS

HOW ABOUT, "DON! LOOK

IHTO CAR HEADLIGHTS AHO

FREEZE, BECAUSE YOU'LL

EITHER GET RUH 0\/ER OR

SHOT.'"

\

s *

27 1

I'LL CHECK THE

STATISTICS, BUT

I DOUT THIHK

THAT HAPPEHS

TO MAHX
PEOPLE

.

THERtS MORE

TO TH\S

WORLD THAN

JUST PEOPLE,

ft) KNOW.

^

MOW SUGGESTED THE

SLOGAN, " BETORE SOU CROSS,

LOOK EACH YJAt.. AND YOU'LL

GET HOME
SAFE EACH DM."

>

THATS KIND \ SEAH, BUT I

OF CATCH1/ L\KE MY
IDEA BETTER.

a&ti

BE CAREFUL, OR

BE ROADKILL.'"

I SUPPOSE THAT LENDS
ITSELF MORE TO ^OUR
PARTICULAR BRAND OF

ILLUSTRATION.

\&
I Hope I

HAVE ENOUGH

CADMIUM RED.

TfV+° &oo+ wvt^Will y^J

1 Lf

gj\
1 &

JtVLb—.M^Vl
J \~* I m^

//)4\ y \J

<Z?

In the, cL.^s btfort M^nit

by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Apr 25 to May 1

THE 'MUTABLE SIGNS'
(VIRGO, SAGITTARIUS.
GEMINI 8. PISCES) ARE
THE MOST FLEXIBLE OF
ALL 5UNSI6NS. ALSO
GREAT IN SOLVING THE
PROBLEMS OF OTHER9.

law
WHi-flB-

PROFESSOR COSMO

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

Mars, planet of determination enters Leo

midweek. Emphasis over next few weeks

will be on decisions concerning love

affairs and/or children. Many creative

ideas will come to light and hopefully

come to pass. Best dayfor love and social;

Wednesday. For luck: Jupiter's day,

Thursday.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

Actions taken in creative, speculative or

social situations work in your favor.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

A home based creative enterprise could

help produce new sources ot revenue.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

The vibrations are good to go after new
opportunities opening innearby places.

CANCER June 22- July 23

Circumstances and opportunities work
together for you. Efforts areworthwhile

LEO July 24 -August 23

Mars planet of determination moves
into your sign. Actions bring dividends.

VIRGO August 24 - Sept 23

Positive influences of Mars can help you
develop a successful new course of action.

LIBRA. Sept 24-Oct 23

New position of Mars indicates benefits

through social gatherings. Business affairs

ma y thrive if you mix them wi th pleasure

SCORPIO Oct 24-Nov 22

Consider an alternate route to whatever

destination you have in mind

SAGITTARIUS Nov 23-Dec 21

An educational update brings a new
course of action with far reaching

benefits.

CAPRICORN. Dec 22-Jan 20

Business andjoint financial affairs might

require a change of values or plans.

AQUARIUS Jan 21 -Feb 19

Adaptability is an excellent quality to

have in changing times.

PISCES Feb20-March20

Don't keep frustrations bottled up. There
are times when it's necessary to let go".

FREE Numerology 'Personal Year' report ofwhat to expect in youryearahead. Send

bkthdate and long self-addressed stamped envelope to " COSMIC COLLEGE PER-

SONAL YEAR '(Name of this Publication) P.O. Box 7X7, Manchester. N.H. 03105

Weekly Crossword
Pve Got Rhythm

"

ACROSS
1 Practice boxing

S Fast

10 The elephant boy

14 Ancient Irish Capital

15 Cheer's waitress

IS Spanish cheers

17 Mr. Casslnl

18 Zones

19 Not any

20 Country Rhthym

22 Waltz fthythym Creator

24 Mischievous chid

25 Swindle

26 Basketball feats

29 Bashful

30 Turner & others

34 Battery terminal

35 Undercover agcy.

36 French region

37 Qeslck

38 Rhythym

40 Rop
41 Fabric

43 Purchase

44 Pocket bread

45 French senate

46 German the

47 Martin Van

48 Prevent

50 Movie

51 Alps singer

54 Shrill Rhythym Maker

58 Comedian King

59 Actor David

61 Pressor

62 DEA agent

63 Poet?

64 Hatching thatchery

65 Praying Joint

66 Leases

67 "Is nor retort

DOWN
1 Pack

2 Ale color ?

3 God of war

4 Syncopated Rhythym

5 Cut down vertically

6 Caution

By Gerry Frey

1 i J '

1

7_ 4 7 i 1

1

10 11 12 11

14 15 14

17 11 19

1 21 22 u

24 _ 25

» U " 10 )t 12 11

14 "
}7 " H 40

41 42 4} 44

45 " "
I 4* 4» B

5^52 51 54 55 54 57

H

1

5» 40

1

41

42 4} (4

45 64 47

7 Rage

8 Gaudy
9 Type of Bud
10 Rhythmic Instrumental

Compositions

11 Felipe -.Expo's

Mgr.

12 Gazzara & Franklin

13 Employs

21 Printers measures
23 Recover

25 Small Rhythmic Group
26 Falllng-outs

27 French river

28 Exhausted:2 wds
29 Title

31 Lowest point

32 Sharp

33 Coupe's relative

35 Feline

36 One chosen at ran-

dom
38 Inn

39 Belonging to us

42 Rhythmic Measure
44 Rhythmic Composer
46 Ridicule

47 Pen make
49 Rhythmic Male Voice

50 Pub measures

51 Jerk

52 Photographer Mills

53 Challenge

54 Nuisance

55 Pay dirts

56 Defeat

57 Aware of

60 French wine

O 1993 All rights reserved GFR Associates

P.O. Box 461, Sclttotctad), NY 12301
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Cahle Channels
§25 TV

DATA
THURSDAY EVENING

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00

2 (2:30) Movie: Movie: **'/? "An American Summer" (1990) 'PG-13' Movie: "Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom (1984) Dave Movie: *Vi Bounty Tracker" (1992) 'NR' Comedy Jam Movie: **Vt "Sudden Impact" (1983) '1

4 Design. W. Cheers g Newsg Newsg Newsg ABC News Hard Copy g Ent. Tonight Matlock "The Competition" American Film Institute Primetime Live g Newsg Golden Girls |Nightlineg

6 Cur. Affair Edition Cheers g News News NBC News Jeopardy! g Wh. Fortune Seinfeld g I
Wings g Cheers (In Stereo) g L.A. Law (In Stereo) g News Tonight Show (In Stereo) g

7 Oprah Winfrey Q Design. W. Murphy B. News CBS News Golden Girls Married... Women of Country (In Stereo) g Picket Fences (In Stereo) g News Silk Stalkings Soul Kiss'

8 Donahue (In Stereo) g Oprah Winfrey g Newsg CBS News You Bet-Life Women of Country (In Stereo) g Picket Fences (In Stereo) g Newsg Edition Stalkings

10 Goof Troop Tom-Jerry Tiny Toon [Batman g Full House g Wonder Yrs. Roseanne g Married... Simpsons g Martin g In Color | In Color Mama
I
Mama's F. Married... Hunter

11 i
People Ct. Cur. Affair Newsg Newsg NBC News Jeopardy! g Wh. Fortune Seinfeld g Wings g Cheers (In Stereo) g L.A. Law (In Stereo) g Newsg Tonight Show (In Stereo) g

14 (3:00) Movie: ** "Ishtar" Movie: ** "A Time of Destiny" (1981 Timothy Hutton. Movie: ** "The Last Dragon" (1985) Taimak. PG-13' Movie: *** "77m" (1979, Drama) Piper Laurie NR' Movie: ***'/2 "California Suite"

17 Wrestling Up Close |Sr. PGA Cycling: Tour Dupont. Sportscenter I
Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Final. (Time Approximate) (Live) iBaseball Sportscenter NHL Tonight

18 Pyramid | Pyramid American Gladiators Denver Dino. iDinosaucers Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote g Movie: ** "Sunstroke" (1992, Suspense) Jane Seymour MacGyver "Passages " g Hitchhiker

21 (3:30) Movie: "Day-Earth' Bon Voyage
"

Movie: ** "Lena's Holiday (1990) Felicity Waterman. Movie: **'/? "Alien Nation 1988) R' g Movie: ** "TurtleBeach" (1992) R' Movie: ** "The Guyver (1992) PG-13 g
22 (3:25) Movie: "Perry Msn Movie: *** "Crimes and Misdemeanors" (1989) PG-13 Movie: **'/2 "The Cuttinq Edge" (1992) D.B Sweeney, Movie: ***Vi "Basic Instinct" (1992, Suspense) Michael Douglas. F Red Shoe "Gladiator"

25 Underdog Muppets Hey Dude (R)| Fifteen What You Do Crazy Kids Looney |Bullwinkle Get Smart |Van Dyke Dragnet |Lucy Show |M.T. Moore |M.T. Moore A. Hitchcock Superman F-Troop

26
I

Anything Anything Jane Pratt Supermarket Shop-Drop Unsolved Mysteries L.A. Law Movie: ** "Always Remember 1 Love You" £1990^ Thirtysomething Mysteries

FRIDAY EVENING MAY 7. 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: •»»'/; "Cousins" (1989) Ted Danson. PG-13' g
Design. W. Cheers g
Cur. Affair I Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct
(2:30) Movie:

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

Newsg
Cheers g
Design. W.

Oprah Winfre

Newsg
News

Murphy B.

Tiny Toon |Batman g
News g

JUL
TBati

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: *• "Fire, Ice and Dynamite" (1990)

Newsg
News

News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsg
Full House g
News g

Wrestling

Movie: ** "The Last Dragon ' (1985) Taimak PG-13

Pyramid

(3:00) Movie:

(3:00) Movie:

Underdog

Anything

Pyramid

Ch. Rag [Up Close

American Gladiators

Movie: **'/2 "My Blue Heaven" (1990) g

Max Out

What's Up?

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News

Hard Copy g
Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News

Roseanne g
Jeopardy! g

Roger Moore.

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: »»» "Blue Steel" (1990) Jamie. Lee Curtis. R' q
Family

I Step by Step

Secret Service (In Stereo)

G. Palace

G. Palace

Dudley q
Dudley g

America's Most Wanted

Secret Service (In Stereo)

Movie: ***V2 "Some Like It Hot" (1959, Comedy) Jack Lemmon.

Cycling

Dinosaucers

Getting By g I
Where I Live

Movie: "Visions of Murder"

Design. W.

Design. W.

Sightings g

Good Advice

Good Advice

Sightings O
Movie: "Visions of Murder'

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: *• "Road House "(1989) Patrick Swayze. R' q
20/20 g
1993) Barbara Eden, g
Bodies of Evidence g
Bodies of Evidence q
Mama Mama
1993) Barbara Eden, g

Sportscenter [Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced. (Live

Movie: *»!/; "Sylvester" (1985) Richard Farnsworth. 'PG'

Newsg
News
News
Newsg
Married..

Newsg

Golden Girls

12:00

Comedy Jam
Nightline g

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Dark Justice (In Stereo)

Edition Dark Justice

Hunter

Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Movie: **'/2 "International Velvet" (1978)

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **** "The Apartment" (1960) Jack Lemmon.

Movie: **Vi "The Hunter" (1979) Steve McQueen. 'PG'

Muppets

Anything

Hey Dude (R)
I
Fifteen

Jane Pratt

What You Do

Supermarket

Movie: "Desire and Hell at Sunset Motel'

Crazy Kids

Shop- Drop

Looney [BuHwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q | Movie: *Vi "My Mom's a Werewolf" (1988, Comedy)

Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: »**V; "American Dream" (1990)

Movie: *Vt "The Hitman" (1991) R

Get Smart [Van Dyke

LA. Law
Dragnet

Movie: ** "Love Crimes" (1991) R'

Karatemania V: World Kickboxing Chmp.

Lucy Show IM.T. Moore IM.T. Moore
Movie: »* "Lucy & Desi: Before the Laughter" (1991)

Movie: * "A Girls Guide to Sex" (1991)

»» "Emmanuelle, the Joys of a Woman"
Super Dave

A. Hitchcock

"The Silence of the Lambs

Thirtysomething

Superman F-Troop

Mysteries

SATURDAY EVENING MAY 8, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

(2:30) Movie:

Sr PGA Golf

4:30 5:00 5:30

Movie: »»• "My Girl" (1991) PG' q

NBA Basketball Playoffs

Wide World of Sports (Live) q

Baseball

Baseball

PGA Golf: BellSouth Classic. (Live) q
PGA GoW: BellSouth Classic. (Live) g

(3:00) Movie: "Gremlins"
I
American Gladiators

NBA Basketball Playoffs

(2:30) Movie: "Int. Velvet

Cheerieading I Sports

(3:00) Movie: "Finest Hour'

(3:00) Movie:

(3:00) Movie:

Can't on TV

6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: »* "Her Alibi" (1989

Newsg
News

News
Newsg

ABC News
NBC News

CBS News

CBS News
Star Trek: Next Gener

Newsq NBC News
Movie: »* 1

/2 "Sylvester" ^985) Richard Farnsworth. PG
IndySOO

Gossip!

Brickyard

B. Buddies

Movie: * "Leonard Part 6" (1987) PG' g

Auto Racing

Swamp
Cycling

Beyond

Comedy) Tom Selleck. PG'

Ent Tonight | Family

Hee Haw Silver

Untouchables "Framed q
Star Search (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Jeopardy! q |Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: "Daybreak " (1993, Drama) R' q
9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie:

Movie: ••• "Lethal Weapon" (1987, Drama) Mel Gibson

»* "Wild Orchid 2: Two Shades of Blue" (1991)

Different World q
Medicine Woman
Medicine Woman
Cops g ICops (R) q
Different World q

Movie: *** "Picnic "(1956, Drama) William. Hokten.

Empty Nest IMad-You

Commish "Sight Unseen'

Sisters (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Gunsmoke: The Long Ride" (1993, Western) q
Movie: "Gunsmoke: The Long Ride" (1993, Western) q
Code 3 q
Empty Nest

Code 3 (R) q [Catwalk "Flip Side"

Mad-You [Sisters (In Stereo) g
Movie: *»•» "Man on a Tightrope" (1953, Suspense)

Sportscenter
I Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Final. (Time Approximate) (Live) iSpeedweek

Quantum Leap g

Movie: ** "Life Stinks" {W\) Mel Brooks 'PG-13

Movie: **'/2 "Cocoon: The Return" (1988) Don Ameche.

Arcade

Moonlighting

Freshmen I Salute

Moonlighting

Double Dare

Movie: **Vi "Late for Dinner" (1991) PG'

Guts

Movie: * * *

Doug iRugrats

Who Will Love My Children?" (1983)

Movie: ** "The Lightning Incident" (1991, Horror) Q
Movie: »» "Flashback" (1990) Dennis Hopper. 'R' q
Movie: **% "Beef <-';-!" (1988) Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Clarissa [Roundhouse |Ren-StJmpy
I You Afraid?

Silk Stalkings "Soul Kiss"

Newsq
News
News
Newsq

11:30 12:00

»•• "The Last Boy Scout"

Design. W. I "Children"

Saturday Night Live

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Untouchables "Framed q
Comic Strip Live (In Stereo) lArsenio Hall

News q [Saturday Night Live

Movie: +*Vi "Happy New Year" (1987)

Baseball
I
Sportscenter

I Auto Racing

Movie: * •Hollywood Hot Tubs" (1984)

Movie: *Vi "No Safe Haven" (1989) R' [Movie: "Kickboxer" (1989)

Foxworthy [Movie: ** "Dead On. Relentless II" (1991)

Movie: *• "Mommie Dearesf" (1981, Drama) Fave Dunawav.

Very Very Nick at Nite

Hidden Lovelaughs (R)

"In the Heat'

Superman

China Beach

SUNDAY EVENING MAY 9, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00

Dave

4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00

Movie: *»'/? "1941 "(1979, Comedy) John Belushi. PG
Senior PGA Golf: Liberty Mutual Legends. (Live) q iNewTq
NBA Basketball Playoffs

6:30 7:00 7:30

Movie: * "Second Sight"' (1989) PG' g
ABC News Videos

(3:00) PGA Golf: BellSouth Classic. (Live) g
NBA Basketball Playoffs: First Round or Conference Semifinal

Dinosaurs q

(3:00) PGA Golf: BellSouth Classic. (Live) g
Movie: *»' /

; Stanley & Ins" (1990, Drama

NBA Basketball Playoffs

(3:00) Movie: *** "Picnic" (1956, Drama)

Brickyard

Gossip!

Road to Indianapolis

Ten of Us Double T.

Jane Fonda.

Design. W.

CBS News
CBS News

Newsq
Star Trek: Deep Space 9

60 Minutes (In Stereo) g
60 Minutes (In Stereo) g
Parker Lewis [Shaky G.

NBA Basketball Playoffs: First Round or Conference Semifinal

8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

Movie: ***
Day One q

Home Alone" (1990) Macaulay Culkin. 'PG'

I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Murder, She Wrote g
Murder, She Wrote g
In Color iRocg
I Witness Video (In Stereo)

Movie: "Doctor Zhivago" (1965) The Bolshevik Revolution as experienced by a Russian doctor. PG
Superbouts: All vs. Ellis

Sister Sam
Movie: ** "Coach" (1978) Cathy Lee Crosby. PG
(3:00) Movie: "Mildred P.

Can't on TV

Disease

Arcade

Medicine

Chris Cross

Wild Side

Family

Ready or Not

Fifteen

Medical

Two Dads

Cycling

Two Dads

Movie:

Baseball

MacGyver (In Stereo) g
Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country" (1991)

Movie: *** "Back to the Future Part II" (1989) PG' g
Double Dare

Medical

Guts

Medical

Looney

Physicians

Looney

Milestones

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Movie: "The Tommyknockers" (1993) Jimmy Smits. q
Movie: •»* "Lethal Weapon 3" (1992) Mel Gibson. R'

Saturday Night Live Mother's Day (In Stereo) q
Movie: "Labor of Love: The Arlette Schweitzer Story" g
Movie: 'labor of Love: The Arlette Schweitzer Story" q
Married... [Herman [Aretha Franklin: Duets"q
Saturday Night Live Mother's Day (In Stereo) q

Newsq
News
News
Newsq
Paid Prog.

Newsq

Cheers g
Night Court

12:00

Hot Shots!

Roggin's

Cur. Affair

Star Search (In Stereo)

Love Con.

Paid Prog-

Suspect
Movie: •»** "Far From the Madding Crowd" (1967. Drama) Julie Christie. PG

Major League Baseball: Cincinnati Reds at Houston Astros. From the Astrodome
Movie: ** "Fatal Exposure" (1991) Mare Winningham. q ICounterstrike "Bad Guys
Movie: "SnakeEater III... His Law" (1992)

Movie: »* "Straight Talk" (1992) PG" q
Nick News
Jrnl. of Med.

M.T. Moore

Family

M.T. Moore

Cardiology

Sportscenter

Movie: *» 1
/2 "Grand Canyon" (1991) Danny Glover. R

Silk Stalkings "Soul Kiss

Movie: *•» "What About Bob?" (1991) Bill

M.T. Moore

Medicine

M.T. Moore

Ob/Gyn

Donna Reed

Family

Murray. 'PG'

Dragnet

Paid Prog.

Baywatch q
FYlPitt.

New WKRP
"Zelly-Me"

Baseball

Hollywood

Mississippi Masala" (1991)

Mike Mac.

A. Hitchcock

Paid Prog.

Kiss Me"

Superman

Paid Prog.

MONDAY EVENING MAY 10, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3:30) Movie: »»Vz "Chapter Two" (1979)

Design. W.

Cur. Affair

Cheers g
Edition

Oprah Winfrey g
Donahue (In Stereo) g
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

(3:00) Movie: "Lovesick"

Wrestling

Pyramid [Pyramid

Newsg
Cheers g
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00
Movie: +** "Max Dugan Returns" (1983, Comedy) 'PG

Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon | Batman q
News g

News g
News
News

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News
Newsg
Full House g
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: ••'/; "Swing Shift" (1984) Goldie Hawn. PG'

Up Close iTh'breds

American Gladiators

Movie: »* 1
/; "Scorpio" (1973) Burt Lancaster. PG'

(2:35) Movie:

Underdog

Anything

Movie: *'/; "Zelly and Me "(1988) PG'

Muppets

Anything

Hey Dude (R)|Fifteen

Jane Pratt

Max Out

Denver Dino.

Cycling

Dinosaucers

Hard Copy g
Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne q
Jeopardy! g

7:30

Yonkers

Ent. Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: "In the Heat of Passion" (1991) R
FBI-Story

Fresh Prince

Shade

Shade

Detective

Blossom g
Bobg
Bobg

9:30 10:00

Skinheads: Race War
Movie:

10:30 11:00 11:30

'The Tommyknockers" (1993) Jimmy Smits. g
Movie: ** "Back in the U.S.S.R." (1992)

For the Love of My Child: The Anissa Ayala Story" g
Murphy B.

Murphy B.

Love & War

Love a War

Northern Exposure g

Movie: •»+ "The Abyss" (1989, Science Fiction) Ed Harris, q
Northern Exposure g

Fresh Prince [Blossom g
Movie: **V; "Young Guns of Texas" (1962, Western)

IMama
"For the Love of My Child: The Anissa Ayala Story" g
Movie: *»» "The Man With Two Brains "(1983) 'R

Sportscenter [Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Final. (Time Approximate) (Live) [Baseball
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

Movie: **» "The Buddy Holly Story" (1978) PG"

Movie: *** "A Fistful of Dollars'' (1967) Clint Eastwood

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Looney BuHwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Murder, She Wrote q IWWF: Monday Night Raw I Silk Stalkings (In SteTeoTa
Movie: *»'/; "Wayne's World" (1992) [Movie: »» "The Guyver" (1992) 'PG-13 g
Movie: **Vi "The Cutting Edge" (1992) D.B. Sweeney
Get Smart [Van Dyke

L.A. Law
Dragnet [Lucy Show

Newsg
News
News
Newsg
Married..

Newsg

Golden Girls

12:00

"Road Hse."

Nightline q
Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)

Edition Bullets

Hunter "The Contract"

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: ***% "The Road Warrior" (1981)

Sportscenter

MacGyver "Humanity" q
NHL Tonight

Hitchhiker

Movie: *» "Black Magic" (1992) PG-13

»» "A Woman, Her Men and Her Futon'

M.T. Moore [M.T. Moore
Movie: »*» 1

/2 "The Day After" (1983) Jason Robards.

A. Hitchcock

Movie: "Sudden Impact" q

Thirtysomething

Superman F-Troop

Mysteries

TUESDAY EVENING MAY 11, 1993

10

11

14

17

18

21

22

25

26

4:00 4:30 5:00

(3:30) Movie: *** "Time Bandits" (1981)

Design. W. Cheers g
Cur. Affair Edition

Oprah Winfrey q
Donahue (In Stereo) q
Goof Troop

People Ct.

Tom-Jerry

Cur. Affair

News g
Cheers g
Design. W.

5:30 6:00 6:30 7.00 7:30
Movie: •»• "Bite the Bullet" (1975, Western) Gene Hackman. PG
Newsg
News

Oprah Winfrey g
Murphy B.

Tiny Toon Batman

(3:30) Movie: "The Story on

Newsg

Wrestling

Page One

Pyramid

(2 30) Movie:

Pyramid

Up Close

News g
News
News

Newsg

ABC News

NBC News

CBS News

Full House g
Newsg

Wonder Yrs.

NBC News
Movie: "Young Guns of Texas" (1962)

NBA Today

American Gladiators

(2:30) Movie: "The Hustler

Movie: +Vi "Don't Tell Her It's Me" (1990)

Underdog

Anything

Muppets

Anything

Movie: *** "Not Without M\

Hey Dude (R)
I
Fifteen

Jane Pratt

Max Out

Denver Dino.

Cycling

Dinosaucers

Hard Copy q
Jeopardy! g
Golden Girls

CBS News
Roseanne g
Jeopardy! g

Ent Tonight

Wh. Fortune

Married...

You Bet-Life

Married..

Wh. Fortune

8:00 8:30 9:00

Movie: "Daybreak" (1993, Drama) R' g
Full House g [Mr. Cooper

I Roseanne g

9:30

Dave

Home Imp

Academy of Country Music Awards (In Stereo Live) g

10:00 10:30 11:00

Movie: »'/2 "Bounty Tracker

Hollywd Palace

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) q
Rescue 911 (In Stereo) g
Class of '96 (In Stereo) g

Movie: "With Hostile Intent" (1993, Drama) Mel Harris, q
Movie: "With Hostile Intent" (1993, Drama) Mel Harris, q
1968: The 25th Anniversary [Mama Mama

Movie: »»'/2 "Enigma" (1982) Martin Sheen. PG'

Academy of Country Music Awards (In Stereo Live)

Movie: »» 1
/2 "In Love and War (1958) Robert Wagner.

(1992)'NR'

Newsq
News
News
Newsg
Married..

Newsg

11:30

Tom Arnold

Golden Girls

12:00

"Demonic"

Nightline g
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
Forever Knight (R)

Edition

Hunter

[For. Knight

Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
Movie: »*% "The Buddy System" (1984)

Sportscenter [Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conference Division Final. (Time Approximate) (Live)
I
Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced. (Live)

Movie: »'4 V/6es"(1988, Comedy) Cyndi Lauper. 'PG'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote g [Boxing: Tony Green vs. Francisco Segura. (Liv?

f Daughter" (1991) PG-13

What You Do

Supermarket

Crazy Kids

Shop-Drop

Movie: ** "He's My Gy/"(1987) T.K. Carter. PG-13'

Movie; »'/? "Ring of Fire' (1991, Drama) (In Stereo) 'R' | Movie: » 1
/z "Mikey "(1991) Brian Bonsall.

MacGyver "Tough Boys" g [Hitchhiker

Looney BuHwinkle

Unsolved Mysteries

Get Smart [Van Dyke

L.A. Law

Movie: •» "Round Trip to Heaven" (1992, Comedy) R
Dragnet [Lucy Show IM.T. Moore [M.T.Moore

Movie: •»» "A Stoning in Fulham County" (1988)

Red Shoe

A. Hitchcock

** "Meet the Applegates

Movie: "True Believer" R'

Thirtysomething

Superman F-Troop

Mysteries

WEDNESDAY EVENING MAY 12, 1993

4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00
2 (3 15) Movie: **** "The Last Emperor" (1987) 'PG-13 Life Stories Movie: *'/2 "Let It Ride" (1989) PG-13' Movie: "All 1 Want for Christmas" (1991) Peter Crypt Tales Dream On q ** "Wild Orchid 2: Two Shades of Blue"
4 Design. W. ICheers g Newsg Newsq Newsg ABC News Hard Copy g Ent. Tonight Wonder Years q Home Imp Coach

g

Best of Barbara Walters Newsq Golden Girls | Nightline q
6 Cur. Affair J Edition Cheers g News News NBC News Jeopardy! g Wh. Fortune Unsolved Mysteries (R) g Seinfeld g Seinfeld g Law A Order "Manhood" g News Tonight Show (In Stereo) q
7 Oprah Winfrey g Design. W. Murphy B. News CBS News Golden Girls Married... How'd They Do That? g In the Heat of the Night g 48 Hours (In Stereo) g News Dangerous Curves
8 Donahue (In Stereo! g^ Oprah Winfrey g Newsg CBS News You Bet-Life How'd They Do That? g In the Heat of the Night g 48 Hours (In Stereo) g Newsg Edition | Curves
10 Goof Troop Tom-Jerry Tiny Toon [Batman q Full House g Wonder Y. Roseanne g Married... Beverly Hills, 90210 g Melrose Place (In Stereo) q Mama |Mama Married... Hunter
11 People Ct. Cur. Affair Newsg Newsg NBC News Jeopardy! g Wh. Fortune Unsolved Mysteries (R) g Seinfeld q I Seinfeld g Law & Order "Manhood" g Newsq Tonight Show (In Stereo) g
14 2 30] Movie^ Movie: **W "In Love and War ( 1958) Robert Wagner. Movie: **Vi International Velvet" Drama) Tatum O'Nea Movie: **V4 "Taps" (1981, Drama) Timothy Hutton, Sean Penn. PG Movie: "North to Alaska
17 Wrestling Up Close [Inside PGA Max Out Cycling Sportscenter [Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference Division Final (rime Approximate) (Live) IMaior Leaaue Baseball: Teams to Be Announced (Live)

18 Pyramid [Pyramid American Gladiators Denver Dino. Dinosaucers Quantum Leap (In Stereo) Murder, She Wrote g |Movie: Sex, Love and Cold Hard Cash" ( iMacGvver The Gun' iHitchhiker

21 Movie: ** "/ Ought to Be in Picture'. Movie: **'? Footloose (1984) Kevin Bacon. Movie: ** /OcMxwer (1989J Jean-Claude Van Damme. Movie: *Vi "Sleepwalkers (19 ' g iMovie: ** "Love Crimes
22 (2:55) Movie: "1 Want To

'

Chris Cross Ready or Not Movie: ** Fast Getaway (1991) PG-13 Super Dave Movie: *** "The Fear Inside" (1992) Christine Lahti. 'R' Medusa Truth Karatemania V: World Kickboxing Chmp.
25 Underdog Muppets Hey Dude (R) Fifteen What You Do ICrazy Kids Looney BuHwinkle Amnesia Night M.T. Moore [M.T. Moore A. Hitchcock | Superman j F-Troop
26 , Anything [Anything Jane Pratt Supermarket

|
Shop-Drop Unsolved Mysteries L.A. Law "Gibbon Take Movie: *** "Claras Heart (1988) Whoopi Goldberg. Thirtysomething ! Mysteries

I s «'! n<
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Skovera at top ofDiv. II in hitting

Clarion wins three of four in 'weird week 1

by Jon Q. Sitter

Sports Editor

"It was a weird day," said head

coach Rich Herman of the

Clarion University baseball

team's doubleheader sweep of

California on Saturday.

The sweep ended a week in

which the Golden Eagles won

three of four, in playing a

spoiler's role, against PSAC-
West rivals.

In game one on Saturday,

senior Marty Valentic pitched a

three-hit shutout, striking out

four in a Clarion 7-0 road win.

For his performance, in

allowing only five baserunners

in seven innings, Valentic was

named the PSAC "Pitcher of the

Week."

This game's "weird" stat was

how Clarion scored. The Golden

Eagles scored three runs in the

third inning against host Cal

after starting a rally with no one

on and two out. They started the

same kind of rally, with nobody

on base and two outs in the fifth,

scoring two more runs. Marc

Keller had three ribbies during

the two out rallies.

Senior Johnny Shedd hit a

rocket home run in the sixth.

John Quahliero, Andy
Workinger and Keller all had

two hits in the win.

Clarion's game two win, 8-4,

proved to be another weird one.

In the top of the third, with

runners on first and third,

Workinger coaxed the count to

three balls, no strikes. "I haven't

given a green light on 3 and in

two or three years," said

Herman. But he did on this day

and Workinger hit a pea, a three-

run home run to put Clarion up

4-0.

Another "weird one" happened

when, in the bottom of the third,

on starting pitcher Brian

Wojtalik's third pitch of the

inning, a ball in the dirt bounced

up and hit the ump in the temple.

It completely knocked him out,

forcing a delay. When play

resumed , Wojtalik wasn't warm

and gave up three home runs

before being yanked, and the

score was suddenly tied at 4-4.

Ryan Bauer came on in relief

and tossed 4+ innings of shutout

ball to earn the win.

Clarion broke away in the

seventh inning with four runs

keyed by two triples and a

double.

Quahliero started off the inning

with a single. Coach Herman

gambled again in that inning

after Bret Houy fouled back an

attempted sacrifice bunt. He

called off the bunt in a meeting

with Houy down the third base

line by saying, "I can just see a

gap shot." Houy obliged by

doubling to left-center, knocking

in two runs. Keller followed

with a triple, scoring Houy.

Keller scored the eighth run on a

wild pitch.

Brian Popovich went three for

three and Tim Stimmell went

three for four on the day.

Workinger had three rbi's.

The Golden Eagle offense

mustered 22 hits on the day in

playing spoiler against Cal, who

was in a second place battle with

IUP.

The victories gave Clarion

their second and third wins in a

row and set them at 13-18

overall on the season (7-11 in

conference).

On April 22, the Eagles split

against a nationally ranked

Slippery Rock squad.

The Rock scored four unearned

runs in the first inning off starter

Jason Rafalski and held on for a

4-2 win.

Rafalski struck out The Rock's

Gross, who is nationally ranked

offensively, in the inning for

what would have been the third

out if an error hadn't been made

earlier. Instead, The Rock rallied

for four runs to take a 4-0 lead.

Rafalski settled down to shut

out The Rock the rest of the way,

including three 1-2-3 innings.

He also picked two runners off

j*£S»:?'>> -.*b;»5«! «}»»*.

;«*ev v xaa

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Popping up: Brett Houy (44) and the Golden Eagle baseball team have made a late rise in

the standings due to a recent three game winning streak.

" U'mUiiC " " P«. rlw« r^7r . v "-•. n=. J '
'. /.'.W. - .V.'.V'.' - V.V.V.',. -

of first in the contest.

Clarion chipped away but

Slippery Rock turned two key

double plays, and the Eagles fell

two runs short.

Houy and freshman Jason

Knight contained the nationally

ranked offense in game two to

take a 6-3 victory.

A six-run sixth inning keyed

the triumph.

Shedd, Quahliero and Kurt

Pannier all reached base to load

them up for Workinger, who
walked to force in the first run.

"I think that run began to rattle

The Rock," said Herman. "No

one likes to walk a man with the

bases loaded."

After Workinger's rbi pass,

Keller added a two-run double to

give CUP a 3-2 advantage.

Skovera followed that with

another two-run double, this one

off of the wall, to give Clarion a

three-run lead.

Skovera also scored in the

inning to put the game away.

Clarion currently stands in

fourth place in the PSAC-West

conference.

"We've played the spoiler's role

well," said Herman. "We've

battled our way out of the

bottom (of the conference),

hopefully we can keep it going

over the last two doubleheaders."

Junior shortstop Dave Skovera

remains in the top spot in hitting

in the conference and in the

nation in Division II, with a .472

average.

Clarion has two doubleheaders

remaining, hosting Mercyhurst

today at 2 p.m. and Lock Haven

on May 1.

"Golden

Eagle" seniors

Brett Hotiy-44
Brian Popovich- 11

J.Rosenberger-4

John Shedd~13
Mark Spohn- 21

Mart Valentic-17

Brian Wbjtalik-5

Andy Workinger-34

w w | «-- * m m * • *
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Golden Eagle Softball team goes for April
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

If one positive note came out

of Clarion's latest setback to Cal,

it was that a long, disappointing

season had mercifully come to a

close. The Eagles suffered their

sixteenth consecutive blemish

and watched their 6-3 early-

season Florida record plummett

to a dismal 6-19 mark to close

out 1993.

Clarion hoped an April 22

confrontation with Edinboro

would reverse its fortunes. It

only took nine innings for the

Fighting Scots to dispell any

upset thoughts the Eagles may

have had.

Edinboro outscored Clarion

27-1 in the twinbill. Lesley

Croston, Gerri Condo, and Leslie

Schattauer laced two hits a piece,

but it was far from enough.

The very next day, the Golden

Eagles' fortunes changed for the

better in a meeting with Slippery

Rock.

The Eagles wasted no time in

showing that they were here to

play. Leading off the first

inning, Meghan Kelly roped a

double. The very next hitter,

centerfielder Sarah Pitney,

followed with a bee-bee of her

own, and Clarion led 1-0.

After the Rockets tied the

score in the third, Kelly went to

work in the bottom half of the

frame.

The Eagle shortstop blasted a

one ball-two strike offering into

the power alley in left-center.

Two baiters later, Schattauer

drove her home with a base-

knock of her own.

Janine Hayward was pitching

masterfully until disaster struck

in the fifth. Slippery Rock

bunched together four hits in the

inning, and Clarion was playing

from behind once again, 3-2.

It did not take long for the

Eagles to answer. This time it

was Pitney who provided the

spark. She led off the Clarion

half of the fifth with a solid

.
.. . ... „

Ray Henderson/ Clarion Call

Janine Hayward and the Golden Eagles found their hitting as cold

as the weather upon their return from the Sunshine State.

single to center. Then she let her

speed take over. Pitney alertly

advanced to second on a passed

ball and then swiped third one

pitch later. Heather Hurst

swatted a double that scored

Pitney and the game was knotted

at three.

Seven innings could not decide

this one, and fans were treated to

free softball. In the eighth,

Slippery Rock pushed across a

run to beat the Eagles and,

despite a gallant effort, the

Clarion losing streak increased

to 13.

Game two provided the same

excitement and intensity as the

first one.

Kelly singled and scored in the

first to vault the Eagles ahead

once again. Danene Brown led

off the second the same way and

Clarion led 2-0.

After Slippery Rock tied the

game at three, the Eagles put

together a rally in the fifth.

Janine Rodkey started the surge

with a base hit up the middle.

Pitney then peeked her head into

yet another Clarion rally. She

served a single to right field and

the Eagles had gold on the

corners with only one out.

Schattauer refused to leave them

stranded.

The Eagle clean-up hitter

lambasted a double that plated

both Rodkey and Pitney. It was

her third run driven on the day,

and it placed Clarion in front 5-

4.

Once again Clarion could do

nothing but watch their late-

inning lead vanish. Slippery

Rock pushed across two runs on

three hits in the sixth, and they

had reclaimed the lead 6-5.

The Eagles' wings were

tattered, yet they refused to fall

quietly. Again it was Pitney

serving as the catalyst as she led

off the seventh with a single.

Two outs and two walks later,

the bags were loaded. It was not

to be. Gerri Condo was forced

out at second on a fine defensive

play, and the beat went on.

Catching the Eagles as they

tried to rebound from two

consecutive heartbreakers, was

the Mercyhurst Lakers. The rain

postponed game two, but a Laker

typhoon swept through Clarion

in game one, 12-2. Hayward and

Brown each contributed two hits

apiece in the calamity.

California was the last team

Clarion would face in '93, and

the Eagles were hoping to

salvage something from an

otherwise lost season. The

Vulcans did not seem to care.

Clarion finished the year with

an 0-10 mark in the conference

and a 6-19 record overall.

Harper, Giles qualifyfor PSAC's

Track team comes of age at Youngstown State
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

Carl Lewis, Edwin Moses,...

Kevin Harper?

In last year's Pennsylvania

State Athletic Conference Track

and Field Championships held at

Millersville University, speed

demon Kevin Harper scored all

of Clarion's team points by

winning the 800.

Harper has begun the 1993

campaign the same way he

ended in '92; by dusting the

competiton

.

Youngstown State University

was the site of Harper's latest

conquest; a third place finish in

the 200 and a invitation to the

1993 PSAC Championships.

Harper's time of 22.41 was

only the beginning of what

proved to be an impressive

display of athleticism by the

Golden Eagles.

The 400 relay team of Harper,

"Boo" Harrison, Ric Giles and

Alim Kamara put together a

season best time of 43.4, beating

the time they set at the Clarion

Open of 44.2. Giles and

Harrison were not finished there.

Giles saw an oppurtunity to

qualify for PSAC's in the 100

and seized it by blazing a path of

10.88 seconds. Not to be

outdone, Harrison ran the 500 in

a time oF^.2 and just missed

his own personal RSVP to the

conference championships.

The Golden Eagles' mastery in

running events is not the lone

Clarion strength in '93.

Likewise, the Golden Eagle

football team is not the only

sports team to grace the track

squad with talent.

The CUP wrestling team has

also implanted its lasting

impression on this unit. Dan

Payne, who wrestled at both the

177 and 190 pound weight

classes this past season, heaved

the javelin 131' 5" at

Youngstown. Also jumping

from the mat to the field,

literally, is 190 pounder Tiny

Anderson. Anderson soared to

an incredible distance of 41.1 in

the triple jump at YSU.
4

Speaking of strength, discus

thrower Mike Rosensteel, who

qualified for PSAC's at the

Clarion Open last week,

continued his monopoly on the

discus leader board. Rosensteel

fired the saucer 130 feet as the

rest of the field complained in

regards to his blatant violation

of the Sherman Antitrust Act

.

The women's track team

continues to impress coach Ron

Wiser day in and day out,

especially Lynn Baluh. Baluh,

fresh off her 31 foot -three inch

gravity-defying triple jump at

Clarion, performed her best

Deion Sanders impression by

going to a completely different

event, the 800 meter, and coming

in with a time of 2:42.

Third year head coach Ron

Wiser will have his men and

women geared up for the PSAC

Championships. "I really look

for us to place in the upper half

at the PSAC's. That's our game

plan," Wiser said, "And I

believewere really catching up to

the other PSAC teams." The

PSAC Track and Field

Championships will be held at

Shippensburg University

from May 13 through May 15.

Forparents ofrecent college graduates . .

.

SHORT-TERM MAJOR MEDICAL
Ifyour newly graduated dependent

is no longer eligible

for medical insurance . .

.

here's the perfect solution

from TIME Insurance Company!

• Great for young people ineligible for

coverage under their parents' plan or not yet

eligible for an employer's medical plan.

• $1,000,000 protection

• Underwritten by TIME Insurance Co.

• A+ Superior rating by A. M. Best

WestPenn®
M O T p B •_ CLUB
INSURANCE- AGENCY- INC

196 Mam Sueel

Bcoc*vill«. PA 15825

(814)849-4004

1-800-522-9968

Loretta Morres

Sai^s Agent

Devils may have found way
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to slow down Pens
Stories courtesy of

Associated Press

Penguins Advance

(Pittsburgh) -- O.K., so they're

not perfect after all.

The Pittsburgh Penguins have

lost once in their last 22 games.

They were beaten once in the

Patrick Division semifinals by

the New Jersey Devils, but they

still won their ninth consecutive

playoff series and now await

either the New York Islanders or

Washington Capitals.

What will it take to beat the

Penguins; not just in one or two

games, but in an entire series?

What will it take to beat what

some in hockey say is the perfect

team?

Simple, the New Jersey Devils

say. Perfection. The Devils' Ken

Daneyko says, "You can't make

too many mistakes against

them." He says the Penguins

"capitalize on mistakes better

than anybody."

Still, the Devils have stumbled

onto something in the final three

games of the five-game series.

The Devils' strategy of getting in

the faces of the Penguins' stars,

of relentlessly clutching,

grabbing, clawing and frustrating

Mario Lemieux and company

was surprisingly effective. After

being outscored 13-3 in the first

two games, the Devils and

Penguins played to a 10-10 tie

over the next three, but

Pittsburgh won twice by rallying

from a one goal deficit in the

third period.

The Penguins are still 12

victories away from winning a

third straight Stanley Cup, yet

many in hockey already are

saying they can't be beaten.

They still must win two more

series; one against another

division team that knows them

all too well, the other against

Buffalo, Montreal or Quebec, all

teams with enough firepower to

pull off an upset.

Players Investments

(Pittsburgh)-- A federal grand

jury indicted a Florida couple on

mail fraud charges connected to

their representation of

professional football players.

Among those players were

Dermontti Dawson and John

Jackson of the Pittsburgh

Steelers.

Joseph Senkovich Jr. and his

wife Karen Senkovich, both of

Ocala, were charged in a 29

count indictment on Tuesday.

The couple is charged with

mailing fraudulent financial

statements to the players. The

indictment says the statements

did not reflect that the couple

was using money from the

player's accounts to invest in

stocks, options, trading and a

horse farm. Authorities say the

NFL players the Senkoviches

represented lost more than $300

thousand.

Heart Run

(Danville)- The stepfather of a

girl born with heart disease ran

280 miles through rain, sleet and

hail to help raise one million

dollars for a children's heart

hospital in Danville.

Caroll Miser almost called it

quits after power lines and trees

fell across the road near Jersey

Shor,e, but the 41 year old

oilfield worker arrived in

Danville Tuesday with a red face

and glistening with sweat 15

days after leaving Erie's Perry

Square.

Miser stopped in front of the

steel girders of the Children's

Heart Center at Geisinger

Medical Center for a ceremony.

He said pledges from his run

would go toward completing the

hospital.

Geisenger spokesman Robert

Bomboy said approximately six

to eight thousand dollars had

been pledged.

NCAA signing*

(Philadelphia) - 6' 11" center

Keon Clark of Danville, Illinois

has signed a letter of intent to

play basketball at Temple

University. Clark averaged 13

points and nine rebounds for

Danville High School in Eastern

Illinois, which finished this

season with a 28-6 record.

(West Lafayette, Indiana)--

Purdue assitant men's basketball

coach Tom Reiter resigned to

accept a head coaching position

at Washington and Jefferson

College, an NCAA Division III

school in Washington, PA.

Reiter had been an assistant at

Purdue for seven years.

Early NFL signings

(Durham, NH)- University of

New Hampshire defensive back

Greg Lewis agreed to a contract

with the Philadelphia Eagles.

Terms were not disclosed.

Sports Opinion

Is there any honor to making the playoffs ?

by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

The elegance of the summer

season is approaching. Yes, the

beautiful sound of birds chirping,

the romance of star-gazing while

walking under the moon, the

elegant fragrance of flowers in

full bloom... the NHL playoffs?

That's right, the National

Hockey League playoffs could

possibly run through the first

week of June. What could be

more silly than an indoor sport

played on ice lasting until June?

The NBA is a strong answer.

The National Basketball

Association holds its playoffs

from the end of April until the

latter part of June as well. Why?

Is it necessary to include the

Indiana Pacers and Los Angeles

Clippers in the playoffs? Will

one of these teams make the

difference in determining the

eventual champion?

There is no real satisfaction to

qualifying for the playoffs when

more teams make them than

don't, only embarassment in

missing them.

In 1991, the NHL took 16 of

its 21 teams to the postseason.

Hardly an honor worth hanging a

banner over. The NBA takes 16

squads as well, which may lead

one to believe that these

leagues, through their elongated

playoff formats, are pursuing

financial gain rather than a batde

for athletic supremacy.

Professional football is a

smidgen better in this regard in

that it takes only 12 out of 28

teams to its postseason. Still

that's almost half.

The only sport with a playoff

I

I

I

L

Wing King
Free fries

with purchase of 15 wings

226-5900
Expires 5/12/93

format worth playing a regular

season over is Major League

Baseball.

I've heard it all too many

times, "the baseball season

goes on forever." Indeed it

does, but the playoffs don't.

Baseball is the only sport

where finishing in first place

actually means something.

Making the playoffs is actually

worthy of prestige, it's worthy

of hanging a banner. Win the

division, go to the playoffs.

Don't win the division, sit at

home and watch that grueling,

seven game Norris Division

playoff between Toronto and

Minnesota.

Now it seems that the power

of the dollar has wrapped its

merciless arms around baseball

as well. A new proposal

which is almost certain to be

adopted, would realign the

divisions much like that of

football. Three divisions per

league (east, central and west),

two consisting of five teams and

one consisting of four. The

proposed playoff format would

double the number of

representatives to the postseason.

Each division winner would

advance with the team sporting

the best record among non-

division winners appearing as a

wild-card representative.

Supporters of the proposal

frolic over the additional sites

where a playoff atmosphere can

now be experienced. Instead of

taking four teams to the

postseason, now eight cities are

subjected to the excitement.

Sure eight out of 28 advancing

isn't as bad as 16 of 21, but it

could get there. That's

essentially what I'm afraid of.

Eight will turn into 12, 12 will

turn into 16, and the one sport

where the regular season is worth

playing, will be no more.

Every team begins a season

jeFA
frttRTTFIEPX

AUTO CARE
Computerised Diagnostics

Major, General Auto & Truck Repair

JAMES N. GREENAWALT. JR.

ASE Master Technician

(814) 226-4624

10% OFF Labor for

CUP Students

South 5th Avenue

Clarion. PA 10214

with the ultimate goal of making

the playoffs. For some, its a

more reasonable goal than for

others. Nevertheless, there are

other ways to help these inferior

teams experience the playoff

atmosphere than simply handing

them a berth.

There is proof that a team which

handles its early draft selections

well can waltz into the playoffs

needing no assistance

whatsoever. Allowing weaker

teams to play a weaker schedule

has also been known to help in

this regard. Major League

Baseball allows the last place

team in the league the first shot

in claiming a player off of the

waiver wire. Alone, these

aspects to piecing together a

champion may seem trivial, but

put them all together and a

championship could be lurking in

the mist. Just ask the Dallas

Cowboys.

Maybe, this playoff format will

work better for Major League

Baseball. Maybe, additional

playoff games will add to the

excitement of the sport. My fear

is that baseball in December will

soon be as commonplace as

hockey in June.

_
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Sports Spotlight

Sports Information Department always striving for perfection
byJonQ.Sitler

Sports Editor

Togetherness, integrity and

dedication are three words that

come to mind when describing

the Clarion University Sports

Information Department.

Togetherness in the fact that

the Sports Information Director,

his two assistants and six work

study students are always

picking up the slack for one

another. The only way the office

works is to rely on each other.

Over the years, the department

has always stood for integrity.

No matter who reports an event,

it is reported exactly the way it

happened.

Dedication towards their jobs

and the goal for constant

perfection. .

.

The above are the three

watchwords of Sports

Information Director Rich

Herman and his two assistants,

Nick Neupauer and Joe Kvak, in

describing their Sports

Information department.

"Dedication at times, on
Football Mondays and
Basketball Mondays, is pushed

to the limit, however," said

Neupauer.

But who can blame them? The
staff never really knows what

kind of day they are going to

have. Busy or not.

In either case, the staff can

always be counted on to provide

a basic package for all Clarion

University sports. They take

care of all pre-season release

information, as well as handle all

game results throughout the year.

Under this package, they also

take care of pre-PSAC
championship releases, compile

final team stats and even send

out hometown releases for

athletes.

For the scholarship sports of

Clarion University, the SI

package begins to increase. It

now might cover direct-event

statistics for post-game release,

All-America promotions, All-

Conference promotions and
feature releases.

It is definitely not a one man
job over at Sports Information,

but Herman didn't get the

position of Sports Information

Director without being able to

handle responsibility.

Herman graduated from Point

Park College in 1976 with a

Bachelor of Science degree in

Communications.

He worked at different places

for three years before returning

to graduate school at Edinboro in

1979. This is where he got

involved in sports information

These are the resultsfrom the 36 hole TS&t
golf championships held on Tuesday at Treasure

Lakegolfcourse in 'DuBois.

1. Slippery %gc(^ 743

2AW
3 Clarion

757

803

156

**

* %ck^Qrafton
** Chris Williams 159

Chris (Brocions 164

first-team Ml-Cotvference

Second-teamMi-Conference

and public relations, and he

liked it.

He never did graduate from

Edinboro because he was offered

the Clarion job of Sports

Information Director.

So, in August of 1980, he came

to Clarion and he is now
finishing his 13th year.

Herman's other titles include

the conference SID for football

(since 1985), the voice of

Golden Eagle wrestling (radio),

vice-chair for a college

publications contest nationwide

for COSIDA and he also serves

as the Clarion University

baseball coach.

"The SID has a more
responsible position here, but the

only way all of this gets done is

with the whole staff working

together," said Herman. "One

person can't do it all, the

graduate assistants carry a big

part of the load. They have

similar jobs to that of a Sports

Information Director."

Both SED assistants, Neupauer

and Kvak, have appreciated their

experience at the Sports

Information Department.

They both agree that the job

has given them a lot of

opportunities.

"My experience in this job

could take me straight into

public relations, training and

development, I could be an SID
or go back into sports writing,"

said Neupauer.

Kvak said that he's met a lot of

people, which makes for a lot of

connections. He said the job has

improved his communication

skills, writing skills and feel of

how a sports team is run.

Herman says he tries to treat

his assistants as if they were a

full-time SID, not being afraid to

give them added responsibility.

"It helps them learn and

improves relations and publicity

for Clarion University," said

Herman.

Herman said that you can't put

a value on what these guys

(Neupauer and Kvak) do for

Clarion, with hometown
releases, etc.

"People don't really realize

the amount of work being done

by two graduate assistants and

six work study students," said

Herman.

And in this job, the work must

be perfect. "If you don't strive

for perfection , what else is

there?" said Herman. "A person

should do the absolute best he or

she can do, without that drive,

this job cannot be done. For 24

hours a day, we at least try to be

perfect."

It was pointed out that student

workers often argue amongst
themselves over a yard rushing

or an assist. You know there's

dedication around the office

when student workers are

striving so hard for perfection.

If not perfect, close.

Committed to your success

Catch up on extra credits for your college

degree this summer at Perm State DuBois.

We're offering more than five dozen

undergraduate and graduate level courses

this summer, so there's sure to be something

here for you. Registration is currently

underway and classes begin May 24.

Call us for more information.

PENNSTATE

1 8 5 5

DuBois
Campus

1-800-346-ROAR

1*^*" %%
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Michelle Sporer

Editor-in-Chief

'Don't blame me. I'm not their mother.

"When the going

gets weird, the

weird turn pro.

"

-Dr. Hunter S. Thompson

Debbie Huffman

Managing Editor

I like to go off on everything fresh, and then

chill."
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Alan Vaughn

News Editor

"All the news that's fit to print, and most

of the news that isn't."

Ray Henderson

Photography Editor

"How'd this funky brown puke get in my
Nuclear Nikon FR-7 auto winder.

"

Tara Sheasley

Ad Design

"Do whatever you want, just don't put

your **** garbage all over my desk."

Dan Parrish

Features Editor

"After graduation, I hope to pursue my
dream of getting in News of the Weird"

Jim Say

Copy and Design Editor

"Striving to make full use of the Dan

Quayle Dictionary(e)."

— »""
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Bill Bucek

Advertising Manager

"Hard work, dedication, and a relentless

up and at 'em attitude. Wish I had it."

'
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Jon Q. Sitler

Sports Editor

"Shut up and write the article, Ben."

PHOTO
NOT

AVAILABLE

Brigitte Josefczyk

Circulation Editor

"If it absolutely has to be there

overnight."

Ted Howard
Business Manager

"My business is none of yours."
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Clarion Call's 1992-1993

Advisors and Assistants

Dave Gmys- Layout Advisor

Rodney Sherman- Assistant

News Editor

Ben Vessa- Assistant Sports

Editor

Scott Dillon- Assistant

Photography Editor

:

Mr. Arthur J. Barlow

Faculty Advisor to the Clarion Call

"A classic case of the blind

leading the blind."
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Help Wanted
250 Counselors and Instructors needed!

Coed summer camp in Poconos

Mountains, Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box

234 CC, Kenilworth, NJ 07033 (908)

276-0998.

SUMMER JOBS

ALL LAND/WATKR SPORTS

PRESTIGE CHILDRENS CAMPS
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS NEAR

LAKE PLACID

CALL 1-800-786-8373

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No

selling. You're paid direct. Fully

guaranteed. FREE Information~24 hour

hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright*

PA027950

Heading for EUROPE this summer? Only

$169!! Jet there anytime for only $169

with AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's Go!

and NY Times.) CALIFORNIA-$129

each-way from NY. AIRHITCHr
.

814-8654000

Band management company searching for

a student who's interested in the music

industry and familiar with local music

scene to be a marketing representative.

Call (201) 348-9107.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisherics. Earn $600+/week in canneries or

$4,000+/month on fishing boats. Free

transportation! Room & Board! Over

8,000 openings. No experience necessary.

Male or Female. For employment program

call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5246.

Nannies Needed

One year positions available on East

Coast. Must have drivers license and child

care experience. Great salary and benefits.

Call The Perfect Nanny, Ltd. 1-800-882-

2698.

Sales & Sen ices

True Colors Tattoo***

Professional Sterilization

Fine lines and coverups. Choose from 50

colors. Located in Sligo, PA, 10 miles

south of Clarion. Call for appointments

after 5:00 p,m. 358-2715.

Need carpet for your dorm or apartment

next year? Call 226-0618. Chair for sale

too.

Need a place to store your stuff over the

summer? Call Heather for details at

226-4331.

KoomiiKiles <X. Kciihils

College Park Apartments now signing for

fall 1993 and spring 1994 semesters.

Utilities included, furnished. Call 226-

7092.

Remodeled 2 and 3 bedroom mobile

homes for rent available for summer, fall

and spring '94. Call 227-2800.

Nice houses and apartments available for

summer 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Nice houses and apartments available for

fall 1993. Evenings 226-8617.

Nice, clean apartment for 4. One-and-a-

half blocks from campus on Wood Street.

$750/semester/person including heat. One

year lease. May to May. 226-7171

For rent sleeping room only. Very near

college campus. Female students only.

For summer semesters and fall semester.

For more information call 226-5647.

Apartment for rent. HUD approved. 226-

7091

Summer rentals -$600 for both 5 week

sessions. 1—4 students. Furnished and

utilities included. 226-7092

Apartment for rent: for 1 or 2 people, for

summer or all year. Very nice, close to

campus. Call 227-2781 or 226-2455. Ask

for Kurt.

Summer apartments, one block from

campus. One to four people occupancy.

Leave message at 226-5917.

Apartments-summer, 2 to 4 students-

$350. 226-9279

Apartments: Fall and Spring, 4 students,

$750plus-226-9279.

New apartments for rent. Two, three or

four students. Call (814) 354-2992.

Three bedroom house close to campus.

Summer, fall and spring of '93-'94. Call

(814)772-9094.

Apartments for fall and spring, also for

summer. Call 797-1201.

Two people, $600 all summer. Furnished,

washer and dryer. Close to campus Rick

Slike Rentals. 226-5690

Furnished apartment for rent near campus

for non-smoking students. All utilities

included. 226-7997

A small apartment for 1 or 2 female non-

smoking students for summer sessions

only. Call 226-9158 after 5:00.

New York, New York-it's THE CITY of

job opportunity and I'm looking for a few

driven and dedicated roommates to cut the

costs of living there starting sometime in

1994. Call John at 227-2470.

Nice quiet furnished apartment for 3 or 4
Need a place tQ ,ive for^ summer? Call

girls. Call 226-8225.
Heather for details at 226-433L_

TV'
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Pitcher
Speda

Biggest

lorafi
Special

8-10 pm

Wir
25| each

1 am
Karaoke

Hours 9 P«H «" 7*

Classifieds
Announcements

To be your voice, we must hear your

voice." --1993 Student Senate

Wanted: tickets for graduation ceremony

(10:00 a.m.). Will pay!! Call 227-2467 ask

for Ted.

Personals
To the first floor "Givan Gang" -I can't

believe it's been three years! I will miss

you guys next year! Especially you,

roomie! Luv ya Stacey! Amy G.

To the sisters of AlA: The mixer was fun,

the Penguins won and everyone had a

great time. We'll have to do it again soon.

Delta Chi

To the sisters of AIT: The brothers of

Delta Chi would like to thank you for the

efforts you put forth on our philanthropy.

We couldn't have done it without you.

Delta Chi would like to thank everyone

who participated and donated to the

Special Olympics "Swing Thing."

Delta Chi would like to wish everyone a

safe and happy summer.

Delta Chi wishes the best to seniors Tim

Falso, Al Redfoot, Henry Howells and

Dan Parrish. Good luck in the "real

world." We're glad you are our brothers.

Thanks to the ladies of Theta Phi Alpha

for the mixer and carwash. We'll have to

do it again next year because the guys

demand a boxer rematch (girls included).

Congratulations to the Delta Zeta Spring

'93 pledge class. You are finally

neophytes. Keep up the good work. You're

almost done. Love the sisters of Delta Zeta

KDR, TKE, and Zeta's thanks for the great

double mixer. We'll have to do it again

soon. Love Delta Zeta

Tri-Sigma would like to thank our

graduating seniors for their years of

dedication. Good luck to : Traci Shields,

Lisa Recker, Lori Heistand, Deb Archer,

Mary Kay Franko, Mamie McCluskey,

Michelle Smith, Cheryl Benninghoff, Sue

Caretti, and Donna Marsh. We're going to

miss all of you.

Holly, Great job in the play. You're a star!

See ya on Broadway! Love, your D Phi E

Sisters

John Pulver-Thank you for being a

wonderful Teddy Bear. We'll always

consider you a sweetheart. Love, Phi

Sigma Sigma

Congratulations to our new Teddy Bear,

Dan Swanson. We love you! The sisters of

Phi Sigma Sigma

Marianne-You have been the GREATEST

big! Good luck—I'll miss you! Always

remember-your little loves you! At love

and especially mine, Jen

Susan-I don't know where to begin! We

have been through so much! Clarion won't

be the same for me once you're gone! I'll

miss you! Best wishes! 1 love you! Jen

Dawn-I want to wish you all the best!

Pledging woulun't have been the same

without you! I'll miss you-Good luck!

Love, Jen

Nipper, I'm sure going to miss you.

Clarion's'not going to be the same without

you, but we will only be two hours away

from each other. I love you, Chipper

Fly, you have been the best roommate,

and we're going to miss you. (Not!) Your

pals, Chris, Bob, Beez

Phi Sigma Sigma: Have a great and safe

summer! Congratulations to all those

who graduate! Teddy Bear
,93-'94

Special thank you to Phi Sigma Sigma

for choosing me as your new sweetheart.

It's a great honor from a special group of

girls and I'm looking forward to being

with you throughout this next year! Love,

Dan

D Phi E, I'm proud to be your new

sweetheart! You guys are the best! And

congratulations to the new sisters! Love,

Phil

Delta Phi Epsilon would like to extend

warm wishes to their graduating seniors:

Robin, Kerri, Nicole, Krissy, Kristin,

Betsy, Merrit, Amy, and Noelle. Best of

luck ladies, remember you will always

have a friend in D Phi E.

D Phi E would like to congratulate the XI

pledge class -the newest sisters of Delta

Phi Epsilon: Amy Bowser, Holly Connor,

Dawn Davidovich, Jodi Hart, Sarah

Steidel, Kristin Mosley, Shawna

Nestman, and Charlotte Kunzler. Wear

your letters proudly!

Tri-Sigma would like to wish everyone

good luck on finals.

D Phi E would like to thank Luis for

being our Deepher Darling. You've been

a great friend. We will always have a

special place in our hearts just for you.

Congratulations to our new Deepher

Darling Phil Walsh! We can't wait to

spend the year with you. Love, D Phi E

Luis, Congratulations on your jewel. You

found a real gem. Best of luck to you

both. Love, your D Phi E sisters

Congratulations Chrissy on your

lavaliere. Best wishes to you and Bruce.

Love D Phi E.

D Phi E would like to wish everyone

luck on their finals.

Jenny and Heather nice job on the boat,

glad you kept the formal afloat. (Next

year- -can we all have what Susie had?)

Love, D Phi E

The Clarion Call would

like to wish everyone

a safe and fun summer. See

you in the fall!

Congratulations to another successful

semester of A Phi O. Good luck to all

graduating seniors. Wc won't forget you

if you don't forget us. Everyone have a

great summer and see you next semester

(hopefully). The Brothers of Alpha Phi

Omega

To the brothers of Kappa Delta Rho-

Being your sweetheart has been a great

honor. I wish you all the very best.

Special thanks to the Fall'92 pledge class:

Greg, Mike, Jamie, Scott, Joe and Brian!

I love you guys! -Schmeider

Happy Birthday Mouse! Have a great

day! Love Dawn

Danielle-Congratulations! You're outta

here! Jenn and I will miss you! I love my
big! Love Amy

Congratulations to our new Theta Phi

Alpha Sisters: Heather Kaeselau, Janine

Kucinski, Tracy Orr, Sandee Siford,

Jennifer Sniezek. We love you guys!

Theta Phi Alpha wishes everyone a fun

but safe summer!

Congratulations to Theta Phi Alpha's

1993-*94 Executive Board: Jerri Lyrm

Best (Prts.), Amy Stamm (VP), Becky

Bruce (Ret Sec.), Amy Gerkin (Corresp.

Sec), Jenn Wilson (Treas.), Dana

Richards (Rush), Amy Miller (Pledge).

Congratulations to: The new Kappa Delta

Rho executive board, our new neophytes,

and to Woody and Lori on their

engagement! Fraternally yours, The

Brothers of Kappa Delta Rho

Zeta's, Thanks for the swap. Let's do it

again. You girls are the best—Bowla

Bowla! Love, the Brothers of Kappa

Delta Rho

The Brothers of Kappa Delta Rho would

like to thank the sisters of Delta Zeta for

their participation in our annual rock-a-

thon.

The brothers of Kappa Delta Rho would

like to welcome Marcie Goss as our new

sweetheart. Congratulations, we love

you!

Herald, Thanks for being such a

wonderful 'you'. Without you I would

never have made it through this past year.

I'm looking forward to spending time

(finally) with you this summer and of

course we will have the tropical sunsets

of Barbados. You couldn't make my
birthday any more special than what you

have planned. I love you for now and

always. . . Me

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE IGLOO
COOLER if you qualify.

Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
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Take me back to when it was a game
by Ben Vessa

Assistant Sports Editor

A professional basketball

player who only makes 30

percent of his jumpers won't stay

in the league for long. The same

can be said for a hockey goalie

who saves 30 percent of the

shots he faces, or a quarterback

who completes 30 percent of his

pass attempts.

But, then there's baseball. The

punishment for a Major League

Baseball player who is

successful 30 percent of the time

(.300 batting average)... about

$7 million a year? Hell, a utility

infielder who succeeds 23

percent of the time can "earn"

three to four mill.

How can baseball survive like

this? Is it because it's

"America's pastime?" You

know, "Catch the Fever," "Take

me out to the ball game," that

kind of stuff? No. The fact is

that baseball is in grave danger,

and if conditions remain the way

they are, Major League Baseball

will become extinct by the year

2015. Here are the reasons why:

"/ believe there should be a

law prohibiting artificial turf

and the designated hitter.

"

- Crash Davis

"Bull Durham"

V 1. The designated hitter was

introduced into the American

League to increase offense,

thereby increasing excitement

and marketability. Well, one out

of three ain't bad. Hell, .333 is

worth about $8 million in

baseball.

Baseball fans love the game of

baseball. Sure, the sweet swing

of Ken Griffey Jr. is beautiful to

watch, Roger Clemens' fastball

is intense and Mike Devereaux's

ability to rob home runs is

breathtaking. But baseball

enthusiasts love the intricacies of

the game. A successful hit-and-

run, suicide squeeze, double

steal, or the strategy involved in

a simple double switch often

provides as much enjoyment as a

mammoth homerun does.

The American League is not

baseball, it's home run derby.

An average day for an AL
manager consists of writing nine

names on a line-up card and then

sitting in the dugout until his

pitcher gets tired. The ability to

manage an American League

team should be given away

through promotions like that of a

bat boy. Send in two UPC
symbols from a box of Count

Chocula or write in 25 words or

less on why you want to make up

a line-up and then watch the

game from the dugout.

The brainstorm of the

designated hitter has increased

offense but has decreased

excitement, aggressiveness and,

most importantly, fans.

V 2. Until a few weeks ago, the

only place I had ever witnessed a

professional baseball game was

at Three Rivers Stadium. When

a friend called up and asked me

to go to Cleveland for a Tribe

versus Jays game, my disgust

with the American League

forced a momentary hesitation.

But, since I had never seen a

game played on grass, and since

Carlos Baerga was on my
Augusta Wind fantasy league

team, I accepted.

Wow! What a difference.

Real grass, real dirt, bad hops,

and most importantly, the

melodious smell of the natural

surface created an atmosphere I

had never experienced.

As a light drizzle softly

ATTEIlTIOn

Graduating Science majors:

There is a nationwide shortage of

IBedical Laboratory Technicians

With just twelve months of training you can begin a challenging and

rewarding career helping doctors diagnose and treat disease.

• Employment opportunities are excellent.

• Starting salaries average $20-25,000 plus benefits.

• Prerequisites are 30 college credits, including

6 in chemistry and 6 in biology.

JOin THE HEALTH CARE TEflmi

BECOmE fl LHBORflTORY TECHIlICIfln!

APPLY ndW

!

School for Medical Laboratory Technicians

Harriot Medical Center

201 State St.

Erie, PA 16550

877-6000 ext. 3145

trickled from the sky and a cool

breeze tenderly drifted through

the air, I thought to myself... this

is baseball. If it wasn't for the

existence of the DH and the

simple fact that we were in

Cleveland, I would have sworn I

was in heaven.

As I gazed at the beauty before

my eyes, I realized that young

baseball fans from Seattle,

Houston and Minnesota have

probably never seen a game

outdoors, let alone witnessed a

game on grass with a light rain

and cool breeze. Unfortunately,

the efficiency of multi-purpose

and domed stadiums will

eventually erode natural grass

fields and cause the subtle

beauties of the game to be

forgotten.

I never realized how ugly

watching a game at Three Rivers

was until I visited the Warriors

of the Cuyahoga two Fridays

ago, and frankly, I may never

appreciate a visit to Buc-land

again.

"Greed is good. Greed works.

"

- Gordon Gecko

"Wall Street"

V 3. The money situation in

baseball is absurd. A team that

plays in a major market can offer

a .240 hitter $3 million a year.

Once word gets out, every player

in the league who hits .240

claims he deserves a similar

deal. Teams from Minnesota,

Pittsburgh, Seattle and

Cleveland can't offer big dollars

because their markets are too

small. These smaller markets

are usually outbidded when

high-priced free agents are

searching for the best offer.

Teams from New York and Los

Angeles bid higher and easily

abduct franchise players from

financially inferior clubs.

Pittsburgh fans are upset at

players like Barry Bonds, Doug

Drabek, Bobby Bonilla and Jose

Lind for accepting lucrative

contracts from other clubs. They

don't realize how lucky the

organization was to actually

have a chance to sign them for

similar dollar amounts. In a few

years, it will be Al Martin, Kevin

Young and Carlos Garcia

receiving the heat from boo-

birds when they come back to

visit. The money will be so

outrageous by then, Pittsburgh

won't be able to keep anyone. If

nothing changes, franchises like

Minnesota, Pittsburgh, Seattle

and Cleveland will be forced to

fold.

Where do the children go?

• The Hooters, 1987

V 4. Maybe the professionals are

too greedy. Maybe a little league

coach took winning too

seriously. Whatever the reason,

kids just don't like baseball as

much anymore. A recent study

by ESPN showed that baseball

ranks third behind the NBA and

NFL when it comes to popularity

with youngsters. Only 18

percent of children under the age

of 18 claimed that baseball was

their favorite professional sport

to watch.

Something is turning them off

of the game. Is it the DH? Is it

artificial turf? Is it greed?

Whatever the reason, fewer

members of this age group will

be visiting the old ball yard in

the future. And how many will

take their sons to the stadium to

open their eyes to the sport?

Especially when ticket prices are

50 bucks a pop.

Baseball is slowly but surely

destroying itself. When it was a

game, World Series announcers

explained how Roberto

Clemente loved to play. Now
that its a business, World Series

announcers ask where Jack

Morris will migrate to next year.

The saddest story of all is that

professional baseball has a great

deal more than just four

problems that are tip-toeing

overhead, waiting to fall from

the sky. The only thing I want to

see fall from the sky is a baseball

into some leather.

Thank you Amy Rae, Ron
Santillo, Eric feioec, Mike
Jew art, Karen Ruud and
"Beezer" Gregg- fOR taking up

space.
- Vess and Q
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No ordinary major league All-Star team
by Jon Q. SUler

Sports Editor

Major League Baseball needs

some sort of an All-Madden

team. Be gone with this silly

civil war between the Americans

and the Nationals that occurs

every July. Bring in a game that

would really mean something.

Bus in Japan's best, let us eat

Mel Hall for dinner. Rid the

majors once and forever of this

ridiculous exhibition of

sportsmanship and bring in some

players that would rather get

mangled than lose a ball game; a

real All-Star team with players

who I would pay to see. . . and

get my money's worth. Here's

my ballot:

V First base- All that John "I

am not a" Kruk does is amaze

me. This guy looks like he

should be lounging on a couch in

front of a tube with a beer in his

left hand and a cigar in his right.

But don't let his beer-belly, long

hair and scruffy unshaven face

fool you. He batted .407 last

April, .356 in May, .341 in June

and played in his second straight

All-Star game before finishing at

.323 for 1992. He has worked

awfully hard to get there, with

long batting practice sessions

that caught the eyes of some

Catch the fever

Ray Henderson/Clarion Call

Colorfully done: Senior starting pitcher Marty Valentic (17) puts all of his near 200
pounds into this offer. Valentic and the Golden Eagle baseball team are scheduled
to finish the 1993 season on Saturday, hosting Lock Haven.

national reporters. Throw a

hundred 590 hamburgers and a

clean change of underwear into

his locker about once a week and

he'll take care of himself.

V Second base- How about a

two bagger with a catcher's

mentality? How 'bout Craig

Biggio? The 1992 Houston

Astros finished 17 games back of

the Atlanta Braves in the

National League West but there

wasn't a game that Biggio didn't

give 100 percent. In fact, he

played in all 162 games and stole

38 bases in a season that made

him the first major leaguer ever

to make All-Star teams at catcher

and then second base.

V Shortstop- Cal Ripken Jr.

entered the 1993 season having

played in 1,735 consecutive

games. Lou Gehrig has long

since passed but couldn't have

played a solid shortstop anyway,

so I would be plenty content

watching the strongest willed

man play at the major's weakest

offensive position, day in and

day out. He's like a piece of

iron.

I'd give Clarion University

shortstop Dave Skovera a few

at-bats off of the bench every

now and then to spell Ripken.

V The hot corner- First, give

Graig Nettles a tryout and see if

you can hit one past him. If this

proves unsuccessful, give me a

little attitude- Gary Sheffield.

The world should see how good

Doc Gooden's little nephew
really is. This 1992 triple crown

contender, who won the NL
batting title at .330, figures to be

the superstar of the '90's. But at

only 24 years of age, he's being

hidden in San Diego. Of course,

I'd hide him his whole career if

it kept him happy. When he was

unhappy in Milwaukee a couple

of years ago, he admitted that he

intentionally botched plays. He
may be a baby at times, but

babies don't usually have his bat

speed.

V Outfield- This team takes

all kinds. It needs a nice mixture

of Dave Winfield, Barry
Bonds, Lenny Dykstra, Jose

Canseco, Albert Belle and

Kirby Puckett. I need six

outfielders because "Nails" will

break a bone crashing into a

wall, and Belle and Canseco are

sure to be suspended at some
point in the year. As mean as

Belle and Canseco are, they

never murdered a seagull during

a game. That distinction goes to

the man with the hardest two

strike swing ever, Dave
Winfield. This team is so good

that they could possibly lose

their aggressiveness and become

lackadaisical. That's where

Bonds comes in. Everybody

hates Barry. These guys are no

exception. Not only will Barry

annoy the fans, he will piss off

his own teammates. Puckett

still plays the game for the fun of

it, and for that reason alone, he

can play for me.

V Backstops- Benito

Santiago, Sandy Alomar Jr.,

Charles Johnson and Ivan

Rodriguez. Base stealers

beware! This catching corps

could very possibly take your

life. Our pitchers will always go

from the wind-up and dare teams

to steal.

Because we're such a kind

organization, during the seventh-

inning-stretch fans can try to

swipe a base against any of these

missile launchers. Anyone who
is successful gets a new car, and

every participant receives a T-

shirt saying "I survived the anti-

theft guns." -IF THEY'RE
STILL ALIVE!

V The Arms- If you can't

throw the heat, get out of my
kitchen 'cause there's no

paintin' the black here. I want

the fiery competitors, battlers

and men who aren't afraid to say

NO to the yank. Where have

you gone, Ryan Albers? Give

the nod to Chris Bosio, Roger

Clemens, David Cone, Randy
Johnson and The Wild Thing.

I want a Rob Dibble mindset in

the pen. In high school, this

maniac wailed a heater into the

stands in an effort to pick off a

guy sitting next to his girlfriend.

Of course, you need a rookie to

break into the staff and there's

none nuttier,than Turk Wendell.

Talk about superstitious, this guy

probably skipped the age 13.

Turk thinks its bad luck for the

catcher and the pitcher to be

standing at the same time. If the

catcher rises to return a ball to

the mound, Wendell will squat.

Its also bad luck to receive a ball

thrown by an umpire. Turk

moves out of the way and lets an

infielder return it to him. He
also leaps over foul lines, eats

black licorice between innings

and then brushes his teeth before

returning to the hill.

There's always room for a guy
like Turk in the land of make-
believe.
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